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Hollywood, Oct, 5.

I CBS was still trying to get out

{font under this week as result of

the web's top level tv execs in Hol-

lywood being caught with their in-

tegrity down.
I Fact that Lanza showed up for

VShower of Stars?' when the bet-

ting was against it drew the scald-

ing bathwater for CBS, Show up
he did, but without his singing

voice. Then the roof caved in.
'' What made matters all the worse

was that sponsoring Chrysler flew

in 100 tv editors and columnists

from all over the ?ountry for

f’Shower” premiere. They all must
Have filed something to their pa-

pers on how CBS falsified /to
,
the

press, Web stuck to its guns until

the next day, when the other cheek
—the truthful one—was turned. All

the press wanted to know of the

CBS hierarchy was whether Lanza’s

actual voice was pre-recorded or

whether the Victor records he made
three years ago were used—for a

reported $40,000 fee from Chrysler.

EyeryOne at CBS swore Up and
down it was Lanza’s voice pre-

recorded five days before the tele-

cast, but the scribes had. heard it

differerjtly.

Earl Wilson (N; Y. Post) and a

dozen other metropolitan press

figures were told point-blank they
were

.
wrong in supposing such a

hoax was practiced. Next day J. L.

(Continued on page 28)

N.Y. Scribes ‘Butchers’

To Brit Critic; Another

Likes Yank ‘Toughness’
Now the London critics have

joined the perennial controversy
Over the toughness of New York
legit reviewers and audiences; Two
of them got into print about it re-

cently, • and at least by implication
they were in direct disagreement.

‘ Cecil Wilson, London Daily Mail
atsle-sitter currently in New York;,

filed several dispatches- to his pa-

per, ’including a report on the '‘cold

shower” of reviews of the Old Vic
production of “Midsummer. Night’s
Dream’', oh Broadway, and a fea-;

ttire piece about the “axe of the

.

Hew York critics and the apathy of

the! American ’public.”

'

More or less simultaneously,
Kenneth Tynan; in his weekly crit-

ical column in the London Observ-
er, used occasion of two flop open-
ings to contrast the generally low
quality of British shows with those
of Broadway. He urged “higher
critical standards” for the London
theatre.
Commenting on a recent Sunday

column in which Walter F. Kerr;
critic of the N; Y. Herald Tribune*
reported approvingly of the ready
London public for both top quality
and. ''family trade” shows, Tynan
suggested, “politeness forbade him
to draw the obvious conclusion:
that, critics and public alike lower

(Continued on page 75)

Sing Out the News
Hamilton, OntM Oct. 5.

A “Songs, of Our Times”
medley was featured on CKOC
here yesterday (Mon.).
Times Were “Joltin’ Joe pi-

Maggio,” “Marilyn,” and
“Don’t Cry Joe, Let Her Go.”

Film company presidents have
turned a deaf ear on the idea of an
international film festival to be
held in Hollywood. The subject was
introduced at a meeting of the Mo-
tion Picture Assn, of America in

N. Y: last week by Theodore Black,
Republic v.p.-courisel.

Black’s mere mention of such a

fest was the extent to which the
matter was aired at the session.

Not even one other MPAA board
member would pick it up conver-
sationally and it was quickly
dropped. *
Company heads have been anti

any staging of a pic fest because
of the costs which would be en-
tailed, the relative insignificance of
foreign product (which would be
competing) in the U. S., as com-
pared with the importance of
Yank pix abroad and doubtful val-
ues generally.
The Motion Picture Industry

CqUncil in Hollywood has been
making an all-out pitch for an an-
nual International Film Festival.
Target date is the fall of 1955 for
the teeoff. The cost for setting up
the event, according to present es-

timates,* would run about $500,000.
Kay Lenard, MPTD prexy, is cur-

rently iri New York to drum up in-

terest in the idea.

American Dehut of Scot

‘New John McCormack’
The Rey, Sydney MacEwan,

Scotland’s “Singing Priest," is be-
ing heralded as the “hew John Mc-
Cormack” as lie walks down the
Mauretania gangplank today
(Wed.) for his first visit to this
country. Some of the bally on the
Roman Catholic cleric’s boxoffice
prowess is fabulous, but since the
padre’s holiday from his Scottish
parish, Lochgilphead Argyle, near
Glasgow, is being sponsored here
by the nonprofit and cultural Na-
tional Arts Foundation, the “pay
attention” tag is indicated.

Father MacEwan will “break in”
his act, as far as the U. S. is con-
cerned, in Anderson, Ind., with
his concert-style 12-date itinerary,
booked by Elwood Emerich Man-

(Continued oh page 66)

By FRED HIFT

Mounting anger e x pr e s s e d
against the Hollywood film produc-
tion cbde by European film pro-
ducers, and American importers
handling such product, may result
in a retaliatory code being adopted
in Europe and applied to LJolIy-
wood-made features. Tit-for-tat
code’ would reflect the complaint
that' (1) Hollywood’s censorship
machinery automatically hurts for-
eign films in the American market
and (2) the Hollywood censorship
system operates “easy” on US.
producers and “tough” on foreign,
especially Italian and French, pic-
tures, and is not impartial.
At the next meeting in Madrid

of the International Federation of
Film Producers a resolution deal-
ing with the American code’s eco-
nomic injury to European product
will come up for discussion, with!
the code-for-code strategy then
supposedly moving into operation.
This drastic scheme is but one of
several pending counter-measures
against the American “seal of ap-
proval,” withholding of which can
cost a foreign film thousands of
potential U. S. theatre bookings.
Lengthy memorandum, drawn

(Continued on page 16)

Frankfort, Oct. 5,

Nobody is willing to be quoted
as flatly saying so but it is now
jClear that film studio personnel
which has occasion to commute,
between Frankfort vand Berlin is

under unofficial instruction to go
by airplane. View here is that
it is especially dangerous for
American citizens to travel the
autobahn, There- is a distinct
chance of being nabbed by Soviet
piinions, who frequently seize
Yanks just for 'sporting blood’s,
sake.
.The tactful comment of German

film executives Is that when bound
for Berlin “it saves time” to take

.

a four-motored conveyance.

Negro World Fair for *63

Bridgeport, Oct. 5,
A Negro World’$ Fair, pegged

on the centennial of Lincoln’s
emancipation proclamation, is

planned for 1963 at pleasure
Beach, Bridgeport's municipally-
operated amusement park, by the
Emancipation Day Assn., head-
quaVtered. here.
Top' Negro stage, radio-tv and

film talent will be booked during
the event, which would carry on
for an extended period.

Sing, You Citizens
Hollywood, Oct. 5.

Songstress Connie Haines
was guest performer at an “I
Am An American Day” show
here recently to greet new
American citizens. She intro-

duced her number by saying
she would sing something ap-
propriate to the occasion.

The song was “Sing, You
Sinners.”

NBC's telertiobile color unit will

“hit the road” from California next

January to tint up college cam-
puses for at least one 13-week cycle

of programs involving name, bands

and other talent. The college trail

will follow a webbed tintcast of the

Plagued for years by a serious
week-before-Christmas slump, thea-
tremen are doing some longrange
soul searching to cpme up with
gimmick to lick this worst patron
drought period. Many exhibs, who
have weighed the problem over
and over fpr a number years,
have frankly admitted, d e f e a t

,

thrown in the towel, ' and have
either shut down their houses or
operated on a curtailed basis dur-
ing this" no-business stanza,.

A clarion call “not to sit down
and take the beating without a
fight” is now being issued by sev-
eral exhib orgs. An idea, suggested
by Allied of West Virginia, has
spread to the Independent Theatre
Owners of Ohio and probably will
be mulled by other exhibitor units.

It. is suggested that first-run
product not be dissipated during
the period and that theatres rely
on gpod repeat pictures or re-
issues “that for some reason or
other mis-fired in your town.”
These* pictures, it’s noted, should
be, exhibited during a period of
one-day changes. Among the pic-,
tures suggested for the program-
are “Roman Holiday,” “Stalag 17,”
“Lili,” etc., or even going back to
such product as “Show Boat.” It’sTburriament of Roses in. Pasadena,

same as done last New Year’s Day ' Stressed, too, that “it might be a

amid NBC’s west-to-east hoopla.

A different school will be picked

up each Saturday, tied up with

strategic athletic encounters; up-

coming sports festivals and bashes,

and other “do or die” galas linked

with the nation’s ivy and near-ivy

college circuit.

Colorcasts of a half-hour are

planned, under sponsorship iri

whole or iri part, with Motorola re-

portedly interested in shelling out

the coin for a portion of the deal

and with the web sharing tne orch
and some other talent costs with
the sponsor. (Schools^ would chime
in with glee Clubs; their own stand-
by bands, etc.) NBC and the check-
payer would also send put a cicw
to promote the tintcast a week in

advance, with sponsor hitting , its

distributors, dealers, arid, the like.

good idea to shave the admission
price a little.”

In outlining methods to conduct'
this policy, ITOO points out that
the program should be kept

,
to a

minimum running time to accom-
modate. the, busy Christmas shop-
pers, with the features and the
previews being sufficient.. “Lower
feature cost,” it’s pointed Out,
“should more than offset additional
cost of shipping and advertising,.
Get a trailer to the effect that you
are doing the public a favor by
bringing back the good ones and
cutting the show time in. order that
they might have a chance to see
the feature picture.”

Prices for Pix

Raise Some Beefs But

Fatter B.O. Is Reaped

Mobile Film Units For

Al Fresco Classroom Use

Washington, Oct. 5.

The U. S. is cooperating to

firing extensive use of motion pic-

tures to remote areas of the Philip-

pines, Asia and South America
for educational purposes. A group
of 24 mobile outdoor classrooms is

being provided by the Foreign Op-
erations Administration,
Each unit consists of an out-

sized jeep, equipped with a gen-
erator and electronic, equipment to
present motion pictures and slides

for adult education, agriculture,
health and sanitation. i

Admission price scales are on the
rise in the picture business as a
direct result of the new Hollywood
economy that demands more mo-
ney out of fewer films. Charles P.
Skouras, president of National The-
atres, stated in N. Y. last week that
the b.o. tariff upswing is. now at
an even level with the general con-
sumer price index. For years thea-
tre tickets had been short of the
pace of increases in prices for
everyday goods and services.

A check at the Criterion Theatre,
N. Y;, over the past week showed
morning admission of $1.25 and a
maximum of $2,20 at night. Some
public squawking was heard but
apparently there was not too. much
resistance, for the theatre, in its

first stanza with Paramount's “Sa-

(Continued on page 75)



MISCELLANY

BOY TV FILM WORT'

The television screen is too*

small to accommodate a show of

“spectacular” range, according to

Otto Preminger, who is bringing in

the first of NBC’s Monday- night

color specials On Oct. 18. The Hol-

lywood and Broadway producer-di- Washington; Oct. 5

rector-actor, in New York to tune Approximately 100 Republican

up the Monday punch starring candidates for Congress have 61-

Gihger Rogers with, other names in ready purchased prints of “Report

support, w6s talking specifically i to the People,” the 27-minute GOP
about the Max Liebman colorama

j
film designed both for television

fronting Ann Sothern
* “Lady in

the- Dark.” Without going into the

artistic phases of the
.

production,

he said that the 15-inch tinted

screen on which he viewed the

show couldn’t possibly suggest the

weep and dimensions of the stag-

ing, and production numbers. A
21-inch screen represents an im-

provement, he said, but he indi-

cated he still wasn’t sure that the

‘-spec fever” as pushed by its pro-

and, for screenings at political,

civic and farm meetings.
The 16m picture is being offered

at $35 in black and white and $86
in Kodachrome. It has already been
televised twice—in Ohio and Mich-
igan—and is slated for showings in

nearly all 48 states between now
and election day.

Film consists of a series of short

reports b.v President Eisenhower,
Vice President Nixon, all members

tago.msts would also catch on with
j

of the Cabinet and Republican

the customers. I leaders of the House and Senate.

Preminger, in Gotham on mul-
! “Report to the Nation” was

tiple missions (for example, the ! turned out by the Congressional

first Preview on “Carmen Jones,” ! radio-tv facility at a cost of less

which he produCed-directed for

20th-Fox, and has bought the Con-
tinental legiter, “The Vintage

Years,” which F. Hugh Herbert is

translating under Preminger’s

Broadway banner),., said his go at

the specolas will not.be a “special”

as thatword has been generally de-

fined in its application to tv. “We
are trying for- a nice evening’s en-

tertainment,” he said.

It’s Now ‘Producers’ Showcase’
That the “spec” terminology will

be jettisoned or at least watered
down is reflected in new overall

labels.
,
For instance, Preminger

was rushed in as a guest producer

to handle “Tonight At 8:30,” Noel

Coward’s three-in-one done on

’Broadway, some years ago, when
Leland Hayward’s illness prevented
him from continuing with the Mon-

(Continued on page 75)

than $2,500. Professional level nar-

ration bridges are the voice of

Robert Cdar, superintendent of the

radio-tv facility Which serves mem-
bers of Congress, irrespective of

political party. Coar, a
:

one-time
Hollywooder, believes this type of

film will be used extensively in the
1956 Presidential campaign.

Grand Order of Water Rats

Companions of Order
By HARRY REGENSBERG

London, Sept. 28..

Joking in earnest and sly digging

are the order at all the Grand Or-

der of Water Rats functions.

This latest one (Sept. 26) was as

a tribute to The Companions of the

Order. These are important per-

sonalities who
.
cannot under the

GOWR rules become regular mem-
bers. These include Viscount. Alex-

ander, Major G. Lloyd George, Sir

Alan P. Herbert, W. E. Butlin, Sir

Louis Sterling, Val Parnell, Jack

Hylton, Tom Arnold, E. Berry Web-
ber, Dr. A. P. Magonet and Lord
Douglas of Kirtleside.

The occasion was used to invite

some heads of. the Variety Club
(Continued on page 66)

Paris, Oct. 5.

As the-record bumper of tourists

begin to \yend their way home-
ward, Paris girds, for a new show
biz season. The October Automo-
bile Show packs this town with
provincials, and new entries are
aiming for this. However, legit-

wise the pace is lagging, with terp
perking, films still at a norm and
niteries opening up with new at-

tractions to make the lure to cash
in on the autoites who also usually
like to drive by night. Chanson-
niers are staple and will do their

usual lush business, with the out-
(Continued on page 75)

Burt Lancaster’s ’Contempt’

For Directors Bars His

in Guild

Hollywood, Oct. 5.

Burt Lancaster’s sudden blast at

Screen Directors Guild, coming
30-40 days after the Guild had re-

1 plied to his application for mem-

|

bership, aroused suspicion in some
quarters here the producer-actor

I might be thinking In terms of pub-

licity more than anything else.

Working in Hecht-Lancaster’s

“Kentuckian” in Owensboro, Ky.,

Lancaster said Guild, denied him
membership “because of his con-

tempt for directing profession,
’

Deborah Kerr in U.S.
Deborah Kerr arrived in N.Y. 1

yesterday (Tues.) oh the Queen

;

Mary following her femme star as-

J

signment in David, Rose’s film pro-

duction of “End of the Affair” for

Columbia release.

Actress, shortly will hit the road 1 v—.-i-r ---- — - - ,

to join the national company ofthej adding it had granted A
legiter, “Tea and Sympathy,” in !

waiver so he could finish directing

the same role which she originated I his current film.

in the Broadway production. Joan
|

Joe Youhgerman, SDG exec sec-

Fontairie is continuing as her re- retary, revealed JLancaster appiiea

placement in the N. Y. run. (Continued on page 67)
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Wednesday, October 6, 1954 .

(From Walter WinchelVi Oct. 3 ABC-iy Broadcast)

Mr. and Mrs; United States

—

“This is National Newspaper Week dedicated to the 1st Amend-
ment and the 4th Estate. From Benjamin Franklhfto Ernie Pyle,

American newspapermen have not only written the nation’s history,

they have helped make it. Every reporter ,Jknows it is not what
he writes that counts, it is .what his readers , believe. That explai

why the American prCss is so jealous of its integrity. It is th

only way it can honor the trust of its readers.

“Berijamin Franklin was speaking as an American journalist when
he said that honesty is the best policy. He knew; as an editor,
that nft lie ever stands up arid that when it falls it takes the liar

down with it. The American press, because it,is the voice of the
American public, has grown from the 4th Estate to the 4th and
the final branch of our Government. The same Constitution which
established the other three branches.chartered forever the freedom
of the press and you the people must share in the credit for you
are the silent partners of the daily newspaper. From the Colonial
days to the very next: edition, you the people have supported the

.

press with flint rock rifles and atomic cannon because you know
that no dictator—right or left—can cohie in while America’s news-
papers continue to come put;

“And so, as.a newspaperman, this is tq tell you—thank you and
to renew a pledge—the trust with which you receive our millions
of daily newspapers in your homes is the trust we shall never
fail in our hearts. Oh yes, the very next time you happen to be
near a newspaper building ask them to let you in so you can hear
the roar of the presses; You will hear the melody to the ‘Star

. Spangled Banner.’ ”
/

Paris, Oct. 5.

The inimitable Maurice Cheval-

ier. Whose straw hat remai as

famous a syriibol of Paris as the

Eiffel Tower, returned last Friday

S

(1) to the Theatre des Champs-
Elysees for .his 55th — and;.per-

haps farewell — recital. Kidding

his rumored avarice (“They -say

I’ve been' using the same straw hat

for years”) and. his age (“They’ll

tell you I began with Mistinguette
when she was 16 and I already 40,

so figure it out”), he went into
his opening number, new one,
“Tomorrow I’ll Be 20.”

Spry -as ever and looking excep-
tionally fit, the king of the boule-
vards had his chic firstnighters in

the palm of his hand from start

to finish; the irnagic of th veteran
entertainer sweeping the house like

wildfire.

Displaying his versatility in a per-

fectly balanced program, his one-
man show runs the gamut from his

hilarious imitations_pf singing cow-
boys (in “At Las Vegas”), croon-
ing styles (in “Monotony”), Brit-

ish clubmen (in "A Gentleman”)
and ladies who have something of
the, irresistible hoochie-coochie
charms about them ( in “The Ori-
ental”), to a dramatic, music-less
monolog (“Face in Mind”—"Une
Tete daris La Tete”) and from a

' fresh, catchy new song “Mon Petit

Moustique” ( “My Little Mosqui-
to”) by Andre Hernez and Henri
Betti, to the encore of such oldies

as “Ma Pomme,” “Louise,” “Place
Pigalle’’ arid “Seems Like Old
Times..”

The Chevalier show Is just what
it should be, having all the neces-
sary ingredients, humor, ingenuity,
lightness, variety and proper touch
of nostalgia. Fred Freed does a fine

piano accompaniment, switching to

clarinet for one number and to

accordion for another.. Preem was
a gala benefit for the Old Actors
Home and was followed by a char-
ity dinner at Restaurant Laurent
which was arranged by N.Y.-Paris
couturiere Rosita Heine, and which
had most of smart Paris in at-

tendance. At the;, dinner,; Chevalier
encored with “Oriental,” “Louise”
arid “Seems Like Old Times.” Ad-
vance sale is a record, arid nego-
tiations to take Chevalier to the
U.S. in his present rep have com-
menced. Curt.

Few Show Biz Offers To

Swimmer Marilyn Bell

Toronto, Oct 5.

Marathon Swimmer Marilyn Bell,

the 16-year old youngster who
Swam Lake Ontario, is back iri'

school with possibilities of show
biz offers very dim. Miss Bell her-

self seems unconcerned with this

development, but promotional han-
dlers have evidenced keen disap-
pointment at, failure pf Hollywood
to come through With, any king-
sized offers.

Sple likelihood remains the pros-
pect of joining the Guy Lombardo
production at Jones Beach, N. Y.,

“Arabian Nights.” Lombardo, or-

iginally: from Canada, was ap-
proached to put her in the display.

He hasn’t made a final decision as
yet.

Bob Hope’s Par Exit

Hollywood, Oct. 5.

After fulfilling a. commitirient
for one more film Bob Hope .will

terminate his • 17-year association

with Paramount. He will conduct
future motion picture production
under aegis of Hope Enterprises,
shooting two films annually. No
release set.

Recently completed “Eddie Foy“
biopic for Paramount was in part-
nership with Mel Shavelson aria

Jack Rose;

Preem activities of Warner Bros.

“A Star Is Born” at the Pararnount
and Victoria Theatres, N. Y. Mon- :

day (11) will be focused on Judy
Garland who is arriving in New
York for the dual opening. Accord-
ing to present plans, Miss Garland
will appear in the lobbies of both
theatres for tv and radio inter-

views. Miss Garland left the Coast
yesterday (Tues.) by train. Fol-

lowing the N. Yi, preem, she heads
for Chicago for “Star’s” bow there
Oct. 15.

The New York bows, based on
the demands for tickets and the
growing celebrity list, is expected
to equal the lush Hollywood open-
ing last Wednesday (29). The Coast
preem served as a nationwide trail-

er for WB, since the lobby festiv-

ities at the Pantages Theatre were
telecast coast-to-coast ovef Steve
Allen’s “Tonight” show.

.

Local tv coverage will be han-
dled by WABC-TV with a half-hour
show from 8 to 8:30 p.m. Cameras
will be placed in both theatres With
George Jessel as irt.c, at the Para-
mount and Marti Block* at the
Victoria. NBC will carry the event
in a coast-to-coast radio hookup,
and a . special broadcast for the
armed services has also been set,

Special permission hag been ob-
tained to reserve the area on the
west Side of Times Square, be-
tween the Paramount at 43d St.

and the Victoria at 46th St., for
premiere activities*
“ Four huge billion-candlepower
searchlights will be stationed in

front of both theatres, A red carpet
(Continued on page 66)

JESSEL'S BOOK OPTION
• George Jessel. has taken an op-

tion of Louis Zara’s novel, “This
Blessed Land,” keyed to the 300th
anniversary of the landing of the
first Jews in... America, Which he
plans as a film.

. Producer has been talking to

Ben Hecht on the screenplay,
1 » 4

,

London, Oct. 5.

Just two years after it , set Broad-
way talking and began, to. pave the
way for the new widescreen tech-
niques, Cinerama has come to
London. “This Is Cinerama”
opened a regular, run at the Casino
Theatre last Friday U) following
a charity presentation the previous
night sponsored by the Variety
Club to aid the Empire Rheumatic
CounciL It netted upwards of
$5,500.

Taking into account the two-year
time differential, Cirierama has
made a bold and definite impres-
sion on the British scene; and gar-
nered bifi-scale national newspaper
coverage after the private ;press
screening last Wednesday (29).

Critical, reaction was mainly lauda-
tory, but even the dissident scribes
wrote sufficiently controversial re-
views to intrigue the general pub-
lic.

As in New York, advance seat
sale before the opening perform-
ance was only nominal, but leading
ticket brokers now are .showing
keen interest and -expect to buy .

up large blocks of seats. The slow
start has not discouraged th*
Cinerama execs who are here for

(Continued on page 66)

Larkin Finds British

Pix Labor Anything

But ’Uncooperative’
Twickenham Studios, London,

Editor, Variety:
Here since February, producing

tv films, “Fabian of Scotland
Yard,” for Charles Wick and
Telefilm Enterprises of N, Y.
Just completed 26 episodes in 21
weeks—one every four days—and
came in two hours ahead of Sched-
ule and $30,000 under budget.
The films couldn’t have been
madg anywhere else because each
one calls for about 20% London
exteriors arid we had the coopera-
tion of the London Metropolitan
Police Dept.

It’s been a great experience. I

(Continued on page 66)

DAWN-TO-DUSK, 85c

Drive-In Unreels Seven Features—Serve* Refreshments

. .
Springfield, 111., Oct.. 5.

“Moviethon” is. the latest bit of
gihimickery by the 66 ; Drive-In
Theatre which staged a dawn-to*
dusk filip fest last weekend. Pro-
cession of seven features was un-
reeled for single 85c admission.
Lineup had “Thunder Pass,”
“Queen of Sheba,” “Abbott and
Costello In the Navy,” “The.
Raven,” “Canyon Passage,” “East
Side of Heaven,” and “Seven Sin-
ners.” Free coffee and donuts were
served from concession, stand at

dawn.
P.S. There were no short sub-

jects.
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FILMS’ UNCOMMON STOCK JUMP
Remember when television was going to put the picture busi-

ness out of business? How can you charge for something they

see free at home? was the fearful and fearsome panic cry*

Then Hollywood did a buckle-down-Winsocki, and came up
with sock pictures^ The rest is history. Some graphic compara-
tive figures herewith* on the appreciation of film stocks, best

tells the story. '

Not. that the electronics aren’t enjoying the same bullishness;

But so is AT&T, automotive and other industrial shares. Just

because .there’s a phone in the house one isn rt forever calling up
uncle Max to ask what time it is.

The tv set in the. home is now as much an accepted prop and
appurtenance to; the advanced standards of American family
life as electric refrigeration, the electric light and the Ameche.

Arid while the public has been digesting tv as another midcen-
tury plus, the picture business has been fighting its way through
With more aggressive showmanship. Slicker merchandising, and
above all better pictures.

Variety's tv-editorial on the video “peepshOws” created delight
in the motion picture business, Comment, was that Hollywood
Was long overdue for a nod oh its enterprise and spectacular en-
tertainment—eclipsing video’s current attempts at spectaculars
in spectriims.

Remember when it was fashionable;“Haven’t seen a movie iri

six months?’* You now.hearr “Haven’t turned on the tv for days.”
A9el

Hidden Plug for N.Y. Republicans—Exhibs May Run
Film Because of Pique Against Bob Wagner

By GENE ARNEEL
Stock market valuation of the

10. publicly*pwned major film and
theatre corporations; has shown a

phenomenal rise of $162,707,000 in

just the past year. At around this

time in 1953, thie*total dollar value
of the 10 common stock issues on
the N. Y. Stock Exchange was
$362,134)050. Currently the total

is $524,841,000.
Highest on the evaluation list is

Loew’s, with 5,140,000 shares listed

on the big board and trading at the
$18 level. Number of shares mul-
tiplied by the price brings the
total to $92,520,000.

This picture of Loew's worth is

not to endure, however. For the
company has yet to list separate
stock, issues for the picture and
theatre outfits which go their in-

dependent ways with divorcement.
With separate securities on the
market for the exhibition end of
Loew’s, probably in about a year,
the value of each of the two con-
cerns, it’s presumed, will be about
half of the present market status
obtaining* for the one corporation
as now constituted.
RKO Pictures is not included in

the roundup, since it is now pri-

(Continued on page 18)

SCREEN ACTORS SPREADING

Florence- Marston Hitting Eastern

Production Centres
"Jfc

Hollywood, Get. 5,

Screen Actors Guild exec board

has created post of - eastern and

midwestern regional director, with
Mrs. Florende Marston, exec secre-

tary of guild’s N.Y. branch, named
to fill the job!

Harold M. Hoffman, former
exec secretary of the: eastern
branch of Theatre Authority, suc-
ceeds Mrs. Marston as N.Y. exec
secretary. He was formerly assis-

tant exec secretary of the N.Y.
local of AFTRA.

Guild is. enlarging its national
organization setup as a result of
expansion of activity in eastern and
midwestern states, due mainly to
telefilm production.

Mrs. Marston will be in charge
of SAG activities in Boston, Chi-
cago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, De-
troit, N.Y. and Pittsburgh, and will
headquarter in ‘Ni Y.

New York State Democrats are

reading political implications in a

10-minute short subject being of-

fered theatres by the state’s Dept,

of Commerce. Short; ‘‘This Is Your
State,” points up the economic,

industrial, social and agricultural

advances made in the state. It’s

all handled straight in a March
of Time manner and no' actual

credit is given the Republican ad-

ministration., The only identifica-

tion with the GOP is the line

“Produced by the State of New
York, Thomas E, Dewey, Gov-
ernor.”

The film was offered theatres
last week. Although no specific

request was made for October
playing time, the Democrats feel

that the. timing constitutes a sub-

tle form of electioneering. Com-
merce Dept. is offering the film
gratis as a public service film. A
State representative made a, per-

sonal pitch for the film with the
two exhibitor organizations rep-
ping New York City theatremen

—

the Independent Theatre Owners
Assn, and the Metropolitan Mo*
tion Picture Theatres Assn.

Since theatres receive hundreds
of requests from government,
charity and other agencies to show
special shorts, the ITOA and the

MMPTA have set up special screen-

ing committees to view all these
films and to act on the requests.

The MMPTA has already okayed
•‘This Is Your State” while the

ITOA group still has it under con-

sideration.

According to one theatreman
Wlio has been active In the fight

against New York City’s 5% Ad-

mission tax, many houses will

show the film because they are
burned at the city’s Democratic
administration for imposing the
levy.

'

Clouded Title An Out

For Real Estate But

Not on Story Contract
Los Angeles, Oct. 5.

Circuit Court of Appeals upheld
Federal Judge James M. Carter’s

decision against Metro, which had
sought to cancel a. $15,000 story

purchase on the ground that the
title was not free of incumbrances.
Story involved was “Case History,”
by Eric and Virginia Wolff.

Studio contended that a third
patty had claimed an interest in
the literary property, thereby
clouding the title, but Judge Car-
ter ruled that stories are hot real
estate, and that the real estate rule
does not apply.

Upsurge In Film Corporation Values

Loew’s
Par
20th ...

AB-PT
VVB
Stanley
Univ .

RKOTh
NatTTh

Outstanding*

5.140.000
2.215.000
2.770.000
3.970.000
2.480.000
2.370.000
1.107.000
3.225.000
2.760.000
760,000

Price Level
_

Yr, Ago Current

12%
2714
WA
1534

. 12%
10%
16%
43/4

63/4

17%

TOTAL

18
34%
27%
19
21
19
28
8%
9
31%

Yr. Ago

$ 64,375,000
63.356.000
50.545.000
63,000,000
30,567,600
26,309,250
15,484,800
17.860.000
"18,562,000

12.075.000

. $362,134,050

Total Dollar Value
Current

$ 92,520,000
76,417,500
76.175.000
75.430.000
52.080.000
45;030,Q00
30.996.000
.27,412.500

.

24.940.000
23.940.000

$524,841,000

Number of shares outstanding changed in some instances over the year, In .1953, Paramount had
2,325,000 out; RKO Theatres, 3,760,000; Stanley Warner, 2,475,000; Universal, 960,000, and Columbia, 690,000.

Motion Picture Export Assn. last

week was. offered an Italian

proposal under which it would be
assured of at least on third of the
votes in the distribs section of the
Italian producer-distributor or-

ganization, ANICA. Decisions
would then be made on the basis

of a two-thirds majority..
This was one of the many points

,

discussed between MPEA and
Eitel Monaco, ANICA prexy, and
his group. Others were;

1. An Italian proposal for a film
title registration exchange be-

tween MPEA and ANICA. MPEA
has such an arrangement with the
British. Code considerations ham-r
per the Italo plan.

2. MPEA’s. Italian banking
rangements.

3. Italy’s request to get U. S,

color printing for its labs, with
MPEG members agreeing to sub-
mit test- negatives.

4. Availability of nine pix for
indie Italian distribs. MPEA pro-
vided Monaco with a list . of som
30 films to pick from.

5. Question of the “ceiling” on
MPEA remittances under past
film agreements and the. Ameri-
cans’ transfer overage, in the
light of the fact that the new paejt

doesn’t impose a similar limita-

tion specifically. It does, however,
provide for official remittances Up
to about $4,500,000 only. Consid-

(Cohtinued on page 16)

Goldstein Co. Reactivates
Hollywood, Oct. 5.

Leonard Goldstein Productions
program, suspended When the pro*
ducer died in July, will be reacti-

vated by Robert Goldstein and
Robert Jacks with the filming of

“Robbers. Roost,” based on a
novel, by the late Zane Grey.,
Sidney Salkow Wilt direct the

George Montgomery starrer, to be
filmed in Eastman-color, starting.

Get; 27. United Artists will re-

lease.

HELLER FUND TO ENLARGE

Chicago Factor Impressed By
Boxoffice Climate

Hollywood, Oct. 5.

Walter E. Heller & Co., Chicago

backer of indie film producers, has

a revolving fund of $3,000,000 for

that purpose and is contemplating

an increase at the epd of this year

because of the favorable boxoffice

situation.

Among . the films Heller & Co.
are financing at present are Stan-
ley Kramer’s “Not As a. Stranger,”
Russfield-Voyager’s “Gentlemen
Marry Brunettes,” and Paul Greg-
ory’s “Night of the Hunter.”

National Boxoffice Survey

Series Clips Biz; ‘Sabrina’ No. 1, ‘Egyptian’ ,2d,

Brando, ‘Cinerama/ ‘Brides/ ‘Window’ Next

Ann Holstan Gill, widow of the
late Howard T. Gill, an attorney,
sued United Artists, Ava Gardner
and the producers of “The Bare-

I

foot Contessa” last week for one-
third of the producers* share of

the pic’s profits.

Action Was brought in N. Y. Su-
preme Court, charging that Gill,

along with Guido Orlando arid

George D. .
Randisch had been in-

strumental in securing Miss Gard-
ner’s services for the film, in re-

turn for which they were to get a.

third of the profits.

Mrs., Gill, as executor of Gill’s

estate, charged that the producers,
Robert Haggiag and Angelo Riz-
zoli, had reneged on the deal. They
allegedly asked Gill to procure an
internationally-known picture per-
sonality for their filrn back in May
of 1953, an endeavour in which he

1 Was successful.

Hot, humid weather and the

WorM Series hurt film biz this

stanza. To many exhibs, too, it is

sort of an in-between week since

many will not be launching their

biggest fare until around Oct. 12

for Columbus Day. Big lineup of

nex pix just getting tested this

Week hints a bigger b.o. shortly;

. “Sabriria’* (Par) is taking first

place again, making top position

for two Weeks iri a row. “Egyptian”;

(20th) is winding up. second, same
as a week ago. “Waterfront” (Col)

is moving up to third position. Mar-
lon Brando starrer was fourth last

round.

“Cinerama” (Indie) will finish

fourth, holding so high in rankings
despite playing in same 11 keys;
“Seven Brides” (M-G), eighth last

round, . is capturing fifth.,, spot.

“Rear. Window” (Par) is
;

taking
sixth money although in holdover
or extended-run in most spots.

; “Magnificent Obsession” (U),

fifth last stanza, is taking severith

place. “Betrayed” (M-G) dropped
down to eighth after being sixth

a week ago, “Naked Alibi” (U) is

taking ninth position while “Susan
Slept Here” (RKO) rounds out the
Big 10 list.

“Duel in Sun” (SRO) (reissue),

“Black Shield of Falworth” (U),

“Vanishing Prairie” (Disney), and
“Dragnet” (WB) are the runner-up
pictures.

Of the big lineup of new pix,

“Star Is Born”
. (WB) is easily stand-

out. It registered new highs in
both Detroit, and L.A., and was
terrific in Frisco, Where another
record is possible. “Barefoot Con-
tessa” (UA) looms smash opening
week in N. Y. at the Capitol,

“Woman’s World” (20th) also
shapes as potentially big boxoffice-
wise. Smash in Chi, it is rated
sock in. N. Y. and terrific in Den-
ver where leader by a wide mar-
gi “Suddenly” (UA) is nice in
Detroit, lively in Buffalo and fast
in. Frisco.

“Brigadoori” (M-G); another new
pic, continues fine in third, week
atN. Y. Music Hall, is tail in Cleve-
land, okay iri

.

L.A., but mild in
Chi; “Rogue Cop” (M-G), smash
in Philly, loonis good in L.A. and
fairish in Cleveland. “Sitting Bull”
(UA) looks big iri Portland arid

hefty in Philly. “Shanghai Story”
(Rep) shapes stout in Buffalo after
getting smash returns in two. Bos-
ton houses last rourid.

‘Living Is Up” (Par) looks solid

in Louisville. “Bounty Hfcnter”
(WB) lean in K.C., is fair in Bos-
ton. “Pushover” (Col) is perky in

Chi-

“High and Dry” (U), brisk in Chi,
shapes big. in N. Y. and St. Louis.
“Private Hell 36” (FM) is fine iri

Washington.

“Karatiioja” (Hall) is great in

Portland. “Human Jangle” (AA)
looms neat in L.A.

(Complete Boxoffice Reports on
Pages 8-9)
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This is Where We came in. Or, 4

here we go again, boys.

Another deal has beeh,.cooked up
looking to the purchase of the full

backlog of RKO films for presenta-

tion ori television. Prospectiy buy-
er this time out is Eliot - Hyman,
head of Associated Artists, who has

made an offer reported at $16,-

000,000 for the library. Word of the
projected buyout circulated in top

industry circles this week and, it

'was noted, by some trade execs,

Hyman is sufficiently equipped to

follow through on his end of.

financial obligations if. Howa r

d

Hughes, would hold still long
enough for the deal to be actually

formalized.
Proposition calls for the payment,

of 25% in cash With . the. balance
to be represented in notes.

While there’s always a possibility

of Hughes, eventually, entering
kind Of a sellout, past ex-

perience has tradesters doubting
that Hyman has much of a chance.

For the RKO bossnian has Often-

been represented as inclining to-

ward a wrapup of. a sale but he
never ' has been pinned

,
down to

execution of same.
On the Coast yesterday (Tues/,.

RKO prez James R. Grainger stat-

ed without qualification there’s to

be no disposition of the library.

On-, another front, still regarded
as hotsy in ..some quarters, is the

rumored disposition, by Hughes of

his entire empire of picture com-
pany, brewery, .tool outfit, airline

and aircraft manufacturing hold-

ings. All at a price loosely placed

in tlie lofty nei g’h borhood .
. of $40

0

000.000.
'Early, speculation on this had

Spyros P. Skouras, president of

20th-Fox,.as the master agent bring-

ing the
.
various parties together.

On the buying end Were William
Zeckendorf, Lawrence Rockefeller
and Aristotle Anasis, Skouras. ad-

mitted ori the Coast over the past

week that he had seen Hughes in

Las. Vegas but he insisted the sub-

ject of such a mammoth deal had
pot been disoussed. He and Hughes
talked of an “industry matter,”

said Skouras, without, further ex-

planation.;

SKOURAS SEES HUGHES

What’s It All About?—He
Can’t Say

Hollywood, pet, 5.

Spyros. Skouras, who recently

held a conference with Howard
Hughes in Las Vegas, denied the

report that its purpose Was the

purchase of JJugiies’ vast business

interests. That proposed deal biew
u weeks ago, he said.

As for the purpose of the meet-
ing, Skouras said it was about an
“industry matter/’ but refused to
go into details.

’STAR’ 7 AJ. SHOWING

WITH
San. Francisco/ Oct. 5.

Coffee and doughnuts were
served the earlybirds who attend-

ed the 7 a m. showing of “A Star

is Born” on its. opening day at

the St. Francis Theatre Friday..

Manager Earl Long had over 200
people at this first show.
“A Star is Born” is playing five

shows a day after a seven show
opening day that lasted until 5

a.m. Saturday morning, Late mati-

nee and evening, shows were lock-

outs and turned away hundreds
who. sought entertai ment in other
Market street theatres. . At the 2

fiun, show, an unusual crowd of

show biz people hurried- frpi .their
,

own jobs via cab to. see Judy Gar-
land.

Hollywood, Oct;, 5.

Superscope, Widescreen theatre
projection, method due to make its

public bow Dec. 21 at world preem
of RKO’s “Big, Rainbow,” at Fox
Theatre in St. Louis is compatible
with Cinemascope projection-
equipment whether an exhib uses
a C’Scope projection lens or any
other anamorphic lens for C'Scope
pix, RKO yeep.ee C; J. Teylin re*
ported.

Said the fact the process is com-
patible with C’Scope has been a
well-guarded secret. System can
take the negative, of a, film lensed
for widescreen showing, making
anamorphic print, of it.

Cuffs For Cinderella
Louisville, Oct, 5.

Diana Lynn, on location witlj

Rurt Lancaster in “The Ken-
tuckian,” was accosted by an
18-year-old far,. Curtis Lind-
seyj son of a Baptist minister,
when she walked into the'

lobby of Owensboro, Ky., hotel
in. costume. Young Lindsey
handed her a pen,. She wrote
her autograph, arid as she did
so he clamped around her left

wrist one'ring of a set of hand-
cuffs. The other, was locked
around his right wrist

' Actress screamed for the
police who finally ‘found a key
to unlock, the cuffs. Lad said

,

he just Wanted to keep Miss
Lynn, near so he could talk
to lier.

2D TRIAL FEB. 7

Luxor Action Vs, 20th-Fox Gets
Federal Rehearing

Second trial of a $3,400,000 suit

against Skouras Theatres. 20th-

Fox, George and Spyros P. Skouras
•has been set to; '.begin 'in. N. Y.

• Federal Court next Feb.
; 7. Suit

at. first, was dismissed but, on, ap-
peal, the U. S. Circuit Court of
Appeals ruled for the re-hearing.

Plaintiff is J. J-.
.
Theatr

,
oper-

ator. of the Luxor Theatre, ' the
Brorix. Complaint .alleges . that 20th
unfairly favored 'the Skouras
chain’s. Park Plaza Theatre over
the Luxor in licensing product.

France Gets MPEA Kick

Against Turnover Tax

On Gross, Remittances
Meeting a Sept. 30 deadline, the

Motion Picture Export Assn, last
Week filed With its French counsel,
a lengthy memo stating its posi-
tion on France’s threatened 8.55%
turnover tax on’ both the U. S,
gross and. remittances.
Memo based its arguments

against the tax on the premise that
fa) the French had been unduly
tardy in attempting to collect the
levy Which had been on the books
for years, and (b) the U. S. com-
panies rightly or wrongly had re-
lied on an administrative ruling
that had protected them from col-
lection of the tax,,

The French tax was first im-
posed on Paramount. Later other
companies also were served. If
actually collected, it would run to
anywhere between $8,000,000 and.
$10,000,000,

.

That includes penal-
ties of -200% on amounts past due.

An. MPEA tax committee went
Id France earlier this year to study
the situation. It cajpe up with a
number of proposals, one of them
bringing up the possibility of a
changed status for the distribs’
French, offices; The Whole tax is-
sue is currently in the French

: courts.
" "

Dick Dickson’s Post
Hollywood, Oct. 5.

Dick pickson has been appointed
by George Skouras to post of gen-
eral manager of the Southern Cali-

fornia division of United Artists
Theatic Circuit Iric, He succeeds
Fred Stein, who resigned two
months ago to take over west coast
distribution of several indie pix
but who remained in the UATC
post until a successor was set.

REP
living Maas

Hollywood, Oct. 5.

After a year of negotiation, la-

bor and management have agreed
on a pension plan covering 18,000
workers in the Hollywood motion
picture industry. Plan goes into ef-
fect Oct. 24 and involves more than.
40 unions arid, guilds and 200 em-
ployers. Agreement specifically, in-
cludes member companies of the
Association of Motion' Picture Pro-
ducers, the Society Of Independent
Motion Picture Producers, the In-
dependent Motion Picture Produ-
cers Association arid the.Alliance of
Television Film Producers.

.

Both management and labor will
contribute alike to. the pension
fund, each paying, in two cents for
every “straight time” hour worked.
The Only difference is that employ--
er contributions are retroactive to
Oct. 26, 1953, when* negotiations
began. First possible pension pay-
ment of $20 per month will be Jan.
T, i960, to allow sufficient time for
an adequate fund to be established.
Before collecting a pension an em-
ployee must be 65 and have worked
a . minimum of 20,000 hours and 20
“qualified’’ years in the industry.
A “Qualified” year is one in which
the employee has worked at least
400 Straight time hours.
Employees eligible for individu-

al company retirement plans of
Loew’s, 20th-Fox and RKO May
choose between the' company arid
industry pensions but cannot bene-
fit by both.

A board of 16 directors, equally
divided between workers and em-
ployers, will administer the plan.
First board consists of George J.

Flaherty, IATSE, chairman; Ralph
H. Clare, teamsters union, vice-'
chairman; B. J, Ellerbrock, AMPP,
secretary, and Eugene Arnstein,
LMPPA, treasurer.

Other board members are James
D. Tante, IATSE; John W. Lehners,
IATSE; Herbert Aller, IATSE; Alan
Jackson, IATSE; Henry Wads-
worth; AFL locals not in IATSE,
Norman Lowenstein, independent
guilds, Charles Boren, AMI*P, E.
L. DePatie, AMPP; Fred S, Meyer,
AMPP; George Douglas, AMPP;
Bonar Dyer, SIMPP, and Basil
Grille, ATFP.

slated to be
coi the Motion Picture Export
Assn.’v Far Eastern rep with
headquarters in Tokyo.

Maas, former head of the,MPEA
When- it was active in. the. Iron
Curtain countries, has Jjeen Far
Eastern supervisor at MJE*EA head-
quarters in N. Y. However, he lias
spent a great deal of his time of
late in Japan, Indonesia, Formosa
and other Far Eastern trouble
spots. .

Eric Johnston had considered
another man for the Far Eastern
field spot; but this man is in gov-
ernment service and unavailable.
It’s not certain yet Who’ll replace
Maas in N. Y. .In Maas’ absence,
his chores have been taken over
[by George Vietheeiv

Hollywood, Oct.; 5.

Deal for United Artists to- handle:
Stirling Silliphant’s “5 Against
the House” blew up suddenly yes-
terday (Tues.) arid ’negotiations
have begun with Columbia to dis-
tribute ;film on which production
Was to have started Monday (4).

Firm deals have been made with
Guy Madison,

;
Alvy Moore, Roddy

McDowell, Robert Horton to top-
line and with Peter Godfrey to
direct; He replaced Frank Tashlin
who .exited Sept. 20 along with his
wife, Mary Nosta, who was to have
enacted femme lead. Talks since'
have been on with Milly Vitale to
assume her role.

COPY FOR BANK SIGH

‘This Way to the .Motion Picture
Cashier’s Window’

As newly-appointed head of the
motion picture department of the
Bank of America's. N.Y. office,

Peter W. Geiger has the job of sell-

ing independently-made films, now
owned by the bank through fore-
closure, in various global areas.
Bank’s portfolio includes a flock

of pix such as “Body arid Soul,”
“Arch of Triumph,” “Double Life,”

“Macbeth,” “One Touch of Venus,”
“The Senator Was Indiscreet” and
“Bel Ami,” Deals already have'
beeri set for U. S. television rights
with General Teleradio and reissue
through -Favoritp Attractions. J

However, some of the films have
yet to be, played theatrically
throughout the foreign market.
Germany, Italy, Japan and other
countries are still virgin territory

fof the product and Geiger is aim-
ing for releasing arrangements
with local distributors at each

Geiger had been assistant to the
bank’s special N.Y. rep, Tom Walk-
er, the * past four years. He moved
up this week upon Walker’s bow-
put. Prior to the bank tieup, he
was associated with RKO and
Edward A. Golden Productions.

London, Oct, 5.

Plans; for a reorganization of the
J. Arthur Rank, org Were dropped
from the agenda- of the annual
stockholders meet next Friday (8)

following protests from Spyros F,
Skouras, 20thrFox prexy, it was
disclosed here.

Shareholders were told that the
move to revise the Gaumont Brit-
ish articles of association Was aban-
doned at the request of the Ameri-
can directors and that a later meet-
ing would be convened after the
stockholders- had had their say.

20th is the major shareholder in

Gaumont British.

Par Shows Practicality

Of Horizontal Method

With Its VistaVision
Hollywood, Oct. 5.

Paramount yesterday (Mon.)
demonstrated the practicality of

adding horizontal projection to its

VistaVision system—that is, run-
ning the print sideways through
the projector with the picture
framed at two and a half times the
conventional size. The effect is to
preserve sharpness and picture
brilliance when the images are
blown up to accommodate king-size

sereens.

Miss Lenard’s Presidency
Hollywood, Oct. 5.

.New president of the Motion
Picture Industry Council is Kay
Lenard, who had been acting in
that capacity since the resignation
of Ed Ralph last July.
Miss Lenard will not only fill

out Ralph’s une.xplred term- but
will also serve as president next
year.

Y. Frank Freemari, studio topper,
and Loren Ryder, chief technician
at Pari, explairied that this innoya-^
yatiori is designed to benefit drive-
ins and -•, tli e . few indoor houses
whose screens range from 50. to

100 feet in width.
Silent -clips from. “To Catch a

Thief,” “Strategic Air Cdmiriand,”
“Two Captains West” and V’Vi-
sion travelog were shown With
striking effect on a screen 60 feet

wide by 32,feet high. Normal pro-
jection on a screen of such giant
dimensions Usually means loss of
definition and light; the' V’Vision

way prevents this,.

Converting to this method would
require . extra, booth equipment, of

course, including horizontal projec-

tors at a cost of $2,000 each. This
could go down to $1,500 via. mass
production, said Freeman, He
stressed that Par is “not trying to

put something oyer/’ meaning that

exhibs could Still play straight

V’Vision without any new appara-
tus or could elect to install for the
horizontal picture throve They
have their choice.

The feel of depth is heightened
in the expansion method but Par
makes no 3-D claims, (stated Free-
man.

Resuscitation of the German film
industry as an inteririational force
could be quickened by way of N.
Peter Rathvon, Amer.ican film
financier now operating abroad,
Who disclosed in N. Y. yesterday
(Tues.) a plan to bring three Ger-
man-made productions into the
U. S. Rathvon, former board chair,
man of RKO, said the first two of
the trio, already made, had been
intended only for presentation in
Europe.*

, Now, he adds, they’re being
grooved for U. S. distribution—re-
leasing deals are now being angled
for—-and it’s regarded as -a cinch
that any such arrangements will
be watched by the entire German
industry, which is eyeing such
worldwide tieups as an economic
must, Rathvon ' feels the outcome
of handling the pictures in the
Yankee market could show the way
for other German producers.

Actually, states, Rathvon, the
German product on his sked fig-

ures to recoup Its negative in. the
German market alone and revenue
from the outside Will be sheer
•profit.. His representative in the
U ,. S. is John G. McCarthy, . former
Motion Picture

. Assn. . of America
v.p. on the foreign end. Latter has
a wide-range job . extending from
casting of the Rathvon films to the
setting of distribution deals.
The two completed films are “No.

Way Back/’ voted the best German
entry in the Berlin Film Festival,
and ‘‘Double Destiny/’ a French-
German coproduction. “Back/*
which has been, dubbed... for show-
ing at' the Edinburgh Fest, was
directed by Victor Vicas, hereto-
fore an unknown, who gained Con-
tinental, attention via the pic. The

(Continued on page 16 )

Europe to N. Y.
Miles Bell
Robert Casadesus
Anton. Dolin
Si Fabian

;

David Farrar
Gloria Fokine
Hal Hackett
Harry Kalmine
Boris Karloff
Deborah Kerri
Maurice Kinn
Gaetane Daniel

. Anita Loos
Fr. Sydney MacEwan
Winthrop Palmer
Louis de Rochemont

• Carle.ton Smith
Astrid Varpay

L. A. to n. y.
Max Alexander
Robert Alton
Hall -Bartlett
Edmond Baumgarteft
Greg Bautzer
Earl Bellamy
Tony Bennett
Jackie Coogan
Jean Dalrymple
Robert Emmett Dolan
Henry Ephron
Nina Foch
Reginald Gardner
Judy Garland
Bernard Gates
Walter Hampdea
Don Hartman
Marcia Henderson
George Jessel
Danriy Kaye,.
.Peggy Lee
Sid Luft
Merle Oberoa
Merrill Pye
Ginger. Rogers
Lou Smith
John Sturges

N. Y. to L. A.
Raymond T. Andersen
Jeff Chandler
Sid Garfield
Lester Gottlieb
Miriam Hopkins
Eric Johriston
Joseph Kaufman
Robert Middleton
Fred J. Schwartz
Cecil -Wilson
Max E. Ybungstein

N. Y. to Europo
Richard Altschuler.
George Arnold
George K. Arthur
Marlon Brando
Bebe Daniels
Lili Darvas
Brian Donlevy
Gina Lollobrigida
Ben Lyon ^

EiteT Monaco
Dimitri Tiomkin
Spencer TraCy
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“Popcorn, candy, ice cream and soda" may sound like a barker’s

chant at a ballpark, but to theatremen they’re, subjects for dis-

cussion at the Concessions forum : of Theatre Owners of America
and the International Popcorn Assn, at the TOA combined trade

show and convention in Chicago, Oct. 31-Nov. 4.

Forum, which will climax the 1954 TOA confabv will be moderated
by Bert Nathan of the Theatre Popcorn Vending Corp,, Brooklyn,
Experts in all fields of theatre concessions Will, offer advice and
answer questions from the floor.

By the way, a concession subject not in a barker’s lexicon will

also be discuSsed--“drive-in operations.”

jack A. Farr, newly elected

Prez ar the Texas Drive-In
Theatre Owners Assn., has asked
the membership of the organ-
ization to forward, to. him de-

tailed complaint when any film

distributor says it cannot book a

pic on the proper availability for

that house.

Farr intends to assemble this in-

formation to present to a directors

meeting Of the organization to be
held in December for permission

to submit the findings to the Sen-

ate Small Business^ Committee and
other branches of the Federal gov-

ernment;

Tiie request for the information
followed at blast at the distributors

whom Farr accused of showing
favoritism to the indoor houses to

the dertiment of the ozoners.

“Sales policies,” he stated, “have
always favored the indoor theatre

yet drive-ins continue to attract

more patrons to the box office and
today drive in revenue to the. film

companies amounts to 40%.’’

Farr called .upon the distributors

to publish full information on the

number of prints earmarked for

each attraction, and the number of

prints for each exchange area,

He stated . that the “phony
print shortage*' is killing the incem
tive of Owners to build new thea-

tres or to modernize their present
holdings.

Status of Joseph I. Breen, the
Production Code administrator,
will be discussed'on the Coast by
Eric Johnston and the Motion Pic-
ture Producers Assn, board, the

MPAA prexy disclosed yesterday
(TuesJ, just prior to departing for

the Coast.

. Johnston said no changes were
imminent and that even after the
matter had been settled on the
Coast, he would still have to bring
It up with the board in N. Y. He
acknowledged that there had been
discussions regarding a retirement
fund for Breen, but said the Code
topper hadn’t indicated any def-

inite date when he wanted to hand
over his job to Geoffrey Shurlock,
now the^Code’s second in com-
mand.

'

ALLIED TO SEE MANCO

Extruded Aluminum Screen Touted
For Drive-Ins

A new drive-in Screen, said to

give 300% more light as compared
to freshly painted white screen,
will be demonstrated at the Allied
States Assn, convention in. Milwau-
kee Oct. 12-14. Drive-in operators
Will be invited to view the screen
at the Victory Drive-In Theatre in

Milwakee. It’s the first screen of
Its type to be installed in an ozoner.

Known as the Manco-Vision ex-
truded aluminum screen, the unit
is said to be a development which
followed two years of research’ by
the Motion Picture Research Coun-
cil. The extrusions for the. screen
are manufactured by the Alumi-
num Corp. of America and finished
by the ’Manco Plating Co. of Los
Angeles..

TRICKING THEIR INTEREST

Exhibs Preview Only Filins They
Anticipate as Personal Fun

Columbia is putting together a
special 30-minute trailer depicting
clips from a, number of its up-
coming films. Plan is to call ex-
hibitor attention to the product via
screening of the trailer at trade
association meetings and the like.

Cob like other companies, has long
since found that, while trade show-
ings of pix are a legail must, they're
only attended by theatremen if the
films are outstanding.

Excerpts from this lineup Of

new pix. will be incorporated in

the trailer: “Phfft,” “End of the
Affair,” “Tight Spot,” “Black
Knight,” “Prize of Gold,” “Three
for the Show” “Violent Men,”
“Long Gray Line,” “Joseph and
His Brethren” and “Man from
Laramie.”

The multi-pic trailer idea has
been, put to use sporadically in past
by various companies.

Columbia board at a N; Y. meet-
ing yesterday (Tues.) declared a
walloping common stock dividend
of $1 per share in cash plus a 2V£
stock divvy. Last year the payoff
to stockholder was 25c in cash and
a;; stock divvy of 2V2%.
At the same time the company

announced net earnings of. $3,595;-

000 for the year ended June 26,

equal to $4.41 per common share.
This compares with a profit of

$942,000, or 90c per share, in 1953.
Roard also declared the regular

divvy of $1.0614 oh the $4.25
cumulative preferred stock issue.

ALLIED EXHIBS BREAK

RANKS ON ‘CAINE’ 50%
Minneapolis, Oct. 5.

Although its president Bennie
Berger refuses to concede it, the.

industry here feels that .North Cen-

tral Allied took a jolt when seven

of the 11 independent Subsequent

run local theatres in. the earliest

28-day clearance slot — most of

them NCA members— lost no time

in booking and playing “The Caine
Mutiny”, day. and date on a 50%
deal and now; also, that the later

runs, are grabbing it off.

Allied had employed two pickets
to march in front of the Columbia
exchange carrying, banners ' accus-
ing the company of being “unfair
to independent theatreowners” be-

cause, bf the “Caine Mutiny” terms
and because of Columbia sales
manager’s alleged ‘‘arrogant” treat-

ment of a National Allied commit-
tee that called on him for film ren-
tal relief And Berger had ex-
pressed the hope that no indepen-,
dent exhibitor . would cross the
picket line to buy or book any
Columbia picture.

But Berger says now that' the ac-

tion of “these particular members”
isn’t making any dent in his or*'

ganization’s “fight against Colum-
bia.”

By HY HOLLINGER
Allied States Assn., in its usual

fighting mood, convenes for its an-
nual convention starting Tuesday
(12) at the Schroeder Hotel in Mil-
waukee. The 25th anni session of

the exhibitor organization will be
preceded by a board meeting be-
ginning Sunday (10).

The upcoming meeting, as pre-

vious Allied palavers, is expected
to touch off a. barrage of fireworks
aimed, at distributor policies in the
selling of pictures. Allied is billing

the meeting as one of the most
important in its history and is in-

timating that in the decisions made
at the confab will rest the future
of many theatres associated with
Allied.

The product situation,, including
the shortage, of films, the cost of
available pictures, and the “artifi-

cial” print shortage, will be the
foremost topic of discussion. Allied
has termed the get-together a

‘‘product convention,” and the.

agenda of the meeting will:
“

sider the strongest possible action"
in backing the stand of the nation-
al board. In a meeting at White
Sulphur Springs, W. Va„ the board
issued a “declaration of emergen-
cy” and considered the possibility

of Government intervention. It has
been charged that the distribs by
demanding higher film rental* f°r
pictures are confiscating the" bene-
fits of the recent tax relief which,
it’s claimed, Congress specifically

granted to aid the smalltown ex-
hibitor.

Myers’ Keynotes
Board chairman Abram F. My-,

ers, who will deliver the keynote
address of the convention, has Com-
pleted the draft of a hill to regu-
late interstate commerce in films."

He will ..present the bill for con-
sideration to the national conven-
tion. Drafting of the bill was au-
thorized by the board at the White
Sulphur Springs meeting, in Au-

(Continued on page 20)

SI FABIAN'S LAURELS

New Jersey Honor Oct. 12

—

New York Salute Nov. 12

S. H. (Si) Fabian, prexy of Fabian
Enterprises and the Stanley War-
ner Corp., is down for dual honors.

First, Paterson, N. J., his homer
town, will pay “a community’s trib-

ute to a favorite son on his 40th
anniversary in show business” on
Oct. 12. Then on Nov. 12, at the
16th annual showmanship dinner, of
the Motion Picture Pioneers,
Fabian will be kudosed the
“Pioneer of 1954” at the Hotel As-
tor, N. Y.

It was in Paterson, that Fabian’s
father, Jacob, launched the family
in exhibition with the opening of

the Regent Theatre in 1914.

Charges of an allegedly deliber-

ate print Shortage are being used

by exhibs as “a convenient qlub”

since this is where it’s

very difficult to prove anything, a

company sales topper complained
in N, Y. last week,
He termed as “silly” any allega-

tions that distribs would cut down
on print, orders as a means of up-
setting availabilities and added
that it was, after all, as much in

the interest of the distributor as of
the exhibitor to get a picture
played off.

“Our print orders are way up,”
he declared. “Sometimes we get
stuck and have a lot of expensive
prints sitting oh the shelf. At.
other times, w;e’ve got trouble get-

ting enough prints to play off all

the. contracts. But it’s never a mat-
ter of deliberately going out to de-

'SHORTAGE' BY-PRODUCT

Eric Johnston Office Faces Problem
Of Shrinkage of Fees

Possible need for raising the

fees charged producers for Produc-
tion Code services was seen in

'N. Y. last week by Motion Picture
Assn, of America prez Eric John-
ston, now on the Coast.

Johnston* acknowledged that the.

sharp drop in Hollywood produc-
tion activity had affected the Code
administration’s budget and .that

this would be one of the problems
he would, discuss with the pro-

ducers. He said he couldn’t tell to

what extent, the Code fee would
have to be increased;

Code now charges on the basis

of negative costs. While the latter

have generally gone up, they’re not

so much higher that they’d make
up fof the loss of volume.

MPAA prexy also acknowledged
that he’d be concerned with prob-
lems of Academy Awards financing,

'

a recurring headache which was
solved last year, when Oldsmobile
sponsored the Awards telecast,

Johnston said it was his under-
standing it hadn’t saved any coin

on the arrangement.

‘B’ For ‘Barefoot’

In Legion’s Book
“The Barefoot Contessa,” Ava

Gardner-Humphrey Bogart costar-

rer which was written arid directed

by Joseph L, Mankiewicz, has

drawn. a “B” rating from the Na-
tional Legion of Decency. While
resentful of the film on many
counts, the Catholic reviewing
group’s reps said these were not

sufficient to make the film -

demnable.”

Legion’s “B” classification means
a film in morally objectionable in
part, but is otherwise not given
a spotlight, whereas a “C” (for

“condemned”) usually sends a pic

into a storm of Controversy, such
as that encountered by “The Moon
Is Blue,”

Legion said “Contessa” is un-
suitable as entertainment for the.

general public because of its moral
tone, its “fatalism” and its “mis-
representation” of Church prac-
tices. Last point refers to the
sequence Wherein, a male character
enters marriage despite his ,im-

.
potency.

prive anyone of their right to a
picture/’

He opined that some exhib lead-
ers Were latching on to the print
shortage question as a convenient
issue to rouse their membership
“since it’s 6ne of those things
where it’s very easy to fling charges'
without having to be too specific.

Exhibitors don’t seem in the. least
concerned, over our problem with
.prints, and they , either can't—-or
don’t want to—understand that
there’s something like an eco-
nomic ‘point of no return’ on print
orders.”

Policy adopted by his company;
he said, was to. order: a normal vol-

ume of prints and to increase it

gradually in line with the perform-
ance of the. picture in the field.

Problem is that the labs aren’t al-

ways in a position to make, imme-
diate delivery of tint prints.

By HERMAN LOWE
Washington, Oct. 5,

Disclosure that Allied States As-
sociation has prepared a bill for
Government regulation of moti
picture films in interstate com-
merce, has caused considerable
eyebrow-lifting among: Federal of-
ficials here who see no wisdom to
such controls.

One official, with background in
the film, business, has this to say:

“While I understand -that the
purpose of such a bill would be
to put a ceiling on prices charged
by distributors, I wonder if these
exhibitors have thought through
on the implications of government
control. I wonder if they realize
why industries almost never seek
such control, including the small
business men of those industries.

“Assuming that such a bill could
pass Congress, it would hardly get
through in the form submitted by
one group with a specific axe to
grind for its own benefit; It would
be changed to provide protection
not only to small, independent exr
hibitors but also to large theatre

I chains, and even to the companies,
which produce and distribute the
movies;
“Such legislation could very well

clamp controls on the theatres,
themselves, which could prove
onerous to the theatre owners who
are now protesting.
“Where would such controls

stop? In telling a theatre the ceil-

ing it should pay for a picture, it

might also dictate the floor prices
and these could be higher than
they are today. What is to stop
government regulation from
spreading to control of the stories

(Continued on page 66)

Film
; industry is trending toward

longer and longer pictures. With
the new accent on bigness, running
time of two hours is becoming com-
monplace and films of greater
length are no longer rare.

Warners’ “A Star Is Born” goes
slightly over three hours. Walt
Disney’s “20,000 Leagues Under
the Sea” upon final editing likely
will be another in the same mara-
thon league. Nearly all major com-
panies. have at least one long-dis-
tance epic on their future sched-
ules
Other entries tunning long, com-

pared with the onetime Average of
90 minutes for an “A” pie, include
“Caine Mutiny,” 125 minutes;
“High and the Mighty,” 147; “King
Richard and the. Crusaders,” 113;
“Rear Window," 1 12; “Sabrina,”
113, and “White Christmas,” 120.
Especially unusual because it’s an
independent production is Joseph
L. Mankiewicz’s “Barefoot Con-
tessa'’ at 128 minutes.
Record holder is David 0. S.elz-

,nick’s “Gone With The Wind,”
which fakes 222/minutes to unreel.

- important trade angle in the
number of longer films is the. likely

effect they’ll have on double fea-
ture programming. Obviously, ex-
hibitors will have a kingsize head-
ache in trying to squeeze a second
pic into a three-hour . show When

,

the first pic is two hours or more.
It’s already apparent that the cur-
rent trend has cut dowri oh dual
policies in some areas.

Toasting Chas. Boasberg
Numerous exhibitors and film

company execs are slated to joi

in” a testimonial luncheon, for

Charles Boasberg, sales v,p; of Dis-

tributors Corp. of America, at the
Hotel Astor, N. Y., Oct. 21. He re-

cently switched from the top dis-

tribution spot at RKO.
Luncheon chairmen are circuit

operators Walter Reade Jr., Sam*
Uel Rinzler and Joseph Seider.

Call Exhib Leaders Tricky in Playing Up Idea of Any
‘Plot’ to Upset Availabilities
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Beau Bravtmell
(COLOR)

Opulent costume drama, fairly

entertaining, with good names,
ballyhoo angles,

Hollywood, Oct. 5.

Metro release of Sam ZimbaUst produc-

tion. Stars Stewart Giariger, Elizabeth.

Taylor, Peter Ustinov; features Robert
Morley, James Donald, James Hayter,

Rosemary Harris, Paul Rogers, Noel Will-,

man. Directed by Curtis Bernhardt.
Screenplay, Karl Tunberg; based, on the.

plav Written Jor Richard Mansfield by

Clyde Fitch; camera (Eastman' Color),

Oswald .Morris; editor,. Prank^. Clarke;

music. Richard Addinsell; played by Jhe
Royal Philharmonic Orchestra; conducted

by Muir Mathieson. Previewed Sept. 24,

*54. Runnihg .time. Ill MINS..

Beau Brummell Stewart Granger
Lady Patricia, . . . . . . . . Elizabeth Tayioi

Prince of Wales .......... Ustinov

King George HI Robert Morley
Lord Edwin Mercer ....... James Donald
.Mortimer '

.
Jarnes Hayter

Mrs. Fitzher ..... Rosemary Hams

Lord Byron ........ Jioel Willman
Midger ........... Peter. Dyncley
Sir Geoffrey Baker ...... Charles Carson
Doctor Warren ... . *> • • Ernest Clark

Mr. Fox . . . . . . . .

.

• ... • ... Peter Bull

.Mr, Burke . ... .... •• • • Martt .Uignam
Colonel ............. Desmond, Boberts

Sir Ralph Sidl*y. ....

,

w;. -Baton truman
Mr Tupp B.rooK*Jones.

Doctor Duboi ^George De Marfaz

Doctor Willis , . . ., • • Honjy-Oscar
Mayor ..... . ,

.

• Harold Kasket

This is an opulent, fairly enter-

taining; period drama based on the

career of England’s famous dandy

and amateur politician. The mar-

quee dressing provided by the fa-

miliar iiames $ of Stewart Granger
and Elizabeth Taylor, along With

a number of exploitation possibili-

ties, should shape it for okay
returns.

The Sam Zimbalist production is

drawn from the Clyde; Fitch: play

Which served Richard Mansfield as

a legit vehicle; The -lensing took

place in England to give its period

settings an authentic look, an in-

tent also carried out by the British

casters, so everything, is in keeping
through the overly long 111 min-

utes. Some rather obvious process

scenes are .
permitted to contrast

sharply with those that are real.

The Karl Tunberg screenplay

gives Curtis Bernhardt's direction

ample opportunity for romantically

emotional scenes and he gets a

good- effect: from them with his

players.. Also effective are .several

dramatic sequences dealing with

the relationship between Beaii

Brummell and the Prince of Wales,

and the final, deathbed scerte that

reconciles the dying dandy and his

prince, now king. For those, who
like to be plunged at length into

tearjerk, the climax is made to

order. Others Will find Brummell
a long time dying.

General appeal for the masses
probably would have been greater

had the motivations behind the

Brummell character played by
Stewart Granger been more clearly

established. As it is, one is never
quite sura whether' he is. patriot or
opportunist as, he cultivates the
Prince of Wales. Sad he been more
heel, or more hero, viewers would
have known whether to .love him or
hate him. Result of this’ is to throw
the major sympathy to the Prince,

a more Understandable person as

superbly interpreted by Peter
Ustinov; Miss Taylor, too, is a vic-

tim of motivation obscurity as the
beauty attracted to Brummell; first

tur ing him down and then being
turned down by him when she does
decide to surrender. .

Plotwise, Brummeli’s self assur-
ance intrigues the Prince of Wales,
who sponsors him in society and
listens to his advice against Prime
Minister William Pitt. While under
the prfhee's favor, Brummell rises

to be something of a style-setter
arid favorite. lira beruffled era, he
goes in for simple elegance and . is

well on his way to an earldom until
the scheme he has cooked up to
have the prince declared regent
fails arid the two friends fall out
Brummell flees to France and
there, as the years pass, falls

deathly ill. A, forgiving prince—

•

now king—searches him out and
they . reconcile before Brummell
dies. This is Clyde Fitch history.

Excellent type performances are
turned in by Robert Morley, the
prince’s mad father, James Hayter,
Brummell’s faithful valet; arid
Rosemary Harris, as Mrs, Fitzher-:
bert, the woman the prince loves
but cannot -marry. Paul Rogers, as
Pitt; James Donald, as the lord
who gets Miss Taylor, and Noel
Willman, as Lord. Byron, are among
others doing good work;
The Eastman Color, printed by

Technicolor, is used to advantage
by Oswald. Morris’

;
lensing. Other

technical credits are capable.
Brog.

Sftip Weshner on 'Contessa’
David E. (Skip) Weshner has

been named producer's sales rep
for "The Barefoot Contessa.”

.
Pic was made under the Figaro,

Inc., banner .with Joseph L. Man-
kiewicz as writer and director.
United Artists is the distributor.

Lovers, Happy Lovers!
(’Monsieur ‘RipoJs’)

“Lovers, Happy Lovers!" was
reviewed in Variety, May 5,

.1954 under its original tag
"Monsieur Ripois/’ Cinedis re-
lease of Transcontinental Film
production, starring Gerard
Philipe, Valerie Hobson and
Joan Greenwood, is being re-
leased in the U. S.i by A.F.E.
Reviewer Mosk opined “Mon-

sieur Ripoiis” is a fake, a Don
Juan, a victim of his times,
debauchee, but whatever he is,

this film adds up to a tour-de-
force in direction and thesp-
ing. A callous subject is pre-
sented in a comedic, brilliant

vei It emerges a satirical

and engaging adult film. There
may be some censorship; trou-
ble,. but this may be easily
glossed over, and word-of-
mouth and crix are sure to

give this a push.”

('armen Jones
(C’SCOPE-COLOlt)

Stirring, . colorful film ver-
sion of the smash Broadway
musical; healthy b.o. +

Hollywood, Oct. i.
Twentieth-Fox. release of an Otto

Preminger
.
production. Co-stars Dorothy

Dandridge; Harry Belafonte, Olga. James,
Pearl Bailey, Joe Adams.

:
Directed by

Preminger. . Screenplay, Harry Kleiner,
fromi book by Oscar Hammersteln, - 2d;
music, Georges Bizet; lyrics Hammersteln;
camera, Sam Leavitt; editor, Louis R.

.

Loefler. Color by DeLuxe. At Studio,
Sept, 22; '54. Running time,. 105 MINS.

.

Carnien ...

.

Dorothy .
Dandridge

Joe Harry Belafonte
Cindy ;

Olga James
Frankie Pearl Bailey
Myrt :. . ... ........ .... .

.

. lahann CarroU
Rum ...

.

Boy Glenn
Dink Nick Stewart
Husky Joe Adams
Sgt. Brown Broc Peters
T-B'one -. . . .— , ... . . .: . . . . Sandy Lewis
Sally Mauri Lynn
Trainer DeForest Covan

Aiid the voices of Le Vern Hutcherson,
Marilynn Horne, Marvin Hayes. .

( Aspect ratio i 2.55-1 )

.

As a Wartime legit, offering

"Carmen Jones’.’^-the modernized,
all-Negro version! of the opera
‘

‘Carmen’ ’—was a long-run hit both
on. Broadway and on the road. Now,
Otto Preminger has transferred it

to the screen with, taste and iriiagi-

riation in all opulent production
that has a healthy boxoffice out-

look, although as an all-Negro film,

it. will encounter difficulty in some
situations.

Preminger has made -sonie

changes from the legit version, but
none of the basic elements have
beeri removed and the sexy situa-

tions inherent in the original story

are retained to make this perhaps
the first picture in both Cinema-
Scope and Sensuoscope. Excision
has been skillfully handled and
might even have been carried
further with at least one more riot

too familiar aria removed to per-
mit the film to unspool without a
lag. At its present 105-minute
length, it is perhaps ten minutes
too long.

Harry Kleiner's screenplay close-

ly follows the lines Of the stage
libretto by Oscar Hammerstein, 2d,

in 'hich Carmen is a pleasure-,
loving southern gar who works in

a Dixie parachute factory, where
Joe (Jose) is a member of the army
regiment on guard duty. She lures
him away from Cindy Lou (Mi-:'

caela) and he deserts with her after

a fatal brawl with his sergeant.
Eventually^ Carmen tires of him
and stakes up with Husky- Miller
(Escamillo) the fighter and Joe
kills her when shie refuses to re-
turn to him. In the legit version,;

he stabbed her; in the film, he*

strangles her. (Credits blithely
ignore the fact that the original
creator of “Carmen” was art author
named Prosper Merimee. Does pro-
fessional courtesy stop at the
grave?)

"As in , the wartime legit version,
the standout sorigs—as a result of
Hammerstein ?s lyricizing — are
“Stand. Up and Fight”, (the Torea
dor spng), “I Go. For You, But
You’re Taboo” (Habanera) and
"Beat out the Rhythm on the
Drums.” . .

Preminger has directed with a
deft touch, blending the comedy
and tragedy easily and building
his scenes to some suspenseful
heights. He gets fine performances
from the cast toppers; notably
Dorothy Dandridge, a sultry Car-
men whose performance maintains
the right- hedonistic note through-
out, andf' Harry Belafonte, who is

an extremely convincing Joe. Olga
James is seen comparatively brief-
ly as Cindy Lou, but makes the
most of her footage and Joe Adarhs
(a coast deejay) is good as Husky
Miller. Pearl Bailey stands out as

i Frankie, scoring a. particular tri-

j

umph since she has only one song
I
the "Drums” number with which

: to showcase her voice. Off-screeri

j

voices were used for Miss Darid-

I

ridge, Belafonte and. Adams, the.

[standout being Marvi Hayes'

handling of the latter, for the stir-

ring “Stand Up and Fight/’ Dub-
bing throughout is excellent.
Of the supporting players, Dia-

hana Carroll is glimpsed briefly
as Myrt arid Roy Glenn and Nick
Stewart Bach turn in a fine per-
formance as Rum and Dink, the
manager and manager's manager
attached to Miller,

Fine camera work by Sam Lea-
vitt, the color by Deluxe, musical
direction by Herschel Burke Gil-
bert,, costumes by Mary Ann Ny-'
berg and settings by Edward L.
Ilou all contribute strongly to the
film’s appeal. Kap.

Hansel ami Gretel
(SONG—COLOR)

Unusually well done puppet
film that should mop up With
the moppet trade. Strong b.o.

contender with Proper 1 han-

Mlchael Myerberg production. Stars the
voices of Anna Russell; Mildred Dunnock,
Frank Rogler, Delbert Anderson, Helen
Boatright, Constance Brigham and . Apollo
Boys' Choir. Directed . by John Paul..
Screenplay by Adelheid Weft; adapted
by Padriac Colum; camera (Technicolor),
Martin Munkacsi; settings, Evalds. Dajev-
skis; costumes, . Ida Vendicktow; editor.
Jamas F. Barclay; head animator, Joseph
Horstmahn; characters designed by James
Summers; production manager, William
F. Rodgers Jr. Previewed in N.Y. Sept.
29, '54.- Running time, 75. MINS,
Rosina Rubylips : Ann RuSsell
Mother . . . ... . . . . . ... i. Mildred' Dunnock
Father . . ; . . ; , ..... . . . . .

.

Frank Rogler
Sandman . ... . ... . . . .

.

Delbert Anderson
Dew Fairy Helen Boatright
Angels and - Children ., Apollo Boys' Choir
Hansel: A Gretel , Constance Brigham

IJberty for IJs
(A Nous La Llbcrte)

“A Nous. La Liberte/r tho
Rens Clair film classic which
Is scheduled to preem Oct. 6
at the Art Theatre, N. Y,, was
reviewed from . France by
Variety May 31, 1932. The
French import stars Henri
Marchand, Raymond Cordy,
Rolla France, and has been
especially reedited by Clair for
reissue which Joseph Burstyn
Inc. is releasing pic in the
•uy s/;'

'

Reviewer Kauf opined "
‘A

;

Nous La Liberte’ is. grand
satire film. Intellectually it

probably reaches a new high
in film fare, although neither
satire nor intellect belong in
money films. More important
is the sound. Every scene is

musically underlined. There
are but a bare dozen spoken
Sentences throughout the film;
And what there is spoken is so
obvious as to be immediately
understandable to anyone in;

the audience, whether knowing
French Or not. No doubt left,

at the. end of the film’s show-
ing, that Rene Clair is an out-
standing film personality.”

It’s been quite a while since any-
one bothered making .a direct pitch
for the moppet trade via that trick-
iest of all media, the puppet pic-
ture. Now Michael Myerberg has
filled the void with "Hansel and
Gretel,” a skilfully produced and
wholly delightful puppet version of
Humperdinck’s

.
tuneful opera of

the same title,

Unless youngsters of today are
too preoccupied with, space cadet
yarns t6 find enjoyment in simple,
musical fables such as this, "Han-
sel and Gretel” can’t fail to charm
its way into the hearts of many
millions. It shapes as a potent b;o.

contender. Here is the answer to:

all those parents and! educators
who complain that Hollywood,
ignores the young.
Done in exquisite Technicolor

that underscores the great crafts-
manship that has gone into this
filtri> "Hansel and Gretel’’ is un-
usual npt only fpr the tasteful and
imaginative way in which it tack-
led its subject' but =• also for, the
"actors” themselves. The Myerberg
puppets—he calls them “Kirie-
mins”—are a triumph in them-
selves.
For one, in decided contrast to

Other puppets used in films in the
past, the Myerberg figures are
pleasing to the eye, even beautiful;
They’re capable of changing their
facial expressions .and do, too, with
very good effects. Their movements
appear awkward and . jerky at
times, but on the whole they have
remarkable grace arid Convey the
kind of realism not achieved be-
fore. The credit goes to Myerberg
arid sculptor-painter James Sum-
mers who designed them. If the
merits of "Hansel and Gretel” are
high, the Kirtemins themselves
have considerable exploitation
value that ought not to be over-
looked by exhibitors.
The fairy tale and the Humper-

dinck music are the perfect subject
for a puppet film and the produc-
tion makes the best possible use of
its opportunities. It has visual
beauty, but it has also movement,
and music and, from the younger
set’s point of view, sortie lively
excitement in the form of the
witch Rosina Rubylips who looms,
but without the. customary, empha-
sis on horror. Here again, the fine
moulding of the Kirtemins and the
deft execution of the staging help
to make the story come alive with-
out overemphasis on the more
'frightening part of the tale.

Every character in the film is a
puppet. They take ori an added
human quality via the voices which,
wisely, haven’t been distorted but
come through much as they would
iri the opera. Constance Brigham
does herself proud in the double
role of Hansel and Gretel*,' Anna
Russell excels as the witch; !

Mil
dred Dunnock is perfectly cast as
the mother and Frank Rogler does
wonders with the voice of the
father.
As the Sandinan, Delbert Ander-

son gives aural support to one of
the most charming scenes , in the
picture, Helen Boatright is just
fine as. . the Dew Fairy, and the
Apollo Boys’ Choir sounds fresh
and beautiful. John Paul’s direc-
tion is faultless, seeing, to it that
the transition from stage to screen
is smooth and expert in its feel
for the. necessary balances.

Padriac Colum, well-known Irish
poet-playwright, did the screen
adaptation of the. play, making the
dialog Jit the simplicity of the Sit-

uations and brightening it with

occasional touches of humor. A 60-
piece

. symphony orch plays the
Humperdinck score under Franz
Allers’ firm batoning.

Humperdinck’s opera has been a
favorite all over the world for
riiany years.

,
In bringing it to the

screen with such a fine Sense for
the;demands of the medium, Myer-
berg deserves a vote of thanks
from millions . of youngsters who
can’t get to an opera house. If he
Cleans up with it, it’ll be a just
reward for a job well done.

Hift.

Passion
(COLOR)

So-so early California, action
drama , with mild b.o. outlook.

Hollywood, Oct, 5.
BKO release of Benedict Bogeaus pro-

duction. Stars Cornel .Wilder Yvonne De
Carlo; features .Raymond Burr, Lon
Chaney. Rodolfo : Acosta. John Qualen,
Anthony Caruso,. Frank de Kova. Directed
by .AUan. Dwan. Screenplay, Beatrice A.
Dresher, Josef Leytes; adaptation, How-
ard Estabrook; based on a story by
Beatrice A. Dresher, Miguel Padilla,
Josef Leytes; camera (Technicolor), John
Alton; editor, Carl Loda to; score, Lodis
Forbes; Previewed Sept. 30. '54. Running
time, S4 MINS.
Juan Obreon
Tonyg
Rosa
Rodriguez
Castro
Sandro . . .

.

Caspar
Munoz
Martinez
Colfre
Escobar ; . . .

.

Don Domingo ...
Grandmother . . .

.

Senora Carrisa
Manuel Felipe
Marca. ...........
Maraqulta
Bernal ..........
Don Rosendo ....
Padre . .

.

... . ; .

,

( Aspect

Carnel Wilde

Yvonne De Carlo
. . . . . .

.

Raymond Burr
. . . , ... ; ... . Lon Chaney
. . .. , . .

,

Rodolfo Acosta
... > ..... .

.

John Qualen
.....

.

Anthony Caruso
. Frank .de

.
Kova

. . Peter Coe
......... John. Dierkes.

.... Richard Hale
Rozene Kemper
Belle Mitchell
Alex Montoya

.........

;

Zon Murray
....... . Rosa Turich

. . . . . .

.

Stuart Whitjnan
...... James Kirkwood

...... Robert Warwick
ration 1.85-1)

Bob Mothloo Story

Mtecneotment^of story of dou-
ble .winner ^of Olympics De-
cathlon. Athlete and wife play
themselves in good family
trade programmer with tieup
and ballyhoo angles.

Hollywood, Oct. 5.
Allied Artists release. Of William E

Selwyn production;' .Btars Bob Mathias.*
Ward Bond; features Melba Mathias...:
Howard Petrie, Ann Doran. Directed by
Francis D. Lyon. Screerfplay, Richard Col-
lins; camera, Ellsworth Fredricks; editor,
Walter Hanneman. Running time, 79

'

Mil NS.
Bob'Mathias , , . , . . . .... Bob Mathias
Coach Jackson ; . . . . . ; . . .. . ; ;

.

Ward Bond
Melba Miathias .... /. . . , . Melba Mathias
Dr. Mathias Howard Petrie
Mrs; Mathias Ann Doran
Pat Mathias lane . Jergcns
Andrews Paul Bryar

Allied Artists has a good family
programmer in story of Tulare,
California, lad who twice won
decathlon at Olympics games. With
Bob Mathias playing himself, and
actual footage from two Olympiads
used, some situations may realize

extra coin from exploitations op-
portunities.

Pifc opens with Mathias, aged 17,
training for 1948 Olympic tryouts
at Bloomfield, N. J., then off to
Wembley, England; to win with
amazing 7,139 joints; Narrative
then carries him to prep school
struggling to make up points to
enter Stanford. Despite his all

round prowess as college athlete
on

.
gridiron,- as well as track,

Mathias decision to marry child-
hood sweetheart, Melba, also play-,

ing herself, nearly caused him not
to enter 1952 Olympics at Heir
sinki, where he was first athlete
to win two. decathlons. Racking up
7,887 points. Narrative closes with
his entry into U. S. Marines.
. Mathias’ personality is pleasing
and he fulfills acting job with less,

awkwardness than could be ex-
pected. Wife Melba displays good
screen presence and scenes of two
together are appealing. , Francis D.
Lyon’s sympathetic direction
helped amateurs over hurdles.
William E. Selwyn Productions
makes good use of Olympics clips
of Mathias and other stair athletes
for strong sports interest.

Story behind track deeds, is told
with .minimum schmaltz as scripted
by Richard Collins’ ’’Plot” is neces-
sarily meagre. Ellsworth Freder-
icks lensing is also a sturdy con-
tribution.
Ann Doran and Howard Petrie,

as parents of Mathias; Ward Bond,:
as his highschool coach, and Diane
Jergens, as kid. sister, are among
Casters helping family entertain-
ment values. Brog.

Flip© Over Africa
(COLOR)

Authentic background settings
of Tangier do riot make up-for
unconvincing story.

Some rather routine action dra-
matics, in an Early California set-
ting, are being offered under the
misnomer of "Passion.” It has okay
star names and Technicolor, but
the entertainment is such that only
mild boxoffice Shapes.

.Cornel Wilde and Yvonne D6-
Carlo topline in the Benedict
Bogeous production; he as the hero
wlio takes a 'vengeance trail after
his family is wiped out by terror-
ist, and she as his dead wife’s twin
who helps pick off the killers^

Allan Dwan’s direction does what
it can to keep the 84 minutes of
footage moving, but there are too
many slow spots for the film to
hold interest overall. Script by
Beatrice A. Dresher and Josef
Leytes,. from a story they wrote
with Miguel Padilla, runs to .flow-
ery, stilted dialog arid the: charac-
ters in it never become real.

Terrorists, led by Rodolfo Acosta,
are seeking to drive out ranchers
from lands claimed by Richard
Hale under an ancient grant. They
attack friends of Wilde’s, with
whom his wife arid baby are stay-
ing, during the hero’s, absence arid

Raymond Burr, police head, cannot
act against the killers because he
lacks sufficient evidence. Wilde
takes the law into his own hainds
and gradually picks off all the
killers but Acosta; Climax of the
story .takes place in the snow-cov-
ered mountains between California
and Nevada, with Wilde trapping a
fleeing Acosta arid, in turn being
caught by

.
the pursuing Burr.

Acosta confesses all in time for
Burr to hear and there’s the fade-
out promise the hero will go free.

The characters ate such tha\ the
stars and' others can only turn in

regulation performances, adequate
to the light deriiiinds made upon
them. John

.
Alton’s Color lensing

and the other technical assists,

including the background, score by
Louis Forbes, are handled c° ably,

. Brog.

Columbia release of Frankovlch-Sale
production. Stars Maureen O'Hara and
Macdonald Carey. Features Binnie Barnes,
Guy Middleton, Hugh McDermott and
James Lllburn. Directed by Richard Sale.
Screenplay, Robert Westerby; camera
(Technicolor), Christopher Challis: editor,
A. S. Bates;:' music; Benjamin Frapkel.
Previewed in N.Y. Sept. .23, '53. Running
time, 84 MINS.
Joanna, Dane
Van Logan .... ..

Frisco ...»
Soames Howard
Richard Farrell
Danny Boy
Augie
Paul Dupont . . . ,

,

Mustapha
Pebbles . . . . . . . .

.

Potts
Cronkhite . . . . . .

.

Rodrigo .........
Signor Amato . .

.

Monsieur Ducloir

Maureen O'Hara
Macdonald Carey

. . Binnie Barnes
. . Guy Middleton
Hugh McDermott

. . James Lidburn

. . . . Harry Lane
, , Leonard Sachs.

Ferdy Mayno
. . .

.

> Eric Corrie
. . .

.

Bruce Bceby
... . . Gerard Tichy
. . Mike Brendall
. . . Derek Sydney

Jacques Cey

Macdonald Gafey gets shot once
in the head arid twice in the chest
'and, without any apparent medical
care, gets up to continue some, hair-
raising adventures. A group of cus-
toms officials, international police
and secret agents from Various
countries are stymied iri their
forts to uncover a smuggling ring
in Tangier when someone gets the
bright idea that what the. situation
needs is a beautiful femme agent.
The American rep says, "Boys,
your worries are over. I’ve got just

the gal. She’s ori her way here
now. We’ll keep this thing real
secret. No one will know who she:

is. She’ll report directly, to me.”
The U.S. rep’s insistence bri se-
crecy, however, backfires since he's
knocked, off before the Mata Hari
arrives iri the person of Maureen
O’Hara.

This is some of the anachronistic
dime magazine stuff dished up in

"Fire Over Africa,” a Mike Ffarikq-
vichrRichard Sale indie production
being released by Columbia. It’s

strictly for the bottom rung of dual
situations. 1

The only ring of authenticity ih

an otherwise incredulous film is

the background lensing which ef-

fectively captures Tangier and its

environs. The streets arid people
of this exotic North African city

and the scenic splendor of the har-
bor are caught just right by the

(Continued on page : 22)
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United Paramount Execs Looking Into This and
Other Aspects of Video Advertising

Standing committee to study ad-

vertising approaches was created at

the recent meet of United Para-
mount Theatres execs at Shawnee,
Pa. Grpup’s first job is to com-
pile a report on the use of tv to

sell pi'x.
'

'

Committee, consisting of about

a dozen UPT. district heads, will

report on its findings at the next
UPT powwow which is set to fol-

low the Theatre Owners of Amer-
ica meet in Chicago, ph Nov. 4.

Following the tv analysis, the mat-
ter of newspaper advertising may
be taken UP-

Purpose of the tv study is to

give the UPT affiliates the benefit

of theatres’ experience with tv all

over the country. Also, UPT reps
have been contacting the ad-pub
toppers of all the distribs in N. Y.,

eliciting info on the extent to

which tv is being used and the

general effects : of over-the-air

plugging.

One of the questions raised at

the Shawnee meet was why it was
so difficult fo sell romantic themes
via tv.. Emphasis to date has been
on plugging action pix. One of the
answers to that one would be that

films of that type must be pro-
moted on the air in what might be
called the “logical" spot, i.e., a slot

following a program carrying a

(Continued on page 16)

Human Birth

3 Sets of Lovers
|

Cinemascope plots come In

threes, 20th-Fox followed this

policy in “How to Marry a Mil-
lionaire” (Marilyn Monroe and
David Wayne, Betty Grable
and Rory Calhoun, and Lau-
ren Bacall and Cameron
Mitchell); in “Three Coins in

the Fountain" (Clifton Webb
and Dorothy McGuire, Maggi
McNamara and Louis Jourdan,
and Jean Peters and Rossario
Brazzi).

In 20th’s latest, “Woman's
World," it’s three couples
again , with June Allyson and
Cornel Wilde, Lauren Bacall
and Fred MacMurray, and
Arlene Dahl and Van Hefii

Oil Wells On

20th Property

Promise Much
Oil is getting to be big business

at 20th-Fox. In a report to the

stockholders, mailed out last week
along with a 40c- share dividend

check for the third quarter, 20th
prexy Spyros P. Skouras disclosed
that the company started drilling

on a third well last week (1).

Albany, Oct. 5.

Portrayal in a motion picture of

a human birth is not “iridecent";

a review of the legislative history

of Section 122-A of the Education
Law, enacted in 1954, indicates

that such portrayal is ‘‘not con-
sidered objectionable by the New
York State Legislature, and there-
fore not prescribed by Section
122 "

So Henry J.. Fox, president of

Capitol Enterprise Inc., declared
In a petition prepared by Attorney
Ephraim S. London, of New York,
and received at the State Education
Department here Friday (i), ap-

pealing to the Regents from a de-
cision by Dr. Hugh M. Flick, di-

rector of the Department’s Motion
Picture Division, ordering deletion
of “all views of the woman’s geni-
tal region" in a “Mom and Dad"
sequence. Dr. Flick directed on
Sept; 9 that the deletion be made
in an “abridged’ version, the orig-

inal Version was rejected for li-

censing in this State five years
ago.

Fox claimed that the birth scene,
is vital to the picture, whose
theme he described As one of “the
need for educating adolescents on
matters relating to sex and sei hy-
giene." The sequence entitled
“Normal Birth," was filmed in a
hospital “under appropriate medi-
cal direction'’ and “elaborate pre-
cautions were taken to avoid ex-
posure of any part of the mother’s
body, which was covered by sheet-
ing during the entire sequence,"
Pox explained.

“There are no scenes in the se-
quence," he added, “in which the
woman’s genitals exposed to
view."

Ray Andersen to Coast
Raymond T. Andersen, member

of the Bankers Trust Co.'s amuse-
ment industries division; Coasted,
over the past weekend.
He wants to see Walt Disney’s

newly-completed “20,000 , Leagues
Under, the Sea” and will call on
Allied Artists, Fred Brisson and
other Bankers clients.

“We are happy to report the suc-
cessful completion of the second
well on our studio property in Bev-
erly Hills," the* report said. -‘The

results of tests . indicated su-
periority oyer the first well." Both
wells have been shut in and will

be placed in production “when
necessary facilities have been, in-

stalled."

Skouras said third quarter earn-
ings would be close to $1 a share
with the outlook for the fourth
quarter equally optimistic. Rental
collections for the third quarter
set a record both at home and
abroad, stockholders were told. Do-
mestic rentals are understood to
have run to a high of $20;000,000.
Earnings for 'the first 26 weeks of
1954 were $3,096,545, or $1.17 a

share, compared to a net of $158,-
309, the equivalent of 6c per share,
for the comparable peirod in 1953.

Skouras expressed his apprecia-
tion for the support from stock-
holders, exhibs and other sudios in

the introductory stages of Cinema-
Scope, He reported that some 100
C’Scope pix should be produced
during, the next 12 months.

i

Film industiy is contenting itself

with the role of television “hitch-
hiker." Picture company execs are
delighted With tieups such as Ed
Sullivan’s “Toast of the Town”
show on CBS but still refuse to
spend: money for ballying pix via
any telecast sponsored by the trade
itself. Outside of spot announce-
ments for specific product, the pro-
ducer-distributors prefer the “free
ride” route.

Latest evidence of this concerns
a plan advanced for the Council
of Motion Picture Organizations,
whose membership comprises all
film business segments. COMPO
sometime back proposed a public
poll to determine the ‘‘best” film
and players, this to be conducted
Cither quarterly or annually. A-
major part of the project was to
be an hour-long tv show aired once
every three months, the first being
blueprinted for this fall. The pro-
gram was designed to stimulate
interest in. the poll, to acquaint the
public with the details of balloting

Industry executives not imme-
diately a part of the. fight to kill

the 5% admissions tax in N. Y.
City are expressing the conviction
that this goal can best be achieved
via an effective, lobby on the legis-

lative end, not in the courts. They
make the point that the Council of
Motion Picture Organizations has
shown the way, With the nation-
wide campaign for law-makers’ sup-
port that won the halving of the
20% Federal levy.

Plan recommended by a couple
of theatre execs not located in

N. Y. calls for a direct pitch to
the solon's in Albany for repeal of
the enabling act under which May-
or Robert Wagner’s administration
imposed the 5%-er. It’s underlined
that Governor Thomas E. Dewey
has .already expressed opposition
to the Gotham tax and, this feeling
is. doubtless shared by other Re-
publicans. In view of the upcoming
elections, the suggestion is made
that the sympathy of all candidates
be sought.

Attack upon the levy through
the courts has been an uphill strug-
gle right along with, so far, only
discouraging results. Major setback
developed last week when. N. Y.
Supreme Court Justice Percy Stod-
dart ruled the tax as constitutional.

The jurist, on another point, sug-
gested that a higher court, on ap-
peal, should decide on collection of

“breakage" money.
The “breakage" angle has been

given strong spotlight in the,

court contest. City Tax Collector
(Continued on page 18)

Chides Disney
Minneapolis, Oct. 5.

In a letter to Charles Weiner,
sales representative, for Walt
Disney Productions here, an'd made
public, Bennie Berger, North Cen-
tral Allied president, assails the
“must percentage policy regardless
of the situations’ size" for “Living
Desert" and “The Vanishing
Prairie."

Berger declares that such a
policy, in the smaller-grossing
situations is “inhuman, indecent,
unfair and extortion" and “harm-
ful to the exhibitor, distributor and
to the public."

If the Disney company dis-

regards What Berger calls his
philosophy—“that all theatres in
the land are entitled to jjlay all

the good pictures at prices they
really can afford to pay"—it Will

be acting “like an ostrich," the
NCA president avers.

/

at theatre, lobbies, and to upbeat
the business generally,

$296,000 Tab
Since the plan had approval at

least on committee level,‘"COMPO,
investigated costs,, found that a
thorough job of blanketing the
cpuntry would run to $296,000 in
time charges; Production expense
was figured at relatively small for
the reason that clips from new pro-
ductions would be used exten-
sively.

Film company presidents, it’s

npw clear,- want no part of such
tv bankrolling. There hasn’t been
any official vote on the idea but
the lack of enthusiasm among the
chief execs has been taken to mean
a pocket veto,
COMPO-ites are now. mulling a

Substitute, “hitch-hiking" arrange-
ment whereby a major tv show, as
part of its programming, would
focus on new features from Holly-
wood, via the use of clips, and spot-
light the “best pic" sweepstakes,
COMPO still hopes to conduct the

,
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Sept. Golden Dozen
1. “The Egyptian” (20th).

2. “Rear Window" (Par).

3. “Seven Brides" (M-G).
4. “Cinerama" (Indie),

5. “Dragnet" (WB).
6. “Magnif Obsession" (U).

7. “Waterfrorit" (Col),

8. “Broken Lance" (20th).

9; “Gone Wind" (M-G>.
10. “Caine Mutiny" (Col),

11. “Susan Slept" (RKO).
12. “Prairie" (Disney).

To Withdraw

Frankfurt, Oct, 5.

German Culture FilrivTProducers’

Ass’n. has decided : to no longer

present films at international fes-

tivals. With documentaries costing

from $7,000 to $12,000 to produce
in Germany, they feel inadequate
to meet international competition
without help from the government.
This, despite their winning two
seconds (“Golden Garden of the
Americas" and “Little Louse Under
the Microscope") and ah. honorable
mention (for short on Volkswagori
production) out- of their four
entrants at the Venice Fest.

In a four-point complaint, pro-
ducers pointed out that there was
Cl) .no- state support to help re-

build their' corner of the industry
after the War, (2) inadequate im-
port rules since 1945 to restrict

foreign competition, (3) no plan
to “force" exhibitors to show shorts
(in pre-war Germany, it was com-
pulsory to show a culture film with
every full-length feature,) (4) taxes
are too high.

Industry’s output from 1945
through 1953 was 1,200 short and
full-lengths by 250 different pro-
duction firms.

-f The fall picture season was
launched in auspicious fashion,

with September’s new product au-
guring a strong 1954-55 season at

the boxoffice. In Variety monthly
coin sweepstakes; the top five films

grossed close to total of $6,000,000.

Six of the boxoffiqe pacers were in

color, two in Cinemascope.
“The Egyptian” (20th), which

was groomed by 20th as the near-
- est thing to its initial C’Scoper,
“The Robe,” captured first place.

Pic was leader a couple of weeks
and among the top four all month.
“Rear Window" (Par) contested

“Egyptian" for top laurels, and was
a big second-place grosser.
“Seven Brides For Seven Broth-

ers" (M-G).,. which started great
early in the month, slipped, subse-
quently but Was third for the
month. It lasted eight weeks at the
N. Y. Music Hall, where it caime

very close to the record mark of
same company’s “Great Caruso"
(M-G), made in 10 weeks.
“Cinerama" edging up a bit de-

spite the length of engagement,
held fourth (was. fifth in August).
“Dragnet" (WB) copped fifth post-,

tion. Drew, strongly on openings
but tended to taper swiftly in most
keys. Write your own television

sermon! .

“Magnificent Obsession" (U),

which was second. in ' August,
showed stamina, clinging to niche
among top eight in four different

weeks. “On the. Waterfront" (Col)

wound up seventh, weakened by
absence of playdates.
“Broken Lance" (20th>, fourth in

August, displayed unusual strength

to cop eighth money. “Gone With
Wind" (M-G (reissue), which fin-

ished sixth in August, took ninth

(Continued on page 20)

Stars Help Bay Scouts
Hollywood, Oct. 5.

Sixteen Hollywood names have
recorded a series of appeals to be
used by the Boy Scouts of America
in the forthcoming annual fund
drive.

Volunteers were Jack Benny,
Eddie Cantor, Richard Carlson,
Bing Crosby, Bob Crosby, Cecil B.

DeMille, Ralph Edwards, Van Hef-
lin, Bob Hope, Danny Kaye,
Gfoucho Marx, Den'his Morgan,
George Murphy, Pat O'Brien and
Jack Webb.

balloting in. January with the audi-
ence asked to select Hollywood’s
best for all of 1954. Thereafter, it

would be run on a quarterly basis.
J

Oldsmobile Echo
This recalls the Academy Awards

tv-er of last March. Many a thea-
treman at that time wondered but
loud why the studios allowed an
“outsider," Oldsmobile, to pick up
the check for a show that was so
basically Hollywood in all respects.

It was Widely felt that the major
lots lost a good opportunity to plug
new product, whereas the “sell"

centered on automobiles.
'Oldsmobile is pencilled In as

sponsor of the Oscar show again
next year.
In another instance Where the

film outfits couldn’t get together
on their ‘‘own" tv-er the projected
tieup With American Broadcasting
Co. is regarded as now scuttled. In-

stitutional and. individual-pic pro-
motion was to be the payoff from
a weekly; ABC network series.

(Continued on page 18) !

It appears to be mostly a case
of “take your pick" when it comes
to getting a count of U. S. thea-
tres. /
Hard on the heels of a general

sales managers committee report
showing 19,528 conventional and.
drive-in theatres in the country,
comes a Sindlinger & Co. break-
down putting the total of “active”
situations at 18,351. Earlier, there
had been a 20th-Fox survey show-
ing 20,365 theatres.

The Sindlinger tabulation, dated
Aug. 1, 1954, broke the 18,351
total down into 14,301 hardtoppers
and 4,050 ozoners: The sales man-
agers found 15,585 fourwallers and
3,943 drive-ins. The figure has
already been challenged by some
companies who say, in at least one
instance, that their possibilities in

a given exchange area are higher
than the total found by the ex-
change area chairman.

Sindlinger's count was made at

the behest of the Council of Mo-
tion picture Organizations and Ills

count was verified via checks with,
all available Sources and records
on the changing status of houses.
The total number of theatres

active as of March 1, 1954,. was
17,464, Sindlinger reported, break-
ing down into 13,710 regular
houses and 3,754 drive-iris. The
survey put new construction and
reopenings since March 1, .1954,

at 309 definite arid verified and
’943 likely to be verified. Theatre
closings between Jan, 1, 1947 arid

March i, 1954, were put at 6,280

(5,816 regular arid 464 ozoners).

The Sindlinger showed the larg-

est number of operating theatres
in Texas (1,362), Pennsylvani
(1,095), New York (1,091) and Cali-

fornia (1,064).

Theatre closings since March 1,

when the Federal admissions tax
relief became effective, were put
at 365 whereas 309 were verified

as definitely haying reopened after

having been closed.
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Chicago, Oct. 5.

Theatre traffic is nice along the

•:'Htrai.h"Stem
vtiiis week aided 'by ;

four

hew pix being unveiled. “On
Waterfront” is a socko $51,000 in

first week at redecorated Woods
for best total in five years at house;

while “Woman’s World” is .
wow

$48,000 at Oriental.

The Surf’s “High, and Dry” .
is

registering a big $6,000. “Side

Street Story” looks lively $4,500 at

the World.
“Sabrina” coupled with stage-

show topped by McGuire Sisters at

the Chicago continues in giant

strides for second week at the Chi-

cago with $69,000. “Egyptian” is

lusty in second round at the. State-

Lake. Reissue of “Duel In Sun”
at Roosevelt shapes nice also in,

second.

In third, “Brigadoon” is slipping

to a mildish figure at McVickers.
“Gone With Wind” is hefty at

United Artists in fifth while “Van
ishing Prairie” winds up its run
at Loop in seventh with a goodly

take. “Cinerama” continues fast

in 62d week at Palace.

Estimates for This Week
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 98-$1.25)—“Sabrina”- (Pari .with McGuire

Sisters onstage (2d wk). Hotsy
$69,000.. Last week, $85,000.

Grand (Nomikos) (1,200;. 98-

$1 251—-“Pushover” (Col) and “Bul-

let Is Waiting” (Col). (2d wk).

Perky $10,000. Last week, $17,000

Loop (Telem’t) (606; 90-$1.25)—
“Vanishing Prairie” (Disney) (7th

wk). Nice $7,300 after $7,200 last

week.
*

McVickers (JL&S) (2,200; 65-

$1.25)-^*“Brigadoon” (M-G) (3d
:

wk). Mild $20,000. Last week,
$25;000.

Monroe. (Indie) (1,000; 65-87.)—^

“Malta Story” (UA) (2d wk)
$4,500. Last week; $10,000.

Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 98-$1.25)

—“Woman’s World” (20th>. Lusty
$48,000 shaping. Last week, “Brok-
en Lance” (20th). (6th wk), $15,000.

Palace (EiteD (1,484; $1.25-$3.40)
;

—“Cinerama” (Indie) (62d wk).

Fine $30,000 after $31,000 last

week.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400; 65-98)-

—

“Duel In Sun” (SRO) (reissue) (2d

wk). Tidy $17,000. Last week,
$19,000.

State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; -98-

$1 ;
50)—"The Egyptian” ,

(20th) (2d

wk). Fast $40,000. Last week,
$60,000. .

Surf CH&E Balaban) (685; 95)—
“High and Dry” (U). Brisk $6,000.

Last week, “Laveridar Hill Mob”
(Indie) and “Tight Little Island”
(Indie) (reissues), $3,000.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 98-

$1.25)—“Gone With Wind” (M-G)
(reissue) (5th wk). Great $18,500
Last week, $28,000.
Woods (EssartesS) <1,198; 98-

$1.25)— ‘On Waterfront” (Col).

Mighty $51,000 for Brando pic;

Last week, “Susan Slept Here”
(RKO) (7th wk), $15,000.

Estimates Are Net
Film gross estimates as re-

ported herewith from the vari-

ous key cities, are net; i. e.,

without usual tax. .
Distrib-

utors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence; the
estimated figures are net.

*

come.
The parenthetic admission

prices, however, as indicated,

include the U. S. amusement
tax.

'Egyptian’ Exciting 15G,

Cincy Standout; 'Susan’

Slick 12G, my’
Cincinnati, Oct. 5.

Two hotsy entries among three
tiew bills are lifting downtown
trade this stanza. Exhibs here are
happy over Giants* four-game
Wrapup of World Series Which had
fouled up, matinee biz. “Egyptian”
is showing the way. at Keithfs with’

a wham week. “Susan Slept Here”
is pleasing the Palace to a pleasing
cession. “Valley of Kings” is

sluggish at the Albee.
Estimates for This Week

Albee (RKO) (3,100; 50-90) —
“Valley of. Kings” (M-G). Fairish
$11,000. Last week, “At Water-
front” (Col), $17,000 at 75-$l scale;

Capitol (Ohio Cinema. Corp.)
(1,376; $1.20r$2.65) — “Cinerama”
(Indie) (16th wk). Tall $27,000
looms after $25,500 last week.
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 75-$l) —

“Waterfront” (Col) (m.o.). Okay
$7,000; Last week, “Dragnet” (WB)
(m.o.) (2d wk); $6,500 St 75-$1.10
scale.

Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 75-$1.25)—
“Egyptian” (20th). Lengthy run-
ning time retarding this bjut hefty
$15,000, anyway. Holds. Last
Week, “Rear Window” (Par) (5th
wk), $8,500 windup of great run.

Palace (RKO) (2,600; 50-90) —
“Susan Slept Here” (RKO). Smooth
$12,000. Last Week, “Magnificient
Obsession” (U) (2d Wk), $11,000 at
60c-85c .scale;

Boston, Oct. 5.

Not a lot of action here this

week With newcomers not making
much of an impression.

' “Bounty
Hunter” at the Paramount and
Fenway is mild while “Weak and
the Wicked” at the Met is ditto.

However, “Sabrina” still
,
shapes

terrific in second week at the As-
tor. “On Waterfront” in third
week at the Orpheum and State is

holding nicely.
,
“Shanghai Story!’

spurted, late in week to rock up a
sock total last round at Fenway
and Paramount, topping “Johnny
Guitar” here.

Estimates for This Week
Aster (B&Q) (1,500; 70-$1.10)—

“Sabrina”. (Par) (2d wk); Still ter-

rific at $22,000 following $25,500
in first week. - \

Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (800;
74-$lJ—“Vanishing Prairie” (Dis

'ci|m I ney) (3d wk). Oke $7,200 after $9,-
000 in second.
Boston (Cinerama Productions)

(1,354; $1.20-$2.85) — “Cinerama”
(Indie); (40th Wk). Sturdy $18,000
against $17,500 in. previous week.
Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 60-$l)—

“Mr. Hulot’s Holiday” (GBD) (4th
wk)i Good $5,500 after $6,800 in
third;
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 50-90)—

“Bounty Hunter” (WB) arid "Hell
Raiders of Deep” (IFE). Good
$4,500, Last week, “Shanghai
Story” (Rep) and “The Outcast”
(Rep), built to solid $8*300, way
over hopes.
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 50-$l)—

“The Egyptian” (20th) (5th wk)..

Will wind four days of fifth, week
With neat $10,000 after $16,000 in
fourth.

Metropolitan (NET) (4,367; 50-90)
:

—“Weak and Wicked” (AA) and
“Return From Seas” (AA). Mild
$10,000. Last week, “Gambler
From Natchez” (20th) and “Fight-
ing Pimpernel” (indie), same.
Orpheum .(Loew’s) (3,000; 65-

$1.25)—“Oh Waterfront” (Col) (3d
wk). Big $16,500 following; $21,-

000 in second.
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 50-90)

-^“Bounty Hunter” (WB) and “Hell
Raiders of the Deep” (IFE). Fair
$11,000. Last week, “Shanghai
Story” (Rep) and “The Outcast”
(Rep), spurted to great $17,600,
Way ahead of expectancy.

Pilgrim (ATC) (1,700; 65-95)—
“Naked Alibi” (U) and “Meet Dan-
ny Wilson” (U). Nice $10,000. Last
Week, “Crossed Swords” (UA) and
“Gog” (UA), $11,500.

State (Loew’s) (3,500; 65-$1.25)-^-

“On Waterfront” . (Col) (3d wk).
Nice $9,000 after $12,000 in second.

Keiimore (Richmond) (450; $U—
“Filial Test” (Conti) (reissue).
Looks big $5,500 or

‘WORLD’ TERRIF 25G,

DENVER; 'SABRINA’ 16G
Denver, Oct, 5.

“Woman’s World” is capturing
top coin here this round, packing
them in at the Center Theatre. It

stays on indefinitely* “Sabrina” set

a record for a second week at the.

Denham, and naturally holds again.

Other biz is fair to good.

Estimates for This V^eek
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 50-85)—

“Africa Adventure” (RKO). Good
$3,000. Last week, on reissues.

Centre (Fox) (1,247; 60-$!)—
“Woman’s World”

;
(20th). Giant

$25,000. Holds, natch! Last week,
“Broken Lance” (20th) (5th wk);
$7,000.
Denham (Cockrill) (1,720; 50-85)

—“Sabrina” (Par) (2d wk). Big
$16,000. Stays agai Last week,

$20 ,000 .

Denver (Fox) (2,525; 75-$1.25)-i—
“Egyptian” (20th) (3d wk). Fair
$9,500. Last week, $14,000.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 50-85)

—

Betrayed” (M-G) and “Thunder
Pass” (Lip) (2d wk). Fairish $7,500.
Last week,. $10,000.
Paramount (Wolfberg) (2,200; SO-

BS)^—“Human Desire” (Col) and
“Black Dakotas” (Col). Good $12,-

000. Last week, “Duel in Jungle”
(WB) and “Diamond. Wizard!’ (UA)
(6 days), $9,500.

'

Vogue (Pike) (442; 74-90)—“High
and Dry” (U) (3d wk). Okay $1,800.
Last week, $2,100.

Launching of
on Broadway is

six new pictures looks to get a fair $37,000. Stays
giving.

;
the box- for three days; of a second week so

office a fairly healthy appearance that. "Star Is Born” (WB) can be
currently, despite a return to hot, Opened with a special preem. Mon-
humid weather, the World Series day (11) night. “Star,” which will

competion and an abrupt dip. in Play dayrdate with Victoria, opens

Detroit, Oct. 5.

/The fast pace of downtown biz,

maintained in recent weeks, is

slowing up; except at the Madison
where “A Star Is Born” is packing
them in for a new all-time house
record. “Suddenly” is fair at the
Palms. “About Mrs. Leslie” shapes
poor at the Michigan. The hold-
overs,. “Egyptian” at the Fox,
“Seven Brides, Seven Brothers” at
the United Artists and “Betrayed”
at Adams look weak to nice.

Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; $1-

$1.25)—“The Egyptian” (20th) (3d
wk). Slow $24,000. Last week,
$31,000.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;

$1-$1.25)—“About Mrs. Leslie”
(Pat) and “My Heart Goes Crazy”
(Indie); Poor $14,000. List week,
.“Francis Joins WACs” (U) plus
Esther Williams onstage, $26,000
but biz dipped late in week.
Palms (UD) (2,961; 80-$l)—

Suddenly”
. (UA) and “Scarlet

Spear” (UA). Nice $20,000. Last
week, “Black Shield Falworth” (U)
arid “Two Guns and Badge” (Lip)

$20,000 in nine days.
Madison (UD) (1,900; $1.25-$1.50)

—“Star Is Born” (WB). Mighty
$35,000. Last week, “Stalag 17”
(Par) arid “Roman Holiday” (Par)
(reissues), $8,000.
Brodaway-Cajpitol (UD) (3,500;

80-$l)
—“Dawn at Socorro” (U) and

“Operation Diplomat” (Indie). Slim
$9,000. Last week, “Bounty
Huiiter” (WB) and “Boogie's
Bump” (Indie), $11,000.

United Artists (UA) (1,938; $1-
$1.25)—“Seven Brides” (M-G) (3d
wk). Nice $11,500. Last week,
$15,000.
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 80-$f%—

“Betrayed!’ (M-G) (2d. wk). Good
$7,000. Last week, $9,700.
Music Hall (Cinerama Produc-

tions) (1,194; $1.40-$2.65)—“Cine-
rama” (Indie) (81st week). Solid
$17,500. Last week, same.

trade Monday (4). The Giants’
battle to become baseball champs
sloughed matinees at nearly all

first-runs, being particularly rough
on Saturday (2), final game of the
series. Sunday boxoffice was rriuch

stronger than usual, a$ compared
with Saturday, results in many lo-

cations.

Off to a roaring start, “Barefoot
Contessa” is heading for a terrific

$87,000 opening round at the Capi-
tol. “Woman’s World” is smash
at $68,500 at the RoXy. “Naked
Alibi” looks like fair $37,000 at
the. Paramount.

“Africa Adventure” wound up
with an okay $7,000 in first week
at the Normandie. “Black Dakotas”
with vaude shapes trim $24,000 at
the Palace.

•Sixth new entry, “Jesse James’
Women,” is getting a lightweight
$6,500 at the Globe. Pic, stays a
couple of days past the first week
to open “Adventures of Hajji
Baba” on Friday (8)..

“Sabrina” continues its giant
strides in second session at the
Criterion with $54,000, after a
record week. “Brigadoon” wi.th
stageshow is down sharply from
the second stanza with a nice $127,
000 probable for the third week
at the Music Hall. It goes a fourth
session to round out its run,
“White Christmas,” first Vista-
Vision production, replacing Oct.
14.

“Rear Window” continues its

great run at the Rivoli with a lofty
$28,000 likely in current (9th week.

regular run Columbus Day; In
ahead, "Rogue Cop” (M-G) got
$38,000 in second round.

Paris (Pathe Cinema) (568; 90-
$1.80)—“Bread, Love and Dreams”
(Indie) (3d wk). Second stanza
ended Sunday (3) held in great
.style with $17,000 as against $17,-

700 opening week. Continues indef.

Rivoli (UAT) (2,092; 85-$2)—
“Rear Window” (Par (9th wk).
Current session, ending today
(Wed) looks to hold with lofty

$28,000 or near after $32,000 for
eighth. Stays on.

Radio City Music Hall (Rocke-
fellers) (6,200; 95-$2;7:»—“Briga-
doori” (M-G) and stageshow. (3d
wk). Still nice with $127,000 in

prospect for week (3dt ending to-

day (Wed.). Stays a fourth. Second
week was

. $156,560, over ex-
pectancy, with trade soaring - TuesT
day and Wednesday (28-29). "White
Christmas” (Par), first Vist.aVisiori

pic arid new stageshow, set to open
Oct. 14.

Roxy (Nat’l. Th.) 15,717; 65-$2.40)
—“Woman’s World” (20th) (2d wk).
Initial stanza concluded Monday
(4) hit sock $68,500 despite some-
what' uneven crix appraisal; Excel-
lent Word-of-mouth helping here.
In ahead,. “Egyptian” (20th) (5th

wk-6 days), $39,000’.

State (Loew’s) (3,450; 78-$1.75)—
“Black Shield of Falwor.th’\ (U).

Opens today (Wed.). In ahead, “Be-
trayed” (M-G), slipped off to fair

$14,060 after $21,000 in third.

Sutton (R&B) (561; 90-$1.50)—
~ . .. , ..... .. . “High and Dry7, (U) (6th wk). Fifth
On the^ Waterfront” likewise still frame ended Monday (4) held with

Indians’ Loss Sloughs

Cleve.r

Cleveland, Oct. 5.

Shellacking that the N. Y. Giants
gave the Cleveland Indians in the
World Series - riot only saddened
the natives but kept them away
from first-runs in droves. One of
few new entries to do much is

“Rogue Cop,” fairly good at the
State, . '‘Brigadoon” is. doing fancy
trade on movement at the Stillman.
But elsewhere, it’s a ease of too
much

.

gloom to appreciate the
|

cinemas.
Estimates for This Week

,

Allen (S-W) (3,000; 60-90) —
“Pushover” (Col) and “Human De-
sire” (Col). Modest $10,000. Last
week, “King Richard Crusaders”
(WB), $13,000.
Hipp (Telem’t) (3,700; 60-90)—

“Francis Joins WACS” (U) and
“Dawn at Socorro” (U). .Weak $8,-

(Continueid ori page
1

18)

H.0s Slow Pitt Albeit

1, 2d;

'Million’ Moderate 10G
Pittsburgh, Oct, 5.

Big football weekend, with Pitt-
Minnesota drawing 33,000 Satur-
day afternoon arid . Steelers-Red-
skins nearly 25,000 that night, to-

gether with World Series, Sloughed
business, downtown; with a rather
dismal, session likely, Holdover of
“On .Waterfront”, is leading the
city at the Harris with a great
take; ‘-The Egyptian,” also in

second week, at the Fulton is

dropping more sharply than; antici-

pated, but still good. Both are
staying on. Only new pic is “Man
With Million” at Penn, but it’s

going nowhere despite fine notices.
Third week for “Rear Window” at
Stanley is offish.

Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 65-$1.25)^

“Egyptian” (20th) (2d wk). Dipping
rapidly. May go over $10,000, still

very solid. Stays on. Last week,
$18,000.

Harris (Harris) , (2,200; 65-$1.10)

(Continued ' bn page 18)

is smash, getting $32,000 in 10th
round at

;
the Astor. “Dragnet” is

down to an okay $12,000 or; less
in seventh week at the Victoria,
with “Star Is Bbm” supplanting
Monday (11) night at a special
preem. “Star” opens the same
night at the Paramount for day-
date run with the Vic. “Suddenly”
opens tomorrow (Thurs.) at the
Mayfair while .“Black Shield of
Falworth” is preeming today at
the State,

Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 50-$1.75)—“On Waterfront” -(Col) (11th wk).

The 10th round ended last flight
(Tries.) ’held with: sock $32,000 after
$37,000 for ninth week. Continues.

Baronet (Reade) (430; : 90-$1.55)
"Hamlet” (U) (reissue). First

week: ending tomorrow (Thurs.)
looks to hit nice $4,500. Stays on.
In ahead, “Odd Man -Out” (Indie)
(2d wk-4 days), $1,800.

Capitol (Loew's) (4,820; 85-$2.20)—“Barefoot Contessa” (UA). Ini-
tial session ending today (Wed.)
looks to soar to a terrific $87,000
or near. Opened with special ben
efit preem Wednesday (29) night.
In ahead, “Caine Mutiny” (Col)
(14th wk-6 days), $13,000.

Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 80-$2.30)—“Sabrina” (Par) (3d wk). Initial
holdover week ended last night
(Tues.) held, with giant $54,000
after new record of $65,700 for
opening week. Stays on indef.

Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$l,80)
—“Vanishing Prairie” (Disney)
(8th wk). Seventh stanza ended
Sunday (3) held with fancy $8,100
after $9,600 for sixth. Holds on,
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70-$1.50)

—“Jesse. James’ Women” (UA) (2d
wk). . First frame ended Monday
(4) was mild $6,500. Stays three
days to bring in “Adventures of

i Baba” (20th) Friday (8)

Guild (Guild) (450; $1-$1.80)-^-
“Mr. Hulot’s Holiday” (GBD) (8th
wk). Seventh round here ended
Sunday (3) continued big with fine

$6,500 after $7,500 for sixth, “‘Mairr

tin. Luther” (Iridie) opens popscale
run Oct. 15,

Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 79-

$1.80M-“Puel in Sun” (SRO) (re
issue) (5th-final wk). Looks to fin-

big $10,000 after $10,500 for fourth.
Continues on,

Trans-Lux 60th St. (T-L) (453;

$1-$1.50)—“Little Kidnapers” (UA)
(6th wk) . Fifth round ended

:

last
night (Tries.) was niee $7,400 as
against $7,500 in fourth.
Trans-Lux 52nd St. (T-L) (540;

$1-$1 .50)^
—
“Lili” (M-G) (83d wk).

The 82d stanza ended Monday (4)

edged up to big $6,300 after $5,700
for 81st week. •

Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 50-
$1.75)—“Dragnet” (WB) (7th wk).
Down to okay $12,000 or less in
present round ending tomorrow
(Thurs.) after $15,000 for sixth.

Continues for three days of eighth
week, with “Star Is Born” (WB)
opening Monday (11) flight with big
preem. Plays day-date with Para-
mount.
Warner (Cinerama Prod.) (1,600;

$1.20-$3.30) r- “Cinerama” (Indie)

(70th wk). The 69th week ended
Saturday (2) hit big $39,500 after
$36,400 for 68th session. Stays on.

‘Duel’ Fast $17,000 In

Toronto; ‘Socorro’ Neat

10G, 'Egyptian’ 20G, 2d
Toronto, Oct. 5,

World Series on tee-vee plus
local rain storms dented biz here
this session. But “The Egyptian”
still is topping the city with socko
returns in second stanza. “Duel in
Sun” also is big in four-house
combo. Otherwise, no newcomers,
with exception of “Dawn at
Socorro” which is rated neat.

Estimates for This Week
. Downtown, Glendale, Scarboro,

State (Taylor) (1,059; 955; 698; 694;
40-70) — VDrie.1 in Sun” (SRO)
(reissrie) and “Stronghold of: Wild”
(IFD). Sock $ 17,000. Last week,
“Drums Across River” (U) and
“Terror Ship” (Card), ,$13,000.

Imperial (FP) (3,373; 60-$l) —
“Egyptian” (20th) (2d wk). Holding,
at smash $20,000. Last week,
$29 500,

Loew’s (LoeWO (2,090; 65-80) -

—

Brides’‘’Seven Brides” (M-G), (5th wk).

ish^firial sesSion t6dky“(Wed.rwith Fine $11,000. Last week, $13,500..

mild $6,000 after $9,000 last week. „Odeon (Raflk) (2,390;. 75-$D —
’‘Suddenly” (UA) opens tomorrow Magnificent" Obsession” (U) (6th

(Thurs.).
Normandie (Trans-Lux) (592; 95

$1.80)—“Africa Adventure” (RKO)
(2d wk). First stanza ended Mon-
day (4) hit healthy $7,000: In
ahead, “Congaceiro” (Col) (4th wk
,6 days), $2,000.

Palace (RKO) (1,700; 50-$1.60)—
"Black Dakotas” (Col) and vaude.
Week ending tomorrow (Thufs.) is

heading for fine $24,000. In ahead,
“Shanghai Story” (Rep) with
vaude, $27,500.
Paramount (ABC-Par) (3,664; 70

$L75)— ‘Maked Alibi” (U). First

week ending tomorrow (Thurs.)

wk). For final four days fast

$7,000. Last week, $13,000.
Shea’s (FP) (2,386; 50^85) —

“Sabrina” (Par1

) (5th wk) Big
$8,500. Last week, $11,000.

Towjie (Taylor) (695; 60-80) —

•

“Green Scarf”, (IFD): (5th wk).
Okay $3,500. Last week, $4,000,

University. (FP) (1,558; 50-80) —
"Susan Slept Here” (RKO) (4th

wk). Held over for nice $6,000.
Last week, $7,000.
Uptown (Loew’s) (2,745; 65-80)—

“Dawn at Socorro” (U), Neat $10,-

000> Last week, “Randorii Harvest”
(M-G)' (reissue), $8,500.
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Wherever you go in Hollywood

today you'll hear them say:

THE HOTTEST LOT IS M-G-MI”

Here's aii "On-The-Scene’’ Report

for the Exhibitors of America!

RIGGER AND MORE!
M-G-M’s got the pictures! We’ll tell you about a

few of them here, Current, coming and in pro-

duction, M-G-M attractions are leading the way
in the industry upbeat. Bigger productions and
more of them is the keynote as the World’s Larg-

est Studio works day and night to bring you
Big Money Shows!

"DEEP IN MY HEART” (coM

From its first sneak Preview, the word spread like wild-

fire that Leo’s big new musical is something to ROAR
about. Sigmund Romberg’s life and songs come to the

screen truly as “The Musical With A Heart” with 22

Romberg song hits from 11 of his greatest operettas

presented by the most imposing roster of star enter-

tainers ever. Jose Ferrer superb as Romberg; Merle

Oberon at her best as Dorothy Donnelly; songstar

Helen Traubel one of the world’s great entertainers.

(See balance of great cast below.) Producer Roger

Edens. Director Stanley Donen. Screen play by Leon-

ard Spigelgass.

Plus: Doe Avedon, Tamara Toumanova, Paul Stewart,

Isobel Elsom, William Olvis, James Mitchell. And
Guest Stars: Walter Pidgeon, Paul Henreid, Rosemary

Clooney, Gene and Fred Kelly, Jane Powell,. Vic

Damone, Ann Miller, Cyd Charisse, Howard Keel,

Tony Martin. From the book by Elliott Arnold. Print

by Technicolor.
*

"BEAU BRUMMELL” (Color)

Says Film Daily* “One of the most read about movies

in years* A #

feud’ between cities as to which has the

best dressed and most chivalrous men is snowballing

around the country,” One city after another protests

that they have the leading “Beau Brummells.” 500

newspapers published the Associated Press story of

Washington, D. C.’s challenge {White House Bern
Brummells Eisenhower and Nixon)* Just part of the

promotion for a terrific picture. A magnificent spec-

tacle in color, a powerful love story starring Stewatt

Granger, Elizabeth Taylor, Peter Ustinov with Robert
Morley. Producer, Sam Zimbalist. Director, Curtis

Bernhardt. Screenplay by Karl Tunberg. Based on

the play written for Richard Mansfield by Clyde Fitch.

Print by Technicolor.

C
'IIIPITER’S DARLIHG” (C/nemoScope-Co/or)

Eye-filling spectacle* screen magic on a gigantie scale,

comedy, wonderful satire, great song numbers. Daz-
zling scenes: Hannibal’s army crossing the Alps with

his elephant cavalry; the clash of armies in the attack

on Rome; Roman statues coming to life for an under-

water spectacle; Dance of the Elephants; and many
more. Top cast: Esther Williams, Howard Keel, Marge
and Gower Champion, George Sanders, Richard

Haydn, William Demarest~and hundreds more. A
beautiful Roman girl diverts Hannibal from his assault

on Rome and falls in love thereby. Producer George

Wells. Director George Sidney. Screenplay by Dorothy
Kingsley; Yes, the coming darling of the screen, eye-

filling in its CinemaScbpe and Color magnitude, is

“JUPITER’S DARLING.”
Based on the play uRoad To Rome” by Robert E. Sher-

wood. Choreography by Hermes Pan . Songs by Burton

Lane, Harold Adamson„

"THE LAST TIME I SAW PARIS”
•

i .
*

{Technicolor)

A wonderful ticket-selling title; A real love stpry,

heart-stabbing, compelling, absorbing. They meet in

the chaos of V-E Day celebration in Paris. She gives

him a fleeting but passionate kiss. They find each
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other again and marry after a mad courtship, Engulfed

by the social whirl, the drinking, the flirting, tragedy

strikes. But an irresistible compulsion brings back the

strayed lover to the scene of his first flaming meeting.

Starring Elizabeth Taylor, Van Johnson, Walter Pid-

geoiv Donttd Reed with Eva Gabor, Kurt Kasznar . Pro-

ducer Jack Cummings. Director Richard Brooks.

Screenplay by* Julius J. and Philip G. Epstein and

Richard Brooks, based on a story by F. Scott Fitz-

gerald. A screen masterpiece filmed in magnificent

Technicolor ifi real Parisian locations.

"BAD DAY AT BLACK ROCK”
(Cinemascope

—

Color)

Spine-tingling suspense, the kind that makes movie

hits, takes place* amidst a brooding row of houses in

a tiny desert town (especially constructed near Lone
Pine, Cal.) . Virtually every one of its handful of

citizens is involved in a murder during a brutal out-

burst of mob violence. Four years later a stranger

arrives. What happens is something for the goose-

pimples. Great Cast: Spencer Tracy, Robert Ryan
and Anne Francis, Dean Jagger, Walter Brennan,

John Ericspn, Ernest Borgnine, Lee Marvin, Russell

Collins.. Producer Dbre Schary. Director John Stages.

Screenplay by Millard Kaufman. CinemaScope and

Color give bigness, to a big theme. Adaptation by Don
McGuire based on a story by Howard Breslin.

"THE GLASS SLIPPER” (Color)

As beloved “Lili” continues to enchant New York
after a year and a half, the same star, producer,

director and writer (who did ballet librettos, lyrics

and screenplay) have collaborated on a new triumph,

Appealing Leslie Carbn, Edwin H. Knopf, Charles

Walters, Helen Deutsch have done it again—aided
|

; ' » •
. o

by co-star Michael Wilding with Keenan Wynn,
Elsa Lanchester, Barry Jones, plus the work of dancer

genius Roland Petit featuring his World-famed Ballet

de Paris. Leslie Caron is utterly adorable as the lonely

scullery maid who overcomes untold obstacles of

poverty and mistreatment and the competition of the

favored girls to win the prize catch! Drama and dance

and delicioushumor, sadnessand sigh-inducingromance
to the music, of Bronislau Kaper will keep audiences

enthralled and uplifted.

"ATHENA” (Co/or)

Aptly described as “The Nature Girl With The Body
Beautiful,” “ATHENA” is a refreshingly different

kind of musical comedy enacted by a group of effer-

vescent personalities who keep things fast-paced: Jane

Powell, Edmund Purdom, Debbie Reynolds, Vic

Damone, Louis Calhem with Linda Christian, Evelyn
Varden, Ray Collins. Written by William'Ludwig and
Leonard Spigelgass. Produced by Joe Pasternak. Direc-

ted by Richard Thorpe. Print by Technicolor. Athena
is one of seven daughters of a faddist colony and into

this setting comes a pompous young lawyer, who soon
learns uninhibited and primitive ways of life arid love.

Beautiful nature girls, hilarious activities of the faddist

colony, add up to an appealing love story, an attract

tion for young and old. Songs by Hugh Martin and
Ralph Blane.

"THE PRO0IGAL” (Cinemascope— Color)

One of the great film spectacles of all time, Lana
Turner is the pagan beauty. Edmund Purdom is the

prodigal son. Co-starring Louis Calhern with Audrey
Dalton, James Mitchell, Neville Brand, Walter
Hampden, Taina Elg, Francis L. Sullivan, Joseph

Wiseman, Sandra Descher. Breathtaking scenes:

Heathen Temples of the ancient Idol-Gods, Baal and
Astarte; the teeming streets of Damascus and all the

fabulous settings that occupy more than 400,000 square

feet outdoors and four of the world- s largest indoor

stages. There are 18 speaking parts and in its spectac-

ular scenes 4,000 extras are employed. Producer Charles

Schnee; Director Richard Thorpe. Screenplay by
Maurice Zimm. Prepare for a CinemaScope and Color

attraction beyond your wildest imagination. Adapta-

tion from the Bible story by Joe Breen
f
Jr. and Samuel

James Larsen.

IN PRODUCTION!
“HIT THE DECK’ 1

(CinemaScope-Color) —- Not since “Anchors
Aweigh” such rollicking entertainment. Three sailors on the

loose in ’Frisco meet a night club singer* an actress and the

Admiral’s daughter. Starring Jane ' Powell, Tony Martin,

Debbie Reynolds, Walter Pidgeon, Vic Damone, Gene Raymond,
Ann Miller, Russ Tamblyn with Kay Armen, J. Carrol Naish,

Richard Anderson, Jane Harwell. Screenplay by Sonya
Levien and William Ludwig, based on the musical play “Hit

The Deck” by Herbert Fields, presented on the stage by
Vincent Youmans from “Shore Leave” by Hubert Osborne.

Joe Pasternak, producer. Roy Rowland, director. 14 top songs

from the master, Vincent Youmans, Lyrics by Leo Robin,

Clifford Grey arid Irving Caesar, choreography by Hermes Pan.

“MOONFLEET” (CinemaScope Color)—Great story of daring

ploits with its background of rugged English Coast and its

story of a young boy and the mail he idolizes, brooding

adventure in a strangely contrasting triangle of exotic women.
The cast: Stewart Granger, Viveca Lindfors, George Sanders,

Joan Greenwood with Jon Whiteley; Melville CoopeE Screen-

play by Jan Lustig and Margaret Fitts based on the novel by
«J. Meade Falkner. Producer John Houseman. Director Fritz

Lang.

“IT’S ALWAYS FAIR WEATHER” (CinemaScope Color) - Another
Big musical under way. Gene Kelly, Dan Dailey, Cyd Charisse,

Dolores Gray and Michael Kidd. Producer Arthur Freed.

. Directed by Gene Kelly and Stanley Donen. Written by Betty
Comden and Adolph Green.

“INTERRUPTED MELODY’’ (CinemaScope-Color) - Curtis Bern-

hardt, director, and Jack Cummings, producer, are making a

picture with the promise of “The Great Caruso.” It ‘is based

on the dramatic fife story of Marjorie Lawrence, opera star,

Who overcame disaster at the height of her career. Starring

Glenn Ford, Eleanor Parker with Roger Moore and Cecil

Kellaway. Written /by William Ludwig and Sonya Levien.

fn the Cutting Roomt: “GREEN FIRE’’ (CinemaScope-Color) — High ad-

venture in the efuest for an emerald mine. Filmed in South
America, it stars Stewart Granger, Grace Kelly, Paul Douglas,

John EricsonWith Murvyn Vye and hundreds of others: Andrew
Marion, director. Arniand Deutsch, producer. Written for the

screen by Ivan Goff and Ben Roberts. “MANY RIVERS TO
CROSS” (CinemaScope-Color) ~ Fast-moving action picture rich

with laughter, romance/ suspense. Colorful backgrourid of

pioneer America. Starring Robert Taylor and Eleanor Parker

with Victor McLaglen, Russ Tamblyn, Jeff Richards, James
Arness. Producer, Jack Cummings. Director, Roy Rowland.

Screenplay by Harry Brown and Guy Trosper based on
a story by Steve Frazee.

SOMETHING TO REMEMBER: Preparing “BEN-HUR” in the

fabulous dimensions of CinemaScope, Color and with Stereo-

phonic Sound!

YOUR FUTURE: Hitch your wagon to the Studio of the Stars!
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But Juliet’ Limps to light $7,000;

'Sabrina’ Sock 11G, Brando 10G, in 3d
London,' Sept. 28. 4

Having had their most successful

postwar summer, West End first-

runs have, started the fall season

in lively style, with a constant flow

of topnotch product keeping the

w.ickets busy. With only a few days

of sunshine in the last, few months
the pre-release houses have had

the big advantage ' constantly...'A.

succession of highgrade pix from
British and Hollywood studios, of

course, helped.

With only one major exception,

the pace has been maintained dur-

ing the past stanza. The Plaza’s

“Sabrina Fair” hit' ;a fancy $11:000

in its third session “On the Water-

front” in second round at the Gau-
mont looms great $10,000, while

“Pui pie Plain” is hefty in a second

week at the Leicester Square The-

atre! “Suddenly” is stout $7,000

in second round. Third stanza of

“Demetrius, and Gladiators” looks

neat. $9;00.0 at the Odeon, Marble
Arch.

z The one disappointment was the

Angio-Italian production of "Ro-
meo and Juliet” at the Odeori;

Leicester Square, Where light

$7,000 looms opening session.

Estimates for Last Week
Carlton (20th) (1,128; 55-$1.70)—

“Coins ’ Fountain” <20th) (6th

wk). Fine $8,300. Previous week
was $9,300. “The Egyptian” (20th)

opens Oct. 15.

.

Empire (M-G) (3,099; 55-$1.70)—

“Her 12 Men” (M-G) and. “Men of

Fighting Navy” (M-G). Good $13,-

000 or near.

Gaumont (CMA) (1,500; 50-$l.70)—“On Waterfront” (Col) (3d wk).

Great. $10,000. in final week after

$11,200. previous week for Marlon
Brando starrer.

,
“Belles of St. Tri-

ian’s” (BL) preems Sept. 30.

Leicester Square Theatre (CMA)
(1,753; 50-$1.70)—“Purple Plai

”

(GFD) (2d wk). Hefty $10,500 after

$11,300 opener. Stays a third.

London Pavilion (UA) ( 1,21 7;, 50-

$1.70)—“Suddenly” (UA) (2d wk).

and “Gog” (UA) (2d wk).. Start

round $7,000 after $7,500 in open-

ing! week. “Modern Times” (UA)

opens with royal preem Oct; 7.

Odeon, Leicester Square (CMA)
(2,200; 50-$l.70) • ‘‘Romeo and
Juliet” (GFD). Opening to the big-

gest campaign, of new season and to

controversial press notices, this

Angio-Italian opus is a big disap-

pointment. First days hit a mild,

pace, with a light $7,000 in pros-

pect for first round.
Odeon, Marble Arch (20th) (2,-

200; 50-$L70) — “Demetrius and
Gladiators" (20th) (3rd \vk). Neat
$9,000 or close after $10,000 for

second. “The Egyptian” (20 th)

preams Oct. 14.

Plaza (Par) (1,092; 70-$1.70) —
“Sabrina” (Par) (3rd wk). Fancy
$11,000 or more. Second week was
$12,800. Holds.

Ritz (M-G) . (432; 50-$1.70) —
“Flame and Flesh” (M-G) (5th wk).
Steady $2,800. Stays on,

Studio One (APT) (606; 30r$1.20)

—“Living Desert” (Disney) ( 19th

Wk). Fast $3,000. Run. already has
grossed over $73,000. Continues.
Warner (WB) (1,735; 50-$1.70)—

“High and Mighty” (WB) (4th-final

wk). Pleasing $7,500. “For Better,

For Worse” (AB-Pathe) opens
Sept. 30.

3d A1 Moravia Novel

Set for Italo Filming
Rome, Sept. 28,

Novelist Albetro Moravia’s liL

erary product, long on the Italian
best-seller lists, recently has be-
come sought-after script material.
Two Of his best-known novels, “La
Provinciale” (Wayward Wife) and
“La Romaria” (The Woman of
Rome) already have been; filmed,
both starring Gina Lollpbrigida..
Now a third, based on a story of
Moravia’s called “The Fanatic,’’

has begun shooting at Cinecitta
studios. Alessandro Blasett is di-

recting, Still another Moravia
pic, “Roman Tales,’* is slated for
filming.

Moravia, who recently gave up
his 1m critic post on Europe, has
lately collaborated on several
scripts. His novel, “Two Adoles-
cents,” wasf sought, for purchase
some time ago, With Robert Rossen
interested.

For Com’l, Ad, TV Pix
London, Sept; 28.

'Formation of a new J. Arthur

Rank company which will coordi-

nate activities in commercial, In-

dustrial and advertising filmmak-
ing and which will branch out into

commercials for the new comi
cial video network, was
bounced last week.

New company is. to be known as

J. Arthur Rank Screen Services

Ltd., with G, A. Hpldsworth as
managing, .director. He holds simi-

lar posts with Theatre Publicity
Ltd. and Screen Audiences Ltd.,

both Of which are in the same
group.

In ah official statement, frorii the
Rank homeoffice it was. stated

that the organization does not, at

the moment, intend to apply to

become a program contractor for

the. new commercial television

web.

.

.Paris, Oct. 5.

For the first time since 1947 the

Centre Du Cinema has released

some optimistic figures on film-

going trends ' here this yean Sta-

tistics show that patronage in-

creased by 13,000,000 this year
which denotes a return to normal
at the film theatres of France. Main
contention of the perennial crisis,

moaning here, in film circles, has
always been the falling off of film

attendance and iack of .adequate
government aid. Notv that the spir-

al is going upwards in both aspects,
and many;hefe say it denotes more
stable film industry in the future.

Back in 1947 there were 420,-

000,000 filmgoers but the mark fell

to 356,000,000 in i952. Now it is up
to 368,000,000. Breakdown shows
that key cities were responsible for.

most of this income with Paris,

possessing 350 of the 5,400 film
houses, furnishing 29% of the take,

the greater Paris region, 14%; Mar-
seilles, 13%, Lyons, 11% and Lille
and Bordeaux with. 9% each.

In the gross division the attend-
ance by type of pix broke down as
follows: French and French co-

production pix were still the top
grossers with 48%. of the take with
the U.S. second at 35%. Then fol-

lowed the Italians with 7.8%, and
the JSnglish with 3.8%. The Rus-
sian pix did only Q.2% of the, total.

ACT Sec. Elvin Suing

London Sheet for Libel

London, Sept. 28.

George H. Elvi
,
general secre-

tary of the Assn.' of Cine Techni-
cians,. has issued a writ for libel

against the Sunday Pictorial and
has retained,/Lord Hailsham, Q. C.,

as his Counsel! The action is based
on a frontpage story Sunday, Sept.

19, headed “Dangerous Voices,’’ in

which several people were named
as Communist sympathizers,

Elvi is a prospective Labor can-
didate for Oxford. Before succeed-
ing to the title Lord Hailsham was
Quintin Hogg; M.P, Conservative
Member for Oxford.

BLACKPOOL SHOW SET

FOR LONDON PALACE
Blackpool, Eng., Oct. 5.

Jack Hylton concluded a deal
her with James Brennan, local im-
presario and cinema exhib, to stage
his Blackpool holiday show, “Off
the Record,” at the Victoria Pal-
ace, London, Opening NOV. 1.

Revue, headed by Eddie Calvert,
has been playing to top biz at the
Queens Theatre here, with hun-
dreds of potential patrons turned
away.. Artists transferring

. with the.
show, are, Nat Jackley, Eddie Cal-
vert, Marianne Lincoln, Jeffrey
Lenner, Jimmy Ciitheroe and
American singer Ronald Rogers.
Arthur Worsley, vent from. John

Sapstack’s Central Pitr show here,
also has been inked for the Lon-
don run.

Italy’s Show Biz Mulls

Effect of New Shakeup

In Govt.; Ponti Top Man
Rome, Sept. 28:

The Italian entertainment indus-
try is currently mulling the pos-
sible consequences of a pew gov-
ernment shakeup, caused by the
resignation of Foreign Minister
Piceiorii, which has . abolished the
office of the Undersecretary for
Entertainment, and; left Minister
Giovanni Ponti in sole charge of

three sectors of Italian life—Enter-
tainment, Tourism and Spurts, For-
merly, Undersecretary Giuseppe
Ermi upped to Mi ister of Edu-
cation in the shakeup, was in di-

rect charge of entertairiment under
Ponti. Exact setup of Ponti’s Min-
istry has yet to be approved, but
almost certainly will see Nicola De
Pirro continuing as head of the en-
tertainment branch;
The local industry, which has al-

ready seen two undersecretaries,
Teodoro Bubbio and Ermini, follow
Qiulio Andreotti in the key slot

in a year’s time, is wondering how
the changes will affect promises
made to the filmites this spring by
Ermini that the government will
follow through

1

its protective pol-!

icy towards the Italian film indus-
try. Specifically, Ermini promised
that if. ho new protective law was
passed before, expiration of the old
one Dec. 31, legislation, would be
extended until such a time as the
new pact could be considered. ’

On this promise of continued aid
and protection, local roducers
gave_ the go-ahead to their stalled
production schedules. It’s felt gen-
erally; however, that Minister Pon-
ti, as he has Stated in the past, re-
mains definitely in .favor of a pro-
tective law, and that there is no
cause to believe that premises
Won’t be kept. Also the first im-
pressions of the shakeup are, favor-
able, with observers feeling .the

new ministerial setup is clearer-
cut than the previous one. Before
being named minister, Ponti was
for.' many years president of the
Venice Biennale, which runs the
various city festivals and art shows.

‘Via Flaifiini^’ to Get
Tryout Run in London

London, Sept. 28.
“The Girl on the Vi# Flaminia,”

an Off-Broadway production last
April, starts a London tryout run
at the New Lindsey Theatre Oct.
12. If successful, it will subse-
quently transfer to the West End.
The leads will be played by U. S.

actors Miriarq Laserson and Leo
Penn. .Latter will recreate his
original role.

FADES AS VETS VAMP
Paris, Sept. 28.

The Rue L’Echiquier, oldtime
French Tin Pan Alley, is slowly
fading to a mild clang as music
companies steadily move to more
spacious quarters. Decline ; pf this
section. is mostly due to its inac-
cessibility because of changing
traffic Conditions, one-way streets,
etc., plus a need for bigger quar-
ters by the companies. Latest: move
is.,, the Publications

. Francis Day,
repping the U. S. Big Three here,
who have moved to 5 Rue De
L’Opera.

For the occasion, reps from six
of the Continental offices of Fran-
cis Day descended on Paris for: a
week of convention and house-
warming presided over by prexy
Jack Denton.

Studio May Go to Tele
London, Sept. 28.

Another British film studio is

likely to be lost to television. BBC-
TV is negotiating for the takeover
of the Riverside Film Studios. The
lot comprises two stages with a
combined floor space of more than
12,600 ft.

The' mai BBC studio at Lime
Grove Was formerly, one of the
lots controlled by the J. Arthur
Rank group, but was sold for tele-

vision a few years back. More re-
cently the BBC took over the Shep-
herds Bush Empire, a former
vaudeville house, which is now
Used as si television theatre. In the
same vicinity, the BBC is now
building its wh tv city the
White City side.

Rome, Sept. 28. .

Report released by the SIAE,

the Italian Society of Authors and
Publishers, shows that Italy con-

tinues as the only European coun-r

try in which the picture boxoffice

figures- increase regularly every

year. The society’s figures for 1953
again show a gain over the pre-
ceding stanza, with the 1953 total
of $150,000;060 topping; 1952’s by
an approximately $17,600,000. A
rise in theatre attendance paral-
leled the b.o. surge, according to
the SIAE report, which showed the
1953 total of 768,200,00 attendance
ahead of '.'the previous:, year’s by
about 30,000,000.

A careful study of, the report,
however, shows that there has been
a slight general slowdown in the
Italian filmgoing habit. The rise
in. ticket sales, percentagewise,
showed decrease, with 1952-53
having a 4.9% rise as against
5.9% from 1951 to 1952. Further-
more; much of the total boxoffice
increase may be ascribed to a 4!l%
increase in the number of film the-
atres over the previous year, and
of 25% over 1950. The per-theatre
attendance rate for the period re-
mained almost stationary,

Rome topped Italy's filmgoing
cities, with a 64,100,000 ducat total
for the year, followed by Milan
with 43,000,000 patrons. Some in-
teresting figures contained in

,

the
authoritative report reveal that
only 9:6% of Italy’s theatres total
a daily gross of over $160, An
amazing total of 33.4% of Italy’s
cinemas rarely top the $15 daily
gross figure.

Also of interest, is the report’s
conclusion that despite the con-
tinued rise in boxoffice grosses,
entertainment is not very high oh
the average Italian’s total of “ex-
tra” expenditures, ranking only in
eighth, place behind alcohol, tobac-
co, trips, betting, hobbies; coffee,
tea, and cocoa; and books arid mag-
azines.

Concert picture, in England is

very bright, according to British
impresario S. A. Gorlinsky. Con-
cert biz has been going up, year
by year, since the war, he says,
while opera, not popular before the
war, has now caught on.

...Vet manager, generally regard-
ed, as the top impresario in Europe,
was in N. Y. briefly recently i

connection withr the tour of the
Obernkirchen Children’s Choir,
which he manages. He’s bullish on
the British concert scene; for U. S;
as well as European artists; He has
been using American talent for his
country, and plans to bring more
overseas attractions here.

Gorlinsky, ‘who promoted 200
concerts in Britain last season, says
that single artists (names) are still

the biggest draw. .Pianists Eileen.
Joyce and soprano Joan Hammond
have the largest puli i England.
Video doesn't affect concerts, he
states. First place, -it’s quite new,
•.and certain areas' still have none.
First four weeks after a station
opens in an area, there is a certai
sales resistance. After that, tv
no competition.

Three Opera Companies
British troops stationed in or

around Italy toward the war’s end
fostered an interest in England in
opera, says Gorlinsky, who adds that
2,000,000 j troops passed through
Naples alpne. As result, England
today is opera-minded, and. has
three companies, Covent Garden,
Sadler's Wells and the touring Carl
Rosa. As for concerts, they went on
all during the blitz. Prices are rea-
sonable; a 90c top for recitals i

the provinces, $1.75 top in London.
A. downstairs seat for a symphony
is 35c.

'

Concert managing In England
differs from America. There are
few if any local riianagers, so that
a London empresario has to book
his own attractions in a town, hir-
ing the hall, etc. There are 10 main
concert centres throughout Eng-
land. Last season Gorlinsky pre-
sented Beniamino Gigli, Burl Ives,
Alicia Markova, Yugoslav Folk
Ballet, Italian Opera -Quartet arid
others throughout Britain. lyes, he
says, was a terrific draw. Under his
management are Miss Markova,
Miss Joyce, Sir John Barbirolli,
and his. Halle Orch, Byron Janis,

- Miss Hammond, Efrem and Ed-
mund Kurtz, and the Obernkirchen
Choir. /

Last-named- was. a find. Gorlin-
sky brought the kids to England
from their native Germany last
Easter for 10 concerts, during their
school recess, for sock results. Cur-
rent U. S. tour of the group was
one of the fastest bookings in His-
tory, having only been broached
in May. Kids* choir seems to have

|,
caught on here* too, with three
N. Y. concerts given a couple of
weeks ago, the last one drawing
such a b.o. line, that an additional
concert had to be skedded for Oct.
31, just before the kids fly home.
Curt Weirihold, of Columbia Art-
ists Mgt., is handling their tour iii

the U. S/

Grade Fields’ Concert Trek
Glasgow, Oct. 5.

Gracie; Fields is set to play con-
cert dates here and in Edinburgh
and Dundee during a 15-city tour
of Britain this month and next.
She is slated to sing in the 3,000-

seat St. Andrew’s Hail here Nov. 4.

French Cinema Week in Lisbon
Lisbon, Sept.- 28.

A French cinema week will be
held by Unifranee Films here Oct.
25-31. Seven pix, hew in the Penin-
sula lbcrica, .will be shown.

^

J.. Arthur Rank’s Cinema S.

Jdi’ge announce the presentation
ofV“Rqmcq..

:

|ihfi Jul^t,.” gjvep,. first

prizg at the Venice Filth Festival,

Vet London Firstrun

Sold for Store Bldg.
London, Sept. 28.;

Under a property deal closed
i
last week, the Marble Arch Pavi-

I lion, one of the first super; ci -

mas in the West. End here* has
been sold

.

: for development pur-
poses. Its site has been acquired
by a London fashion group which
has applied for licenses to build
a new store.

The theatre was acquired some
time ago from the J. Arthur Rank
Organization by a multiple firm of
tailors Who have turned over the
site to a'.wthcr Company, For

_

some time past it has been leased

j

to Archway Film Distributors for
screening of Continental imports;
Meantime* another West End

theatre is to be used as a for-

eign films showcase, starting with
the Italian entry, “Siano Donne,”
starring Ingrid Bergman and Ahna
Magnani on Oct. 30. The house,
now known as the Oxford Street
Nqws. Theatre, is ; to reiv.ert id . its

prewar tag, the Cinephone.

Ease of Restrictions

Scot Building
Glasgow, Oct. 5.

Building of new Cineihas is being

hypoed by the relaxation of gov-

ernment restrictions
,
in Scotland.

An Edinburgh firm of cinema own-
ers will build a big house, seating
1,500, at the new Scot town of East
Kilbride. Other new cinemas are
planned at. Glenrothes in Fife and
in Edinburgh.

Electric Theatre, longtime thea-
tre in Dumfries and formerly
known as the Theati'e Royal, is up
for sale. It is one of the oldest
houses in Britain, the poet Robert
Burns having attended first-nights
there. Move is afoot to have it

taken over as a legit theatre. lit

recent years, it has been a cinema.

$300*000 Deluxer
Barnsly, Eng., Oct. 5.

A $300,000 luxury cinema is to
be built here to replace the Gau-
mont, destroyed by fire last Janu-
ary, New building will : seat about
1,300. Construction will require a

year.

A large new cinema also, is to be

]
built on the Speke housing , estate

at Liverpool;
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Despite • initial setback due iri->-

troduction of new lensing systems

and general industry, uncertainties

in the face of the new methods,
Technicolor, expects : to wind up
1954 with a healthy $2,200,000
profit, Herbert . K< Kalmus, Techni
prexy, prognosticated in N. Y. last

week. ,

Color lab 'last week reported a

net of $707,560 for the three-

month period ended Sept. 30, vir-

tually triple the $259,000 net for

the second quarter. The $767,5^0
figure is equivalent tb 40c per
share on the new stock outstand-

ing and compares with $495,500—

>

25c per share—for the same quar-

ter in 1953.

Techni board declared a 25c per
share

.
divvy on the new $1 par

common' stock and 50c on the old

no-par common stock, not exchang-
ed, The final ’54 net should equal

$1.12 per share, with Kalmus
predicting on the basis of business
at hand that the, fourth 1954 quar-

ter would bring earnings approxi-
mately the same as the third quar-

ter; he. about $768,000.

Kalmus said his lab had 114 fea-

ture pix on the books for 1954, an
increase over the 106 clocked for

1953; Showing is remarkable in

that, with the oncoming Cinema-
Scope, there’s been a swing to

Eastman Color lensing and print-

ing, with 20th-Fox, Metro and
Warner Bros processing some of

their own pix.

“Technicolor *^w getting a sub-
stantial volume of print orders
from these three companies along
with the rest,” Kalmus declared,
adding that Technicolor is doing
some imbibition, printing of
.C’Scope pix. At . the start, the lab
had difficulties getting the neces-
sary sharpness from C’Scope nega-
tives. However, said Kalmus, that
condition has now been corrected,

and the fact that all of the stu-

dios were' ordering imbibition
prints of their Scopers spoke for
itself.

Stresses Lab Research

Kalmus observed that it was, af-

ter all, possible to get only so

much sharpness on the screen and
that a great deal depended oh pro-

jection, focusing, etc. He thought
that, primarily, the burden of ex-
perimentation with prints should
be carried by the laboratory and
not by the set (“it's too expensive
per minute”) or the- theatre, pro-
jector which is out in the open.
Techni has been cooperating with
all the new processes, including
VistaVision, Todd-AO, Cinerama
and the rest.

Kalmus said the experimental
Work was continuing and that, in

view of this, no reduction in. the
Techi print charges could be ex-
pected. It’s now 5.25c per foot for
imbibition printing. On the Other
hand, he observed, the rates were
not due for a hike, either.

Among , the developmental work
now going on at Techni is the re-

duction of CinemaScope prints to
standard version, and vice Versa;
the projection of film with eight-
sprocket frame running horizon-
tally through the camera, and the
perfection of color prints' for. tv.

Asked whether TC had any plans
to enter the* film financing field,

Kalmus said the lab had never
been in it and had “no immediate
plans” for doing , so in the > future.
He observed that, in; his opin-

ion, the industry. was on its way
to a 100% conversion to color and
commented that there was still

room for an improvement in the
use of color by the producers so
as to make it adaptable to all types
of subjects;

Acknowledging that Techni has
bad bids from' India and Italy to
establish Techni labs there, Kal-
mus said such expansion was in the
realm of possibility, but that like-
ly nothing would be done until the
operating results of the new
French plant are in. It’s expected
to start manufacturing prints in
1955 and Techni engineers are on
the spot supervising, its construc-
tion and equipment.
As for De Luxe, which has been

licensed by Techni, Kalmus said
that project was 'still hanging fire
pending determination by the 20th-
Fox subsidiary of an out-of-town
location. It’s understood that De-
Luxe intends to move its entire
facilities, out lOf^-N.Y, > . — .

OOq l I I

STATUS FOR 'CHASE’ PIC
.Honolulu, OOt. 5.

. Tramp steamer Margaret Scha-

fer, ^rented for scenes for John

Wayne starrer, “The, Sea Chase,”

had to qualify for Coast Guard dis-

penSation •'before it could take

aboard 100 actors and technicians.

A freighter legally can’t carry

more than 12 passengers, but Coast
Guard inspected the ship and -is-

sued a short time excursion per-
mit. Filming, at least when there’s

a full crew aboard, has to be in-

side the 15 mile limit, however,
Coast Guard ruled.

40 Year Mark Banquet
For Par’s Ulrich Smith

Philadelphia, Oct. 5.

Ulrich F. Smith, who has been

with Paramount Pictures for -40

years, will be honored at an indus-

try dinner in the BelleVue-Strat-

ford, Nov. 8. Smith started with

Paramount in the shipping depart-

ment and advanced to head book-

er, then sales manager, and in 1941

was named branch manager.

George Beatty, film buyer for
Goldman Theatres, is chairman of
the dinner committee, and Jay
Wren, city zone manager for Uni-

fied Paramount Theatres, is co-

chairman. pinner Will also pay tri-

bute to Oscar Morgan, Par short
subject gerteral sales manager of

New York, who also celebrates 40
years with company.

First Omaha film Ban

Since ‘Ecstasy’ in 1930’s

Hits ‘The French Line’

Omaha, Oct. 5.

“French' Line" has been quietly

banned here. Film played some
drive-ins outside city limits and
was set for a nabe house in

Omaha.. City Welfare Officer M. J.

(Mike) Timmins said /he decided
film was “too off-color,”

It’s One of few general bans in

Omaha’s history: Last case anybody
can recall was “Ecstasy” in 1930s.

All Omaha Chains said they’d
abide by Timmins’ “request.”

PAR’S OCT.-TO-APRIL

Ten features, including one re-

issue and one
.
pre-release, will be

distributed by Paramount from the
current month through next March .-

The six-month lineup compares
with Par’s previous sked which
averaged about two a month.

In the new slate the. company is

groupings releases in a two-month
span, rather than the usual one.

For example", listed for handling in

both October and November are
"Rear Window,” “Sabrina,” the
reissue of “Reap the Wild Wind”
and. the, pre-release of “White
Christmas.”
Same obtains with December

and January during which “Three
Ring Circus” and “Bridges at Toko-
Ri” are to be sold. “Mambo” and
“Conquest of Space” go in Feb’rU-
.ary/and “Ulysses” and “The Coun-
try Girl” are set for March.

Jack Rose in N,Y, to Put
Foy Track on Foy Bio

Jack Rose, now producing “The
Eddie Foy. Story” for Paramount,
arrived in N. Y. from the Coast
last week to. supervise recording of
commentary for the film by Eddie
Foy Jr.

Latter is now appearing in “The
Pajama Game;” legit click.

NAMES COL

IN 300G PIRACY SUIT
Los Angeles, Oct. 5.

Piracy suit involving the film,

“Affair in Tri idad,” was filed in

Superior Court here by writer Wy-
ott Ordung, with Columbia and six

John Does named as. defendants.

Plaintiff asks $150,000
,

exem-

plary damages and $150,000

punitive damages.

Ordung declares “Trinidad” com
tains portion of his own story,

“Gibraltar,” wmh he submitted to

Columbia in .1951. Complaint says

the film, starring Rita Hayworth,
netted more than $500,000.

Wick Seeks Accounting

From, Hall, Langford
Hollywood, Oct. 5.

Charles Wick has filed a breach

of contract suit in Superior "Court

against Jon Hall and Frances Lang-

ford claiming coin due him under

terms of agreement signed in 1949.

He asks accounting and declaratory

relief.

Says under three year pact he’s

entitled to share of pair's
,

earnings
from existing contracts signed un-
der his guidance. Deal made 1949
based on his leaving William Mor-
ris office to receive mimroum 5%
Of their gross earnings; lVi%- if

gross earnings exceeded by $25,000-

$50,000 their gross for two years
preceding contract; 10% if earn-
ings. exceeded previous take by
more than $50,000.

I LOTS OF SELL ON SCREEN AND HIGHWAY IN TRICKY, TAX-STAMPED
ITALIAN ADVERTISING—THRIVING AMERICAN RADIO PROGRAM

FACTORY IN ROME ANOTHER FORM OF ‘CO-PRODUCTION’

»+ <By ROBERT J. LANDRY•»»»»
Advertising in Italy is an obscure profession of

doubtful ethics and unknown volume which uses the
motion picture screen as a chief medium. This
writer recently tabulated a minimum, of 14 advertis-

ing slides (10-15 seconds each) and a maximum of
29 before each feature picture showing in some nine
cineteatros visited in Milan, Venice, Florence and
Rome. One house was showing a four-minute film,

fully dialoged and tinted, and very well made. It

extolled a new type of packaged icecream which any-
one who was anybody would surely prefer*. The sell

ran, rough translation: “Don’t let your beloved child
eat the. frozen slop of dirty street peddlers.” This
artistic advertising rap. made this, correspondent

.

feel as if he had never left his television set in
the United States. '

collect one commission for advising clients to use
certain publications from which they collect another
commission. Americans who Underestimate the com-
plexity of doing business or who imagine that buy-
ing advertising in Italy is simply a matter of selec-

tion by American-type circulation standards and
standings, are in for rude shocks.

. ..With some exceptions the printing and register
of Italian magazines and newspapers is not up to

the average in the United States. Theatrical posters
are frequently artistically designed (Europe in gen-
eral tops the United States in poster design), but
billposting is pretty cluttered and hodgepodge, es-

pecially in Rome and Milan.

f Confidence that, within less than
two years, all of exhibition would
convert to stereophonic sound
was expressed last week in N. Y.
by Spyros P. Skouras, 20th-Fox
prexy and long an advocate of mul-
ti-channel magnetic sound for use
in connection jwith CinemaScope.

Skouras acknowledged that many
exhibitors were installing optical
sound with .CinemaScope, but said
the attraction of stereo sound-^-and
the improvement in quality—was
Such, that eventual exhibitor con-
version to the new sound mediut
was inevitable.

Same was true abroad, Skouras
held. He cited that fact that, in.
the French provinces, 52% of the
revenue is now derived from the
110 CinemaScope-equipped thea-
atres.. In Britain, too, Skouras said
20th was making “excellent prog-
ress” with C’Scope and the lining

up of indie exhibs to play it. 20tli

product no longer goes over the
J. Arthur Rank circuity since Rank
won’t grant extended playing time
to C’Scopers.

Latest U. S. C’Scope installation

count is 7,643, That includes 3,766
theatres equipped .for optical
tracks and 3,297 stereophonic. Also
500 mixers and. 79 single-track
magnetic houses.
Skouras acknowledged that the

threatened row with Rank over the
projected revamp of the Gaumont-
British articles of association Rad
been settled to 20th’s satisfaction.

It was indicated 'that, whatever
bothered 20th, had been eliminated
under a Rank-Skouras agreement.
Skouras would merely say that, had
the reorganization taken place, the
Rank people would have gained a
lot more power. Other sources
maintain that it would have muf-
fled 20th’s voice in the Rank set-

up in which it is the largest single
stockholder,

Otto Koegei, 20tli general coun-
sel, who was in London With .Skou-
ras to attend the Gaumont-Brit-
ish board meet at Which the re-

organization was discussed, is due
to return to N. Y. later this week
or next week. He stayed behind
to take care of some, detail work.
As for Rank’s plans for acquiring

theatres in the U. S. to shoWcase
his pix, Skouras said he had ad-
vised the British film leader to do
just that as long as two years ago.

Sumptuous Radio Studios

Everything Has Stamp on It

As one of the more ancient European lands, Italy

has perfected the European art of the nuisance
tax (now being copied in American politics) and
this partly explains the. skimpy display Of front-of--

theatre material since every poster;, placard op hand-
drawn Scroll must conspicuously display tax stamps.
Seems that stamps were required on all handbills
way back when Bourbon was the name of a family.

Italian
.
newsreels strongly suggest hidden adver-

tising. Or was it just spontaneous admiration for
Leon Jolson, the American distributor of Necchi sew-
ing machines, which resulted in such extended
footage of his arrival for a sales convention?

.
Roadside boards ere splattered throughout Italy

but the autostrada between Milan and Venice is un-
believably thick with travel aide mernoires in the
best Burmashave tradition. For mile after mile the
motorist has literally no escape from sell. This may
be the most solidly closed in “corridor of advertis-

ing” in the world. The farmers derive ,no benefits,

as in the good old Bull Durham days back home.
The state has a monopoly of the right-of-way. Boards
are uniform in size, contracted through specialty
brokers, usually for two or three years.
Among the more familiar names along the Milan-

Venice road are Sinclair, Veedol, Jantzen, Valvoline,
Palmolive, AutoLite, General Motors, Lastex, Shell,

Singer, Necchi Elna, Nescafe, Lindt Chocolate, Fiat,

Borsolina. One /widely advertised Italian motor fuel
ha# a name which invariably amuses American tour-
ists* because of the pun -in* English: “Agip Gas,”

A limited amount of advertising is carried on the
Italian radio at set-aside periods. , This is invariably
a sellout and the Italian radio (which prides itself

with justice upon its emulation of the British Broad-
casting Corp.) can afford to be choosey. The broad-
cast studios of the radio system in Rome are of

spic-and-span modernity, with efficient controls and
a dazzling array of . studios to give CBS for sure,

and maybe NBC, the stab of envy.

Another Form of ‘Co-Production’

Boobytrap fqr U.S. Advertisers I

The obscure and elusive nature of- data about
Italian advertising is said to constitute quite a- booby-
trap for American businessmen when they don’t

know their way around. For example, • newspaper
space brokers may also* act as advertising agencies* vasto, recently d^d-
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Only a few blocks away from Doney’s Cafe, where
all visiting American philosophers hang Out, is the.

recording/ studio of. a New York City radio station,

namely WOV. Here, thanks to the benevolent post-

war innovation of tape and the dynamic drive of

George Cueto; a complete weekly service of radio
programs in Italian is produced for airshipment to

Manhattan. So important to WOV, New York, and
the New York Italian-American colony are these
entertainments and interviews from the homeland
that a number of radio actors who formerly lived

and worked in the United States now have taken
up residence in Rome, Of these New York favorites,

Giuli Amaulfi is the most recent arrival at Via di

Porta Pincianna 4. , For 16 years Amaulfi. has
operated his Italian language program, “Pasquale
C.O.D.,” on WOV and now ..continues .it Via tape
from Rome. As in New York, “Pasquale” scripts still

mix in 20 to 30% of broken English, His sponsors
in New York are Motta Candy and Sassita oil:

Other transplanted Italian-American broadcasters
working for Maestro Cueto are Lucio Vasco, whose
adventures rate more leisurely detailing in these
columns; Jean Carol Rossini, Udo Taormina and
Vena Fontanella (Mrs. Cueto). The WOV performer
who first transferred from* New York to Rome In

ofder to go on broadcasting in Italian* Pietro Noi

METRO'S BIG TOKYO RALLY

Seymour Mayer to Preside—Men
from Near and Far East Assemble.

First sales confab in the com-
pany’s history in the Near and Far
East area has been set by Metro
for Tokyo Oct. 18 to 23. Morton A.
Spring, veepee of Loew’s Interna-
tional, is sending Seymour Mayer,
company's regional director to
Tokyo Oct, 11 to set up arrange-
ments for thef session which will

draw the top M-.G personnel in- the
Near and Far East area. He’ll be
accompanied by Morris Frantz,
Loew’s International advertising
chief. Mayer will preside at "the

meeting.
Confab has been dubbed the

PEP sales conference, standing for
“Perspecta Exhibitor Plan,” the
new $2,500,000 merchandising pol-
icy instituted by M-G on a global
scale for its new season’s product
and for the introducti of Per-
specta Sound.
Company reps from Egypt, Hong

Kong, India, Indo China, Indonesia,
Israel, Lebanon, Malaya, Phillip-

p'iiie Islands, Taipeh, Thailand and
Japan will attend. Meeting will be
kicked off with a cocktail party on
Oct. 18, hosted by M-G-M Japan,
with the American Ambassador,
Japanese officials and exhibitors
attending as well as the delegates.

Morning and afternoon
.
business

sessions will follow throughout the
week. Screenings of Metro prod-
uct will also be held,

»f I *’ol

/ Roizman's Rembrandts
Morrie Roizman , former film edi-

tor for March of 'Time, has pr

duced a half hour color film on the

life of Rembrandt, telling the story

through the master’s paintings and
sketches.
Roizman worked in- association

("with Joseph Auerbach Film Enter-

prises. Distribution deal has yet to

be set.
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This truly sensational quartet did

a tremendous boxoffice job for

you with their top-selling 'Three

Coins in the Fountain” platter.

They'll do it again with the great

Lead with "THE FOUR ACES” and

come up with a full house I Start

plugging your "Woman's World”

date right now* Ploy it at candy

» • • intermissions ..

.

new ve on
and on your lobby P.A. system.

Plant it with local disk jockeys!

Decca for "WOMAN'S WORLD,”

the wonderful new 20fh Century-

Fox CinemaScope hit.

As soon as your date is confirmed;

Write, wire, phone for your FREE platter! RADIO -TV DEP’T., 20th Century-Fox 444 W. 56 St, N.Y. 19, N.Y.

it’s a pleasure to do

business with 20th!
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Americans Seem in Agreement With Italians On
‘Closed Issue' pf ^udit

Motion Picture Export Assn, did

receive an accounting on expendi-

tures from Italian . Films Export
but it' was incomplete. •

"• •*

tinder the original Italian film

agreement, which provided for ^n
extensive ‘‘loan/' i.e. a subsidy ; to

the Italo industry, ’ IFF was. sup-

posed to give periodic accountings.

Last July, MPEA pirexy Eric.-John-
ston stated pn his return from
Rome that MPEA hadn’t gotten

those . accountings
' and that the

Italiahs'Tiad been prodded on vari-

ous occasions to submit them.

In N. Y. .last:week, Eitel Monaco,
the Italian industry, topper, said

the American .“loans”—later writ*-

ten off for $150,000-r-had amounted
to between .$4,000,000 and $4,500,-

000 over a three-year peripd. He
emphasized that the accounting
had been 4 handed to . MPEA on
time, as provided in the. agreement.

MPEA t>rexy Johnston dis-

closed last’ week that Monaco had
been accurate in Stating that MPEA
had obtained

,
a rundown on ex-

penditures from IFE. He explained
that he had made his statement in

July and/ that the Italian figures

came through in August.

However, it’s learned separately

that; the accounting supplied .by

IFE was not ’ as detailed as the

Americans had expected it. to be.

Left but was the showing of Italo

pix other ;• than . IFE releases for

which the Italians claimed .they

couldn't obtain the figures. At
any rate, with ‘the new Italian ac-

cord dropping all subsidy provi-*-

sipris, MPEA is expected not ; to

press any further and, like the

Italians, to consider the matter,

closed.

Subject of accounting, which
may play a part should there be

any further action in connection
with the. Federal Trade Commis-
sion investigation of the original

MPEA-IFE agreement, Was dis-

cussed last, week by Renato Gua-
lino, IFE’s general manager, and.

Griffith Johnson,, MPEA v.p.

U SPENDING $750,000

ON MAGAZINES IN ’54

Universal' is splurging' $281,0.00

on a national mag campaign to sell

three of its major fall and winter
releases. David A. Lipton states

that this Wrings U’s 1954 mag ex-
penditure to a new high of

$750,000:

The three pix that'll get the full

mag treatment this fall and winter
are “Bpngal. Brigade,” “Sign of the
Pagan” (CinemaScope) and “So^
This Is Paris.” All are in. color.

Lipton said U had also almost
doubled its radio and tv ad ex-

penditure during 1954.

Italy’s Order of Merit

Goes to Jean Goldwurm
Italy’s Order of Merit was pre-

sented in N.Y, last veek to Jean
Goldwurm of ' Times Films and
operator of the Little Carnegie and
World, theatres in N.Y. Presenta-
tion was made by Eitel Monaco,
top Italo industry exec, in acknowl-
edgement of Goldwurm’s pibneer- .

trig services for Italian films.

Citation lauded - Goldwurm for
his aid in building Up the Italian
film in the U.S. in the postwar
period, both as a distributor and as
operator of the World where many
Italo hits enjoyed long runs.

Peak in Prop*
v Hollywood;, Oct. .

5.

%
Metro- used more made-tb-

*• order props for the production
r of “The* Prodigal” than for
any other' picture in the stu-

dio ?s history—even1 mqre than
s

.'

“Quo Vadis.”

According ^ to prop man
t>oh‘ ‘ Vanni, “Prodigal” re-
quired more :than il,0Q0 sep-

arate items costing a total of

$200 ,000 .

William A. Scully, former Uni-
versal. V.p. ‘ charge of distribu-

tion, was one of three defendants
named last-week in a suit filed by.

Walter Reade Jr., Walter Reade
Theatres proxy, in N.J

-

. Superior
Court, Trenton, N. J,

Reade Charged that Scully, James
J. Thompson, operator of Eastern
Drive-In Theatres, and Monroe E.

Stein, antitrust attorney, had failed

to live up to an agreement to sell

Reade ' oz^ners, all located in

N. J, Reade asked the Court to orr

der performance of the contract, or
to allow monetary damages of

$ 1 ,000 ,000 .

Tile action alleged that Reade
had tendered the purchase price

for the drive-ins and Was ready to
comply with the terms of the con-
tract when the defendants

.
indi-

cated they wouldn’t live up to the
agreement.

Theatres involved are the Tota-
wA, Union Drive-in, Morris; Plains
Drive-In, B r u n s W i c k Drive-In,
Shore Drive-in and the Fly-In
Drive-In. Reade said the deal was
concluded on Dec. 24, 1953.

Brandt-Miller Purchase

Mary Vuono’s Palace
Harry Brandt in association with

Melvin Miller is expanding his the-
atre holdings in Connecticut. Pair
have acquired a long-term lease on
the Palace, Theatre, 2,000-seater in
Stamford.

House, was acquired from Mrs.
Mary- C; Vuono, pioneer Stamford
theatre operator who built the the-
atre in 1920 .

Deal was set by Berk
i&'^Crungold, N. Y, theatre real
estate brokers.

.
New Asquisition gives Brandt and

Miller three theatres in Stamford.

4th WEEK OF TRIAL

No End In Sight forClaughton’s
Antitrust. Case

Miami, Oct. 5.

A $9,450,000 antitrust suit is now
in its fourth Week of trial here and
the end is not yet ip .‘sight, Case,
being heard by a 12-member jury

^

was filed in Federal court in De-
cember, 1951, by E. N. and Lillian
Claughton, operators of a circuit
of theatres in the Miami area.
Defendants are Paramount, War-

ners, 20th-Fox, Universal, Column
bia and United Artists. They’re
charged With conspiring to pre-
vent the Claughtons-from obtaining
films on first ruri in violation of
the, Sherman and Clayton ‘Acts.

Plaintiffs have introduced nearly

[

300 exhibits as evidence purport-
ing to support the allegations.

! William Steel of Miami and E. C.
Timberlake of N. Y.:are represent-
ing the film companies and Fran-
cis Anderson of Philadelphia is

counsel for t.h Claughtons.

ADD: SHEA ESTATE
J r o . -i

' — i f

Surrogate Limits Attorneys'* Fees
to $125,400

— - \ •

. Attorney fees in the .amount of
$125,000 were authorized last week
(28) in a decision by Surrogate
Christopher C. McGrath in connec-
tion with the court battle 'over
management, of the Maurice A,
Shea .estate. Claims for fees had
run to $185,000 from O’Brien, Dris-
coll & Raftery, representing Ed-
ward C.; Raftery, and $175,000 for
Dillon & O'Brien, representing Ed-
ward C, Grainger. s

v

“Compensation from the estate
assets to the attorneys for the ac-.

counting parties may not exceed in
the aggregate the amount award-
able to one attorney vendbring the
entire legal service,” the decision
read. “Accordingly, such compen-
sation: is fixed in the sum of $125,-
000 for all services to and includ-
ing the entry bf a decree herein, to
be equally divided.”

The Shea case involved charges
by Gerald Shea,, of Shea Enter-
prises,, that Grainger, Raftery. and
the late Dennis F. O’Brien had mis-
managed the Maurice A. Shea
estate, of which they were execu-
tors from 1940 to 1950. These
charges were later dismissed as be-
ing without foundation.

Hearing on^ the attorneys’ fee
question was held - by Surrogate
McGrath on Sept: 23 and 24 in
N. Y. The Shea estate, which
would have to stand good for -these
expenses, is expected to appeal the
McGrath decision. In that case, it's

indicated that a bond of $250,000
would have to be posted, covering
not only the attorneys’ fees but
also other amounts outstanding
against the estate, such as the.
$25>000 fee for John L. Flynn, the
referee who first heard the case;
$60,000 in executors’ commissions,
etc.;

The McGrath decision was un-
usual in that it ordered the Shea
estate to pay up in cash, or else
return the Shea shares “so that
they may be sold and the necessary
cash obtained.” Value of the stocks,
according to the Surrogate, runs
to $3,000,000.

McGrath’s decision granted a
motion, “to dismiss the discovery
proceeding seeking the return of
the shares- of stock heretofore. 'de-
livered to' the legatees by the ex-
ecutors.” He observed that “the
Court has the undoubted power . ...

to require reimbursement by ah
overpaid legatee.”

Big Page-for-Page

Deal By Texas COMPO,

Dallas Times-Herald
Plan appears set for Texas

COMPO and the eight major film

companies to join in an unusual
promotional push designed to un-
derline individual films arid bally

the industry on an institutional

basis. The project is being con-,

fined to the Dallas area.

As proposed by Robert J. O’Don-
nell, v.p. of the Texas Interstate
chain, each of the companies is to

insert one full page of advertising
(at about $1,000 per page) in the
Dallas Times-Herald. The daily will

match this with the same number
of pages of text and stills on new
product.

This is to be followed by an
eight-page insertion by Texas
COMPO in . which, a. part of the
series of national Council of Mo-
tion Picture Organizations a.ds in

Editor & Publisher will be repro-
duced.

Youngstein The Traveller
Max E. Youngstein, United Artists

v.p., heads for the Coast within
the rieixt- week for a quickie visit

during which he’ll onceover indie
product, i ri.c 1 u d i n g Stanley
Kramer’s “Not As a Stranger” and
Paul Gregory’s “Night of the
Hunter;”

Then back to N. Y. and off on a
Swing of London, Paris and Rome
to launch the campaigns for “The
•Barefoot Contessa.” Arthur Krim,
HA president,, now. on a global
tour, is due iri Rome around Oct.
10 to

,
work with producer Robert

Rossen on tlie latter’s upcoming
“Alexander the Great,” which is to
be Iensed in Spain. Krim is due
back in N. Y. later in the month.

ustieman Action nixed
Hollywood, . Oct. 5.

Federal Judge Ben Harrison has
approved an order dismissirig
minority stockholder suit brought
in December, 1952, by Eli and
Marion Castieriian against Howard
Hughes and RKO.

Similar actions filed in N, Y.
and Las Vegas have already been
terminated following Hughes’ of-

fer to purchase assets at equiva-
lent $6 .

per share of stock.

Russell Holman Back.
Russell Holman, Paramount's,

eastern production manager, re-

turned to N. Y. last week after his

annual fall trek abroad.
He looked in on pic production

in London, Paris and Rome.

Atlantic City, Oet. .5.

Too many television sets, plus
too many theater heats without
customers to fill them, . have taken,
the once lush profits out of motion

[

picture: operation in Atlantic City,

officials of the Stanley Company
of America argued last Thurs. (1)

before tlie County Board of Taxa-
tion. They seek cuts on taxes
assessed on two of their properties,
the ..Stanley on the Boardwalk
which they, ask be valued at $92,250
from present $148,000 and the
Warner on the Boardwalk, rated
$240,000 and seeking $80,000.

There Was no appeal in respect
to valuation of the land, $427,250
on the Stanley, and $109,270 on

i the Warner.

PICTURES IS

Apprentice Monsters
Columbus, Oct. 5.

v

After: a 15-year-old girl nar-
rowly escaped being blinded by
a BB-gun pellet in the Main
Theatre, nabe house here,
juvenile authorities warned
kids they will be prosecuted
for delinquency if they take
air pistols and ' sling shots into
film houses. The girl’s glasses
were struck by a BB shot dur-
ing a recent Sunday show and
a piece of glass scratched her
eyeball.

Screen of a house in tlie

swank suburb of Upper Airing- *

ton was recently peppered by
BB shot.

REPUBLIC AIR PLUGS

’SHANGHAI STORY'
Republic used heavy satura-

tion campaign on tv arid radio to

plug launching of. its “Shanghai
Story” in some 276 theatres in the
New England territory. In. Boston,
the pic topped the week’s gross
done by “Johnny Guitar,” playing
date-date at Fenway and Para-,

mount. ‘The radio-tv campaign
started before the Boston preem so

it was credited at least in part
with helping' rack up a solid total

for the two houses, ,of better than
the two spots had done, in weeks.

Rep employed television stations

in Bangor, Me.; Springfield, Holy-
oke, both Mass.;; Providence, New
Haven, Portlarid . and. Boston. It

used the 29 radio, stations of the
full Yankee Network to advertise
“Shanghai.’' In such cities as Wor-
cester, New London and Fall
River, the pip was doing “Guitar”
trade or better.

Loew’s Theatre Operators

Widely Reassigned
Recent split. of Loew’s into sepa-.

rate theatre arid production-distri-
bution companies has resulted iri a

number of promotions arid, trans-
fers of the theatre company per-
sonnel.

Advancing of Murray Lenekoff
from manager of Loew’s State* the
chain’s N. Yv. flagship, to. the home-
office as an aide to veepee Eugene
Picker, has

1

caused a scramble in
theatre managerial assignments in
the N. Y. metropolitan area;.

James Bruno, manager of Loew’s
Paradise, Bronx, moves to the
Broadway showcase, with Sig
Schwartz, formei; manager of
Loew’s Gates, Brooklyn, switching
to the Paradise.

Henry Shamp, assistant at LoeW’.s
Valencia, Jamaica, becomes acting
manager of Loew ;s Avenue B,
while Inez Groething, assistant at
Loew’s American, becomes acting
manager of Loew’s Post RoAd. Wil-

. liam Analante, former manager of
Loew’s American, was appointed
manager of Loew’s Jersey City a
few weeks ago. Robert Solomon,
assistant, Loe’s Grphem, will be-
come acting manager of Loew’s
Victoria during the illness of Jos.
McCoy, the regular manager. When
McCoy returns, Solomon will be
permanently assigned.

Other managerial transfers in-
clude: Harold Graff from, Loew’s
Coney Island to Loew’s Premier;
Ben Newman from.Loew’s Commo-
dore to Loew’s pelaricey; James-
Napoli from Loew’s Avenue B to

Loew’s Commodore; Al Gutterman
ffom Loew’s Delaney to Loew’s
Coney Island; Miss Margaret Ernst
from Loew’s Fairmount to Loew’s
American arid Joseph Beck, from
Loew’s Premier to Loew’s Gates;;

Nat Holt Uses RKO Lot
Hollywood, Oct. 5.

Nat Holt, previously with RKO.
moved back into the studio with
his. independent company to pro-
duce “Seven Bad Men,” starring
Randolph Scott, for RKO release
on A one-picture deal. Technicolor
feature will be filmed in Super-
Scope with a budget of. $1,000,000.
Company will use the studio’s facil-

.

ities but will supply its own bank-
roll.

Other indie producers releasing
through RKO are Edmund Grain-
ger, Benedict Bogeaus, Allan Dowl-
ing, King Bros, and Independent
Artists.

Theatre divestiture under the
Big Five antitrust judgments (not
to be confused with already-com-
pleted theatre divorcement) has
been virtually accomplished. Only
a handful of houses remain to be
unloaded by the successor com-
panies which took over the di-
vorced exhibition circuits.

Figures from the files of the Jus-
tice Dept. Antitrust Division; show
that, With certain specific excep-
tions, some 1,197 theatres were to
be divested and, of this batch, only
86 remain for disposal.

Here is the box score, company
by company:
America n Broadcasting-Para-

mount Theatres—This circuit, for-
merly United Paramount, had to
divest its interest in; 774 theatres.
As of Sept. 3, only 47 remained
to be sold.

Stahley-Warner — Except for
certain partnership situations, for.

Which figures are not presently,
available, this company was: direct-
ed to nd itself of 57 theatres, In-
cluding three, under a separate oi>
der. arising from the purchase pi the
circuit by the Si Fabian iriterests.

As of Sept: 1, “a maximum” of 14
houses remained to be sold. It is

explained that the number is prob-
ably less than 14 hut full infon
tion wasn’t available.

Loew’s —
r

. Exclusive of several
joint interests, this chain was . un-
der court order to get rid of: 25
theatres. As of last Aug. 6, the
chain had only eight to go.

National Theatres *— The. 20tli-

Fox judgment directed diyestitur
of .184 theatres, including a um-
ber in which National Theatres had
merely a joint interest. As of June
7 last, National had only 16 di-
vestitures to complete. This includ-
ed two parcels of real estate on
which there were; then no theatres.

RKO Theatres: — The circuit
was ordered to get out of 157 thea-
tres, Only one of these remains to
be sold. In addition, however, RKO
Theatres owns a block of stock “not
in excess of 20%” in Metropolitan
Playhouses, Inc., a holding com-
pany which has an interest in about
86 theatres, mostly iri the New
York metropolitan area. RKO is

under court: order to sell its stock
but still has. approximately a year
and a half before the deadline on
that transaction.

SASKATCHEWAN RAPS

ROAD SHOW ANGLING
.Regina, Sask„ Oct. 5.

Saskatchewan .Motion Picture
Exhibitors Assn.,, at its annual
meeting here, went on record with
a beef against the distributor
practice of pinning a “road show”
label on some films and -causing
'advanced admission prices.

The distribs, it Was indicated,
were withholding regular-priced
pix until theatremen signed for
the upped-scale product.

J. D. McKenzie of Esteyan was
elected president of. the group,
succeeding W. Winterton of Sas-
katoon.

SOLVAY ANTITRUST SUIT

House Burned Down Since the
Alleged ‘Conspiracy’

Eight majors and two upstate
New York circuits have been,
named defendants in two sep-
arate trebie-dariiage antitrust suits
brought; in ,N. Y< Federal Court,
which seek a total of $600,000. Sol-
vay Realty &. Holding Corp., which
operated the Community Theatre,
Solvay, N. Y., until it was razed by

.
fire in May, 1954, Wants, $450,000
while Jack Zurich, operator of th
Midtown Theatre, Syracuse, asks
$150,000..

Both Solvay Realty and Zurich
charge that the distributor, defend-
ants “combined and conspired”
with Kallet Theatres and Schine
Circuit, Inc., to set up a system of
runs, clearances arid availability

dates to the detriment of the plain-
tiffs; Purpose of the unlawful acts,

it’s alleged, was to discriminate,
against the Community in favor bf
Kallet’s Genesee in Solvay while
Schine’s Eckel in Syracuse was
favored Dyer the Midtown,
Also nAmed defendants are

Myron J. and Sidney Kallet, Frank
Walker, Eckel-Bchine Syracuse Co.»

operators of the Eckel; J. Myep
Schine and Louis W. Schine.
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Europe’s ’Code for a Code’
Continued from page 1

up by indie distrib Jean Goldwurm
with the support of others in the

field end saifr to express the

thoughts of both the Italians and

the French, proposes, that active

measures be taken to force the

America118 ’ hand.
j

A European licensing systeiri for

all American l
features would in

effect represent a “license" for

Hollywood films to play European

film houses. Here's the snapper:

for every import refused a Holly-

wood seal, four or five American

pix would be refuSed clearance in

Europe!

Meantime and separately, an

action against the Code is likely to.;

come from Paul Graetz whose film,

“Lovers, Happy Lovers”, (formerly

“M. Ripois”), has been refused a

Code seal simultaneously branded

“C” (Condemned) by the Catholic

Legion of Decency.

Graetz, who spent $900,000 on

the film and who. can’t get a major

release i the IJ.S. under these

'conditions, is considering action vs.

the Motion Picture Assn. Of Amer-
ica

: and the Code Setup.' He has

talked in terms of a suit. This week
he changed his mind and said he

was looking for "something more
constructive.”

Graetz, too, argues that foreign

films either shouldn’t have to

undergo Code scrutiny, or else that

a special rating should be created

for them. Like other foreign pro-

ducers, he is doing a burn over

what he conceives to be the Code
administrator’s "split personality”

in re the evaluation of Hollywood
and foreign films. Feeling is that

the Code authorities are applying

stricter standards by far to foreign

lingualers than they do to the do-

mestic fare, and that this is both

unjust and unfair since there has

been an obvious relaxation in Code
interpretations at least for U.S.

films. Cited prominently are

Metro’s “Flame and the Flesh” and
United Artists’ “The Barefoot Con-
•tessa.”

Issue was taken up in last Sun-
day’s (3) N.Y. Times by Bosley

Crowther in a piece entitled “The
Irony of It All.” Crowther re-

counted the stories of “Contessa”
and “Lovers, Happy Lovers H

” both

of which are peopled by a bevy of
J

unpleasant characters preoccupied:

with sex. He noted that "Coritessa”

had gotten a seal whereas “Lovers”
had not, and commented, on ‘‘the

incongruity of the operation of the

Code and the injustice of arbitrary

rulings on what people should be
allowed to see.”

Paradoxically, “Lovers” passed

the N.Y. State censor board with-

out a single cut, Graetz rail into

imilar trouble with the Code some
years back with his "Devil in the

Flesh,” great critical success.

Film also was refused , a seal, and
the issue then almost went to

Court, with Graetz engaging Mor-
ris Ernst to prepare the. case. y

Code Never Challenged
Code setup, which ’ voluntary,

has neyer been legally challenged.

Its biggest blow came last year,

however, when it refused to grant
a seal to “The Moon Is Blue.” The
picture went on to play a great

many dates without it. It was fol-

lowed by Howard Hughes’ "The
French Line,” which resulted in

MPAA fining RKO, which fine

RKO never paid.

Foreign film interests are un-
happy over the positions adopted
by the Legion of Decency, inas-
much as they see a direct link
between it and the Code. It’s rec-

• ognized, however, that—officially—
the Legion acts to rate pix for
Catholics only, and that a “Con-
demned” label from the Legion is

far less harmful economically than
lack of a Code seal.

Legion-Code Together
“Lovers” experience with the

Legion was curious. Graetz’s N. Y.
rep Was at first informed that the
film had a “B” rating. Legion then
told the producer that there had
been a mistake; that "Lovers” had
been placed in the "Condemned”
category. This, it’s, said, was done
after it had been definitely estab-
lished that ^po Code seal 'for the
film would be forthcoming. Thus
the Legion’s and the Code’s posi-

tion were brought .into line.

Legion’s reasons for condemning
^‘Lovers” are that “in the stojy it

tells, (it) condones both in theme
and treatment serious offense to
Christian and traditional standards
pf morality and decency because
of its constant and unmitigated dis-

respect for the virtue of purity.”:

Graetz said in N. Y. this week
that he was still hdpeful that the

Code people might change their

minds and grant the film. a. seal.

If this did not happen* he said he
would .have to. force the issue. He
said he felt he had good ‘case;

and
;
that there would :be no diffi-

culty in proving the commercial
damage to a Alirf that’s been re-

fused a Code seal.

Under current conditions, the

matter, of the seal is becoming in-

creasingly important -to producers
abroad as they seek to widen their

inroads on. the U. S. market. Their
pix cost more, and whereas, in the
past, many never bothered submit-,

ting their imports for Code ap-
proval, they now feel it’s necessary
in order to break out of the arties,

Attitude of Goldwurm and his

group is that foreign films are pro-
duced under conditions in which
the Code "doesn’t apply and that,

therefore, it isn’t fair to make the
end product Conform with a set

of. standards imposed: after the pic-

ture is completed.
Monaco Interested

Their memo' not only proposes
that the Code stop looking at for-

eign .films, but that theatres be
free to play imports that dojn’t have
the seal, The whole proposition
was discussed in N. Y. last week
by Goldwurm, ’ who also owns the
Little Carnegie and World thea-
tres, N. Y., with Eitel Monaco, head
of ANICA, the Italian producer-
distrib org. Monaco was said to be
heartily in favor of the resolution
and took it with him back to Rome
Saturday (2). Text , has also been
communicated to Jacques Flaud of
the French Centre National due
Cinematografie.,

Graetz, long a foe of what he
sees as the’ Code’s “double stand-
ard," takes the same position as.

the Goldwurm group. “I think I’d

rather put up with state censors
than the Code,” he said.

Crious angle to the proposed
resolution is that the MPAA is

a member of the international fed-
eration. It’s considered unlikely

-that it’ll remain within that org’s
framework should there be gen-
eral approval of the anti-Code ac-
tion.

3 Banned Unseen
Memphis, Oct, 3.

„ Dave Williams; sales: repre-
sentative of Italian Film- Ex-
port, told newsmen here that

the Memphis censor, Lloyd T.
Binford, had banned three
films sight unseen. One film,

"The Greatest Love,” was de-
nied a license solely because
it starred Ingrid . Bergman.
Other two IFE films nixed for
this 1 city were “Sensualia” and
“Girls Marked. Dangerous.”
No reasons were glvert and the
films were never screened.

Blnfpjd, 88 years old, makes
news by his capricious deci-
sions almost every week—if

that’s any consolation to' the
Italians.

’’

Rathvon
Continued from' page 4 s

German version of “Destinyversion of “Destiny” is

the one ~fo be dubbed in English,
said Rathvpn,

.
because the French

would be less compatible with
English lip movements.
.Third film, which goes into pro-

duction Nov, 1, is “Embassy Baby,”
starring Joseph Cotten as a Ger-
man-Yank dual languages Only
required dubbing will be Cotten's
voice into German since the other
cast members, including the femme
lead,

.
Eva Bartok, speak the two

tongues. “Embassy” represents
Rathvon’s first film project aimed
at the outset for the world market.

Orwell’s ‘1984’

Following “Embassy” will be a
picturization of, George Orwell’s
1984.” Lothar Wolff, who made
Martin Luther,” will be the pro-

ducer. Next ' to be another
French-German dual, languager,
Which will be made in France un-
der terms of international produc-
tion treaties. “Destiny” and “Back”
were made at Wiesbaden.

Rathvon, who resides in Paris,
said he. has several pic companies
but refers to. his overall , operation
as Rathvon Overseas, Ltd. His per-
sonnel setup includes Stuart Schul-
berg, who has repped the Ameri-
can Government in pic projects in
Germany during and after his
World War II years in the Army,
and Gilbert De Goldschmidt. They
coproduced both “Back” and “Des-
tiny.”

AS WALL ST. FOCUS
By MIKE WEAR

Most amusement shares got no
place m last week’s stock market
as Wall Street generally marked
time. The World Series 'drew more
attention, than trading in shares,
Which, fell .back most of the week.
There were 12 issues in the amuse-
ment Category which showed losses,,

a few were unchanged
. and those

With gains were mainly fractional.

Despite this, five new highs were
registered. There was a big play
in CBS shares as the week .wound
up. Both issues went . to new peaks
for 11954. The Class A stock went
to 743/4- for a gain of 5%: points
While CBS “B” hit 73%, Up .4%.
General precision Equipment

pushed ahead several points
for a new high of 49%, but Was
virtually unchanged on the week.
The previous stanza saw it up 3%
points, GPE is credited with re-
flecting an upbeat in

;
equipment

|

and supplies sales in Ihe film biz,

including projectors and equip-
ment for closed-circuit tv in thea-
tres. Company last week was re-
ported readying the takeover of
another company, to further diver-
sify its interests.

Stanley Warner edged up to a
new peak of 19% but was prac-
tically unchanged for the week
Aside from benefitting from upped
theatre biz, it stands to gain from
Cinerama for some time to come.
Another high that, was made by
Technicolor, which had “come to
life” with a sharp rally in the pre-
ceding week. Techrii went to 14%
in anticipation of favorable earn-
ings statement. It held around 14%
most of th.e Week on issuance of
this which showed improved
profits.

Paramount Pix, which did very
well in the preceding week, backed
and filled much of the past stanza
to show a loss On the week., War-
ner Bros, held near its recently
made high of 21%, Same was true
of ABC-Paramount, falling back
from the year’s high of 21%,

TV Flops Romance
Continued from pace. 7

Similar 'mood. For the most part,
such ‘time isn’t readily available.

Formation of the UPT group Is

seen by the companies as an indi-
cation that the circuit may, in the
future, lay heavier stress on using
tv as. a medium to advertise pix. In
that connection it’s noted that
Leonard Goldenson, apart from
being UPT head, also is prexy of
the American Broadcasting Co. and
therefore necessarily.tv minded;
While theatres have shown a

good deal of interest in tv, the
main job of pushing pix via that
medium" so far has been done by
the distribs. Latter are -spending
increasingly tall chin on spot cam-
paigns, with exhibs occasionally
sharing the time costs. Some, the-
atres do haVe tv spots bought up
in advance and use them as they
see fit, again With the distrib

chipping in. _

to

Motion Picture Assn, of America, in collaboration with the large
circuits,“has suceeded in imposing its (Production) code not Only
on its own members, but—through indirection-r-on the independent
American producers and even upon distributors- (if not producers)
of films from abroad,” indie distrib Jeari'NGoJdwurm complained
in his memo (see accompanying story). \

Goldwurm’s remarks in memorandum form, charging that the
MPAA’s policy, is “definitely an act of discrimination against
foreign films,” Were taken back to Italy by Eitel Monacpy the
Italian industry topper who sailed from N.Y. Saturday (2).

x

The memo said that the situation “can and must be changed
if foreign films are to have free access to the American market."

(N*Y< StockExchange)
For Week Ending Tuesday (5)

1954
Rlrh Low
21% 14%
75% 41%
75 . 41%
33% 193/4

143% »%’
:63% 463%.

18% 13% Loew*s

Weekly VoLWeekly
in 100s High

AmBr-ParTh 288
CBS, “A”
CBS, “B”
Col. Pit.
Decca

55
42
77
287

Eastman Kdk. 163
..; 218

20%
75%
75
83%
143%
60%
18%

Weekly
Low
19
68%
683%-

31
'

13%
59%

Tues.
Closet

19%

Net
Change
for week

i'siM **-..%

+3%

10% 6%* Nat. Thea. 449 9% 9 9%' •b %
357% 26% Paramount 75 35 34% 34% r- 3%
37% 28 Phileo 65 34 33 33% -%
35 22% RCA ........ 416 34 32% 33% + %’7 2% RKO Piets. 74 6% 6% 6%
9% 4% RKO Thea. , . 122. 8% 8% 8% . :— %

3 Republic 107 4% 4% . 4% .— %
12% 10% Rep., pfd. . .

.

6 123% 12% 12% — %
19% 11% Stanley War.. 188 19% 18% 18% — %
28% 183% 20th-Fox 128 28 27% 27% +v %
295% 18% Univ, Pix. 28 28% 27% 28% -r- %
80 633% Univ., pfd. <>240 793% 79% 79% + %
21% 13% Warner Bros;. 221 •s.21% 20% 20%
773% 63% Zenith 34 73 71% 73 +1%

American Stock Exchange
6 3% Allied Artists 41 ,5% * 4% 5 — %
103% 9% Ail’d Art., pfd. 3 103% 10% 10%
143%. 9% Du Mont , 103 13% .123% 13% :+ %
143% 11 3% Technicolor 187 14% 14% 14%
33% 23% Trans-Lux

.

ii 3% 3% 3% + %
Over-the-Counter Securities

Bid Ask
Capitol Records

1 • 11% 12 + %
< Chesapeake Industries 37/8 4% — %
Cinerama Inc. 2 2% — %
Cinerama Prod. 4%' 43%
Polaroid , . 403% 423%. — %
U. A. Theatres. 143% 16 + 1%
Walt Disney 14% 15% + %

< Quotations furnished by Dreyfus A Co.)

Yanks’ One-Third Vote In ANICA
Continued from page 3 .1—————

=

==

erably more is taken out via. com-
pensation, deals, etc. The sum in-

volved in the dispute over the past
deals is comparatively small;

Metro Issue Unraised

The question of the Italians’ bid
for Metro to enter the ANICA
fold Wasn’t brdught up between
Monaco and the MPEA, even
though the Rome group hinted on
some occasions that certain . ar-

rangements couldn’t be made un-
til and unless Metro' decided to go
with ANICA. There are no indi-

cations whatever that M-G has
changed its mind on its freelanc-
ing stanza.

MPEA talks with Monaco were
concerned primarily with interpre-

.

tatiops of the new film, accord arid

didn’t introduce the question' of
Italian Films Export or the degree
of success enjoyecLby Italian pix in

the U. S. Official announcement
issued on: Monaco’s return to Italy

Saturday (1) said the discussions
were conducted “in a spirit of
friendliness and cooperation” with
agreement reached on all points.

At a luncheon for Monaco, hosted
by MPEA prexy Eric Johnston, the
Italo. exec observed that the bal-
ance sheet of the results obtained
from the last three years of the
It.alo-American film agreement was
“clearly in the black” with both
parties the gainer. He expressed
the hope, that the relationship be-
tween the two industries would
grow from “a simple commercial
interchange to a .happy status of
genuine coproduction.”

Alteration in the
. ANICA voting

balance, suggested, by Monaco, puts
to rest American fear that their
position Within the distrib -section
of the organization may he weak-
ening, ANICA votes, are distribut-

ed on the basis of pix handled mul-
tiplied by the number of areas in
Italy where they are released. This
Would tend to reduce the U, S;

Votes as fewer American \films are
released.

Offer to reserve one-third of the
votes for the Americans assures
the MPEA a sizable voting block
since ANICA decisions would in
the ftitUre be made Via a majority
of two-thirds of the votes. Voting
now is on a straight majority basis.

Talks also resolved to let the
Bank of America in Italy handle
the. diversification of deposits of
the American companies. Original
understanding was that the dis-

tribs themselves would split up
their banking on the basis of a list

Of recommended institutions. All
MPEA deposits so far have been
with the Bank of America, Purpose
would be to ease the Italian pro-
ducers’ financing problems, with
the spreading out of the deposits

to serve as a quasi inducement to
back film ventures.

{Sympathetic on Labs
Italians’ request that the Ameri-

cans do their monapack color
printing in Italian labs was re-

ceived favorably by the companies,
with the understanding that the
Italo tint work would have to be
competitive price-wise and—even
more important—quality-wise. It

was decided to send samples to
Italy to determine the quality of
the labs’ work there.

Question of the nine pix which
MPEA agreed to make available to
Italian indies under ^the new deal
was resolved with MPEA submit-
ting to Monaco a list of Spine 30
features; along with press books
which the American, ^distribs are
willing to offer to the indies. Un-
der the last deal, -each company
had to offer tWo pix a piece to the
indies.. Gimmick was' that these
films Were part of the overall total

licensed for import into Italy so
that the U. S. outfits lacked in-

centive to sell strong product to
the Italian outfits.

Problem of thej’ceiling” on re-
mittances is involved. A letter from
the Italian government, stating that
there was a limit, to remittances
under, the 1951 agreement, which
allowed 37%% of the MPEA earn-
ings in Italy to be transferred,
came to light after the deal had
been signed. The ceiling was based
on the remittances of a prior year.
There was pver-remittandes by the
American distribs during the past
three years. The new agreement,
made in Rome last June, made no
mention of the letter-ceiling, .and
it was assumed, by MPEA that it

had been; dropped by the' Italians.

It turned out, howevfeir, that the
Italian government still insists on
the limitation and is withholding
U. S. coin which MPEA thinks
due its 'members. Involved is ap-
proximately $300,000. MPEA nego-
tiators found Monaco wasn’t in a
position to make definite arrange^
ments,. but felt -they’d arrived at a
basis for a solution of the problem.

Carrying the ball for MPEA in
the talks’ With Monaco were Ralph
Hetzel, MPEA exec v.p.; Griffith

Johnson, v.p., . arid Eugene Van.
Dee, MPEA’s Rome rep. Georg#
Canty also sat in on the talks.

Union Siies Dallas House
Dallas, Oct. 5,

Local 249 of the Motion Picture
Machine Operators union is suing
the Wheatley Theatre here for al-

leged breach of contract that pro-

vided the theatre should employ
union operators at a Wage of $54.40

weekly.
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“Not since'VICE SQUAD.’ has there been

sucka pleasant surprise{ Suspense, action!

E*d8ngt tnt*|»««i!’
,-N. Y POSt

“Exciting FBI melodrama! First-rate cast

director has spun opt the story skillfully,

creating andsustainingmystery and
suspense! DAILY NEWS i

'‘Tens#! Quick-paced suspense, should /
please mystery fens!”- Daily mirror /
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“Nifty bundle of excitement! Brisk /
melodrama!’’-WORLDTEL& SUN •

,/

“Excellent example of the FBI film! / ]

Hair-raising climax high on a cliff! / I

Ail very taut and weU acted !” / |
,

-"-• — HERALD-TRIBUNE /. I

“Suspensefully spun out!” I li

—JOURNAL AMERICAN / i!

%
1

I

‘Brisk* pungent FBI mystery drama rates

' very well! Bristling climax !
”- M. f HERALD

“Should completely satisfy! Action and

suspense aplenty!”- boxoffice
-

''
- ..

'

. \ ••
- -v - '•

“Readily exploitable and will stand up to
good advertising claims!”-M. P DAILY

“Pulsating, thrilling! Holds all the way!
Stands up impressively and delivers!

Taut storygets into geafaimost
• at once!"-FILM DAILY

\ “Thrilling! A fascinating thing to see!

\ A series of brilliant incidents!”

\ . -HOLLYWOOD REPORTER
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: \ ‘‘Pace fast, interest held tight all

,
%• the way!”— HARRISON’S REPORTS
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\
“Hood film-fare that should find

| \
a satisfactory b.o.levei! Well-

? 1 plotted story, suspenseful,

V interest-holding!”-VARiETY

I

*
i lt & \ \ i

starring

BRODERICK

»«;£?.>. .

.

w S’!
Sv.v

thru

> MARTHA HYER • MARISA PAVAN • CASEY ADAMS • KENNETH TOBEY • GENE REYNOLDS

WILLIAM JOHNSTONE * Directed by ARN010 UVEN • Produced by ARTHUR GARDNER anil JULES V. LEVY • Screw Play bjrflie Gordons

and Bernard C. Schoenfeld • Basedion the Novel “Case Fite: F.B.r by The GdTdont * An Edward Small Presentation
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Film peddlery who have been

the recent 'targets of certain ex-

hibitor groups struck back this

this week, pinpointing the Inde-

pendent Theatre Owners of Ohio,

an Allied States Assn, affiliate, and

its executive secretary, Robert

Wile.

In a recent bulletin, Wde sug-

gested that theatremen keep a

dossier on the film salesmen and

forward it to the peddler’s super-

iors in a manner Similar to the

reports the salesmen file on the

exhibitors. Wile also told exhibs

that they’d be surprised “how
many times your name is On a

salesman’s report when he hasn't

been anywhere near yoij,”

Wile’s comments roused the ire

of David B. Bartell, general coun-

sel of the Colosseum of . Motion
Picture Salesman, an indie union

tliat reps the nation’s film sales-

men. Without mentioning Wile by

name, Bartell said,, “People in show
business will

,
tell' you there’s nothr

irig. so exasperating, as heckler.

We know the type. The entertainer

is doing his best... everyone is

having a good time , everyone

except the heckler. He gratuitous-'

ly ridicules the - show, •deprecates

the act, does his best to make
others miserable;

*

“That’s what came to mind when,

we read in the trade press1

-of a

petulant report by a purported
spokesman for the Independent
Theatre Owners of Ohio. The in\r

portance- of the film salesman is

apparent to the ' entire industry

. all except the heckler from
Ohio, The film salesman is con-

stantly trying to find Ways better

to serve exhibitors. The effort is

appreciated by the industry .

all except the heckler, from Ohio.
Fair play is recognized as vital

among the various components of

the industry . all except the

heckler from Ohio.

“If the. heckler had, i
.

good
faith, questioned the necessity of

certain film salesmen’s reports,

whatever information he was
properly entitled to would have
been gladly provided With a com-
plete expalnation. It is. apparent,
however, that the heckler is more
interested in ai few lines of notice

in the press than he is in the facts.

“So, instead of trying to force

a reasonable ' explanation on the
heckler . and knowing that the
industry as a whole is friendly to

the salesmen our answer to

the heckler from Ohio's, is ‘Pipe

down and enjoy the show.”’
While Wile has suggested that

exhibs file reports on salesmen
with, their own employers, the ex-

hib orgs, both Allied and Theatre
Owners of America, have frequent-
ly urged theatremen to submit re-

ports on the film company reps to

the GHQ of both outfits. Purpose of
this, however, was to gai inform-
ation on terms demanded, possibil-

ity of tie-in, sales, and other prac-
tices which might possibly violate
the consent decrees. Only about a
week ago, Herman M. Levy, gen-
eral counsel of TOA, urged Illi-

nois theatremen to send in reports
on the selling practices of the
salesmen in that area.

Albany The Key
C=s Continued from.- page 7

has contended that the City is en-
titled to a full cent where the tax
actually amounts to a fraction of
at least

.
one-half cent. Attorneys

on the theatre end, including
George Raftery, of O'Brien, Dris-
coll & Raftery, repping RKO The-
atres, and Thomas Bress,. counsel
for Loew’s, insist this division of
“breakage” means the City some-
times collects substantially over
the 5% allowed by the State and
is therefore illegal. Judge Stod-
dart authorized the theatremen to
continue to collect the fractional
overage but to withhold it from the
City pending a final determination
of the point in a higher cdurt.

The action versus the 5% was in-
stituted by five theatres in Queens
originally. Since the filing in early
summer, numerous other exhibitors
intervened,

At the outset, City Budget Di-
rector Russell Beame said he an-^

ticipated an annual yield of $5,-
500,000 from theatres. Exhibitors,
though, have provided boxoffice fig-

ures purporting . to show the tax
will ^amount only.44iP0a,000r - •

ONLY fERRYTOONS IN 2-D

Otherwise AU 20th-Fox Shorts Are
CliieinaScoped

Concentrating primarily on Cin-

emascope, 20th-Fox is streamlining

its shorts subject releases by drop-

ping all 2-D, reelers with the ex-

ception. of the Terrytoons.

Latter are how so designed that

>they can- be shown through the

anamorphic lens with a full-screen

effect.

Being dropped off ' the sked are

20th ’s six sports shorts and its “See

It Happen” series which took in

great events of the past. So far

this year, 20th has released 17

CinertiaScope shorts, with, another

four due out
;
by the end of the

year.
"

Hollywood, Oct. 5.

Society pf Motion Picture Art

Directors elected Edgar Preston

Arties, of Metro, -to succeed Arthur

Lonergari as*, president. Lonergan

retired after two terms.

Other new officers are-: George

Loren Patrick, 20th-Fox, veepee;

Malcolm Bert, Independent Artists,

secretary; George Krizman, Meri-

dian, treasurer,, and, Leo Kuter,

Warners, administrator.

• 0 • •

Academy of Motion Pictures

Arts & Sciences has been given a

fiscal pickup by member compan-

ies of the Motion Picture Assn, of

America. Meeting of the MPAA
board in N. Y, last week voted a

contribution of $100,000.

Academy’s expenses have been

on the rise Steadily. Costs of

maintaining; its Coast theatre and

its continuing, public -and commu-
nity relations work resulted in a

deficit operation despite hefty in-

come from the annual Oscar ,tv

program which is commercially

sponsored,

‘Gladiators’ Loud 30G,

Mont’l; 'Obsession' 25G
Montreal, Oct. 5.

Two big. holdovers, “Magnificent
. Obsession” at Capitol, < and

,

“High
and Mighty” at Loew’s are still

socko in their second Weeks. ‘“Bit
ter Rice” ' with English dubbing
doing okay biz at Orpheum. Top
newcomer is “Demetrius and
Gladiators, smash at Palace.

Estimates for This Week
Palace (C,T). (2.6J3B; 60-$l)—

“Demetrius and Gladiators” (20th).

Socko $30,000. Last week, “Stu-
dent Prince” (M-G) (2d wk),
$16,000.

Capitol (C.T.) (2,41 2; "45-75) —
“Magnificent Obsession.” (U) (2d
wk). Smash $25,000 following
$31,000 opener.

Princess (C.T.V (2,131; 40-65) —
“Pushover” (Col). So-so $11,000.
Last week, “Duel in Jungle” (WB),
$10,000 ;

Loew’s (C.T.) (2,847; 50-85)
“High, and Mighty” (WB) (2d wk).
Find $22,500 after $31,000 in first..

Imperial (C.T,) (1,789; 43-63) —
“River of No Return” (20th) and
“Crossed Swords” (UA)/

,
Good

$8,000. Last week, “Carnival
Story” (RKO) . and “Susan Slept
Here” (RKO), same. .

Orpheum (C.T.) (1,048; 40-65) —
“Bitter Rice” (UA)- and “Adven-
tures in Berlin” (UA). Okay
$7,000. Last week, “Broken.* Ar-
row” (20th) add “Yank the
R. A. F,” (20th), $6,000.

Stock Value Jump
Continued from page 3

Free Ride Only
: Continued from, page 7 ;

Star interviews and' excerpts from

new product, with an emcee tieirig.

the pieces together* were to rep-

resent the format. But “problems”

cropped up so often, say- trade

sources, that the plan never got.

off the ground.

Love That Publicity

That the companies are im-

pressed with the publicity values

accruing from tv exposures seems
for sure. A “salute” from Sullivan

is now considered the most impor-
tant “break” for any company re-

gardless qf media.

While refusing to take
1

any joint

action, the companies are cooperat-

ing individually with Bruce Bala-

ban .in': putting together a half-hour
airer on WOR-TV, N. . Y. Format
is the familiar one with an em-
cee (Dan McCullough) interviewing
guest personalities and unspooling
segments from new pix as provided
by the companies.

.

Balaban states he’s now angling
for syndication of the program via

a package, ’"outfit. While the pro-
gram is “live,” a film version is be-

ing recorded of the Oct. 8 airer

ahd this will be used as a “pilot”

for the syndication* pitch.

In this tieup, incidentally, the
companies have the right to okay
sponsors. Further, says Balaban, a
percentage of the profits from the
program will be donated to the
Motion Picture Relief Fund. He
adds that Leonard Goldenson, pres-
ident, and" Robert^ Weitman, ' v.p.,

of ABC have .endorsed the show,
Which is regarded as Significant in

view of the previously-planned
ABC program.

Paramount feels it has a good

j

thing in its working agreement
with Lux Video . Theatre. Par sup-
plies the scripts of oldie pix for
adaptation by Lux and

.
in return

collects a cash payoff of a couple
I thousand dollars and h^fty plug-
- ging -of-itsnew-prodUbti’ “

vately owned 100% by Howard
Hughes. He paid $23,500,000 in

buying out all assets from RKO
Pictures; Inc., which is still listed

on the Stock Exchange but is mere-
ly a corporate shell. A year ago,

RKO" Pic tur e

s

Was selling at

$2.87^2 per share, for a total evalu-
ation of $11,232,000 on. the 3,900,-

000 then outstanding.
"Also excluded is United Artists,

which is owned by the Arthur
Krim-Rofiert Benjamin manage-
ment group in partnership with
Mary Pickford and Charles Chap*
lin.

Paramount and 20th-Fox are the
most expensive properties next to

r

Loew’s., Close behind is American
Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres.
Key factor behind Par’s fiscal

strength, i addition to its steady
flow of successful pictures, is the
company’s diversified interests. Par
has substantial theatre holdings in

Canada and meaningful percentage
ownership of DuMont Laboratories,
Chromatic Laboratories and inter-

national Telemeter Corp.

20th 'a Cinemascope

20th, though, showed a more
striking gain in the past year, due
entirely to the robust boxoffice

showings of its Cinemascope prod-
uct. Company jumped from a total

dollar value of $50,545,000 in 1953
to $76,175,000 currently.

Warner Bros, showed ah im-
provement of well over 50%, jump-
ing from a market value of $30,-

567,600 last year to $52,080,000 as

of now.
Universal and Columbia are the

standout examples of how a flow

of click commercial product can
send stock prices on the rise. U
climbed 100% for the best improve-
ment showing of them all. The
Wall, Street evaluation is now $30,-

996.000, compared with $15,484,800
in 1953. Col is within’ inches of

that same sort of spectacular gain,

With a current dollar value of $23,-

940.000, compared with $12,075,000
last year.

Stanley Warner is plenty upbeat,
having drawn: substantial interest
via its diversification moves,, in:

eluding the Cinerama partnership
and acquisition of International
Playtex. S-W zoomed to a market
price tag of $45,030,000, up from
$26,209,350 last .year.

.( Editor’s Note : , It w o u I d
take lots more money than
the trading value of a common
stock issue to buy out a .film

company, or even a. portion of
it. For example, while . $23,-

940,000 is the total dollar value .

of Columbia's outstanding 760,-

000 shares, on the. basis of th
current market, any discernible
move to buy up the stock

, would, immediately send' the.

price soaring.
Further, separate deals'

Would, have to be made .with
individual• owners of hefty-
stock blocks, such as the Col
voting control held by Harry
and Jack Cohn. In buying out
RKO, Ho w a.r d Hughes paid
more than twice the amount
at which the stock, was being

. .traded...

CLEVELAND
(Continued from page 9)

’

500. .Last week, “Egyptian” (20th)
(4th wk) at-$l,25 top $12,000.
Lover Mall (Community) (585;

60-90)—“Violated” (Indie) (2d wk).
Oke $2,800 following $3,500 last
\VCB1C •

Palace (RKO) (3,000; 60-90) —
“Naked '-Alibi” (U). Mild $9,000.
Last week, “Duel in Sun” (SRO)
(reissue), $15,000.

State (Loew’s) (3,500; 60-90)—
“Rogue Cop” (M-G). Fairly good
$16,000. Last week, “Brigadoon”
(M-G), $17,000.

. Stillman (Loew’s) <2,700: 75-$D—
“Brigadoon” (M-G.) <m.o.). Fancy
$10,500, Last: week, “Suddenly
(UA) (m.o.), $6,000.

‘Waterfront! Bangup 7G,

Omaha; ‘Obsession’ 9G, 2d
Omaha, Oct: #.

Newcomers for a change are
strong this week with three sturdy
new entries/ “On Waterfront” is

socko at Brandeis and marks first

big gross at house since work on
street near theatre began two
months ago. “Betrayed” is making
a good, showing at Ralph Gold-
berg’s State. Second session for
“Magnificent Obsessioh” is trim at
the big Orpheum.

Estimates for This Week
-• Brandeis (RKO) (1,000; 50-75)r-
“On Waterfront” (Col) and “Cham-
pagne Safari” (Col). Socko $7,000.
Last week, “Bounty Hunter” (WB)
and “Norman Conquest” (Indie),
$3,500.
Omaha (Tristates) (2*000; 50-75)

---“Gambler from Natchez” (20th)
and “Duffy San . Quentin” (20th),
Good $6,500. Last week, “Black
Shield Falworth” (U), $5,000 at 80c
top.
Orpheum (Tristates) (2,890; 70-

90)—-"Magnificent Obsession” (U)
(2d wk). 'Fine $9,000 or near.. Last
week, $14,500,

State (Goldberg) (875; 50-80)—
“Betrayed” (MG). $5,500. Last
week, “Seven Brides” (M-G) (3d
wk-9 days), $4,000 at 90c top.

‘Bull’ Bright $8,000,

Port,; ‘Prairie’ Ditto
Portland, Ore., Oct. 5.

Both “Sitting Bull” and “Van-
ishing Prairie” are doing excellent
biz here this stanza to pace new-
comers. Standout among holdovers
is “Karamoja” Which is great at
the -Liberty in second session.

. . Estimates for This Week .

Fox (Evergreen) (1,536; $1-$1,50)
—“The Egyptian” (20th) (4th wk).
Solid $9,000. Last week, $11,000.

Guild (Indie) (400; $D—“Vanish-
ing Prairie” (Disney). Hot $8,000.
Last week, “Tonight at 8:30”
(Indie), $1,800.
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,875; $1)—

“Karamoja” (Hall) and “Half Way
to Hell” (indie) (2d wk). Great
$12,000. Last week, $18,000.

Oriental (Evergreen) (2,000; 65-
90)—“Dragnet” (WB) and “Son
Belle Starr” (Indie) (5th wk).
Steady $2,000, Last week, $2,600;
.Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,600; $1-
$1.25)—“Sitting Bull (UA). Big
$8,000. Last week, “Duel In Jun-
gle” (WB) and “The Rocket Man”
(20th), $6,000.
Paramount (Port-Par) (3,400; 65-

90)—“Betrayed” (M-G) and “Silver
Lode” (RKO) (2d Wk). Fast $7,500.
Last week, $9,800.

BALTIMORE
(Continued from page 8)

$3,000. Last week, “Pickwick Pa-
pers” (Indie), $3,300.
Film Centre (Rappaport) (960;

50-$ 1)—-“Beauties of Night” (In-
die). Nice $4,000. Last week,
“Final Test” (Indie) $3,500. ..

Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,100;
35-80)—“Sitting Bull” (UA). Starts
tomorrow (Wed.), In ahead, “Susan
Slept Here” (RKO), slim $7,000*
after $11,500 opener.

Keith’s (Fruchtman) (2,400; 20-
46-80)—“Naked Alibi” (U). Light
$6,000, Last Week, “Crossed
SWords* (UA), $6,200.

Little (Rappaport) (310; 50-$l>—
“Lili”'(M-G). Returning tomorrow
(Wed.). In ahead, “Fanfan Tulip”
(Indie), oke $3;300 following $4,000
opener. .

New (Fruchtman) (1,800; 35-$l)—“Woman’s World” (20th). Preepis
tomorrow (Wed.). Sixth found of
“The Egyptian” (20th) wound up
lon^ ruu with $5,500.

Playhouse (SchWaber) ' (420; 50-
$1)—“Hobson’s Choice” (UA) (4th
wk). „ Oke $3,000 after. $3,400 in
third.

Stanley (WB) (3,200; 30-65*$l)—
30-80)—“Duel In .Sun' (SRO) (reis-

sue), Mild $8,000. Last week,
.“Dragnet” (WB>

.

.
Providence, *06t. 5,

All stands baek in opieraiion and
on the happy side with. ^ fairly at-

tractive fare. Stotd
r
a ’‘"Betrajfed”

looms strong but “Heap Window”
at Strand and “The Black Shield
of Falworth” at Majestic are th
real sock newcomers;' Albee’s
“Susan Slept Here” ' looks. -good.
“Window” is holdthg; a .second
round.

’

;

Estimates for This* Week
Albee (JRKO) (2;200;. 50-75) —

“Susan Slept Here” (RKO) and
“Scarlet Spear” (UA), Good $8,500.
Last week,- “Duel in Jungle”' (WB)
and “Dohovan’s Brain” (UA),
$9,500:

"

Majestic (Fay v(2,200; 70-90)
“Black Shield Falworth” (U) and
‘‘Dawn At Socorro” (U). Sock
$10,500. ' Last week, “Gambler
From Natchez” (20th) and- “Rocket
Man” (20th), $9,000.

State (Loew’s) (3,200; 50-75)
“Betrayed” (M-G) and, “Gun Belt”
(UA). Strong $15,000. Last .week,
“Seven Brides” (M-G) (2d wk),
$9,000. # . . >

Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 50-

75) •— : “Rear Window” (Par) (2d
wk). Started on Monday (4). First

week was. smash $11,000.

‘ALIBI’ NSG $5,500,

D.C.; ‘WINDOW’ 8G, 5TH
Washington, Oct. 5.

World Series; unseasonable heat
and lack . of much new product is

taking its toll at first-runs cur-
rently: Some holdovers remained ;

firm, bqt general tenor of biz. Was,
sluggish. Neither of the two new-
comers, “Naked Alibi” at Loew’s
Columbia nor “Private Hell 36” at

the Metropolitan, are doing much
to boost the average. “Rear Win-
dow,” in fifth stanza at the Play-
house, and “Oh the Waterfront,”
in 3d round at Trans-Lux, both
remain sock.

Estimates' for This Week
Capitol (Loew’s) (3,434; 75-

$1.10)—"The Egyptian!’ . (20th) (3d

,
wk). Disappointing $14,000 after

$20,000 last week.

Columbia (Loew’s) (1.174; 60-
80)—“Naked Alibi” (UK Slow
$5,500. Last week, “Raid” (20th)

and “Racing Blood” (20th), $4,500.

Dupont (Lopert) (372; 65-$l) —
“Vanishing Prairie” (Disney) (6th

wk). Okay $3,500 after $4,000
last week. Holds.

.

Keith’s (RKOl (1,939; 75-$ 1.25)--

“Caine Mutiny” (Col) (13th wk).

Slim $6,000 after $6,500 last week
But all gravy at this point, so

holds on.
Metropolitan (SW) (1.200; 60-80)

—“Private Hell 36” (FM). Nice
$7,000. Last week, “Duel in Sun*
(SRO) (reissue), $8,000.
Palace (Loew’s) (2,370; 65-95)

“Betrayed” (MrG) (2d wk). Sharp
drop to oke $13,000 aftfer $20,000
last Week. Stays.

Playhouse (Lopert) (435; 55-$l)

—“Rear Window” (Par) (5th wk).

Defying the elements and World
Series with fancy $8,000 after

$9,000 last week. Still playing to

capacity^weekends. Stays.
Warner (SW) <1,300; $1.20-$2.4q)

—“Cinerama” tlhdle) (48th wk).

Nearing year mark with upswing
to bright $16,000 after dip to $14,-

000 last week. Holds again.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; 70-$i)

“On Waterfront”- (Col) (3d wkK
Robust $13,000 after $15,000 last

week. Stays.

:

PITTSBURGH
(Continued from page 9)

—“On Waterfront” (Col) (2d Wk),

Packing a lot Of staying power at

great $13,000 or near for :Brando
hit. Holds, of course. Last week,
$17,500.

Penn (Loew’s) (3,300; 65-85)-»

“Man With Million” (UA). Review-
ers liked this lean $10,000. or less

looms. Last week, “Betrayed”
(M-G), $11,000* ,

'

..

Squirrel Hill (SW)^900; 65-85)-»

“High and' Dry'* IU) (3d wk). Slid-

ing to oke $1,400 on the windup.
Last week, $2,500,

‘

Stanley (SW) <3,800; 65-$l)-r
“Rear Window” (Par) (3d wk). Got
a last-minute reprieve after every*
thing had been set for “Duel in

Jungle” (WB) to open. Doesn’t look
like much more than fair $8,000.
Last week, $12,000.
Warner (SW) (1,365; $1.25-$2.65)

—“Cinerama” (Indie) (44th wk). UP
a bit oh.

r
sbme good* coverage for

stunt flier Paul Mantk in for a day
.
to drumbeat. Fine $13,000. Last

£12,000.*
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Columbia Pictures
thanks its exhibitor

outstandingly
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rank
all time

the industry’
in holdovers

and in box-office gross !

CAPITOL, NewYork- 14 Weeks RANDOLPH, Philadelphia-9 Weeks ASTOR, Boston-T2 Weeks

ST. FRANCIS, San Francisco—8 Weeks * STATE-LAKE, Chicago— 12 Weeks UNITED ARTISTS, Portland, Ore.— 6 Weeks

MADISON; Detroit— 1 1 Weeks * BEACH, Atlantic City-7 Weeks KEITH, Washington, D. C.— 1 3 Weeks (still playing)

PARAMOUNT, Seattle-8 Weeks * HIPPODROME, Baltimore- 10 Weeks BIJOU, Springfield, Mass.- 5 Weeks

HILLSTREET, Los Angeles—9 Weeks * PANTAGES, Los Angeles- 9 Weeks * DENVER, Denver-4Weeks PALACE, Dallas-2 Weeks

STRAND, Providence-5 Weeks BEVERLY, Bridgeport—4 Weeks HIWAY, Bridgeport—4 W^eks * ORPHEUM, New Orleans-5 Weeks

ALLEN, Cleveland-6 Weeks * MIAMI, Miami-2 Weeks MIRACLE, Miami-2 Weeks * CARIB, Miami-2 Weeks

TOWNE, Milwaukee—5 Weeks MAJESTIC, Houston-3 Weeks MALCO, Memphis-3 Weeks J. P. HARRIS, Pittsburgh- 5Weeks

WORTH, FortWorth— 2Weeks SUNSHINE, Albuquerque—2Weeks * ESQUIRE, Sacramento—2Weeks * TOWER, Sacramento—2 Weeks

DEL PASO, Sacramento—2 Weeks ORPHEUM, St. Paul—4 Weeks ORPHEUM, Minneapolis—4 Weeks ORPHEUM, Davenport—2 Weeks

ORPHEUM, Cedar Rapids-2 Weeks ORPHEUM, Des Moines-3 Weeks RIVOLI, Toledo—2 Weeks KEITH, Dayton-3 Weeks

PALACE, Youngstown—2 Weeks * ALBEE, Cincinnati—4 Weeks T&D, Oakland—3 Weeks KEITH, Grand Rapids—5 Weeks

MAJESTIC, San Antonio— 2 Weeks SHEN, Erie —3 Weeks LINCOLN, Trenton—2 Weeks STATE, Omaha— 5 Weeks

PHIEL, St. Petersburg— 3-1 /2 Weeks PALACE .Canton—2 Weeks SPRECKLES, San Diego—4Weeks PARAMOUNT, Phoenix— 2 Weeks

N0RSH0R, Duluth—2 Weeks RIALTO, Louisvilje— 2 Weeks * POLI, Worcester—2 Weeks MIDLAND, Kansas City—4 Weeks

LYRIC, Salt Lake City—6 Weeks KEITH, Lowell—2 Weeks * EMBASSY, Reading—2 Weeks STATE, Harrisburg— 2 Weeks

RIALTO, Allentown—2 Weeks * ORPHEUM, Champaign—5 Weeks * PLAZA, Stamford—4 Weeks * RIVOLI, Long Beach, Calif.—5 Weeks

BYRD, Richmond—2 Weeks * STATE, Richmond—2 Weeks RIALTO,Tacoma—3 Weeks OHIO,Columbus—2 Weeks

WARNER, Wilmington—3 Weeks C0MERFORD, Wilkes Barre- 2 Weeks E.M.L0EW, Hartford-4-1/2 Weeks

POLI, New Haven-2 Weeks * PALACE, Albany-M/2 Weeks LAFAYETTE. Buffalo—4 Weeks CENTER, Oklahoma City-2-1 /2 Weeks

OLYMPIC, Utica—3 Weeks 5 POINTS, Jacksonville-4 Weeks SOUTHERN, York—2-1 /2 Weeks PLAZA, Schenectady- 1 Week

POST ST.,Spokane—3 Weeks * BERKELEY, Berkeley—4Weeks * C0MERF0RD, Scranton—2 Weeks * TOWN, Watertown—3 Weeks

SENATE, Springfield, III.-2-1/2 Weeks * VARSITY, Lincoln-2 Weeks * RITZ, Tulsa -2-1/2 Weeks

SAENGER, Pensacola—M/2 Weeks GARDE, New London— 1-1 /2 Weeks
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Hollywood;. Oct, 5.

William Castle assigned to direct

Sam Katzman’s “The Gun That
Won the West” at Columbia . . .

Wagners handed Pat Blake a term
contract with “Jump Into Hell” as

her first assignment . Robert
Strauss signed for a featured role

in “The Seven Year Itch” at 20th-

Fbx ... v National Legion of De-
cency handed Metro’s “Rbgue Cop" I

“B” rating because of “excessive J

brutality” and a “suggestive se-

quence” . . Kevin Ehrlffht: spotted,

in Columbia’s “Tight Spot”
Russell Johnson set as top heavy
in “Goldon Grotto,” to be

.

pro-

duced by Vincent Price and John
Brahm in Germany next. Spring;
. Robert HortOn plays a heavy
in Silliphant - Barhwell’s ‘‘Five

Against the House."
Rita Moreno’s player ticket re-

newed by 20th-Fox . Nat Hoii
readying “Seven Badmen,” indie

production, for RKO release ...
William Wellman will direct

“C’est la Guerre/’ story of the La-
fayette Escadrille in World' War I,

for Batjac Productions . . King
Bros, will make their next film,

“The- Syndicate," in Cinemascope
and Eastman-color for RKO release

, . Frank McFaddeii, formerly
with Panoramic, formed, his own
flackery with Jim Eddy as ah as-

sociate . . Lindsley Parsons’ next
feature for Allied Artists release

will be “Tonight Is Forever.” start-

ing late this month . . , Warners
bought screen rights to “Prince

..Bart,” best-seller by Jay R;chard
Kennedy . .

. ‘Bobby Mayo joined
|

Batjac Productions as casting di-

•

rector- . . .

Next for Esther. Williams at

Metro will be “Body Beautiful,”
with Joe Pasternak producing . ; .

Peter Votrian plays the moppet, in

Aubrey Schenck’s “Big House, i

U. S. A.” . . Alberto Morin cast
j

.as a French army officer in War-
ners’ “Jump Into Hell.” . . Charles
Evans drew a part in Metro’s “In-
terrupted Melody." . . . Dewey
Martin joined Humphrey Bogart

\

and Fredric March in William Wy-
ler’s “The Desperate Hours" at

Paramount . > James Starbuck
signed as choreographer for “The-
Court Jester,” starring Dariny
Kaye . . . George Dolenz drew a
featured role in “The. Purple
Mask,” starring Tony Curtis and.
Colleen Miller . Walter Wanger
signed Joan Bennett to star in.

“Mother-Sir,” to be filmed ..parti-

ally in Japan . . Metro bought
“The Wilder Shores of Love,”
authored by Lesley Blanch, as a

Starrer for Elizabeth Taylor,
Evelyn Keyes signed to star in

“The Top of the World,” to be pro-
duced by Michael Baird and Lewis
R. Foster under the Landmark.
Productions banner .. . Dean
Cromer drew a role in Columbia’s
“Tight Spot.” . . . Michael and Fay
Kanin scripting “Swordsman of
Siena,” starring Stewart Granger,
at Metro . . . Dennis Weaver and
Richard Cutting joined the “John
Brown’s Raiders” cast at Allied
Artists v . .. Metro signed Cleveland
Amory to write a screen treatment
of ‘‘Jazz Festival,” based on his

own idea . . . Roy Webb will handle
musical direction on Hecht-Lancas-
ter’s indie, “The Kentuckian” . .

Ray Teal and Jennings Miles added,
to the cast of "Justice Comes to
Tomahawk” at U . . . Judy Canova’s
daughter. Tweeny, plays a mdppet
in Republic’s "Lay That Rifle
Down.”

Anatole Litvak, currently in Eu-
rope, was signed for two more
years as producer-director by 20th-
Fox , . Leonard Penh drew a role

in “Jump Into Hell” at Warners
. Arlene Dahl, recently in “A
Woman’s ^brld’* at 20th-Fox,.
signed for another picture, to be
selected later . . .» Jo Gilbert, Herb
Vigrah and Patty Brill joined the
cast of Stanley Kramer’s “Not As
A Stranger.” . . . Leith Stevens do-
ing the score for Hal E. Chester’s
ihdie, “Crashout” ..... . Jimmy; Dor-
sey’s daughter, Julie; making her
screen bow in Pine-Thomas’ “Lucy
Gallant” ? . . Genevieve Aumont
checked in at 20th-Fox for a role

in “The Racers.”
'

Irene Montwill .switched from
teevee to films for a foie i “JUmp
Into Hell" at Warners . . , Aaron
Rosenberg will produce “Apache
Agent,” based on a book by Wood-
worth Clum, at U , . . Paul Fix
and Louis van Rooten joined the
cast of Warners’ “Sea Chase" on
location in Hawaii . . . Benedict
Bog^aus bought screen to “Wash-
able Pink,” authored by .-Dorothy
Curnow Handley . . .‘Roberta
Haynes signed for femme lead in

“Garden Of Semiramis,” an Italian
production . . . Ralph Meeker re-
turning to the screen as co-star
with Broderick Crawford in :Bel-

Ai.f’6 “Big House, U. S. A." . .

Leo Gorcey and Huntz Hall will

co-star in “High Society’v.for Al-

lied Artists , ; William Goetz
signed Seton I, Miller to screen-
play “Captain Calico,” Clark
Gable starrer.
..Kurt Kasznar plays the landlord

in Columbia’s musical version of
“My Sister Eileen,” staring *Janet
Leigh and Betty Garrett • « . Josef
Shaftel signed Marsha Hunt as
femme lead in “No Place to Hide,"
to be produced in the Philippines

. . Anne Baxter, currently in
Paris, will star for U in the Ross
Hunter production, “Tracy Cronv
well” , . Patricia Medina draws
top femme role in Sam Katzman’s
“Duel, on the Mississippi” at Co-
lumbia . . William Beaudine will
direct; the Bowery Boys in “High
Society” at Allied Artists
John Payne, Faith Dbmergue ahd»j
Rod Cameron will co-star in Re-
public’s “Santa Fe Passage,” with
Sidney Picker producing and Wil-
liam Witney directing . . . Paula
Raymdnd draws the feme lead op-
posite Dennis' Morgan in ‘The Gun
That Won the West” at Columbia.

:
Vanessa Productions ‘ wiL shoot

‘Moll Flanders” as a musical in-
stead of a dramatic film, as origi-
nally. planned . . . Columbia;
bought screen rights to “My Dear
Children” in which the late’ John
Barrymore starred on the stage

. Marty Melcher's Arwin Pro-
ductions bought “Nothing But a '

.Woman/ as a possible starrer for
Doris Day . ., Marian Carr
snagged a top role in Columbia’s
"Cell 2455” . Ray Anthony Or-
chestra will .do a featured, spot in
"Daddy Lflng Legs” at. the 20th-Fox
...Lucy Marlow plays the role of
Helen in Columbia’s musical ver-
sion Of “My ' Sister Eileen”
Helen Ross starting her 14th year,
as. a Metro fashion designer with a
new contract . . John Carradine
will play the role, of Aaron, in Cecil
B. DeMille’s “The Ten Commahd-
ments.”

Buddy. Adler and a five-man
unit left for Hong Kong to hunt
locations for 2Qth-Fox’s “Soldier
of Fortune,” starring Clark Gable
. . . Michael Pate draws second
male lead i Budd Boetticher’s
.bullfight film, ‘The Number One,”
starring Anthony Quinn and Mau-
reen O’Hara Harry Lauter
drew a part in “The Admiral Hos-
kins Story” at Republic . . Dolores
Gray makes her screen debut with'
a musical specialty in Metro’s “It ?s
Always Fair Weather” . Donna
Percy, typist, signed a term player.

. contract with Paramount , . . Law-
rence Dobkin returned to Warners
for a role in. “Jump Into Hell” .

Leo Robin and Jule. Styne turned
in two songs, 'Atmosphere” and
“This Is Bigger Than Both of Us,”
foi; Columbia’s ‘My Sister Eileen,”

TOA, in recent months, has echoed
the beefs of Allied, particularly at

the insistence of its smalltown
members, but the TOA leadership
has firmly opposed any additional
appeals to the Government, It has,

j

however, launched a ' campaign
calling for stricter enforcement pf
the present antitrust, laws, espe-
cially as they, apply to the 'film

companies.
Last Year’s Victory

Last year the prime problem
faced by both Allied and TOA at

their annual conventions was Cin-
emascope end the various screens,
lenses, and sound connected with,
it. Both units strongly fought 2Qth-
Fox and the film companies com-
mitted to similar policies and suc-
ceeded in winning freedom on
choice of equipment. According to

Myers, exhibs demonstrated “that
through organized resistance and
affirmative action they could break
through the, monopolistic barriers
with which. Cinemascope had been
surrounded. As a result, exhibitors
today may show Cinemascope with
lenses, screens,, and sound systems
of their own choosing/’
The Allied leader maintains that

all present-day complaints •— “ex- 4

orbitant film rentals, oppressive
terms, lack of prints, and delayed
availabilities stem from one basic
eyil-4-the artificial film shortage."
Another angle that will be

punched at the Allied confab is

tlie idea that exhibs are entitled
to a profit, and a slogan, of the
meet! f; -Will be “What's

, Wrong
About Making A Profit.” Alliedites
have charged that current distrib
terms have made it impossible for
theatremen to show a black state-

ment at the end of the year.
According to Allied’s convention

GHQ 'in Milwaukee, a record at-

tendance is. anticipated this year.
While major concentration will be
on .the business sessions, provisions
have been made for the usual so-
cializing, with several cocktail par-
ties, luncheons, a nitery visit, . and
a closing banquet being scheduled.

Allied Catcalls
Continued from page 5

Inside Stuff-Pictures
Box Office Television is again, offering theatres a series 6f closed-

circuit football games, featuring Notre ' Dame, as a . Saturday after-
noon attraction. First game on the slate is the Qct. M clash between
ND. and , Michigan State. BOTV is currently working oii corralling
theatres for the games, but hasn’t revealed how many have: agreed
to carry the telecast. Gridcasts Were offered for the first >tiit»e last
year by BOTV, but they failed to develop into a sock bo^Cofd^e' at-
traction, many exhibs feeling that no matter how good the LftD&

r

e riypu
couldn’t compete with a. contest of equal calibre oh home ; tv. The
series of five games laist year attracted a lineup of fromi; eight to: 15
theatres, with the total gross for the season only $05,001). / .

-

With Rene Glair’s “A Nous La Liberte" opening tomorrbW (0) ) at.
Art Theatre, N.Y., the classic’s, famed “singing floWer” scbnef^u'be
a part of the film, thanks to the cooperation of the "Moifc
ern Art. Joseph Burstyn office, which distributes; got from Clair
.an edited version of the 1932 picture, with the garden scene, and the
one with the singing flowers cut out. When Clair fans objected, he
explained that he had taken them, out because he didn’t thihk. tdday’t
audiences would appreciate them. Urged to reinstate the/.fcfofAge#
Clair explained that the negative had been destroyed. That’s where
the Museum came in.

Sir Laurence Olivier’s upcoming production of “Richard III” in
VistaVision likely Will figure largely in future arguments concerning
the U. S; acceptability of British films. For the. pic, according to Lon-
don Tilms, N. Y., will have some' of the most important names in
England: as cast members. Olivier will play the title role (lieTl also
direct) and others set for key spots include Sir John Gielgud, Sif
Ralph Richardson, Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Claire Bloom, Pamela Brown
and Helen Haye. Olivier is now negotiating with John Mills fo#
another sole. Will shoot exteriors in Spain and interiorsiat the Shep-
pertori Studios in England.

Chicago film exhibs are wincing over terms for two reissue pi
soon to swing into first subsequent runs from the Loop. Nabe theatres
are being asked 35% for “A" week of “Duel In the Sun” and 40%
for “Gone With the Wind.” Exhibs consider this but Of line for any-
thing but important new pix . Incidentally Warners in Chicago is claim-
ing record for greatest number of theatres to day-and-date an “A"
week pic in the city limits. “Di-agheit” currently is being shown at. 45
outlying theatres, and exchange is anticipating a $500,000 gross for
the full week.

gust. Should the full convention
approve Myers’ bill, attempts will
then be made to have a friendly
legislator introduce it in Congress.

In commenting on his proposed
bill, Myers said: “Reconciling price
regulation of so varied a product
as*films with constitutional require-
ments posed the most difficult
problem I have ever tackled. How-
ever, I believe this has certainly
been solved so far as the inte-
grated producer-distributors are
concerned and probably the
others/’

Driven to Contemplation
Myers, charged that the film com-

panies “by their confiscatory pric-
ing policies ‘have driven exhibitors
to- :the. contemplation of. this dras-
tic step.” He said Allied’s appeals
“for a modification of those poli-
cies have for, the most part fallen
bn deaf ears and the trade

1

papers’
admonitions, that the distributors
take action to avert the impending
crisis have been ignored;”

Allied members, it’s noted, will
be given ample time to study.
Myers’ proposed legislation. Copies

\

will be distributed at the opening

j

session, and it will be up to the
membership ‘‘to discuss the meas-
uro and decide whether to make an
all-out effort: to secure its passage
by Congress,”

Arthur for U. S, Rule
Support for Government regula-

tion has come from Harry C:
Aryiur, prexy of the Southern Cal-
ifornia Theatre Owners Assn., who
indicated that Federal control
“would be a lesser evil and far
more satisfactory than the piratical
control as now practiced by the
distributors.” However, Theatre
Owners of America, a national
group rivaling Allied, is on; record

; as opposed “to calling in the cops.’’

Sept. Top Films
Continued from pape 7

positi “Cai Mutiny”. (Col),

champ for the month of August,
wound" lip 10th.

‘/Susan Slept Here” (RKO), wi -

ner of ninth place, for August, cap-
tured 11th spot. ‘‘Vanishing Prai-
rie” (Disney) rounded out. the
Golden Dozen in 12tli position,

‘Falworth’ Tops Rtinner-Ups
“Black Shield of Faljvorth” (U)

headed the runner-up films; it just
now is getting around into sorhe
key cities, with “Duel in Sun"
(SRO) (reissue) and “Living It Up”
/Par) the other two in this cate-
,gory.

“Sabrina” (Par) shapes as. one of
the standout newcomers, judging

.

from the smash start it got the
.final week of the month. The pic
copped first in this - session, with
great to standout showings in some
eight key cities. It hung up a new
Jiouse record in N. Y. opening
week. .

“Brigadoon” (M-G) also looms as
a stout, if not sensational, grosser,
judging from what it has done so
far. It is now i' its third session
at the N. Y. Music Hall. “Sudden-

[

ly” (UA), fine in Cleveland and
Indianapolis, also shapes as a po-
tentially strong boxoffice winner,

“Black Shield of Falworth,” a
runner-up this month, looms as a
nice moneymaker on future dates.

. “Waterfront” likely will be heard
{.from additionally in coming weeks;
judging from smash results final

weeks of September. “Betrayed”
(M-Gj , which finished, sixth one
week last month, also looks a
sturdy entry at the wickets. Same
applies to “Duel In Sun,”
ner-up in September. *

“Apache” (UA), high; on the lists

for two months, managed 'to place
among the Top 12 one week; It

has finished most of its biggest
first-run engagements: “Naked
Alibi" !U) Came through with sev-
eral - fine playdates during the
month, but is not but on release to
any extent so far;

“Sitting Bull” (UA) did well on
its initial big date in Denver.
“Karamoja” (Hall) continued to
score on some additional playdates,
being big in Indianapolis and huge
in Portland. “Francis Joins Wacs”
(U) did fine to' sock on some addi-
tional bookings;

“Duel in Jungle’* (WB), rather
disappointing in many spots, man-
aged to finish runner-up several
weeks in September. “Mr. Hulot’s
Holiday’- (GBD) chipped in with
some

.
big to sock sessions, and is

noW in its seventh week on a N. Y
first-run.

, Independent Theatre Owners of Oliio, which has beep trying to
knock out Ohio’s 41-year-old censorship law, recently sent letters to
every candidate for the state Legislature, asking in effect, “Where
do you stand on film censorship?” Only 23 legislature candidates
have answered. But letter has attracted attention and elicited an
editoi’ial in the Bryan Times of Sept. 22, which called, film scissoring
a “characteristic of totalitarian countries” and urged that “The state
should shed this contradiction to the thing for which this country is

supposed to stand against—any restriction on freedom of. expression."

A cycle of films representing Hollywood’s view of itself via com-
edy, satire and serious drama will be offered by the Museum of Mod-
ern Art as. the first of a series marking the Museum’s 25th anniversary.
Showings will run for nine weeks under the title “Through the Look-
ing Glass.” A wide range of. Hollywood “images” of itself Will be
presented, including satires on pix made as early as 1912. Programs
were put together by Curator Richard Griffith and from “A Vitagraph
Romance” of 1912 to “Calloway Went Thataway” of 1951.

Sam Nathanson, Who recently exited as Hal R. Makelii sales
manager, is readying a similar exhib guarantee playdate plan as pro-
pounded by Makelim. Nathanson has formed Gibraltar^ Motion Pic-
tures Inc., with offices ip Hollywood, and is currently preparing a
brochure to outline to exhibs what he terms “producer-exhibitor con-
tract commitments to establish another source of products/’ He’s
acquired as his first release “A Love Story,” an Eric Pommer Ger-
man-ianguage film starring Hildegarde Neff.

Upbeat, note among operators of the arties was. detected by Georga
Rpth, Atlantic Pictures topper, on ‘ his recent midwesterri' swing.
“They've had a good summer and there appears to be more pf a
demand for good, foreign, films,” Roth said. “I know of quite a few
exhibitors who are converting their regular houses to' an ‘art’ policy,

playing primarily British, but also Italian and French films. Some
theatres that didn’t do too Well before have perked -up with the
switch.”

Members of the sub-committee of the Senate Judiciary Committee,
which is investigating juvenile delinquency, are looking in on the
film. industry. On the basis of queries put to a couple of pxecs i

N. ,Y. last week, the Senate group wants to Size up the effectiveness
of self control, meaning Hollywood’s Production Code,” and how coun-
terparts of it might work in the comic-strip and other fields, Sub-
committee shifted its probe ^to the Coast and likely will call on some
production officials. »

Joseph Kaufman, who recently completed “Long John Silver" ijt

Australia, has taken a two-year option on. the Pagewood studios in
Sydney, with' the idea of making more pictures Down Under. He
stopped briefly in N. Y., .on his way 'to London for final dubbing of
^‘Silver.” Producer said his program' calls for four Cinemascope
productions within the next two years as .well as several television
series/ all to be filmed in or near Sydney.

CinemascOpic effects with individual slides were demonstrated .for

first-time last week by, Academy Filnis: in
:
Chicago, which staged, a

three-screen slide presentation, for’ the annual sales powwow/ of the
Outboard Abating Club. Three Synchronized slide projectors were twed
with. Thatching-up slides in each. • Scenes shbwn Were those of recent
Chicago Boat Show.

Julian Hoffman’s first film for .Communications of Canada, new
Toronto p.r, firm, will be “The Two-Way Street/’ sponsored by United
Nations public information department, where Ralph Foster, a partner
in the firm, .worked a few .years ago. It will be a ivorld-distributed

theatre film 1 on “the role of a fully-developed mejenber nation of th#
UN." Hoffman, who recently joined C, of C. as film production chief,

previously directed “Thomas Alva Edison” for Jules Levey.

Metro, has a hefty stake in Joseph ,L; Mankiewicz’s independent pro-

duction of* “The Barefoot Contessa," United Artists release, Via the
appearance, of Ava Gardner in the top 'femme role. Miss Gardner
worked in the film On a loanout from M-G and the latter studio is

to collect a flat $200,000 plus J0% of the domestic profits a$ they’r#

later determined. **

Exhibitors with small seaters are renting large-capacity auditoriums
*for tlie, presentation of ciosed-circuit telecasts. This was done for the
first time for the recent Rocky Matciano-Ezzard Charles fight in

Tulsa, Oklahoma City and Oakland, Portable large-screen equipment
was installed in these spots and reports indicate that the reception

and picture quality was g<fod.
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Fir© Ov©r Africa
Technicolor camera. However, the
fact is that the producers did not
set out to. make a travelog and
realistic, settings do not compen-
sate: for a trite yarn.

Miss O’Hara appears out of place
as a femme du monde disguised as

a secret agent; Macdonald Carey,
with a icrewcut and some extra
poundage, is equally uncomfort-
able as an agent disguised as a

smuggler. As it turns' out, he’s

actually Miss O'Hara’s boss. They
don't find out about the connection
until the end when, Working sep-

arately, they succeed in uncovering
the ring. Binnie Barnes is seen' in

stereotyped role of the tough-but-
heart-of-gold keeper of the local

gambling dive and saloon. The .vil-

lains are types familiar to this kind
of product. Holt

Sansho Dayu
(JAPANESE)

Venice, Sept. 7.

Da let ; production and release. Direct ed
by Kenji. MizoKuchl. Screenplay,. Fuji Ya*
biro, Yoshikata Yoda; .camera, ICnzuo
Miyagawk; editor, Kisaku Itoh; music,
Fumio Hayasakn. At Venice Film: Festival.
Running time, 120 MINS..

Tamaki . . ...... kinuyo Tanaka
Zushio ....... . ; .....

;

Yoshiaki Hanayagi
A ii'ju . . ; . . . . . . ........... Kyoko Kagawa
Sansho i. , . . . . . ..... .Eitaro Shidno
Nio i . . v. . .V. Ichiro Sugai

. This is another Japanese film

that has the elegance, storytelling

and acting to make it fine for
special spotting: Production needs
cutting, hUt a telling tale be gotten
from this.

. This utilizes 11th Century Japan.
It tells the story of a noble mother
and her two children Who are
separated by river pirates. The
latter sells the children to a tyrant,*

and the mother to a brothel. Film
builds up a fine, Well-Ordered story
as the children grow up but never
forget their mother who tries des-
perately to escape to them. Leg-
endry, adventure and poetry fuse
to make this engrossing, if overlong
film material.

Director Kenji Mizoguchi has
given this a lacquered, fetching
mounting. The big cast is all ad-
mirable in depicting the many
characters of this tale, of mother
love. Kinuyo Tanaka is superb as
the strong but self-effacing mother.
'Her two children are well played
by Yoshiaki Hanayagi as the son
and Kyoko Kagawa as the daugh-
ter.

Lensing has - the beauty and
plasticity of most Japanese prod-
uct. Editing is fine. Mosk.

'are the pie's dominant themes, and
they’re milked to the last tear.

Story is about the incurably sick
daughter of a wealthy mart who
falls in love with her yourig doctor.

Latter is engaged to a nurse but
marries the invalid out of pity.

Inevitably, while he's Working on
a serum that cures her, he also

falls in love, After a couple Of

crises and a series of broken
hearts, there’s a happy finis.

Such is the talent and personali-
ty of Miss Schell that even the trite

theme, and the even triter dialog,
can’t subdue her appeal. Her act-

ing has a simple charm and should
have rated her Hollywood attention
long .ago. Opppsite her, Dieter
Borsche as the. uoctor is stiff and
wooden and overly serious. Heide-
marie Hatheyer as the disappointed
nurse turns in a creditable per-
formance. Carl Wery is hard to
take as the Worried father. Otto
Gebuhr comes up with a fine

caricature ‘ the rolfc of a profes-
sor.

Thea Von Harbou’s. scripts per-
mits none of the characters to

come, to, life, and concocts the kind
of situations that were the screen
vogue in the thirties. “Angelika”
is certain to find favor with house
catering to German - language
groups. Others may find it some-

of a bore. Hift.

Vtaspoutiiie
(FRENCH^—COLOR)

.
Paris, Sept; 21.

\Varner Bros. release of Radius Film
production. Stars Pierre Brasseurj

.
fea-

tures Isa Miranda, Renee Faure, Jacques
Berthier. Micheline Francey; Milly .Vitale,
Claude Laydu. Directed by Georges Com-
bret. .Screenplay,- Claude Boissol, Com-
bret; camera (Eastmancolor), Pierre Petit;
editor, Germaine Fouquet. At the Lutetia,
Paris. Running time, 105 MINS.
Raspoutiiie Pierre Brasseur
Czarina ... ; Isa . Miranda
Vera Renee Faure
Attendant . Micheline Francey
Girl ............. . . .. . , .

.

.

,

Milly Vitale
Youry . . . , . . ..... .. . , Jacques Berthier

Angelika

Joseph Brenner Associates release of a
Friedrich

. A. Mainz production. Stars
Maria Schell; features Dieter Borsche,
Heidematie Hatheyer, Carl Wery, Otto
Gebuhr, Franz Schafheitlin, Gerd Bm-
devn, Lina Carstens, Claire Relgbert,
Adrian Hov.en, Marianne Koch; Gustay
Waldau. Screenplay, Thea Von Harbou:
camera, Franz Wbihmayr: music, Mark 1

Lothar. At the 68th St.' Playhouse. N.Y;,
Sept. 26, ’54. Running time, 101. INS.

Angelika Marla Schell
Dr. Holl . Dieter Barsclie
Helga Heidemarie Hatheyer
Alberti Carl Wery
Prof. Amriss ’.

. Otto Gebuhr
Prof. .Gbd.enber Franz Schafheitlin
Cbrvus. , Gerd Brudorn
Frau V. Bergmann ....... Lina Carstens
Housekeeper Claire Reicbert
Tonio . . ... . . . Adrian. Hovcn
Anna . Marianne Koch
Priest Gustav Waldau

(In. German; English. Titles)

A. run-of-the-mill, morbidly sen-
timental yarn" “Angelika” has the
one asset

.
of- Maria Schell, the

popular Swiss actress who here
proves again Why she’s a Conti-
nental favorite. Even within the
strictly limited framework of this
slow and Unconvincing German
film, Miss Schell stands out With the
kind of warm, gentle performance
that ,makes “Angelika” a possibili-
ty for the arties.

Film on the whole is one of the
slow-moving variety that probably
wasn’t meant for export when it

was made. A Teutonic version of
a radio soap-opera, it’s inundated
With tear-jerker scenes in a plot
that’ll seem old-fashioned to U S,
audiences. Pity and: self-sacrifice

Warner Bros, has a color bauble
which has some draw for general
runs

.
here on Pierre Brasseur

name and locale of the life and
times of the mad monk Rasputin.
For the U.S., this is too stilted in
direction and too flagrantly simple
and jumpy in content to be of
much interest except for some arty
spots.
Concerning the life of Rasputin,

it unfolds his rise to power in Rusr
sia via,- his hold on the Czar and
Czarina, because of his healing
power over their, ailing young son.
Film is told in a literary manner
and works in a series of orgies in
depicting the earthy side of Ras-
putin as well as some asides into
his spiritual life as it relates his
rise and demise at the hands of the
army.

Pierre Brasseur puts more, ham
than meat into., his role, with

,
his

beard and presence enveloping the
film into any potent it may have.
Otherwise, director George Com-
bret has encumbered this with a
literary progression, the series of
absurd tableaus showing the monk
turned from a debauchee into a
charlatan, a religious fanatic and
finally into a man seriously trying
to bring peace to Russia during the
first World War.

Others in the cast have Spotty
roles. Color has a tendency to be
uneven with Brasseur’s face run-
ning from red to blue in ensuing
scenes, A flock of nudie scenes

! are Worked into the film with some
of the Czarist orgies and Rasputin’s
visit’ to a ladies’ bath. Moski

Guitry’s ‘Versailles
Montreal, Sept. 28,

. “Si Versailes M’Etait Conte”
(If Versailles Were Told to
Me) (reviewed in Variety
March 17, ’54) had its North
American preem last: Tliurs.
(23) at the St; Denis Theatre
here in. Montreal to a gala
French-Canadian audience.

. The film, directed and writ-
ten by Sacha Guitry, who also
does lion’s , share, of acting as
the elder Louis XIV is a two-
hour ^and 45-minute version of
French history; covering al-
most 300 years during the

.
reigns of Louis XII, XIV, XV,
and XVI.

Lavishly produced hr'. East-'
mancolor in and around the
buildings and gardens of Ver-
sailles, film is partly gover
ment sponsored. Small per-
centage of the gross in France
and Quebec Will go to the cur-
rent restoration of Versailles,

Because of strong national-
istic strain throughout, film
dmv socko reception from
Montrealers. Handled: in Can-
ada by France Film, “Ver-
sailles” moved from the St, De-
nis Theatre to the Cinema de
Paris Sat, (25) and should be.
good for at. least two months.
Film already has been shown in
South America with Spanish
titles and English titles are.
now being readied for general
distribution. Newt

promises to keep it quiet if she
keeps in li A host of familiar
characters are then brought in—
an eccentric millionaire, an oppor-
tunist businessman and his social
climbing wife, the neurotic young
girl and other types. When Miss
Carol is found out she suddenly
is the center of social castigations.
It the sudden action of the
strange millionaire

. Which saves
her from slipping; back.

Director Alberto Lattuada has
placed nice rhythm plus visual
pace and ease into this pic. Miss
Carol is fetching as the street-
walker on vacation while Vallone
is properly 1

gallant and tender as
the mayor. Remainder of the cast
are fine as is the. color and editing.

Mosk.

United Artists

Theatre Circuit, Inc.

COMMON STOCK

Bought — Sold — Quoted

Twieoy,Browne&Reilly
,

52 Wall Street. New York 5

HAnover 2-4694

La P©nsionnalre
(The Boarder)

(FRANCO-ITALIAN; COLOR)
Paris, Sept. 21.

Jeannic release of Gamma Films prior
ductlon. Stars Martine Carol. Raf. Vallohe.
Directed, by Alber.to Lattuada:. Screen1

play: Lattuada, Charles . Spaak; dialog,
Spaak: camera (Ferraniacolor), Mario
Craverir editor; Mario Sarandei. .Eul-
•zap, Paris. Running time, 100 Ml ; -

Annle-Mari Martine Carol
Silvio .. , ........ v. .......... Raf Vallone
Catherine della Matania
Millionair •.; ... ; . ...... Carlo Romano
Luigi ................. Mario Carotenuto
Businessman .,. v ...:. .... .

.

Enrico Glori

“The
.
Boarder” in this pic is . a

streetwalker who takes her daugh-
ter to a summer resort for a much
needed vacation. Here a typical
cross-sectioning of the seasiders is

neatly, chronicled plus a slight
moral fable; Not of the distinction
of “Mr. Hulot's Holiday,” this re-
mains a simple but pleasant pic
with the names of Martine Carol
and Raf Vallohe for local audi-
ences. For the U»S.y this lacks the
•stature • for many arties, but its

color arid charm, cbiild help it into
some dualers;
At the seashore, the joy girl,

Miss Carol, erids up at a ritzy hotel
[ for it is the only place with an
j

available room. She is accepted by

j

the others, but a snoopy police
j chief uncovers her profession. He,

Clialeaiix En Esfiagn©
(Castles In Spain)

(FRANCO-SPANISH; COLOR)
w ", Paris, Sept. 21.

Victory Films release of FUmal-Mars-
Gulon production. Stars Danielle Dar-
rieux. Written and directed by Rene
Wheeler. Camera (Eastmancolor), Philipe
Agostini;

. editor, Henri Ta'verna.- At Fran-
cais, Paris. Running time, 95 MINS.
Genevieve . . Danielle Darrleux
Mario .' in Martin Valezquez
Marla . . ; . ....... . . . ... . ... Sylvia Morgan
Manuel ... ., . . . Maurice RonetWoman Suzanne Dehelly

Coproduction is a novelletish
story of a standard French secre-
tary who becomes involved With ai

bullfighter in Spain. Although
familiar complications are soft-
pedaled,. the. characters remain
vague. The few. good bullfight se-
quences are not enough to make
this of interest for the U S, market.
It hasHthe Danielle Darrieux name
for local si oils, and 'this may have
some value for U.S.,

r
dualers. Color

arid theme are exploitable factors.

The French secretary is caught
in Spain when her employer dies
on a plane enroute to Madrid. She
takes it on herself to tell the
brother, a bullfighter. Love grows
between them, despite, the language
barrier, but this is complicated by
a jealous cousin living off the bull-
fighter and a proud young female,
also

;
love with 1 the iriatador.

Crisis comes when bullfighter is
goaded into fighting the big bulls
by the proud girl. Fighter is hurt
and the secretary, realizing she
doesn’t belong in this milieu, goes
home.

Director-writer Rene Wheeler
has wisely kept this a Gallic eye
vieW of Spain and held the story
reserved by working in national
fetes. Color and bullfights to sup-
port the familiar and rather drag-
ing story content. Miss Darrieux
just walks through her role, Pepin
Vasqucz is much better in the bull-
ring than in the

. thespian arena.
Adequate support is given the
principals, Color lensing is richly
toned, with editing good. Mosk.

More Ticket Workshops
Finding exhibitors receptive to

its “Ticket-Selling Workshop” fo-
rum plan, Metro has set dates for
sessions iri Pittsburgh and India-
napolis,

According to Mike Simons, di-
rector of customer relations, who
will conduct the panel confabs, ar-
rangements are underway for a
oup-day meeting in Pittsburgh,
Oct; 28, and another in Indianap-
olis, Nov. 16, latter in conjunction
with the Allied Theatre Owners of
Indiana convention.

yt * t 9 » *+ 9 » »> » MIIMM"
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NEW YORK
Williai “Bill” Howard, Altec

field engineer who’s been assigned
to firm’s local headquarters for the
last several months, trarisferred to
the L. L. arid Brooklyn area.
Martin Shapiro, son of Robert.

Shapiro, managing director of N-Y-
Paramount Theatre, recovering
from operation at his N. Y. home.
He had. just gone to Syracuse for
his second year at Syracuse U
when suffered attack acute appen-
dicitis and was. rushed to a N. Ya
hospital.

L. T). Netter Jr., Altec general
sales 'manager, back at the home-
office after huddles Witli Comer-
ford circuit execs in Scranton, Pa.

CHICAGO
Sana Gorelick upped from RKO

Chi exchange manager to division
manager, filling spot left open by
Herb Greenblatt, Who was pro-
moted to company's national sales
manager last month.. Ray Nolan
moved from St. Louis; where he
was . exchange manager for RKO,
to Chicago for like job, Nolan once
had been an RKO salesman here.
Van Nomikos, theatre circuit

oWneri, elected prexy of new Greek
Church being constructed here.
Chi court dockets lightest in

years. With over 25 cases settled

out of court last year.
Max Roth, distributing Selznick’s

reissue of “Duel In the Sun” here,
bought saturation tv spots for pic
on WBKB

.
plugging it for the

Roosevelt and six suburban. houses.

PHILADELPHIA
Montgomery Theatre, former up-

town nabe, leased, to Joseph D.
Walsh, Inc., as a 'used-car show-
room,
Grace Kelly named, one of 10

“Distinguished Daughters of Penn-
sylvania”: iri connection with Com-
monwealth’s “Pennsylvania Week”
celebration, started Oct. 4.

“Sitting Bull,” United Artist!
first C’Scope film, preemed at the
Mastbaum Sept. 29.

William Manning, general man-
ager of the Sley Theatres (Viking
arid Locust), resigned,
“jack Goldman, vet Stanley

Warner manager, left post at
Center Theatre to’ go into photo-,
graphic biz.

BOSTON
Fred Bragden, for the last 10

years on Columbia's sales staff,
;

-

signed to enter another biz. Harvey
Appell, formerly of Columbia’s Al-
bany, staff, will replace.
Film Row’s first annual golf tour-

nament slated for Oct. 19 at Wood-
land Golf Club; It’s co-chairrnanned
by Jim Maloney and Larry Her-
man.
Columbia expioiteer John Markle

ahd Albert Foley, inanager Of the
Strand, Manchester, N. H., injured
in an auto accident there.
Jack Champlain, vet exhib from

Randolph Vermont, made his first

visit to Hub’s film row iri eight
years last week,

*

With filmstar Jan Sterling, Cin-
erama pilot Paul Mantz and tub-
thumper Terry Turner in town
within five days, Hub crix were on
the jump nabbing interviews.

OMAHA

Virginia sales rep for Alexander
Film . Co.,, promoted

, to district
manager of West Virginia;

Zeb Epstin, Cinerama’s south-
western manager, left town after
pinchhittirig as manager of the
Warner, where “Cinerama” is now
in its 10th month, during vacation
of Robert Suits.

ALBANY
Jack Sussman is neW Columbi

salesman here, replacing Harvey
Appell. Latter went to the: Boston
exchange, after three years here.

The Hollywood in Frankfurt,
closed since June, will be reopened
this month by Clarence Dopp. He
also conducts the Star in North-
ville and^the Poland in Poland. .

Val Ritchey reopened the Scoti
in Scotia, dark since June,.

Jules Perlmutter" leased th
Grand and Strand in Water-
vliet to Peter. Holcomb. Perlmut-
ter, who continues to buy and book
them, operates other indoor houses
in Warrensburg, Chestertown and
Lake George.

MINNEAPOLIS
Bennie Berger, North Central

Allied prexy, named for third suc-
cessive year by Henry Ford as Min-
nesota chairman for the Crusade
for Freedoiri; Will fly to Europe
Oct. 20 With 70 other state 1 chair-
men and jCrusade officials

1

for a
nine-day tour which includes visits
to Radio Free Europe installations.

; In its first subsequent-run en-
gagement, “Genevieve,” Which ran
only a week downtown, established
new nabe record by being held
over for five weeks at the indie
Westgate.

.
Charlie Wiener, formerly with

;United Artists and Selznick here,
named territory’s sales rep- for
Walt Disney's BuenaVista pictures.

United Artists’ expioiteer How-
ard Pearl in from N. Y. toAvork on
“Sitting Bull” which opens at the
State here and St. Paul Paramount
day-date.

Bob Hoff, Omaha Variety club
chief barker and international rep,
guest of horior at a Northwest Vari-
ety club dinner meeting.

.
Frankfort^ Distilleries national

convention had big screeri theatre
tv. outlet at Gopher here.

Suburban Mound, Minn., with
population of 2,700, has let it be
known through its Chamber of.
Commerce that it Would like some-
body to build a film theatre. . Tow
is now without one.

LOS ANGELES
Sam Nathanson acquired “A

Love Story,” a feature filmed iri

Germany, for U. S. release through
his newly formed company, Gibral-
tar Motion Picture Distributors.

Frederick Brisson closed a deal
for release of “Never Wave at a
WAC” in Spain, through Nueva
Films of Madrid.

Artists Distributors acquired
“Not Wanted” and “Young Lovers,*
two Filmakers production, for
release to television.

He'rb Kaufman, former Chicago
branch manager for Republic,
signed with the Hal R: Makelii
Co„ and will handle all sales i

midwest territory.

C. L. Shearon changed name of
his .Fullerton, Neb;, theatre from
the Royal to the Nance.

Paul Tramp, owner of the Gra-
nada at Oxford, Nebr, recovering
from auto, accident ’ Grand
Island. •» s
The 76 West Dodge Drive-in here

celebrated; its seventh anni.

PITTSBURGH
John Bro.Wn, former manager of

the concession stand at the Camp
Horne Drive-Irt, held for Grand
Jury afteri Allegheny County detec-
tives testified that Brown reported
the robbery of $1 ,400 several weeks
ago, and then admitted he took it

himself.
Joel Golden, a salesmari, dropped

in new setup at Allied Artists ex-
change, which has been acquired
from Ben Williams, of Boston, who
held the franchise until just re-
cently.

Steve Rodnok, Jr., who runs
Oaks Theatre in Oakmont for his
father; elected veepee of Oakmorit
Lions Club.
.

For first time in more than half
a century, Uptown Fifth Avenue is

without a film house following the
closing of the Avenue. It had been
operated for some time by Abe
Rothenstein under a sublease from
its former proprietor, Paul Bron-
deiv
William Cpodnight, former West

TOLEDO, O.
Trie Mainview Cofp. of Chicago

Will operate a new, $250,000 .di’ive-.
in in Columbus, now under con-
struction. Will be opened around
Jan. 1,

.For second time thi summer,
the Belvedere Drive-In on Route
44, near Painesville, O., had its

screeri blown down by high winds.

RADIO CITf MUSIC HIU_
Rockefeller Center

“BRIGADOON"
in Color uM ClnimaScopt si rwt

6ENE JCELLY • VAN JOHNSON
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TVS ‘BLUES IN THE NIGHT’
D. P. Brother’s ‘Oh, Brother!’

D. P. Brother, agency on the Oldsmobile account, is mulling
a change in. its monicker to ‘‘Qh, Brother’ • as result of its baptism
into tint, commercials via the Max Liebman “Lady In the Dark”
specola on NBC-TV. Exclusive of those “hidden costs” (camera
rehearsals, studid rentals, etc., which can’t be computed until NBC
sends in a monthly bill) it’s costing the agency and its Olds client

some $18,000 just to bring in three one-minute color commercials
(live and film)* That approximates the cost of some half-hour tv

shows.
While it's .generally recognized in the trade that the Olds com-

mercials on the “Lady” spec were perhaps the most successful
and imaginative to date in the tint transformation, particularly

the film clips of the “Olds On Parade," nonetheless it’s no secret

that the agencies and Clients involved in the ’‘rainbow shows” are

growing increasingly apprehensive over the . costs entailed.

.. Sunbeam, which has its -second Liebman color spec, coming up
this Sunday (10), found itself saddled with a cost sheet even
exceeding the Olds rap for, its plugs, on “Satins and Spurs.” Sun-
beam is currently involved in a to-do with NBC over whittling
down the camera-studio-rehearsal “hidden costs.”

• r i

‘Tune In Tomorrow’ Pitch Trains Guns on I960

With Some Zirigy Statistics

CBS is chanting torch tune
for network radio on a longrange
stage. Last week, at an animated
color film demonstration in New
York, the web brought forth its

“Tune In Tomorrow,” ,the ; third

such celluloider sponsored by
CBS for looksee by agencies, ad-

vertisers and business groups; As
per the title, the pitch was “fit

to print” for current consumption
only because it aimed its guns at

circa 1960 in an effort to impress
the industry that CBS, at least, is

in network radio to stay.

Save for the orthodox partisan

windup, the* entire approach, sup-

ported by a slick pocketbook, was
the future of America in terms of

statistical growth. For instance:

“By 1960, America can present

a market that even how is hard to

imagine. A 20% • higher standard
of living, spread -across 16,000,000

more people. Nine million more
people at work. Gross national

product at $440,000,000,000 a year.

Consumer buying power $70,000,-

000,000 greater than it is today;

“Better food and meat, .15%
more, of it. And more of it pre-

packed. Miracle medicines to keep
people feeling their best. New
cosmetics to keep them looking
their best.

“Spare time will be still greater

in 1960. Shorter work webks in

industry, in the home, on the farm,

(Continued on page 28)

er

Bob Hope's Nov. 9 NBC-TV
show for General Foods, which
he’ll film in London while he’s in

the British capital to do a Com-
mand Performance, will probably
star both, Maurice Chevalier and
Orson Welles, according to negotia-
tions already initiated on behalf
of; the Hope and GF, Additional
name talent is also being lined up,
with likelihood that the 60-hiinute
segment will wind up as one of
the most costly of all the GF-spon-
jored hour shows.

This will be Chevalier’s initial tv

appearance in the U. S. Previous-
ly; NBC-TV had hopes of acquiring
him for one of the Max Liebman-
produced specs, but nothing mate-
rialised.: Welles last year did a live

version of “King Lear” the
CBS-TV “Omnibus.”

Gottlieb, Garfield To

Coast on
Lester Gottlieb, CBS Radio pro-

gram veepee, and Sid Garfield, the
network’s director of exploitation,
leave for the Coast over the week-
end for a two-week business
wrapup.

Gottlieb will huddle with Coast
execs and talent and fall plans
while Garfield will set some new
promotion-exploitation enterprises.

Too Many Radio Stations

Hide Behind ‘Hernando’s

Hideaway,’ Sez Sweeney
Since tv’s advent, lots of the

glamor has shifted from radio, Ke-
vin Sweeney, Broadcast Advertis-

ing's prexy, is cognizant of this arid

is trying to stimulate the audio

with his fadio-is-show-biz advice.

Declaring that radio, coin is not

easily made today, Sweeney told a

Michigan Broadcasters meet last

week the answer lies in a perusal
of programming. “Too many sta-

tions’ answer to tv," he said, “is

playing ‘Hernando’s Hideway’ 10
times a day instead of six.

“There’s no business unless
you’re in show business,” he said.

"If you don’t want to be in show
business sell your radio station and
invest in some good common- stock
—ryou’ll be better off in the long
run;” He pointed to the radio out-
lets which are now prospering as a
suggestion that there’s still ample
room for moneymaking in radio.

All along, Sweeney’s battle cry
has been for programs and pro-
gram personalities exclusive to ra-
dio. This, he feels, is essential
to maintaining radio’s distinctive
show biz character. He also told
Michigan broadcasters that they
can’t prosper on a 1% promotion
budget. Radio men were advised
to spend at least 6-7% of the
budget for bally.

By GEORGE ROSEN
The anxieties £nd apprehensions,

not to mention the daytime and
nighttime meetings of the minds
(with time out for lunch and din-
ner, maybe) are gaining momen-
tum : around the major networks,
rather than diminishing, now. that
those whopping new concepts on
programming have , gotten off the
ground—fpr better or for worse;

Those troubled minds at NBC,
CBS and ABC (the latter for “less
spectacular’’ reasons that translate
themselves into economies) are
pretty much in -evidence, reflecting
a tenseness that hasn’t existed for
a long while. It’s readily admitted
that the past three-four weeks has
been one of the frantic in tv, if,

not all show biz annals.

Basically, as far as NBC and CBS
are concerned, if adds up to the
fact? that somewhere along the line
over, the past three weeks -ran apa-
thetic U. S. television audience
failed to come through with those
anticipated handsprings or to shout
hosannahs over the ambitious un-
dertakings of the network master-
minders, with result that things
haven’t turned out quite as in-
itially “scripted.”

The blunt truth is that those
reshuffled program schedules, the
lavishly-appointed specs (NBC-TV)
and “baby specs" (CBS-TV) de-
signed to get color video roiling
in earnest and to “dress up’ ? the
spectrum with top-named, splash-
happy productions,; have become,
in the vernacular of the song-
smiths, “worrisome things to help
you to sing the blues.” Practically
every day is now stock-taking day
at the networks, and the worries
that attended the pre-season plan-
ning were as nothing compared to
the tv post-mortem miseries. And
for good reason. They realize
there’s no turning back now. Both
NBC arid CBS have committed
themselves way up to here ori stars,

properties and the multitudinous
other facets that spell out millions.
Not that the networks have any in-

tentions of retreating. With so
much at stake, including a lot Of
administrative and talent careers,
they’re in it to the finish, come
what may. They’re determined that
tv’s only salvation as the vital core
of today’s show biz and tomorrow’s
shooting-for-the-rainbow lies in the
“new revitalizatiton” and depar-
ture from the orthodox patterns of
the past.

Specifically it’s the fear that the
“come what may” might be trans-

( Continued on page 49)

Liebman’s Stable
Max Liebman now has

scripting foursome as regulars
in his '“spectacular” stable,
latest addition being Will
Glickman. The others are
Billy Fried berg, Fred Saidy
and Neal Simon (latter was
known formerly as Doc Si-

mon).
AH four are fashioning the

Judy Holliday-Steve , Alien-
Dick Shawh-N. Y. City Center
“Sunday In Town” 90-minuter
skedded for Oct. 10.

DuM ‘Stationitis’

DuMont's ca$e of “stationitis” is

still the network’s most acute prob-

lem, causing within the past sev-

eral days loss of two important ac-

counts, General Tire & Rubber Co.
and now Vitamin Corp, of America.
First the rubber firm backed out
on plans to put its Harry Wismer
“General Sports Time” vidpixer on
the Web, and now VCA is ankling
“The Goldbergs” largely because
the station lineup it wanted wasn’t
available.

General Tire arid the network
both seemed pretty sure the deal
was set for 101 stations on the 15-
minute exposure, but the D’Arcy
agency reports it had to pull out
when the required stations could
not be tallied. Presently it’s, set-
tling for 55 stations via national
spot, so it’s been figured that the
lineup offered by DuMont was
probably less than that.

VCA (via BBD&O) is leaving
“Goldbergs” behind on Oct. 19, at
the end of the contract period, be-
cause it couldn’t get the stations
desired. A fortnight ago, a VCA
exec expressed satisfaction with
the stanza, blit said that the key
to renewal in October depended on
whether the web could clear 40
major markets, essential to the
firm’s merchandising setup. He
also said that he

x
was willing to

take all other markets gleaned,
after the essential 40 were pen-
cilled into the lineup.
There is a possibility that VCA

(Continued on page 49)

raises

A perceptive and enlightening
article on the American radio and
television writer and ori the pre-
vailing “climate of fear” which
“strips the medium of so much
reality and truth” is one of the
highlighted features of the just-pub-
lished 100-page London Times Lit-

erary Supplement devoted to
“American Writing Today.”
The article., unsigned (in keeping

with Times policy) follows:
In recent public and parlia-

mentary debates in Britain on the
proposal that use of the air owned
by the people be licensed to com-
mercial companies owned: by the
few, those in favor and ^those in
fear professed one common ground
of agreement; The -pattern of
American radio and television
must not be re-created in Britain.
For the moment the debate has
concluded and legislation has been
inscribed in the statute book. The
new design, it is hoped by all, will
be different.

While awaiting the emergent out-
lines of the shape of things to
come, full-time, part-time or occa-
sional writers for British radio and
television may find it profitable to
re-examine a few of the perspec-
tives and paradoxes of the Ameri-

can industry, The forces and pres-
sures it exerts upon their col-

leagues across the sea may, after
all, have more than, academic rele-

vances to the future practice of
their profession in the British Isles.

During two' decades as a dominant
medium/ American, radio did cre-
ate, new, vital literary forms and
techniques. An industry

.
eon-

trolled by advertisers, consciously
presenting programs that appealed
to the broadest, therefore the
lowest, tastes of the listening
audience, somehow \ created a Cor-
win, Sired a MacLeish, established
a workshop in which writers could
experiment with, new patterns of
words and sounds and fashion fresh
moods and novel frames—without
imposing upon them the lethal in-

trusion of “commercials” or the
criterion of mass popularity. As
a matter of fact, American radio
always offered around its edges a
small gift of experimental writing,
Off-beat drama and superb actuality
which never intended to “move
merchandise.” For Americans who
took the trouble to find it, there
was always available a scattered
“Third Program.”
Under American law the air is

assumed to belong to the people,

and the Federal Communications
Commission grant broadcasting li-

censes without fee to privately
owped companies on the theory
that they will transmit programs
as a public service, catering
for the cultural needs 6f the en-
tire population without necessarily
elevating them. Though revocation
of license is a very rare occurrence,
there has always been enough out-
cry against the damaging effects

of most; commercial programs
(as cultivators of crime, cupidity
and violence) to make the networks
seek to soothe the objectors
by offering them small but well
publicized rations of higher cul-

ture. The opportunities and finan-.

cial support given to a Corwin and
his kind—none of whom ever got
a “rating” (large

.

enough audi-
ence) to attract an ordinary adver-
tiser—were carefully planned at-

tempts, at comparatively small ex-
pense to networks, to make the ex-
ception seem more like the rule.

The ‘Ffirige Areas’
When American radio influenced

or inspired British writers and pro-
ducers, what was borrowed and im-
proved upon came from this

“fringe area” of American broad*
(Continued on page 49)

While CBS was having its “pub-
lic hoax” troubles stemming from
insertion of Mario Lanza’s “wax
museUm” pn Chrysler’s preeming
tv “Showfer of Stars” originating
on the Coast (see separate story),
the

. web’s execs and .hard-pressed
public relations crew were riot im-
mune from “Operation Aspirin” on
the New York side. This revolved
around Jackie Gleason’s show on
Saturday (2) which went on as
skedded but was preceded by a
series of “critical” events.

According to a CBS-TV eyewit-
ness, there was no truth to the
report that Gleason

, had threat-
ened to “take a walk.”. Ther
were numerous major and minor
irritations that day, over and
above the usual “war-, of nerves”
preceding a show, Gleason was
apparently upset by the failure of
the overhead camera, which
conked but due to heat. As a re-
sult, the rehearsal, normally sched-
uled from 2 to 4 p.m. of. showday,
was held up and.eventually.spiUed
over until after 6 o’clock. Th
camera, used twice this season,
(there are four other cams to shoot;
the show), had to be put back into
focus, this alone consul ing a good
deal of extra time.

Equally if not more time-com-
suming were. 1 1th hour changes in
the script which caused the pro-
duction crew to complain, with the
comic in the middle of the hassle.
The script alteration had to do>

with the World Series, which, by
concluding on Saturday, went
counter to the Gleason playout as
originally planned. The writers
“took a shot’’ by setting up a Sun-
day game between the N. Y. Giants
and the Cleveland Indians. Hence
the last-minute patch job which
made the rehearsal assume the
complexion of a first-timCrout
tuneup. With time at a premium
and all hands undergoing over-
training, the dikes gave way to un-
loose a flood of beefs .swinging
nervously from Gleason and cast
to technical crew and back again.
Amid all this, according to another
spot witness, principals concerned
with the show put in appearances,
these including brass from CBS,
Music Corp. of America, and
Gleason’s personal management.

It’s not . known at this point
whether Gleason’s Relationships

(Continued on page 49)

Charles C. (Bud) Barry and NBC
have come to an official parting of
the ways, With the veepee over tv
program sales handing in his res-
ignation to executive v.p. Robert
Sarnoff in an exchange of letters.
The exit, which involved a, settle-
ment on his contract; came as no
surprise to the trade since it’s been;
an. open secret that Barry

v
has

been in an “inactive” status at the
web i recent months while trying
to regain his health.
Barry was switched to the sales

berth after functioning as the web’a
program chief during the period
when Pat Weaver was vice chair-
man of the NBC board. Barry’s
switch to the sales end came about
at the time Weaver was rising to
the presidency, a post officialized {
about nirie months ago, with Tom
McAvity assuming Barry’s program
burden along with $ veepeeshijp.
NBC had no word on Barry's suc-

cessor.

In Radio on Sands of Time
Peter Lind Hayes 9c Mary Healy

went heavy on tape for their CBS
Radio program in order to cover
them on their four-week nitery
stand at the Sands, Las Vegas,
which starts today (Wed ).

. The Mr. & Mrs; team will return
to New York on Nov. 5 to resume
radio-tv Action,
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Washington, Oct. 5.

Louis Budenz, former managing
editor of the Communist Daily

Worker, testified; before FCC Ex-
aminer Herbert Sharfman yester-

day (Mon.) that Edward Lamb; To-

ledo broadcaster-publisher, submit-

ted an article which was published

in the Worker in 1936.

Budenz, On leave from Fordham
tJ,, where he is Assistant Profes-

sor of Economics, testified under
subpoena as the sixth witness in

the Commission’s inquiry into

charges that Lamb ‘•knowingly”

misrepresented himself when, he
told the agency ip previous pro-

ceedings that he had not been as-

sociated with Communist organi-

zations.

The article, which was admitted
into evidence, appeared in the Sun-
day issue of the Worker of March
8, 1936. It was given a two-page
spread, illustrated, with the title,

“Two Women; Both Fearless Fight-

ers For the People,” Underneath
was printed ‘‘By Edward Lamb.”
A subtitle, read; ‘‘A prominent

American lecturer and writer trav-

elled to Shanghai and Moscow to

interview Madame Sun Yat Sen,
widow of the. first President of the
Chinese Republic, and Krupskaya,
the widow of Lenin.”

The article began:. “Lenin and
Sun Yat Sen . .> how wonderful it

would be to visit the immortal Bol-
shevik; leader duri^^ these days of

the triumphant progress of Social^

ism in.the U.S.S.R.! and who would
not sit at the feet of China's first

Republican President and listen to

him again say: ‘China, work with
the Soviets’!”

Commission Counsel Wal ter
Powell said his purpose in offering
the article was to disprove Lamb’s
statement to the FCC that he used
“all instruments at his disposal”
to attack Communism.

‘‘You do not attack the Com-
mnist Party, by having a feature

article in. the Sunday Worker,”
Powell asserted.

Budenz testified he first met
Lamb in 1934 and later in 1940
or 1941 ih connection With solicit-

ing names of distinguished citizens
for a statement opposing the out-
lawing of the Communist Party at
the time of the Hitler-Stalin Pact.
He said Lamb agreed to be a sig-

natory.

‘Lucy’ (40) Still 1st

CBS-TV’s ‘‘Toast of the Town,”
with Ed Sullivan bannering the..

Lucille BallrDesi Arnaz “I LoVe
Lucy” vidbio and banquet, took
Colgate’s NBC “Comedy Hour”
over the hurdles On the overnight
Trendex, 40 to 12;

‘‘Comedy Hour” fronted Dinah
Shore,. William- Bendix and Phil

Harris. “Toast” share-of-audience
Was a whopping 69%; .

On their wn, Ball & Arnaz,
preeming their season Monday (4)

on Columbia, pulled a 46.8

Trendex, leagues in the vdn of the

15.8 scored by NBC’s “Medic.” The
‘•I Love Lucy*’-“Medic” compari-
sons had been eagerly awaited.
Now that the tallies are in, it’s

established that “Medic” actually
cut into the “Lucy’’ strength be-

cause at last season’s opening, the
Arnazes rated 56 While the ’ oppos-
ing Dennis Day chalked a 7. Thus
“Lucy” was nearly 10 points below
the current preeming pace, while
NBC’s new Monday slot was up
nearly 9 points, for a 19-point turn-
over.

‘Stork CliriiV Sponsor
ABC-TV is due to get off the

Saturday nighit sustaining hook on
“Stork Club” via. sale Of One-third
of the nitery package to Whitman
Candy. Deal hasn’t been signed
yet, but is reportedly firm. Young
& Rubicam reps the account, which
is making its first plunge into net-

work tele via the “Stork” showcas-
ing.

Web is reportedly close to deals
On the other participating segments
of the show.

Washington, Oct. 5.

The ECC’s new chairman, George
C. McConnaughey, .was sworn into
office yesterday (Mon.) by Supreme
Court Justice Harold Burton at
ceremonies in the White House.

Afterwards, at a news confer-
ence, McConnaughey said he was

favor of as few governmental
controls as possible and these only,
where the public interest is basic.
McConnaughey said his designa-

tion as chairman is for one year
but. that he. knows pf.no plans for
a rotation system in tile FCC. His
term as

.
a. .Commissioner, succeed-

ing GeOrge Gerling who retired
l£st. Week, expires June 30, 1957.

A. lawyer and a Republican,
McConnaughey, who is 58, was a
corporation lawyer in Cleveland:
Prior to becoming Chairman of rthe
Ohio Public Utilities Comihission
in 1939. He resumed, law. practice
in 1945 in. Columbus, coming to
Washington last year as Chairman
of: the. Renegotiation Board which
handles settlement of Government
contracts.

WOR-TV Claims Banner

Cumulative Audience

On Feature ‘Grinds’

WOR-TV’s “Million Do 1 lar

Movie” achieved its ' guaranteed

cumulative fating (for 16 expoT

sures weekly) with 70.7—roughly

6,000,000 viewers in 3,110,800 New
York homes, according to Tele-

pulse.; The cumulative seven day

tabulation, says WOR; gave the;

first of the outlet’s 30 top feature

pix, “Magic Town” with Jimmy
Stewart and Jane WynRm, the

highest rating in tele history.

Presence of the picture, first at

7:30 p.m., arid then again at 10,

seven days a week; also built the
surrounding time, periods to new
highs. The Telepulse, special cov-
ered all the time froi 7 p.m. to

midnight for the, entire week, plus
the Sat.-Sun. 4-7 p.m. time during
which there is additional exposure
of tlie pic), and registered an av-
erage boost: per show, from the 2.4

of early Sept, to 3.8. Show began
on Tuesday, the day on which each
hew pic starts its cycle, and the
initial 7:30-9 exposure hit 8.2. The
figure, however, declined gradually
through the 16 performances.

The interim 9-10 slot averaged
3.6 via WOR-TV where in June,
the last month

. when the station

had no. baseball at that hour,, the
rating average was 3. On the first

three, nights, “Million Dollar
Movie” ranged third or better in 26
of the 36 quarter-hours it was
aired.

Telepulse .figures indicate the
presence of the new feature pix
stanza on WOR-TV has increased
the number of video receivers in
use in late evening. WOR’s Los
Angeles counterpart, KHJ-TV, re-

ported last
; week that When it

started showing the 30 features,
taken -from parent company, . Gen-
eral, Teleradio’s film division, it

achieved: extra-heavy audience re-
turns also.

In the midst of its “radio is still

powerful” theme, CBSound is

progressively losing out internally
to CBSight, with the tv side
mandated by the corporate setup
to assume the bills. From the
parent, corporation’s view, it’s a
bookkeeping

.
device—transferring

some important radio overhead
to the “rich little brother.” With
this, device—Arid CBS Radio still

No. T on the four-rietwork billings

r—the aural operation is in a posi-

tion to show a better net profit.

Several months ago, a couple of
radio sub-departments were taken
over by the tv end, but these ap-
plied largely to web’s N. Y^ head-
quarters. Effective immediately,
however, about seven AM depart-
ments on tlie Coast were thrown
into television's lap to have and
to hold (and to pay the freight )

.

Involved are labor relations, au-
diting, personnel, photographic:
services, program clearance, and
purchasing and storekeeping.

It’s not figured that this will be
the last of “Operation Transfer,”
but the pace at Which the switches
are applied will depend largely

on how CBS Radio fares with its

aural push.

Ducovny to D’Arcy
Allen Ducovny has quit, as exec

producer of Roekhill Productions
to hopk up with Paul Louis’ radio-
tv sector at D’Arcy ad agency.
Ducovny goes back 18 years on
three-way radio-video writer-pro-
ducer-director credits, with his in-
itial tv’er on CBS back in ’47.

.
Prior to Roekhill he was as-

sistant director of Kenyon & Eck-
hardt’s tv wing with an overall
eye on such startzaS as “Toast of
the Town,” “Ford TV Theatre,”
“Magnavox TV Theatre,” “Peter
and Mary Show” (Hayes ,&
Healy ) and “Space Cadet.”

’s ‘5 on

As ‘Camera 3’ Special
New York’s WCBS-TV will turn

its “Camera Three” Herman
Melville, and his “Moby Dick” in

a flve-parter clone in the declaim-

ing style developed by the Satur-

day educatiohaler. It will tee. "off

Oct. 16, when show will be reduced
to a half-hour ;to 3:30) to permit
the flagship's CBS parent to re-
enter the network fray with its
’54-'55 realignment. Included in

the latter are “What in The World”
and “Youth Takes a Stand.”
“Camera Three” is currently on

a Nathaniel Hawthorne kick with
i second segment this Saturday (9)

fronting Columbia U. Prof. Mark
Van Doren in a sizeup of the Puri
tari influence on Hawthorne’s
works. James Macandrew, broad-
cast director of N. Y. Board of Ed;
ucation, is show’s moderator.

’

(Oct. 6-16)

WED., OCT. 6
Big Town (Mark Stevens) (film). Mystery, NBC, 10:30 to 11 p.m.,

Lever Bros., via McCann-Ericksori, A.C; . Spark Plugs, via D. P.
Brother (alt. Weeks).

THURS., OCT. 7
The Mail Story. Mystery, ABC, 8 to 8:30 p.m., sustaining.
Climax. Melodrama, CBS, 8:30 to 9:30 p.m. (three out of four

Weeks), Chrysler, via McCann-Erickson. >
:

Treasury MOn in Action (film). Mystery, ABC, 8:30 tb 9 p m.,
Chevrolet Dealers,, via Campbell-Ewald.

SAT., OCT. 9
Texaco Show Starring Donald O'Connor. Comedy, NBC; 9:30 to

10 p.m. (alternate weeks on three-weeks-out-of-four schedule);
Texaco, via Kudner.

SUN.. OCT. 10
Honestly Celeste (Celeste Holm). Situation comedy, CBS, 9:30

to 10 p.m., Bristol-Myers, via Young (b Rubicam; '

MON., OCT. 11
Namels the Same (Dennis James). Panel-quiz, ’ABC, 7:30 to

8 p.m., Ralston-Purina, via Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli.
TUES., OCT. 12

Bob Hope Show; Comedy, NBC, 8 to 9 p.ml (approx, once every
six weeks), General Foods, vi Young Ac Rubicam.

ERL, OCT. 15
Adventures of Rin Tin Tin (film). Adventure, ABC, 7:30 to

8 p.m., National Biscuit Co., via Kenyon & Eckhardt.

TWO-PLATOON GAB

Mpls. Gridcast Description Depends
On Who's Got Ball

Ben Gross’ 342 Pages

Of I-Rememher-When

Good Radio-TV Nostalgia
By ROBERT i> LANDRY

Until, perhaps 15 years ago it

was a pretty inflexible proverb of

bookpublishers and literary agents

that .works of theatrical memoirs
and reminiscences did not sell. But
this has ceased to be a publishing
truism since a sizeable number of

entertainment retrospectives have
achieved substantial popularity.

'There is obviously a deeprunning
tide of nostalgia in all areas of life,

a yearning for simpler, days and
ways without thermonuclear night-

mares hanging over all. In this

frame of reference, a new 342 pp
volume of broadcasting I-remem-
ber-When may be hailed as an au-

thentic and beguiling contribution

to ;the nostalgia market.

“I Looked and I Listened” (Ran-
dom House,; $3.95) is jacket-de-

scribed as “informal recollections

of radio and tv.” Necessarily it is.

mostly about radio since the author
is none other than the “dean” of

the Corps of radio columnists, Ben
Gross, who has been continuously
at the New York Daily News dials

since 1925, and in radio that is

indisputably "prehistoric.'

Beh Gross has plainly put in a

lot of labor to assemble his. data.

The book is laden With names,,
sometimes almost too many at the
expense of detail. Against this ob-
jectinn, it is undoubtedly true that
the "inventory” adds the panoram-
ic view of times past, Reading the.

roster brings home anew the short
tenure

.
and high mortality of radio

farne, especially prior to 1935. (This

reviewer tried to think of any ma-
jor. entertainer omitted by Gross,
noted only East and Dumke, “Sis-

ters of the Skillet”).,

Gross has an easy Writing style

and a benevolent disposition. He
had some feuds along the course
but nurses no grudges. He lacks
altogether the bump of sarcasm or
the indignation of the reformer.

(Continued on page 41)

Set Friars TV Cast
Milton Berle, Smith & Dale and

Mitzi Green will headline the
Friars Frolic to be given Oct. 17
as part of the Colgate “Comedy
Hour” on NBC-TV. Deal was set

by the William Morris Agency.

,

Buddy Arnold and Woody Kling
will do the writing;

Minneapolis, Oct. 5..

Radio station WDGY. is intro-
ducing what’s believed to be a
brand new wrinkle that gives a
novel twist to its play-by-play
broadcasts of the U. of Minnesota
football games:

Whenever Minnesota has the ball
Wes Fesler, former Minnesota
coach and now WDGY. sports di-

rector, describes the play. As soon
as the opponent is on the offensive,
the detail is taken over by sports-
caster Don O’Brien.

Anybody tuning in while the
broadcasts are under way . and ac-
quainted 'ith the Fesler arid

O’Brien voices. Which are very dis-
tinctive, will be able to tell imme-
diately whether the ball’s in Min-
nesota’s possession.

Also, it’s found, the gimmick im-
parts even ’more excitement and
color to the gabies’ running ac-
count over the air and, 'by permit-
ting P’Brieri to concentrate on the
foe, it makes for greater accuracy
and speedier word slinging. Fesler,
of course, is thoroughly familiar
with the Minnesota players and

Legit Understudies

To Get TV Innings

In WPIX Showcase
Understudies and standrins for

the various legit attractions will
get star-billing on a new half-hour
tv

.
show which preeiris on .WPIX,

N. Y., Oct 13. Weekly Variety for-
mat, to be slotted in the Wednes-
day night 11:30 to midnight seg-
ment (late hour chosen intentional
ly because of possible legit con-
flicts), will be called “Zip to Win,”
with the Zip Manufacturing Co. as
the sponsor.

'

Package was sold by Richard D.
Fineberg, who will also produce.

WMGM Goes Western
A Country and western program

is going to bow on WMGM, N. Y.
radio, indie, next Monday: (11). It

will constitute the first , such musi-
cal Stanza for the station since it

bore the WHN call letters several
years, ago. v

Tlie ciw' Uani,i) will be bank-
rolled by The Whitehouse Co., a
mail-order house, and is Slated for
the station'., first half-hour seg-
ment, sev>n days a week A taped
program, R. will feat '; gabber,
Don Davis, who did similar jobs for
WC KY and WLK, Cincinnati. Ti.e

rest of the WMGM schedule re-

mains the same, although the c&w
deal is the x first major program
change made under the new Art
Tolchin regime.

KuUa Co-oping
Chicago, Oct. 5.

In Its first week as a program
service offering through the ABC-
TV co-op department. Burr Till-

strbm’s “Kukla, Fran & Ollie” strip

has been grabbed up by 23 sta-

tions. Meanwhile, Gordon Baking,

which bought the puppet family on
WBKB, Chicago and WAiBC-TV,
New York, added WXYZ-TV, De-
troit,: this Week and extended its

original 13-week purchase on the
three ABC-TV o&o’s to 18 months
firib.

The plan to offer KFO to other

stations around the country for. lo-

cal selling for a flat per-program
fee was. first projected by WBKB
veep Sterling (Red) Quinlan and
WABC-TV veep John Mitchell .who
were instrumental in wooing Til.l-

strom over, when his longtime NBC-
TV pack; expired. However, net-
work. protocol prevailed and. the
project was. subsequently routed
through Frank Atkinson’s co :op ad-
junct, although it’s a somewhat dif-

ferent Variation of the co-op theme*
Stations are offered the show only
on a live basis for which they pay
a percentage of their rate card.
Any revenue the stations ear
through local sales is theirs to
keep. Show is priced on a sliding
scale, with the stations paying 10%
of their daytime hour rate for the
first 13 weeks, 20% the second 13
and 30% the third cycle. It’s, under-
stood Tillstrom's deal with the web
gives him a cut of the fees.

The. show that, will be fed to the
“subscribers” will be the same that
Gordon sponsors in the three cities;

with the other markets cutting i

for their local clients during the.
bread firm’s .blurbs. With several
Coast stations buying in, the 15-

minute strip, originating from Chi-
cago At 6 p.m., gets cross-country
exposure this. week.

: Swift affirmative response to the
offering wire that Went out Sept.
27 and brought, in 23 takers the
first week is attributed in part to
the frequent personal appearances
Tillstrom arid, his group have made
around -the country the past sev-
eral years and the grass roots pub-
lic relations job producer Beulah
Zachary has been masterminding
ever the show his the big
time*.

CAROLINE BURKE’S STATUS
Caroline Burke, one of NBC’s top

producer staffers, has been installed

in the dual tv role of staging as

well as overalling the soaper,
“Three Steps to. Heaven.”

Miss Burke, whose work with
the web goes back about 15 years
when she pioneered video programs
on art (and wrote the series as

well), is reportedly the only femme
with a top dual assignment on a

network dramatic series.

WMGM COMM’L ITEM
Lineup of sponsors and. events

for the winter sports schedule ait

WMGM, N. Y. radio station, is tak-

ing final shape as the season looms
only a few days away: Covering
more than 200 events, mostly from
Madison Square Garden, it com-
prises the outlet’s largest sports

program.

So far bankrolled lined tip are
Coca-Cola, Adler . Shoes and Wild-
root. The season, including pro
and college basketball and hockey
from the major N, Y. arena and
coverage from campuses through-
out the rest of the U. S., runs
through late March or into early

April,
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MEX STANDOFF ON TV SPECS
All is not sweetness and light in the case of at least a trio of

major -tv entries this season.
Martha Raye and her director, David Alexander, came to a

parting of the ways on the first day's rehearsal of her Tuesday
nighter for Hazel Bishop which prCemed last, week.
Red Buttons and Mel Brooks, one of his writers, couldn't see

“script to script” on his Friday, nighter which marked the comic’s
“joining up” with NBC last week under the Pontiac banner.

Just before the foregoing exits, Dan Petrie gave up the direc-

tor’s wand on Chrysler’s upcoming. three-out-of-four “Climax”
melodramas.

Stanley Niss has exited as producer of CBS-TV’s “Danger” to

devote hirrtsclf fulltime to writing-staging of “21st Precinct,” on
CBS Radio. Taking over for Niss on “Danger” will be Dwight
Heilweil, producer of the late “Suspense.”

.

Tithe was when the “changing of the guard” was usually confined
to the daytime shows. Plenty of anklings in the soap opera class

this year.

London, Oct, 5.

For the first lime in its history,

BBC-TV is involved in a major tal-

ent war, and with a competitor who
-ill not be in business for at least

another year. Already, they've lost

a couple of their producers to com-
mercial television and this,, experts
believe, is finly the beginning.

The talent raid was started by
the BBC itself when it launched a

campaign to put many of the tele-

vision personalities under contract.

Longtermers were offered to and
accepted by some of the leading

video performers, even though the

salary limits were below what
could be obtained from competi-
tive sources.

Partly because of its monopoly
status, but mainly owing to the

rigjd wage scales operated in gov-

ernmental organizations, the Brit-

ish television producer has, hither-

to, had to. content himself with
obtaining a wealth of experience
for a very modest pay packet. Pro-
ducer-director salaries

(
excluding

execs) have been pegged to around
$3,000 a year, with even less for

scripters and set designers who are

on the permanent staff. On this

seal e, the commercial network
sponsors don’t anticipate much dif-

ficulty in luring some of the best

technical brains away from the

state-owned' web.
The recent announcement that

(Continued on page 49)

NBC-TV has its first “Clean
Sweep” client for “T-H-T”—the
“Today,” “Home” and “Tonight”
Shows with Northam-Warren be-

come the pioneering bankrolier. Its

117 participations on the triad

gives the web a hatful of .. coin
(even with the, discounts, charter
plan rebates, etc. ) . pact becomes
effective in December.

Coincidentally, the “pioneer”
coup was engineered by an agency
that goes back to the pre-network
beginnings of broadcasting,, the J.

M. Mathes office, which, through
Mathes himself, brought in some
of the early sponsors on New
York’s WEAF (now WNBC and
soon-to-become WRCA)

.

ABC’s Swift Renewal
ABC Radio this week snagged

its biggest renewal of the season,
repacting Swift to its five-half

hours weekly on “Breakfast Club.”
Meat pafcker occupies the cross-

board 9:15-9:30 / segment of the
waker-upper. It’s a 52-week deal.

TV side of the network has been
pitching a simulcast “Break-
fast” to Swift, but as yet hasn’t
provided convincing

.
enough

clincher.

DC. FM’er Gets

, Hollywood, Oct, 5.

Thomas Mitchell and W a Iter
Brennan have been signed for roles

in the David O. Selznick;prodUced
Light Diamond Jubilee, to be seen
on the four tv webs Oct. 24. Al-
ready announced for the two-hour
program are Helen Hayes, Joseph
Gotten, Brandon de Wilde and Kim
Novak.
Show will originate from CBS’

Television City here. Ben Hecht
penned the script. Selznick added
two to his staff for the show, Dink
Templeton as unit production maln-
ager, and Dolph Zimmer as assist-

ant director. Art Fellows handles
overall production reins as assist-

ant tp, Selznick.

Washington, Oct. 5.

Washington’s c ooperati v e -

ly-bwned FM station, WCFM, got a
dramatic last-minute reprieve when
a group of Washington business-
men pledged to keep the outlet on
the air 10 minutes before it was
to cease operations last night
(Mon.) Station, owned by 15 co-

ops in the Washington area, had
aired hourly appeals for help all

day yesterday, but hundreds of
phone calls offering aid weren’t
substantial enough until the busi-
ness group called in at 11:50 p.m.,
just 10 minutes before the dead-
line.

New group will reorganize the
station as a private corporation and
will offer enough funds to keep it

going for “several months at

least.” Group is now negotiating
for the changeover, ^.which occurs
Oct. 12, with the names of the new
sponsors to be

.
revealed at that

time. Station will add more sales

(Continued on page 28)

. With all precincts in 10 cities re-

porting their tallies, the year’s eye-
brow-raiser in video lay in the com-
bined Trendex score of 23.8 for

NBC’s twain of oUtsized tv spectac-

ulars and CBS’ pair of “baby” big-

gies, as set against the virtual Mex-
ican standoff rating of 23.2 drawn
by the stanzas opposing, the “mil-
lion dollar” foursome. In short,

only a hair’s breadth 0.4 (four-

tenth of. a point) separated the
“men” from the “boys,” When the
experts on the cost-per-thousand
graphs go to work on the dollars

and cents factor, the results will

be ' more amazin’ than Willie the
Giant’s impossible catches. “Op-
eration Hellbent for Sell” was su-

per-expensive.

But by coincidence or otherwise,
hidden among the debris Of statis-

tics was a striking consolation prize

for the factotums fearing the
specola standard. ' It’s this: The
gargantuan efforts at least have
been building progressively. Max
Liebman’s ushering in Of the so-

called titanic tinters--Betty Hutton
in “Satins and Spurs”—-rated 16.6

versus 13 for the CBSrAnn Soth-
ern “Private Secretary” and 34.4

for Ed Sullivan’s “Toast of the
Toivn.” Then came Columbia’s turn
with an hourlong entry, the first of
Westinghou^e’s “Best of Broadway”
series fronting a flock of stars—
Fredric March, Helen Hayes. Clau-
dette Colbert, Charles COburn, et

al,—in “The Royal Family.” It

drew 23.9 while, on the other hand,
a third repeat on the Lillian Roth
“story” on Ralph Edwards’ “This
Is Your Life” was not

.
far behind

with 19.3.

Liebman’s second 90-minute
whizbang, Ann Sothern i “Lady
In the Dark.” crept Up a few points
over “Royal” by scoring 25.8 while
Columbia’s threesome of half-hour
shows was raking in an 18.2.

Grable Dents 'Dragnet'

Last week the high point among
the razzle-dazzlers was achieved
with the Betty Grable-Harry James-
Mario Lanza “Shower of Stars,” in-

augurating the Chrysler series of

one musical and three melodramas
per month, putting together 27.9.

But the race was the tightest thus
far, with NBC’s “Justice” rating

23.7 in the first 30 minutes and
“Dragnet” beating “Shower” to the
tape with 30.4 for the half-hour,

with the 60-minute opposition av-
eraging 27-plus or less than a point
behind.
While “Dragnet” still manager to

be eating peanuts off the hood of
Chrysler’s baptismal biggie, the
9 o’clock cops-and-robbers’ share-
of-audience supremacy came in for
considerable denting with its 46.8
mark as opposed to that of 46.3 for
the song-and-dancer, CBS. was
quick on the draw on pointing out

(Continued on page 49)

Video’s Crib-Age
Actors with a aense of his-

tory—and not necessarily con-
fined to those of “royal” the-

atrical lineage — are now em-
ploying tv for that “first time
on any stage” tag in behalf of

their progeny.
.

Last month, it was Nancy OL
son’s “for real” infant set for
“The Royal Family” on CBS
(but switched at the last min-
ute.)

Sunday before last, John
Barrymore Jr. engineered the
debut of his four-month-old son
( by Cara Williams), John Bar-
rymore III, for a “silent” role

in “The Story of Moses” on
Hallmark’s “Hall of Fame” on
NBC-TV. They’re now calling

the infant “Little Mose.”
The whole nation’s waiting

to see if they marry Off June
Havoc and make with a babe
on her new series. Cry Havoc?

Roto-Broifs Hot

Roto-Broff will pick up the tab

for half the time of NBC-TV’s Nov.

2 election coverage. Web has set

a three-and-a-half-hour ballot ride,

with “hot spot” regional pickups,

from 9:30 p.m. to 1 a.m. The spread

will be over 142 Stations, largest

evCr undertaken by the network for

a special event.

Included in the screened lineup

so far are John Cameron Swayze,
Bill Henry apd David Brinkley,

with Dave Garroway’ as emcee.

Roto-Broil’s bill for the ballot-

eering is in the neighborhood of

$175,000, the largest one-shot in

tv for a small appliance account!
which is agencied by Product
Services. As a comparison, Roto’s
total expenditure in the medium
last year was in the near-$l,000,000
class, qite a hike from the $50,000
it shelled out the year previously
when the outfit was a-building.

In a development yesterday
(Tues.), Roto-Broil also latched on
for half of CBS-TV’s 11:30 p.m.-to-
conclusion (about. 1 a m.) coverage
over at least its minimum basic

network. Broiler outfit fill oh this

wiil be
.
approximately $90,000, or

$265,000 for the dual-web deal.

CBS’ers fronting the returns will

include Ed Murrow, Charles Col-

( Continued on page 49)

One of the more offbeat or-
ganizations among the myriad out-
growths of the television industry
is a unique husband-and-wife out-
fit named- Video Vittles Inc. While
the name is self-explanatory to a
degree, the firm operates more
than a mere catering service; it’s

a complete packaging consultancy-
catering operation which services
more than a dozen agencies, fur-
nishing drawingboard-to-on-the-air
service on their food commercials,

,
Vittles is the brainchild of Kit.

Kinne, the food editor of NBC-TV’s
“Home,” and her 'lawyer-husband,
Charles .Sigety. It started out as a
parttiiiie service some three years
ago, when Miss Kinne was the
“Sally Smart” of the WOR-TV;
N, Y,, “Sally Smart’s Kitchen”
show. She got a call asking her
to bake some cakes for Pillsbury
for the “Godfrey and His Friends"
show. She’s been baking those
cakes ever since* but now has ex-
panded to the point where Video
Vittles is a fulltime operation
utilizing four fulltime epoks and
home, economists and a number of
parttimers when business is par-
ticular heavy.
The Sigetys operate out of their

own brownstone on E. 95th St., in
N.Y,., using their own kitchen
(they’re installing- a new one next
month in their basement), and at

the studios for on-the-spot cooking
commercials. What up to now. lias

been a limited (grocery bill was
$700 last month) operation will ex-?

pand into a major one, Sigety be-
lieves, with the advent of color.

Already tint is a major item on
the Vittles agenda, with the firm
having handled the Sunbeam com-
mercial on the NBC-TV Max Lieb-
man “spectacular,” with another
tintblurb slated via Uncle Ben’s
Rice on the “Garry Moore Show”
Oct,8,J and what with Vittles hav-
ing sat in on virtually every closed-
circuit agency demonstration of
tint in which one of its clients have
been involved.

Sigety reports that every agency
with which lie’s connected has been
enthusiastic over the potentialities

;

of color for its food clients. This

(Continued ort page 42)

Chicago, Oct. 5.

The medical profession, with a

generous
,
assist from the major

pharmaceutical firms, has latched
onto television like it was a revo-
lutionary new surgical technique.
And the growing use of tv on a
variety of fronts by the mask and
gown boys may well set the pattern
for other professions:

The medicos are finding video a

potent three-pronged tool. First,

there’s the growing use of tv as an
in-school teaching device with the
closed-circuit hookup linking the
operating room with the classroom
a must for the modern medical
school. There’s the cross-country
privately pipelined tv lectures and
demonstrations going out to the
nation’s physicians and surgeons as

a refresher course in the latest

medical doings. Using the facilities

of ‘ one of the regular networks
when the co-ax is open, these post-

graduate briefings, are usually sub-
sidized by a drug firm as a pro-
fessional service.

50G Hypertension Tab
.

Typical example of the use of tv

kin. .post-grad vinstrjjctioh was the.

coaSt-to-coast telecast two weeks
back on the treatment of hyperten-
sion under the auspices of the
American College of Physicians.
The $50,000 tab for the hour-long
show originating at CBS-TV ?

s Stu-

dios i New York was lifted by
Wyeth Labs. Response to the
closed circuit by the 9,000 doctors
who saw it ih 23 cities is currently
being sifted by the lab and the
College, with the likelihood ' that
further private sessions will be
scheduled, such projects are viewed
by the ethical drug houses as natu-
ral vehicles for their institutional

pitches and it’s an area which more
and more pharmaceutical compa-
nies are known to be investigating.

Aside front these strictly intra-

mural productions, there’s the gen-
eral field of public health educa-
tion that has also caught the fancy
of the MD's and the drug firms.

Pioneer in this field has been
Smith, Kline & French, the Phila-

delphia drug house, whose “March
of Medicine” has been an NBCJrTV
special eventer the past four years.

This season SK&F ha$ scheduled a

[ series, of six shows, with the first

on mental diseases coming up Oct.

31. While the drug firm makes no
direct advertising pitch on the pro-
grams, since the bulk of its prod-
ucts, require a physician’s prescrip-
tion, it’s earmarked close to $200,-

000 for the six medical displays.

Although there’s not the close
connection with the medical pro-
fession as bn the SK&F specials,

Dow Chemical’s “The Medic” on
NBC-TV is being closely watched
by the medicos as an important
educational instrument in its re-

alistic handling of specific case his-

tories. “Medic” bears the endorse-
ment of the Los Angeles County
Medical Assn., and thus indirectly

it has the blessings of the Ameri-
can Medical Assn,
The AMA itself has pretty much

been the clearinghouse for most
of the profession’s tv activities, es-

pecially those aimed toward the
general public. The association

works closely with SK&F on the
“March of Medicine” series, Also
it has been active in the production
of films for the use on hometown
Stations by the-various state and
county groups.

CBS-TV has a couple of 60-
minute back-to-back turkey trots

in the works for Thanksgiving
(Nov. 25),. both of them complete
with financing and formats for a
two-hour celebration. Longines-
Wittnauer is in again for this
year’s gobbler galas with “Thanks-
giving Day Festival” slotted at

5 o’clock. Annual classique will

feature, the Lortgines Sympho-
nette, Wittnauer Choraliers, a bal-

let and. other “family” fare.

National Dairy will be berthed
in fiie 6 p.m* segueing hour in
another “festival” format slanted
to families with the accent on the
moppets: Web is working on sta-

tion ^clearances.

AFTRA, NETWORKS

SET OCT. 11 HUDDLE
Negotiations between the Ameri-

can Federation of Television &
Radio Artists and the major net-'

works over a new contract to re-

place the one which expires Nov.
15 are expected to ; start next
week. AFRTA exec secretary
George Heller has called a meet-
ing of the webs and interested
parties for Oct. 11 at the Park
Sheraton Hotel in N. Y., where
it’s expected he’ll lay down the
union’s demands.
Major demands are expected to

be a welfare-pension fund with non-

Cmployee - contributing features,

a general hike in wages and im-
provements in working conditions.

General, outline of new demands
was laid down, in August at the

AFTRA convention in Detroit.
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MUTUAL, youngest of radio networks, has observed

enough of its elders’ anniversaries to learn two things

about such celebrations. Generally, they are important

only to the celebrant. And lately, radio festivities seem

somewhat subdued—perhaps to avoid disturbing the

newest family-member, TV
Here at our house, things are different. Mutual

was born different ... a four-market hookup launched

in October, 1934, as a joint enterprise owned and oper-

ated by its stations. Mutual was brought up different,

too... besides being the world’s largest (arid the only

one wholly dedicated to radio), this is the network

whose unique strength today is the community-level

strength of half-a-thousand neighborly voices linked

together through all the 48 states.

That’s why Mutual’s 20th birthday is celebrated

in the name of 572 affiliates. Each one plays an increas-

ingly vital role in the lively business of broadcasting—

and to each one we are grateful. This lively business

means a constant flow of human sound, delivered day

an informal pause for network

identification, prompted by the timely

fact that MUTUAL is

20 years old in
r
54!

and night to welcoming ears everywhere—and we are

grateful to our listeners. Within this flow of sound

has developed a matchless means of selling goods—and

are we grateful to our sponsors!

Obviously, then, the anniversary honors belong

to radio stations, to radio listeners, and to radio adver-

tisers. This is likewise a time for an accounting, to

each of these, of the Mutual Network’s 20-year prog-

ress in service and in stature*

Bare statistics can trace the outline: 4 stations to

572 . . . 96,000-watt power to^T, 100,000 , . *$1,000,000

in advertisers’ investment to over $23,000,000 a year—

a cleat pattern of broadening, rewarding service. But

radio is too human a medium to be measured in Watts
*

and dollars alone. This fastest-growing of all networks

has moved toward maturity against a background of

surging public interest in broadcasting . . both before

and after the advent of TV. Here is the basic clue to

Mutual’s '"score” in ’54.

It may be common knowledge that, during these
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two brigf decades, U. radio homes have more than

doubled (20,000,000-odd to some 46,000,000 families)

and that radio “saturation” is half again as great as in

‘34 (64% to over 96% of all homes today). But there is

uncommon significance, we believe, in radio’s advances

. .
post*TV, .There are actually more hours of listen-

ing today than in '43—and it is different listening,

infinitely more personalized} with car radios and port-

ables, for instance, comprisingmore than half the

5,000,000 new radios purchased this far in ’54.

Plainly, the receiving end of this business is geared

as no other medium can be, to go wherever the people

go. Plainly, Mutual’s vast plurality of stations is ideally

geared, at the transmitting end, to mesh with the

public interest. Howcan we best gear our program and

sales service for the next 20 years, to assure the kind of

progress which has characterized the past 20?

A big step toward answering this critical question

has already been taken. We are now studying the first

findings in the largest research project ever trained on

all-American habits in living and listening. For the
*

first time, we are learning the exact nature and scope

of such factors as out-of-home listening, family com-
V

position, and program tastes—in and out ofTV areas.

Our heavy investment in this forthright research

not only testifies to Mutual’s faith in the future of

network radio . , . it also finances a custom-made key

to that future. For years to come, we look forward to

sharing that key and that future, in a truly mutual

sense, with the. everlasting trio of station and listener

and sponsor, . .

RESIDENT

THE SCORE IN HOMES & STATIONS (1934-1954)

THE SCORE IN DOLLARS SINCE TV (1950-1953)

,

$ MILLIONS OF
GROSS MBS BILLINGS

23.2

*50 - *51 '52 •53

INCREASE IN MBS SHARE
4-NETWORK BILLINGS

(X gain over ’50)

16X

•50 ’51 •52 ’53,
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In one of the quickest end most
drastic character changes ever un-

dergone by a New York area sta-

tion, WNJR, the seven-year-old

5,000-watter which Rollins. Broad-

casting Corp. purchased from the

Newark News for $140,000 some. 10

months ago, has become the N. Y.’s

market first fulltime Negro station,

and. lias made serious inroads on
the Negro operations of Gotham’s
other indies/

In its 10. months under Rollins

management, the . outlet’s number,
©f national advertisers has risen

from none to 14, it's on the “mush
buy” list of several agencies for

Negro market campaigns, and its

roster of local clients has spread

from Newark-only retailers to

Brooklyn, Manhattan and the

Bronx, with an accompanying vol-

me increase. Latest Pulse figures

n the Negro audience place it

inong the city’s top outlets, and
it’s not only cut into ratings of

Gotham’s part-time Negro outlets

but into: their national, billings as

well.

All this has been accomplished,
. according to general .manager Ah
bert R. Lanphear, on what’s tanta-

mou to “grind” policy—19
hours day of rhythm & blues

nisic and spirituals, with news and
sports interspersed among the
musical segments. That ‘’give ’em
music” policy (an application Of

the WNEW, N. Y., music-and-news
operation applied to Negro tastes)

is unique in N. Y*. and perhaps
even in the country, but that it’s

paid off handsomely is evident in

the station’s pickups on* Sunday
evenings, and even here, there’s a

fair smattering of spirituals.

Station has gone one step fur-

ther than the ordinary outlet in

building its stable of personalities.

It’s entered into tape agreements
whereby it brings in two of the
country’s top rhythm & blues,

jocks on daily basis via tape.

Lanphear has; signed a deal with
Zenas (Daddy) Sears of WOK in

Atlanta under which WNJR uses
the jbekey two anid one-half hours
daily via tape and has a similar
arrangement with Hunter Hancock
of KFVD in Los Angeles for. two
hours nightly of his tapes. -WNJR

(Continued on page 44)
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Hearst Corp. offered a vigorous
credo for radio last week. In si-

multaneous /LoVes, its audio out-
lets, WBAL, Baltimore, and WISN,
Milwaukee, launched their respec-
tive “three Ps”—program, person-
nel and promotion shuffles to bos*
ster station stature and “bring
radio to a new. maturity.”

It seems the two c’osest parallel’s

at WISN and WBAL concern em-
phasis on “public Service”’ and
news programming. This, however,
is only part of the Hearst radio
plan,

.

At WBAL, an NBC affiliate with
50,000-watt strength, station

manager Leslie fL /Peard Jr. based
his radio strategy to take the play
Way from the competition . on

“three basic philosohpies”: radio’s
public service stature, its overall
news and music flavor, and the in-

(Continucd on page; 49)

Ray D. Kell of RCA’s television

research staff will be the recipient

of the Society of Motion Picture

and Television Engineers’ 1954
David Sarnoff Gold Medal Award.
It’ll be presented to him at the

opening luncheon of the SMPTE’s
76th semiannual convention in Los
Angeles Oct. 18.

Technical powwow is. expected to

be one of the largest in. the So-

ciety’s history with a record, num-
ber of papers due for delivery.

Kell is getting the Gold Medal
Award lor his pioneering achieve-

ments in the . development .
of all-

elect r ic television and his con-

tributions to cplor
:
tv, including its

adaptation tp the limits of a 6-

megacycle. channel. He’s been in

the tv development field 27

years.:

Mich. Blasters Vote To

Comml’s on Beer, Wine
St; Glair, Mich,, Oct. 5/

Elimination of the dramatization

of- beer and wine drinking on tv

commercials Was unanimously ap-
proved at the annual convention of

the Michigan Assn, of Radio and
Television Broadcasters; Any net*

work program showing such acts

will be cut,- it was declared.

Members gave themselves until

Oct, 15 to adopt the self-regulatory

code. Since there was unanimous
agreement on the matter no formal
penalty, provisions for rioibcompli-

ance were established. Expulsion
from the association Was hinted,

•however, for any member not go-

ing along with the. edict.

Gayle Grubb, manager of WJBK-
TV, Detroit, and veepee of the as-

sociation, said the ban means that

“no beer or wine sponsor can get

on the air in Michigan if his com-
mercials show the drinking of beer

or wine. Every brewer and distiller

has been contacted and has .agreed

to abide by this ruling. So far as;

I know, Michigan tv stations are

the first to make this move, which
has been under consideration for

several months.”
impetus for the selfrregulation

was provided by the 1954 Michigan
Legislation, which very nearly,

pissed a law * which would have
prohibited beer or wine drinking
on tv commercials. Such acts, are

considered by church and WCTU
groups in the state to adversely
affect public morals.
Rep. Alvin Bentley (R., Mich.)

hailed th9 move as; “precedent-set-
ting,” and told the delegates at

the convention that it may start a

trend which will aVert legislation.

The Congressman did not make it

|

clear, whether he was talking about
legislation on a Federal or state

level, or both.

Marriage Guidance As

New ABC Radio Series
ABC Radio has igned contracts

with the Woman’s Home Compan-
ion for rights to air a morning
dramatic strip using material from
the. magazine and the mag’s title.

Articles in question, which will be
whipped into dramatic format
with. one*st6ry-a-week scripting,

are Dr. David R. Mace's marriage
guidance, features.

Show will be called “Companion”
and will aid cross-tlie-board in late

lOrning, probably at 11:15. In
something of a switch, program
chief Ray. Diaz is auditioning news-
caster Arthur Van Horne as. nar-
rator (Dr. Mace). Deal with the
mag was consummated because of
its high readership among the
“young housewife” set, an audi-
ence group at which ABC ha's been
(itching iii the morning field.

Sterling Tribute
Washington, Oct. 5.

Tribute to Comr. George E. Ster-
ling On his retirement from the
FCC last Friday (30) after.31 years
of government service was paid by
the Commission last Week in the
fjorm of a scroll commemorating
his contribution to the radio art.

Agency praised Sterling for “his
warmth, sincerity and fundamental
sense of fairness . and his dis-

tinguished career/”

Anew As

San Francisco, Oct. 5.

The sirnrqering dispute between
the DuMont network and its San
Francisco outlet, KPIX, blew out
into the open- with the .announce-
ment that the station had dropped
its affiliation with the network
“because of the network's viola-

tion
,
of its affiliation agreement'.”

Specific cause of the break was
the offering to Stockton tv station
KOVR of the pro football game
between the San Francisco 49ers
and. the Los Angeles Ram? on
Sunday. KOVR, although located
in a town considerably outside the
San Francisco metropolitan Area,
has its transmitter on Mt, Liable,
due east from San Francisco and
the highest peak around these
parts, .With the result that its

signal not only sweeps up and
down the valley, but also hits a

major portion of the metropoli-
tan San Francisco and all of the
Peninsula (Palto Alto, . etc. ) and
South Bay (San Jose) area.

The dispute had its origins
earlier this summer when the
Stockton station, operated by ra-

dio and tv manufacturer Les Hoff-
man, announced plans to begin
broadcasts and was approached
by DuMont and offered the pro
football games. KPIX immedi-

(Continued on page 42)

Woodworth Vice Conrad

For ABC Coast Radio
Hollywood, Oct. 5.

Harry Woodworth has been
named director of ABC Radio’s
western devision, replacing Fran-
cis Conrad, who resigned last

week; Woodworth, who joined
ABC in 1948 in N. Y- as a radio
account exec, most recently has
been' tv sales staffer for the
western divisi .

Prior to joining ABC, Wbod-
worth was with; BBD&O as pro-

ducejr of “Welcome Travelers/’

Topeka-—Dick Nichols has; been
appointed to the farm department
of WIBW and WIBW-TV, Capper
stations here, according to Ben
Ludy, manager of the publication
firm's radio and tv interests. Ni-
chols formerly was publications
editor for the Kansas State Board ’

of Agriculture.

Vermont TV’er Bows
Burlington, Vt., Oct. 5.

Vermont’s first television sta-

tion, WMVT, began its first regu-

lar telecasts Sept. 26, with a local

and movie cowboy show, sports

and newscast, weather reports

and films of the tv facilities

atop Mt. Mansfield.

On the previous day, WMTW,
the Mt,-. Washington: station in

New Hampshire, had also gone on

the ‘

,
thus

r

giving double-bar-

relled coverage to a vast area of

northern New England which had
previously been shut out of the

video world.

MORT NUSBAUM SHIFTS

ROCHESTER TVER TO AM
Rochester, Oct. 5.

Mort Nusbaum is" breaking with

WHAM-TV after .six years to un-

dertake a late night radio stanza

Via WBBF here. Deal, which is

much like Barry Gray’s via

WMCA, N. Y., calls for “predomi-

nately talk and interviews” out

of a hotel, and is expected to pro-

vide heavy coin to
: the w.k. gabber.

The proposition was brought to

Nusbaum by the Seneca Hotel in

Rochester last week. The gabber

immediately ruled WHAM-AM.. out

for the late nighttime strip since

he felt the ,50,000-watter needed
too much money for time charges

to make such a gabfest feasible,

After the WBBF pacting, Nus-

baum gave the WHAM interests

belonging to Stromberg-Carlson,

two weeks’ notice. The latter sta-

tion allowed the d/j; to break his

contract a few months early. The
new radio edition will run Tues-
thru-Sat. from 11:15 p.m. to

2 ayerri.

By FARRELL DAVISSON
Chicago, Oct. 5.

Perhaps there’s no better proof
anywhere that UHF television is i

trouble than that which exists her
in the nation’s No.2 market.

This is the. town where the four
established VHF stations are en-
tering a new season which prom-
ises without a doubt to be the most
profitable in the quartet's career.
It’s also the town Where four UHF
construction permits have been
granted; But with one exception
there’s an obvious reluctance to

pioneer the higher band. And in

the case of the exception there’s
plenty of trepidation about the
“rocky road ahead.”

Despite
.
the recognition that

there’s still plenty of gold i them
there tv hills; especially those with
VHF peaks and that this burg
could accommodate more activated
channels, the problems facing the
UHF trailblazers have the. grantees
frankly bewildered. It’s not so

much matter of financial re-

sources, pr even ingenuity or cour-
age but rather a .hardheaded ap-
praisal of the obstacles ahead.

Take. WIND-TV, for example,
whose Channel 2Q CP was handed
down by the FCC in March, 1953.

Its ' longstanding order with RCA
for. equipment is still in the “od-
tion” stage. In short, it’s

.
strictly

a
.
“wait arid see” situation, One

has only to examine the stock own-
ership of WIND-TV with its Ralph
Atlass-Les Atlass Jr.,-John Carey
(WIND-A'M), John S'. Knight (Chi-

dago Daily .News) apd the P. K.
Wrigley gum family lineup to rec-

ognize this is hardly a fly-by-night
operation. When a / well-heeled,
hep combine like this is hesitant
about venturing into the uncharted
UHF waters, it’s small wonder that

(Continued on page 42X

Continued from page 1

Van Volkenburg, CBS-TV prexy,

put’ out a statement admitting the

deception because of the condition,

of Lanza’s voice. James Pope,

Chrysler veepee, declared,.“We are.

seeking assurance, that nothing .of

this kind will be done on our fu-

tu e shows,”
In a day of confession, .the Los

Angeles dailies played it on front

pages. Paul Price, tv editor of the

L. A: Daily News,, devoted his- en-

tire column to "L’Affaire Lanza”
arid tagged it -with this -stinger:

“It* will be a lqpg day. before I or

any other newsman involved in the

affair will . respect the integrity,

honor and honesty of CBS execu-
tives.” Bearing most of the brunt

of the attack by -the press, was
Harry Ackerman. CBS-TV veepee
in charge of Hollywood program-

Hollywood, Oct. 5.

Mario Lanza played -to -the -smallest audience of his career

Monday (4) when a mere 30 showed up in his Beyerly Hills home
to sit in judgment on .

his ;oice, At his invitation, 30 members
of the press barged into his home studio to pass on timbre and
quality, of liis tenor voice—iri the flesh, not prerecorded. That
they were convinced was evident from the applause that greeted
each of his four arias from “Pagliacci,” with his coach, maestro
Spadoni, on • the bench.

Lanza Was about, to tear into ‘.‘La Boheme" when impatient
reporters broke in for what theycame, an int.er.vieW to find out
why lie didn’t sing live on .CBS-'rV’s :“Shpwer of Stars” lasf \veek.

He even hit “Be My Love” for Hedda Hopper and Sheila Graham
before the interview. After the interview, orie legrrian. rnuttered,

“He’s not the Lanza I knew/' /Most agreed he was “graciously
evasive/’

'

Asked why he didn’t sing last Thursday (30), Lanza passed the
buck to his doctor who, he said, protested that a three-heiur pre-
recording session would be too wearing ori his. voice. Singer said
he had had. “shots” to get in shape l'or the colorcast. He said
he personally was “rarin’ to go” but medics feared the strain on[

piper’s dehydrated frame which .was down to “210 pounds,” accord-

/

ing to Lanza. One newsman, an old welght-guesser, called it

closer to 250.' '
;

Dr. Raymond Kendall, dean pf music at USC and critic for the
Los Angeles Mirror, said, “It’s still a big voice. As good as ever.”
A1 Teitelbaum, Bevhills furrier, appeared before the press as
a “medical consultant” and said Lanza was “in no condition to

sing that night.”
Lanza said his next tv appearance would be on Chrysler’s

Cr ristmas show’. When a newsman asked if he had signed a
contract, Lanza ducked, iu tiering something about “protecting
CBS.” When scribe pressed for explanation; it was lost in art

ensuing barrage of questioning.

No Secret To RCA
The RCA Victor people in

Nevv York aver that, they knew
.it was not Mari Lanza’s in-

tention to sing on the CBS
Chrysler show almost a month
ago because the tenor, despite
his .“audition” for the prqss in

Hollywood on Monday (4), had
not been in vocal training. The
tipoff to Victor were sortie rec-
ords the singer had cut for
the plattery, but which were
deemed not up to standard.

Victor, ' fact, has, no fi/m
contract riow. with Lanza, after
being the..company's top “Red
Seal” artist jfor two; years while
he was under Metro contract.

RCA Victor’s current release
of “One Kiss” is a pot-pourri
Of his Coca-Cola tapes, taken
off-the-air, and not specially

recorded stuff, with Ray. Sin-
rSira batoning.

mmg
of t)

Van Vhlken burg’s statement
'ie. .njext -day completely re-

vers&ch him.
Lanza didn’t help matters either

by coming out boldly with the
statement that he sang on the show
arid furthermore he can "butsing
any (deleted) in the business,”
Four days later he invited some of

the press to his home for a recital

to prove he's singing < as good as

ever (see separate ’Story),

CBS Radio
Continued froth pagr, 23

Longer vacations, arid more people

getting them.

“This morning- we served 7.0Q0
more breakfasts than we did-yes-
terday. Tomorrow, 7,000 more
breakfasts than today/

, "The prospect, too (by 1960), is

for another 40,000,000 radios, in
all sizes, in more places than ever
before. The demand for radio; sets

otpr the past .five years has been
so insistent that the industry; has
had to maintairi kh annhal produc-
tion average of 12

;
500,000 sets.

Even a generbus illowance for re-
placements makes a total of 150,-

000,000 to 155j000,000 radios iri the
U/ S.. by 1060 more than likely.

“In setting new goals for I960

—

and achieving these goals—adver-
tising can play' a pivotal role. In
helping people * throughout the
country to imagine the*, satisfac-

tions that are within their grasp,
the medium.that’s most efficient is

radio.”

Postscript: The 4:30 cocktail-
and - buffet * timetable conflicted
wtih

.
tw other, press gatherings

that- day:
.

CBS-TV. was having one;
but appareiitly it’s Macy-doesn’t

.

tellrGirnbel as between CBS Radio
and CBS Television? and NBC-TV
billed a 4:30 “meet the press”
buildup for a vidpix series. Thus
CBS’ “Tune In Tomorrow” had
mi imUm- attendance with some
major scribes missing. It’s bee rt

suggested , that the webs, get to-
gether on press party clearances
to avoid such conflicts with its

soul-searching on the part of the.

fourth estates that; remains . at best
a “fielder’js choice.”

D. G. FM’er
Continued front pa&e 25

personnel and embark on an ex-
panded sales promotion campaign
in order to put it on a paying basis.

Outlet was formed in 1948 by
•some 15 Washington 'co-ops; but
has lost- in the neighborhood of
$250,000 'in that six-yCai* span.

,

WCFM gave three and one-half
hours of its time yesterday to re-

viewing its long history of public
service programrriing.

1

The eve-
ning finished, on a high .note,, be-
fitting the occasion: an ihterview
with AtdOus Huxley, the- English
novelist, who was her a lec-

ture .tour.
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Masquerade Party brings new face^
i

to ABC . . ... unmasks new celebrities,

new gags, new sponsors

Television's star-studded panel show, Masquerade Party,,

moved last Wednesday night to ABC. From start. to finish, the show

with the unique guess-who format, showcases more celebrities

per minute than any other half hour on television. Sponsored~oiv

alternate weeks by Remington Rand and Esquire Boot Polish
y

masquerade party i
c an “added starter” on ABC’s all-new,

exciting Wednesday night schedule.

You’re in smart company on ABC-TV
AMERICAN BROADCAST! N’G
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SHOWER OF STARS
.With Betty Grable, Harry James,

Mario Lanza, Gordon Jenkins
orch, Fred Clark, Marvin Kap-
lati, others

Executive Producer: Cecil Barker
Producer: Nat Perrin
Director: Seymour. Berns
60 Mins., Thurs., 8:30 p.m. (once-a?

month) .

CHRYSLER
CBS-TV, from Hollywood

(McCarin-Eriekson)

Another color extravaganza bit

the dust last week when CBS-TV
helped Chrysler launch its hew
"Forward March” ad campaign
with the first of the automotive’s
one-a-month series of top-budgeted
musicals ' preeming in the Thurs-
day night*»8:30 to 9:30 slot. (Chrys-

ler retains the time on a year-

round basis, with a Coast-originat-

ing melodrama series, ‘‘Climax,”

occupying the other three: weeks).

‘‘Shower of Stars”, along with the
“Best of Broadway” legit adapta-

tions which ,bowdd a couple Weeks
earlier, was designed as Columbia’s
up-and-at-’em answer to Max Lieb-.

man’s NBC spectaculars. A lot of

coin and effort undoubtedly went
into the Chrysler blueprint.. What
showed up oh the nation’s tv.

screens was as • uricreative as it was
unimaginative.

It isn’t every day that a Bett.v

Grable-Harry James-Mario Lanza
talent parlay -shows up on video,

and it isn't every day that a net-
work can do such an effective job
in dissipating the impact of such a

formidable Nielsen-Trendex po-
tential,

A lot of factors militated against
the show’s success. As an excur-
sion into the rainbow realm, the
colors were excessively gaudy and
primitive, lacking any of the fine
'tonal . subtleties that^fpr example;
went into . the Liebmau “Lady In
the Dark” tint Venture, It was
splashy and tasteless. Too, it sug-
gested that the West Coast has
failed as yet to keep apace on color
advances, fOr a quality Of uneven-
ness was too often apparent. And
as with previous tint shows, east
or west, the black-and-white defi-

ition suffered considerably.
There was a feeble attempt to

link . the show’s various compo-
nents together with a story-line con-
tinuity that utilized all the Holly-
wood-fabled cliches in the book,
with an appalling lack of; comedy.
Latter assignments were entrusted
to Marvin Kaplan ("Meet Millie”)
and Fred Clark, latter as a super-
colossal Hollywood film* producer.
In toying around with the idea of
doing a “Mario Lanza Story”, then
a “Betty Orable Story”, then a
“Grable-Lanza-James Story”, it.

seved as a poor excuse to string
together the various variety-pro-
duction turns as the film producers
and their stooges “envisioned”
the shooting of the scenes..
Thus Lanza did a pre-recorded

"Be My Love” and the “Vest! la
guibba” from “Pagliacci”, along
with an Italian chanty " “Marechi-
ari” (in the. garb of a Mediterra-
nean seaman). (As it turned out
Lanza, grabbing off 40G. for his
stint, wound up with the most ex-
pensive mouth in the world, since
he was merely paying lip service,
to a three-year-old recording of
“Be My Love.”)
As for Mi^s Grable, 20th-Fox has

done much , better by her, both as
to choice of production numbers
and in her vocal-dancing contribs.
Her turn-of-the-century Central
Park scene (“I’m Just Wild About
Harry”) with James perhaps came
off best and there was a. finer as-
sist on more subtle color effects
here. Her “Digga Digga Doo”
number, her “Baby Won’t You
Please Come Home” with a James
accomp; her torching: of “One For
the Road” were singularly lacking
in spark, James had a few turns
With the horn, including a Sextet
rendition, with Gordon Jenkins
providing the overall musical back-
grounding. 0

Whatever the answer to spec-
tacular showcases, whether of the
NBC 90-minute giant category or
in the CBS "baby” vernacular, this
one wasn’t it. The main suspicion
points to a lack of. creative master-
minding in gearing tried-and-true
performers to the more intimate
tv screen. Under the “show biz in a
hurry” pattern and demands of the
medium, it doesn’t come easy; And
it’s the most expensive “experi-
ment in entertainment annals..

Rose.

No ‘Payoff’ Payoff
A CBS-TV memo last week to

stations carrying the “Big Payoff”
daytimer:

“This is to advise that during
the World Series, the program is

not to be ‘Joined in Progress.’ The
client (Colgate, on Monday-
Wednesday-Friday) has advised
that

.
no

;

compensation will be
granted a station joining the net
work late due to rnnover of any
World Series game.”

IMOGENE COCA SHOW
With Ruth Donnelly, Billy De-

Wolfe, others; George Bassman,
music director

Writers: Lucille Kallen, Ernest
Kinoy,' Max Wilk

Director-Producer: Marc Daniels
30 Mins.; Sat., 9 p.m.
TUMS, S.O.S., GRIFFIN, JOHN-
SON & JOHNSON

NBC-TV, from New York
( D-F-S; McCann-ErickSon;

B C & P; Y & R)
.

Among the capsule 10-minute
bankrollers listed for the new. Imo-
gene Cocai Saturday night disp’ay
on NBC-TV is S:G.S. (along with
Turns, Griffin and Band Aid). The
call letters serve a far more useful
purpose as. a warning 1 to all CpnV
cerned with the comedienne’s new
solo venture.

For the premiere. (2) of the
“Imogene Coca Show” Was indeed
a. hapless occasion,, with, the prob-
ability that more than ope Coca
fan was yearning out loud for those
good, old “Show of Show” days, or
at least for the collaborative, Sid
Caesar assist .which managed to
bring put the brighter aspects of
her talent.

The new Coca show never got
off the ground. Instead of the rich,
satire, the blending of impishness
and pathos or those excursions, into
sortg and dance which Were made
memorable because all the proper
nuances were brought : to them;
there Was something frantic and
almost desperate about the new so-

called “situation comedy” which
marked the premiere of Miss. Coca
as a tv star in her own right.

As : the lead-in to. the new 90-
minute Saturday night 9 to 10:30
comedy parlay, Which also includes
the Texaco show alternating Jimmy
Durante and Donald O’Connor,
with George Gobel bringing up the
rear, the responsibility falls on
MiSs Coca to woo those CBS dial-
ers over to NBC when the Jackie
Gleason curtain rings down. How-
ever, unless they’ve got some bet-
ter things

.
in store for her, it’s

gonna be, a mighty tough assign-
ment.

Listed as the writers for the Coca,
display* are Lucille Kallen, Ernest
Kinoy (who did such a standout
job as

:
scripter of the summer

“Marriage” series fop Hume Crony

n

and Jessica Tandy) and Max Wilk,
but they scored virtually a com-
plete missout. Initial installment
utilized the services of Billy De-
Wolfe, the comic-satirist recently
featured, in the Broadway “Alma-
nacs” musical revue, but his was a
thankless task and a waste of
talent.
Presumably it was intended as a

takeoff on the Ed Murrow “Person
to Person” show (in this instance
called “Face to Face” with DeWolfe
as the interviewer). Miss Coca
natch, is the subject of the telecast
-—bUt she isn’t home. Thus, the
interviewing film and live

.
clips

show Miss Coca on- the road having
trouble with (a) her car; (b) a
mechanic; (c) a toll bridge collector
who won’t take a check for 10
cents. Meanwhile DeWolfe is inter-
viewing “Aunt Sabrina” (Ruth
Donnelly) and the cook, with Miss
Coca arriving home just in time
for the fadeout. . *

It all came off as a' listless, at
times almost befuddled enterprise,.
With no spark or . hilarity, with
little meaning behind # the Coca
mugging arid grimacing. A flash-
back to the comedienne as a mop-
pet doing a “Flower, and the
Bumble Bee” ballet, bordered on
the pathetic. Even the correlation
of the episodes (punctuated by too
many commercials, for a half-hour
show) was at best uneven. Rose.

»• • -v ' . »

MORGAN BEATTY AND THE
NEWS

Producer-director: Scudder Boyd
Writer: Lawrence Gonder
15 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 7:15 p,m.
MILES LABS
DuMont, from Washington

( Geoffrey Wade )

Morgan Beatty, isn’t one of the
flashiest commentators on camera
these days but he knows a good
story and he knows how, to get it

across succinctly. He gets down to
the bare essentials and Whips it up
in such a way that the viewer gets
a fairly good appraisal of the day’s
highlights.

According to the advance press
release, a lot of technical innova-
tions Were to be introduced on the
show. Devices such as cut-ins from
points along the net for important
news flashes, maps, cartoons, stills,

etc, Opening program, Sept. 27,
however, strayed from Beatty only
once for a film interview with Sen.
Tom Hennings on his committee’s
investigation of Commie infiltration
in. Guatemala. Perhaps the innova-
tions will be introduced, when the
press wires are really hunting
For the opener Beatty had to

satisfy himself with reporting on
the Joe McCarthy tax investigation,
the Joe McCarthy censure recom-
mendation and an example of Com

.
mie propaganda in the Sn^rsh

i speaking countries. Gros.
* > i d 'M Id tk

FATHER KNOWS BEST
With Robert Young, Jane Wyatt,

Elinor Donahue, Billy Gray,
Lauren Chapin .

Producer: Eugene B. Rodney
Director: William Russell
Writers: Paul West,„ Phil Davis,
Dorothy Cooper, Roswell Rogers,;
Harry Clark :& Sumner Long

30 Mins,, Sun., 10 p.m.
P. LORILLARD
CBS-TV, from H’wood (film)

(Young & Rubicam)
’TWas- inevitable that Robert

Young’s radio series would break
put in teevCe dress, and in. its

crossing over to a medium that is

admittedly more cruel, ’‘Father
Knows Best” rates more than a
passing grade. It won’t shake
the earth because, with the opener
as criterion, “Father’’ appears to.

be dependent on the less frenzied
Slices of American family life in-

stead of trying coldbloodedly to
attack the laffmeters. Granting a
few. instances of abuse of dramatic
license, particularly the too
precious but well-spoken badinage
of nine-year-old Lauren Chapin,
the situations are developed along
BOP lines.

Young, than whom there is

hardly anyone, in .Hollywood more
whom-er on the mccoy fatherhood
side (four daughters, 20% behind
E. Cantor, te be sure, but parring
he course of boy-happy Bv Crosby,

at; least), effectively carries over his
insurance drummer’s role as well
as a; worrisome though gentle and
iumorous master cf the Anderson
menage. Paired with him is the
eternally attractive Jane Wyatt;
Who will not hurt the “happy fam-
ily” illusion being built for the
vidpixer.
Brood consists of the aforemen-

tioned Lauren Chapin, who shapes
up as a!, delightful little creature
if they will just skip some of the
excesses; Elinor Donahue, the 17-

year-old older, statesman of the
progeny who is a pretty lass; and
Billy Gray, 14, about whom the
irtltialer revolved as the Bud in the
throes of hi$ first date and with
a “rich ’teener’’ to boot. It all

comes out hunky-wonderful, as per
{

orthodoxy in family situationers. :

There’s no secret; perhaps, as to.

how the subsequent scripts will go
each member of the fam' will get

his turn at spotlighting, arid with
half a dozen writers lying-in-Wait, 1

sufficient change of pace is indi-
cated to sustain the interest.

It’s nothing against Young that
he’s been trapped into doing a bit

of plugging for Kent Cigs, He’s
merely following standard practice.

Trail ...

MODERN ROMANCES
With Martha Scott, narrator
Writer: George Lefferts

.

Producers:: Wilbur Stark, Jerry
Layton

Director: James Sheldon
15 Minsi; Mon.-thru-Fri., '4:45 p.m.
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE CO.
NBC-TV, from N. Y.

(Bryan Houston, Inc.)

“Modern Romances” is heralded
as a “new departure in daytime tv
drama” for each week it’s: to pre-
sent viewers a Complete story

,
with

a complete change of cast and a
different author. Ordinarily, that
concept would provide a sound
foundation for ’most any 15-mihute
dramatic serial.

But this new NBC-TV cross-the-
board entry has its continuity so
broken up by a multitude of filmed,
plugs in behalf of Colgate-Palm-
olive’s Fab detergent and Ajax
cleanser that narrator Martha
Scott had to make a brief summary
of the preceding events after every
blurb lest the viewer forget what
had happened.
For that matter it wouldn*t make

much difference if one’s memory
did lag since the George Lefferts
script—-at least on Monday’s (4)

preem—was a trite triangle affair,
Wifey is cheating on hubby via a
romance with a lawyer friend;
Naturally, this is upsetting to her
lawful spouse so he pulls ah at-

tempted robbery. With the gen-
darmes hot on hubby’s heels, nar-
rator intones: “Will She (his wife)
stand by him? See tomorrow’s
installment,

, etc .

Miss Scott, who also cames bill-
ing as “story editor,”, does not
appear in any of

.
the sketches

which is an undeniable break for
her; None of the three principals
in the inaugural received any air
credit. The cloak of anonymity
served them well for their thesping
was in keeping with the quality of
the script,

IVithal, it’s difficult to see how
the average housewife, can be lured
from the kitchen for this one un-
less drastic changes are made.
Colgate v Palmolive, incidentally,
picks up the tab Mon.-Wed;-Fri. on
one week and Tues.-Thurs, the
next. Gilb.

GEORGE GOBEL SHOW
With Fred MacMurray, guest;
Peggy King, John Scott -Trotter
Orch

Producers: Bud Yorkih; Ed Sobol
Director: Hal Kanter

.

Writers: Jimmy Allerdice, Jack
Douglas, Harry Winkler, Kanter

30 Mins.; Sat. 10 p.m.
ARMOUR & PET MILK (alternate)
NBC-TV, from Hollywood
(Foote Cofie & Beldirig, Gardner )

By the first week of October, the
season of 1954-55 can be charac-
terized as replete with television
first, nights. Which, have embar-
rassed their stars, sobered their
producers and disgraced

,
their

writers. With that frame of refer-
ence, it rates as high praise to say
that comic George Gobel had a
quite funny,, quite smooth and dis-
tinctly professional kickoff last
Saturday (2).

But' it’s, not going to be easy. A
good deal of his standard nightclub
patter act Was transposed into telen
genic, terms for the ; inaugural
program. So how much material
has he Stored up? The awful maw,
Of tv will swallow all of it in half
a dozen weeks at the outside. Gobel
will be smart to run very scared
and should not be complacent
about being one of the few comics
not to trip arid fall right off.

Trouble ahead. A distinct hint of
writer impoverishment was pro-
vided by the failure to have some-,
thing for the guest star, Fred Mac-
Murray, to do . on the. show and the
almost-tob-cute. * attempt to turn
this lack of inspiration into a comic
value. Only it was not particularly
hilarious to have MacMurray re-
peatedly beg for an opportunity to
earn his fee and Gobel to . assure,
him that he was a guest and should
rest, and eat bookies, while mean-
while Gobel. hogged all the air-
time. That comes: dangerously close
to the line where fun stops and
offense, begins.

.
..This routine did

nothing for Fred MacMurray’s dig-
nity. Although he was good hu-
mored about it, should a star be
given the brush like a stooge? Is
Gobel that big? Is anybody that
big?
What held the show together,

what gave it its flavor and pace
was Gobel’s lovely gift of gab.
(This reviewer caught Gobel at the
Waldorf-Astoria last spring and
commented in detail on his comic
technique which is sly and warm-
ing); He moves from tv set to tv set
with the casualness of a Dave
Garroway or Steve Allen but: With
dependable wit added. As his
earlier guest shots for Colgate, and
his wow success on the cafe circuit,
have clearly suggested, Gobel has
got: plenty of what. it takes, Bub the
writers must work on some mate-

rial of their own concoction, not
just fix up what Gobel has on hand,
Peggy King was allowed one

song and made an attractive im-
pression. John Scott Trotter was
photographed several - times, more
than many a tv orchestra leader
these 'days can boast, but played
little part, in the comic proceed-
ings, Not necessary that he should,
of course, since Gobel is the funny
fellow and the reason for Armour
(via Foote Cone & Belding) and
Pet Milk (via Gardner) are alter-
nating the sponsorship.

Dial Soap won the toss for first

commercial innings and came in
strong with a contest the first prize
being (get this) “a producing, oil

well.” Who’11 top that with “You,
too, can win

v
a brand new aircraft

carrier!” ’ Land.
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DECEMBER BRIDE
With Spring Byington, Dean Miller,

Frances Rafferty, Harry Morgan
Director: Jeiry Thorpe
Writers: Parke Levy, Phil Sharp,

Bill Freedman
30 Mins., Mon./ 9:30 p.m.
GENERAL FOODS
CBS-TV, from Hollywood (film)

(Benton & Bowles)
Crisp dialog and smartly con-

structed situations plus uniformly
good thesping make “December
Bride” one of the spiritliest new
situation comedies of the season.
This Parkie Levy, creation, formerly
on radio, is a cinch to grab a
healthy audience not only on its

own merit but because it follows
the top-rated “Lucy;**

“Bride” Situations focus about
Spring Byington as a marriageable
widow. The first show sees her be-
come involved with a man she met
on a train. They become engaged
while her in-laws are fearful he’s

a smoothie four-flusher. It devel-
ops the

.
latter is v eccentric

wealthy guy but meanwhile the
family.suspicions result in a broken
engagement, with Miss Byington
merrily off on another romance as
the stanza ends.

Thq, material, and delivery it’s

given by the cast make “Bride”
stand out. Miss Byington, Dean
Miller, Frances Rafferty and Harry
Morgan are all excellent in: their
roles. Jerry Thorpe’s direction
shows a fine comedic touch. The
Fred de Cordova production is pol-
ished. It all looks like a winner.

& £ in 2 ft it- *** |oV **.«*«:* i iftk *•* IJfiri ** s> *i

TEXACO STAR THEATRE
With Jimmy Durante, Donald

O’Connor, Eddie Jackson, . Jack
Roth, Jules Buffano, others

Producer-director: Edward Buzzell
Writers: Jack Elinson, Jack Bar-

nett, Jerry Stander
30 Mins., Sat., 9:30 p.m.
TEXAS CO.
NBC-TV, from Hollywood t.

(Kudner)
"The changing tv scene finds the

Jimmy Durante-Donald. O’Connor
duo4 heretofore a Rart of the “Col-
gate Comedy Hour,” now swung
over to “Texaco Star. Theatre,” al-
ternating with their,own shows as
part of the new NBCJrTV Saturday
night lineup* The SChnoz teed off
his show last Saturday (2), and had
O’Connor as guest in a1 hypo for the
latter’s

.
program this weekend.

Despite the presence of both stars,
the show was quite a disappoint-
ment.
Durante was there with the old

time exuberance, vitality, gag$ and
songs, to give the airer some
flavor; When he sat down to the
piano, or when he kidded with the
orchestra, it was fun. But his
writers presented him with a Very
thin shoW, ; while he apparently
gave his producer ail insiifficiently-
rehearsed program. Flaws were
obvious;

Much was familiar and trite—-in
setting, situations, Oven in gags.
Story had Durante starting a hew
nightclub, interviewing talent and
kitchen help; struggling with a
thousand and one details; O’Con-
nor dropped in to congratulate
him, wisecracked a bit, tap-danced
a wee bit,

.
and sang a song with

the Schnoz. There was nothing
surefire or - sock about O’Cqnndr’s
contrib, Storylihe had ;the club fi-
nally open, and . without iood, and
Durante was borrowing, victuals at
a cafe next door in one of the
hoariest gags in. vaudeville. And
so it went.

The really beautiful; shapely
femme whom Durante uses on his
airers brightened matters Up a bit
in their few, brief appearances,
and Eddie Jackson helped make
things lively with . his. usual strut-
ting bit. But not lively enough.

Broiu

THE LINEUP
With Warner Anderson, Tom

Tally, Marshall Reed, Joe Tiir-
kel, Robert

.
Cole, Pepe Hern,

Ted Stanhope, Fred Sherman,
Paul Burke, Francis McDonald,
Bill Walker.

Producer: Jaime del Valle
Director: ‘ Thomas Carr
Writer: E. Jack Neuman
30 Mins*, Fri., 10 p.m.
VICEROY
CBS-TV, from Hollywood (film)

(fed Bates)

Shortest cut to a fast .rating; in

the book of the huckstering gen-

try, is to buy a situatipn comedy
or crime show. Apparently, the

agency on Viceroy Ciggies (“20,000
tiny filters Tn every tip”) rea-
soned that the lanes are pretty
well cluttered with funny stuff so
the other extreme beckoned. “The
Lineup” tries hard not to be like
“Dragnet” but the similarity none-
theless is , existent, even to th®
theme song- As a crimer it has
all the excitement of the genre but
added little to what has been
around so long.

It did well on radio so CBS*
Harry Ackerman' decided on its

transference, to the sight medium
even to moving the locale to
Frisco, where the police cooperate
as the L.A. constabulatory does
with “Dragnet;” Warner Ander-
son is no Jack Webb but a smooth
article at running down criminals
with, the help of his side-kick Tom
Tully. Mebbe One or the other
will come up with such

,
a distin-

guishing catch line as “just the.

facts, ma’am.” , As it was exposed
Friday night, it’s just another
spoke in the cops ’n’ robbers cycle.

Case NO. 1 had the flatfoqties

tracking down a gang of punks,
who robbed, slugged and 1 led the
cops a merry chase. They were
finally- rounded up after spreading,
terror through the. town. Missing
was a moll and a smoke-filled
room from reefers. All the other
standard equipment was in evi-

dence yet it was so well done that
the viewers must have passed oyer
the platitudes to get caught up in

the mounting suspence. The Frisco
police must have more interesting,
offBeat cases- in their files.

Anderson plays the disk with a
complacent Seriousness of a hard-
shell from HQ with the suavity of

a private eye. Tully is mote the
copper type .with an eye for -wrist

bracelets rather than, sweet talk.

Jaime del Valle rates producer
credit and' Tom Carr directed the
initialer, both highly assessed. E.

Jack Neuman’s script throbbed
with tingling excitement and Ed-
die Dundstedter’s music was ap-
propriately Tow-key. Helm)
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“Treasury Men in Action”

reports tomorrow to ABC with

Chevrolet as sponsor

Tomorrow night ABC captures another famous program!

“Treasury Men in Action, with proven appeal,

adds new excitement to Thursday’s schedule, and a welcome

new star . . Walter Greaza . and an important

new sponsor . , .jPhevrolet. This season i8 new advertisers

have lined up on ABC so far.

You're in smart company on abC-tv
AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY



RED BUTTONS SHOW -MARTHA.RAYE SHOW JACK BENNY SHOW I LOVE LUCY THE VISE
With Georgia Gibbs, Maxi® Rosen- With Rocky Graziano, Wally Cox, With Rochester, Don Wilson, With Ljicille Ball, Deal Arnax, BUI (One Just Man)

bloom, guest; Elliott Lawrence Carl
(
Hoff, orch; others

orch, others; Nelson Case, an- Producer: Karl Hoffenberg
nouncer Director: Norman Lear

Producer: Ben Brady Writers: Ed Simmons, Lear
Director: Julie Oshlns 60 Mins., tues. 8 p.m.

Writers: Danny Simon, Milt Rosen HAZEL BISHOP
80 'Mins., Fri., 6 p.m.
PONTIAC
NBCtTV, from New York

(MacManus, John & Adams)

NBC-TV, from Hew York
(Raymond Spector)

'

h.oa

Martha Raye, under, contract to aMERICANTOBACCO CO,
NBC-TV for 10 shows during the CBS-TV, from H’wobff

Frank Nelson; Sportsmen Quar-
tet, Joe Besser, others; music;

. Mahlon Merrick.
Producer: Hilliard Marks
Director: Ralph Levy
Writers: Sam Perrin, George Bal-

Frawley, Vivian Vance, Charles
[
With Alexander Knox, Maureen

Lane
Producer: Jess Oppenheimer
Director: William Asher
Writers: Oppenheimer, Madelyn

Pugh, Bob Carroll Jr.

ier. Milt Josefsberg, John Tack- 30 Mins., Mon., 9 p.m.
aberry PHILIP MORRIS

i Mins., Sun., 7:30 p.m. CB$-TV» from Hollywood (film)

Red Buttons is back on tv for his course of the season, preemed as

third season, this time on another the alternate to Milton Berle dur-

network (NBC) and feir a new spon- ing his first Tuesday off- on that

sor (Pontiac). Slotted in the Fri- network;, and, came Home with a

AOTKftlUAIN lUISAtUU tU, V f Riniiri- UMVM3
CBS-TV, from H'wood i u - , . „ „ ABC-TV, from N. Y. tfilm)

(BBD&O) This ought to be an .interesting
( Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample

)

7
.

,
season for “I Love Lucy.’! It’s been when Sterling Drue rmt an-

Jack Benny had a running gag dominating the Nielsen ;Top 10 list nounced the acquisition Tf* this
—among several-^on his first show for nearly all of its three years filS-in-BrRain

9 ^^S&r BrdS

Swanson, Joan. Haythorne, Cyril
Raymond, Ron Randall, narrator.

Producers: Edward J. Danriger,
Harry Lee Daiutiger

Director: David MacDonald
Writers: James Eastwood, Kate
Barley

30 Mins., Fri., 9:30 pjm.
STERLING DRUGS
ABC-TV, from N. Y. ffilm)

. (Dancer-Fitzgerald-ISamp&e

)

When Sterling . Drug first an-.

sor (Pontiac). Slotted in the Fri- network;, and, came Home with a —among several—oh his first show for nearly all of its three years fiimed-in-Britain Dimziger Bros.

-

day night at 8 time as successor to show that indicates sheV still the
of the season last Sunday (3).' The the air, to say nothing of .what- drama series, it was titled “Ac-

last season’s Dave Garroway show, top low-comedienne on video. Miss
. ^ =• n him into blowing U s d°ne to itsJMonday night NBC tion” It’s easy to see why the

he’s throwing those “Ho Hos” and Raye resumed her chores with a script propelled mm inio mowing competition. Now, with an NBC title was subsequently changed to
“Ha Has” at his erstwhile sponsor, script that showed off her special his top on the multiple obstacles threat of real substance in “Medic” “The Vise,,r for if thefinst^bow is

General Foods, which bankrolls the talents fairly well; and she prob*1 he had to hurdle, to come through and its Sid Caesar leadin, “LucyV at.all anything like the rest ofthe
competing “Mama” show on. CBS- ably got an, 'additional rating lift with a top effort. He kept . refer-, is really on its mettle. And of series, action' is just what it.most
TV. Just who gets the last laugh with the guesting of Welly Cox.

: ring with typical Bennyesque con- course there’s the inevitable ques- sorely lacks. Initialler , “One -Just" - - . - “
"t of steam? Man,” was pne of those, gloomywill be one of the more interesting Prior to the show, there had stemation to the less than majestic tion, will it run put of steam? Man,” was qne of those, gloomy

intramifral' rivalries of the new sea- been some directorial difficulties manner in Which he had teed Off On the first point, “Medic” has character studies that ,«nds in a
son. However, it’s going to take a which resulted in the walkout by the previous season. Of course, he been able to overtake '“Public suicide, and despite some okay plot
lot more scintillating material than Dave* Alexander. One of the writ- was ribbing , himself oh the square Defender,” “Lucy’s’* summer sub, twists towards' the end, it merely
was evident on the premiere for ers, Norman Lear, took . over. - Ac- since last fall’s opener was gener- in surprisingly short order. Just plods: toward a climax instead of
Buttons to dominate the period. cording to Miss Raye’s preem, the ally appraised as something less what it will do to the real thing is building to one.

As a personality with his own net. result seems to be that no ^han- a dazzler. another question* entirely and must* Even if the series turns out to be.

distinctive, puckish qualities of matter Who gets the megging This is to' report that the comic await the first Nielsens. On the a good ohe-rra matter for conjee-

perennial youth, Buttons in a short credit, Miss Raye seems to be the will not have the benefit of such second point, the answer, judging ture—-it represents a^cas^ of where
span came a long way in the com- exclusive style-setter on this show, reihinscences when he premieres from., the opening show and from coin and client relations played a

edy programming sweepstakes. De- Her work has fallen m with , the next autumn because Sunday’s plans for the season, is a definite bigger, role than solid program
spite the fact that he no longer en-. format established for her by Nat workout Was rich in humor, zest, negative. That plan to again tie Planning at ABC-TV. For Friday

joys the advantage of those si- .Hiken who went over to CRS-TV pieces of business, timing, pace in Desi & Lucy’s private lives with .earmarked
^
as comedy

phoned-Off Nielsens which accrued prior to the present season. Since and all the other visual and textual the show via. the script, introduc- m6ht at the^ web, what with Oz-

to him in the post-“Lucy” Monday Hiken set up the blueprint, it ingredients basic to good program- tion of their Metro filmmaking Jie & Harriet, Ray Bolger : and
night period on CBS, the pppbr- seems that all. her shows follow ming, especially and including a stint is a surefire means of re- .dollar a Second^ pencilled in

tunities for Buttons would appear that pattern faithfully,. Little won- sound story line that never lagged, awakening national attention to from 8 to 9:!30. But Stecling was a

to be even more unlimited. For der since it s not only seviceable, Writers Perrin, Balzer, Josefsberg the show. They couldn't come up displaced (by Disneyland ) client*

peculiarly enough, in i season of but in Miss Raye’s case, contains and TadkaberryTr-come front and with a better one unless they had 'Jpd (he web had to turn over the

super-duper specs and tbp-budg- the ingredients of a boffbla. center; ditto veteran stager Ralph another baby. time for its new film package.super-duper specs and top-budg- the ingredients of a boffbla. center; ditto veteran stager Ralph
eted extravaganzas Which finds the The storyline has a murderer bn Levy, overall mastermind Hilliard

time for its new film package.
Series represents the first vidpix

thlt 'strive! ^
ior nbthi^mSSV^

tentious than to capitalize on the crazy - job in that, direction that by Robert T. Lee and Su£h off- ^5.
uruque talents of^a personality with adds to the comedic note. screen voices as Sara Berner’s. machinations accruing from Desi’.s
likeable traits. The tossing m of There; were several sequences In a 1954-55 season that thus far decision to hire a '‘business man- erwisp uroductimi ^values were ev-an occasional ‘giiest, as with the that were overplayed which re- has decimated most, of the major ager to run their ^financial affairs. Ceiient

P
and the freres Danzicerappearance of Georgia Gibbs for a V0lved around a newscast. The league comedy entries, played One of the factors that’s kept ijned ud a fine cast headed*bvquick one-two m the vocal depart- hysterical note injected into the havoc with the specolas, and one “Lucy” on top haS'been the show’s a iexander Kno*' fbr' the cnener

^
ment on last Friday s (1) preem, proceedings which wound up in that has still to cOme forth with a success in mixing slapstick, situa- Trouble lav in the storv a varnmay add up to a mild 4|tour to en- a Hazel Bishop commercial seemed bright innovation in video. Benny tion and good dialog and yet not abbut a judge who's esDeciallv^vin-

i'n'this me'zS “ttra“Vl pto) but k°sfSer of feherewefe"^ iwbyUh'the^olvos ‘openlr was
sendi»*.

Viz* U • u- r *
uic musical lines, miss itaye wuariev, ei ai. aaaea up geomeui- easiiy match the frenetics with the notion that he was guilty. Viridic-

ic
0^v 'Rncc

^er. The Herb cally to the whole being^a suin of subtle shrug or the wry grimace, tiveness and notion of * justice is
whatever his stock in trade. is only ^js choreography, Carl Hoff or- its Tarts. It s to the headman s offsetting them are Vivian Vance carried to extremes when Knox
as good as his material. And if the chestra, and the good support by credit that he is aware of the

?& an.d Bill Frawley, who can deliver strangles his new son-in-law, only
Buttons show on its _getaway failed Rocky Graziano, (described ;as a Co. phase with perhaps greater the bon mot with the best of them, to find out that his daughter was
to project the comedian in topnotch mixed-up middleweight) were plus sensitivity than anyone playing the Combination, together with the involved in the death of the guy’s

.

' tv course. Trail. scripting suppor't^.is tough to beat. wife and that he had remained si-
the brace of skits^that accompanied

_

There_ was a ladder scene (filmed) — ^ Charles Lane, he of the grim- lent at the trial to protect her. He
his standup buffoonery. For un- (oat was an excellent exhibit

.
of pFpo¥ mr a pi ayhoiisf visage, lent fine support in the thereupon retires to the study -and

fortunately t^re wasn’t much of comedy along Mack Sennet lines,. pla^hPu®e opener as the business manager, shoots himself.

Sp?^6
/iSS* IT

th
,
e ^ur- with Gladvs Georire Jean Bvron Bill Asher’s direction keeps all the Allofwhichisokay scripting ex-opemng bit of Buttons as the un- derer is captured via charades was WS3^ dcLp^ E ,

T viP TaihS' ingredients moving in sprightly cept for the fact that all this hap-
derprivileged kid who. runs into an an excellent climax* Jose; £raiir Stevens, Lyle Talbot, e

. and tho Desilii filming Tens in the last five minutes of the
•scaped cbrivict while on his way®

.

to camp was. the better Of the two, BIG FIGHT

iv course. i rau. scripting suppofC is tough to beat, wife and that he had remained si-
:

— “ Charles Lane, he of the grim- lent at the trial to protect her. He
PEPSI-COLA PLAYHOUSE visage, lent fine support in the thereupon retires to the study -and

(Sal)
opener, as the business manager, shoots himself. *

With Gladv« fipniMTP Ypan Rvrhn Bill Asher’s direction keeps all the Allofwhichisokayscriptingex-
rraS I ViP

n
Talbot ingredients moving in sprightly cept for the fact that all this hap-

riPQPhp^ nthPi-c* Pniiv fashion, and the DesilU filming pens in the last five minutes of the

Rprp-Jn hnafpcc
* * * y operation is tops in .its class. In- show, with the remainder devoted

WritPP- Iatnp« Annn ^ cidentally; “Lucy” is one of the to a plodding effort to develop the
Bergen, hostess

thanks chiefly to what Button^ wHh Sne Ward- Ham Hoknm Writer: James «unn »
fflmed !ituaU6n conges iidee^s^Xararter^ and 0̂tT«.tions

brouaht to it rather than the striDt- Producer: RCvue Productions, Inc.brought to it rather than the script- announcer: Carmen I
ers, but the second skit, of “Rpeky man Rothchild, guesi
Buttons vs. Dynamite Jackson” in Producer: Bill Cayton
a dressing-room scene (with a mild Director: Mike Meltzer
assist from Maxie Rosenbloom) was VJriter: Fred Ladd
hardly Calculated to enhance But- 60 Mins., Sun., 10 pm
tons’ standing. as a top Comic. Participating

announcer; Carmen Basilic, Nor- Director*- John Englishman Rothchild, guests Sto Mln« • cum 7* qo n m natural, owing oi course to me
PEMlJcOLA ro

P Desilu-created technique of filming

w5S^S“iiSS^ AB.C-JV, frodi Hollywood: (lihu) before a live audien^ Chun.
:

, ,
. . ,. w .

...... 6® Mins., Sun., 10 p.m, (Blow) . ization. Maureen Swansbn was
tons standmg as a top Comic. Participating “Pepsi-Cola Playhouse,” which OUR MISS BROOKS okay as the girl. ' Chan.
° Ben Brady, who knows tos way WPIX, N.Y. last season used a scried of tele-

Eve Arden, Bob Rockwell,
around the tv commercial work- The ‘<Big Fight” films are dis- 7 3 f n ,

Gale Gordon, Ricky Vera ffathfr vmm kf-qtshops, is producing this season’s tributed nationally by producer
plays made by Revue Productions, Producer: La#ry 'Rerns Wk^Bud Pollver ^ean Williams

Bill Cayton, now being in seven resumed its half-hour berth on Director: A1 Lewis Ku?er- jSk Seldo^
'

markets, but like WPIX each out- ABC-TV Sun. (3) with a fresh Writers: Lewis, Joe, Qulllan
Director ’ Paul Aiter
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Dally News station Md* f
eievel (Y«W & *»«<*») ’ ?#

“<Ek$-
caLand toteresfiL^Inritod lach Col? Girl” who flmcees thf ses- ..Backed by the yme producer- “Feather Your Nest" is a rapidly-

week is a DarSnanf
1

ni? sion and haifflles the plugs. She director-writer team, Eve /Arden pace(i quiz show, with a giveaway

Ucular match shown who succeeds Arlene Dahl. has returned for another semester gimmick that should appeal to the

his own Svcirnf thP fiSht While unauestionablv there’s a
of characterizing ‘Our Miss housewifes. Articles of furniture

each round
the fiSht after

bis markerfor eood d the
B™okf her effective^ dry are awarded to contestants who

In the hour (3) sppn via Wptv fh*. Plfvhouse couldn’t have tanDed
come

Jy
style. As a situation supply the correct answers. Par-

Er .

see ii V1.3 VyPIX, the Fiaynouse couiany nave tappea comedy series, this show has also tiemants on the show select the
a ^°° ^ai;®e a slice with the new sea- brought back .several familiar furnishings they like from a fullyCUSe PUncher (the' ficht was the cnn’« .lniHalpr TTnr “Sal “ a st.hirv irAnv'c nee; ... • • . .. ,, .

where the canned laughter sounds and the conflict between him . and
natural, owing of course to the the daughter. Khox did a good
Desilu-created tepHnique of filming job With an offbeat role, getting a

* , , ... ,
—„ . .lulu a

i

ui» , , , . n , , . Gale Gordon, Ricky Vwk
shops, is producing this season’s tributed nationally by producer Plays made by Revue Productions, producer: La#ry Rerns
senes.with JuheOshmsas direc- Bill Cayton, now being in seven resumed its half-hour berth on Director: A1 Lewis

markets, but like WPIX each out- ABC-TV Sun. (3) with a fresh Writers: Lewis, Joe, Qulllan
fecLve musical backgrounding 30b. let reportedly supplies its own rel- hatch ofRevue teleoix Althoueh 30 Mins“ Fri*» 9:30

Buttons will be on three weeks atively elaborate live format 17* ofRevuetclepix. AJtnougn GENER^L FoODS
out ol four, with JackGarspn tok- around the pix. In New York the
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?
ript ^ll

fi
change each week, CBS-TV, from Hollywood

ing over once a month under the Daily News station had * * cWr- ' songstress Polly. Bergen- will be aDaily News station had a
r
cipvpr son8scress *^01iy Bergen will oe a

same Pontiac auspices. Rose. idea to make thi fi
permanent booking as the "Pepsi- „ t x oung t*. mukuw, ‘ uxsiyr
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BURNS' & ALLEN SHOW
With Bea Benadaret, Larry Keat-

ing, Harry ,Vrin Zell, Rolfe Se-
dan, Don Curtis, Ross E. Elliott,

. others
Producer-Director: Frederick de

Cordova
Writers:' Bid Dorfhmn, . Harvey

Heim, iKeith Fowler, William
Burns

.

30 Mins k , Mon., 8 p.m.
CARNATION CO., B. F. GOOD-

' RICH- (alt.)
.

|

CBS-TV, from Hollywood (film)

( Erwin Wasei/,- BBD&O)
The tv season look? lots rosier

now that Burns. & Alien have -

entered, the fray for their fifth sea-

son to join the handful of true

aristocrats of the medium. Those
who were fortunate enough to have
dialed in on the veteran vjdpix
"tWo-act” while another performer
of stature, . Sid Caesar- was. on at

the same time as far as the half-

hour is concerned, were richly re-

warded. For' this, was one of the

B & A hot-shot shows, with a crack
story that didn’t let up on the lafEs

and knew where it.was going every
minute of the way. Gracie Allen
was.never dizzier or more effective

with that dizziness, and spouse G:
Burns, whether grimacing, serving
as One-man Greek chorus, flicking

the .inevitable- cigar or throwing
Out those .carefully selected worms
as bait to hold the audience and
keep them on the hook—well, how
many George. Burnses are there?.

One, according to the latest com-
pilation.

The script boys (see these and
other credits above for shares in

the plaudits) had Burns, in order to

“buy” good reviews, propping! to

play host to a couple of tradepaper*
reporters he invited to attend the
opening show-^and in color, yet—
in

;
the ' livingfpom. A chance ob-

servation by neighbor-pal Bea
Benadaret (who with Larry Keat-
ing comprises a supporting couple
that adds strength to- the show
along lines similar to that of Wil-
liam Frawley and Vivian Vance in

“I Love Lucy”) caused Gracie to

put a flock of strangers on the in-

vitation list. With this . motley
crowd in prospect thus established,

there began to unfold in rapid vig-

nettes some of the weirdest capers
and comedy of errata ever to burst
out of the tubes. As a matter of

fact it was the largest cast collec-

tion in the show’s history and was
undoubtedly so booked to afford a

mixture of color values (but the
program is being appraised here
solely as a blaCk-and-whiter).

For the records, the reporters in

question, impersonated by. Don
Curtis and Ross E. Elliott, were ac-

tualized within the script as being
Leri Guild, of the Hollywood Re-
porter, and Jack Heilman, of Daily
Variety, Whether any thesping or

physical libel, or both, were com-
mitted on them is a moot point

that’s strangely unimportant when
set against the unprecedented, and
clicko manner i which the theme
was worked out with the Coast
scribes centralized (though only
briefly involved) in the situation.

If any .
lay citizens gazing upon

their screens got the impression
that Burns, was "square kidding”
on. el'citing favorable notices, it

rneVely demonstrated that inno-
ccree can be carried to extremes.
As an apocryphal yarn, there is

said to be a millionaire recluse in

HoLvwood who has ua standing of-

fer of $1,000 open to anyone who,
' after polling at least 20 persons,
can find more than 5% who ever
saw a “bad” Burns & Allen show.
He hasn’t paid out yet, He won’t
bo shelling out for the preem on
Monday (4). Trait.

THIS IS YOUR LIFE
(Bebe Daniels)
With Ralph Edwards, Bob Warren,
Von Dexter Orch, guests .

Producers: Axel Gruenwald, Alfred
Paschal!

Director: Gruenberg
30 Mins., Wed., 10 p.m.
HAZEL BISHOP, PROCTER &
GAMBLE

NBC-TV, from Hollywood
( Raymond Spector, Compton

)

There are probably few. shows on
the air to which the “nothing suc-
ceeds like success” tag applies so
much as "This Is Your Life.” A.
radical, programming departure in

its bow two years ago, it caught
hold almost immediately to grab
off a fat share of the Nielsen rat-
ings. More important, .it projected
Hazel Bishop, till then an unknown
lipstick brand, into a multi-million
dollar cosmetic outfit; (and inciden-
tally into one of the more prolific
tv; spenders, to the tune of about
$6,00Q,000 a year);

Somehow; packager-emcee Ralph
Edwards has captured the elusive
element that makes for good b.o.

i "This Is Your Life.” For in
spite of the tearjerking, the hokum
and the maudlin that all attend this

"oh exhibition” biographical tele-

study, the viewers keep coming
back for more; And that’s what
makes the network wheels .... go
round. >

Certainly, Edwards has. a keen
sense of the value of names, and a
sure sense of human drama, as de-
monstrated with the Lillian Roth
program last year that served as a
sendoff for, her comeback (and
Was used to good .advantage this
summer, with a third-time repeat
of the' kirinie). He rivalled the
best of his previous shows ’ on last

week’s season opener by bringing
on the long-absent-from-America
Bebe Daniels (with husband Ben
Lyon making a pre-"Life’’ audience
appearance and. an on-stage visit a
la all the important personages in
the subject’s experience.);

Miss Daniels’ bio provided a
springboard for all those elements
which make "Life” success-
names, memorabilia and some
pathos. Hal Roach, Harold Lloyd;
Cecil B. DeMille (latter Via a speci-
ally prepared film odip), Lriuella
Parsons, all were on hand to re-
mind Miss Daniels of her silent
film' days and her subsequent
"sotindies” success i "Rio Rita,”
"Counsellor at Law,” etc. And. of
course there was much ado about
the Lyons’ current BBC radio
show, "Life- With the Lyons;” .with
that fadeout surprise coming in
the form of the two Lyons young-
sters, Barbara and Richard, flown
ori ; the q. t. from London.
On the personal side, there

,
was

Mrs. Phyllis Griffin Daniels,
Bebe’s mother, an actress in her
own right who put her daughter on
the stage as a baby In "Richard
III” and who recalled stating when
offered a motion picture job that
"I’ve done many things in my life

but I would never stoop that low.”
And there , was the recollection of
Miss Daniels’ work on the Nor-
mandy beachheads in June of 1944,
when she recorded interviews with
the wounded that were sent to
their families* Here, the pathos
was carried to an extreme, with the
mother of One of those wounded
(who subsequently died) presented
to Miss Daniels arid breaking them
both up.
There are thosb whom “This Is

Your Life” will offend, either
through its sometimes blunt man-
ner of socking a point home, or
through its soinetimes near-inhu-

CAPTAIN HARTZ & PETS
With Tom Merceiri, Jerry Garvey
Producer: Harry Trigg
Director: Len Salvo Jr.

Writer: Brib Hartman
15 Mins!; Sun., 11 a.m; CST
HARTZ MOUNTAIN PET FOODS
NBCl-TV, from Chicago

"Captain Hartz; & His Pets!’

turns out to be a kingsized com-
mercial for the pet grub, sponsor
with some minor league "Zoo Pa-
rade’’ type palaver worked in be-
tween times. Ori the starter (3)

all hands came through okay but
the whole affair was too patently
rigged, in the client’s interest to
hold much interest, except for the
most rabid pet fancier.

Franiework. has Captain Hartz,
well done by Tom Mercein, and
his young churn, realistically por-
trayed by teenager Jerry Garvey,
kicking around the care; arid feed-
ing of household birds and ani-
mals. Sandwiched; between the
implied and direct selling pitches,
were filmed sequence on racoons
and a live demonstration of a
trained dog in action, both riiildly

interesting.

Bankrriller has wisely berthed
this squib Sunday mornings where
it faces the minimum Of competi-
tion and it’ll undoubtedly sell
some bird feed. Dave.

IGOR CASSINI SHOW
With Col. Serge Obolensky, Earl

Wrlghtsori, Connie Moore, Joe E.
Lewis, Walter Wanger, Joan Ben-
nett, Sol Hurok, June Graham,
Si Harris

Producers: Gerry Gross & Norman
Baer

Director; Jim Elsori .

40 Mins., Sun., 11:20 p.m.
Participating
WNBT, N. Y.

Igor Cassini, the Cholly Knicker-
bocker of the N. Y. Jourftal-Ameri-
can and one of the .more prominent
chroniclers; of the society set, ..is

back in video, attempting to im-
part that same chi-chi quality that,

prevails in his riewspaperirig. Cas-
si i. is operating from the new ball-

room of the Hotel Ambassador,
N. Y., now presided, over by Col.
Serge Obolensky, where the trap-/
pings are elegant, and the decor
conducive to the get-togethers of
the carriage trade.

It’s not likely that subsequent
shows will follow th e format of the
initial stanza; which Was ushered
in by a parade of notables ascend-
ing a staircase with Col. Obolensky
greeting the assemblage.. Cassini
enticed a good flock of names from
the blue book, representatives of
the political orbit and show bizites.
He also had two singers, Earl
Wrightson and Connie Moore, both
Of whom know their way, song-
wise. around a hotel room.

Cassini apparently attempts too
much ori a 40-minute format. He
gave a profusion of interviews,
news, and there’s an exhibit on
fashions. Six debs-to-be made an
appedrartce. while Wrightsori grided
up that bit With a song.

One thing Was evident in the in-
terviews. Every one who spieled
had

;
something to sell. .It’s a quid-

pro-quo deal apparently, although
a genuine tribute Was attempted
for impresario Sol Hurok. A clip
from his fllmbiog was; shown. Gina
Lollobfigida, her. husband and Joe
E. Lewis, made up the first panel;
Walter, Wanger and Joan Bennett,
another. The interviews were brief
almost to the point of giving the
plug for their respective pictures
and then running off; Hurok also
plugged his currerit venture at the
Met.

If it’s Cassini’s idea to give the
johndoes a glimpse into what he
terms a glamorous world, he’s suc-
ceeding. But it’s a world that the
average viewer, after looking at
this show, will assume is terribly
dull, stiff, humorless and overrun
with commercials. They even dance
upon signal. At least Cassini makes
it seerri that way. The analogy to
the "Stork Club” pattern is ob-
vious; Jose.

man mannner of opening a per-
son’s—celeb

.
or nonentity—-life for

public exhibition. But there was
never a time that a controversial
show didn’t create more word-of-
mouth and more curiosity, rind per-
haps that’s another reason for its

success.

At any rate, Edwards does a
topnotch commercial job as pro-
ducer, and a telling, though some-
times uritaetful task as emcee. Don
Malrriberg and- Jan. Boehme are Un-
relenting diggers in their research-
er capacities, and Axel Gruenwald
and Alfred Paschall coordinate
smoothly as producers. . Bob War-
ren does a fine job with the lip-

stick commercials, one of the.things
that’s made the sponsor identifica-

tion with the show one of the most
envied in the business. Chan,

The ABC-TVcasts of the NCAA grid game of the week reminds
of the oldie about the professional croupier who goes up against
a crooked wheel in an out-of-town gambling house because “it’s

the only game Iri town.” ABC won’t hold them if the Stanford-
Illinois lensing is a sample of what’s to be the season’s standard.
As a rnatter of fact the competitive DuMont’s film clips of the
preceding Saturday’s highlight college games (a Tel-Ra produc-

. tiori, distributed by MCA-TV) already is giving the NCAA Saturday
afternoon game-dfrthe-week competition, because the action is fast,

having been judiciously edited down to include the highlights.
NCAA has the advantage of iristantaneity . but the announcer and
the cameramen had better get together on what the former sees
and talks about arid what the lenser wants to show- And especially
on the inability to properly follow the plays.

In the Stanford-Illini game he had a positive genius for focusing
on the deploying players and not the ball carrier. Tommy Harmon
abjectly apologized for last week’s boo-bdo when a commercial
blacked-out a crucial play, and the network kept -its promise this

past Saturday by cutting off Laraine Day’s longwinded commercial
for that Amana food-storage freezer, as a penalty for interfe'ring
with the action wiieri play resumed before the spiel Was river.

Soliloquy: how many care about Harmon’s chalk-talk On how
this or that play happened; good lensing should be the best answer,
and not with 'any footnote skull-practice that’s really for the
locker rooms.

Suggestion: in this day and age Of electronics, Why not a lapel
mike for the sundry referees to boom forth their decision instead
of going through those weird semaphores, signaling this or that
penalty. Not only is it; delaying arid boresome, but those kiddies
in the vertical stripes could qualify for an Equity card with their
mugging, harid-salutirig and ca'listheriic connotations for the differ-
ent penalties. Jerome Robbins could have fun with a Grid Ref’s
Ballet some time. Abel.

MAKE ROOM FOR DADDY
With Danny Thomas, Jean Hagen,
Sherry Jackson, Rusty Hamer,
Louise Beavers, Jesse White;
Music, Earle Hagen, Herbert
Spencer

Producer; Louis F., Edelman
Director: Sheldon Leonard
Writers: Robert O’Brien, Irving

Elinson
Story Consultant: Melville Shavel-

son
30 Mins,; Tues.„ 9 p.m.
AMERICAN TOBACCO CO.,
DODGE

ABC-TV, from H’wood (filni)

.

" (SSC&B )

Dahny Thomas has a good thing
going for him—the second season
around. It isn’t the. kind of situa-
tioner-ori-celluioid that aims its

sights at walloping the clientele
With bizarre events in the life

Of Thomas in,
,

the guise of
nitery, comic Danny Williams. Off-
times ;

’ the baptismal outings it

has been iriebbe too true to be
good, but the fact that "Make.
Room for Daddy” is pegged on a
bigtime funster provides; that
McCoy element Which adds up
both Ways. Not that the Marterto
Production

.
(Louis F. Edelman)

doesn’t go in for dramatic license,
but once seen, usually. belieVed.
How many other shenaniganseries
can make that statement?

Thorrias (that is, Daddy) has him-
self a hep and happy family; if

soinetimes too. hep, this is only
escapism persiflage aft$r all; and.
the fine glow emanating from the
frau arid their brood adds rip to a
bit of “that’s us” fariiily identifica-
tion that seems to be basic for the
situation comedy course. The sup-
porting troupe is in there poking
good clean fun at the master, of the
house, but the script has the good
sense not to put the leadihg actor
in the role, of a dimwit, harmless
pappy-guy; perhaps stubborn and
stuffy at times, but not too river-
accented iri this regard.
Jean Hagen as wife arid iriother

is in an ideal role on her snappy
handling of lines, her looks and
poise. The two youngsters are alert
and knowing ip 11-year-old Sherry
Jackson and 6’er Rusty Hairier, The
latter may get too many bright
phrases and fancy stances for his
tender years, but there seems to
be an unwritten law operating as
a cover, for .over-precocious mop-
pets in the world of Scripts*. Louise
Beavers,, the old Hollywood pro,
was on the opener, as the maid of
the house:, another reliable, Jesse
White, is the comedian’s agent. Ben
Lessy, not included in the script
of last Tuesday 1 (28), is Thomas’
pianist; and; pal. Sheldon Leonard’s
staging has pace without being
hectic, and .there’s an intimacy
about the; goings-on that carries its
own appeal. Trau.

I MARRIED JOAN
With Joan Davis, Jim Backus,

Sheila Bromley, Dan Tobin, Joe
Kearns, Timu Graham, Sid Clute,
Frank Mitchell

Producer: • P. J.* Woifson
Director: Don Weis
Writers: Sherwood Schwartz, Jesse

Goldstein, Phil Sharp
30 Mins., Wed., 8 p.m.
GENERAL ELECTRIC
NBC-TV, from Hollywood

(Young & Rubicarn)

The antics of Joan. Davis arid
Jim Backus last season found a
receptive audience that gave the
Show a respectable rating in a
field crowded with

.
competitors.

That the formula for maintaining
the same general appeal will carry
through another semester, was
patiently evident from the takeoff.

Whether it was as funny as the
laugh track indicated is debatable.
That it had more than a goodly
share of genui chuckles is riot

questionable. It was a good start
with enough yock materiaL to rate,
it iri the forefront of its set. The
unbroken, continuity of laughs,
howls and snickers, sounded
suspiciously ersatz. The show didn’t
need it arid could very well get
by on its own.

It's Miss Davis’ show for the
complete footage arid riot for more :

than seconds was she off camera.
Her type of comedy seems to have
caught fire and not alone from the
violence of physical exertions. She.
handles a line with skill and can
Wring a laugh by a mere grimace.
Backus serves well the role of
buffer and he had little to do on
the opener to project his own imp-
•ish aptitude.

Comedy morsel served up by
Sherwood Schwartz, Jesse Gold-
stein arid Phil Sharp had the.
comedienne arid Jim battling an-
other couple for possession of a
home both had. bought. When her
rival moved in, the ’furniture be-
came a shambles in a tug of war
with the movers, the funriiest bit
of the everiing’s orgy of fun. She
finally wins out when the other is

scared off by, the planted vicious-
ness of. the neighbor’s dogs. It
seemed like a ruse with Miss Davis
playing the old hag, but this, was
never cleared lip..

Prop gags were used sparingly,
an oddity for this series, but there
was enough good material to keep
the laughs mounting. Sheila Brom-
ley and Dan Tobin, accorded the
star good support and the direc-
tion of Don Weis attuned to the
flighty tempo of the piece. P. J;
Wolfsori gets a good mark for his
first production of the 39-week
span. Helm.

THE WORLD OF MR. SWEENEY
With Charlie Ruggles, Glenn

Walker, Helen Wagner, others
Producer: Sam Schiff
Director: Gary Simpson
Writer: Arthur Stander
Sustaining
15 Mins., . Mon.-thru-Fri., 4:30 p.m.
NRC, from New York
“The World of Mi*. Sweeney”

has made it the hard way. Stanza
preemed on the net last season as
a segment of the "Kate Smith
Hour” arid then was promoted to a
summer slotting of its own on the
same web. Now its up for sponsor
grabs ag part of the net’s, im-
portant riiid-afternoon program-

|

ming schedule. It rates a buy-in
and pronto, too;

Series is way above par fpr the
cross-the-board offerings that have
been dominating the afternoon
cameras. It]s hokey stuff but it’s

put together in such an unpreten-
tious manner that it all becomes
easy to take.
Format is simple enough. Basic

characters are Sweeney (Charlie
Ruggles), his daughter (Helen
Wagner) and his grandson Kippiie.
(Glenn Walken) and their talk and
problems are -right . out of the
crackerbarrel. It’s folksy stuff but
it never gets too sticky even for
urban tastes. Credit scripter Ar-
thur Stander for giving the series
a slick rind Charming touch.

,

Thesping burden is ori Ruggles’
shoulders but the vet carries, it

off easily. Young Walken tends
to mugg through his role, as do
most tv youngsters, but director
Gary Simpson keeps it at a mini-
mum. Miss Wagner is fine as the
boy’s mother.

It all adds uj>, to' pleasant week-
day viewing. Gros,

PHILCO UPS SCHREIBER
Philadelphia, Oct. 5.

O. O. Schreiber, assistant iri.

president James H. Carmine, rif

Philco Corp., for the last four
years; has been, upped to a v.p,

post.

Schreiber will continue to han-
dle special assignments for Car-
mine and will act as secretary to
the policy and management opera-
tions committee, of Philco Dis-
tributors.

OUT ON THE FARM
With Clint Youle, Wilbert Land-

meier. Family (6)
Producer: Ren Park
Director: Don Meier
Writer: Dorothy Ruddell
30 Mins.; Sun., 3 p.m. CST
Sustaining
NBC-TV, from Chicago
Back in business after an eight-

week tryout last summer, ‘‘Out On
the Farm” emerged Sunday (3) as
a well-knit half-hour entry which
can rightfully take its place along-
side the several' other Sabbath, af-
ternoon class offerings. Gone long
since are the singing emcee and
the hayseed quartet with their out-
of-context instrusions. Gone too
are the teridencies to overdrama-
tize the daily routines of the Wil-
bert Landmeier farm family from
whose homestead the program
originates, What’s left is an honest*
to-gosh visit to a modern midwest-
ern farm conducted by Clint
Youle, a farmer himself, but best
known as WNBQ !s and the Camel
News Caravan’s weatherman.
There can be no doubt that the

smoothness and effectiveness of
this first half-hour tour must be at-
tributed largely to Yriule. His re-
laxed naturalness seemingly is in-
fectious and he had the Land-
meiers chatting as casually as if

there Wasn’t a tv camera Within
miles.

The NBC-TV press releases
billed this chapter an exploratirin
rif the “whole complex business of
dairy economics,” That it was,
but hardly in that formal fashion.
It started out with Youle arid Land*
meier discussing milk production
cycles as they leaned against a
proud bovine mama that was pip-
ing it out on all four to her new-
born calf. Then the Landmeier
daughters took over and described
the various feeding steps in the
growth of a dairy -heifer. Session
finaled with Youle arid Landmeier
discussing the elaborately docu-
mented family trees of his Hol-
steins. . There were lots of nicely
worked-in points of reference for
the>.milk buying urban viewers for
whibh the show waa designed. En-
tire proceedings came from the.

dairy barn arid calf pens with di-
rector Don Meier's lerisers picking^-
up many fine shots* off the cuff,

Dave.
c .
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Here are the six smart advertisers whose foresight is now paying off b y

enabling them to sell seven out of ten New York television families

!

LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO CO. (CHESTERFIELD, L&M)

PIEL BROS. ( PIEL’S BEER

)

RIVAL PACKING CO. (RIVAL DOG FOOD

)

DORMIN INC. (PELLEX )

VICK CHEMICAL CO. (SOFSKIN CREAM, VICK’S MEDITRATING COUGH SYRUP)
«•

STERLING DRUG, ING. (BAYER ASPIRIN, PHILLIP’S MILK OE MAGNESIA)

Only two other advertisers can be accommodated on “MILLION DOLLAR MOVIE”.
S

WORTV 9 LOngacre 4-8000
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DOLLAR A SECOND
With Jan Murray, guests

Producer: Jess Kimmel
Director: Dave Brown
30 Mins., Fri., 9 p.m,
IMOGEN DAVID WINE
ABC-TV, from N.Y.

(Weiss & Geller)

“Dollar a Second,’’ which began

Its second year on video last week

on ABC-TV after a switchover

froin DuMont, can be assured of

a place in video history^it’s prob-

ably the screwiest audience- par-

ticipation segment ever concocted.

This French import, conceived by

Jean Paul Blondcau and Jean

Jacques Vital, has more ingredients

than a spaghetti sauce, but. for

some reason they all seem blend
.In the viewing;

. For one thing, this is an original

tv game, with: all the emphasis on
ighfc gagsy not a pale carbon of

Sari old radio quizzqr. For another,

the very complexity of the game
itself makes for a good deal of fun.

Arid finally, it gives
,
emcee Jan

Murray a springboard for getting

off some good adlibs that enhance
his stature as an off-the-cuff comic
arid set him off as warm and
personable ' emcee.

Game combines the regular quiz
techniques with a c°uPle of .other

ingredients, the “outside event”
and the “penalty.” Outside event
in the preem was an athlete doing
situpsi the angle, being that the
contestant had. picked an envelope
at the start, bearing ."the number
of situps the athlete, would do; If

he firiishes that number before the
contestant is through, the latter

loses all his dough. Penalty for an
incorrect answer involves a four-
put-of-five Chance to remain in the
game, with the coritestant again
making his selection Out of a group
of five envelopes. In the two in-

starices on the preem, one penalty
involved a “firing squad” armed
with whipped cream dispensers,
with the envelopes holding “orders”
in different "languages;” If the
contestant picked the right ern
velOpe, the “sergeant?’ .got the
whipped cream; if he picked the
wrong one, he got it.

Other penalty involved the con-
testant’s husband seated atop a

flight of steps in regal raiment
with five ropes hanging, over his

head. Every time the contestant
got an answer wrong, the" husband
pulled a rope; Four of them were,
attached to bells that rang five

times, the fifth to a bell that rang
six times, disrobed him and spilled

him into a tank of water below.

... 'Nough said; You’ve got to see.
it to believe it, but strangely
enough, the shenanigans can be
pretty enjoyable. Producer Jess
Kimmel’s imagination is a basic
factor in the slhow’s success, and
director Dave Brown keeps things
moving at a fast pace. ABC-TV has
a property here that fits neatly
into its Friday night comedy
lineup. Chan.

WORLD SERIES
With the New York Giants, Cleve-

land Indians, Jack Brickhouse,

Paul HOdges, Frankie Frisch
Producer: Jack Dillon
Director: Clay Dopp
Tech. Director: Frank Whittam
180 Mins.; Fri, & Sat. 1 pan.

GILLETTE
NBC-TV, from Cleveland.

iMfUcon)
The World Series coverage from

Cleveland’s maminouth Lakefront
Stadium was a . sports spectacular

that a seven-camera crew touched
off in true championship form.

Except for a fleeting moment or

two when technical arid directing

crewmen .showed traces of newness
in their working relationship, the

two-day presentation gave the na-

tion a factual, play-by-play video

offering- that didn’t miss a trick.

Saturday’s concluding tilt was ex-

ceptionally;, good with no trace, of

initial jitters indicated in keeping
abreast of the demise of the' Tribe;

The sev.enTcamera .
crew were

split, with four covering the field;

two doing commercial chores and
identifying players from location

adjacent to home team locker

room, while the seventh was put

in the Giant locker room to pick

up the post-game victory celebra-

tion. Of the four covering the

play, a zoomar was along the th^rd

base side; two, including a zooriiar,

wOre behind Hdme plate, with the

fourth along the first base line.

All cameras were on a. common
level.. Strategically placed; they
were deftly moved by Director

Clay Dopp whose knowhow of the

Stadium reflected his years, as

WXEL’s director Of Indian video

Contests. Kudos; too, for T. D.

Frank Whittam and Producer Jack

Dillon.

Voice-wise, the professional serv-

ices of Russ Hodges and Jack
Brickhouse neatly blended the

.word picture into the Overall video

scene;. Their verbal offerings were
pleasant, properly pitched and
kept watchers abreast of the hap-
penings with a full account of

highlights of the action on the field,

in the dugouts and, when the oc-

casion presented itself, in ’ the
stands.

Pre-arid-post game festivities

were handled by Frankie Frisch.

His .pre-garne interviews with play-

ers were not only entertaining, but
made. fOr a tasty entry for the up-
coming main dish. However, his

simulcast of the post-game Giant
locker room “victory.” session was
—as far as video was concerned

—

dull, although it sounded better on
radio. . The lack of interview mate-
rial, at the moment Frisch, wanted
it, was glaringly apparent before
the lense.

. .

Gillette, commercials were hi

good Jaste, well delivered, and
highlighted, beside the usual prod-

ucts, the World Series Record Book
Offered by the sponsor. Mark.

ON STAGE
With John Aylesworth* Frank Pep-

piatt, : George Murray, Terry
Daley Phyllis

.
Marshall, Wally

Koster, Bill Brady Quintet, Alfie

Scopp, A1 Bertram, Jill Foster,
On Stage Dancers (6)

Producer: Don Hudson
Director: Norman Jewison
Writers: John Aylesworth, Frank

Peppiait, Alfie Scopp, Reuben
Ship

30 Mins., Wed., 9:30 p.m.
LEVER BROS.
CBC-TV, from Toronto

(Young & Rubicam)
Evidently not suffering from

bankroll deficiency, “On Stage”

was the most lavish television

show ever produced by Canadian

Broadcasting Corp. It was big and
noisy but never reached great

heights in comedy or iriusic even

though it labored manfully and

produced continuous, fast-paced

audio and visual values. Show’s

standouts were its solo bits, main-

ly w.k. radio-video chanter. George

Murray and canary Terry Dale.

Miss Dale scored high with solo

bits in both voice and appearance

categories and Murray highlighted

the show in emcee and chanting,

bits. “On Stage” weaknesses in-

cluded lack of punch comedy ma-
terial, a tendency to frenzied, ac-

tion that often .
bordered on ham

arid occasional' over-directibn that

kept the- session from reaching the

Heights it seemed geared to reach,

John Aylesworth and Frank Pep-
piatt, show’s headliners, worked
hard arid frequently clicked in

spite Of generally, poor material.

They teed with a weak spoof at

sports shows, usirig gag film in-

serts as well as live bits. The other
two sketches—“Quiet Weekend at

the Summer Cottage,” and “On the

Se&shore in 1900”—were crowded
and

,
frantic. Stronger, arid more

subtle lines and situations would
have enhanced the effect. Closer

with Peppiatt and Aylesworth in

front of curtain with Murray was
ragged.

“On Stage” ,hsd enough good
moments to leave its Viewers hap-

py but with tightening, a general
combing-over to unscramble., the

singers, terpsers, specialties and
comic thesping and more sparkle

to the material. Should could rate

favorably in comparison to any re-

vue, video. Or otherwise;

Commercials, plugging riiarga-

rine, were weak, particularly the

single appearance of Kate Aiken,
for a decade top Canadian radio

consumer - gabber, whose selling

chore was. stiff, hammy arid uncon-
vincing. Phyllis Marshall, Wally
Koster, Alfie Scopp, A1 Bertram,
Jill Foster worked in the sketches

along with an assortment of utt-.

billed characters including a troop

of Boy Scouts in the “Weekend at

the Cottage” number. Gorm.
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Ed Sullivan pulled a clean beat
in preeming Lucille Ball and Desi
Arnaz fully 24 hours before these
celebrated toppers Of “I Love
Lucy” made their season’s bow on
the network Monday. Sullivan’s
exposition on CBS-TV was a full-

bodied .
tribute to this top-Niel-

soned comedy team, that included,
.'•film clips from their teleshows and

Even on second viewings, couple
are funny. Of course*: Sullivan
took some Of their top moments
such as one in which Miss Ball por-
trays a cloivn, and the other, the
well-publicized sessiori in which
Miss Ball goes to the hospital to
give birth. There were also film-
clips of Arriaz?s big moment from'
“Bataan,” .arid a bit from “Long,
Long Trailer.”, Arnaz congo
drummed “Babalu” Vigorously de-
spite the fact he was running a
temperature.

Tex O’Rourke, rOastmaster on
the Saints & Sinners functions, did
a "This is Your Life” bit ori the
team. O’Rourke has a line of li-

terate humor and apparently a

keen reportorjal sense; Even his
banquet style humor hit a good re-
sponse On video. This bit was in-
cluded ori .a scene built around a
rostrum on. which the couple made
a delightful pair of gracious
spiels. Dusty. Rhodes the hitting
hero of the Giants-Indians series,
made with a single line that he
wouldh’t want to pinchhit .for thi

pair. John Hodiak, appearing in
“Caine Mutiny Court Martial” le-

giter, was supposed to have contri-
buted his tribute, but time inter-
fered; At that there was sufficient
tribute to visibly , move the ; guests
of honor. Both were Overcome to
the extent of their eyes welling up.

An added pair Were the. Mertzes
of the show (Bill Frawley and Vir
vian VanCe) whose major effort
Was a tune , circa 1913 in the cos-
tumes of the day. They are also
good at sorig-and-dance work.
A show built around the Desi

and. Lucy seems sufficient. There’s
enough, entertainment in the team
to exclude the need for any talent
outside that connected with the
show. Jose.

CAVALCADE OF AMERICA
(Mountain Man)
With Gregory Walcott, Paul Picer-

ni, Guy Prescott, Eugenia Paul,
Keith Richards, Edward Colmans

Writer: Paul Franklin
Producer: Armand Schaefer
Director: . Robert Walker
30 Mins., Tues., 7:30 p.m,
DU PONT
ABC-TV, from Hollywood (film)

(BBD&O)
Cavalcade. has rolled through 18

years on radio and tv and apparent-
ly has done what was expected of
it institutionally: for DuPont. More
along educational lines than en-
tertainment, it offers provocative,
and stimulating vignettes of docu-
mented drama associated with the
growing pains of our country to
achieve greatness. Tuesday nightls
getaway promises another , season,
of impressive dramatics that has
for an audience air age groups.

Period piece of American folk-
lore takes up in 1828 in the vicinity
of what is now San Diego. A little

band of American trappers is

taken prisoner by their Mexican
masters. One . of the mountaineers
is James Ohio Pat tie, whose books
on the early west started the.

wagons rolling across the plains.
He also khows the early, secrets
of vaccine and when an epidemic,
of smallpox breaks out he is offered
full freedom for his band if he
will divulge this medical miracle.
The epidemic is halted arid he
spreads his ministrations at the
coastal missioris.

Script of Paul Franklin shows
the results .of exhaustive research
and the incidents are powered with
high drama. Cast of little khowns
Manages acceptable portrayals,

„ With Gregory Walcott riiore believ-
able than the others a$ Pattie. Paul
Piccrni overplayed his villainy arid
Eugenia Paul, th.e only femme, is

given small chance to develop a
romantic mood. Robert Walker’s
<direction is well-gaited. Helm.

IT'S A CURIOUS THING
With Dan MacMaster, Kay West-

fall; Margaret Kirkwood, Norman
RosS Jr„ Wagner Schleslnger,
JimBannoh

Executive Producer: Jules Power
Producers: Jack Trindl,„ Bernard

Mll’er
Director: Don Cane
30 Mins.;. Fri., 9:30 p.m.

,

ILLINOIS BELL
WGN-TV, Chicago
Bumped by network pre-emp-

tion on WNBQ after a season’s

ride, this semi-educational paneler

was moved to WGN-TV by bank-

roller Illinois Bell. Persorinel has

been considerably revamped With

Dan MacMaster, director of Chi’s

Museum of Science arid Industry,

replacing Don Herbert as moderat-

or because of the latter’s new tv

commitments with General; Eiec-

tric, ..While lacking Herbert’s sense
of timing and glibness, MacMasters
impressed on the .teeoff (1) with

}
his pleasantly relaxed Style; Panel
has been prettied up with the
addition of Kay Westfall and
Margaret Kirkwood. Male anchors
are Norman Ross Jr., and Wagner
Schlesinger, Adler Planetarium di-

rector.

It’s essentially a quiz format with
the panelists guessing. various me-
chanical gadgets and offbeat tools.

But much of the time is given
over to demonstration, of the de-
vices from a scientifico informa-
tional slant. Bell Labs’ new solar
battery came in for a detailed
showcasing. It- was a neatly in-

tegrated institutional pitch for Ma
Bell’s research department. Regu-
lar plugs art worked professionally
by Jim Barinon,

Local entry faces toqgher net-

work competition in its new Fri-

day night berth so it’s not figured
to do much in the rating rosters.

But it’s good clean family fun of
the quality to continue to do an
adequate institutional representa-
tion for Illinois. Bell. Dave.

TABLOID
With - Dick McDougal, Elaine

Grand, Percy Saltzman; guests

Producer: . Ross McLean
15 Mins,; Moli.-thru-Frl., 7:30 p.m.

CBC-TV, from Toronto
Canadian ' Broadcasting Corp.’s

informal magazine - type tv’er,

“Tabloid,” is back in its customary
7:30 p.m. slot after a long summer
hiatus and although opener Was
so relaxed *it almost died on^ its

wheels,- show’s one-season history

of okay stanzas lends hope it will

come to life as its new season
progresses. Opener teed on. dark
stage, Dick McDougal yelling for

lights, others ambling into camera
range lethargically, trio lifting

furniture into place, getting in

way of camera tests, and so on.

Only bright bit Was Percy Saltz-

man’s bout with the weather, .«

chore lie .did so well in “Tabloid’s’

initial run he
.
became one of its

standouts. Saltzman gabs as he
chalks liis weather predictions on
a wall map,, stringirig off probabili-

ties so smoothly and brightly the

normally dull subject sparkles.

“Tabloid’..” main character, Dick
McDougal; again heads the show;
Guests, this teeoff included camera-
men, stagehands, others he "acci-

dentally” rah into. Elaine Grarid,

a regular last season, was again
present but her chore of emceeing
another CBC-TV grabbing chapter,
“Living;” may slice her “Tabloid”
appearances. Gal is one of Ca-
nadian video’s pleasantest femmes
and adds to any show. ,

Offbeat bit was appearance of

show’s regular announcer, Gil
Christie, on film, phoning Mc-
Dougal his excuses for being ab-
sent. But somebody must have
forgotten, to tell Dick there was ' a

[/dialog and while Christie gabbed a

scripted conversation, McDougal’s
end of the line emitted only weak
ad libs and grunts.
Opener slept peacefully, but

upped pacing and production will

help “Tablotd” gather its dragging
skirts.- Gorm.

GENERAL SPORTS TIME
With Harry Wisirier
Producer: Telenews
Director: Harry Robert
15 Mins., Thurs. 11:30 p.m.
GENERAL TIRE & RUBBER CO.
WOR-TV, N.Y.

(Maxon)
New York last Thursday, (30) had

j

its first glimpse of the sports stanza
being employed as the video main-
stay of General Tire & Rubber Co.
In additioii to some: 55 markets,
booked via national spot, and WOR,
there will be \VABD as of Saturday
(9), giving the Harry Wismer quaiv
ter-hour filmed program that “dou-
ble exposure” look in N.Y. The
show is being provided more
bounce-per-ounce, because a sim-
ilar Wismer edition for same bank-
roller is ori the full Mutual radio
network and through the Friday
and Monday sports columns for In-

ternational News that the ’gabber
has just undertaken.

A Telenews production, “Sports
Time” is a followup on the big

sporting events of the week and
manages to jam many facets into

its 15 short miriutes. Seven items
were covered in the WOR preem
film: Oklahoma - Texas Christian
game; Wismer himself receiving a

Professional Golfers Assn, plaudit;

the PGA tourney; a 50-mile bike
race; a- Lions-Bears pro grid en-

counter; the Army-South Carolina
game; Terry. Brennan’s .starter as

coach of the Fightirig Irish against
Texas. Director Harry. Robert and
Wismer made but one mistake in

choice events of last week, yet by
simjply doing a good editorial job
left themselves wide open., to the

vagaries of different cameranien
and local directors. From one col-

lege game to the next, the action

was followed with varying degrees
of success, sometimes with no suc-

cess at all. The pro gridder, the
bike competition, and the golf

tourney highlights were neat diverr

sion, but inclusion of Wismer re-

ceiving his award for promulgating
PGA was a stroke of considered
immodesty. (“Sport Time" team
evideritly didn’t want to miss: even
one bet in enhancing Wismer’s
status as a big time gabber, but
everybody must have realized that

it wasn’t one of the seven major
events of the week)

bowlerAma
With Rollie; Johnson, others
Producer: Art Gruber
Director:. Clarence Anderson
60 Mins.: Sun., 1 p.m.
AUTHORIZED TV SERVICE
WCCO-TV, Minneapolis
A brand new arid unique . tv

package/ acclaimed, “the airwave’s
biggest prize show,” offering $40,-
000 of bonds and merchandise to
bowlirig' contest winners, Bowler-
ama has hit the local.scene with a

plenty loud bang and impresses as
a dilly.

Flawlessly erigirieered by WCCO-
TV’s highly capable, sports direc-
tor, Rollie Johnson, the show
should have no trouble in catch-
ing on arid attracting large audi-
ences, inaSrnuch as it stacks up as
tiptop video fare with plenty, of
popularity wi ing features on the
ball.

While a natural, of course, for
bowlers and bowling fans who ar
a legion hereabouts, it holds a
substantial amount of appeal, too,

for amateur sports lovers general-
ly and the average setowner as
.well. '

\

It brings before the camera for
inspection arid interviews many
interesting and ordinary persons
and, in providing bowling matches
on every program in a woman’s
and man’s division for $100 war
bonds and other prizes, there’s in-

tensification of the interest al-

ways generated by competitive
sjports.

Although Sponsored by a Twi
Cities' tv tube insurance arid serv-
ice outfit, an equal if not greater
beneficiary must be the Twin
Cities kegler establishments, mem-
bers of the Minnesota Bowling
Alleys. Assn., on whose alleys the
elimination and airwave contests

are played; The hour long Sunday
afternoon televising of matches,
extending over 15 weeks, undoubt-
edly will prove a stimulus for
bowling and that means additional
business for the lanes. All the al-

leys do to obtain this very valu-
able plugging is to cooperate by
furnishing their facilities’ use. It’s

a great break for the kegjer trade.

Any bowler, tyro or experienced,
is ' eligible to enter the contests,
arid there are hahdicaps to equal-

The' Wismer vocal approach was r-*.
ze ' the competition., Eliminations

v
• •. i I. n no KoM of fno allAVc rnrAiionniitare held at the alleys throughout

the week arid the two male and two
feminine winners emerging come
to grips on Sunday for the $100
war bonds arid other prizes-^the
woman against the woman and the.

man against the man, Each winner
returns the following Sunday to

meet that week’s eliminations’
conquerors. The final survivor -r
the grarid winner at the end of the
15 weeks—:in the man.’s division
receives, an auto; in the woman’s, a

; one. sno\\, me- quality oi nim*. / vvaffh distributions
s glary also, giving the sports-

,

sridie ln " llst 'vatctl

racy and. proper.. Where he ap-
peared, mostly in the commercial
spiels, he looked like a

,
chubby,

slightly riveraged, all-American
boy; His pleasant appearance can
be a great boori to the sponsor.

However, whoever makes the corn-.

mercial segments of the film series

should delete or change the briefie

in which Wismer appears bodyless,

only his head showing behind -the

high General Tire desk. In; that

sequence, which was seen twice on
the one. show, the quality of film*

>vas

gabber an overpolished look;

Since there’s, no other sho\v of.

current vintage that gives as much
of the sports soene with such brev-

ity, “Sports Time” stands as a good
bet to remain a winning series.

Art:

Nancy Hamberger In

ABC-to-Y&R Shift
Nancy Hamberger, magazine con-

tact in ABC’s press department for

the past four years, is resigning to

join Young & Rubicam, where she’ll

work on the television publicity

staff,

ABC is replacing, her with Muriel
Lilker, who moves up out of the
web’s exploitation staff. No re-

placement in exploitati Is

planned.

Pete Wasser Solos It

Pittsburgh, Oct. 5.

~G. S. (Pete) Wasser, former

broadcasting executive, is now the

sole owner of the Wasser, Kay &
]
Phillips advertising agency here.

Wasser organized the business in

1947 after ai stretch as manager of

Station KQY and four years later

the firm was incorporated as Was-
ser, Kay &’ Phillips.

The junior member of the agert-

cy, Phillips, resigned in 1952 and
last week. Kay, who had previously

been a salesman at WJAS, sold his

interest to Wasser; Kay expects to

announce his future plans shortly.
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ana now.

NEW YORK

and WASHINGTON, D. C.

radio and television

a service of
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This is Ben Grauer reporting from New York . .

.

as of October 18, the FCC has authorized

to change its call-letters to

% A #BkRWIM
WRCA 660

and

to change its call-letters to

T
WRCA-TV channel 4
Only the call-letters are changed, In New York,

radio advertising still sells best on 660 . » *

television advertising still sells best on Channel 4.

and now to Los Angeles

(l

WRCA 660 • WRCA-TV CHANNEL 4 • REPRESENTED BY IlSj SPOT SALES
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This is Jack Latham reporting from Los Angeles . .

.

as of October 18, the FCC has authorized i 1
ii

to change its call-letters to KRCA channel 4
Only the call-letters are changed. In Los Angeles,

television advertising still sells best on Channel 4.

and now to Washington, D. C.

KRCA CHANNEL 4 REPRESENTED BY IN: SPOT SALES
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h..

This is Richard Harkness reporting from the Nation’s Capital . .

.

as of October 18, the FCC has authorized WNR\MW W m mmm W W

to change its call-letters to
-WRC-TV channel 4
Only the call-letters are changed. In Washington, D, C., television

advertising still sells best on Channel 4 . . . radio advertising

still sells best on WRC-TV’s sister station, WRC980 .

WRC-TV CHANNEL, 4 • WRC 930

WRCA, WRCA-TV, KRCA, WRC-TV a service of

REPRESENTED BYInIEISPOT SALES
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best of all
With Skitch Henderson, Textor

Singers; Kenneth Banghart, an-

nouncer
Producer-Director; George Voutsas
60 Mins;;. Mon., 8. p.m.
Sustaining
NBC, from N. Y.
"Best of All,” a new series which

will showcase prominent pop

lunesmiths, is a songplugger’s

dream—if he happens to be Irving

Berlin. On Monday's show (4),

Berlin got a solid hour in which to

promote the score of the Para-

mount film, “White Christmas,”

which opens at Radio City Music

Hall, N. Y„ in a couple of weeks.

It was a cuffo grant to Berlin and
nothing bespeaks more of the
decline of network radio than its

giving away of commercial plugs
lor free on a cream Monday night
slot.

In this case, of course, the com-
mercial was disguised as okay en-
tertainment. Berlin ''is an agile

talker and his reminiscences about
the 33c - he received for his first

song and his subsequent experi-
nces as writer has more than

intra-ttade appeal.
The Berlin songfest, however,

was the main purpose of the show
and the repertory covered excerpts
from many of his previous legit

musicals along with a half-dozen
or so tunes from the “White Christ-
mas” score. Skitch Henderson,
who also emceed, batoned the
studio orch with Polly Bergen,
Jack Haskell, Sylvia Michaels and
the Textor Singers contributing
the varied vocals.

Bing Crosby, who co-stars in the
pic along with Danrty Kaye, "was
heard via a telephone tribute to
Berlin. That telephone sound
didn’t capture Bing’s personality
and there’s no reason why
Crosby’s comments were not ob-
tained directly onto tape. Crosby’s
disk version of “Count Your Bles-
sings. Instead of Sheep” was also
spotlighted along with a Rosemary
Clooney number, “Love, You
Didn’t Do Right By Me.” Kenneth
Banghart made a genial announcer.

Herm.

Ben Gross Book
ssJmmSm Continued from pxge 24 .

Even when he “hints” at the ego-
tism of the late Samuel Rothafel
and describes the fiasco of the 1932
opening night of Radio City Music
Hall, he refrains

.
from stating the

blunt fact that Roxy was a man
destroyed by his vanity, which
blinded him to reality and deaf-
ened him tq counsel. Interestingly,
Gross couples Arthur Godfrey in
his discussion of Roxy.

The inherent kindness in Gross
also leads him to not name certain
individuals, as for example, the
actor-turned-executive who led the
so-called and shortlived Amal-
gamated Broadcasting System to
disaster in 1933, using money sup-
plied by Ed Wynn. A nuqiber of
other fascinating anecdota are
weakened by anonymity: :

In the main Gross lias crammed
a great deal of stuff into his text
and layman and pro alike can en-
joy the book while students of
communication in future will be
appreciative of the broad canvas
and the wealth of detail. There is

a good deal of quiet wit scattered
throughout. Of his pre-radio jour-
nalistic experience Gross com-
ments at one point: “I found my-
self in the genteel surroundings
of the Associated Press, where the
atmosphere was that of an exclu-
sive club and the pay that of a
galley slave,” His material on radio
before the event of NBC in 1926 is

especially unusual, since this pe-
riod has been but little researched.
He skips over the complex of rea-
sons which led the Bell System
to withdraw from broadcasting in
which it was ’ a true pioneer limit-
ing himself to the observation that
A.T.&T’s refined administrators
disliked being in show business.

Eddie Cantor’s famous blast at
the radio columnists of Manhattan
and the subsequent litigation insti-

tuted by the Daily News bn behalf
of Gross and his assistant radio
editor makes entertaining reading
today and recalls the fierce early
antagonism of radio stars and those
who wrote about them. Cantor paid
court costs and nominal damages
in this case but years later showed
up at “21,” where NBCxwas throw-
ing a luncheon honoring Gross’ 25
years as an editor (That would be
1950) and praised him.

While primarily concerned with
personality and only passingly with
economics, Gross throws consider-
able light on early management
motives. There is a mirthful chap-

STAGE ’55

With Bud Knapp, John Drainie,
Ruth Springford, George Mur-
ray

Producer-Director: Andrew Allan
Writer: Tommy Tweed
60 Mins.;. Sun., 9 p.m.
Sustaining
CBS, from Toronto
Canadian Broadcasting Corp.’s

“Stage” series, top drama show
opening its 12th nine-month sea-

son (and still directed by Andrew
Allan, with music composed and
conducted by Lucio Agostini,
whose father used to play in a
Montreal vaude-house pit orches-
tra) teed off with an income-tax
fantasy by Tommy Tweed. Less
hilarious than Tweed’s previous ef-

forts in that vein, its first half was
frequently feeble, but from then on
it was sharp, salubrious satirico-

burlesque.

“How to Cook a Red Herring”
takes Joe Schmalzenheimer, “ah
average Canadian,” as hero, with
his wife Berengaria and their two
and a half (average) children. Joe,
a taster in a dog-biscuit factory,
has one burning ambition—to earn
enough to pay income tax. His
union finally wins him fringe behe-
fits which shove him across the
line—but he discovers that his tax
is deducted at the source, and he
wants the fun of filling in those
forms.

,

~~

After a wrangle with the Income
Tax Department, an expert advises
him to incorporate as “a family
company, producing good citizens,”

and thereby not only become eligi-

ble for forms but make all his ex-
penses deductible like other busi-
ness firms. A law is passed per-
mitting it, and Joe and thousands
of other families prepare to incor-
porate, but the law is attacked un-
der the Combines (Anti-Trust) Act
and declared invalid. Meanwhile
Jbe’s wife has demanded the five-

day week, a 15% raise in house-
hold allowance, time-and-a-half
overtime for dishwashing, and
fringe benefits. Joe plans suicide
until he discovers that funeral ex-
penses aren’t deductible.

Final stretch tossed barbs at

practically every big name in

Canada—in business, labor, reli-

gion, education—as well as at the
long-ruling Liberal Party and the
government-owned CBC itself; per-
haps on the theory that if you
tread on enough opposing toes
you’re fairly safe, but more likely
because this writer and producer
have courage—they’ve done the
same before without scattering
shots so wide.

Production was Allan’s usual
topnotch job, and ditto for musical
direction by Agostini, ' who also

composed all the music except one
song (the keen “It’s Deductible” to

music written by Freddy Grant for

the wartime Canadian Navy Show
song “You’ll Get Used To It”).

Performances by Bud Knapp, John
Drainie, Ruth Springford as nar-
rator, Joe and wife, were first-class

and the songs were well done by
George Murray. Gard.

SATURDAY- THEATRE
With George Walsh, announcer;

others
Producer-director: Antony Ellis

30 Mins.; Sat., 12:30 p.m.
CBS, from Hollywood

“I Give You Maggie,” initial pro-
duction of “Saturday Theatre,” was
strictly grooved for femme con-
sumption. Penned by Walter B.
Newman, yarn, dealing with a
wife’s. devotion to her husband, a
struggling author, had all the in-

gredients of a standard soap opera.
There’s little doubt that show,
aired Saturday (2), had distaff
appeal.

Story covered the rise of an
author from oblivion to success
with the aid of his ever-lovin’
wife, who supported him while he
pounded the typewriter, remained
faithful to him while he spent
several years in a sanatorium
recovering from an illness and
raised the money necessary to get
his book published despite think-
ing she was losing out to another
woman. Windup had husband re-
affirming his love for his wife and
nullifying her fears of being eased
out of the picture.

Cast performed competently and
Use of the flashback in relating
Yarn was effective. Performers and
writers will vary with the individ-
ual shows. Jess.

ter on the radio press agents, a
breed that was once far more col-

orful than the sober (well, more or
less) lads of today who act as echo-
chambers for top brass. (Times’
editor Jack Gould’s recent and^fin-
derstandably brief adventure in

corporation publicity comes to
mind here.)

Summing up, “I Looked and I

Listened” is an amusing guide tour
back down the years when "croon-
ing” was controversial and Graham
McNamee’s excited descriptions
nlade heroes out of athletic bums.

LIMITED EDITION
With Frederick Prokosch
Producers: John Malcolm Brinnin,
Norman J. Seaman

85 Mins., Sat. 8:30 p.m.
WNYC, N. Y.
New York City is fortunate in

having a radio station that doesn’t
have to fret over commercial
values. There’s no question that
WNYC, the municipally - owned
operation, isn’t worrying, because
“Limited Edition” could never
have been designed for any but the
select. Much of the 85-minute-long
stanza would be lost on the listener
whose response to verse, blank or
otherwise, is largely emotional.

The program is taken by produc-
ers John Malcolm Brinnin and
Norman J. Seaman from tapes
made at the Poetry Center of the
92d Street Young Men's Hebrew
Assn. The kickoff program, Sat.
(2), featured novelist-poet Fred-
erick Prokosch who is one of the
many scribblers (including Archi-
bald MacLeish, Robert Frost, Dr.
Edith and Sir Osbert Sitwell, Joyce
Cary, Arthur Miller) appearing in
the Y lecture series.

It can be seen where, with prop-
erly dignified bally, parts of the
taped sessions might be translated
successfully into commercial terms.
There is purportedly a modest
number who enjoy hearing an
author recite his or her own ma-
terial. In addition to being stylish,
this affinity is occasionally jus-
tified, though more often than not
the poet does no more justice to
his or her work than the average
untrained reader.

Prokosch was one of those. He
was not only the voice of erudition,
which one would deny is necessary,
but also the voice of too much emo-
tional restraint. The outcome was
that his recitations were too deli-
cate and too listless to bear any
special significance to an ^audience
restricted to an audio performance.
In addition to the reading of poetry
and some published prose, “Lim-
ited Edition” also contained inter-
mittent dissertations on appropri-
ate literary issues. For example,
Prokosch made several intelligent,
if sometimes overly qualified,
overly surgical, observations about
“what is poetry?” In all, the show
was too long and too academic.

Art.

MAKE MINE MUSIC
With Jimmy Tapp
30 Mins.; Tues., 8:30 p.m.
CROWN & ANCHOR BREWERY
CJAD, Montreal

( Cockfield Brown

)

Started originally as a sustainer
over CJAD and based on current
hit' parade platters, ‘Make Mine
Music” was soon taken over by
producer. Bill Hanna of Cockfield
Brown agency here in Montreal
to plug

.
Crown and Anchor beer

account, Formula is straightfor-
ward on this particular half-hour
with station .manager Jimmy Tapp
announcing and directing the re-
corded 30-minute session. Of sev-
eral so-called hit parade airings
that can be heard Ideally every
week, this show derives authen-
ticity on their selection list by us-
ing the current Variety survey
from their disk jockey poll. Out-
come of this show established a
regular half-hour feature Mon.-
thru-Fri. at 8:30 each evening with
other programs all carrying the
“Make Mine” preface. Monday
night it’s ‘Make Mine Mystery,”
Wed. “Memory,” Thurs. ‘Merri-
ment” and winding up Fri night
with another titled “Make Mine
.Music” but on a general music
and interview theme. Rating
across the board for this weekly
stint shows the Tues. night session
of disk clicks high with 65.5 a good
6% ahead of any of the other
shows.

Despite competition due to time
and another series of a similar na-
ture on a rival station ‘Make Mine
Music” continues to good listener
response due mainly to the relaxed
but informative gabbing of an-
nouncer Jimmy Tapp. Newt.

SIX O’CLOCK NEWS
With Jack Cahill, Bill Dorais
15 Mins., Mon.-thru-Fri., 6 p.m.
Participating:
KLX, Oakland
A fast-paced news recap, this

show uses the device of alternating

voices of the two newsmen for

heightening of effect and emphasis.
It was a very arresting gimmick on
the first show. Jack Cahill and Bill

Dorais have voices with entire dif-

ferent timbres and the switch from
one to the other gave an air of

last-minute hot news to the usually

colorless cable copy.

Show was terse yet solid in the

news coverage and stressing the

Oakland Tribune news coverage

(KLX is the Trib’s station) it shapes
up as a good quarter hour news-
cast Ref*.

TOP SECRET FILES
(The Stroveko Case)
With Tom Helmore, Ann Loringr,

Ernest Graves, Martin Kingsley,
others

Producer: Warren Wade
Director: Robert St. Aubrey
30 Mins., Mon., 8 p.m.

*

Participating
Mutual, from New York (tran-

scribed)

The initialer on “Top Secret

Files” might have been a travesty

on cloak-and-dagger yarns were it

not that it took itself to seriously.

The half-hour program is the Mon-
day portion of Mutual Broadcast-
ing’s “multi-message” plan.

It was a fantastically compli-
cated plot that abounded in melo-
dramatics. First, a fellow named
Scott with Machiavellian calm
drives a man, believed to be a fel-

low-spy into the arms of Army
Intelligence. The man, afraid of
being tolled by his mysterious bil-

liard-playing superior, ostensibly
confesses all. This leads to a beau-
tiful woman who has a hand in the
plot, which, by the way, never
takes tangible proportions.

To further involve the scrubby
plot, it’s disclosed that Scott isn't

a spy after all but merely a do-
gooder willing to. help the good
guys catch a bad one. But the
beautiful woman, to his horror, is

his mother-in-law-to-be. At this

point the audience begins to sus-

pect something’s afoot.

The mother-in-law confesses to

“Colonel X,” the quarterback for
“our> side.” They plan an assigna-
tion at midnight, so she can con-
fess in full. Though it would
never have been suspected, she is

instead found dead—“with a knife
in her back.” Playing a hunch,
the Colonel listens in on the
daughter at her alleged master’s
funeral. The girl is laughing. By
pow the spies’ hand is played out.

In a series of Charlie Chan com-
plexities, it’s revealed that laugh-
ing girl is nobody’s daughter, just

the wife of Scott, who is whom
everyone mistook him to be at

the outset of tha show—a murder-
ing spy. The stanza's anonymous
scribbler threw in a final fillio:

the squeeler wasn’t a spy after all;

"he was an Intelligence agent who
disguised his voice, and on radio
what spy can tell otherwise? •

Acting was always Sinister but
at no time natural. It’s going to

be difficult for exec producer War-
ren Wade to sell a country of spy-
conditioned video watchers on
staying with the radio set, even in

Hie hintherlands Mutual claims as

Its own. Art.

RACE OF THE DAY
With Clem McCarthy, Phil Sutter-

field

30 Mins., Mon.-thru-Fri., 3:45 p.m.;

4 p.m.
FALLS CITY BREWING CO.
WINN-TBS, Louisville
Vet race broadcaster Clem Mc-

Carthy and his sidekick Phil Sut-
terfield erstwhile WHAS sports-

caster, teed off the nation’s newest,
network- Tuesday (28) from Bel-

mont Park. From that date on
airings will be made every after-

noon throughout the week over
the Thoroughbred Broadcasting
System. McCarthy handled the
calling of the race, the “Step
Lightly Handicap” and Sutterfield
did the interviews and color.

Sutterfield, though young in

years, has had plenty of seasoning
working races and other sports
events while at WHAS-Louisville.
He has a fast paced delivery,
makes practically no fluffs, and
handles his interviews authorita-
tively. He impresed as being well-
informed for his assignment; and
packs a load of naturalness and.
informality that mifSt register with
listeners. Sutterfield interviewed
George Widener, Belmont Park
prez; Robert Kelyl, track’s director
of publicity; and Brent Hart na-
tive Kentuckian and chairman of
the board of TBS, as well as a

Churchill Downs board member,
horse breeder, and film producer.
He’s currently backing a Mickey
Rooney starred film. Hart stressed
that “Rac^ of the Day” will be a

natural for small towns and rural
communities, which do not always
get sports events aired by the
major nets. Local stations will

fill the void, according to Hart.

Clem McCarthy called the race,

which had 15 entries; Did an okay
job, husky voice and all, calling
them as he saw them, and an-
nouncing the win, place, and show
accurately as soon as the nags
crossed the finish line. His calling

of the race lacked the element of
excitement, but fact that he knows
his job was quite evident. Back-
ground of the track caller’s voice
intruded to the point of being dis-

tracting, but as McCarthy’s mike
picks up crowd, noise, it also picks
up track announcer’s voice from the
p.a. system, hence two callers are
conveyed to radio listeners.

* Wied.

ON A SUNDAY AFTERNOON
With Mike Wallace, John Derr,

Alfredo Antonini Orch, Stuart
Foster, Mary Mayo

Producer-director: Howard G.
Barnes

Writer: Gladys Finke
105 Min., Sun., 4:05 p.m.
CBS, from New York
For the past couple of years,

CBS had put “On A Sunday After-
noon” in mothballs during the fall-

winter programming schedule.
This year, however, series has been
given some special shots to keep it

going through the cold season and
it’s shaping up. as a ’ year-round,
programming treat.

It’s strictly a midday musicale
pegged for dialers at home or joy-
riding on the road and it adds up
to pleasant, undemanding fare.

Producer-director Howard G. Bar-
nes has plenty of room to operate
and he fills the 105-minute running
time with a musical potpouri (live

and on wax) that’s always easy on
the ear. For the gab department,
Barnes has slotted ex-“Stage
Struck” host Mike Wallace for the
intros and CBS sports director
John Derr for a brief rundown of
the latest sports dope. Wallace is

an affable guy and lends just the
right touch to the proceedings.
Derr is factual and terse, which is

all any sports fans can ask of any-
body.

It’s the music, however, which is

the raison d’etre for the show and
it’s standout in all departments.
Alfredo Antonini heads up the CBS
Radio orch in a flock of rich and
colorful production numbers and
vocalists Stuart Foster and Mary
Mayo split the vocal assignments
with neat warbling techniques.
Platter selection also is topnotch
running gamut from Eileen Barton
to Arturo Toscanini.

Peg for the opening show Sun-
day (3) was the current show biz

scene in New York. Stanza had
preview song snatches from Libby
Holman’s “Blues, Ballads and Sin
Songs” concert, which opened on
B’way Monday (4), and Eartha
Kitt’s etching of “I Wish I Was A
Boy,” from the incoming “Mrs.
Patterson.” Also via waxings,
show covered Gotham’s jazz vogue
with George Shearing’s “Lullaby
of Birdland,” the Dorsey Bros, stint

at the Hotel Statler with their wax-
ing of Granada” and the upcoming
Perry Como and Rosemary Clooney
CBS-Radio shows.

Antonini took care of the live

salutes. He took in the legituner
scene with a medley from “Can-
Can” and “By The Beautiful Sea,”
the nitery scene with a bow to the

new Versailles show via a couple
of Arthur Schwartz-Howard Dietz
tunes, and a nod to Vincent You-
mans’ birthday last week with a

Youmans’ medley, natch. The
Jewish holiday week even came up
for a tribute with Stuart Foster’s
expert handling of “Kol Nidre.”

In the closing segments, Anto-
nini preemed his own posie to

Gotham tagged “The Magnificent
City,” Composition is an intrigu-

ing jazz poem that should build
into an importance piece of musi-
cal Americana.

In between the music and Wal-
lace’s friendly chatter, came the
weather and road info for which
station has copped some awards.
It's an important public service
and not too distracting to the stay-

at-home. Gros.

HEADLINES & BYLINES
With Harold Robator, others
15 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 6 p.m.
Participating
WPTR, Albany
Novel program, originating from

The Times-Union and presenting
reporters in highlights of stories

they have written for the next
morning’s edition, has returned to

WPTR with the station’s new edi-

torial director, Harold Robator, as

tieup man. First five minutes are
sponsored by Tobin Packing Co.;

the remainder is sustaining. This
makes for slight awkwardness in

a basically sound format, but when
the feature’s other rough edges
are smoothed oqt, It should not
be too noticeable.

Greater emphasis perhaps should
be placed on state, national and
political news; the local yarns may
have limited appeal to listeners

on the 50-000-watter outside the
Albany environs. Initial broadcast
included Gene Robb, Times-Union
publisher, among the participants.

About seven or eight news peo-
ple—men and women—are heard
on each origination. Some of them
read copy; others aalib or deviate
from written material. Robator
chats with them, as though he were
walking around the editorial rooms.
The same reporters are not heard
every night—City Editor Con Heff-
ernan ticks off the assignments.
Broadcasts do not all reach the
same level of interest, nor are all

the reporters of equal air facility.

As a whole, program is a pretty
good one; some of the on-deadline
tension comes through the micro-
phone. Jaco.
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New York
Sammy Kaye makes his drama

debut tonight (Wed!) on NBC-TV’s

“Kraft Theatre/', playing' the role

of —. guess what? —- an orchestra

leader ... Henry May set as. pro-

duction scenic: designer of “Omni-
bus” for the third year .. . . Scott

Forbes set for lead on ABC-TV’s
“Handle With Care” Oct. 14 . .

John Henry Faulk guesting on
Maggi McNellis’ WABC-TV'er to-

day. (Wed.) . , . Byron Kelly signed

to direct “Danger” on alternate

weeks . . V Louis Jourdan arrives

from Paris Oct. 18 to appear on
Martha Raye show Oct. 26 . . . Nina
Foch pacted for “State of the

Union” Nov. 15 tv'er.

anything other than a news pro?
gram.

Don Morrow into the CBS-TV
“Sunday News. Special” to take;
over the Dwight Weist announcing
chorse .... Fred ' Sayles’ “Junior
Frolics” via WATV is recipient of
the New Jersey State Fair Blue
Ribbon for being polled tops in the
state among juve shows of its type

: Chuck. Thompson is play-by-
player for several of DuMont’s pro
football games. Is also on regular
deejay status at WITH, Baltimore.

they have to start from set No. 1

and attempt to build up a con-

verted circulation strictly oh the

attraction of local programming
since the four V’s are tied in with
the four national networks, In the

eyes of the UHF boys, the 1,600,000

tv set owners in the Chi area to

which the VHF’ers point with pride

are just so many customers that

have to be sold on conversion or
minor retooling, depending Upon
the vintage and make of their re-

ceivers;

Chicago

WABC-TV salesman Ed Bleier

hospitalised in Vermont last week
with a pair of broken ribs resulting

from an auto accident . . Joseph
A. Flahive joined the George B.

Hollingbery station rep outfit as

a Gotham tv salesman . .. . WABC-
TV assistant program chief Bill

Balaban off to Chi Friday (8) for a

week to o.o. the program pool

setup in effect between the ABC-
TV Gotham o.o. and the WBKB
counterpart.

Jay Barney, currently doing Dr.

Kramer in Jose Ferrer’s filming

of “The Shrike” for U-I on the
Coast, pacted for pair of NBC-
Hallmark “Hall of Fame” backrto-

back. Did “Choirmaster” Sunday
(3) and has featured role in “Life
of Hippocrates” next week (10). . ....

WNBT producer Enid Roth cran-
ing Mexico for three weeks . ; .

Howard Smith doubling over from
“Anniversary Waltz” legiter to

“Three Steps to Heaven” . ,

WCBS-TV sportscaster Jim McKay
was to do World Series highlights
on the George Skinner ayem
variety show, but these filmed in-

serts were cancelled before kick-
ing off when it was discovered that
a prior contract forbade use of
celluloid of the baseball classic in

Latest Electric; Assn, survey
shows there Were 18,751 tv sets in-
stalled in the Chi area during
August, .bringing the total to 1/715,-

270 . . . Burr Tillstrom and his
“Kukla, Fran & Ollie” menage
start their eighth telecasting year
Oct. 13 ! . . Cameron Applegate,
ex-Galbreath Film Productions,
and Edmond Burke added to the
Kling sales staff . . . Sid Luckman,
ex-Chicago Bears

v
star, joins

WBBM-TV’s “In, Town Tonight”
Friday nights to size up the week-
end tiffs .; . . Roy Traugpr & 'As-
socs. bought their local participa-
tions via WNBQ on NBC-TV’s “To-
night.” . . . Julie Craig, femme edi-
tor at WICS-TV, Springfield,
hosted the UHF’s er’s on-the-air
first anni party last Friday night
il) . . Tom Neal and Rosemary
Kelly new cast, members in NBC-
TV’s “Time to Live” ,. . . Mid-State
Motors purchased _ “Front Page
Detective” vidpic series, plus a
Sunday morning feature film' on
WBKB . Len O’Connor’s 8:25
WNBQ news squib ordered cross-
the-board by the S. S. Kresge dime
store chain .

:

. Standard Oil re-
newed Fahey-Flynn’s 10 p.m. news
on WBBM-TV for another 30 weeks

. Etta Mogen checked off
WNBQ’s “Melody Magazine” for a
seven-week concert tour.

Chi UHF
Continued from page 28

the other CP’ers are holding back
likewise.

I REMEMBER MAMA

• Radio Registry •

There are a variety of reasons
given for going slow;. One of the
prime arguments is that pioneering
UHF in an established VHF mar-
ket is completely different than
pioneering VHF in a .virginal mar-
ket. Sure, the reluctant dragons of
UHF admit that their VHF Chi
predecessors poured out dough in

buckets before they hit the black;
But because these four stations
were providing and selling the
most glamorous medium of the
postwar era they could foresee an
eventual harvest as set circulation'

and rates leapfrogged one another
into the present boom.

‘But This Is Different’

With the UHF jqhnriy-come-iate-
.
lies it’s a different cup of tea, they
argue. For all practical purposes

Then, too, there’s a feeling that

something may emerge from the
current Washington concern over
the status of the post-freeze high
frequency allocations. “Let’s Wait
arid see what the FCC is going to

do” is a frequently heard sugges-
tion.

.
Maybe the commission will

have to revamp the whole blueprint
or maybe subscription ty is the
UHF answer as just proposed by
the Skiatron interests are possi-

bilities cited. It’s known that Con-
gressman Richard Hoffman who has
yet to sign a definite ! order for his

tv equipment for WHFC-TV's
Channel 26 assigned in January of

last, year is taking an active inter-

est in Washington’s examination of

the problem.

Egpiont Sonderlirig, who recently1

filed for a six-riionth extension on
his Channel 44 granted last Febru-
ary, also reports he has no equip-
ment on order. He advances the
suggestion that the FCC could peri
iriit more VHF stations in iriarkets

like Chicago by cutting back the
coverage areas of the V’s. He
points out that there’s an obvious
need for more outlets in the Chi
area to service the small adver-
tisers and minority interest groups
in the fashion of indie radio. But
he recognizes that the four pres-
ent stations are doing an adequate
enough job to preclude any mass
UHF conversion.

.
Only UHF grantee with anything

like a definite starting date, is

Angus Pfaff who hopes to get. his

WTLE operation in Evanston goirig

on Channel 32 by next spring.
Pfaff, Who recently bought out his

partners, in WNMP (AM), readily
.admits he expects “a real ordeal
the first .two years.” But he says
the conversion problem has to
be licked, someday and he’s ready
to give it a whirl.

Pfaff sees the hope of the indie
tv station in syndicated film prop-
erties and special events. He views
vidpix as tv’s common denominator
available to all comers and thereby
slicing

.
into the programming ad-

vantages of network affiliation.

. It’s taken Frances O’Brien 15 years to make the grade as a “Saint/*
Miss O’Brien, p.r. director and account exec of Goldswan Productions,
collaborated with Ed Reynolds (CBS Press info manager) on “Satan’s
Orchid” for NBC's “Lights Out” aired March 1, 1939. Next Sunday
J10), WMCA, N;Y;, Will broadcast her “St. Pulcheria” on its “Ave
Maria Hour.”
Miss O'Brien is doing another script for “Ave Maria” and Working

on a tv series titled “How to Be Happy” in collab with Spencer Bentley,
former director of Radio Free Europe. Package will dramatize “Amer-
ica’s great unknowns who enjoy what they’re doing, where they’re
doing it, and Who have made material success . secondary in finding
happiness.”

Year’s-end dissolution of Cecil & Presbrey will bring about reor-
ganization on a large scale Of Roger Brown .Inc., the publicity firm
headed by Brown which merged with C & P about a year ago. Brown
became v.p. Of the agency in the move, taking the Minnesota Mining
& Mfg; publicity account over as the lure. Now, although He main-
tained Roger Brown Inc/s separate identity, he’ll restore it to full
operations by moving the Minnesota .account back to his own company.

National Assn; of Radio and TV Broadcasters revealed last
,
week

that only one-third of the nation’s radio and tv stations have returned
the questionnaires sent them three Weeks ago. to provide information
desired by Congress on beer and wine advertising. The Assn, deadline
for return of the forms is Oct. 11.
NARTB prexy Harold Fellows warned broadcasters that they “can

anticipate Government intervention if the industry itself cannot supply
the answers” sought by the House Interstate Commerce Committee
on the extent of broadcast advertising by beer and Wine sponsors.
The Committee requested the. information in connection with its con-
sideration of the Bryson bill Which would ban beer and Wine adver-
tising in interstate, commerce.

President Eisenhower’s message to Republican Party workers this
Friday ight (8h will utilize “the largest tv hookup in political history,”
according to the Republican National Committee. . The President and
Vice President Nixon Will divide a 30-minute period at 9:30 p.m. (EST)
on a CBS-TV network of 158 stations, The broadcast will also be
carried by 534 NBC and Mutual radio outlets; There will be a delayed
simulcast to the Pacific coast at 9:30 p.m. (PST).
An unusual aspect of the broadcast is its locale: the Denver Municipal

Auditorium which will provide the President with an audience of about
6 ,000 .

WNBW, NBC’s owned and operated station in Washington, copped
a third citation this Week for its public service shoW, “Our Beautiful
Potomatr.” Documentary series, Which exposed pollution conditions in
the Potomac River Basin, was singled’ out by the Elks for outstanding
service as part of :the B.P.O.E. observance of National' Newspaper
Week Oct. 2-9.

DuM-KPIX
; Continued from page 28

ately protested, claiming that its

exclusive contract with DuMont,
gave it first refusal and denied the
network the right to offer any of
its programs that KPIX would
carry in a conflicting coverage
area. This was last August, Ac-
cording to Philip G; Lasky, gen-
eral manager of KPIX, DuMont
immediately withdrew its offer to
KOVR and admitted its error.

Video Vitfled
Continued from page 25

SUPER POWER

WGALTV
LANCASTER, PENNSYLVANIA

Jkmm S 316,000 WATTS

Covers a vast, prosperous

territory— a rich target for

your advertising dollar

Steinman Staff

Clair McColloogh, President

Ppp'Pif ntrd tvMEEKER TV Inc.
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is especially significant because up
to now Vittles has run into few
probleriis in the darker shades
(spinach looks black, for example),
but these have been easily over-
come through pinpoint lighting.

Other key difficulty is in on-camera
food preparation, where there’s
only a 30-seconds to one minute
period where on-the-griddle food
looks, perfect . in tint. That’s the
reason for the long periods of re-
hearsal necessary on the Sunbeam
commercials, since a working fry-

pan is demonstrated. "As far as
dyes are concerned, so far they’ve
beeri unnecessary; blue was tried
for the rice, but it looked better
in Its natural white form.
A commercial involving Vittles

usually starts in the script stage at
the agency, With Miss Kinne and
Sigety called in for suggestions on
demonstration treatment; back-
grounds, props, etc. From that
point on, they work closely with
the agency and talent through re-
hearsal and up to the actual on-
the-air commercial itself. After
that, they dispose of the food, but
that part’s the easiest, what with
the hungry actors arid stagehands
always ready. (Ever wonder who
eats, those wed’ges' cut out of the
on-camera cakes on the Wednesday
night .Godfrey show? Nearly every-
body in the cast.)

Some of the agencies with which
the firm does business are Perrin-
Paus (Sunbeam); Leo Burnett
(Pillsbury arid U n c I e B e n ’ s);

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample (Wesson
Oil);, and Maxon (Heinz). Among
the more unusual jobs was a color
remote on “Home” from Mt. Ver-
non, with Miss Kinne cooking in

Martha Washington’s kitchen. And
among tlie many nightmare

.
possi-

bilities that come to mind/ Sigety
fears as the worse the possibility
that some week now a number of
agencies, will cross paths and come
up with orders for 25 or 30 cakes
in one week

Early last Week, radio circles
were rumoring that KOVR was
going to carry the pro football
games as well as KPIX arid this
culminated in KPIX’s decision to
sever its affiliation^

“We would think it a public
disservice to preempt other pro-
grams including those of another
network,” Lasky said,

;
if another

station in the same area wore to
be carrying the football games.
KPIX has been affiliated with
DuMont since 1949 but DuMont is

only its secondary network affilar
tion with a total of 4V6, hours
Weekly on the station. The main
affiliation is CBS-TV which feeds
135 shows to KPIX to DuMont’s

; A. E. Joscelyn, manager of
KOVR, was in Chicago at the time
of the announcement and unavail-
able for comment. William Hol-
lenbeck, KOVR program ' manager
said that the station expected to
take over as the full DuMont af-

filiate as soon as possible, and
would definitely carry the pro
football games! KOVR recently
announced an arrangement where-
by it would transmit certain Du-
Mont net shows not being car-

ried by KPIX. It is understood
that ever since the plans for
KOVR got underway, Hoffman has
been approached by various net-

works for possible affiliation.

“There has been no objection
to the. offering of shows we don’t
carry,” a KPIX spokesman said,

“For instance Bishop Sheen’s pro-
gram is on KGO-TV. It is a ques-
tion of exclusivity/’

An interesting aspect of . the
situation is that this is the first

open admission; by a San Fran-
cisco tv station that KOVR rep-
resents a potential threat in the
San Francisco market. Up to now,
it has been a three channel mar-
ket with KPIX (owned by West-
inghouse) KRON-TV (owned by
the San Francisco Chronicle and
affiliated with NBC) and KGO-
TV (ABC) the only regular com-
mercial television outlets. KSAN-
TV, a UHF station is only a
minor factor in the market;.

Eileen BARTON
Currently

NEW YORK
CORAL RECORDS

Pir.: William Morris Agency

FREE LANCE WRITER
Crime - Comedy - Drama

More than 20 years of edn-
tinous experience on leading

network shows.

ALBERT G. MILLER
141 E. 88th Sireef

New York 28, N. Y.

LEkigh 4-3665

WANTED
Girl or mail Friday for talent office.

Write detailed background to Box

W 104, Variety, 154 W. 46th St.,

New. York 36; N- Y.

EVERYDAY

ON EVERY CHANNEL

BROOKS
COSTUMES
» Wait Nil Si., N.Y.C. -Tal. N. 7-JMX)

93 St.f 23 W.
at Central Park

Newly furnd. rooms suitablo 1-2

girls; also furnd. apts. suitablo 2-3

girls or couples.

MICHAEL M. BARANY SU 7-4305
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With a new Christmas look

A gift of Four Hoses —to express a warm business rela-

tionship—has become a pleasant custom with many firms,

adding a touch of dignity to Christmas giving.

And this year, it’s even more appropriate than ever,

with the Special “Golden” Gift Bottle arid an attractive

carton to more truly reflect your company’s position and

prestige,

For a “preview” of Four Roses in the Special Gift Bot-

tle, call your local Frankfort representative or write to

Frankfort Distillers Company, New York, N. Y.’

FRANKFORT DISTILLERS COMPANY, NEW YORK CITY.

BLENDED WHISKEY. €6.8 PROOF. 60% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS.

The same fine whiskey

In both bottles.

Antonia's Favorite Gift Whiskey
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liV JVEJF YORK CITY
Talent agent Henry C. Brown opehouset. his clients and other broad-

cast, gentry at his East End 'apartment Friday (1). His office has taken

bn representation of Dolores Sutton, Jack Westoii, Gene Saks, Larry

Weber The pnetime literary contact at the N.Y. William. Morris

Agency,. Alma Marks, got a five-column picture and story on her home-

made cheesecake in the Halo Alto, Gal. News. She’s now Mrs. Mont-

gomery Ostrander . Mrs. George Cueto, wife of the Rome repre-

sentative of Station. WOV, is currently in Manhattan on a business

trip involving an Italo-American tieup.

Roger Bowman, NBC announcer, teaching Monday course at NYU
called “Music in Radio and Television’' Havls Medwick, ex-Foote,

Cone & Belding, to radio-tv dept, of Ruthrauff & Ryan as biz mgr. ....

Jay Weston and Anne Gibson to p.r. firm of Milburn McCarty Asso-

ciates . . . Voice Of America working , with WNBC-T’s Bill Berns on
get-out-the-vote drive launching Oct. 18 . Frank Orth, ex-CBS spot

sales, to Campbell-Ewald in Detroit as asst, director of radiortv ...
WCBS continuity acceptance dept, scrapped and. functions will be
shared by three sectors. Other economies have been effected . .

Storrs Haynes, ex-McCann-Erlckson, rejoined Compton agency hs radio-

tv v.p. under Lewis Titterton . . . WNBC flaekette Pat Richer on a

“back home in Indiana” vacation kick . Antlree Wallace, Kenneth,
and Robert Haag, have been added to cast of "Helen Trent” . . . Ralph
Camargd', Richard Janaver and Charlta Bauer new to “Just Plain Bill”

. . Lester Fletcher new to "Young Widder Brown.” Latter just com-
pleted its 16th year.

Brioschi Co. planning, a $150,000 spot campaign in and around New
York . v . Leslie S. BidWell, former legit producer, takes over radio-

tv production chores on WWRL’s “Protestant -Council Spanish Hour”
and three “Morning Chapel” programs on WARD for the Protestant'
Council of the City of New York . . Doug Browning and John Hicks
subbing for Jack Gregson on his early morning WABC segment while
he’s in New Orleans remoting'his evening network show, “Just Easy,”
from the Yam Festival this week . World-Telegram & Sun columnist
Frank Farrell, whose daytimer from the Park Sheraton recently went
network oh ABC, added a quarter-hour local interview segment On
WABC in the Sunday night post-Walter Winchell time.

Joey Adams, A1 Kelly and the Burton Sisters are booked for guest
shots on WMGM’s Oct. 10 “American-Jewish Caravan of Stars" .

."

Irving Berlin turned vocal autobiographer in his appearance last Sunday
(3) on Art Ford’s WNEW "Recording Session” . . Madeline Chambers
won femme vocalist honors in the seventh anni “Career Performance”
trials sponsored by Mutual’s “Chicago

,
Theatre of the Air,” She’s a

grad of .Jiiliard and N.Y.U. . Dr. Eduard van Beinum, conductor
of the Concertgebow Orchestra of Amsterdam, to guest tomorrow
(Thur.) via Alma Dettinger’s WQXR casing . . Ted and Rhoda Brown
and Bill Silbert, WMGM gabbers, to be on hand for promotion marking
opening of the Robert Hall 34th Street loft . . Ray Heatherton’s guest
lineup for today’s (Wed.) edition of “Luncheon at Sardi’s” includes
Sally Forrest, Elliot Nugent; Neva Patterson, Courtney Burr and George
Keane. It’s a salute to the “Seven Year Itch” staging.

WCBSoundings: Joan Edwards to fortnight in Nassau with Bea Wain;
pinch-piping. Jack Sterling and Lanny Ross, latter a Stamford resident,

(27,000 STRONG)
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MONDAY, OCTOBER II, 1954
8:30 P.M., to Discuss

IN THE INDUSTRY
(Simultaneous meetings are being
held in Los Angeles. Chicago, Detroit,

Minneapolis and Cleveland)

to launch that..town’s Community Chest drive at a dinner next week
(13). Fred Nassif, ex-merchandising mgr. of Galen Drake’s HPLeague,

.

to station’s sales dept., vyith bis HPL. successor to be named next week.

IN CHICAGO
Gene DaDan moved up from the Chi NBC accounting department

to join the WMAQ-WNBQ ad-promotion staff Evangelist Billy

Graham’s “Hour of Decision” renewed on ABC for aifiother year under

the sponsorship of the Billy Graham Evangelistic Foundation . . .Sun-'

Times reporter Virginia (Duchess) Marmaduke debuts a Sunday night
gab session on WMAQ next week . . . Sammy Weinstein reprised his
“Ten Pin' Tattler” airer on WCFL for the 20th season . ; . Assistant
Chi NBC press Chief » Howard Coleman addressing the Phi Sigma Phi
Northwester U. commerce fraternity Friday (8) . . . Howard Miller
doing the color on WIND’S airing of the Northwestern football games

. WBBM education director Virginia Renaud arid writer Budd Blume
cited by the Finnish consul for their report , on Finland in the “Seventh
Continent” documentary series . . . Zenith Radio

,
public relations chief

Ted Leitzell back at his desk after recovery from an emergency appen-
dectomy while in New York on biz . .xHerb Kent, Chi NBC mail boy,
doubling as a deejay with a half-hour cross-the-boarder on W’GES . . .

Proxy John Cunningham of the Cunningham & Walsh ad agency in

last week conferring with Ivan Hill; exec veepee of ' C&W’s new Chi
office which opened for biz Friday (1).

IN SAN FRANCISCO .

Elaine Doyle now has her own interview show on KVSM, M-F at

10 a.m. ... Pahrump,' Nevada, named Sept. 20 Red Blanchard .
Day

in honor of the KCBS comic . . Don Condon is the newest member
of the KCBS apprentice staff coming from San Francisco State ... . .

Harry Ackerman, CBS-TV veep in Hollywood, Warren Anderson and
Tom Tiilly, leads in the show, Jaline del Valle, producer, Ted Wicks,
CBS-TV Hollywood flack and others came up for the .premier of ‘-The
Lineup

,

v new. CBS detective series based on Frisco police cases and
shot here. Radio and tv editors, wire . service reps,' columnists and
police reporters were hosted at a cocktail party by Arthur Hiill Hayes,
CBS Frisco v.p. . . Budd Heyde has a new Sunday morning show,
“San Francisco Diary,” consisting of current happenings culled from
the local columns . .. “Kingdom of Toys,” a new kiddie tv show,
debuted on KRON on the 23d . . Dave Garroway and Kacie Shawhan
tip from L.A. for a luncheon With radio eds.

IN PHILADELPHIA
Lenny Herman’s band, current at Warwick Hotel, will, do CBS net-

work shots twice a week , Bill Mercer, young Philadelphia writer,

Will run a history Of jazz disk show on WDAS, Sunday nights

Manie Sacks, RCA Victor v.p., paid tribute'to KYW’s new^once-a-month
series 'honoring the record industry^ Show teed off (2) with “The Best
of RCA Victor” . .WPEN celebrated 25th anni (Sept. 30) with cock-
tail party and buffet dinner for staffers. Celebration honored three
employees .who are rounding out 25 years with station—Charles Burtis,

Chief engineer and technical advisor, and Thomas Ryan and Richard
Shipp, engineers . .. . Harvey Pollack has been named Editor for Phila-
delphia edition Of Curtis Publications’ forthcoming mag, TV Program
Week. . . Bernice Spector, formerly With WCAU and KYW, has joined
the traffic-continuity department at WPEN.

IN MINNEAPOLIS
Bob Fransen, formerly WEEK-TV, Peoria, program director, named

program manager of local KEYD-TV which goes bn air Jan. 1

Neighboring North Dakota got >its first live network tv shows Sunday
(26) When WDAY-TV, Fargo, N.D., transmitted a national Sports show
to stations in three other towns; Arrangement Was made possible by
Construction of a series of microwave towers between Minneapolis
and Fargo . Five Twin Cities commercial station and U. of Minne-
sota’s KEYD now broadcasting all U. of Minnesota football games
play by play and feeding them to a network of 19 other Minnesota
stations plus radio outlets in Williston, Jamestown, and Minot, N.D.;

Glasgow, Mont., and Fort Francis, Opt., Canada ; . WCCO radio
sportscaster Stew MacPherson joined golfdom’s select club in scoring
a hole-in-one . WTCN radio and tv tossed an invitation cocktail

party for its new' general manager, Joseph L. Merkle who came here
from ABC, New York, to assume the post

IN OMAHA
Power increase for KELO-TV, Sioux Falls, has gone Into effect and

is benefiting fringe area reception, Station Manager Evans Nord an-
nounced. He added that groundwork for the November changeover to

cable reception is proceeding on schedule. . . Rex Barney of Omaha,
ex-Brooklyn Dodger pitching has been named general manager
of WNTMv Vero Beach, Fla. . . . WOW-TV last Week shoWed film,

“The World-Herald Story,” about Omaha’s newspaper while the paper
and KFAB scrapped in Washington over the local channel 7 outlet
. . . WOW-TV’S tWo-day drive for Red Cross Blood Bank here colllected

476 pints, a record for Douglas, County. Outlet’s studios were trans-
ferred into a “blood donor’s center.” Drive was in observance of
WOW-TV’s. fifth anni . Lois Carty and .Larry Davis shifted their
morning show for housewives to the 9:05-9:30 period on KRNT, Des
Moines. Ralph Powers, deejay, fakes over the following 15-minute
stanza.

IN PITTSBURGH
Cal T. Mara, publicity girl at WJAS, Shadyside Hospital for a.

Couple of weeks with injuries suffered in an automobile crackup . . .

Helen Eastley, secretary to Ed Weggner, program director of WQED,
marrying Walter J. Eckert, Jr., golf pro at the Stanton Heights Country
Club, on Sat. (9) . . Helen Wayne Rauh, panelist on “Ask the Girls”
over WDTV, up and' around .again after undergoing surgery at.-, the,

Montefiore Hospital . . Joe Mann and his wife, Elaine Beverly, who
are starred on the daily afternoon “Meet Your Neighbor” half-hour
on Channel 2, have a January date with. thO stork . . . Paul Shannon,
KDKA announcer, and his Wife spent the last Week of their vacation

in New York hob-nobbing With a cOuple of old KDKA pals, Dave
Garroway and Glenn Riggs.

Bobby Sherwood Vice

Paul Dixon on DuMont
TOdter-comedian Bobby Sher-

wood is slated to take over on Oct.

11 for Paul Dixon as emcee of the
3-4 p.m. DuMont, network variety
showcase. Shift will last only a

month, according to the network,
While Dixon recuperates from sur-
gery. He’s in Holrfies . hospital,
Cincinnati.
Sherwood’s month as chief hu-

morist on the “Paul Dixon Show,”
normally with a Cinci organization,
will emanate from New York dur-
ing the former’s tenure.

Continued from pace 28

had started the tape operation sev-
eral months ago when it brought
in Alan (Moondog) Freed front
Cleveland, with a 90-minute show
by tape. Subsequent to that, WINS,
N. Yu signed Freed to a longteri
pact, so that WNJR can’t use him
anymore. However, since WINS
will offer Freed in other areas on
a» taped basis, Rollins has. signed
him, for its Norfolk Negro opera-
tion.

On the strictly local side, the
outlet has Slim Gaillafd as a dee-
jay and staff musician, using his

group in a couple of shows. Brook-
lyn Dodgers pitcher Don New-
combe just completed a : summer-
time sports show on; the! station,

Jocko. Maxwell, the nation’s first

Negro Sportscaster, is splitting his
time between^WWRL, N. Y., and
WNJR. And, of course, there’s, a
regular staff of Negro deejays and
announcers. Although anything but
music is held at a minimum, sta-

tion has a weekly news show with
Oliver Butts Brown, publisher of
the. Negro New Jersey Herald, and
also picks .up the taped “Listening
Post,” Baukhage’s program of vet-

erans news. There’s also a “Lucky
Bucks” contest similar to that in;

N. Y. newspapers.
Lanphear, who came to the sta-

tion after several years as v.p. of
United Broadcasting Co., Which
operates Negro outlets in Washing-
ton, Baltimore, Richmond and
Cleveland, says there are two fac-

tors working in favor of WNJR.
One,, of course, is the fact that it’s

the only fulltime Negro operation,
in the city. The other is that Rol-
lins has conceived a particular ap-
proach—that of straight music plus
“essentials”—and has stuck to it.

A listener can dial the station in
the morning and know what to ex-
pect all day, Lanphear points Out.

“There’s nothing to make him
switch his dial.’’ In contrast, he
points out, the other Negro Opera-
tions in the city for the post part,

air foreign-language programs, los-

ing their Negro audiences when
they commence the Italian, . Polish,
German, Spanish and Hungarian,
shows.

Ottawa, Oct. 5.

Canadian Broadcasting Corp.’S

television web carried an overload
of sports Sat, (2). Beginning at

12:45 p.m., CBC-TV scheduled the
World Series, followed immediate-
ly by a telefilmed coverage of the
Big Four football game at Hamil-
ton, played during the Series game.

Then at 9:30 p.m., the web aired
the all-star hockey match from De-
troit and at 11:25 wrestling from
Marigold arena in Chicago.
Hockey show replaced a Lacrosse

stanza used every Sat. during the
just-shuttered lacrosse Season.

CORVETTE
•Xecutfv* cars—ont of

America's Finest Sports Cars

BATES CHEVROLET C0RP.
393 Or, Cone, at 144th St. CY 2-7400
2374 Cr. Colic, at 184tH St. CY I-7A00

REHEARSAL OFFICE
SPACE AVAILABLE

Two nowly decorated room* 25x70, offioe ipaee

and telephone If desired. Refreshment ’fa-

cilities. piano; excellent acoustics. Mid-
fortlei—West Side—Convenient to all trans-

portation.
For Information Call—COItimbus 5-3305

Now York

TV PRODUCTrON
ASSISTANT AVAILABLE

p year* innjor nehvork experience wltli ton

PKHluoers. excellent secretary, Seeklnf ad

agency or. nsekage ltouae Job.- Here resume,

will send.*

llox V 930. Variety. 151 West 4G(li

Is'ew York Sfi
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Tom Shull,
,
former salesman for the NBC Film Division who I

recently became president of the Inland. Broadcasting Corp, and i
1

general manager of .WTOM-TV in Lansing, shows no partiality
!

toward his old employees. A strong believer in the. use of syndic
cated 'film, Shull has bought soma. NBC Film Division shows—*
ight of -thdm, to be exact—but ha’s matched this figure with

eight series from CBS Television Film Sales. Shull, in N.Y; last

week, also picked up a package of westerns and features from
Hygo.

.

**

Be they from NBC or CBS, however, Shull believes that syndi*
cated shows are the answer to the UHF operator's problem. He
points ~out that the average syndicated property costs- the local

advertiser -about one-fifth of the price of a page in a local news-
paper. He -alsp points Out that reruns still show audience draw
and make for economical but sound programming and sales mate-
rial. He’s devoting about half of the 36 hours-per-week of pro-
gramming to syndicated film and features. Station, incidentally,
has been on the air for a year under the call letters of WILS-TV.

t r
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First vidpix series to be made4
in Australia for

.
American con-

sumption is in production in Syd-

ney, comprising 26 half-hour “Ad-
ventures of Long John Silver” epi-

sodes in cdlor with Robert New-
ton in the lead.. Project is an off-

'

shoot of the Newton theatrical

starrer, “Long John Silver,” which
indie producer Joseph Kaufman
made in Cinemascope and color

and which goes into release via Dis-

tributors Corp. of America at the

end of the year.

Immediately upon winding pro-

duction on the feature at the begin-
ning of August, Kaufman set the
telefilm project into operation with
the same cast, crew and futilities

used in the feature. Series, which
marks Newton’s telefilm debut, is

shooting at the rate of one a week,
with five half-hours already corm
pleted and the first Technicolor
print already arriving in N.Y. Kauf-
man screened it .this week for net-

work.and agency execs, but it won’t
be released for television until late

1955 or eUrly 1956.

“Silver” is probably one of the

most expensive vidpix packages
ever made, according .to Kaufman,
since all the ingredients that went
into the making of the feature have
been retained. Byron Haskin, who
directed the feature, is directing

the telefilms along with Lee Sho-
lem. Martin Rackiri, who wrote the
screenplay, has scripted the tele-

films (first 26 are, written, and
Kaufman is studying script ideas
for 13. more). Same cast, topped
by Newton and featuring Connie
Gilchrist and Aussie newcomer Kit
Taylor (as Jim Hawkins) are be-

ing used, along with all the sets

(including two 17th Century gal-

leys and an entire town set).

Kaufman, Who’s also making his

first venture into telefilms after

y e a r s as a theatrical producer
(Continued on page 49)

Mull Plant In Italy

To Dub Telefilms
That vidpix, as well as theatrical,

distribs figure to save big coin by
having their English-language dub-
bing done abroad is further evi-

denced by American Dubbing Co.’s

plans to set up a plant in either

Rome or Paris. , According to in-

formed sources, the Rome site

seems most likely at present.

Peter Riethof
,
prexy of Ameri-

can Dubbing, took off
.
for Europe

last week to lay out the unit there,

which will originally handle a skein

of 26 vidpix. His intentions are to

transport a crew of scribblers, di-

rectors apd perhaps some Ameri-
can actors (who’ve worked for him
in N.Y:) to avoid complaints that

some of the dubbing done abroad
is sloppy. Presently Rome is her

lieved the only spot on the Con-
tinent where there are adequate
facilities for dubbing foreign pix

into English. As a matter of fact,

that’s where all but. art estimated
18 of Jules Weill’s 50 hew Italp fea-

ture pic acquisitions will .be dub-
bed, and the 18 will be brought
to the U.S. for processing because,
Weill informs, there currently
aren’t sufficient facilities to handle
them rapidly in Rome.

Martin Poll To TNT
Telefilm producer Martin Poll

is leaving the vidpix field to be-

come a production and sales exec

with Theatre Network Television,

His first chore at the theatre tv

firm will be on the production'
side theatrecast of the Metopera
opening Nov. 8.

Poll retains his interest with Ed
Gruskin' in the “Flash Gordon”
series being distributed by Motion
Pictures for Television, but other-
wise has cut his ties with Gruskin,
who.’ll remain in the production
field in Europe.

There may be Some doubt among
the network factotums about the

drawing power of reruns, but there

are no such trepidations at the

NBC Film Division, especially

where “Badge 714,” the “Dragnet”
repeats, are concerned. * Syndica-

tion subsid. has just started selling

its “Series B” lineup,- comprising
the 1953-1954 “Dragnets” and has
landed them in 59 markets, with
the initial “Badges” of the 1952-
1953 season now in a total of 175
cities.

That 59-market figure for the
new series is all the more impres-
sive since sales of the new group
are confined to markets carrying
the older series,- Film Division has
set down a sales policy Under
which a new market buying
“Badge’’ rtiust by the ’52-53 batch
before it can grab the newer films.

As a result, those 59 cities carrying
the newer pix are included in the
175 markets carrying the initial

entries. “Badge” sales were capped
by a record month in September,
in which the series was sold in
55 markets.

3 Johns Into Vidpix

With ’Animal Panel’
New York, packaging firm of

Masterson, Reddy & Nelson (the.

Three Johns) makes its initial

plunge into vidpix next month
when it puts “Animal Panel” be-
fore the cameras in N. Y. It

has Arthur Treacher presiding
oyer a panel of actors; with
voices dubbed in for the animals.
Three Johns will shoot at least

two half-hours and put them up
for national sale, with a possibil-

ity that they’ll go into syndication
with more of them if rto national
deal is forthcoming.

Films will be shot Oct. 13. by
Konstantin Kaiser's Marathon TV
Newsreel, with A1 DeCaprio ..di-

recting. and Leonard Levinson
scripting. Show was a live entry
for 13 weeks last year on KNBH-
TV iri Hollywood, and was also

used as a live insert once on the
NBC-TV Dinah Shore show.

A pattern of regulation and 1 reg-

ularity in production and release

of telefilms for syndication is be-

ginning to take form in what up
to now has been an industry gov-

erned by expediency and ,
impulse.

Though not yet clearly . outlined,
this pattern is expected to take
the form of longrange production
and distribution planning by the
major; distribs, with the number of
series going into, release each year
carefully limited and subject only
to market potential' and the com-
panies’ individual selling Capaci-
ties,'

.

'

In the past, production-distribu-.
tion has been more a matter of
seizing oh a combination of factors
than anything else. Availability of
financing at a particular moment
has been a determining factor in

going ahead with a series or not,

with the question of whether mar-
ket conditions or the distrib’s in-

dividual operation could, take the
extra load. Also a factor has been
the immediate availability of a par-
ticular property, or 'a special star.

While these will continue to play
important roles governing new
products, they will not do so to

the exclusion of commonsehse eco-

nomics.

Calling Their Shots

Matter of financing alone has
Changed to the point where the es-

tablished distribs-producers can
call their shots, based oh their

backlogs of films and station con-
tracts. Stars have beert more readi-

ly convinced of the financial at-

tractions of the syndication field.

And hot properties can be held in

abeyance under a longterm con-
tract when, their creators know
that established distribs • cart- get
more mileage with proper timing.
As the pattern is beginning to

emerge, it appears as if the top 10
or 12 distribs will bring out an
average of three to six new prop-
erties a year, no more add no less/

Unless there’s a vital change in the
television market situation (a solu-

tion to the UHF problem, for exam-
ple), this pattern, can be expected
to remain constant over the next
few years.

indication of this industry think-
ing is found in Matty Fox’s deal
With the newly-formed UM&M dis-
tribution setup through which he’ll

release in the future. Motion Pic-

tures for Television, under the
pact, is bound to deliver five new
shows per year over the next 10
years. Ziv Television Programs,
Which over- the past couple of years
has been working in this pattern
because of its relative stability in

the new industry, is planning six

new shows for next year.

United Television Programs sales

v.p. Wynn Nathan,, in N.Y. this

week, predicts a similar operation
for UTP. Firm already in this year
has brought out six new series, but
Nathan points out that, this was
done to bring the organization up
to size— that it accompanied the
industry-wide expansion this year.

In the future, Nathan says, UTP
should average four to six new
shows a year. Official Films prexy
Hal Hackett plans to limit his new
product to three series annually.

“That's all our sales force can
handle with the backlog they’ve
got,” Hackett said recently. And
so.it goes, down* the line, with vir-

tually every major distrib, whether
it produces its own shows or works
on straight distribution deals, now
aware of the conditions of an in-

dustry just beginning to find its.

limitations and boundaries.

Rowswell to Chi
For Flamingo Films

Ken Rowswell, Flamingo Films’
southwestern

.

sales chief, is tak-

ing over the firm’s irtidwest sales

operation in Chicago, replacing
Pat O’Brien, who resigned. Rows-
weil moved into Chi this week.
. Replacing Rowswell in the

southwest for Flamingo will be
Frank Browne, who left his post

as sales manager of KBMT iri

Beaumont for the new assignment.
He’ll headquarter in Dallas.

•+

1

Grafman to McConkey
Chicago, - Oct. 5.

McConkey Artists Corp. is

strengthening its pitch in tv films

with’ the addition to its staff of
Howard Grafman, former produc-
tion director for NBC in Chicago.
Grafman becomes viceprez in

charge of sales for MAC Studios.
Company now is actively seeking
new films for midwestern distribu-

tion.

Grafman produced '“Main Event”
wrestling series, jn Hollywood be-
fore going to NBC early this year.

National Telefilm Associates, the
states-rlghts franchise distribution
s'etup founded last; January by Ely
Landau when.' he bought out the
PSI-TV cart a l o g , is preparing a
heavy expansion program both in
production and distribution via the
introduction of new coin into the
firm and the acquisition of the
services of vet motion picture pro-
ducer Harry M. Popkin. New coin
has. been furnished by Washington
contractor-financier Col. Gustave
Ring, who becomes NTA board
chairman, Popkin will act as Coast
production supervisor for NTA arid
will co-produce; several telefilm
series With NTA for distribution by
the latter.

dam in Vidpix
Official Films .Scored its first

large regional deal on “Star and
the Story,” the new dramatic an-

thology series it’s syndicating in

non-Rheingold markets, by inking
Anheuser-Busch for six eastern
markets. Deal marks the first syn-
dicated pix buy by Anheuser in

the east. Brewery has been bank-
rolling “Stories of the Century” on
the.Coast, but hash It had video ex-
posure in the east since its network
“Ken Murray Show” a couple of
years back.

Sale covers Boston, Providence,
Pittsburgh,; Lancaster, Philadelphia
and Washington, with other mar-
kets to be added, Anheuser also

picked up N. Y. exposure via a buy
of Official’s “Secret File, U. S. A.”
on WABD. “Star & Story” client

roster includes an insurance com-
pany (Interstate Insurance in Flori-
da and Georgia), a lineup of brew-
eries, food firms, banks and utili-

ties.

WEISMULLER SET

FOR ’JUNGLE JIM’
Screen Gems has picked up the

rights to King Features’ “Jungle

.

Jim” and has signed Johnny Weis-

mulled to star in a series based on
the comic strip. Although a pilot

hasn’t been filmed yet, the Colum-
bia Pix subsid has been peddling
the package to agencies for a na-
tional deal.

Screen Gems v.p.-general man-
ager Ralph Cohn flew to the
Coast yesterday (Tues. ) tjo huddle
on shooting plans for “Jim” and
for other propertie in the hopper
for future production. He’ll be
there two weeks, with, sales v.p.

John Mitchell flying out to join
him Monday (11).

Transfilm Goes

On Foreign Kick
Transfilm, the N. Y. tv film com-

mercial production outfit, is engag-

ing in consultation arid; actual co-

production of blurbs for foreign

video. Firm, via its co-production
deal with Dollywood of Amsterdam
setup, has already completed a

series of blurbs for Philips of Ein-
doven, the : electronics manufac-
turer,. for release all the
world.

Philips commercials Were pre-
pared in consultation >vith Trans-
film’s Joe Forest, ex-consultant to

Canadian and British video inter-

ests, who recently visited Holland.
Last week, he met with Jean
D’Agostino and Jacques Du Closel,

program manager and assistant

general manager ' of Radio-Luxem-
bourg, which starts tv operations
in January. D’Agostino arid Du
Closel are in N. Y, surveying the
American video scene, Forest, in-

cidentally, says the European, angle
oit commercials is a desire for more
entertainment in the jrturbs, but

at the same time retai ing the

“hard sell.”

Although. Ring has been active
in a number of industries and is

reputedly a multi-millionaire, it’s

his first show biz plunge. Although
chairman of. the board, he’ll he in-

active iri.managenierit. He’s bought
a heavy interest in. the firm's stock
and is prepared to supply enough
resources to make “any deal pos-
sible.”

.
Popkin alliance is already

effect, with the producer now
peryisirig production on a new
series on the Coast. He’ll su-
pervise all deals for NTA, and re-
portedly plans to produce his own,
NTA association with the producer^
dates back some, time, with the
firm and one of its predecessors,
Ollie Unger's Comet TV Films,
handling video distribution of nine
of Popkin's theatrical features, in-

cluding “The Thief” and “The
Well.” NTA will get video rights
to other Popkin productions as he
decides to release them to video.

Deals with Popkin and Ring cap-
ped off a three-day sales meeting
over the weekend in which NTA
revamped its franchise-sale, setup,
adding three new regional super-
vision posts and expanding its

franchise operations to 15 with 28
men in the field. Edward Gray,,
former partner with Stuart Rey-
nouds in Sovereign Productions
and a former principal in Mutual
TV Productions arid iri PSI, be-
comes supervisor of west coast op-
erations. He’s also taken over a
half-interest in the NTA C o a s t

franchise with “China Smith” pro-
ducer Bernie Tabakin.

E. Jonny Graff, onetime WBKB,
Chicago, program chief and a for-

mer sales manager of the Lou*
Snader vidpix operation, will be in

charge of midwest operations,
working out of Chicago. Meeting
also saw the entry of NTA into the
Canadian market, with the estab-
lishment of NTA of Canada as a
franchise under Napoleon Vaillan-
court, longtime owner of the Can-
adian ANF Educational - Film Co.
New franchises were set up for
four more regions. Bill Butts, v.p.

of Stevens Pictures of Texas, and
Jim Kier, also of Stevens, take over
the Texas and Oklahoma franchise,
Nick Russo, who operates a tv film
commercial outfit in Boston, holds
the New England territory., Vic
Bikel; formerly of Unity in N.Y.,
takes over upstate N.Y. and east-

ern Pennsylvania, arid will operate
Out of N.Y. Agencyite Alvin Ep-
stein and agent Jack Pfeiffer take
over the Washington area setup.

Ziv Television Programs has
signed a five-year contract with
the American; Federation of Musi-
cians; the first time it’s entered
into an agreement with the union,
Initial purpose of the contract is to

get going on musical, phase of pro-
duction the upcoming Eddi
Cantor show, but the ’firm is plan-

ning several more excursions into

the musical field for syndication.

Deal involves the customary 5%
payment to the AFM’s; trust fund.

Ziv hadn’t previously 1 dealt with
the union because, it had restricted

its production’ to dramatic shows,
with use of background music not

enough to necessitate a contract.
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BADGE 714 set best record in TV its first year , .

.

How, 39 new episodes added for a second great year.

series of 39 additional badge 714 programs will keep up this

record. And other nbc film division re-run programs are

duplicating it market by market, month by month. When a

. successful film program enjoys a return engagement, it usu-

ally reaches a larger audience than it did the previous time.

A group of sponsors unafraid of the word “re-run,” bought

badge 714 , (formerly Dragnet) and ran it, in many cases,

against some of the top-rated network shows. In virtually

every case, badge 714 pulled a bigger share of the audience,

and for an extraordinarily low cost per thousand. The new

BADGE 714 ARB RATING FACTS

City Time Bodge 714 Rating Competition and Ratings

Cincinnati Mon* 9:30 22.7 Studio One HE!
Sport's Roundup; Pat Harmon EES

•

Dayton 25.8 Studio One 20.9

Denver Sun. Bifl 21.2 Victory At Sea 12.5

Loretta Young 11.4

Break The Bank 10.8

Memphis mm 34.1 What's My Line 19.4

Mi .-St. Paul Mon. 8:30 24.0 Studio OAe
Spotlighting Sports 0.8

Portland, Ore. 36.8' Studio One 19,3

Rochester, N. Y. 26,1 Paul Winchell 22.6

Salt Lake City

* ’
'

Tues. 9:30 50.0 Godfrey and Friends 21.5

San Francisco Wed. 26.7 NBC Kraft Theatre 22.5

• mm Liberace 13.7

Seattle-Tacoma Fri. 9:30 295 Our Miss Brooks 18.9

TV Soundstage 8.1

Movietime 2.5

Syracuse 21.4 My Favorite Husband 5.0

All data latest available from ARB as of June, 195U*

Here Is A Choice Selection Of Other NBC FILM DIVISION Successful Re-Runst

DANGEROUS ASSIGNMENT
Outrates such time period competition
as “Blue Ribbon Bouts” in Dallas-Ft.

Worth, “Voice of Firestone” in San
Francisco. v

VICTORY AT SEA
Won larger audiences in syndication

than it did originally on network run
in such markets as New York, Chicago,
Philadelphia.

CAPTURED
Lifted time slot ratings for such sta-

tions as WAAM, WWJ-TV, WDAF-
TV, KTTV, WOR-TV, WFIL-TV,
RING-TV*

THE VISITOR
Collects well’ over-the-average shares
of audience in such highly competitive
markets as Chicago, Portland, Phoenix,
Balt Lake City,

M J PRIVATE

% ||
PkOPEKTU

C % Ai-HITTAHCC
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ARB City-By-City Syndicated and National Spot Film Chart

VARIETY’S weekly chart of cily-by-cily ratings of syndicated and time factors, since sets-in-use and audience, competition vary according to

tional spot film covers 4frfa6Q cities reported by American'Research Bureau time slot, i,e., a Saturday afternoon children’s show, with a low rating, may

on a monthly basis. Cities will be rotated each week, Wfith the 10 top-rated

film shows listed in each case, and their competition shown opposite*
t
All

have a large share and an audience composed largely of children, with cor-

responding results for the sponsor aiming at the children> market. Abbre-
viations and symbols are as follows: (Adv.), adventure: (Ch), children’s:

ratings are furnished by Atits, based ®n the latest reports.
(Co), comedy; (Dr), drama $ (Doc), documentary; (Mus), musical;

This VARIiETY chart represents a gathering of all pertinent informa- (Myst), mystery; (Q) , quiz; (Sp), sports; (W), western; (Worn ),

lion,about film in each market, which can be used by distributors, agencies. women’s. Numbered symbols next ip station call letters represent the sta«

stations and clients as an aid irf determining the effectiveness of a filmed lion’s channel; all channels above 13 are VltF. Those ad agencies listed at

show in the specific, market. Attention should be paid to. time- day and distributors rep the national spot Sponsor for whom the. film is aired
t

...... . ..

TOP 10 PROGRAMS
DISTRIB.

DAY AND AUGUST SHARE SETS IN I TOP COMPETING PROGRAM
AND TYPE STATION time RATING USE PROGRAM ' STA. RATING

NEW YORK Approx. Set Count-

—

4,175,000 Sfn/i/me—WCBS (2), WNBT (4), WABD (5), WABC (7)amiions WOR (9)> WPIX (11)4 WATV (13)

1. Doug. Fairbanks Presents (Dr) WNBT . Wed. 10:30-11:00 . . 16.5. ,

.

36...,. 46.3 Baseball . .WOR .... '.

. . ,12.6

Z. Foreign Intrigue (Adv) WNBT: Thurs. 10:30-11:00 ... . . .14:6.;. 35 41,6 Place the Face, ..WCBS ... , . . .17.1

3. Janet Dean; R:N. (Dr.) WNBT . .MPTV Tues. 8:00-8:30 . . . . .ill. . 24 . .

.

51.5 The
;
Goldbergs . WABD . .. .13.0

4. I Led Three Lives (Dr)

.

WNBT . . .ZiV..... , .Sun, 10:30-11:00 . . .....11.9..; 28 . . , 42.7 What's My Li .WCBS ., ,...28.6

5. Favorite Story (Dr) , , .... WNBT, .Mon. 10:30-11:00 .10.2. 22. 46.8 Summer Theatre WCBS . . .27.5

6. Superman (Adv) WNBT Mon. 6:00-6:30 9.5 . . ; 49 . <

.

19.4 6 O'Clock Report

.

WCBS 5-7

Early Show. .WCBS 7.0

7. Mr. District Attorney (Myst)

,

WCBS.

.

Ziv . ; .... Sat. 7-00-7:30 7.3 : .

.

41.

.

17.8 Joe Palooka . .WABD 3 7

8. Eversharp Theatre. (Dr) .

.

WNBT. Ziv ........ .Mon. 8:00-8:30 7.2. 21. 35.2 Burns. & Allen. .... . .. . .WCBS . ; , . , . . 20.0

9. Liberace (Mus) WPIX. .Guild. Fri. 7:30-8:00 6.0. 24 . .

.

25.0 CBS News-—D. Edwards .

.

. .WCBS 6:7

TV Top Tunes. , . ... ..WCBS "6.4

10. Annie Oakley (W) WABD, CBS. Sat. 7:30-8:00 5.7 20. 28.1 Beat the Cloud .... . .....

.

..WCBS ..

.

.... 17.7

DETROIT Approx. Set Count— 1,150,000 Stations—WJBK (2), WWJ (4), WXYZ (7)

I. Badge 714 (Myst). wwj . .;;NBC\ .. ... Sun. 10:00-10;30 .. .41.2. 81. 47.1 City Kid . ... . .WXYZ 4.5

2. Mr. District Attorney (Myst)

.

.JYWJ . Wed, 9:30-10:00 .29.8 . . 53, 56.0 Blue Ribbon Bouts . .; . . . .

,

..WJBK . 17.6

Bouts; . Davey’s Corner ... . . WJBK . , .13.1

I Led Three Lives (Dr.) WJBK ... . ..... .Ziv Thurs. 9:30-10:30 . ;29B. 49.

,

60.8 LibeTace :.WWJ . ... .19.6

4. Racket Squad (Adv) WWJ .... ABC Tues. 9:30-10:00 ... .27.3 .

.

48. .

.

57.1 Name's the Same , . WXYZ . . . . . .17.1

5. City Detective (Myst).. WJBK
:

. . . . .. .MCA. .

.

Fri. 9:30-10:00 .25.9 61. .

.

.42.5 Zane Grey Theatre. :..... . WXYZ . .12.5

6. Amos 'n' Andy (Com) .

.

WXYZ;... CBS,... Mon. 10:00-10:30 .22.9. 57 40.1 Standard News^Roundup .

.

, .WJBK . . ..11.0

Showcase of Stars . .WWJ 8.6

7. Ellery Queen (Adv) . . wjbk:. .TPA . ., Sat. 9:30-10:00 . . 20.6 .

.

41 ! . 50.8 Private Secretary WWJ .
. , .25.3

8. Liberace (Mus) WWJ .

.

Thurs. 9:30-10:00 .19.6 . .

.

32 .v.

.

60.8 I Led Three Lives

.

WJBK . . .29.8

9. All Star Playhouse (Dr) WWJ ........ABC..... Su 10:30-11:00 . .19.2 ... . 61 .

.

31.2 Sunday Drama . .wXyz 6:5

10. Famous Playhouse (Dr) WXYZ. . , ;. .MCA, Wed. 10:30-11:00 . .18.8 . 81 . .

.

23.3 Safety Eye WJBK ; .

.

.... 2.4

WASHINGTON Approx. Set Count-—585,000 Stations—WNBW (4), WTTG (5), WMAL (7), W.TOP (9)

1. Mr. District Attorney (Myst)

.

,WMAL. , . . . Ziv. . ; Tubs. 10:30-11:00 .. , .17.4...

.

45...., 38.7 Wrestling . WTTG . . . , .10.3

Z: Badge 714 (Myst) .

.

WNBW * Wed. 7:00-7:30 .17.0' .

.

77

.

22.1 Mark Evans WTOP 1.3

3. Foreign Intrigue (Adv).

.

WNBW

.

Wed. 10:30-11:00 .16.3.

.

42... 38.8 Blue Ribbon Bouts . ;WTOP . . . .15.8

Bouts; Sports Spot, ...

.

WTOP . .

.

.,..11.9

4. I Led Three Lives (Dr).,... WNBW, Mon. 10:30-11:00 .15.7. .

.

38... 41.7 Sunjmer Theatre ..WTOP ... . . .16.3

5. Superman (Adv) WNBW , . Flamingo.. Tues. 7:00-7:30 .13.9 65. 21.5 Range Rider . .WTOP 2.6

News—J. Daly . .WMAL 5.3

6. Racket Squad (Adv).

.

WMAL. ABC . .

.

Thurs. 10:30-11:00 . 13.2 , .

.

42, 31.8 Favorite Story . WTOP 8.7

7. Wild Bill Hickok (W) ,
,

•,

.

WNBW

.

. Thurs, 7:00-7:30 ,.13,1. 57 23.2 Waterfront ..WTOP 6.2

8. Liberace (Mus) WTOP Guild. . ..... Sun. 7:00-7:30 . , . .

.

.11,6 . .

.

,42 . . . . 27.5 You Asked For It . . ,

.

WMAL 87
9. Amos 'n' Andy (Coni) WTOP CBS.

.

Fri. 7:00-7:30 ... .10,0 . ..
v

50 20.2 Hopalcng Cassidy WNBW 7.3

10. Front Page Detective (Myst) .WMAL. ..... Consolidated

.

. Fri. 10:30-11:00 . .

.

9.7 26 . . . 37.5 Baseball WTTG ... . . . ,20,7

CINCINNATI Approx. Set Count-—440,000 Stations—-WLW-T (5), WCPO (9) , WKRC (12)

1. City Detective (Myst) WKRC MCA..'.. .-.
. Mon. 8:30-9:00 ; 23.8 . 41 . .

,

58,1 R. Montgomery Presents. , WLW-T . ....22:9

2. Mr. District Attorney (AdV). WLW-T . .... y . .Ziv Tues. 9:30-10:00 .22.3 . : . 48 46.4 Name's the Same . . , , .

.

WCPO ,. , . . .18.1

3. Boston Blackie (Adv)..

.

WLW-T : , . . .

.

.Ziv . . . . . ... Sat: 10:00-10:30 21.0, . .56 -: 37:2 Front Page News-Weather . WKRC .. .... 14.6
> Score BO^rd; Home Theatre WKRC . . . .10.3

4. I Led Three Lives (Dr) WLW-T . .Ziv Thurs. 7:30-8:00 ,> . . : 20.6 . , 57 36.0, Four ..Sta^y playhouse .

.

WKRC ., . .12.3

5. Kent Theatre (Dr.). WLW-T ABC. . .... Wed, 9:30-10:00 .19.2. 44. 44.1 Blue Ribbon Bouts.

;

WKRC .. 18.5

Bouts; Ringside ROundup

.

. .WKRC . .14,6

6. Cisco Kid (W)

.

WCPO

.

Ziv Sun. 5:00-5:30 . . .18,1. 65. , 27.9 Meet the Press

.

. , WLW-T 9.0

7. Heart of the City ...WKRC. UTP. < • />i Wed. 8:30-9:00 , .16.0, . 36. ,, 44.9 Kraft TV Theatre WLW-T , . . .20.3

8. Badge 714 (Myst) . . .... WLW-T nbc.\. Sun; 6:00-6r30 ,12.7 42. .. .

.

. . 30.1 You Asked For It. . ..WCPO . . . . .16.4

Superman (Adv) WLW-T . ... .... Flamingo Tues. 7:00-7:30 . 12.7 49 . .4 26.2 The Goldbergs WCPO 7.3

China Smith (Adv) ... WCPO

.

........ NTA Sat, 9:30-10:00 . . .

.

,

.

. .

.

12.7 . .

.

..... 30.... 41.9 Private: Secretary . .-. .WLW-T . . .

.

.26.9

COLUMBUS Approx. Set Count—340,000

* ’•

t

Stations—WI.W-C (4), WTVN (6) , WBNS (10)

1. City Detective (Myst) .... WBNS .MCA! .: . Fti. .9:00-9:30 , . .. .31.2. .

.

66 47,4
0. ;

‘

Chance of a Lifetime. . . .

.

.. .WTVN , .

.

. . . .io.s

2, Racket Squad (Myst) . WLW-C .TueS. 9:30-10:00 ,

.

.27,5.,

.

56. 49.4 Name’s, the Same'. . .

.

. WTVN . . . . 20.4

3, Mr. District Attorney (Myst) WLW-C Wed. 9:30-10:00 .24,2. .... 48 . .

.

500 Blue Ribbon Bouts
.

,

;

,.45T8NS ... . . . .16.9

Bouts; Sports Spot....... , .WBNS ... .... 13.5

4. Royal Playhouse (Dr) ,

.

WBNS

.

Sun, .9:00-9:30 ,21.7. ,. 43 . ; 50.2 Dollajr a Second .
*.

.. WLWtC . .... 15.0

5; I Led 3 Lives (Dr). ... .WBNS, ..Ziv..... .'Tues. 8:30-9:00 . . .21.5.

.

46 . . 47.3 tr^S. Steel Hotir . . . ; .

Piace the Face.

..WTVN 14 0
6. Lone Wolf (Adv)

. v .....

.

WTVN, ...UTP . .Thurs; 9:30rl0:00 ...20.6 ... 39 .

.

52.7 ; .WBNS ... . ...24.2

7. .Counterpoint .... . . ... .

.

..WBNS.. . . ., ... .UTP.
.

“ . .... Sun. 8:30-9;00 . . .

,

. .

.

. .20.0. 47. .... 4|9 Television Playhouse .

,

..WLW-C ...15.2

8. Liberace (MUs) WBNS. Wed. 10:30-11:00 .

,

. . . , .14.8. . , 49. .... 30.4 Family Playhouse ..... v.WLW-C . . . . 11.2

9. Wild Bill Hickok (W).

.

WBNS. Flamingo.

.

. Sat: 6:00-6:30 , . . ,

.

14,6,., 66.... , .

.

.22.0 Amateur Hour .. WLW-C' 6.2

10. Cowboy G-Men (W)

.

wbns: .Flamingo .

.

.Sat. 5:30-6.00 . . .,14.4. .

.

92 .... 15:6 Saturday Showboat ..WTVN, 1,5

Western Saturday Nights . WTVN .. <’;) 1.2

( iii'b r y. O I .0 i tii> j * (v >. ,ru sbnl»>: i ~> Ui.hs'i » qij i m j. V; » {

|
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Continued from page 21

sistence upon sticking with the

webs on the ayem audience partici-

pation. shows and afternoon soap-

ers.

Reard’s offering the biggest pro-

motion' in WBAL’s annals to bring

to prominence his plans for a re-

vamped schedule. A1 Ross, emcee
of a top. morning stanza, also

picked up an exec title, becoming
supervisor of music, In a major
.shift, deejay Lee Case is taking

over gab reins in the 12:30-3:30

p.m. slot, three hours of music with
five-minute news breaks, (To aug-

ment the three-hour show a deal

was inked with KLAC on the Coast
for a series of open-rend tapes car-

rying interview sessions with disk

stars, including Frank Sinatra,

Perry Como, Eddie Fisher, Jo Staf-

ford, et ai.) Another daytime, move
calls for Jay Grayson to step in

as deejay during the 5:30 p.m, half-

hour.

WISN, under Harry Peek manage-
ment, starts with early ayem Jack
Denton’s “Early Risers’ Club,” the

emcee being a bistro entertainer

as well as former gagman for Red
Skelton and Milton Berle. Paul
Bartell moved over to WISN, which
is a 5,000 watter on the CBS line,

from another Milwaukee outlet to

do the noon-to-1 segment and the
two-and-three-quarter hpurs from
3 p.m. on. At 9 p.m. Jack Raymond
does “folksy” hour called the
“Wishing Well” during which he
makes a big thing of family cele-

brations—birth, marriages, etc.

Both stations have stepped up
news operations. WISN has im-
ported Roger Krupp from the
Coast. He’ll . handle two news-
casts a night for the Milwaukee
Hears! station.

British TV
Continued from page 25

Duncan Ross, tv documentary
scripter and director, had ankled
the BBC to join an advertising
agency, was followed last week by
the news that Dicky Leeman, pro-
ducer of “What’s' My Line?” is

leaving at th.e end of the year. He’s
joining the C. J. Lytle ad agency,
as tv executive.

The BBC, however, expects its

biggest talent jolt if the newly-
formed Incorporated

.
Television

Program Co. Ltd., is named as a
program contractor, as this group,
headed by Prince Littler, .Val Parr
hell, Lew Sc Leslie Grade, Harry
Alan Towers and Phil and Sid
Hyams, will be able to tie up top
performers a'fid producers in every
branch of entertainment,, as well as
having access to many U.St artists

with international reputations.
Definite announcement in regard

to the appointment of program con-
tractors is expected within a week
Sir Kenneth Clark, chairman of
the Independent Television Au
thority, promised at a recent press
confab, that they would be named
by about Oct. 10, as he’s due to
leave for the U S. a week later.

It’s officially admitted that more
than 20 applications have been re-

ceived, but there has been no clue
as to the number likely to be ap-

pointed, either for the main web in

London, or for the local stations
in the midlands and north. Insiders
are confident that Incorporated
Television will get the nod among
the first batch of acceptances, and
are also strongly tipping Sidney
L, Bernstein and Norman Collins

as top contractors.
Altogether, the new* commercial

Web will be bri the air for 35 hours
a week, including two hours each
afternoon for housewives and chil-

dren. It’s expected that most of
the programming will be on film,

so that it can be offered to over-
seas markets; by the same token,
ar flood of Arnerica.n telepix pro-
duction? is anticipated in Britain*
and sales execs from leading U.S.
distributing organizations are qh
ready surveying the prospects.

Gleason
«

Continued from page 23

with the mechanical roster of his

show are good or bad, or whether
Saturday’s hassle was a hangover
from last season as far as the star
and his crew are concerned. Ac
cording to' some, inside sources
familiar with Hollywood and N. Y.
telecasting, there are fewer union
obstacles to hurdle on Coast,-origi-
nating shows. But personalities

are also involved geographically.
A CBS spokesman said it is ‘'ridic-

ulous’* to Say that Gleason threat-

ened to make a hasty exit/ “Let’s

not forget thait he’s a veteran
trouper and wouldn’t walk away
from a show,” he said.

Appraising The U. S. Radio-TV Writer

Blues In The Night
Continued from page 23

posed into a “what may come” that
is aggravating tempers and creat-

ing no little unrest. Some sponsors,

committed to unprecedented bud-
gets on bankrolling the specs, ,are

already squawking. The first “casr

ualty”. among major show biz per-

sonalities has already been re-

corded, with Betty Hutton making
no bones over the “heartbreak” re-

action ‘to the “Satins and Spurs”
inaugural spec in announcing her
retirement.

When* a few days back, NBC
prexy Pat Weaver shrugged off the
initial indifferent ratings on the.

basis that “it’s the new concept”
that counts, some were inclined to

interpret it as a face-saving dec-

laration. There’s no denying that

the whole intent of the big-big-big
shows was to deliver spectacular
ratings that would literally; blot but
the competition. Up to now they
haven’t even begun to: achieve this

potential.

Too, as color attractions (one of

the major factors in boosting pro-
duction costs that would put a top
Broadway musical bankroll to;

shame), it !s probably the “biggest
secret of the century,” with only
a bare minimum of tint sets avail-

able. True, it’s generally recog-
nized that the networks merit
nothing but praise for taking .the

coin rap (not all. of it, by a long
shot, is passed on to the sponsor)
while eliminating the kinks in pre-
paring for the day when prismatic

tv will be all-encompassing. But on
the other hand, complaints have
been mounting that good black-
and-white definition is being sacri-

ficed because of the concentration
on color production.

So far as NBC is concerned, and
to a lesser degree with CBS, it’s

a problem that transcends the pro-
grams themselves. Practically all

the major agencies and sponsors
have a stake in the outcome, not
so much specs and “baby specs”
in themselves, but in the whole
auxiliary program schedule, in

view of their commitments on new
patterns which permit the net-
works to preempt their time and
shows, etc.

In terms of the agency and the
client,: this is new and revolution-
ary thinking to which they haven’t
yet conditioned themselves. Nor,
for that matter, to the fact that;

with the continued upbeat in par-
ticipating sponsorship whereby
several clients are riding the same
program, few are the sponsors left

today who can call a star or a show
their own, Too many would like to

go back to the old way.

Continued from page 23

Continued from page 45.

(“Sudden. Fear,” “Pandora ‘and the
Flying Dutchman”), claims the
Australian setup is ideal for film-

making (so much so that he’s taken
a lease on the studio for two and
a half additional years and plans
more theatrical production there),

with lots of natural advantages for
location shooting. Kaufman says
all the beach scenes were shot
right back of the studios ( the

;
Page-

wood Studio, the only large-sized

one ' Australia ) ,
with forest

scenes also shot near the studio
and at the National Forest a half-

hour away. Sea scenes were shot
at Botany Bay, only four miles dis-

tant,

Kaufman had to bring in all the
equipment necessary for shooting,
blit otherwise the operation was
self-contained, even to the point
of constructing the ships and build-
ing the miniatures. English and
Australian actors are being used,
and local technicians (whom Kauf-
man* termed excellent but scarce

)

are handling the production. Entire
project, he said; has built Austra-
lian-U.S. goodwill and government
cooperation i.s wholehearted.

Films won’t be a„ straight play
on the “Trealsure Island” theme,
but each epi,so.de will be different,

with humor playing an important
role. Casting of Miss Gilchrist, op-

posite Newton in a sort of “Min
and Bill” coupling .further makes
for offbeat pirate scripts. Kaufman
hasn’t set: any. deals yet op the
series, but. is biding its time until

the feature winds its playdates.

casting. Norman Cbrwin listening

to “Under Milk Wdod” would have

every right to be inwardly happy
about clearing a path, alpng which
Dylan Thonrias could advance to a
last, great triumph in sound. In the
best of B.B.C. programming today *

one cannot escape, hearing the
echoes of the enthusiastic, exuber-
ant adventures of the outsiders

who made America's “Third,” They
matured in the age of Roosevelt,
and shared that refreshed faith in

a democratic America which found
chaotic but lively expression in the
W..P.A. Arts Projects, the flowering
of Orson Welles, the new .

ballad

styles of Earl Robinson, John La-
touche and Millard Lampell. Like
Corwin, everyone who. toiled in

those marginal Vineyards of Ameri-
can radio turned outwards to look
at the changing dynamic World
around them, and founded the lit-

erary radio forms . worthy of the

beauty, truth and excitement they
had discovered anew in. their

countrymen, their history and
their hopes: They were always
tinkering with new effects, and
blending trial ingredients of words,
music and sound. Out of their^ex-

periments they shaped expression
in sound that was a new literature.

These outsiders, who wrote and
produced with the insolent fresh-

ness of pioneers, may have existed

precariously on the periphery of

network schedules—as the window-
dressing—but when the tiards were
down they turned out to be much
closer than that to the heart of

America. When war came, it wa§
they— Corwin, Robson, Shayon,
McDougall, Lomax, Laurents, Ber-
ger, Sloane; Perl, to name a few
—who were best equipped to sound
the struggle’s highest emotions and
sharpest reality* arid finally to pro-
claim the victory.

The history of post-war radio is

decline and fall. With so much
of the national audience seduced
and held by television, the old-es-

tablished structure is no longer
profitable. Radio networks,are be-
ginning to wither away; their pro-
gram budgets have been cut to

the bone, individual radio stations
will have to find specialized means
of survival; many will concentrate.
On recorded music, both classical

and, popular; others will devote
themselyes primarily to news and.
community services; some may
even sink to the level of the few
Latin-American stations which pro-
vide. nothing but time announce-
ments every minute on the minute
with advertisements sandwiched
between tile ticktocks of eternity.

American radio as a continuing
market for new creative writing
Will have soon disappeared.

There has been another oDening
of another show: television. Its im-
pact and its potential have been
described in a profusion of cliches
which reach from coast to coast
without benefit of microwave relays.

The least' quoted of the truths is

that never before has an infant of
fabulous promise been nourished
on such thin milk. It is sad enough
that American television is doomed
to develop in the rigid, constrictive
commercial framework that devi-
talized so luch of radio. The
greater tragedy may be that the
first crucial years of development
will hair been experienced during
the deepest poliitical reaction
America has ever known.
The British writer who wishes to

imagine' himself transplanted to

the workshops of American televiv
ison faces a very wide range of pos-
sible experience: If he has ever
been a Communist; if he Was once
a Communist but is not one now; if

he has never been a Communist
but lent hi$ name to public move-
ments in support of Republican
Spain, or racial equality, or One
World; if he never lent his name
but associated with people who did;

if he never associated with such
people but married a girl who did;

if - -
.

1

;
if the chances are

fair that he is blacklisted, that
there . Is not a network, station!

agency or producer that will know-
ingly openly employ him as a

writer. He may then decide to try
his luck on the black • market in

television writing, by finding a: re-

spectable, acceptable author to

“front” for him. If he cannot find

another writer, he can use anybody
presentable—a relation, the deliv-

ery-man .from the delicatessen, or
even the house-porter; it is a deli-

cate
s
and precarious plan because

he has -to give up a sizable portion

of his writing fee to his alter ego,
and when a producer calls for a
script conference, his troubles can
be overwhelming. He may occa-
sionally earn a double fee by acci-

dent. A producer has purchased
his! script through his front-map,. It

needs revision. The producer; says
to . himself,; “I knowJust the man
for revision^; he’s oh a list but I

think I can make a deal with him
quietly for cash." Thus the black-
listed writer finds himself rewriting
his own script for an added fee. He
may have nightmares about the
fantastic, chain of events, but the
extra dollars are useful. Life, for
the blacklisted writer, until he
makes a new adjustment within or
without his profession, is a jungle;
he needs cool nerves and a col-

lected temper to survive sane!;

If our transplanted author is re-

spectable and a competent crafts-

man, he has another decision to

face; whether the compromises im-
posed upon his writing by the in-

flexible formulae of most commer-
cial programming are worth the
imposing financial rewards that can
accrue to him and his family (as

much as $3,000 for a topflight

original; an average of $500 for al-

most any adaptation). The great
majority of written television pro-
grams are crime-shows, west-
erns, so-called situation, come-
dies and “soap-operas,” presented
i series once weekly, either live

or filmed, within a time period of
.29 minutes and 30 seconds, includ-
ing “commercials,” This leaves
the. writer 25 minutes or less—with
“curtains” carefully planned within
this frame for advertising inter-
ruptions—in which he can. develop
his characters, and propel , them
through a meaningful plot. Writing
with; these limitations may bear
a striking resemblance to work in
a sausage factory; but this is the
biggest market for commissioned
writing in television and the author
will have to decide, by his own
sandards and aims, whether he
wishes to trade in it.

The 'Respectable Ones’

If he is respectable but many
notches above the. competent
craftsman, he may find an outlet in

the four or five one-hour dramatic
programes now sponsored on
the television networks, all of
which share to some extent the
“institutional” flavor that once
flourished in radio. Though still

writing in the straitjacket of lim-
ited time with intervals of coni-
fercial intrusion, . he would now be
collaborating with the handful of
producers who have Been per-
mitted to exercise their superior
taste. He might then, like a Paddy

• Chayefsky or a Horton Foote or a
David Davidson, writing for pro-
ducers like Fred Coe or Alex SegaJ,
give television some hope of link-
age with literature.

Since networks still try desper-
ately to create the illusion of asso-
ciation with higher culture, if the
author has the fame, integrity and
curiosity of a Robert E. Sherwood,
he may receive a commission
from one of them to write drama,
comedy or fantasy for television
as he chooses, .in a length of his

convenience, and with the promise
that no advertising will be per-
mitted to break his moods. He will
then have time to study the medi-
um, to experiment in his own mind,
to set down his own deadlines for
completing his work,, and he’ will

not be depressed nor disappointed
when his first effort seems—to the

. public and the critics—to fall flat.

He will know that he is pioneering,
and that thousands ofvhis col-

leagues in the saltmines below are
cheering for his success.

If the author is famous but
strange (like a poet), he may get an
occasional production of his work
in a series like “Omnibus/’ pro-

duced by the Ford Foundation and
supported by “institutional” spon-
sors. His writing will be presented
to viewers plainly labelled as cul-

ture, and they will . be told that
culture is good for them and that
they would be better people if they
exposed themselves to more of it.

He could be an author who does not
consider himself a writer but a

journalist, and, if he were Ed Mur-
row oi; Eric Sevareid he would
probably be shocked to be told that

the essays he writes in haste on
the unfolding world are often the

best and most moving use of words
on American television.

Just as one cannot completely
condemn American radio in its hey-

day on grounds of literary sterility,

so one must not at this early stage
predict that . American television
promises nothing better than na-
tional illiteracy. As long as there
exists on the edge of its massive
structure that “fringe area” of pro-
gramming that once distinguished
radio, there is reason to believe
that (here will come to television

such a fine fruition Thomas
brought to sound.

Americans who write for televi-
sion today, if they Jiave high hopes
for their craft and this medium,
cannot fail to perceive the tragedy
of

v
the empty spaces beside them,

the stupidity of the vacant places
in their brave new world that: Can
be so significantly filled by their
colleagues who have been driven
from their chosen profession, Nor
can they fail tb Understand that the
climate of fear, which has barred
their frier/s arid fellow authors,
strips their owh work of so much
reality and truth as ; to make them
literary cripples. They and the
banished can share the _ common
wish that those among them who
care will not always have* to come
to the market place to sell their
wares to tradesmen barking at the
stalls.

Election Coin
Continued from page 25

Rngwood, Douglas Edwards and
Walter Cronkite.

Chi Gets Busy
Chicago, Oct. 5,

Chl-based network tv salesmen
have been receiving homeoffice
memos to get out and shake the
branches for sponsors for the vari-

ous election night packages. A1-.

though 'the Nov. 2 coverage falls

in the “must” public service brack-
et, the ivebs are making the big
pitch for sponsorial support since
the open-end election eve shows
which may run deep into the next
morning come high what with the
crosscountry pickups, the battery
of gabbers and the added clerical

staffers.

NBC-TV is looking for a second
client to join Roto-Broil on its re-

turns which start at 8:30 p.m. and
run through 1 a.m or later. Net-
work has priced the

,
package at

around $300,000, it's understood.
CBS-TV is hoping to jump the

gun on its rivals with an 8 p.m.
start. Columbia is offering the bun-
dle to its regular Tuesday night
bankrollers who’ll be bumped by
the special eventer. Word here is

that CBS-TV has tagged the show
at $10,000 for talent per half-hour.
ABC-TV starts its vote tabula-

tions at 10 p;m: Since the later
start involves no web preemptions,
undisclosed price is figured to be
somewhat lower than NBG and
CBS.

Standoff on Specs
Continued from -page 25

that the previous share-of-audience
dragged down by “Dragnet” (Sept.
2) was 73.2. The “Justice” share,
incidentally, was 42.5, and it’s

budgeted at a mere $20,000. or so
for talent and production.
Columbia, having already pro-

duced a new high in spec ratings,
;was pitching with the fact that
“Shower” set a new high for size
of audience for special color shows
of an hour or more in length.
On a combination basis, CBS had

better than a four-point edge with
“Royal Family” -and “Shower”
showing 25.9 In tandem and the
Liebman 90-minuters averaging
21 .2 .

DnM ‘Stationitis’

Continued from .pa** 23

and DuMont will try arrangements
for the Gertrude Berg stanza again
in January, provided all station
specifications ,can be met at that
time.

Another program move looks
likely at the web due to the VCA
defection. DuMont might see
Heinz’s “Studio 57” move from 9 to

8:30 p.m. to comprise the web’s
Tuesday 8 to 9 one-two punch.
(VCA, it was originally expected,
would take over in the second half

hour when Bishop Sheen’s “Life
Is Worth Living” made .its fall

c^mback.).
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Co • ordinated promotion with local offices of

the public agencies featured in this series can

give your product the broadest kind of tie-in with

the "Man Behind The Badge" in your community!
Contact your MCA-TV office TODAY!

NEW YORK: 598 Madison Avenue

BEVERLY HILLS: 9370 Santa Monica BlvdL

ATLANTA: 515 Glenn Building

BOSTON: 45 Newbury Street

CHICAGO: 430 North Michigan Avenue

CLEVELAND: 1172 Union Commerce Bldg.

CINCINNATI: 3790 Gardner Avenue

DALLAS: 2102 North Akard Street

DETROIT: 837 Book Tower

SAN FRANCISCO: 1 05 Montgomery Street

SEATTLE: 71 5 1 0th North

ROANOKE: 3110 Yardley Dr., NW

NEW ORLEANS: 42 Allard Blvd.

SALT LAKE CITY; 727 McClellan Street

CANADA: 1 1 1 Richmond Street, Toronto, Ontario



LL NEW HALF HOUR DRAMAS,
MADE EXPRESSLY FOR TV

CH WEEK, THRILLING, TRUE-LIFE MELODRAMAS DONE IN DOCUMENTARY STYLE.

All the facts taken from files of police, fire, and treasury departments,

«stal service, sheriffs’ offices and many other agencies dedicated to public service throughout the

country. Each episode a new drama that appeals to every member of the family!

Produced by BERNARD J. PROCKTER, the man behind

T-Nlen in Action,” “Big Story,” “Playhouse 15,”

and many other top TV shows!
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YOUR HOST AND NARRATOR,

CHARLES BICKFORD
You get added prestige and impact with

this distinguished star of stage and screen doing

the tribute to the "Man Behind ‘The Badge' 1

for you each week.
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By MIKE GROSS

Vera Lynn: “My Son, My Son -

“Our Heaven on Earth” (London).

“My Son, My. Son” comes out- of

the same sentimental school as last

year’s click, “O Mein, Papa,” and
should make a similar dent on the

POP market. Sticky, lyric will prob-

ably bother many but they Won t be'

able to pass up the intriguing mel-

ody, Vera Lynn’s sock piping job-

and Frank Weir’s effective trum-
pet backing; “Our Heaven on
Earth” is an okay flip but it’s My
Son” all the Way.

Hugo Winterhalter Orch: “The
Song of the Barefoot Gontessa”-

“Land of Dreams” (Victor), Hugo
Winterhalter has put an exotic

punch into “The Song of the Bare-

foot Contessa,” making it a spin-

ning natural. The driving bolero

beat gives it the kind, of . sexy qual-

ity, that eats up jukebox coins. It’s ,

the theme tune from the pie,

ready has the vocal equipment to

emerge with a winner. She’s- got

a slick" shellac savvy and all that’s

needed now is some standout mate-
rial. “I Don’t Want Your Pity” is

an okay tune, in the hillbilly

groove, but it doesn’t seem strong
;

enough to push through the com-,
petition. Same holds true of “Don’t .

Drop It,” a breezy little item. Both
sides, however, rate deejay consid-

eration.

DeMarco Sisters: “Love Me”-
“Just a Girl That Men Forget”

(Decca). Recent switchover from
MGM to Decca hasn’t changed the

DeMarco Sisters’ ^-disk standing.

They’re still a highly competent
vocal combo looking for the right,

material. When they find it, it’ll

be a safe bet that they’ll move to

the top of the heap. Right now,
they remain just another of the

many vocal groups on wax; who

VERA LYNN
(London) ... ...... ,

.

H. WINTERHALTER ORCH.
( Victor

)

JO STAFFORD
( Columbia )

VAL VALENTE
(Columbia)

MY SON, MY SON
. .. ..Out Heaven On Earth

SONG OF BAREFOOT CONTESSA
. . Land of Dreanis

TEACH ME TONIGHT
.Suddenly

; TILL YOU’RE MINE
, . . That’s Where You Are

“Barefoot Contessa,”^ and this

added exploitation value shbyld
help it to the top. “Land of

Dreams” is a pleasant instrumental
good for occasional spi .

Jo Stafford:“Teach Me Tonight”-
“Suddenly” (Columbia). The Wax
market’s contribution to the back-
to-school trek is “Teach Me To-
night.” Although the lesson J6
Stafford’s asking for .isn't, in the
curriculum, the teenagers will lis-

ten closely. It’s the kind, of tune,

both melodically and lyrically, that

Miss Stafford builds into a money-
maker. Her workover of the lovely

“Suddenly” is a firstrate warbling
effort and* will probably be around,
long after the more flashy “Teach
Me Tonight.”

,

Val Valente: “Till You’re Mine”-
“That’s Where You Are” (Colum-
bia). Talk in the trade for the past
year has been that the disk market
is ready for a Mario Lanza-styled
voice. It looks like Columbia has
cotne Up with one, and a potential
winner, too, iri Val . Valente. He’s
got a solid set of tenor pipes and
can belt a tune to a fare-rthe-well.

If the
.
jock and juke market is

ready for the big tenor, “Till

You’re Mine” ' the side they’ll

hop on. Reverse is a so-so rehash
of a Tchaikovsky theme but Va-
lente’s voice still impresses.

Mitzi Mason: “I Don’t Want
Your Pity“-“Don’t Drop It” (MGM).
Although a comparative newcomer
to the wax fold, Mitzi Mason al-

continue to try with a rhythm. &
blues item, “Love Me,” and bar-

bershop quartet number, “Just a

Girl That Men Forget.”

Mary Del; “I’ll Take You”-
• “Hurts Me to My Heart” (Cadence).

Mary Del gets off to a fast start

on Cadence with “I’ll Take You.”
It’s a sprightly rhythm tune with a

calypso flavor and she.whips it up
into a tasty biscuit. A good bet for

all spinning levels. Reverse is that

rhythm & blues beat again; but it

doesn’t get off the ground despite

its drive.

Eddy Marison: “Rear Window
Theme”-“Heather on the Hill”

(Label X). This coupling gives Eddy
Manson a good opportunity to show
off his harmonica styling for strik-

ing effect. On. “Rear Window
Theme” he takes a haunting strain

for an ear-arresting ride, while he
gives the lighter-grooved “Heather
on the Hill” »n endearing work-
over.

Harry Grove Trio; “Lichee Gar-
den’V’Dahish Rhapsody” (London).

If “Skokiaan” could stir up disk

jockey excitement, there’s no. rea-

son why “Lichee Garden” won’t

blossom on the turntables, It can
be classified as an Oriental “Sko-
kiaan.” Harry Grove’s trio, does an
okay job with the chop suey beat.

Best that Can be said about the

side is that it’s different. “Danish
Rhapsody” is a bit more orthodox
and its cute, ingratiating theme
should help it win spins.

LAWRENCE WELK
and his

CHAMPAGNE MUSIC
160th . Consecutive Week, Aragon
Ballroom, Santa Monica, Calif.

Exclusively on Coral Records
THE GREATEST FEELING

IN THE WOlRLD

LUXEMBOU RG POLKA

RCA’s ’Nod & Gertie’ Set

Another Sock Layout of

Show Biz Memorabilia
RCA Victor has been particu-

lariy enterprising in researching

its archives and has produced some
distinguished “collectors” items

which, under present-day packag-

ing and merchandising, have been
highly '• commercial. “Old .Curi-

osity Shop” was a surprise sleeper

a couple of seasons back. Last

year’s “Show Biz” album, while

specially produced from the best-

seller, culled many unique items

from the vast
,
reservoir that Victor

seemingly .
has in its Vaults, and

there have been others. Under the

miracle Of present-day electronics,

even ‘Some of the old-type “horn”
recordings have been given amaz-
ing contemporaneous fidelity.

Somewheres between the primi-

tive and the ultra-modern is
.
the

tiptop job done on “Noel & Gertie”

(LCT-1156), which is more Noel
Coward than Gertrude Lawrence
(with-a-dash of Yvonne Printemps),

but show biz is the richer for hav-

ing-impressed some of the. late

comedienne’s artistry on wax.
And that should be the continuing

function of all the major disker-

ies—the capturing for posterity on
wax of historical highlights, be it

entertainment per se,. or distingu-

ished utterances of another- char-;

acter. In fact; this has been a

knowledgeable undertaking in re-

cent years, such as speeches of

political or tycoon greats, along

with the basic divertisement values,

values, v

This 12-inch LP is 100% Coward
in its script and sbrig material and

(Continued on page 58)

ers
1. HEY THERE (11)

2.

IF I GIVE MY HEART TO YOU (4)

3.

I NEED YOU NOW (5)

4.

SH-BOOM (12)

5.

SKOKIAAN (6)

6. HIGH AND THE MIGHTY (8)

7. THIS OLE HOUSE (6) ...

,8. FORTUNE IN DREAMS (2)’

9. I’M A FOOL TO CARE (9)

io. Hold my hand cid

f Rosemary Clooney . ... .Columbia

l
Sammy Davis, Jr. . .Decca

Doris Day . .Columbia
Denise Lor ............

.

> Major
Cohnee Boswell ......... Decca

. Dinah Shore . Vidor

Eddie Fisher Victor

\ Crew Cuts . . ..... .... . Mercury

)
Chords ..Cat

’ Ralph Marterie . . Mercury
Four Lads ......... Columbi
Bulawayo Band London

. Ray Anthony .

.

. Capitol

Victor Young ...Deccd
LeRoy

'

’Holmes . .M-G-M
' Johnny Desmond .... .

.
, . Coral

. Les Baxter ....... , Capitol

Rosemary Clooney . , . . Columbia.

Kay Starr Capitol

Les Paul-Mary Ford . ... .Capitol

Don Cornell . Coral

Second Group
SHAKE, RATTLE AND ROLL . ;

PAPA LOVES MAMBO . •

SMILE

IN THE CHAPEL IN THB MOONLIGHT
OOP-SHOOP
THEY WERE DOING THE MAMBO
GOODNIGHT, SWEETHEART, GOODNIGHT

LITTLE SHOEMAKER

I CRIED ;

LITTLE THINGS MEAN A LOT

.

1Figures in parentheses indicate number of

Bill Haley Comets .

.

Perty Como
( Nat (King) Cole.

I
Sunny' Gale
Kitty Kallen

Ctew Cuts

Vaughn Monroe

j McGuire Sisters
(Sunny Gale

{ Gaylords ........ ..

l-Hugo Winterhalter

..... Patti Page
Kitty Kallen

weeks song has been in the Top

, . , . . Decca

. ... . .Victor

. . Capitol
..Victor

, Dacca
. . , Mercury

Victor

Coral
Victor

... . Mercury
Victor

Mercury
Decca

lb]

H BO, VoL 2
As the gross sales indicate, the late Glenn Miller's’ band has

been revived on wax and on film during the past yea* with spec-
tacular success. The Universal-International biofilm, “The Glenn
Miller Story,” was among the top Hollywood b.o. productions of

the year, while RCA Victor, with its catalog of Miller masters and
airchecks, and Decca Records, with Its soundtrack album from the
Universal film; have already hit an unprecedented bonanza on
wax via the post-mortem Miller acceptance.

Now Victor has packaged the second volume of the Glenn Miller
Limited Edition, Which like VoL 1, will be “limited” to all that
can be sold. The first “limited edition” has gone around 100,000
sets arid advance sales figures on the second set indicate that Vol. 2
may double that total.

.
At $25 per deluxe, leather-bound package,

the wax gross piles up to an impressive total.

It’s all the more impressive because these are not' regarded as
particularly good days for the band biz. But apparently, the Miller'
organization had, and continues to have, a unique popular impact.
Taken from off-the-air performances from such locations as the
Glen Island Casino, Meadowbrook, Paradise Restaurant, Hotel
Pennsylvania (now the Statler Hotel, N.Y.) and from airchecks of
Miller’s Chesterfield shows, the 60 numbers in this five-platter
set Once again demonstrated the Miller brand of “sweet swing.”
Miller’s band didn’t jump- like Benny Goodman’s (compare both
orch's versions of “St. Louis Blues from approximately the same
period), but neither did it dish up a businessman’s bounce, a la
Guy Lombardo. It struck a middle road of high precision, com-
mercial dance music 1 with s» lush, reedy sound that still is superior
to the flock of bands trying to imitate Miller, currently. In short,
the Miller formula, has proved to be a durable b.o. commodity.
The late bandleader always had standout vocalists working'Tor

his organization.* In this set, Ray Eberle, Marion Hutton and. Tex
Beneke (who took over the band for several years after Miller’s
death during the last war) handle the vocal assignments with an
assist from Jack Lathrop and the Modernaires. The 60 tunes in
the set cover a library of great ballads arid swing standards, such
as “On The Alamo,” “April In Paris,” “Sophisticated Lady,’’ “Along
The Sante Fe Trail,” “Frenesi,” “Body And Soul,” “How Deep
Is The Ocean,” “At Sundown,” etc.

Vol, 2 of the Glenn Miller editions has been handsomely wrapped
up with a literary tribute Under George Frazier’s byline. Frazier
since has disowned this piece in a running row with the set’s
producer, Bill Zeitung, who is how teaching at Dartmouth U.
A half-dozen photos and a discography, including the fulL band
personnel for each number, round out the package. Herm.

The top 30 songs of week (more in case of ties), based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Index

.

Published by Office- of Research, Trie.. Dr. John Gray Peatman,

Director, alphabetically listed*

Survey Week of September 24-30, 1954

All I Want Is All There Is And Then Some ;

Best Things Happen—t ‘‘White Christmas” . . . ., . .

.

Cara Mia. , . ... . . .
.•• )

'

. ... . ... ...

Count Your Blessings—1“White Christmas” ...

.

Fanny—*“Fanny” . . .... . ...

Goodnight, Sweetheart, Goodnight
Heaven Was Never Like This
Hey There—“Pajama Game” .........
High And The Mighty—t“High And The Mighty” . .

Hold My Hand—1“Susan Slept Here”
I Need You Now — .-. ..,

.

If I Give My Heart To You . . ..... i

.

If You Love Me (Really Love Me) .... ..... . ........
I’m A Fool To Care
In The Chapel In The Moonlight
It’s A Woman’s World—t“Woman’s World”
Little Shoemaker
Love, You Didn’t Do Right—t“White Christmas” .

Muskrat Ramble
Papa Loves Mambo
Sabrina—t“Sabrina’*'
Sh-Boom . ,

Skokiaan
Sway
That’s What, I Like—1 “Living It Up”
There’s A Small Hotel.
They Were Doing The- Mambo
This Ole House ^

:

Three Coins In Fountain-1 “Throe Coins In Fountain”
What A Dream

Top 30 Songs on TV
(More In Case of Ties)

Baseball, Baseball
Count Your Blessings—t"White Christmas”
Happy Wanderer
Hernando’s Hideaway--’!'“Pajama Game” .......

Hey There—**‘Paj ama Game’’ .

High And,The Mighty—t“High And The Mighty”
.Hold ’Em Joe . . .....

.

I Love Paris—*"Can-Can” ; . . .......
I Need You Now .... .... . . i*. .......
If I Give My Heart To You
In An Inn In Indiana ...

In. The Chapel. In The Moonlight
Isie Of Capri ..... ^ . . . . . . . .......... . .

.

Let’s Try Again
Little Shoemaker . ., . . . .

.

... . .

,

.

;

.

.

.

Lost In Loveliness—“Girl In Pink Tights”
Man That Got Away—1“A Star Is Born”
Mark Twain; ... ........... ; , .

,

. . v

Money Burns A Hole In My Pocket—t“Living It Up”
Muskrat Ramble ............... . . .

.

..

.

Papa Loves Mambo
Sh-Boom ^

Skokiaan ...

Some Day ... .....
That Was My Heart You Heard
They Were Doing The Mambo
Things I Didn’t Do
This Ole House .......
To Every Girl, To Every Boy , ......
Wedding Bells (Are Breaking Up That Old Gang) ..

When I Needed You Most

Frank
Berlin
Feist
Berli
Chappell
Arc
Famous
Frank
Witmark
Raphael
Miller
Miller
Duchess
Peer
Shapiro-B
Robbins
Bourne
.Berlin

Simon
Shapiro-B
Famous
H & R
Shapiro-B
Peer
Chappell
Chappell
Mayfair
Hamblen
.Robbins
Berkshire

. Garland
. Berlin
. Sam Fox
.Frank
. Frank..
Witmark

. Folkways „

.Chappell

. Miller

. Miller

.Pickwick
. Shapiro-B
. Harms
, Feist
.Bourne
.Chappell
Harwin
.Folkways
Chappell

. Simon

.Shapiro-B
k H&R
. Shapiro-B
. Famous
Valando
.Mayfair
. H & R
.Hamblen
, Goday
.Mills
. Pincus

t Filmusical. * Legit musical.
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JAZZ PACKAGES’ PAYOLA PUSH
Don’t Let It Happen Again
It's no secret how much the network of disk jockeys can do

and have done to plug a title song of a picture “to the b.o. bene-

fit of the film, 'as well as merchandize the platter and the song
delineator. So much so that from /‘The Third Man Theme,”
"The Song From' Moulin Rouge’’ and “High Noon” to “Three
Goins In The Fountain” and “The High and the Mighty,” there

is evidence galore along those lines.

Now come “It’s A Woman’s World,” “Rear Window Theme,”
“Song of the Barefoot Contessa” and “Song From Desiree,” and
with them crops up the spectre of a yesteryear cycle of “theme
songs” which almost proved

,
the undoing of Hollywood musicals.

It started in the era of “RamOna,” “Charmaine,” and “Diane,”
and then snowballed into “Broadway Melody,” “Pagan Love
Song” and the like. But Hollywood, With its three chunks of
music publishing affiliates (and it still obtains today, via the
Warner Bros., Paramount and Metro-20th-Fox groups of music
firms), became shortsighted. The radio and disk plugs for ben-
efit of the boxOffice were too easy. Almost every picture had to

have a “theme song” and it reached its nadir with “Woman Dis-
puted, I Love You” and the cycle’s extermination with “My Dy-
mite Man, I Love You.”

Don’t let this happen agai Abel

As confidently expected by major 4
company execs when the cuffo disk
jockey service was converted to

45 rpm platters early this summer,
opposition to the move has now
virtually disappeared. For the first

couple Of months a. flock of New
York stations squawked loudly over
the switch, but now even this has
been dissipated.

Among the N. Y, indies, station

WMGM. has gone 45, starting this

Week. Move was made by the sta-

tion’s director, Arthur M. Tolchini

in order to keep abreast of all cur-

rent releases by the major com-
panies.
Other N. Y. indies are following

suit and it’s regarded as only a

matter of time before a new 45 rpm
single-speed standard in the pop
field will be established among all

radio stations. Station execs, who
originally opposed the switcjj to 45
because of equipment difficulties,

have since found that the technical
problems are surmountable and are
installing the ,45 rpm turntables.

Likewise, disk jockeys who stated

that they couldn’t handle the 45s
With the same facility as the old-
style 78s, are now getting accuse

tomed to the’ small-sized disks.

Single problem remaining is the
replacement of the 78s in the sta-

tions’ libraries. In some cases these
libraries have valuable collections

of old standards that are not avail-

able on the new speeds. The disk-

eries, however, are planning to lick

this hurdle by steady reissuance of
oldies in 45 arid 33 rpm form.

GOULD ANKLES COL

TO JOIN RCA VICTOR
- In one of the major longhair
talent switches in the last few
years, Morton Gould has ankled
Columbia Records for a spot in the
RCA, Victor Red Seal roster. GoUld
had been with Columbia for 14
yea r

s

before, being; pacted by
George Marek, Victor’s artists. &
repertoire chief. Like Ferde Grofe
and Aaron Copland,. Gould’s com-
positions have beeri based ori Amer-
icana themes that have given his

works, a wider-than-usual longhair
acceptance. He also has written a

couple of Broadway musical shows
Earlier this year, Nathan Mil-

stein, one of the top concert vio-

linists, left Victor to join Capitol
Records.

Cap Inks Laine Protege
Hollywood, Oct. 5.

Capitol Records has signed 17-

year-old Bobby Milano of Buffalo,
a protege of Frankie Laine. Latter
discovered the youngster in the
east and has been paying for his
singing lessons with vocal coach
Lillian Goodrrian.
Understood that Laine, although

under contract to Columbia, sug-
gested that Capitol get first crack
at the youngster and he was signed
after one audition.

Plattetfy signed another young
singer last week, Danny Capri o'
Ne\V York.

Impulse Buying
This could be one of the

disk merchandising channels of
the future.

The U. S. Patent Office has
granted a patent on a combina-
tion jukebox and record-vend-
ing machine. According to the
blueprints, a person can hear
the disk arid then purchase the
record. Bernard Marder, of
Far Rockaway, L. I., is listed

as the inventor.

Big Three Sets Special

Dept to Push Standards;

Oscar Robbins Heads It

In a move to cash in on that
ever-growing performance money
from radio and tv, the Big Three
music firm (Robbi

,
Feist & Mil-

ler) has organized a new “stand-
ard exploitation department” to
promote plugs for the company’s
catalog. Oscar Robbins, longtime
plugger for the Feist Music firm,

has been named to head up 0
the

new operation.
A similar department was launch-

ed at the Warner Bros, combine
the Music Publishers Holding
Corp.,. about seven years ago when

(Continued on page 58)

Jazz package promoters and ni-

tery operators are now gettirig into

the payola act-—and the disk

jockeys are/still on the receiving
end.
With a flock of. musical pack-

ages now warming up for the fall-

winter excursions around the key
city coricert halls, the agencies and
solo entrepreneurs are locking
horns in the battle for exploitation

and promotion.. Easiest way out,

according to many promoters, is to

“get to” the disk jockey to lay on
the platters featuring the packages!
headliners. Some of the deejays
are , even showing their gratitude
by throwing in cuffo plugs an-
nouncing the place and date of the
engagement.
Early season competition of the

Concert jamup indicates "'.that

the ^agency and/or promoter with
the heftiest coin outlay for promo-
tion will get the exposure. Jocks
are going to the highest bidder arid

virtually shutting out the oppo-
sition.

Promoters also have discovered
that they can get prime exposure
for their talent via a legit method
of buying special spot time on the
stations. When the promoter lays

out a tidy sum for the spots, the
deejay gets word from the sales

brass to give plenty of turntable
time to the artists coming in with
the musical package. Either Way,
it’s gotten so that it’s the promoter
who spends who’ll get the spins.

On. the
s
nitery level, the boni-

faces are
s
getting to. the jocks to

give the. spiris to the* artists fea-
tured in theirdubs, It’s strictly

a local condition but the disker
who comes in for an in-person
stand has to make sure that the
nitery owner or his own backers
come to a mutual understanding
with the deejays. Many of the
agencies are getting their licks in

here, too. If the percentery is in-

tent on building a new artist, it us-

ually gets to the jock via its own
contact-promotion man or shells

out on a 50-50 basis with the night-
club owner.

To 18%; $4,

Bill Farrell To Merc
Chicago, Oct. 5,

Bill Farrell has been signed to

Mercury records^vith his first ses-

sion in Chicago tomorrow (Wed).
Deal Was set by Art Talmadge of

Mercury arid Farrell’s new man-
ager, Martha Glaser. Farrell for-

merly sliced for MGM Records,
with Granz

Legal Payola
Memo to disk sales execs

who may have been worried
about the payola angles:

According to the Kipliriger

Washington Letter, "store

clerks can now take ‘push’

money from companies to push
sales at their counters, under
a . new ruling by the Federal
Trade Commission. Formerly
FTC frowned on the practice

because it ‘deceived , the pub-
lic,’ but now it’? ok for manu-
facturers to pay clerks ori top

of store Salaries for putting

some extra pressure on behalf

of the favored products.”

Irving Berlin Hits Road

To Promote Those Jockey

Plugs for ‘White Xmas’
Irving Berlin is. going bally high

on “White Christmas” with a tour
of key cities and a solid rOund of
conferences, luncheons, receptions,

etc., with and for exhibitors, dut-
ies, editors and disc jockeys. He
did the. entire score for the Para-
mount picture.

Berlin is impressed with the ex-
ploitation impact of the platter-

chatterers, “They can do more for
a picture" selling or a song than
anything I’ve ever experienced,”
is the vet songsmith’s reaction. “I

noticed that pronto following my
metropolitan New York disk jockey
appearances, reflected in sales and
calls for ‘White Christmas’ score
than anything since ‘Annie Get;
YoUr Gun’,”

Berlin, accompanied by his press,

rep,’ Helme Kressa, got Underway
Monday (4) in Boston with (1) a
luncheon at the Ritz Hotel, (2) a
press interview at the same loca-

tion, (3) a cocktailery at the Shera-
ton, and (4) gab bouts with various
platter spinners of the hub city.

He closed the day with a trip to

Philadelphia with much the same
agenda arid will be in Chicago to-

morrow and Friday for ditto. Addi-
tional cities ori his itinerary are
now being set.

He’ll undoubtedly do the same
for his soon-due “No Business Like
Show Business” (20th-Fox),.

Berlin is due back in New York
for the American Jewish Tercen-
tenary dinrier at the Hotel Astor,

N. Y., Oct. 20, where he will sing

his “God' Bless America.”

Hollywood, Oct. 5.

Members bf the American So-
ciety of Composers, Authors &
Publishers will, get a slightly larger
chunk of the annual dividend, be-
ginning this quarter, Coast mem-
bers were advised at the semi-an-
nual meeting last week at the:

Hotel Statler here, Added coi
stems from the fact that the over-
head has been cut from the 20%
of several years standing to 18%.

Society has been distributing
about $4,000,000 per quarter
among writer and publisher mem-
bers. This year a gross take

.
will

probably be slightly under the $20,-
000,000 marker, a new peak for
ASC’AP.
About 400 coast members gath-

ered for the session chaired by
L. Wolfe Gilbert and heard reports
by comptroller George Hoffman,
general attorney Herman Finked
stein and prexy Stanley Adams.
Adams announced that ASCAP’s
television licensing -now encom-
passes, a total of 352 stations—of
which all but two are on a blanket
license basis, In the days of radio
licensing only, ASCAP frequently
had stations which preferred to be
licensed on a per program basis.

Here for the meeting, along with
Adams, Hoffman and Finkelstein
were directors A. Walter Kramer
and Bernard Goodwin, both on
their first trek here.

A Special Edition of

ASCAP

will be month

Tourism’s tieup with disk jbeb
eys, a proiriotional wrinkle that
cropped up last year, is again i .

full swirig this fall, with a flock of
eastern deejays pitching Big City
“glamor” trips to their fans, most-
ly teenagers.. Organized by a Bos-
ton outfit called Jiminy Cricket
Tours, the $29.50 weekend treks
give the kids a fully-covered week-
end in New York plus a Saturday
night stage show..

Next trip from Boston to N. Y.
is set for the Oct. 16-17 weekend
arid has tied in with about 20
jockeys, mostly in the New Eng-
land area with a couple from Bal-
timore arid Washington. A special
show for the visitors has .

beeri set
at St. Nicholas Arena Oct. 1.6 with
Jan Murray as emcee and a flock
of disk vocalists skedded to appear.

COL RECORDS NOW JUST

A DIVISION OF CBS
In a bookkeeping maneuver, Co-

lumbia Records Inc. was dissolved
last, week and its activities will be
carried on as a division of the
Columbia Broadcasting System.
Heretofore Columbia Records Inc.

had operated as a corporate sub-
sidiary.

According to Di\ Frank StantOri,

CBS prez, move was made to

simplify the . corporate strUctur

and to permit greater integration

between the diskery and the net.

Charige in the diskery’s status now
completes a reorganization of the
major individual units Of CBS So
that all now are divisions of the
parerit: company.

No personnel switches were made
in the shift. ^

Jazz Takes Lead in Col’s

Package Division Sales

jazz has taken
,
over as leader in

Columbia Records’ package divi-

sion. With Dave Brubeck’s “Jazz

does To College” pacing the field

and Turk Murphy’s albums follow-

ing behind, the jazz sets hit a hot
summer sales fackup and are still

going strong.
The Brubeck package, which was

released last June, already has
passed the 38,000 sales mark, pass-

ing Col’s strong album-seller, Lib-

erace. The jazz sets are packaged
by Col’s pop album artists & rep-

ertoire head, George Avakian.
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Cleveland, Oct, 5.

Federal legislation banning
jukeboxes may toe introduced

.

in

Congress after January, according

to Congressman George Bender,
whose subcommittee investigating

labor racketeering turned up evi-

dence. of racketeering and monop-
oly in Ohio jukebox circles.

Bender already disclosed that

the FBI and: Federal Trade Com-
mission are probing into the

“monopoly” aspect of the jukebox
field. Disclosure came as a wit-

ness, Herbert H. Wedeven, of

Northern Music Inc., told the com-
mittee he could sell 100 new-model
jukeboxes if operatdrs would buy
them and put them into cafes

whose owners want newer models.
Under further questioning, that

showed cafe operators can’t buy
their , own machines. Bender said

“then, in effect, the juke operators
have tied up each location, and
the wner can’t buy the machine,”
and offered that, since this is, in

effect; a monopoly, it is similar to

the Chicago scene, where other
cpinroperated machines have been
outlawed.

Further questioning by commit-
tee members elicited the remark
from George George, that nobody
CoUld buy less than five jukeboxes
in Greater Cleveland, unless the
individual already was - operating
in the business, “since,” according
to George, “this would put regu-
lar customers out; of business.”

In other testimony, the commit-
tee heard of bombing, threats of
Violence, union agreements re-

stricting expansion by small op-

erators, and the naming of certain

union leaders as controlling in- •!

fluence in all movements of the
1

jukebox industry.

Granz ‘Philharmonic’ Is

Off to Sock Tour Start;

21G for Three in

Philadelphi , Oct. 5.

Norman Granz’s “Jazz at the
Philharmonic” garnered a smash
$21,000 in three-performance,
stand at the Academy of Music
here, Sept. 24-25.

Visit marked first time Granz
troupe has played two evenings
here. Single program Friday night:

(24) was weakest in boxoffice draw;
but the two Saturday night shows
were both near sellouts.

Sor Where’s Ivan?
Second week of the N. Y.

Philharmonic, at Carnegie
Hall Oct. 14-15, will be de-
voted to an ali-Russian pro-
gram. Three Dimitris will be
involved.
Programs will feature the.

U. S. premiere of Dimitri
Shostakovich’s Symphony No.
10; aind an overture by Dimitri
Kabalevsky, Orch’s musical
director, Dimitri MitropouLos,
will conduct.

PLUGGY PLUGS HELP

COL CHIRP’S BUILDUP
Those singing commercials are

still a big factor i the life of.

Peggy King; Columbia’s new chirp.
She was signed after Mitch Miller
heard her featured on a jingle ad-
vertising a tomato sauce.

Sales charts show, her first re-
lease,. “The Hottentot,” had its big-
gest impact .in Cleveland, San
Francisco- and; Los Angeles, the
three cities where the singing com-
mercial Was most widely used,

Coral Director Wayne

Concert of Own Works
In. an unusual showcasing for a

pop. tunesmith, Bernie Wayne,
Cdral Records’ musical director
and composer of numerous instru-
mentals, will baton a concert of
his own works at Carnegie Hall,
N. Y, on Jan, 16. A new piano con-
certo by Wayne will be the fea-
tured piece on the program.

A 50-piece band, to be called the
Coral Recording Orchestra, will
play a repertory of Wkyne selec-
tion s, including “Crying On the
Inside, Laughing On the Out-
side,” “Blue Velvet,” “Vanessa”
and a recent work, “The Broadway
Story.” A group of N. Y. disk
jockeys arc cooperating with
Wayne in promoting the concert
and will, appear at Carnegie Hall as
emcees.
Wayne is currently on. tour with

“Dynarama,” a musical show that
he scored for the BUick division' of
General Motors, He’s also set to
Write the score of the upcoming
20th-Fox film, “Moil Flanders,”
next year.

Mike Conner, Decca Records
publicity chief, heads for the Coast
this week

,
for confabs with promo-

tion staffer George Sherlock in
Hollywood and to contact the lab-
els: artists.

Not to Win Friends
Touring headliners, in the

band and vaude fields, .have
been shortsighted in their
^dealings with the out-of-town
press. Local amusement page
editors and byliners are taking
exception to the constant
brushoff by the celebs and are
squawking out loud in their,
columns.

Columnist in the Sacramento
(Cal.) Union recently .slapped
a: name bandleader and a top
comedian for their discour-
teous treatment in handling in-

.

terview dates.

DECCA PREPPING ‘XMAS’

RELEASE FOR PIC BOW
Decca Records

.
i§ rushing the

packaging and release of its “White
Christmas” pic album in time for

the film’s preem at Radio City Mu-
sic Hall, N.Y., in mid-October. The
Bing Crosby-Danny Kaye starrer

will open at the Music Hall Oct. 14

or 2l.

The Decca album of the Irving
Berlin score will include numbers
by Crosby; Kaye and Peggy Lee;
Rosemary Clooney is featured, in
the pic but she is under contract
to Columbia Records, thus stymy-
ing Decca from issuing “sound-
track” album.

15,000,000 Sales

Hits in 5 Yrs.
Since making his first disk five

years ago, on Oct. 1, 1949, Eddie
Fisher has sliced 19 hits, with sales
totalling 15,000,000. His first disk
Was “My Bolero,” which didn’t
make it. Hugo Winterhalter, wlio
has since conducted for every oth-
er Fisher release, also batoned that
Session. Among his 19 hits,. Fisher
has three which hav gone over
the 1,000,000 marker* “Anytime,”
“I’m Walking Behind You” and “Q
Mein Papa.”.
Manie Sacks, RCA veep over the

disk division; and Sylvester L. (Pat)
Weaver, NBC prexy, headed a
group of RCA eitecs who tendered.
Fisher a fifth arini luncheon in

New York last Friday (1).

DeMarcos to Decca
DeMarco Sisters, vocal quintet;

have been signed to a term pact
by Decca Records. Group formerly
sliced for MGM Records.

Decca, meantime, has bought the
masters of several sides cut by a

male vocal combo, the Hollywood
Flames, for pop release.

Tees Pitt With $12,000
Pittsburgh, Oct. 5.

First jazz Concert of the season
was a big winner, with Norman
Granz’s “Jazz at the Philharmonic”
at the 3,800-seat Syria Mosque Fri-

day night (1) playing to virtual cap-

acity and grossing nearly $12,000.
That figure was possible at the high
scale for the Granz attraction, top
being $4.75.

Granz is usually the first in every
year and gets the jump. He's being
followed in again by Stan Kenton
at the Mosque on Friday (8) and
sale is good although Kenton can’t

do as well because the prices are
. lower;

$18,600 For Two In Chi
Chicago, Oct, 5.

Norman Granz’s “Jazz, at the
Philharmonic” bagged a sock $18,-

600 in two performances at the
Civic Opera House last Sunday (3),

one bf its best totals here in years.
First evening show went capacity
aind second about three-quarters
full at $4.75 top.
Granz is bringing in “Modern

Jazz Concert” for two perform-
ances on Oct. 24, with the Duke El-
lington' ojrch and the quartets of
Dave Brubeck, Stan Getz aind
Gerry Mulligan. On Nov. 6 the
Opera House will Showcase Granz’s
mambo package, first time here-
abouts for a mambo concert to be
given in an auditorium instead of
a ballroom.

Petroglia to Disney Music
Frank Petraglia, formerly with

RKO. as head of radio-tv promo-
tional tleups, has joined the Walt
Disney music firm to handle ex-
ploitation.

He’ll work under Abe Glaser
Wfio’s piloting the Disney music
operation.

Guy Lombardo and Harry Link
coproducing the show at the Mine-
ola (L. I.) Fair opening Saturday
(9)*

BETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS
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ROSEMARY CLOONEY (Columbia)
1 -.“Hey There” 1 i 1 l 1 1 1 1 1 2 9 ;t •• 1 ft ,ft 1 l 1 • • 1 151

2
\.*^CREW CUTS (Mercury)
2f “Sh-Boom” 2 4 * » • • 4 2 4 3 3 « 8 3 7 2 4 ’• • . 3 1 2 118

3

EDDIE FISHER (Victor)

4 “I Need You Now”.

.

1

3 5 3 8 5 8 7 2 7 7 3 4 5

/

3 9 **. * 5 9 6 102

4
RALPH MARTERIE (Mercury)

3 fv “rtSkokiaan” . .. .

,

5 2 . •• • 2 • • • » • • 3 '• • 2 9 9 3 3 2 2 10 3 » • 2 ft • 3 101

5

ROSEMARY CLOONEY (Columbia)
T “This Ole House” 4 ft 9 ft • 4 « • • • • '• • • 5 4 0 9 •, • 2 4 8 8 7 • *, • • 2 4 69

6
GAYLORD’S (Mercury)

5 ^“Little Shoemaker” . .

.

lb 9 9 9 7 3 9 9 6 6 8 0 9. • • • • 6 6 5 io 6 3 •,
•' 58

B DON CORNELL (Coral)

6 “Hold My Hand” ...... 8 .• • • * .« • • 9 9 1 5 • • 10 -4
9 ft 6 5 f • • » 5 8 7 9 ft 51

8
DORIS DAY (Columbia)

9 “If I Give My Heart to You” .

.

6 • ft 5 ». 9 • •
>

9 0 * • 10 6 • • 2 5 •. • 4 • 9 • • • • 4 •• •• ft ft 46

9
VICTOR YOUNG (Decca)

8 “High and the Mighty”.

.

/• A .
• .• •' • 3 • •' • • 2 5 •

' • 9 ft 9 ft ft 9 »'
ft 2 • • « • • • ft- ft 32

io
PERRY COMO (Victor)

“Papa Loves Mambo” .

.

’*
ft 3 4 10 9 •' 9 9 • 0 • • » 9 M 9 * « ft ft ft ft 8 5 « • 7 • • • • • ft 29

11
DAVID WHITFIELD (London)

18 “Cara Mia” 10 2 • • • .* 9 •*’ • •* .* • 4 9.’ 9 9 6 5 • ft 10 « 9
' •* • 4 • * • • • 5 28

12
BILL HALEY—COMETS (Decca)

11 “Shake, Rattle and Roll” 9

A

• • • « 9 • -9 • * # 9 9 9 9 10 ft ft 1 • • 3 • • • • ft • 9 27

13
FOUR LADS (Columbia)
“SkOkiaan” .

.

7 • • • • ft 9 6 3 .'94 9 9 •'9 9 * • 4 • • * « •'
ft; • • • 2 • » • • • • » 26

14
DENISE LOR (Majar)

13 “If I Give My Heart to You” • • « • 5 7 • * •. • , • •* 9 9 1 .9 4 . . ft, . ft » • • 7 *r • # ••
. • > *' ». • • .

24

15
LeROY HOLMES (M-G-M)

16 “High and the Mighty”.. • • • • • • • ,
• 9 2 9 9 .0 9 7 • • -9 0 . • • 4. • • - ft

.
• » • • 9 4 • .• ,

22

6
NORMAN PETTY TRIO (Label X)

12 “Mood Indigo”
. * * • » • 9 9 .'9 9. 5 9 9., 4 • • « 10 * 9 1 • * • •

'

»’ « • •' • .» i • 17

17.

KITTY KALLEN (Decca i

10 “Chapel in the Moonlight” , .....

.

7 10 •V • ft , •9 9 • 0 9- 9 '• ' • • . • •'
. 9 ,.ft ft . . ft ft .• * '• *• • • ; • •

. 5. 8 16

18
CREW CUTS (Mercury)

22 “Oop-Shoop” ... . • • • ' ft • • • • 9 •’ • >• • 9 • * * • • 1 -ft ft' *
.

-ft • • • *' *. 10 • • 7 15

NAT, (KING) COLE (Capitol)
19A , v, " “Smile” . . . . . ........... • •

«

8 ft .9 '• • 9 • • * 9 > • -• • ft • ft . ft ft *• • . 'ft •
'

*. ft
1

. • • ft 3 4
*4 • * 13

RICHARD MALTBY (Label X)
19B . . “St. Louis Blues Mambo”

.
... .

> ,
• • • • • • 9 ft • " •

’’ 4 .• * 9 9 . • * 3 9 ft ft 4 9 9 • • », * ;• 9 ft •' '• »* 13

21
KITTY KALLEN (Decca)

15 “Little Things Mean a Lot” . . . . . .

.

• • 9 7 '• • 4- 9 • • '• • 9 • •. •• • • « • '

ft ft
' * . •

,

ft
• 10 8

i

•' '• ft '

m

• • 12

VAUGHN MONROE (Victor)
22 24 “They Were Doing the Mambo” .

.

• * • • .

.

* •' 9 9 9 9 * • • • .» 9 8 9 9 . 0 ft . ft ft . • ft-
'• • ' .

\

9 ft • 0 0 •' .# 10

23
LES PAUL-MARY FORD (Capitol)
“Whither Thou Goest” 9

DEAN MARTIN (Capitol)
“Sway”24 * •• . * « * 6 9 • • • »

MCGUIRE SISTERS (Coral)
25 14 “Goodnight, Sweetheart” • 9 0 0 •' * • • 7 pH' • • «

1 2 3 4 .. 8

STUDENT PRINCE MUSIC, MARTINIS SEVEN BRIDES FOR SWINO EASY pajama gamb ING

SIX TOP
Mario Lanio

AND MEMORIES SEVEN BROTHERS
Frank Si Brpadway Coot Bing Crosby

ALBUMS LM 1837
Jack!* GUaoon

Capitol

Film Soundtrack

M-G-M Capitol Columbia bdcca

Victor W 509 E 244 H 528 ML 4840 DX 151
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The two Broadway jive-in spots,*

Birdland and Basin Street, ate

still jumping at the boxpffice un-

der consistent jazz
,
policies. While

Birdland remains the headquart-

ers for the cool school and Basin
Street books everything from, two-
beaters' to flattedfifthers, both
spots are finding a big payoff .

in

jazz names, whether new or

familiar.

For its current show, Birdland
has come up With new Pete Ru-
golo orch, a Coast outfit. that has
been getting a buildup from Co-
lumbia Records. Rugolo, a former
arranger' for Stan Kenton and a

defi ite partisan of “progressive”
music, is fronting a big 20-piece

band that’s striving to come up
with something “different.” This
concert-type organization has a

richly textured instrumentation,
with particularly effective use of

the feed section, and partially,

achieves its target of being “an
original.”

Rugolo, in fact,, seems to be
working too hard in this direction

and seems more intent on coming
up with Clever- arranging tricks

than With a real swinging combin-
ation. In the jazz field, the super-
ficials may have; momentary con-
versational interest, but it Won’t
bring ’em back.

The exact area of “concert jazz,”

of course,, hasn’t been fully ex-
plored, although Duke Ellington,
Kenton and more recently, the
Sauter-Finegan orch have made
some varying contributions to this

field. It could be that Rugolo will

yet jell his orch into valid jazz

form. The talent is obviously there,
both in Riigolo's arranging abilities

and in the skill of the sidemen.
At the nearby Basin Street, an-

other Coast outfit, Dave Brubeck
Quartet is making another N.Y:
stand. This combo, with Brubeck
on piano and Paul Desmond fea-
tured on alto sax, is a superlative
unit which has already attracted a

big national following. Croup’s
disks for Fantasy Records and now
Columbia Records are bestsellers
in the jazz field. In their last date
at the Birdland earlier this year,
Desmond was in the.forefront with
his lyrical, yet swing sax. Current-
ly, Briubeck’s driving, inventive
keyboard attack is setting the pace.

.
Also at Basin Street, Carmen

Mc&ae is being featured as Vocal-
ist with Mat Matthews Combo. Miss
McRae is an husky-voiced stylist

who shows considerably savvy on
ballads such as “Foggy Day,” “If
I’m Lucky,” “Love Is Here To
Stay” and others. Her introes, such
as “this is a favorite standard of
mine and I hope it is of yours,”
are trite and should be scissored
completely. The Matthews quintet
has a distinctive sound With’ the
leader’s accordion backed by flute,

electric guitar, drums and bass.
Earl Bostic’s orch rounds out the

bill with a driving rhythm & blues
.type of jazz. It doesn’t go well with
the Brubeck style of jazz, but
Bostic generates an excitement" of
his own with his tricky tenor sax
solos. Sonny Carter handles the
vocals for Bostic’s orch in okay
style. At the Birdland, Lester
Young rs combo, virtually a regular

this spot, alternates on the
bandstand with Rugolo’s orch.

Henri.

ADAMS’ GOODWILL TOUR

TO TEX., LA. TERRITORY
Indicative of the new ASCAP ac-

cent on public relations, ASCAP
prexy Stanley Adams is currently
touring the Texas and Louisiana
territory on a goodwill tour for the,

American Society of Composers,
Authors & Publishers. Adams is

planning to meet radio and video
station owners and- managers in

the two states. Adams will be
joined by ASCAP sales manager
Jules M. Collins, who. left New
York for Dallas Monday (4).

Adams is making the Texas-Lou-
lsiaria route, homewards to New
York following the Coast; semi-
annual membership meeting in
Hollywood last Wednesday (29).

Adams will also preside at the N.Y,
ASCAP membership co nc lave
Which has been set for Oct. 28 at
the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,

* Corpus Christi, Tex.—Corpus
Christi Symphony Orchestra, now
under 1 musical director Jacques
Siner,

. will, give its fir$t concert
here Oct, 18.

Marching With Macy’s
Hill & Range Music has tied up

with the R. H. Macy’s Thanksgiv-
ing Day Parade in N. Y. via a new
song, “March of the Christmas
Toys.” Tune has been adopted as

the official song; for the Parade by
Macy’s and will be played by the
bands in the procession.

Jose Ferrer has cut the tune, for

Columbia Records..

Hollywood, Oct; 5.

The Lancers, vocal group which

had a big disk last year in “Sweet

Mama Treetop Tall,” bought out

their contract from the Coast indie

label, Trend Records, and have,

signed deial with Coral, They begin
etching this week.

Switch was negotiated by man-
ager Ray Cooper who secured their

release after lengthy dickering
with

;
Trend prexy Albert Marx.

Deal had three, years to go. Group
consists of Jerry Me'acham, Corky
Lindgren, Bob Porter and Dick
Burr.

'

Best British Sheet Sellers
(Week ending Sept. 25)

Things Mean a Lot. . .Robbins
Coins in Fountain Feist
Story of Tina Macmelodies
Cara Mia , . Robbins
My Friend., ... .

.

.Chappell
Smile . .... . . , . . ,

,

.. Bourne
Gilly Ossenfeffer . , , . . . . Spier
Little Shoemaker Bourne
Happy Wanderer , . . Bosworth
Sway . ,

.'

.

. .Latin American
Never Land. . ..Keith Browse
Sky Blue Shirt. . . Wright

Second 12

Hold My Hand, ..Wood
Must Be a Reason ... Connelly
Wanted , . . Harnis-Connelly
West of Zanzibar. . . .Bluebird
Secret Love.. . Harms-Connelly
If I Give My Heart. , .Robbins
Make Her Mine, . . . . . , :

.

Wood
Young at Heart, ...

.

.Victoria
Heart of My Heart. F.D.&H.
Sh-B6om ......... .Aberbach
Wait For Me. . . ... .

.

...Lafleur

Idle Gossip , ......

.

. .Bron

Block to Emcee Show

For N. Y. Jukebox Group
Music Operators of N. Y:, juke-

box trade group for jthe metropoli-

tan area,' is holding its annual ban-
quet dinner at the Waldorf-Astoria,
N. Y„ Oct. 16.

Martin Block will emcee the
show, which will get a half-hour
segment at 10 p.m. on the ABC
radiri network. A1 Denver is prexy
of the N. Y. jukebox association.

, Hollywood; Oct. 5.

v Jimmy Wakely- will lean more
toward pop material in the- future,

although the Coral disker does not
intend to desert the country and
Western field.

Future Wakely releases, how-
ever, will probably adhere to a

schedule of one real country tune
followed by country coverage of a

pop tune. v

IN NEW TERPERY SPOT
Hollywood, Oct. 5.

Spade Copley, oatune bandlead-

er and tele star taking longterm

lease on the Casino Gardens Ball-

room, Santa Monica, formerly op-

erated by Tommy Dorsey, will be-

gin appearing there Saturdays only
beginning Oct, 16, His. KTLA
“Spade Cooley Show,” variety for-

mat, will emanate from there.

Deal puts Cooley only 100 ^
yards

down Ocean Park boardwalk from
the Aragon Ballroom, where Law-
rence Welk has been playing week-
ends, also originating a teleshow,
for the last three years.

Religion is widening its orbit
from the church to the jukebox.

According to Mahalia Jackson,
gospel thrush who recently moved
fr m the- indie Apollo label to Co-
lumbia Records and wild's current-
ly starred on a CBS Radio show,
there’s been, a resurgence of the
l-eligioso mood around the cou
try. It’s being felt most in the mu.
sic business,, she said, because it’s

easier to accept faith and inspira-
tion through song.

Gospel and spiritual waxings, for
the most part; had been confined
to small label output, but how the
majors are moving in in a big Way.
The topline diskeries have even
gone1 so far as to assign gospel-
styled songs to their pop artists, as
evidenced by Rosemary Clooney's
“This Old House” for Columbia
and Kay Starr’s "The Man Up-
stairs” for Capitol.

R&B Beat Tieiit

Miss Jacksdn ties in the upsurge
in religiosongs with the new vogue
for the rhythm & blues beat. She
admits that the driving, bouncy
rhythm is basically the same but
that the message is different “The
songs I sing,” she said, ::help re-
kindle the faith.” Her repertoire
consists of tunes that have come
out of the church as well as songs
of Tin-Pan Alley derivations such
as “I Believe” and “You’ll Never
Walk Alone.” She. claimed that she
didn’t know who w^pte “You’ll
Never Walk Alone” but whoever
he is, she stated, “he must .have
a wonderful soul;” (Tune was
written by Richard Rodgers and
Oscar Hammerstcin 2d for the
legituner, “Carousel.”)
To Miss Jackson, the deals with

Col and.CBS just gives her a wider
opportunity to spread the faith.

She seems as sincere about her
“missionary work” off stage as well
as on—and it all adds up to good
Showmanship;. On wax she’s hit
the 1,000,000 disk-seller circle with
“Move Up A Little Higher”
(Apollo), and in-persori she’s
jammed as many as 25,000 people
into her ballpark. concerts.
According to Bess Berman,

Apolio \ prexy who guided Miss
Jackson’s wax career for the past
nine years, more- disk jockeys are
hopping, on the spiritual-gospel
bandwagon. The disks are getting
more exposure than ever before
and even becoming a steady
feature in jukeboxes in taverns and
bars. “And why not,” she summed
up, “that’s where the sinners are.”

DECCA RUSHING CAST

ALBUM OF B’WAY TOES’
Decca Records wrapped up re-

cording sessions Monday (4) on the
cast' album of the Broadway re-
vival of “On Your Toes,” starring
Vera Zorina and Bobby Van. Diskr
ery is planning to get the set

.

on
sale before the shovr opens at the
46th Street Theatre, N. Y., Oct. 11.

Music for show is by Rodgers &
Hart with book by Rodgers & Hart
and George Abbott. Latter is pro-
ducing the current revival.

Columbia Records preceded the
revival’s production by a year with
an album of the score featuring
Portia Nelson and jack Cassidy.
Like Col’s. “Pal Joey” set, it may.
have sparked production plans for

the revival of “Toes.” Incidentally,

Miss Zorina, who’s starring in the
Decca set, is the wife of Goddard
Lieberspn, Col veepee.

MGM’s Kaye Back to Coast;

Preps ’Heart’ Soundtrack
Jesse Kaye, MGM Records’ Coast

rep, planed back to Hollywood last

weekend after huddles with the
diskery’s N. Y. toppers.
Kaye is currently preparing a

deluxe soundtrack package on the
upcoming: Metro film, “Deep ..In

My Heart,” the Sigmund Romberg
biography with Jose Ferrer, Jane
Powell, Tony Martin, Vic Damone
and Howard Keel,

LAWRENCE TO CORAL
Steve. Lawrence, singer on the

Steve Allen NBC-TV show, has
joined the Coral Records' roster.

He formerly worked for King
Records.

Duo-pianists Arthur Ferrante
and Louis

,
.Teicluer have joined

Westminster’s artist roster.

OF

TOP TALENT AND TUNES
Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution,

r

Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Coin Machines Retail Disks Retail Sheet Music

as Published in the Current Issue

NOTE: the current comparative sales, strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is

arrived at under a statistical systei comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu-

merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive

with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de-

veloped from the ratio of points scored, two ways in the case of talent ( coin machines, retail

disks), and three ways in the case of tunes (coin machines, retail disks , retail sheet music).

POSITIONS
This Last
Week Week

4

5

6

7

8

9

3

7

8

6

9

5

TALENT

ARTIST AND LABEL

ROSEMARY CLOONEY (Columbia)

CREW CUTS (Mercury) .

.

r . .. ......

EDDIE FISHER (Victor)

RALPH MARTERlE (Mercury)

DORIS DAY (Columbia)

DON CORNELL (Coral) ;

GAYLORDS (Mercury)

VICTOR YOUNG (Decca)

KITTY KALLEN (Decca)

10 10 BILL HALEY-COMETS (Decca)

TUNE

(Hey There

) This Ole House

fSh-Boom
.

.
{Oop-Shoop
(Crazy ’Bout You, Baby
(I Need You Now

‘

*

I
Heaven Was Never Like This

. . Skokiaan

If I Give My Heart to You
. , Hold My Hand

Little Shoemaker
High an<jt :

the Mighty

(Chapel in the^. Moonlight
*

' ) Little Things .Mean a Lot

(Shake, Rattle and Roll

Around the Clock

POSITIONS
This Last
Week Week

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1

2

3

5

4

6

8

7

10

9

TUNES
(ASCAP. fBMI)

TUNE

HEY THERE . .

,

SKOKIAAN
fSH-BOOM ...... .....

IF I GIVE MY HEART TO YOU.

.

HIGH AND THE MIGHTY. ,

.

I NEED YOU NOW. . ...

(THIS OLE HOUSE ....

LITTLE SHOEMAKER
HOLD MY HAND
IN THE CHAPEL IN THE MOONLIGHT .

.

PUBLISHER

Frank

....

.

Shapiro-B

Hill & Range

• Miller

Witmark

.Miller

.Hamblen

Bourne
*

Raphael

Shapiro-B

» « • •• »•*•«»
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TO TELL
(The Power of a Lady in Love)

From the Fabulous Broadway Musical '’Fanny*
• „

Words and Music by Harold. Romo

20/47-5863

Victor
A "New Orthgphonic" High Fidelity Recording
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Verdi: Requiem (RCA Victor).

Memorable 1951 Arturo Toscariini-

NBC Symphony broadcast is now
issued in disk form, for a. deeply

stirring musical and religious ex^-

perience. More the dramatic ora-

torio of operatic duality than.

Church mass, its theatre quality is

enhanced in this beautifully-bal-

anced performance. Herva Nelli,

Fedora Barbieri, Giuseppi di Stef-

ario and Cesare Siepi are inspired
soloists under the maestro’s magic
eye arid baton.

Recital of Old French Airs (Lon-
don). Artsong specialist Gerard
Souzay in choice singing of charm-
ing; offbeat old Gallic songs.

Berlioz: Symphonic Fantastique
(Mercury)., Vivid, lush reading of

this sonorous score by the Minne-
apolis Symph under Antal Dorati,

both artistic and theatric.

Moussorgsky: Pictures at an Ex-
hibition (Capitol). Original piano
version, Under Leonard Penhario's
sensitive hands, has moqd, color
and appeal, though sumptuosness
of the orchestral version is missed.

Liszt Album (Vox). Pianist Or-
azio Frugoni shows skill and musir
clanship in a vigorous, impassioned
reading of the B Minor Sonata and
“Fantasie” (“Dante” Sonata) and in
the lighter, romantic “Gnomen-
reigen” and “Leggerezza,’’

Saint-Saens: Carnival of Ani-
mals;. Ravel: Mother Goose; De-
bussy; Petite Suite (MGM)... Fine

THE VOICES THREE

fog

MILLS MUSIC

four-hand work by the piano team,
Bartlett & Robertson* the Debussy
being particularity lovely, the
Saint-Saens getting - chamber en-
semble support.

'

Debussy Album (Angel). .“After-
noon of a Faun,” “Nocturnes”, ^irid

“Marche Ecossaisse” in shimmer-:
ing yet solid performance by the
Radiodiffusion Orch under In-

ghelbrecht.

Piano Encores (Westminster).
Light, attractive pieces by Schu-
bert, Liszt, Brahms and others,
played by gifted Badura Skoda
with the same care and skill as if

they were concerti.

Schumann: E-Flat Quartet &
Brahms: E-Flat Trio (Columbia).
Rarely-heard Schumann is fine
romantic music, the Brahms a
melodic, simple horn trio. Exem-
plary performances by member of

the N. Y. Quartet.

Strauss: Also Sprach Zarathus-
tra & Dance of Seven Veils (RCA
Victor). Sumptuous reading of a
lush, brooding “Zarathustra” score
and a flashing version of the sen-
sual “Salome” excerpt by .the Chi
Symph under Reiner, .

Toscanini Plays Your Favorites
(RCA Victor). NBC Symph and.
the maestro in well-played rendi-
tions of encore pieces by Dvorak,
Brahms, Berlioz and others. Light
and inviting. Bron,

‘Noel ft Gertie’

issss' Continued from page 52 4^4^^

also 100% Reward on Side 2, with
the exception of the duet with Miss
Printemps, the French prima, on
“I’ll Follow My Secret Heart”
from “Conversation Piece” (1934).

The parenthetic indicators hence-
forth will denote the original year
of recording, all waxed in London
incidentally. “Zigeuner" from
“Bitter Sweet” (1929) follows, and
there ensues “Mrs. Worthington”
(“don’t put your daughter on the
stage Mrs. Worthington”, a non-
production admonishment) (1935);
“Half-Caste Woman” from Coch-
ran’s 1931 Revue. (1931); “Parisian
Pierrot” from “London Calling’’

(1932); “I’ll See You Again” from

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

PfoRmfr
.
Survey of retail sheet music

best sellers based , on reports
obtained from leading stores in

13 cities and showing com-
parative sales rating for this

and last week.
* ASCAP t BMI

National
Rating

This Last
wk. wk.

a •
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Title and Publisher

4A 5

4B 7

High and Mighty (Witmark)

.

Hey There (Frank) ......

If I Give My Heart (Miller) .

Skokiaan (Shapiro-B) ......

tThis Ole House (Hamblen) .

.

Little Shoemaker (Bourne)

.

fSh-Boom (Hill & Range) . . .

Chapel in Moonlight (S-B) .

.

I Need You Now (Miller)

.

Hold My Hand (Raphael) A.
Doing the Mambo (Morris)

.

+Goodnight, Sweetheart (Arc)

Papa Loves Mambo (S-B) ...

Smile (Bourne) ....

What I Like (Chappell).

6 10

6 5 2 ...

9 5 3 3 .* .

.

7 9 8 6

10 .. 7 4 6

. ; 8 8 10 .

3 ...
.

10

. . 9 10

. . 9 .

.

.. 10 10 10

*10 * ^ . . .

»

0 9 9 f 9-9

MITZI

I DON’T WANT
YOUR PITY

ASON
DON’T

DROP IT

MGM 11823
K 11823

78 RPM
45 RPM

MGM RECORDS
*% \* F 1 \ V h \ T

“Bitter Sweet” (1938, as against
“Zigeuner” which' he recorded al-

most a decade, earlier); and “Mad,
Dogs and Englishmen” (1932),
which Beatrice Lillie did in “The
Little Show” in America and Romr
hey Brent did “Words and
Music” in London.

The first part is all Coward-
Lawrerice, and is a sample of rec-
ording which couldn’t be achieved
unless the property rights were all

tied up in the prolific talents of a
single personality such as Coward.
The nurribers are skillfully tied

into snatches of scenes from three
Coward plays, “Private Lives”,

(1930), “Shadow Play” (1936), and
“Red Peppers”, the series of one-
acters, into which is tied “Has
Anybody Seen Our Ship”, and the
hilarious backstage bickering of a

smalltime, maii-and-woman vaude-
ville act until they are cued into

“Men About Town” (“as we stroll

down Piccadilly”). This, too, was
apparently done on exactly the
same June 15, 1936 recording date
as “Play, Orchestra, Play” and
“You Were There,” excerpts from
“Shadow Play”. Clifford Green-
Wood conducting the Phoenix The-
atre (London) orchestra officiates

when Coward is not solo piano-ac-
companying himself.

The versatile and prolific author-
actor, of course, is a shade above
Irving ‘ Berlin’s pipsqueak tremolo
tenor in interpreting his songs,

but then, with that medley, even
Nick Kenny’s “old sailor” dubious
basso profundo Couldn’t ruin the
tunes.

Francis Robinson, now asst,

manager of the Metropolitan
Opera, and formerly- with Kath-
erine Cornell and other legiters,

has done a breezy “liner,” as the
bio notes are called, which is an
embellishment to the, album and
which all liners., if done with care
and know-how, should be.

“Noel and Gertie” is a solid

“legit” item, and a good thought
for the Xmas trade for which
Victor palpably has it primed.

Abel.

a
" ••

20th’s Pic Tide Songs

In Big 3 Plug Jackpot
Twice within recent, months,

the Big Three (Robbins, Feist

arid Miller Music ) plugging staff

has come through for 20th-Fox
concurrently with a current re-

lease with a jackpot payoff
“drive” on a title- song.

Previously it was Robbins Mu-
sic's “Three; Coins In the Foun-
tain” and Within this past week,
concurrent with the release of

“A Woman's World” at the Roxy,
N. Y., the title song by Sammy
Cahn and Cyril MOckridge and
also published by Robbins, has hit

the deejay and kindred plugging
jackpot, revolving chiefly around
the platters by the Four Aces for
Decca.

Big Three, via its Miller Music*
subsid, is also Setting ambitious’

plugging plans on “The Spng From
Desiree,” theme * of the 20th pie,

“Desiree," starring Marlon Bran-
do, and Jean Simmons. The num-
ber, written by Alfred Newman
and Ken Darby, is due for disk,

coverage by all the major labels.

Top Dutch Orch in 1st U.S.

Visit; Skeds 44-Concert,

$275,000 Eastern Tour
The 70-year-old Concertgebouw

Orchestra of Arristerdam, one of
Europe’s top symphs, is making its

tJ. S. bow this month, under man-
agement of the Judspn, O’Neill &
Judd division of Columbia Artists
Mgt. Eight-week tour of 44 con-
certs will coyer a New York, New
Orleans and Chicago area triangle,

opening Oct. 12 in New London,
Conn., and closing in N, Y. Dec. 3.

Orch will also appear earlier in
Gotham Oct. 13.

Orch has been sold outright at

fees from $5,000 to $5,500 a date.

Ocean roundtrip fares, amounting
to $50,000, have been subsidized
by Dutch interests, Columbia
guaranteeing-all costs in this coun-
try, Between fee arid fares, . tour
is an approximate $275,000 ven-
ture.

Orch’s regular maestro, Eduard
van Beinum, will share tour duties
with Rafael Kubelik, former Chi
Symph conductor. Van Beinum
will conduct, the first N. Y. con-
cert, Kubelik the second. Kubelik
will also conduct the orch in Chi,
for his reentry there since his bow-
out. Dutch orch had planned a
U. S; tour in 1950, under National
Concert Sc Artists COrp. manage-
ment, but visa trouble snarled the
visit. Matter has been straight-

ened out since. Orch is being
administered by the Netherlands
Orchestra Foundation, a new org
established in Amsterdam in 1952.

WATCH FOR THE

GREATEST RECORD

THE CHORDETTES
And Archi* Bltytr

(CADENCE)

MR. SANDMAN
Words and Music

By PAT BAUARD

E. H. MORRIS

Jo.

Big Three
. Continued from page 53 sss

tv was just being born. At that
time. Jack McCoy was named to ex-

ploit the MPHC catalog ori radio
and tv, and the payoff has come in

the form of steady Warner Bros,
catalog performances.
The Big Three operation will be

run along similar lines. Oscar Rob-
bins is currently preparing special
catalogs ' Of Big Three standards
aimed for radio producers,, tv pro-
grammers and Choreographers who
need special material. Music firm
is also selecting 30 of its top* stand-
ards for printing ’of professional
oopies.
Via such exploitation, on radio

and tv, the Big Three aims not
only at hypoing its performance
take its performance take ffom
ASCAP, but also to spark new in-'

terest In oldies for disk coverage
and renewed copy sales.

O.XDO.X

"The finest sound on record"

IPs Music by

JESSE GREER
Program Today Yesterday's

MILLS MUSIC. INC.

(1619 Broadway, Now York I

America's Fastest

ij m ‘ ® !

Bimuy ~
i!
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New York
Lionel Hampton’s orch into the

Howai’d Theatre, Washington, Fri-

day (8) . ... Chico O’Farrill’s orch
opens at. the. Apollo Theatre Oct.
15 .... . Pianist- Jan August cur-,

rently at the Alamo Hotel, Colo-
rado Springs, through Oct. 9 .. .

Kitty Kallen began a* week’s en-
gagement at the Vogue Terrace,
Pittsburgh, Monday (4) . . . The
Four Tunes pencilled in at the-

Town Casino, Buffalo, for one week
beginning Oct. 11 . . . Bob Anthony,
former Harry James orch crooner,
touring with "The Tim Holt Show”

. Mindy Carson held over at
the Steak Ranch, Atlanta
Eydie Gorme, Coral Records’
thrush, celebrating her first anni
with Steve Allen’s NBC-TV show.

Chicago
Count Basie begins a week at

Trianon Ballroom Nov. 15, follow-
ing with string of niters and open-
ing 26 Club .i'll: Milwaukee for 10
days on Dec. 3 . . Behny „Strong
into Schroeder Hotel, Milwaukee,
Oct. 12 for two weeks. . . Tex Ben-
eke playing niters in this territory
through October . . . Joe Williams’

A Solid Hi t ! k
~ ^

* If I Give «

J My Heart A

To You
MILLER MLJSiC CORPORATION

THE PERFECT
AFTER-VACATION SONG

“THE THINGS

WE DID

LAST SUMMER”
Styna and Cahn Music Co., Inc.

NEWFST Christmas Song

Season’s

Greetings

With A

Mistletoe Kiss
MARDI GRAS MUSIC CO.

. . 3 0 f '. 4 * 4 R E Ilf 3 * ( F ; . 0 3 1 »

ixporltncod Pop Music

Composor Wants Lyricist

Writes V-IOT. c/o Variety,

154 W. 46th St.. New York

Tucson Gardens Ballroom in Ari-
zona recently jammed in 3,600 peo-
ple for. a straight one-night concert
.by Sauter-Finegan at' $2 admiSh . .

.

Gay Claridge bows at Oh Henry
Ballroom Oct. 13 for one month . . .

Bob Kirk, extended to Oct, 21 at
Edgewater Beach.

I
San Francisco

Singer Claire Austin, who sub-
stitutes for the Bob Scobey band
for two weeks at the Tin Angel
beginning Oct. 13 while thg latter

does a fortnight, at the Blue Note
in Chicago, got the club to fly her
back and forth from Sacramento
each day so she could be with her

I

family . . the Modern Jazz Quar-
tet opened at the Black Hawk yes-
terday (Tues.) for three# weeks fol-

lowing the Max' Roach-Clifford
Brown group . . . Art Pepper front-
ing a group of local musicians at
the Downbeat opposite the Jerry
Murad Harmonicas, who opened
Sept. 22 . Noro Morales and his
big band .open at the Downbeat
Oct; 20 following Louis Arm-
strong’s All-Stars . ..... Kid Ory, Call

Tjader, Bo)t Scobey and a group of
folk singers playing a series of
Sunday jazz concerts this month in

the Berkeley High School Audi-
torium,

Pittsburgh
Arthur Arturo mambo band

Opens at the Copa Oct. 18 to al-

ternate with the Tiny Wolfe outfit

, Nov-Elites booked for a foui'-

week return engagement at the
Ankara, beginning NoV. 1. . .Jack
Teagarden jazz • all-stars, featuring
Ray Bauduc on drums, along with
the Four Esquires, open a week’s
stand tonight (Wed.) at Bali-Kea,
formerly Tommy Carlyn’s Club. . .

Joey Sims orch set for the Harle-
quin Ball, at the Gateway Plaza
Oct, 29... Lenny Dee, organist,
held over in Horizon Room floor

show for third straight week...
Stan Kenton gives a jazz concert
at the Syria Mosque Friday (8)

West View Park’s Danceland run-
ning teenage dances every Wed-
nesday night during the fall and
winter season.

Kansas City
Carmen Cavallaro set for fort-

night at the Park Lane, Denver,
following his stand at Eddys, wind-
ing here Oct. .14 . ... Tex Beneke
and orch into Pla-Mor Ballroom
for one-nighter Oct. 9. . .Stan Ken-
ton crew played to a light house in

its Music Hall concert recently...
Wally Brown and Peggy Taylor set

for two weeks at Eddys in mid-
October. ,. American Royal’s an-
nual horse ball is to be headlined
by Patti Page, in Municipal Audi-
torium, Oct. 15, with Faye Emer-
son and Mimi Bertzell rounding.out
the femme portion of the bill. It

Will also have cowpoke Monty
Montana and the Mrs. on the pro-

gram.

Omaha
Nat (King) Cole show slated for

City Aud here Saturday (9) . . .

Peony Park band roster for Octo-
ber includes Tony Bradley (9), Jan
Garber (16-17), Tiny Hill (21),

Bobby Mills (24) and Henry Busse
(30-31) . , . Don Olson, traveling
Marshalltown, la., bandmaster, re-

tained his Iowa Schoolmasters golf
title at Des Moines . . . Orchs up-
coming at V.‘ C. Sloan’s Pla-mor in

Lincoln this month are Hank
Winder, Skeets Mahoney, Bobby
Mills, Skippy Anderson, Lambert
Bartak, Wes Hammon, Eddy Had-
dad and Paul Moorheadi . . . Jeri
Southern in to visit her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Heririg, at

Royal,

MUSIC IN THE MORGAN MANNER

RUSS MORGAN
ROOSEVELT HOTEL, New Orleans

Starting OCT* 7 for FIYI WEEKS

* *
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MGM’s EPMovein
In line with th*e mushrooming

extended play disk' market; MGM
Records is prepping a moyein with
its classical fcatalog. Kickoff for
the diskery’s Ep longhair, line is

Skedded for Oct; 15 with two two-
pocket packages and three oner
pocket sets. •

Among the titles vset to preerp
MGM’s EP barrages are “Concert
Favorites Transcribed For Four
Pianos” by the Manhattan Piano
Quartet and“Encores Ini A Quiet
Mood” by Menahem Pressler,

On the heels of NBC-TV color-
cast of “Lady in the Dark” on Sept.
25 in the Max Liebman “spectacu-
lar” series, RCA Victor is cutting
an “original cast" album of the
video show with Ann Sothem star-
ring. Miss Sothern left for Holly-
wood Saturday. (2), after record-
ing the day before;

Cutting of the tv version of
“Lady in the Dark” puts Victor in
the position of competing with it-

self on the original cast album
with the late Gertrude Lawrence,
Victor, 'in., fact, will reissue the
latter set in October on extended-
play platters and follow up with an
LP iii December.
The first NBC-TV Liebman color-

cast; “Satins & Spurs,” with Betty
Hutton Starring, was covered by
Capitol Records in advance of the
show’s bow. As a result, the aibu'm
contained several Jay Livingston-
Ray Evans songs that were edited
Out of the show and did not in-

clude others that were used. Cap-
itol obtained the rights to “Satins
i Spurs” because it has Miss Hut-
ton inked to an exclusive recording
pact.

MANTOVANI RINGS SRO

Montreal, Oct. 5.

Mantovani played his first

North American date here in

Montreal at the Forum last Thurs-
day (30) to standees, with this

15.000-

seat sport- palace trimmed
down (because Of acoustics, etc.)

to 6,500 seats. The SRO sign went
up two days before the concert,

with only standee ducats available.

The London and Decca recording
fave moved into Quebec City (2 V

for a onemighter at the Coliseum
( 12,000 seats) to .solid biz and
plays his third and last concert
tonight (Tues.) in Toronto at the

Maple Leaf Gardens (9,700 seats)

to capacity.

Mantovani is in America with
his personal manager and former
orch. leader, George Elrick! He’ll

play no concerts in the XL S. but

is on a combined p.a“and looksee
trip with a few radio and tv spots

skedded in New York. The 48--

year-old batoneer returns to Eng-
land Oct. 23.

Kenton Pulls Fair 6G

In Two Omaha Shows
Omaha, Oct. 5.

Stan 'Kenton’s touring “Festival

of ‘Modern American Jazz” con-

cert package grossed a fair $6,000

for two shows at the Paramount
Theatre here last Tuesday (28).

Scale was from $1.80 to $3.85. The

3.000-

seater was half full for. both
shows.

,
Troupe include Kenton’s orch,

Art Tatum’s trio, Charlie Ventura’s

combo with’ Mary Ann McCall.
Shorty Roger’s unit, Candido and
Shelley Manne.

Timely Tune
[

-s Hollywood; Oct. 5.

I It’s that time of year again, and
Ardmore Music, subsidiary of Cap-
itol Records, is once more getting

action on its seasonal standard,
“Autumn Leaves.” Song, to which
Johnny Mercer wrote English lyr-

ics, now has a total of about 20
records.
Latest diskings are those by

Sauter-Finegan and Budd-y De-
Franco. “Leaves” has been grow-
ing in stature annually, but the
chief interest always is in the au-

tumn, of the year.

Inside Stuff—Music
, i

Scrambled songwriting credits on Hildegarde’s song material has
Resulted in her personal manager, Anna Sosenko, stressing that Stella

Unger wrote “practically all” of “All This Is Mine,” and that Miss
Sosenko ’s ;

v assist was only minor. Howard Fenton £ Gene Bone, the
accompanying pianblogists to the Hildegarde-Jack Whiting, acf: at the
Hptel; ^ierre, N. Y., authored “Say Yes To Life,” and Ted

;
Berkman

wrote “Take , It' All Tn Your Stride.”

• -Phil' Kahl -and Morris Levy, promoters of the two Birdland jazz con-
certs at Carnegie Hall, N. Yv, Sept. 29, claim a $23,000 gross for the
tw,o performances. While there were some reserved ducats unsold
at the 8:30 p.m. performance, the Carnegie Hall boxoffice reports turn-
away biz for the midnight performance. Show featured Count Basie’s
orch, Sarah Vaughan and. Billie Holiday.

Songwriter Mildred Becker Schultz filed suit in L. A. Federal Court
for $200,000, claiming “Blacksmith Blues” is a substantial copy of
her own tupe, “The, Good Old Army.” Complaint says “Army”; was
never published but a number of musicians saw and heard it. Named
as defendants are Jack Holmes, Douglas Hone, Lincjley Jones, Carl
Hoefle, Delmar Porter, Tune Town Tones, Hill & Range Music, Capitol
Records and Rombolero Music.

.
Another course on jazz has been launched at the New School For

Social Research in N. Yv by Prof. Marshall W, Stearns, exec direc-
tor of the Institute of Jazz Studies. Course is featuring -guest appear-
ance by jazzmen and illustrative recordings. The Billy Taylor Trio
were the initial guests last week.

Biillbeartl ~ - Cath Box. Variety

BECAUSE OF YOU <bm.>
Sleeper of

SAMMY DAVIS (Dacca) the Week Good

BERNIE’S TUNE (Atlantic Music)

TED HEATH (London) 74 (Good) Good Excellent

GOT MY EYES ON YOU -•

(PrOgretiive) Sleeper of

GARY CROSBY (Decca) 78 (Good) the Week Betf Bet

THE HOOK (Sheldon)

RITA ROBBINS (Victor) (Excellent)

ill Darnel rx") 75 (Good)

1 NEED YOUR LOVIN’ io«m..t)

THE CHEERS (Capitol) 72 (Good)

IF YOU DON’T, SOMEBODY *

ELSE WILE (Acuff-Roie)
,

ITA ROBBINS .
(Victor) Good

JULIE'S RAINBOW (sh.id.ni Di«k of

VAUGHN MONROE (Victor) 74 (Good) tho Week Very Good

JUST LIKE A FAIRY TALE (liny Jr ) •B-fr

TONY ALAMO (Major)
1

75 (Good) (Excellent)

LILA (Garlock-Scherer) DUkof
VAUGHN MONROE (Victor)

>

74 (Good) the Week (Excellent)

LOVE ME, LOVE ME, LOVE ME
(Flair) R & B

THE CHIMES (Flair) Spotli C+ (Good)

MAND0LIN0 (Ini-Trojan) Record Disk of
‘

LES PAUL 4 MARY FORD (Capitol) Spotlight tho Week Very Good

MY HEART’S CRYING FOR YOU
(Flair) R & B tn
THE CHIMES (Flair) Spotlight Beet Bet

THE ONLY GIRL I'LL EVER LOVE
(Goday)

JOHNNIE RAY (Columbia) 77 (Good) B (Very Good)

STOMP AND WHISTLE v 76 (Goad) Excellent
TED HEAtH. (London) •2
DAVID CAftRQLL. (Mercury), ,

i V i

(Excellent)- €+ (Good)

THE TOUCH (6uche»o

THREE SONS (Victor) 74 (Good) »+. (Excellent) Good.
SY OLIVER ORCH. (New Dice) B-f (Excellent)

BETTY JOHNSON (NewDiu) C-f (Good)

THE COMMANDERS 71 (Good) B (Vary Good)

JEAN WETZEL B (Very Gooili Good

WABASH CANNON BALL
DIZZY DEAN (Colonial) Satidactory Beit Good

WHITHER THOU GOES <•'«'«)
Record Disc of

LES PAUL 4 MARY FORD (Capitol) Spotlight the Week. Beit Bet
MARION MARLOWE (Columbia) 72 (Good)

WOODEN SHOES AND HAPPY
.

.

HEART <E. . Mark*)

MITCH MILLER ORCH. (Columbia) 75 (Good) C-f7 (Good) Very. Good
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Buff. Casino Trying Reduced-Price

Plan To Woo Mass Nitery Market
Buffalo, Oct. 5.

One of the largest experiments

In opening up a mass market for

niteries is being trieu by Harry. Alt-,

man & Harry Wallens, operators

of the Town Casino here. Under
the plan put into effect last week,
a couple will be able to go into

that spot and have dinner, one
cocktail each, see the show and
come out with a tab as low as

$5.95. The dinner, according to the
operators, will be no sluffoff, as

the customer will have a choice of

six entrees.

Under the plan, the Town Casino
owners will' have to get virtual

capacity at every show, since they’ll

still be spending as much as

$10,000 weekly for entertainment.

Among the names the spot has
booked are Mae West, who was
there a week ago, Harry Bela-

fonte, who went in yesterday
(Mon.), to be followed by Kitty
Kallen; Four Tunes paired with
the Hamilton Trio; Three Suns,
Johnnie Ray, Four Aces, Nat
(King) Cole and The Vagabonds.
Most of those booked here are in

the upper-earning brackets of show
business. Altman, who is in charge
of the entertainment, says the an-
nual budget at this spot runs to
$500,000.

Capacity Crowd Gamble
The Town Casino, which seats

nearly 1,200, will have to gamble
at playing to capacity crowds for at

least one show, and. getting the
bulk of the house filled at the seer

ond. Previously, the TC shows have
been getting admission charges
anywhere from 50c to $1, with min-
imums starting at $2.

It’s been the feeling of many
bonifaces that most nightclubs
have suffered because mass busi-

ness has been lost due to the high
costs which made owners charge
high prices. However, with spots
catering to mob" scenes, the cost

of per-capita operation becomes
lower. Therefore, a profit can be
made on lower checks if every
seat is occupied. The. big gamble
is getting full houses, at the early
shows. Thus,- with seven-day opera-
tion, revenue from the dinner shpw
should, come to approximately
$25,000. Lesser houses on the late

show should provide the margin
of profit.

Under the reduced-price plan,

headliners should become even
more important, it’s felt, since

they’ll be needed to fill the seats.

The Town Casino experiment is ex-

pected to be watched by every
nitery owner in the business. The
plan has worked out well at the
Moulin Rouge, Hollywood, which
advertises the possibility of getting
out for about $5 per person. Suc-
cess at the Town Casino, it’s be-

lieved, will provide proof that the
general run of cafe customer hasn’t
disappeared, but that he l

s just sit-

ting them out waiting for the era
of prices he can afford. i

Chase Club in St. Louis

Offers $5.50 Package As

Jefferson Nixes Shows
St. Louis, Oct. 5.

Harold Koplar’s Chase Club,

which teed off the 1954-55 sea-

son recently, is offering a pack-
age that includes cover charge,
floorshow; dinner, an afterdin-

ner drink and dancing for the
evening for $5.50 per head. It’s

a new departure in local nitery

circles, and with the Hotel Jef-

ferson (Hilton) in the downtown
district having abandoned the
presentation of floorshows this

season, the Chase is the No. 1

spot in town.

The Jefferson’s Boulevard Room
re-opened with Billy Williams and
his orch plus songbird Betty Bran-
don, performing during the din-

ner hour. The hotel does not ex-

act a cover charge but has fixed a
$1.50 minimum on weekdays and
$2 on Saturday. No explanation
for the tossing aside of floor-

shows at this spot has been given.

It was the only class entertain-

ment spot in the downtown sector
last season.

No Okay for Vegas

Lawrence Joins Grade
Harry Lawrence, for many

years agent for the Ben Yost sing-

ing groups, joined the Lew &
Leslie Grade Agency in New
York, Oct. T. He’ll work with of-

fice topper Eddie Elkort and will

handle vaude and nitery bookings.

Lawrence will continue to do
.Yost’s business while with the
Grade office.

New Allentown Mgr.
Allentown, Pa., Oct, 5.

Jack Beck has been named
manager' of the Lyric, Allentown;
for I. Hirst Enterprise, Inc., of

Phillipsburg, owners of the the-

atre. He managed the house 15

years ago.

Plans call for burlesque and
vaudeville during the season as

well as some traveling legit pro-

ductions.

Chi Chez Paree Policy

To Build Late-Nite Biz
Chicago, Oct. 5.

In an attempt to build up late-

night business, which for a long
time has been practically non-ex-
istent in .Chicago, the Chez Paree
is uncovering a . special supper-
price policy which goes into effect

after 1.0:30 p.m. Five-course sup-
per from a special menu, after-

supper liqueur, floorshow and
dancing are packaged under a

$4.85 plus tax tab.

It’s another attempt to .lure a

younger clientele and to remove
any “clip joint” stigma. House has
had encouraging youth response to

a $5.50 dinner special which in-

cludes. a seven-course dinner and
after-dinner drink.

HIGH and IGHTY
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EAST 66
'

WEST«S5t«

GEORGE CLAIRE

543 Liberty Ave.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

VOGUE TERRACE
THEATRE RESTAURANT

Pittsburgh, Pa.

MILTON DEUTSCH
9157 Sunset Mv4».

Hollywood, Calif*

Carson City, Nev,, Oct. 5.

For the second time, the Nevada
Tax Commission has deferred act-
ing on the gambling application of
the Desert Spa, Las Vegas, pending
a further check into the back-
ground pf the 11 proposed.partners
in the virtually complete plush lay-
out. Spa is to open in three or four
weeks, with Sonja Henie and her
frappe troupe the initial attraction.
Commission sharply questioned

two of the partners, David Cap-
law, Chicago and L. A. attorney,
and Sol Gershenhorn, former L. A.
bistro op. Quiz brought out that
Gershenhorn, who wants a 21% in-

terest, has a long arrest record dat-
ing back to 1935. He told the com-
mission his police trouble came
about “mainly when I was a kid —
19 or 20.”

. A suit is pending against the. Spa
by George Goldenberg, former
partner of Gershenhorn in the
Sphynx club in L. A. Goldenberg
said he was promised a 5% share
in the club and Gershenhorn told
the commission the promise was
“withdrawn” before the application
was sent the .commish.
Commission said it wants to

check into other partners, includ-
ing Paul- McDonald, described as a
former associate of Ted Lewis,
Manila nitery figure.
Commission, meanwhile, ordered

a sweeping investigation into the
financial woes of the Last Frontier,
being sued in different, actions by
Beldon Katleman, El Rartch Vegas
op, and L.A. oil and real estate man
Louis Lesser. Katleman charges
the hotel board ’ misappropri-
ated $1,QOQ.OOO in Frontier, in

which he has 20% interest, and
Lesser wants $589,000 damages on
grounds he sold a 9% interest in

the club for $180,000 when it was
actually worth ov'er $500,000. Ac-
tion for a probe Came as three
Reading, Pa., men applied for a 9%
interest in the Last Frontier, whose
main stockholder is Jake Kozloff.
Commission indicated, it will delay
action on the application until after
it probes the Frontier’s present fi-

nancial setup.
Witnesses to be called in the

probe include stockholders Murray
Randolph, Katleman and Kozloff
and Milton J. Stevens, L.A; busi-
nessman. Stevens has applied for a
share in the club but recently with-
drew the application.

CORDOBA BALLET TO TEE

N. Y. HISPAN0 PARADE
»

Parade of Spanish dance attrac-
tions in N. Y. this season (Ballets
Espagnols, Jose Greco and others
being due in ’54-’55) will tee off
Sunday (10), when Hurtdo de Cor-
doba and his Ballet will open a

four-week run at the 48th St.

Theatre. Troupe of 15 dancers ar-

rived in N. Y. last week from San
Juan, Puerto Rico, where the com-
pany just finished a run of three
months at the Teatro Tapia.

Troupe, making its U. S. bow,
is mainly Spanish. Madrid-born
de Cordoba formed the outfit in

Spain in 1948, and for the last

three seasons it’s been dancing in

South America, mainly in. Argen-
tina. Argentine impresarios Maria
del Carmen -

Valiente and Emilio
Delben are the presenters, New
York booking was set up by Law-
rence, Kanter & Pratt, who will

handle the tour that is to follow
the N. Y. run. Peter Lawrence,
legit producer and tv director, and
stage managers David Kanter and
Charles Pratt opened a booking
office in N. Y. for such venture*
during the past summer.

Satchmo’s Aussie Date
Louis Armstrong is slated to take

a show to Australia sometime in
March with Joe Glaser, prexy of

Associated Booking Corp., setting

the deal.

Glaser, who set Gene Krupa on
a Down Under tour, is also prep-
ping deals in that country for other
package shows.

-

NOONAN PREPS NEW ACT
Comedian Tommy Noonan ia

prepping an act for niteries to be
done with his wife, who’ll be

billed as Pocahontas Crowfoot.
Noonan formerly did a nitery

turn with Pete Marshall (now &
Farrell), before he broke up the

act to work in films.
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Chicago, Clil

"Don Rico rfl|o on tasteful political

carbons to clinch his turn, but also

koops tho crowd lively with his trom-

bone routines, drunkard characteriza-

tions and candid country boy humor.

He's a fine family entertainer who'll

always be okay for a spot at this

house." Lei.

P^RIETY

TV PROSPECT: ”D.n Rle. I, giving

the folks a lot of laughs in the Chi-

cago theater. He has done consid-

erable west coast television and de-

serves a chance on the networks. * He
Is a comic and impersonator who re-

minds me occasionally of Red Skelton's

funnier characters, but Rice has a
flavor all his own."

LARRY WOLTERS
Chicago Tribune

"The new 365 show's a doozy. Don

Rice stars with his crazy, mixed-up

humor. He's added a Joe McCarthy

Impresh that’s howl-arious, with old

standbys like his golfing bits, and

takeoffs on Truman and MacArthur."

IVAN PAUL
San Francisco Examiner

9

<
lhe ScteamlUted Qe&t&i

Currently: Third Week, CHICAGO THEATRE, Chicago

Thgnks to HARRY LEVENE AND NATE PLATT

RECENTLY CONCLUDED 1
e

Cal-Vada Club, Lake" Tahoe • Chez Paree, Chicago • Bimbo's 365 Club, San Francisco

Golden Hofei, Reno • Beverly Hills Country Club, Cincinnati • Seven Seas, Omaha

Management: AL BORDE
203 N. Wabash Ave., Chicago

\

Club Dates: HARRY GREBEN

203 N. Wabash Ave., Chicago
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Problems of Talent, Fees, Loyalty
The rapidity with which hotels

are being blueprinted in Las Vegas
will place talent agencies in a

strategic as well as an unusual po-

sition. Even With, the present crop

oX irins along the: Route 01 strip,

the ditediggeries are jh^big Vdif-

ficulty- in supplying present de-

mands for headliners, .units arid a

top brand of acts. With a batch of

new hostels in the building arid

planning stages, the responsibilities

of the agencies will be, increased
tremendously.

•The.'percenters have been giving

some thought to the problem and
consensus now is that the hotels

which have been buying from them
for many years will get the pref-

erence.

This feeling has been borne out

by the wishes of many acts. Many
go back annually or twice a year
to the same Las Vegas spot. For
example, Tony Martin and Kay
Starr are loyal to the Flamingo.
Frank Sinatra is the Sands’ boy;
Marlene Dietrich is for the Sahara;
Joe E. Lewis goes into Ei Rancho,
and others will follow the custom

LENNY COLYER
"Mr, Spec* Himself

Currently
CLUB DATES

Chicago
Per. Mgt. ALBORDE

203 N. Wabash, Chicago

of repeatirig in the hotels that
originally boughts^’O^. T’e^lirig of
loyalty by actsha/been encour-
aged by pacts ;amo«%'l^vpresent
crop of owners’ Whieh^Ophid tafljgflt

raids. /
' "

£ >9&e prQS|>eci^^9Dfi^ii?
|l|^' acts

to various Spots \ynen ho-
tels open, has appealed to many in

the agencies. This would have the
effect of building up the salary of
the various performers to the point
where nobody

:

else in the U. S
would be able to afford them. The
feeling is that it would place an
added crimp into nationwide cafe
operation.

Another factor making the
agerits cautious regarding new op-
erations lies in the possibility that
not all the new spots will be suc-
cessful. Should an agent take away
some topliners for one of those
hostels falling by the -wayside, the
performer and the agency may find

themselves in an unenviable posi-

tion. Of course, the agents need
not worry about disposing of their

top riarii.es to the other inns, but
they will need the goodwill of the
boniface in Selling acts and units.

Some of the projected hotels in-

clude the Casablanca; Lady Luck
and Dunes, among others.

35G POMONA ‘WATERS’

COMEDY MATERIAL
r AH branches of Theatricals

FUN-MASTER
THE ORIGINAL SHOW-BIZ GAO Fill.

(The Service of the STARS)
First 13. Files $6,00—All 35 issues $25

ingly; $1.05 per script.

• 3 Bks. PARODIES, per book $10 •
• MINSTREL BUDGET .... $25 •
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., 09 . bk. $25 •
• BLUE BOOK (Gags for Stags) $50 •
HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES

$3.00 '

GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAGS, $300. Worth over a thousand

No C.O.D.'s

BILLY GLASON
200 W 54th St., New York 19—Dept. V

Clrclo^7:1130

Sydney, Sept. 28.

Religious leaders here’ have
urged all denominations to boy-
cott Gypsy Rose Lee during her
run at the. Palladium under the
Harry Wren management, which
Starts Oct. 1. ,

Roman Catholic Archbishop
Mannix from his Melbourne head-
quarters has asked all Catholics
to set a good example to the rest
of the community by staying away
from the show Archbishop said
that Miss Lee's act, as described
in the advertisements, was “a
shocking and appalling exhibition,
Which is a degradation of woman-
hood.”

Methodist leader Rev. Alan.
Walker, known' in the U.. S., said
that no community with teenage
problems wants further stimula-
tion of sex interest. “Surely no
Christian could support the kind
of show this Gypsy -Rose Lee act

is said to be,”
' Stripper has answered the crit-

tics by saying that her act does not
play up sex and that she would
welcome the attendance of any of
her Australian critics at a per-
formance. Wren reports that ad-

vance bookings ait the Palladium-
have broken all house records.

Toronto Cafes for 2 Wks.
Toronto, Oct. 5.

Four Toronto main stern niter-

ies-^-the Zanzibar, Olympia, Cor-
sair and El Mocambo—had a fort-

night’s suspension slapped on
them by the Liquor Control Board
because drinks, without food, were
served in the dining lounges.

Acts have been paid (iff.

H
Gigi closes the show like the big displays tit the end
of a spectacle pf fireworks."

GEORGE CLARKE, Boston Daily Record

GIGI MAYO
SENSATIONAL SINGING COMEDIENNE

CUftAENTLT

SEVEN SEAS, Omaha
- Thank You. DON ROMEO ••

Staged

by

WILLIAM JOYCE

Personal Management:
PHIL GRAE '

The Wilson Agency
165 W. 46th, New York City

“Dancing Waters’ checked put of
the Los Angeles County Fair at
Pomona, Cal., Sunday (3) with a
hefty $35,000 take for a 16-day run.
It’S the highest gross taken in for

the showing of the fountain dis-

play, Admissions were 50c for

adults and 25c for children.

Others ^Waters’’ record take was
$16,000 for six days at Lincoln^

Neb.

A pair of fires on Sunday (3),

one. in Texas and the. other in

Michigan, will leave a void in show
biz employment until replacements
are ready. A conflagration at the
Balinese Room, Galveston, and an-

other at the Edgewater Pavillion,

Detroit, destroyed both places.

The Balinese Room, once oper-
ated as the Turf Club by the late

Sani Maced, and which suffered, a

loss estimated at several hundred
thousand dollars, has been playing

top talent. At the time of the fire,

which occurred early in the morn-
ing, there were no guests in this

nitery and gambling casino. Fran
Warren and Jackie .Miles were the

perfofrmers headling. the show.

Sophie Tucker was to have gone
in Oct. 12 and had already shipped
nine trunks of gowns. These were
lost. Miss Warren also lost most
of her wardrobe.

The present owners of the club,

Fertitta Bros., will transfer activ-

ities 4o the Studio Lounge, which
they also own. Miss Tucker will

open there.

At the Edgewater Pavillion, fire

occurred during a benefit for the

City of Hope, a California sani-

tarium. Don Cornell, on the bill,

and disk jockey Don McLeod, made
their way out of the dense smoke
When they noticed that another
deejay in their party, Jerry Carr,

was missing. They Went back and
found Carr collecting the music.

They persuaded him to leave,

Philiy Club Owners Shy

Off AGVA-Jones Feud

Phiiadelpliia, Oct. 5.

Cafe men called a meeting here
last week to hear Jack Irving, na-

tional executive secretary of the

American Guild of Variety Artists,

outline position of the union in the
present hassle with an insurgent

group led by Dick Jones.
Meeting was called by Harry

Carroll,, president of the Cafe
Owners Assn, of Greater Philadel-

phia, arid Irving was accompanied
by Sam London, of Cleveland, and
Albert LaCastro, of Buffalo. Jones
attempted to enter the meeting,
held in the Celebrity Room, to

present the case of his new Actors
International Union,., but was
barred from admission, since the
meeting had been called to hear
Irving.

Club' owners here are unlikely
to take any action, not Wanting to
get caught, in the middle of what
they regard as purely a jurisdic-

tional union dispute. Despite ads in

newspapers calling attention to the
meeting, Only a dozen cafemen
showed, with* most of the larger

spots absent.
Actors International Union has

set Up offices on the seventh floor
of. the Shubert Bldg., two floors

above its old AGVA quarters.
Nicholas Porrecca, once known pro-
fessionally in the prize ring as
Mickey Diamond, and a former
close associate of Jones, now heads
the local AGVA branch.

Jones scouted Irving’s recent
charges that he had “sabotaged the
Welfare fund.” “Irving will have
a lot to answer for before we get
through with our

,

charges against
him,” Jones asserted. “He gave
away Chicago just for the privilege
of collecting dues. He scrapped the.
welfare fund in Chicago, the rhinir
mum basic agreement and the ui/
fair list.”

Jones charged that Irving, in
violation of Article 7, Section 1 of

(

the AGVA constitution, has placed
an ex-convict on the union pay-

[roll. The Actors International
' Union has now reached sufficient

j

membership-, to be able to seek
sanctuaiy with a larger union, he
saidr-

:

Repeat Ray Aussie Date

Set After Sock Preem
Sydney, Sept. 28.

Johnnie Ray’ is due for a repeat
Aussie run next April under the
Lee Gordon management. Prince
of Wails proved the greatest solo
drawcard in, the history of Aussie,
show biz, in his brief stay recent-
ly. On his farewell show at the
Sydney Stadium,- Ray pulled a ca-
pacity niob of 13,060. Wailer smack-
ed local cinema trade right in the
pants during his quick playdates
here;

Gordon is currently dickering,
with top U. S. talent for play-
dates in mid-November (summer-
time here) ri gh t through 1955..

Understood that Danny Kaye nixed
a Down Under, quickie trip, ' but
may reconsider next year. Mickey
Rooney and Frank Sinatra may
play the Aussie’ route shortly, it’s

reported.

Paris, Sept. 28.

Pierre-Louis Guerin arid Tony
Azzi have set Up new agency
here, Guerin and Azzi* Associates,
which will primarily rep the Lido
and Bal Tabarin. It also will
serve as exclusive continental reps
for Lou Walters. Agreement has
Walters getting Lido . and Tabarin
acts

,
while Guerin and Azzi will

have first call on all Latin Quar-
ter performers. Outfit also has
taken other agencies under its

aegis.

An ' important part of its ac-
tivity

.
Will be concentrated

. on
mounting and sending out show
packages to play the hinterlands.
Agency is

:
planning a new club,

with an all-Negro casting to start

in April. The old Carrere’s Will

house this new bioite addition.

Already, signed, are Steve Gib-
son & the Redcaps. Name has not
been found for it as yet, although
Sepia Club has been suggested!
Outfit also has obtained the. con-
tract to arrange three forthcoming
art fests .in Lebanon. They are a
music manifestation next March,
a ballet affair in June and a drama
conclave in August. Foreign en-
tries will be. invited.

Set for Xmas, New Year’s
Frank Sinatra has been pacted

for the Copacabana, N. Y., for the
Christmas and New Year’s holi-

days. He starts Dec. 23,

Originally, Sinatra had been set^

to play the spot ip October, but
date had been moved back several
times.

Burlesk House Sold
Milwaukee, Oct. 5.

The Empress, sole burlesque the-
atre here, has been peddled by the
New Jersey Theatre Co. to a Mil-
waukee attorney, Gene Posner, for
$150,000.

Posner interests also hold op-
tions on motion picture house, The
Atlantic,

Kay Thompson Will repeat at the
Persian Room, Hotel Plaza, N Y.,
starting Nov, 18.

Chicago; Oct. 5.

Mayfair Room of the whilom
Blackstohe Hotel here may relight
this winter with an occasional show
policy, according to Sheraton Corn
prexy Ernest Henderson. Hende/
son was in town recently to clinch
purchase of the hostel, henceforth
to be known as the Sheraton-
Blackstone.

; A year-round show policy is also
being mulled for the room,, but
Sheraton brass indicated this, was
riot likely imminent If at all,

shows will be booked by chain pro-
ducer A1 Banks in Providence, with
an. assist by new house manager
Joseph M. 'Curry.
Old Mayfair Room gave up on

cafe society attractions and society
bands in 1951, having showcased
such names as Hildegarde, Lena
Horne, Kay Thompson ^ Burl Ives
and Carl Brisson. Since then room
has been renting for banquets and
special functions.

Sheraton sources reveal too that
the chain is contemplating a closed-
circuit regular tv program for the
29 hotels it .owns, plus affiliated

ones. Special-appeal speeches and
such would be broadcast to wom-
en’s groups and clubs thereby.

Tht Puppet Masters

NICOLI and PHILLIP

KNIGHT
Present Their

“BLACKOUTS”
Now

LATIN CASINO. Philo.

PICK HENRY, INC.

1 733 Broadway, New York 1

9
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M
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COLOHYtV.^*-

WANTED
Aggressive Agent, Manager to

handle. Versatile young malt

singer-guitarist.

Write Box 645/Variety. 154 W. 46th,

New York City

WILL OSBORNE
AND HIS 6RCH.

Now 29th Week

New Golden Hotel* Rene

Mgt; MILTON DEUTSCH

When In Buffalo Stop at the

ROANOKE
APARTMENT HOTEL

An Apartment, for the price of a Room
Complete Cooking Facilities

.

M. Lenchner, Mgr., 206 So. Elmwood Av.

CAB CALLOWAY
NOW-—SIXTH WEEK

iL# JIM HOTEL SAHARA
LAS VEGAS

Mgt. BILL MITTLER, 1619 Broadway, New York

ATTENTION .. . CL0WNS-ST. NICKS-NOVELTV SINGLES
The EDWARD MALLEY CO., New Haven's Leading Department Store, i*

seeking talent appropriate for Xmas. “TOYLAND" promotion. Complete

package entertainment, including Santa Claus, considered. Must be

available from Nov, 6 through Xmas, If you have Something to offer—

Write Employment Manager, New Haven, Conn.
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St. Louis, Oct. 5.

Refusal of the management of

the swank Chase Club to .sign an
accident insurance contract with
AGVA last week resulted in Felicia

.Sanders, Schecky Greene, Maureen
Arthur, Helen. Boyce, Russ SeVerin
and the Johnny. Sanders Combo
halting their engagement Thursday
(7). Only .the Bobby Swain orch
remained in action. >

Don Hart, local AGVA rep, said
that he , has been trying to get the
Chase management to comply with
the 18-months-old ruling of the
national AGVA that employees
contribute to a welfare trust fund
via a 24-hour accident insurance
coverage, that amounts to $2.50 per
Week per performer. Hart said that
heretofore there was no formal
contract with the Chase, only a
“gentleman's agreement.’.’
Frank Case, manager of the

hotel, said, "All the hotel knows
is that the people it had contracted
With as actors were threatened
With severe fines and therefore did
not perform. The hotel feels that
this is a breach of contract and
that it has grounds for suits
against both the performers and
the* Guild.” No picket lines were
rset up at the hotel after the 1

per-
formances ceased. Julius LaRosa,
plus Phil Lawrence and Mitzi, were
skedded. to tee off a two-week
stand tomorrow (Wed.).

Fete Shea Circuit’s Goett

On 50th Show Biz Anni
George Goett, booker for the

Shea Circuit, which controls the-
atres in Pennsylvania and Ohio,
was feted yesterday (Tues.) at a
luncheon held at the Lambs Club,
N; Y., on the occasion of his 50th
anni in show biz, of which more
than 30 have been spent with the
circuit.

Goett, who is more than 80 years
• of age, is still with the company
• and in recent times has become
very active, attempting to bring in
all types of stage attractions to
make up for occasional picture
scarcities. Goett started as a beer-
truck driver at the age of 14 and
taught himself to read and write.

STRONG TO MANAGE AUD
K

Des Moines, Oct. 5.

Horace S. Strong has been
• named general manager of the
:new $5,250,000 Veterans Memo-
rial Auditorium here. The con-
tract is for three years and Strong
assumed his • duties this week.
He was with the Milwaukee

auditorium-arena as assistant
manager the past six years.

Vaude, Cafe Dates

New York
Marguerite Piazza signed for a

stand at the Cotillion, Room, Hotel
Pierre, N. Y, . , Gloria Nord re-
turned from Europe after three
years 1h the Wembley Stadium,
London, ice shows. She had leads
in “Chu Chin Chow,” “Dancing
Years” and “Humpty Dumpty,”
Manager Harold Steinman is cur-
rently prepping a hotel, icer built
around Miss Nord . . . Myron Cohen
goes into the Sans Souci, Miami
Beach, in February . . . D.e Castro
Sisters are down for the South
Seas, Honolulu, in December ...
Agent Benny Kutchuk ailing at the
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat Hosp.

Carl Brisson, who finished a 216-
week engagement at the New Ter-
race Room, Hotel Statler, Buffalo,
Sunday (3), will open at the Carl-
ton Hotel, in Washington, next
Wednesday (13). He’ll be in New
York for a few days between his
Buffalo and Washington dates.

Chicago
Sam Levenson helming Chez

Paree fortnighter on Oct. 31, with
Peggy Ryan-Ray MacDonald „ duo
and Peggy Taylor featured . . .Miss
Taylor follows with two-weeker at
Radisson Hotel, Minneapolis, on
Sept. 30 and then with equal stint

at JSddys’, Kansas. City, on Oct. 15
.. . . Sid Kroft, current at Thunder-
bird, Las Vegas, sails for Paris on
Nov. 27 for a year at the Lido Club,
beginning engagement on Dec. 10
. . . Joe E. Lewis pegged for return
date at Balinese Room, Galveston,
Nbv. 23 for two weeks.

Omaha
Andre & Delphine, balancers,

booked into Tony Domino's Italian
Village in Lincoln Oct. 9, and NCO
Club at Offutt Air Force Base here
Starting Oct. 18. Herod Manhattan
Cocktail Revue, six-person troupe,
follows the act by. a week at both
spots. All dates were set by Don
Romeo, of local Paul Moorhead
agency.

ing Oct. 11

CASINO
ROYAL

WASH., D. C.

Booked by

Dick Henry

WHEN IN BOSTON
It's the

HOTEL AVERY
TW Home of Show Folk

Avery it Washington Sts.

Saranac Lake
By Happy Benway

^ Saranac Lake^/N.Y., Oct. 5.

Fall election was held by “We
The Patients” to fill in vacancies
on their House Entertaining Com-
mittee. Earl Lewis Chairman will

he assisted by Norma Cloos, Dor-
othy Vogeley, Verna Summers, and
George Sullivan, Phillip Klein and
John Kelley, Committee attends to

all entertainment.
Some of the summer and holiday

visitors at the Will Rogers include
Mae Sullivan, Madison Square
Garden secretary, who daily did a
bedside visit to her slowly . re-

cuperating husband George; Jennie
(Legit) Reed, visiting her husband,
Otto Hayman, ' who finished an
ordeal of surgery; Mamie Stamps,
who planed in. from Miami to cele-

brate her husband’s (W.O. Stamps)
top report clinic; Charlie & Julia
Kaufhold in from Harrisburg for
that annual checkup;

,
and Mrs.

Jerome Jerome, wife of Jerome
Jerome, “ASCAP” songsmith, mak-
ing her weekly good cheer visits

here.
Barbara Brandel, wife of the

telescripter Marc Brahdel, heat the
rap here in six months; left for
Brooklyn with that all-clear which
means to resume work. Ditto Ethel
(ATSE) Jones, Wardrobe mistress
and ex-N.V.A. member; she

i
rated

her papers to return to work.
Thomas McKernin ex-back stager

from Gotham registered in for the
rest routine while getting the gen-
eral o.o. His. brother James is an
IATSE electrician. He was accom-
panied here by his brother John
(& frau) McKernin staffer of the
Hotel St. Regis, Gotham.
Among

;

the surgery cases, who
rate a . certainty towards good
health, are Muriel (4 Eddy Sisters)

Danzi;- Ray McCarthy, Capitol
Theatre personnel; Jack Kelley,
Perth Amboy, N.J., manager;
Louise Riso, United World Films
ex-staffer,-

Write to those who are ill.

=“MISS WORLD” 1954=
WORLD'S MOST BEAUTIFUL WOMEN

Election and Gain Ball

Lyceum— Strand VV.C.2.

With OSCAR RABIN and HIS BAND
, Monday — October 18th

Advance Tickets Ito Include Danclngl
£1.10; 15/—; 12/—; 7/6; 6/—

and Rover. Tickets 5/—
Now Available

TEM: 3715 State Either Ballroom or Balcony

CHANDRA
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RETURNING

FROM A
SUCCESSFUL

4 MONTHS
EUROPEAN

Tiw

Exclusive Management
WILLIAM
MORRIS
AGENCY

The NEW

MARTINIQUE
Now York

beginning OCTOBER Bfh

4 WEEKS
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Alan

Alan Gale's show, biz career is

filled with unorthodoxies;, which
apparently have built him into one
of the biggest' single draws in the

nitery field, even if his lure is con-

fined to urban centres with a large.

Yiddish populbtidn. 'Gale has gone
against * the considered opinion of

experts so many times and has

made good in each case, that the

only safe prediction that can be

made in his new venture, is a repe-

tition of his usual success.

Gale started as a boniface some
years ago in Florida where he ran

the Celebrity Room, adjacent to a

spot with a kitchen which supplied

his patronage. He later invaded

New York, where he took over the

darkened La Martinique and simi-

larly came out of the venture with

beaucoup loot. From then on he
was ready for steps that would
really confound the experts. He
took over the Copa City in Miami
Beach, a largeseater, and came out.

ahead. Now he’s taken over the

long-darkened Carnival Room of

the Capitol Hotel, New York in an
8th Ave. neighborhood where the

biggest variety of landbased sailors

arid campfollowers abound. From
the opening night's (1) reception,

Alaii Gale’s, IV,

Alan Gate, Jackie Heller, War-
ner & McGillre, Larry Foster,

Teddy King . Orch; $5 minimum; ••

Gale again is in. The rooin, with

capacity of abbut 900,' must have

held more than 1,000, with hun-,

dreds turned away.

Gale’s tremendous job is a study

in contradictions. He does things

thht few seasoned showmen would
dare undertake, such as a warmup
lasting approximately an hour. At
the outset of his bonifacing career,

he served as an
.
active board mem-

ber of the American Guild of Vari-

ety Artists, and he frequently

served the caUse of "the artists as

opposed to that of the operator

With with skill and honesty. He
doesn’t do these things today. He’s

got a million partners, and any ad-

verse decision against owners
might draw blood from too many
that are too close, to him. Gale’s

venture into the former Carnival
Room apparently involved a big in-

vestment, although not too much
seemed to have been spent on a

new decor.. The old one, cleaned
up, sufficed. The investment in tal-

ent isn’t too great either. 'Gale is

the bulk of the show, with assists

from Jackie Hellei*, himself a per-
forriier-boniface, Heller, formerly
operated the Carousel, Pittsburgh.
Others on the bill are Warner &
McGuire, a terp-twain, and mimic-
singer Larry Foster. With the ex-

ception of Heller, the contributing
talent aren’t heavy investmerits, but
they get along, well with the pa-

tronage.

Gale’s invasion of the general
Times Square area provides the
first opposition to the Latin Quar-
ter in some years. Yet, in a large
sense, Gale will not be in too much
competition with the Lou Walters’
spot. Gale, is going after the ban-
quet business from Jewish organi-
zations. Fact that he has a central
location makes it more accessible
for members from the various yere-
ins in Brooklyn, Bronx, etc. The
bulk of Walters’ trade is from the
more orthodox parishes of nitery-
goers. Another factor lies in the
certainty that non-Yiddish speak-
ing customers, wandering in off 8th
Aye., are certain to feel I lost; de-
spite the fact that there Will be the
general feeling that something
funny is going on.

Gale, despite valuable assistance,
is the bulk of the show. ‘’On open-
ing 'night, he started thO proceed-
ings at 9:10 and at midnight it tvas
still going strong. Of 1 course, ' it’s

a long time tb hqld 'customers,
many of them witndut 'fbbd. ‘arid

drink except fort the bnef ‘ pefeiods
when the other performers are on
the floor. True, there were some
departures, and a lot of activity
when Gale took leave of the floor,

but generally, the 'way the custom-
ers continued to stay is a tribute
to him. Gale's key apparently
seems to be his large personal ac-
quaintance, with the ability to
make vast sections of the audience
feel that they are not only in the
Show,- but supply him with his ma-
terial. He gets down to familiar
gab with them. He's like Sam Lev-
enson in this respect, since riiany
of the things he talks about might
have happened., in any home.
During his performance, there

are -sonic lapses. For Example,
right after telling the crowd that
it’s safe to bring children into his
•pot because he’s so clean, he starts
talking .about fcodilyafunctions. Yet

.A (-U ! ”
» a I

his earthy gab draws howls. His
knack of. convertirig. this huge ropm
into a party atmosphere is a re-

markable
.
feajt. Anyway, the cus-

tomers have a good time, rio. matter
what; be says arid, does;

,
;.

‘ Heller,: who is .on., late in the
show, is a showman in. the old. tra-
dition. The slightly built vet
handles a tune expertly, projects
in a likable manner and performs
in the higher pro standard. Bulk of
his efforts are frorri the pop stand-
ards and he hits a sharp reaction:
from the mob.
Warner & McGuire are a person-

able pair of dancers. They original-
ly showcased in New York at the
old Leon & Eddie’s and they' have
enlarged their routines arid ampli-
fied their style. They have, several
good numbers which hit a. smart
response.

Larry Foster is a competent mir
niic, but some sections of the Yid-
dish assemblage do not dig such
characters as Billy Eckstine and a
few others that are primarily juve
idols.

Of course, Gale helps at the final

salvo at most instances. Like Mil-
ton Berle, he works with members
of the show, without trampling on
their act. It’s a good example of
mutual aid. Teddy King's orch
does the showbacking with expert-
-ness.

Gale is on the one-shOw nightly
policy except on weekends, when
it’s a double. He’s open five nights
a week only, taking Mondays and
Thursdays off. But with present at-

tendance, even two days a week
could keep the Joint solvent.

Jose.

Ed«lys% K. C.
Kansas City, Oct. 1.

Carmen Cavallaro, Tony Di-

Pardo Orch (8) ; $1 cover.

For . the second straight session,
the Eddy Bros, club stays on the
single act policy, this time bring-
ing in keyboard, artist Carmen
Cavallaro fori his first appearance
in town in several years. Date also
marks a switch in type for the
club, for while Cavallarp’s isn’t

concert style piano, it’s nearer the
highbrow than ordinarily seen in

a nightspot.
Customers seem primed for the

event. They turned out for’ the
Friday (1) opener. Cavallaro made
it an occasion with a round of his

.top Deqca recordings, and a sprin-
kling of other favorites. Keyboard
work readily marks hint: a master
in the field, and he was heartily
supported by the patrons through-
out the 40-roinute show;
Such standbys as “Jalousie,”

“Ebb-Tide,” “Begin the BegUirie,”
“The Very Thought of You” and
Chopin Polonaise come through all

dressed up in the artist's own
adaptations—very intricate, fluid

and melodious arrangements, some
straight, some varied with: a touch
of boogie, or dance tempo, bqt all

with fanciest of fingerings. And all

very much to the liking of the pay-
ing guests. It should mean another
pleasant two weeks for the Eddy
establishment, Quin.

Beverly Hllls,Newport
- Newport, Ky., Sept. 30.

Mills Bros., Johnny & June Bal-
mont, Earl Lindsay Dancers (12),
Vince Massey, Gardner Benedict
Orch (12),* 53 minimum, $4 Sat-

urdays.

It’s homecoming for the Mills
Bros., first of the parade of bigtime
nairies cradled at Cincy’s WLW. It

also is their bow iri swank Beverly
Hills, which, they are crowding with
old admirers'.... arid' fans Won in

recent years, via records; vradip
and tv. .

Aces of barD&itfdp* and 'modern
harmony, the act has changed Since
a near quarter of. a, century ago.
Since the . original •fcJursb’me took
leave from the Crosley fold, after
several years of vocal and' mike
polishing, the bass singer died and
has been replaced by their father,
former barber of nearby Piqua, O.
All have put on age and weight
and a guitarist has been added.
Smooth performers and smartly

attired in tan, the combo really
takes over after the very first num-
ber. Applause mounts and it isn’t

until the second, begoff that order
is restored. Dad, using a mike
unto himself, wins favor with bull
fiddle rhythm. The emcee member
applies an artistic coating - of deli-
cate comedy relief throughout.
Johnny & June Belmont, Versa-

tile; 'ballroom dancers, are wel-
comed back after several visits.

.Arid royally. They've acquired new
wardrobe and come up With art

original tango-to-rhumba creation
fchat •registers;*soundly^ • > » Koll.

. Amm i u 1

Waldorf-Astoria, N. y.
Los Chavales de Espana, (11),

Trini Keyes; Nat Brandioynne arid
Mispha Borr Bands; $2;50 cover.

Los Chavales de Espana, those
versatile and showmanship-wise
“Kids from Spain,” launched the
Empire Room’s fall season in sock
fashion last week (1). It’s a big
room. It needs a “big” act. The
“Kids” fill, that particular bill to
perfection.

Ensemble of 11 maid instrumen-
talists and. singers puts ori a lively,

colorful, w^ll-balanced show that
constantly surprised in the fluidity

of its staging and the freshness of
its approach. Decked out in white
uniforms with red and gold trim-
mings, these Spaniards exhibit
plenty fire and knowhow as they
segue from one musical potpourri
into the next.

•And just as the customers begin
to catch their breath, in stomps
Trini Reyes, the outfit’s only
femme member and a flamenco
dancer of renown.. Gal is. plenty
good and a dazzler with her leg-

work that has her* heels crackling
across the floor and tapping it out
with machinegun fire rapidity, The
ringsiders eat it up. Miss Reyes is

a big asset to the group. Best of

all, she’s a temperamental hoofer
who’s completely convincing. 'With
her, this is art; Maybe that’s why
she’s so good.

Los Chavales cover a lot of mu-
sical territory in their close to full-

hour show'. They get proceedings
off the ground with a lively run-
down -of Spanish favorites that

gives way to. a sentimental French
ditty, performed by two accordions
and a background of soft violins.

Vocal credits go mostly to Pepe
Lara and Louis Tamajo, but there’s

no. such thing as a star of the show.

The boys change their pace every
couple of minutes for excellent efr

feet; Staging of the act is one of

its major assets. Whether they re

marching in formation or are

spreading out on the floor; it’s

done with easy assurance! and the

kind of routining that makes it

sdem natural. Boys have plenty of

rhythm; Number of the dancing

violins that leads into the gypsy

airs is a nifty contribution that

draws heavy mitting. .

Nat Brandwynne’s smooth beat

ought to be welcomed back, by the

Empire Room customers. Mischa
Borr’s band expertly fills in the

interims. Hift.

Flamingo, Fas Vegas
Las Vegas, Sept. 30.

.

Keefe Brasselle, Connee Bos-

well, Delta Rhythm. Boys (4),

Flamingo Starlets

.

(12), Torris

Brand Orch (11); cover or

minimum.

Showing great promise in his

debut here six months ago, Keefe
Brasselle, is back dishing out enough
.surprises to ^convert the most
skeptical- amusement-seekers to his

cause. The improvement and fi-

nesse. in this driving, impetuous
young entertainer .

amazes as he
runs through 40 minutes of sorijgs

and impresions in a style reminis-

cent of show biz in the early

1900s.- He infuses *his audierice

with his Charm, dervish qualities

and personal magnetism and at

windup leaves ’em cheering. Given
another six months or so of sea-

soning and the boite trail will be
peppered with the stardust of this

young man.
The Brasselle package features

Connee Boswell and the Delta
Rhythm Boys, and with some tight-

ening in all segments to bring the
opus down to a time-par the show
should be an entertainment top-

per. The Strip, going through a
dean period during the Jewish
holidays, will see this show wind
with satisfactory biz before its

three
.
weeks are over.

After a song intro, Brasselle re-

sorts to a St. Vitus-paced collec-

tion of clever impressions of song
stars; “Up Stage, On Stage, Off
Stage,” contrived by Sid Kttiler, is

the star’s best offering, a saga Of

>

an actor who believes in himself.
Running the gamut of vari-hUed
moods it gives Brasselle a rich
opportunity to display his wares,
and he clicks as he takes the gour-
mets to the Palace back in 1909
and carbons Jolsori, Durante and
Cantor. The stint also . includes
special material by Earl Brent that
rates a nod, as does the fine musi-
cal assist by piano accomper Jack
Elton.
Thrush Connee Boswell, looking

riadiant and in good form, conjures
vocals that gamer heavy mitt-sting-
ing thrtuout. “Hey there,

’’ “Begirt
the Beguine,” and her latest Decca
recording, “If I Gave My Heart To.

You,” are topnotch, while her rave
“Martha,” is a real riouser.

MOre vdcaliStics arte belted by
the Delta Rhythm Boys who are
sdeko in ther ! familiar; harm-
ony habiliments.' - “I am In
Love,” “I- Love Parish’ and spirit-*

rials are boffo.' Art y intriguing
Calypso / -number . is. ‘)Run, » Jocj,

— fi i *>*/» J* -oM.ii ul r fci i Mr.

Run.” The harmony as conveyed
by this quartet seems ridiculously
easy and therein may lie the key to
the group’s success. Bob,,

.

Giro’s, Paris
Pdjfisr Oct

Gypsy Markoff, Jadine Wong,
Ann Sandrinei

'
V.lasti Krikava

Orch (25), Loyzi Balogh, Fernand
Constantin Orch . (10 ) ; $5 mini-
mum.

Giro’s, one of the. Russ fiddle
boites, adds international acts to
its string setup. Tab in the $5 cat-
egory supplies soft lighting, violins
and flaming food for ‘ those who
want it. Okay .act assortment and
gypsy gyrations, make this a plush
atmosphere, with ibiz fine when
seen,

Gypsy Markoff is here, on her
return to Paris, with her accordion
and songs. Miss Markoff’s two-
toned hair, squeezebox flair and
nicely-delivered ditties • win her
good aud appreciation. Her opera-
tion odyssey never shows in her
energy arid playing. Jadine Wong
is an American, of Chinese’.extraC-
tion, who adds, a note of exoticism
in a series of Oriental dances.
Striking looks and costuming help
put over her bell-accomped interp,
She ends on a clever upbeat note
by introing an ancient number, her
grandfather taught her, which
turns out to be an oldfashioned
Irish jig. It is a neat ending for a

pleasant stint.

French aspect is chirper Ariri

Sandrine, who adequately mouths
arid interprets some good Gallic
staples. Gal is more an orch sing-

er than a headliner, but is well
placed in this room. Slavic

. end is

the gypsy orch of Vlasti Krikava
(25) which supplies concerts ap'd

table topping with an assist by the
czimbalum of Loyzi Balogh, Fer-
nand Constantin Orch (10) supplies

the danceable music. Mask.

.Bon Soil** N. V.
Tony & Eddie, Thelma Car-

penter, Celia Cabot, Jimmy Dam
iels, Noreiie Tate, Three Flames;
$4.50 minimum.

The Boil ' Soir management has
found the ^formula that brings the
crowds irito its neatly appointed
cellar on West Eighth St. in Green-
wich Village, It’s a simple blend-
ing of comedy and song delivered
by fresh and exuberant perform-
ers and it generally adds up to a

breezy, bouncy evening’s
/

enter-
tainment.

Spot kicked off its fall season
along the same pre-tested lines it’s

been using for the past couple of

years. The room’s, regulars, Jimmy
Daniels, Norene Tate and the
Three Flames, continue to dish out
a potpourri of flavorsome music
and song. Daniels, who doubles as
emcee, handles his vocal chores
with an appealing verve. He’s im-
proved a. lot in the past few years
since he’s toned down his mugg-
ing and omitted much of his lyric

histrionics. He’s concentrating on
song Values now and it’s easy to

take. Among the best renditions
in his sOngbag are “Down With
Love,” “What Did I Do?” and “I

Guess I’ll Have To Change My
Plans,”

Norene Tate is in a quieter
groove. After a few tasty keyboard
licks, she comes forth with a
moody but effective songalog.
Thrush has a warm arid captivating
delivery, just right for this small
room.

.
Her best efforts are “Thurs-

day’s.Child,” “St. Louis Blues” and
“Tenderly.” The Three Flames,
one of the best hacking combos
around today, give the, regulars as
well as the visitors -topdrawer ac-

companiment.
Toplining the visiting contingent

are Tony & .
Eddie, disk-comedy

turn. Boys have been abroad for
two years but their acts remains as
sharp and rib-tickling

?
as ever.

Their synchronization to the pre-
recorded platters is letter perfect
and their cbmedics are rowdy and
in good fun. They nab riiaximurii

results from workovers of- “Baby,
It’s- Cold Outside,” “Indian Love
Call,” “Jealousy” and “Candy:
Lips.”

Thelma Carpenter, who played
here about <a year ago, is still a
pretty dish’ who knows her way
with a song. Her repertoire is well-
rorinded and she holds tablers
through a long set that begins with
a sprightly “Who Cares” and winds,
with a rhythmic blues item tagged
“Harlem On My Mind.” Each item
gets a .big mitt appreciation.

. Celia Cabot is the sprite on the
bill. Bedecked in a schoolgirlish
outfit, she gets top sight values
from a slick mugging style. War-
bling arid material also are pegged
for the intimery -trade and she han-
dles ’em like a pro. She frolicS

through “I Wanna Be Good;” “A
rGObd Man Is Hard To Find,” “You
Made Me Love You” and “Glad To
Be Unhappy” with the kind of gay
abandon that rubs off on the. aud.
<ii t. * ’ >•!> . /.i'v t!JI ' Grps.. >

j

-.».«»h isiij tibii > ; boj| ii)i vi

Las Vegas, Oct. 5.

Lush location jobs have long ago
disappeared for the name band-
leaders. Those that stfll derive tii

major portion of their income froi
batoning have been forced into a
virtually endless route of
niters, arid even there; the money
isn’t as heavy as it used to b:ei Th
economics of the business have
caused bauds to become smaller in
order to keep the payrolls down to
a minimum.
These developments have paved

the way. for the acceptance of the
lounge jobs that have been open-
ing up iri Las Vegas hotels. It’s one
location in which they can remain
in one spot for a spell and make
big money, and at the same time
avoid the rriinops cost of transport-
ing a band. Another considerable
item that makes a location an ideal
eagerly sought for by maestri and
sidenien is the bad food and lodg-
ings frequently encountered on th
road. Las Vegas is therefore a Nir-
vana for the bandleaders buffeted
by economics and hardships of the
road.

dab Cailoway, for instance, has
left the theatre where for tw
years arid four months he has been
featured in “Porgy & Bes%” to ac-
cept the lucrative offer to head up
a quartet of musicians in a lounge

'

at the Sahara, Las Vegas.

On a stage back of the bar, the
,

hi-:de-ho king faces the casino and
bleats as of old, except the micro-
phone is reduced somewhat in its

carrying power not to annoy the
dice cubes. Thus, the full impact
is missing. Trim combo includes
Howard Roberts on trumpet; Marl
Young, Piano; Adolphus Alsbrook,
bass, and Eddie Davis ori drums.
Tuneful rhythms are expounded,
but the . Calloway showmanship is

definitely missing," as there is no
presentation. And for an entertain-
er of his magnitude, it doesn’t seem
right to sit in; a noisy room with
people yacking . while Calloway
belts, his “Minnie the Moocher,”
“Got the World On A String,”
“Shake, Rattle And Roll,” and
other faves that have earmarked
the rise of Calloway as he fronted
big bands in big rooms.

. Without pomp; spotlight or pro-
duction, 'watching Calloway in
cocktail lounge gives music lovers
a sense, of frustration; He’s as great
as he ever was. This fact is readily
discernible as the personable ma-
estro walks the narrow space , de-
livering through the handinike. It

may be he .is getting his bearings
before returning to the music
world in his accustomed niche. As
it is, the Calloway option has been
lifted arid he Stays to Nov. 8 at
least. Bob.

Gliaudiere, Ottawa
Ottawa, Oct. 1.

Don, Dick & Jimmy, Miller &
Gibson, Revere. & Roche, Miriam
Sage Dancers (5),,. Benny. .Green-
berg Orch (8); $1 admission.

Playing -guitar, baSs fiddle and
piano as Well as chanting, Don,
Dick 8c Jimmy register solidly this
week in the, Chaudiere Club’s Rose
Room. Vocal presentatioii is soft
and ' rhythmic and arrangements
are neatly constructed.

Miller 8c Gibson, Negro pair,

collect heavy mitting as femme
plays a harp arid canaries while
male terps .

1 Turn is highlighted, in
“Me arid My Shadow” number,
with male donning wig and gown
to. become practically identical to
gal in appearance and movements,
following her actions' as she
warbles. In the Revere 8c Roche
stanza, jririgle atmosphere fairly
ydrips with sex as male, in gorilla
costume as he goes/ Miriam Sage"
as imaginary tropical forest, pick-
ing off parts of her already brief

costume as he goes. ; Gorm.

wShcraton-Garlton, Wasli.
Washington, Sept. 29.

Marti Stevens, Joe Ricardel
Orch; cover $1 weeknights, $1.50
Friday and Saturday.

The Sheraton-Carlton’S Harle^
qriin Room is a relatively small
(150-seat) class spot aimed at a

sophisticated, spending crowd,, and
Marti .Stevens fits appropriately
into such ..a setting. The blonde
thrush, - just back from Paris, • sets

them up arid knocks them down
with a polished style which makes
the most

. of her voice and an exr
pensive Paris gown which, has the
femmes

,

gasping, .Her voice, .has
something of the Catch-in-throat,

breathless quality witti slickly-

.yj , (Coritiriued on^page 83U ;

b t >) $1;
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New Acts

jean FENN
Sing's

40 Mins.
Detroit Athletic Club
Jean Fenn, operatic soprano, has

voice, the looks, the stage pres- ;

ence and the special material for

her. to successfully invade the class

supper club field. Aside, from her

opera stints; she has had extensive

light opera and concert work and
has appeared on the Jackie Glea-

son/ and Hoagy Carmichael tv

shows. .

A beautiful, statuesque blonde
youngster, she intros very effec-

tively with “Legitimate," written

for her by Sidney Kuller and Lynn
Murray, which tells of her inde-

cision whether to stick with opera;

or try pop tunes. She clicks with

her mimicry of the guitar-twang-

ing, cowgal warbling of Dale
Evans, Peggy Lee’s sultry Jim,”
and ; rousing burlesquing of “SJi-

Boom.” •

The range, depth and fine tonal

,
quality of her voice enriches “Mu-
setta’s Waltz,’- from “La Boheme,”
“They Say It’s Wonderful,” and
“Chiapenacas,” a Mexican folk

song. Then comes “20th Century
Lullaby," also composed by Kuller
and Murray, which tells of the.

difficulties of a mother putting a

modern kid to bed. This gets

plenty of laughs and heavy mitt-

jng. An adaptation of “I’m in Love
with Vienna,’* by Eric Korngold
and her manager, Edwin Lester,

with, special lyrics by Forman
Brown, brings on as encores “Hey,
There” and “This Is My Beloved."
She had to beg off.

Miss/ Fenn would be a definite

asset to any stage. Her supper club
appearances, apparently, will be
fitted in between already booked
concert and other assignments for,

like she says ih her opener, “Le-
gitimate,” she likes both classical

arid popular mUsic. She is one of
those fortunate artists who has the
necessary talent for both mediums.

Tew.

RONNY & VAL
Vocal-Instrumental
12 Mins.
Casa Mia f N. Y.
Ronny & Val, who accompany

their sdhgs on guitar and accordion,
seem expert musicians. At this
point they are more for fill-i work
in cocktaileries rather than a full-

fledged- nitery turn. Both have
robust voices and a good sense of
harmonics. Their selections of
vocals, however, could stand a lit-

tle more sophistication.
InStrumehtally, they are capable

of showbacking, which they do at
the Casa Mia, and they provide
some intricate musical patterns.
Their music is room-filling Without
being loud, and they can go under
the general decibel level of conver-
sation to provide a pleasant back-
ground for the sip-and-gab trade.

Jose.

GENIE STONE
Songs
8 Mins.
Casa Mia, N. Y.
Genie Stone, on her first profes-

sional engagement in a nitery, i$

equipped with a quiet charm, a
well-groomed voice and a pleasing
floor demeanor. Of course' she Still

has to absorb a lot of experience
before she can make her presence
felt in the entertainment orbit.
Miss Stone shows a better feel at

ballads than at the faster tunes,.
In the former, she shows a delicacy
and ease that ' should make her
eligible for the higher-priced rooms
When, her deliveries . assume more
authority. Jose.

“ . - t

EVE BOSWELL
Songs
18 Mins.
‘Empire, Glasgow

Hungarian-born singer with cos-
mopolitan background pf Budapest
and Swiss education, family show-
biz experience: through Europe, and
adio-cum-cabaret leads in South

Africa, shapes up as a distaffer
With highly pleasing song act that
is well suited to stage, radi tv
and nitery dates in the U. S.

Petite, glamorously-gowned and
shapely, singer has a refined sing-
ing act plus sweetly charming style
thqt clicks pronto with stubholders.
She gets by on vocal talent plus
presentation, and has no need of
gimmicks. Highlight of current act
is her recently-waxed “The Little
Shoemaker,” which she winds by
some graceful terping. She has to
beg off with novel South African
medley incorporating her. w.k. disk
success, “Sugarbush.” Gal’s hobby,
is collecting South African folk,
tunes, and if she needed gim-
mick, there's onet here;
At show caught, Cliff Kirkham

attended tQ the ivories.with assured
alyle. Cord,

TONY DRAKE
Songs
10 Mins.
Palace, N. Y.
Tony Drake is a husky lad who

has the earmarks of comer. He
has a clear and powerful tenor
gnd shows ability at selling' a song.
Physically - he tends toward the
Mario Lanza-Richard Tucker school
of tenors. He has a nice, friendly
manner, and the audience is with
him from the beginning. /

It’s obvious, however, that
.
he

needs further seasoning, a task
now being undertaken by Enrico
Rosati Who tutored Lanza. Drake
is still somewhat green in his hand .

movements and his pronunciation
needs improvement. For example,
i singing .

“1 1

Believe,” he failed
to include the. first “e.” Nonethe-
less, he should be ready for the
disk, market shortly.
He switches easily from the op-

eratic to the semi-classical and
popular. He works over to good
reaction with “Because You’re;
Mine,” Prolog from “Pagliacci,”
“Lovliest Night of the Year,” and
“Ave Maria.” Hoi l.

BOBBY JOYCE & GINGER
Dance
10 Mins.
Palace, N, Y.

This is a personable pair of
youngsters who show promise in
the tap medium. Their routining
is hot sensational, but is neverthe-
less effervescent. They seerrt to en-
joy their work, arid the feeling
spreads to the audience.
They

,
might, however, eliminate

Ohe bit from their routine, business
that has py now become cliche.
This involves the femme indicating
to the audience that her partner
has false teeth and wears a toupe..
The lad supposedly dances on, un-
aware that the gal is communicat-
ing with the stubholders. Holl.

LES MARTHYS (2)

Roller Balancing
"

7 Mins;
Empire, Glasgow

Pair of Continental artists rouse
gasps from the customers as they
perform arduous feats of equilib-
rium ofi rollers. Just to make the
trick more difficult, one of the
males places a roller at angle atop
another roller, and maintains bal-
ance for a moment while standing
atop,

Highspot is a head-to-head bal-
ance with large colored ball saridr
wiched between their two “roofs”
and with hoops Whirling round on
their arms at same time. Pair also
balance on top of each other while
on the roller, and wind the act by
climbing a ladder, standing on
bridge and descending, all worked
out while the one is upside down
with head-to-head balancing con-
tact. ...

Standout booking for vauderies
and high-domed niteries. Qord.

DAVID NIXON
Magic
20 Mins.
QUaglino's Sc Allegro, London

In the quiet-mannered, style
which, is his trademark. David
Nixon gets more laughs to the min-
ute, than most comedians, although
comedy is not his main line of
business. First and foremost, he’s
a conjurer with a cute bag of tricks
to sell arid one or two are very
much out of the ordinary. But his
success comes in large measure
from his fluent flow of patter,
which, keeps the customers in a
continuous state of good humor.
Nixon gets his reaction by his

method of delivery rather than by
what he has to say. He dispenses,
with the mike but speaks very
quietly; it is, in fact, a sly develop-
ment of the British art of under-
statement, and pays off handsome-
ly, Since his appointment- to the
“What’s

|

My . Line?” television
panel, Nixon has become a house-
hold personality arid the crammed
room on opening night at Quag-
lino’s was indicative of his current
popularity. Myro.

SUE STANLEY
Songs
20 Mins.
Dfnarzade, Paris
Sue Stanley is a young American

chirper who has been getting the
benefit of working a group of boites
here and facing a varied interna-
tional. aud. Gal has wisely planed
arid honed her. act, and nbw shows
a hep professional air and stint that
is making her of hit proportions
during her current stay at the
piriai’zade.

She is piquant arid dark headed,
and uses an undulating body, gur-
gling good humor and a way with
aft aud to good advantage as she
throatily trots through a neat batch
of specialty bits, and counterpoints
with good renditions of pop stand-

ards. Main appeal is verve and a
winning brashness which point to-

wards a good possibility for revue
or special nitery and tv spotting.

Given the robing, treatment and
care this gal tJould . well develop
into a telling addition to the per-
sonality femjtie song specialists.

She next hops to Athens for a
date, and this is a sort of home-
coming, £or she is of Greek par-,

entage and can do her offbeat, num-
bers in that lingo. Mosk;

MORECAMBE & WISE
Comedy
12 Mins.
Empire, Glasgow
Two youngish inales trot out. a

comedy repertoir that reveals
evidence of much rehearsal and
^despite their youth) longtime as-

sociation. Gags are timed ; almost
perfectly.
Act relies mainly on crazy -cross-

talk. They open with comedy busi-
ness centred round the tune, “Such
A Night,” then switch into a trav-
esty of sponsored ra'dio withjsplit-
second timing prowess in throwing
and catching the gags. Twosome
are well contrasted, one being a
bespectacled and rather spire type
with college-boy appearance, other
a smaller fresh-faced and confident
type who does, the feeding chores
With skill.

Fair garner laffs with comedy
routine over singing of “Wanted”
and efforts of the funnyman to
wiggle on request. Okay for gen-
eral run of vauderies. and for radio
and tv, though pace would have to
be sharpened for U S. consump-
tion and region ized accents . of the
comedy man attuned to the Amer-
ican. As at present, twosome are
slickest of upcoming comedy pairs
in the fU. K. Gord.

LISIANE REY
Songs
20 Mins.,
Chez Gilles, Paris

Crackling, carrot-topped song-
stress radiates energy and bombast
before she even begins, her chort-
ling. Stint is a mixture of diseuse
and interp takeoffs that, benefit
from her thesping background.
Gal was a singer before quitting
for acting, and is now hack with
a sorig; turn for the first time in
years. ; She. registers strongly in
her dynamic appeal, and clad in a
simple white gown, setting oft her
zestful coloring, makes a big visual
impression followed by her solid
numbered rep. Takeoff on west-
erns, U. S. style, a throbbing Piafy
number and some more subdued
chants hiake this an extremely
pleasing stint, arid gal looks like
a fine bet for special spotting, in
the U. S. offbeat boite. circuits Or
for revue 6r tv.

She is in “The red hot mama”
category and displays a vitality
little seen arpong Gallic chari-
toosies. Mosk.

THE MAROTTES (2)
Puppets
10 Mins.
Chez Gilles, Paris

This makes for a new, unique
addition to the puppet ranks so
well repped here by Yves Joly arid
Georges Lafaye. This is different
and inventive enough to stand bn
its own. Boy and gal operate hand-
moved puppets, and go through a
series of imaginative sketches. A
snail and a zany cat make for a
neat tableau, as well as a kiss
sequence between t\yo coy lovers
or a spat between two oldtime

. soldiers.
Movements, dubbing, puppets

and decor are all colorful enough
to. make this a good bet for offbeat
spotting in U. S. niteries or tv.

»Mosk.

DENISE BENOIT
Songs
15 Mins.
Chez Gilles, Paris

Pert blonde essays the soubrettc-
type of chanting, basing her style
on , the turn-of-the-century greats,
and .including some of the

.
Yvonne

Guilbert rep in her .stint; Pink
elbOw'dength gloves add to the illu-

sion and ejfpi’essiveriess arid well-
ranged voice, plus good body and
interp background, make this a fine
specialized Gallic act,

.

It is primarily for home con-
sumption, but could be good ma-
terial for specialized places i the
U. S., or for. any primarily Gal-
licized revues. For tv her unique-
ness might make for interest.

.

Mosic.,

MICHEL SERRAULT &
JEAN POIRET CO. (6)

Impressions, Sketches,
80 Mins.
Chez Gilles, Paris

Michel Serrault Sc Jean Poiret
are two young nitery entertainers
who have been steadily improving
their stint until they have reached
a hi£h peak in their new turn here
this year: With a cbinpany

1

'of four,
for support, these brilliant young
parodists arid satirists unleash a
broadside, of fun that, has this club
in high laughter at every, perform-

ight Club Reviews
Continued from page 64

Sheraloii-farUoDL Wash, i

timed . interludes into knock-’ m-

!

cold puhchilness.
Miss Stevens is best in two con-

trasting offerings—the torchy “End
of

7 Love Affair” and a Frenchy-
accentcd : medley emphasizing
“C’est Magnifique” and “Allez
Vous En” from “Can. Can.” In this
latter group' there is a definite lirii-

tation of Lilo’s style. The sole
number in which she falls to make
the grade is "Birth of the Blues/’
which she never socks hard
enough.

:
Girl’s aplomb showed to best

advantage on opening night when,
during her encore, “Paper Moon/’
roorh

:
mike went d cad. Miss Ste-

vens pushed it aside, stepped up
and delivered easily without it.

“Paper Moon,” however, does not
prove strong enough as a sendoff
for her, nor does it particularly fit

the mood of her style. Joe Ricardel
batons a smooth seven-piece band
for the accompaniment and darisa-
pation.

Miss Stevens, of course, is the.
daughter of Nick Sehenck; What’s
more natural than that the press
releases all remind whose kin she
is. Lowe,

Casa Min, X. Y.
|

B. S. Pully, Ronny & Vat, Genie^
Pace; no cover, no minim ’

B. S, Pully, one of the bright
I
lights of 52d Street in a former
era, and at various times the.
scourge of linguistic purity and
the prime exponent." of the four-
letter, word on the nitery floor, is

a reformed character; There must
be sornething about playing a legit
musical hit,' 'such as' “Guys and
Dolls,” and now, please believe it,

.he’s working on N.Y.’s cast side.
The next thing; he’ll be a familiar
figure at Sardi’s and the Stork
Club, and he nra'y ultimately be a
candidate for respectability.
Old B.S, has moved into the Casa

Mia, a comparatively recent con-
vert. to the, cause of talent, located
ori the, extreme east side on; Sec-
ond Ave. Spot was known as Le
Perroquet until Frank Koaka took
it over and it looks like it will
develop its supperclub policies.
Earlyish, it’s a straight eatery, Of
course,

Pully, who used to be partnered
with H. S. Gump, has cleaned up
considerably. The guttural voice,
more/ accustomed to the ' robust
Anglo-Saxon expressions than to
the niceties of parlor parlance,- has
toned down. He rarely uses the
Stuff when on the floor, although
his routines still retain an occa-
sional reference that recalls his
early days. At the Casa Mia, he
provides as much, of a show off the
floor, He tells tlje customers that
the show goes ori in 15 miputes-r-
“the broads are gettin’ ready”

—

and parades around the room
throwing the bon mots: On the
floor, he has sapolioed sufficiently

ance. Their monologs eloquently
lampoon pedantic and snobbish lec-

turers and interviewers, arid their
sketches on a woman turhirtg into
a man, and on the making of film,

in which the aud is rung in, are
high points in the. yoek picture
here this month.
Though primarily Gallic in

appeal, these boys might be Used
to advantage in a Continental-type
intime revue for U. S. chances.
Skits are international in appeal.
Expert thesping and timing of
Serrault and Poiret touch perfec-
tion, and they are ably supported
by two comely gals ih Frahcoise
Dorin and Nita Saint-Peyron, and
the hep antics and mugging of
Paul Preboist and Jacques Legras.

Mosk.

THE TRIO, farlow
Aero
10 Mins.
L’Olympia, Paris;

Two men and a girl go through
a standard acro-coritortidn num-
ber leavened with some comic re-
licf in. pratfalls arid knots they tie

themselves into. It is fresh and
moving enough to/warrant booking
for filling aero spots in U.S: vaude
or tv ‘situations.

Though not tops, it rates good
applause; Mosk.

THE BEDIMS (5)

Acro-tumblinir
10 Mins.
L’Olympia, Paris

This a fresh tumbling aero, team
.consisting of a father and four, off-

spring. They hop about the ,
stage,

back to tables to foot each other
about, and perform other’ breezy
chores that makes this a good aero
entry for U.S. vaude circuit or tv

booking.
Ityiria.kes fqr a,brjgh.tj$DOjt ihjtiie

aero corner. Mosk*

to get by. He’s still for the hep-
sters, though, who know that it’s

a struggle for him to remain pure.
When he lapses, he brings on
yocks. His 10 minute monolog has
its highpoint with his standard bit

on placing a two-cent bet, which
carries a Tot of laugh material:
Rest of the show comprises okay

entertainment. Ronny Si Val, in-

strumental and vocals, and Geni
Pace are under New Acts. An
unusual policy in this bperation is

the fact that Koaka absorbs the
20% tax and has no cover or irii

.mum. It makes for fairly reason-
able niterygoing. Jose,

IKIue Xote, dll
Chicago, Sept. 29.

. Duke Ellington Orch (14) with
Jimmy Grissom; $3. minimum.

Duke Ellington is giving the cus-
tomers their mriney's worth, qnd
then some, with concert sets runr
riing two hours long. Marathon is

okay for the , house, too, where,
booze selling is concerned, in that
it captures an audience, and keeps
’em up late. But it’s still a lot of .

attentive listening to ask for i

a bistro iwhere, conversation be-
tween sets is part of the fun. c

Ellington will stir up some, fine

biz with this forthighter.
Big band that has been his duke-,

dom some 27 years, divides its

Concert in three parts. First is a
session of new arrangemeritSi most
of them etched, for the Capitol
label and most of which are furious,
and forte, replete with boppish
.bieatings of the brass. Then it

settles down to. a tri
,
maestro at

the keys, in a lovv-swingirig breath-
er: with bass and drum, and finally

returns, full size to reprise the
clear arid clean Ellington idiom of
years past. Latter part is by far
of greatest delight to the cogno-
scenti.

Nostalgic repertoire is highlight ed
by the sock swing fiddling of Ray
Nance, who also doubles on trui
pet; and interest is heightened as
each number has a different, in-
strument taking leads. There’s
brilliant arranging behind the parts
for the three trombones, four
reeds, four trumpets, and four
rhythms which make up the orch.

-Vocals on such tunes as
-

“Blue
Moon” arid “Without a Sorig” are
handled in choice" fashion by tenor
Jimmy Grissom. Orch clinches to
a terrific salvo with a cpuple un-
usual mambo arrangeirierits; Lies..

rh0z Paris
Paris, Oct 5.

Lisiane Re,y, Michel Serrault Sr

Jean Poiret Co. (6),. Marottes
(2), Denise Benoit, Cyril, Zebres
(2), Luc Barney, Quo.tres Barbus,
Raymond Valentino; $5 top.

Cellar club qatery-nitery, off the
Opera district, still offers one of
the best offbeat , shows in town
by dint of scouting new, unusual
acts and giving staples their head
to lead to riiaturity in their second
time around. This pays off hand-
somely in the new present show*
which has one of the highest yocks
in town with the Michel Serrault
& Jean Poiret Co. (6), and a
crackling neW personality in Li-
siane Rey. Both are under New
Acts, as - are a unique new pup-
petry entry. The Marottes (2), arid

a soubrettish turn-of-the-century
interpreter in Denise Benoit. •

Show runs from 10:30 p.m., to

2 a.m. with a top tab of $5, It

comes on with puppets and then
into a guitar-song act in Cyril, a

tall boney gal with a distinct down-
beat voice who gives a staple ren-
dition of the Left Bank songs, De-
nise Benoit, with her pink gloves
and soprano vpice, goes big next,

and then the fine 'choraliqg arid

inventive mifne of the Quatres
Barbus, four bearded songsters who
give out a well-founded arid heavi-
ly-applauded routine. Lisiane Rey
gives off, with her electric pres-
ence, next followed by hubby Luc
Barney. Latter has an ingratiating
chuckle-voiced delivery, but unfor-
tunately picks numbers that have
been made personal triumphs by
many big names, and Barney seems
to place second. He is Well re-

: ceived, however.
The Zebres (2) are a Couple of

boys, in striped* chemises, miming
to renditions of various offbeat and
surrealistic poems. It is new arid,

*

if boys are not exactly preposess-
ing, they wisely, choose some neat
material. Show ends with, the
bfillizntly zany dialogs of Poiret
and Serrault, plus their hilarious
sketches, which end this in a burst
of laughter. Tourists should enjoy
this typically Gallic romp, pro-
vided soihebody ' can slip them a

j jqe M, flie .gqings-oft; frorp .time

to ‘time*
' : Mosk.
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Helen Traubel
Jose Greco

Last Prontrer
Benny Goodman
Buddy Lester

ei Cortex
Cooper Bisters

Golden Nuggut
Gas Lights & Pink
Tights

Sands
Robert Merrill

Louis
. Armstrong

El Rancho Vega*
Lili St Cyr
J Pearl Sc C Hall
S Gibson Red Caps

. Showboat
Minsky's Follies of

1855
Thunderblrd

Chordettes
•Freddie Ross
Sid Krofft

RENO

NEW YORK CITY
Music Hall (I) 7

Marlene Dell .

Don Farnwarth
Anthony. Makas
Marilyn Murphy
Eric Hutson
George Sawtelle
Johnson & Madill
Hockettes
Corps .die Ballet
Glee Club
Sylri Ore

Palace (

4 Colleanos
Tom Patricola Jr *.

Martin & Florenz
Billy Shepard

Benson Sc Mann
Trlni Sc lyianola
C,y Reeves •

Yokoi Tp
CHICAGO

Chicago . (P)
McGuire Sis
Pryde & Daye
Don Rice "•

Sonny Howar
. Ml 1

.
Olympia (P)

Betty Madigan
Johnny Morgan
J- Sc J Archer
Red. Thornton
Chandu

Jerry Alien 3
Jeremy Hawk
Kirby .& Hayes
4 Hclmars.

YORK
Empire. U).

Br^zilhanos y

.Jimmy Malborit.

Mapes Skyroom
Dick; Contino
Dick Kerr
D. Ardert Skyjets
E Fitzpatrick; Ore

New Golden.

Mel Torme
Jay Jason

Clark Bros
Will Osborne .Ore

iversldo

Ed Wynn
June . Roselle
Hightowers'
Norman Brown
Starlets ;

HAVANA

NEW YORK CITY

AUSTRALIA

AUCKLAND
Town Hall <T)

Jose Iturbi
CHRISTCHURCH
Majestic (T) 4

'ieqria Boys . Choir
MELBOURNE
Tivoli IT) 4

Allan Jones
Roy; Barbour
Harry Jacobs
Kerry Vaughn
Margaret Brow.
Julian Somers
Chadclls
Bouna
Max Blake
•David Edie
John Bluthal
Tivoli Choir

Dancing Boys
Adontbles

SYDNEY
Tivoli (T) 4

Buck Warren Co
Warren Latona
Sparks

Edith Crocker Co
Dagenham Girl

Pipers
2 Maxwells
O’Hagan & Stead
Ron Parry
G Brox Sc Myrna
Johnnie . “Rubber-

face** Craig
Gloria Dawn
Dancing Boys.
Ballet Girls

BRITAIN

. ASTON
Hippodrome ,(l) 4
Terry Cantor
Ken Barnes Sc J
Noble A Denesler
joy Harris.
Janette. Fox .

- Lake Sc ‘Rolls.
Nudes f

BLACKPOOL
Opera' House

.
(I) 4

Jimmy Edwards
Tony. Hancock
Joan Turner
Bassi 3
Lucienne
Bob Sc Astor.
Eliane Sc Rodolplie
Kathryh Mooro
Monte Norman
Corps de Ballet
20 Tiller Girls

.

Palace (I) 4
Dickie Valentine
Lowe Sc Ladd
Reid iTwins
Downey & Daye
B & B Adans.
Vsilento Sc Dorothy
E Gordon Sc N
Tower Circus (I) 4
C Calroli St Paul.
Knies Animals
August Natsch
3 Craddocks
Vivian St Tas$l
Knies R. Horses
2 Cherks
Harold Gautier Co ,

Fattini
4 Ramses
Douglas Kossrrtayer
3 Petroffs
George RUzsa
7 Eagles
2 Rassos
10. Beer Barrel
Little Jimmy
Jimmy Scott
W G Pavlllion (!) 4
Terry Thomas
-David Whitfield
Stella Moray .

Freddie’ Frinton
3 Najas
Cycling Brockway*
F Langford Co
Herbart Walton
Sonnie Willis
12 Holidaymakers

BOSCOMBE
Hippodrome (I) 4

Jill Manners
Gaye St Van
Meltdnes
Jean Stuart
Girls

BRADFORD
Alhambra (M) 4

Jewel' St Warrlss
'

Sally Barnes
Audrey Mann
Yolamdas
George Hamilton
Eric Tinsley
Harmony 8

CHISWICK
Empire (S) 4

Jon Pertwee
Radio! Revellers
Beryl. Reid
Al Karan
P P Page
Joe Black
G Grossetto St G
Clayton Sc Ward

. COVENTRY
.. Hippodrome (1) 4

5 Smith Bros
Elizabeth & Collins
Peter Cavangh
Indrjksens
K Sc A Alexis
3 Rubies.

.

DERBY
Hippodrome ( ) 4

Al Martino
Iris Sadler
Ruddy Dolly
Billy Maxam
2 Angelos
Morgan & Gray
Chris Sands

EAST HAM
Granada (!) 4

2 Boris .

-

Roy St Ray
Shipway Twins
Rustler;

'

EDINBURGH
Empire <M) 4

Ray Ellington 4
Eve Boswell
Morecambe Sc Wise •

Royale 3
Tommy Locky
Les Marthys
Marvels
Norman Vaughn

GLASGOW
. Empire (M) 4

Nelson Bros
Bill Johnson
N MongadorS 4c A
Baker 4c Douglas
Johnny Laycock
Peter SeUerS
Wilson Keppel 4c B
Don Philippe 4c M

I I J

GRI
Palace (I)

Denise Vane
Dick Montague
Penny Lee
D & R Roy
Baron Gay 4c. E
3 Georgians
Lovlies

HACKNEY
Empire (S)

Max Miller
D May 4c Saveen
Mickey Andrews'.
Reg Salmon 4c Coy
Roy Stevens’
M 4c B Winters
Bill Maynard
Clair Roberts 3

LEICESTER
. Palace <S)‘ 4

David Hughes
Stan Stennctt

.

Cardew Robinsln
Margery Manners
Allen 4c Albee Sis
Babette 4c Raoul
Jimmy Elliott
C 4c C; Rose

LIVERPOOL
Empire (M) 4

Billy Cotton Bd
ClarksOn Sc Leslie
Terry Scott
Jose Moreno Co
Roger Came
D 4c D Remy
Des O'Connor
MANCHESTER

.
Hippodrome - (S) 4

Rita Rosa
Stubby Kaye
Dargie 5
Spike Milligan
Arthur Haynes
Airdonis
J Bow 4c D

,

Riki Lingana 4c D
Palaco (M) 4 ..

Howard Keel
N 4c P Lundon
Sandow Sis
Bobbie Kiirtber

.

Rey Overbury: ;
4c • S

Chas Warren 4c J
Tex James
Billy McComb

NEWCASTLE
Empire (M> 4

Tommy Trinder
Woods 4c Jarrett
Salici Puppets
Flying De Pauls-
Anne Hart.
Harry Moreny
Jimmy Berry
2 Arvirigs
Freddie Dexter
Geo Mitchell 4
L Gordon Girls
Dorothy Duval
NORTHAMPTON

New (I) 4
Ike Hatch
J 4c J Mason
Ron Perrion
4 Tune Tellers
NOTTINGHAM
Empire (M) 4,

Deep River. Boys
N 4c N Grant
Lorraine
Allen Bros 4c J
Canfield

.
Smith

Sid Plumhier
Bill Warcham 4c B
Billy Baxter

PORTSMOUTH
Royal (M) 4

Dennis . Bros Sc J
Joy Nichols
Fred . Atkins .

Billy Russell
.

-

Cynthia 4c Gladys
Tommy Jover Co
Muridy 4e.- Earle
Raf & Julian
SOUTHAMPTON:

Grand (I) 4.

Reggie Dennis
Alan & Alan
T Jacobsen Co
5 •Speedmacs .

Henri Vaddcn Co
SUNDERLAND
Empire (M) 4

Kenny AJakcr
Jimmy James Co
Pharos 4c Marina'
Ken Dodd
Ruby Murray
Curzon • 3
Rex 4c Bessi
Botattdos 3
WOLVERHAMPTON
Hippodrome (I) 4

Phyllis Dlxey
Frank Wilson
Jack Tracy
4 Balmorates
Lo* Sinclairs:
Marsh’ 4c Brown
4 Graham Bros
Varga Models
WOOD GREEN
Empire (S) 4

BennV Hill

'W* <-*W : (

Basin St-
L Hampton Ore .

Jack Teagarden
Bon Soir

Tony 4c Eddie
Ciel Cabot
Thelma Carpenter
NoreneTate
Jimmy Daniels
Three Flames

Blue Angel
Charlotte Rae
Geo Lafaye
Jimmy Kqmack;
Martha Davis
Calvin Ponder
Bart . Howard
Jimmy Lyons Ti*lo
Chateau Madrid

Ciro. Rirnac. Ore
Maya Ore

Xopacawana
Joe E Lewis
Eileen Barton
Four Joes
Ramona Lang
M Durso C*cc
Frank Marti..

Gtile'
Alan' Gale
Jacki Heller .

Warner 4c McGuire.
Larry Foster .

Teddy King Ore
No 1 Fifth. Ava

Pat right
Johtt Juliano
Bob Downey
Harold Fonvillo
Hazel Webster
Hotel New Yorker.
Ralph. Flanagan Ore

Belmont Plaza
Joan Bishop
Al Castellano
John Barney

. Hotel Pierre
Hlldegarde
Jack Whiting
Gene. Bone
Howard Fenton
Stanley Melba Ore

Hotel Plaza
Julie Wilson
Ted Straeter Ore,
Mark .Molite Qrc
Hotel Pk Sheraton
Irving Fields
Eddie Layton

Hotel. Roosevelt
Guy Lombardo Ore

!
Hotel St Regis

Constance Moore
: Milt Shaw Ore
Ray Bari

• Hotel Statler.
Vaughn Monroe
R Haymaii Ore

Hotel Taft
Vlhrenl Lopez - Orr

.
La Martinltiuo

Rose Marie
Lenhy Kent
C Kaly Dncrs
Pupi Campo Ore
.. Latin Quarter
Mac West
Szohys
Jane Morgan
Ashtons
Debonairs

.

Golden Mermai
Ralph Young
Piroska
Art Waner Ore
B Harlowe Ore

Le Ruban. Bleu
Julius. Monk.
Norman Paris
Lee Goodman
June Ericsoii
Terry • 4c • Macs

Two Guitars
Kostya Poliansky
Misha 'Usdanoft
Marusia Sava

Versailles
“Bon Voyage'*
Paul Grey
Louise Hoff
Tommy Wander -

Margaret Banks
Rosemary O'Reilly-
Carl Conway
Betty Colby
Ann Andre
Rain Winslow
Danny Carroll
Danny Desmond
Don Dellair
.Jim Sisco. .

Salvatore Gloe- Ore
Panchito Ore
Viennese Lantern
Helene Aimee
Dolores

.
Perry

Bela.Bizony
Ernest Schoen
Paul Mann
Charles Albert

Village Barn
Hal Graham
Joe Furst
Piute Pete
Rachel Ellen

Waldorf-Astoria
Los . Chavales De

. Espana
Trini Reyes
Nat Brandwynne
Mischa Bprr
. Village Vanguard
Robert Clary
C . Williams Trio

Montmartre
Benny More
G A Guedes
Rita Montaner
Leopoldo Fernandez
Mimi Cal
Emilio Wong
Matamoros Tri

.

Nancy 4c Rene
Fajardo Orq .

Alonso Ballet

Casino Playa
Troplcana

Miguclito Valdes
Olga Quillot
Ray . Tico
D'Ruff Quar
Tropicana Ballet
$ de Espana . Orq
A Romeau' Orq
S Suarez Orq

CHICAGO
Black Orchid

Juanita Hall
Hamish Menzies
Jessie EUiott :

Rudy Kerpays Duo
Blue Angel

The Charmer
Glgl .

Lord Templar
Lady Eva
Louis Naylor-.
Al d'Lacy Quartet’

Blue
.
Note

Duke Ellington Ore
Chez Paree

Vagabonds (4)

Maria Neglia .

Martha- A Bentley
Brian Farnon. Ore

Coprad Hilton
‘Skating. Stars'
Margie Lee

Cathy 4c Blair
Shirley Linde
.Weidemanns
Polo
Perky Twins
Jimmy Caesar
Eileen Carroll
Raiy McIntosh
B Dears 4c Doris
Frankie Masters Ore
Edgowafer Beach

Frank Fontaine
Francis Brurin
Dorothy Hild Dcrs
Bob Kirk Och

Palmer. House
Helen Gallagher

Gene Sheldon
Del Ray
Empire Eight
Charlie. Fisk Qrc

"sssssm; Continued from page 2

opened the old Twickenham Stu<

dibs, closed for six years and in

three weeks had the place reno1

vated, and we were shooting, and

we never let up till Sept. 10. In

those three weeks, the studio was

painted* rigged, lamped and laid

out for a pet idea of mine on sej

design that paid off in- economy

and smoothness of operation.

So what’s
-

2k.il. this talk about un-

cooperative British film
:
labor? I

never saw any. And I was the only

American in a British... company.

Everybody in /the production staff

and crew, kept any pace I set. No
production headaches, no. argu-

ments, no beefs—everything run-

ning just as smoothly as if I’d

been in* Hollywood, A wonderful
team!

Bruce Seton of “The Cruel
Sea’’ and “The Blue Lamp’’ was
our star, playing Inspector Fa-
bian, and Bpb Fabian himself did
the end commentaries on each
case, since the stories were taken
from his casebook. We had won-
derful casts from the West End
theatre and English films—people
like Ursula Howells, Peter Cop-
ley, Alexander Gauge, Coilette

Wilde
-

, Trevor Reid, Robert Rag-
lan, Isabel Dean, Kathleen Byron,
Sylvia Marriott, Elspet Grey, Rich-
ard Gale, Peter Swanwick, etc,

etc.

I come back here in February,
1955, to resume the “Fabians” arid

do another series, but in the mean-
tirrie, as soon as

.
editing and dub-

bing are out of the way, I go to

Paris to check up on Variety's
Paris notes, then back to Beverly
Hills for Christmas and some sun-

shine. * The only drawback to this

whole experience Has been a bru-
tal summer-r-rain, cold and more
rain. John Larkin.

Rome-educated both as to the
cloth and voice. . He’ll sail back on
Nov, 15 for Argyie, with various;
charities there receiving all his
earnings, as per the old-age cus-
tom of the Catholic priesthood.

Garland Pomp
5SS5 Continued .from page 2

will be rolled out at each theatre
for the entrance of celebrities.

Since the preem is open to the
public, the demand for tickets has.
WB and the theatres In a qUandry
as to how to handle the many re-
quests, Ati a $5.75 top for orchestra
arid mezzanine and $3.45 for bal-
cony, both houses are completely
sold, oriti WB has pulled a number
of ducats, for. which it reportedly
has to pay, for celebs and key
newsmen. To ineet the request of
newsmen and radio-tv reps, WB
is. holding a special’ 10. a.m. screen-
ing at the Par ori Mrinday (111.

A number of charity orgs have
purchased blocks of tickets for re-
sale, but the preem will not be
under the sponsorship of a specfiic
group.

The excitement Miss Garlarid’s
planned Visit to New York has
caused, has WB eastern publicity
department both elated arid con-
fused. The problem boils down as
to how to make the proper selec-
tion for interviews arid radio-tv ap-
pearances, The N. Y. staffers are
not certain if Miss Garland, will
consent “to work”-; during her
Gotham, visit, \
Warner Bros, is adopting a flex-

ible policy relating to the selling
for “A Star Is Born.’’ -The selling
method, according to a company
spokesman, will depend on the re-
sults of the initial key city engage-
ments.

By next week, following the New.
York opening oft Monday (11), pic-

ture will be playing in some eight
cities, including Los Angeles, Sari

Francisco and Detroit; Originally,
there Was some talk of a roadshow
engagement for the film, but pres-
ent indications are that sales chief
Ben Kalmenson is aiming to line

Up as many dates as possible and
as soon as possible.

tOS ANGELES

Ambassador; Hottl
Bernard Bros (2)

Hoctor Sc Byrd
Joanne Wheatley
Rex Koury Ore

Band Box
Billy Gr?y
Leo Diamond
Dorpthy Claire
Nicco Sc Barba
Larry- Green Trio

Bar of Music
Guy Rennie .

Eddie Oliver OrC
Tony Martinez Ore

Blltrporo Hotol
Moore Sc Lessy
Walton 4c . O’Rourke
Mary Raye 4c Naldi
Hal Dei‘win Ore

; Clro's;
Jose Greco Troupe
Dick Stabile Ore.
Bobby Ramos Ore

Charley Foy's
Wally Vernon
Charley Foy
Mary Foy
Sid Hurwitz Ore

Mocambo
Kean Sis (2)

Paul Hebert
Moulin Rougo

Chiqulta Sc Johnson
Rudy Cardenas
DeCastro Sis (3)
B MineVitch H R
Tony Gentry

.
Circus

Barbettes (5)
Gina' Gcnardi
Fluff .Charlton
Bob Snyder Ore

Staffer Hotol
Helen Traubel
Allan 4c .Ashton
Skinnay Ennis Ore'

MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH
Clovor.Ctub

Sherry Britton-
Lois Torrens
Harold 4c Lola
Baron Buika
Tony. Lopez Ore
Selma Marlowe Line
Woody Wod'lbury .

La Vie En Roso
Patsy Abbott
Tommy Miles Ore

Leon & Eddio's
Lois De Foe
Lynn Star
Rose Ann
Ritd Marlow
Charlotte Water*

Nautilus Hptot
Eileen Scott
Eddie Snyder
Antone 4c Ina
Sid. Stanley Ore

Black Orchid
Jo Thompson
Richard Cannon

Sans Sbucl
Odette •

Sacasas Ore
Ann Herman Dcrs
Anne Barnett

Saxony Hotel
Charlie Farrell
Tano 4c Dee.
Nirva
Mandy

, Campo Ore
Johnny Silvers Ore

Roney Plaza
Jose Cortez Ore

Tho Patio
Sammy Walsh
Nellda
Pat Paulson

Bombay. Hotal
Patty Lynn
Link Andrew*
Peter Mack
Dorothy Vincent

IAS VEGAS, NEVADA
Flamingo

Keefe Brasselle
Conrtee Boswell
Delta Rhythm Boys

silyar Slippar

fl*"? , |

!

Buddy Baer
Kalantan
Hank Henry

Deiert fith

T Lewis Ore 4c Rev

• ( I fTYr*! i <

‘Singing Priest’

Continued from page 1

agement, including Chicago, De-
troit, Boston, Pittsburgh,. Fail
River, Erie and Shreveport. He’ll
hit the Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y., Oct.

18, appearing for the Oreol So-
ciety, a Catholic group, and may
also play Town Hall. Scrambling
for his services are Ed Sullivan
for his CBS-TV “Toast of the
Town,” with nothing finalized yet
except that the priest will be in-

troduced from the “Toast” audi-
ence next Sunday (10i. “The
Catholic Hour” would like him for
one of its four broadcasts this sea-
son. *

Father MacEvvan’s , champions
credit him with luring veritable
hordes to his singing bouts on his
native heath, being described by
one follower as “the finest

.
living

singer of Scot and Irish songs”
and a world authority on Celtic
music in general. But elsewhere,
such as in Australia, where he is

accepted as virtually a native son,
it is said in his behalf that he
broke the b.o. records made |t$y

oldtime opera diva Melba' as well
as. by McCormack himself. As to
the late great Irish thrush, Mc-
Cormack’s widow has given the
padre her husband’s “word-book,”
a technical treatise serving as the
last word in such manuals.

The Clergyman is 40, stands
5 feet, 9 inches and is described
as “unusually handsome.” He was
ordained . 10 years age and . is,

Water Rats
Continued from page 2

Of Great Britain, including C; J.

Latta, Bob Woolf, James Camerar,
Ben Henry, Nat Coheri, Jack Hard-
ing and David Jones.

Past King Rat BenlVarries occu-
pied the chair of honor, in the ab-
sence Of King Rat George'lElrick,

who sailed for Canada the same
night to accompany Maestro Man-
tovani.

One of the visitors, American
Bill Johnson, here on vaude.tour
prior to taking up the Alfred Drake
role in the Broadway production.

Of “kismet” Jan. 3, worked, for his"

dinner, prior to his appearance at:

Nottingham. His first song was Irv-
ing Berlin’s perennial “There’s No
Business Like Show Business,”
which he followed with some of the
oldies, “Old Cock Linnet” (Marie
Lloyd), “I Belong To Glasgow”
(Will Fyffe), and “Knock ’em in the
Old Kent Road” (Albert Chevalier).

Then came several Intros by
Georgie Wood (Past King Rat) of

the important visitors. Next came
a battle of wits between Tommy
Trinder, recently returned: from
Australia, and Ted Ray.

Past King Rat Albert Whelan, iri

toasting Dr. Magoriet, eulogized his
great work for the profession, with
the latter proving his qualifications

by immediately putting Whelan to.

sleep.

Georgie Wo6d also introduced
Harry Kalmine, Everett Callow and
Cliff Giessman, who got in a) plug
for Cinerama, which they, launched
last week here at the London
Casino.

Preceptor Fred Russell, one of
the stalwarts of the GOWR, and
Past King Rat, told that lie was 92
on Sept. 29, having served show
biz for over 70 years, and is now
hoping to attain his century. Inci-

dentally, Russell is the Val Parnell
pere.

The GOWR In its 58 years of ex-
istence has raised over $750,000 for
kindred charities; while the Vari-
ety Club, just five years old, has
raised over $300,000 for its pet, the
National Playing Fields Assn.

It’s' of interest that the two or-
ganizations are to combine occa-
sionally to aid the NPFA, and tee
off with first show at the Victoria
Palace 24, t

London Cinerama= Continued from page 2

the launching, They confidently

anticipate a mi imum two-year run.

Si Fabian; who arrived from
N. Y. on the eve of the charity gala,

underlined his confidence by pre-

dicting it would be at least two
years before “Cinerama Holiday”

made its bow in London, although

he thought they would have to open

it on,Broadway within the next, two

or three months,

Every London morning and eve-
ning paper treated the launching
as a big story and in many cases
the reviews were lifted from th

regular film columns and put into
the news pages. Gerald Bowman,
described it in the Evening News
as “breathtaking” while Roy Nash
in the Star, hailed Cinerama as “a
wonderful eyeful.”

While the . News-Chronicle .fiim r

scribe tagged the “spectacle .stun-

ning ift its own right,” the Mirror’s
Donald Zee. considered it “4n exr
traordmary experience and the
most astounding development in

cinema history since sound.” Leon-
ard Mosley, writing iri the Daily
Express, regarded it as a sideshow
and averred that it takes the pic.

ture industry “right back to the
days when it operated as a novelty
riext door to the coconut stands
arid rifle booths on the fairground.”
Although Fred Madjalany,. the Mail
reviewer; 1 admitted the sensation
of. the roller coaster sequence, he
could not. see that Cinerama had
anythirig useful to offer to the craft

of . story telling with motion . pic-

tures! The London: Times, said its

immediate effect '‘is overwhelm-
ing” and admitted that all “that
has. been boastfully claimed” for

the neW medium “seems indeed to

be true.”

The Daily Herald carried a four
column feature on the morning of

the press screening by Wolf Man-
kowitz, author and playwright, wh
had seen Cinerama in N. Y. Th
entire piece was a monster slam,
ending with the comment; “The
most crashing bore ever devised by
the film industry to the detriment
of taste, quality and human intel-

ligence”

Govt. Regulation
Continued from page 5

i

which may or may not be made, the

salaries of artists in Hollywood, the
minimum wage for theatre ushers
and the girls in the boxoffices?

“It is true that the law gives the
Federal Communications Commis-
sion the right to license radio arid

television stations, but this is be-
cause the channels are a govern*
ment monopoly. Beware the dan-
gers of government monopoly i

anything. It restricts the number
of radio and television stations,

and the number which may come
under the ownership of one coi

pany>.

“Federal regulation could 'wind
up the number of theatres and the
riumber of studios permitted, to

make movies, so as to provide pro-
tection from unlimited competition
for the studios whose prices were
controlled r as Allied demands.
This could severely restrict

limit independent production;

“What’s more, the whole Ameri-.
can economic system is premised
on free competition. This runs, di-

rectly counter to it.”

Another 'Official reminds that
Jaws arid, court decisions under
them dpn’t always yield the results
expected by those who agitate, for
such action. He recalle’d that when
the independent exhibitors de-
manded divorcement of theatres
from the Big Five studios, they
never for a moment dreamed it

would result in the reduced pro-
duction and higher film rentals
against which they are complaining
today. Instead, many of the in-

dependents publicly predicted that
divorcement would result in more
product, rather than less, from the.

major studios.

“SO you see,” commented this

official; “a law which might appear
to help the small theatre, owners
could turn around and. become an
eyen worse plague than the situa-

tion it was expected to cure.

“And, once having
.
agitated to

get the controls law on the statute
books, these people would have
the devil’s own time getting it off.





legitimate

Select Theatres Corf>., Shubert-controlled operating theatre

company! had $736,805 profit from operations for the year ended

last June 30, according to its annual statement issued recently.

Operating income for the. previous year was $644,290, and for

the year before that the figure was. $556,000. The stock has never

paid dividends.
Current Assets

After deducting $91,326 for interest on mortgages, $5,901 for

other interest! $98,911 for depreciation and $26,275 for N.Y. State

franchise tax, plus $270,500 provision for estimated Federal income

tax there was $243,892 net income. Assets totalled $7,5 10,

Current assets of. $3,686,086 included $3,246,256 cash, $201 ,29.0

in U.S. bonds, $203,947 accounts and notes receivable and $34,593

‘ productions, investments totalling $102,262 included $16,088

ldrtgages receivable and $86,174 other investments.

Fixed assets totalling $3,625,712 included $3,600,167 m theatres

and real estate, $18,714 leaseholds and improvements and $6,831 m
motor vehicles, furniture and fixtures. Other assets totalling

$96,291 included $10,540 lease and security deposits, $46,848 pre-

paid rent, $38,904 unexpired insurance premiums, and. $lfop film

and stock rights, trade tiames and goodwill; :

' Current Liabilities

:

Current liabilities totalling $1,917,360 included $72,163 in ad-

missions taxes and income taxes withheld, $403,860 accounts pay-

able, $215,000 notes and loans payable, $44,377 mortgage, install-

ments payable, $695,683 interest taxes and expenses accrued, $469,-

673' Federal income taxes payable and $.16,604 .deposits payable.

Mortgages, payable totalled $1,858,673, including open mortgages

of $250,000 and $480,000; mortgages of $40,000, $65,625, $150,000

and $173,048 due in 1959 and a mortgage of $7p0;000 maturing

1957 (theatres represented were, not specified in the statement)./

$300,000 Reserve

There was $300,000 reserve for contingencies, and $400,000 capi-

tal stock, including 40,000 authorized and 38,000 issued and out-

standing preferred of $10 par value .6% noncumulative, all amount-

ing to $380,000, plus 200,000 authorized and outstanding common
of 10c par value, amounting to $20,000.- Capital surplus was $227 ,r

279 and earned surplus totalled $2,807,038* including $2,545,894

balance from the previous year, plus $17,252 net credit adjust-

ments prior years and $243,892 net income for the year ended

last June 30:

J, J. Shubert, former vice-president, is president of the com-

pany, having succeeded his brother Lee Shubert,' who died last

December. John Shubert, J. J.’s son, is secretary, succeeding

Milton R. Weir, Lee’s attorney, and J. J; is treasurer, succeeding
John F. Waters.

London Crick Wilson

Cecil Wilson, drama critic of the

London Daily Mail, who’s been in

New York to cover the openings of

the British musical, ‘‘The Boy
Friend” and the Old Vic’s pro-

duction of ‘‘Midsummer Night’s

Dream” artel do features about
Broadway, planed to the Coast oyer

the weekend to write several" ar-

ticles about the film business

While there, he hopes to Catch the

musical version of “Peter Pan;”

with Mary Martin and Cyril Ritch-

ard, and o,o. the new Huntington
Hartford Theatre, where Helen
Hayes is starring in “What Every.

Woman Knows.”
He’s due ' back next week and

will return almost immediately, to

England.
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onHouse Seats’
Boston. Sept, 27.

Editor, Variety;

The story in Variety on page 63 of the Sept. 22 edition about

the house, seat situation on “Fanny’’ ' is most embarrassing to us.,

I do think you ought to know that I do not and never have held

out any house seats for my own use on benefit performances, but

[- we do have contracts with various people which entitle them to

house seats for every performance/ Some of these are: Ezio Pinza,

4; Walter Slezak, Florence Henderson, William Tabbert, Harold

Rome, S. N. Behrman, Lehman Engel, Jo Mielziner, Alvin Colt,

James Starbuck, 2 each; Damon Runyon Fund, 8.

In addition, the owners of the theatre reserve and under our

contract must receive ail allocation. of house- seats. These
,

are

legal obligations arid also customary arid must be understood by

anyone wanting a benefit.

On the other hand, despite our legal obligations^we have made
a successful effort to reduce the number of hoUse seats—and we
have made arrangements so that the public has access to tickets-

-The .brokers have only the minimum amount of tickets. :

I hope you understand what an added burden this gives us

here out c
c
town. We are most anxious to perfect our show and

make it in c5 a success. Do you wonder why producers have ambiv-

alent feelings on the subject of benefits? Each one of these

benefit leaders thinks only of orie night of a show’s run, blit we
are thinking constantly of its total ruri.

Meanwhile, we are working very hard on the show and have

every reason to hope it will be a great success* In Boston, the-

audience reaction is*. most enthusiastic. Jbsh 'Logan*

“Kismet,“ nearing a full: year’s

run on Broadway, has thus far

earned a net profit of about $100,-

000 on its $250,000 investment,

That excludes $50,000 initial profit

paid to the Los Angeles Civic Light

Opera, which produced the musical

originally as a subscription offering

for its 1953 season,

The. operetta version of the old

Edward Knoblock play, now back

to. approximately; its $57,900 capa-

city after ebbing to about $50,000

during the general boxoffice slump
last sumriier, is netting about $12,-.

000 weekly profit. It’s continuing

indefinitely at the Ziegfeld, N. Y.,

where it’s currently in its 45th.

week.

House Seats Reduced
(The story referred to reported that charity organizations which

had bought future performances of “Fariny” for benefits had pro-

tested against the withholding of 80 best-location house seats per
performance; (The correct number should have, been 79* seats.)

As result of the protest, the story said, the arrangement was
revised so only 30 of withheld house seats would be down-front
locations arid the rest in less desirable parts of the lower floor.

Since publication of the story in Variety, the total number of

house seats on theatre party nights , has been reduced to 40. This
new arrangement has been accepted by most, but not all, of the
charity organizations involved.—Ed.)

Backers of the George Abbott revival of “On Your Toes,- * opening
. . next Monday (11) at the 46th Street Theatre, N. Y., include Carl

Alfred Drake exits the star part Fjsber, show’s general manager, $3,500; Wallace G. Garland, repre-
in January and, with featured renting Broadway Angels, Iric., an investment syndicate, $17,500; sou-
femme lead Doretta Morrow, will pi.0gram agen|. Ef,.onv.^

Outdoor ad exec Douglas Leigh outlining, a play about flying head a London edition to be. pro- producer Marjorie H. Ewing, $1,750; lyricist-producer Oscar Hammer-
and clothing store owner Buddy
Lee will debut as Broadway pro-

ducers with “Film Flam,” a musical

with, book and score by Richard
Himber and additional songs by
Jean Bright and Tot Seymour.
Show is due Dec. 24 at an un-
specified Shubert house . . Pro-
ducers Courtney Burr and, John
Byram are dickering with Elsa
Lanchester to appear in their

saucers. l duced next spring by Jack Hylton, stein' 2d, $5,250; Irving Cooper, show’s company manager, $1,750;
“Oh, Men, Oh Women” cast re- Bill Johnson is

.
already set to sue- Louis A. Lotito, president of City Playhouses and general manager

action to Equity’s query as to ceed Drake in the Broadway origi- of the Martin Beck Theatre, N. Y., $3,500; orchestra. leader and con-
whether cancellation of Betsy von nal. tractor Meyer Davis, $1,750; souvenir program agent A1 Greenstone,.
Furstenberg’s contract with the “Kismet,” with book by Charles $5,250; legit investor Howard S. Cullman, $3,500; producers' Archi
show was justified was affirmative Lederer and Luther Davis, and Thompson and Rita Alien, .$3,500; film-legit producer Frederick Bris-

re
Alexander Borodin score adapted son, $7,000; producer-theatre owner Anthony B. Farrell, $3,500; Ac-

PvitAH WiiiiarYl by Robert Wright and George For- tors Fund prexy Walter Vincent, $3,500; United Paramount Theatres

MnVr^ Appnrv't Wit fv dpnart- rest, cost about$230,000 toproduce prez Leonard H. Goldenson, $3,500; composer-producer RichardMoins Agency siegu iv- oepari.
ori inall on the Coast It had a Rodgers, Abbott’s silent partner in the production, $32,375; his; wife,

_ _ pm*ner .of Courtney 'resigned cleanup initial engagement in Los Dorothy F. Rodgers, $3,500; Judith Ann Clark, Abbott’s daughter, and

scheduled production of “Shangri- last week from ABC-TV to devote Angeles arid a moderately' profit- casting director, $17,500; Isabel A. Juergehs, Abbott s sister, $8,750;

La,” which they’ve targeted for a full time to legit . . . Joseph Ryan able stand in San Francisco, after Abbott, $6,125; Alicia Patterson, publisher of the daily Newsday, Gar-

January out-of-town opening. will offer dramatic' readings from which co-librettist Lederer ac- den. City, L. I., $1,750, Production is. capitalized at $175,000* with
Abie’s Irish Rose,’’; announced “Hamlet” at the Masters’ Concert quired the production for Broad-. Provision for .15% overcall*

way."
New venture was financed at Ballet Theatre has added two. Valerie Bettis ballets t,o its repertory

..
, $250,00Q, of which $10,000 was ad- for its forthcoming 15th anniversary season. 'One, especially com-

MpmoflAC At KA|*t I vl’Pll vanced by Lederer’s aunt, Marion missioned for Ballet Theatre, is “Cradle and All,” to the musicM
ITlvlIIvI led U1 Dell IijrlCII

1
1 Davies. Deal with Edwin Lester, of Kenyon Hopkins. The second, “A Streetcar Named. Desire,” based

the LACLO, called for a $50,000 on the Tennessee Williams play, has music by Alex North. Both

down payment for the physical pro- Bettis works will go into The Ballet Theatre repertory Oct* 26-27,

duction, plus $20,000 to cover a cos- when the company initiates its season at the McCarter Theatre, Pririce-

tume bill. In addition, CLO was to ton. Miss Bettis .will dance the Blanche DuBois role in “Streetcar”

get the first $5O,t)0O of the show’s Oct. 26

operating profit on Broadway, plus _
. . ,

an undisclosed Percentage there- Because the Jean Arthur edition of “Saint Joan** nad previously

after.
' *

- booked a Toronto engagement for this season, the current Canadian

Ottawa.

as “modernized” by authoress Anne Hali, N. Y., tonight (Wed ).

Nichols, will be revived by Michael
Rose late in November at the
Holiday,

.

N. Y. * . . Aldrich &
Myers, are again mulling a Broad-
way production of. “Sailor’s De-
light,” the Peter Blackmdfe-Law-
rence Langner comedy, with Eva Editor, Variety:
Gabor as star, perhaps after a

Coast, tiy out.
.

<
Bert Lyteil stands, out in mem-

formerly with ory 0f this wartime merchant sea-
AWrgh *.Mjgra

t
.and W***** because, of his unfailing,& on-the-spot

ant with the Phoenix Theatre . .

mteiest ln the Merchant Seaman s.

“The Troublemakers,” George Bel- £lu
r̂ '°IL

near 6th Ave.,

lak drama done in London two sea- N. Y. Most of us shipsters didn t

sons ago, is announced for off- wear uniform so weren’t admitted
Broadway production late in No- to the highly-publicized (and right-

vember by actor Elliott Sullivan ly so) Stage Door Canteen, and
... Mrs. Sally Haring has been ap- anyway probably preferred to
pointed managing director of the foregather with Our mates in our
Equity Library Theatre, and has own spot, where soup, sandwiches,
named Jean Wilhelm

_
as produc- cake arid milk were cheap and the

tmn coordinator, Priscilla Okie as dancing partners, though rarely
administrator, Judy Loehnberg show biz names, were swell and

sometimes included Oscar Ham-
directoi, Earl Tidwell house man- rherstpin’s eharminp daitffhter
ager and Norriian Leger and Frank merstein s charming daughter

Barrett puhlicity. Jean Vail, who Alice, who specialized In treating

was assistant to. director Alan servicemen to Oklahoma with

Schneider on “Ali Summer Long,” her.
,

is staging “Aridrocles and the Every time I hit the club on
Lion” for the Arena Stage, Wash- shore leave I noticed a stocky,

ington, quiet
.
man with a familiar -face.

Gertrude Macy, with, Waiter which I couldrt’t quite . place: —
Starcke agai as partner, plan's a overseeing things, emceeing the

Broadway' production next spring little npn-name shows, chatting

or summer of Wynyard Browne’s with the men. His name was
London drama, “A Question of never mentioned. Finally I asked
Fact,” probably with Gladys Chop- Who he was:—it was Bert Lyteil. I

er repeating her original starring went up and told him I’d seen him
role. Starcke planed to

r
London

in “The Valiant” quite some years
last week to . arrange a West Knd before, and he was 1 modestly
production, in partnership with pleased.
Miss Macy and si British manage; Bert Lyteil probably never got
ment, of The Duchess and the

Smugs,” the Pamela Frankau-Ethel a
f ^

Bordon dramatization of the for- his service to V s -. .torpedo fugi-

rrier’s novel, “A Wreath for the lives, but he certainly^ lives in our

Enemy.”’ hearts. Paul A, Gardner

Contrary to earlier reports, John tvw n^hlPhPin Pa
Huntington announces plans for a

B<;thlehem ’ Pd ‘

T>or*f»tYih/»r 'm-nHiiCHon nrl Rrftflriwav tLuylOT, VARIETY.
_

In your comprehensive survey of

After payment of the initial $70,- Payers revival of the Shaw drama will not be able to play there.

000, there were additional' expenses Canadian, troupe .has Anne* Casson, daughter of British stars Lewi®
of about $180,000 to bring the mu- Casson artd Sybil Thorndike, in the title role. Company was recently

sical

Copying
c

etc So the venture was brought in RGA Victor’s $100,000 ^investment” in Sol Hurok’s Old Vic pro-

for almost exactly the $250 000 in-
Auction of “Midsummer’s Night's Dream” is acutally a loan,

. according

vhstment,plus*
C

'thh ‘bonds original*
t0 RCA veepee Manie Sacks. On top of that, RCA stands to profit

ly posted by CLO and left on de-
ar°drid $25,000 If the solidly prebooked, limited engagement does

ppsit.
well at the Metropolitan Opera House, N, Y., arid on tour. An another

Figuring the original $230 000
^onus *or the. loan—not a financial investment as was initially under-

production cost, plus the $20,000 !i°
p?r^C4?ets the radio and tv rights, the recording albums, etc. te

supplementary costume bill arid
Mona Shearer-Robert Helpmann production.

the t®tal°oatUy
b
as
n
6f

^

‘opening nl^rt .
sc'ee". figu

.

re
.

s ®f the Past half ceil-

in New Ynt*k was ifiU ahrtiit .
tuIX from its collection .of Arnold Genthe pictures, are among those

So HdweyerSe atnount to^ be wl'icl1 have just been put on exhibition at the Library of Congress,

eouped at that tiihe was $250,000, ^ heing shown are those of Julia Marlowe, E. II.

Dliis the initial $50 000 onerathm Sothern - Sarah Benrhardt, Ethel and John Barrymore, Eleonora

ofit! :

m
'

0PeratinS Duse, Mary Pickford, Great Garbo,.Anna Pavlowa, Isadora Duncan,

In addition to the $50,000. first-
Ru^ Dems alld ^ Argentina,

payment to LACLO, “Kis-
met” has recouped the $25o,oQo London Festival Ballet
investment, earned $100,000 net
profit and has retired the

.
original

bonds posted by LACLO, amount-
ing tq about $30,000.

December production on Broadway
of “The Southwest Corner,” John
Cecil Holm’s dramatization of Mil
dred Walker’s novel, With Eva Le
Gallienne and Parker Fennelly. re-

peating the leading roles they
played in the tryout last summer
at Huntington’s Spa Theatre, Sar-
atoga . . . Novelist - playwright Jfthn

!

.Steinbeck told reporters at Nice,
j

on the n Riviera, ilasL week Jhat

the life of the late lamented Bert
Lyteil, why- did you not mention
the thrilling sketch, ‘‘The Valiant,”
Remember Lyteil walking to the
Chair, repeating “The Valiant never
taste of Death but once?” Could

! be an epitaph.
Truly rural,

Dr, ,Wich .

, Inc., New Group

In for Canada*U.S. Tout
Montreal, Oct 5,

The London Festival Ballet ar-

rives here by boat next Saturday

(9) with 65 dancers, plus technici-

ans, to start North American tour.

Company will open Oct. 12 in Que-
bec City, go to Ottawa for a one-

on
Hollywood, Oct. 5

Stage Inc., new local. legit group nighter Oct 13 and then into the
headed by Richard Boone, will Forum here for three nights. ,

Following the local stands the
. . . . .. „ jallet goes into the Maple Leaf

Principals in the outfit are Boone, Gardens, Toronto for three days,
James Whitmore, Warren Stevens next to Detroit and then to Chicago
and Alex Nichol. for a week starting Oct. 25. . After
Boone will direct the initial of- that, it hops to the Coast prid then

fering, with Whitmore and Stevens plays a U. S.. four of 24 weeks,
starring and Maxine Cooper, Carol Company will be under direction

Hill and Tamar Cooper in the cast. 1 of S. • Hurok in - the U. S.,
j. IT 0*B' n t*. o t 1^ «> »» b> .* •

TV’s Whisperi)^ Lover

In ‘Cuckoo’ Legit Bow
Baltimore, Oct, 5.

Don Swann will open his second

season of winter stock next Tues-

day (12) at the Hillfop-Parkway

with John Newland in “’The Little

Hut.” Subsequent bills are “The

Stronger Sex,” with Charles Buddy
Rogers, and “The Time Of The
Cuckoo,” with the Continental
(Renzo Cezano), the latter being
billed by his video emoting sou-
briquet.
Swann plans a 27-week season in

the former Loew’s film house, re-

converted for legit last year; Ray
Boyle wilt be resident i director.
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ticket .for many legit actors* is

becoming the bread-and-butter,

source for Broadway pressagents

as well. Some of the tubthumpers
are devoting full time to video,

while others are doubling between .

tv and legit.

Among, the latest to take on tele

publicity is Richard Maney, who
with his associate, Frank Goodman,
is ballyhooing the new Imogene
Coca tv show. Maney, one of the

top legit agents and long a scorn-

ful observer of films, radio and tv,

was recruited for the. Coca Series

by the star herself. It’s expected,

however, that Goodman will profit-

ably concentrate on the Video stint,

with Maney in direct charge of

publicity for such legit shows as

the current “Dear Charles” ancl

the incoming “Reclining Figure.”

Arthur Cantor, a legit p.a. this

only assignment at the moment is

the off-Broadway presentation of
“Clandestine Marriage,” but he’s

had various Broadway shows in the
past and has several more on the
prospective list), has been publiciz-

ing Steve Allen for the last several

years and the Fred Coe programs
for the last season or so. He also

has a number of commerical ac-

counts. .

Harry Forwood, a vet legit press-

agent, is doing a fulltime publicity

stint for the; Sid Caesar tele series,

and legit p,a. Bavid Tebet, former-
ly partnered With Willard Keefe,
ballyhoos Max Liebman shows and
a number of individual clients.

Other legit agents do occasional
tv publicity-stints:

.

Television is also proving a lu-

crative field for legit managers, in-

cluding Max Allentuck (the new
David Wayne series for Eastman.
Kodak) and Max Siegel (Sid Cae-
sar).

Ballet Theatre Back

To Hurok on Booking

For 1955-56 Season
Ballet Theatre, first of the big-

time U. S. ballet troupes, will go
under the booking management of
Sol Hurok next season (1955-56)..

The move is a surprise in the
trade. William; Fields, legit press-

agent who has booked road en-

gagements for Ballet Theatre for1

the past six years, will resume his

previous position of general press
representative for the troupe.

Ballet company is celebrating its

15th arini this season.

HUrok, noted ballet impresario,
—has wanted a U. S. company for
soriie time. He presented Sadler’s
Wells Ballet of London here last

season, and has the London Festi-

val Ballet bp tour this term. Hurok
also had Ballet Theatre under his

management before,; for four sea-

sons during 1943-46, until a .fall-

ing, out with Lucia Chase, founder
of the troupe and still its adminis-
trator.: and angel.

Arthur Cantor, p.a. for Ballet

Theatre this season, will work
with Fields next year, repping its

publicity.

Merrick Likely Sponsor

For Kerrs’ ‘Goldilocks’

. “Goldilocks,” musical comedy
for which Waiter F. and Jean Kerr
have provided the bbok and lyrics,

will probably be produced by
Dayid Merrick. No one has been
selected to compose the times. Pro-
duction is slated for next spring or
the fall of ’55..

Kerr, drama critic of the N. Y.

Herald Tribune, directed the cur-,

rent Broadway comedy, “King 'of

Hearts,” which his wife co-au-

thored With Eleanor Brooke.- He
Wrote the book for “Sing Out
$\yeet Land,” which the Theatre
Guild produced in 1944-45, with
music by Elie. Siegmeister, Mrs.
Kerr also wrote “Jenny Kissed
Me,” produced by James Russo,
Michael Ellis and Alexander H.
Cohen in. 1948-49,

Merrick is currently partnered
with Joshua Logan in the produc-
tion of “Fpnny,” a musical adapted
from three Marcel Pagnol stories,

with book by S> N. Behrman and
Logan, and songs by Harold Rome.
It is currently playing a tryout
tour, but is due to premiere Nov.
4 at the Majestic, N. Y., with Ezio
Pinza and Walter Slezak as costars.

Upun My Word!
The recent gag about a mu-

sical version of “Oedipus Rex”
(with a song titled “i Got a
Girl Just Like the Girl That
Married Dear Old. Dad”) has
apparently started something.
Now Dick Haas, former aide
to Broadway producers John
C, Wilson and Herman Levin,
suggests a musical edition of
“Ondirie.”

. Haas, currently . with the
Ford Motor Co. in Louisville,

proposes to call his show,
“Sprite Makes Knight,” and i

elude, songs titled “Oh, Water
Beautiful Morning,” “Mighty
Lake a Rose” arid “How Dryad
I Am.”

Baltimore, Oct. 5.

Legit season at Ford’s will get
underway Nov. 8 with Deborah
Kerr in the touring company of
“Tea arid Sympathy.” This is the
latest local opening date in a half
Century, but Theatre Guild-Ameri-
can Theatre '"Society representa-
tives are promising a substantial
schedule of five straight plays- arid

a musical.

Tentative subscription offerings
in addition to the season’s opener
include “Seven Year Itch,” Dec.
27; Katharine Cornell and Tyrone
Power in “The Light Is Dark
Enough,” Jan. 10; the revival of
“Saint Joan,” Jean Arthur, March
14, and Burgess Meredith in “The
Remarkable Mr. Penriypacker,”
May 2.

Mrs. Raphael Waiter, a member
of the Baltimore committee set up
by the Guild-ATS in connection
with the Council of the Living
Theatre, will continue this season
on voluntary basis. She im-
pressed last season with an. in-

termission, pitch for greater sub-
scriber Support. In addition, she
has lined up several speaking
dates to spark- interest in the local
stage and will continue to work
with Rosalie. Walton, subscription
representative, in promoting biz
at Ford’s.

Col. Sparks May Fly As

Witherspoon, Oberfelder

Femmes Prep Mgt. Battle
Denver, Oct. 5..

Hot rivalry (with, a good deal of
fiery femme temperament thrown
in) is expected here as result of
announcement of the forriiatioif of
Witherspoon - Grimes Enterprises
Inc., to handle music, theatre and
lecture management, in Denver.
Situation is expected to bring into
sharp conflict the talents of Mrs.
Herbert Witherspoon, director of
the Metropolitan Opera Guild of
N. Y., and Mrs. Arthur Oberfelder,
who took over her husband’s long-'

standirig management office here
When he died last spring. Both
women, in addition, to being wid-
ows of famed show biz figures, are
positive personages in their own
right.

Mrs. Witherspoon’s husband, a
top Met Opera singer, died in 1935
less than a month after being ap-
pointed general .manager of the
Met. That year Mrs. Witherspoon
became secretary of the Opera
Guild, From 1940 to 1944. she was
exec sec of the American Guild, of
Musical: Artists, returning to the
Guild in 1944. Membership in the
Guild has risen to 60,000 since she
joined, with $1,500,000 contributed
to the Met;

Joining Mrs. Witherspoon in her
hew management enterprise are
Polly Grimes, also of the Guild
staff, and latter’s brother/ Joseph
L Grimes, of Denver. Mrs. Wither-
spoon moves to Colorado in Janu-
ary, but will supervise Guild ac-
tivities until next May, when her
Met resignation takes effect.

The Oberfelder office here has
been active through the area for
years, With a national reputation as
bookers, and virtually a monopoly
in the field.

Mai Zetterling to Bow

On B’way in ‘Samarcand’
Mai Zetterling, Swedish-born

London film-legit actress, will co-

star with Paul Henreid in “Tonight
in Samarcand,” Jacques Deval- ;

Lorenzo Seiriple Jr. play being:

produced by Bruce Becker and
Robert Ellis Miller. This will

mark Miss Zetterling’s Broadway
debut.

She’ll portray femme lion

tamer, the. role for which Eva Ga-
bor was originally set. Show is

due on Broadway in mid-January,

Washington, Oct. 5,

Opening its fall session yester-

day (Mon.) the U. S. Supreme
Court indicated that it will prob-
ably hear argument oil the Shu-,
bert anti-trust case about the last

week i October. Government
charges the Shubert Interests with
monopolistic control of legit the-

atres in New York arid ;on the road.

Defendants are J. J.' Shubert, the
late Lee Shubert, Marcus Heiman,
United Booking. Office, Select The-
atres and L. A. B. Amusement
Corp., sirice dissolved;.

'Justice Dept, is appealing an ac-

tion of the N. Y. Federal Court,
which threw out the case. Lower
Court ruled after the 1953 Su-
preme. Court decision that profes-

sional, baseball was not subject to

the anti-trust laws- New York di-

strict court said the -high court de-
cision applied equally to legit.

Brief just filed with the Su-
preme Court by the Shubert in-

terests declares, “The baseball
business and the theatrical busi-
ness are indistinguishable in their

interstate commerce aspects. The
interstate activities are incidental,

in that they are not ends in them-
selves—the object and end being
the performances by living per-

sons for the entertainment of

other .
persons—but are made ne-

cessary for the most part by the

fact that the places of exhibition
are located in different states;”

Justice Dept, has taken the posi-

tion that there is no difference be-
tween legit , and motion pictures,

wnich are subject tq the anti-trust

laws.' The Shubert brief retorts*

“The Government’s argument
misses the point that, just as base-
ball is a sport, so the theatre is an
art—a form of human expression,
a means of communicating thought
and emotion from living human
beings to other living human be-
ings; Its products are not embodied
in physical things that are bought
arid solcLin trade or commerce.

“In spite of its close relation to

the theatre, the riiotion picture in-

dustry is different fr.om it in the
. most significant particular—the
fact that the motion picture film is

an article of trade, not in any me-
taphoric sense, but in the real

sense that it is an end product of a

manufacturing process, which is

‘sold’ and physically delivered to

the customers from whom the pro-
ducer derives his revenue—the
theatres.

“A motion picture is an artifi-

cially created series of photographs
of scenes and actions. The result
is a stereotype; it may be shown
from the film at any given, in iden-
tical form, as many places
throughout the country as there
are copies of the film. But a play
in the legitimate theatre, like a
baseball game, is an experience of
living people.”

Lili Dams to Germany

For ‘Sea GulTSlarrer
Lili Darvas, widow of playwright

Ferenc Molnar, flies to Geririany
today (Wed.) to. start rehearsing
for a starring role in Chekhov’s
“The Sea Gull;” which will be
given at the Theatre am Kurfur-
stendam in West Berlin for four
weeks beginning Nov. 5. Director
is Prof. Otto Schuh, who did “Pen-
elope” at the Salzburg Festival
this summer.
Mme. Darvas appeared riiost re-

cently on Broadway with Sir Ced-
ric Hardwicke in Andrew Rosen-
thal’s “Island Visit.” She hasn’t

been back to Germany since before
the war.

The Road, 1954
Minneapolis, Oct; 5.

“Mystery” legit show, as far

as origin and' sponsorship are
concerned, has been booked
into Lyceum here for. seven
days starting next Monday (5).

Newspaper ads bally it as hav-
ing an ’‘All Broadway cast” (no

names .
mentioned) and “On

Tour Coast to Coast.” Copy
omits riot only the author’s
name, blit also that of the
manageihent. Show was
booked here independently.
Ads are headed “Girls!

Never Take a Bath in a Bach-
elor’s Apartment” and explain
the title heroine did so and
thereby “created a series of

situations to make you hbwl
with laughter.” Show is

s scaled at steep $3.90 top, but
is being sold on twoTfor-one
basis.

Chicago, Oct. 5.

Illness of Jules Pfeiffer has ap-

parently shelved his. projected road

shows. Producer is reportedly hos-

pitalized at the Mayo Clinic in
Rochester, Minn,, arid his wife was:
called to his bedside last week.

Pfeiffer was to have launched
“School For Brides” in Dayton last

Week, with comic Jackie Kannon
making his legit debut in the farce.
Producer earlier had also made
preliminary plans to tour a revival
of “Tobacco Road.”

Meanwhile, Danny Goldberg,
who had been partnered with Pfeif-
fer during the nearly three-year
road junket of “Good Nite,. Ladies
until the pair split up last Decem-
ber, is prepping a twofer operation
of his own.

Philly LaScala Opera

Suspends After City

Nixes 50G Donation
Philadelphia, Oct. 5.

The Philadelphia LaScala Opera
Co., skedded for eight productions
at the. Academy of Music this sea-
son; has cancelled the series due
to “increasing costs.” Action fol-

lowed a meeting of the company’s
b'o^rd of directors, which indicated
that the 34-year-old local operatic
troupe would resume in the season
of 1954-55.

LaScala sought a $50,000 grant
from the city, but was turned down,
although the Philadelphia Orches-
tra and Robin Hood Dell both re-

ceived city assistance, the directors
state. Efforts will be renewed to
obtain a grant from the city and
the directors plan to use the lay-
off year in “reorganization.”

Temporary shutdown of LaScala,
which has been in intermittent fi-

nancial trouble in recent years,
doesn’t mean an operatic blackout
here. Philadelphia Civic Grand .will

present six productions this season
and the Met- will give its customary
series at the Academy.

-f Cy Feuer and Ernest H. Marti ,

the boys-who apparently can’t miss,
have-done it again. . With a set of
unanimously favorable notices and
a constant line at the boxpffice,

they’ve crossed up. the trans-
Atlantic experts With “The Boy
Friend,” at the Royale, N. Y.

;
The

musical comedy import is; virtually

an assured hit*.
'

.

“The Boy Friend” appears likely

to pay off in about 10 or 11 weeks.
With a gross capacity of over $38,-
000 a week at a $6.90 top in the
1,172-seat house, the musical can
net somewhere around $11,000-$12,-
000. The show cost approximately.
$122,000 to produce, exclusive of
bonds arid deposits (it opened cold,
so. there was no tryout loss). It

breaks even in the neighborhood!
of $22,000 gross,, an exceptionally
modest figure.

Following the publication of the
first-stringer reviewers i last Fri-

day’s (1) dailies, there was imme-
diately rush at the boxpffice,
with the single window doing about
$10,000 business a day. As of last

Monday night (4), the advance sale
had reached around $200,000, in-

cluding around $70,000 in theatre
parties sprinkled through October,
November and December.

It remains to be seen, of course,
whether audience reaction and
word-of-mouth will support the
critical enthusiasm. Thus, the
show’s staying power has yet to be
tested, But the London musical is

figured a cinch to do smash busi-
ness for the next few months on
the reviews alone.

Initial ‘Feel’
The show also hais the initial

“feel” of a hit. If it lives up to
that, as expected, it will continue
the Feuer & Martin sucess string
which already comprises “Where’s
Charley?” -“GuyS and Dolls” and
the current sriiash, VCah-Can.”

In the wake of the click recep-
tion of “Boy Friend,” the squabble,
between author-composer Sandy
Wilson and stager Vida Hope and
the producers has apparently evap-
orated. It’s generally agreed in
the trade that, the enlarged orches-
tra, pepped-up pace and slightly
burlesqued performance, which
Wilson and Miss Hope reportedly
claimed would “ in” the' show,
were key factors in its favorable
opening-night reception on Broad-
way.

In any case, relations between
the author-composer and director
and the management are now
seemingly placid, at least on the
surface. Marti was called out of
a sick bed over the weekend to
pose for news pictures with Miss

:

Hope, on her departure for Lon-
don. And Wilson’s, protest to the
Dramatists Guild over his and Miss
Hope’s exclusion from rehearsals
is being dropped. Considering his
prospective royalties from the pro-
duction, he’d have a tough time
proving damages. He leaves for
England, next Fridays <8).

So from indications, the trade
dopesters who wrote off “Boy
Friend” in advance as Feuer &
Martin’s first flop seem to be on
the end of a limb. The Sardi set
appears to have goofed.

Doctoring Perks Toes’

During New Haven Bow
Haven,, Oct. 5.

“On Your Toes”

New
Revival :of

pulled stakes here last Saturday

(2) after a nine-performance per-

iod of nursing. The show’s Broad-
way chances underwent change
of complexion in the process.

Hamstrung at the Opening by
a dud book, the musical’s polish

ing in ensuing performances in-

volved severe cutting in, that re-

gard, in favor of tune and terp em-
phasis.

Still /further development of

the song and dance approach will

be the addition, during the current
week’s New York previews of an
other number for hoofer costar

Bobby Van, and the insertion of

a dance ensemble in an earl;

scene now confined to vocals an
chatter.

Another Critic Gets

Into First-Night Act;

Chapman Won’t Like It

Now John McClain; drama critic

of the N. Y. Journal-Arnerican, has
gotten into the controversy among
Main Sterii aislesitters about the
Curtain time for legit openings. He
devoted the long lead of a recent
column to it.

McClain took a new tack. He
suggested that, instead of . the pre-
vailing 8 o’clock, start, or the old
8:30-8:40 ririgup, the * preem cur-
tain should be at 6 o’clock, it was
just the proposal to raise the blood
pressure of John Chapman, N. Y.
News reviewer, who’s been agitat-

ing in print for a return to the late

opening.
In his “Man About Manhattan”

column; a recently revived J-A fea-

ture, McClain wrote:
“Some of my fellow drama re-

viewers are engaged once again In

the bid hassle about curtain time
for opening nights. One school

likes the present early, or 8 p.m.,

curtain; others think . it should go
up at the, usual, hour—8:3Q or 8:40,

as the case may be.

“The later cUrtain gives the

(Continued on page 72)
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Shows on Broadway
The Boy Friend

Cy Feuer «t Ernest H. !
Martin jJrodUci

lion of musical . comedy in three acts,

with hook, music and lyrics by Sandy
Wilson, Features --Julie Andrews. John
Hewer. Erie Berry. RUth Altman*
Schteereiv Geoffrey Hubert, Moyna Mac--

GUi; Ann Wakefield. Paulette- Girard.

Dilya Lay, Stella Claire, Millicent -Martin,

Joe Milan. Jerry Newby, BuddV Schwab,
Directed by' Vida Hope, choreography,
John Heawood; scenery and .costumes,

Reginald. Woolley; scenery: and lighting

"supervision, Feder: costume -supervision,,

Robert Mackintosh; orchestra, Paul Mc-
Grane; musical director, Ahton Coppola;
orchestrations, Ted Rayol and Charles L.

Cooke-. At Royale, N.Y;> .Sept- 30. at

$6.90 top, ($9.20 opening)^

Hbrtense .• • • Paulette Girard

Nancy ..... Milliceiit Martin
Malsie .................. Ann Wakefield
Fav Stella Claire

Du'lcie - D
i

La
,

y
Polly Julie Andrews

;

Marcel . . . . ; ...... .

.

. -Joe Milan.

Alphonse .

Buddy Schwab
Pierre . Jerry Newby
MriVc. Dubonnet Ruth .

Altman
Bobby VanHusen Bob Scheerer
Percival Browne .' ; . . . • •• • •.

• Eric Berry
Tony .

John Hewer
PhilUpe Jimmy Alex

' Monica . - ... , . . . . . . .

.

Berkelej^Marsh
Lord Brockhurst Geoffrey Hibbert
Lady Brockhurst . . ,

Moyna MacGiil
Susanne Lyn Cdnnorty
Guests Phoebe Mackay, Marge Ellis,

Mickey. CiUn
Gendar Douglas Deane
Walter LynRobert
P0n(» »J 0^ .

iVllltlil,

Lolita • .. . , • Stella Claire

Songs: "Perfect Young Ladies," "The
Bov Friend.” “Won’t You Charleston With
Me ” “Fancy Forgetting.” “I Could Be
Happy With You,” “Sur .

La Plage,” .‘ A
Room in Bloomsbury”. “You Don’t Want
to Play With Me Blues,” “Safety irt Num-
bers,” "Riviera.” “It’s Never Too Late
to Fall in Love.” "Carnival, Tango.” "Poor
Little Pierrette.”'

Take the “Gladiola.Girl” number
from -'Lend ah Ear*' of a few sea-

sons ago, stretch it to full-evening

le.ngtli and play it straight, arid you
have an approximation of “The
Boy Friend.’’ It's a sort of ‘.-Gentle-

men Prefer- Blondes” or “High. But-!

ton Shoes” without the Comedy
treatment.

“The Boy Friend” is. the British

musical curio that has been a freak
hit in London^ in recent lonths,

brought to Broadway by, of all

peopl Cy Feuer and Ernest -H.

Marti . whose previous shows have
been “Where’s Charley?” “Guys
and Dolls” and the current “Can-
Can.” The new musical was origi-

nally done as a kind of caberet
show at a private club in London;
It was a hit there, was expanded
by author-composer-lyricist Sandy
Wilson, and. taken to the West End
as a commercial venture, becoming
something of a rage with a special
public, many of Whom have report-
edly attended six,

;
seven and eight

times.

Aniazingly enough, “The. Boy
Friend” looks like a hit on Broad-
way, too. Its “nostalgic” flavor pre-
sumably .fits into the current re-

treat-to-the-’20s mood in which
rich men collect and actually make
a point of driving vintage autos,
there^s an attempt to reestablish
the unattractive' dress styles of. the
post-World War I period and
there’s been, a small revival of the
pop music of that jazz era.

There’s unquestionably 'an off-

beat appeal in a show like this,

which may be taken up by a sort of

cult. “The Boy Friend” is unlikely
to become a major smash, however,
even with, enthusiastic reviews.
It’ll leave inany showgoers cold.

There’s apparently no middle-of-
the-road reaction to ‘‘The Boy
Friend.” Last week’s premiere au-
dience

.
either doubled up with

laughter in doting recognition of
the follies of 30 years ago or stared
in silent bewilderment at the anti-

quated hijinks. The show, it must
be explained, is riot a parody of the
1920s musicals, but .what London
stager Vida Hope has described as
an “evocation,” a straight-faced re-
production. . Wilson, it’s explained,
lias a sort of crush on an era he’s
too young to remember.
They don't play it quite straight,

of course, but cheat a little here
and there, at least in performance,
as the evening wears

^
along—and

wears is the word. Whether, this
little bit of hokum exaggeration
Was in, the original production or
was injected here by Feuer & Mar-
tin, isn’t clear: But the occasional
note, of kidding is apparent, as is

the show’s quickened tempo for
Broadway. Perhaps that was the
issue that led to Wilson, and Miss.
Hope being barred from the last
week or so of rehearsals.
Granted that a certain nostalgic

element and the surface comedy
inherent in this pastiche of 30-
year-qld amateurishness will draw
a limited* affectionate public. But
a good many spectators will find it

not so much a quaint period shew
as just a relic that would have been
inferior even in its own day;-

It’s a one-joke* creation, without
a semblance of humor beyond the
element of anachronism. There’s
not a single smash song, but merely
a succession of numbers that sound
hot only in period but actually rem-
iniscent of specific tunes of that
day—“Miss Arinabelle Lee” and
“The Girl Friend,” for instance

—

and no effective dances, but only

retakes of the Charleston and such
dated gimcracks. >
But while an abnormal contin-

gent walked out on the opening-
night performance,, many others
stayed to give an ! ovation to the
campus caper-type • show and its

cast of London and domestic non-
names. That’s- likely to be the Way
subsequent audiences will split, ex-
cept that the cult of I920s-dedi-
cated is presumably limited.* By
the time the cult is exhausted, of
course, the low-overhead “Boy
Friend” shqUld have recouped its

$120,000 cast and netted a, tidy
profit..

By way of detail, the show is

located at a 'girls' finishing school
on the Riviera in 1926, and the
arch plot concerns a romance be-
tween a poor little rich girl student
and a titled young heir posing as

a messenger boy. The .men are
.generally dressed in flanrieis and
blazers, arid the girls in the mon-
strosities; of the period. There’s a

great deal of giggling, squealing
and simpering by the girls and the
whole performance ’ self-con-

sciously stilted.

Julie Andrews and John Hewer,
importees from London, play; the
leads, and other British, principals
include Erie Berry, Geoffrey: Hitn
bert, Moyna MacGiil; Ann Wake-
field (from the original. West End
cast), Dilys Lay, Stella Claire and
jMillicent Martin. Principals from
the U. S. include Ruth Altman,
Bob Scheerer, Paulette Girard, Joe
Milan, Jerry .Newby and Buddy
Schwab.

:

John Heawood has repeated his
original London choreography, and
the scenery and costumes are from
the original designs by Reginald
Woolley, although, union regular
tions have required that’ U. S. de-
signers Abe Feder and Robert
Mackintosh get program credit for
“supervision.” : Hobe.

Blues, Ballads and Sin
Songs
(BIJOU)

Libby Holman, with Gerald
Cook at piano . Opened Oct. 4, '54,

/or six nights at $4.80 top ,

Libby Holman, long absent from
musical comedy, started on the
ballads and blues kick about 10
years ago when she appeared in

company, with Josh White at a
small N. Y. eastside bistro, La Vie
Parisiertne. Since then she’s de-
voted a major part of her time to
the delineation of tunes from the
mountains as well as the' lower
strata of society, .and has perfected
these numbers to a high artistic

level.

Miss Holman, in her opening at
the N. Y, Bijou Theatre for a run
qf. six nights, indicates that she
can stay considerably longer as a

solo performer. While she’s more
for the musical cultists, there is

still enough of a general appeal
so that the public can dig her.
Miss Holman, simply dressed in

skirt and blouse by Mainbocher
and Frank Stanley, works in front
of a stark black curtain, with one.
single exception during one num-
ber. She’s accompanied by a tal-

ented Negro pianist, Gerald Cook.
However, with; the lighting and
delivery, there’s enough histronics
and color to make the tunes pa$r

off applausewise. Doing a collec-
tion under the generic title of
“Blues, Ballads and Sin Songs,”
her sole prop is a chaiir.

Miss Holman, reaches her apex
at the opening of the second part
of her show. The grouping of
“Careless Love,” “The Riddle
Song” and “Four Marys” repre-
sents the peak of the regular por-
tion of her layout. There, the
charm, fragility, drama and humor
reach a standard which

,
isn’t ap-

.
proached the rest of the evening,
with the exception of her encores..
A tremendous amount of re-

search; has apparently
.
been made

in connection with this exhibit of
Americana. There are Eliza-
bethean hues in several numbers
arid much of it reflects the unhap-
piness in the lot the Negro, and
in “The House of the Rising Sun,”
the low mood of the girl in the
sin-spot. Part of Miss Holman’s
approach is pedantic, blit these
lapses are only periodic, since
she’s too good; a performer to
tarry too long on that line. Miss
Holman also thinks enough of her
numbers to sing them without any
spoken precedes: In some, the
meaning

:

is too obscure to be com-
pletely effective.
However,' she speaks the lan-

guage of Broadway in her encores
when she gives out with some of
the numbers from .“The Little
Show” series. Her “Moanin’ Low/’
“Something to Remember You By
and “Body and Soul,” along with
“Love for Sale,” was what the first-

nighters seemed to enjoy most.
Jose.

Opera Review

Nelson
London, Oct. ,1.

Sadler’s Wells Trust Ltd,
,
(in assocla- .1

tlon with Arts Council) presentation of
]

opera in three acts, with, music by Len* :

nox Berkeley,, libretto by Alan Prycc-
Jones, sets, by Felix Kelly, costumes by
Motley. .Conducted by Vilem Tausky; di-

rected by George Devine. At Sadler's
Wells Theatre, London, Sept. 23* '54; .$2

top.
Lord Nelson Robert Thomas
Lady. Hamilton- ........

.
Victoria • Elliott

Sir William Hamilton. •>; .Arnold Matters
;

'Captain. Hardy David Ward
Lady Nelson Anna Poliak
Lord Minto . . ...... .... tanley. Clarkson
-Mrs, Cadogan ............ . Sheila Rex

[

Majordomo Charles Draper
i Madame Serafln , Olwen. Price
Surgeon ... . , . . . ... .

.

, .

.

John Probyn
•

'

Love story of Nelson and Lady
Hamilton provides a fruitful back-
ground for an operatic production,
arid the- subject matter is taken
full advantage of by Lennox
Berkeley in this, his first full-

length opera, with libretto by Ala ti

Pryce-Jones: He is doubly well
served by Robert Thomas in the
title role, who in addition to his
fine tenor Voice conveys the frail,

sickly exterior of the famous ad-
miral and is of the requisite small
.'stature.

The score is impressive, arid if

the first act showing the couple’s
first meeting in Naples' is static,

the poignant tragedy of the lovers,

expands with . the progression of
the story until the hero’s untimely
death at the: hands of a sniper in

his greatest hour of triumph. Audi-
ence reaction at opener was tu-

multuous and augurs a successful
addition to the company’s reper-
toire.

Story . is told with reasonable
historical accuracy, arid the worlds
wide knowledge of the characters
written about, staged and filmed,
makes for universal appeal. If

some of the glamor has been lost-

i
.
the heavier medium of the

operatic tempo, it makes up in
grandeur and dignity for any
deficiency. At times the orchestra
tends to drown the voices, but this
was probably due to the fact that
the premiere was broadcast.
Femme lead Victoria Elliott gives

a technically firstrate performance,
but never quite convinces the audir.
ence of her deep devotion. Anna
Poliak is Completely satisfying as
the deserted Lady Nelson and the
remainder of the cast fulfills the
high standard associated with the
Sadler’s. Wells tradition. Settings
and* costumes are tasteful and the
whole is superbly directed by
George Devine; Clem.

(Theatre indicated if set )

On Your Toes, 46th St. (10-11).

Fragile. Fox, Belasco (10^*12).
’ Tender Trap, Longacre (10-13),

Sing No Lullaby, Phoenix (10-14).

Traveling Lady (10-18).

I Feel Wonderful, de Lys (10-18).
' In Splendid Error, Greenwich
Mews (10-18).

Sands In Negev, President GO-
19).

Peter Pan, W. Garden (10-20).

Stone for Danny Fisher, Down-
town Nat’l (10-21).

Slightly Delinquent^ Black Friars
(10-25).

Dybbuk, 4th St. (10-26).
Traveling Lady (10-27).

Rainmaker, Cort (10-28).

Quadrille, Coronet (11-3).

Fanny, Majestic (11-4).

.

Wedding Breakfast; 48th St.

(11-16).
Living Room, Miller (11-17).

Hot Rock (11-22).
Sandhog, Phoenix (11-23).
Kilgo Run (week 11-29).

Mrs; Patterson, National (12-1),

On With the Show, Hellinger
( 12-2 ). .

Witness For Prosecution (12-8).

Portrait of a Lady, ANTA Play-
house (12-9):

Lunatics and Lbvers, Broadhurst
(12-13).

'

Festival (12-15).

Running Mate (12-15).

Between Friends (12-16).

Black-Eyed Susan (12-16).

Thracian Horses (week of 12-20).

Anastasia (12-22).

What Every Woman Knows, City
Center (12-22).

House of Flowers, Alvin (12-23).
Film Flam (12-24).

Painted Days (week 12-27).
Silk Stockings, Imperial (12-30),
Grand Prize

. (week of 1-10)

Plain & Fancy (1-20).

Desperate Hours (1-26).

CAN-CAN
(As of Sept. 4, *54)

Gross last five weeks, $242,530.
Net Profit last fiVe weeks, $42,-

698.
Total net profit to date, $457,570.

: Distributed profit to date, $392,-
605.
Cash available for distribution,

$7,706.
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The World of Slihlom r

Aleieliem
(RARBIZON-PLAZA, N. Y.)

After a summer layoff, “The
World of Sholom Aleichem” rer
turned last. Friday (1) to the off-

Broadway Barbizon-PIaza Theatre
Where it had a moneymaking 40-

week run last season. Show, pro-
duced by Rachel .Productions
(Howard Da Silva & Arnold Perl),

is in for only a three-week warm-
up for a road tour beginning Oct.
28, in Hartford.

Intelligently dramatized by Perl,
the presentation, comprising three
sketches, has lost nohe of. its out-
standing qualities, notably humor,
warmth, insight and-- good taste,

Trilogy provides a colorful glimpse
of Jewish folkways in late 19th
century Russia..

Switches In major cast assign-
ments froni the /.original roster in-
clude Herschel Bernadi, Jacob
Ben-Ami, Lola; D'Annunzio aajd
Diana Sands taking oyer resp«-
tively for Da Silva, Jack Gilford,
Sarah Citnningham and Ruby Dee/
Bernardi, who begin his assign-
ment last season, is standout as
Mendele, the bookseller, who han-
dies the off-stage narration.

Ben-Ami and Miss Sands appear
ini the second of the three sketches,
“Bonte Schweig,” based on a story
by I. L. Peretz. Ben-Ami is con-
vincing as the title character, who
after a long life of suffering winds
up before Heavenly tribunal,
with Mis^ Sands doing an okay job
as his defending angel. Morris
Carnovsky remains an ihipressive
figure as the

;
presiding angel.

In the Windup yarn, “The High
School,” the only one of the three
pieces based on a Sholom. Alei-
Chem story, Miss D’Annunzio is

forceful as the mother who refuses
to succu ib to the prejudicial quo-
tas that make it almost impossible
for her son to get a highschool
education. Carnovsky again turns
in an effective portrayal as her
husband, while Jack Banning is

good as the boy..

Miss D’Annunzio also has a small
Foie in the opener, based on a folk
story dealing with a fumbling
teacher, excellently

,
played by Will

Lee, with Phoebe Briand giving an
able assist as his wife: Other, cast
members perform creditably. Not
to, be ignored, either, is Da Silva’s
expert direction; Jess.

Genll^nien Prefer
Blondes

(NIXON, PITT)

Pittsburgh, Sept. 24.

“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes,”
Which producer Manny Davis has
expanded, from his straWhat in-

the-roimd version in Allentown, is

touring on twofers. It appears
doubtful whether the. bargain policy
will put it across.
Although “Blondes” has a good

name as a legit musical and has
also been a successful picture with
Jane Russell and Marilyn Monroe,
this cut-price edition isn’t for key
city audiences. Particularly audi-
ences that have already seen the
Carol Channing original. Maybe
around the tanks, but nowhere
else, is this one likely to have a

chance: .

It’s a harid-me-down frbm start

to finish. Sets are mostly painted
fiats; chorus consists of three girls,

occasionally four when one of them
isn’t on stage in a bit, and the
whole atmosphere of the piece is

depressing. Those who thought.
“Blondes” considerably less than a
musical comedy classic in the first

place will now be able to see why.
Maybe for strawhat consumption

this bargain-basement commodity
may be satisfactory. But for a
reputable legit house with a steady
clientele year and year out for
legit, it's no dice. Of course it

isn't designed for the legit faith-
ful, but even the occasional, thea-
tregoer with his ey^ out for some-
thing fdr nothing -will find plenty
missing.
Show carries two key musicians,

in addition to conductor A1 Evans,
and uses only 10 house men addi-
tionally, so the score sounds un-
comfortably thin. Cast is headed
by Jet MacDonald, as Lorelei Lee,
and she’s in the John Held-ish
tradition and / the Channing
mould. She does well enough by
the two best songs, “Little Girl
From Little Rock” and ‘‘Diamonds
Are a Girl’s Best Friend.” Nothing
outstanding about the perform-
ance, but. it gets by.
Walter Long, as the sugar daddy,

is the brightest spot with his ex-
pert hoofing. Although the role
wasn’t originally a dancing one,
producer Davis isn’t going to miss
out on Long’s specialty, even if

it does make the cabaret scene
cockeyed to have Long come in

as a celebrating customer and amoment later turns up as part of
the floor show.
Adrienne Angel as Dorothy, and

Marion Weeks and Lawrason Riggs
as the Spoffords from Philadelphia
are the best of a generally fight/
weight company. Twofers notwith-
standing, it’ll take miracle to
sustain this “Blondes” for long,

Cohen’

illy 3 Angels
(HER MAJESTY’S, MONTREAL)

Montreal, Oct; 30;

The Bella and . Sam Spewack
comedy, “My 3 Angels” based oh
Albert Hiisson’s French hit, “La
Cuisine des Anges,” opened a tour
here last week to poor business,
but a good audience reaction. Cast,

headed by Victor Jory, . offer per-
formances that range from very
good to something that might be J

seen on any local amateur stage.
Victor Jory, who also directed

this, production, plays the leading
role to the hilt.

His glib manner and patter, ith

a fine Gallic touch,, is convincing.
Royal Beal as the Wife strangler,
does much to Carry play over its

sagging moments as he underplays
his few good, lines, although his

offhand performance isn’t always
audible.

Stiano Braggiotti, as the money-
mad uncle Henri Trocliard, is ex-

cellent, maintaining relentless
course as he seeks to destroy the
affair between his nephew, played
by Kenneth Paine, and the eh-
genue portrayed by Jean. Jory.
Miss Jory, the star’s daughter, is

properly fluttery, but Herbert Ev-
ers as the third convict, bounces
around the stage flexing his well
exposed: muscles.

.

Guy Arbery and Jean Inness, as

the girl ?s parents, are adequate.
The single .set is workable and
solid, without the makeshift port-
able look usual with this, type of

tourer.
Although the show’s .playing

time is short, a 10:45 curtain fol-

lowing two^ intermissions' and an
8:45 opening, the sudden stops and
starts could be levelled out for bet-
ter playing time, a more restrain-
ing hand.on the overplaying and a

general tightening by all members
of the cast would do much to im-
prove this amiable comedy.

Newt,

Bial M for Murder
(ROYAL ALEXANDRA,

TORONTO)

Toronto, Sept. 27;
In an attempt to revive rotary

stock in the major North American
city circuit/ Charles Harrow, in

conjunction • with Rita Alien and
Archie Thomson, has brought back
“Dial M for Murder/* Harrow was
ah associate of the late Jules Lev-
enthal.

New setup of the Frederick
Knott melodrama has Donald
Woods as star, with Christiane
Felsmann, Denis Green, Bethell
Long, Bruce Jewell and Kent Mon-
troy. in the cast. All the players of

this former Maurice Evans’ hit are
new, with the exception of Jewell,
who was in the Broadway produc-
tion, and Miss Felsmann, who
played^ in the Chicago engagement.
Miss Felsmann was almost inaud-

ible in the first act, perhaps with
night nervousness a factor, and her
performance of a distraught woman
is unconvincing throughout, Jewell*

as the teevee scripter specializing
in murder yarns, Was also static in

the first act opening night. Not
until the arrival of the debbnair
Donald Woods does the action pick
up and maintain interest.

With the duel of wits between
the husband and the Scotland in-

spector, cleverly underplayed by
Denis Green, there is evident aud-
ience enjoyment. Bethel! Long, as

the hired killer of his former Old
School Tie mate’s wife, is properly
dastardly, and Kent Montroy is the

caricature of a comedy cop.

The somewhat shop-worn set is

from the original' Maurice Evans’
production. Whoever handles the

light-cue sheet requires consider-
ably more co-operation. But “Dial
M for Murder” is still a satisfac-

tory thriller, McStay.

Stock Tryouts
(Oct. 4-16)

xiead of the House, by John T.

Chapman—Bucks County Play
house, New Hope, Pa. (11-16)

(Original stock production, re-

viewed in Variety, Aug. 18, '54,

under title “The Iron Gate”).
Kilgo Run, by Arnold Sundgaara
—Bucks County Playhouse, New
Hope, Pa. (4r9) (Original stock pro-

duction reviewed in Variety, July
9, '52).
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Current Road Shows

LEGITIMATE 71

Following are the comparative figures based” on Variety’s box-
office reports for last week (the 18th week of the season) and.
the corresponding week of last season:

BROADWAY
This 1953-54
Season Season

Number of shpws current ... . . . ....

.

18 18
Total weeks played so far by all shows 290 260
Total gross for ail shows last week ;

.

$528,500 $509,700
Season’s total gross so far $7,913,600 $7,586,400
Nurftber of new productions so far ...

ROAD
6 8

Excluding stock

Number of current shows reported 21 20
Total weeks played so far by all shows 198 188
Total gross for all shows last week $494,400 $370,900
Season’s total gross so far $5,432,000 $4,577,500

'(I

y

Chicago, Oct. 5.

Except for ‘‘Time Out for Gin-
ger,” which closed strongly,, local

legit biz fell off . last week. ‘‘Pic-

nic" is folding next Saturday (9) at

the Erlanger after four weeks, first

three on Theatre Guild subscrip-
tion.

Additions to the upcoming dock-
et are ‘‘Fifth Season," due Nov. 22
at : the Selwyft, and ‘‘King of

Hearts," set for Dec. 27 at the Harr
ris. New arrival next week is ‘‘Mrs.

Patterson” at the Harris for a

seven-week pre-Broadvvay troyout.

Estimates for Last Week
.

Picnic, Erlanger (3d wk) ($4.40;

1.300) (Ralph Meeker). Topped
$17,600 on Guild subscription (pre-
vious week, $19,000); folds here
next Saturday (9) to end its tour.

Time Out for Ginger, Harris
(38th wk) ($4.15; 1,000) (Melvyn
Douglas). Nearly $14,200 (previous
week, $12,000); exited last Satur-
day (2) to resume tour;

Wonderful Town, Shubert :( 13th

wk) ($4.60; 2,100) (Carol Chan-
Pining). Almost $29,000 (previous
week, $30,400).

Itch’ $19,000 Finales

9-Week Frisco

San Francisco, Oct. 5.

Closing out a sock nine-week
run, Eddie Bracken in the touring

edition of ‘‘Seven Year Itch" drew
lively trade here last. week. Comedy
was originally booked for a four-

week stand, but extended as at-

tendance held up at a profitable

level. \
Only two legits have tppped the

nine-week figure for initial runs
here, ‘‘Voice of the: Turtle” having
held on for 13 weeks in its first

local appearance and ‘‘State of the
Onion" continuing for an unin-
terrupted 10 semesters. Various
Other shows have topped the nine-

week mark in two or more en-
gagements, including “Oklahoma"
(23 weeks* total), “Life with
Father" (19 weeks), and “Harvey"
and “Kiss arid Tell" (16 weeks
each).

Estimate for Last Week
Seven Year Itch, Geary (C) (9th

wk; $3.85; 1,550) (Eddie Bracken).
Pinaled with a profitable $19,000
(previous week, $21,000); drew a

total Of $200,147 for the engage-
ment; moyed-on to play northwest
cities and then work eastward;
local legit scene is dark.

Jory Not-So-Hot $6,000

In ‘Angels’ in Montreal
Montreal, Oct. 5.

“My 3 Angels," starring Victor
Jory, drew under $6,000 last Week
at Her Majesty’s Theatre here. The
Jewish New Year holiday period,
other local entertainment crimped:
biz. The. 1,704-seater was scaled to.

$3.38.
“Dial M For Murder" is current,

With Donald \yoods, and “Okla-
homa” follows.

‘King’ Hot$51,300, St. £.

St.. Louis, Oct. 5.

Hypoed by favorable reviews,
“Sabrina Fair," with June Lock-
hart, wound up the first week of a
fortnight’s stand at the Empress
Theatre with a big $18;000 at $2.50
top. It’s the season opener at the
stock spoL
Second eight performances of

“King and I" at: the Henry W. Kiel
, auditoriuni drew $511900,

:

bridging
the total gross to $100,300 for the
two-week engagement ending Sat-
urday night (2). Musical was
booked into the municipal house by
the American Theatre management.

‘Moon’ $14,800, Cleve.
Cleveland, Get. 5, .

“Moon Is Blue;" Hanna’s fall
legit starter, caught an unexpect-
edly hearty $14,800 last week on
two-for-ones.

'*

Comedy, with Jerome Cowan
featured, was presumably helped
b.v the influx of out-tOwner$ here
for the World Series.

j

Philadelphia, Oct, 5.

Unseasonable heat apparently af-
fected business at the nbri-aircon-
ditioned Locust and. Walnut last
week. The refrigerated Forrest,
with “South Pacific” as the draw,
played to SRO all week. Critics
did . handsprings for the. Rodgers-
Hammerstein tuner. Forrest had
been sold out far in advance of the
opener. '

Departure of “Fragile Fox’’ and
“Reclining Figure" last Saturday
night (2) left Philly with “South
Pacific" as the lone offering. “Rain-
maker" is next skedded item, due
next Monday (11) at the Walnut.

Estimates for Last Week
South Pacific, Forrest (MD) (1st

wk) ($4.80; 1,760) (Iva
.
Withers,

Webb Tilton). Show looks set with
top business for six weeks, possibly
more; solid $43,200 on the opener.

Fragile Fox,‘ Locust (D) (2d wk},
($4.20; . 1,580) (Dane Clark, Don
Taylor); Heaviest Theatre Guild-
American Theatre Society sub-
scriptions in recent years helped
get $12,000; previous stanza regis-
tered over $13,000, but Was Under-
quoted.

Reclining Figure, Walnut (C) (2d
wk) ($4.20; 1,340). Word-of-mouth
helped, but the weather was not
conducive to play-going; moderate
$13,100,

‘Blondes’ Up to $13,500

For 2d Week in Pitt

Pittsburgh, Oct. 5.

“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes"
picked up in its second and final
week at the Nixon, doing around
$13,500, as., against $10,000 the
Opening stanza. Musical, playing a
twofer engagement, concentrated
most of the take' the last two days,
with two evening performances in
lieu of regular matinees. The. fi-

nale on Saturday (2) was a sellout.

Jean Arthur in “Saint Joan’’ is

current as the opening subscription
offering, with Jerome Cowan in
“Moon Is. Blue” due next Monday
(11) for two weeks, also as a twofer
item,

.

Nothing is set after that for
a fortnight, until “Fifth Season"
arrives Nov. 8.

Los Angeles, Oct. 5.

Hal Zeiger will present a second
company of “Sands of the Negev"
at the Civic Playhouse Here early
in November.

Original U. S. production of the
Shimon Wincelberg translation of
Yigal Mossensohn’s Israeli play
opens Oct 18 at the President,
N., Y.

(Oct, 4 - 16)

Caine Mutiny Court Martial

(Paul Douglas, Wendell Corey,

Steve Brodie)—Palace/. Milwaukee
(4); Union, Madison, Wis, (5-6);

Orpheum, Davenport (8); Coliseum,
Ottumwa, la. (9); Orpheum, Spring-
field, 111. (11); McCormick Gym-
nasium, Normal, 111. (12); Shrine
Aud., Ft. Wayne (13);. Murat, In-

dianapolis (14-16).

Dial M For Murder (Donald
Woods)—-Her Majesty’s, Montreal
(4-9).

Fanny. (Ezio Pinza, Walter
Slezak) (tryout)—Shubert, Boston
(4-9);. Shubert, Phila. (11-16). (Re-
viewed in Variety^ Sept; 22, ’54).

Fragile Fox (Don Taylor, Dane
Clark) (tryout)—-Cox; Cincy 4-9)

(Reviewed in Variety, Sept. 22,

’54).
.

Gentlemen Prefer Blondes —
Shubert, Detroit (4-16).

'

Getting Gertie’s Garter—Majes-
tic, Boston (4-16).

King and I: (Yul Brynner, Patri-
cia Morrison)-—Kiel AUd., St. L.
(4-6); State Fair, Dallas (8-16).

Moon Is Blue (Jerome Cowan)

—

Hanna, Cleve. (4-9); Nixon, Pitt
(11-16).

Mrs. Patterson (Eartha Kitt)

(tryout)—Cass, Detroit. (4-9); Har-
ris, Chi (11-16) Reviewed in

Variety, Sept. 29, ’54).

: My 3 Angels (Victor dory).—
Royal Alexandra, Toronto (4-9).

Naughty .Natalie—Lyceum, Min-
neapolis- (li-16).
Oklahoma—State, New Bedford

(4-5); State, Portia rid (6-7); Opera
House, Bangor (8-9); Her Majesty’s;
Montreal (11-16).

Peter Pan (Mary Martin) (tryout)

;—Philharmonic Aud., L. A. (4-9)

(Reviewed in Variety, July 21, 54;

Aug. 26, ’54). ?
Picnic v (Ralph Meeker)—Erlan-

ger, Chi- (4-16).

Quadrille (Alfred Lunt, Lynn
Fontaine, Edna Best, Brian
Aherne) (tryout)—Colonial, Boston
(14-16).

Rainmaker (Geraldine Page)
(tryout) — Playhouse, Wilmington
(7-8) ; Walnut St. ,

Phila. ( 1 1-16).

Saint Joan (Jean Arthur)-

—

Nixon, Pitt (4-9); Cass, Detroit (11-

16) Reviewed in Variety, Sept. 22,
’54).

Seven Year Itch (Eddie Bracken)— Metropolitan, Seattle (5-12);

Aud., Portland (13-16).

South Pacific (lva Withers, Webb
Tilton)—Forrest, Phila. (4-16).

Tender Trap (Robert; Preston,
Kim Hunter, Ronny Graham) (try-

out)—Wilbur, Boston (4-9) (Re-
viewed in Variety, Sept. 29, ’54).

.

Time Out for Ginger (Melvyri
Douglas—Colsium, Sioux Falls (4);

Douglas-—Colisium, Sioux Falls (4);

torium, St. Paul (6-7); Derifield
High School Aud-, Duluth (.8-9):

Iowa, Cedar Rapids (11); KRNT,
Des Moines (12), Paramount,
Omaha (13-14); Playhouse, K. C.
(15-16).

i

Traveling Lady. (Kim Stanley)—

r

McCarter, Princeton (8-9); Cbx,
Cincy (11-16).

What Every Woman Knows
(Helen Hayes)—Huntington, Hart-
ford, L, A. (4-16),

Wonderful Town (Carol Chan-
ning)—Shubert, Chi (4-16).

MARTIN $56,800 IN L.A.
Los Angeles, Oct. 5.

Despite the expected downbeat
from the Jewish Holiday period,
all three local legiters recorded
good business last week. The two
holdovers actually moved up a bit.

“Peter Pan" is ift its final stretch
this week, to finish off

,
the best

season in the history of the Civic
Light Opera Assn.

Estimates- for Last Week
Peter Pan, Philharmonic Aud

(7th wk). ($5.50; 2,670) (Mary Mar-
tin). Up to $56,800 for the next-to-
last frame.

That’s Life, Las Palmas (15th
wk) ($3.60; 490); Arourid $4,700.

What Every Woman Knows,
Huntington . Hartford list wk)
($3,85; 1,032) (Helen Hayes), Ca-
pacity $26,000. Opening night’s
$5.50 for all seats overcame the
excessive press list required for the
premiere of the new legit house.

‘Toes’ Agile 44 1G in 9

For New Haven Preem
New Haven, Oct. 5.

Breakin of the “On Your Toes"
revival at Shubert here turned in
a neat $44,500 top. Show played
a Sept. 25 preview and then a full

week ending Saturday (2) for a to-

tal of nine performances.
House is dark for next three

weeks, then gets the American
preem of .“The Living Robm." star-
ring Barbara Bel Geddes. Oct. 27-

30. Another 'trj^out urifolds the fol-

lowing week with “On With The
Show,” musical starring Irra Petina. i

f
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Business on Broadway took a

dip last week for all but the Smash
entries. Receipts

.
Monday and

Tuesday (27-28). were clipped by
the Jewish holiday, while the
World Series opening Wedriesday
(29) at the Polo Grounds, N.Y„
apparently affected the matinee
trade.

Sellouts last week were “Can-
Can," “Dear Charles,” “Kismet,”
‘Pajama Game" and “Teahouse of

the August Moon/’ with “Caine
Mutiny Court Martial’’ just miss-
ing; Last week’s sole opening was,
“The Boy Friend,” which bowed
Thursday (30).

Only preem this week is “Re-
clining Figure," debuting tomor-
row night (Thurs.). There were no;

closings last week.

Estimates fbr. Last Week

Scott McKay). Another sellout,
over $34,100.

OPENING THIS WEEK
Reclining Figure, Lyceum (C)

($5.75-$4.60; 995; $23,389). Play
by Harry Kurnitz, produced by
Martin .Gabel & Henry M. Mar-

.

golis; financed at $75,000, Cost
about $50,000 to produce, includ-
ing bonds and approximate $5,0.00
tryout loss,

.
can break even at

around $12,000 gross; opens tomor-
row night (Thurs.).

. OFF-BROADWAV SHOWS
(Figures denote opening dates)
Clandestine Marriage, Province-

town (9-29-54).

Way of the World, Cherry Lane
(10-2-54).

World of Shoiom Aleichem,
Barbizon-Plaza (5-1-53).

Keys : C (Comedy), D (Drama),
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
MC (Musical-Comedy ), MD (Musi-
cal-Drama), O (Opera), OP (Op-
eretta).
Other parenthetic: designations

refer, respectively, to weeks played,
number of performances through
last Saturday, top prices,- number
of seats, capacity gross and stars..

Price includes . 10% Federal and
5%. City tax : but grasses are net:
tie., exclusive of tax.

All Summer Long, Coronet (D)

2d wk; 12, $5.75-$4 60; 1/027;

$30,000). Over $12,500 (previous

week, $12,300 for first four per-

formances and one preview).

Anniversary Waltz, Broadhurst
(C) 26th wk; 203; $4;60; 1;160;

$28,000) (Macdonald Carey; .
Kitty

Carlisle). tinder $17,200 (previous

Week, $21,100).

Boy Friend, Royale (MC), (1st

wk; 4; $6.90; 1,172; $38,000).

Opened last Thursday (30) to unan-
imously favorable reviews; grossed
nearly $21,700 for- first four per-
formances and one preview.

By the Bekutiful Sea/: Majestic
(MC) (26th wk; 204; $6.90; 1,510;

$58,000) (Shirley Booth). Neatly
$30,800 (previous week, $33,400);
moved last Monday (4) to the Inv
perial, where can remain until

Dec. 25, but must then, vacate for
“Silk Stockings," due Dec. 30.

(Caine Mutiny Court. Martial,
Plymouth (D) (37th wk; 292; '$5,75-

$4.60; $33,331) Lloyd Nolan, John
Hodiak, Barry Sullivan), Almost
$33,300 (previous week, $33,500).

Can-Can, Sihubert (MO (74th
wk; 588; $6.90; 1,361; $50,160).
Sellout, just $50,400 (previous
week, $50,400).

Dear Charles, Morosco (C) (3d
wk; 21; $6.90-$5.75-$4.60; $25,850)
(Tallulah Bankhead). Another sell-

out, almost $29,900 (previous week,
$29,900).

Fifth Season, Cort (G) (79th wk;
627; $4.60; 1,056; $25,227) (Chester
Morris, Joseph Buloff). Almost
$6,400 (previous week, $10,200);
closes Oct. 23, to tour.

Home Is the Hero, Booth (D)
(2d wk; 13;/ $5.75-$4.60; 766; $22,-

0Q.0) (Walter Macken, Peggy Ann
Garner). Almost $9,800 (previous
week, $9,200 for first five perform-
ances).

King of Hearts, Lyceum (C) 27th
wk; 210; $5.75-$4.60; 995; $23,389)
(Donald Cook, Jackie Cooper). Al-
most $11,700 (previous week, $13-
400); moved last Monday. (4) to the
National.
Kismet, Ziegfeld (OP) (44th wk;

348; $6.90; 1,528; $57,908) Alfred
Drake). Sellout, over $57,900
(previous week, $57,900).
Midsummer Night’s Dteam, Met

Opera House (M) (2d wk; 14; $6;
3,612; $93,553) Robert Helpmann;
Moira ’Shearer, Stariley Holloway),
Had standees, but failed to get. ca-
pacity *at, $89,600. (Previous week,
$70,500 for . first six performances),
Oh Men; Oh Women, Miller (C)

(42d wk; 342; $5.75-$4.60; 920; $23,-
248) (Lloyd Bridges). Almost $7,-

800 (previous week. $11,200).
Pajama Game, St. James (MC)

(21st Wk; 164;. $6.90; 1,571; $51,-

717) (John Rditt, Janice Paige, Ed-
die Foy Jr,) Sellout again, over

I $51,700.
Seven Year Itch, Fulton (C> (98tli

wk; 781; $5.75-$4.60; 1,063; $24,000.)

(Elliott Nugent). Nearly $20,700
(previous week, $21,300).

Solid Gold Cadillac, Music Box
(C) (48th wk; 381; $5.75-$4.60;

1,077? $27,811). Just under $20,900
(previous week, $23,100).

‘

Tea and Sympathy, Barrymore
(D) (53d wk; 421; $5.75-$4.60; 1.060;
$28,300) (Joan Fontaine). Nearly
$22,100 (previous week, $24,700).
Teahouse of the August Moon,

Beck (C) (51st wk; 412; $6.22-$4.60;

1,214; $33,608) (Burgess Meredith,

Boston, Oct. 5.

Biz continued strong , here last :

Week with “Fanny“ in second week
at the' Shubert, setting another
house record, “Tender. Trap,"
whieh

,
opened at the Majestic to

cautious notices, caught oft with
slick trade for the initial frame.
“Getting Gertie’s Garter," held up
okay in its second stanza at the
Majestic,

On the horizon is a Week’s ertr

of the Ballet. Russe De
Monte Carlo at the: Opera House,
: ti.ui? Oct. 11 and the Lunts and
Edna Best and, Brian Aherne i

“Quadrille," bowing Oct. 14 at the
Colonial.

Estimates for Last Week;
Fanny, Shubert (2d wk) (MD)

$6.25; 1,700) (Ezio Pinza, Walter
Slezak). Topped initial week with
a new house record at $50,079, final

week is current.
Getting Gertie’s Garter/Majestic

(C) (2d wk) ($3.30; 1,500). Holding
to near $13,500 again, on twofers;
continues..

.
. ^

Tender Trap, Majestic (1st. wk)
(C) ($3.85; 1,200) (Robert Preston,
Kim Hunter, Ronny Graham).
Picked up the latter nart of the
week to reggister $18,700 for the
debut stanza; .final week is current.

JEAN’S ‘JOAN’ OKAY 21G

IN HOLDOVER WEEK, D. C.

Washington, Oct. 5.

Second and final stanza of Jean
Arthur in Shaw’s “Saint Joan"
drew nearly $21,000 last week at
the National Theatre, That was
almost $2,000 better than the initial

semester; but far from sensational.
Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo,

opening a one-week 6tand ,last

night (Mon.), had over $1.5,000
advance;

Eartha-Tatterson’ 20G

For 2d Week, Detroit

, Detroit, Oct. 5.

“Mrs. Patterson," Leonard Sill-

man
.
production, starring Eartha

Kilt, eased off’ to $20,000 in its

second canto at the 1.482-seat Cass
last week. Top is $3.85 vveeknights,
$4.40 Saturday eyes.

Authors Charles Sebree and
Greer Johnson , have speeded the
slow second act. Also, Avon Long
lias replaced .Alonzo Bosa'ii as the
devil, who appears in the dream
sequences.;
The .2,050-seat Shubert. relighted

Sunday <3) for the' first time this
season with “Gentlemen Prefer
Blondes," in for a, fortnight. Two
shows Will, be given Saturday
nights, with, no matinees sched-
uled, Top is $3.85, but the. show
is on twofers.

‘Dial’ $5,500, Toronto
Toronto, Oct. 5.,

With a bad $5,500 gross,, it was
slow death for “Dial M for Mur-
der," last week at the Royal Alex-
andra here. Charles Harrow pro-
duction, starring Donald Woods,
had a $3,50 top at the 1,525-seat
house. For no apparent, reason, and
despite favorable reviews, the pub-
lic refused to go for the killer-,

thriller.

“My 3 Angels," with Victor Jory
starred* is current.
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Shows Abroad
Tlie Painty Spirit

London. Sept, 24.

John Buckley & Alan Hay production

of farce In three acts, by Peter"Jones ana
John Jowett. Stars Robertson Hare. Ralph
Lynn. Directed by . Charles Hickman.^ At
Piccadilly Theatre, London, Sept. 23, 5A,

at $2.25 top..
William Grout
Leonard Bilker ....

Mrs. -Violet Binder
Sir Wellington Hacker
Samuel Barriaby ......

Chloe- ..........
Polly Martin
Gerald Shafto
Mabel
Mr. Plummer
P. C. Cai p

Robertson Hare
. Ralph Lynn

. . . Vera Pearce
. ..Roger Maxwell
, . ... Alec Fintcr

Joanna Gaye
Constance. Lome
George Bradford

Margot Lister
Nell Wilson

rank Thornton

The return to the stage of Ralph
Lynn and Robertson Hare in part-

nership for the first time ini seven,

year revives the traditional kind
of farce so long associated with

their names. It is thoroughly
British, with- no Frenchy bedroom
scenes, and should prove, satisfying

to local customers.

The show’s lightweight quality

and the complicated parliarrientary

procedure providing the plot back-
bone would make it incomprehen-
sible outside London. After a poor
showing on tour, the play was
rewritten arid restaged for faster

pace to exploit the farce situations,

and should now prove a winner for

the veteran comics.
Story is located i the environs

of the House hf Commons, with
both Government, and Opposition
members wooing two uncouth
third-party newcomers whose votes
are. vital in the struggle over an
important bill-. Everything that
could happen to the stock Charac-
ters is laid oh with gusto, and the
result makes for. robust, popular
entertainment.
Hare and Lynn play into each

other’s hands with the ease pf long
association, although the latter
older half of the dpo tends to
retain a dated stylist type of acting.
Vera Pearce’s vigorous command-
ing figure gives full flavor to the
role of a femme MP, and Con-
stance Lome, Margot Lister and
Joanna Gaye round off the distaff

side of politics. Other politicians
are convincingly portrayed by
Roger Maxwell, Alec Finter,
George Bradford. Charles Hick-
man lives up to his reputation as
a sound director. Clem.

Das Dorf Olatie Maonnor
(TOWN WITHOUT MAN)

Vienna, Sept. 30.
Volkstheatre' production of comedy in,

seven- Scenes by Oedoen von Horvath.
Stars Joseph Hendrichs: Staged by Gustav
Manker; settings, .Lajos von Horvath;
costumes. Maxi Tschunko; intermission
music; Robert LeukaOf. At Volkstheatre,
Vienna, Sept. 17,. '54.

Matthias Corvinus ... Joseph Hendrichs
Count Hermannstadt. .Herbert Prodinger
Barber . ............ Fritz Eckfiardt

.

. Blonde Woman Traute Wassler

Oedoen von Horvath’s last play,
Titteu shortly before he was

killed in an accident in Paris, 1938,
and only now world-preemed, is a
plausible comedy with ludicrous
situations and dialog and outland-
ish characters, The writing is wit-
tily satirical, action very fast and
colorful, and laughs come in pro-
fusion.
Time of action is the Middle

Ages. Transylvania farming town
of Zelice sends a deputation to
Matthias Corvinus, King of Hun-

'gary, because there are no males
left over after a war. Because the
women of Zelice are outspoken
ugly, the deputation invents a
trick.. Three gals from the capital

are borrowed and exhibited, as
“samples,” Traute Wassler (wife of

the governor); Lotte. Ledl, fiancee
of a jealous- innkeeper

:
and a pros-

tie, Louise Martini. The King and
his aides-de-camps go off to Zelice

for “inspection/’ Hilarious situa-

tions arise when Fritz Eckhardt (at

his best as the “barber—in those
days, a VIP, as physician, town-
clerk, manager, moneylender and
so forth) is made responsible for
this swindle. But the King, being
very indulgent, gives Zelice its

men needed, under the proviso that
they too are not of the type; Women
just run after. Joseph Hendrichs
gives a competent portrayal of the
ruler:

Of the supporting cast, Carl
Bosse, Karl Skraup, Bert Fortel
and Benno Smytt deserve, credit.

Gustav Manker’s direction is per-
ceptive and sure, Costumes jtMaxi
Tschunko) and setting (Lajos von
Horvath) are-very well done. Rob-
eert Leukauf contributed nice " -

termission music. Maas.

Legit Casting

Anastasia^—Eugenie Leontovich:
Anniversary Waltz—Patty Foster

(replaced Mary Lee Dearring).
House of Flowers-—Diahann Car-

roll, Frederick O’Neal, Juanita
Hall.

Quardilie—Dorothy Sands, Jer-
one Kilty,. Mildred Clinton, Phyllis
Conrad, Nina Reader, Bruce Web-
ster, Richard Longman, Michael
Lewis.
Seven Year Itch (N. Y.)—Rita

Moreley (replaces *Neva Patterson
next Week).
Seven Year Itch (Rd.)—Anne

Kimbell (replaced Louise King).

Current London Shows

London, Oct. 5.
(Figures denote premiere dates)

After the Ball, Globe (6-10-54).
Airs Shoestring, Royal Ct. (4-22-53).
All Ftor Mary, Duke York (9-9-54).

Both Ends Meet, Apollo (6-9-54).

Boy Friend, Wyndham's (12-1-53V
Dark Light Enough, AldwycH (4-30:54).
Day . By The Sea, Haymarket (11-26-53).
D'Oyly Carte Opera; Savoy (9-13-54).
Dry. Rot, Whitehall (0-31-54).
Duenna, Westminster (7-28-54).

Folies Bergere, Pr. Wales (9-24-53).
Hippo Dancing, Lyric (4-7-54).

I Am. a Camera, New. (3-12-54).

Intimacy At 8:30, Criterion (4-29-54).
Joyce Grenfell, St. Mart. (6-2-54).

Keep In Cool Place, SaVille (8-16-54)..

King and I, Drury Lane (10-8-53)
Love Match, Viet Palace (11-10-53),
Manor of Northstead, Duchess (4-28-54).

:Mousetrap, . Aitibas. (11-25-52).
Never Too Late, Strand (6-3?54).
No News Father, Cambridge (9-15-54).

,

Old Vic Rep, Old Vic (9-9-54),

Pal Joey, Princes (3-31-54);
Party Spirit, Piccadilly (9-23-54).

Relations Apart, Garrick (8-3-54),

Sabrina Fair, Palace (8-4-54).

Salad Days, Vaudeville (8-5r54).
Separate Tables, St. James's (9-22-54).

.

Teahouse Aug. Moon, Her Maj. (4-22-54).

Wedding In Paris, Hlpp. (4-3-54).

Witness Prosecution; W. Card. (10-28-53).
You'll Be Lucky, Adelphi (2-25-54).

SCHEDULED OPENINGS
Bell Book, Phoenix (10-5-54).

.

Oxford Accents, New Water (10-6-54),
St. . Joan, Arts (9-29-54).
Can-Cam Coliseum (10-14-54).
Matchmaker, Haymarket <11-4-54).

. UA-riety

FIGURE HAYES’ WOMAN’

PAYOFF ON LA. STAND
Hollywood, Oct. 5.

Helen Hayes will play; an extra

performance Oct. 18.. i “What
Every Woman Knows/* at the

Huntington Hartford ‘ T h e a t r e >

Added show is to meet the heavy
ticket demand,

First week’s -gross for the re-

vival was $25,952. Normal capacity

13 $25,600, but opening night ail

seats were $5.50. The coverage
more than made up for the free

list. Production cost around $24,-

000 and has been, set up to break
even, including amortization, at

$18,000 a week for 10 weeks Sched-
uled here, San Francisco arid then
N.Y., City Center.

.
At its present b.o. rate, the pro-

duction will probably be in the
black before leaving Los. Angeles.

Another Critic

Continued from page 68

morning critics less time to pre-

pare their review's, which was why
it was moved forward i the first

place, but one of them says thank

you very much, but I don’t need

more time—I’d rather have the

extra half-hour to enjoy a decent
dinner.

“I don’t agree with either side; I

think opening night curtains should
rise at 6 p.iri. People that attend
opening night curtains could cer-

tainly leave their offices—if they
bother to go to them at all—in time
to go home and change and have a

cocktail and a snack and make the

theatre by 6 o’clock. Then they-

could go to their favorite restau-

rant of back home afterwards) and
sit down to a proper dinner at

about 9 p.m.

Critics could leave the theatre

and eat a leisurely meal, during
which the food and wine might
have a mellowing and salutary ef-

fect on what they have to write.

Even the morning boys, whether
they need the time, or not, would
have plenty of it.

“Audiences would generally be
more alert,; there would be fewer
srioozers suffering from several

cold cocktails followed by a series

of fast hot dishes, hands would be
beaten with less lethargy, and
laughter would be more hearty.

“Roughly this same Idea was
tried during the wrar in London,
not only for openings but in all

theatres every night, and most
people sCemed to like it. I sup-

pose there is some, entirely obvious
and simple argument against it, but
it has escaped me/’

Richard Watts Jr., N. Y. Post
critic who engaged in a sharp tiff

with Chapman in several columns
about the matter, hasn’t com-
mented in print on McClain’s sug;
gestion, He and Ward Morehouse,
drama columnist of the N. Y.

World-Telegram, favor
.
8 o’clock

openings.

into Sacramento
with the
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Clandesllns Marriage
(Provlncetown Playhouse, N, Y.)

In frolicsome mood, The Players
Theatre is reviving David Garrick’s
“The Clandestine Marriage” at the
Provincetown Playhouse. This
play of artifice is treated* with
mocking dexterity by an energetic
company, dispelling the old canard

,

that American actors .cannot cope
with period drama.

Under jack Landau’s frisky di-
rection, aisles arid pit are used
freely to augment the tiny playing
space, and the asides to the audi-
ence are ingenuously frank.
Charles Rosen’s settings create a
brittle atmosphere, his arrangment
of painted drapes enabling locale
to be changed in a twinkling with-
out impeding tempo.
Frederic Warriner has a virtual

tour de force as lascivious old Lord
Ogleby, whose eyes and hands
never behave. In his garrulous,
crotchety performance, he sets a
sprightly pace that infuses the
whole production.

Jacqueline Brookes is the secret-
ly wedded girl whose “little tell-

tale” makes .her swoon at thought
of discovery. She plays with just
the right touch of mock emotion to
keep her plight a. lark, and Stuart
Vaughan is always anxiously noble
as her sub rosa husband.
The unhappy maiden’s unsus-

pecting father \ is done by Roy
Poole, his pecuniary interest in his
children’s happiness having the
satiric note. As his brusquely sus-
picious sister, Sada Thompson’s ex-
cellent artificiality is as bright as.

her rouged checks,
precious as a young nobleman
whose faltering loves confuse the
issue, Sylvia Short is vindictively
petulant as second fiddle to her
sister’s unsought conquests and, as
a foreign friend of. milord’s, Jerry
Stiller is just plain funny. Amanda
Steele uses ah Irish brogue , as a
maid, John Harkins Is an amorous
manrservant, arid Blanche Cholet’s
chambermaid is fetchingly wide-
eyed.
By b.o, standards, prospects for

this lusty revival should be good.
Whether Garrick wrote ^Marriage”
solo, or collaborated with drama-
tist-producer George Colman, is a
moot question, but customers will
nrobably be laughing too much to
care, j

'

Geor.

TIio Way of tlse World
[

(CHERRY LANE, N. Y.)

In “The Way of the World”, Wil-
liam Congreve’s brisk comedy of
manners, the plotting is so intri-

cate, the wit so profuse, that, gen-
erations Of actors have only been
able to touch the high spots. Pros-
cenium. Productions’ revival at the
Cherry Lane Theatre follows
precedent, having a verve that un-
derscores the play’s urbanity with-
out getting too mental about story
line.

The. 18th century comedy’s so-
phisticated approach to love and
marriage has. a surprisingly mod-
ern flavor. Most of the Cherry
Laners adapt well to the late Geor-
gian period in which the produc-

J

tion is designed, playing with state-
ly flourishes and bows, only a
couple of actors being finable to
escape from the 20.th century.
As the classical Mirabell, Louis

Edmonds is somewhat stiff, but
profits from a handsome affecta-
tion, while Gerry Fleming is Viva-
ciously challenging as his beloved.
Dee Victor is squeakily droll as the
vain aunt -who wants to thwart
their romance, her frenetic bou-
doir scene being capital farce.
As the scheming heavy, Fritz

Weaver is superciliously aloof, arid

Nancy Wickwire, his ravishing, co-
hort, devastates both sexes with her
flashing eyes, acid tongue, and
rapier-like use of her fan, Thayer
David’s Petulant is a properly
gruiripy portrait, Raymond John-
son plays a guileless knight., and
Kay Parker's Mincing befits its

soubriquet,
Warren Etiters’ direction elicits

a spirited unity of style that pre-
vails from first candle-lighting to
the brittle epilogue; Don Craw-
ford has designed subdued unit
sets, relying for color on his gay

costuming. Proscenium Produc,
tions has done creditably with
difficult play, the weaknesses being
counterbalanced by a. disarniing
freshness, Geor

5

Stephanie
(AMATO THEATRE,: N. Y.)

Whatever dramatic concept Gil
Orlovitz may have had wheri he
wrote “Stephanie” he has hidden
under a mass of self-conscious ver-
biage., As far as can be discerned
in this puerile offering at the
Amato Theatre, the girl Stephanie
wants to spend her. sixteenth birth-
day alone in a hotel room.

If allowed to do that, she will
permit her parents to get a divorce
Neither eventuality takes place*
however, since she falls in love
and gets kissed, Which turns out to
be all she wanted.
The author takes reams of

pseudo-epigrammatic dialog to ex-
ploit his situation. It is all so
stilted that after a few minutes no-
body cares, least of all the actors
from Appearances. Produced by
Group One arid directed, by Thur-
man Faulk. ’ Geor;

Shows in Rehearsal

Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama).
CD .(Comedy-Drama), R (Revue).
MC (Musical Comedy), MD (Mu si,

cal Drama) O (Opera), OP (Op-
eretta )

.

. Quadrille (C)—John C. Wilson 4
H. M. Tennent, LTD., prods.; Wil-
son, dir.; Alfred Lunt-Lynn Fon-
tanne,- Brian Aherne-.Edna Best,
stars.

Living Room (D)—Gilbert Miller
& Donald Albery, prods.; Hugh
Hunt, dir.; Barbara Bel Geddes,
star.

'

On With the Show (Ml^Eliza-
beth Miele, prod- Charles W.
Christenberry Jr. & Byrle Cass,
dirs.; Irra Petina, star.
Wedding Breakfast (D)—Kermit

Bloomgarden, prod.; Herriian
Shumlin, dir.

ADVANCE AGENTS !

COMPANY MANAGERS

!
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shows for. over. 42 years. Ours is
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|
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Brit. Asks U.S. Comics Ban
Call for a ban. on American

honor comics arid magazines was

made by the council of the British

Federation Of Newsagents* which
represents 27,000 news agents, at

quarterly meeting at Stratford-on-

Avon,'Erie? .

Federation called for a ban on

sale of the funnies, and, Without dis-

sent, passed a resolution deploring

that the British government had

not banned the importation and rer

moduction Of the comics in Great

Britain. Members of the Federa-

tion will -now lobby meinbers of

the British Parliament and urge

that a special bill be put through

to enforce such a ban. .

Newsagents at Crieff, Scotland,

have also called for a ban on
American comics.

Buchwald-Condpri Pic Idea

Art Buchwald, columnist of the

Paris Herald tribune, and Rich-

ard Condon, UA overseas publicity

rep, have just finished a. 90-page

film treatment of an original, en-

titled "Gold Key To Paris."

Treatment has already started the

rounds arid is being handled by
George Marlon.
Buchwald has had bids before

on pix but this is his first venture

in this department. Condon has
three plays to his credit.

Bonelli-L:A. Times Feud
Feud between Wm. G. Bonelli,

member of the powerful board
which tells Californians how much
taxes they are going to pay and
handles liquor licenses on the side,

and the L.A, Times has broken out

on the literary level. Though up
for re-election and an almost sure
push-in, Borielli took billboards he
would normally use to ballyhoo his

own. candidacy to advertise "Billion

Dollar Blackjack — the Story of

Corruption and the Los Angeles
Times" (Civic Research Press, Bev-
erly. Hills; ($2.95) with himself
billed as the author.
Book, which is well-written, well-

printed and well-exploited, takes
the Times through three genera-
tions! from Gen. Harrison Gray
Otis, a Civil War vet, to Norman
Chandler, his graridson,. and at-

tempts to show that the paper is

merely a house organ for their

fingers, ip many well-paying pies

and some, like station KTTV,
which are. not. 1 so well-paying but
add to their prestige and power.
.For an expose, it’s on the schol
r)y side arid in the heat of i

political campaign rather temper-
ate, which is better understood
when it

.
is revealed that Bonelli

was a professor of political econo-
my at Occidental before he entered'
practical politics and has an M.A
and LL.D. as well;

Press, radio and tv covered him
and the book on release date Sept
20. Times acknowledged its pub
lication, too, but denied that Kyle
Palmer was on their payroll at the
time he was doing public relations
work for the Santa Anita track
Track is on property Chandler4

Interests sold to racing interests.
Track, according to documenta-

tion printed by Bonelli, was to pay
the Times $21,881.82* sum due the
paper from Palmer in 1937. Mys-
tery is not explained by Bonelli or
the paper how their in-and-out
staffer could have put such a big
bite on the front office in the first

place. He’ is currently their politi-
cal editor.
Book is jammed with dubious

dealings running into millions
Though all Hollywood is reading
‘‘Blackjack,” if^ill never become
another "Citizen Kane," despite
the fact that the Chandler power
does not extend beyond the borders
•of California, Sent.

Faulkner, F. Sco*t Fitzgerald,
Langston Hughes, Virginia Woolf,
Alistair Cooke, David Low, Ed-
mund Wilson, Heywood Broun,
William Allen White and. Otis Fer-

guson.
%

a $i5,000 salary tilt enticed Ken Special issue; in addition to be

Purdy to Argosy, he took Stern ing oversize and glossy cover (a

along with him, in the same post of departure from the norm), will

chief of the foreign staff, and also have a four-color run for ads and.

a

with headquarters in Rome rather, press run of 100,000 copies. Pub-
than Paris or London; Tom Naugh- lisher Gilbert Harrison, has sent

ton, managing editor Who is called personal to. newspaper ; and, maga-
executive ed on Argosy; X,en Leone, zine publishers asking them to par-

art ed; A1 Silvertfan, sports ed; tieipate in the issue via placerrient

Ed Ddwne, shopping editor; plus of ads "to cheer us along in. our

two art assistants; three secretaries' second 40 years."

and two admen.
True’s circulation is 2,200;Q00; , „•

Argosy, 1,200,000, but November is- Show biz took oyer almost a

sue, due Oct, 20, Will run to 1,400,- half-page of_ yesterday s (lues.)

000. Doug Kennedy, ex-sports ed N. Y.' Herald Tribune in an unusual

of Time, is the new editor of True, spot—the editorial page, Walter

At this writing he is hunting for a Lippmann’s whole column was de-

successor to Stern in Europe. .
. voted to films.; Headed Sadism^ln

Stern currently is in the U. S. the Movies,” it .rapped crime sto-

ori a six-week visit, researching m.a- ries, in pix in an answer to .a. letter

terial for foreign features from the: from Arthur B. DeBra, of the Mo
New York and Hollywood end. tion. Picture Assn, of America,

Two inside columns were, devoted
2 British Show Biz Books to reprint of an address by CBS’

John Montgomery, a former; Edward R. Murrow, made in ac-

studio publicist, has done a pains- cepting the Freedom 'House Award
taking job of research for "Come- Oct/ 3. Reprint Was headed "The
dy Films" (Allen & Unwin, Lon- Necessity to Preserve Freedom in

don; $3) . in which he faithfully the Cold War.”
records the progress made by the
motion picture from the days of CHATTER
Fred Ott’s "Sneeze" (1894) to the The George W. Joels’ (Dial
present time. The book is a factual Press) daughter, Susan Barbara

a

Norman Wisdom, Britain’ .•newest:.|.ijfsi^,-^ .th£" November Catholic
screen Comic, and the stills of old- Digest
time stars, help to widen its scope. G6rdOn Irving, Variety's Scot

R. F. Delderfield, author of the. mugg, to London to appear in film
record - breaking "Worm’s E y e trailer for new Gregory Peck pic,.

View,” which ran for . six years in “The Purple Plain.”

under" the
aS

appropriate
5

tltle-o! Chicago,.Sun-Times reporter Carl

"Bird’s
1

Eve
P
vSw” (Constable Larson penning a piece for Pageant

J§£do*;& stor^if coin- mag qn Tom DuggamYVindy City's

monplace enough— strict parents, controversial ty gabber, .

boarding school, working as a re- Winthrbp Palmer, exec editor . of

porter on his father’s country Dance News, returning to N.Y, this

paper and then war. service iri the weekend after three months in

R.A.F. Always, however, he was Europe, and the Near Easi-

interested in playwriting and it Was Irish Th.esper Nigel Fitzgerald
while in uniform that he had the has his third whodunit listed for
inspiration for his major success; publication by Collins Crime Club
Unpretentious, but quite readable, in January, titled “The House is

Myr.o. Falling.”

'Herb Mayes, editor of Good
Dewey On ‘Newspaper Week’
The American press

•5
ek

j Housekeeping, has been appointed
• . .

- Provides chairman of the Editorial Commit-
"wider and^more^accurate'mforma- t€e of .

.the Magazine Publishers’
tion” than that of any other nation, A^rtninfinn
while New York State has “ a pow-

association.
....

erful number of the greatest news- Tmpleton Pe^
papers in the. world,” said Gov. on .>^a

i
l

1I9^v°
n
^fK

Thomas E. Dewey in proclaiming switched t<y

Oct. 1-8 as "Newspaper Week;” He PauJ
.

editoi-in-chief foi

continued: "Even those whose cii-
Crowell-Colliei

. ^5 u ..

culations. is. not so extensive are Composer-conductor Dimitn T|

cherished and supported in their
communities for the high degree of k^te

.

Technique ^Of Film

professional skill with' which they Jfusic,. e(Lfe
gather and present to their readers the .Council of the Birtish Film

a steady and truthful «stream. of Academy.
.

. e

news ” ' 7 Alec Newman, former member of

In 'a simultaneous proclamation "Information PUeasq” quiz team

for Qct. 2 as "Newspaper Boy Day,” and other Radio Eireann panel

the Governor wrote that "Many a
boy has received his start and :

Iris
1

k
Q^1I^ies ’ Ue 8 been assistant

learned his first lessons as a busi- ^
nessman by delivering paper." JftgUgf W&Sg

Elsa’s 'R.S V.P.’ service last week to draft a code

"R.S.V.P.: Elsa Maxwell’s Own of ethics R>r -the comic magazine

Story” will be on, the stands by -industry. He has been a magistrate

Oct. 20. Published by Little, Brown, sin^e 1945.

the volume .covers her life’s span, Scotsman Features Ltd., based in

from her birth, through her early Glasgow and Edinburgh, became

years as a pianist in a nickelodeon. independent of Scotsman Publica-

and to her present heights as a
control|e<I

b,y Canadian

partygiver.
p Roy Thomson, and switched name

The book gives the o.o. to people to-®co^
ne^® . . , ......

of diversified fame, incuding Sig- Vic Gauntlett, former advertising

mund Freud, George Bernard manager for
.
Evergreen Theatres,

Shaw, Christian Dior, Bea Lillie, Seattle, and veteran Pacific North-

Barbara Hutton, among the many'- west flack, has joined the staff of

_____ Advertising Counselors Inc. of

Curtis Into How-To-Do-It Seattle, Spokane and Portland

Curtis Publishing Co,, which James jj,_

Street Jr. has joined

brings out its new mag, TV Pro- garold Matron’s literary
t
agency,

gram Week, early in. November, He

Rumford Press^ Pay Tilts
Approximately 125 employees o

the
. Rumford Press in Concord

N.- II., which prints a number.: o;

the ^country's leading riiagazines
have been granted a "step in
crease” in wages, it has been an
nounced by J. Richard Jackman
president of the firm. Other unions
at the plant, which also signed a
two-year contract in 1953, took a
"fiat increase," rather than pay
boosts in two steps..

The Rumford Press has ‘ about
800 employees with an annual pay-
roll of around $3,500,000. Total
sales volume; last year was a record
$7,000,000 and this, year’s, figure
should be about the same, presi-
dent Jackman reported.

Was formerly assistant to the
editor of Family Circle' magazine
arid associate editor of Cosmopoli-

movement which got its. start duf- ta
n. Before that .he was on. the

ing the. war. faculty of the University of North

plans to. cash in on another popu-
lar, craze, the “Do It Yourself"

Curtis has jiist acquired con-
trolling interest in Science &
Mechanics Publishing Co., Chi-
cago, publishers of one of the lead-
ers in the how-t.o-fix-it

Carolina.
The Leeds (Eng.) City Police

seized the entire stock, 108;000
copies, of the latest issue of A Bas-
inful of Fun, and removed them

Science & Mechanics, Self-KeTp from- the printers,
.
F. Youngman

mag is published bimonthly and Ltd., before they^were put on sale,

has circulation of 650,000. Popular Periodical, consists of stories, gags

Mechanics, a monthly coiripetitor, arid cartoons, -
.

has 1,350,000 circulation. Virgil & second printing of 350,000

Angerman, only other .stockholder copies has been ordered by Popu-

in S&M Co., liemairis as president ^ar Library for its 35c paperback

and ho other changes . are planned. pf. Polly Adler s A House
Is Not A Home,” whose first print-
ing of 500,000 copies sold out in

30 days. The original Rinehart
edition of the notorious madame’s

Argosy Vs. True
The first issue of Argosy, in No-

Jcmber, With ' the lead story by
Michael Stern ("How. To Steal $8,-
000,000 From the GIs Abroad"! is
the first issue of a largely trans-
planted editorial and business staff
winch resigned from True last
'*uly.. Both are competitive in the
man’s readership field, and When

New Republic’s 40th Ann!
The New Republic will publish a

128-page, glossy cover 40th anni-
versary issue Nov. 22 whielr will
contain reprints of the best articles copies

and poems which have appeared in the

"memoirs” sold almost 100,000

heels of Ed Murrow ’s

the mag since it was founded in “Person to Person" (CBS) inter-

1914. Among the writers repre- view of the Walter Whites (he’s

sented will be Theodore Dreiser, exec sec of the NAACP), Holt is

H. G. Wells, John Reed, Herbert cocktailing at Poppy Cannon’s
Croly, H. L. Mencken, Bertrand/ house on East 68th St., N. Y., in

Russell, Katherine Mansfield, E, honor of her latest, "The Bride’s

M. Forster, Carl Sandburg, W. B. Cookbook.” Holt’s p.a., Barbara
Yeats, Felix Frankfurter, Edna St. Emerson, labels the shindig "the

Vincent Millay, 'Hart Crane, LIn- wedding of The Gourmet and The
coin Steffens, James Joyce, William Can Opener.’’

»+ By Frank Scully

v Hollywood/ ...

•To Mm'e. Pandit .and her s*k Indian club" Swingers who still.believe
in human progress, I. have discovered an encouraging footnote*. He
is a character .playing Tai'z0n whose head is not flat in the back.

In-fact, he is the , handsomest, giant - who has ever essayed the role
in ail- the 30 productions 'Starring the jungle dreamboat of the late

Edgar. iRice JBuiroughs, -

His name on the payroll of Sol Lesser, is Gordori Scott, son of Stan-
ley G. and Alice Irene Johnson Werschkul of Portland, Ore. The
youngest of nine children, five boys and four girls, Gordon is as strong
arid as smooth as the gin after which I ‘suspect he was named. He
is six feet three, weighs 215 of the tightest pounds you ever, saw, has
a 50-irich chest, 30-inCh Waist and 40-inch rump; or hips, I .believe

the politer phrase is.

He has a crop of dark brown hair (his own),, all his own magnificent
teeth in ideal alignment, is brown as ari autumn leaf, well read, a

good dancer and possessed of a vocabulary far beyond the range de-
manded by Frank Gruber in the^ current Tarzan script entitled “Tar-
zan’s Hidden Jungle.”

' '

I fir^t heard him being interviewed over CBS and his. manner; of

expression was so gracious, modest and generally becoming that I

decided to set up a safari from Desert , Springs to a jungle back of

Culver City and view him. in person. It was a hazardous 100-mile
trek, much of it through Wild freeway traffic and I niade it unscathed.
I first saw him ’ the chow line, where he towcried above the tech-

nicians lined up in front and behind' him. All he had on was a lot

cloth arid a bowlei knife.

For a jungle boy, he had the manners of one raised on the refined,

table etiquette, of Emily Post. ; He helped me get a fair measure of

;

corned beef arid cabbage arid we Sat down Vis-a-vis for a chai I w
careful riot to use words" of more than one; syllable, not wanting to.

disturb the atmosphere created by the scripticiari;

At Scott’s si,de sat Vera Miles, the Maureen O’Sullivan of “Tarzan’s
Hidden Jungle," a blond chick weigh.irig in at 1.17, with green eyes.

People with even short meniories may remember her as Vera Ralston,
"Miss Kansas" of the 1949 Atlantic City bathing beauty contest. With
such a surefire nairie for pictures she changed it to. Vera Miles, when,
she married Robert Miles, casting director at UI.

/

It must have been
love.

. How’s His Gin Rummy?
Beyond being in the same picture, she arid Scott have much in com-

mon. Her people, came! from Oklahoma, his from Montana, wlier

his mother Was born on a cattle ranch; As an example of how cattle-

ranching has. changed, Scott’s father Was quite a golfer. Though a

mixture of Swedish and German- Gordon was raised in the British
,

athletic tradition. So Were the rest of the boys,. They Were all

proficient in riding, swimming, skiing, rifle; and pistol shooting! arch-
ery'*. golf, football, baseball, basketball, gymnastics, boxing, wrestling
and weight-lifting. With that sort of diversity none of course be-
came champions* but if the Greek ideal of. a sound mind in a sound
body is riot practically “subversive. -in the age. of specialization, Gordon
Scott is a shining example of a well-rounded man.
His parents, he told me, planned it that way. They moved to Port-

land before Gordon Was born and all his schooling was there. I have
a hunch he would have developed into a terrific tackle at Oregon U,
but at the end of his freshman year he was yanked off to Fort
Lewis arid iritb the dogfaced infantry. It was in the fall of 1944,
arourid the time Der Fuhrer had stopped chewing rugs; arid Was down
to eating old crow seasoned with potassium cyanide.
Gordon was such a good_ soldier that he soon ;

was teaching close-
order drill, rifle and bayonet drill, hand-to-hand Combat arid judo.
About the. time he might have been shipped to the South Pacific,*

recalcitrant prisoners were arriving on. the Coast. He was elevated
to the rank of sergeant and transferred to M.P. to handle dangerous
prisoners. On Washington’s Birthday, 1947, the Army figured they
had enough of his gentle bone-crushing skill arid discharged him.

It seemed top late to go back anjd pick up the threads of a college
education; so he joined his oldest brother Jim on a cattleranch Jim
owned. When he threw the bull it wasn’t a figure of speech.
Three years ago he took a trip to Las Vegas for a vacation and also

to <give the sun the privilege of shi ing on the handsomest hunk of
man the Monte Carlo of the . masses had ever seen. The' manage-
ment of the Hotel Sahara watched him Working out at the pool,
checked through their own intelligence to make sure he wasn’t a
space man from Venus or a ’new champion of the grunt-and-groan
school of acting and offered him a job as a lifeguard.

... In fact, in keeping with Vegas values, they offered him such a fat

fee that it made cowpunching seem like working for pot roasts. He
simply couldn’t afford to turn it down.

.
This proved the perfect show window for; him. Sol Lesser had lost

Lex Barker to either* the Barker Bros; or some redhead, I forget
•which, and was pestering the life out of talent scouts to find him an
heir to the jungle throne which had been previously occupied by
Elmo Lincoln, Gene Polar, P. Dempsey Tabler, Jimmy Pierce, Frank
Merrill, Johnny Weissmuller, Buster Crabbe, Herman Brix (Bruce
Bennett, to you), and Glenn Morris (with Eleanor Holm,, remember?).

One Test. Arid Stardom
The field narrowed down to 15 finalists, Gordon M; Werschkul

among them. He had never had a screen: test in his life. In fact, the
only time a camera had ever turned his way was when a newsreel
photog Wanted to get a shot of Eleanor Holm at the Sahara pool and
he was in the way.. ., Even here he. seemed to have a better pre-Dior
figure than she did. Certainly his. hips Were slenderer.

Lesser ;
took one look at the test, heard Gordon’s fine masculine

voice afid
-

Said, “He’s in." It was figured that if, his English were
too refined they could always blur it over With sound effects.

"The 'first thing wg have 1 to do,” said Sol, "is to change his name,"
Just why* eludes me, Certainly

.
Gordon Werschkul is no tougher , oil

marquees than Johnny Weissmuller. But froin here in it's Gordon
Scott, though personally I think Gordon Gin would be better remem-
bered by. the army of fans which are sure to be his as soon as "Tar-
zari’s Hidden Jungle” comes out of .

hiding.

This is Lesser’s 14th Tarzan picture- He’s . still paying off to the
Burroughs estate and expects to continue to do so for, the next 20
years; having acquired

;
these additional rights last year. The nick is

$100,000. a
.

picture, 'Which rates Burroughs; both dead and live, as
the smartest author the town has seen,. Edna Ferber possibly
excepted.

It’s been a great springboard for actors and should do rnore for
Gordon Scott, because he starts with, more on the ball than most. It

hasn't done badly for girls either. Maureen O’Sullivan of course is

the. best known of these* but Natalie Kingston, Nancy Kelly, Frances
Gifford, Brenda Joyce, Linda Christian, Evelyn Ankers, Denise Darcel,
Virginia Huston, Joyce MacKenzie; Dorothy. Hart and even Vanessa
Brown got some good notices out of the pictures too. Vera Miles;

the
;
current cutie of t^ie khaki and Soudan hat set, Will gain a lot of/

glory out of this one as Scott’s mate,
Most of the Tarzans were, Olympic champions, In fact the ninth

one, "Tafzan’s Revenge,” . had two Olympic champions-rGlenn Morris,

1936 decathlon fchamp,, and. Eleanor Holm, femme diving doll*. The
role is packed with action and short on dialog, which makes it caviar

to the foreign riiarket. It is strictly escapist entertainment, a jungle-

raised human who becomes king of the jungle, He’s the great, equal-
izer against all persecutions or man-eating animals. He’s terrific, arid

there’s a barrel of money in him, too.
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Broadway
Spencer Tracy sailed for Italy

over the weekend.
Nina Foch Coasted Sunday (3)

for film work at Paramount.

Carol Longone .will launch her-

10th season of pperalogues at the
Hotel Pierre, Oct. 13.' : ‘

Edward' Kingsley, film Importer
just hack from ,

the Venice Film
Festival, hospitalized with he-
patitis.

George Weltner, head of Para-

mount International, oil on a

month-long, business tour of Lon-
don, Paris and Home..

Director Earl Bellamy and a
second unit company in Gotham
to film background footage for Co-
lumbia’s “My Sister Eileen.’’

A1 Tamarih, United Artists' as-

sistant .
ad-pub director, Coasted

over the. past weekend to blueprint
promotion for upcoming indie

films,

William J. German again named
chairman of the Motion Picture
Industry Division of the .1954 cam-,

paign in behalf of the United Jew^
ish Appeal.

Dimitri. Tiomkin, following a

short N! Y. visit, left for Italy to

see Warner Bros.’ “Land of the
Pharoahs,” preparatory to writing
the score for the picture.

Robert Emmett Dolan due in

from the Coast tomorrow (Thurs.)

to join in preparations .for the
Music Hall bow of “White Christ-:

'mas,” which he produced.
Alfred Crown, president of Mou?

lih Productions, Off to London for
production-distribution talks con-
cerning. Moulin’s “Moby pick,’’

now shooting in the British Isles.

Rose and Joe Seidelman (he Was

.

formerly foreign sales veepee of

Universal) Winding up their lei-

surely globetrot, with two months
in England; due back in Novem-
ber.
Anton Dolin, artistic director of

London’s. Festival Ballet, arrived
from England Sunday (3) for the
British company’s first coast-tp-

coast tour of 65 U. S. and Canadian
cities.

Mrisic publisher Herb Marks’
daughter, Jean Carolene Marks (by
his first wife), married Boston at-

torney Arthur William Murphy.
They will reside in Roslyn
Heights, L. I., after Oct. 10.

Met; soprano Astrid Varnay ar-

rived in .N.Y. from Germany Mon-
day (4) and started rehearsals same
day for her appearance with the
Hew York Philharmonic at Car-
negie Hall tomorrow (Thurs.).
• Dimitri Tiomkin planed to Rome
last week for confabs With Howard
Hawks on “Land of the Pharaohs,”
for which Tiomkin will write the
score arid conduct. He’ll also visit

Paris and London, in a month’s
stay abroad., ^

Carmel Myers (Mrs. Alfred W.
Schwalberg), wife of the Para-
mount distribution chief, handling
the U. S. sales . agency for Par-
fumerie Fragonard, of Paris and
Grasse (France), Whose No. 1 es-
sence is called Zizanie.
Deborah Kerr, who recently com-

pleted "End of the Affair,” in Eng-
land, for Columbia release, re-
turned to the U. S. yesterday
(Tues.L on the Queen Mary. She
was accompanied by her producer-
husband, Anthony Bartley, and
their two daughters.
Mr. and Mrs. Keva Marcus (Kay

Lenard) here from the Coast for
his parents’ golden wedding anni-
versary celebration this Saturday
(9). He’s a cameraman, arid jingie-
writer; Miss Lenard is president
of the Motion. Picture Industry
Council and a film scripter. It’s

Marcus’ first trip, east to his home-
town in 17 years.

If this keeps, up Variety might
well add a N. Y.-to-Cairo listing!
Off to the land of the sphynx at
the weekend Were photographer
Charles K. Whitmore and actor
Charlton Heston, both to report
to. Cecil B. DeMille for “Ten Com-
mandments” duty. Recently,
HoWard Hawks’ “Land of the
Pharaohs” had filmsters on the
Cairo run;

Actress Mary Martin’s 23-year-
old Son by a previous marriage,
Sgt. Larry Hagman, whose father!
is a Weatherford, Tex., attorney,
Benjamin Hagman. engaged to
marry Mag Irene Axelsson, Swed-
ish-born dress designer, on Xmas
day in London. Sgt. Hagman di-
rects . the. entertainment for U. S.
troops in the British sector Of Eu-
rope.

Lucette Caron (Mrs. C. Q.
Graves), Paris fashion expert for
Variety, arid her husband to the
Coast tomorrow (Thurs.) to o.o. the
Hollywood scene and visit with her
niece, Metro actress Leslie Caron.
Although her American husband
has been all over the U, S. and
Canada, this is his first experience
of NY-to-LA via the Century-Chief
through-train route.

Besserat ’47 champagne (the Wal-
dorf’s own special impflft) for
•Verybody in the audience at Vic-

tor Borge’s one-man show at the
Golden Saturday night (2) was Joe
Binns’ gesture to the comedian. It

was the occasion of Borge’s .first

anni. On behalf of the Hilton
Hotels, Binns, exec yeepCe of the
Waldorf - Astoria, also presented
Borge With a celeste. It was all

done as an intermission gesture.

.
By Gene Moskowitz

(28 Rue Huchette; Odeofi 49:44

)

Patachou slated for a Las Vegas
appearance in October,

Charles Chaplin’s “Modern
Times” (UA) opening here in five

firSt-ruhs,

Ludmilla TchCrina to London for
rdle in .Michael Powell’s ‘‘Rosa-

linda,”* with Anton Walbrook.
Gwen Verdon again does the

cancan in .“Gentlemen Marry
Brunettes,” UA pic shooting here.
Eugene Lourier ..doing the tech-

nical advising on big battle scenes
for Sacha Guitry’s epic pic, “Na-
poleon,” now winding,
Borrah Minevitch, Whose up-

stairs bar in his Isle St. Louis riit-

ery has been opened for two weeks
now, readying his cave to serve as
the: nitery.

Paris streets illuminated with
both “The Paris Story” (M-G) and
“Gentlemen Marry Brunettes”
(UA), . both .doing night shooting
around town!
Jose Kohn, Mexican producer,

here on a looksee for thesp talent
for a forthcoming film based 1 on a
B. Trayen book, to be made in
Mexico this year.

Madeleine Robinson scoring a
personal triumph in Gallic adap-
tation of the Somerset Maugham
legiter, “Theatre,” It called
"Adorable Julia” here:
Sue Stanley, U.S. chirper, off on

an Athens nitery stint, and Rose
Hardaway, U.S. sepia dancer-
singer, to London for an engage-
ment at nitery Pigalle’s.

. Maurice Chevalier to head for
U.S. in February for either a one-
man show for the Shuberts, u stint

at Las Vegas, or, a pic in Holly-
wood; he has yet to choose.

Bill Taub to Finland for confab
with June Richmond on their
forthcoming intime musical, “Hello
Paris,” which Will be tried here
before hitting Broadway in Novem-
ber; .

Andrew Marton in On a busman’s
holiday by sitting in on shooting
of “Paris Story” (M-G) before
heading for India for second unit

Work on Metro’s “Bhowani
:

Sta-

tion.”
.

Moliere’s “Les Amarits Magni-
fiques” (“The Magnificent Lov-
ers”), Which has not been per-
formed since 1677, will be part of

the Comedie-Francaise rep this

season.,
.

Four legiters opening here this

.week are adaptations of English
arid U.S. plays. They are “Living
Room,” “Theatre,” “White Sheep
Of . The Family” and “Man Who
Carrie to Dinner.”
Army will open a central book-

ing office here to service the over
1,000 GI niteries and show centers
scattered around the Continent.
Package deals and shows will be
made here arid then sent out to

cover this, normous show biz cir-

cuit.

Pittsburgh
By Hal V. Cohen

Third stop on tour of “Fifth Sea-
son” will be here at Nixon opening
Nov. 8.

Bob Hamilton Trio topping Copa
bill this week; Nellie Lutcher
conies in Oct, 11.

Jan Murray signed to top annual
Jewish War Veterans show at

Mosque Oct. 31,

Stunt flier Paul Maritz iri town
Over weekend to get some added
space for , “Cinerama;”

Phil Doyle; biz head of stage-
hands local, stricken With heart at-

tack while working “Ice Capades.”
Redheads, who just dosed three-

week run at the Ankara, go into
N. Y.’ Copa in December with
Frank Sinatra.
Evans Family together again fol-

lowing mother's operation two
months ago; just worked Olympia
Theatre in Miami Beach.
John Helsel, Sun-Tele sports-

writer who was p.a. this summer
for Mountain Playhouse;. Will ditto
for international Theatre here.

San Francisco
By Ralph J. Gleason

Bill Hogan, Chronicle drama
critic, off to Ensenada for rest.

.

W. ! J. Mclllwain, western divi-
sion manager of Cinerama, in town
for confabs.
Marion

.
Carr in town, for the

“China Smith” Jv series being
filmed here.

. Bill Blake, flack at* the Golden
Gate Theatre for several years, re-
signed to become Northern Cali-
fornia press rep for Metro as of the
end of October,

London
-Noel Coward follows Kay
Thompson at the Cafe de Paris/
opening on Oct. 18.

Lucille Lortel, now ©n a Mediter-
ranean cruise, due here next month
to. gander ;the current shows.
Trevor Howard planed to N. Y.

for. television dates with Ginger
Rogers in three of Noel Coward’s
one-acters, ... ..

. Anthony Gishford, a director of
the Boosy & Hawkes Music pubr
bery, joined the board of newly
formed Incorporated Television
Program Co,
Mona Freeman artived from

Hollywood last, week to play the
lead in Grand National’s produc-
tion of “Before I Wake” at. Nettle-
fold Studios. .

Sailing on the Queen Mary to
N. Y. are* Otto Koegel, Lew Schrei-
ber and Deborah Kerr; Boris Kar-
loff and. Olaf Olsen crossing via
the lie de France.
Sonya Kaye due from America

later this month to start rehearsals
on Claude Langdon’s blades panto,
“Cinderella ori Ice,” which preemS
at the Empress Hall Dec. 2..

Anna Russell completed a short
season at the New Watergate , The-
atre last week-end and skedded to
do a orie-Woman show at the Royal
Festival Hall next Monday (11).

Ingrid. Bergman arid Roberto
Rosselini guests of honor at yes-
terday's .(Tries) Variety Club lunch.
Jack Hylton, who is presenting
“Joan of Arc” at the ‘Stoll, was.
King for the Day

Adolph Deutsch; president of the
Screen composers Assn., in town
for confabs with- similar organiza-
tions before going on to the Con-
tinent. The London-born com-
poser was musical ; . director ; of
“Seven Brides for Seven Brothers,”
A projected telebiog of Flanagan

and Allen, scheduled for next Sa-
turday (9) cancelled because it

wasn’t possible to muster all the
artists required for the life story
of Bud and Ches. Instead, Bobby
Howes will be featured on the pro-
gram.

By Les Rees.
.

Ptom Ballroom had Four Lads
for one-nighter.

Songstress Peggy Taylor into
Hotel Radisson Flame Room.
Edyth Bush Little Theatre has

‘Ring Arourid Moon” underlined.
Comedian Henny Youngman back

at Starlight Club for quick return
date.

.

‘Annual “Jazz at Philharmonic”
date at Auditorium set for Oct. 15
at $4 top. •

Lyceum gets “Naughty Natalie”
Oct; 11-17 at $3.9Q top, but sold
two-for-one. ....

St. Paul Civic Opera Co. opening
its season Oct. 14 with “Die
Fiedermaus” in English.
Wagner Opera Co. inked for St.

Paul Auditorium Oct. 30 in
“Madame Butterfly” and In Eng-
lish.

“Time Out for Ginger,” which
played a week at Lyceum here last
season, due back iri Twin Cities
Oct. 6-7, at St. Paul Auditorium.

San Diego
By Donald Freeman

Stan Bohrmari joined announc-.
ing staff at KSDO.
Old Globe Theatre launched sea-

son 1 with “Sialag 17.”

Scotty Kincaide Vacation-subbed
for Betty Hall Jones in Blackout
Bar at Top’s!

Julian Kaufman and Gil Lee, of
Tijuana’s XETV, are making
plans for a national film network
to provide film for independent tv
QtfltlfiDC I

Bill Ryan left KABC in Holly-
wood to head promotion at
KFMB and KFMB-TV, CBS affili-

ates here; Dixie Lindsay heads sta-

tion's publicity staff;

Raul Gregory musical
.
produc-

tion starring Marge and Gower!
Champion and Harry Belafonte
will kick off .

national tour iri Russ
Auditorium Oct, 30.

Frankfurt
By Hazel Guild

(24 Rheinstrdsse

;

76751)
Jose Kohn here' from Mexico to

set UA deal for release of his “Re-
bellion of the Hariged.”

HollyWood director John Brahm
winds “The Golden Pest” for
Allianz in Wiesbaden late in Octo-
ber. '

„

Arnold Ridley’s “Ghost Train”
is. first play of the fall season by
Frankfurt Playhouse, Oct. 26-27 at
Betts Theatre.

Germany’s Protestant churches
picked Rank’s “Million Pound
Note,” Gregory Peck starrer, as
picture of the month.
Audrey Hepburn . due here iri

December to bally “Sabrina” (Par).
She has. gotten more, mag lineage
in Germany than any other star,

this year.

f Graham Greene’s “The Power
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And The Glory,” scripted in Ger^
man by Franz. Reichert, will be
thesp offering iri Frankfurt next
November.

Hessische Rundfunk (Frankfurt
radio) brings; in Tennessee Wil-
liams’ “Casino Real” Nov, 2. First
radioing in German has adaptation
by Willy Theim.
Gunter Karkoschka, 28-year-old

Polish refugee, clocked $11,500
gross for. the first year of his Mo-
tion Picture Schedule, monthly
throwaway listing American pix
showing for military personnel in
fhl Q orpo

Allianz’ “The Love Of My
Youth,” co-production of French
knd German companies (Allfrairi,
Royale, Regina, Film Sonor) shoots
four more weeks at Fuschl, Ger-
many. French director: Jhlieri
Duvivier megs both French and
German versions with two casts.

Tongolele in return engagement
at Goyescas.

Alicia Aloriso ballet booked for
four performances at the Muni-
cipal.

Joaquin Edwards Bello, novelist
arid columnist, inducted into
Chilean Academy,
Rafael Frontaura emigrating to

the U.S, (Oct. 8) where his son is

with the United Press.
“Beneath 12-Mile Reef” (20th)

did three weeks at the Astor. “The
Wild One” (Col) is

.

playing two
weeks at the Cervantes.

Renato Valenzuela, Jose Maria
Fuenles, Lautaro Garcia and. Luis.
Moreno form new directorate of
ARTECIRA, pic, radio- arid legit

critics’ organization.

By Florence S. Lowe
Johnnie Ray current topper at

CasinO Royal nitery..

, Chantoosey Marti Stevens hew
headliner at Harlequin Room of

Sheraton Carlton Hotel.
Celeste Holm in town to help

launch Community Chest drive and
to, bally her new tv show.

Chantoosey Martha Wright and
orch leader Abey Albert bowed in-

to Hotel Statler’s. Embassy Room
Monday (4) night.

Billy Eckstine and. Peggy Lee
-inked to head a one-night variety
show, at the Armory Oct. 17 under
aegis of Super Music.

Orville Crouch, . Loew’s eastern
division, manager, named chairman
of 1955 Cherry Blossom Festival;
annual civic 'affair skedded to tee
off March 29.

Choreographer - terper Leonide
Massine in the National Theatre
audience Monday night to o.o! Bal-
let Russe de Monte Carlo preem of
his latest creastion, “Harold in
Italy”* ballet.

By Jerry Gaghan
.
The Russian Inn,. w«ll known to

show people here, reopened for the
Fall season.
South Philadelphia singer Buddy

GreCo moved his family to a new
home in Bethpage, Long Island.
Ferko String: Band,. Mummers

Parade unit, is playing three-day
date at Tobacco Festival, Rich-
mond; Va.

Charles Strakosch named man-
ager of Forrest Theatre, succeeding
Milton Pollock, who managed the
legit house last season.
New owners of Willow Grove

Park plan to continue amusement
center and have announced policy
Of band attractions for next year.

Mrs. Clare Boothe Luce, U. St
ambassador to Italy, will receive
the Poor Richard Club’s 1954 gold
medal of achievement, the first

women to be given the medal in
the. history of this advertising club.

Australia
By Erie Gorrick

“Robe” (20tii) goes into 39 na-
bers on the Hoyts’ pic circuit.

“Broken Lance” (20th) doing'
terrific biz at the Regent, Sydney,
for Hoyts.
“Dear Charles” continues a solid

hit at Comedy, Melbourne, for J,

C. Williamson.
Looks like “Moon is Blue” (UA)

will do 12 months at the Century,
Sydney, for Hoyts.
Arthur Gillespie, Jpug in charge

of, the Metro loop here, resigned to
enter biz on his own.
Mary Field, J. Arthur Rank

juvenile pix producer, wined-dined
by film industry at Trocadero,
Sidney.
Paramount will debut Vista-

Vision here next Yuletide at
Sydney’s Prince Edward with
“White Christmas.”
Harry Seipel planes to the U.S.

on biz trip. Seipel is a director of
Hoyts’ pic loop, representing the
20th-Fox holdings in the chain.
John Watson has set his local

play “Tommy” for production here
via J. C. Williamson; Watson is an
executive of Associated TV Ltd.

James Mason laid lip with flu
Brian Donlevy left for London
Van Johnson returned from Lon-

don.
A1 Pascal seriously ill in Santa

Monica Hospital.
Fred W. Kline recovering from*

emergency surgery.
Theda'Bara home from the hos-

pital after four operations.
Cecil Keliaway took out his final

American citizenship papers.
Herbert J. Yates recovering after

an operation for a kidney stone.
Ann Sheridah returned from

Mexico for her new television ser-
ies.

Sinus infection caused Bob
Crosby to cancel’ a booking i

Duluth.
Douglas T. Yates in town to con-

fer on Republic International's for-

eign sales.

Rocky Marciano signed with the
William Morris office for. theatrical
representation.
Mary Martin received special:,

award for her work in behalf of
March of Dimes.

Phil Reisman in from N.Y. to

view footage of Rodgers-Hammer-
stein’s “Oklahoma.”
Agnes Moohehead on a 40-city

tour with her, one-ivoman show,
“The Fabulous Redhead.”
Barbara Britton arid Richard

Denning to Portland, Ore., to raise
funds; for the City of Hope.
Mogens Skot-Hansen resigned

United Nations rep to the film in-

dustry and returned to Denmark.
George Jessel will function as

toastmaster for the Publicists
Guild’s annual Panhandle Dinner.

.Rosalie Stewart planes to Europe
next month to scout literary prop-
erties and confer with foreign
Writers!
Fred Stein will* be honor guest:

at a dinner tossed by Southern
California Tent No. 24, Variety
Clubs of America.

Benn Reyes off to Australia with
his third “The . Big Show” vaude
unit.

Eddie Cox, oldtime vaudevillian,
seriously ill. in Cook County Hos-
pital.

Wyoma Winters here visiting

family and making deejay. rounds
for new Victor disk, “Toy Balloon.”
Edgewater Beach -Hotel

,

set to
open new restaurant and cocktail
lounge adjoining Marine Room
Nov, 15:

Archie Levington bagged pub-
lishing plum of music in WB pic,

“Young At Heart/’ for his Midway
Music Co.
Buddy De Franco, current at

Martgum’s Chateau, etched kick-
off disk, “When I Think of You,”
for new Chicago diskery, Carol
Records.
RCA Victor midwest promotion

irian Rocky Rolfe set up disk
jockey parties last week in Chi
and South Bend, Ind. to debut,
second Glenn Miller album.

Connie Mitchell, a Dick Marx
protege, won vocalist contest last

week by unanimous vote and
signed 12 week contract with
Frank York orch at Sherman Hotel
Porterhouse Room; she also gets a
Mercury Records audition.

‘ 4

By Hans Hoelin
The RlAS Symph is short of

money following reduction of RIAS
funds in this field.
Owen Camp, is ^hooting “The

River Changes” (WB) in Bavaria
With a German cast,

Capitol started its eighth pic,

“Happy Journey,” which stars Paul
Hubschmid (Paul Christian) and
Inge Egger.

Dr. Alexander Ernematin, de-
signer of the “Ernemann” cinema
projectors, celebrating *.his 50th
anni in film biz.

The.. German newsreels (four

outfits) are .unanimously resisting
the socalled “license fees” by or-

ganizers of sports events.
Martine Carol will play the title

role in “Lola Montez, ” a Franco
German: coproduction which Max
Ophuls is going to direct.
Rene Deltgen will play the lead

in “My Name Is Cox.” It’s West
Germany’s first detective pic in a
long time. George Jacoby is to di-

rect.
Scribes returning from the

Venice Festival almost unanimous-
ly regarded the U. S. pic., “On the

Waterfront^” as the best entry in

the fete.

Leo! J. Horster, Walt Disney's
rep in Germany; announced “20,-

.000 Leagues Beneath the Sea” and
“Living Desert” already as en-

tries for next year’s. Berlin Film
Festival. ..

“Weg ohne. Uriifeehr” (No WaV
Back) sent to! the Edinburgh Festi-

val upon request from the fete.

With the Edinburgh festival, this

pic has been showii at three of

these fetes—San Sebastian (Spain;

and Berlin being the rither two;
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BEV. AMBROSE R, HYLANp
Rev. Ambrose R. Hyland, 52,

ratholic chaplain at Clinton, N.Y.,

Prison, and* a fa»iliar figure to

fhowfolk, burned to death Oct 3.

vhen his parked car burst into

flanies near Schroon Lake, N. Y.

miring his 16 years at the prison,

he Avas instrumental in bringing

about erection of a church within

the institution by means of funds

largely contributed by radio and

tv audiences.

Father Hyland also authored

. book on life, within Clinton

Prison, which is more popularly

known as Dannemora. Screen

rights to the. work were purchased

bv Metro some years ago, but the

film was never produced. Several

adaptations are believed to have

been made.

JOSEF TURNAU
Josef TurnaU, 65, director of the

opera workshop in the School of

General Studies of Hunter College

for the last eight years, died Oct.

1 i New York. Born in Prague,

he worked with Richard Straw ;

codirector Of the Vienna State

Opera Co. and later was general

manager of the .Breslau Opera
House and the opera house in

Fiankfurt-auf-Main.

Turnau, with Leon Barizini of

the National Qrchestra Assn.,

formed , and directed' what is

believed to. have, been the first

opera workshop in ^this .country.

His most recent production was
Handel’s ‘’Xerxes" for the Hunter
College Opera Assn, in March,
1953:

His wife survives.

VITALIANO BRANCATI
Vital iano Brancati, 47, Italian

novelist and screen writer, died in
Turin, Sept.. 25, following an> op-
eration. Born in. Sicily, he later
moved to Rome, where he Won
fame with the tome, "Don Giovan-
ni in Sicilia." It was published
in 1942.

Brancati . subsequently authored
a number of other bestsellers in-
cluding "II. Vecchio Dagli Stivali,"

which was adapted for the screen
as “Arini Difficili” (Difficult
Years). Among his more recent
projects was a script collaboration
with Roberto Rossellini on
‘‘Journey to Italy.”

JOHN C. McCAFFERY
John C. McCaffery. 70, past pres-

ident of : Showmen’s League .. of
America, died in Chicago Sept, 28.
One of the best known general
agents in outdoor. showbusinesS,
he owned the Fairgrounds in Bir-

.

mingham and controlled show lots
throughout the country for his own
ihows and his competition’s.

McCaffery had
. been general

manager of the Western Vaude-
ville-Managers Orpheum circuit
and vice’ president of Rubin &
Cherry shows. He was also a vice
prez. of the United States Tent &
Awning Co. and co-owner of
Amusement Corp. of .America,

HOWARD CROFT
Howard Croft - (Peter Flitcroft),

musical director, was found dead
of natural causes at his

.
home in

Glasgow Sept. 24. For years he
fas musical director at the Pavil-

1

10n Theatre, Glasgow, and wrote
hiany arrangements for the late Sir
Harry Lauder and Will Fyffe.
A native of Lancashire, feng.,

uoft began as a pianist in theatre
orehs. He retired briefly in the
early 1930*s, hut returned to the
Podium to conduct orchis at Kelvin

,

Hall,. Glasgow, circuses.

‘ ROBERT CAMPBELL
Robert Campbell, ‘84, former

theatrical manager and secretary
of Actors’ Fund of America since
1924,. died Sept. 29, ini New York.
A member of the Fund's board of
^stees smee 1922, he was a son.
me late dramatist and author,

Jartley Campbell, who wrote "My
Partner" and "White Slave" among
other plays.

. His wife, Lillian Lee Campbell,
• retired actress, and a son sur-

ALEx K. EVIDON
‘'Kelly" Evidon, 56,

)nri?^
er Qf the Minneapolis fil

iSS’y for 25 years, died Se{
a long illness in his hon

lian*
*Ile time of his death 1

|

3n^r
bcen manager of the Minn

chai
ls Independent Poster F

he^V01’ years. Prior to th

iVar

iheTV01’ 1U years -

;

7,fld been in charge of ..

mer Buds’ shipping departmei

fcini

U
i
v

!

ving are his wife,’ a s<
a daughter.

1

WELLINGTON E. WALES
Wellipgtoii E. Wales, 68, Mary

Pickfofd’jrmanager when she ap-.

peared in ' silent films, died Sept.

29, in Binghamton, NT Y. Before
retiring in 1942, he operated the,

Wales Hotel in that pity for, a.

short time. His first wife was
Ethel Wales, stage and screen ac-

tress, who died in 1952.

, Surviving are and a
brother.

LEOPOLD ATLAS
Leopold Atlas, ,46, screen writer

and playwright, died . Sept. 30 in

North Hollywood. v Among his

screenplays were "Tomorrow the
World" and "The Story of G.I,

Joe," which gained him an Acad-
emy Award nomination. .

Atias also Wrote "Wednesday’s
Child" for the stage.

'DAVID (CURLEY) ROSS.
David (Curley) Ross, 59, long-

time * theatrical booking agent in

Milwaukee and Chicago; died in
Milwaukee recently, from a heart

|

attack suffered in his room at the
Royal Ilotel, where he'., lived arid

maintained his booking office.

His wife and two brothers sur-
vive,

WILLIAM KNIGHT
William Knight,

. 65, Veepee of
the Makeup and Hair Stylists Local
706, died Of a heart ailment Sept;
29 at the. Motion Picture Country
Home in California. For years he
was head of Columbia studio’s
makeup departemerit’.

His wife and son survive.

Joseph H. Fetter, 68, former
owner and operator of the Gilger
Theatre, Norwalk; O., which was
sold in 1937 to Schine Theatres,
died Sept. 25. His wife, .two daugh-
ters, and three sons

. survive.

Frank Cresic, 23* writer-producer
at WBBM-TV in Chicago, .was
fatally stricken with, a heart at*
tack Oct. 1,. while at work. He
graduated from Northwestern U.
in 1953 and joined the Chicago
CBS station last summer after a
short hitch with; WMCT; .Memphis.

[ Louis J. Kaufman, 69, film buyer
for Stanley Warner Theatres ' until
Ins retirement two years ago. Was.
killed Sept. 30 near Salem, O.,
When his convertible collided with
a tractor trailer. His Wife and five
sisters survive.

.
-Joseph Hartman, 52, film, sales-

man, died Sept. 24, in Hollywood.
He was on the sales force of ‘Na-
tional Screen Service for a num-
ber of years before joining the
Walt Disney organization.

. Adam Earle Reynolds,. 85, holder
of world skating titles in the 1890’s
who toured 37 years in vaudeville
and circuses, died in Lafayette,
Ind„ Sept. 30,

Roy H. Cole, 49, radio engineer
with the St. Louis Post-Dispach’s
radio station KSD, died of a heart
attack Sept. 29 in St. Louis. His
Wife and two children survive.

L

Edward S. Basche, 57, assistant
director of plant protection at
Warners, died Sept, 29 in Burbank,
Cal., following a heart attack. He
had been with the studio 21. years.

Mother of Fred VanDevrinter,
radio-tv. performer, died Sept. 28
at Franklin, Ind. He’s on panel tv
show, "Twenty Questions."

Dmitri Petrovich Ossipof, 46,
conductor of the Russial National
Orchestra, died recently of' a heart
ailment i Moscow.

Mother of Dave . Brown, RKO
salesman in Pittsburgh and one of
the original founders of the Variety
Club, died in New York Sept. 20.

Herman Krall, 59, Grand Island,
Neb., dance b&hd leader, died
there Sept. 28 after a heart attack.
Wife survives.

Mrs. Claire Noelke Webb, 74,
former opera singer, died Sept. 27,
in Tucson, Ariz., after a long ill-

ness.

Wife, 56, of publicist Don Hix,
died. Sept. 30, in Hollywood. Her
widower and two children, survive.

Mrs. Bessie Cooke Cohn, Wife of
J. J. Cohn, veepee of Loew’s, Inc.,

died Sept. 22 in Los Angeles,

Father of opera singer Rise Ste-
{

yens died.JSept, 27 in New York.
|

• I * 1>'
. i-
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Surviving, besides: his daughter,
are his wife and a sister;

Wife of John M. Steinberg, fls-
taurateur and manager of the Hill-
crest Country Club, died of a heart
ailment‘Sept. 28 in Hollywood,

John Willi&m Clark, chief elec-

trician for over 50 years 'of the Op-
era House, Scarborough, 'Eqg., died
in that town recently..

Son, 6, of Capitol Records* artist

Vicki Young .died of polio Sept. 23
in San Bernardino.

-

'

I
.

Father, 78, of screen writer Ketti
Fririgs, died Sept. 26 in Hollywood
following a heart attack.

William Ainger, 40, manager of

Regal Theatre, Harrogate, Eng.,

died in that town Sept. 20.

Wife, 48, of Joe Porgie, music
publisher> died Sept. 22 i New
•York.

MARRIAGES
Maria Uujsa Sanchez to Carlos

Fradera Brunet, San Antonio, re-

cently. He’s chief announcer for

KIWW in that city*

Martha Marlowe to Ray Lriube,
Austin, -Tex.; Oct. 2. Bride is con-
tinuity editor foi* WOAI, San An-
tonio; he’s producer and announcer
for WOAI-TV,
Penelope Munday to Timothy

Forbes Adam, Dundee,- Scot., Sept.
28. Both are thespers.

Anne de Lacey to Lew Davidson,
Toronto, Sept: 24. Groom . is an
actor with Canadian Repertory
Theatre, Ottawa, Where New Zea-
land-born bride, property
mistress.
Ronnie Taub to Marty Weiser,

Los Angeles; Oct. 1. He’s a pub-
licist.

Jeff Donnell to Aldo Ray,
Qrinda,- Cal., , Sept. 30. Bride and
groom are screen, players;

.
Jean Carolene Marks to Arthur

W. Murphy, New York, Sept 30.

Bride is daughter of .music pub-
lisher Herbert E. Marks.
Dorothy Hall to Jack Brown,

New York, Sept, 19; He’s staff cam-
eraman for CBS-TV in that city.

Jane Fischer to Sammy Fain, Lias
:;Vega$,.. Sept.. 11. Bride’s a dancer;

I

he's a songwriter.
Patricia Wheel to Eric Teran,

New York, Sept. 27. Bride’s an ac-

tress.

BIRTHS
Mr. and MrS. William F. Broidy,

son, Hollywood, Sept. 25. Father;
is a film producer.
• Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Connolly,
son i; Hollywood, Sept. 26. Father
is co-producer-writer of Amos ’n’

•Andy .radio shows.
Mr., arid Mrs. James Leonard,

son, Columbus, 0., Sept. 27. Fa-
ther is manager of WjLW-C there,
and a vice-president of the Crosley
Broadcasting Corp.
Mr. and Mrs. Burt Brooks, son,

Blackpool, Eng., Sept. 16. Father
is a comedy magician;
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Eisenmenger,

daughter, Chicago, Sept. 28. Father
is manager of Chi NBC recording
sales department.

Mr. and Mrs. Stan Johnson, son,
Oakland, Cal., Sept. 17, Father, is

with sales staff of KCBS, San
Francisco.
Mr. and Mrs. C, W; Doebler,

daughter, Chicago, Sept; 28. Father
is sales promotion manager at sta-
tions WBBM and WBBM-TV there.
Mr. apd ^Mrs. Carl Dudley,

daughter, Hollywood, Oct, 2. Father
is a film producer.

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Thomas,
son, Los Angeles, Sept. 30. Mother
is Camilla Wicks, concert violinist.
Mr. and Mrs, Emil Sitka, Son,

Hollywood, Sept. 27. Father is a
screen Rotor.

Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Donnen-
feld, daughter, New. York*, Oct, 1.

Father is v.p. of Princess Pictures,
the telefilm production, outfit.

•-Mi*, and Mrs. Roy Anderson,
daughter, Jamaica, N Y.,.. Sept. 30.
Father is assistant to United
Artists- playdate department man-
ager, Neal Astrin,

day series (with Fred Coe installed
as overall producer). There had
never been a handle for the Mon*
day nighters, but last week NBC
came up with a title that is .appar-
ently aimed at demonstrating its

humbleness and modesty. It’s now
billed/ routinely as "Producers’
Showcase.’’

Liebnian's third gala, pegged
around New York’s City Center,
will unfold riekt Sabbath (10) as
"Sunday in Town," a title hot usu-
ally associated with, whammo pro-
ductions. Heading up the troupe
will .be Judy Holliday, Steve Allen

• s i 1
1

r

and comic Dick Shawn, It’s now
figured that moderation on the bllh
ing is rriuch more -becoming,., arid

. will lessen downbeat critcism from
those "iying in ambush."
"Tonight at 8:30" will telede-

but Gloria Vanderbilt as 'an actress.

(She appeared on Ed Murrovv’s
"Person tq (Person"' last season,

with her husband, batonist Leopold
Sto*> >wski, but not as a thesp; her
pretending talents Wei*e uncovered
in her le.?it

t
debuj; last summer

playirijg Mblh^i’s ,
’The'^wah", ori;

the ’strawhat circuit.) :Her role

will be Sibyl In "Shadow P>ay;" the
windup item 6n the 18th. Others
cast for various /oles in the three-

some are Gig Young, Trevor How-
ard, Martyn Green (who’ll be in
"Red Peppers’’) and Ilka. Chase,
with Carmen Dragon showbacking.
Herbert is doing the adaptation.

mSSSm .- Continued . from page 1 ss'
their Sights whenever a ‘secondary’

play is presented.

“We Cxpecf our farces to be bad;
and are outraged when. Broadway,
which insists that its farces ' be
good, sends us a. specimen as celes-

tially gay 'The/Seven Year Itch;’

"The results of our culpable in-

dulgence surrourid us," he contin-

used. “No playwright rises above his

audience’s expectations for very
long: , why should he; do his best
work,when ‘Dry Rot’ and ‘The Love
Match’ delighting the public
with their worthlessness? Nobody
wants to see the secondary theatre
abolished, but. it is imperative that
it should be judged by higher criti-.

cal. standards.

Weedy Gardens

“Twenty-seven Wfest End thea-

tres are at present offering light

comedies and musifal shows, of

which perhaps a dozen, are good
of their kind. The number of new
plays with a claim to serious dis-

cussion is threje; ‘A Day by the
Sea,’ ‘The Dark Is Light Enough,’

|

and ‘I Am a Camera.’
|

"One need not be a purist to be
ashamed of the discrepancy. Our
garden is beset with weeds. The
secondary theatre must put forth
better shoots, and fewer. It is so

easy, as the elder Dumas said, not
to write plays." With that as an in-

troduction, the critic theii proceed-
ed to pan two new plaj's: “No News
from F a t h e r ’ arid “Finishing
School,"

London producer Henry ^Sherek
got. into the act last week in a let-

ter to the. Observer, answering
Tynan’s, column. He asserted that
West End. adrnission prices have
risen very little since 1914, where-
as production costs haver tripled.

Commenting on Tynan’s, statement*
that only three, current London
plays 'are worthy of serious discus-

sion, Sherek poirits out that two
of them are excused admission tax.

He inferred that abolition of the
levy would lead to a general im-
provement in the theatre: “With
things as they are/LJie wrote, “the
unfortunate manager has to give

the pphlic what it wants in order
to earn a living."

Wilson’s piece about the negative
reception of "Midsummer Night’s
Dreapi" was headed, “Critics Turn
Old Vic ‘Dream’ Into a Nightmare,
But It Really Wasn’t So Bad."
Story reported, somewhat clairyoy-

antiy, that the prerriiere had re-

ceived "the applause of an audience
that clearly found $1Q a fair top
price for. its seats."

After quoting some of the un-
favorably comments of Kerr in the
Herald T^ib and Brooks Atkinson
in the .TTjiries, the piece. Cited John
Chapmari’s stateipent in. the News
that , the production is "a vast arid

incredibly beautiful, show.” It con-
cluded with the critic’s, own quali-:

fled praise of the; revival.

Still-Hopeful

In a dispatch filed the same day,
urider the heading, "Why British
Plays Are Flops ori Broadway,’’
Wilson repbrted, "There’s a healthy
buss of British activity behind the
scenes as the curtain rises pn
Broadway’s autumn theatre season.
My only hope is that this time all

our exports live up to their prom-
ise, for heaven knows we can do
with a few success over here,"
London reviewer referred to the

Broadway critics as "butchers" and
quoted Atkinson on the differences
between the London arid New York
theatres. He concluded with a

statement that at least British

plays are produced ini the U.S., but
quoted film producer J. Arthur
Rank to the effect that British films

are, in effect, excluded Jrom the :

American market.

Paris .Season
CorttJiiucU ffom page 2

of-towners 'wanting to hear the
naughty and irreverent troubadors.

,

First
, p;ay. ( “Le^-Cyi

eldpes
)^ by

Jiiles Roy, ribout duty , ’^nd con-
science, .amQjig? a .grpup of arijiy

Peoplp apd,. engineers dpruig "the
iesting p£ a npvV. jetfighter, gftded .

rather than soared in. Its. problems
of command avp iariijUaf. and lack
the insight and ‘ dr turgy to
make this the cfackling theatre iV
should have been. However, this
has the popular Pierre Fresnay,
and crix bent over backwards laud-
ing this attempt, arid it looks to
break into a fair ru if not into
the hit barri

Biggest straight click is. “Ador-
able Julia” at the Gym .trans-
lation of Guy Boltoh’s dramatiza-
tion of the. Somerset Maugham
novel, “Theatre,” which only did
soso biz in N. Y. and London.. Here
trickily adapted by Marc-Gilbert
Sauvageon and acted by Madeleine
Robinson, a fine player; and legit-
pix favorite, show is a sellout. The
new season’s first real legit, smash.

“Pprgy and .Bess,” which did
record-breaking biz when seen
here just before, its N. ,Y. engage-
merit in ’52, opened at the Empire
Sept. 30 to such heavy advance
sale that it may hold., over its

scheduled * three weeks if tour
timetable can be rearranged. An-
other hit of semi-American origin
is the Anita Loos adaptation of
Colette’s “Gigi," Svhich since its

reopening at the Arts has been go-

ing clean arid may switch to

other house instead of going on
tour when a new play, “Pirate,”
moves into the Arts.

“Je Viendral Comme Un Voleur"
(I’il Come As A Thief), by Georges
De Trevagne, is only an average
boulevard comedy in a zany tale

about a giddy woman who mistakes
a burglar for the reincarnation of
her missing nephew. Things take
their usual turn, but wit and ele-
gance are sadly lacking, to make
this a probably shorttermef pn the
legit scene.

“Le Maitre Et La Servante”
(“The Master' And The Servant”),
by, Henri Lefebvre, is a try at im-^

posing a philosophy into dramatic
terms by basing this story on > an
early dramatic aspect in the Jove
life,of the Danish philosopher Kier-
kegarde. Hnwever, this never jells

as drama and firstnighters laughed
at this dramatic; pingpong game as
two ill-assorted young couples play
the game Of love and choice. This
looks to be an early casualty, too.
Looking like a probable season-

stayer is Andre BirabeaU’s “Sou*
viens-Toi MOn Amour” (“Reiriem-
ber My Love"), a drawing room
comedy with Claude Dauphin and
Suzet Mais. This cast has a chance
to play young people and crotchety
old ones, reliving their amours,
With Miss Mais turning in a deli-
cious tour-de-force, and Dauphin
filling in well. Play is well-staged
and, except for a bad second act,
has a nice edge and charm.

sssss Continued from Rage 1

brina Fair,” drew a record take of
over $65,000. In contrast with the
Crit, the State Theatre was charg-
ing 85c for the; early, shows and a
top of $1.75 at night;

Warners’ "A Star Is Born" will
ripen Oct. 11 at brith the Paramount
and Victoria at a $2.30 top price.
This entry is now current at the
Pantages, L; A., where the scale is

$1 in the riioimfng, $1,80. for loges
in the. aftetnopri and $2.40 at night.

Columbia’s "The Caine Mutiny"
is. playing at advanced prices
around the country, as will "Born,”
In both instances, exhibitors claim
that

.
the rental terms are so high

that they are forced to tilt the
scales in order to make a buck.

Raised admissions are expected
with a flock of future films brought
in at unusually high negative costs.
These include Par’s "White' Christ-
mas” and Walt Disney’s “20,000
Leagues Under the. Sea,’’ among
others.

’Star’ at $1.50
Minneapolis,, Oct. 5.

"A Star Is Born,” opening at the
Minneapolis and St. Paul RKO
Orpheum theatres day and date
Oct. 6, will be scaled at $1,20 to

5 p.m. and $1.50 thereafter,:
eluding tax.

e

It’s the highest tariff for any
picture in the Twin Cities since
the loop first-run Of "The Robe”
which had Jt similar upped scale.
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GYPSY ROSE LEE
and her girls

ON THE ROAD AGAIN
(Currently at Hi* Palladium Theatre, Sydney, Australia.)

Management; YATES ARTIST CORP*
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YEN FOR ‘GINA-TYPE GARBOS’
Off-B’way Splurge Repeats ’53-’54;

Volume, Quality & Coverage Boom
By JESSE GROSS 4—

TV in Two Words—Hurry Bp;

Sponsors Gotta Have Quick Hits

Off-Broadway legit is dittoing its

bullish last season. In production
volume, quality of shows and the

newspaper coverage it’s getting,

it’s equalling the linprecendented
1953-54 level.

For the first time in several

years, the off-Broadway boom has
extended beyond the initial couple
of months. .Prior to last season’s

smash record, off-Broadway had
not had a really active period
since the summer of 1949. At that

time there were five prominent
groups in operation, the Inter-

players, Studio 7, Off-Broadway
Inc., Peoples Drama and We Pre-
sent. Interest stirred by , those out-

fits, however, was limited to two-
-three months. Also, it drew rela-.

tively moderate press coverage.

. Tieing in with the current off-the-

Stem surge are the advancements
being made by the Off-Broadway
Theatre League, formed at the end
of last season. The organization,
comprising a number of off-Broad-

Way producing groups, has estab-

( Continued on page 62)

Just What Did Murrow

Mean by that This Is

A Lire Show’ Crack?
Ed Murrow opened his “Person

to 'Person” last Friday (8) on CBS-
TV with a deadpan statement that
his was a live shoW, with no pre-
recordings. Some interpreted this

as a slap at his own network, which
permitted some “wax museum”
platters of Mario Lanza to be in-

cluded in Chrysler’s inaugural of

“Show’er, of Stars” fronting the op-
eratic singer and Betty Grable-
tlarry James. Others figured this

was Murrow’s “Operation Neutral-
ity” wherein he looks upon hap-
penings in the world with a cold
eye, irrespective of inter-network
rivalry.

On the other hand, a rundown of
talent sitting for their “portrait”
on “P to P” shows overwhelming
‘‘favoritism” for NBC stars, some-
times as a bally for their upcom-
ing dutings. Latest in this category
is Maurice Evans, Murrow having
bagged the actor-producer for the
Friday, Nov. 26, stanza. That would
be two days before Evans brings in
“Macbeth,” starring Judith Ander-
son in a two-hour ^edition of the
Shakespearean tragedy on NBC-TV.

Evans will Sit for his tv portrait
In his Greenwich Village home con-
verted from a firehouse. Other half
of show Will be occupied by poet-
lyricist Dorothy Parker.

Marian Anderson, who only last
week was signed by the Metropoli-
tan Opera—first Negro singer to
join the Met roster—will also ap-
pear on “Person to Person” show
Oct. 29. Miss Anderson will be in-

terviewed from her Danbury,
Conn,, farm.

Theme Song
Hollywood, Oct. 12.

Marilyn Monroe’s top song
in the forthcoming 20th-Fox
filmusical, “No Business Like
Show Business,” which Irving
Berlin specially fashioned for

her is titled, “After You Get
What You Want You Don’t
Want It.”

See Sock Season

For Longhairs
A very good season is in pros-

pect for the longhair biz. Bookings
by the two top bureaus who vir-

tually monopolize the list of attrac-

tions — Columbia Artists Mgt. and
the National Concert & Artists
Corp.-—are well ahead of last year,
with many attractions booked up
to the hilt, for as many dates as
they can fill. Season looks rosy—
but there’s an “if.”

Although local managements
have eagerly grabbed up their of-

ferings, bureau heads say success
of the season will depend on the
b.o. In other words, if there’s no
general biz recession, wickets will
ring merrily. The attractions are
the kind the public will buy.

Columbia’s guaranteed bookings,
says prez Frederick C. Schang, are
as much as any year, and running
$300,000 ahead of last year. NCAC,
prez Marks Levine feels, will have
its best season with the possible
exception of the banner ’52-’53

year. His straight booking biz, he
says, is 10% ahead of last , season,
while NCAC’s Civic Concerts ad-

( Continued on page 62)

Pilots Want Drive-Ins’

Longitude, Latitude

For Air Navigation
-Drive-in theatres, it has been dis-

covered, serve as. an important
safety factor for aviation because
of their distinctive landmarks from
the air.

The Aircraft Owners and Pilots
Assn, has requested ozoner oper-
ators to furnish the group with
the exact longitude and latitude of
each 6f the nation’s open air the-^

atres. The information, it’s pointed
out, “may be the difference be-
tween life and deatli fo some pi-
lots and their passengers.”
Theatre Owners of America has

sent out a special plea to its ozoner
members to forward the informa-
tion to the exhib org’s N. Y. head-
quarters as soon as possible. If the
operator is unaware of the longi-
tude and latitude, it’s suggested
that the figures Can be obtained
from the local or county engineer’s
office.

2ITH BN PROWL

‘

Talent hunt i$ on at 20th-Fox
for a bevy of international beauties
to be groomed for film stardom.
Both 20th prexy Spyros P.

Skouras and Lew Schreiber, exec
manager of studio operations, who
recently returned from -Europe,
have been scouring the Continent
for. new personalities. They’re to

be used at first in films being made
by or made for 20th in Europe.
Later they’re to be brought to the
Coast to appear in pix lensed there.

Reasoning behind this “Opera-
tion Glamor” is that American au-
diences always have had a yen for

Continentals and that Hollywood
hasn’t done enough to satisfy this

demand. It’s felt, too, that an in-

fusion of new acting blood is sorely
needed and that some of these
foreign players have an allure not
found in the new domestic crop
of thesps.

“We’re looking for the Garbos

(Continued on page 71)

Talk Up Vegas

Film Festival

Washington, Oct. 12.

Despite the nix of motion picture
company presidents to an interna-
tional film festival for Hollywood,
the idea of such a fair in this
country has been regarded with
considerable favor for several
years in U. S. Government circles,

especially in the State and Com-
merce departments.

And still is.

About six or seven years ago the
late Carter Barron, Metro rep in
Washington, and Nathan D. Gold-
en, head of the Commerce Depart-
ment’s motion picture division,
worked actively to promote such a
festival for the District of Colum-
bia. Idea was to kick off the first

one as a feature of the 150th an-
niversary of the City of Washing-
ton, in 1950. There was consider-
able exploration in the field. Plan
faded away because the money
couldn’t be raised. At that time it

was estimated that the stunt could
be swung for $150,000. However,
private capital wasn’t forthcoming
and Congress didn’t feel it should
get involved.

However, a spark of the idea has
remained burning over the years.

A brand new town was pushed
forward in a recent dinhertable
conversation among government
officials and a well known industry
executive. This was Las Vegas. It

was pointed out that the hotel and
gambling interests in Las Vegas
spend a fortune each year to at-
tract tourists to the resort and that
$250,000 or so for an international
film festival would be peanuts to
these people and would bring the
Nevada town worldwide publicity.

Candle Power
Toronto, Oct. 12.

Television, virtually unheard
of when “The Man Who Came
to Dinner” was written, sup-
plied the biggest laugh of a
revival of the George S. Kauf-
man-Moss Hart comedy here
last week.

Julia Murphy, guest director
of the, production at the Crest
Theatre, changed the play’s
reference to Whistler’s mother
to Liberace’s mother. The au-
dience flipped at the line.

Chi On a Phoney

Speakeasy Kick
Chicago, Oct. 12.

Windy City is experiencing a
sham return to the old speakeasy
days. At least the rash of new
pseudo-private clubs "Which have
been breaking out here invites
comparison. It’s at the point now
where nearly everyone in the cab-
aret set has one or - two special
hideaways he feels privileged to
frequent because he’s been entrust-
ed with the magic word, key, or
card that opens sealed doors.
New clubs are peppering one sec-

tor in particular, the Near North
Side, and all are competing for
the spenders from among business-

(Continued on page 10)

20th ‘Continental’ Pic

Bow to Bring Blueblood

Glamor to Main Stem
Gala premieres are becoming so

numerous, film company pluggers
are pushed for

t
new angles to daz-

zle the trade and the press.
Since tv and personal appear-

ances ho longer suffice, 20th-FOx
r.ow has come up with a novel gim-
mick to launch “Desiree” at the
Roxy Theatre. It’s staging a “Com-
mand Performance” frankly pat-
terned after the British example.
It promises to be the most glit-

tering shindig of many a Broadway
day. And the place is going to be
lousy with bluebloods.
Event is being billed as the first

Command Performance in the
U. S., “duplicating the grandeur of
the Continental event,” with the
specially-invited audience “drawn
from the cream of Burke's Peerage,
the Almanac de Gotha and the In-

ternational Who’s Who."
Exclusive invites, says 20th, are

going out to royal families and
titled members of nobility through-
out the world, in addition to lead-

ers of international society, states-

men, ambassadors, diplomats and
(Continued on page 17)

By GEORGE ROSEN
s.

Even though the ’54-’55 semester
of tv premieres hasn't run its

course yet, with a few precincts and
top-budgeted entries still to be
heard from., some of the storm sig-

nals are already up. The networks,
conscious that all isn't going ac-
cording to Hoyle and Hooper (or
Nielsen and Trendex) in their all-

out bid to revitalize the video spec-
trum, have already alerted them-
selves to the likelihood of some
year-end cancellations upon expira-
tion of the initial 13-week cycles.
Option time for some of the new
shows is less than 30 days off (since
clients with Jan. 1 renewals com-
ing up must make up their minds
about option pickups 60 days in
advance).

AH of which leads up to the fact
that this season ushers in a new
era in tv—an era that translates it-

self into “hurry-up-and-make-good-
in-two-weeks-because-we- can’t - af-

ford-to- play - around - with - flops.”

The average nighttime half-hour
tv show today sets the client back
some $35,000 or so a week (with
an equal amount for time). The
one-a-month color specs come much
higher, even though the $300,000-
&-plus cost is divided two and

(Continued on page 24)

Nitery Comic’s ‘Call Girl’

Jibe at U. of Cal. Co-Eds

Brings Campus Barring
San Francisco, Oct. 12.

Nightclub comic Mort Sahl has
been barred from the U. of Cali-

i
fornia as a result of “derogatory”
remarks concerning Cal. co-eds at

a football rally this fall.

Sahl, who appeared on the bill

with -local disk jockeys and other
entertainment at a rally prior to

the California-Oklahoma game, was
reported by an undergraduate
spokesman as having compared U.
of C. co-eds with call girls, to the
former’s'detriment.

First indication of the unofficial

university action yvas when Sahl,*
billed to appear with the Cal
Tjader Afro-Cubans on a jazz con-
cert program a week ago, was can-
celled because the U. of C. finance
committee refused to okay him.

Sahl says all he did was, during
a particularly rowdy part of
the rally, make the statement that
the “girls” at a local notorious
”maison”„ were like the girls at
sorority houses, except they have
a purpose.
Rich Davis, president of the se-

nior class at Cal., informed Sahl
via letter that the sorority girls

had contacted the dean of women,
objecting to the remark, and that

Sahl could not appear at the show
last week.
Sahl is currently in his 42d

week at the Hungry i, North Beach
Bohemian nightclub, and does a

i five-night-a-week show on KGD.
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The most recent attempt to chal-

lenge' the authority of Writers

Guild of America appears to have

fizzled completely in New York. An
American Newspaper Guild call to

“all writers in the broadcasting

industry” drew 35 scribblers to a

leeting in ,N.Y. Monday -dl), and

at least 12 of them were sent as

counter-missionaries by WGA.
ANG reportedly Will take no ac-

tion unless it gets at least 150 in-

terested parties.

As a matter of fact, there was
little hope held out by members
of the hard-core WGA opposition.

The CBS continuity shop in N Y,,

for example, will probably now
accept membership in WGA. That

shop, left up in the air by dissolu-

tion of Television writers of Amer-
ica; will hold meetings next Wed-
nesday (20) for a reappraisal of the

union situation.

The Newspaper Guild declared

in a letter to all broadcast writers

last week that “it is impossible for

any single uriaffiliated union to win

an effective contract in television

and radio.” an obvious reference to

(Continued On page 71)

First Oscar Straus

Biography Due March 5

London, Oct. 12.

The first biography of Oscar

Strauss is due to be published here

next March 6, the 85th birthday of

the late composer. It will be called

“Prince of Vienna.”
This authorized biog is 'authored

by Bernard Grun, a lifelong friend

and pupil of the composer. He
spent many months. with the mae-
stro and later with, his widow, scru-

tinizing documents.
The author was. for yearsmusical

adviser to Jack Hylton and con-
ducted wartime revivals of “The
Merry Widow” and “The Lilac

Domino” for him. He.recently com-
pleted,, in collaboration with Eric
Maschwitz, a new adaptation of

“Flederrriaus,” under the title of
“Pink Champagne.” The score has
been published by Francis, Day &
H^ter.
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U.S. Stars at Command
London, Oct. 12;

, Bob Hope, Frankie Lai , Guy
Mitchell, . Harry. Green,, and the
Schalier Bros; head the American
Contingent for the Royal Command
variety show at the Palladium
•NoV; 1.

British stars include Noel Cow-
ard; Gladys: Cooper,; Norman Wis-

dom, Crazy Gang, Googie Withers
and Jack Hylton.

Resume in Italy; Lopert

Sued by Isa Miranda
Rome, Oct. 12.

Season for legal, battles appears
to have started once, again in the

field of local show, biz. after a brief

summer respite. Italian courts cur-

rently are spotlighting two suits

involving entertainers, one of them
concerning a U.S. company.

First of these, was filed last week
(Wed.) : by Isa Miranda, against

Lopert Films, producers ipf “Sum-
mertime,” pic in which Miss Mi-
randa is appearing. According to

reports, actress claims she's been
damaged “both artistically and.

contractually,” elaborating that her
contract was revoked three days
before its termination date while
she still had three more days shoot-

ing: scheduled. Thesper further

stated that her role had been cut

to one of minor importance, and
that it was furthermore of Suffi-

cient immorality to damage her
personality and reputation; Vene-
tian court, called on to judge the

case, has called in Ottavio Croze,

director of local film fete, as tech-

nical consultant. ;

“Summertime” is a Katherine
Hepburn, starfer, directed by David
Lean for Ilya Lopert, and entirely

shot in Venice. Also featured with
(Continued on page 71)

MELODRAMA IN LONDON
London, Oct. 5.

When “The Spider’s Web” moves
>| into the West End after its current
provincial tryout tour, Agatha
Christie will have three crime meL
levs running in town. The others
are “The Mousetrap,” now ap-
proaching its 750th performance
at the Ambassador’s and- “Witness
for the Prosecution,” which cele-

brates its first anni the end. of this

month.

The Agatha. Gbristie trio is pre-
sented by Peter Saunders, who is

financing.' “Web” entirely out of
his profits without participation by
outside backers. The new play
stars Margaret Lockwood with

! Felix Aylmer. An earlier Christie
success, “The Hollow,” has been
revived for a road tour, with
Jeanne de Casalis in her original
West; End role.

Bing Crosby on Film For
‘Toast* to Irv Berlin

Major studios’ romance with Ed
Sullivan; is continuing, now by way
of a tieup with Paramount; Sulli-
van and a Pa? camera crew spent
two days at Bing: Crosby’s Monte-
rey, Cal., home last week filming
a 12-minute Short for exposure on
Sullivan’s “Toast of the Town”
CBS-rTV program next Sunday (17).

Briefie pic focuses on Croshy as
he sings three tunes from “White
Christmas” and engages in conver-
sation with Sullivan. Set to appear
“live” on the show is Irving. Berlin,
who provided; the full score lor
“Christmas.”

Abbey Marks 50th Anni
Dublin, Oct, 5.

Abbey will celebrate . 50th anni
of its opening here Dec. 27th by
restating the two plays presented
opening night, “On Baile’s Strand”
by W. B. Yeats and “Spreading the
News” by

.
Lady Gregory. Ria

Mooney is expected to stage both
pieces.

Anniversary performances will
be staged in. Queen’s Theatre
where company has. been playing
since the Abbey building was
burned down. The presentations
.will cause temporary suspension of
frlsh-language 'pantomime which
Abbeyite$ are staging,'

‘ '

HORACE HEIDT
. Box ,472

Van Nuys, California

The Metropolitan Opera closed-,

circuit telecast for Theatre Net-
work Television on Nov. 8 has a
flexible scheme whereby the shar-
ing terms rise or fail in propor-
tion. to the Volume of tickets -sold

by local tie-up. Metropolitan Opera
Guild ‘ doing actual legwork
through associated groups, in key
centers.

Where a sponsoring group sells

out the house, the terms are 60-

40. However; if the local theatre
has to do its own ticket selling,

the deal Calls for a 50-50 split of
the wicket take. The down-the-

middle cut has not found favor
with all film theatre managements.
The Walter Reade circuit has
nixed the opera: for its Asbury Park
house on the basis of the terms.
But Nate Halpern .still, "hopes to

close a deal with Reade before
Nov, 8. The Indian Theatre in
Indianapolis, with the support of
the local music club, lias already
sold out the 3,100 seater, With
about $6,000 in the till. Admission
prices vary in different situations*

(Continued on page 71)

Widow Sues For Unused

Kern Tunes in ’34 Musical;

'Los Angeles, -Oct, 12.

Suit for the retiirn of five mu-
sical numbers composed by the
late Jerome Kern was filed in Su-
perior Court by his widow, Mrs.
Eva Kern Byron, and his daughter,
Mrs. Elizabeth Kern Cummings,
with Loew’s, Inc., named as de-
fendant.
Numbers, in manuscript form,

were delivered to Metro in 1934 for
use in "Champagne and Orchids,”
a film project that was discontin-
ued. Complaint cohtends the com-
poser was entitled to the return of
the five numbers. Defendants
agreed to give the plaintiffs access
to the music blit maintain that
rights to the numbers belong to
Loew's.

SEXY TAGS FOR U.S. FIX

’Wicked Woman- Plays 3 Chile
Houses Retitled ’Perverted*

Santiago, Oct. 5.

Sexy Spanish, titles on American
pix hit a new high here with cur-
rent simultaneous playing of
“Wicked Woman” (Col) at the
Santa Lucia, Oriente and Valdivia
theatres. Film was tabbed “La Petr
vertida” (“Perverted”) to- catch the
eye.

Other tags recently were given
even bigger changes. “Young Bess”
(M-G) was released as “La Reiria.

Virgen” (“Virgin Queen”). “Knock
on Wood” (Par) was . titled “Agar-
rame Si Peudes” (“Catch Me If

You Can”). “Hell and High Water”
(20th) went out here a$ “Proa a!
Infierno” (“Headed For Hell”).

"Glenn Miller Story” (U), wound
up. “Nlusica. y Lagrimas” (“Music
and Tears”) while “The Band-

[
wagon” (M) became “Brindis al

! AftYo^\“To5&’t6 LavfcPj.

Cleveland Amory to Metro
Cleveland Amory heads for the

Coast late next week to write a
screen treatment of his book, “Jazz
Festival,” at Metro,

George Wells* is to produce.

See Oldtime Circus With

Double Pachyderm Dose
Omaha, Oct, 12:

Although Ringling BrbS;-Barnum
& Bailey has been in streamlined
theatricalized format for nearly a
generation, bossman John Ringling
North was reported here as con-
sidering the ^revival' of a couple of
items which" preceded his entry
upon the tanbark as the poobah* of
the"Big Show. North was not on
the scene when the show played
heie (he usually hotfoots it to

Europe: when the eastern engage-
ments are concluded), but from
sources close to him a number Of
shifts arid additions to be applied
next season were freely aired.

According to them, the major
change would centre around an en-
larged menagferie, with a hike of
the elephant herd froi 28 to

—

count 'em-r-50, plus the addition of

an extravagantly architectured
pachyderm that could be billed as
the “modern*Jumbo.”' Digging well
back into the past, these insiders
also declared that North may try
to bring back the Ubangis, those
saucer-lipped guys & gals from
Africa who were spotted in the
menagerie tent and proved huge
lures. However, this news—if

that’s what it becomes-—will hardly
meet with joyful response from
Ringling

.
personnel, since the

troupe with the elongated lips did
not exactly practice the best sani-
tary habits.

Another report says North will
up the size of the showtrain con-
siderably, despite mounting costs
that have left only two rail cir-

cuses on the road today. North is

said to believe the flash of a larger
train would help the b.o. Arid, of
course, there undoubtedly will be
the usual new acts brought over
from Europe after ’North’s scouting
expeditions.

Meanwhile, the show is .finding
biz so good through the midwest
that an additional week has been
tacked on to the route, with the
closing now set for Nov. 28 in
Miami. The only other time: the
Big One has been out so long was
in 1942, when it closed Nov. 30. A
late October closing is; customary.

* ‘
'

I
*

,

Free Filins for Kiddies In
Poland During Church
Manchester, N.H. Oct. 12.

In Poland, the Communist trick

to wean children away from church

is to offer them free films at the

same hour masses are being held.

This was the report brought here

by Jan Hadjukiewicz* a Polish Iron

Curtain refugee, who was em-
ployed by the foreign, trade office

at Lodz, and. later, although not a
member of the Communist party,
was sent to Korea as an interpreter
with the United Nations truce com-
mission. He speaks five, languages.

By ART SETTEL

Is “Voice of America” fighting
hack against the relentless, globe-
encircling, Moscow-operated, hate-
America campaign, which has the
earmarks’ of a vast crusade?

What is the basic policy of the
U. S. Information Agency in re-,

plying to the round-the-clock at-

tacks upon us by the Cominforni,
and, is this policy a success?

There is and always has been .

healthy and voluminous evidenc
of “effectiveness” availabre to der
fenders of the broadcasting service
of . USIA—known, as the “Voice,”
and just, as: much ammunition to

thbse who have wanted to use th
organization as a target.

The Russians spepd tens of mil-
lions to jam the frequencies over
which the U. S. broadcasters try to

penetrate the Iron Curtain, and.
were it not^for the ingenuity of our
native engineers who .are forever
thinking up new and. better, gim-
micks to beat this jamming, the
Voice would be out of business.

Best example* of this ingenuity
is. the. U. S. Coast Guard Cutter
“Courier,” which., was described
when launched a year ago as “th
first of a potential fleet of sea-

going radio broadcasting stations of
the Voice of America.”

The one-time Navy cargo vessel,

5,800 tons in Weight and 338 feet
from stem to stern, carried one
150,000-watt medium wave trans-
mitter, three times as powerful as

the then largest broadcasting sta-

tion in the nation. It also sported
two 35,000-watt shortwave trans-
mitters, communication equipment,
Diesel engines capable Of generat-
ing 1,500,000 watts of electrical
power for the radio gear; perma-
nent shortwave antenna, a 65 by 35
captive barrage balloon with a

capacity of 150,000 cubic feet of
helium, and used to float .900 feet
i the air supporting medium-
wave antenna.

Floating Propaganda
This little-publicized floating ra-

dio station has been doing a little-

heralded job pf broadcasting froi

(Continued on page 62)

Wm. Morris Endowment

Gifted to Columbia U.
Hollywood, Oct. 12.

William Morris Agency, which has
an exclusive contract with Colum-
bia U. to create and produce radio
and tv shows and. feature films, has
.contributed an endowment fund to

the University.

Income frdm $25,000 fund re-

ceived from the Morris agency in

connection with the Pulitzer Prize
will be used for the support of the
Graduate School of Journalism.

Laine Back to U S. in Nov.
Edinburgh, Oct. 5.

Frankie Laine, topping here in

vaude, returns to the U. S. on the
lie de France from Southampton
Nov. 2. He will be joined by his

wife, Nan Gray, during his vaude
week at Birmingham Oct. 18.

Laine likely will reach the Coast
around NoV. 13, Starts pronto shoot-
ing more vidpi . Plans for 1955
include more lensing for tv, a trip

to Las Vegas and a possible stint

in N. Y.

*14.
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After several years of inactivity *

in the theatrical film field, Boy
Rogers v

is returning to it .Via; his

own production unit, 'Boy Rogers
Frontiers Productions; Headquar-
tering at the Goldwyn lot, he’s cur-

rently planning to turn out two
feature pix a year.

Ini N.Y. last week for his annual
Rodeo stint at Madison Square
Garden, Rogers and Art Rush, his

personal rep, disclosed that they’re

currently hunting for the right

story material fqr the first film

Which is due to roll on the Coast
early next year. All future Rogers
pix will he in color and likely

geared for widescreen projection.

Rush said .. Rogers
.
was being

•‘swamped with requests” by small
exhibs all over the country to make
some new westerns. He hinted
there was a possibility of some of

Rogers’ tv pix being released to

the smaller theatres as a- means
of . relieving the shortage of low-
budget action films of the type
Rogers used to make for. Republic.

Rogers so far this year has made
65. tv films and he’ll star in ' an-
other 35 before the year is out.

The oowboy star left Republic in

1951 after an association of 14
years, during which time he turned
out 86 western action pix for the
company. His break with ‘Rep
prexy Herbert Yates came over tv.

Since leaving Re:

p, Rogers appear-
ed in three other films — “Holly-

( Continued on page 26)

In another instance, where, ex-

,
hibition is moving in on film-mak-
ing, Howco Productions, Inc., has
plans for four features within the
next year and has assigned Carl
K: Hittlemari to produce and direct

them, First is . to be /Kentucky
* Rifle,” an original screenplay by
Francis Chase Jr., Lee J. Hewitt
and Hittleman, set to roll on the
Coast Oct. 28.

: Heads of Howco are Joy N.
Houck, exhibitor-distributor in the
New Orleans area; Harold Cohen,
who operates the Lippert franchise
jn the same city, and J. F. White,

,
an officer of the extensive Consoli-
dated Theatres circuit in North and
South Caroli

Investors Getting Nice

Treatment in Film Co.

Dividend Performance
The payoff to investors in motion

•picture companies is- brightening.
Dividends are either maintaining a
steady rate, or being increased.

Over the past few weeks, fouf
outfits boosted the benefits for
stockholders. Columbia was the
most impressive, voting $1 per
share in cash plus a 5% stock
divvy. The cash output represents
an increase of 75c.

,
National Theatres has placed its

divvy on. a regular course, amount-
ing to 50c annually, up from 35c
last year. Prospects of another tilt

in the not too distant future are
regarded as good in view of a like-
ly. ease-up on divvy restrictions' im-
posed in bank loan agreements.

Loew’s has upped Its quarterly
checks to. investors to .25c per
share, compared with the previous
20c. Latter rate had been in effect
since 1952, when it was cub from
37V£e.
The late at 20th-Fox is now 40c

per quarter. This went into effect
for the third’ quarter of the current
year following, two previous div- 1

vies at the regular rate of 25c each
plus an extra of 10c. This means
the full payoff for all of 1954 will

(

amount to $1.50, compared with $1
last year.

Warner Bros, board on Friday (8)

deduced a regular 30c quarterly
divvy, payable Nov. 5 to stockhold-
ers of record on Oct. 19.

DAVID COPLAND BERTH

Joins Canadian Film Industries As
Managing Director

: Toronto, Oct. 12.

David Coplan, formerly manag-
ing director of Unted Artists in the
United Kingdom, and UA’s repre-
sentative on the board of Odeon-
Theatres, has joined Canadian Film
Industries Co., Toronto, as manag-
ing director. He’s .also taking the
same post with Film . Laboratories
of Canada - and Audio Pictures,
which are associated companies.

Coplan, after leaving UA; Was
managing director of International
Distributors * England.

Metros Rentals

Metro expects to draw approxi-
mately $1,500,000 in film rentals
from the Radio City Music Hall,
N.Y.,. for 1954 . The sum will repre-
sent the take from a total of nine
pictures, .the latest of which, “Deep
in My Heart,” is scheduled for , a
Christmas engagement.
Except for an interruption of

Paramount’s “White Christmas,”
which plays the Hall following

,

M-G’s current “Brtgadoon,” Metro
had a “monopoly” qri Hall playing
time this year.

. \ ,

Hurok, With ‘Aida’ Due In

On Grind, Ponders Possible

‘La Traviata’ Feature
Impresario S. Hurok is so im-

pressed with “Aida,” IFE’s opera
film release which he is presenting

t

in the U. S. as his first venture. in
:

the motion picture field, he may
interest himself in other similar
ventures iii Italy.

Hurok said in N. Y. last week
(8) that, if "he had to pick his next
opera subject for filmization, his

choice would be “La Traviata/’
Asked about his idea on how

“Aida” should be launched, Hurok
opined that a continuous run at

regular admissions would be best

since “I believe this should be
available to the general public.”

Only other opera film of note re-

leased in recent years was “Tales

of Hoffmann” a British pic. It was
very successful in the keys and en-

joyed a record run at the Bijou
Theatre, N. Y., ona two-a-day basis.

ADD 'HUGHES BUYOUT1

N, . Y. Realtor Zeckendorf
.
Admits

Talks—But Now Chilled

William Zeckendorf, president Of

Webb & Knapp, and a key figure,

With Lawrence Rockefeller, in the
projected buyout: of all Howard
Hughes properties, stated flatly in

N. • Y. this week that the deal. is.

Off.

“It was a possibility some time
ago,’’ the realtor said, “but is now
dead.” The astronomical price of

$400,000,000 had been the reported
basis of the proposed sale by
Hughes of Hughes Tool Co., his

, aircraft and aircraft manufacturing
holdings, other properties in Dal-
las, ana RKO Pictures.

Dore Schary Due in N. Y.
Hollywood, Get. 12.

Dore
1

Schary, Metro’s production
V.p., is due in New York for home-
office confabs at the' end of this

month.
This will be Schary’s first Goth-

am Visit since a quickie during
the summer for the funeral of his

brother-in-law, agent Paul Small.

Bankers as a breed o£ men are

popularly thought of as haying ice

water iii their veins. They live in

mortal terror of dead, loss on a

loan and obsessively seek can’t-
< . *

. .0 • •

lose bets. But seldom perhaps has
the banking mentality, and nervous
system, been so intimately fluro-

scoped’ .as .on Monday. (11) in an
address before the Commercial
Finance Industry holding 10th an-
nual. Convention in New. York. The
pathology was provided by Milton
A. Gordon, lately with the fiim-v

factoring house of Waiter Heller
Co. (Chicago) and now president -of

Television Programs of America.

The motion picture is no longer
a “predictable venture.” for bank-
ing interests, according to Gordon.

Time . was when a “rule of
thumb” had been worked out by
producers and bankers based on
the expectancy that any “A” film

would gross $1,000,000. Figuring
distribution fee at 25% and print
and ad costs at $150,000, the pro-
ducer's share Would amount to

$600,000. Thus, the borrowing deal,

was usually set up on the 60-20-20

pattern, the first-money loan being
60%, the second-money 20% and
the so-called “end money.” 20%.
Gordon continued: “When we at

Heller were working ‘ on the
United Artiste reorganization, and
decided to continue in the field of

(Continued on page 10)

Banker Memories
Seems that any discussion of

film financing wouldn’t be
complete withqut some men-
tion of the shellacking Bank
of America took in its borrow-
ing agreement with Enterprise
Productions,

Milton A. Gordon,, former
exec V;p. of Walter Heller Co.,

Chicago- financing outfit, made
this comment: “Bankers are
like elephants. They remem-
ber such pictures as ‘Arch of
Triumph’ which cost $4,000,-

000 and didn’t gross ifs adver-
tising budget of $1,000,000.”
“Ai$h” was one of the Enter-
prise entries.

— - -————;

—

ANOTHER NEW INDIE I

Landmark Productions Formed. By
Baird, Foster

Hollywood, Oct. 12.

New indie company, Landmark
Productions, has been * formed by
Michael Baird and Lewis R. Foster
with a program of three features a
year.

First film will be “The Top of

the World,” an Alaskan yarn with
Evelyn Keyes and Nancy Gates
signed for fop femme roles. Male
topper will be announced later.

Second will be “The Sodbusters,”
a tale of the great outdoors.

Hollywood, Oct. 12.

The exec board of Cameraman’s
Local 659, IATSE, is advocating

that the Hollywood Film Council,

made up of AFL crafts unions, en-

dorse and se.ejc to implement' a

6 pm. studio Workday closing.

This is an echo of a plea heard in

the spring.

Also* cameramen want a firm
limit of four hours work without
a break for meals. Studios will not
be. restrained from overworking
men by any system of fines for pre-

empting eating time. They’ll pay
.the fines and defeat the union’s
purpose, it’s declared.

Unions are trying to sell manage-
ment on theory that fatigue costs
management production money in

the end. Against that, producers
want right to drive through in or-

der to catch up when shooting lags
behind schedule.

Trade Holds Firm; ‘World’ First, ‘Brigadoon’ Second,

‘Sabrina’ 3d, ‘Cinerama/ ‘Waterfront’ Next

Film biz in key cities covered by

Variety is getting a nice lift from

Columbus Day trade this session.

Although not,, one Of the bigger
holidays of the year, exhibitors are

grateful for the minor hypo since

the b.o. has been plagued recently

by unusually hot weather. Torren-
tial rains in Chi clipped trade there
to a. considerable extent over the
weekend.

Out for the first
.
time this week

to any great extent, “Woman’s
World” (20th) is capturing No. 1

spot by a healthy margin. “Briga-
doon” (M-G), another newcomer, is

pushing up to second position while
“Sabrina” (Par), in first place for

two Weeks running, is a close third.

“Cinerama” (Indie) is winding up
fourth while “Waterfront” (Col) is

finishing
.
fifth. Latter was third

last session. “Suddenly” (UA), an-

other pic which snowed promise a

week ago, is taking over sixth

place.

“Egyptian” (20th), second last

round, is landing seventh money,
“Rogue Cop” (M-G) is taking
eighth position, with “Human Jun-
gle” (AA), a fresh entry winding
ninth.

‘’Seven Brides” (M-G), long high
.on the list, is displaying enough to

take 10th spot. “Rear Window’’
(Par), also a champ for weeks, is

dropping down to 11th while
“Black Shield of Falworth” (U) is

l*2th.

New entries range from good to

terrific. “Star. Is Born” (WB), of
course, is in the latter category^
with some amazing totals in the
first six. playdates. “Star” is out-
standing in Minneapolis with- a
great total, swell in Detroit on.
holdover, wow in Frisco and ter-
rific in both Seattle and Port-
land, Ore, Judy Garland starrer
also shapes stout on second L. A.
round. Film also is starting out
is smash; fashion at the N, Y.
Paramount anti Victoria.

“Beau Bruramell” (M-G),. also
new, is smash in Philly. “Sitting
Bull” (UA), looms big in Minne-
apolis, nice in Balto but not so
good on Philly J1 .0 . “Hajji Baba”
(20th), nice in N. Y., is light in
L, A. “Crossed Swords” (UA), like-
wise a newie; is rated neat in . Chi
but light hi K. C;

“High and bry” (U), big in Chi
and N. Y., looms fancy in St. Louis.;

“Barefoot Contessa” (UA) con-
tinues great in second N.Y- week.
“Naked Alibi” (U), nice in Provi-
dence, is fair jn St.. Louis,. “Be-
trayed” (M-G), good in Cincy,
shapes mild in Balto.

“Weak and Wicked” (AA) looks
good in Buffalo. “Magnificent Ob-
sessions” (U) looms nice in three
L. A. hardtops and six ozoners.

“Hulot’s Holiday” (GFD), fast in

Denver and Boston* still is big in
N. Y. “Living It Up” (Par) shapes
stout in Louisville.

(Complete Boxoffice Reports on
Pages 8-9) .

By GENE ARNEEL
Free, convertibility of the Brit-,

ish pound is far from being an im-
mediate prospect, according to Roy
Reierson, v.p, of Bankers Trust
Co., N. Y, ; Also on the interna-
tional front, the exec states that
devaluation of the French franc by
15-to-25%' is a “likely contingency”
within the next couple of years.

In addition, to its meaning to all

American film companies selling
their product in the sterling area,
convertibility of British money
into dollars will have a direct bear-
ing on J. Arthur Rank’s announced
plans to acquire theatres ini the
U. S. Rank said he’ll establish ex-
hibition outlets in the Yank mar-
ket as. soon as the dollar restric-
tions are lifted in full. In a. memo
prepared for .BT execs and certai
of the bank's accounts, Reiersori
states: “It is my belief that Britain
will continue its program of ; easing
import and currency restrictions
as conditions permit, but they will
riot undertake formal action in the
direction of dollar convertibility
of sterling until after the next Brit^.
ish election which may not be held

(Continued on page it))

Washington, Oct. 12.

Ui S, State Dept, is not taking
ariy “official” position on whether
American film companies should
sell pictures to Russia and the
Iron Curtain nations, a department
spokesman disclosed., “it’s up to
the industry to decide whether it

sells or not,” he said.

New government line isr/t mak-
ing any differerice to the compa-

:

nies, with the studios particularly
(Continued on page 10)
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Government Regulation Choice of Evils’
Addressing Allied States Convention, Abram Myers Makes His Expected Plea for More Washington Controls —- At Same

Time Chides Dept. of Justice for Weak Enforcement of Present Late -— Says Dlstribs Give tip Service to
iFree Enterprise9 While Squeezing Exhibitors* Profit Possibilities

at higher adrunsShown in fewer theatres on longerBy IIY HQLLINGER

,
Milwaukee, Oct. 12.

Coupling (1) an attack on tlie Dept, of Justice for laxity

In enforcing the consent, decrees with (2) a defense of

further Government regulation of . the film industry, Abram

F. Myers, board chairman and general counsel of Allied

States Assn,, made his expected all-out pitch for a pro*

posed bill for the control of film rentals under the

jurisdiction of the Federal Trade Commission. He was

the .keynote speaker at the opening of Allied’s 25th anni

convention- at the. Scliroeder Hotel here today (Tues.).

The major distribution companies also received

blistering going-over by the outspoken Allied leader who
is regarded as the individual most responsible for bring-

ing about the Government consent decrees.

. 1
Choice of’ Evils

In essence; ;;; Myers'* plea for further Government inter-

vention in the affairs of the industry is defended the
ground that it “woiild be far superior to the regulation
that vve are now suffering from the film companies.” The
quotation is from a letter; from" IJarry- Arthur, prexy of
the Southern California. Theatre. Owners Assn, who has
supported Allied’s stand on Federal aid.

Arguing that additional regulation will, not destroy free
enterprise, Myers rioted the Government’s control of in-

dustries, other than public utilities, cited. the legal, grounds
for it,, and stated that “the real danger to free enterprise
in the motion picture business is the growing strength
and arrogance of the film companies with their control
pver the supply of films.”

'
.

Blockhooking Mfrage

He chided, those, exhibitors who feel that a return to
‘The good old blockholding days” uld solve some of
the current problems. Citing the “rising tide of complaints
against picture forcing,” Myers asked; “How would you
like to revert to compulsory block booking and let the
film companies decide which pictures you shall play?”

Pointing to Allied’s accomplishment in bringing To end
the producer-distributor companies with their affiliated

theatres, Myers said that “we in. Allied are painfully
aware that some of the reforms for which we fought afe
not working as well as they should;’’ He said it- was not
because they were unsound in theory “but because coun-
sel for the film companies pulled the wool over the eyes

of the Government lawyers, in drafting the consent de<
crees and the Dept, of Justice has not the will to enforce
the decrees to the. extent that they can be enforced.”

The Justice Dept', “snatched defeat from The jaws of
victory by negotiating a,^series of so-called ‘consent de-
crees,’ by which the fruits of victory Were frittered away;”
He said the negotiations of the decrees were a one-sided
affair “becajise the film company lawyers wfei-e schooled,
in the. intricacies of

.
this strange and complicated busi-

ness and the Government’s attorneys were not.” As a
result, he maintained; ineffective provisions were drafted
and “the film companies have resorted to every loophole
in these crudely drawn injunctions . . .”

j
Tightening of Loopholes ....

|

Myers said that his proposed bill would have the effect

of tightening these loopholes as well as providing for
the control of film rental charges.

The Allied leader stated that it had been hoped that
separation of, the theatres ;and production of the majors
would encourage indie producers who would spring up
“to compete for th plajlfng time on the screens of. the
formerly affiliated theatres, which . would then be open
to. them, and to supply the needs of the revitalized and
expanding independent theatres.”

He said the principles of elementary economics and
logic supported this theory, but that the sudden emergence
of television as. a serious competitor altered the situ-

ation. He said that the; film companies, instead of meet-
ing this competition headon by making more arid better
pictures, “were cruelly

,
mistaken when they decided That

it paid, only : to make
,
a few good pictures.”

f Shortage-Starved Market :

.

“The drastic, reduction in The nurnber of pictures re-

leased,” h said, “has created a starved market which
has enabled the film companies to exact film rentals and
impose terms and conditions which, only a feW years
ago, Would have surpassed their own dreams of avarice.

A starved market with resulting price inflation is the
signpost of monopoly and nothing could demonstrate more
clearly the stranglehold which the film companies have
on this business, in all' its branches, than the prices and
Terms demanded by' them for the few pictures that trickle

through the exchanges.”

Myers declared that the film companies are operating
under the erroneous notion that people will seek put
pictures in key theatres no matter how inconvenient and
expensive it may be. “Bigger profits from fewer, pictures

mission prices that’s the film companies’; ticket,” he
said. ‘Tt

f
s good for one delirious joy ride, if they have

no fixed destination in mind, If they don’t care a hoot for
the disasters that lie ahead and are heedless of the con-
sequence to theriiselves and to the entire industry.”

He said that when a siriall theatre hajr to close down
because It cannot afford the •’exorbitant film rentals. de-
manded,” the old, the very young,; and those of moderate
means are lost since “they cannot flock to distant theatres
for their entertainment.”

Myers said' Allied Was driven to seek further Goverii-
ment control by the high-handed methods of the distribs.

He declared the board is not committed to Government
control, but that it directed that a bill be presented at

the convention, “because it wanted to know how this

representative gathering of exhibitors viewed the matter.”

He said the board would be influenced by tl\e con-
vention’s decision, - and the various members were faced
with “a grave responsibility,”, whiph he hoped they would
discharge Wisely.

, Profits Vb. Free? Enterprise
; {

Answering those who claim That the bill might destroy
free enterprise, Myers said i that free enterprise is based
on the profit system."Whoever heard of a system of free

enterprise where the- profit motive has been snuffed out?”
he asked, “Yet the evidence is overwhelming that the

film companies are rapidly eliminating all profits from
theatre operations o£ reducing them to a bare sub-
sistence level.”

Citing his reasons for the selection of the Federal Trade
Commission as the enforcing agency, Myers saic^ “it is

harder for the film Companies to reach into and, control

a Commission With five members than an. executive de-

partment presided ovex* by a single cabinet officer.” He
said that ever since Harlan F. Stone, “the last of the
great Attorney Generals", presided over the Dept of Jus-

tice, it has been the style to appoint Attorneys General
more for their political prominence than for their legal

attainments.”
He noted that while an ' occasional FTC member may

be susceptible to political influence, “it is reasonable to

expect that a majority will take their duties seriously

and discharge them according to law."
Myers told the Allied members not to vote in favor

of the bill “unless you intend to do everything in . you
power to secure its enactment.” He said a handful of men
cannot make Congress understand, why the legislation

should pass.

“William Tell,” Italian-Amerir

can coproduction starring Errol

Flynn, Which had been on and off

amera for months in Italy, has

been dropped after art expenditure

of $710,000 on its lensing. Seems
that the Italo and Yank partners

couldn’t co-exist to the extent of

Shaping the project into a full

fledged picture. A total of 30 min-

utes of footage had been shot; and 1

this -is to be scrapped.

Barry Mahon, cbprpducer With

Anthony Fossittaro, claimed ih

N. Y.. this week that he had put

up the equivalent of $460,000_for

the picture in terms of cash and
deferments,. Fossittaro, reppirig

Italo interests, contributed the

equivalent of $250,000. Latter,
states. Mahon, wanted out at. this
point but insisted On taking 509b
of : the ownership as and when
-Mahon completed .the. job. Mahon
claims that both United Artists
arid Columbia would guarantee the,

completion money but Fossittaro’s
demand was impossible. He said
Fossittaro refused an offer of a
full return on his investment plus
$100,000 arid so the decision was
made to . abandon the project.

• Mahon, who revealed lie now
lias a deal. to make

:
five filriis un-

der the Herbert Wilcox’ banner,
lates he’ll do “Tell” all over again,

..starting from scratch, as one of
the five. Mahon says he and Flynh
may recoup their, investment from
the Italo venture—-Flynn was on
deferment—from the “Toll” deal
;

iih Wilcox, this being a provision
of the contract. To roll before
“Tell” will be “King’s Rhapsody,”
base 1 on an Ivor Novello- stage
play- Both pix, will be lensed
..•round the Buvarian Alps area and
likely in Cinemascope.

Flynn and Anna Neagle are co-
slarrcd ih Wilcox' production of
“Lilacs in The Spring.”

STOP QUARRELING EDICT

TO SPEED STUDIO SALE
Los Angeles, Oct. 12.

Samuel Goldwyn and Mary Pick-
ford, co-owners of the Goldwyn
studios, were ordered by Superior
Judge Paul Nourse to. reach an
agreement on the sale of the prop-
erty within a short time or the
court will place it on the auction
block. Sale of the lot has been in

litigation for more than five years.
Miss Pickford owns 41/80ths of

the studio and Goldwyn owns
39/80ths. Both have expressed will-

ingness to dispose, of the. property
but have been deadlocked over who
owns what equipment on the lot
Judge Nourse ordered Goldwyn’s

attorney, Herman Selvin, to file an
affidavit on his claims within 10
days.. Then lawyers for both sides
will attempt to reach an early
agreement.

.
If not; the studio, will

be put up for sale, probably in De-
cember.

Jacques Leslie, representing Miss
Pickford, informed the court that
a prospective, buyer had offered
$1,500,000 for the property.

Warners’ 30c Divvy
Divvy slice of 30c per share on

common
. stock Was declared by the

board of Warner Bros., at a special
homeriffice meeting Friday (8>.

Melon is payable Nov, 5 To
stockholders of record Oct. 19.

FEWER PIX COST MORE

Darryl Zanuck on Today’s Race
For ‘Quality*

Hollywood, Oct. 12.

Future of the motion picture in-

dustry depends on quality rather

.than quantity, Darryl F. Zanuck,
20th-Fox production chief, told a

meeting of the company’s Western
'Division salesmen, Limited pro-

duction; he added, ’does not mean
less expense. ;

“Actually,” he said, “our costs

have gone up because There can be
no stinting on casts; stories .and
production values when all studios
are trying to outdo each other in

top quality entertainment as they
are today,”

Pastor’s Popcorn Gag
Charlotte, N,. C. Oct. 12.

Plaza Presbyterian Church of
Charlotte is conducting services in
the Plaza Theatre. Last Sunday,
Rev. David Wilkinson told this

A youngster tapped his father on
the shoulder during, the previous
Sunday’s services and said, “Dad-
dy, can I have some popcorn?”

BECAUSE KIDS LIKE ’EM

3-D LINGERS IN STICKS
The 3-D films requiring Polaroid

specs, while dead as far as produc-
tion is concerned, are still getting
a play in some isolated regions of
the country;
Edjvard • Lachman, an official of

the Nord Co., an outfit that pro-
posed a single strip 3-D system,
said, he had been receiving, reports
of.the depth showings. Most re-
cent, he said, were from some
small communities in Louisiana.
Some exhibs, according to Lach-

man, are grouping all 3-D pro-
grams arranged especially for the
kiddie trade, The films being
shown are the many deepies made
about a year ago during the in-

dustry’s 3-D phase.

Europe to N. Y.
Americp Aboaf
Barry Jpnesf

Greta Keller
Juliana Larson
J. Barrett Mahon
Paul Paray
Tom Pedi
Howard Phillips.
Gregory Ratoff
Louis de Rochemont
Elizabeth Schwarzkopf
Hazel Scott
Irmgard Seefried
Fritz §tiedry
William Taub

Vf

JUDY’S TWIN PREMIERE

KNOTS UP TIMES SQ.
In contrast with the relative

quiet of a usual Monday night,

Monday (11) brought a double
mob scene to Broadway. Reason
was the dual opening of “A Star

Is Born” at the Victoria and
Paramount Theatres. Crowds out-

side each house forced re-routing
of vehicular traffic and made
pedestrian travel impossible.
Judy Garland, star of the Warner

film, appeared at the lobby of both
theatres for the benefit of WABC-
TV cameras and NBC and Armed
Forces radio mikes. Martin Block
emceed at the Vic, George Jessel
at the Par, Vic appeared the key
Centre of attraction, probably be-

cause of its- mid-Times Square
location and its Kleig light .spot-

lighting.

In an "unexpected move, Harry
Brandt’s Mayfair arid Victoria
Theatres Called attention to “Star”
at the two rival houses with a

“welcome” to the “event” spelled
out on the marquees of the two
Brandt houses.

N. Y. to Europe
John Byrani
Constance Carpenter

•- Reg Connelly
Arthur Davis
Morris Heiprin
Gail HiliSon
Bob Hope.
Michael Todd
Milly Vitale
Max E. Youngstein

N. Y. to L. A.
Moi:t Blumenstock
Ava Gardner
Mary Jane Higby
George Jessel
Milton R, Rackipll
Sam Shayon
James Starbuck
Sylvester L. Weaver

While Paramount likely 'will

make 20 features next year, thus
maintaining the pace of the past
few years, there’s no actual, nu-
merical limit bn its output, states

Don Hartman, exec producer.
“We’re instructed by Mr. Balaban
(Barney Balaban, Par president) te

make as many good filriis as

can,” he added.
' Hartman’s main point, which is

echoed by ejceca on other major
lots, i the company faces a re-

striction imposed by the absence of
more properties which can be
‘turned out as money-makers. He
emphasized there’s little chancls
that the -production sited will fall

below the level of 20 because that
number is needed to absorb studie

(Continued on page 62)

L. A. to N. Y.
Ed Alperson
Hall Bartlett
Fred ; Brisson
Corinne Galvet
Linda Christian
Herriian Cohen

"Gary Cooper
Pat Crowley
Jerry, Devine
Margaret Ettinger

'

Eddie Fisher
Nina Foch
Walt Framer
Oscar Hammerstein 2d
$kippy Homeier
Bob Hope
Warren.Hull
Jennifer Jones
Eva LeGalliene
Alicia Markova
Tyrone Power
Thelma Ritter
Dore Schary
Harry Selpel
George Skouras
Alfred H. T^mari
Evelyn Varden
Bill Walters
Bob Waterfield
John Williams
Cecil Wilson*
Douglas T. Yates
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ALL THINGS TO ALL EXHIBS

Hollywood, Oct. 12.

Fred Schwartz, head of the new-

ly rg'anized Distributors Corpora-

tion of America, in from New York

to prepare the company’s first Hol-

lywood film, “Finian’s Rainbow,”

criticized the motion picture indus-

try for its. wasteful methods of

distribution.

“There is something wrong,” he

said, “when It costs more to dis-

tribute a. product than the original

c.bst pf?=that product. Motion pic-

tures is the only* industry where
this - holds true.Y Most trade
statisticians say that nearly double
the amount of negative cost is

needed to break even. Selling pix
to very small houses actually cam
mean a loss.

DCA, according to. Schwartz, will

cut. costs through the establishment
:

of only five exchanges, sectional
selling and point-of-sale promo-
tional campaigns.
Company has ' closed a deal, he
id, for distribution of *‘I Am a

Camera,” to be filmed in England
by Romulus Films and Moulin
Productions for release next June,
DCA, he added, will release no
more than four films a year, so
.that, the staff can concentrate on
one film at a time.

“Finian’s Rainbow” will- be an
all-animation Version of the Broad-
way show costing between $950,000.
and $1,000,000. Animation will be
handled by John Hubley, formerly
with Walt Disney and UPA.

Philadelphia, Oct. 12.

Tremendous boxoffice potential
was found everywhere by Ted
Schlanger, Philadelphia zone man-
ager for Stanley Warner Theatres,
who just concluded a tour of 59
theatres under his jurisdiction.
Purpose of Schlanger’s tour was

to make a thorough study
,
of the

Cinemascope and Stereophonic
sound operations in the chain’s
houses. But he declared his trip

“proved conclusively that there is

a tremendous boxoffice available,
if go after it.”

“It is true we. have been blessed
with a number Of good pictures
this year, but there also were good
pictures last year, such as ‘Gentle-
men Prefer Blondes’, ‘Moulin
Rouge’, ‘Bandwagon’, ‘Stalag 17’

and ‘Shane/, just as big as any we
have played this year," Schlanger
declared.

The fact that the chain Was able
to ekceed last year’s grosses by
such a wide margin,; the zone chief
attributed to two causes. First, the
extra effort put in by the:, organi-
zation during the “Fabian Fabu-
lous Forty” drive > second, the fur-
ther regression of television’s hold
on the public; particularly in the
saturated areas where tv has long

- ceased, to be a novelty.

“Until television can comes up
with some new formula, or until
some such time as color gives it

another shot in the ami} the
amount of time

,
people will spend

in front of their tv sets will con-
tinue to diminish and our mer-
chandise, properly presented and
exploited, will correspondingly in-
crease in its attractiveness to
amusement seekers,” Schlanger
stated.

Auditorium Sound Level
In his instructions to the man-

agers, Schlanger said “It is of the
utmost importance that the sound
level be controlled from the audi-
torium and hot from the booth or
by electronic devices.” He added
It is the manager’s duty to make
certain that the souhd from the
three horns is equal In volufne. and
that the volume itself is at a higher
level than normal single track op-
tical sound.

Hollywood, Oct. 12t

Metro studio is so crowded
With .productions, that Stage 11,

used for years as a mill, had to
be reconverted into a shooting
stage for: interior sets for “In-
terrupted Melody."

Lot has 30 sound stages,
every one of which is busy
shooting or preparing films.

Milwaukee, Oct. 12.

“I : don’i^ like the Government
messing in my business, but some-
thing drastic must be done,” de-
clared a small town theatre owner.
.That about sums up the attitude
of rank-and-filers and board mem-
bers at the Allied convention here
to Abram Myers’ proposed bill to
regulate motion pictures in inter-
state commerce. Bill hasn’t come
UP for discussion yet at any open-
session. It Was to be presented to
the membership by Myers in his

keynote speech tonight. (Tues.).
Most Alliedites. said they hadn’t

studied the bill carefully and were
basing their reaction , only on the
principle of possible additional
Government regulation',

i In private conversations, several
Alliedites admitted they doubted
that bill would have chance of
passing Congress. One exhib based ,

his view on the faejt that Sen,
Andrew Schoeppel <(R. Kans.),
head of the Senate Small Business
Subcommittee which recently con-
ducted film Industry hearings,
strpngly warded against Govern-
ment intervention and urged ex-
hibs and dis’fribs to work out dif-

ferences on their own.

’Grand Repertory of World

Cinema’ Packaged for U.S.

Theatres and Television
Ambitious attempt to revive

interest in European film art via
a repertory “package” of Conti-
nental classics is to be launched
by Thomas J. Brandon in N.. Y.
next month.

Series, which includes some 80%
of the Italian, French, German, etc.

hits of the past, goes under the
title of “The Grand Repertory of
the World Cinema.”
Brandon returned to N. Y, last

week from a two-month swing,
through Europe where he tied up
rights to additional foreign classics.

At present, he has deals for some
60 pix with producers in seven
countries,, the arrangements being
on a co-op. basis and, including tv
rights; Brandon’s been working on
the project for over two years, the

:

difficulty being that, in many
(Continued on page 17)

At O'KEEFE TO COAST

Plans To Launch Parliament Pro-
duction In Hollywood

. 1 . -

A1 O’Keefe, president of Parlia-
ment Pictures, ' Coasted over , the
past weekend with plans to ladnch
the company In Hollywood pro-
duction. Nature of the deals he
has in mind wasn’t disclosed.

Parliament has been active
abroad recently. It’s first feature,
“Men of Sherwood Forest,” star-

ring Doii Taylor and Eileen Moore,
has been completed in England.
The second, “Break in the Circle,”
with Eva Bartok and Forrest
Tucker, Iensed in England and the
Continent, is now being edited.

Distribution deals have yet to be
set.

Milwaukee, Oct. 12,

Abram Myers’ dramatic plea for
new “Government regulation” Of
thb film buyer-seller relationship
(see separate stories) is one omen
of the bitter mood prevailing at

the current convention here of the
Allied States Assn. But perhaps
most significant of all is Allied’s

strong trend to by-pass existing
sources of supply if this is possible,

by the device of setting up special
deals not only for feature films but
for the various items Of equipment
necessary to the operation of a
theatre.

..Allied is. entering the equipment
manufacturing business, prexy Ben
Marcus disclosed at conclusion, of

tw.orday board meeting here. Exhib
org is in process of negotiating
with major manufacturer of sound
equipment to turn put gear under
Allied label. Units, he said, will be
“specially designed for Our pur-
pose” and will be ma,de available
to all exhibs at prices lower 'than
those being asked by other equip-
ment companies,

Deal for sound equipment; which
he expects will be finalized short-
ly, is forerunner,. Marcus indicated,
of similar arrangements with mak-
ers of projectors, lamp houses,
.screens* other theatre equipment.
Marcus disclosed Allied plans to

set up distribution branches in all

territories where there are Allied
units. He stressed equipment would'
be sold to all exhibs, regardless
of Allied affiliation, at same prices.

He termed setup a “co-operative.”

Asked if organization of distri-

bution points may lead to Allied’s

entering productiori r distribution

under setup similar to old First

National, Marcus quipped, “It may
lead to anything.”

Reiterates Makelim Support
Marcus declined to reveal name

of manufacturer, but said he would
close deal On _his way to Coast on
Oct, 21. He said he was going to

Coast for talks with Makelim. Al-

lied board has reaffirmed its faith

in Makelim plan , and also issued

general declaration that it would
. back, support, encourage new pro-

duction, "whatever the source.”

Importance Allied is placing on
seeking product from sources other

than established major distribs is

strikingly, evident. Top echelon
execs of three: new potential film

suppliers have been invited to con-

fer with Allied leaders and to out-

line their product plans to full

membership.
Convention will

1

hear product
stories.Wednesday of Hal Makelim,
Distributors Corp. of America, and
Allied Artists. Makelim will per-

sonally. present his 12 picture plan
to delegates. However; John Wolf-
berg, Makelim veep and, formerly
ah influential Allied member, pre-

ceded -his boss in Milwaukee by
several days for behind-the-scene
sales pitch to board members. t)CA
will be . represented by Charles
Boasberg, who recently exited RKO
to head up sales for Schwartz out-

fit. Speaking for Allied Artists will

be William: Rodgers, former Metro
sales chief who recently became
sales consultant for AA,

Allied board members, who met
Sunday and Monday, are placing
full force of their influence to en-
courage exhibs, .to support new
product sources. “We’re willing tip-"

listen to anybody who. can offer us
product at fair ten said board
member.

Allied Artists, growing in pro-

duction-distribution field, Is now’
entering ne\v phase of its opera-
tion by moving into “Big” picture

field as compared with its past pol-

icy of programmers.

Product and film prices took up
majority of time of two-day board
meeting. Regional yeepees reported
that all units had unanimously
backed board’s “declaration of

emergency” and local committees
were being appointed to implement
decisions made. Primary purpose
of these committees will be to

guide and advise Allied members
on buying and booking of films.

Allied units in Ohio and New Jer-

sey have named their committees,

And That,* Says Fred Schwartz, Is Why Film
Economics Is Cockeyed

30 Stages All in Use

a

Could Be Vexing
San Antonio, Oct- 12.

Police were; called in this

week to help: clear a yard of
parkCrs taking a free peek at
El Capitan Drive-In Theatre.
The property owner com-

plained that strangers drove
on his property and littered

it with bottles, cans and other
debris.

Milwaukee,. Oct. 12.

Walt Disney Productions emerged
as new Allied target because of
its insistence that “20,000 Leagues
Under the Sea” will be available
for release only in stereophonic
sound, Exhib org last year success-
fully beat down 20th-Fox’s “must”
stereo policy and induced the ..dis-

trib to make prints available in
single optical sound as vyell.

...
Allied has long resented distrib

interference on how to play pic-
tures and is fighting for every,
available film to counteract the
product shortage. Feeling is that the
stereo insistence denies “Leagues”
to hundreds of smalltown arid nabe.
situations which cannot afford to
equip for new sound.
Telegram outlining Allied’s posi-

tion has been sent to Disney by
Ben Marcus, Allied prez. Further
action at the convention here is

•expected, on receipt of Disney’s
reply. If it’s held to be Urisatisiacr
tory Allied will map a pressure
campaign similar to one aimed at
20th last year. According to an
Allied board member, • Disney is

particularly vulnerable since ex-
hibs can easily cut off demand for
his cartoons well as other product,
being released by his own Buena
Vista outfit;

Milwaukee, Oct. 12.

Stripped of legal verbiage, Ab-
ram Myers’ bill provides that dis-
tribs file with the FTC certai
classifications., for both theatres
and films plus “fair and reasonable
film rentals for each classifica-

tion.” It provides that a distrib
first allocate “a proper classifica-

tion” to a picture before licensing
it to a theatre.
Should a substantial number of

exhibs challenge the reasonableness
(“and hence the legality”) of the
price asked for any classification of
picture for any type of theatres,
or the placing of the film in a par-
ticular price category, the bill

stipulates that the FTC may serve
a formal complaint on the distrib
involved and schedule a hearing on
the beef.

The FTC is authorized to~ Issue
an order specifying “the reasonable
film rental or allocation” if. it de-
cides that the challenged price; or
category is unlawful. Exhibs, th
bill says, may

. sue for the differ-
ence if during; the period of the
nearing the distrib continues, tq
charge the challenged rental or
persists in the challenged allocation
"unless the money is refunded
voluntarily."

In addition to the regulation of
film prices, Myers’ draft also, pro-
vides for means for sharper en-
forcement of certain trade pracr
tiefis which, it’s claimed, were en-
joined in the Paramount antitrust
case. Galling for cease and Resist
orders, Myers says "these provi-
sions were drawn with a view to

.

eliminating the glaring loopholes
in the consent decrees/’.

Sidesteps ‘Elderly; judges’
The Allied leader explains that

enforcement is lodged with the
Federal Trade Commission “to re-

lieve the elderly Federal judges
assigned to the case of the burden

(Continued on page 26)

Exhibitor s Life

14,126 U.S, ‘Possibilities’

According to Universal;

Still Argue Active List

Here’s the latest chapter in the
confused theatre survey situation.

Universal last week reported
that a check of its records showed
14,126 “possibilities," i.e., situations
‘any, one film can. play in the U. S.

Execs commented that this made
this the total theatre figure found
by the recent Sindlinger survey—
he counted 18,351 “active” situa-
tions—appear rather low.
Survey of operating drive-ins

conducted by U established a total
of 4,143, or 200 less than found by
the general sales managers com-
mittee -in its nosecouqt. In the
Pallas exchange alone, U counted
455 where the committee’s, figure
was 340.

.U’s possibilities break down into

11,197 for hardtoppers and 2,929
for ozoners. The sales managers’
total count of active situations es-

tablished the total at 19,528. It’s

pointed out that, where quite a few
releases rack up anywhere up to

17,000 bookings.

and have already, given exhibs
guidance.
Asked if committee might advise

exhibs to layoff particular picture
because of sales policies of film
company, president Marcus said
committee would be only advisory
and that advice would depend on
situation.

Board neither approved .nor dis-
approved Myers government regu-
lation proposal, which will go to
the. floor .of convention. Federal
action is a “last resort,” It was ap-
parent. But “since , film companies
refused to recognize our terrible
plight,” Allied might have no.iX
ternative.

Minneapolis, Oct. 12.

, Now that pictures are better
than ever and tv’s novelty has worn
off, some, of the smaller neighbor-
hood theatres here, have been find-

ing the going easier, with the con-
sequence that the market for such
showhouses, dead for a while dur-
ing the period video was getting
in its worst licks, has come alive
again.

For example, Clyde Cutter, a
one-time Republic salesman who
resigned as a booker, with. Theatre
Associates, territory’s leading com-
bine, just 18 months ago to become
an exhibitor, has bought his third
Twin Cities neighborhood theatre,
the Broadway,

Until less than two years ago
when he acquired the shuttered Al-
hambra, also a local nabe house.
Cutter had never owned a theatre
before in his life. But it didn’t

take him long to have the Alhai
bra, which had had rough going, in

the face : of tv. competition and
other adverse factors, reopened
and firmly, on its feet;

A few months ago he bought
the St. Paul nabe Beaux Arts. The
Broadway, One of this city's long-
est established and one of its more
successful nabe theatres, was pur-
chase from Fred Holzapfel who
built it originally and has oper-
ated it for more than 30 years and
is now retiring. Cutter is installing

C’Scope and will ask for 35-day
clearance in place of the present
48-rday slot.

Other indications of- improve-
ment in the situation for. Twin
Cities’ nabe theatres and accepted
in the trade here as evidence that
tv has far from upset ;th;e exhibit
tion applecart locally are recent
showhoUse purchases by Minne-
apolis circuit, owners Martin Lebe-
doff and Joe Podoloff.

Lebedoff bought the St. Paul
neighborhood Capitol to give him
a pair of such Twin Cities theatres.

(Continued on page 17)
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Hollywood's production code has >
outlived its usefulness and con-
tinued adherence to it by exhibs—
particularly as fat as foreign film*

are concerned—-"will only result in

increasing the already acute short-

age of product for our theatres/’

and create higher, rentals.

This observation is Offered in a

letter mailed this week (11) by in-

die distrib Jean Goldwurm to lead-

ing circuit execs including Charles
Skouras, Walter Reade Jr., Sol
Schwartz, Marry Brandt, Fred
Schwartz, Leonard Goldenson,
Harry Kalmine, S. H. Fabian, Jo-

seph R. Vogel, etc.

“It
. is essential to the well-being

of the exhibitors that they get out
from under the yoke of the Breen
seal/’ Goldwurm, who operates
several artie showcases in ‘ N.Y.,

and elsewhere, wrote. “We must
begin to ignore the presence or
absence of a seal on the films we
wish to book into our houses and
to choose our product solely on the
basis of its. merits.’’

Goldwurm warned that European
producers were prepared to ng?it

against the CQde via a licensing
system of their own that would
deny a European seal to five U.S.
pix for every foreign film denied
cade "approval. “By drastically cut-

ting down the very substantial Eu-
ropean revenue on American films,

j

they would, force the Hollywood
producers to seek greater grosses
here — through increased film
rentals” or a reduction in the quan-
tity and quality of pix, he stated.

:
Th ,. he said, v the European move
“would seriously affect every the-
atre owner in the United States.”

Goldwurm is In the forefront of
a group of indie distribs who argue
that the code should either skip
reviewing foreign films altogether,

. or else should set up a special cate-
gory for them. Furthermore, it's

charged that the code has set up
a “double standard” for Hollywood

. and European films, making it

, much tougher on the latter. Speci-
fically cited are such American
films as “The Barefoot Contessa,”
“Flame' and the Flesh/’ “Carmen
Jones,” etc., which got the seal.

‘Dictatorship by Code*

Declaring that American exhibs
"do not fully exercise their free-
dom and independence,” Gold-
Wurm’s letter held that the major
producers had “established a dic-
tatorship over us through the de-
vice of the MPAA Code Seal. By
accepting this extra-legal restric-.

tion on our free enterprise, (in’

whose formulation, we had no part),

we have long abdicated our own
rights and freedoms.”

He continued that the code was
sorely needed iii the industry’s In-
fancy, but that today “the situation
is entirely

, differ,eht. Ours is a re-
sponsible, respectable and reput-
able industry which Is automatical-

(Continued on page 17)

On the theory that word-of-
inouth will be one of the most Im-
portant plugs for its “Carmen
Jones” release, 20th-Fox is restrict-
ing bookings of the Otto Preminger
production to three key cities this
year.

,
Musical, with .its all-colored cast,

opens at the Rivoli Theatre, N. Y.,
Oct. 28. Its two other dates this
year will be in Chicago and Lob
Angeles. Exhibs are being told by
20th to stay away until the film
has proved its b.o. attraction in the
keys.

While pix with all-Negro casts
have been comparatively rare, and
on the whole not overly successful,
20th is confident that “Carmen
Jones” will be a sock grosser.
There is somp concern over it in
the South, but it’s figured that the
usual objections don’t hold up,
since there isn’t ai single white
Player in the production.

No Errors
Chicago, Oct. 12.

Chicago Police Censor Board
surveyed 415,000 feet of film,

representing 76 pix, last month
and rejected none while tag-
ging one for adults only.

Of the entries 14 were for-

eign filips.

Hollywood, Oct. 12.

With Allied Artists* gross income
reaching an all-time high in the

53-week fiscal year ended July 3,
prexy Steve Broidy this week in-,

formed stockholders In his annual
report that the company is now in
a “strong basic position” to expand
into the field of high budget films.
"This,” he added, “has been the
goal of the management for many
years.”

In stressingg the company’s
sound -corporate Structure, Broidy
pointed out that working capital
has increased to $4,066,600 from
$2,460,700. Largely responsible for
the hike are earnings retained as
well as proceeds from flotation of
150,000 shares of 5Vfc% $10 par
cumulative preferred stock last
April.

“This additional capital,” Br6idy
told the firm’s some 3,000 share-
holders, “permitted us to negotiate
a more favorable bank loan agree-
ment. The present agreement,
which expires Jan. 1, 1955, permits-
maximum borrowings of $1,250,-
000, as compared with previous
maximum of $1,000,000, and calls
for a lowCr interest rate.”

In light of AA’s rosy fiscal

status, Broidy said that he’ll rec-
ommend consideration be given to
payment of a “modest cash divi-

dend”. on the common to the ex-
tent, w&rranted by “earnings, finan-
cial requirements and the general
outlook.” Common stockholders
last drew a * melon In July, 1953,
when a 10% stock divvy was paid.

Touching on the
1

company’s deal
With producer-director John Hus-
ton to turn out three top budget
pix, Broidy disclosed that present
plans call for all three to be lensed
in “England or elsewhere in part-
nership with other interests, using
top. casts.” These films, he contin-
ued, are expected to qualify as
“British quota pictures permitting
immediate play-off In Britain and
participation in the Eady fund.”

As for the future Broidy accent-
ed that AA’s expansion blueprint
envisions continuance of “our well
established program Of medium
and lower budget features to the
extent required by market condi-
tions.

,
Generally speaking, our

planned program of high budget
pictures will be superimposed over
our regular product line, providing
us With new sources of gross in-

come.”

Allied Artists racked up a net
income of $414,480, after provision
of $500,000 for Federal income
taxes, for fiscal year ended July 3,

1954, prexy Steve Broidy has re-
vealed. It was $411,113 In 1953.

Company during 12-month pe-
‘ riod reached an all-time high gross
income of $11,838,500, as against
1953’S $9,994,000*

Year’s net was equivalent to 46c
per share on 852,740 shares out-
standing at year’s end, after pre-
ferred stock' dividends. On a sim-
ilar number of shares for the pre-
ceding 12 months, net of $411,113
for 1953 was equal to 48c per share
after, giving effect to the 10%
stock dividend paid July 19, 1953.
However, a provision of only $350,-
000 was. made for Federal taxes
that year.

By FRED HIFT

Is there a need for censorship of

mass entertainment for the young
due to the tendency on the part of

Hollywood,, tv and the comic books
to put undue stress on “violence,

lust and sadism?” ,

Question had columnist Walter
Lippmanh and the Motion Picture
Assn, of America locking horns
last week, with both parties try-

ing to pull the rug from under the

other’s arguments. Both were
notably successful.

Lippmann fired the first shot; In

his syndicated column he charged
films, tv and the comics with over-

playing excesses “to. a vicious and
intolerable degree.” He observed
tartly that there were lesser risks

.to American liberties ini the cen-
soring of entertainment for the
young than risks “of unmanageable
violence” ill the community.

This brought a. quick reply from
Arthur H. DeBra, the MPAA’s com-
munity relations director. In four-

and-a-half single-spaced pages,, he
attacked Lippmann’s contentions,

declaring h inise If particularly

shocked over the pundit’s views on
censorship. “You could hardly
have handed a more elective
grenade to the enemies lib-

erties you cherish,” he wrote.
A good part of the DeBra letter

concerned itself with a documenta-
tion of the Argument that it is so-

cial . conditioning, not the content
of entertainment, that contributes
most importantly to juvenile de-
linquency. He further reminded
Lippmann he had' conveniently
failed to include the press, of
which he is a; part, in the “mass
media” he condemned for their ex-
cesses; and he pointed out that the
production code served to throw
the sympathy of the audience to

the side of right and. good rather
than evil.

^The DeBra letter was written on
Sept. 9. Almost a month later, on
Oct. 5, Lippmann came up with his
counterpunch. For the most part,

it ignored DeBra’s lengthy analysis.

The second column fastened pri-

marily on a single, sentence in the
MPAA epistle. The latter read:

“Just as surely as the amount of
crime hews in the press is only a
reflection of the1

, amount of youth-
ful crime in the population, so
surely is the number of pictures
or radio programs or television

presentations or comic book featur-

ing of ’violence and lust and sadism’
a reflection of the concern of the
public with these things and a de-
sire to sec them dramatized in the
mass media.”

’ Picking this up—-somewhat out
of context—Lippmanh fashioned
.his reply: “That, it seems to me,
is a tall story, that the ' Mickey
Spillane type of movie Is made be-

.
cause it reflects concern with the
dangers of Mickey Spillaneism,”
he wrote.

“Mr. DeBra’s argument makes it

difficult to believe that the Motion
Picture Association is willing and
able to exercise adequate control
over ahti-social motion pictures. If

these are the theories of . the vol-
untary censors, it is easy to under-
stand why and when one goes to

the movie theatre, one sees so of-

ten what one sees, a Calculated and
deliberate exploitation of violence,
cruelty and . lust. Mr. DeBra’s
theory Will either have to be re-

vised so that the voluntary control
Is greatly improved or the law will

have to be Invoked.”
Violence Equals B. O.?

The' charge that it goes over-
board on violence and sadism par-
ticularly Isn’t a novel one for Hol-
lywood. To an overwhelming ex-

tent, these are the reasons for the
censorship of U. S. pix abroad.
And even among film company
execs in the east, where it’s real-

ized that violence in any form
spells out b.o., there is concern
over the occasional excesses. It’s

realized that, if carried to an ex-
treme, the accent

,
on brutality

could easily affect the appeal of

films as a family entertainment
medium.

Said Lippmann: “No one ., . .

can believe that young people, and

A First Yet
Hollywood, Oct. 12.

Now they have sneak pre-
views under water. Sam Katz-
man, using a portable 35mm
sound projector, ran a special;

screening of his “Masterson of
Kansas’’ for the crew of a sub-
merged U-boat 20 miles from
shore.

Submarine was being used
for sequences for another Co-
lumbia film, “Monster Beneath
the Sea,”

1IAII ivvllj

On Allied’s Tab
Hollywood, OCt. 12.

Steve Brdidy, prez of Allied Art-
ists, was the company’s highest
paid officer for the fiscal • year
ended July 3 according to the
proxy statement distributed to

stockholders last week. His total

compensation was $105,277.

Runner-up was veepee Harold J.

Mirisch with $53,183. G. Ralph
Branton, also a v.p., drew $52,283
while foreign Chief Norton V.
Ritchey and v.p. Edward Morey,
followed with $39,320 apiece.

Board chairman W. Ray Johnston
received $36,122.

George D. Burrows, exec veepee
and treasurer, was paid $30,700.
Total payments to all officers and
directors was $452,906. It was-

pointed out that these individuals
received no money in the form of
pensions, retirements or similar
compensation.

Largest individual stockholder,
proxy disclosed, is.. Broidy with
52,028 common shares as of Sept.
8. In addition, under a July 5,

1951 agreement he holds a total

of 84,700 shares as/ sole trustee of

a group comprising himself, Brain-

ton and Mirisch.

Branton is individually listed as

holding. 43,875 shares; Mirisch, 28,-

960; Herman Rlfkin, AA franchise
holder - in New England, 18,792;

Ritchey, 3,249; Burrows, 3,736;

Morey, 1,650; Arthur C. Bromberg,
prez of AA Southern Exchanges,
1,194; Johnston, 348, and Howard
Stubbing, partner in AA Pictures
of Califs 360."

Secretary Sam Wolf, who was
paid $22,700 last year for his .

per-
sonal services as Coast counsel,
holds 4,250 shares of common.
Maurice (“Razz”),Goldstein, v.p. in

charge of sales, is listed with 2,100.

Total of 858,758 common shares
was outstanding as of Septk 23.

Some 1,500,000 are authorized.

Of the' 150,000
:

shares of 5V£%
$10 par: cumulative convertible pre-
ferred stock which the company is-

sued last, spring, Burrows owns
500, Assistant treasurer Earl Re-
voir has 100 and assistant secre-

tary J. P. Friedhoff retains 50.

for that matter adults, can watch
the enactment of scenes of violent

lust, of extreme cruelty; of roaring
brutality and be . unaffected by
them.” He added it was obvious
that, despite all efforts on the part

of code authorities to direct the
audience’s sympathy,: “the sadistic

scenes, are far more, compelling
than the scenes of moral retribu-

tion.”

Comparing the policies of Hol-
lywood and the press, DeBra in

his letter told Lippmann he had
overlooked that “the villain in our
crime drama invariably has. justice

meted out to him within the im-
mediate telling of the. story

whereas in reporting crime in the

press, the villainy as well as the

villain, often goes unpunished/*

’s Code
Disclosure in last week’s issue

of Variety of the antagonism of
foreign film producers (and Ameri-
can importers of their films)
against the Hollywood production
code, from which they argue
they should be exempt, brought
from Motion Picture

.
Assn, of

America personages in New York
the advice to Italians that they
should remember their own an-
cient proverb* “When in Rome, do
as the Romans do.”

It’s argued that American pro-
ducers and exhibs alike have bene-
fitted from the Code as a strong
bulwark against state and Federal
censorship of pix; that the Holly-
wood code Corresponds to the
mores of the American people.

“If foreign, producers come over
here and expect to do business
with their films, particularly in
the commercial houses, they’ll just
have to conform,” one MPAA
comment.
Another view expressed was that

the foreign producers labor, under
the handicap of

. not beipg able to
submit their scripts to the code
authorities in advance; Thus, when
ah import, is submitted. for a seal,
the code must pass on the finished
product, making, the setup some-
what inflexible. Some countries,
including Italy, do, have a code of
ethics which, in many ways, cqr-
responds to .the American original.
However, local producers .often
choose to Ignore it.

As for American exhibitors, the
impression is gained that, on the
Whole, they’re behind the code and
appreciate its value as a safeguard
against public criticism. At the
same time, U.S. indie theatres have
ignored the code dictum in some
cases, notably “The Moon Is Blue,”
“ThS French Line” , and, in the in-
stance of a foreign film, “Bicycle
Thief.” Thus, it's said, the theatres
will go for b.o. power, if they think
it’s there, almost regardless or eny
other consideration.

MPAA has on at least one occa-
sion considered giving a special
rating to foreign films. Howevetf
nothing ever came of the idea. The
charge that the code operates
easier on American . films than on
foreign pix is denied at the MPAA,
Great stress is laid on the fact that
the entire code setup is voluntary
as far as the exhibitors and pro-
ducers are concerned.

As. for the threat pf retaliation
vs. the code seal abroad, comment
is that American films playing in
the foreign market are forced to
conform strictly to local moral re-
quirements and are seriously ham-
pered in many places by state-
operated censorship bodies. Cited
prominently are Spain, Ireland.
Indonesia, Australia, etc.

“Oklahoma” in its Todd-AO
widescreen version is expected to
play between 40 and 50 cities in

the U.S. before , it’s released in

standard widescreen form, Mike
Todd said in N. Y. Monday (11).

Todd left for Rome and London
yesterday (Tues.). He expects to

be gone about a Week.

Todd said his trip had to 4o with
lining up his second property for

Todd-AQ production and with final-

izing distribution arrangements for
his first indie pic, “Around the

World In 80 Days.” His second
film also would likely be made
abroad, he reported. “World” crew
will headquarter in London at the

Korda studios.

Estimate of 40 to 5b “Oklahoma”
dates in Todd-AQ contrasts with

statements by execs of Cinerama,
the only .other comparable wide-,

screen medium, that they didn't ex-

pect to open in more than 13 to 15

l cities At the most.
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Spots, 'Suddenly 25G, ‘Star 40G, 2d

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week . . . . . ,$632,000

21(Based on
Last year
(Based on 24

theatres:

)

. . .$812,400
theatres.)

Los .Angeles, Oct. 12.

A couple of hot holdovers are

bulwarking an otherwise only so-

so business week among local first-

runs. Most newcomers are failing

to turn in sizable coin. “Woman’s
World” is disappointing with only

fair $18,000 outlook in upped scale

showcasing.

Comparatively better is “Sud-
denly,” getting a good $25,000 in

three theatres. Best newcomer ap-

pears to be “Magnificent Obsesr

sion,” seeking nice $20,000 in

three houses plus nearly $42,000. in

six ozoners; “Hajji Baba” is rated

very poor $5,000 in- one location.

“Raid” and “Gambler From
Nachez” shapes modest $23,000 in

four spots.

Second session of “Star Is, Born”; , Toronto; Oct. 12.

looms stout $40,000 at Pantages, * With Monday Thanksgiving ob-

with attendance holding normal ser.vance in Canada, earlier than in

after price cuts midweek of first the U. S., plus extra Sunday night

frame. “Sabrina” is shaping good performance, some top product cur-

$15,500 in third frame at Holly- rently sees solid returns this week,

wood Paramount while “Seven Caine Muti ” Is wham at the

Brides” looks okay $16,000 in two Famous Players two-house combo.
sites, fourth Week.

,

Bigfoo at similar- two-house setup

Estimates for This Week 1S Dragnet,” with “Rogue Cop
Estimates for This^ weeK

^ also nice among newcomers. VR0*
Chinese (FWCV (l

-
905, $l-$1.751

inson ei'usoe” is not up to expec-—"Woman’s World (20th). Fair tatioiis; “The Eevntinn” is ctiiiis still

“Doctor$18,000. Last week, “Egyptian”
(20th) (5th wk-8 days), $13,000.

Los Angeles Paramount, Vogue,
Four Star (ABPT-FWC-UATC)
(3,200; 885; 900; 70-$1.25)—“Sud-
denly” (UA) and “Diamond Wiz-
ard” (Lip). Good $25,000. Last

?^ek ’ b « Slept Here” (RKO) (4th wk), $6,000
“Private Hell 36” (FM) and “Un- 5 davs
holy Four” (Lip) (2d wk-5 days),

tatioiis. “The Egyptian
healthy third stanza,
i House” is still near-capacity in
sixth frame.

. Estimates for This Week
Egliitton, University (FP) (1,080;

1,558; 50-80)—“Dragnet” (WB).
Big $17,000. Last Week, “Susan

$9,300.
Fox Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; $1-

$1.75)
—"Adventures Hajji Baba”

(20th). Slim $5,000, Last week,
with New Fox, Palace, “Mah With
Million” (UA) (5th wk), $14,600.

Los Angeles, Hollywood, Loyola,
Uptown (FWC) (2,097; 756; 1,248;

1,715; 70*1.10)—“The Raid” (20th)

and “Gambler From Natchez”
(20th). Modest $23,000. Los An-
geles, Loyola, “Broken Lance”
(20th) and “Roogie’s Bump” (Rep)
(3d wk), $9,700.

Warner Downtown, Wiltern,
New Fox (SW-FWC) (1,757; 2,344;

865; 70*1.10)—“Magnificent Ob-
session” (U) and “The Cowboy"
(Lip). Nice $20,000 plus $42,000
in six ozoners. Last week, D’Town
with Vogue, Four. Star, “Dragnet”
(WB) (5th wk), $7,400.

Pantages (RKO) (2,812;; $l-$2)—
“Star Is Born” (WB) (2d wk). Stout
$40,000. Last week, $55,800, in-

cluding $6,400 preem.
Orpheum,. Iris (Metropolitan-

FWC (2,213; 814; 70*1.10)—“Hu
man Jungle” (AA) and “Weak and
Wicked” (Indie) (2d wk Orpheum,
1st Iris). Lean $7,000. Last Week,
Orpheum with Wiltern, Hollywood,
$22 ,000 .

Rita, United Artists (FWC-
UATC) (1,363; 2,100; $1*1.50)— _
“Malta Story” (UA) (2d wk). Scant

|
$9,000.

$5,000. Last week, ' Ritz only,

$4,300,
Hillstreet, Hawaii (RKO-G&S)

(2,752; 1,106; 60*1.10)—“Rogue
Cop” (M-G) and “House of Black-
mail” (Indie) (2d wk). Mild $11,-
000. Last week, $19,800.
Hollywood Paramount (F&M)

(1,430; $1*1.50)—“Sabrina” iPar)
(3d wk). Good $15,500. Last
week, $19,000.

State, Egyptian (UATC) (2,404;

1,536; $1*1.50) . “Seven Brides
(M-G) (4th Wk.) Okay $16,000.
Last week, $19,300. .

Warner Beverly (SW) (1,612; 90
$1.50) — “Brigadoon” (M-G.) (5th

wk). Modest $6,500. Last week,
$7,400
” Fine Arts (FWC) (631; 80-$.50>—
“Vanishing Prairie” (Disney) (8th
wk). Steady $3,000. Last week,
$3,100
Warner Hollywood (SW)

:

( 1,364;
$1.20*2.65) —' “Cinerama” (Indie)
(76th wk). Into current frame Oct
10 after good. $24,400 last week.

Downtown, Glendale* Scarbor,
State (Taylor) (1,059; 955; 698; 694;
40-70)—“Gorilla; at Large” (20th)
and “Forbidden Cargo” (Rank).
Very slow $8,000. Last week,
“Duel in Sun” (SRO) (reissue),
$17,500.

Hyland (Rank) (1,354; 60-80)—
“Doctor in House” (Rank) (6th wk)
—Hefty near-capacity $7,500.- Last
week, $8,000.

Imperial (FP) (3,373; 60*1)—
Egyptian’? (20th) (3d wk), good

$13,000. Last week, $19,000.
Loew'g .(Loew’s) (2,090; 65-80)—

“Seven Brides” (M-G) (6th wk).
Fine $16,000 for 9 days. Last week,
$11 ,000 .

Nortown, Shea’s (FP) (959; 2,386)
(75-$l) r— “Caine Mutiny” (Col).
Wham $32,000. Last week, “Sa-
bri ” (Par) (5th wk), $8,500 in 5
days.

Odeon (Rank) (2,390; 75*1)—
“Robinson Crusoe” (UA);

. Light
$10,000. Last week, “Maghificierit
Obsession” (U) (6th wk), $8,500 in
5 clsys*

Towne (Taylor) (695; 60-80)—
“They Who Dare” (IFD). Light
$3,500; Last week, “Green Scarf”
(IFD) (5th wk), ditto.
Uptown (Loew’s) (2,745; 60-80)—

:

Rogue Cop” (Col). Nice $12,000.
Last week, “Dawn at Socorro” iU),

PITT; BRANDO BIG 11G
Pittsburgh, Oct. 12.

Nothing much among the new
pix and the leader will be the ex-

tended-rim “On the Waterfront”

at the Harris, with another third-

weeker, “The Egyptian” at the Ful-

ton, in the runnerup position; Both
are holding over again. Warm
notices for “Her 12 Men” at the

Penn are not helping, “Duel in

Jungle” is also staggering at the

Stanley. “Cinerama” is picking up
a bit at the Warner.

Estimates for This Week.

Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 65*1.25)

—

“Egyptian” (20th) (3d wk). Should
do nice at least another stanza.

Last week, big $11,000.

Harris, (Harris) (2,200; 65*1.10)
—“On Waterfront” (Col) (3d Wk).

Staying: -power of this is obvious,

great $11,000 or over. Holding.

Last week, Marlon Brando starrer

hit $12,500.

Pehn (Loew’s) (3,300; 65-85)—
“Her 12 Men” (M-G). Generally
liked by crix but public is not go-

ing for this. Lightweight $8,500 or
less. Last week, “Man With Mil-

lion” (UA), $8,000.

Squirrel Hill (SW) (900; 65-85)—
“Pickwick. Papers'* (Indie). Mixed
reviews and £oing nowhere. Comes
out after single week to less than
$2,000. Last week, “High and Dry”
(U) (3d wk), fine $1,800.

Stanley (SW) (3,800; 65-85)—
“Duel in Jungle” (WB). SUm pick-
ings at $10,500 or under. Last
week, “Rear; Window” (Par) (3d
wk), big $11,000

Warner (SW) (1,365; $1.25-$2.65)—“Cinerama” (Indie) (45th: wk).
Slight pickup to nice $12,500 or
near. Last week, $12,000.

‘Window’ Wham

$17,000 in Omaha
Omaha, Oct. 12.

First-run hiz here this session is

being hypoed by the smash take of

“Rear' Window” at the Orpheum.
Another formidable entry is

“Woman’s World” at the State
which shades socko. “Outcast” is

fairish at the Omaha.
Estimates for This Week

Braudels (RKO) (1,000; 50-75)—
“On Waterfront” (Col) and “Cham-
pagne Safari” (Col) (2d wk). Neat
$4,500. Last week, $8,000.

Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 50-7$)—“Outcast” (Rep) and “Shanghai
Story”, (Rep). Fair $5,500. Last
week, “Gambler from Natchez”
(20th) and “Duffy of Sain Quenti ”

(20th), $6;500.

Orpheum (Tristates) (2,890; 70-
90)
—“Rear Window” (Par). Sock-

eroo $17,000. Last week, “Magnif-
icent Obssesion” (U) (2d wk),
$9,000.

State (Goldberg (875; 55-90)—
“Woman’s World* (20th). Solid
$8,500. Last week, “Betrayed”
(M-G), $5,500 at .50c-80c scale.

‘Star Lights Up Mpk, Tall $18,

‘Worid’ Good 11G, ‘Bull’ Sturdy 10G

‘Star’

Seattle; ‘World’ Big 12G

Minneapolis,
.
Oct. 12.

Among the comparatively few
fresh entries “A Star Is Born” is

stealing the limelight. Plenty of
raves for this, \vith big session in
sight at Orpheum. Another new-
comer, “Woman’s World,” with an
impressive

,
marquee lineup, also is

commanding attention at Radio
City. “Sitting Bui*” is fast

.
at

State. The Minnesota-Northwestern
football game, pulling 55,000 cus-
tomers at $3.25 a throw, was a mag-
net for visitors who contributed
some weekend first-run trade.
At eleventh hour RKO Theatres

decided on 4 $1*1.25 instead of
$1.25*1.50 scale for “A Star Is
Born” currently playing day and
date at its Minneapolis and St.

Paul Orpheums. The $1 is to 5
p.m. and the $1;25 thereafter. It’s

the same scale that prevailed, at
these theatres recently for “Tlie
Caine Mutiny.”

Estimates for This Week
Century (S-W) (1,140; $1.75*2.65)—“Cinerama” (Indie) (26th wk).

Down somewhat from summer

Seattle, Oct. 12.

Big news here this session is the
hiz being done by “Star Is Bom,”
which looms terrific at Paramount
“Suddenly” too is rated big at
Coliseum. “Woman’s World” is

rated nice at Fifth Avenue, highs, but still very profitable at
“Brides” still is swell In third $17,500. Last week, $17,000. \
round at Music Hall. Gopher Berger) (1,600; 65-85)—

Estimates for This Week “Rogue Cop” (M-G). Well-liked and
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) 800; 90- has Robert Taylor, Janet Leight

$1.25)—"Susan Slept Here” (RKO) and George Raft to help this get
(m. o.). Good $3,500 for 9th week a lively $4,500. • Last week,
downtown. Last week, “Crossed “Crossed Swords” (UA), $3,800.

(Continued on page 24) Lyric (Par) (1,000; 85-85)

—

15G, 2d;‘VaDey’ Fair 9C,M 13G
•f

-Key City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week . >. .

. $2,819i800
(Based on 24 cities and 217

theatres, chiefly first runs, in-

cluding N. Y. )

'Total Gross Same Week
Last Year . . ,. ..$3,387,800
(Based on 24 cities and 224

theatres.)

Rear Window” (Par) (m.o.). Here
after two great State weeks. Solid
$4,500. Last week, “Weak and
Wicked” (AA), $4,000.

Radio City (Par) (4,100; 85*1)—
“Woman rs World” (20th). Helped
by array of stars and clever adver-
tising. Good $11,000 or near. Last
week, “Susan Slept Here” (RKO),
$10,000 at 65c-?85c scale.

RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,890; $1-
$1.25)—“Star Is Bom” (WB). Raves
for this one by all except city lead-
ing columnist, Cedric Adams, who
saw its Hollywood preem and wrote
column panning it. May have hurt
b.o. at outset. Tall $18,000 or over.
Last week, “On Waterfront” (Col)
(2d wk), $7,000 at 65c-85c.

RKO-Pan (RKO) (2,890; 65-85)—
“On Waterfront” (Col) (m.o.). Okay
$4,500. Last week, “Pushover”
(Col), $3,500 at 50c-75c scale.

State (Par) (2,300; 85*1)—
“Sitting Bull” (UA). Produced by
local circuit owner W. R, Frank,
this one was aided in getting a
good opening when Cedric Adams
devoted a column to him and the
pic. Some bad reviews, however.
Solid $10,000 looms. Last week,
“Rear Window” (Par) (2d wk), $9,-

. 000 at*5c-85c Scale.
World (Mann) (400; 65*1.25)—

“Sabrina” (Par) (3d wk). Still going
.like a houSe afire, Hefty $6,000.
Last week* $6,800.

Philly; ‘Beau’ 19G
Philadelphia, Oct. 12.

With strong radio .and news-
paper exploitation, “Seven Brides”
is roinping ’ off with town’s top take
for new product currently x at the
Stanley. “Brigadoon” also is ter-
rific at small-seater Viking. “Beau
Brummell” was tied in with cloth-
ing biz 250th anni to fancy returns
at the Midtown. “Woman's World”
shapes very strong at Randolph.

Estimates for This Week
Arcadia (B&S) (625; 80*1.35)—

“Rear Window” (Par) (7th wk).
Solid $9,500. Last week, $10,000.
Boyd (SW) (1,430; $1.25*2.60)—

“Cinerama” (Indte) (53d wk). Fine
$13,000. Last week, $11,300.

Fox (20th) (2,250; 99-$1.80)—
“Egyptian” (20th) (7th wk). Mild
$12,000. Last week, $13,000.
Goldman (Goldman). (1,200; 65-

$1.30)—“Rogue Cop” (MrG) (2d
wk). Great $18,000. Last week,
$27,000.
Mastbaum (SW) (4,37ft; 75-$1.30)

—“Sitting Bull” (UA) (2d wk). Thin
$7,500 in 6 days. Last week, $21,-
000 .

Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; 74-
$1.30)—“Beau Brummell (M-G).
Smash $19,000. Last week, “Her 12
Men” (M-G), $9,500.
Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 74-

$1.49)—“Woman’s World” (20th).
Lofty $25,000. Last week,. “Mag-
nificent Obsession” (U) (5th wk),*
$9,000.

Stanley (SW) (2,900; 74-$1.30)—
“Seven Brides” (M-G). Great $31,-
.000. Last week, “On Waterfrfont”
(Col) (8th wk), $12,000.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 80-$1.50)—“Hobson’s Choice” (UA) (4tli wk).

Fine $4,000. Last week, $6,000.
Viking (Sley) (1,000; 75*1.30)—

“Brigadoon” (M-G). Boff $20,000
or near. Last week, “Betrayed”
(M-G) (5th wk), $8,000.

‘Sabrina’ Great $25,000,

Det.; 'Jungle' Rich 18G,

‘Star’ Lavish 27G, 2d
Detroit, Oct. 12.

Biz is on upbeat again among
the downtowners. “S a b r i n a”
shapes very big at the Michigan,
“Human Jungle” is stout at the
Broadway-CapitoL “Star Is Born”
continues to shine brightly in sec-
ond week at the Madison. “Sud-
denly” is still potent in second
round at the Palms. “Rogue Cop”
looks good at the Adams. “Cine-
rama” begins working on the sec-
ond million patrons in its 82nd
week at the Music Hall.,

Estimates for This Week
Fox. (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; $1-

$1.25)—“The Egyptian”. (20th) (4th
wk). Down to oke $18,000. Last
week, fine $20,000.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;

80*1)—“Sabrina” (Par). Lofty
$25,OQO. Last week, “About Mrs,
Leslie” (Par)* and “Heart Goes
Crazy” (Indie), $12,000 in 6 da
Palms (UD) (2,961; 80*1)—

“Suddenly” (UA) and “Scarlet
Spear” (UA) (2d wk). Fine $16*000.
.Last week, big $19,000,
Madison (UD) (1,900; $1.25*1,50)

—“Star Is Born” (WB) (2d wk).
Swell $27,000. Last week, great
$30,000.
Broadway-Capitol (UD) (3,500;

80*1)—'“Human Jungle” (AA) and
“Security Bisk” (AA). Stout $18,-
000. Last week, “Dawn at. Socorro”
(U) and “Operation Diplomat” (In-
die), okay $10,000;
United Artists (UA) (1,938; $1

$1.25)—“Seven Brides” (M-G) (4th
Wk). Holding at good $10,000. Last
week, $11 1£00.
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 80*1)—

“Rogue Cop” (M-G). Good $10,000.
Last week; “Betrayed” (M-G) (2d
wk), $6,500.
Music Hall (Cinerama Produc-

tions) (1,194; $1.40-$2.65)—“Cine
rama” (Indie) (82d wk). Fine $18,
000. Last week, same..

Kansas City, Oct. 12.

Second week of ’^Sabrina” is big.
gest thing .on theatre row current,
ly, doing smash biz at the Para,
mount. Holds on a third session
“Valley of Kings” at the Midland
is only okay while “Private Hell
36” is medium in four Fox Midwest
houses, “Hogue Cop” looks good
at the Boxy. “Crossed Swords’’ .

the Missouri is light. Arty theatre
biz is only fairish. Cool weather
switched to warmer over the week-
end.

Estimates for This Week
Glen (Dickinson) (740; 85-$lV.

Currently On second-run art films;
Last week, “Hobson’s Choice” lUAr
(5th wk), mild $1,000.

Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 85-$1)—’
“Always a Bride” (Indie) (2d wk).
Fair $1,200. Last week, same.
Midland (Loew’s) (3,500; 50-75)—

“Valley of Kings” (M.G) and
“Overland Pacific” (UA). Okay $9,.

000. Last week, “Betrayed” (M-G)
(2d wk), $6,500.
Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 50-80)—

“Crossed Swords” (UA) and “Ad-
ventures of Robinson Crusoe” (UA).
Light $5,000. Last week, “Bounty
Hunter” (WB) ahd ‘Operation
Diploma?’ (Indie), ditto.
Paramount (United Par) (1,900;

70-90)—“Sabrina” (Par) (2d wk).
Far ahead of rest of town with,
great $15,000. Holds again. - Last
week, $20,000, terrific for this

house,
Roxy (Durwood) (879; 65-85)—

“Rogue Cqp”“ (M-G). Change of
fare; here after many weeks. Good
$6,500. Holding. Last week, “Liv-
ing It Up” (Par) (5th wk), eke
$3,500.

Tower, Uptown, Fairway, Gran-
ada (Fox Midwest) (2,100; 2,043;

700;, 1,217; 65-85)— “Private Hell
36” (FM) and “Unholy Four” (In-

die). Medium $13,000. Last week,
“Naked Alibi” (UA) and “Dead
End”. (Indie) (reissue),

$12,000.

Vogue (Golden) (550; 75-$U—
“La Ronde” (Indie) (5th wk). Good
$1,500. Stays again. Last week,
$1,600.

Huh; ‘Shidd’ Stout 1 6G,

‘World’ Slick $22,000
Boston, Oct. 12.

Biz is fairly good here this stanza
with “Human Jungle,” at the Para-
mount and Fenway, pacing the
town with torrid takes. “Woman’s
World” at the Met, is good if a bit

below hopes. “Black Shield of Fal-
worth” at the Memorial looks fine.

“Sabrina ” in third frame at the
Astor, is holding up sock. “On the

Waterfront” At the Orpheum
shapes nice, in fourth week.

Estimates for This Week
Astor <B&Q> (1,500; 70*1.10)-

“Sabrina” (Par) (3d wk). Holding
to a wow $22,000 following socko
$24,000 second week.
Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (800;

74*1)—“Vanishing Prairie” (Dis-

ney) (4th wk). Oke $6,000 after
nice $7,100 third round.
Boston (Cinerama Productions)

(1,354; $1.20*2.85)— “Cinerama”
(Indie) (41st wk). Still nice with
$18,000. Last week; same,

Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 60*1)-
“Mr. Hulot’s Holiday” (GBD) <5th

wk). Neat $4,000. following $5,000
fourth week,
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 50-90)—

“Human Jungle” (AA) and “Two
Guns and Badge’’ (AA). Slick
$8,000. Last week, “Bounty Hun-
ter” (WB) and “Hell Raiders, of

Deep” (IFE), fair $4,200;
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 50-$l)-
Black Shield Falworth” (U) and
“Operation Diplomat” (Indie). Fine

$10,000 if below hopes. Will hold.

Last week, “The Egyptian” (20th)

(5th wk-5 days), $10,000.
Metropolitan (NET) (4,367; 50*

90)—“Woman’s World” (20th) and
“Security Risk” (AA). Below
hopes at

. $22,000, but still good.

Last week, “Weak and Wicked
(AA) and “Return From Sea” (AA)»
$14,000.
Orpheum (Loew’s) (3,000; 65*

$1.25)—“Oh Waterfront” (Col) (4th

wk). Final $13,000 following $17.*

000 for third.
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 50-90)

—“Human Jungle” (AA) and “Two
Guns and a Badge” (AA). Tall

$18,000. Last week, “Bounty Hud*
ter” (WB) and “Hell Raiders of

Deep” (IFE), $10,500.
State (Loew’s) (3,500; 50-90)—‘ A

Woman's Face” (M-G) ahd "D r<

Jekyll and Mr. Hyde” (M-G) (reis-

sues). Slew $7,500. Last week,

“On Waterfront” (Col) (3d wk), oke

$9*600.
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Chicago* Oct 12.

Present weelc holds fairly bright

boxoffice prospects at downtown
bouses as three

.
new bills offer

some hypo. However,, continuous
rain washed away, most of big
weekend business. “Rogue Cop”
is fast $15,000 at tfie Loop while
“Human Jungle” looks hefty $24,-

000 at the Roosevelt. Monroe eyes

a good $9,000 for “Crossed Swords.”

Second-weekers
.
continue hot,

with “bn Waterfront” in lofty

brackets at Wood, with “Woman's
World" fair at Oriental. “High
and Dry-’ is still strong at Surf. .

“Sabrina” sails on mightily in

third round at Chicago, aided by
stageshow of McGuire Sisters.
“Egyptian” is brisk at State-Lake
as is duo. of “Pushover” and “Bui--

. let Is Waiting” at
.
Grand. V Fourth

week of “Brigadoon” is. off sharply
.at McVickers, while sixth of “Gone
With Wind” looks mild at United
Artists, Palace is having another
hangup week with “Cinerama” in

the 63d session.

Estimates for This- Week
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 98-$1.25)

—“Sabrina” , (Par) with McGuire
.Sisters onstage (3d. wk). Still sock
at $58,000. Last week, $65,000.

Grand (Npmikos) (1,200; 98-
$1.25)—“Pushover” (Col), and. 4fBul-
let Is Waiting” (Col) (3d wk). Tidy
$6,000 after last week's $10,000.
Loop (Telem’t) <606*/90-$1.25)—

“Rogue Gop” (M-G). Hot $15,000.
shaping. Last week, “Vanishing
Prairie” (Disney) (7th wk), $7,300.
McVickers (JL&S) (2,200; 65-

$1.25)—“Brigadoon” (M-G) (4th
wk); Okay $11,000 after fine $19,-
000 last week.
Monroe (Indie) (1,000; 65r87)—

“Crossed Swords” (UA). Spearing
neat $9,000. Last week, “Malta
Story” (UA) (3d wk), $4,500.
Oriental

. (Indie) (3,400; 98-$1.25)
—“Woman’s World” (20th) (2d wk).
Modest $20,000. Last Week, big
$46,000.
Palace (Eitel) (1,484; $1.25-$3.40)

—“Cinerama” (Indie) (63d wk).
Sock $27,500. Last week, $30,000.
Roosevelt CB&K) (1,400; 65-98)—

“Human Jungle"' (AA) and “Raid”
(20th). Smash $24,000; Last week,
“Duel In Sun” (SRO) (reissue) (2d
Wk), $17,000.
State-L-ke (B&K) (2,700; 98-

$1.50)—“.^ e Egyptian” (20th) (3d
wk). Okay at $28,000 after last
week’s $40,000:
Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; 95)—

“High and Dry” (UJ (2d wk). Big
$5,000. Last week, $6,000.

United. Artists*(B&K) (1,700; 98-
$1.2$)—“Gone With Wind” (M-G)
(reissue) (6th wk). Off to $10,000.
Last week, $18,000.
Woods (Essaness (1,198; 98-$l,25)

^-“On Waterfront” (Col) (2d wk).
Robust $38,000 for Marlon Brando
pic after $51,000 last week.
World (Indie) (697; 98—“Here to

Eternity (Col) (reissue). Mild
$3,000. Last week, . “Side Street
Story” (Indie), $3,500.

Estimates Are Net
Film gross estimates as re-

ported herewith from the vari-

ous key cities, are net; i. e.,

without usual tax. Distrib-

utors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the

estimated figures are net in-

come.
The parenthetic admission

.

prices, however, as indicated,

include the U. S, amusement
tax.

Balto; 'Suddenly' Lusty

12G, 'World' Solid 15G
Baltimore, Oct. 12.

Fresh product is hypoing biz
here this week. “Woman’s World”
is brisk at the New. “Surrenly” is
soclco at ; the Town. “Sabrina”
looms mighty at the Film Centre.
Betrayed” shapes mild at the
Century 'blit “Sitting Bull” is nice
at the Hipp.

Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000;' 25-

BO i—“Betrayed” (M-G). Mild $8,-
000. Last week, “Valley Of Kings’
(M-G), $7,500.

'

Cinema (Schwaber) (466; 50-$ I)
—“Always A Bride” (Indie) (2d
wk'. Weak $2,500 after $3,300
opener.
Film Centre (Rappaport) (960;

50-$l)—"Sabrina” (Par): Mighty
$14,000. Last Week, “Beauties Of
.Nmht” (Indie), $3,800.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,100;

35-$l)—“Sitting Bull” (UA), Very
good $10,000. Last week, “Susan
Slept Here” (RKO) (2d wk), $7,000.
.Keith’s (Fruchtman) (2,400; 20-
46-80)—“Human Jungle” (AA).
ptarts tomorrow (Wed.) after
Four Guns To Border” (U) pulled
sparse $5,500.

lr
Little (Rappaport) (310; 50-$l)—
Golden Coach” (Indie). Opens to-

n|°ri'o\\' (Wed.). Last week, return
of Lili” (M-G) .drew okay $3,000.
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-44-70)—

Pushover” (RKO). Begins tomor*-
(Continued on page 24) -*

Sail Francisco; Oct. 12.

Elks Convention which brought
9,000 to the city, a-meeting of the
Restaurant Assn., and many mem-
bers of the U. S. Navy in town all

are contributing to a strong show-
ing at first-runs this round.
Columbus Day parade last Sunday
(10) clipped matinee trade for
about two hours.. Biggest money is

going to “Woman’s World,” rated
solid at the Fox. Best showings,
however; are being made by “Brig-
adoon,” on- opening week at the
Warfield and second stanza of
“Star Is Born” at the St. Francis.
“Duel in Jungle Hooks okay at
Golden Gate.

Estimates for This Week
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,859. 80-$l)-|

—“Duel in Jungle” (WB) and" Bow-
ery Boys Meet Monsters” (AA)r
Okay $12,000.. Last week, “Black
Shield of Falworth” (U) arid “Pride
Blue Grass.” (AA) (2d wk), $7,100.
Fox (FWC) (4,651; $1.25-$1.50)—

“Woman's World”. (20th), Solid
$23,000 or clOse. Last week “Gam-
bler from Natchez” (20th) and
Raid” (20th), $10,000.
Warfield (Loew’s) (2,656; 75-$l>

—“Brigadoon” (M-G). Boff $20,000
or near, Last week, “Betrayed”
(M-G) (2d wk). big $10,000.
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 90-$l)—

“Sabrina” (Par) (3d wk). Nice $11,-
000. Last week, great $15,000.

St. Francis (Par) (1,400; $1-$1.50)
—“Star Is Born” (WB) (2d wk).
Wham -$20,000. Last week, terrific

$30,500.
Orpeum (Cinerama Theater;

Calif,) (1,458; $1.75-$2.65)—“Cine-
rama” (Indie) (41st wk). Sturdy
$21,000. Last week, $21,500:
United Artists (No, Coast) (1,207;

70-$l)—“Suddenly” (UA) and
“Laughing Annie” (Rep) (2nd wk).
Fine $7,500. Last week, $14,BOO.

Stagedoor (A-R) (400; $l-$i.25)—
“Man with a Million” (UA) (5th
wk). Firm $3,700. Last week;
$4,000.

Larki (Rosener) (400; $1)—
“Hobson’s Choice” (UA) and “Last
Holiday” (AA) (3d wk). Fine
$2,800. Last week, $3,000,
Clay (Rosener) (400; $1)

—

“Dreams of Love” (Indie), So-so
$2,400. . Last week, “Caroline
Cherie” (Indie) (3d wk), $2,200.
Vogue (S. F. Theatres) (377-$l)

—

“Companions of Night” (Indie).
Good $3,500. Last week “Earrings
Madame De;” (Indie) 6th wk);
$1,800.

' Bridge (Schwartz-Reade) (399;
$1-$1.20) — “Hulot’s Holiday”
(GBD) (5th wk). Present session
ending today (Wed.) is holding
with good $2,800 after $3,200l in
fourth week, “High . and Dry”

. (U) opens in about two weeks.

SL L.; 'Milfion' Light 8G
St. Louis, Oct. 12.

Biz at mainstem houses is very
spotty this session although
“Woman’s World” looms big at the
St. Louis. . It is easily standout,
with no other new entries amount-
ing tb much. “Man With Million”
shapes slow at Loew’s. “Cine-
rama” still is maintaining its

sturdy pace , in its 37th week at,

the Ambassador. “High and Dry”’
continues near in two arty houses
on second found.

Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (Indie) (1,400; $1 .20-

$2.40)—“Cinerama” (indie) (37th
wk). Good $14,000 after nice $15,-
000 last week.

Fox (F&M) (5,000; 50-75) —
“Duel in Sun” (SRO) (reissue).
Opened today (Tries.), Last week,
“Naked, Alibi” (U) and “Dawn; At
Socorro” (U), fair $12,000.

Loew’s (Loew’s) (3,726; 50-75)

—

“Man With Million” (M-G) and
“Mad Magician” -(Col). Slow
$8,000 or a bit: over. Last week,
“Long Wait” (UA) and “Golden
Mask” (M-G), fair $12,000.

Orpheum (Loew’s) (1,500; 50-75)—“Battlegrouiid” (M-G) and “As-
phalt Jungle” (M-G) (reissues).
Good $6,000. Last week,: “Be-
trayed” (M-G) and “Overland Pa-
cific” (UA), fair $5,500.

Pageant, (St. L. Amus.) (1,000;
82)—“Victory At Sea” (UA). Fine
$4,000. Last week, “Magnificent
Obsession” (U), $3,500.

Richmond (St. L. Amus.) (400;
82)—“High and Dry” (U) (2dwk).
Trim $2,000 after $2,500 opening
frame.

St. Louis (St. L. Amus.) (4,000;
50-75)—“Woman’s World” (20th).

Solid $17,000.
,

Last week, “King
Richard Crusaders” (WB), fair

$10 ,000 .

Shady Oak: (St. L. Amus.) (800;
82)—“High and Dry” (U) (2d wk).
Big $2,500 after * $3,000 initial

stanza.

Buff.; 'Wicked’ Lush 12G
Buffalo, Oct. 12.

1 Best newcomer here this stanza
1 is “Rogue Cop,” rated very strong
at the Buffalo. “Weak ..and
Wicked” looms stout* at the Cert?
tury. “Sabrina” shapes strong in
5-day third; week at Paramount.
Reissue combo of “Angle and Bad
Mari” and “Quiet Man” is doing
okay at Center Theatre,

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Loew’s) (3,000; 50-80)—

“Rouge Cop” (M-G) arid “Capt.
Kidd, Slave Girl” (UA). Robust
$17,000. Last week, “Suddenly”
(UA) and “Diamond Wizard” (UA),
$16,000.
Paramount (Par) (3,000; 50-80)

—

“Sabrina” (Par) and “Roogie
Bump” (Rep) (3d wk). Still strong
$9,000 iri five days. Last week,
$13,000.

Center (Par) (2,000; 56-80) —
i

(Continued* on.'page £4)

Washington,. Oct. 12... .

An unusual number of newcom-
ers, with at’ least two sock entries
among them, is hypoing.main stem
biz this week. In addition, sev-
eral finri long runs are contribut-
ing to the stepped up average.
“Brigadoon” at Loew’s Capitol is

easily topping city. “Woman’s
World” at Loew’s Palace is run-
nerup. “Human Jungle” looks tor-
rid at Met. “Cinerama,” nearing
year mark, was given boost to its
already brisk biz by one-day stint
of flyer Paul Mantz.

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew’s) (3,434; 75-9$)—

“Brigadoon” (M-G). Smash $30,-
000 to top city. Stays. Last week,
“The Egyptian” (20th) (3d Wk),
$14,000.

Columbia (Loew’s) (1,174; 60-80)
—“Her 12 Men” (M-G), Robust
$8,000 despite thumbs down ver-
dict from crix. Last week, “Naked
Alibi” (U), $5,500.

Dupon (Lopert) (372; 65-$ 1)

—

“Vanishing Prairie” (Disney) (7th
wk). Steady $4,500 after trim
$4,700 last week. Stays.

Keith’s (RKO) (1,939; 75-$1.25)—
“Caine 'Mutiny” (Col) (14th wk).
Sluggish $6,000 for second con-
secutive week. Stays 'on.

Metropolitan (SW) (1,200; 60-80)
—“Human Jungle” (AA). Torrid
$10,000 or close. Last week, “Pri-
vate Hell 36” (FM), slim $3,600.
oiPalace (Loew’s) (2,370; 70-95)—
“Woman's World” (20th). Smooth
$22,000, and holds. Last week, ‘‘Be-
trayed” (M-G) (2d wk), oke $13,000.
Playhouse (Lopert) (435; 55-$l)

—“Rear Window” (Par) (6th wk).
Handsome $8,000 after nice $8,500
last week. Stays.
Warner (SW) (1,300; $1.20-$2.40)

—“Cinerama” (Indie*) (49th wk).
Extra show for Columbus Day may
boost to hefty $16;500 after big
$16,000 last week. '

Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; 70-$l)—
“On Waterfront” fCol) (4th wk).
Fine $12,000 after sOck $13,000 last
week. Stays.

O’Gara, Foreign Sales

Yet, Joins Buena Vista
James V.. O’Gara, vet in foreign

and domestic distribution, has been
appointed special homeoffice sales
rep for Buena Vista, Walt Disney
subsidiary.

O’Gara. has been 20th-Fox man-
ager in Trinidad and^ Chile and
Republic’s South American super-
visor and eastern (domestic) sales
manager.

PICTURE CROSSES

, "Star’ in Boff Bow;

i y

. Arrival of fall weather, plus the
launching of several big pictures,:

is giving Broadway film business a
rosy hue currently; Besides the
four new bills unveiled during the
past week, the start of the regular
run for “Star Is Born,” day-date ait

the Paramount and Victoria yester-
day (Tues.), is giving further im-
petus to the Times Square area.

Preerii of “White Christmas ” first

yistaVisipn film, at the Music Hall
tomorrow (Thurs.)- is expected to
bring additional thousands into
.midtown.

Influx of Canadians starting last

Saturday (9) helped further at

some houses. Visitors came into
town on their . Thanksgiving holi-

day, All spots got a lift yesterday,
Columbus. Day, with many spots
getting holiday prices,

.Best newcomer is “Suddenly,”
with a smash $37,000 or better at
the Mayiair. “Black Shield of Fal-
worth” is. rated fairly good with
$20,000 atj;he State.

“Adventures of Hajji Baba”, is

heading fdr a trim $14,000 at the
Globe while ttie new bill at the
Palace, “Sleeping Tiger”

,
arid

vaude, looks a solid $27,000. “Bare-
foot Co.ntessa” is holding nicely,

with a smash $67,000 .
probable in

seebnd' round at the Capitol. Sec-
ond week of “Woman's World”
held at solid $56,500 at the Roxy.
“Brigadoon” with stageshow is fin-

ishing its fourth (final) .week at the
Hall with a big $155,000 or near,
being especially helped by Cana-
dian visitors. “Christmas” opens
tomorrow. “Rear Window” contin-
ues stout with $23,000 in prospect
for 10th stanza at the Rivoli.

000 or better. Last week, “Black
Dakotas” (Col) and vaude, $25,000.

Paramount (ABC-Par) (3,664; $1-
$2)—“Star Is Born” (WB). Opened
regular run yesterday (Tues.), with
a record opening day in prospect
after sellout preem on Monday (11)
night. In ahead, “Naked Alibi”
(Par), mild $37,000 in 10 days at
regular 70cr$1.75 scale,

Paris (Pathe Cinema) (568;. 90-
$L80)—“Bread, Love and Dreams”
(Indie) .. (4th wk). Third session
ended Suriday (10) was firie $14,000
after $17,000 for second week;
Stays on indef.

Rivoli (UAT) (2,092; 85-$2)—
“Rear Window” (Par) (10th wk).
This stanza (10th) ending today
(Wed.) looks to reach sturdy $24,-
000 or near after $28,000 for ninth
week. “Carmeri Jones” (20th) now
is scheduled Jo come in Oct. 28.

,
Radio City Music Hall (Rocke-

fellers) (6;200; 95-$2.75)—“Briga-
doon” (M-G) and stageshow (4th-

:

final wk). Winding run here today
(Wed.) with big $155,000 probable,
getting a hefty boost from Canadi-
an visitors over the weekend. Third
week was $126,500. “White Christ-
mas” (Par), initial VistaVisiori pro-
duction, with new stageshow opens
tomorrow (Thurs;.), with no change
in prices.

Roxy (Nat’l. Th.) (5,717; 65-$2.40)
—“Women’s. World” (20th) (3d wk).
First holdover round, ended Mon-
day (11) was nice $56,500 despite
plenty of nearby competition.
Opening week was $68,000. “Black
Widow” (20th) is due in next, but
probably not for another two
Weeks.

“Sabrina” still Is going, at a
j

fancy clip with $49,000 in the till

for the third session ended last

night (Tues.) at the Criterion.
“High and Dry” continues in the
chips with $8,700 in sixth round
ended Monday (11).

“On Waterfront” wound up its

11th week last night (Tues.) with,
a sturdy $30,000 at the Astor. Be--
sides the new pix at the Para-,
mount, Vic and Hall, “Hansel arid

Gretel,” puppet feature, preemed
late Suriday (10) afternoon at the
Broadway. This reopened the
house.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1>300; 50-$1.75)—“On Waterfront” (Col) (12th>wk).

Still in chips, landing solid $30,-

000 iri 11th session ended last

night (Tues.) after $32,000 for 10th
week. Stays on.

i Baronet (Reade) (430; 90-$1.55)
—“Hamlet” (U) (reissue) (2d wk)'.

|

Initial holdover .stanza ending to-

morrow (Thurs.) likely will finish

at neat $3,600 after $4,500 opener.
Stays a third.

Capitol (Loew’s) (4,820; 85-$2.20)
—“Barefoot Contessa” (UA) (2d
wk). Second round ending today
(Wed.) looks to hold with great
$67,000 or near after $77,500 in
opening week, previously over-
quoted, Continues.

Criterion (Mess) (1,700; 50-$1.85)—“Sabriria” (Par) (4th wk). Third
session ended last- night (Tues.)
continued with smash $49,000 after

$54,000 for second.

Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1,80)—“Vanishing Prairie” (Disney) (9th
wk). Eighth round ended Sunday
(10) was fancy $7,400 after $8,100
in seventh Week. Stays.
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70-$1.50)—“Adventures Hajji Baba” (20th).

Initial frame ending tomorrow
(Thurs.) is pushing up to fine $14,-
000, best here in- weeks. Holding;
In ahead; “Jessie James’ Women”
(UA), mild $10,000 in 10 days, iri-

cluding preview of “Baba:”
Guild (Guild) (450; $1-$1.80)—

“Hulot’s Holiday” (GBD) (9th wk);
Eighth round ended Sunday (10)
pushed to . big $7,000 after $6,500
for seventh week. Holds four days
in 9th week, with “Martin Luther”
Undie) ’opening popscale run Oct.
15.'

Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 79-$1.80)
—“Suddenly’’/ (UA). Soaring, to
socko $37,000 or over in first round
ending today (Wed.), one of strong-
est weeks' here in some time.
Holds, natch! In ahead, “Duel in
Sun” (SRO) (reissue) (5tli wk),
$9,000, including preview.
Normandie (Trans-Lux) (592; 95-

$1.80)—“Yellow Balloon” (Indie).
Opened, yesterday (Tues.). In
ahead. “Africa Adventure” (RKO)
(2d. wk), was inild $3,700 after $6,-
600 for opehing week.
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 50-$1,60)—

“Sleeping Tiger” (Indie) and
vaude. Week ending tomorrow
(Thurs*) likely will reach solid $27,-

State (Lpew's) (3,450; 78-$l.75)—
"Black Shield of Falworth” (U).
First session ended last night
(Tues.) was fairly good $20,000.
Stays on with “Beau Brummell”
(M-G) advertised to follow. Iri
ahead, “Betrayed” (M-G) (4th wk),
$13,000 but for a fine, run.

Sutton (R&B) (561; 90-$1.50)—
“High and Dry” (U) (7th wk). Sixth
round ended Monday (11) was big.
$8,7.00 after $10,000 for fifth week.
Continues.

$1-$1.50) r— .“Little Kidnappers”
(UA) (7th wk). Sixth stanza ended
last night (Tues.) held- with big
$7,700 after $7,400 for fifth.
Trans-Lux 52rtd St. (T-L) (540;

$1-$1.50)—“Lili” (M-G) (84th wk).
The 83d week ended Monday (11)
was good $5,600 after $6,300 for
82d sessiori.

Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; $l-$2)
—“Star Is Born”. (WB). Opened
yesterday (Tues.) to long lines
following elaborate preem Monday
(11) night. In ahead, “Dragnet”
(WB) (7th wk-10 days); wound up
at fair $16,500 after $15,000 for
sixth week of seven days.
Warner (Cinerama Prod.) (1,600;

$l,20-$3.30) -r- “Cinerama” (Indie)
(71st wlc). The 10th stanza ended
Saturday (9) pushed to great $41,-
300 after $39,500 for 69th week.
Next Cinerama subject not set to
open here yet although completed
for several weeks.

Cincinnati, Oct. 12.
“Betrayed,” an okay grosser at

the Albee currently has real com-
petition from “Brigadoon,” solid at
the Palace in the downtown b.o.
race among new. bills this week.
Overall returns appear better than
last week. '.‘Waterfront” is fair on
m.o.„ “Egyptian” continues smash
in second round. “Cinerama” is

adding extra performarices for
school groups.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 50-90)—“Be-

trayed” (M-G). Pleasing $13,500.
Last week, “Valley of Kings”
(M-G), $12,000.

Capitol
,
(Ohio Cine’ma Gorp.)

(1,376; $1.20-$2.65)— “Cinerama”
(Indie ), (17th .wk). Solid $27,500 in
sight with additiori of two special
shows for students. Last week,
$25,200.

.

Grand (RKO) (1,400; 75-$D—
“Waterfront” (Col) (m.o.) (2d wk).
Fair $6,500 on heels of $7,000 last

week.
Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 75-$l,25)—

“Egyptian” (20th) (2d wk). Sock
$11,000 after $15,000 unveiling.
Holds a third stariza.

Palace (RKO) (2,600; 75-$l)—
“Brigador*” -CM-G). Swell $13,000,
Last weeK, “Susan Slept Here”

i (RKO), $10,500 at 50c-90c scale.
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By ABEL GREEN
Chicago, Oct. 12.

,

Irving Berlin is evidencing a

highpowered. technique in song--

plugging end film exploitation, in

the course of his midwest key-city,

junket on behalf of Paramount’s
"White Christmas,’' which is a de-

parture from the usual meet-the-

press and meet-the-disk jockey
pitch. Berlin, from the. teeoff last

Week in Boston, delegated one or.

another of his
.
key contactmen to

join him in the deejay "route,"

A double-barrelled, cocktailery

campaign was laid out; one by Par
for the exhibitors and another for
the deejays. The latter brought
their tape-recording machines and
Berlin hits tyeen. doing marathan
interviews with the platter-chatter-

ers
i
supplemented by in-person ap-

pearances morning, noon, night and
post-midnight as occasions war-
ranted.

For Berlin; a 40ryear veteran of
the Tin Pan Alley wars, this is an
unique adventure in film add song
plugging. He is seeing firsthand the
modern pattern of exploitation via
the disk jockeys.

He appreciates, for one thing;
the terrific local impact each deejay
has on his own immediate "com-
munity. He sees in the "recording
network" an effectiveness of plug-
ging that surprises even him. de-
spite his knowledge of the value
of the disk plugs.

As he told some of the key jocks,
his conclusion is that "public
tastes haven't changed; it’s just
that the pattern of song exploiter
tion has changed," For another
thing, the public is getting much
more music because more of it is

being written. Result is^ that the
hits are spread thinner and culled
from wider channels. Whether this
is a plus or not is beside the point!.

"Where it is markedly different,
however," says Berlin, "lies in the
fact that in yesteryears we’d take
a song to Nora Bayes or AL Jolson,
Belle Baker or Van & Schenck, at
the Palace, Hammerstein’s Victoria
or the Winter Garden, and we
could see for ourselves whether
they were applauding the artistry
Of the singer or whether the song
was ‘there,’ Just as often, don’t for-
get, a great stylist like Jolson
could sing Lindy’s menu and make
It sound good, .so we had to have
an expert ear to the- ground. This
we did by first-hand cioseup on the']
song and the singer. And if the
song was ‘there’ then of course it

stayed in a~show for a season, and
acts all over the country ‘laid on
it’ and we had a hit which, as his-
tory proved in many instances, in
time became a ‘standard.’

Jocks As Listening Posts

"Today the disk jockeys are our
listening posts. They play ‘re-

quests’ or they arbitrarily_program
records which (a) they like person-
ally or (8) they think their audi-
ences like. But. even that kind of
consecutiveness isn't insurance for
a hit because all their plugging
isn’t a guarantee that the public
Will buy it, and sometimes not for
months do. we know whether the
effort was worth the investment in
their exploitation' time and our. ex-
ploitation dollars.

"I'm asked what about the
'standards’: of the future and I’ve
told disk jockeys in Boston, Phila
delphia, Pittsburgh, Cleveland,
Cincinnati and elsewhere that
there will be ‘standards’ in the fu-
ture created now, excepting, that
the competition is! greater. Those
novelties of the moment like
*Sh-Boom’.which some deprecate—
well, we had. ’em in another era,
and they were just flash hits, good
for. the times, • and I can cite you
‘Lilly of the Valley/ ‘Yaki-Hula-
Hicky-Dula/ ‘Sadie Salome/ ‘Ja-Da’
and others which were just as
ridiculous. But the public taste is

just as good today. Whether it’s

a pop like ‘Goodnight Irene’ and
’•Tennessee Waltz/ they’ll be as
‘standard’ 10 years from now as
anything by Rodgers & Hammer-
stein from ‘South Pacific/ or a
Cole Porter tune, or Harold
Rome's ‘Wish You Were Here/ and
the like.’’

Berlin’s main objective is to
achieve a saturation exploitation
bn his new Paramount picture,
"White Christmas,” arid he’s doing
it by meeting the local exhibitors
and meeting the deejays. Some ex-
bibs iem

that the film might be a remake
of "Holiday Iiin," the 10-ryear-old

Par picture from which the tune,

"White Christmas” first came, but
he soon dissuades them.

Top Tunes

On the song front he thinks
"Count Your Blessings (Instead of

Sheep)" and "Loye, You Didn’t Do
Right By Me” will emerge the top
songs; The Rosemary Clooney num-
ber, "Sisters," may prove a "sleep-

er/’ and the Danny Kaye song*

"The Rest Things Happen. While
Dancing/’ are next.

Of his professional staff, Berlin
had Hy Fenster in Boston; Mel
Richmond accompanying him . to

Philly; Ben Miller in Chi; Phil Ju-
lius in Cincinnati and Detroit, et al.

—all' under Helmy Kresa, his gen-
eral professional manager. ;

Berlin is impressed by the savvy
approach most of the deejays have
to music business and to him it’s

been a broad education.

|.He wanted to see first-hand what
makes this new avenue of exploita-
tion ticki and he’s found out plenty,
Berlin is making it a strong point
to stress that from his viewpoint
this is a frarikiy commercial ex-
ploitation tour, to help sell a pic-

ture in which he is vitally inter-

ested.

No Red Dealing
Continued from page 3

sensitive oh the issue of pix for
the Soviets. Reason is that Holly-
wood vividly recalls the attacks on
it as a "hotbed” of Red?, and it’s

not anxious to stir up the. wolves
in Congress, the veterans orgs,
etc. The studios take the View
that selling behind the Iron Cur-
tain would prompt a whole pew
set of attacks and investigations.

More than a year ago, the Rus-
sians indicated they wanted to re-
new the licenses on some 10 U.S.
films they had. At the same time;
Moscow and some of its satellites

hinted they might want to buy new
features. State then laid down a
"guiding line”, to the effect that
such sales would be contrary to
national policy. Since then, the
department hasn’t indicated any-
thing One way or the other.

Issue was brought up last week
by Harrison Salisbury, former N.Y.
Times correspondent in Moscow,
Who urged such sales because our
pix are bound to make good im-
pression. Griffith Johnson, head of
European affairs for MPAA, told
Variety that the

.
association would

continue its policy of not selling to
the Russians arid other Communist
powers.

"We don’t intend to approach
them and they haven’t approached
us," he said. He pointed out that
the policy is set not by the MPAA
staff but by its board. Johnson ad-
mitted that some motion picture
eXecs in this country would like to
expand their markets via selling
behind the iron curtai , as the Brit-
ish and French are doing.

Among difficulties, he continued,
is that we couldn’t get assurancce
that our pictures would be shown
Without doctoring. Another is get-
ting our money out Of Eastern Eu-
rope.

Films are not listed as "strategic
goods" which may. not be sold to
c o m m u n is t,countries. However,
Johnson concluded:^ "i guess the
board is not prepared to change
our present policy/’

PAUL SNORT SIDELINE

PAR SHOOTS BANKROLL

RALLYING 'CHRISTMAS’
Paramount is shelling out close

to $500,000 in ad-pub coin for

"White Christmas’* openings across

the country, which is the tallest

promotion budget in the company’s

recent history/

Company allotted $75,000 to

N. Y„ where the film _preems at

the Radio City Music Hall tomor-
row (Thurs.), Program included,
full-page ads in all Gotham dailies,

the back page in the instances of
The Times and Herald Tribune.
Par ad-pub v.p. Jerry Picknian un-
derlines that these are the "Im-
portant message" pages of the dai-

lies. That is, they’re usually taken
by major advertisers with "mes-
sages" of the type that has more
news value than found in the regu-
lar run of insertions.

Paramount has set "White
Christmas’’ terms on the basis of a

70-30-10 split, according to current

trade reports. The boxoffice {gross

is shared 70% by the distributor,

30% by the exhibitor and the lat-

ter has a guarantee that at least

10% Will represent profit. The ex-

hib has the option to accept or re-

ject the 10% provision. In com-
puting profit, a theatreman’s house
expense must be revealed. If he
doesn’t want to do. this he forfeits

the guarantee. .,

Up -to a point, the:deal resembles
the Columbia terms on "Caine- Mu-
tiny" which caused exhibitor
howls. Col sold its film at 70-30-10
but added a condition. The exhib
was guaranteed the

. 10% of gross
as profit so long as it didn’t cut
Col's share under 50%. This part
of the contract had the exhibs.
beefing.

Continued from page 3

Just ‘Another Star9
in Paramount*! Galaxy at

Radio City Music Hall

Continued from page 1

men, local show, folk, professionals
and especially the advertising' set;

Liquor prices run high, some
places- very high, but every one
of the; "exclusive’* joints' is click-

ing. The secret .of their success is

that; they’re not as restrictive, as
they pretend to be. They’re busi-

nesses with a gimmick that wel-
comes all comers.
While the original Key Club, the

Chez Paree Key Club, and a hand-
ful of genuine raembers-only places
have been around for years, the
current rage started with the open-
ing of the Gaslight less than a
year ago. This club has been ex-

panding ,ever since and now is a
trio ,of rooms all done up ‘ in tiirn-

of-the-century ..character. The ' Op-
era Club and Bachelors Club fol-

lowed . hard upon the Gaslight
opening; and their respective
themes spoken for in their

names.
.
Boon the Hucksters will light up

directly upstairs of the Opera Club,
but pnder competitive manage-
ment, with a western atmosphere.
A two-story studio apartment with
chichi decor in an arty district has
beep operative for two months as
the Nocturne. Club Boyar is a res-

taurant as well as a saloon, and
Walton Walk, Barclay Club and the
Andres are .other private saloons
of posh decor. Though atmosphere
differs in each club, the basic con-
ception is the same. Evidently it’s

thought to be impressive both to

femme and business companions
When a man can pass through gates
'that are closed to all Others but
his peers.

Banker’s X-Ray

Teeoff of Parkrtiburit’s VistaVis-
lon via tomorrow’s (Thurs.) opening
of "White Christmas" at Radio City
Music Hall/ N. ' Y., represents a
significant switch in introducing a
new screen process, for, Bar is
avoiding any heayy.sell “So far
the system itself4s eoncefrieqi

Unlike the ballylng of the early
3-D films, whece; the depth was
everything,* the "lifts you. out of
your seat" pitch with Cinerama
and "the wonder you see without
glasses" big given Cinema-

— ContinueA from page 3.

motion picture financing, I

Billy Graham Film To Be
Released

.
By Allied Artists

Dallas, Oct. 12.
.

Paul Short, division manager of
National Screen Service, has pro-
duced a 45 minute motion picture
on a religious subject which Will
have a national release in early
December. The title is "The Mighty
Fortress" With the central figure
the Rev, Billy Graham.

Film was completed in the
March of Time studios of New
York. Short, who financed and pro-
duced it, used Westbrook Van
Voorhis, Donald Higgins arid Jerry
Bevan.

Allied Artists will handle dis-

tribution. A special, showing will

until, the autumn of 1955." If

future developments bear out
Reierson, and Rank sticks to his
statement, obviously the British
film industry leader’s theatre "in-
vasion’* will be a long time shaping.

Fear Labor Party
Reierson, attributed the con-

vertibility delay to fears among
the Conservative Party members
that conversion .would be reversed
if the Labor Party moves back into
power; British uncertainty about
the U. S. economic outlook; fear
that the dollar reserves in Britain
(now about' $3,000,000,000). are in-

sufficient to undertake the risks
entailed in convertibility; senti-
ment in England for easing trade
barriers before undertaking con-
vertibility, and failure of the U> S.
to adopt more liberal tariff and
trade policies.

The situation In England will in-

fluence other countries, it's pointed
out. Reierson notes: "Some Con-
tinental countries have recently
evidenced greater eagerness than
the British to make their current
cies convertible into dollars. How-
ever, it seems most unlikely that
either Belgium or the . Netherlands
Will undertake such action unless'
the British- lead the Way; Con-
ceivably the Germans might be in
a better position to go It slope,
but even here the odds favor, fur-
ther delay than, unilateral aptiqn/'

Action devaluating the: franc
‘‘does not appear imminent" to the
banker. He states:. "The present
French Government wants some
time in which to try to achieve
certain necessary

.
economic re-

forms. Furthermore, the French
would probably prefer to adjust
the value of the franc as part of a
general program of realignment
and adjustment . in European cur-
rencies, in order to avoid too Seri-

ous impact on the French price
structure/’
Under their current trading, ar

rangement: with the French, Ameri
can Aim companies now are free t,o

remit, at the official monetary ex-
change rate, $220,000 monthly.
Also affected., by any lopping of the
franc value would be blocked earn
ings and monies Invested, in France

made
a survey of all the pictures then
being distributed by United Artists.

This was .four or five yeai’s ago. I

found that the million dollar mini-;

mum gross was a thing of the past,

but actually that seven pictures

had gone through United Artists

that year, which had grossed as
little as $400,000 to $450,000.

“Accordingly, we moved our
sights down, and decided that ‘ -

stead of a - minimum
.
producer’s

share of- $600,000 based on a gross
of a million, the safe area for an
ordinary program picture was a
loan of no more than $200,000.
Now I am not saying at that time
no picture was worth, a loan of
over $200,000. It was true then,
as it is now, that if you put great
stars and a great director and a
Ape story into a motion picture you
would, be .assured, in .1950, as now,
of a gross in excess of $400,000

—

certainly many, times that amount.
But

.
if you were banking on the

basis of getting your money out of
a ‘flop’—-an ordinary program pic-

ture without much distinction—
you could safely depend only on a
gross of $400,000 and a producer’s
share of $$500,000,."

Gordon ' made the point that
while jftme .films such as “The
Robe’Vand “From Here to Etern-
ity!’ fake in grosses high in the mil-
lions, an “undistinguished ‘aver-
age* program picture can fail to

get. back its ' print arid advertising
costs.” Whereas earlier .. A film
could invariably be counted upon
to bring in some money, the fact

that now it can be a total loss

puts the pic in the: came position
as a Broadway play, the exec said.

Grosses with some pix may go
higher thari ever but it’s now im-
possible to predict the level of in

come. He commented: “I have
heard

;
for example, that the motion

picture being made of ‘Oklahoma’
in the new process, Magnascope,
will cost five or six million dollars.

I am sure the producers expect to
gross 10. or 15 millions. Yet the
bank loan is only one million."
Gordon declared he wouldn’t go

so far as to say pix are no longer
bankable, but rams home this
point: “A single average motion
picture Without any distinguishing
elements has departed from the
‘area of predictability’ and should
not be regarded as a good risk/'

Device by. which pix can be
tJnto-that"areabf .predict-;

Scope at the start, Par is pushing
V’Vision, in effect, as “another
•star.” That is, it’s being treated as
an added plus similarly as a
marquee name would be. It’s a part
of the pic, not the main audience
lure.

' Considerable Industry opi ion
has it that VVision is hot so much
a. departure from, the conventional
as to have any great . impact on
the public at the outset. The ad-
vancement in photography is con-
ceded by numerous tradesters as
an important plus. But the; differ-

ence from standard lensing and
projection if hot figured sip great
that it will "create the* stir (and
pros and cons) that came with the
dimensionals " and the previous
processes.

Par’s idea apparently is to make
V’Vision’s merits sensed by the
public oyer the long haul. It’s fig-

ured that the combination of Wide-
screen and photographic progress
will come to be recognized by au-

diences in the early future and the.

name V'Vlsion will become a di

tinguishing b o. feature.

Hall Is Special
Actually the Hall bow will not

be V’Vision as it’s to be seen for.

the most part around the country.
Giant-sized house has V’Vision in

king size. The pic print is to be
fed through special projectors hori-

zontally with two frames "thrown"
at a time. Thus, the basic principle
of the system, as it obtains in pro-
duction (exposing two. sideway-fed
frames of negative at one time), is

being > switched to exhibition as
well.

This special handling of V’Vision
is designed only for mammoth di-

mension spots such as the Hall and
the larger drive-inf to insure
against loss of light and definition
on the unusually big screens. Re-
lease prints for aU pther exhibs
will be in standard 35m format or,

for those who want it, the an-
amorphic.(squeeze) type;
Par is recommending the 1.85-1

aspect ratio for. its V’Vision pix for
the stated reason this accents the
values of width without loss of the
equally important height. However*
the range of the Hall’s screen will
be '1.9616 in width to each unit of
elevation.

Christmas" gods into the Hall
for a maximum of eight weeks; the
theatre’s holiday show is to be
brought in Dec. 9. The Par entry
reportedly is set to play the
Loew’s N., Y. chain following the
Hall.run.
Par has ordered 400 prints of

"Christmas/* unusually high. Plan
is to open the film in close to 300
spots by Thanksgiving.

•v.

said Gordon, This take; various
forms but usually means, in sim-
ple terms, the financing of a group
of pix as a unit, with the profits Of

the money-making .films in the
group pledged to make up for the
losses of the duds.

.
Documentation of pic! financing

is a king-sized, extremely complex
job for the lender, Gordon noted.

First, he said, the • banker must
study the distribution agreement
for assurances that the film will be
sold "and will not be an orphan."
He cited; these other basic re-

quirement: A completion guaranty,
in the form , of cash or a commit-
ment from a responsible person or

studio-, to assure that a pic will be
completed even though the cost

exceeds the budget estimates;

chattel mortgage on the negative
and a mortgage on the copyright;

a pledgeholder’s agreement from
the laboratory which holds the

negative to assure delivery of

prints; an "assignment of income"
and "irrevocable agreement" from
the distributor that proceeds from
a film will be turned over until the

debt is paid, insurance of a pic’s

.ast Mejnltef'S Jtp against ill-

ess or death, and so on.
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BING and DANNY
teamed for the first time

bring you a wonderful package

of entertainment. And when

they sing and dance with

ROSEMARY and VERA-ELLEN

it will warm you like

Christmas punch l

YlilAylilON . ... exciting new method

of motion picture production and-

presentation. ..bringing to the big

screen - clarity . . . brilli . . ., full-

stage impact never before imagined.

Achieved by its giant negative process,

VistaVision givesbreath-takingrealism

to the screen...a new experience in

motion picture enjoyment.
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IS WONDERFUL ENTERTAINMENT

PACKAGE IS BERIBBONED WITH IRVING BERLI

FIRST ORIGINAL MOTION PICTURE SCORE IN A
OECADEI NINE NEW BERLIN SONGS SPRINKLED

^ WITH SOME ALL TIME FAVORITES...

"Choreography9

Coun( Your Blettipgt"

initret how And Mandy"

"Abraham" • "Sietert" • "Snow”

"Git. I With f Woe Back In TheArrty"

••Whit Ctn You Do IVffAA General’:
9,9

•'The Beet Thingt Happen

While Yoii'reDantin(f"
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Produced by
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*
Directed by

Written for tSe jereen by

ft#M\$NA. NORMAN PANAMA and MELVIN FRANK
Musicol Number* Staged by Robert Alton • A Paramount Pi
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It’s easy to understand why SUPERSCOPE is

the choice of exhibitors everywhere. You have

only to check the testimony of leading circuit

and independent theatre owners to see that the

leaders of the industry agree that Tushinsky

Bros,’ variable anamorpliic SUPERSCOPE

lens is superior . , . and the best buy on the

market.

In addition to its unique operating flexibility,

SUPERSCOPE is easily installed, without

drilling, tapping or special mounting to your

i«U

g§^

present lens barrel. Tightening one screw does

the job. There is never any need to shift the

position of your projection machine with |

SUPERSCOPE, because the lens itself is ad-

justable to the right or left.

#
And now, SUPERSCOPE can be delivered

within forty-eight hours of receipt of your j

order

!

Technically superior, lowest in price, and now

fastest delivery—-SUPERSCOPE solves your

anamorpliic projection problem

!

•Trade Mark lag. and Patents Pending

ONLY*700PER PAIR

At Your Local Exchange
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Electric,. Kansas City, Kans., Wins Highest Amount
On Record Versus Distrib—Immediate Appeal

•> Kansas City; Oct. 12.

Damages totalling $2,400,000

were awarded to the Electric The-

atre of Kansas City, Kans.,; last

week in the suit against six major

film distribs. The theatre sought

redress on the first run situation

and filed, under the anti-trust act,

charging restraint of trade.

Trial continued nearly a month
in. U .,S, District Court of Judge
Albert A. Ridge, blit case, wound
lip last Thursday. Judge Ridge
gave the charge to the*jury before
noon, and decision was in early in

the evening.

The judgment is believed to be
the largest ever . returned in a case
involving film exhibition. A verdict
of $375,000, tripled under the
Sherman act; was granted to the
Brookside Theatre Dec. 30, 1950.

W. D. Fulton, operator of the
Electric now, was a plaintiff in the
Brookside case.

Under the: verdict returned,
RKO and Paramount each must
pay half of the damages, and the
remainder to be paid ‘ equal
shares by the four other defen-
dants, Loew’s; Columbia, Warner
Brothers and United : Artists.

RKO ahd Paramount allegedly
violated the anti-trust laws for a
period of three years. Other four
defendants were cited for a period
spanning 16 years.

Attorney for the distribs stated
immediately that a motion for a
new trial would be filed. Judge
Ridge said attorney fees and court
costs against the defendant com-
panies will be fixed later.

In an earlier phase of the case
settlement out of court was

reached with 20th-Fox, Universal
and Fox Midwest, whose Granada
Theatre is a leading competitor of
the Electric Theatre.

The case raised speculation in

the. trade as to how soon the Elec-
tric actually would try to move
into first run operation. Films
which.-it has shown all

.
during trial

have been second run, its estab-
lished policy.

Faded Glory
Hollywood, Get. 12.

Old Keystone Kbps and their
custard pies:, mean little or
nothing to today's film fans m
the opinion of Universal exec-
utives. '

.

As a result, the picture pro-
duced. as V“Abbott and Costello
Meet the Keystone Kops” Will

be released as ‘‘Abbott and
Costello As. the Stunt Men,"

‘Continental’ Bow
s Continued from page 1 ^

Trust Front Noisy

Action on the antitrust front was
unusually heavy over the past

Week, highlighted by a quickly
drawn decision by film company
lawyers to take appeal from the
Kansas City verdict (above).

In L. A., Federal Judge Harry
C. WestoVer decided in favor of
the distribs, directed a jury to dis-

miss the complaint of the Metro-
politan Theatres.

In Miami; a long running oourt
battle instituted by E. N. and
Lillian Claughton, asking damages
of $9,450,000 from six companies,
neared trail’s end and a jury ver-
dict.

“We’ll fight this on every possi-
ble count," said a N. Y. honieoffice
lawyer in referring to the K. C. rap.

If sustained on appeal, the judg-
ment, would represent the largest
monetary award in tjfie history of
film industry antitrust litigation.

Plaintiff is the. Electric Theatre,
Which charged Loew’S Columbia,
Warners, United Artists, RKO and
paramount with violation of the a-t

statutes via denial of first-tun prod-
uct to the house. The jury found
that; actual damages amounted, to

$820,200.;. damages ate trebled in

a-t awards.
Curiously, all three cases have

the common complaint, namely,
the nix on first-run pix so far as
the plaintiffs are concerned. Yet,
in L. A, the %companies emerged
victorious and in K. C. they were
dealt the U.S. Court’s body blow.
Judge Westover, in L. A., , exam-
ined each company individually,
rather than collectively, and held
that while the business behavior
of all of them was. similar, this
still did not represent any unlaw-
ful conspiracy. Named as de-
fendants in the L. A., action were’
Columbia; Paramount, 20th-FoX,
Loew’s, RKO, Universal and War-
ners. Attorney for the plaintiff

circuit, suing in behalf of its Or-
pheum Theatre, downtown house
in L. A., is Robert L. Wright,
formerly associated with the De-
partment of . Justice. He stated
an appeal will be taken.

The Miami action is a marathon
contest, now in its fifth week.

Council of Motion Picture Or-
ganizations wants the nation’s
press to step up its motion picture,

coverage and points to teen-ager
reading habits to support the pitch.

OOMPO’s full ’page ad in the
current Editor & Publisher, head-
ed ‘‘Youth Should Be SerVed," re-

lates the results of a month-long
survey conducted by the Cleveland
Press. Boys and girls between the
ages of i3 and 19 were inter-

viewed, COMPO reports, and the re-

sults showed that the paper’s film
department was voted second only
to sports pages. With the Cleve-
land Indians leading the American
League race, it was inevitable that
sports would come off first, ob-
serves COMPO.
The ad concludes: “We, of

course,’ may be biased. Neverthe-
less we believe the results of this

survey prove the truth of two con-
tentions we arp always making to
newspaper men. One is that young
people like to read

,
about motion

picture activities. The other is that
if a paper has 6 strong, interesting-
ly written movie department, it

Will command a large and loyal
readership.

captains of industry. There’ll also

be p.a.’s by top. stars/ including the
pic’s cast, consisting of Jean Sim-
mons, Merle Oberon and Marlon
Brando. Latter, it’s hinted, may
be persuaded to show up in stylish

kneepants of the Napoleonic pe-
riod, He plays Napoleon in the
film-

To give the occasion the proper
royal touch, 20th intends to rise a
special red carpet “used on royal

; occasions in England by Queen
Elizabeth and now being refurb-
ished abroad prior to being flown
here especially for the world pre-
miere.”

Naturally, there’ll be full tv and
newsreel Coverage of the event.
Inside the Roxy, 20th is planning
an unusual exhibit of crown jewels,
with royal crowns, orbs, tiaras,

sceptres and other jewelry to be
shown under heavy guard,

.
“Desiree" will be the latest in a

long series of gala preems, all of
them billed as formal and accom-
panied by .old-time showbiz hoopla;
“Star Is Born,” the Warner Bros,
film which opened at the Para-
mount and Victoria theatres in
N. Y. Monday (11), had Miss Gar-
land appearing at. both houses for
the opening, covered by tv, Preem
saw star fireworks on Broadway,

Multiplicity of openings is cre-
ating a certain number; of difficul-

ties. for. the ad-pubberies of the
companies if for no other reason
than’ that it’s difficult to get the
necessary “star studded" firstnight-

er audience that’s so necessary to
garner newspaper space.

Regardless, and particularly with
the heavy lineup of top product
forthcoming, the companies can
be expected to go whole-hog for
bigger-and-better openings, replete
with klieg lights, etc. Practice was
more or less abandoned during the
war and has been slow in coming
back. It’s a Tact, however, that the
preems get a lot of free newspaper
space all over the country and pro-

vide the touch
. of glamor that is so

much a part of showbiz, it’s felt.

Exbibs Rainbow?
Continued from page 5

VERY PRO-SKIATRON
Hanson & Hanson, Wall Street

brokerage outfit, is plugging away
for Skiatron Electronics & Televi-
sion Corp., Which recently li-

censed the fights to its Subscriber-,
Vision toll tv system to Matty
Fox. Skiatron is entitled to 5%
of the gross income of the Fox op-
eration plus royalties oh the manu-
facture and sale of decoders which
are installed in customers ’tv sets.

Reviewing Skiatron develop-
ments and underlining Fox’s show
business success story, David
Palin, security analyst for the
Hanson outfit, states: “The specu-
lative possibilities eVen conserva-
tively stated induce. us to state that
Skiatron appears to be one of the
most promising low-priced specu-
lations for great capital gains that
we Over recommended. And be-
cause the licensing of this vast
revenue producing system may; be
well withi a six-month period, the
right time for purchase (of Skia-
tron stock) seems now'ftt about $3
per share.” The issue is sold over
The counter.

AFL Film Council Puts

Up Flaherty and Clare
Hollywood, Oct. 12.

Nominees for thie presidency of

the AFL Film Council to succeed
CSrl Cooper are George Flaherty,
Hollywood rep for IATSE, and
Ralph Clare, business agent for the
transportation local.

Other nominees are John Leh-
ners, for veepee; Ed Hill secre-

tary, and Neil Shanks, treasurer.

Rockford, Peoria Meeting
Two additional regional meetings

of the United Theatre Owners of

Illinois have been scehduled for
Oct. 18 at Rockford and at Peoria/
Purpose of both sessions is to

elect a regional veepee and two di-

rectors to the board of UTOI and
to discusss current exhib problems.
Five previous regional meetings of
UTOI have been held in the state.

Podoloff took over the local riabe

American and now also has two
subsequent run houses. Both pur-
chases were from the United Para-
mount circuit here.

Ohio’s Restrained Cheer
Columbus, Oct. 12;

*

It’s much too early to tell if the
“theatre-closing trend" has been
halted and the swing is in the other
direction but information from the:

Independent Theatre Owners of

Ohio office here reveals four indoor
houses have reopened.
Melvin Buzzard has opened the

Hope in Hopedale, Lloyd Salisbury
the Port in Freeport, Walter. Koto-
wicz the Ross in Rossford and N. E.
Cox has swung his Ohio schedule
in Salina from a three-day to a
seven-day week operation.

A drive-in run by Frank Gilfilin

in Coshocton has been closed be-
cause the Ohio Highway Dept, is

running a road through the proper-
ty, but Gilfilin intends to move. He
is salvaging what equipment he
can, moving it to a new location

and plans to open again in the
spring.

Eds’ Martini Awards
Hollywood; pet. 12.

American Cinema- Editors
announced that the winners of

the first annual Critic’s Award
will be disclosed at a cocktail
party Oct. 19 after the ballots

have been tabulated by Price,

Waterhouse & Co.

Awards will be presented to.

the best edited Theatrical film

and best edited television show
seen locally, between Sept. 1,

1953, , and Sept. 1, 1954;

... Bonn, Oct. 12.

Ih another of the moves of the
West German government to fur-
ther, its fast-moving film industry,
the Bonn

.
government declares it

will cooperate with the separate
states in Germany in guaranteeing
loans to finance film production. A
special Work Board in Hamburg
has already drawn Up/ the rough
outline for the procedure of this

loan underwriting.

The Federal Guarantee Co. of
Frankfurt, the Hamburg Film Of-
fice, and the Bavarian Trustee
Union are associated with the Work
Board, and their draft will be sub-
mitted to /government and states

for final approval.

DENVER’S PAT McGEE

TO KEYNOTE TOA
Pat McGee, a v.p; of Theatre

Owners of America, has boon
named keynote speaker .for the
1954 combined convention and
trade show at Chicago Oct. 31-

NOV. 4.

McGee, who is general manager
of Cooper Foundation Theatres of
Denver, will deliver his address at

the opening business ” on
Nov. 1.

Bind Schimel tb U
, Pursuant; to its policy of tying

up toplevel execs to longterm con-
tracts, Universal has extended the
contract of Adolph Schimel, V.p.

and general counsel,, for a three-
year period, to Dec. 31, 1958.
Schimel’s current three-year deal
had only become effective on Jan;

1, 1953.

New Schimel contract embodies
a graduated salary increase.
Whereas, under his old pact he
was to receive $1,000 weekly for

the entire period, he now gets

$1,100 weekly during 1954, $1,200
-per week for 1955 and $1,300 a
week up to 1958. Contract is simi-

lar to that handed to David A.
Lipton, v.p., last May.

Swiss Engineers Continue Work for All-Electronic

Compatibility Ideal

Work on the Eidophor color the-
atre tv system is progressing satis-:

factorily and, following a series of
tests, Eidophor will be demonstrat-
ed in a large theatre/ Earl L Spon-
able, 20th-Fox director of research,
said in N,Y. last week.
For the mbmerit, 20th is con-

tinuing to work with the two Eido-
phor prototypes using the CBS-
type color wheel. However, Spon-
able disclosed that Swiss, engineers
are at work on an Eidorphor sys-

tem modeled after the. all-elec-

tronic, compatible color noW In use
in the U.S. and approved by the
Federal Communications Commis-
sion. He added that this was actu-
ally the method With which Eido-
phor started out.
The 20th engineering topper

said he. was. still investigating the

pros and cons of 20th’s wide-gauge
film system, using the old equip-
ment still in 20th’s possession, and
that he expected to eventually
make tests with it in N.Y. As for
the “lazy eight” camera, and its

latest wrinkle — running the film
horizontally through! the projector
Sponable said 20th had experi-

mented with the idea some time
ago and had given it up as imprac-
tical for more than just a few the-
atres.

As for 20th “lenticular’’ color,

Sponable said that, with the wide
screens, a new problem of light

had been introduced. “We know
how to lick it/’ he said, “but it’ll

take time.”
When Eidophor sees the com-

mercial light of day, it, too, will

be for the wide screen.

On the strength of assurances
from the Motion Picture Export
Assn., the Society of Independent
Motion Picture Producers is ad-
vising the Federal Trade Commis-
sion that it’s no longer interested
is pressing charges against MPEA
on the basis of foreign subsidies.

SIMPP prexy Ellis Arnall, in dis-

closing this in N. Y. yesterday
. (Tues.), said the Society would
seek FTC permission to withdraw
its complaint of July 8, 1954, in
Which it had asked FTC scrutiny
of subsidy coin arrangements
allegedly made by MPEA in its

last French agreement. Arnall also
released his correspondence with
the FTC and the U. S. State Dept,
on. that question.

Arnall said SIMPP was, satisfied

with- the statement, by Eric John-
ston, MPEA prexy, on the -Coast
last week, that both he and the
MPEA board were; strongly op-
posed to subsidies. Question of
MPEA board support of Johnston’s
view on this matter had concerned
SIMPP in the past. ‘‘There; is ap-
parently no difference; existihg be-
tween. us on future opposition to
subsidy arrangements,” Arnall
stated.

Observers in ,N., Y; questioned
whether the SIMPP withdrawal of
its FTC complaint would actually
result in the agency 1 dropping its

investigation. FTC inquiry into

MPEA’s foreign deals, and particu-
larly its past Italian arrangements
incorporating, subsidies, have been
under FTC scrutiny for more than
a yean

Arnall’s first letter to the State
Dept., in July, got a very general
reply, stating in the main that the
Dept, would be prepared to inter-

cede on behalf of the indies if

they are discriminated against in

the French market as . a. result of
the MPEA agreement there.

Arnall then — on Aug. 23 —
asked for a State Dept, guide! line

on policy re subsidy arrangements.
On Sept. 10, the Dept, replied, that
“this Government is opposed to
artificial barriers which impede the
flow of trade and prevent the best
utilization of the/resources in the
free world. The Dept, is generally
opposed to any policies or prac-
tices of foreign governments or
industries which might entail the
payment of subsidies” such as de-
scribed, "in which funds from
American

.
producers go to, pro-

ducers of a competitive: product
abroad, as a condition to entering
or participating more fully in a
foreigh market.”

Samuel C. Waugh, assistant sec-

retary writing the letter, added
that *‘the Dept, cannot take the
categorical position that the par-
ticipation of American firms in
such arrangements would always
be objectionable. Each case would
have to be considered in the light
of relevant circumstances."

Film Repertory
Continued from page 5 sssssi

instances, it Was tough to track
down the original owners and their
negatives.

t

First package of 12 pix is called
“The Golden Age of the. Silent
Screen” and launches in November
at the 55th St. Playhouse, in N.Y.
Included are seven German and
three Russian films such as Fritz

Lang’s “Metropolis,” G, W. Pabst’s
“Secrets of a Soul” and his “The
Love bf Jeanne Ney,” Eisenstein’s
“Potemkin,” F. W. MurnaU’s “Tar-
tuffe,” etc..

BramdOn, has Herman Weinberg
working on the recreation of the
original musical scores.

Geldwurm= Continued from page 1

ly governed by the taste and stan-
dards of the movie-going public,

Someone Else’s Films
“The seal is effective just as long

as exhibitors cooperate with the
MPAA by booking only code-ap-
proved films. By ignoring this

dangerously dictatorial device, we
can

. destroy its effectiveness, re-

ducing it. to the level of a paper
stamp representing no more than
the unauthorized judgment of a

group of filmmakers upon someone
else’s films.”
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Munich, Get. 5. f
Hans. Rodenberg, DEFA. produc-

tion topper,: urged West German
filmmakers to join with his East

German state-owned group in an'
common efioi't to set upi coproduc-
tion deals “between Germany, and
Germany.” Rodenberg came to the

Bavarian ;capital with several of

his top aides apparently, to partici-

pate in a pre-arranged discussion

on the chances of bettering film

relations between the Federal Re-
public and his own “DDR”.
(De u tsc h Demokratische Repub] ilc)

.

Because 4Jm meeting was organ-
ized by a vvellknown front,. West
German film people stayed away.
But several of them met Roden-
b'erg iii private confabs.
At a press conference,. Roden-

berg. pleaded his case for a closer

cooperation between the divided'

film biz by .admitting that DEFA
in the past made, many blunders.
However, in the . line with the mod-
erate “new. course” now things
would ease up, he promised.
Rodenberg also contended that

the Eastern cinema doors are.

flung wide open to “honest and
good West German product.” At
present a total of 120 films are ac-

cepted for release in Ea$t Ger-
many.
Rodenberg outlined his forth-

coming non-political pictures, -

eluding two fairy tale tinters, a

5>EFA specialty and a big budget ’

coproduction between the DEFA
and a Swedish firm, directed by
Wolfgang Staudte, the ace DEFA
megger. *'

The DEFA chief stressed that
no. political pressure would be ex-

erted on West German talent work-
ing in DEFA undertakings. There
has been some West German offi-

cials and unofficial criticism about
actors and other filmites signing up
with Eastern nationalized film

production. In order to cut down
the excessive production costs, sev-

eral West German producers are
reported as inclined to huddle with
the DEFA East-West German
film deals. But with the large ma-
jority of them depending on gov-
ernment subsidies, their response
to Roden berg's invitation will need
Bonn’s blessing.

Willi Chancellor Konrad Aden-
auer a stiff and uncompromising
foe of all this interzonal flirting,

chances are that only the non-sub-
sidized companies' will respond to

Rodenberg’s high political propo-
sals for non-political film re-
union.

‘Giovanni’ Filmed At

Salzburg With Opera

Cast* Big Met Roster
Salzburg; Oct. 5.

Th new Herbert Graf ‘produc-
tion of Mozart’s opera, “Don Gio-
vanni,” has just been filmed in its

entirety here in color by Harmony
Films Ltd. of London. The film

was produced 'by Paul Czinner
(who produced many of the Elisa-

beth Bergner pictures and directed
several of her Broadway shows)
and has been scheduled for a Lon-
don premiere in December.

This is the production which
Graf* stage director of the Metro-
politan Opera, mounted for the
first time in the summer of 1953
during the annual Mozart festival

in Salzburg. Built into the rocks
of. the “Felsen Heitschule” (Moun-
tain Riding School); the. produc-
tion features one huge set repre-
senting entire Spanish city,

with houses; gardens, graveyards,
etc, During the actual operatic per-

formances only those areas wex*e

lit in which the action took place
for the moment, thus enabling the
many shillings of scenes without
interruption. Opera thus could be
filmed without the building of any
additional sets, thus making this

reportedly the first full-length op-
eratic film ever shut in its own
scenery; Parts of the film were
also shot in Cinemascope, for pos-
sible incorporation into another« picture, filming of which

as yet been started.

Cast of the pic is the same as

that of the actual opera produc-
tion.. Wilhelm Furtwaengler leads
the Vienna Symphony while its

stars are Met singers Cesare Siepi,

Erna Berger, Elizabeth Schwarz-
kopf, Anton Dermota and O tto
Edelman. The opera is sung in its

riginal Italian.

May Sell London Stoll

As Office Building Site
London, Oct. 5.

Negotiations are going on be-
tween .financier Charles Ciore and
Prince Littler, chairman of Stoll

Theatre Ltd., to acquire the Stoll.

Understood the amount, involved
is around $900,000.

Theatre was built some 30-odd
years ago by the late Oscar Ham-,
rnerstcin, uncle of lyricist: Oscar
Hapimerstein, 2d, and was known
as the London Opera House. After,
a few seasons, during which all.

sorts of shows were, tried there,,

the theatre was purchased Jxy Sir
Oswald Stoll as part of the Stoll

Circuit, and for a period was used
a a. picture theatre.

Ciore said he intends to convert
it into an office building so as to
conform with most of the Kings-
way neighborhood.

Buenos Aires Legiters

Battle for Key Theatres

To House 1955 Plays
Buenos Aires, Oct. 5.

A fierce baittle for the city’s 26
theatres again is being fought out
between legit companies planning
productions for 1955, Mecha Ortiz,

now playing in Jah de Hartog’s
“Today Is Tomorrow,” has renewed
a lease on the Versatile while Luisa
Vehil has obtained the Liceb.

Balked from, getting a theatre
throughout this season, Alberto
Closas now is dickering to take
over a 600-seat basement theatre
located in the heart of the local

Broadway. Closas is now looking
for talent. ;

Producer Ernesto Lamachia also
is recruiting a cast, for a new com-
pany headed by screen actor Ro-

'

berto Escalada and Margarita Lin-
ton. He \yill open in the Video
until Lola Membrives vacates the
Comico* Theatre. New company
vvill

; d6 Jean Cocteau’s “Les Parents
Terribles.”

Amelia Bence is dickering with
Gallo Enterprises for a production
of “Nightmare,” a play by Jose
Maria F. .Unsain. She’s looking for
a new leading man, having severed
her long acting connection with ex-
husband Albert Closas;. Pedro Lo-
pez Lagar, is a possibility.

. Rosa Rosen has Eugene: O’Neill's

“Anna Christie’
11

in rehearsal at the
Lasalle Theatre. Elina Colomer
and Carlos Cores, now playing to

capacity, in “Tea and Sympathy,”
have renewed contracts with the
Od*on Theatr management for

19 A
'•

This month, Juan Carlos Thorry
and An-alia Gade open at Gallo’s
Smart Theatre in Jean Anouilh’s
“Mademoiselle Colombe.” This
will be Miss Gade’s first starring
role, Producers are depending on
translations of foreign hits as spell-

ing better boxoffice . material than
the works of local playwrights.

Hawaiian Literature

Into Fairsernce Series
Honolulu, Oct. 5.

Riehard Fairservice, president
of the newly formed Polynesian
Productions, Ltd., ..is , lining up a

program of films based on Ha-
waiian stories, with top . roles
played by Hollywood actors, sup-
ported by Island talent.

Ron Ormond Has been signed to

produce and direct th first fea-
ture, “Vengeance Is a Stranger,”
dealing with ranching in Hawaii
half a century ago.

London, Oct. 12.

The English Opera Group opened
a two-week season at the Sadlers’
Wells last week with a production
of “The Beggars* Opera,” the musi-
cal version by - Benjamin Britten?
The repertoire includes “Turn of
the Screw” and “The Rape of Lu-
cretia,” as well as “Love in a Vil-

lage” and “A Dinner Engagement.”

The company includes members
of the cast front Coveht Garden
Opera House. Martha Liplon, the
American mezzo-soprano, is ap-
pearing i “The Rape.”

Beal’s Paris. Switch
.

. Paris, Oct. 12.

Charlie Beal, long ensconced in

the windup eatery Calavados,. has,

•moved over to his own nitery.fur-
ther down the Champs-Elysees.
Veteran piano-songster is how at

the Ascot, .which features reason-
able drink tabs and snacks of

American vintage.

Spot is making its way as an
after-theatre windup spot. B e a 1

does most of chirp chores with
visiting singers and instrumental-
ists tiSually sitting in:

U.S. Plays, Talent Aid 4th

Berlin Fest to Okay B.O.;

Hotels, Clubs Also Gain
Berlin, Oct. 5.

The Fourth Berlin Cultural Fes-
tival came to a cktee tonight (Tues.)

after. 18 days of operas, concerts,

theatre performances, ballet and
other events. Although Festival or-
ganizers may be satisfied with the
results, both as to the boxoffice and.

publicity, average standard of pres-
entations was not as high as in
previous years. There- were com-
paratively few heal highlights,

quite a couple of flops and several
;

controversial items;

The two top events during the
18 days were registered by. the
Tyrone Guthrie troupe with Amer-
ica’s Thornton Wilder’

.
“The

Matchmaker,” starring Ruth Gor-
don, Eileen Herlie and Sam Lev-
ene, and directed by Guthrie; and
The Glyndebourne Festival Opera
Co. with Rossini’s “La Ceneren-
tola.” Both items walked off with
excellent reviews and became also

favorites with the. public.

. Several concerts of the Berlin
Philharmonic, conducted by Wil-
helm Furtwaengler, Herbert, von
Karajan and Otto Klemperer; and
solo concerts, featuring Erna
Berger, Gerard Souzay and Amer-
ica’s Camilla Williams, also scored..

On the legit side, about 30 dif-

ferent productions were given. In
addition to “Matchmaker,” a great
success was “Teahouse of the Au-
gust Moon,” mostly due to Oscar
Karlweis, ‘comedy’s strongest per-
sonality. O’Neill’s.. “A Moon For
the, Misbegotten,” probably, the
best domestic theatrical produc-
tion, was regarded by many pa-
trons as too rowdy; but neverthe-
less found praise by, fastidious crix
and customers.

On the ballet front the much-
publicized guest performance: of.

the Grand Ballet du Marquis de
Cuevas slightly disappointed local

ballet fans. Although this troupe
consists of outstanding soloists, its

numbers were found uninspired, if

not stiffs Ernst Josef Aufricht’s
“Bilderbogen aus Amerika,” three
balle t ballads by John Latouche,
Was, although considered contro-
versial, an undoubtedly interesting
entry since it presented something
completely new—the literary type
of musical—to most Berliners.

Commercially speaking, the
fourth Berlin art junket was a suc-
cess. Marty presentations,, particu-
larly concerts and those performed
by foreign ensembles, were sold
out. All the big hotels on Kurfuer-
stendamm and near the airport
Tempelhof registered strong biz,

most being booked to capacity.
Nightclubs and cabarets also re-
ported better trade during, the Fes-
tival. West Berlin’s administration
financially assisted the art junket
as usual.

Odeon Theatres Confab

Lauds Return of Divvy
London, Oct. 12.

There were more newsmen than
stockholders at the Odeon Theatres
annual meeting last Friday (8)

when the report of the group's re-

covery to a dividend paying status
was accepted without comment.
The proceedings would have been
over in under five minutes but for
the intervention of a stockholder
Who paid tribute to the efforts of
the directors to restore the com-
pany’s finances on a firm founda-
tion*

The Odeon Theatres event was
the 'final session of a group of com-
pany meetings which went on al-

most: non-stop for almost two hours.
The one controversial issue on the
agenda, concerning the revised
articles of association for Gaumont-
British, had been held over in def-
erence to representations made' by
Spyros Skouras and the other
American directors.

9
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Rome,- Get; 5;

Still No ‘Salt’ Okay
For Mex City Showing

Mexico City, Oct. . 5.

‘‘Salt of the Earth,” the leftist

pic about New Mexico miners still

is hot being exhibited here. Reds
failed to get authorization * to

screen /‘Salt” in the Teatro Iris in
this city. This .is house where Mario
Calvet, ex-20th-Fox press, agent
here, has been, doing well showing
Russian films.

.

Calvet, asserting he is not a com-
munist, declared the Russian pix
playing there are merely arty, have
no propaganda.

j

Pic Director-Producer

Takes ACT Action To

Expel Him Into Court
London, Oct. 12.-

A film director and producer ap-
plied in the High Court last week
for a declaration that the decision
of the Ass’n of Cine Technicians
to expel him. from membership was
invalid. The application was made
by Denis Leo Kavanagh, former
managing director of Paragon Film
Services, who also sought an in-:

junction restraining the union from
enforcing the expulsion resolution.
The decision to expel Kavanagh:

Was taken by the ACT executive
i February, 1953, and confirmed
by the annual meeting two months
later."The union contended the ex-
pulsion was valid. It said that
Kavanagh was. managing director
of a company which in 1952 failed
to pay in whole or in part the
wage§ and salaries of some of its

employees and also failed to stamp
the employees’ insurance cards.

The. union contended that it was.
Kavanagh’s responsibility to in-

sure that the company’s obligations
to employees were discharged, and
that his failure to do so was against
the interests* of the association.

Kavanagh’s case was that the liabil-

ity. Was that of the company. He.
was a servant of the company and
owned only a few shares. He was
made managing director" i951,

. and the company went into volun-
tary liquidation in October, 1952.

‘COINS,’ ‘CAINE’ HITS IN

SCOTLAND HRSTRUNS
Glasgow; Oct. 12.

U. ,S. film grosses are higher
here. “Three Coins m Fountain”
(20th) is now into its sixth week at

the Scala, city-center indie house
controlled by cinema magnate Sir
Alexander Boyne King, and still

attracting long lines. Pic also has
done strong biz at the Caley, Edin-
burgh.
“The Robe” (20th), having played

first-run dates,, is now playing
smaller district theatres. It has
been held over for a third week
at the New Cinema, Mother\velL

“Caine Mutiny” (Col) drew
packed houses at the Odeon, Glas-
gow, following a one-week showing
of

.
the British pic, “Romeo and

Juliet.” Latter has been booked;
into *the art houses .the Cosmo*
Glasgow, and Cameo, Edinburgh,

Indications that.-:; Ya.u& releases
practically monopolized ^Wd1 m e r
screentlme in Italy arA-cdUflrmed
by recent figures rei&aaed:' here
concerning the key city grasses for.
July. During that‘s fiie

> US
total- of $595,000 represented
83.69% of the localmarket. This
compares with: last year’s - figur
(also July ) of 74.99%v Italian 6 b-
servers, also ascribe .'th'e approxi-
mate $180,000 rise in the/mionth’s
b o. total over July .ih; :iC(53:

;
alrtiqs.t

entirely to the Yaj$C: ^prqd.uct.
During the same perlqd,\the 'Ital-

ian slice was only ‘8%; the- French
one 4% and the British 1%. U.S.
registered the only percentage gai
over the previous year’s

. totals.

American pix also lead in the
seasonal boxoffice race, With key:

city figures for the • period run-
ning from September last year to.

last July
.
showing “The: -

'Robe”
(20th K in the lead Cwith $560,000)
over rurtneriip “Quo Vadis’’ (M-G)
($481,000). These .two U.S; pix ar
followed by the remarkably strong

,

“Bread, Love, and . Dreams” (Ti-

tanus), one of two Italos in the
first 10.

“Moulin Rouge” (UA) follows
in fourth place, trailed by “Return
of Don Camillo” (Italian). Othersv

in order of strength* are “Roman
Holiday” (Par) ‘‘Prisoner of Zen-
da” (M-G) “Khyber Rifles” (20th),

Buenos Aires, Oct. 5.

After a long period of haggling,
the Ministry of Commerce has at

last authorized exhibitors to in-

crease their admission, prices, put-
ting, them back to the level of
April 19, 1953. On that date, fall-

ing in line, with Pres. Peron’s plan
to cut living costs, the exhibitors
“voluntarily” cut the prices back,
giving the Argentine people the
cheapest film entertainmnet in the
world. Price boost only came
about after exhibitors offered to

increase by 20 centavos the 40-

centavo tax on all film theatre
stubs sold in the country. A. big
slice of this tax- goes to the Eva
Peron. Foundation, native, producers
get a cut which should endow them
for life, and the Exhibitors’ Federa-
tion gets a small proportion for

mutual aid funds.

New prices now in force are 53
for firstruns, 42 for moveover
houses and first weeks in neighbor-
hood houses; 35c for second and
part of third weeks in nabes, 28c
for fourth week and 18c for fifth.

Fees for the obligatory vaudeville
tUr , which so far only 80 city the-

atres have to feature, must com#
out apf the gross in future.

Colleano-Valentine Set

For Glasgow XmasShow
Glasgow* Oct. 5. ,

New revue starring Dickie Val-
entine, English singer, and Bonar
Colleano, American-born comedy
actor, is skedded for the Empire
Theatre as Christmas and New
Year attraction. Program will

change fortnightly, with new guest
acts over season.

8-CENT STUMBLING BLOCK

Price Row Stalls Chaplin’s ‘Lights’

From Mex. City Date

Mexico City/ Oct. 5.

Eagle-Lion, Mexico distributor

for United . Artists, after spending
considerable coin advertising and
ballyhooing Charlie Chaplin’s

“City Lights*” had to drop plans

to show the pic. It had been book-

ed into the Cine Real Cinema
here but was cancelled all because

of an admission price difference of

8c.

The distributor Wanted the 32c
admission nick, highest here. But
the city amusements supervision
department insisted that the top be
24c. The department held that be-
cause the Chaplin film is a very
old pie it "was not worth 32c here,
the highest charged for a new 1954
production.

EL decided that it wouldn’t^ pay
enough to play “Lights” at 24c'top?

“Witness to Murder” was substi-
tuted. It’s showing to good trade
at 32c.

Production is aimed at the' teen-

age customers Who .have been at-

tracted to the Empire by topline

U.S. disk and film names. 1 Last
year’s festive Offering was a Tom
Arnold panto ,starring th6 longtime
comedian Vic Oliver.

Lew & Leslie Grade, English
agents, are staging the show,

Valentine weds ^Glasgow gal,

ice-skating dancer Betty Flynn, in

London. Oct. 28, and the Colleanos
await a visit from the stork in

February.

Cricks Radio Series
London, Oct, 5.

Ivor Brown* until recently drai

critic of the Observer, starts a ne\
fortnightly radio series next Mon-
day (11) entitled “Going Out With
Ivor Brown.” He Will talk about
some of the shows he’s recently

seen in town on the program.
Brown's radio program, unlike

his Observer feature, will not be
restricted to legit, but Will* include
.films, musicals, and other branches
of show biz. Talks will be illustrat-

ed by recorded extracts from the

shows concerned.
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Exchanges, Sensitive to Pending U.S, Suit, Won’t
Withhold Product Front 16m Channels

Columbus, Oct. 12.

Competition from the Franklin
County Historical Society is being,

fought here by the 1 Independent
Theatre Owners of Ohio, which is

plenty irked at 16m print distribu-

tion.

The Society offered eight films

(six 20th-Fox, two Warner, with
the newest being “The Will Rogers
Story”) to any non-member for

$1. Thousands of families in the
county were circularized; Robert
A. Wile, ITO executive secretary,

when; he complained to Warner,
was told that film companies are

being sued by the government to

compel them to sell 16m films

arid refused to do anything about
the Society purchase.

“Most exhibitors,” Wile wrote in

the ITO Bulletin, “can’t under-
stand why these companies can’t

ask groups like this to pay 50%
or even 70% for pictures just like

they dp exhibitors!. If they are
afraid the government Would say
this is pricing the customers out
of the market, what’s the differ-

ence between these societies and
the exhibitor who is also being
priced out of the market?”

COhio is acting in echo to Minne-
sota in . the above protest, A year
ago film theatre interests went to
the Minnesota State legislature in;

an .all-out attack of campus. “ m-
petition” by U. of Minnesota-op-
erated house. Exhib’s •got nowhere,,
po liticians' being unwilling to. curb
education’s pvivileges^-Ed)

|

Chicago, Oct. 12,

With sale of “Adventures of
Hajji Baba” to the Oriental Thea-
tre, 20th-Fox exchange here has
sold out every one of its firstrun

attractions which need release be-

fore the first of next yean This is

no small accomplishment in view
of the fact that all other ex-

changes are struggling to unload
rafts of new pix in a . city where
most firstrun outlets already are
stopped up with product untilnext
January.

20th has placed “Carmen Jones”
at United Artists to follow current
"Gone

-

With the .Wind.” “Black
Widow” is set for MeVickers after
“Brigadoon” and “Betrayed.” Re-
maining pix are pegged for the
Oriental, with “Desiree,” “Wom-
an’s World,” and “No Business
Like Show Business” slated for
remainder of the season along Avith
“Hajji Baba.”

|—; —
i

Cash Reward Offer Cots

Drive-In Speaker Thefts
Minneapolis, Oct. 12.

This territory’s ozoners believe
they, have reduced the theft of
speakers, which Used to be an ex-
pensive operating item, by offering
substantial rewards for the ap-
prehension and conviction of of-

fenders!
Idea, conceived by Reno Wilk,

Triangle. Outdoor Theatres’ circuit

general manager, has been adopted
generally throughout the territory.

On the screens and ever the p!a.

systems the rewards .are frequently
advertised. In some instances as

much as $100 is offered, but there
is no instance of having to pay it—
the mere offer has proved a deter-
rent?’ to thefts.

In the Minot, N:. D. Triangle
ozoner a $25 war bond is. offered
and, .through cooperation with the
police - - department, the. appre-
hended culprit is made to fork
across for this reward to the in-

formant.
1

Pitt’s No. 1 Tent Okays
Dames for ’54 Banquet

For first time since annualJTent
No. 1 Variety Club banquets were
launched more than 25 years ago,

women: will be. admitted to the
1954 event, scheduled for William
Penn Hotel, Nov. 2i. In the; past,

blowouts have been strictly stag.

Mother tent here hag always main-
tained this old tradition,

Harry Hendel, local indie ex-
hibitor and leader, is chairman of
.banquet. this year.

TO BROIDY FOLD
Hollywood, bet. .12,

Roy Brewer has returned to Al-
lied .Artists, in charge of the com-
pany’s. exchange operations!

Brewer was formerly with AA as

president "Steve Broidy’s exec aide,

resigning months ago to oppose
International IA prexy Richard
Walsh who won reelection at IA’s
recent Cincinnati convention.

Brewer for years Was IA Holly-
wood Rep. resigning that post fol-

lowing a policy hassle with Walsh.

Quebec Censorship Makes

Operation of Film Art

Theatres Impossible
Montreal, Oct. 12.

Art! theatres as such are almost

non-existent in Quebec because of

censoring and; theoccasional for-

eign .Import. that gets by needs

heavy advertising to get over the

Wholesale slicing. France Film,

biggest outlet for. pix in the prov-

ince and controller of most major
houses using French language ma-
terial, returns a large percent of

films offered because expected
censoring would destroy continuity
and selling points.

#

The heavy hand of the Quebec
Censor Board which can cut a film

to the point of incoherence may
inadvertantly boost film’s possibili-

ties in other Canadian provinces.
Case in point Ys the “Martin Lu-
ther” film which was banned en-
tirely from showings in this prov-
ince but is doing capacity biz else-

where partly because of resulting
publicity, etc.

Sacha Guitry's long color-ramble
about Versailles currently playing
the Cinema de Paris here in

Montreal has been cut a good 20-
minutes and clips are obvious
despite film’s length.

CHICAGO NABES GET

’SUSAN SLEPT HERE’
Chicago, Oct. 12.

Chicago Police Censor Board has
quietly recanted one of its own de-

;

cisions: Appeal of producer Har-
riet Parsons arid the local RICO
exchange for the unlatching of an
“adults only” clamp on “Susan
Slept Here” apparently has clicked
with’ the morafs watchdogs, as
they’re allowing the pic to circu-
late iri outlying situations as fam-
ily entertainment. Kids were
barred from seeing the pic during
its seven-week firstrun at the 1

Wood Theatre receritly. .!

Ads of nabe theatres all specify
, “Family Show,”

TOA Forum to Probe

Drive-In Problems
Theatre Owners of America

has Eteheduled a special forum for
convention and trade show in Chi-
cago Oct; 31 to Nov. 4.

- Session will be under, the super-
vision of Jack D. Braunagel arid

William T. Powell, co-chairmnenof
J

the TOA Drive-In committee; and.
will include reports on problems
facing . ozoners, followed by* a q.

and a. period.

Jacob’s Swing Around
Bernard Jacon, v,p. iri charge of

sales for IFE Releasing Corp., the!
Italian distribution outfit, has
skedded a 14-week swing through-
out the., country to meet with his
sales staff and survey the Italb

film situation. He left Monday (11).:

Future expansion of IFE distri-

bution arid manpower facilities Will
be determined by Jacon following
his return.

C. S, Perkins! division manager
of Altec’s northeastern division
since the ’40s, was named operat-
ing manager]) He replaces E. Q.
Wilschke,

!
who recently resigned;

to become v.p. of Fine Sound, Inc.

REISSUE ‘ETERNITY’ FOR

ART HOUSE FOLLOWUP
Chicago, Oct. 12.

“From Here to Eternity” likely

will be reissued in Chicago soon
as an art film. Columbia exchange
here is seeking out an arty for

exclusive showing of the pic this

fall, after it’s been* out of circula-

tion about six months.
World Playhouse is interested.

Exhib W. R. Frank In

Role as Producer Has

Hard Time in Hometown
Minneapolis, Oct; 12.

It Was bitter medicine for W. R.

Frank to have his. “Sitting Bull”.,

scathingly panned in his home com-
rriunify by St. Paul Dispatch critic

Bill Diehl — a personal friend at

that —- and the indignant local

theatre circuit, owner-producer pro-

tested to the newspaper.

As a result of his protest, a

unique deal lias been worked out
for the picture. On its opening
days at the, St. Paul Paramount
and Minneapolis State, where it’s

playing day arid' date currently,

Frank is handing out cards to pa-

trons to obtain their reactions, sim-

ilarly to the procedures at ' Holly-

wood .
and other preyues.

Frank, predicted that 90% of the.

patrons filling out the cards would
praise the picture. If such is the
poll's outcome, the newspaper
promised him that it would pub-
lish what amounts to “retrac-

tion” of the critical slam, or at.

least a story about customers’ fav*;

orable opinions, according to How-
ard Pearl, United Artists exploiter.

There have been other headaches
here for Frank in connection with
“Sitting Bull.” Minneapolis Morn-
ing .Tribune columnist Jones picked,

up and published an extremely ad-

verse review of the picture in the
newspaper at Rapid City, S. D„
When it had: its world premiere
there. Jones even re-published the
Rapid City newspaper headline—
“
‘Sitting Bull/ She Steenks.”

The Diehl St. Paul Dispatch re-

view carried, a, six-column head-
line:

“
‘Sitting Bull’ Dies Again As

Film Critic Weeps.”

Among other things, Diehl com-
mented : “Sitting Bull massacred
George Custer. But that was noth-
ing compared With what one pro-

ducer has done to the Sioux Indian
chief! ‘Sitting Bull’ . . .. is a shock-
ingly sub-standard production that
somehow manages to falter , in

every department- .

“If C’Scope were launched with
this one instead of ‘The Robe/
there is little reason to doubt the
process would have gone the way
of 3D . . It was co-produced by
W. R. Frank, who runs some res-

taurants and theatres in this area,

the identity proclaimed iri giant
letters at the film’s start. And in

case you come in late, you can
see the gigantic name at the pic’s

conclusion.
“In between lies a film uneven

ih story line, photography and con-
tent. The out-of-focus filming is the

fop mystery in the screenplay
Even the color is dull and washed-
out. If there is such a thing as

‘linoorrected C’Scope/ then this- is

it. Walls arid doors all bend in-

ward* toward the center of the
screen, with the result that the
principals seem about to be caught
in a structural cavein at any mo-
ment. Interior settings are shallow
arid unconvincing . . Direction
and acting are both weak, with
even the musical score consisting

in the main of an amateurish rep-

etition of a cavalry theme ”

Washngton, Oct. 12.
Jack L. Warner* who has been acquiring Warner Bros, common

Stock in large chunks in recent months, has added another 2,300
shares. He now holds 290,499 shares of the common, plus another
13,400 in a trust account; Major Albert Warner added 2,500 shares
of the! studio’s common last month to his trust account,; upping it :

to 26,500 shares. Major Warner also owns 160,000 in his own
name.

Daniel O. Hastings, inember of the 20th-Fox board, reported
acquiring 700 shares of that studio’s stock last spring, giving
himself 801 shares. Nate J. Blumberg converted his last 100
shares of- Universal common into Decca’ Records common.
Thomas F. O’Connor purchased 1,800 shares of RKO Theatres,

now owns 2,300. Harold E. Newcomb, of the same circuit, increased'
his holding to 1,000 shares by the purchase of 800.
Barney Balabari disclosed that he disposed of 3,300 shares of

Paramount Pictures. This left him with 19,400. Stanton -Griffis
reduced to 1,000 shares his Paramount

. common in a trust account,,
'by .selling 500 shares, Griffis also owns 2,000 shares in his own
name. Walter L. Titus, Jr., added 100 shares of common stock
of Associated Motion Pictures Industries. He has 245 shares, with
his wife owning 80.

WON’T DELETE DANCE

Allied’s ‘Human Jungle’ Refused
Okay For Memphis

498TH CINEMASCOPER

SET FOR GERMANY
... Frankfurt, Oct. 12.

Cinemascope far outdistances all

the other widescreen systems with
its 498th contract in Germany.
Robert A. Kreier, 20th-Fox’s gen’l
mgr. here, points out that this ex-

pansion less than a ye.ar after
the opening of Germany's first

C’Scoper in Munich.
Greatest concentration is now

in Dusseldorf district, where there
are 203 C’Scopers. By year’s end,
country’s total will be 750, and 25
of the first-runners will, carry the
20th-Fox Christmas special, “The
Egyptian/’
- Cinerama has not yet entered the
field here, and RKO jumps into
Germany when inventors .Joseph
and Irving Tushkinsky arrive in
October with their SuperScope.

Memphis, Oct! 12.

The local censor board, meeting
with its 88-year-old chief, Lloyd
T. Binford absent, ordered Allied
Artists to delete a dance scene in
“The'..Human'* Jungle.” Allied re-
fused, then tried to get Binford to
intercede but. he went along with
his colleagues.
Avery Blakeney headed the

three members who issued ban.
Said he: “This picture has a vulgar
dance in it, it’s a carnival-type
dance which the police would; not
permit at a show at the Fair; there-
fore I see no reason why it should
be approved in a movie for our
city.” He added his; opi ion that
deletion of the dance scene would
“not hurt the story.”

Due in Pittsburgh, Denver,

Toronto Under Expansion
, Dallas, Oct. 12.

Verlin Osborne, head of the
original Dallas chapter, was elected
president of the Association of
Woriien of the Motion Picture In-
dustry, which was “Nationally”
organized here, at ' the first

WOMPI convention.
The two-day gathering was at-

tended by filmrow
, women from

Memphis, Atlanta, .... New Orleans
arid Dallas,- the only exchange
centers having WOMPI chapters
at present.

Expansion commi tie e was
formed under the chairmanship' of
Billie Stevens. Next chapters are
likely to. be in Pittsburgh, Denver
and Toronto.;
Other officers named included

Lorraine Gass, New Orleans, vee-
pee; Nell Middleton, Atlanta,
treasurer; Laura Kenny, Atlanta,
recording secretary* and Lee
Nickolaus, New Orleans,, corre-
sponding secretary,

,17
Hollywood, Oct. 12.

Richard Breen arid Frank

Nugent, both, screen writers, have

1)een placed in nomination for the

presidency of the new Writers
Guild of America-West; Voting,
will be on Nov. 17.

For the ,Vicepresidency trie nomi-
nees, Gomer Cooi and Paul Frank:
Tin, are from the former Radio
Writers'-.. Gpild. .and.- 'for the secre-

tary-treasurer post the Television
Writers Group that was (within
the Authors League) provides the'

rival nominees, Curtis Kenyon and
Erna Lazaraus;

Korean Relief Drive
Boston, Oct. 12,

A special drive to raise funds
for the American-Korean founda-
tion is being conducted in all pic

theatres arid ozoners in this area
this week, Ail local exhibs have
pledged cooperation With the com:
mittee, .which is headed by
Thomas A. Pappas, w.k. political

leader and businessman, Samuel
Pinansky, American Theatres Corp.
prez, and Nathan Yamins, Fall

River exhib.
Plans for the campaign were set

up about three weeks ago when
President Eisenhower invited Pap-
pas, Pinansky, Yamins and other
leading exhibs to attend a lurich-

eori at the White House.

Crowding out of the indies from
the Italian film market in the U! S.
has. had the effect that the Italian
language, is disappearing . from the
American screen, Geofge Margoli
Of Continental Motion Pictures
Corp. said in N. Y. last week.
Margolin recently returned from

a lengthy trip to Italy and Ger-
many. He reported that he had
offered a proposition to the Italian
Films Export board in Rome, sug-
gesting a means of keeping the
Italian-language film alive. IFE
Releasing Corp. in the U. S.
mostly concerned with handling pi
that lend themselves to dubbing.
Margolin said he hadn’t heard from
the IFE board.
He opined that the Italo industry

was making a mistake by its con-
centration on“big” pictures in
competition With Hollywood. Anc|!
Margolin held that IFE made an
error by going into distribution
in the U. S. since this resulted in
the indies losing interest in Italo
product! “IFE is too tough a finan-
cial competition for them,” he said.
“They have to operate with their
own,, limited funds. Look ‘what
happened with ‘Bread, Love and
Dreams/ Many independents want-
ed it, but IFE got it.” Margolin
stressed- that indie handling was a
big plus factor in the future of the
Italian films in the U. S.

He outlined the difficulties faced
by Italian producers in obtaining
financing arid said that, despite im-
pressions to the contrary, “the
times of ‘Open City’ and ‘Paisan’
are not past. They’re still turning
out the kind of pictures that made
them great abroad, riot those elabo-
rate productions that are tailor-

made for dubbing.”
Margolin, who was impressed

with progress in western Germany,
reported he was Working on an
Italo-German coproduction deal.

N Y. PUBLICISTS BALL

The Screen Publicists Guild,
repping N. Y. pub-ad staffers, is

holding its second Movie Page Ball
Oct. 15 at the Pierre Hotel. Shindig
marks 14th anni of. the founding
of the union which reps staffers

at 20th-Fox, Warner Bros,, Colum-
bia, Universal, and United Artists.

Following a custom established,

last year, SPGites will present
gridiron-like spoof Of the film in-

dustry. “The program will be
windy,” it’s stressed, and “a

c
few

tender jibes” will be aimed at some
of the newspapermen present.

Joe Smith Q.T. Settlement

With Lippert Stipulated
A $92,000 suit brought by one-

time Lippert sales manager Joseph
R. Smith in N.Y. Supreme Court
against, his former employer was
settled and discontinued last week
according to a stipulation entered
by attorneys representing both
sides. Terms pf the settlement
went undisclosed.
Smith, who was. associated with

Lippert Productions from 1950
.
to

early this year, asserted that hi

dismissal violated terms of his ein-

ployment contract. In seeking a

total Of $92,000, action claimed this

amount was due. him on commis-
sions and salary.
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Exhibs* $9,000

Council of Motion Picture Organ-.:

Jzations is aiming to move in oh the
Insurance business via a y, dual-,

pronged ,
program designed (l), . to

substantially, lop ;
off. liability pre-

miums for' theatres and (2),; pro-

vide personal coverage fur all in-

dustry employees.
Robert W. Coyne, special coun-

sel. for the industry organization,

underway with exploratory work,

has been holding - meetings with
officers of various circuits looking:

to work out a specific blueprint.

Liability insurance is particularly

meaningful to exhibitors. Their
annual bill for this item amounts
to $9,000,000.

Liability coverage is in two parts,

the first concerning injuries to in-

dividuals and the second, where, the'

so-called excess rates comes into

play, protecting theatre ops againist

catastrophies. v
Coyne figures that territorial

grouping of theatres for benefits

tinder the first part would be just

as effective but -would cut costs

substantially. Under the present

setup, each theatre company has its

own insurance company. It’s now
proposed that all business would
be carried ort with established in-

surance, companies .COMPO’s role

being that of liaison., Protection

against major mishaps, under the

catastrophe clause, is relatively
,

ih-

expensive and is not a key consid-

eration in the group Coverage.

Re the second part of the pro-

gram, life insurance for trade per-

sonnel, this was proposed by
COMPO a few months ago but was
vetoed by the board of Allied

States Assn. Since any COMPO
project requires the unanimous en-

dorsement of all members—Allied
is a member, of course-—the the-

atres association’s continued ix

would kill the plan. However,
there’s a chance that Allied might
change its mind,.. .

Allied’? position has been that

an insurance program simply is be-

yond COMPO’s province. Argu-
ment against this, though, is rthat

only the; all-industry org could set

it up with one of the major insur-

ance outfits to the extent that it

would cover all persons in the busi-

ness. Allied or Theatre Owners of

America; for example, operate only

in the theatre field
.
Whereas

COMPO would concern itself , with,

say, production and distribution

groups arid the trade press as well.

BESS SCHULTER URGES

MONTHLY ROUNDTABLES
St. Louis, Oct. 12.

Mrs. Bess Schulter, owner of the

Columbia, an indie nabe and one
of the bulwarks of the Missoriri-

Illinois Theatre Owners, is of the

opinion that regularly scheduled
roundtable discussions between ex-

change representatives and exhibs

could probably eliminate inequities

which now. plague the industry.

Speaking for some of the exhibs

In the St. Louis area Mrs. Schulter
said, “It is our studied opinion that

either distributors are unaware of

the struggle for survival that is

still acute in* exhibition, or that

they choose to ignore it in spite of

positive proof of the serious dilem-

ma in which exhibitors find them-
selves.

“We feel that the individual ap-

proach in adjusted film rentals

would in many cases assure con-

tinued revenue of the film compa-
nies and at the same time help
many distressed theatre owners to

keep their doors open and protect

their investment and
.

their means
0f making a jiving.

“Those theatres fully equipped.
With CiriemaSCope and stereophon-

ic sound enjoy a decided advantage
In quantity of product over those
who, for various reasons, have not
made such installation and are
therefore suffering from a serious
shortage of product.
“We honestly believe that many

existing grievances could be re-

solved in regularly scheduled (per-

haps monthly? roundtable discus-

sions between qualified representa-
tives; of the exchanges and of ex-
hibition and probably eliminate the
possibility of such inequities at-

taining major importance. This, in

our opinion, would lead the way
toward a much tp be desired great-

er measure of cooperation between
these two important branches of
the motion picture industry and
point towards greater advantages
for all."

Censors’ Labyrinth
Chicago, Oct. 12.

Differences, in c e riso rial
Opinion around the Country
sometimes^can have unneigh-
borly effects, as for example
when one city suffers a trim-
ming by another city ?s scissors.
This is how it happened here
recently:

Rose Dunn booked the
French film, “Beauties bf the.
Night, into the Hyde Park The-
atre, which she manages for
the Schoenstadt circuit. Film
had been passed en toto by the
Chicago Police Censor Board. "

When it opened, Miss Dunn
did a burn because part of its

famous bathtub scene had
been snipped out.

United Artists exchange ex-
plained that a print had to be
ordered from New York: be-
cause the film had been out of
circulation here. New York
UA in turn ordered a print
rushed from the nearest pos-
sible exchange city where one
was available—in this case,
Minneapolis. Arid apparently,
Minneapolis: censors had found
it necessary to delete that por-
tion of. the bathtub incident'.

PHILLY ARCHDIOCESE

SETS ‘DECENCY’ DRIVE
Philadelphia, Oct. 12.

A “crusade for decency" in en-

tertainment and literature has
been launched by 20,000. members
of the Holy Name Society of the
Philadelphia Catholic Archdiocese.

Drive will be educational and
conducted at the parish level
rather

,
than the “pressure” or

“protest” type of campaign, ac-
cording to Rev. Mbnsignor John j;
McKenna, spiritual director of
the Holy Name Union.

First phase begins this fall arid
is concentrated on films, with the
enlistment of all Catholics to pa-
tronize only features approved by
the Legion of Decency. Ratings of
Legion will be posted in all
church hallways. Parish commit-
tees will visit nabe theatre man-
agers to tell them of their aims.

“This is not an anti campaign,
and it does not call for any threats,
picketing or public protest.' We
shall try to be realistic and face
facts as they are. We are riot go-
ing to attack or denounce court
decisions which have weakened or
done away with censorship,” Mon-
signor McKenna said.

Movement -was initiated by
Archbishop John F. O’Hara, head
of the archdiocese, after the U. S.
Supreme Court decision last
January restricting censorship. In
a pastoral letter, Archbishop
Q’Hara said "Parents and Catho-
lic parish societies must become
more acutely aware of their re-
sponsibility to 'protect children
from unwholesome entertainment
and improper publications.”

TICKET SELLER SINCE 1909

Film Editor Nominations
Hollywood, Oct. 12.

American Cinema- Editors has
picked five motion pictures and
five telepix for that group’s first

annual Critic's Award, with the
voting deadline set for Oct. 14.

Film noiriinees and their editors

are: “On the Waterfront,” Gene
Milford; “Rear Window,” George
Tomasini; “The Caine Mutiny,”
William A. Lyon and Henry Ba-
tista; “The Glenn Miller Story,”
Russell Schdengarth, and “The
High and the Mighty,” Ralph Daw-
son.

Telepix nominees arid editors
are: “Dragnet,” !Robert Leeds and
Lynn Harrison; “Ford Theatre,”
Richard Faritl, Aaron Stell arid Ed-
win Bryant; “Four Star Theatre,”
Bernard Burton, Roland Gross,.
Samuel Beetley and Sherman Todd;
“My Little Margie,” Fred Maguire
and Bert Jordan, and “Schlitz Play-
house,” George Amy. *

Hollywood, Oct. 12.

Twentiejj^FoX’s 1955 production
program, originally calling for 36
pictures,, has been reduced to 20
or 22 “important” films. Revised
schedule followed conference . be-
tween Spyros Skouras and Darryl
F. Zanuck.

All the films will be made in
Cinemascope ; With

. the . largest
aggregation of star name’s in the
studio’s history. Best sellers to be
filmed are “The Greatest Story
Ever Told;”. “Soldier of Fortune,”
"A Man Called Peter,” “Lord
Vanity,’’ “The Left Hand of God,”
“The Gun and the' Cross,” ‘‘The
Tall Men,” “The Wandering Jew,”
“Sir Walter Raleigh” and “Tigre-
ro;” Best-sellers currently in work
are “Untamed,” "Prince of Play-
ers” and “The Racers.”

Original yams lined up for 1955
schedule include “Sabre Tooth,”
/‘India,” -‘The Lady and the
Tiger,” “Jewel of Bengal” arid
“The Girl * the Red Velvet
Swing.” Coming up as musicals are
“The King and I,” “Pink Tights”
and “Daddy Long Legs.”
Already .completed films are

“Carmen Jones,”' “White Feather,”
“Adventures of Hajji Baba,” “The
Seven Year Itch” and “There’s No
Business. Like Show Business.”

Allied Will Honor Kate Gould, 89,
and Still Selling ’Em

Honor guest at Allied States
Assn.’s 25th anni convention in
Milwaukee Oct. 12-14 will be 89-
year-old Mrs. Kate Gould, who has
been a cashier at the Crystal The-
atre, Glencoe, Minn., since 1909
and who is still punching out
tickets each night.

The Crystal Theatre is operated
by Mrs. Gould’s son, George C.,

who is a. member of North Central
Allied. She was the subject of fea-
ture stories in the. Minneapolis and
St.. Paul papers and recently ap-
peared ' on the “Welcome Travel-
ers” tv

1 show.

GEO. K. ARTHUR SHORTS

IN PERCENTAGE DEALS
George K. Arthur, onetime ac-

tor turned producer, reports a
group of his shorts have been
booked on a percentage basis at
the Fifth Avenue Playhouse, N. Y.,
and the Studio Theatre, Philadel-
phia. He states further that deals
are being worked out for outlets
in Washington and Chicago.
Four briefies, running a total of

73 minutes, comprise the group,
namely “Stranger- Left No Card,”
“A Prince for Cynthia,” -“Martin
and Gaston” and “Gentleman in
Room Six.” Arthur makes the
point that' the four provide a
balance” for the 10 United Pro-
ductions of America one-reel car-
toons with which they are being
programmed. In any case, selling
shorts on percentage is rare, of
course. '

Arthur, now in N. Y., has re-
turned to London where he op-
erates.

St. Louis, Oct. 12.
Although the Cardinals finished a dismal sixth in the; 1954

pennant race for the worst record since 1932, Anheuser-Busch,
owner of the club, is loaning a, 28-min. film to various organiza-
tions. The film tagged “Let’s Train With the Cardinals” was made
by Cbndor Film Co., St, Louis, at the club’s St. Petersburg, Fla.
training Camp last Spring.

Instructions and training in all phases of the game is pictorially
described and lots; of “inside baseball” shown. The story unfolded
shows how players prepare for the rigors of a major league season.
Stan Musial and others are shown in slow mOt^on.

RAP BOOTH DEMANDS

Subsequent-Runs Wait At Union’s
Proposals In Mpls.

Minneapolis, Oct; 12.

Minneapolis’ independent neigh-
borhood exhibitors were called to-

gether by North Central Allied to.

decide whether to. shutter their
theatres becaush of AFL booth op-
erators’ new contract demands. Be-
fore making a decision group voted
to have its committee confer again
with union representatives in fur-
ther effort to get latter to “see
light.”

Present contract expires Nov. 30
and union representatives are ask-
ing for what amounts to; 30%
wage scale tilt.

Sentiment at meeting favored
closing houses unless booth opera-
tors “would take realistic approach
to present exhibition problems.” In
light of present unsatisfactory box-
office conditions in vast majority
Of subsequent-run houses, average
stand needs lower booth costs as
well as reduced film rentals to op-
erate in black and cannot carry
any heavier operating load; it was
insisted.

Union demands 15% raise in one
neighborhood deluxe house and
10% in other first year and 5%
more in each of two subsequent
years, along with a daily halfihour
of preparatory time at scale. Also
three weeks paid, annual vacation,

‘FINIAN’SHAINBOW’ AS

A
“Finian’s Rainbow,” 1947 legit

musical which was produced in
N. Y. by Lee Sabin$pn and William
R? Katzell, wilF be done on the
screen as a feature cartoon. Screen
rights

,
to the property are owned

by Distributors Corp. pf America,
headed by Fred J. Schwartz.
Schwartz left N. Y. for the

Coast last week for filial hud-
dles on the picturization. it was
further learned, that John Hubley,
formerly with United Productions
of America, will do the cartoon
work on 1 the film. Barry Fitzgerald
already has been signed to do the
voice of “Fi ian” arid being eyed
for other off-screen parts are David
Wayne and Ella * Logan, both of
Whom were in the original.

Set to roll along with “Finian’s”
Under the DCA banner is “The
Viking,” adaptation of the . Edison
Marshall novel to be produced', by
Milo Frank.. First

! DCA entry will
be “Long John Silver,” which is

no# being scored. Joseph Kaufman
produced it in Australia.

Sacramento, Oct. 12.

Average weekly earnings on the
film- .lots in August amounted to

$129.80, compared with the all-

time high of $132.80' in July, ac-
cording to the California Labor
Statistics Bulletin. Figure in Au-
gust, 1953, was down to $116,16.

|» Average hourly pay checks in

August were $2.96, against $3.01 in

July and $2.80 a year ago.

Columbus, Oct. 12.

A ticket gimmick for controlling the student problem in film
theatres was suggested in a recent bulletin of the Independent
Theatre Owners of Ohio by Denzel Russell of the Mystic in Utica, O.
The student signs a discount ticket in the presence of the cashier

and after he has paid the regular price four times, he is admitted
the fifth time for 10c. Printed on the ticket is. “Courtesy ticket

—

riot a contract.” Eligible age 12 through high school.

Cullen Landis, Film Vet,

To Iran for U. S. Info
Washington, Oct, 12.

Cullen Landis, onetime actor in
silent films and more recently a
director and producer of documen-
tary and commercial pix, flew t6
Teheran last week under a two-
year assignment as motion picture
officer of the U. S. Information -

Agency in Iran.:

Landis recently completed a
training and orientation course at
the USIA headquarters here. His
job in Iran includes operation of
mobile units which carry film
screenings to Middle East villages.

Chicago, Oct 12..

Big pictures are putting offbeat

theatres, here back on the beaten

track. For.years, a concentration of

houses oq^and around the intersec-

tion of State and Randolph Streets

have reaped the Loop’s plushest

business, and any downtown thea-

tre off that site necessarily found
the sledding tough. These days it’s

taking more than location to bring
in the customers.

Two notable examples are the
Palace and MeVickers Theatres.
Some 60 weeks ago, the former
went “Cinerama” and came -out of
a longtime doldrums at the

: west
'

end of the Main Stem. McVickers
smashed a 17-year, house record
twice in the past two months and
apparently has been “‘found out’’

by theatre patrons as a purveyor of

.

Class "A” j>ix.

This is a house that had played
first sub-ruri dualers for

.
many

years, switched to 1 hrstruri oater
combination? something like a year
ago, and only recently tackled top-

grade single features. New policy
has paid off handsomely. “Seven
Brides for Seven Brothers” grossed
$41,000 in first Iveek for a riew
high, and it'lasted* seven: .frames.
Aaron arid John Jones, who operate
the 2,200-seater, Say

;
the pic could

have run longer had it not been
committed' to outlying runs in ad-
vance. Immediately following,
“Brigadodn” topped the record of

“Brides” with $45,000 last' week,
its starting session. Also* looks to

run a goodly stretch and is being
followed by “Betrayed” and then
“Broken Wing.”
Grand, owned by Van Nomikos,

is another downtown house that

has needed, big pix to draw atten-

tion. House plucked one late in the

summer, getting world preem of

“Black Shield of Falworth” which
had a healthy six-week run* House
was followed with a pretty good
dualer and will soon uncork United
Artists’, first CinemaScoper, Mexi-
can-made “Sitting Bull.” Monroe
Theatre likewise has been helped
vastly by a sheaf of good product,
like present “Malta Story” ,

and
earlier “Man With a Million” and
“Valley of Kings.”

What’s helped these houses to

secure good product, of course, is

the sudden overflow of big pix at

all. distribs and the stopgapping of

the biggest ones at preferred thea-

tres- where- they’re getting long
runs. With so much choice product
to sell and so much competition
from other exchanges, distribs are

Content no.w to land first run out-

lets whether or not they’re on the

beaten track*

Dave Ross’ Retirement
After 46 years In show business

Dave Ross will retire tomorrow
(Wed.) as Los Angeles city district

manager for Fox West Coast, His
successor Will be Fred Glass, who
will be shifted from the .Valley

District in Northern California.

Starting in 1908 as an orchestra
coriductor in St. Louis, Ross first

became associated With the Skouras
Brothers in 1919 as a musical di-

rector. At various time? in his

long career he functioned as rriusi-

cal director at the Mastbaum The-
atre in Philadelphia, the Roxy in

New York, and Graumah’s Chinese
in Los Angeles. He rejoined the
Skouras circuit in 1936.

FOR MILITARY POSTS
San Francisco, Oct. 12.

Cinemascope sound systems are

being furnished to the U.S. Army
and Air Force Motion Picture Serv-

ices by the Ampex C<>rpi Complete
sound systems will be furnished to

14 military post theatres through-
out the world. All are stereophonic.

The equipment supplied to the

military posts is specially designed

so the steredphonic sound can be

maintained even under emergency
conditions such as tube burnouts.

The systems were modified by Am-
pex so that existing amplifiers!

used with optical sound tracks,

could be removed from the crowd-

ed projection booths fourid in

many post theatres. Provision was

made so that a high fidelity Ampex
amplifier could be used with OP*

tical sound tracks.
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(A Reportfrom M-G-M’s Sales Managers,

recently in Convention at Culver City, Cal.)

"On ourrecent visit to California,we attended

the Preview of THE LAST TIME I SAW
PARIS’ at the Picwood Theatre. The re-

action of men who sell the pictures may
be of interest to those who create them.

"Our first concern: 'Is it commercial?’ This

can be answered quickest by reporting that

our group unanimously recommended its

release for Thanksgiving, the most valuable

playing time of the year. Three to four

hundred of the top theatres of the nation

in the largest cities will show it at that time.

"It is a long while since the screen has had

such a powerful love story, a real love

story of the kind that makes hits. From the

first electric moment when Elizabeth Taylor

gives VanJohnson that fleeting but passion-

ate kiss during the chaos of the V-E day

celebration in Paris, right 'through their

fevered courtship and romantic adventures,

the deep, but troubled love of these two is

of overpowering, compelling interest.

"Our studio people have skillfully captured

the background and the spirit of the F.

Scott Fitzgerald story and the M-G-M cam-

eras that went to Paris have brought back

the realism that makes the drama all the

more powerful and believable.

"As sales representatives of M-G-M, we’re

mighty proud'of'THE LAST TIME I SAW
PARIS’ and congratulate all who had a.

hand in its making.’’

{AVAILABLE in perspecta stereophonic OR ONE-CHANNEL BOUND)

It >1
• • *

M-G-M presents

Color by TECHNICOLOR

Starring

with

EVA GABOR • KURT KASZNAR
Screen Play by

JULIUS J. 8c PHILIP G, EPSTEIN and RICHARD BROOKS
Based On a Story by F. Scott Fitzgerald

Directed by Produced by

RICHARD BROOKS JACK CUMMINGS
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flips From Film Row
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NEW YORK
William B. Zoellner, short sub-

J
ect and newsreel sales head for

detro, returns to homeoffice Oct.

22 from tour of five exchanges.
#

Arthur Davis, foreign : film im-
porter, planed to Europe yesterday
(Tues.) on his annual trip abroad
to scout fresh product.

Rudolph (Rudy) Sanders, long-
time Brooklyn projectionist, will

be feted Sunday (17) by the Jewish
Chronic Disease Hospital in that

borough to commemorate his 75th
birthday. J

William Moclair, Roxy Theatre
managing director, on the Coast
checking forthcoming product for
the house. It is a combination biz^-

pleasure trip since he’s on a vaca-
tion. William Miller, assistant
manager,, is in charge of Roxy
while he’s absent’.

Several news' sales reps were
named last week by Sales Chief
Cresson E. Smith of . Louis de
Rochemont Associates in a move
to expand distribution of “Martin
Luther,”

,
^

Robert I. Kronenberg of Man-
hattan Films

. . International, Inc.,

has been named to rep the Los
Angeles area. Edward Salzberg of
Screeh Classics, Inc: will handle
“Luther” in Cincinnati. David
Emanuel

. of Phoenix Films, Inc.

will sell the film in the Albany
and Buffalo exchange areas.
Kay Film Exchanges will cover

the Atlanta and New Orleans ter-
ritories. Also added to the de
Rochemont staff are Frank Mantz-
ke, who’ll handle the Milwaukee
zone; Bernard Rubin of Imperial
Pictures, assigned the Cleveland
area, and John Kane Of Concordia
Pictures handed the Indianapolis
area.

CHICAGO
Elmer Upton of B&K in Pas-

tavant Hospital for surgery.
Edwin Wappler, former legit

company *manager and onetime
manager, of Blackstone Theatre,
joined Chi Cinerama as resident
topper under Doug Helgeson.
McVickers booked “Deep In My

Heart” for Christinas opening.
Cinerama here has" lineup of

Special matinee showings booked
into December, with International
Harvester repeating its 4-H show
on NOv. 29 Boy Scouts or school
groups taking over house three
days in October, four in November;
and two in December go far.

B&K Marbro and Essaness
Crown Theatres getting $1.50 ad-
missions for Michigan State-Notre
Dame football Telecast Oct. 16.

of recently reopened Odeon at Pal-

mer.

Louis Mesenkop, Paramount
VistaVision technician, conferred
with R. J. O’Donnell, general man-
ager of Interstate Circuit, on plans

for installing process at alMriter-
state theatres. A1 Kane, Para-
mount division manager, also in on
planning.

Ownership and management of

the Empire, downtown San An-
tonio house, switched from the In-

terstate Circuit to. Trans-Texas
Theatres.

George Kaczrriar,. assistant man-
ager of the Empire and the State

for Interstate about 15 years, took
over as manager of Empire. Henry
Bergman, former Empire manager,
becomes manager of State..

In recent weeks, ' Trans-Texas
acquired four, theatres front Inter-

state Circuit, three at Denton and
one at El Paso, Tex.

ST. LOUIS
Mrs. Mary Vaughn, head of film

inspection department of slocal

Metro exchange for 35 years, has
retired- She? never missed a day’s

work because of illness. Execs of
exchange hosted her.

H. E. (Barney) Coen, principal
owner of an* ozoner near .Olney,

111., . and Perry Fulk, an Olney
resident, contributed $1,000 apiece

• to send. Graeme Stewart, Plain-
field,'- 111., to the International
Powing Matches to be held in Ire-

land.

Carlow' Perryman completed 14
years of

.
service with the Frisina

Amus, Co. He’s now connected with
the Roxy, Shelbyville, 111.

Tom Williamson, a member of

the sales staff Of the RKQ St.

LOuis exchange, succeeded Ray
Nolan as branch ' manager. Nolan
was transferred to Chicago as suc-
cessor to Sam Gorelick, upped to
Midwest district manager.

’DUEL’ DANDY $12,000,

1NDPLS.; BRANDO 9|G
Louisville, Oct. 12.

Weather was rather hot over
weekend and class of product was
just lukewarm in spots; hence,
overall story of mainstem biz re->

fleets the temperature . report.

“Duel In Sun” at Rialto is cbm-
ing through in great shape. “Boun-
ty Hunter” at the Mary Anderson
is light.. Second round of “Living
It Up” at the Kentucky is robust.

. Estimates for This Week
Kentucky (Switow) 11,000; 50-75)

—“Living It UP” (Par) (2d wk). Ro-
bust $7,500 after last week’s $8,000.
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,000;

50-75)—“Bounty Hunter” (WB)..
Not much patron excitement here,
mild $5,500. Last week, “King
Richard Crusaders” (WB), same.

Rialto ' (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
50-75)—“Duel In Sun” (SRO) (re-

issue). Fast $12,000. Last week
“Black Shield Falworth” U), same.

,
State (Loew’s) (3,000; 50-75)^

“Her 12 Men” (M-G) and “Yellow
Tomahawk” (UA). Opened Fri-

day (8), Last week, "On Water-
’ront” (Col), modest $9,500, under
hopes, for Marlon Brando starrer.

DALLAS
Billy Duckett named new man-

ager of Highway Drive-In, shifting

over from South Loop Drive-In

Interstate Circuit announced
sale* of the Ellanay Theatre in El
Paso to Trains-Texas Theatre Cir-

cuit. Bill Bohling stays on as man-;
ager.
Jack Farr, operator of Trail

Drive-In, Houston, has a new
method of dealing with gate
Crashers which pays off. Previous-
ly when a gate crasher was caught
the local police were called and
the culprits fined. It did not Wofk,
sd Farr, with the permission of
local police gave one group their
choice of going to jail or picking
up small rocks and. stones in the
parking lot of the ozoner.

Plaza Theatre here reopened by
new operators, Mrs. Ruth Wafford
and J. T. Orr. Mrs. Wafford also
runs the Lagow in Dallas.

Park Agnew is new office man-
ager for RKO exchange Here,
replacing E. K. Dalton, promoted
to salesman in West Texas.: Dalton
succeed^ Verrtin Christian.
The Texas Drive-In opened at

Beeville, according to owner A. M.
Gaines,
Leon Glasscock, head" of Glass-

cock Circuit; reports that C’Scope

PHILADELPHIA
Sidney Samuelson, prexy and

business manager of Allied of East-
ern Pennsylvania, suffered injuries
to left leg and arm in auto accident.

Variety Club, Tent 13, will spon-
sor the matinee and/ evening per-?

formances of “Ice Capades of 1955”
at the Arena * (Oct; 24) to aid the
club’s Camp for Handicapped
Children.
Walter Wanger and Joan Ben-

nett hosted press at Warwick
luncheon, to exploit “Adventures of
Hajji Baba,” due at the Fox on
Oct. 8.

ALBANY
Pararimunt Exchange building

on Film Row for sale by the Farley
Estate. Second floor has been un
occupied since Paramount Film
Distributing Corp. moved to a
downtown office building in July.
Brandt Theatres, of New York,

now buying and booking Pontiac
Theatre and Riverside Drive-In,
both operated by John Free, in
Ogdensburg. Ifs the most: distant
point in the Albany exchange dis
trict serviced by Brandt.
Jack Sussman, new Columbia

salesman, coming here after a year
with the company in Des Moines;
replaces Harvey Appell. Appell
was transferred to Boston.
The Capitol in Roxbury

.
shut-

tered. Frank Vargos operated it

five years.
Schine .Circuit Cut operating

time for the Strand Ih Hudson
Falls to four days.

BOSTON
American Theatres Corp. will

celebrate its 6th anni by conduct-
ing a

‘

“Managerial Showmanship
Drive” with Government bonds for
prizes. Drive is from Oct. 24 to
Jan. 8.

Michael Myerberg, producer of
“Hansel and Gretel,” here for
day for. screening of pic followed
by press luncheon.

Robert Rancatore joined 20th-

. _ , . , ,
v . , „ , , Fox staff, as student booker replac-

equipment is being installed in
|
jng George Shovinsky, who re-

seven theatres and two ozoners he <

Cently entered the Navy,
operates in i.6XdS'

BUFFALO
(Continued from page 9)

Angel arid Bad Man”" (Rep) arid
Quiet Man” (Rep) (reissues).
Okay $8,000. ... Last week, “Shang-
hai Story” (Rep) and “Outcast”
(Rep), $9,000.
Lafayette (Basil), (3,000; 50-80)

—

Bullet Is Waiting” (Col) and
Terror Ship” (Col); Soft $7,000

or, close. Last
,
week, “Naked

Alibi” (U) and “Da'wn At Socorro”
(U), $8,000.
Century (Buhawk) (3,000; 50-80)

—“Weak and Wicked” (AA) and
The Desperado” (AA). Good

$12,000. Last week, “Raid” (20th)
and ’-Princess of Nile” (20th),
$8,200.

TV in 2 Words
Continued from pace 1

three ways. The day is gone when
a sponsor can think in terms of the
long haul arid play around with a
show until habit sets ih or a
format is resolved. Bring in two
consecutive bad shows and you’re
in trouble, even with sponsors who
are committed to a firm 39-week
stretch, for with so much coin at
stake the latter boys know how to
get off the hook these days.

"Overnight Medium*
Video is fast becoming an “over-

night medium.” The “show biz in
a hurry” is reflected in the fact
that the agency and the network
boys, along with the guy who’s
footing the expensive tab,; are no
longer waiting around for those
five-weeks-later Nielsens in order
to crystallize their thinking as to
whether they have a success or a>

failure on their hands. They can’t
afford to wait that long. Today it’s,

those overnight 10-city Trendex re-
ports, regardless of one’s thinking
as to their value arid accuracy in-

achieving a worthy coast-to-coast
sampling, that’s taken new
importance.

It’s practically- reduced itself to
a “rating-while-you-wait” situation,
and with the unprecedented num-
ber of new shows and new program
patterns premiering over the past
few weeks, everybody and his
cousin in the business is talking 10-

city Trendex. Nor is it just a one-
shot Trendex for each individual
show; for week

.
after week and

spec after spec, the whole NBC vs.
:

CBS competitive program picture
starts all . over again, for,: in truth
(with the possible exception of the
Milton Befle 8 to 9 Tuesday night’
NBC period and Jackie Gleason’s
Saturday night 8 to 9 CBS slot), by
and large, there i§ ho. such thing this

season as a “safe” period. Already
NBC-TV’s Monday night “Medic”
has started inchingraway. at the No:
i “Lucy” rating (though still way
behind). Gomes a one-a-month
Chrysler “Shower of Stars” on

BALTIMORE
(Continued ffoiri page 9)

row (Wed.). “Battle Of Rogue
River” (Col) was modest $3,500.
New (Fruchtman) (1,800; 50-$l)—“Woman’s World” (20th). Top-

ping the town at solid $15,000. Last
week, “The Egyptian” (20th). (6th

wk), $5,500.
Stanley (WB) (3,200; 30-85)—

“Bounty Hunter” (WB). . Fairish
$7,200. Last week, “Duel In Sun”
(SRO) (reissue), $7,500.
Town (Rappaport) (1,600; 35-80)—“Suddenly” (UA). Socko $12,000.

Last week, “SeVeri Brides” (M-G)
(5th wk), $7,000.

’World’ Robust $12,000,
'

Indpls.; ’Tanganyika’ 8G
Indianapolis, Oct. 12.

Biz remains spotty at first-run-
riers here this stanza, with only
One standout on bill. ‘‘Woman’s
World” is top money film with
nice figure at the Indiana. “Tan-
ganyika” at Circle shapes okay
while “Her Twelve Men” at Loew’s
is tepid.

Estimates for This Week
Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800; 50-

80)
—“Tanganyika” (U) and “Dawn

at Socorrb” (U)., Okay $8,000. Last
week, “Captain Kidd, Slave Girl”
(UA), with Esther Williams revue
onstage, nifty $12,500 in three days
at 60c-$1.10 scale..

Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 50-80)^-
“Woman’s World” (20th). Good
$12’,000. Last week, “Duel in Sun”
(SRO) (reissue). $8,500.

Loew’s (Loew's) (2,427; 50-80)—
“Her 12 Men” (M-G) and “Riders
to Stars” (Indie); Dull $5,000. Last
week, “Caine Mutiny” (Col) (2d
wk), oke $7,500 at $1 top.

Lyric (C-D) (1,600; 35-70)—
“Hell Raiders of Deep” (IFE) and
“Girls Marked Danger” (IFE).
Very nice $6,500, with Hank Snow
and All-Star Jamboree replacing
second feature Sunday only at '$11

Last week, “Thunder Pass” (Lip)
arid “Terror Ship” (Lip), $4,500.

‘Waterfront’ Noisy 22G,

Pro?.; ‘World’ Hep 12G,

,2d
i

Providence, Oct. 12;

The State’s/‘Gtb The WateVfibnt”
is getting thb big play here in a
fairly healthy week. It is smash.
At the Majestid. '^Woman’s World”,
looks solid. “Nalqed Alibi” at Albte
shapes fine as dotss “Jptear Window”
in second Strand* week.

Estimates for tibia Week
Albee (RKO) (2.20Q; 50-75)-
Naked Alibi” (U) - arid "Black
Horse Canyon” (U). -Nice $7,000.

Last week,
.
“Susan Slept; Here”

4RKO) and “Scarlet Spear” (tJA),

neat $8,500..

Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 70-90)—
Woman's World” (20th). Very big

$12,000. Last, week, “Black Shield v
alworth” (U and “Dawn at Socor.

ro” (U), good $10,500.

State (Loew) (3,200; 70-95)-
“On Waterfront” (Col). Socko $22,.

000 or near^Last week, “Betrayed”
(M-G) and "Gun Belt” (UA),
$15,000.

Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 50-75)

—“About Mrs. Leslie” (Par),

Opened Monday (II). Last week,
Rear Window’’ (Par) (2d wk), fi

$7,500.

CBS, and the rivkl “Dragnet” can
only break even on share-of-audi-
ence, though on subsequent weeks
it could - have a murderous effect
on the Columbia competition. One
week Rd Sullivarils “Toast of the
Town” takes the Trendex rap from
an Eddie Fisher on “Comedy Hour”
then, turns around, with a Lucille
Ball-Desi Arnaz assist, arid atom-
izes the Colgate showcase.

Actually very little about tv is

constant today; the fluctuations, in

the wake of the cross-patterns in

programming, have got them all in

a tizzy. They’re nervous and they
want their ratings in. a hurry, Tren-
dex never had.it so good.

Jack Veeren is new manager for
the Belknap Drive-In Theatre, Fort
Worth.

Parke Agnew is new RKO ex-
change office manager, succeeding
E. K. Dalton who was promoted to
salesman in west -Texas area. Dai-
ton succeeded Vemin Christian
who quit to sell, tv film for. Ray
Wild.
Marcus Hatckel joined South-

western Theatre Supply Co. office
here as Sales manager,

Thokias Bollarhide of Universal
booking department left for Army
duty.

Maurice Miller nkmed manager

OMAHA
F. L. Kerwood named prexy of

.Grand Island Film Operators No.
586.

.
New owner Charles Greenlee in-

stalled CinemaScope at. liis Silver
Hill Theatre, Oshkosh, Neb. Screen
and equipment purchased from
National Theatre Supply.

Gilbert West reopened his Peru,
Neb., theatre after redecorating
and installation of widescreen and
new projection equipment.
Ed Christensen and Dan Huff

building a 300-car ozoner near Ord,
Neb. Christensen owns the house..

‘Rogue’ Good $10,000,

Denver; ‘World’ 20G, 2d
Denver, Oct, 12.

Half the first-runs here .current-
ly are holding over, one going into
a fourth arid another into a third
session. New product is not shap-
ing, too well for most part. “Wom-
an’s World” continues pacing the
city with another smash total in
second week at the Centre.

Estimates for This Week
Centre (Fox) (1,247; 60-$l)—

“Woman’s World” (20th) (2d wk).
Smash $20,000. Holds again. Last
week, $25,000.
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 50-85)— ‘Sabrina” (Par) (3d wk). Fancy

$11,000. Stays on. Last week, big
$16,000.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 50-85)

—

“Gambler from Natchez” (20th)
and “Jungle Gents” (AA). Mild
$8,500. Last week, “Egyptian’
(20th) (3d wk, $9,500.
Orphetun (RKO) (2,600; 50-85)—

“Rogue Cop” (M-G) and “Terroi;
Ship” (Lip). Good e

$10,000. Last
week, “Betrayed” (M-G) and
“Thunder Pass” (Lip) (2d wk),
$7,500. /
Paramount (Wolfberg) (2,200; 50-

85)—“Three Hours to Kill” (Col)
and “Pushover” (Col). Trim. $10,-
500. Last week, “Human Desire”
(Coi) and “Black Dakotas” (Col),

$9,000.
Vogue (Pike) (442; 74-90)—“Mr.

Hulot’s Holiday” (GBD). Fast $2,
600. Holds. Last week, “High and
Dry” (U) (3d wk), $l;800.

SEATTLE
(Continued from page 8)

Swords” (UA), slow i$2,800—at 90c
top.

.

Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,829; 75-
$1)—“Suddenly” (UA) and„ “Khy-
ber Patrol” (UA). Big $11,000
Last week, “Bullet Is Waiting'
(Col) and “Pushover!* .(Col),. $7,700
at 90c top.

Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,500
$1-$1.50) — “Woman’s World’
(20th). Nice $12,000 or near. Las
week, “Egyptian” (20th) (5th wk-5
days), $5,800 At $lr$1.50;scale.
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,300; 90

$1.25—“7 Brides” (M-G) (3d wk)
Swell $8,000 after big $11,300 las
week.
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,700; 65

90)—“Betrayed” (M-G) and “Ter
ror Ship’* (I^>), (2d wk-2 days)

eld only briefly be
was rented.

Oke $2,200.
eaiise house
week, $6,700.
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,039

$1.25*1.50)“-“Star Is Born” (WB)
Terrific *$20,000 or close. Last
week. “Sitting Bull” (UA), $7,200

PORT.; ‘KARAMOJA’ 8G
Portland, Ore., Oct, ,12.

“Star Is Bom” is pacing the

•ity this session by a wide margin,

t looks to hit a huge total at the

.,600-seat Orpheum: with $1.50 top.

Other newcomers are not doing

well at all. “Karamoja”, looms
Standout of extended-runs with an-

other big session in third week at

the Liberty. “The Egyptian” still

s doing well in fifth Fox stanza.

Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (1,890; 65-90)

—“The Outcast” (Rep)'and Roogie’s
Bump” (Rep). Mild $5,000. Last

week, “Human Desire”- (Col) and
“Jesse James Vs. Daltons” (Indie),

$6,800. /
Guild (Indie) (400; $1)—“Vanish-

ing Prairie” (Disney) (2d wk).

Hefty $7,000. Last week, $7,900:

Fox (Evergreen) (1,536;: $1-$1.50)

—“The 'Egyptian” <20th) (5th wk).

Steady $8,P(M. Last weCk, $9,000.

Liberty .(Hamrick) (1,875; $1)—
Karamoja” (Hall) and “Half Way

To* Hell” (Indie) (3d wk>V Loud
$8,000 or near. Last week, $12,000.

Oriental (Evergreen). (2,00Q; $1-

$1.25)—“Sitting Bull” (UA). (m.o;).

So-so $2,000 in secorid week down-
town. Last Week, “Dragnet” (WB)
and “Son Belle'' Starr” (Indie) (5th

wk), $2,000.

Orpbeum (Evergreen) (1,600; $!•

$1.50)—“Star Is Bom” (WB); Giant

$20,000 or close. Last week, “Sit-

ting Bull”. (UA), $7,800.
:

Paramount (Port-Par) (3,400; 65*

90)—“Pushover” (Col) and “Law
Vs. Billy Kid” (Col). Small $7,000

or less. Last week, “Betrayed”
(M-G) and “Silver Lode” (RKO)
(2d*wk), $7,400.

‘Caine’ Crisp $33,000,

Mont’l ‘Sudtjenly’ 126
Montreal, Oct. 12.

With Canada’s Thanksgiving
holiday observed here Monday (11).

biz is perking in most first-runs.

Standout is .“Caine Mutiny,” with

a terrific session at Loew's. “Sud-
denly” shapes very .good at the

Princess. “Magnificent Obsession”
still is fancy in third Capitol week.

Estimates for This Week
Palace

t(C.T») (2,625p 60-$l)—
“Demetrius and Gladiators” (20th)

(2d wk), Good $17,000 following
$2t,0Q0 opener.

Capitol (GT.) (2,412; 45-75) --

“Magriiflcent Obsession” (U) (3d ;

wk). Fine $17,000 after Second hit

$24,000.
Princess (C.T.) (2,131; 45-65) -

“Suddenly” (UA). Good $12,000.

Last -4 week, “Pushovdr” (Coh
$11 ,000.

Loew's (C.T.) (2i847;* 50-85) -
“Caine Mutiny” (Col). Sock $33.

:

000. Last Week,”Righ and Mighty
(WB) (2d wk); $21,000.

imperial (C.T.) (1,780; 43-63) >-

“Coins in Fountain” (20th) anf
“Gambler from Natchez” (20thj.

Nice X0.000. Last week, “River N»

Return” (20th) and “Crossed

Swords’* (20th), $9,000. .

Orpheum (C.T.) (1,048; 40-65)--

“Bullet Is Waiting” (Col) * and

“Untamed Heiress” (Col). NSG
$6,000. Last week, “Bitter Ri?*,,

(UA) and “Adventures Berlin

(UA), $7,000.
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Hollywood, Oct. 12.

Nat Holt signed Tim Whelan to

direct “Seven Bad Men,” starring

Randolph Scott, for RKO release
„

. . George Brangier returns to the

screen for a rble .in “Mister Rob-
erts,” currently filming in Hono-
lulu , . . National League of De-
cency handed a “B” rating to

“Chngaceiro,” Portuguese film re-

leased by Columbia, because of
^low moral tone” and “excessive

brutality” , . . Gene Barry drew a

featured role in UTs "The. Purple
Mask,” starring Torty. Curtis and
Coleen Miller . . . James Mason
will portray Father Juhipero Serra

in “The Gun and the Cross”

Charles Brackett production at

20th-Fox . . Republic signed Va-
lentina Cortese to replace Rhonda
Fleming in “Magic Fire," current-

ly filming in Germany.
George Marshall set to direct

Edmund Grainger's first indie pro/

duction, “O Promised Land,” star-:

ring Alan Ladd . . . Slim Pickens,

Leo Gordon and Irene Tedrow
joined the “Santa Fe Passage” Cast

at Republic . Frank McDonald
Will direct “Sweet Charity,” star-

ring Richard Conte, at Allied -Art-

ists . . .. William B. Murphy re-

placed Otto Ludwig as film editor

on HeclitrLancaster's “The Ken-
tuckian" . . . Evelyn Ellis checked
in at Metro for a featured' role, in

“InteiTtpted Melody” . . . Walt
Beaver gets a spot in Warners
“Strange Lady in Town” . . Ken
Englund scripting “The Vagabond
King,” Pat Duggan production at

Paramount . Republic assigned
Eddie White to produce “Little Big
Shot” . . . Nicky Blare snagged a
foie in U’s “The Shrike.”

Otto Lang and Robert Snody will

head two units shooting foreign
backgrounds for 20th-Fox's “Lord
Vanity” at a cost of more - than
$750,000 ... . . Burt Lancaster direct-

ing “The Kentuckian,” completed
a continuous take running 16 min-
utes and 15 seconds for a .

total of

1,462 feet . . : Charlotte Austin will

play a college girl in “Daddy Long
Legs” at 20th-Fox . . . Jan Aryan
drew a role in U’s “Lady Godiva
of Coventry” . . Filmakers will

produced seven films in 1055, com-
pared with six this year . . . Aubrey
Schenck signed Jan Merlin for a

part in . "Big House, U.S.A.”
Hecht-Lancaster added Joe Mantel!
and Augusta Chioli to> the “Marty’’
cast . . . Raymond Massey leaves
for England this week to star in

the film version of “The Hanging
Judge” . . Philip Ahn checked in

at Warners for a role i “Jump
Into Hell,"

John Howard snagged a key role
in Landmark’s “Top of the World,”
with Lewis R. Foster directing .

Jack Brooks wrote the title song
for Metro's “Green Fire” . . . Alex
Romero handling choreography for
“Love Me or Leave Me” at Metro
. . . Samuel Goldwyh returned from
his Honolulu vacation and started,
prepping “Guys and Dolls" .

Millie Gussie joined Case-Boet
ticher Productions os casting direc
tor ... , Kenneth Tobey drew a fea
tured role in . Nat Holt’s

’

"Seven
Bad Men" . . First role for Anne.
Francis under her new Metro con
tract will be femme lead in “The
Blackboard Jungle” . . , H & M
Productions’ "The Liberator” rolls

Nov. 11 in Mexico City . , . Metro
assigned Howard Keel to star in
“International Review,” a musical
Roy Gordon drew a role in Co-

role, in UI’s “The Purple Mask”
Ochoa Productions of Cuba signed
Rosemary Bowe to play an Ameri-
can showgirl in “Camaguey” , . .

Edmund. Purdora and Pier Angeli
will co-star in “Green Mansions” at

Metro . . Angela Lansbury co-

stars with; Tony Curtis in UI’s “The
Purple Mask” , > Band leader
Eddie Gomez ..signed by UI for a
eatured foie in “The Shrike.”

"

Republic signed Sterling Hayden
of the title role in “The .Admiral
Hoskins Story/’ biofilm of Rear
Admiral John M. Hoskins. . , ,

Danny Kaye’s “The, Court Jester

Los Angeles, Oct. 12.

Metropolitan Theatres’ $990,000

treble damage anti-trust suit

against seven major distributors

was dismissed by a directed ver-

dict in Federal Court. Plaintiff had

umbia’s “The Gun That Won the
West” . Nat Holt' handed Mike
Ragan a part in" “Seven Rad Men”
Billy Di* joined the cast of "Jus-.

tice Comes to Tomahawk'’ * * > charged the defendants with con-

thfrt rol* ”s WUIairt ’wiiLb*. St'rtin
la Jill Esmond theatre from- obt&ining flrst^ruii

will play Richard iFodd'ft motherin Product from-. iMay, 1950^throu6ji

“A Man Called Petfer” at 20th-Fox January, 1952. Judge Harry C.

Myrna Hansen gets a featured Westover ruled that no evidence
of conspiracy had been produced
in court, s

Defendants were Loew’s, Para-
mount, 20th-Fox, Warners, RKQ,
Columbia

:

and- Universal-Interna-
tional.

Continued from page 3

wood. Canteen,” “Melody Time,”
and “Son Of Paleface” in 1951.

In view - of the continuing de-
gets a four-month Shooting sched- mand for westerns, Rep has reis-

ule, starting early next month .'
. . sued the Rogers films domestically

Wanda Tuchok signed >a one-pic- six arid even eight times, Rush
ture agreement at 20tn-Fox . . said; - Abroad, too, they’re, very
U assigned Ross Hunter to pro- strong at the b.o. Rush indicated
duce “The Outer Darkness,” based that when Rogers rolls his own
in a novel by W. R. Burnett
Tyler MacDuff handed a featured
role in Columbia’s “Cell 2455” . .

.

Richard Cahoon joined Case-Boetr
ticher Productions as editorial
supervisor .. . ... Columbia is dicker

pix, they'll be essentially, based on
the same format that’s been such
a success in the past. Films will

feature the Sons of the Pioneers
vocalizers and, of course, Dale

ing for the, services of Spencer Eyans» Rogers wife.

Tracy as star of “Reminiscences of . .

said he^was still discuss-

a Cowboy” ... Blake Edwards, will ing distributionjfor the new Rogers
make lijs directorial bow on product,, but indicated it would, be
Exactly Like You,” starring a major outlet. Best bet, it’s under-

Frankie Laine at Columbia,. stood, is United Artists, with. Al-

Glqnn Ford moves into Metro to Artists also said to be in the

star in “The Blackboard Jungle,” running

to be produced by Pandro S. Ber- The - Rogers • agent, citing the

man arid directed by Richard .cowboy’s activities in 11 different

Brooks . , . Warwick’s next produc- fields ranging from comic books to

Wednesday, October 13, 1954

Inside Stuff—Pictures
Going Virtually unnoticed in the detailed obits oA Bert Lyteil last

week was the fact that the former “matinee idor* had cut quite s' figure

in a “super special” bf some 30 years agp. This was Sir Half Caine’s

“The Eternal City” in which he played David Rossi to the. late Barbara
La Marr’s Donna Roma. The Samuel Goldwyn presentation (he had
exited Goldwyn Pictures shortly before) was produced by George Fitz-

maurice in 1924, but actually this was • remake, having first been
screen ed in 1915 by Famous Players-Lasky with Pauline Frederick as
the heroine. ' The second “Eternal City” opened at the N. Y, Strand,
where the. customers :were overwhelmingly of Latin Origin; in fact*

they created quite a demonstration of acclaim when,- In an anachronistic
Insert, Mussolini (then Italy’s premier) was shown .via newsreel clips

posturing from his Roman balcony. Inclusion of the clip ’ drew catcalls

from enemies of the Duce, - among them Hall Caine himself, author of
the famed novel on which the film was based. LyteH’s. as well as’ Miss
La Marr.’s work in “Eternal” drew general kudos, Other principals
were Lionel Barrymore, Richard Bennett and Montagu . Love, pic
pioneers all,

Ernest E. Blake, who retired as chairman of the board
,
of Kodak,

Ltd;, last week, had been with the company 51 years and pioneered
in the field of motion pictures in Great Britain. His first assignment,
in 1903, was in the trade control department. Five years later he
was in charge of all sales and technical service for the 35m cine filin

Sent to Europe and overseas from Kodak, Ltd. He was made managing
director in 1930 and board chairman in 1945.. Harold S. Carpenter
takes over as board chairman in addition to contiriulng in his present
post as managing director, I. D. Wratten, a director of Kodak, Ltd.,
and supervisor of motion picture, film sales in England, Europe , and
India, has been named; a deputy managing director.

Howard Pearl, United Artists' exploiter out of New York,: in Min-
neapolis on behalf of "Sitting Bull,” got lengthy mention for himself
and the picture in George Grim’s Morning Tribune column py promis-
ing to have a bull sit down in front of the State Theatre Where the
picture is showing. Pearl tried to make griod on .his premise, but
failed. He succeeded in riding the bulL briefly after being tossed
bff a couple of times and got it in front of the theatre. He coaxed
and coaxed and the bull’s owners tried various devices to induce
the bull to sit, but they finally had to give up.

S, H. Fabian, president of Stanley Warner, and Spyros P. Skouras,
20th-Fox chief exec, will be chairman and honor guest, respectively,
of the annual dinner concert of the American Fund for Israel Insti-
tutions at the Waldorf Astoria, N.Y., Jan. 5, 1955. Event each year
yields over $150,000, according to Edward A. Norman,' president of
the Fund. It’s used

.
to support cultural institutions in Israel such

as theatres, the Israel Philharmonic Orchestra, Inbal Dance Company,
art arid

,
archeology museums, etc.

tion for Coluiribia release, ."Cockle-
shell Heroes,” will be directed by
Terence Young in England
Allied Artists will film "Dangerous
Assignment,”

.
Brian Donlevy ' star-

rer, in Hollywood instead of I on-
don as originally planried
Doris Merrick returns to the screen
for a role in Metro’s "Interrupted
Melody” . . Dan O’Herlihy signed
for one

„
of the leads with Tony

Curtis and Coleen Miller in UI’s
"The Purple Mask” , . . David
Brian will co-star with Marsha
Hunt in Josef Shaftel’s "No Place
to Hide;”" to be filmed in Manila
Pre-production shooting on "Dad-

records, tv and nierchandisirig,
stressed that, 4espRe the lack of
new Rogers pix in the theatres,,

the western’s star’s drawing power
was as potent as ever.

"If Hollywood feels they don’t
want that kind of drawing power,
we’re now ready to go .ahead with
our own production,” Rush said.

He reported that the Rogers mer-
chandising company this year alone
will do a business amounting to
around $35,000,000. The Rogers
outfit is now on the. last lap of
a five-months tour which; set many
attendance records including one

dySmg I^s” ^rtbd^7t mfiox ? the Canadian National Exhibi

with Roland Petit handling the tl0n -

choreography .. . . Richard BoOrie
will co-star with George Montgom-
ery in "Robbers Roost,” to be co-

)OC WAfmiNM
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produce.tf by Robert Goldstein and
Robert. Jacks for United Artists
release . . Boyd Morgan and Billy
Williams joined the cast of "Jus
tice Comes to Tomahawk” at UI
. . . Anthony Caruso drew a role
in Republic’s "Santa Fe Passage
. . ; Bruce

.
Cowling plays a captain

in the Audio Murphy starrer, "To
Hell and Back” at UI . . . Deputy
Sheriff Fred Foster signed as tech-
nical advisor on William Wyler’s
“The. Desperate Hours” at Para-
mount ... UI signed Herbie Faye
for a features part in
Shrike.”

Barbara Stanwyck will star' in
“There’s Always Tomorrow/’ Ross
Hunter production, starting in Jan-
uary at U . . . Carl Hittleman will
produce “Kentucky Rifle” under
the Howco Productions banner
Harry Frariklin joined the King
Bros, production staff . . .. Joby
Baker, Army private at Fort Car-,
son, Colo., drew a rble .Warners’
“Target Zero” * Samuel G.
Engel assigned to produce Sheriff
of Fractured Jaw” for 20th-Fox
. . . Columbia took over Stirling
Siliphant’s package, “Five Against

Rogers is president of Roy
Rogers Frontiers Productions
which was set up some three years
ago on the Coast and now is taking
on outside tv production deals,.
Rush is exec producer of the out-
fit arid Jack Lacey is in actual
charge of production.

Allied’s ‘Law’
Continued from page 5

Director Robert R. Parrish, now on the Paramount lot in Hollywood,
footnotes Variety’s favorable review of his “The Purple Plain,” from
London, that John Bryan rated the production credit on this J. Arthur
Rank release of a Two Cities film; Parrish/ who directed the Gregory
Peck starrer, from an Eric Ambler screenplay, stresses the close col-
laboration by all four on the film. The official Rank credits, however,
merely credited Two Cities as the producer, with no accerit on Bryan’s
individual contribution but it is included now at Parrish’s, suggestion.

Donation of $15;000 to the Screen Directors Guild’s building fund
has been made by the SDG Educational and Benevolent /Foundation,
ofvwhiph David Butler is chairman. Contribution, with more to follow,
will be used to buy equipment for the

.
new : $300,000 headquarters

and theatre. Theatre will be designed for the showing of films in
all wide-screen and 3-D systenris, the first film house of its kind in
Southern California.

Loriri D. Grignon, an engineer on the staff of 20th-Fox’s research
department staff, has been awarded the 1954 Samuel' L. Warner
Memorial Gold Award of the Society of Motion picture and Tele-
vision Engineers, He’ll get it at a luncheon Oct. 18 in Los Angeles,
during SMPTE’s 76th semiannual convention at the Ambassador Hotel.

Allied Artists is making prints of “The/Bob Mathias Story” available
to the U.S. Olympic Committee for special showings of the pic around
the country. Proceeds to the fund for equipping arid transporting
the Olympic team of 1956.
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and the antitrust division of its un-
welcome duty of enforcing decrees

"ThO I
by means of contempt proceedings.”

The bill is divided into seven
sections, with the heart of the
measure In section three (Excessive
film reritals -prohibited), section
four (Unfair trade practices) and
section five (Powers and duties of
the Agency). The remaining sec-
tions include findings and declara-
tion of policy, definition of indus-
try. terms, enforcement provisions,
and effective date (six months after
its enactment).
Under the subject of excessive

film rentals,, the bill provides:
It’s unlawful ;for a distrib : to

charge or receive .an amount higher
than that certified to the FTC as
the maximum film rental for the
class of picture and type of thea-
tre involved in the transaction.

Distribs will be required to file

classifications with the Agency on
each film, designating them by let-

ters of the alphabet with “A” for
Jthe best picture. At the same tirne,

distribs shall also file designations
of theatres such as firstruri large
city, key neighborhood, subsequent
run city, firstruri medium town and

Expand Ted Allan Studio _i : i.; * i.i..—1 pose of these classifications Is “to

the House” Stephen Papich
set as . choreographer on “Lord
Vanity” at 20th-Fox . . . Virginia
Grey and Ben Cooper drew fea-
tured roles ' in Republic’s “The
Admiral Hoskins Story” . V. Bene-
dict Bogeaiis borrowed DaVid
Farrar from J; Arthur Rank for
One of the male leads in “Bow
Tamely To Me” . . . James Mitchell
signed for dancing role in
Rodgers - Hammerstgiri’s “Okla-
homa” at Metro.

Hollywood* Oct. 12.

Reconstruction job ioh the Ted
Allan studies, once a market, has
provided two sound stages, 11 of-

fices* seven cutting rooms, two
prop rooms and a large enclosure
for background sequences,

Slated for early production are
a theatrical film* Edward Wood’s
”The Vampire’s Tomb,” and the
“Hank McCune Show” for tele-

vision.

establish reasonable classifications

of pictures and theatres which will
permit of the determination of the
fairness and reasonableness of the
maximum film rental filed with the
Agency ...”
To arrive atreasonabieclassifica-

tions >>f films and theatres, distribs

may lawfully confer with one an-
other arid with representative
groups of exhibitors “any provision

of the antitrust laws to the con-

trary notwithstanding,” or the FTC
may call reps of distribs and exhibs
together to a trade practice con-
ference, to settle problems relating

to the classification of films and
theatres. Howeuer, it’s stressed
that the immunity under the anti-

trust law allowed shall not ex-

tend to cooperation among distribs

in fixing rentals.

It’s recognized that soriie pictures
are better attractions in Certain

areas, and the distrib, with the ap-
proval of the FTC, may allocate a

particular picture ' for a higher
classification in some areas than in

others./ *

Maximum Rentals
Maximum ' film rental filed for

each picture-may be stated in terms
of fiat rentals, percentage of gross

receipts/ or any. combiriatlori of the
two..

The distrib is permitted to ryn
a suitable number of test runs of

a picture before classifying it, but
the information must be available

to the FTC in .case the picture's

classification is challenged.
Listed as unfair trade practices

and therefor unlawful .
under the

bill are:

Setting' of the admission
price by the distrib

,
as a con-

dition to the sale of the
picture.

Granting any clearance
.
be-

tween theatres not in substan-
tial competition.

Granting or enforcing any
clearance that is .in excess of
what is reasonably necessary
to protect the licensee on the
run granted.

Conditioning the Sale of one
picture on one or more addi-

tional pictures.

The act is designated ah ’ anti-

trust law within Section 4 of the
Clayton Act authorizing actions for
triple damages by persons injured
in their business or property by
reason of anything forbidden in the
antitrust laws.

The Federal Trade Commission
is designated the 'enforcing agency
and its duties include:

To issue and serve on the dis-
tribs a formal coriiplaint for viola-
tions stating: the charges when
complaints are received from 25 or
more exhibs.
The distrib shall enjoy the .right

of judicial review.-
If the FTC decides that the com-

plaint is well foiinded, it shall serve
a cease and desist order and pre-
scribe the; fair arid reasonable ren-
tal terms.

.
Methods

1

fpr
1

the FTC
to, determine he maximum clas^Ifi-

caiori for any picture are outlined*

Should the act become iaiy. pro?
Vision is made' ‘for

,
review after

three years at which time the FTCJ
shall submit to Congress its experi-
ence with recommendations wheth-
er the law should be strengthened
or modified.

United Artists

Theatre Circuit, Inc.

COMMON STOCK

Bought — Sold — Quoted

Tweedy,BrowneSReilly

B2 Woli Street, Hew York S

HAnover 2-4644
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Although- K9C p?exy Pat. Weaver says “to my knowledge no
such thought 4? ibeing (entertained ” there's conjecture in some
well-informe/i quarters as to whether the recent moves to’ estab-

lish a closerjctentity between the NBC owhed-and-operated stations

and the parent, Bapio Corp. pf America may not result soon in

the scrapping t
of the NBC call letters completely and changing

it to tne\BGA Network.
Obviously' the (

added values from a promotion standpoint and
otherwise that would accrue to the parent “it’s-bigger-than-opth-,

of-Us” corporation, with its soon-to-be-realized billion-dollar annual
gross, , would be incalculable; The move to achieve the closer

link lias alreadjr resulted in: WNBC and WNBT, N.Y. becoming
WRCA and WRCA-TV and KNBC becoming KRCA in Hollywood,
with the. station-break picture featuring the RCA tagline to-th
exclusion of NBC. ,

Naturally, such a move on* a network basis would invite its

problems, principally with affiliates owned by rival manufacturing
companies stich as the Westinghouse stations in Philadelphia and
Boston.

’

. Since both stations are dedicated to perpetuating the parent
Westinghoiise company, it’s a cinch they wouldn’t go for the “RCA
service’’ tag as presently pertains to the o & o outlets.

Some say board chairman David Sarnoff has long cherished
such a fulfillment, for his network;

Chi Moppets Most Pampered in World as Clients Bid

For ‘Diaper Trade'

The 10-man committee appointed
by the Advertising Research Foun-
dation two years, ago to investigate

the whole rating picture in radio-
television in an all-out industry ef-

fort to end confusion, is ready to

make its report, it’s . been learned.
It sets forth 10 criteria for the
ideal rating servicp and hastens to

add that none of the existing serv-

ices can meet all 10.*

Here are the 10 criteria “which
none of the measurements today
Can deliver in all its elements”:

Accuracy specifications:

1. A representative sample of an
entire household.

2. Minimum error of recording.

3. Total broadcast area coverage.

4. .Minimum conditions of- timing
behavior/

5. Adequate sample size.

Information specifications:

6. An average ' instantaneous au-
dience.

7; Total tuning (autos, portables,
etc.)

Used Blurb, Anyone?
A footnote to the I). P.

Brother Agency woes
;
accruing

from ‘ that $18,000 pricetag for

three one-minute . tinted . Olds-
mobile commercials used on
the Max Liebnian “Lady in the
Dark” spectacular, is the some-
what awesome fact that after

next month the agency won’t
be able to use the color film

blurbs: Reason is that fact that

Olds is bringing .out its new
1955 models, thereby dating
the footage completely.
Agency, loses out completely

on the residual pr replay value
of the filmed blurbs because of

the model changeover. New
commercials

.
employing the

'55 riiodels will be good for all

of. next year, of course, but
those filmed for the first spec
will be useless—unless Olds
wants pitch used cars.

Chicago, Oct. 12.

It’s estimated there are about
400,000 kids of pre-school age in

the Chicago area. In terms of tele-

vision time devoted to them, these
tykes .are undoubtedly the most
pampered in the entire nation.'

Everyone of the four Windy City
stations have entered the “baby sit-

ter’* act to the extent that some of
the ..advertisers and agencies
angling for the' infant trade are be-
ginning to wonder if the diaper
field isn’t being exhaused.

It all started back in 1952
.
when

Chi NBC education director Judith
Wailer and * program manager
George Heinemann launched “Ding
Dong School”, as an experiment on
WNBQ. .Conducted by Dr. Frances
Horwich, a' specialist in pre-school
teaching, “Ding Dopg” set the pat-
tern for what has become a virtual

;

flood of baby tender tv formats. I

The show was taken on by the net-
work and Miss Frances soon be-
came a national celeb to" probably
the youngest following in show biz

annate.
'

The problem of how to plug mer-
chandise oh a program aimed at a
clientele whose vocabulary and
bankroll are nil is skirted with the
hope that the mothers will react
sympathetically to the sponsors of

( Continued on page 32 )

1

Lowell Thpmas is sans a sponsor
for a rare occurrence in his long
career. The CBS Radio commenta-
tor-globetrotter-author lost his un-
derwriter; Kaiser Cars, just 24
years after, he landed his first

check-payer.'This was Funk.& Wag-
nails, the publishing outfit which
w as then -— Sept. 29, 1930, to April
25, 1931 —

,
plugging its Literary

Digest, long, defunct;. .

. Thomas rqd<5. sustaining to June
of the next year, then put in a
long period, to 1947, fdr Sunoco,
and: thereafter until kaiser’s. entry
for Procter & Gamble (Ivory
Soap). Kaiser hopped the Thomas
Itanza over, a year. ago.

Barry to Wm. Morris?
Don’t be surprised, goes the re-

port, if. Charles (Bud) Barry winds
bp as: an exec at the William Mor-
ris Agency, Barry reached a settle-
ment on. his contract with NBC last
Week after being on the “Inactive
list” since the ascendancy of Pat
Weaver as prexy.
During his NBC regime in pro-

gram and sales and his longtime
prior identity with ABC, Barry has
had a dose association with the
Morris office and it’s understood
that’ talent agency factotum Abe
Lastfogel- has always had a high
.regard for Barry’s capacities.

Buttons Does It

Top rating surprise Of the
week was Red Buttons, who
in only his second time up (8)

in the Friday at 8 slot oh NBC-
TV, topped the six-year old
“Mama” display on CBS-TV on
the basis of the overnight 10-

city Trehdex report. (Previous,

week’s initialer gave “Mama”
much the best pf it.)

Buttons copped 18.9, With
“Mama” trailing with a 16.4

and ABC-TV competition, “Oz-
zie & Harriet,” bringing up the
rear with a 6.9.

NBC’s and CBS* outsize and
“baby” specs, respectively, took"
a Trendex pasting from the rival
lineups (meaning the same webs
in juxtaposition). Max Liebman’s
third 90-minuter for NBC, the Judy
Holliday-Steve Allen-D.idk Shawn
“Sunday in Town” ( 10) , was behind
Columbia’s “Private Secretary”
(Ann Sothern), 18.4 to 20.2 at" the-
7:30 mark “Toast of Town” came
in at 8 o’clock with a 34.2 vs.

NBC’s 18.7 to the .8:30 anchor,
and in the final half-hour opened
the gap even wider with 47. to
12:5 (apparently the NBC. tune-
outs jivere caused in part by the-
specbla’s “Filling Station” batllet,

a longie displayed to conclusion).
“Toast” average for the hour was
40,9, while NBC’s hour and a.' half
score was less than 17.

In the Thursday (7) sweep-
stakes, CB.S-Chrysler’s preeming
hour-long ‘‘Climax” melodramatics,
with Dick: Powell, Teresa Wright
and Cesar Romero in “The Long
Goodbye,” averaged 18.9 against
NBC’s 30,5, getting a 20.6 against
24.5 for “justice” and a 17.2 vs.

35.6 for “Dragnet,” (“Justice”
score was for nine cities of the
measuring outfit’s 10-city cluster.)
The 8:30 “T-Men In Action” on
ABC teed of in the spot (having
switched from NBC) to jack up
a 6.3.

’Chuck’ Holden to CBS
^Charles (Chuck) Holden will join
CBS-TV in about three weeks as
production manager of the web’s
Coast setup. He’ll operate out of
Television City

,
in Los Angeles as

soon as he. settles his affairs in the
east.

Holden, longtime program pro-
duction manager: at ABC-TV, was
cut loose about three weeks ago
there in, the economy Wave that
engulfed many of the webte top,

?**C
*f6 t ei i o all

8. All broadcasting hours.
Mechanical specifications:

9. Adequate frequency.

10. Reasonable speed.

Report is still being kept secret,

with the industry alerted to the
imminent publication of the com-
mittee's findings based on hun-
dreds of pages of testimony started
back in 1952 designed to end: the
present chaotic, confused state of
ratings. (Just what the industry
will do after it digests the study
is something else again.)

Nielsen Fares Best
Nielsen, It’s understood, comes

off best in the study, the report
showing his Audimeter failing on
only two counts—inability to meas-
ure out-of-home listening and the
likelihood of the presence of the
Audimeter device, psychologically
affecting a family so that they’d
watch tv more than they otherwise
would. .On two Nielsen counts (pos-
sibility of mechanical failure and
small number of homes sampled)
only a conditional okay is granted.
The_ committee will recommend

a minimum sample of 400 homes
for an independent station and
-1,200 households in terms nf, gaug-
ing national audience measurement
accurately. However,’ figure of 1,200
Is based on selection methods so
tightly controlled that the present
Nielsen sample (of. 700) may have
to be expanded to as many as 1,800
homes to meet* the report’s stand-
ards.

Bath on the diary and telephone
method of sampling, the committee
report is said to be far more criti-

cal, the “diary boys" taking the
rap chiefly on Points 2, 4, 6 and 7,

and the telephone samplers get-

ting the negative
.
treatment on

.points 1, 2, 7 and 8.

Article on tv ratings in upcom-
ing Collier’s by Bill Davidson
quotes the Committee chairman,
Dr. E.

.
L, Deckinger, of the Biow

agency: “We have a feeling that
the study will be the Kinsey Re-
port of the tv industry."

tornwell Jacks*n, J. Walter
Thompson topper on the Coast
doubling as executive producer on
the agency’s “Lux Video Theatre”
full hour Thursday night show-
case on NBC-TV, has been in New
York the past; week attempting to

resolve difficulties with the Holly-
wobd-originating program. It’s

.

something of an emergency expedi-
tion for Jackson, involving huddles
with the sponsor. Lever Bros, who,
by virtue of the fact that they
have a $4,000,000 antiual stake in

the show, are far from happy with
the end results.

Also sitting in on the huddles is

Fred Coe, who is on the Lever-
JWT payroll at a $40,000 fee to

serve as the eastern “trouble-
shooter” on the show and act as

liaison between agency, sponsor
and production team. (Since Coe

(Continued on page.32)

IRVING MANSFIELD

IN NBC-TV HUDDLES
Irving Mansfield, tv producer,

[has initiated talks with NBC prexy
Pat Weaver and tv program chief-

tain Tom McAvity which may re-

sult in Mansfield joining the web’s
production ranks in an exec cap-
acity. Nothing as yet, however, has
been finalized.

Mansfield resigned from CBS-TV
a few months ago after a long-
time association with* that network.
However, he's, still getting royalties

from his incepting of “Talent
Scouts” and the Jane Froman
show. " IJe * also produced the de-
funct “This Is Show Business.”

\It happens on an average of once a season, and apparently
The ’54-’55 versions are now in full swing. First it was Jack Van
Volkenberg, prexy of CBS-TV, with the widespread rumors hav-
ing him leaving Columbia to (1) j*in ABC; (2) enter into an
agency partnership, with Terry Clyne, who is checking out of the
Blow agency, with the $5,000,000 Bulova billings as the initial

account. It took a couple of weeks, and some strong denials
from corporate prexy Frank Stanton for this one to simmer down.
Then came along the report that Hubbell Robinson was checking

out of CBS as tv programming chieftain to go to ABC. This, too,

took some undoing. Simultaneous with the two previous reports
was the practically^ coast-to-coast rumor that “it’s just a question
of days” before ABC prexy Robert Kintner is handed his walking
papers;from the “Paramount gang.” Leonard Goldenson’s refuta-
tion of this one not only: has Kintner standing pat but

:

actually
solidifies his position.
This week’s version has veepee Robert O’Brien* another of the

“three ABC ’ Bobs” ’ (Kintner, O'Brien & Weitman), exiting this

fold (whereas previous rumors had him superseding Kintner).
Actually, of 'all the aforementioned stories* the. O’Brien one comes
closest tp approximating reality* with his future status in the
ABC-Par combine in the next-five-weeks-or-so trek of crystalliza-

tion.
9 rt t i i 1*1

CBS has cleared the decks for

its St. Louis and Boston VHF ap-

plications by disposing of its mi-
nority holdings. Sale of WTOP
(AM & TV) in Washington was
consummated last week (although

actual cash transaction is set for

Dec. 15), with the Washington
Post, owners of the majority in-
terest, paying $3,500,000 to obtain
full acquisition. CBS owned 45%
with the Eugene Meyer-owned
daily controlling

. the remainder.
Total valuation of the station is

$7,500*000.

. Meanwhile, CBS ’prexy Frank
Stanton flew to Minneapolis
Monday. (II) to complete negotia-
tions .for. transfer of. Columbia’s
47% holdings in the lucrative Rid-
der-McNally WCCO (AM & TV)
stations, Which will

,
fetch CBS*

$4,000,000. (Actual value of sta-
tions is $8,400,000.) Thus the D. C.-
Minneapolis divestments Will bring
in $71500,000: In addition, CBS has
also disposed of. its minority inter-
est in. KQV, Pittsburgh. Station’ re-
verted back to its original owners,
Earl F l Reed, Pitt attorney, and
I, D. Wolf* department store big-
gie. Transaction won’t affect KQV’g
CBS affiliation,

Stanton also has opened negotia-
tions for a tv property in a major
city, although the network isn’t
tipping what station, what city or
wliat part of the country.

With stations in New York, Chi-
cago and Hollywood, CBS hopes to
attain its V maximum on o&O's by
moving into St, Louis and Boston.
However, it faces spme rough com-
petition in both cities from others
trying to grab off the same V chan-
nel.

!• I *1

William H. Fineshriber, NBC
veepee helming the radio network,
is reported out in front as the
choice of the new Quality Radio
Group to head up the operation^
Latter berth, it’s understood, car-
ries a fancy salary figure, with a
number of key industry figures
mulled for the directorship.

Quality is the group of high-
powered AM operations through-
out the country, virtually all of
them with NBC and CBS affilia-
tions, though most in the NBC
camp, banding together for an

'

lerchange of transcribed program-
ming; with their own sales divi-
sion, etc.

While not designed to replace
the major radio networks, none-
theless it’s the expectation that
“this might be the answer” in re-
solving national sponsors' prob-
lems 1 seeking to penetrate a limited
number of major markets at rea-
sonable costs.

Closed Circuit Programs
William Morris Agency is delv-

ing into - closed-circuit television.-
Department being started under'
the direction of Sole Shapiro, will
package programs for meetings.

They are attempting to Work
through such organizations as Box
Office Television and Theatre Net-
work Television,

Jake Evans’ NBC Exit
Jacob A* Evans has submitted

his resignation as NBC's director
of advertising and promotion..

While the network is not com-
menting officially on Evans* exit-
ing, merely to say he’s on a “leave
of absence,” it’s known that dif-
ferences between Evans and hi#
boss, Ken Bilby, veepee in charge
of public relations, on advertising-
promotion plans, cued his decision
to ankle the network,
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American Federation of TeleVi-

& Radio Artists unveiled

sweeping new contract demands
that call for the establishment of

'welfare and perision fund and

sal«yy increases both network

television and radio* Demands
Were given the networks at a meet-

ing Monday ill) at the Park Shera-

ton Hotel in N. Y,„ with the ,/irst

negotiating get-together slated for

next Monday (18) at GBS in N. Y*

Present pact expires Nov* 15*

Indications are. that tough

negotiating road, lies ahead, not

only for the welfare and pension

fund, but for the salary scales in

television and radio and a new
transcription .setup $hat establishes

differentials for number of cities

in Which the spots ai'e used. It’s

felt by tradq observers that

AFTRA, as per usual in any nego-

tiation where there’s a bidder, has

hiked its demands above what it

actually expects to get. Nonethe-

less there aire some .demands .which,

'inky cause trouble,

Welfare and pension plan calls

for contributions only by the em-

ployers, with the contributions to

total 10% of the performer’s gross

compensation*. In the case of con-:

tract players, it would be 10% of

the minimum scale, thereby effect-

ing a lower rate for the contractees.

Fund or funds Would be jointly ad-

hnistered by the union and the

Webs, with equal representation

from each. Management feeling is

that the 10% figure is too high,,

with web execs pointing out that

few if any such funds operate on

ao high a percentage. _
Union demands a 20% cross-

board salary hike for network from

the present minimums of $79 lor

(Continued on page 35)

Who Owns a Voice?
San Francisco, Oct. 12.

An interesting • angle to the
current NABETrAFTRA strike

of KEAR. in San Francisco,
'

the question of whether
man’s voice is his own prop-
erty.

William Agee, longtime mem-
ber' of the KEAR announcing
staff, currently „

engaged in

icketing the station along

w i t h o t her members of

AFTRA, was amazed to hear
himself announcing a music
program during the evening
hours at the tijpe he was actu-

ally on the picket lines, Agee
charges that Stephen A. Cisler,

owner of the station, was using

a tape recording of previous
broadcast? in which Agee had
participated.

•‘I’m not sure where I stand

legally,'’ Agee said, “but I

don’t feel it’s right to use my
voice to break a strike

,

which I am personally partici-

pating.”

Mutual axed three execs this

week. Arid while one move had

no evident connection with .the

other, it also came to light that

the network Was considering steps

that could specifically be labeled

as budgetary cuts.

Lopped off were Sandy Mc-

Varish, in charge Of audience pro-

lotibn, and his second:in-eom-

mand, Bob Hare. A station rela-

tions exec was also laid off.

The. cuts Were made in what the

web considers nori-eSsential areas.

Audience promotion departments

in radio generally are believed of

less use than before. As for the

axing ‘ station relatibns, Mutual

has more or less passed a critical

period with affiliates. A web
spokesman declared that tlie new
participation contracts are signed*

meaning that recent “multi-mes-

age” shows should have clear sail-

ing among the stations. Hereto-

fore* this apparently necessitated

careful attention on
.

the part of

station relati

One report was that Mutual was
retrenching 10% on overall budget.

San Francisco, Qct. 12.

Strike of AFTRA arid NABET
personnel against the 10,000-watt

“good music station,” KEAR here,

went into its second week today

(Tues.) amid threats: of violence

and mutual recriminations and

protests to the FCC. Strike broke

out over .contract demands by

NABET, which claims that the

station,, operating in San Mateo,

in reality covers the San Fran-

cisco market and should conse-

quently pay a scale comparable to

that of San Francisco Stations.

AFTRA joined the walkout in sym-

WJW FOR $330,000
Cleveland, Oct, 12,

Sale of WJW for. $330,000 to- the

Storer. Broadcasting Co.* was an-

nounced by William M, O’Neil,

president of WJW, Inc., Sale, when
confirmed by the FCC, will give

William B. Storer a radio outlet

here along with his purchose of.

WXEL, tv operation also awaiting

FCC okay.
Storer presently controls

- eight

radio 'and eight tv operations: but-

his sale of San Antonio’s KGBS is

expected to be okayed by the FCC
along with Slorer’s purchase of

WXEL arid other units of. the Em-
pire Coils Co* This will give the
'Storer chain the legal seven out-
lets under the new governmental
dictum:
. With the signing of the sale,

Willi m Lemmon, vice president of
WJW, announced, his resignation to

devote lull time tp operation of the
Ohio Music Co., local franchise
holder for Muzak.”

Negotiations have: been stalled

because of owner. Stephen A, Cis-

ler’s refusal to negotiate until the
pickets have been removed. Unions
have refused to

, call off their
pickets. Latest flafreup came when
Cisler took to the air to advertise
for technicians and announcers to

work at the Strikebound station*

with the unions countering by tele-

gramming the FCC that Cisler was
violating his grant to operate in

the public interest by broadcast-
ing for “strike breakers.”

Station went back on the air
only a few hours after the walkout
last week arid has been kept in op-
eration by technical director Paul
Farrelle. Unusual aspect of the
strike is that the 1BEW, of which
Farrelle is a member, has joined
the strike in protest over Far-
relle’s action. IBEW and NABET
are rival unions. Farrelle insists

he’s operating in a “supervisory”
capacity, however. Farrelle, inci-

dentally, reported he. had received
anonymous phone threats against
himself and his seven-year-old
child, and also declared rocks had
been thrown against the KEAR
transmitter -building and damage
done to his car. KEAR general
manager' Ken Hlldebrandt there
upon asked .for police protection
for Farrelle.

Barry Gray to Hutton’s

After Delmonico Exit In

Management Hassle
, Sharp differences drove Barry
Gray’s nightly two-hour radio show
via WMCA, N. Y., out of its origi-

nation point at the Delmonico Ho-
tel after brief five-week stay*

Thri shift, teiriporarily back to a
studio, came Saturday (9) with
barely 24 hours warning.

Cessation, of dealings between
the hotel and the commentator was
accompanied by considerable ill-

will. WMCA, acting for Gray, said

at first that nobody Was "keen on
a hotel atmosphere anyway.” It

was admitted shortly, thereafter,

however, that there Were “uncoop-
erative personalities” at the hotel

who rubbed station execs and the
comrhehtator the wrong way. What
happened actually was that a hassle

grew in the short stay at the Del-

monico over finances. Hotel man-
agement was unwilling to continue
forking Gray’s share of the

gate, taken from customers, who
used the hotel table and bar facili-

ties to get an in-person peek at the
midnight-tortwo ayem gabber.

-Gray, who. moved Into the Del-

monico shortly after ending a con-

tract for a .
nightly tv news stanza

with WABD, N. Y., is already lined

up to take his WMCA. radio show
into Hutton’s on Lexington Ave. on
Wed. (20). Another Hutton’s res-

taurant in N. Y. once housed a

Henry Morgan gab show:

UCl. 10-^0
FRI., OjCT. 15

Adventures of Rln Tin Tin (film). Adventure, ABC, 7:30 tb
8 p m.* National Biscuit Co., via Kenyon & Eckhardt.

SUN., OCT. 17
The Search (film). Documentaries, CBS, 3:30 to. 4 p.m., sustai

Jng.

Omnibus (Alistair Cooke), CBS, 5 to 6:30 p.m., Scott Paper vi
J; Walter Thompson, Aluminum Ltd., via J. Walter Thompson,
Norcross Cards via Abbott Kimball (co-sponsors),

~

Opera Cameos. Opera, DuMont, 7:30 to 8 p.m., Uddof & Taor-
mina Co., via parlo Vinti.

MON., OCT. 18
Producers Showcase (color)—“Tonight at 8:30” (Ginger Rogers).

Musical comedy, NBC, 8 to 9:30 p.m. (every fourth Week), RCA
Victor, Ford, both via Kenyon & Eckhardt.

TUES., OCT. 19 >'

Halls of Ivy (Ronald; Colman, Benita Hume) (film). Situation
comedy, CBS, .8:30 to 9 p.m., International Harvester

;
via Leo

Burnett, National Biscuit Co. via McCarin-Erickson (alt. weeks).
wEd. Oct. 20

Stu Erwin Show (film). Situation comedy, ABC, 8:30 to 9 p.m*,
Liggett & Myers, Via Cunningham & Walsh.

V
Playback on CBS Radio

In what shapes as
.
an unprece-

dented programniing approach, at.

j

least as far as CBS Radio is con-
cerned, a playback of “Gunsmoke”
will be slotted at 12:30 p.m. Satur-
day, with Liggett & Myers again
accepting the invoice. The western
series starring William Conrad is

berthed Saturdays at 8 p.m., with
the replay on the following Satur* I

day to be ushered in this
:

week
^ 16). Post-noon slot formerly
housed the sustaining “Saturday
Theatre,” and before that hosted
“Stars Over Hollywood” backed by
Carnation Milk.
Web 'claims the '‘‘duplicate audi-

1 enceV factor is extremely low.
•• ) - Tj. 1 MT f J k;i.1) f

When Tom Edison sat down in

his Menlo Park lab he didn’t know
that the strange incandescent lamp
he was showing the boys Would
break out all over tv in celebra-

tion of the gadget’s 75th anni come
next Week. Although David O.
Selznick’s four-network all-electric-

sponsored “Light’s Diamond ’Jubi-

lee” on Oct. 24 has, been in the
making for months, several regular
shows are latching on to the “Op-
eration Lamp” theme. A matter of
getting-. in ahead of the “light spec-

tacular.” Chief among them, .iiatii-

rally, are companies not unknown
for their bulb-ous growth. General
Electric, arid Westinghouse, both
participants in trie mai Oct. 24
event. “GE Theatre” on CBS-TV
will get in exactly a Week ahead
(17) with Burgess Meredith star-

ring as “Edison, the Man,” based
on the old film produced by Metro,
which has turned over the rights

for the one-shot in the “public
service” groove. Teleadaptation has
been condensed from the original

Dore Schary-Hugo Butler pic Ver-
sion Which fronted Spencer Tracy.
Same night; same web, couple

( Continued on page. 32
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Nabisco Exit Cues

Godfrey Ayem Shifts

With Nabisco exiting its Tuesday
and Thursday .11 to 11:45 a.m* seg-

ment of CBS-TV’s "Arthur God-
frey Time” effective after the Oct.

21 playout, the web will fill the
vacancy by shifting current clients

forward. Through this process,
tliere’U be a vacancy left in the
Monday and Wednesday 10:30.

quarters,, but taking lip the slack
pronto ( Oct. 25 ) will be Bristol-

Myers in a longtermer via Young
&. Rubicam,

'

Kellogg, via Leo Burnett, returns
to 10:45 Tuesday and Thursday on
the 26th in a year-round renewal.
As of that week, here's the full

Godfrey lineup;
Bristol-Myers, Mori:, Wed., 10:30;

Frigidail'e, Tues., Thyrs,, 10:30;
Scotch Tape, Mon.,* Wed., 10:45;
Kellogg, Tues., Thurs., 10:45; Lever
Bros., Mon., Wed., 11; Toni Go.,

Tues., Thurs., 11; Pillsbury, Mon.-
througlnThurs., 11:15.
u A ll '

'.o i • c r ‘f i i

Watters: 1 Was Wrong’
Cincinnati, Oct.. 12.

Mortimer. C. Watters, general

manager of WCPO operations, has

reversed bis opinion about radio

succumbing to tvitis.

Announcing a policy change for

the Scripps-Howard stations, Wat-

ters said:. “TV is theatre. New^ no

longer has an important place in

television any more than it has in

motion icture theatres.

“For years I .
operated on the

hopeful theory that radio was dead.

It seemed to me that tv had sat-,

urated the market: I was wrong.

Radio is very much alive.”

At tlie same time Watters stated

that from now ori radio, Which has

been played down in the local set-

up, Will rate equal importance with

tv, especially for news:

Then he made these promotions:

Glenn Clark Miller to station di-

rector of tv i addition to radio,

Pat Grafton to tional sales di-

rector, John Sweeney to business

manager, and Earl Corbett to- radio

station director.

ABC scored a double coup this

week in selling both its radio and
television coverage of the .election

returns to Chevrolet. Radio cover-

age starts at 9 p,.m. Nbv. 2, with

the teevee end .coming”* in at 11

p.m. ’with the returns being simul-

cast thereafter. Dual setup elimi-

nates all preemptions, thereby put-

ting the network in a better posi-

tion insofar as net profit on cover-

age is concerned.

Coverage will
; be handled by a

host (more than 20). of ABC com-
mentators, headed by John Daly,

Elmer Davis, Martin Agronsky,
Paul Harvey and Ted Malone. Daly
will handle the running commen-
tary. Web claims, some 750 persons
will be at work handling the one-

shot.
,

:

National Carbon Coin

National Carbon, .
plugging its

Prestone anti-freeze, Will share the

time with Rbto-Broil in the 1 1 p.m.-.

to-conciusion of ..
CBS-TV 's Election

Night (Nov. 2) coverage. Web will

tee off the balloteering at 9 o’clock

and is looking for clients to take

on the t\yq-hour lead-in to the

RotorNational Carbon auspices.

The “new” type -of network radi

timebuying—in saturation pack-

ages with multi-week exposure, in-

stead of the rapidly disappearing,
half-hour unit purchase^—is ex-
pected to find its biggest outlet i

saturation news packages or strips.

Trend has already begun, with
ABC selling out its weekend news
package on a year-round basis and
getting nighttime bankrollers -for

three-a-riight strips:, But it’s a

rating study by . the web on its

weekend package that’s expect ed to

Clinch the concept for cost-per-
thousand-conscious agencies and
clients.

Fact is that such a package,
priced at little more than the

equivalent of a. half-hour time-and-
talent tag, pulis more gross audi-

ence than the top five night*
time shows combined. FIgur
from the August 2 Nielsen give

the ABC package of 22 five-

minute news capsules (spaced over
Saturday and Sunday) a gross audi-

ence of 20.7. Combined gross au-

dience for the five top-rated eve-

ning sho\vs (Olsen-Castellani fight,

‘/Dragnet,” “Roy Rogers Show,”
“Gunsmoke” arid“People Are
Funny’-) was 20.3. Entire weekend
news package sells for about
$13,500 net, which is about the
same as the time-and-talent cost

for any one of the top five,

Ratings Would appear to justify

the network’s new nighttime and
weekend ' concept of musid-and-
news, insofar as news is concerned.
Although there are no ratirigs

available on the web’s weeknight
saturation packages, about half of

the weekend shows are in night-

time hours, . and the network is as-

suming the gross audience is about
the same. Only problem still fac-

ing the web in the matter of news
is the question of programming,

(Continued on page 32)

In

‘Aniahl’ Set For Xmas
Chicago, Oct. 12.

.
Hallmark is again reprising'!

“Amahl and the Night Visitors,” as

an Xmas ' special on NBC-TV.
There’s a possibility that the Gian
Carlo ;;Menotti opera which takes,

over the regular “Hall of Fame”
5-6 p.m. berth Dec. 19 may again

be done in color*

The tailored-for-tv opera has
become a holiday fixture for the

greeting card firm; Hallmark has
presented the show four times
previously, three Christmas sea-

sons and on Easter Sunday. Agency
is Fpote, Cone. & Belding.

‘ i:ii i :a-i ?/. on T

Benny Fields & Blossom Seeley
ankled WMGM, the LoeW’s-owned
radio indie in N.Y., la§t. week after

a year with the station. Pair’s con-

tract has come up for renewal, and

they and the station couldn’t come
to ' thrifts, With the outlet wanting,

to set up pptions on a week-tp-week
basis and cut their guarantee. Wil-

liam Morris office is now dicker-

ing with other stations for a pos-

sible berth.

Pair were in under a three-year

pact which started last October,

tinder. Which they were renewed in

13- arid 26-week cycles* Station, ap-

parently wishing to effect economy
moves under the new management,
wanted to change the terms of tlie

pact, but Fields arid. Miss Seeley

couldn’t see it that way. Theirs,

incidentally, was the first contract

up for renewal under the JjieW

Arthur Tolchin administration.

Team had been airing two hours

daily, six days a- week, and at last

count had 1.4 participating clients.

Parting was extremely amicable,

With, the station execs and minor
personnel giving them a bijg send-

off on their Saturday morning < 9)

show, complete With .flowers arid

gilnmm? c '1 i
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WEAVER
the’ battle of the Watch accounts grows crazier by the minute.

First it was Bulova, scramming the Biow agency when exec, yeepee
'Tetry Glyne vamped the agency; Then', In the bustup of Cecil &
Presbrey agency, Blow inherited the $1,500,000 Benrus account.
Now comes word from McCann-Erickspn agency that it has

resigned the $2,000,000 Gruen account. This is preliminary to

McCrE taking over the $5,000,000 Bulova biz, scheduled for official

announcement today (Wed.).
It’s presumed that Clyne, who has had the Bulova biz in the

palm of his hand, will move into McCann-Erickson on a top. exec
level, although no announcement on this, score is forthcoming yet.

(He’s been mulling a number of agency bids.) Meanwhile, Madison
Ave. agency hooks are out for the Gruen billings.

In the imminent dissolution of Cecil & Presbrey, incidentally,

only the Marlboro account had yet to be resolved. This is the
filter cig of Philip Morris. It’s no great shakes currently in the
billings sweepstakes, but in view of the increased filter attention,
it could mean much.

'

• t

Roles of Major TV Talent on Nighttime Sked Run
The Vocational Gamut

Day-by-day tabs on the vocation-
al preferences of some major
nighttime actors plying the tv

route;

Monday—Desi Arnaz is himself
as a show bizzer In “I Love Lucy,”
'bUt;

Richard Boone is a doctor in

*Medic,” Spring Byirtgton a mar-
riageable widow in “December
Bride,” and George Burns probably

a cigar manufacturer.

Tuesday—Danny Thomas is a

nightclub star in “Make Room for
Daddy,” but:

Rpnald Colman Is coming
through as a. college prof in “Halls
of Ivy” (reprising his radio ver-
sion); Leon Ames, a businessman in

“Life With Father”; and Michael
O’Shea and William Bishop, ex-

GI's In “It’s a Great Life,” to the
ne'er-dp-Wellirig of James Dunn.

Wednesday—Arthur, Godfrey is

himself as professional “Friend”
No. 1, but:

Jinx Backus is a judge to the
hausfrowsiness of Joan Davis in

“I Married Joan”; C harles Farrell,

an investment exec in “My Little

Margie.”
.

..

Thursday—This is a real bad day
for the makebelieyers.

.
Wair.er

Greaza is chief of the T-Men. (“In

Action), Ray Milland is a college
prof (but his dramatics specialty
may qualify him as a show bizzer).

Jack Webb is Friday the cop on the
wrong day, Reed Hadley a public
defender.
Friday—Ray Bolger is an enter-

tainer, but:

Ozzie Nelson seems to be a man
of leisure in “Ozzie & Harriet'”
Judson Laire is the carpenter-hub-
by of Peggy Wood in “Matna,” Leo :

( Continued on page 32
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Boston Manners
Boston. Oct, 12.

With WBZ here now carry-
ing the Saturday night full

-hour NBC Radio broadcasts of
the Boston Symphony Orches-
tra, Hub clef dwellers are wit-
nessing an unusual demonstra-
tion of New England good
manners and courtesy.

When it comes to longhair
stanzas; Boston traditionally
tunes to WGBH, the non-profit
cooperative station. However;
each Saturday night at 8:30
the station not only goes off

the air for 60 minutes, but
makes a special, point to advise
its listeners to tune to WBZ
and the Boston Symph concerts.

Off Neatest UHF

Negotiations are now under way
which may find Paul Winclieli and
his Jerry Mahoney, alter egp occu-
pying the Saturday morning 11 to.

noon slot on NBC-TV. Move is part,

of an a mbitious.program blueprint
designed to build up the Saturday
ayem segments aimed at moppet
appeal.

Several other personalities are
also being ’mulled for • other time
periods, among them Happy Fel-
ton. .

This would be Winchell’s first

excursion into daytime video. Last
season he occupied the 'Sunday
evening at 7 berth bn NBC-TV for
Procter & Gamble,

CBS-TV’s last two dates of its

urrent series of Saturday hoss
races will be the Trenton Handicap
on-Oct. 23 and the Garden State,
Oct. 30, both from the Garden
State track in N. J. and slotted for
a iiailf-hour at 4 p.m. -

Oct, 30 event is the richest in
U. S. racing with a groins value of
approximately $250,000.

*

Hartford, Oct. 12.

In the midst of the hot Harry
Butcher vs. Paul Morency battle
for a VHF’er here, four UHF’ers
that Cover this area have ganged
up in an attempt to eliminate the
channel from future competition.
The stations are petitioning the
FCC to switch the VHF (Channel
3) to educational use and put an
educational channel, now assigned
to UHF, to commercial use.
The four stations from the

Hartford and Springfield areas are
WKNB-T.V (New Britain Broadcast-
ing Co.); WGTH-TV. (General Times
Television Corp.); WHYN-TV
(Hamden-Hampshire Corp.), -and
WWLP-TV (Springfield Television
Corp.).

. In„ their petition to the FC.C the
stations ask that proposed Channel
3 be designated an educational out-
let and. Channel -24, a proposed ed-
ucational UHF station, be released
for commercial service.

The petition Was. filed While the
rivah applicants for Channel 3, are
awaiting the initial examiners’ de-
cision on their contest for the sta-

(Continued on page 32 )

NBC prexy Pat Weaver says;
“Take my word Tor it, this is it!”

in what he Characterizes as the
“one-shot jolts” ( 90-minute spec-

taculars ) and evaluating his own-
incepted “patterns for the future.”
“I Was never more sure of any-
thing than I am about this, our
present strategy. Call them /:

tangibles, say that some of the rat-

ings have, been disappointing, you
can even say that not all the spon-
sors are looki-rg beyond the im-
mediate, first-time impact — but
even as George Washington Hill
once said, “We gotta find a Way
to make pebple talk, about Lucky
Strike; and then went out and did
it; you can bet. your bottom dol-
lar we’ll get ’em talking about NBC
and the specs/’

Weaver acknowledges there will

be misses along with hits “just as
there are. in all phases of show
business ”. ‘iAnd wh^t,” 1 c adds,
“is so bad about ‘Lady In the Dark’
getting into 10,000,000 U.S. homes!
Yet only at a small part of the
$1,000,000 cost it would have en-

tailed had Oldsmobile taken a full

page ad in the nation’s dailies, for
a single insertion. Yet here, for
the client, was taste and a sense
of excitement he had never yet
experienced. And what product
identification!

“Let’s not minimize circulation,

but let’s admit, too, there are other
aspects. That’s where we get into

the intangibles. We know, even
without being, able «to measure it

yet, that a (Lady In the Dark’ is

inviting fresh viewers, the not-so-

heavily-sold-onrtv populatidn. . Give
it enough time and that, in itself,

makes the strategy rewarding. The
tv fan club and habitual viewer we
can always satisfy.

“As for circulation, that’s just
a question of method. We find out
from mistakes and take our cue.

“It’s a case of getting out the
word to

.
the people. Perhaps it

means better promotion; we’re tak-

ing care. of that now. It’ll always
mean writers and producers—and
we’re always alerted to that. It

means knowing what shows to put

oh at 9 p.m. Saturdays and what
has greater appeal for 7:30 Sun-
day evening. We’ll get that, too.

“As for -.color, maybe it’s riot

the big secret everybody suspects.

Out in Fresno, Calif., 5,000 turned
out for one color spec dealer party.

I. was down in Louisville and saw
5,000 turn out at the Fairgrounds
to see ‘Lady In the Dark’ in color.

Down In Philly the RCA distribu-

tors brought out 12,500. I know
it’s a drop in the bucket, but re-

member the crowds that congregat-

ed around each black-and-white set

for the first Milton Berle shows?
This is it all. over again.

“But even by the end of the year
the number of people who will be
exposed to color will be a mighty
impressive one.”

When a Girl Bicycle*
ABC Radio’s “Whfen a Girl

Marries” was switched to
. the

Coast as of this week and will

be taped there under Carna-
tion Milk auspices.

Mary Jane
-
Higby, wlio's

played the lead for 14 years,

will plahe to Hollywood every
three weeks to record 15
scripts until the end of this

year, returning to her N. Y.
home base on the sixth day
following: each arrival.

Barry Wood as Director

Of NBC Special Events
NBC is reshuffling its news sec-

tor themed around the entry of
colorvision chieftain Barry Wood
as director of special events. Thus
Wood, the. former; top singer who
heads the web’s color corps on the
production side, falls administra-
tively between Davidson Taylor,
veepee of public affairs, and Wil-
liam R. McAndrew, who becomes
director of news, shelving the title

of manager of news and special
events.

New phase in Wood’s “Showman-
ship” career is based on an up-
beat in NBC’s remotihg of “spec-
tacular” events with hues added.

th.ey’fe bPj
ipg

l
referred to

as news ‘ tintaculars.

V
A ‘Morris Prodactibn’

Any Way You Look at It

The “Friars Frolic” to be shown
as part of the “Colgate Comedy
Hour” Sunday (17) marks the de-

parture from policy by the Ted
Bates Agency Which has been pro-

ducing that layout since the be-
ginning of the season: For the
first time this year, a talent agency
has held a rigid check on the pro-

duction.
William Morris Agency last Week

.set Arthur Knorr, who formerly
worked on the Milton Berle. show
and who does the production at

the Roxy Theatre, N. Y., to pro-

duce. The agency has not only set

all the acts, which Will include
Milton Berle, Mitzi Green, Joel
Grey, but the writers. Woody
Kling and. Buddy Arnold will write
the show.
Program will mark the 50th anrii

j

of the organization. Berle is ab-

J

bott-emeritus of the Friars, and
the others .ip

(

the
(

^cast fire eitfiejr

i members of related to
1

' members.

... Washington; .diet. 12.

The FCC inquiry into Commie
charges against Edward Lamb, To-
ledo broadcaster-publisher, hit a
melodramatic high yesterday (Mon; )

when a woman witness threatened
to kill an attorney if he involved
her son in the proceedings.

The witness, Mrs; Marie Natvig
of Miami Beach, Fla., grabbing a

water bottle, approached Russell
Brown, counsel for Lamb, and
shouted, “You leave my innocent
children alone. If you contact my
son I’ll kill, you.”

Shortly .before, Mrs. Natvig left

..the witness chair and started to
leave tlie hearing room when
Brown asked about her son; Ex-
aminer Herbert Sharfman ordered
her to retur ,. saying that he had
ruled out the question; She came
back, burying her head in her
hands. “My Son Was a baby when . I

Was in the Communist Party,” she
protested.

Mrs. Natvig had testified last

Week that she was a party member
in Cleveland in 1936 when she had
been given instructions by Lamb
“along the party line.” On one oc-
casion, she .said, Lamb paid her
hotel bill. “It was my first act of
infidelity,” she volunteered when
Brown was questioning her.
Brown has challenged the mental

faculties of the witness, charging
her with being “non compos mem
tis.” He has questioned her several
times about “soliciting men for im-
moral purposes.” Once he asked
her whether she has been expelled
from the Teachers’ Union for “run/
ning around, i a hotel with just
panties on.”
Brown asked Mrs. Natvig about

her son (one of her three children
by her first of three husbands) be-
cause, he said, he wanted to know
how he could have been given se-
curity clearance if his mother had
been ,a Communist. He identified
the son as Peter Harris, Who is an
electronics expert th west
coast.

Brown put on a surprise witness
the. person of Milling Under-

wood, a 61-year-old railroad engi-
neer of Alexandria, Va., who Mrs.
Natvig had previously charged
with offering her a $50,000 bribe in

1 a hotel bar here two Weeks ago

( Continued on page 32)

To Package Shows
McGraw-Hill has. set up a radip-

j

tv packaging operation, the first of
its kind for a book publisher, with
David N. Clay, onetime publish:
ing exec and more recently a video
packager, in charge. Department
will prepare for local and national
distribution complete radio and tv

packages featuring McGraw-Hill
films and books, with the stress on
educational tv;

Before entering tele in 1948;.Clay
was associate editor of the college

text department of Hafcourt, Brace
and was later literary editor of

tfoddjVread,
1 ' w

Although many a veteran and

budding writer will pitch in With

his downbeat side of the story, it’s

becoming increasingly apparent

that a scripter can break in much
faster tv. than in any other

medium. One reason may be that

even some average material finds

a ready sale because ( 1 ) of video’s

terrific needs and (2) the fact

that
,
what one program can’t use.

becomes a “hot
.
property” for

other show; (similar to. the

trasting article and fiction

quiremeiits of inagazines.)

When the play or documentary
is above average, the market po-

tential of course, increased.

Moreover,' a Writer Who. comes
through finds himself surrounded
Jay the “gimme more”, gang of
Script-hunters. That’s par for the
course in a medium 'With
cavernous maw. And that’s unlike
the legit theatre, Where it may be
a year or two before a “first

click” playwright is able , to
emerge with a folloWup effort,

commissioned Or no.

Obviously, the at-home tyro can
familiarize himself with, tv with
greater speed and intimacy than
he can, say, with Broadway, and
Hollywood output; The living-
room is an ideal fortress-prison
for the “wanna be a writer” mob-/
whereas regular, theatregoing is a
matter of ^economics and as for,

pix
1

, who wants to drag the . body
out Of the house every night?
(nrt. to mention that this also
cc i money)..

Not long ago, an advertising
copywriter for a Boston agency,
with no previous tv experience,
challenged Talent Associates, say-
ing he could: do as well as many a
pro. The challenge was accepted
after TA had looked aver two
scripts by Mike Miller, who’s now
part of that outfit’s stable of 14
“writer clients/’ Reginald Rose
established his scripting rep with
“Studio One” and has come
through with several top produc-
tions;

There are quite a number of
other, latter-day “case histories,”
not the .least of Which is Helen
Cotton, with two submissions and
two accetpances (via her rep,
Blanche Gaines) from Kraft “TV
Theatre.” Her first 60-minute
original was “Charm Bracelet,”
displayed last August. Corning up
tonight (Wed.) is “Papa Was a
Sport,” Of course, Miss Cotton is

not new to the Writing field, since

she’s a regular, contrib to major
mags.

Nighttime sponsorship crush, on
NBC-TV has cued a departure in

programming by the web for the.

upcoming .Eastman Kodak tinier,

“Norby,” With the David Wayne
vidpix starrer slated for a split net-
work in what heretofore have been
areas of station time, Web is plan-
ning to air the /show Wednesday
nights at 7 and at 11, with- the
eastern states and the Coast, carry-
ing the segment at 7 and the cen-
tral and midWestern stations on
the 11 p.m. pickup.

Excursion into station time is

forced by the SRO situation on the

web. While the net is in at 11:30

with “Tonight,” the “Norby” slot-

ting marks the first time the web
is., ihoving into late-night With a
fully sponsored (as distinguished
from a participating) program, and
has the effect of creating a net-

work schedule that runs from
7:30 pan. to 1 a.m. It’s been in

7-7:30 p.m, time before, but never
on so wide a scale. Series/being
filmed in color in N.Y., starts Jan.

5, and marks Eastman’s first

plunge into tele. J. Walter. Tholnp-.

Mn a^rited.
ul ’ 1 1 r
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SUNDAY IN TOWN
With Judy Holliday, Steve Allen,

Dick Shawn, Jack RusSell, New
York City Ballet ro. (Janet
Reed, Jacques d‘Amboi$e, Tod
Bc'ender, others) Charles San-
ford, musical director.

.

Producer-Director: Max Liebman
Writers: William Friedberg, Fred

Saidy, Neal Simon, Will Glick-
imm.

Art ii)irector: Frederick Fox
Costumes: Paul duPont

•90 Sun,, 7:30 p.m. (10)

sunbeam, hazel bishop
NBC-TV,- froth

.
New York

(Perris Pans; Raytnond. Spec(or)

Max. Liebman presented his

third of the NBC-TV. series of

color, . spectaculars on. Sunday (10)

and in-.. many respects it was the

most rewarding show of the still

young spec For the most

part it a deled up to calm enjoy-

ment, frantic, .or desperate,

with individual doses of comedy,

•music and dance /nicely set. in 90

minutes, of "Sunday Town."

Primarily Liebman ..demon-

strated that talent comes first and

can carry a show' without the glit-

ter, stupendousnesS and awesome
parade . of scenic folderol. By the

same token he also proved that

While
,

there undeniable tint

qualities that enhance a produc-

tion (for
v
like most of the specs

thus far the added color dimension

made it /far more exciting view-
ing), if you got talent you can
sock it over just as effectively in
black and white.

In the case of "Sunday in

Town” it was Judy Holliday, Steve
Allen and Pick Shawn (latter a
Virtual newcomer to show, biz and
inking his, first tv appearance)
who clinched it for Liebman. They
could have worked—as they fre-
quently did—-with nothing, more
than a simple backdrop and with
a minimum of props and

.
decor;

,

yet working singly, as a pair- or as
a threesome, they had -what it

takes.
For perhaps 70 minutes or. so

“Sunday in Town” maintained a
tempo (without going overboard on
pretentiousness) that was more of
a throwback to some of the better
Liebman "Show of Shows” dis-

plays of previous seasons, hitting
its stride when Miss Holliday, A1-;

len and Shawn teamed up for a
"Mississippi Mud” rendition.

Selection of "Filling Station” as
the ballet and ds the show’s finale
was perhaps unfortunate, despite
its boasting of Janet Reed, Jacques
d’Amboise .and Tod Bolender as
principals, its Lew Christensen
choreography or its Virgil Thom-
son score. While Liebman proved;
with the aid of good lighting and
camera work, that ballet can be
effectively presented in video, this
particular work, While it may be
Americana (reflecting a day in a
typical U. S. filling station) isn’t

ballet at its best. Granted that
Liebman might have been hesitant
in choosing a. classical Or tradi-
tional ballet, certainly a Jerome
Robbins’ “Fancy Free,” for exam-
ple,, would have been comprehen-
sible to a nomballetomane and far
more" satisfactory as entertainment:
And while the show for the most
art had proper pacing, use of the
allet for the windup seemed a

mistake: That "Mississippi Mud”
threesome to bring down the cur-
tain was the panicker. It’s good
tidings that Miss Holliday, Allen
and/ Shawn are all committed to
several more Liebman specs (the
latter two are featured. ‘ the
Jeanmaire presentation a couple
weeks hence).
The City Center building in

N. Y. (housing .ballet, opera .and
rehearsal halls), served as the
framework of the musical revue,
With Allen as the guide. Thus
was provided a free and easy con-
tinuity and cohesion for the show’s
various sequences.

Miss Holliday romped through
her various, scenes with her now
standard inflections and manner-
isms and for the most part .was
a delight. As Allen’s blind date
in watching an opera which meant
nothing to her, she was pure; com-
edy, a natural in her dopiriess, As
the wife of a concert pianist
(Shawn) more concerned over
What she’s going to wear than her
husband's debut, she had some
very funny lines, even though not
all of them sparked. Perhaps her
best scene was as a waitress Who
became entangled in the move-
ments of a ballet while taking
their lunch orders.

It wasn’t surprising that Allen,
in his own leisurely ..pace and de-
livery, provided some of the.
show’s unique comedy touches.
But it was Shawn, who projected
himself as the "sleeper” element
of the display. His first-time-up
/material (his Civil War monolog
and "Fagli.icei” crooning that’s
been killing ’em in the niteries)

THE ELGIN HOUR
(Flood!)
With Robert Cummings, Dorothy

Gish, Janet Blair, Richard
jaeckel, Charles Dingle, Doro-
thy Sands, Frank Wilson, Paula
Trueman, ;

others; Bud Palmer,
announcer; Ralph Norman,
music

Producer: Herbert Brodki
Director: Dan Petrie.
Writers: Morton Wishengrad, Vir-

ginia Mazer ...

60 Mins.; Tues., 9:30 p.m. (alt. wks.)
ELGIN WATCH ?

ABC-TV, from New York
( Young & Rubicam

)

After a surrii of sustaining

dramatics under the title;. "Center

Stage,”
,
this Herb Brodkin-helmed

ABC-TV alternate weeker (to

"U.S. Steel Hour”) is back in the

commerciai ranks
' agar with El-

gin; bankrolling its first network

entry. Show has been an in-andr

outer insofar as its history -

cerned, with a "must” tag on it

per. the alternate-week agreement

with U. s; Steel- Motorola had it

for awhile,, but the ; pricetag was
too big; Because: Steel stayed on

during the summer, the show had
to stay sustaining, and Will have

to remain on; as long as Steel stays,

with ABC, be it commercial or not.

Web shouldn’t have too many
worries about this in the future,
however. If Elgin should: ever de-
cide to ankle—and there’s no ap-
parent' reason why it • should—the
web’s sales staff should have no
trouble finding a new backer.. Pro-
gram/ though not as eminently
"arty” as some other full-hour en-
tries,. nonetheless rests upon a.

broad commercial base, that should
produce solid rating results this
year as the entire

1 ABC schedule
comes into fuller public view. In
terms of stars and production val-
ues, “Elgi ” matches any show on
the air—in terms of scripts, it’s

somewhat less sophisticated, but
shows a more general outlook
that’s bound to help its rating
Status.

Initialler, "Flood!” Was a rather
superficial and. melodramatic
treatment of small-town, southern
snobbery, with Robert Cummings
as the proud and penniless aristo-
crat, Janet Blair as the "white
trash” waitress he’s married, Rich-
ard Jaeckel as her gangster broth-
er and Dorothy Gish as a friendly,
spinster newspaperwoman. Dual
conflict w;as over the town’s atti-
tude toward/ the marriage' and
Jaeckel’s shooting of a local police-
man, with a flood that threatens to
envelop the town unless Cum-
mings’ plantation absorbs it first,

is. used as the device that sets off

the action.
Morton Wishpngrad-Virginia Ma-

zer script leaned a little too much
on the artificial devices of the
flood and the use of Jaeckel’s pres-
ence and too little on the real con-
flict between Cummings arid Miss
Blair. Result was more melodrama
than a sharp delineation of a hu-
man problem. Brit taking "Flood!”
at face value, it was a solid meller
with plenty of mood and action.
Fred Stover’s dark setting of a
rundown plantation and a small-
town newspaper, along with a fine
levee scene, Imero Florentine's
lighting arid; special effects that
gave a feeling of the flood all con-
tributed to an aura of impending
tragedy.
Less can be said for the perform-

ances, however, and the chief rea-
son for this was the necessity for
the adoption of southern accents
by the east. . Cummings and Miss
Blair sounded so unnatural as to
be a little, ludicrous at times, even
conceding a ’‘•‘temporary suspen-
sion of disbelief” on the part of
the audience. Miss Blair, got across
her dramatic moments strongly,
though; Cummings :,was less: imr
pressive. Jaeckel scored strongly,
with his impression of wild and
unbridled youth; and Miss Gish
was appealing as the. old newspap-
erwoman. Supporting cast was
good, with Dorothy . Sands' especial-
ly fine in a couple of mad scenes
as the local harbinger of doom.

Chart.

was surefire, and perfected. Yet
overall he showed a refreshing,
new coiriedic flair, with, a warm
and likeable personality, that gave
the show a definite plus value. It

certainly bodes well for his tv
future.
Liebman ’s overall production

had style and taste. The introduc-
tory ballet rehearsal, scene was
done with charm and individuality
and permitted for some dramatic
staging. Again the Jack Russell
rehearsal of a choral group (in a
slick classroom motif) could only
have been

:
done by a master with

tv know-how.
But that "Mississippi Mud”

should’ have been the closer.

Rose.

TEXACO STAR THEATRE
With Donald O’Connor, Sidney

Miller, others; guests; Mitzi
Gaynor, Jimmy Durante; musical
director, Walter Scharf; chore-

:
pgrajpher, Louis Da Pron

Producer-Director: O’Connor
Writer-Director: Miller _/

Writers:. Hal Finiberg,. Eddie Max-
well

30 Mins,, Sat., 9:30 p.m.
TEXAS CO.
NBC-TV, from H’wood. (film):

(Kudner.)

Jiriiniy. Durante ushered i the

new "Texaco Star /Theatre” with

O’Connor as his guest and the lat-

ter had the'Sehnoz for liis kickoff

on Saturday (9). This is riot neces-

sarily based on mutual admiration,

which conceivably ‘ and surely

should be strong, but on tfie fact
that the old veteran and the young
veteran are alternating On' the se-
ries.. To bill. Durante as a jguest
arid then have him on only once
for a couple of. fleeting rtiinutes as
riiore . of a "hello”-mari than per-
former/ must surely have offended
hordes of viewers. It was about
as close to fakery in the billing,

considering the auspices, as tele-

vision has had, and. no credit to the
• masterminds responsible for the
show IWhether it’s O’Connor as
producer-director or the Kudner
ad agency’s factotums.

Q’Connor’s preem was snappy
when hung on a clef and choreo,
lagging only when he and pard
Sidney Miller (latter credited as
co-director and co-writer) Were
confronted- with a so-called story
line from which to vault into the.

musical, idea/ Fact, that show Z
filmed may hurt a bit; although
the processing cannot be faulted
in any large particular. What was
.conspicuously missing was the.

mating, since O’Connor's mobile
pipings arid those of guestar Mitzi
Gaynor were disembodied. There
have been better prerecording ef-

forts, and by O’Connor himself.

“The Songwriters” leitmotif
(O’Connor & Miller) on this outing,
is beginning to -pale as a reference
frame for: the ensuing playouts.
The tiripanalley eccentrics can be
sent to the trough too often, though
Obviously the payoff can: come
when the scripting i^. less frantic
in trying to achieve an effect,

O’Connor is one of the liveliest bfN

film and tv personalities, and when
he’s singing, and prancing, he’s on
the mountain top. His impressions
—as sprung from the duo’s, song"
smithing adventures— have zing
and zip; as particularized in the
Perry Como arid Liberace seg-
ments (the latter done with an
elongated candle).
Miss Gayrior’s handling of

"Sorriebody Loves Me,” in two con-
trasting styles and dialects, was
of a high order. And when she and
O’Connor rode herd on the 3-D
song - and - dancery, traipsing all

over: the studio, especially and in-

cluding an elevated platform—In-.

terlarding the*, sequence with hick
and slick and hoedOwn elements—
they built the stanza to a sizzling

conclusion with Walter Scharf’s

baton and Louis Da Pron’s chore-
ography in notable assists. O’Con-
nor also contributed a "What’s the
Story” terp arid vocal that had wal-
lop. But since the half-hour will

apparently not be exclusively mu-
sical, granting its heavy accent on
the same,/ it becomes a case of

"watch the story.” Trait.

DINAH SHORE SHOW
With The Skylarks, Harry Zimmer-
man Orch; Art Bakery announcer

Producer-Director: Robert Banner
15 Mins.; Tues., Thurs., 7:30 p.m.
CHEVROLET DEALERS
NBC-TV, from Hollywood

(Cainpbell-Ewald)'

Ever since this show hit the tv

screen about three years ago, it

has been a model musical session.

It’s fast-moving
,
but easy-going, it’s

well - accoutred with production
Jtrappings without being preten-
tious and, most important of all,

this show has a warrii personality
in Dinah Shore,
, There’s been ho tampering with
the format of this program. It still

accents Miss Shore’s vocalizing by
keeping the gab dowri to the mini-
mum essentials. For this year’s se-

ries, Miss Shore is getting able
backing from The Skylarks, a vocal,
ensemble comprising four men and
a thrush,- and Harry Zimmerman’s
baton.

On' last Thursday’s show (7), the
quarter-hour stanza was neatly
framed around an autumnal theme,
The current hif ,

"! Need You Now,”
was Miss Shore's opener and
segued into the oldie, "Indian Sum-
mer.” The Skylarks : contributed
one swinging tune, "I’ll Be Over
Tonight” and Miss Shore closed
with the ballad, "If 1 Give My
Hpart To You,” for a nicely rounded
repertoire.

Miss Shore also throws in her
usual song plug for Chevrolet, but
it’s okay for- brevity. Herni.

TREASURY MEN IN ACTION
With Waite? Greaza, Frances Raf-

ferty, Joel Smith, Willis Bou-
chet, Skip Homeier, Hope
Landori

Producer: Everett Rosenthal
Director: Gerald Mayer
Writers: Alvin Boretz, Robert.

Sloane, Len •Heideman
30 Mins., Thurs., 8:30 p.m.
CHEVROLET -

ABC-TV from N.Y. (film)

( Campbell-Ewald )

"Treasury Men in Action,” unr
1 til recently done live, is now on
film and on another network. Ap-
parently, the producers of this
opus ...figured that residuals are
more desirable than ratings. New
sponsored by Chevrolet, this pro-
gram, is essentially the same with
Walter "Greaza still, heading the . de-
tail looking into the cases, pur-
ported. to be from, the files of the
Secret Service.

Filming the show, of course, has
made possible more, outdoor action
but it's

.
virtually the same show,

quality being neither, diminished
nor increased by slotting if;on film,
that is if the initial layout is a
criterion;
'First layout, "The Case of the.

Lonely People,” happens to be a
good yarn with good writing in
spots for a layout of this kind:
Alvin Boretz has written a story,

that, allows for heart interest’ as
well as criminal pursuits. Story
evolves aborit a disabled veteran
tricked into chauffering a femme
who cases forged Government
checks.
The. supporting cast comprising

Frances Rafferty, Joel Smith, Wil-
lis; Borichet; Skip Homeier and
Hope. Landon give informally good
accounts: of themselves. Photogra-
phy is good arid the pacing of the
initial show is fast. Commercials
are well delivered. Jose.

THE AMERICAN BUSINESS
OUTLOOK

With William Mennen Jr., modera-
tor; Undersecretary of Commerce
Walter Williams, Richard Wad-
del,; John Landis, others

30 Mins., Sun. (3)> 5:30 p.m.
MENNEN CO.

’

WTOP-TV, Washington
(Kenyon & Eckhardt)

It is impossible to measure this
unique public service show by any
ordinary yardstick. First of a se-

ries of nationwide forums designed
to. highlight the 75th anniversary
of the Mennen soap and toiletries

company, show is significant large-,
ly as a trail blazer in the field of
institutional tv. It inay w

(

ell set a
pattern for other industrial groups
who prefer to accent the public
service and information type of
presentation rather than the enter-
tainment extravaganza chosen by
Ford and General Foods.
From a production point of View,

the show was slow, ponderous, and
far too weighty for the average
listener. Its initial error was in the
size of its panel—10 men of wis-
dom and success plus company v.p.

William Mennen Jr. Each of the
panel members, including the three
"keynote” panelists, was a man of
stature in his own field, and, more
importantly, an exec of a company
that had seen its 75th birthday.
The .basic idea, to show living ex-
amples of the success of the Amer-
ican system of free enterprise and
to play up opportunities for the
future, is a. sound one. Practically
speaking, however, the physical
limitations of a half-hour show
made it impossible for each of 11
men to have his say in a natural,
unhurried manner. ,

Initial show, nevertheless, had a
certain impressiveness, in the mere
array of big business figures, in
the consistent picture of optimism
expressed by each panel member,
and in the accent on the new in-
dustrial techniques of the future;
Even more importantly, it intro-
duced to the medium a man ob-
viously made for iv, handsome, ar-
ticulate Bill Mennen Jr., who1 looks
more like the answer to a earner-
man’s prayer than one of the coun-
try’s business tycoons. Mennen,
whose prepared; questions were
tossed off in a natural manner, giv-
ing the impression of spontaneity,
was show’s greatest factor. Jf fu-
ture installments of the series will
cut the panel down to a practical
size—say, four members—arid build
up Mennen’s question chores, it

would loom as a concrete contribu-
tion to the forum field.

Distribution format for series is,

in itself, a precedent breaker. Men-
nen will travel to different parts
of the country, including New Eng-
land, the Middle West, the South,
New York City, and possibly the
West Coast, bringing his televised
message of hope for the future of
the free economic system. In each
area he will , bring to the screen
.representative examples of the
area’s industrial leaders to accent
his message and expand, on it. The
75-year theme will be carried out
throughout the series: Present plan
is to

,

publish all the shows In the
form' of a booklet Plot.

BACKGROUND
With Joseph C. Harsch, Bob
McCormick

Producer: Tedl Mills
Managing editor: Reuven Frank
Director: John Goetz
Film supervisor: Jean Lenauer
Film editor; Constantine S. Gochis
30 Mins., Sun., 5:30 p.m.
Sustaining
NBC-TV, from New York
"Background,” NBC-TV’s first

syccessful attempt at a "news-i

depth” series, loved into its per-

manent Sunday afternoon slot over
the weekend after a socko: four-

week trial run during the, summer.
As is. probably inevitable in

ries of this type, the show finally

hit
.
a clinker. It’s too bad this oc-

curred on the preem, and it’s to be
hoped it’s not indicative of what’s
to come.

Opener was a study, of the re-
surgence of Germany in light of
the recently-iconcluded nine-power
agreement to rearm Germany. This
"Background” effort was

;
designed

to show some of. the reasons for
the country's strong comeback, and
also to point up the German desire
for a reunified Germany embrac-
ing both East and . West Zones.
NBC reporter Bob McCormick cov-
ered the story out of Hamburg.
Weakness of the show lay in the

fact that, it was a. case of fitting

the story/to suit the headline, that
is, entering into the project with
a preconceived notion of~ what
"Background” wanted to. prove and
then editirig the footage to tie in
with that premise. Show got off .on
the wrong foot immediately by bat-
tling windmills. People of the
West Zone, it was stated, yearn for
reunification. This is faiiiy obvf?
ous, yet chief analyst Joseph C.
Harsch. kept insisting/ as . if to jus.-

.tify the program’s thesis/ that the
U S., and the western powers had
overlooked .this yearning.

.
Thus sticking its neck into its

.homemade noose, the ' show went
about serving up the, proof of its

pudding by showing the head of
Hamburg’s port, a banker, an im
dustrialist, a worker, a churchman
and a politician, all of whom want-
ed unification. It’s noteworthy
that the politician was a key So-
cialist, the opposition party in the
Bonn, government, and* that no
inember of the in-power Christian
Democrats was interviewed. Unifi-
cation is the Socialist platform, but
what .about the program of the
CDU; which though also yearning
for reunification is . operating un-
der the realization of the current
impossibility of reunification arid

is building in another direction?
Obviously, it’s impossible to cap-

ture national sentiment in a half-
hour of film clips, shot in one city,

but this attempt looked like a de-
liberate stacking of the cards.
What’s, puzzling about, the entire,

show is the fact that it was at-

tempting to prove something that’s
self-evident—the tipoff lay in the
'banker’s comment: "How would
you feel if the U.S. were divided,

in two at the Mississippi, with the
Japanese occupying the western
half and the British, French and
Canadians occupying the eastern
half?” On the Monday-morning-
ouarterbacking side, mightn’t the
German reaction toward rearma-
ment arid the potential renaissance
of German militarism have been a
more pointed topic?

The freedoms of interpretative
reportings—and that essentially is

what "Background” comprises

—

also' involve responsibilities, the
main one of which is to concen-
trate on really significant aspects

of the news. There’s always the
temptation to chase merrily off at

least this one time, "Background”
appears to have succumbed to that

temptation. In the long run; it

pays off to allow the story to make
the headline instead Of the head-
line making the story. Chan.

THE ROMPER ROOM
With Roseinary Rapp
Producer: Bert Clastef
Director: Chuck Parker
55 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 11 a.m.

Participating

.

WGN-TV, Chicago
Per the title, this is another

video package in pursuit of the
small fry patronage; practically
every gadget ever conceived for
the tottler. derby is incorporated
herewith. While carefully enough
assembled and nicely helmed by
Rosemiary Rapp the big question
is whether the pre-schoolers’ gray
matter can sponge up all the ma-
terial tossed at them during the
program's 55-minute daily stint.

There were no bets overlooked
on the segment caught (6). Pat-
terned after a legit . kindergarten
setup with some "Video embellish-
ments thrown in, trie format has
six ,

visiting tykes arid Miss Rapp
reading letters, playing games,
singirig arid telling picture stories;

As an added attraction there was
a film short yhose educational
value was nil. ' Dave.
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THE MAIL STORY
With Herb Nelson, Mary Alice

Moore, Wesley Addy, Leslie Bar-
rett, Tom Gorman, Jerry Eskow,
Matt (Crowley, Richard Garth,
J. Du Frayne

Writers; Max Ehrlich, Paul Monash
Producer: Robert L. Shayon
Director: John Peyser. .

30 Mins.; Thurs., 8 p.m.

.

Sustaining:
ABC-TV, from New York
A Bernard J. Prockter package,

“The Mail Stpziy” preemed on ABC-
TV Thurs. (7) with an initial in-

stallment that.. augurs well for this,

documentary, series on cases taken
from files of the Post Office Dept.
Work of postal inspectors for one
reason of another seems to have
been neglected by the melodrama
mill and this fresh material doubt-
lessly Will provide fascinating view?.

,
ing in the future if the dramatisa-
tions are reasonably well done.

Kickoff concerned . an Atlanta
physi ian whose peace of mind and
practice were being shattered by a

mentally disturbed former patient;

His .methods embraced the; use of

threatening postcards and phone
calls to harass! the doctor. While
the victim’s reactions to the harass-

ment.were too exaggerated to pro-

duce a genuine, touch of realism
for the viewer, nevertheless the
painstaking techniques employed
by postal inspectors to trace their

man made for a wealth of suspense
and interest.

. Wesley Addy tended to overplay
the role of

,
the tormented physi-

cian.. However, Herb Nelson scored
nicely as the relentless inspector
who gets his . man; Mary Alice
Moore was suitably sympathetic as

the doc’s wife, and Richard Garth.
Was irritatingly effective, as the
poison, penner. Other supporting
players were adequate.
Producer- Robert L. Shayon

wrapped the Max Ehrlich-Paul
Monish script with okay, physical
values arid John Peyser’s direction
moved the yarn along at a crisp

pace after; the preliminaries were
established. Although minus a

sponsor, “Mail Story’’ shouldn’t
have too much difficulty in latch-!

irig onto one soon. It’s curious,
however, why ABCtTV follows this

documentary on the -postal service
with the similarly formatted half-

hour “Treasury: Men in Action.’’

Maybe the net goes along with the
theory that good things go in pairs.

Gtlh.

ON CAMERA
(The -Error of Our Ways)
With Frank Peddie, Marjorie

Leete, Deborah Turnbull, Hugh
Webster, Thorn Arngrim, James
Annand

Producer: Murray Chercover
Writer: Foggy McKenzie
30 Mins., Sat., 9.-p.in.

PROCTER & GAMBLE
CBC-TV, from Toronto

(F. H. Hayhurst & Co. Ltd.)

Live drama with 'Canadian slant

is scheduled for the 39-wefek "Qn
Camera’’ series, little more than a

continuation of a previous video
live drama series Called “Playbill''

oh the Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. web. “Playbill,” at a diffei'ent

time, was sustaining.

. Opener,-* ‘The Error of . Our
Ways,” was an okay play set in ait

isolated fishing village in British
Columbia where an old fanatic who
had practically assumed the role

of religious leader and driven his

family close to madness in regret
of an old error vehemently resents
the replacement of the usual visit-

ing parson by a young pastor.

Crabby old Fergus’ intentions to

marry his daughter to an unwanted
suitor are foiled by the new
clergyman who aids Fergus’

.
wife

and daughter in the young gal’s

'escape.
Top thesping goes , to Deborah

Turnbull who. turned in a smooth,
convincing performance as the
daughter Meg. The. part was thin
but she chewed; all the meat it had
with strong . teeth. Frank Feddie,
longtime w.k, CBC radio actor,

overdid; the part of Fergus but only:
slightly for the role had to be
hammed to a certain degree to

make it believable. Adequate sup-
port came, from Marjorie Leete as
the beset wife, of Fergus, Hugh
-Webster in a nasty' part as, the
suitor, Thorn Arngrim on the weak
side as the young minister, and the
brief appearance of the1 captain of
* ship by James Annand.
“On Camera” is wisely scheduled

for Saturdays, a day overloaded
with sports on CBC-TV. Announced
titles of upcoming plays in the
series show no comedy whatever
and a heavy tendency to suspen-
sers. This is probably the result
of CBC drama producers deciding
to stay exclusively with Canadian
Writers who have previously
written little brilliant comedy and
Canadian actors who. do not include
able comedians. CBC has aired
some socko satire, however, and
“On Camera” would be enhanced
by the use of ohe or two shows of
that type, even if it meant rehash-
ing used radio scripts. Gorm. •
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-THE NAME’S 'THE .SAME
With Joan Alexander, Bess Myer-

son, Gene Rayburn, Arnold
Stang; Dennis James* emcee.

Producers: Mark Goodson & Bill

Todman
s . .

Director: Jerome Schnur
30 Mins.> Mon., 7:30 p.m.
RALSTON PURINA
ABC-TV, from New York

(Guild, Bascopi. & Bonfigli)

Everything’s the same about

“The Name’s the Same” this . sea-

son except, for a few personnel

changes.. Dennis James has taken

over the moderator’s chair, which

once belonged to Robert Q. Lewis,

arid Gene Rayburn' and; Arnold
Stang have joined distaffers Bess
Myerson and Joan Alexander' on
the panel;. Mark Goodson and Bill

Todman set Rayburn and Stang
as panelists .

late last season and
they look, to wind up . as regulars
on the show, •

It’s a pat format, that the G&T
combine have conceived for this

panel-quizzer but the ingredients
of celeb monickers plus a bright
panel generally add up to some
tele fun. Initial gimmick of hav-
ing, a John and/or Jane Doe with
a famous, name for the panelists
to play with: is a laugh-provoking

.start, so it’s up to. Misses Myerson
and Alexander and Messrs.' Ray-
burn and Stang to carry- the ball

from there. On the preem show
Monday ( 11 they displayed only
a flickering' wit in toying vytih

such, monickers as Christopher
Cqlumbus. A! Hio anl Dennis
James, the emcee’s son. They
managed to pull some laughs out
of A. Hip, but most of it belonged
to the innuendo groove that
doesn’t belong on tv.

Format of the prize-giving Calls

for the panelists to shell out
checks, on the basis of the number
of questions asked, to the person
they've third-degreed.
Show also has the inevitable

guest celebrity. Opening stanza’s
star was Fernando Lamas and the
panel' was asked to guess what he
had learned. It seems that the
screen star, who hails from Argen-
tina and is married to Arlene Dahl,
had learned "that American
women are glamourous;” Panel
played it straight and came up
with the right answer. The guestar
is allowed to pick up a check for
his favorite charity whether he's
working or not. Gros,

IT’S GOOD TASTE
With Amy Vanderbilt
5 Mins.: Mon. (4), 12:25 p.m.
GRENNAN'S CAKES
WCCO-TV, Minneapolis
The Vanderbilt name - iii itself

seems calculated to attract femme
dialers for these syndicated briefie

authoritative discussions on eti-

quette, heard at different times in

different cities. And the society
leader, handling herself well be-
fore the camera, should do a good
saies job for the sponsor.

, Mrs. Vanderbilt is distinguished
looking and apparently to the man-
ner born unbends sufficiently be-
fore the lenses and possesses an
effective if rather metallic speaking
voice. She has poise, ease, and
enough charm and her enunciation
leaves nothing to be desired. How-
ever, there’s an impression of hur-
riedness to her spieling—her ef-

forts would gain by less rapid de-
livery. Also, a script with more
simple sentence, construction and
fewer multi-syllable words would
give desirable spontaneity to her
utterances and make them seem
more natural and extemporaneous-
ly conversational than memorized.

But, on the whole; this stacks up
as a clever commercial conceit
from the standpoint of utilizing
such a socially prominent person
to sell food items via instruction
in; etiquette. Introduced as “Amer-
ica’s foremost authority on gra-
cious looking,” Mi's. Vanderbilt
must impress the average house-
wife, dialer at whom the show is

aimed.
In between her short lecture on

the part that ceremony plays itt

weddings and the tips which she
gave to prospective

. brides, there
were Scattered several: very short
film clips; the one showing a family
conference regarding a forthcom-
ing wedding and other a bride and
her mother putting their heads to-
gether. These clips provided an
added fillip and lent variety and
additional interest to the proceed-
ings.

Mrs. Vanderbilt wound up by
answering questions on etiquette
submitted by members of her audi-
ences. On this occasion there were
two—-one as to what "high tea” is

and the other regarding the pro-*

priety of pipe smoking at social
functions.

,

Commercials don’t consume too
much of the five minutes and are
well devised. Mrs, Vanderbilt even
joined in one and qualified as an
<^Hay saleswoman, R^es.

ADVENTURES OF OZZIE &
> HARRIET
(The Wedding. Anniversary)

.

'.

With Ozzie, Harriet, David & Ricky
Nelson/'

D

1on DeFore, others
Producer-director: Ozzie Nelson
Writers: Nelson, Dick Bensfield,

Perry Grant
30 Mins., Fri. (8), 8 p.m.
HOTPOINT
ABC-TV, from Hollywood

(Maxon)
It’s hot difficult to grasp the ap-

peal of the Ozzie Nelson menage
on tv. In the first place, physically
ahd esthetically, they’re a; hand-
some, wholesome family. More-
over, their programs are built on
natural;, bonafide situations. The
joshing, that goes on may be mild;
but it’s real and. tr

,
flowing,

smbothly out of these natural in-
cidents. The acting is underplayed,
rather than' raucous/ there are. no
caricatures. The airer leaves a nice
.taste.

Last Friday
.
night ( 8V- the Nelsons

were back for: their third year in
ABC-TV., It was also, in reality,

;the ,19th .wedding anni of Ozzie and
Harriet (Hilliard). What more
natural than to use the anni as
topic for the tv program? And
what more typical

,
than the Honest

instead of . hoked-up approach to
the event?

Ozzie, of course, wanted to spend
the evening but, celebrating the
anni. But l/byear-old Ricky was
troubled; fie was having a party
that night. The Nelsons pere, and
mere, felt they had to he home to
oversee, to chaperone. Several
neighbors were of the same mind;
they wouldn’t let their daughters
attend unless the elder Nelsons,
stayed at home. So Ozzie and Har-
iet dutifully stayed home, out of
the way, upstairs, till curiosity
about the doings downstairs
brought them out-r-to discover it

was all a plot, .with the neighbors
and friends gathered in to wish
them well on their anniversary.
Surprise twist may not have been
too novel,' but the program- had a
lot of pleasant, honest quality to it.,

Bron.

DING DONG SCHOOL
With Dr. Frances Horwich, Helen

Morton, organist
Producer: Dr. Horwich..
Director: Len Salvo Jr;

30 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 9 a.m.,

CST
GENERAL MILLS, GERBER
FOODS, INTERNATIONAL
SHOE; WANDER

NBC-TV, from Chicago
( fatham-Laird, D’Arci/1

“Ding Dong School,” entering its

third semester, shows no Signs of
losing its appeal for the nursery,
set; Masking a psychologically hep
understanding of the moppet men-
tality, Dir. Frances Horwich con-
tinues to weave a spell over the
kids and their appreciative Moms
with her ingratiatingly intimate
talkfests and demonstrations.
While the tots may not be aware

of it, they soak up a lot of informa-
tion about the world about them,
in terms of object identification

and vocabulary as Dr. Horwich,
as on the school visited (6), par-
layed simple little games involv-
ing a garage, a bridge and a dog-
house. It must be a real treat for
the conscientious mothers as they
watch her cleverly work in little

bits of significant information as
she talks directly to the kiddies.
Only possible flaw for the per-
nickety is Dr. "Horwich’s direct
product pitch to the tykes on be-
half of the sponsor-. Her break-
down of the OValtine sales . copy
into words the pre-schoolers could
dig, seemed incongruous in the
otherwise careful production, ...

Daily half-hour is sold in 15-
minute

,
slices with bankrolled

aboard: four. Dave.

FINDERS KEEPERS
With Fred Robbins, Peggy O’Hara
Producer: Allah Wallace
Director: Dick Sandwick
Writer: Eddie Lawrence
30 Mins.; Thurs.* 7:30 p.m.
COCA-COLA
WARD, N Y.

(Bilton St Rigyio)
“Finders Keepers” is another

giveaway without any particularly
outstanding qualities. Gimmick this
time is participants have to locate
a hidden certificate within a lim-
ited period of time. Paper is

stashed away, in some part of a liv-

ing room-kitchen set and contest-
ants are given, various clues as to

the location. Participants who find

the hidden certificates are awarded
prizes for their successful detective
work. Quality of gifts given out On
opening show, Thursday (.7) wasn’t
too exciting.

In some instances, contestants
gave the Impression they had ad-
vance knowledge of the hiding
places and were just stalling until

the. last possible moment. Home
viewers are also given an opportu-
nity to play the game.. Each week

(Continued on page 40)'
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CLIMAX!
(The Long Goodbye)
With Dick Powell, Teresa Wright,

Cesar Romero, Horace Mac-
Malion, Tom Drake; William
Lundigan, host.

.

Producer: iirct^ ine Windust
Director: Wm. H. Brown Jr,
Writer: E., Jack Neuman
60 Mins., Thurs!, 8:30 p.m.
CHRYSLER CORP.
CBS-TV, from H’wpod

( McCann-Erickson )

Having launched its. stormy
j

“Shower of Stars” headlining Betty
Grable,. Harry James and the re-

suscitated voice of Mario Lanza,
the Chrysler Corp. continued pn
with its Thursday representation
last week by entering .its “Climax!”
series, Which will three-for-one .it*

with, the musical hours as Coast-
based stanzas. Opener was a Ray-
mond Chandler story, “The Long
Gopdbye,” a whodunit Wallop in

its slick production.: inciiiding the
decor, ditto staging, ditto pace,
..ditto lensing and .?ditto cast, with.
DiCk Powell and. Teresa Wright as
the leads. ...

- '

It was an auspicious, start in
every department save, one, ...the

play, adapted by E. Jack Neuman;
In fact, so polished and. bright*were
these basic elements, without
which many a sound teleplay, has
suffered in the telling in countless !

instances, that they, could easily
have mesmerized some viewers into
the. not unprecedented trap of
regarding “The Long Goodbye.”
dramatically, on an equal plane
with the. purely production com-
ponents. But “Goodbye” was a long
way from home on the flirnsiness of
its structure, the complexities ol'

its narrative, and the. clumsiness
of its logic. There’s a limit,. v

;

should be, oh how far the imagina-.
tion is expected to. be stretched
even for

. uiysteriosos, with their
'pat setting up of clay pigeons,
ready, to be knocked off by any old
private eye of which Chandler’s
Philip Marlowe,' the sophisticated
he-man hunter, is not, of course,
typical.

While whodunit plots are not; ex-
pected- to be taken too seriously,
the Marlowe omniscience as rep-
resented in Powell’s playout was
much, too pat and' pompous except
perhaps for the “Howdy: Doody”
set, and the romantically enacted
murderess as repped by Miss
Wright was about as subtle in the
text as a Dusty Rhodes homer.
It looked like a crackerjack play
and the smart accoutrements gave
it the dolled-up aura of a million
bucks, but, despite its pretentions,
seemed rather like an overex-
tended half-hour exemplified in the
routine hocus-opuses.

Powell and Miss. Wright played it
to the- hilt, while' Cesar Romero,
as. a garnblezV i star co-billing,
was so-sO in the couple of brief
scenes allotted him for no special
reason other than his marquee
value since he’s long since shed
those authoritatively menacing
looks and gestures. Horace Mac-
Mahon was his veteran realistic
self in’ policeman’s part. Torn
Drake did right by his "disappear-:
ing act that looked like 'murder”
i*ole, with Romero covering up for
him on a dastardly deed while a
viewer kept asking himself, i*
terms of immediate logic, why the
gambler should; (with the uisual
threats) try to prevent Poweli from
proving his theory (not upheld in
the end) that Drake was murdered,
it having been clearly established
that Dicker- once' saved Romero's
life-.

That the "body” of Miss Wright’s
husband (murdered by her, it de-
veloped) should be . seen stealthily
ci’awling off the set to make way
for the closing action, was an un-
fortunate incident that could not,
except momentarily, impair the
overall values. In view of the high
production promise shown by the
baptismal effort in the mellcr
series, . there’s indication that
"Climax!’’- means to stake out a
large claim in the tv mines. But
it’s elementary, my dear W:

atson,
fhat the play is. still the thing, in
N. Y, Hollywood. Trau.

U-AUTO-BUY
With Lambert Bartak Trio, Melody
Maids

30 Mins.; Tues., 10:30 p.ni.
ROSEN NOVAK AUTO CO.
KMTV, Omaha

Well spotted to catch the late
viewers, this bright half-hour pro-
gram is one of the . best used-car
auto selling shows in these parts.
Old-fashioned, rapid-fire pitches
by Rosen Novak salesmen take up
nearly half of the 30-minute stints,

are entertaining —> and no doubt
sell plenty of buggies.
Entertainment is handled by

Lambert Bartak Trip, locals who
are. show biz Vets and good video
bets. Wendall Hall, who alternates
between organ, guitar ‘and bass is

especially a standout.
Melody Maids, girls quartet from

Council 'Bluffs, la;, just across the
Missouri River from Omaha,

,
are

okay in handling one number each
Trump.

HONESTLY CELESTE!
With Celeste Holm, Scott MoKayv

Geoffrey Lunib, Mary Finney,
Mike Kellin, Henry Jones

Producer-director: Joseph Scibetta
Writers: Larry Gelbart, Ilal Collins
30 Mins., Sun., 9:30 p.m.
BRISTOL-MYERS
CBS-TV, from New York

( Young & Rubiccnn)

There’s probably been mor
half-baked, hashed^bvef,: and .over-

done .comedy material hashed up
by the 5 industry’s writers and
comics in this fledgling season than
in any in past remembrance, but
the

'
grand prize’ foi' temerity . will

have to be awarded to the “crea-
tive” staff of CBS-TV’s.nc\v “Hon-
estly Celeste!” Imagine, preeming
a. . $1,500,000 investment, with

:
as

old a device as the suitcase switch,
and milking, tlie gag for a complete
half-hour..

If this is the kind of scripting
that’s going to go. .into, iutur
episodes about a hayseed hews-
papergal,. then .“Honestly Celeste!”
will merely, be another straggler
along

,
Bristol-Myers’ and: CBS’

Sunday-at-9:30 ."frustration icw.”
History of that time period and
B-M’s efforts to find a hot property
for it has been a~study in futility
(Alan’ .Young,' “Mail Behind th
Badge”), and the makeup of Ce-
lerte Holm’s Vehicle, isn’t going to
help.
Apart from the use of a tired old

device to sustain the comedy, th
general format:, doesn’t look too
promising. Miss Holm is cast as a
.journalism teacher from a Minne-
sota college who cpmes to N. Y. to
get, real experience in the trade,
banking on the. fact! that the editor
of the N.Y. Express, is an old
student pf her. fathev’s. Entire cast
is composed of .stock and trite

characters, with Geoffrey Lumb as
a pompous and excitable, editor;
Scott McKay,, the romantic interest,
as the the publisher’s son and star
reporter; Mary Finney Lumb’s
wry secretary; and Henry Jones.,
as the prissy obit editor.

Story line in the preem had Miss
Holm cinching a spot as a reporter
after starting in obits via the suit-
case mixup, with Miss Holm pick-
ing up a bag containing $400,000.
and belonging to a bank robber
who’s just finished a 10-year rap.
but kept the dough hidden all that
time. Gangster, played by Mike
Kellin, follows her to the office,
and filially she gets an exclusive
intei'view. Humor was tired and
lifeless in this episode, situation
was completely trite. About the
only laughs came from Keilin’s
characterizations and Miss Holm’s
offbeat personality as a naive but
brash newcomer.

It’s surprising that a yetei*an
like Joseph Scibetta would permit
such an obvioys mess of cliche to
take to the air, and that Miss Holm,
Who’s delicately skirted Video wait-
ing for the right vehicle, should
come • to the Conclusion, that this
was it. And equally surprising is

the fact that show-wise Young &
Rubicam would permit one of its

top clients to be drawn into such
a show. But that’s the .way it is.

Honestly, Celeste, you can do bet-
ter than that! Chan.

GUESS WHAT IT IS
With Hal Tunis, Marilyn Cantor,
Danny Scholl, Diane Herbert^
Maurice Dreicer, Guy Lebow

Director: Lee Davis
30 Mins., Sat., 11:30 a.m.
SHOWERMASTER
WABC-TV, N.Y,

(Tunis)

It’S admittedly difficult to come
up with some fresh ideas that are
'entertaining a/s well. The latest
panel show coming through"WABC-TV hardly fills the

-

bill.

“Guess' What It Is” is npt one of
the masterpieces of its kind, since
it doesn’t contain an idea

,
that is

basically sound, !nor a. sparkling
panel, that can be entertaining on
its own.
Hal Tunis, as conferencier, does

a fairly good job considering the
very Slim basis of the show, For-
mat has a silhouette shown on the
screen and a panel; comprising;
Marilyn Cantor, Danny Scholl,
Diane Herbert and. Maurice Drei-
cer attempt to guess the object. At
the preem show, it seemed that
the objects thi’own on the screen
were either too easy dr unfair. Guy
Lebow identified the objects off-
stage. The resultant gab Wasn’t too
sparkling. Pei’haps this layout
needs a. few shakedown shows, to

get started, but at this point, it’s

difficult to see how it could emerge
as effective adult entertainment.
Perhaps, it was meant for young-
sters since it follows a juve show,
but .it doesn’t, look like it could
hang on to the audience that
“Space Patrol” picks up!

Tunis delivers the commercials
for Shower Master and the selling

is not too convincing. At one point,

a phone number given out by
Tr.nis was different than the one
flashed on the Screen; There goes

a whole selling campaign shot to
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TV Advance; See 17 Stations in ’55

Washington,- Get. 12.

Despite, financial and program

problems, the educational televi-

pictutfe as a whole is “defi-

nitely good; the FGC was told

last week in a Comprehensive re--

port filed by the Joint Commit-

tee op Educational TV.

Considering the fact that only
20% of the commercial channel
assignments have been translated

into stations on the air and that
two-thirds of the channels reserved
for education ultra high,

JCET reported, “One cannot help
being impressed with the remark-
able progress made in a period of
only two years arid a .half.”

Since June of 1952, when the.

FCC reserved
.
242 channels for

education (10 . more channels were
later, added); the Committee ad-

vised, all cities Of 200,000 popular
tion with VHF educational chan-
nels have put stations on the air,

have started construction, or have
advanced their plans to the point
-where tftey. will soon be ready to

build.

“It is not unreasonable to pre-

dict,” the Committee said, “that

by early 1955 we will have 17 edu-
cational stations on the air with
their programs regularly avail-

able to about 25,000,000 people;
and

.
by the; end of 1955, about 30

such stations will be beaming
,
sig-

nals to areas with a population of

around 40,000,000 residing in 18
slates.”

So. far, JCET reported, educa-
tional tv has received at least

$25,000,000 in financial support.

Of this total, around $5,000,000
have been provided by state legis-

latures and other governmental
agencies, more than $2,000,000 by
school budgets; more than $3,500,-

000 by commercial broadcasters
(cash and equipment), nearly
$4,000,000 by other business inter-

ests, and mpre than $1Q,000,000 by
various foundations.

»

In addition) the Committee
noted; many contributions have
been made by religious, charitable
and public welfare organization, as
well as individual donors. As many
as 300,000. people in Chicago, it

pointed out, have given cash to
the Chicago Educational TV Assn.
Thousands of school children have
also contributed small amounts in

Boston, Pittsburgh, St. Louis, New
Orleans and Cincinnati.

Educational stations on the air,

of which there are 10, JCET re-

ported, are providing programs for
the schools and for the adult pub-
lic. The Educational Television and
Radio Center at Ann Arbor, Mich,
(established by the Ford Found-
ation ) ,

Committee said, is provid-
ing five hours of programming per
week to educational stations and
will increase its output as the need
arises.

While there are still “many hur-
dles” to overcome before nation-
wide educational tv can be
achieved, the Committee expressed
confidence that with continuing
faith, leadership * and support the
development “will, ultimately be-

come a reality to be enjoyed by all

the people.”

Undsberg’s Tinter
Hollywood, Oct. 12.

Klaus. Landsberg, KTLA’s head
man, won a sprint to chalk up an-
other “first” for his station last

Thursday, hosing out KNXT for
distinction of being the first L.A.
telestation to put on a local color-
cast. Landsberg hurriedly tossed
together a 90-minute tint show to
grab the “first” nod, -and it re-
portedly all happened because he
heard KNXT had skedded a color-
cast for Sunday (Oct. 9), planned a
heavy bally for it as the “first”

L.A. local tintcast.

Hectic race wai; won by Lands-
berg as he put together the slides
and a tint travelog for a demon-
stration before a meeting of Mo-
torola dealers, at the Statler hotel,
telecasting it to the public at the
same time.

Chicago, Oct, 12.

WGN Inc., fired the first shots

la st week in the biennial AFTRA
contract negotiationJr by filing

charges with the National Labor
Relations board charging the union
with unwillingness to bargain in
good faith. Chicago. -Tribune sta-
tion claims the talent guild re-
jected its bid to start talks Sept!
21 and 24 on the pacts which ex-
pire Nov. .15, thereby not allowing
“sufficient period of time for hon-
est negotiations.”

Petition points out that it took
four months to work out the con-
tracts in 1952 (at which time both
WGN and WLS were struck by
AFTRA) and that it’s the union
strategy to “force negotiations into
a short period of time prior to the
expiration of contracts” so that it’s

impossible to complete the bar-
gaining before the windup date.
WGN general manager Frank P.

Schrieber, however, has notified
AFTRA he'll meet with their. negOr
tiators, exec secretary Ray Jones
and attorney Sanford (Bud)
Wolff, today (Tues.) for the for-

mal opening of the bargaining.
CBS, ABC, and NBC reps are also
meeting with the union in a sepa-
rate joint session later today.
Talks with Indie WLS start to-

morrow (Wed.).

Only a Few Stations

Less for Bishop Sheen
Bishop Fulton J. Sheen returns

to DuMont as of Nov. 2 with only
about 20 fewer stations than last

season. The retrenchment in the
number of affiliates carrying hjl&.

“Life Is Worth Living” naif-hour

series is nowhere near as large as

first expected, and the network
hopes to pick up a few more sta-

tions before the Nov. 2 start.

The decrease from 167 stations

is believed the outcome , of dissatis-

faction expressed recently by bank-
rolling Admiral Corp.over quality

of kines oh the stanza. The Bishop,
until last Friday (8), would not
announce the date of his return
from summer hiatus. Belated de-

cision as to starting date was most
likely attributable to the station

hassle.

Saturation News

TV ‘Baby Sitter’

Continued from page 27

such ventures out of. gratitude for
having the little busy bees quietly
preoccupied for a half-hour: or so.

Considering the limited size of the
moppet audience, this indirect pitch
to the Moms who do the shopping
is admittedly quite constricted.

That’s why, with something like

13 hours a week given over to the
video pursuit Of the tottlers, there’s

some debate that the point of

diminishing returns is nigh and
that there’s -just just too much of

ai good thing. This total does not
include the plethora of the more
traditional type kid shows, which,
while angled toward a higher age
bracket do hold some’ interest for
the real young ’uns.

Tops currently in the diaper der-
by is WBKB with Angel Casey
holding forth a half-hour daily with
her “Playhouse” and Win Stracke
with his 25-minute afternoon kidlet

strip. Just added is Claude Rirch-
ner’s. Saturday ' morning “Scrub
Time” highjihks. Also new is

WGN-TV’s “Romper Room” where
Rosemary Rapp plays to the pre-

schoolers for 55 minutes each
morning. WNBQ, besides “Ding
.Dong,’* is; repped Saturday morn-
ing with Curley Bradley’s “Animal
Caretime.” WBBM-TV is in the
field Saturday, mornings, too, with
Dinny Bruce’s “What Do You
Want to Be” session for the kinder-
garten set.

Lux TV In Flux
Continued from page 27

Auto manufacturers are giving
the“high, wide and handsome” tv
treatment to their models in a coin
outlay that may mark a new high
in local bally. At the moment, the
competitive battle pits Chrysler
against General Motors as far as a
drive on WCBS-TV, N. Y., is. con-
cerned. Chrysler’s De Soto Divi-
ion is plotting an Oct. 20 teeoff
on spots spanning three weeks,
with plugs at various afternoon
and nighttime periods over the full

Week. The Dodge Division starts
same day and . goes eight weeks
with heavy concentration on 1

sta-
tion’s “Early Show” filmery across-
the-board plus “Saturday Show“
GM counters on Out. 24 with a

seven-day plugging route pitching
Chevrolet, and two days later puts
Pontiac before viewers in a 10-day
attack that embraces “Late Show,’*"
“Early Show/’ “Amos ’

’ Andy”
and other slots.

WATV TO TEE OFF ON

HALO VIDCASTS NOV. 8
WATV, Newark tele operation

that covers the metropolitan mar-

ket, and producer-agency exec Fer-

nando Pettinella have agreed on

Nov. 8 as the tentative starting

date for 32 hours weekly of Itald-

language videocasting. Among the
bankrolled reportedly lined up for
the unique-for-N.Y. telecasts ' are
Medaglia d’Oro and La Rosa. Other
advertisers, deeply entrenched in

Italian radio, are now mulling con-
tracts*

The Italo sked
,
WATV has

currently been fixed at 8 a.m. to

noon seven days a. week. Here-
tofore there has been but little

foreign language telecasting in

N.: Y, The programming will break
down about 60% live and 40%
film, according to the Pettinella
office, and looks to be chiefly for
the senora. That same source said
that within two years the

.
gross in

Italo video in N. Y. will reach
$ 1 ,000 ,000.

Continued front pace 28

what with news already slated
weeknights five minutes before
the hour and the half-hour. There’s
simply no more room on the sched-
ule for news.
But another of the net’s theories—that news is .the best vehicle with

which to reach television homes—
also appears justified by the rating
study. Nielsen data indicates that
the weekend package reaches a
total of 9,889,000 homes, of which
4,168,000 or 42% are television
homes. Since with a rapidly in-

creasing television saturation situ-

ation and a declining radio-only
homes figure, it’s radio’s object to
get into the television home; 'web
is fairly well satisfied that it’s

found at least one formula. Study
also finds that the package is hit-

ting a high percentage of urban
homes, with 55% of the homes lis-

tening to the show located in
“A 4c B” counties, or counties with
populations of 100,000 or over.

Rating studies don’t take auto-
mobile radios into account (since

Nielsen doesn’t include Car radios),

but the web figures a high percent-
age of the 29,000;000 car radios,

since traffic, is heavier on week-
ends. It’s also known that the pro-
portion of auto-equipped cars is

heavier among television owners
than radio-only families, with the
conclusion by the web’s researchers
that about half the total audience
(in-home and out-of-home) for the
broadcasts come from tv homes.

Edison Act
Continued from page 28

is principally involved with NBC
as executive producer of the Mon-
day night series of one-a-month
spectaculars, he’s had little time
for the Lux project and is staying
on only at JWT’s Insistence be-

cause of his longtime helming of
qualitative live dramas on the
Philco-Goodyear Playhouse.

)

Coe hasn’t been mincing words
to JWT as to what he thinks of

the “Lux Video” story properties,
having nixed every availability

thus far. Apparently the Para-,

mount link for acquisition of film

properties, has meant little or
nothing in terms of marquee val-

ues, with the exception of the “To
Each His Own” initialer. As result,

Lux is now going in for originals,

but recognizes that any top writer
worth his salt berthed on the Coast
is writing for films, not tv.

Consequently, there’s a possi-

bility that the show will be shifted

east. As an- alternative, the pro-
posal’s been made to bring in a
reasonable facsimile of a Darryl
Zanuck or David Selznick to pro-

duce arid thus “throw the book,”

at the tv audience in terms of top-
flight names. .Thus far, however,
nothing’s been: resolved.

Young & Rubicam ad agency has
led Life into its first major spot
campaign on three New York tv
stations, WCBS, WABC and WNBT
(latter becomes WRCA-TV at mid-
night of Oct. 17 in a Cinderella
switch). Publication is using ani-

mated pix in a 13-week drive em-
bracing 10-secortd and 20-second
plugs.

.

It’s reportedly the largest and
longest outlay for a mag in
local tv.

Gertrude Berg Set

For Berle, Elgin Lead
Her own stanza ending after Oct.

19, Gertrude Berg reenters the tv
lists a few weeks later with the
first of her guest shots.

After Rybutol (Vitamin Corp. of

America) ankles “The Goldbergs”
next week, Mrs. Berg will first re-

sume her virtual member-of-the-
family Status with Milton Berle,
when she does a guest shot on his

NBC-TV showcase on Nov. 16; That
Berle should be her first video
host is an offbeat slant* because
“The Goldbergs” via DuMont is

currently in d i r 8 c t Competition
with his stanza. On Nov* 30 she
does the. starring role in the ABC-
Elgin Hour, “Hearts and Palms.”

hours earlier, “You Are There,”

backed by Electric Companies, will

showcase the famed inventor.

Not to be outdone, but neces-
sarily a day later (18) will be West-
inghouse’s “Studio One” (CBS-T.V
again) making with “The Boy Who
Changed the World,” with 12-year-
oid Michael Allen portraying the
Wizard of Menlo Park when he was
a wee one. Ruth Hussey and John
Beal will enact Edison’s parents,
and story is by Joseph . Schrank.
(Show will be its first in color.)

GE will work in another incan-
descent lick next Thursday (21)

when Jane Froman’s CBS-TV show,
sponsored by the electrical outfit,

will be set in appropriate decor to

pipe up with such Froman items
as “Diamonds Are a Girl’s Best
Friend,” “The Old Lamplighter,”
“Make a Miracle” and "I Believe.”
NBC-TV will

.
get in on the act

with less ambitious works. Jack
Lescoulie, the handyandy of the
Dave. Garroway-emceed “Today,”
is due in Detroit on the 21st to
gather some Edison-slanted mater
rial connected with the Light Jubi-
lee.

Incidentally, the Jubilee Com-
mittee, whose sponsorship is just
short of a mile long, has given the
greenlight for 10-second identifica-
tions—sUch as by local power and
light companies or large electric
manufacturers—during the middle
break of programs on the four
webs. It’s figured that since the
Selznick pageant is from 9 to 11

p m. the middle period will fall

somewhere between 9:50 and 10:10.

Major league baseball as a net-

work teleeasting item Jtas paid off

.

handsomely in ratings and business

for ABC-TV, the only web which
has been in the field thus far. Web
recently wound its second year of
“Game of the Week” telecasts on
Saturdays for Falstaff JBeer-ahd on

co-op loop for affiliates not
blacked out by major league re*
strictions. Results were a 29.6 Sep*

,

ember Nielsen average for the twd
games telecast in the rating period*
along with an expanded station
ineup of nearly 100 outlets.

That Nielsen, covering only the
areas in which the games were car?
ried (they’re blacked but of major
eague cities under the clubowner
agreements set by ABC) projected
the games into a 14th-place nation-
al ranking; On the business side,

the games netted the web some
pretty coin, both from the Falstaff
business in midwestern and Coast
markets, and from the co-op. ciia
garnered from stations, which paid
out a sum equivalent to 100% of
heir network Class A hour rate
for each contest. At last count,
there were, 37 outlets carrying the^
games on the co-op basis.

In terms of local sponsorship,
the games attracted some blue-chip
national and regional bankrolled
to the station rolls, among them
Blatz, Schlitz, Utica Club* Pfeiffer
and West End breweries; Coca*
Cola, Pepsi-Cola, SeVen-Up .and
Dr. Pepper in the soft drink field;

Chevrolet and Pontiac dealers, Gil-
lette and others. Games aired in?
eluded Cleveland, Philadelphia,
Baltimore, New York, Chicago,
and Detroit games in the American
League; and Dodger and Giant
games in the National.

Can’t Wash Show Biz
«-

ssssss. Continued from page 29

J. Carroll a bank executive to the

ghostly business of Anne Jeffreys
and Robert Sterling in “Topper,”
William Bendix a working stiff in
“Life of Riley” and Eve Arden a
schoolmarm in “Our Miss Brooks.”
Saturday—Imogene Coca is a

nitery performer; Mickey Rooney a
broadcasting page with thespian
aspirations in the Rooney-“Hey
Mulligan” show, but:

Jackie Gleason chauffeurs a bus,
Barry Nelson is a businessman (?)

to favorite spouse . Joan Caulfield
in “My Favorite Husband,” Alan
Buiice has some sorta office

,
job in

“Ethel & Albert (she’s Peggy
Lynch), June Havoc is a lawyer in
“Willy,” Eddie Mayehoff an ex-
football star (“Go-Go-Go”) In

“That’s My Boy,” Peter Lawford
arid Marcia Henderson are fourth
estaters in “Dear Phoebe.”
Sunday-r-Another bad night for

show bizzers-within-a-show; Rogers
is a cowboy ranger, Ann Sothern
a “Private Secretary” every fort-

night. Wally Cox a science teach
er, Robert Young an insurance
drummer. Jack Benny—a>miser.

Hartford
V

Continued from page 29.

tiori. Both WTIC, local 50,000-
watter, and the Hartford Telecast-
ing Co. are engaged in a bitter
fight for the channel.

President Julian Gross of
WKNB-TV says that the addition
of the VHF station would; create
confusion in this area. Claims that
more than 230,000 conversions to
UHF have been made and that the
UHF stations can provide a satis-

factory service to the areas!!

"This area has been developed as
a UHF area,” he said. “We did the
pioneering and if a VHF station

comes in, it will upset the job that,

has been done.”
Gross said that most viewers had

become accustomed to tuning UHF
exclusively. He did not mention
that WNHC-TV of New Haven,
Connecticut's pioneer tv fetation,

comes into Hartford area; with a
strong signal.

Continued Gross, “We are not
trying to squeeze the Travelers
(owners of WTIC) or Hartford Tel-
ecasting out of the picture. We’re
perfectly willing to see another
station in the area, provided it is

of UHF variety. We would like te

see Channel 24 given the commer-
cial classification instead of Chan-
nel 3,”

He also said that the VHF outlet

would be better as fen educational
channel for the Connecticut State

Board of Education since all state

programs could be centralized

there instead of in UHF educa-
tional channels.

Ed. Lamb
Continued from page 29

not to testify against Lamb, Brown
had characterized her testimony as

being “a figment of the imagina-
tion.”

,

. Underwood testified he ran into

Mrs. Natvig at the Harrington Ho-
tel, gave her the “onceover," found
her “interested," gave heir “a

Wink,” and ended up with taking

her to the Lotus night club. Dur-
ing their conversation, he said, he
“joshed” with her as to where She
might be from and guessed she
could be a widow In Washington
to settle an estate running to as
high as $50,000.

After dinner and the floor show,
he said, he took her back to the
Harrington and had not seen her
since. The next day, he said, the
Washington papers carried the
story about her bribery charge.
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Dennis James returns to ABC to star in
uName s the Same

This delightful guessing game is back for the fall season on ABC. Back to ABC-TV,

too, is Dennis James to take over as moderator and leading wit. The premiere was

Monday, and a grated time was had by all . including the proud sponsor, the

Ralston-Purina Company!

You’re in smart company on American Broadcasting Company

M'-.

8 9
s

Bert Parks deals out laughs and cash prizes on “Break the Bank”
y.

Yes, ‘‘Break the Bank” is back,, Bert Parks and all. And it looks like this famous finan-

cial fun-fest will be around for a long, long time. It pays off for everybody: for the con-

testants (like those below), for ABC, and for the Dodge Division of Chrysler Corporation,

who sponsor this wonderful show and don't mind paying one bit.

You*re in smart company on American Broadcasting Company
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ELMER DAVIS ROSEMARY CLOONEY SHOW
15 Mins.; Sun. 10:15 p.m. With Johnny Jacobs, Buddy Cole

ABC, from Washington Orch

Elmer Davis is an old hand at Producer-director; Bill Brennan

pulling together a lot of loose Writer; Glenn Wheaton

news strings and tying them into 15 Mins., Thurs., 9 p.m*

analytical package that makes CBS, from Hollywood

sense. His return tb the air, there- Rosemary Clooney is her own
fore, should be welcomed as an best disk jockey. Thru ,* bowed
event of some /moment to listeners Thursday (7) on her own once-

who go for the 'behind-the-news weekly quarter-hour show over

dopesters. No Question, Davis be- cug and used the slot to show
longs to the top few whose voices case her. current Columbia Records

make a real contribution in the <jisclick, “Hey There,” and her re-

radio opinion field. cent Col etching of “Little Shoe-

There’s nothing ostentatious or maker.” Both numbers were given

over-dramatic about Davis, and the turntable treatment preceded

that’s aU to his credit. His dry, between some inane chatter be-

unemotional voice retains that tween Miss Clooney and announcer
great quality of authority; you feel, Johnny Jacobs. The cue-ins. were
listening to him, that here's a man obvious and indicated a need for

who knows what he is talking more imaginative scripting by
about, and who speaks from a Glenn Wheaton in the disk intro

wealth of experience in the department.
tricky business of Washington re- In addition to the spinning of
porting, the Col disks, program also in-

Davis' kickoff show was more of eluded on the spot vocalling by
a news summaiy than a conimen- Miss Clooney backed by Buddy
tary. In a way, that was too bad,. Cole’s orch. Cole has an okay mu-
since the. commentator’s prime sical crew but his: accomping
value lies in his to-the-heart analy- chore suffered In comparison to

sis where, in his own expert man- the full-blown backing on the. Col

ner, he fits together the pieces of platters. Warbler’s piping tech-

the puzzle and shapes them into a nique was especially, effective on
Whole that makes sense. “Don’t Take Your Love From Me.”

Sunday show. Jumped all over Gros

the lot; with Davis apparently
more intent on covering .all the

i i»iin hi<ct nv jici vtrTftii'
week’s news rather than Conceit- Smrl,...
trating on its meaning. He started g1**M «"*“*
off with a review of the situation jWj?*J*. m
in France re the upcoming Assem- JJ^^***'

• P-*n

bly vote on German rearmament, Jr^clS,nA,lBhii
continued with a quick review of JtYW, Phllaoelpnia

statements by Krishan Mennon, the Listener response

Indian delegate in the U. N.; dis- four - hour bandleader, tributes

cussed the London conference; prompted Program Manager Gor-

then jumped to Chiang and For- don Davis to schedule new series

mosa and ended up With a discus- of musical “spectaculars, this

sion of domestic politics. time on major recording outfits

While it’s true that one had the g
tho

g
cur-

feeling that Davis might have B^A Victor. Excepting the cur

to KYW’s

dwelt more fully, let’s say on the rent crop of crew cuts,
^,*5

reasons for the French resentment «ver learned .a

J?*.
for the London arrangements on easily, recall most of the bands and

Germany, he does weave into his vocalists

news account some mighty perti- Showcased first were a dozen

nent and to-the-point observations, bands of the 1920’s including Nick
and on occasions some sharp- LaRocca's “Crazy Blues,” Coon
tongued swipes, such as the one Sanders’ “That’s My Baby’ and
on Indian neutralism. Gus Arnheim With a Crpsby vocal.

Perhaps more important than Paul Whiteman samples were

anything else is the fact that, in Siven a -.section
ro nnnnnn

Davis, ABC has a distinguished the double^gold ^platter (2,000,000

spokesman for the intelligently seller) Whisperings The swing

liberal point-of-view.- Thus, the' segment was
.
devoted to the Gold-

net, Which employs , such arch-con- en Era, with Benny^ Goodman

,

servative commentators as George Tommy Dorsey, Artie Shaw, Duke
Sokolsky, profitably balances ..its. Ellington .

and Larry Clinton all

commentator lineup. That Davis rating that accolade.
.

isn’t hesitant to speak his piece was Hoagy Carmichael playing “Star-
quite evident -Sunday from hisre- dust,” Fats Waller in a brace of

marks on Messrs. Eisenhower, numbers, Lionel Hampton’s “Musk-
Dulles, Nixon and McCarthy, He rat Ramble” and Dick Himber’s
pulled no punches in his remarks, imitations of band themes were
and he’s to be admired; for that, other memorables. From a private
Whether they agree with him or collection there was a Louis Arm-
not, listeners can always expect strong L.F., shellacked in 1933,
thought-provoking news reporting with Satchmo’s wonderful “St.

from this pundit. Hift. James Infirmary,” “I’ll Be Glad
When You’re Dead, You Rascal
You” and. "When You’re Smiling.”

x - , , _ . Nasal charmers out of the past
With Moderator John J. Furia; vied with offpitch heartbeats of

Robert F. Wagner, others the present day. Among the old-
Producer: Bernard Buck sters were Billy Murray, Gene
25 Mins., FrI., 9:30 p m. Austi Whispering Jack Smith
WNYC, N. Y. and an eight-minute Rudy Vallee
The 9:30 slot, via WNYC is shap- medley, “Show Biz” provided a

lug up as the segment for o.o:ing nostalgic quarter hour. The new
the city’s various departments, Victor album “Honor Roll” offered
whether quasi-topically, as with Ray Noble, Glenn Miller, Dinah
“Room Nine” on Wednesdays or Shore, Hal Kemp, Freddy Martin
historically with “Quiz Time” on and Perry Como. And the Metro-
Fridays. Of the two, the latter nome all-stars counted Harry
was more entertaining; ofttimes James, Goodman, Ziggy Ellman,
more informative too. Tommy Dorsey, Count Basie and

Format was v simple. On the Cootie Williams on “Bugle Call

initial broadcast (8) a brace of Rag.” Only modem band offered

three-man (and woman) teams was Sauter Finnegan with a tell-

lined iip for their respective der ing arrangement,

parlments in a quiz anent the city's Bill Givens, who produced as

history and other topics. On the well as narrated, should rate, an
one hand were three firemen of honor roll himself for his sock
different rank and different func- platter cavalcade; Gagh.
tiort. On the other side were two
femmes and a man all repping the ^

Department of Welfare. . Modera- MARY MARGARET McBRIDE
tor (examiner for the city’s per- ^Producer: Estella Karas
sonnel division) Dr. John J. Furia 5 Mins,, Mon.-thru-Fri., 10 mb.
popped a fair cross-section of puz- NBC, from New York
tiers at individual team members. Mary Margaret McBride, who
He commenced with simple items: ankled ABC last spring after, a
color of the city flag, rivers bound- longtime tenure, on that web to
ing Manhattan and the discoverer take a long-postponed vacation,
of N. Y. harbor and progressed to. apparently is still taking it easy
slightly mote difficult queries re in her new NBC association. She’s
the name and number of colleges doing five-minute cross-the-
and museums in N, Y., etc. Most boarder patterned, after her AP
informative and perhaps most ad- column, a far cry from her hour-
hiirable portion fo the stanza was plus on ABC last year,
wheh either team glibly answered show falls strictly into the serv-
stumpers that concerned functions

i(ie category, with Miss McBride
of the rival department. commenting strictly in terms of
Furia conducted gab with a fes- philosophical observations. Show

tive air, interjecting humorous caught (11) had her reading letters
asides during question-and-answer froin listeners on what constitutes
time. There were moments when a happy life. Miss McBride is a
the humor was painfully self-con- veteran and keen observer of hu-
scious, but they were in the manity, and her comments are weU
minority. worth listening to, but she’s also a
For interested New Yorkers, topnotch interviewer, and it’s un-

“Quiz Time” was a pleasant vehicle fortunate that these capsules don”
for transporting incidental intelli- permit her time for this phase o

gence about home. Art her talents. Chm.

ROOM NINE
With moderator Seymour N.
Siegel; BUI Peer; Edward Cavm-

nagh, Charles Bennett, guests
25 Mins., Wed., BtfQ p.m.
WNYC, N. Y.

“Room Nine” is the municipally-
owned WNYC’s answer to commer-
cial $tanzas where the beam is put
on a polltibo by Reporters. How-
ever, there’ll be only one actual
newshawk bn this show, aiid he’ll

vary from week to week. . Often
too, the matters discussed .'are
seemingly of civic importance but
they aren’t always topical.

Station director Seymour Siegel,
Who only infrequently gats his
hands into actual broadcasting,
moderated this stanza in a nifty
professional manner. Bill Peer,
exec secretary to the Mayor and
the only other regular on the
show, . asked literate but padded
queries on the launcher (6). But
Charles Bennett, of the N. Y.
Times editorial staff, wasn’t afraid
to press .controversial subjects. In
one instance, a seemingly harm-
eSs question by him to Fire Comr.
"dward Cavanagh about reten-
tion of the department’s band
really had a lot of spark in it, be-
cause it called for comparison to
the actions of Comr. Adams of the
police department, who recently
raised the ire of “N. Y.'s finest”
by axing their tooter group. But
Cavanagh’s answer, while it fi-

lially did arrive at a wavery con-
clusion,, was so lengthy that the
spark fizzled before something
even remotely Inflammable was
spoken. His appearance Was
argely motivated, for the opener
because it was Fire° Prevention
Week.
An interesting sidelight of the

stanza , was the reminder that
WNYC is being regularly used for
dissemination.' of fire prevention
info. The radio outlet, belonging
to the city, serves' in several other
emergency capacities also. Art

PESLER’S FOOTBALL FACTS
With Wes Fesler, others
Producer-director; Don O’Brien
30 Mins.; Sun., 12:30 pjn.
BOYER-GILFILLAN FORD
WDGY, Minneapolis

In this football show, Wes
Fesler; former XT.' of Minnesota
football and now a radio station
executive and personality, works
without a. script and is at his air-

wave best—which is plenty good,
His comments, observations and
exchanges of opinions on the pre-
ceding day’s U. of Minnesota and
other Big 10 Conference games
and the contests coming up bene-
fit by .the informality that begets
desirable spontaneity.

Fesler owns a iopdrawer speak-
ing voice and has a ready flow of
well chosen words. Best of all, his
winning personality makes itself

apparent; even in his conversation
When he-s not facing a camera. It’s

only to he regretted, however, that
tv is denied his good looks and
other visible assets that were so
much in evidence the last three
falls when he guided the Gopher
gridders and had his own Video
shows on another station.

Naturally, football fans must be
anxious to learn Fesler’s opinions
regarding Minnesota Under his
successor and curious to obtain his
reactions and opinions, so that the
show should cop a high rating. If

the ensuing shows come through
as interestingly as the initial pro-
gram, his sponsors should benefit
all the more.

Fesler himself comes through
with some of the commercials and
fills this assignment well, too.
There’ll be different guests, ex-
football stars and sports writers,
on subsequent shows. Rees.

CELEBRITY HOUR
With Harry Neither, Allen Brown,
George Hendricks, guests

Producer: Dick Chalmers
30 Mins., Thurs.-thru-Sat., 9;30 p.m.
Participating
WICC, Bridgeport

Established draw of Harry
Neigher as night-life columnist of
Bridgeport; Sunday Herald is again
paying off on WICC, This time the
distinguishing feature is the ema-
nation from the Clam Box, sea
food restaurant in Westport, Fair-
field County’s celeb hub. It’s

NeighCr’s; interview . spotlighting of

the w.k. visitors that provides the
peg of the. “Celebrity Hour.’”
Preem headliners were Steve

Cochran of films, columnist-emcee
Kiernan and Barbara Nichols, the
video looker. Of the three Kier-
nan’s got most for radio, particu-
larly this sort t>f q. and a. session.

Neigher, who has an encyclope-
dic knowledge of the territory,

handles the celebs confidently.
Commercials are pitched by Allen
Brown, the Godfrey Vocal singer
who his become WXGC’s top after-:

dark deejay.
Because of bad technical setup,

instrumental contributions to pro-
gram by George Hendricks, organ-
ist, and Roszika, Hungarian fiddler,

were unimpressive.^ &lenw

From the Production Centres

IN NEW YORK CITY
CBS sports chief Jehu Derr to address Longmeadow, Mass., Men's

Club Nov! 19..* . . Bill Henry,
1

;
ex-CBS, now Mutual's Washington news-

man, to deliver layman’s Sunday address Oct. IT on his former web’s
“Church of the Air” . . Phil Alampi, WNBC-T farm director, named
chairman of cbmmittee on standards and ethics in horticultural adver-
tising of American Horticultural Council meeting at Somerset Hotel
in Boston Oct. 27-30, with Alampi to submit his report ., . . Ruth
McDevitt of “Solid. Gold Cadillac” and Neva Patterson of “Seven Year
Itch,” both legiters in key roles on CBSerlai “Aunt Jenny’* . . . WNBC
sales mgr. George Stevens taking on bigtime racquet Wielders at Rye
Country Club, but there’s no report on his scores . . . Nat’l Retail
Lumber Dealers convention named Friday (8) “Ma Perkins Day” in

honor of CBS’ longest-running daytimer . . . Dr, Frank Baxter narrated,
story of the Bard on CBS “Hall of Fame” Sunday (10).

IN CHICAGO
Frank P. Schrelber, WGN general manager, presented, musical

director Henry Weber with a scroll honoring the batonist's
20th year with

.
the Chi Tribune Station . . Bob Elson. is

airing his two-hour WCFL iriterview-deejay afternoon show from
the Pump Room . . Jeanne Lohndorf new assistant at

Mutual’s midwest traffic department .

v
. WNBQ-WMAQ

.
program

manager George Heinemann, a Navy Reserve pilot, named general
chairman for the Glenview Naval Air Base’s Navy Day hoopla Sunday
(17) . , . Dads Root Beer account is ankllng the Grant agency next
month for a hew shop to be announced shortly . , , Announcer Jack
Gwyn and singer Peggy Taft new WBBM pacteei . . . WIND airing
a new “College of Today” public service series produced by George
Jennings' radio-tv division of the Chi board, of education . . . WJJD
deejay Stan Dale named publicity and entertainment chairman for
the Junior Assn, of Commerce’s awards banquet Friday (15) . . .

Dennis Day headlined the entertainment at the Saturday night (9)

sales staffer dinner of the Nutrilite Co., which bankrolls; his NBC
radio show ... WLS National Barn Dance stars Homer St Jethro
appearing at the Big Oil Exposition in- Odessa, Tex., this week . . .

Lund Co., hi-fi specialists, will sponsor WBBM’s new Sunday after-

noon “Concert or Corn” series featuring both longhair and hillbilly

tubes with Ed Farron emceeing ... Armour ordered a 15-minute slice

of Eileen Mack’a morning deejay session on WCFL.

IN MINNEAPOLIS
WMIN sellng its radio wing for reported $75,000 to Franklin Broad-

casting Co., headed by Twin Cityite W. F. Johns, Sr.,, and operating
threei other radio stations. Sale, it was announced, will not affect

Operations of WMIN-TV which shares channel 11 here with WTCN-TV,
4he pair -offering ABC. and DuMont network programs. Disposing
of radio is occasioned by. fact that “Operation of tv and radio don’t
integrate,” according tp M. L. Bentson, WMIN president . . . William
Lansing, formerly of General Mills, Inc., appointed WCCO radio super-
visor of speoial services. He’ll have charge of WCCO. radio’s mer-
chandising program and 'speaker-entertainment bureau , . . “Grand Ole
Opry” from Nashville played Minneapolis Armory Oct. T

t
scaled at

$1.50 . . . Cedric Adams, WCCO radio and tv top personality, who’s
also a Minneapolis Star-Sunday Tribune, columnist, has formed com-
pany to license the use of his name on food and other household
products. Called Cedric Adams, Inc., the firm will permit manufac-
turers to capitalize on Adams’ widespread prestige. His annual radi
and tv earnings are in the six figures.:

IN BOSTON
Roy Murray Schwartz has been appointed sales promotion and ad-

vertising manager of WBZ-WBZA. He was formerly on the station's

production staff ... WTAO deejay Ferry J. Brown has moved into

the 10 a.m. to nobn slot replacing Ken Wayne, who has been appointed
news editor for the station . WHIL’s Dave Maynard, has bought
a new home in Lexington . ; . WBZ-TV’s engineers completed work
of installing the new transmitter at the WEEI-FM Medford Hillsid*
site in a speedy 28 days from the time their tower was toppled by
Hurricane Carol , , . Brandeis U. has accepted the invitation to become
a member of the Lowell institute Cooperative Broadcasting Council,
the 11th local educational and cultural institution to join . WMEX
has applied for additional power seeking a hypo to 50,000 watts ...
WORL’s Norm Tulin has inaugurated a new noontime - platter show
featuring lush arrangements of standards , . WGBH-FM celebrated
its third anni Oct. 6 . , . Plugging of Joe Levine’s pic package, “No-
torious” and “Farmer’s Daughter,” via WNAC-TV marks the 56th pi

promotion by the station,

IN PITTSBURGH
Burt Harris, former WDTV director, now producing most of Bulova

tv commercials in New York . ... Peg Bruce, record librarian at

KQV, celebrating 11th year with station , . . Fred Davy, ex-WENS
announcer, has landed with WSUN-TV in St. Petersburg, Fla.
Hank Stohl, Chanhel 2 announcer, in Presbyterian Hospital with
mumps aggravated by pneumonia . Harold V. Cohen, Post-Gazette
drama critic and Variety mugg here, and his wife, Stephanie Diamond,
chalk up two years on their semi-weekly “Let’s Visit” program
WDTV this week . . Alex Trust has left the Cabot & Coffman ad

agency, to join the WCAE sales staff . . All of WDTV’s live local

shows will be emanating from the station’s new studios in the Gateway
Center beginning Oct. 26 . . . Art Brown, announcer at Channel 16,

leaving around the. first of the year to go with the tv station in Stock-

ton, Calif. . . . Elaine Beverly expects to remain on television prograi ,

“Meet Your Neighbor,” with her husband, Joe Mann, until the middle
of December, about a month before the stork’s due.

IN OMAHA
Dave Chapman named station manager of U, of Nebraska radio

outlet KNUS in Lincoln . . . Ed Breen, general manager of KQTV,

Fort Dodge, announced FCC has approved a microwave relay between
Fort Dodge and Des Moines and his outlet will be handling live NBC
Shows within a month . . . Bill Riley handling “Teen Talent .Time”

on KRNT, Des Moines, Saturday mornings from 11:05 to. 11:30. Spon-
sor is Red Dot Potato Chips . . Slim Everhart emceeing Jamboree
shovy on WOW Saturday nights ; . . Kay Wilkins has taken over

“Matinee Movie” program for WOW-TV, while Dick Charles is han-

dling similar “Late Show” stint for rival KMTV.

IN CLEVELAND
Bill Gannon, ex-WHK publicity director, slated for WSRS promotion-

publiciiy post . . ...
WTAM’s Bandwagon emcee Johnny Andrews and

wife Betti into New York for five-day visit V. . Jim Graner ankled

WJW for tv freelancing, Larry Krupp switches from announcing to

sales and Charles Craig exited WJW for studies . WDOK started

Fit activities with gala four-hour broadcast ... NBC Maestro Henry

Levine into new home . ... WGAR’s Bob Forker and Bob Smith into

(Continued on page 35)
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New York . , Georet Condon, Plain Dealer radio-tv columnist on

New York writing trip . , , “Custom Inn'’ ended its fifteen-minute

11.15 pimV. WNBK stanza with Glenn Rowell, emcee, winding up
activities (8) . <Cy Kelly puppeteer, now with WOR . ... Reg Merridew
elevated from program, director to WGAR director of operations

TV sets in this area 1,059,858.

J/V PHILADELPHIA . .

Jerry Williams and Harry Smith* WIP disk jockey duo known as

the “Gagbusters/’ have been slotted for a Mutual feed . . r
Benedict

Gintbel, Jr.> WIP president, has been named chairman of the radio

committee of the Philadelphia Olympic dinner . . . Newsman Paul
Taylor, of KYW, planed to Florida (9) as guest of U.S. Air Force to

witness USAF fire power demonstration at Tyndall and Eglin air

bases . Failure of promoter Herman Taylor to have the Harold *

Jolinson-Boardwalk Billy Smith fight telecast blacked out locally, re-

sulted in a corporal's guard attendance at the Arena, .Friday night (8).

WPTZ, local NBC outlet, carried the bout here .. . Fidelity-Philadelphia
Trust is sponsoring for fifth consecutive year classical music program
“Great Music," WPTiJ -(Sun.. 12:30rl p.m.) which features Guy Marriner,
music director of the Franklin institute and lecturer in music at the

U. of P. 1

IN SAN FRANCISCO
KCBS director of news and sporty Carroll Hansen, in New York

conferring' with network officials and then will vacation in the East
Bill Weaver on vacation with a lineup of guests on his KCBS

program including S. F. News radio and tv editor* Paul Speegle, KCBS
program director. Pede Worth, Red Blanchard, and Fairmont Hotel
bandleader Jack Ross . KGO sales manager Aaron Bloom had his.

song, “There’s No Need to Say That I Love You” aired on Art and
Dotty Todd’s “Open House” program last week

. , . . Jack LaLanne,
KGO-TV muscle man, swam across the Golden Gate under water last

week in a publicity stunt that grabbed him lots of space

Educ’l Broadcasters Set Gotham

Powwow; McConnaughey to Talk

In Re: Local Show Budgets
New York, Oct, 8,

Editor, Variety:

We are 'one of the sponsors of

the hew IgOr Cassini Show. I natu-
rally was anxious to see your re-

view on Oct. 6.

Will ypu please read your re-

porter’s review. I want to point out
something in that review to you.
He lays particular emphasis on. Ihe
advertising, which was squeezed in

by Joe E. Lewis, GinaJLollobrigidn,
Joan Bennett, etc.

I think that’s terribly unfair. He
knows that this is a local show
and Cassini "could not afford to

pay Joe E. Lewis, and the others;

Your paper -should encourage —
not throw rocks at a live local

show. It isn’t fair to compare a
local show with a national show.
The writers alone in a hookup
show get much more than the
entire budget that a local sponsor
can possibly afford.

Your reporters should make al-

lowances for a local ’show and re-

view it in the light of its limited
budget.

I have put on local tv shows. I

know. I wish ypu would try it —
an hoiir add a half camera re-

hearsal for a 45-minute show —
$50 to $100 for a writer, etc. You’d
find out too. I assure you that you’d
give orders to give local shows
and its performers a break.

William Black
(Pres., Chock Full o’ Nuts)

|

The entire industry will perk a

.more attentive ear than ever be-

fore to the National Assn, of Edm
cationa! Broadcasters when it holds
its anni convention in N. Y. start-

ing Oct, 27. It looms as the occa-
sion for George ,C. McConnaughey
to make his first public statement
since assuming the FCC. chairman-
ship last week.

McConnaughey’s address will

come before a Radio-Television
Executive Society luncheon in. be-
half of NAEB at the Thursday (28)

session of the four-day conclave.
Also ‘

.. attendance at that time
will be Commissioners Frieda Hen-
nock, Rosel Hyde and Edward
Webster and perhaps one or two
others.

Since for the past 30 years
.NA$B. conventions have been held
on university or college campuses
only, the N. Y. meeting at the
Hotel Biitmore figures to be the
largest and most well-attended in

history. A depth Of important in-

dustry figures will appear at vari-

ous sessions and; for the first time,
manufacturers have taken paid
space in convention booths to en-
tice educators. The list of com-
mercial exhibs totalled 17 as of'

last week and included DuMont,
Ampex, General Precision Labs,
Willys Motors, among others*

The powwow will feature speak-
ers from both commercial, and edu-
cational broadcast ranks,according
to Seymour Siegel, director of
WNYC, N. Y., who is chairing the
deal. The sessions will bow with
Radio Pioneers dinner, hosted by
Lowell Thomas and Charlie But-
terfield, for NAEB’s board of di-

rectors; During, the sessions, in-

cluding coverage oh both radio and
video, Dr. Buell Gallagher, prexy
of City College; Sidney Eiges of
NBC, CBS’ Di\ Frank Baxter in his
first N; Y. appearance; Robert Sau-
dele of Radlo-TV Workshop of the
Ford Foundation; D. D. Lusty of
CBS; Joel Tall, CBS; Sidney Ro-
slow, Pulse; Dr. W, R, G. Baker,
G-E, topper; Ellen Heagerty. ABC,
ete., will appear for commercial
broadcasters. Among the politicos

-who will, have a hand will be
N. Y.’s Mayor Robert F. Wagner
and chief of the U S. delegation
of the U. N., Henry Cabot Lodge.

Hartford—Barry Barents, has
been named program director of
WKNB-TV. Barents was. last with
WTOP in Washington.

AFTRA
Continued from page 28

'

V

rter-hour, $140.50 for the half-

hour and $191 for the full-hour

part of five or more spoken lines;

Accompanying this would be a re-

duction in unpaid (as part of the

minimum, scale) rehearsal time
0 • , ,

from 11 to seven hours for the
half-hour show and 20 to 12 for

the hour show. Rehearsal for
quarter-hour shows would remain
at four hours but for five-liners or
less would go, from three to two
hours. At the same time, overtime
scale for extra rehearsal would be
hiked from $5.60 to $7.50 an hour.
This phase is expected to encounter
opposition, since it represents, a

decrease in rehearsal hours in-

cluded under scale with an increase
in extra rehearsal rates, with extra
rehearsal becoming almost man-'
datory because of the cut in unpaid
hours.

Also on the television side is a
proposal to: eliminate the “multiple
discount rate” that governs

.
pay-

ments to actors appearing in soap
Operas or other cross-the-board
quarter-hour strips. Under present
scales, one-time payment is $79
for a 15-minute show, but nets can
pay actors appearing five-times-
weekly a total of $281 for the
entire week. AFTRA wants this

dropped,: with all future payments
to be made on a one-time basis
so that an actor appearing daily in
a soaper would get $395 weekly at

present scale, 20% more than that
under the proposed hike. Commer-;
dal announcers presently operat-
ing on a three-times payment scale
for a five-day week would be payed
every day on the one-time scale,

mounting to a 40% hike.

In radio, union wants a 20%
crossboard increase, and this too
is expected to meet with strong
opposition in light of steadily
decreasing network billings. Tran-
scriptiqn

:

pact sees: AFTRA deV
manding the adoption of a classifi-

cation setup similar to that oper-
ative in the tv field under Screen
Actors Guild jurisdiction. Tran-
scribed commercials used on a spot
basis would be typed into three
categories, “Class A,” for those
used ip 21 or more cities; “Class
8“ for spots used in six to 20 cities

and “Glass C” for those used in
one to five cities. “Class A” rate
would be hiked 300%, “Class B”
200% and “Class C” 20%. New
York, Chicago and Los Angeles
would count as seven cities each;
but if any combination of two of
Hie three Were used; they would
count as 21 cities, thereby putting
Hie commercial in the “Class A"
category.

Dallas—Terry Lee, the song-
stress for the WFAA “Early Birds”
for the past nine years . has an-
nounced her resignation from the
show to take over duties as a
housewife. No replacement has
been announced and Miss Lee will
continue on the show until one is

named. She also expects to appear
as guest from time to time*

Changing the television network so,

that it can carry color pictures is a big

job—one that is still going on.

Black and white pictures are easy to

handle by comparison; But color

requires three times as much informa-

tion. And all of it must reach every

point on the network at the correct'

level and without being changed.

Otherwise, tile actress might have

purple hair instead of red.

To keep the colors true, equalizers

re added at many locations along

the network, and more amplifiers

are installed to boost the signal.

Hundreds of tech icians have been

trained in color techniques and

many more are being taught to

maintain and adjust the added

equipment to exact standards.

Already more than 36,000 channel

miles in the nationwide television

network have been adapted for color

transmission, as the Bell System

continues to keep pace witli the

industry's rapidly expanding needs.

NELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM

PROVIDING TRANSMISSION CHANNELS FOR INTERCITY

TELEVISION TODAY AND TOMORROW
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New York . , George Condon, Plain Dealer radio-tv columnist on

New York writing trip . , , “Custom Inn” ended its fifteen-minute

11:15 p.m. WNBK stanza with Glenn Rowell, emcee, winding up
activities (8) . . , jCy Kelly puppeteer, now with WOR . , Reg Merridew
elevated from program director to WGAR director of -operations

TV sets in this area 1,059,858.

PHILADELPHIA , .

Jerry Williams and Harry Smith, WIP disk jockey duo known as

the. “Gagbusters,” have been slotted for a Mutual feed * • Benedict
Gimbel, Jr., WIP president, has been named chairman of the radio

committee of the Philadelphia Olympic dinner ... Newsman Paul
Taylor, of KYW, planed to Florida. (9) as guest of U.S. Air Force to

witness USAF fire power demonstration at Tyndall and Eglin air

bases . . Failure of promoter Herman Taylor to have the Harold
johnson-Boardwalk Billy Smith fight telecast blacked out locally, re-

sulted in a corporal’s guard attendance at the Arena, Friday , night (8).

WPTZ, local NBC outlet, carried the bout here . . . Fidelity-Philadeiphia
Trust is sponsoring for. fifth consecutive year classical music program
“Great Music,” WPTZ (Sun. 12:30-1 p hi,) which features Guy Marriner,
music director of the Franklin Institute and lecturer in music at the

U. of P.

IN SAN FRANCISCO
KCBS director of news and sports, Carroll Hansen, in New York

conferring with network officials and then will, vacation in the East
Bill Weaver on vacation with a lineup of guests on his KCBS

rogram including S. F. News radio and tv editor, Paul Speegle, KCBS
program director Pede Worth, Red Blanchard, and Fairmont Hotel
bandleader Jack Ross . .

<

*. KGO sales manager Aaron Bloom had his

song, “There’s No Need to Say That I Love You’’ aired pn Art and
Dotty Todd’s “Open House” program last week . . Jack LaLanne,
KGO-TV muscle Pian, swam across the Golden Gate under Water last

week in a publicity stunt that grabbed him lots of space

RADIO-TELEVISION

In Re: Local Show Budgets
New York, Oct. 8.

Editor

,

Variety:

We are ' one of the sponsors of
the new Igor Cassini Show. I natu-
rally was anxious to see your re-

view on Oct. 6.

Will you please read your re-

porter’s review. I want to point out
something in that review to you.
He lays particular emphasis on the
advertising which was. squeezed in

by Joe E; Lewis, Gina.Lollobrigida,
Joan Bennett, etc.

I think that’s terribly unfair. He
knows that this is a local show:
and Cassini 'could not /afford to
paly Joe E. Lewis, and the others.

Your; paper 'Should encourage —
not throw rocks at a live local

show. It isn’t fair to compare a
local show with a national show.
The writers alone in a hookup
show get much more than the
entire budget that a local sponsor
can possibly afford.

Your reporters should make al-

lowances for a local ’ show' and re-

view it in the light of its limited
budget.

I have put on local tv shows. I.

know. I wish you would try it —
an hour and a half camera re-

hearsal for a 45-minute show t—
$50 to $100 for. a writer, etc. You’d
find out too. I assure you that you’d
give Orders to give local shows
and its performers a break.

William Black
(Pres., Chock Full o’ Nuts)

The entire industry will perk a

more attentive ear than ever be-,

fore to the National Assn, of Edu-

cational Broadcasters when it holds
its anni convention in N.-Y. start-

ing Oct. 27. It looms as .the occa-
sion for George C. McConnaugbey
to make his. first public statement
since assuming the FCC chairman -

ship last week.

McConnaughey’s address will

come before a Radio-Television
Executive Society luncheon in be-
half of NAEB at the, Thursday (28).

session of the four-day conclave.
Also in ttendance at that time
will be Commissioners Frieda Hen-
nock, Rose! Hyde and Edward
Webster and perhaps one or two
others.

*

Since for the past 30 years
.NAI£B conventions have been held
on university or college campuses
only, the N. Y. meeting at the
Hotel Biltmore figures to be the
largest and most well-attended in

history. A depth of important in-

dustry figures will appear at Vari-

ous sessions and, for the first time,
manufacturers have taken paid
space, in convention booths to en-
tice educators,. The list of com-
mercial exhibs totalled 17 as of

last Week and included DuMont,
Ampex, General Precision Labs,
Willys Motors, among others.

The powwow will feature speak-
ers from both commercial and edu-
cational broadc ast' ranks, according
to Seymour Siegel; director of
WNYC; N. Y., who is chairing the
deal. The sessions will bow with a
Radio Pioneers dinner, hosted by
Lowell Thomas and Charlie But-
terfield, for NAEB’s board of di-
rectors. During the sessions, in-

cluding coverage on both radio and
video, Dr. Buell Gallagher, prexy
of City College;- Sidney Eiges Of
NBC; CBS' Dr. Frank Baxter in his.

first N. Y. appearance; Robert Sau-
dek of Radio-TV Workshop of the
Ford Foundation; D. D. Lusty of
CBS; Joel Tall, CBS; Sidney Ro-
siow, Pulse; Dr. W. R. G. Baker,
G-E topper; Ellen Heagerty, ABC,
ete., will appear for commercial
broadcasters. Among the politicos

.who will have a hand will, be
N. Y.\ Mayor Robert F. Wagner
and Chief of the U. S. delegation
of the U, N„ Henry Cabot Lodge.

Hartford-rBarry Barents has
been named program director, of
WKNB-TV. Barents was last with
WTOP in Washington;

Continued from page £8v
;

uarter-hour, $140.50 for the half-;

hour and $191 for. the full-hour

pa it of five or more spoken lines.

Accompanying this would be a re-

duction. in unpaid (as pgrt of the

miniimlm scale) rehearsal time

from 11 to seven hours for the
half-hour, show and 20 to 12 for
flic hour show. Rehearsal for
quarter-hour shows Would remain
at. four hours but for five-liners or
less would go from three to two
hours. At the same time, overtime
scale for extra, rehearsal would be
hiked from $5.60 to $7.50 an hour.
This phase is expected to encounter
opposition, since it represents a

decrease in rehearsal hours / -

eluded under scale with an increase
in extra rehearsal rates, with extra
rehearsal becoming almost man-
datory because of the cut in unpaid
hours.

Also on the television; side is a

proposal to eliminate the “multiple
discount rate” that governs pay-
ments to actors appearing in soap
operas or other cross-the-board
quarter-hour strips. Under present
scales, one-time payment is $79
for a 15-minute show, but nets can
pay actors appearing five-times-;

weekly a total of $281 for the
entire week. AFTRA wants, this
dropped, with all future payments
to be made on a one-time basis
so that an actor appearing daily in
a soaper would get $395 weekly at.

present scale, 20% more than that
under the proposed hike. Commer-
cial announcers presently operat-
ing on a three-times payment scale
for a five-day week would be payed
eyery day on the One-time scale,
mounting to a 40% hike.

In radio, union wants a 20%
erossboard Increase, and this too
is expected to meet with strong
opposition In light of steadily
decreasing network billings. Tran-,
scription pact sees AFTRA de-
manding the adoption of a classifi-

cation setup similar to that oper-
ative in the tv field under Screen
Actors Guild jurisdiction. Tran-
scribed commercials used on a spot
basis would be typed into three
categories,. “Class A,” for those

• used in 21 or more cities; “Class
R” for spots used in six to 20 cities

and “Class C” for those used in
one to five cities. “Class A” rate
would be hiked 300%, * -Class B”
200% and “Class C” 20%. New

,,
York, Chicago and Los Angeles
would count as seven cities each,
but if any combination of two of
the three were used, they would
count as 21 cities, thereby putting
the commercial in the “Class A”
category.

Dallas—Terry Lee, the song-
stress for the WFAA “Early Birds”
for the past nine years has an-
nounced her resignation, from the
show to take over duties as a
housewife. No replacement has
been announced and Miss Lee will

continue on the show until one is

named. Rhe also expects to appear
as guest from time to time.

TV n

Changing the television network so

that it can carry color pictures is a big

job—one that is still going on.

Black and white pictures are easy to

handle by comparison. But color

requires threie times as much informa-

tion. And all of it must reach every

point on the network at the correct'

level and without being changed.

Otherwise, the actress might have

purple hair instead of red.

To keep the colors true, equalizers

are added at many locations along

the network, and more amplifiers

are installed to boost the signal.

Hundreds of technicians have been

trained in color techniques and

many more are being taught to

niaintai and adjust the added

equipment to exact standards;

Already more than 3(3,000 channel

miles in the nationwide television

network have been adapted for color

transmission, as the Bell System

continues to keep pace with the

industry's rapidly expanding needs.

FELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM

PROVIDING TRANSMISSION CHANNELS FOR INTERCITY

TELEVISION TODAY AND TOMORROW
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The best news of the day is delivered every, day by CBS Newsfilm

. , .the headline events of 24 hours distilled into a comprehensive,

dramatic 12 minute package . . . custom-shipped to arrive on time

anywhere . . .adaptable to a variety of programs.

But there's more to shout about. . .CBS Newsfilm also provides

valuable extras-like a weekly quiz; show, a Weekend news review,

and special reports by noted CBS correspondents -which go out
’A'

every week to all subscribers at no extra cost. In the next few

months many new features, exciting additions to Newsfilm’s

present extras, will become available.

Newsfilm’s special features add new dimensions to local news

programming. No surprise then, that Newsfilm was chosen by
0-'

hundreds of industry leaders (in Billboard’s Annual Poll) as

1954’s best syndicated news film service.

And business is booming; Newsfilm goes into the Fall season with

subscribing stations up by over 100% in the past 8 weeks

!

Newsfilm’s comprehensive service is available at reasonable cost

to all television stations. For a screening call

CBS TELEVISION FILM
offices in New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San.Francisco, Dallas, St. Louis, Detroit,

Atlanta, Boston and Memphis. Distributor in Canada: S. W. Caldwell Ltd*
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New York
Leonard Answell exited the N.Y

Oct. 18, and on the 20th he’ll gab

Times to join the press department

of Ted Bates agency . . Pamela
FitzMaurice, 10-year-old television

actress, also appears to be on her

Way to becoming a writer—she got

an award at City Hall last week
from Mayor Wagner for a prize-

'innirig composition on fire pre-

vention . . . Jane Pickens does her
ninth telethon for Cerebral Palsy

Oct. 23 on WABC-TV. Harry An-
ger, of General Artists Corp., will

serve as chairman of the talent

committee for the telethon ...

Henry Hede upped to director of

sales, service for ABC-TV ,
while

Stewart Barthelmess gets the nod
to the same post at. ABC Radio . ,

Hal Loeb added to the casting

office at the Fred Coe “Philco-

Goociyear Playhouse’! unit at NBC
. .

'

"U.S. Steel Hour” director

Alex Segal gets the full biotreat-

ment by Sid Shalett in this week’s
Saturday- Evening Post, piece

tagged, “TV’s Shrieking Genius”
. . . Jack Raymond removed as

scripter on Arlene Francis’ “Sol-
dier Parade” and Sammy Kaye’s
“So You Want To Lead A Band.”
Both shows are on ABC-TV.

Dir. Fabrio Borrelli, Italo video
roducer, is going to spend nine

months at Purdue U’s WBAA
(where a tv station is now under
construction) as the first European
exchange observer to come here
under National Assn, of Educa-
tional Broadcasters sponsorship , .

.

Bernie Weisman of ABC-TV is

dickering with an infant wear man-
ufacturer to bankroll his own half-

hour kiddicast .f. . Dr. Allen B. Du-
Mont to guest speak at Pulse’s anni
luncheon Oct. 27 . . . Don Morrow,
tv gabber, elected to the Lambs.
Club nominating committee..

NBC prexy Pat Weaver to Holly-
wood and Palm Springs for two
weeks of resting up after hectic
premiere season and jaw surgery
. . Bill Davidson’s kickaround of
tv ratings rates cover piece in Col-
lier’s out tomorrow (Thurs.)
Beverly Sills, leading soprano ol

San Francisco Opera, plays one of
the principal roles in Verdi’s “La
Traviata” which ushers in fifth

telescason of Carlo Vinti’s “Opera
Cameos’! Sunday (17) on DuMont

Bob Wilson’s Saturday night
newscast for Savarin chalked fifth

year last week on WNBT : . Betty
Cox, singer on George Skinner’s
WCBS-TV 9 to 10 ayemer, doubling
on CBS-TV's “Look Up and Live”
. . Tommy Tompkins tapped for a
lead on NBC-TV's “The Hunter”
Nov. 7 . Barbara Horn iiow with
the Bob Smith staff ... . H.V. Kal-
tenborn tQ lecture at Town Hall

at the Commodore Hotel before the

Nat'l Retail Farm Equipment Assn.

... . WNBT’s Richard & Astrid Wil-

lis back from New Hampshire va-

cation ... . Longtime trapeze, artist

Winifred Colleano on Jack Sterling?

ringmastered CBS*TV “Big Top”
Saturday (16) . . Millicent Brower
gets running part on NBC-TV’s
“Golden Windows” sudser.

John F. Hurlburt, ex-ad and pro-

motion. rhgr. of WNBT, joins.

Free & Peters as tv promotion
head . . . Bernard Grant cast for

WABD’s “Magic Cottage” all this

week . . It’s Rod Serlirig’s "Yan-
kee Road: Block” for NBC-TV’s
“Hall of Fame” Sunday (17) , ,

Clips of the late Don Hollenbeck,
CBS commentator, will be includ-
ed in the web’s upcoming “The
Search,” college documentary
series . . . Marcel Hillaire intro

Kraft show Wed. (20).

Edgar Franken on NBC’s “Rob-
ert,Montgomery Presents” “Monday
(11) and east for DuMont’s “The
Goldbergs” next Week (19) .

WCBS-TV looking ahead to Feb. 17

when the Junior League Mardi
Gras Ball out of the Hotel Astor
will take the 11:15 to midnight
slot, followed by a trio of “LateS”
—“Late Show,” “Late News” and
“Late Late Show”; then “Give Us
This Day” and signoff (so when is

sleep?) . . . Fred Coe shedding
“The Women,”, the old B\vay click,

as the Dec, 13 spec.pla for NBC,
third in

:

the Monday skein. Over
on the, CBSide, “Best of B’way”
(WestirighousC) • will front -Helen
Hayes

'

“Arsenic & Old Lace”
Jan. 5 . . . Gordon MacRae’s first

turn as host on NBC’s “Comedy
Hour” will come on Nov. 14 . .

First film of CBS-TV’s “You Are
There” was completed last week
... Nov: 15 entry of CBS-,“Studio
One” will, be “Let Me Go, Lover;”
from upcoming Ivan Weber Co-
lumbia Record of same name- -It’s

about a disk jockey ! . . Mort Beck-,
er of Jaffe office in Beth Israel
Hospital.

Chicago
Buel Herman, ex-Petry rep in

Dallas, joined, the Chi NBC-TV
sales force . . . ABC-TV execs cock-
tailing; Burr Tillstrom and his gang
tonight (Wed.) as

;
they notch their

seventh anniversary in tv . Chi
NBC news chief Bill Ray has lined
Up Senatorial candidates Paul
Douglas and Joe Meek . for his
WNBQ-WMAQ; “City Desk” show
this month “Super Circus”
clown Nicky Francis out of the
ABC-TV Sunday afternoon display
for a couple of weeks while recov-

ering from surgery . . . With Grand
Central Motors taking a Wednes-

day ight blurb, WNBQ has sold

18 of its 20 local inserts on the

parent web’s “Tonight” .• . How-
ard Dorsey and Adrienne Falcon
hosting WGN-TV’s Sunday after-

noon tv bingo game . ,

r
. Norb Locke

preemed a Saturday a.m. juve half-

hour on WNBQ . , . Chi NBC-TV
has put into operation its new re-

mote mobile
:
unit built to specifica-

tiong worked out by chief engineer
Howard Luttgens ... Peter Hand
Brewery slotted United Television.

Programs’ “Mayor of the Town”
Saturday nights on WNBQ.

ABC-TV’s Chi Station

Gives 'Baby’ a DuMont *

Ride in Parent Web’s Nix
Chicago, Oct. 12.

ABC-TV’S WBKB is off on an-

other autonomous tangent, this

time , with a special tie-in with Du-
Mont. Starting Friday (15) the
station is feeding one of its local
daytimers bnce-a-week to a hookup'
of DuMont affiliates.

Show involved is “All About
Baby,” ‘packaged by Jules Power,
which Swift baby foods is bankroll-

ing as a DuMont entry after being
identified with it locally. When
ABC rejected a proposal to make
it network, because of the limited,

number of stations involved and
the fact that it’s only a. 15-minute
show, DuMont was invited, in by

• the* client, and packager with the.

understanding that WBKB would
originate the program. Since it’s

practically sold out locally on
WBKB the other four days, the sta-

tion was anxious to^ hang onto the
property.

There’s a good chance “Baby”
will get network exposurei on addi-

tional days with at least two of

the present local bankrollers inter--*

ested in adding other markets.

New project brings to four the
number of WBKB shows being fed
to other stations. Burr Tillstrom’s

“Kukla, Fran & Ollie” has been
bought by 26 ABC-TV affiis via. a

per-program co-op deal; “Creative

Cookery” is Tiding on seven outlets

as a straight ABC-TV co-op; and
“Garfield Goose” goes to WABC-
TV, New York.

WCCO-TV's Local Tinier

Minneapolis, Oct, 12.

WCCO-TV stole a march on the

rest of the field here with ' the

first telecast in color to originate

locally.

It was a kid’s show, “Axel and
His Dog.”
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Tradesters who’ve beep wondering “wha’ hoppened’’ to Julius LaRosa
as far as radio is concerned can now Test easy. The ex-Arthur God-
frey singer’s CBS pact has expired and the web has made no feint
in the direction of renewing. /Godfrey’s firing of the “Eh Cumpari”
(et al.) vocalist burned up tons of newspaper space. LaRbsa was put
under a Columbia pact and Ed Sullivan’s “Toast of the Town” featured,
him a couple of times,. V
The singer’s services during his “hot” period were so much in

demand at nightclubs, vaude houses,, etc;, that he couldn’t possibly
Yill them all while his guns were still smoking, in recent months,
little had been heard About hipi as tp theatre, itei'N. and. radio-tv
dates. ^

A “man-in-the-street” survey conducted by Boston American re-

porters. last week on the controversial holdover of daylight saving
time sphere revealed that most objections stem from the snafued tv'

;
programming. Although Jack Malloy, WNAC-TV exec, averred th%t
.“it was hectic at the start and upset normal listening, and viewing
habits most people have adjusted themselves to the new time sched-
ules,” one femme interviewee Challenged his stand claiming it threw
tv viewing “out of kilter" and another bemoaned the fact that “the
children were supposed to benefit by the extra hour of daylight but
wound up being cheated out’ of their favorite tv shows.’’

Jackie Gleason was “rounded up” by none other- than William
Paley, board chairman of CBS, Inc., for an appearance, on the web’s
"Name That Tune” (Harry Salter package) last .week. Paley was
recently installed as a board member of the N.Y. Herald Tribune
Fresh Air Fund, for which an appeal was made on the show. Gleason
came out with $1,600 in winnings which he turned over to the fund,

-

and as a result of a pitch by the comic, another $400 came in vi

the mails.

Jean Martin, whose husband : owns the Chock; Full O’Nuts eatery
chain and its coffee manufacturing subsid, will get unusual saturation
edverage in New York for her new local radio show, sponsored by
the coffee brand. She’s, taping the Saturday, night segments for simul-
taneous airing on three Gotham outlets, 'WNBC, WCBS and WABC,
all of which will carry the show Saturday nights from 11:15 to 11:30.
Program has John Conte as emcee with the King Guioii orch. Singer
had her own tv’er last season with the same crew.^but she’s expecting
a child and so will stick to radio, with Chock FuirO’Nuts bankrolling
Igor Cassini on WNBT instead.

Aftnual managers’ meeting of stations repped by CBS Radio Spot
Sales, embracing executives

:
and sales brass of the web’s six o&o’s

plus eight affiliates, starts today (Wed.) at the Savoy-Plaza Hotel,
N.Y., and continues through tomorrow. . Sales, programming and pro-
motional plans will be kicked around under chairmanship of Wendell
B. Campbell, V.p. over station administration of CBS Radio, arid
Henry M. Flynn, general sales manager of aural web’s spot sales.
Frank Stanton, president of-CBS, Inc., will be guest of honor and

principal gabber at Thursday luncheon, while among today’s speakers
will be Newman McEvoy, media v.p. of Cunningham & Walsh, and
Howard Meighan, v.p. of. CBS, Iric. Series of confererices

1

will be
teed off by aural prexy Adrian Murphy;

WPIX, N.Y. tele outlet, is SRO on the ’54-’55 Madison Square
Garden sports lineup of 69 events. Household Finance bought the
last quarter this past week. Other three bankrollers

(
are Esso, Piel’s

Beer and Robert Burns Cigars. Needham, Louis arid Brorby, was
go-between on the Household account.

Unusual human interest tiein \vas achieved last, week by WAB.C.-TV,
the ABC’ Gotham flagship, when it joined with the N.Y. Daily Mirror
in a funds appeal for a Montana yourigster dying of leukemia. Young-
ster is Eddie Brooks: Jr., six-year-old son of a Roy Rogers rodeO per-
former who’s ip N.Y. at Madison Sq. Garden while the .boy is in a
Helena, Mont, hospital; Jim Weiler, who emcee^ and narrates the
station’s daily “Hopalong Cassidy” filriis, pitched several bn-the-air
Appeals; for funds to help the hospitalized youngster, and the station
sent a crew to film an interview with the father to be sent to the boy.
Father is in N;Y. trying to make enough money to pay off the hospital

Dixon to N. Y. After Hosp

Bout; Quits Cincy WCPO
EDIT H DE LYS

In Tiff With Watters
Paul Dixon’s relationship xvith

WCPO in Cincinnati is severed,
and once the .emcee gets out of the
hospital his DuMont afternoon
casing will come regularly from
New York. It was thought previ-
ously that the 3-4 p.m. stanza was
only moving tp N. Y„ where Bobby
SherWood is slated for emcee
reins, until Dixon recovered.

Mort Watters, general managers
of WCPO, the station which
originated the show for. the past
several years,-; criticized the Dixon
vehicle, saying that the format
needed a change after five years
in the face, of growing competi-
tion. Whether the Cincy station 1

Will air the. show when it conies
from N: Y, is not known, but web
execs feel there is no reason why
WCPQ shouldn-t continue as. an
affiliate, for the stanza.
A few wepks ago,

.
director Al

Sternberg ankled as the program’s
director, reportedly because he
didn’t want to do an audience par-
ticipation show of the type Dixon
was slated to begin 'last month.
Watters said, on the other hand,
that Sternberg quit for a better of-

I

fer.

DICK SHAWN
Star of Max Liebman’a

TV Spactaculqn
Studies Exclusively with

MADAM DE LYS

Studio:

It WEST Sith STREET
COlumbus 5-3077

SPECIAL WEEKLY

FROM Sit.00
TRANSIENT ROOMS AlSO AVAILAR1

HOTEL

HOTEL Mr W Madison Ave.& 55th St,

Ralph Hamrick, Mgr. New York City

corvette
.. executive cars—one of

America's Finest Sports Cars

at #uu off

‘Juve Jury’ to NBC
“Juvenile, Jury” the Barry-Eh-

right-Friendly package witn Jack
Barry presiding, will get another
showcasing opportunity in Decem-
ber when it’ll ride on NBC-TV.
Slot is 4 p.m. Sunday.

“Jury” will get a backer, how-
ever, some time in January,

.
with

Geritol (Pharmaceuticals, Inc.) put-
ting in for it via Edward Kletter
agency.

BATES CHEVROLET CORP.
3t3 Gr. Cone, at 144th St. CY 1-7400
1374 Gr. Cone, at 1!4»h St. CY 1-7*00

VERY DAY

ON iVIRY CHANNEL V!

BROOKS
COSTUMES
i West siit si.,-N.y.e. .?•!. n.Mtoe
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Effective October 15th, CBS Radio Spot Sales becomes

the national Sales representative for KOIN, Portland, Oregon.

Now, Portland’s foremost radio station and radio’s foremost

national spot representative join forces to provide better service

and bigger sales for advertisers selling in the Portland area; It’s

excellent alliance, because KOIN and CBS Radio Spot Sales are

naturally linked by bonds of common interest. Like these...

KOIN IS A "PRESTIGE” STATION, well-known throughout the

industry as a big-league operation. (That’s the only kind of

station we represent! )

KOIN IS A CBS RADIO AFFILIATE. (We represent only radio

stations ... only CBS Radio Stations! )

KOIN WINS THE LARGEST AVERAGE AUDIENCE in its
.* • *

v.*

market ... month after month, year after year. (Every station we

represent has the largest average audience in its area . . . month

after month; year after year!

)

This new representation for KOIN means a great deal for you.

Call CBS Radio Spot Sales for the full story.

LINKS THE BEST!

CBS RADIO SPOT SALES represents these great stations: wcbs, New York

wbbm, Chicago—Knx, Los Angeles -koin, Portland—wcau, Philadelphia

wit, Charlotte—wmbr, Jacksonville-kmox, St. Louis—wcco, Minneapolis-St. Paul

wrvA, Richmond—ksl, Salt Lake City—kcbs, San Francisco

—

wtop, Washington

weei, Boston-Columbia Pacific Radio Network and Bonneville Radio Network
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Things began to look up In the

Friday night tv comedy *weep-

atakes. last week when two major

comics—Red Buttons and Ray Bol-

ger-—slotted back-to-back in the 8

to 9 segments (though on different

networks) demonstrated anew that

the “first time out” reaction can

often be misleading. The Buttons

NBC-TV show, for example, made
swift recovery from the previous

week premiere’s indifferent, stere-
otyped presentation and gave every
indication that the comic, armed
with sprightlier material, can bal-
ance the scales in the rating rival-
ry. In place of the preem’s hack-
neyed sketch material, the Buttons
show this time up showed more im-
agination in ari excursion into
whimsy. It came off as a somewhat
unpretentious musicomedy called
“The Mud Hole Story” in which
the comedian, in a “Raspberry But-
tons" delineation, came to grips
with a couple of leprechauns who
suddenly find themselves projected
into Mudhole. U.S.A. Sometimes
the whimsy was elusive; sometimes
the Buttons exercise in drawling
got completely out of hand. But,
nonetheless it was for the most
part a pleasant offbeat venture into,

capsule musicomedy format striv-

ing for originality while giving
Buttons wide range in displaying
his comedic gifts. Particularly good
were Walter Burke and Jack Wake-
field as the leprechauns.

The Bolger show followed the
more conventional story line pat-
tern familiar to viewers of the
AEtC-TV stanza, but it came off

with high pro standards and put
the accent where it belonged—on
the Bolger hoofing talents. This
one had to do with Bolger playing
a rube in exposing a fake dance
instructor, culminating in a se-
quence in which Bolger challenges
the guy to duplicate his hoofing.
Pedhaps one of the major surprises
of the show was Alan Reed’s deft
and agile portrayal of the phony

Eileen BARTON
Latest Coral Release

“AND THEN” and

“I HAVE TO TELL YOU”
William Morris Agency

master of the. “Gillirigwater Acad-
emy of Arts and Sciences." It Was
pleasant spoofing and tops in hoof-
ing. Rose.

Iraogene Coca's second-time-out
(9) was several notches above her
premiere in NBC’s 9 p m. Saturday
slot. The protean comedienne’s
script was more in her impish
groove and less the “reaching” lass
trading dialog and near-slapstick
at the opener in an artificial setup
for which she is hot ideally gaited.
There was a punchier story—de-
signedly trite, to be sure, in her
cynical snubbing of the “love at
first sight” pitch as posed in Holly-
wood pix and her swift acceptance
of it through being “bitten.” But
insofar as the love-themed farce,
with its dizzy turn of events,
served as a handy springboard for
the capers which she can handle so
deftly, it came near being the old
familiar Coca again. Certainly her
exaggerated and basso profundo
sultriness as a love-got-me-into-
this. floozy thrush taking off on
“Temptation” at a broken-down
ginniill, was geared to Miss Coca's
strength. And she had a properly
hammy yisra-viS in tall, be-caped
and “veddy English” John Emery,
who played the joke deadpan
straight sans the tongue-un-cheek
style which has impaired many a
Similar lampoon encompassing the
heartbeat theme;
Back to reality after the “Temp-

tation” dream sequence, Miss Coca
was in there again With a rehearsal
of her nightclub routine and she
socked over the song-and-dance
stuff with the support of a male
group. Credit James Starbuck
with action choreography. A fine

assist in precede to this was fur-
nished by Joe (ex-Red Buttons) Sil-

ver as the “tough” director who
swoons for the Coca charms. Lu-
ella Gear. Was given too little to
figure prominently in the doings.
George Bassman’s orch was preci-
sion itself in backing the musical
innings.

This Was far from a tdp-drawer
Ishow, but as an indication that
Miss. TJoca is finding her way so
soon after a Weak beginning, it

augurs well for one of television’s

prime talents, Trail.

A versatile performer lineup
dished out a pleasant hour’s enter-
tainment over Ed Sullivan’S “Toast
of the TOwn” last Sunday (10). Be-
sides spotlighting topgrade talent,

CBS-TVer had a sock specialty lure
in landing sole tele rights to. filmed
sequences from the Judy Garland-
James Mason starrer, “A Star Is

Born.”
Xavier Cugat and his orch got

the show underway with a snappy
Latino beat, paving the Way for a
vocal by bandleader’s wife, Abbe
Lane. Miss Lane abetted her song-
stering via some nifty hipswinging
that accentuated her physical
charms. Aero savvy of the Mar-
cellis Was amply displayed by the
male team. Their precision timing
and expert . balancing stints were
of the head-of-the-class variety.

Songstress Patti Page showed mp

extremely well, delivering three
numbers in the stylo that’s boosted
several of her records to the ace
position of the bestseller lists.

Tunes rendered by chirp were' “Go-
ing Back to Oklahoma,” “Mama
Doll Song” and “I Cried.” ' Rudy
Cardenas' rapidfire juggling was a
firm eye-catcher. His Windup bit

with a series of hats capped act
solidly.

Composer Harold Arlen, who
penned most of the music for
“Star” did an in-person

.

stint at
the piano, accompanying his key-
board rippling with an effective
vocal on “The Man That Got Away”
from the GarlandrMason pic. Four
Step Bros, took over the closing
slot for some frantic rubberlegging.
Quartet displayed sharp footwork,
moving at machine gun pace.
Bobby Jones, among celebs in the
audience, was given some Warm
praise by Sullivaii.

Sequences from “Star” was ex-
cellent trailer material,, showing
Miss Garland in peak form. Jess.

Television Reviews
Continued from page 91

a phone call is made to a member
of the home audience, who has put
in a bid to be contacted. Person
called gives instructions over the
phone to an on-stage proxy who
does the searching.

Fred Robbins does an okay em-
ceeing job. although his running
around looking for a hiding place
isn’t necessary as it’s apparent that
a specific spot has been chosen in
advance to coincide with the clues
he offers. Peggy O’Hara gives Rob-
bins an able assist. Plugs for Coke
are frequent and lengthy. Jess.

SUPER POWER

“The Paul Dixon Show” got a
more cosmopolitan stamp in its

shift from WCPO, Cincy, to origi-

nation from DuMont’s N. . Y. stu-
dios. The hour-long stanza made
the move from the midwest on
Monday (11) after Dixon, currently
in the hospital, reportedly hassled
with WCPO management.' Until his.

return, footer - comedian . Bobby
Sherwood is subbing, Stanza, by
the way, Will remain in New York
once Dixon reappears.

The urbanities probably grew out
of the, N. Y. local. The backdrops
had that familiar skyline look, and
Sherwood made allusions to same.
In New York too, there is opportu-
nity for major gueststars to make
appearances, something which was
minimized during the Cincy tenure.
On the preem, for. instance, Sher-
wood exchanged pleasantries with
Jan Sterling and Charlie Apple-
white. Here, as with other facets
of the show, the pinchhit emcee
Wasn’t yet quite sure of his conver-
sational groqnd, probably because
he’s unused to the particular stand-
and-talk format of Dixon’s.

When Dixon reappears his will
be the only face from the old show..
It still has pantomimists, but long-
time regular Sis Camp was left be-
hind as Was the other femme. In-
stead. the DuMont production, un-
der Roger Geary’s loose command,
has its. own- pulchritude, Roberta
MacDonald and Lynn Gibbs, who
handle panto chores only moder-
ately well, but who both grace the
screen With much charm and gen-
eral stage presence. Musical offer-
ings are largely via the lip sync
route, with the femmes mainly han-
dling such duties, although Sher-
wood got into the act via a very
funny panto bit based on "No Two
People Have Ever Been So In
Love.”

As for Sherwood, he is truly
funny doing sight gags, and while
he didn’t have much room to prove
it on this telecast, he’s also got a

neat and funny line of patter; Gen-
erally he’s most natural, but the
Sherwood characteristic that came
through most consistently was his

warmth. If he gets the feel of an-
other man’s format he can make
viewers forget Dixon’s absence,

Besides the two females,. Sher-
Wood got an assist from Bob Bean,
who dabbles artistically to record
background, The show is co-opped
to all stations save for the network
RybutOi participations. The com-
mercial spots might be timed bet-
ter. Art.

WGALTV
LANCASTER, PENNSYLVANIA

316,000 WATTS

Covers a vast, prosperous

territory— a rich target for

your advertising dollar

.Steinman Station

Clair McCollough, President

Rep'd ented bv 1
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“Industry On Parade” goes into
its fifth year of tv next Friday (15)
in 234 U. S. markets as well as 10
abroad. Bankrolled by the National
Assn., of Manufacturers and pro-
duced the last year by Arthur
Lodge Productions, the 15-minute
telepix series is consistently good
public, service programming. Np
need for a cautious eye, because
the cuffo plug was most always ab-
sent apd when seen or implied was
an integral part of an overall story

Any industrial effort, whether
about really big biz or a boy earn-
ing small change by cutting lawns,
is target material for the stanza
NAM. calls it a “weekly tv feature
newsreel,” and that’s about as good
a description as any, since included
each week is not one but several
glimpses into industry. That such
an exposure would be inclined to-
ward lensing a noisy blast furnace,
a falling redwood or some other
grandiose industrial scene or show-
ing considerable meaningless might
be expected, Instead, the last show
as seen via WNBT, N. Y., on Satur-
day (9) did briefies on art through
correspondence school, a car race
to measure how many miles per
gallon each of the 20 cars entered
could make over a 1,335 mile
course, etc.

A number of offbeat elements
combined With solid photography
and musical background make the
show interesting. Art.

GENERAL MOTORS THEATRE
(The Big ’Leap)
With Lome Greene, Nadyne Tur-

ney, Bill Shattner, E.'M. Mar-
golese,

;
Marilyn Kent, Peggeen

Rose, Sammy Sales, Ben Len-
nick

Producer Silvio Narizzano
Writer: Leo Orenstefn
60 Mins., Tries., 9:30 p.m.
GENERAL MOTORS
CBC-TV, from Toronto

(MacLaren)
Preeming of second season of
General Motors Theatre” on Ca-

nadian Broadcasting Corp.’s video
web drops a welcome addition into
Canadian tv drama lineup. As last
season, GM is featuring Canadian
writers in either original plays or
adaptations, and Canadian players.
Wise choice for series opener was
Lome Greene as topper in Leo
Orenstein’s socko scripting of “The
Big Leap,” a tale built on the fran-
tic promotion activities surround-
ing a projected barrel-leap over
Niagara Falls. Greene, w.k. for his
work with Katherine Cornell, in
Prescott Proposals” as well as ap-

pearances in. tv’s “Studio One,”
and a longtime Canadian radio
hesper and gabber, flew in from
Hollywood for this chore.

Story had little, solid continuity
but held interest and ibuilt well to
thrill ending. Greene played a
fast-talking promoter with plenty
roubles capped toy the efforts of
rival toughies to muscle into the
deal. Expert production by Silvio
Narizzano kept the pace fast and
held the suspense buildup on a
steady climb to the wham ending.
As sometimes happens, principals
were outplayed by the supporters.
Greene s role probably had no par
level but had to be either under-
played or overplayed. He- chose to
overplay it. He worked energeti-
cally but couldn’t keep himself
from hamming at times.. As the
promoter’s femme pal, Nadyne
Turney gave an inadequate per-
formance, hampered, too, by the
failure of her voice to come over
the audio satisfactorily..

Standouts were Peggeen Rose as

Jackie, dumb blond girl friend of

one of the gun-toters, who fell for
the leaper and helped him escape
the turmoil arid the actual leap,

and Bill Shattner as ’Lucky; a naive
kid whose love of the river and
Greerie’s promises of fame and for-

tune led him into a deal that got
far beyorid his depth and set him
dangerously between two rival

mobsters and the promoter. E. M.
Margolese’ handled the chief gang-
ster’s part smoothly arid Ben Len-
nick worked nicely as the rival

mug. Sammy Sales, well cast as a

taxi driver, and Marilyn Kent as

Jean, a hotel desk girl, were plenty

okay.
Robert Hall’s recreation of a.

room in the General Brock hotel

in Niagara Falls was splendidly

done. Cameras worked solidly and
unobtrusively, reminiscent of the

camera work iri Hitchcock’s film,

“Rear Window” where the actiori

was also mostly confined to one
room. Gorm.

era music, with a name gueste?
for a kicker, holds proinl$e as
streamlined natural.

Lidlifter of the weekly series,

fall through spring, was given a
head start with Patti Page as the
spotlighted visitor. In two appear-
ances the platter princess, a lovely
motherly type in plain dark dress,

scored with her latest “Mama Doll”
Mercury recording number, and a
medley which included “Dog in
Window” and “Tennessee Waltz.”

Conversation between Pee Wee
King and Miss Page, on her intros

and signoffs, included an exchange
of thank yous—she for

.
guesting

and he for writing “Tennessee
Waltz.”

King’s combo in itself puts out
a lot of solid entertainment. Redd
SteWart, who collaborated with
Pee Wee on a flock of sorigs, is

an okay solo chirper, and four of
the boys get together arid good
on barbershop harmonizing. The
boys’ western wardrobe is theatre
A-l.

An added plum in the preem
pudding was Eller Long, guesting
from the WLS National Barn
Dance. Tall and lanky, in knee-
length dress, she scored with a
vocal of “Poor Little Me” and a
scarecrow dance. Teddy Raymore
Quartet, three boys and a gal, also
visiting, pepped Up the tempo with
a swingy “Let’s Get Happy” sing-
ing.

Commercials, effectively timed,
receive added value from King's
personal attention and know how.

Creator of this series, Berriie
Earth, came through with a swan
song that will be lasting in his

praise. He leaves WLW-T, originat-
ing point for the series, Oct. 15,

as general program director to
join U. of .Notre Dame!s new tv
station, Series spreads to Crosley’s
WLW-D, Dayton, and WLW-C,
Columbus, O. JFColl.

PEE WEE KING’S FLYING W
RANCH

With Patti Page, Eller Long, Redd
Stewart, Teddy Raymore Quar^
tet. Pee Wee King Band (12)

Producer-Director: Pete Katz
30 Mins.; Fri. 9;3Q p.m.
WIEDEMANN'S BEER
Crosley Net, from Cincinnati
A hew approach for general audi-

ence appreciation, this combina-
tion of popular, country and west-

at the

Piano * Organ * Celeste

I REMEMBER MAMA

* Radio Registry *

TEXACO STAR THEATRE
SATURDAY NIGHT—N.B.C.

Mgt.i William Morris Agtncy

467 CENTRAL PARK W. (107 St.)

Elegant (5-ttory and penthouse apartment

house/ doorman, beautiful 5*/a- mow apartment

with 2 paths, overlooking Central Park, *147;

Lovely 4 .room apt, With 2 baths, *129.50:

Also, beautiful .4 room penthouse, - with 2

baths and Very large private terraces, over-

looking Central -Park and City, $ 185 .33 : aeg

SU.p’t.

COMEDY MATERIAL
JERRY AND MARION

BRILL
USED BY

TOP TV STARS
birecflon: TAPS AGENCY, 1619 B'way. New York 19



This week Portland’s first-ranking television station

and televisions first-ranking spot representatives join

together to give advertisers new Sales force in the

Pacific Northwest.

u&giiiumg vyviuuw ijj

new force

national spot sales representative for koin-tv, Port-

land, Oregon. 1

KOiN-TV, with 100,000 Watts on Channel 6 and the

highest antenna in the Pacific Northwest, blankets

35,000 square miles in 30 Oregon and Southwest

Washington counties. And with its powerful combi-

nation of top CBS Television network and regional

programming, koin-tv delivers the market’s largest

audienceSi daytime and nighttime, month after month .

For the full story on koin-tv and how you can ring

up big sales in the nation’s 20th mafket call

CBS SPOT SALES
which also represents wcbs-tV* New York, kNxt, Los Angeles, wtop-tv,

Washington, wmbr-tv, Jacksonville, kgul-tv, Galveston, wbbm-tv,.C/>i-

cago, wcau-tv, Philadelphia, wbtv, Charlotte and wbtw, Florence,

ksl-tv, Salt Lake City andcTfU, the CBS Television Pacific Network,

J>0RnAW,68&

Q (Qi (S) ^

"-v„
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ity Syndicated and National Spot Film Chart

VARIETY’S weekly chart of city-by-city ratings of syndicated and

tional spot film covers;40 to 60 cities reported by American Research Bureau

on a monthly basis. Cities will be rotated each week, with the 10 top-rated

film shows listed in each and their competition shown opposite. All

ratings are furnished by ARB, based on the latest reports.

This VARIETY chart represents a gathering of all pertinent informa-

tion about film in each market,which can be used by distributors, agencies,

stations and clients as an aid in determining the effectiveness of a filmed

show, in the specific market. Attention should be paid to time— day and

time factors, since sets-in-Use and audience composition vary according to

time Slot, i.e., a Saturday afternoon children’s show, with a low rating, may
have a large Share and an audience composed largely of children, with cor-

responding results for the sponsor aiming at the children’s market. Abbre-

viations and symbols are as follows: (Adv.), adventure; (Ch), children’s

;

(Co), comedy; (Dr), drama; (Doc), documentary; (Mus), musical;

(Myst), mystery; (Q), quiz; (Sp), sports; (W), western; (Worn),

women’s. ISumbered symbols next to station call letters represent the sta-

tion’s channel; all channels above 13 are VHF. Those ad agencies listed as

distributors rep the national spot sponsor for whom the film is aired.
. o' * *

TOP 10 PROGRAMS
AND TYPE STATION DISTRIB.

DAY AND
TIME

SEPTEMBER
RATING

SHARE
(%)

SETS IN
USE

! TOP COMPETING PROGRAM
program sta. RATING

LOS ANGELES Appi ox, Set Count-r-1,850,000 Statiofts—^
KNXT (2), KNBH (4), KTI.A (5), KABC (7),
KIIJ (9), KTTV (11) ,

KCOB (13)

1. Badge 714 (Myst) . .
• KTTV , 'N'BC > « • , i. 'i V * .• ... Sat 7:30^8.00 ,, 29,0 54. 54:2 Harry Owens . .... ... . . KNXT 8,8

2. Waterfront (AdV) .v.KTTV . . .UTP. /. . . . TUes. 7:30-8:00 . . .. . . 24.7 44. 55.8 See It Now ....... KNXT 1L6

3. Anios ’n’ Andy (Com) .

.

.KNXT . . .CBS. . . . ,v. . . .Tues. 8:00-8:30 , ... .22.4., 36.

.

. . ... ..v .62.4 Favorite Story., KTTV .,,14.8

,4. Life of Riley (Com) KTTV . NBC , . . ; ; . . . .. . . . Sat. 8:00-8:30 . . . . .v . . . ,21.2 , . .V 35. .61:2 Mickey Rooney/ .... .KNBH , . 13,8

1 Led Three Lives (Dr). ... . . . KTTV Ziv, . . .Sat. 8,30-9:00 ,21.2 . 36 ... 59.7 Spade Cooley KTLA‘ .12.5

6. SuperhVain (Adv) . . ; v . KTTV ...Flamingo. . . , Sat, 7:00-7:30 . , 20;0 . . 52 . ; . $8.3 That’s My Boy. .
. ,

,

, .

.

. . , . KNXT 8.8

7. My Hero (Com) . . . . KTTV ... Guild . Wed. 9:00-9:30 18.3 29 .... 62.2 Kraft TV Theatre. . ... . . KNBH . .13.8

8. H. Fonda Presents (Dr) , .. KNXT .....Official., . . .Sat. 10:00-10:30 . . 15.1 .... 30 . . . . .

.

: : . 49.9 Saturday, Night Revufe ; ;i . . . . KNBH .11.4

Kit Carson (W) kabc , .Mori: 7:30-8:00 . . . ; . 15.1 ,27 , ....... . . . 55.7 Summer Theatre . ,

.

,

.

..... KNXT . 18.0

10. Favorite Story. (Dr). . . KTTV. . ;ziv Tues. 8:00-8:30 , . ,14.8 , . ..

,

24:...,. V. . 62.4 Arnos ’ Andy , . . . KNXT . 22.4

CHICAGO Approx . Set Counts—-1,840,000 Stations-

-

—WBBM (2), WNBQ (3), WBKB (7), WGIN (9)

lv Liberace (Mus)

.

WGN . Guild,, .......... . .Wed, 9:30-10:00 .. . . ... . ,20.6., ... 32 : ... . , . . .

t-;
to. Best, of Broadway , . ... . , .WBBM ...., . ; . . 28.9

2. inner Sanctum (Myst) .WNBQ , . . ... .NBC Sat. 10:00-10:36 .
.18" 44, . .

.

42.3 Wrestling: WGN 9.5

3. Racket Squad (Adv) WGN . ABC . . .

.

Tues. 8:30-9:00 17.4 . .... 31 .... 56.4 Circle Theatre . . . ... > . . . WNBQ . •; .

:>.'21.1

4. Mr. District Attorney (Myst)

.

WBKB .

.

.ZiV Fri. 9:30-10:00 .,16.5. . .

.

27 f v • * i * i»

*

60.6 Person to Person. WBBM .3 LI

5, Drewry’s TV Playhouse (Dr) WNBQ /. .

,

•Ziv. , ., .Mon. 9:30-1Q:QO ,. . . 161 .v 31. ...

,

52.1 Summer Theatre. .... , . WBBM .22.4

6. Janet Dean (Dr) . WNBQ . . MPTV . .Sat. 10:30-11:00 . .15.8 .

.

41 38.4 Wrestling' WGN 8.3

7. Victory at Sea (DocUmt WBKB . . .NBC. .... , Thurs. 9:30-10:00 . . 14,1 .

.

24. . ... 58.9
j

Lux' Video Theatre. . . ....

.

. . . WNBQ ,, 22.2

Badge 714 (Myst) . .— , ., WGN .NBC. Tues. 8:00-8:30 , . .14.1 .25. ..... 57,0 Fireside Theatre . , . WNBQ . .17 :4

9; Cisco Kid (W) WBKB .-. .Ziv . Su ; 5:00-5:30 ..... , ; 13.9 ... '38. . •; .... 36.4 Baseball WGN' . . . 16,3

10. My Hero (Com) . . » . , ;

.

WBKB;. .Official. . .Thurs. 10:30-11:00 . . .11:7 46. . : . .; 25.5: Motion Picture Academy. , . . WGN , .16.6

PHILADELPHIA Approx, Set Count-—1,600,000 Stwtions—WPTZ (3), WFIL (6), WCAU (10)

1. I Led Three Lives (Dr) WCAU

.

Ziv ^ . . Wed. 7:00-7:30 ;

.

..,;.18.3,.. 55. 33.5 Dangerous Assignment. .. . .WFIL e.i

2. Superman (Adv).. WCAU Flami . ... . ,

.

.

.

Mon. 7:00-7:30, . . . .17.9 62.; . .

.

29.0 Dangerous Assignment, ... . WFIL
Boston Blackie (Myst) . . . f .

.

WCAU. Ziv ..... .Thurs, 7;00-7:30 17.9.. 27.1. Award Theatre.. WPTZ 66
4. Liberace (Mus) WPTZ

.

. . Guild . . > . . ........ .Sat. 11:00^11:30 ,

.

14.9 .

.

43, .

.

34.5 Ford Play House , .
. nWFIL . ,14.5

5. Watenfront (Adv) ..... .WCAU. UTP . . .

,

Sun. 6:30-7:00 . . .

.

.13.4. . . 69 . . .

.

19.4
; | Let’s Go; News . ... WPTZ •3.8

/
The Lifemenders. . . . . . . .

:

WFIL 2.6

6. Mr. District Attorney (Myst) WPTZ

.

. .Ziv . . .Tues. 10:30-11:00 . . .13.2 . .

.

35, . .

.

38.3 Stage “S” WFIL
7. Foreign. Intrigue (Dr) , . . .-WCAU-. Shelton Reynolds. , Sat. 7:00-r7:30 12.6 . . , 43..... 29.4 NCAA Football. WFIL
8. Death Valley Days (W) . . . . .

;

.WCAU M.c-Cann-Erickson . . Tliurs, 10:30-1 1 :'00 .

.

.. . .12.1 32. .

.

r
. 38.0 Mystery Hour WPTZ .17.4

9. Badge 714 (Myst) .

.

WCAU ...NBC., Fri, 7:00-7:30 10.6 50. ...

.

...... 21.3 Award Theatre. WPTZ 58
lO. Dangerous Assignment (Adv)

The Falcon (Adv) .

.

WFIL. .

WPTZ.
..NBC...... Wed. 7:00-7:30

NBC. ; Wed. 10:30-11 :00

8.1 24

.

33.5 I Led Three Lives WCAU . . .18.3

8.1. .

.

17 ..... . . .. 48.3 Best of. Broadway • WCAU .35.

5

BALTIMORE
o' .

•

Approx, Set Count—625*000 Stations—-WMAR (2), WBAL (11), WAAM (13)

1. Badge 714 (Myst) ; WBAL. ... ...NBC.. Tues. 10:30-11:00 .24.6 . ; . . si. . ....... 48.5 Wrestling WMAR .19.8

2. City Detective (Myst).

.

WMAft MCA, ; . .Sun. 11:00-11:36 . .

.

; . . . ,20.0 . . . 74. .. ...... 27.1 1 News; Sports; Parade. .

.

. . WBAL 88

\ American Day Parade
.

,

, . WBAL 4.6

,3. Superman
.
(Adv)

.

WBAL. ;

.

Wed. 7:00-7:36 , . . . . 183. .

.

63
.
, ... 28.9 t Seven O’Glock Final . . .

.

J As You Can See

. . WMAR
,, WMAR

7.3

5.4

4. Kent Theatre (Dr) . WMAR.* ... .ABC. . Sat. 7:00-7:30 .....17:9.... 50. ........ 36.2 NCAA Football ;

.

. . WAAM; ,12:1

5. Amos *n* Andy (Coni).;. WAAM,.- , . CBS. ... . ......— .".
. Thurs. 10:30-11:00 .v. ..16.2, ........ ,, 33 . . . 49.3 Lux Video Theatre; . . . . ... ..WBAL

6. Mr. District Attorney (Myst)

.

.WBAL Ziv,. ...... . .. ;Sat. 10:30-11:00 . 13.3 26 . . ..... ,. 52.2 Premium Playhouse . . . . .

.

,. WMAR
7. Boston Blackie (Myst) WBAL. , .Ziv. ...

.

. Fri. 8:00-8:30 . . .13.7 24. . . , 57.7 Mama WMAR ......

8. Colonel March WBAL, Official . i . , .

.

, .Mon. 10:30-11:00 .. . j • • •.* 13.5 * • *-» * « * i 29...;...,. 46.1 Summer Theatre WMAR
9. Death Valley Days (W)

.

WMAR. . . ,

.

McCann-Erickson

.

. .Sat, 6:30-7:00 ..12,5... ;.... '. 42;,,...... 29.6 NCAA Football; . . . ,, .

.

WAAM .12.5

10. Cisco Kid (W).

;

WBAL. . . . . . .

.

Ziv. , .Tues, 7:00-7:30 .... » • * , • 11 *8 • i • • * • *. 66......... 18.0 i 7 O’clock Final. , ......

1 News—-J. Daly. . •>... .

.

... WMAR

. . WAAM
3.1

65

DAYTON Approx , Set Com/K—300,000 Stations—WLW-D (2), WHIO (7)

1. Boston Blackie (Myst) WLW-D. Ziv.

.

. . . .

.

. Tues. 9:30-10:00 . .; . .,32.4 . . ... . . ... 64.. ... 50,8 See It Now., .......

.

. .

.

. WHIO . 13,3

2. I Led Three Lices (Dr) .

.

WHIO . ..... . .

.

ZiV. . * * y
; » . 22,5 » • 4 , ... 41..... 55.2 Fireside Theatre, ; ,, .

.

. . .

.

WLW-D . .26.0;

3., City Detective (Myst) . WLW-D . /. MCA . , . . v . Fri. 8:30-9:00 ... .... .20.4 .... 40 ... 50,6 Our Miss Brooks ....... . ... WHIO ,/.28.4

4. Life With Elizabeth (Com) WHIO .

,

. Guild. ...... Fri. 9:30-10:00 ,'20,2 ......... 50,,. ...... 40.2 Greatest Moments in Sports . WLW-D v . . ,16.5

S. Mr. District Attorney (Myst) .

.

.WLW-D. . .

.

Ziv . ........ . . „
. ,19;6 « » » i 40 » -• « • i 48.7 Best of Broadway WHIO .24.6

6. Kit jCarson (w) WLW-D MCA, . .*, .Sun. 5:00-5:30 .

.

. .. 18.6 ...... ... 79.... 23.5 Press Conference, ..... . . ,, WHIO 2.2

7. Waterfront (Adv). WHIO, . . .UTP, ; . . Sat. 9:30-10:00 18.2 ., , . .

.

49.1 Your Hit Parade . ;..... . . > . WLW-D .29.1

8. Badge 714 (Myst) . WLW-D . .

.

NBC • . . . . .17,3 ... 60. 29.0 Ozzie & Harriet

:

.-. . . WHIO 7,1

9. Annie Oakley (W) ...... WLW-D ..... . . , CBS. .

,

Su . 2:00-2:30 ..... . . . .12.8 ...... , . , 72 17.9 Good Ship Zion,.

Western Theatre. ......

.

.

. . WHIO
....WHIO ,

2.9

10. Superman (Adv)
» M' i t i { i O' l/J J. \ J 1 ) J

. WLW-D ..... . , . Flamingo . . .

.

• v • >11*3 • 1 1- • • • . ... 73 . 16.3 3.6

>.W- l •oil rtf J > i
• '! S f C'l I'M. I l J i J. ; t V t ) I f *« C : I i'i 1 ( • 1:
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Giveaway In

Chicago, Oct. 12. 4-

Failure of. the vidpix syndicators

to get. together on the formation
of their own trade organization, ife

hampering the NARTB tv film com-
mittee’s. efforts to devise a stand-

ard film contract and set
.

of

recommendations to the telecasting

industry on the proper technical

handling of celluloid product.

Absence of a central group to rep

the distrib side in a discussion pf

mutual problems is admittedly

one of the reasons why the NARTB
body was unable to complete
its assignment as hoped at last

week’s session here. Committee,
chaired by Harold See, KRON-TV,
San Francisco, has called another
meeting for January with the ex-

act date and site to be determined
later.

See pointed out. that several,

months back he contacted by letter

many of the major distribs sug-

gesting,: in effect, the need for bet-

ter liaison between seller and buyer
in the mushrooming telepic field.

He argues there, are “traps and
pitfalls’’; for the distribs as well as

the stations and that such things as

standardization of contract forms
and better film handling by the

stations would be mutually bene-
ficial. -

.

Committee chairman said there
'

are some 30 odd contract forms
presently in use and that some of

them fail to spell out in sufficient

detail the station and advertisers’

protection in such vital matters as

music clearances and invasion of

privacy. He emphasized that it’s

not the group’s function to. work
out an exact form but rather to

devise a set of uniform guideposts
which would plug the gaps if they
were to be adopted by the syndica-

tors and the telecasters;

The second major preoccupation
of the committee, which would also

benefit from cooperation from
the distribs, is the development of

a set of ground rules for better

treatment of the bicycled celluloid

packages by individual stations.

Haphazard local editing, especially

on the feature films, is not only
an inconvenience to tlie followup
user but is an added cost factor for

all concerned because of short print

life.

Other members of the eight-

member NARTB group are: Paul
Adanti, WHEN-TV, Syracuse; John
Esau, KTVQ, Oklahoma City; Joe
Floyd, KELO-TV, Sioux Falls;

Klaus Landsburg, KTLA, Los An-
geles; Elaine Phillips, WSPD,
Toledo; Irving Rosenhaus, WATV,
Newark, and Raymond Welpott,
WRGB, Schenectady. NARTB tv

veep Thad Brown and staffer How-
ard Bell also attended the Chi
meet.

Now He Knows
Hollywood, Oct. 12.

Campus . Theatre
.

patrons
must have wondered if they
left home.

Half-hour “Adventures, of
Ozzie and Harriet” telefilm

was shown as second-feature
of theatre, bill.

Ozzie Nelson, curious to see.

how his telepic looked on
big screen, stripped the com-
mercials and laughtrack from
.one of his shows, arranged, the
'screening at the Campus.

Pittsburgh, Oct. 12.

A new tv producing company,
Trans-World Films, Inc., has just

been announced here by Sidney J.

Sjtrotz, former NBC exec and now
head of Coca-Cola bottling com-
panies here arid in San. Jose, Calif
Firm is financed by eastern capi-

tal arid will headquarter in the
Park. Building in downtown Pitts-

burgh.
Strotz has been named president

of Trans-World, with Harry Kodin-
sky, public relations consultant, as
veep, and Arch Lhormer, treasurer.
One. of the directors will be I. D
Wolf, v.eepee of Kaufmann’s De-
partment Store and head of the
Civic Light Opera Assn. Kodirisky
is also a director of International
Television

.
Productions, Inc.,

Boston corporation for which he
recently negotiated a contract with
the Vatican in Rome for the film

inu and recording of the world
famous Sistine Choir.
Kodinsky and Lhormer recently

returned from Hollywood in behalf
Of Trans-World, where they in-
spected tv producing facilities and
conferred on properties

Achievement of a “high state of

effi the distribiitiori Of

teiepix among the top companies
has made the financing of tele-

vision films a safe . risk, Milton A.

Gordon, president of Television
rograms of America arid one-time

Walter A. Heller exec, told the
iOth annual convention of the
Commercial Finance industry in

N. Y. Moriday (10).

Discussing the
;
development of

an “area of predictability” in the
financing of teiepix, Gordon said
the big difference between the vid-
pix field of a few years ago and the
situation today has. been the estab-
ishment of efficient distribution
companies to. assure marketing of
the films on a local and regional
basis. In the earlier teiepix days,
Gordon said, financing syndicated
shows, was “ari out and out gam-
ble” because little thought was
given to distributiori. Today, - he
said, “Distribution has reached
such a high state of efficiency
among the three or four top com-
panies that television is right ripw
more

'
predictable from a financial

standpoint that motion pictures.”
Gordon said that there are “three

or four leaders” In the syndication
field and “about a dozen smaller
companies ” “Given a reasonably
priced series of good quality and
working with one of the afore-
mentioned better distributors,” he
said, “I feel there is a margin of
safety in a 50 to 60% loan. In this

area, a safe, loan can be liquidated
fairly comfortably, with some sem-
blance of a decent profit.”

Gordon corifined his remarks on
teiepix financing largely to syndi-
cated product, pointing out . that
financing of national and network
vidpix “has become almost routine
and is fairly simple.” Fact that a
syndicated series must be produced
in advance of . the sale brings in

the factor of uncertainty And
makes this type of financing sim-
ilar to motion picture financing.

Gordon traced trends in motion
picture financing and declared that
for the most part motion pictures

have now “departed from the
‘area of .predictability,’ ” Reason
is that the average “A” film Pan
no longer expect a defiriite mini-
mum gross, as in the pre-war era.

Recent scramble by. major teie-

pix production-distribution compa-.|

nies to get situation comedies, into*

syndicated release is pointed up by

trie returns, that have, accrued * to

those distribs lucky enough to have

corriedy series presently on the

market. Whereas the general ad-
venture or crime series has been
the staple of syndication up to

now, the top business being done
by the few available comedies has
created a competitive situation to

get there fastest with the. mostest.
That there’s a market for com-.|

edy . shows has been demonstrated
by. such assorted product as the
"My Hero” reruns, the “Hank Mc-
Curie Show” and “Life With Eliza-

beth,” arid more recently by “Duf-
fy’s Tavern” and “Meet Corliss
Archer.” Now the other majors are
in the race, with Ziv having the
Eddie Cantor show already in pro-
duction, NBC Film Division pre-
paring release on the Gerie Lock-
hart starring “His Honor,. Homer
Bell,” United Television Programs
already selling “Mayor of the
Town.” with Thomas Mitchell
starred and Television Programs of

America in
.
pre-production on

“Tugboat Annie,’’ with Charlotte
Greenwood. (TPA already turned
out “Halls of Ivy” on a network
deal, but was prepared to go syndi-

cated with the show if necessary.)
|

.
What’s behind the comedy itch

is the impressive sales record
racked up by the existing situation-

ers. “Corliss Archer,” which just,

went into release A couple of

months ago, is already, sold in 128
markets, with that figure including
95% of the top 70 cities (this

means Ziv will be in the black on
firstrun). Official’s “My Hero,”
which was rf^floperoo on NBC-TV,
has been sold in nearly 150 mar-
kets, simply because of the scarcity

of reasonably priced comedy shows
in syndication.
“Hank McCune,” which has been

shifting from distributor to dis-

tributor for the past two years
and is now in the hands pf UM&M,
is in over 80 markets, not so much
because of its. content matter as

the market situation. Guild’s low-
budgeted “Life With Elizabeth” is

in more than 100 markets. And
MPTV’s “Duffy’s Tavern,” although
there’s no available market count,

did well on initial skies for the
same reason, in spite of its com-
paratively high price.

On the average, the comedy
shows have been selling far more
easily than the average adventure
or thriller series, and as a result,

everyone’s starting to get into the
act.

ReedVs. Reed
Agency conflicts in program-

.

riling,, wherein two clients of

the same percentary find

themselves, battling it out in

the same time slot on differ-

ent networks, have becoi

fairly commonplace. But iPs

Still a rarity when A producer
finds two of his shows in com-
petition to each other.

This will happen to Roland
Reed starting Oct. 20, when
the new jStu Erwin vidpix se-

ries' bows ori ABC-TV Wednes-
days at 8:30 for Chesterfields.

Show will then find, itself op-
posite “My Little Margie,"
which Reed turns put for Scott
Paper. Strangely enough/ the
coincidence wasn’t a matter of
a network selling the compet-
ing clients, since Reed made
both sales direct.

Tone, Greene, McClory

Sought for ‘Lancers
Hollywood, Oct.. 12.

Franchot Tone, Richard* Greene
and Sean McClory are sought by
producer Herbert B. Leonard for

his new telefilm series, “Tales of

the Bengal Lancers,” which rolls

in January.
Douglas Heyes, scripter on Leo-

nard's Screen Gems series, “Ad-
ventures of Rin Tin Tin,” will pen
the action series, to be lensed in

Color. “Landers” Is not for Screen
{Teins, but an indie venture for. the
producer.

It’s plarined to begin production
with 26 “Lancers.”

The last of the eight availabili-

ties on WOR-TV’s (N. Y.) multi-
run “Million Dollar Movie” were
taken on this week by N. Y. Tele-
phone and Duffy:Mott. The SRQ
status gives the General Teleradio
station a chance to gross nearly
$1,000,000 over a 30rweek period
(a pic a week) on just the feature
film series itself. In. the mean-
tiriie, however, five out of the
eight adjacencies to the feature
show,, have beeiv bought at $1,000
each per week.
The station attributes the sellout

to the 70.7 Telepulse - rating
achieved as cumulative, score for
“Movie’s” 16 weekly showings.
Were an advertiser to judge by
that same rating, dope for the ini-

tial slotting from Sept, 21-27,

WOR-TV would rank number, three
station in N. Y. for the 7:30-10 p. m.
time. WNBT led for all programs
tluring that period with a 15.9 per
quarter hour; WCBS-TV ha'd a 15.6

(both of these include network
casings), and local-only WOR fol

lowed with a 3.94. WABC-TV was
fourth with 3.90 (also including
network shows).

IN THE STILLS OF THE NIGHT

Polaroid Technique For News
Shows Time-Saving Feature

Use of still photos for local tele-

vision news shows is being still

further refined and speeded via the
instantaneous-development feature
of ' the Polaroid Land Camera,
which iS getting more widespread
use as a station must for news cov-
erage. Pplaroids are receiving ad-

ditional play as a production aid

with at least one network director

using stills for quicker camera re-

hearsal results.

Megger is Lee Cooley’,, of the
CBS-TV Perry Como stanza. He
shoots stills of the night’s .sets, and
goes over the photos with his cam-
era crew, pinpointing the takes and
thereby eliminating the need for
extensive on-camera rehearsal di-

rections. Time-saving feature lies

in the fact that the stills are devel-
oped just one minute after the pic

ture is taken.

On the news front, staffs of such
outlets' as WJAR-TV in Providence,
WKZO-TV in Kalamazoo, KFEQ-
TV in St. Joseph, WAVE-TV in

Louisville
.
and WTVO in Rockford

mairitairi the cameras as standard
equipment. Iri the case of KFEQ-
TV, use of the camera gave the

station a nine-hour picture beat on
the rest of the country

DAVID ROSE TO HELM

ZIV MUSICAL DEPT.
*

Ziv Television Programs has
signed composer-conductor David
Rose to head up a new musical
department for the vidfilmery. In
addition

;
to heading up all phases

of musical contracting, etc., Rose
will act as conductor for the up-
coming Eddie Cantor telefilm se-

ries which Ziv will start airing as
of the first of the year,

Firm last week signed its first

pact with the American Federation
of Musicians, a five-year deal which
indicates that other musicals are
on the way from the Ziv stable;

Rose, of course, will handle the
Mother new musicals.

•f Far arid away the biggest audi-
ence promotion ever made avail alple

to local stations by a syndicator is

being prepared by National Tele-
vision Associates. jThe, campaign,
involving a $1,000!,Q00 giveaway
contest backed by $400,000 in

promotional ids and $370,000 in

local advertising, will be made
available to local stations using
NTA film product starting in

January.

Unusual, aspect of the campaign,
copyrighted under the title “TV
Tic Tac Toe,” is that the contest
arid promotional backing is not. tied
to any particular NTA prograi
ming,. although only statioris buy-
ing the firm’s programming are
eligible to participate. Instead, it’s

intended strictly, as a local station
audience-builder, for. the station to
handle as it likes to create local
interest. Principle behind the cam-
paign, according to NTA prexy Ely
Landau, is that “too many station
managers forget they’re

. in busi-
ness; they forget that they have to
create excitement.” Contest, ac-
cording to Landau, will help them
create that excitement about their
own outlets, and will serve NTA’.
own objective of landing its 500-
hour library in 100 markets. by the
January starting date.

Plan is to have local stations
give away an aggregate of $1,-

000,000 worth of prizes over a 17-
week period^ beginning Jan. 2, with
a final national jackpot prize of
$100,000, including a $35;000 home
for the winner. Contest would be

:

dl.ayed on special cards, of which
NTA expects to distribute 140,-
000;000 over 14 of the .17 weeks
(last three weeks would merely
be a. buildup for the jackpot), with
local stations airing “clues” tied
to the cards. Contest cards, which
would change every week to push
store traffic, would, be made avail-
able by local stations in any man-
ner they please, and station can
ait* its '’‘clues” in any time' spot
Concentration it wants, building
audience on an overall basis or in
selected time slots.

Prizes are being bonded by
Richard S. Robbins Co. while the
promotional material and local ad
inserts will be handled: by Moss
Associates, N. Y. ad agency. Promo-
tional material, containing slides,

spot announcements, point-of-sale
material, etc,, will cost some $400,-
000, with three merchandising men
Spending full time visiting stations
to help them implement the con-
test. Local advertising, costing
some $370,000, will take the form
of two full-page, two half-page
ads for e$ch station, inserted into
the leading local newspaper and
paid for by NTA.
NTA started a teaser mailing to

all stations and press reps this
week, sending out first a one-
dollar bill, following that with two
bucks, and ending with a million-
dollar “check.” Folding money was
legitimate.

Christie Silents To

Sportsvision, Inc., is assuming
Another distribution facet in han-
dling Hal Christie’s film comedies
of the “silent” 20s. Previously, the

Sportsvision outfit has restricted

itself to sports packages, with its

half-hour grid stanzas currently in

155 markets nationally.

The Christie comedies are being

|
edited and soundtracked by a

newly-formed production .outfit,

Video Center Programs, Inc. Al-

ready 26 of the more than 200

two-reelers have been edited into

12V£-minute shows. A1 Madden of

Sportsvision has them on the sell-

ing block now.

General Teleradio’s decision to

syndicate a weekly 15-minute se-

ries with Fulton Lewis Jr., will be
among the items discussed when
the firm meets in N.Y. toiriorrow
(Thurs.). The conclave, helmed by
GT Film Division topper Dwight
Martin arid sales chief Pete Ro-
beck, plans to scan three or four
other GT products.

•With the 30 Bank of America
features in. 56 markets now, the
distrib outfit is turning more of

its attentiori to sales ori A series

of 10-minute animated, cartoons,

39 “Greatest Drama” pix and the

Lewis skein, as well as production
plans for “Garigbusters” arid a

documentary series re. the Marine
Corps.

Lewis’
,
Own production company

in Washington will produce A liewa

stanza for a Jan. 1 delivery start.

(Continued on page 44)
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Italo. features, imported and

—

1—”

dubbed fpr American video, are opniimT
.considered of growing. importance I

to .the. .medium, and as a result aie
.. nim a

pretty expensive., items. Italy’s
| QN EXPANSION BINGE

"big berthas of bally” have put

many of its own stars on a par

with many U. S, headliners. The
Giha Lollobrigidas, the Rdsanno
Brazzis, the Siivana Manganos and
the rest of Italy's headliners are

lures, and tele station execs are

willing to shell out tidy sums for

-their pix, particularly: : si • the
U. S. is releasing little of its recent

StUff...:

Drawbacks have been pointed

out in use of Italo features for

video here, but objections are les-

sening. It’s, felt in seme quarters

that Italian thesps dubbed into

English—and no matter how well

—

are still a source of' annoyance to

American televiewers who know
"from nothing about good dubbing
techniques.” Lip sync will probably
neVei* be perfect, they figur .

Another thing, that might have
checked past popularity, of Italian

celluloid, and a sore spot not com

Rapidly expanding Screen Gems,
the Columbia Pictures telepix sub-

sid, added still more men to its

administrative, sales and produc-
tion staffs this week, with the

firm’s total personnel now 100%
over the staff of a year ago. Key
additions were the addition of Bud-
Donnelly- as assistant to midwest-
ern sales chief John McCormick in

Chicago; Conrad Waldstein as as-

sistant to . business manager Burton
H. Hanft; W. Scott McLucas as

production assistant to technical

director M. Peter Keane; and Alan
Press as head of the' new traffic

department;

Other additions are Eli Levitan,

as technician . arid animator in the
firm’s animation depattihent, with
Joe Morn and Vincent Cafar-
elli as assistant animators. Stanley
Ackerman, former: resident di-

rector of Kansas City’s Resident.

New. series employing the files

of the Tracers Co. of America, the

30-year-old firm which has tracked
down some 500,000 missing heirs,

is being shot on the Coast and on
location by the newly formed Park-
er-Rogers Productions. Firms will

shoot a - total of 26 half-hours, each
locationed in a different city,,and
is presently dickering- national

deals on the series.

Films are being produced by the
four Rogers brothers of Beaumont,
Texas, one of whom, Dr. Nathan
Rogers, is partnered in Parker-
Rogers. Other parker-Rogers part-

ner is former Universal and RKO
director Ben Parker, who’s

;

meg?
girig the series. Scripts are being
written by Eliot Asihof. Two of

the pix have, already been shot, in
San Francisco and New Orleans:
Films, budgeted at $20,000 each,
avoid the use of violence but por-
tray the detective work used by
down the; missing parties.

Tracers investigators in tracking

"Kiss and Tell” and
a radio series for .10

sales force-

pietely healed, is the fact that it
j

Theatre, is the firm’s new dialog

gained little popularity in. many
|
director. David Greene is chief eX-

; rural areas.. (Despite the fact that peditor in the traffic department.

Italy has been making a goodly !
One; changeover affecting present

number of musicals, romantic com -
{

personnel is, the appointment of

ed'es
the
*neo—foreign products are: widely con
sidered in the "arty” class.) Yet

;

the pix aren’t without decent rural j

acceptance; they are. playing video
*'

markets like Richmond, Evansville,

Nashville, Midland (Tex.), Fort

Worth, .Butte, Charlotte, Spring?

field and Rockford (111.) among
other places. .

’ Jules Weill,, boss of Fortune
Films, which, currently distributes

j

Sef avitfable—and ^
| it i

claims to eia;ge appro
, major expansion in sales and

mately the same high
,
prices. as

: nroduction which it will unveilC eneral.Teleradio does for its. gen,tWg“t‘°^ *"*
t
Vn™'!

erally-accepted topline 30 features i °^r

f
",e

s^sm"h £5 ?0T
of native origination. Weill said

| produclioh
' eScs Meeting is 'be-

that tire jtrst * Mlo •TMWBtfBgSigPUKnJW&-
•avadablc here since January of

. Su
-

mt, :17! and Monday
this year, have already grossed big • ^
coi One estimate, believed very ;

.

On the bpards are an expansion

conservative, was that the pix
j

int° Production of. daytime shows

brought over a $500,000 .gross so !

°ve
y.
an

<\,
.above the already-impro-

m tt o I duction It s Fun to Reduce.” with

Guild Films, flushed with .
the

.far; (This is from 60 U. S. markets
and five in Canada.)

Gina Ldllobrigida, - who’s nieck-

and-necking it with Marilyn Mon-
roe. is appearing in three of the
Weill features. Siivana Mangano,
who’s done “Ulysses!* for Para-
mount, "Bitter Rice,” "Anna,” etc.,

is in at least two of the pix herself.
Milly Vitale, doing a Boh Hope fea-
ture how, is in four. Other femmes
in Weill pix who through cheese-
caking it and, in instances,

,
through

appearances in product that break
in the U. S., include Rossana. Po-
ll esla in three; Elinora Rossi-Drago
in. tivo; Siivana Pampanini in
three; Alida Vaili (ex-Selznick
stable) in a brace; arid Maria Ca-
ale in four; Even Maria Montez

is
.
in a brace of the Italo-for-video

film features.

duction "It’s Fun to Reduce,” with
a soap opera strip, in inspiration-
al-type segment and an- entertain-
ment, strip, all' slated for afternoon
station use. Couple of nighttime
stanzas are also expected to be
announced by prexy Reub Kauf-
man. including the upcoming Con-
nie Haines musical stanzas.

On the sales end, the expansion
has already started, with two new
execs already added. They're Karl
II. Gericke, who moves over from
a post as assistant director of net-
work program sales at ABC-TV
to become assistant Sales director

!.at Guild under Joe Smith, -and
Arnold Deutschman, who’ll operate
as administrative assistant to Kauf-
man. Deutschman formerly headed
liis own agency, the Darnol Co.,
and previously was with' Maxwell
Sackheim.

Sales expansion will be nation-
wide, with three new branches- to
be added, and Guild slated to move
to large r homeoffice

.
headquarters 1

on Madison Ave. Expansion is also
set for sales promotion under Mon-
roe Mendelsohn, client service un:

fop sales execs of- United Tele- Art Gross: and publicity; under
vision Programs, with their big- I

^'l Sli-ainmark1

.

gest month to date behind them—- • :
•'

•
•

“

sales well in excess Of $600,000 for !
.

September—are meeting this week
in Chicago to map out new sales

j.

First big expansion of the cata-
log. of Consolidated Television
Films since George. Bagriall & As-
sociates took dyer management of
the firm was effected last week,
with Consolidated adding five new

1 quarter-hour series to its lineup..

Series are "Scene With a Star,” a
Vera Vague starring audience par-
1

icipationer; "SpOtlite of Holly-
wood.” with Jim Ameche;' ‘’World
of Wolo”; "Let’s Draw” and
“Sports Mirror.”

"Scene,” of which there are 13
completed and 26 in production,
has contestants reenacting a silent
picture scene with a guest star.

"Spotlite” is an interview series,

With .13 finished and 39 in pro-
duction. "Woio;” a puppet seg-
ment,. is being shot in color, with
13 completed and 39 to go. “Let’s
Draw” features Frank Webb; and
Valerie Landon and was live in
Los Angeles. "Sports Mirror” is a
personality series which portrays
athletes in professions they had
originally, practiced or chosen be-
fore entering sports.

Combined Corisolxdated-Bagnall
library how totals over 1,000 hours
of programming, including Bag-
nail’s feature catalog. Bagnall ac-

quired Consolidated’s catalog last

March, when the firm, was sold to

Shull Bonsall,. who turned over
distribution rights to Bagnall.

MEET CORLISS ARCHER
With Ann -Baker, .Robert. Ellis,

Mary Brian,. John Eldredge,
Ralph Peters; Hy Averbach, nar-
rator

Producer; Ziv Television. Programs
Director: Eddie Davis
Writer; Jerry Adelraan
39 half-hours
Dlstrib: Ziv Television Programs

After a venerable career, on the
stage in
heroine of
years, Corliss; Archer shifts now
to television with good prospects
of developing into a popular pro-
gram. Starter catches the spirit of
the F. Hugh Herbert creation, and
is turned out with a light and
sometimes whimsical touch which
should appeal to family audiences,
particularly the juve members.

Accent in the first entry rests
more on Dexter, the boy next door,
than on Corliss, but a solid yarn
of juvenile’ trials and tribulations,
is turned out by Jerry Adelman to
keep the viewer intent on what’s
unfolding. This time, tlie two ro-
mantic youngsters have a date to
attend a formal function, but Cor-
liss is minus an evening wrap ana
Dexter a tuxedo, solution Of which
problem forms the situation crux.
It’s all told, brightly, albeit the
presence of • familar overtones of
such a premise. It’s also worthy of
note that Dexter exclaims his
character's time-honored “Holy
cow” only once,, with Corliss in for
two "Gollys.”

Ann Baker, is a pert Corliss,
slipping easily into the character
of the lass with penchant for
long telephone conversations,
much to the annoyance of her
father who. always is expecting a
long-distance call. As Dexter,
Robert Ellis scores, too, interpolat-
ing proper open-faced approach.
John Eldredge is a good selection
as Corliss’ father, excitable hut
trying to understand modern youth,
and Mary Brian makes an ideal
mother. Ralph Peters is in for a
laugh sequence, as a tux salesman.

Proceedings are further embel-
lished by the narration of Hy Aver-
back, whose explanatory interrup-
tions add spice and good cheer.
Eddie Davis' direction is attuned:

to his subject with sharp timing,
to which Ace Clark contributes as
editor. Whit.

‘Wife Irma’ Vidpix
Hollywood, Oct. 12.

Cy Howard, given the greenlight

by dBS-TV, has begun prepara-
tions to telefilm "My Wife Irma;”
formerly known as "My Friend
Irma.”
Marie Wilson, retains her lead

role as "In and Howard is

FOREIGN INTRIGUE
With Gerald Mohr, John Padovano,

Francolse Prevost, Gregoire As-
lan, John Stark, others

Producer: Sheldon Reynolds Pro-
ductions.

Producer-directbr-wrlter; Rey-
nolds

39 half-hours
BALLANTINE (spot markets)
Distrib: Sheldon Reynolds Produc?

tibn (Via Wm. Morris)
Gerald Mohr, from Hollywood,

is the new star of Sheldon Rey-
nolds’ "Foreign. Intrigue” series,
and brings fresh life to program
which heretofore depended strict-
ly upon foreign talent. If the open-
er i$ anjf indication of events to
follow, viewers can expect fast ac-
tion filmed against authentic back-
grounds abroad.

Reynolds, who functions as pro-

mature dialers who stumble across
the program, won’t be sorry they
stopped.
That it’s a takeoff on "Hit Pa-

rade” is not to its discredit. Sing-
ers "just standing up and singing
can’t hold an audience and even
the greats like Eddie Fisher must
be set off with production. Here
it’s done with moderate flourish,
musicals, for syndication being
risky business because of the cost
sheet, Laine belted across the songs
that are best suited to his vigorous
style and was hard pressed by Miss
Haines, whose expressive manner-
isms and ebullient mood give the
musical - a joyous lift. She can
pound a song as hard as Laine,
when need be, but her forte is styl-
ing, both sweet and hot.
Only non-musical feature was a

novelty balancing act by the three
Carsony Brothers, unexcelled as
equilibrists, Body balancing on a
finger stuck in the neck of a bottle,
is a sock routine and other bits of
perfect balance, won walloping
applause. There’s a different act
guesting on each stanza. Helm,

hunting for someone to play the
,

. .

hubby role. He plans to shoot a !
ducer, writer and director, selects

. . • '

i , i’ . Vienna frwr hie- ctnmr. hero

FLORIAN ZABACH SHOW
With Mary Ellen Terry, Ronnie

Deauville,
. Harry Zimmerman

. Orch, others
Producer: Guild Films
Director: Duke Goldstone
39 Half-hours
Distrib: Guild Films

Guild Films, which hit high C
(for cash) with, its Liberace vidpix,
lhakes an obvious attempt to repeat
the formula \yith Florian ZaBach,
a violin virtuoso showcased with
far more productidn accoutrements
than, ever surrounded the cande-
labra kid. A personable young vio-
linist, ZaBach skips from pops to
longhair with1

aplomb. And—he!s
pretty dexterous with fiddle.
Although a fair Decca disk-

seller. ZaBach doesn’t have the
national rep Liberace had when he
entered**/. That means more' build-
up is needed. Tipoff on that locally
is that show opened without a
bankroller,. and participations were
tossed in—despite fact it’s a prime
time spot.
But the gals will go for ZaBach

and his toothy charm. (He flashes
the molars, too). He had a wide
repertoire * initial show, the
strings zinging from "My Blue
Heaven’’ to, a selection from "The
Bartered Bride.” Particularly fine
artistry was displayed "Sor-
rento.”
A few fiddlers (uncredited) back

ZaBach on some or the numbers;
some neat trick photography
used to show terper Mary Ellen
Terry as a dancing, doll on a table,
and there, are a couple of weakish
vocalists (also uncredited).
Duke Goldstone’s direction, is

geared to a swift pace, and he is

meticulous in his handling of Za-
Bach, with many closeups, a good
idea. Harry Zimmerman, musical
director, has done a fine job of
meshing the tunes together and
Mack Stengler’s Camera work
is good. . Daku.

4 ,
» » » »

Vidpix Chatter

pilot in about a month.

Gen. Teleradio
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policies and a possible, expansion
of the firm’s operations.. Group of

To Produce Teleblurbs

seven UTP execs, headed by prexy
|

M1?0 Productions, the industrial

Phil Krasne; will meet Friday (15) , !
film production outfit, is going into.

Saturday and Sunday at th Am-
bassador East,
Topping the discussions will be

a new formula to speed up sales
on the firm’s backlog of product,
with possibly a new library or
package plan etherging from the
meet. Also up. for discussion will
lie plans for “Authors Playhouse,”
if and when the Brewster Morgan-
Eugene Solow anthology series
goes into syndication. Accompany-
ing Krasne from the Coast will be
exec v.p, Lee Savin and sales ad-
ministrator Dale Sheets. Sales
y.p, Wynn Nathan will plane in

;

from N. Y. with Gotham veep
Aaron Beckwith and eastern' sales '!

production of tv film commercials
via formation of a new company,
MPO Television Films, headed by
MPO prexy Judd L. Pollock and.
Marvin Rothenberg, former super-
vising director of Transfilm.

Firm is already in production on
new blurbs, but' will concentrate
on a few accounts rather than go
after a wide area of accounts. Ac-
cent will be on color too,, with
Rothenberg. having directed this

summer’s Film Producers Assn, ex-
perimental footage oh color com-

j
rnercials for tv, and MPO having

The show, described as a quarter-
hour to be made, shortly before
weekly delivery (ala Drew Pear-
son); will go up for sale right
away. GT will be out . to. get as
many stations lined up as possible,

before the first vidpic in. Jan. since
the series, of relatively topical na-
ture, has no residual bull. Inci-

dentally. United Television Pro-
grams once had a series of 26 sim-
ilar quarter hoUrs with Lewis.
At the meeting tomorrow will be

Tom O’Neil, overall head' of GT.
And in addition to Robeck and
Martin, all salesmen will be east
for the one-day session; Attention
will he given sales for the "Great-
est Drama,” which have been in

the house for some time, and the
animated kid films: from England’s
Primrose Productions.
On the "Gang'busiers” front, GT

has 26 scripts written on which
production plans are to be set,

probably at tomorrow’s. Film Divi-
sion meet

produced several tint industrials
for firms like Ford and Nash. MPO,
incidentally, ranks in the top four

Vienna for his story backdrop here.
Concentrating upon present-day
rackets and intrigues, he hits upon
counterfeit passport plates for the
current subject, with Mohr, oper-
ator of the Hotel Frontier, and a
fast man both with a gun and his
firsts, out to hussle plates for the
American consul.. What’s in be-
tween, plotwise, is his eluding a
whole flock of gunmen employed
by . counterfeiter to reach his ob-
jective^, and also, save the lives of
a couple of American correspon-
dents..

Mohr socks over his. characteri-
zation with good American appre-
ciation of a meld role and is a fine

choice for part. He’s supported by
a capable foreign cast headed by
Jphn Padovano, also the . associate
producer, in role of counterfeiter
Francoise Prevost as latter's slick-

cliick moll who comes over to
Mohr’s side, and! Gregoire Aslan,
trigger-man. Enough of the foreign
flavor is inserted through use of
backgrounds to warrant overseas’
filming. Whit.

chief Ton) McManus;, Chi veep John industrial filmmakers in terms Of ; lnmbus. Show^ aired
Rohrs will also sit in on the meet,

j
billings.

| TV, had a 19.6 rating.

Inadvertent error in last week’s
Variety-ARB rating chart omitted
"Superman” as bccuoving eighth

! nlace in the August ratings in Co-
! - J on WBNS-

FRANKIE LAINE SHOW
With Laine, Connie Haines, Harry
Zimmerman Orch, guests

Producer: Guild Films
Director: Duke. Goldstone
39 half-hours ,

Distrib: Guild Films
For the pop: crowd, those who-

keep record sales climbing, this is

a meaty morsel. Frankie Laine and
Connie Haines have played the
country’s best spinning wheels arid

.their following among thje yQUirgejy
set must be legion. But more ness.

New York
Cy Jlonegan Jr., w'ho’s been with

Mblion Pictures for Television for

the past two years, has moved over
to Minot TV, one of the three units
of UM&M that will handle MPTV
product, as Gotham sales manager
. , . Ed Brainard, who's been writ-

ing Guy Lombardo’s Mutual radio
show, tapped by MCA-TV to script

the bandleader’s upcoming syncli?

cated "Guy Lombardo Show” ,

John B. Daltoh has .resigned as an
account exec at WABC-TV to. join

the. N;V.. office of United Televi-
sion Programs as a sales staffer

V . . Vernon Clarke, Gross-Krasne
Veep in charge of commercials,
flew into N.Y. arid back to the
Coast last week for quickie huddles
with Kenyon & Eckhardt execs and
Gotham commercial

.
topper Hairip

Howard . . . Phil Krasne, Gross-
Krasne .partner and president of

UTP, back to the Coast, after a

two-week N.Y. visit.

. British telefilm producer Tony
Bartley and Deborah Kerr, hit
wife, are in town, with Bartley soon
to begin negotiations on some Brit-

ish pilots he’ll represent here
Murray Briskin has resigned as as-

sistant to the president and general:

sales manager of Film Laboratories
of Canada and Audio Pictures,
headquartered in Toronto . . . Mc-
Conkey Artists Corp., which last

week named Howard Grafman gen-
eral director of its new distribution
setup to operate out of Chicago,
has tapped Lloyd LaBric of the

UfL Y? office ta handle eastern busi-
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READY FOR YOUR LOCAL MARKET...

ih« star-studded audience participation show

that takes cities by storm . .. Jets product sales!
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* ^ I A continuous processionof big-name

I stars of stage, screen and records

)

Outstanding personalities , all starring in

special TV arrangements of popular songs.
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FREE TUNE-0 Cards for contestants are distributed

through dealers of sponsors ! Every person who plays “TUNE-0”
sees the advertiser’s message on the “TUNE-O” card.

The cards come with the complete merchandising package ....

.

everything you need to create brand awareness and store traffic!

Arrangements have even been made for your purchase of prizes

at a small fraction of their nationally advertised price.

“TUNE-0” is the merchandising buy of any TV buyer’s life!

time for tune-o" is $ Sales-Tested Winner!
One of radio's most successful shows on over 500 stations—now
especially programmed for TV and ready to be. custom fitted

1$ your own local requirements •

«

... Vz hour or full hour-*

from once to 5 times a week!

and prizes galore ! Every viewer—at home

or in the studio—can participate in the show

and qualify for a prize. Imagine all the excitement

created by viewers regularly winning /j ^ _

nationally advertised washers,

refrigerators and other big prizes
! /

It’s the show that yfff' Mj\
can take over a town
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.By BERM ECHOENFELDu

Jaye P. Morgan: “That's Alt;

I

Want Front YdU’^'Dawi^ ’ (Victor);

Miss Morgan, ‘•'Stop 1 the- 'Music*''
vocalist who^tecently joined }the>
RCA Victor •''roster, otfmes lip with,
a potent coupling: on, this; di$j&
‘•‘That’s All I Want From tYOuV is

a firstrate commercial ballad, with
a standout lyric;. that could make
it in a. big way. On the flip, song-
stress delivers a racing slice of
“Dawn” with a snappy background
by Hugo Winterhalter's orch for
solid results,

The Three .
Chuckles: “Run-

On the reverse, Ire dishes up a
fancy guitar arrangement Of the
pldfe^hr dddbre-diiiW-teimPoy^' 5

. Dimitri Tiojaikint *Orch: ; “iBajji

iBaha-”-“Pvfel In -The SunT (Cprql).
Dimitri Tiomkin,]haspujled*mt pll

stops in hi& wax .workover, 'df..ttye
theme from the' pic, ^Adventures of
Hajji Baba.” The waxing emerges
as a lush and colorful treatment of

a near-eastern melodic line. “Duel
In The Sun,” another pic theme,
gets- a careful but not as Vivid* a
wbrkover.
Ray

.
Anthony Orch; “Woman's

JAYE P. MORGAN
(RCA Victor)

THAT’S ALL I WANT FROM YOU
. Dawn

around"-"At Last You Under-
stand” (Label X).- The Three
Chuckles is another male vocal en-
semble with the possibility of

coming-out of left field. “Run-
around” is a. fine ballad which
this group. belts to a fare-the-well.

Combo has good sound and
knows how to pour on the com-
mercial ’shmaltz, Flip tune is in

a* more conventional pattern. ./" \

Billy Eckstirie: “Love Me”-“One
Sweet KiSs” (MGM). This platter

represents, a good change of pace
for Eckstine, who has been look-
ing for a hit side for the past few
years. Both sides are in the
rhythm & blues groove where Eck-
stine can belt with the best. “Love
Me” is a slow-teinpoed ballad witli

pop potential as well, although
that instrumental background is

too obviously “bluesy.” Flip is a
conventional r&b item with a per-
sistent beat.

Ella Fitzgerald: “If You Don’t 1

Know Wh*Wilt”-“An Empty Ball-
room” (Decca). “If You Don't” is

another gobd r&b number, with a

slightly indigo tinge that may limit
the jock spins. Miss Fitzgerald
gives it a superlative ride in her
easy swing style. “An Empty Ball-
room” is an atmospheric ballad
with a good idea neatly delineated
in Miss Fitzgerald's lucid vocal.

Brucie Weil: “The World That
We Live In"-“Be Kind to Your
Parents” (Victor). “The World
That We Live In” is a fine inspira-
tional ballad that’s anything but a
juve tune. Nine-year-old Brucie
Weil, nonetheless,, has the assign-
ment and gives it a surprisingly
effective rendition despite his im-
mature pipes, Flip, from the
“Fanny” score, is a self-consciously
cute number.

Jack. LaDelle: “I Waved Good-
bye”-“Limehouse Blues” Colum-
bia). Jack LaDelle uses: the multi-
ple dubbing technique with, pleas-
ing results,; although this gimmick
no longer has any novelty angle.
“I Waved Goodbye” is a simple
ballad which LaDelle vocals nicely.

World' -“Jambo” (Capitol). Tiptop
trumpet work by Ray Anthony and
some nifty vocalizing by The Sky-
liners make this a good spinning
slice but the payoff version of the
tune from the pic of the same
name is still With The Four Aces
on Decca. Novel rhythmic item on
the back side is especially good for
juke play. Orch arid vocal group
blend riiftily.

The Hurricanes: “I Keep Cry-
ing’ -‘‘Tear Drops” . (Audivox). THe
tear duct valves are Wide open for
the preem coupling by The Hurri-
canes on Audivox. The lachrymose
titles, “I Keep Crying” and “Tear
Drops,” slip neatly into the coke
set tastes today, as does the har-
mony styling of the combo, it’s

rowdy and bouricy arid should get
plenty of the youngsters’ hickels,
if nothing else.

Jack Pleis Orch: “For Always”-
"Beyond The Blue Horizon” (Dec-
ca V. Jack Pleis has been turning
out some solid instrumental bis-

cuits during the past year and he’s
in his stride on this coupling, “For
Always” should do well because of
its fetching melodic line and “-Blue
Horizon” because of its interesting
arrangement. Both sides are
plussed by a strong vocal chorus,

Hal Thomas Orch: “Glory, Glo-
ry”-“Onravan” (Trend). The idea
of giving “The Battle Hymn of the
Republic” a jive treatment may not
appeal to some, but for those who
don’t care one way or another
about this sort bf messing around,
“Glory, Glory” should prove worth-
while. Hal Thomas heads up a
swinging crew that blasts out a
zingy beat. Orch takes “Caravan”
for an exciting ride on the hip side.
Art Waner Orch: “They Didn’t

Believe. Me”-“While A Cigarette
Was Burning” (MGM). As maestro
of the Latin Quarter (N.Y.) orch.
Art Waner has been able to find
•out first hand the kind of music
people like to listen and dance to.'

He’s brought that savvy to the
recording studio and turned out a

(Continued on page 54)

LAWRENCE WELK
and his

CHAMPAGNE MUSIC
T61st Cohsecutiv® Week, Aragon
BalThoom, Santa- Monica, Calif.

Exclusively on Coral. Records
THE GREATEST FEELING

IN THE WORLP

LUXEMBOURG* POLKA

;
Robert Earl:

‘‘My Son, My Son”-

“Faraway” (Philips P.). Two; num-

bers cleffed by Eddie (“Oh, Mein

Papa”) Calvert get fullthroated

treatment from Lanza-ish Earl,

plus inevitable trumpetics played

by Stan Roderick. Couple pf good

commercial sides with “My Son”
taking the edge for- its wistful mel-
ody and sincere treatment by the
singer.

Ruby Murray: “Get Well Soori”-

“Two ‘Kinds of Tears” (Columbia).

First disks by a new singer who
has something. She’S -.Irish, and
a mixture of Joan Regan, Vera
Lynn and Rose Brennan. Her sin-

cerity of tone is not even bogged
down by the schmaltz pf these two
British offerings.

Harold Smart Orchestra: “Strict

Tempo for Dancers” (Decca). Har-
old Smart is dexterous and

.
com-

mercial on the electric organ and
here his: electronics are augmented
by an- orch which offers four
waltzes on one side and four quick-

steps on the pther. Good family
stuff.

Dennis Loils-Ted Heath and his

Miislc: “They Were Doing The
Mambo”-“Cinnamon ’Sinner” (Dec-
ca), “Sinner” won’t get away on
this side aS it" has done in the
States, but that’s not for .want -of

much effort ori the part of South
African singer LOtis, He gives it

plenty of exuberance and beat,

greatly aided by the Heath, crew
behind him. “Mambo” ought to

have been tailermade for Lotis, but
doesn’t turn out to be. Instead of

letting the song speak for itself,

he exaggerates it.
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i 1. IF I GIVE MY HEART TO YOU 45) .

.

2. I NEED YOU NOW (6)

S. HEY THERE (12)

4. THIS OLE HOUSE (7)

5. SH-BOOM (13)

on

0. SKOKIAaN (7)

i-l

i
‘*1

± "7. HIGH AND THE MIGHTY'

8. PAPA LOVES', IviAMBp . v.

9. HOLD MY HAND (2)

10. FORTUNE IN DREAMS (3)

Doris Day .

Denise Lor
Connee BoSivell

. Dinah Shore

Eddie Fisher

f Rosemary Clooney

\ Sarfimy Davis, Jr. .

Rosemary Clooney

[ Crew Cuts
f Chords
' Ralph, Marten .

,

Four Lads
'cXteouis. Armstrong-,
^ay'jinih&hy

-A4
•*> ** •- •

.« * * • » • . * V

y$aiing'

LeRoy 'Holmes .

Johnny . Desmond
l Les Baxter. . . . ..

.

Perry&omO
Don Cornell

Kay Starr

.Columbia < *

. . Major * ’

Decca , >

Victor < >

Victor «

, ..Columbia
. .Decca

. . Columbia
Mercury

..Cat

. . . Mercury f

. . Columbia T

. . . Decca
.. . , .Capitol J

, . Decca
.M-G-M
Coral 4

, ... . Capitol

Victor

. Coral

Capitol I

( Nat ( King ) Cole <
.

, . . .... . Capitol

I
Sunny Gale .....Victor

Bill Haley-Comeis . ,
.Decca

$ Vicki Young .Capitol J
. *.*., ........

^ Drifters Atlantic

[McGuire Sisters .... Coral
. . . .

.

Gdle . .Victor

Vaughn Monroe Victor

Patti Page
. . ....... Mercury J

Les PauJ-Mary Ford .... Capitol
“ OOP-SHOOP ......... , . Crew Cuts Mercury
- K WHITHER THOU GOEST . Les PaulMary Ford .... Capitol « l

."•I CRIED — Patti Page Mercury ''

iFigures in parentheses
.
indicate number of weeks song has been in the Top 10]

* *
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SMILE

; ; SHAKE. RATTLE AND ROLL .............

\ \

HONEY LOVE

J GOODNIGHT. SWEETHEART, GOODNIGHT
THEY WERE DOING THE MAMBO

t WHAT A DREAM ! . .

.

t I’M A FOOL TO CARR

Ravel: La Valse; Faure: Pavane;
Franck: Psyche (Mercury). Fine-
combo of French music, the mysti-
cal Franck, symphonic poem Being
especially choice in the- shimmer-
ing reading by the Detroit Symph
under Paray; The delicate “Pav-
ane” and lush “La Valse” are also
very well done,.

Tchaikovsky: Symphony No. 6
(London & Decca). Two -good ver-
sions of the “Pathetique.” London’s
album, with the Paris Conserva-
tory under Kleiber,- is wanner,
sharper, though occasionally
dragged a bit. Decca disk, with
the Stadium Concerts Orch Under
Bernsteiri, is sturdy and thought-
ful. Both are sonorous and satr
isfyirig.

Bach: G Minor Concerto; Han-
del: Sonata No, 4 fn D; Tartini:
Concerto in D Minor A Sonata in ti,

(Columbia). Four diverse but
choice 18th-century pieces, beauti-
fully played by violinist Joseph
Szigeti (Szell and. Columbia Symph
aiding on the concerti). The Tar-
tini concerto, is more, romantic, less
tersely classic than the B.ach, and
the Handel is a. lovely; lyric thing.

Toscanini
.

Conducts Wagner
(RCA Victor). .,Toscy and the NBC
Symph offer^excerpts from “Tris-
tan,” “Parsifal,” “Gotterdammer-
ung,” “Meistersihger” 'and “Lo-
hengri as well as the “Siegfried'
Idyll*” Choice selections,, superbly
played, .for an ace disk,

Mozart: Clarinet Concerto in A
& Bassoon Concerto in B Flat
(Westminster & Vox). Offbeat
though richly-colored works are
major pieces of symph literature,
evidenced by the several versions

just released. Westminster’s cou.-

pling presents two accomplished
artists ' in clarinetist Leopold
Wlach and bassoonist Karl Oehls,

.

'berger, whose efforts show ,better --

because of accomp by Rodzinski
and Vienna. State Opera Orch.
Vox’s is also a Viennese produc-
tion, and a- good one,, with Rudolf
J.ettel the clarinetist and Leo Cer-

.

mak the bassoonist, and the Vienna
Pro Musica under Emmer assist-

ing. The Clarinet Concerto pops
up for a third time, via Decya, with
Reginald Kell doing an artistic job
as soloist, and the Zimbler Sin-
fonietta as able assist. Reve'rse
has the Brahms Trio in A Minor, a
richly melodic, pensive work, well
played by Kell, cellist Frank Miller
and pianist Mieczysla\y HorszowskL
Makes a choice disk. Bron.

SERIES OF JUVE DISKS
-Decca Records is prepping a big-

drive for a new /series of FrariR

Luther kiddie disks aimed at pre-

schdol tots. Series, which contains

seven 12-inch platters, was award-
ed a Parents magazine seal, which
will bo printed on the platter

sleeves.

Decca is alsdv expanding its

kidisk output based on * tv juve
shows. Latest releases are from
the> “Space Patrol” show. Other
shows in the Decca catalog are
“The Lone Ranger” and “Winki
Dink.”

The top 30 songs of week (more in case of ties), based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Index.
Published by. Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John Gray Peatman

,

Director. Alphabetically listed.

Survey Week of October 1-7, 1954

Bandit .... . .

.

< . . ... . .

.

Leeds
Best Things Happen—f“White Christmas” ....... .Berlin
Cara Mia . . Feist
Count Your Blessihgs—f“White Christmas” , i .... .Berlin
Fortune In Dreams .... .... . . . . .

.

Starston
Heaven Was Never Like This ,v. . ... . . . * . .

.’ .... Famous
Hernando’s Hideaway—*“Pajama Game” Frank
Hey There—*“Pajama Game” Frank
High Ahd The Mighty—i“High And The Mighty" , . Witmark
Hold My Hand—t“Susan Slept Here” \ .Raphael
I Need You Now , ... /, .1 .... ; . . Miller
If L Give My Heart To You . . . .Miller
I’m A Fool To Care . . ^ , . .1 .Peer
It’s A Woman’s World—1“Woman’s World” ; , ... .

.

.Robbins
Little Shoemaker . ....... ............. Boumd
Little Things Mean A Lot .... .... Feist
Love, You Didn’t Do RighWt“White Christmas” .Berli
Make Her Mine . . v . ......

... i .... ... ... , , ... . . .

.

BVC
Man That Got Away—f“A. Star Is Born” ......... ..Harwi
Mood Indigo .... ......... ...

.

Mills
Muskrat Ramble .

Papa Loves Mambo
Sabrina—i “Sabrina”
Sh-Boom

: ... .

.

Sisters—t“White Christmas*'
Skokiaan ............
Sway .............
There’s A Small Hotel .......
They Were Doing The Mambo
This Ole House

....

.

. Simon
Shapiro-B

. . .

.

Famous
HA R

......Berlin
. ..... Shapiro-B

. .'.Peer
Chappell
Mqyfair

...... Hamblen

Top 30 Songs on TV

• «

« • • • 4 • «

(More In Case of Ties!

All I Want Is All There Is And Then Some ...

Baseball, Baseball ..... ................ ... .

.

Count Your Blessings—t“White' Christmas”. . ...

Fanny—*'“Fanny” ; . . ; . ,

.

Happy Wanderer . .

Hernando’s Hideaway—+“Pajama Game”
Hey There—*“Pajama Game” . . . . , ,

.

,

.

. .

.

.

High And The Mighty—1“High And The Mighty”
Hold My Hand—1“Susan Slept Here” .% . . . ... . .

.

I Have To Tell You , . . . .

.

I Need You Now .

If I Give My Heart To You
I’m A Fool To Cate ... .

.

I’m Coming Over To Love You Tonight ... , ..

,

In The Chapel In The Moonlight
It's Crazy .... ..... . .

.

’.

Jambo-^-West Of Zanzibar ......
Little Shoemaker .... . .....
Little Things Mean A Lot ....

Man That Got Away—t“A Star Is Born”) . . ... .

,

Never Underestimate ......
Papa Loves Mambo
Sh-Boom
Skokiaan
Smjle. •* . * . . i . . .'»••••« .. . . . , . .

,

* . . .

,

i

.

.

Somebody Goofed . . ^ . »'• .

.

»'•

.

»•», . • , ^

I8^vay * * *.' *, .... . . . ^ . ..... ...» .»*«..

Teach Me Tonight ....... . .......
There’s A Small Hotel . ... ......— ..........

.

They Were Doing The Mambo
Things I Didn’t Do .... . . . . ..... , . . .....

.

. .

.

This Ole House .

• • • • • •

. • i • •*••«

. . Frank

. . Garland
, . Berlin
. . Chappell
, . Fox
. . Frank
. . Frank
. , Witmark

.; Raphael
.'. Chappell
. . Miller
..Miller
..Peer
. .Paramount
. . Shapiro-B
. . Crestview
Leeds

. . Bourne
* . Feist
, . Harwin
. . Laurel
... Shapiro-B -

. . HAR^
; . Shapiro-B,
,v Bourne
. .Speer
..Peer
. . Hub
, . Chappell
. .Mayfair
. .H A R
r. Hambten

.

t Filmuslcal * Legit musical.

mini i t i tithnut « 1

1

m* - . i .

’
j i rre
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Record company commitments4
on legituner and filmusical scores
are upsetting pop publishers’ plug-
ging plans. .In recent weeks sev-

eral diskeries have , been forced
to narrow the- spread between re-

lease dates on their top artists be-
cause <of previous deals with
Broadway and Hollywood produc-
ers. It's not that the pop tune
publisher is being crowded out of
the picture, but the bunching lip

of disk releases is forcing him to

lay a heavier promotional stress

on the platter than he would have
to if the dlsku* ,were riding with
just one tune.

In some cases, the diskeries are
letting the P.op item take care of
itself While they line .up their- pro-
motional guns on the tune from
the legit musical or. film score.

Diskery brass figure that the tieup
with a Broadway show or ' a Holly-
wood piq gives the platter added
exploitation values; And in some
cases, the stress on a single disk-

ing from a legit score is part of

the diskery 's promotion for the
original cast album set.

In recent weeks Capitol has fol-

lowed a Nat (King) Cole pop disking

with the crooner’s waxing of a pic

song and RCA Victor has nar-
rowed down its release spacing
on Eddie Fisher to hit the market
with Fisher’s workover of a legit

song. Cole’S pic song etching is

‘Hajji Baba,” which is on the
heels of “Smile.” Fisher’s cut of
“Fanny” is breathing down the
back of “I Need You Now.”
Bourne Afusic, publisher of

“Smile,” however, is not giving up
because of the : “Hajji Baba” in-

trusion.
.

In .fact* firm’s profes-
ional staff -is going out on a

special drive to push the tune to

the top. Same applies for Miller
Music, publisher of “I Need You
Now;” Tune "got off to a winging
start and the firm is out to keep
it moving. It’s almost a case of
the pubbery working against the
diskery. Meantime, Chappell
Music, publisher of “Fariny,” and
Remick Music, publisher of “Hajji
Baba,” are gearing for a big pro-
motion on their tunes.

It This a Trend?
Music publishers are hoping

that S. S. Kresge’s ban on its

employees receiving gifts is

the beginning of a trend. Chain
store, a purchaser of sheet mu-
sic, sent out a letter last week
notifying the pubberi.es that no
presents are to be given any
of its music buyers.

tetter also told the pubbery
execs that it wouldn't even
condone any group action to
sponsor gifts for Kresge execs
When they retire.

Whodunit-on-Wdx
After cracking through the book

and pic field, Mickey Spillane is

how moving into the wax fold.
The whodunit author’s initial plat-
ter Was etched On the indie V label
and will be distributed by Colum-
bia Records. This marks the first

time that Col will distribute an-
other outfit's product.
The platter, a 10-Inch longplay

package, will be tagged “Mickey
Spillane’s Mike Hammer Story”
and includes an original sebre by
Stan Purdy as well as a narration
by Spillane and Betty Ackerman.
Spillane scripted a special yarn
for the etching.

’

The disk was produced by John
Wayne and Bob Fellows for their
V production unit. Deal was .set by
Gil McKeah, director of Col’s
transcription division. Col and Sig-
net, publisher of the Spillane
tomes, will work together on the
exploitation and promotion of the
disk.

Bing’s LP on Peace
Hollywood, Oct. 12.

.. Bing Crosby will ' narrate a so-

cial Christmas album based on
Saint Francis' philosophy of peace
and recorded jby a Franciscan
choir and orchestra' under the di-

rection of Father Maholey of the
Santa Barbara Mission. Recording
Session is **slat£d--- fp^ 'late this

month and • the pWtite^ will rush
the 12-inch LP’ out 'for Yuletide
distribution. » ,

v .

^
Choir and ^ provide

mostly background music for -the

narration.

ist

’Carmen Jones’ Vs. Bizet

Longhair Vs. Pop Sales
George R. Marek, manager of

RCA Victor’s artists & repertoire
who comes by his campaign for
“raising the music levels of Amer-
ica” via longtime training as a

music editor (he still 'fills that post
avocationally for Good Housekeep-
ing), Is trying a unique sales ex-
periment with “Carmen Jones” ver-
sus the unadulterated “Carmen.”
Having just closed with Otto
Preminger for the soundtrack of
his 20th-Fox filmization of the
Oscar Hammerstein 2d adaptation,
Marek will spot the Rise Stevens
orthodox RCA waxlngs of the Bizet
opera on dealer" counters adjacent
to the “popular’* adaptation.

“Carmen < Jones” has Dorothy
Dandridge Harry Belafonte and
Pearl Bailey in the film version.
Deep* gave its OK, for the sound-
track version, but not .to any pop
singles, although Victor .will also

release Belafonte (an exclusive
artist) in solos, as undoubtedly.
Decca will with Miss Bailey.

•Marek’s conceived the “Listen-
er’s Digest” albums as a merchan-
dising stunt to encourage greater
“middlebrow” audience apprecia-
tion of the classics.

Brit Bar ’Whiffenpoof’

Gag Song by Satchma
London, Oct. 12.

Louis , Armstrong’s record of
“The Whiffenpoof Song,” sub-
titled “The Boppenpoof Song” arid
issued on the Brunswick label,
has been withdrawn ..only a fort-
night after its release"
On the disk, Armstrong parodies

the original Rudyard Kipling lyr-
ici to give his good-humored
opinion of the • hoppers, and the
record is a great big gag. However,
the gag caused no amusement to
Francis, Day & Hunter, acting for
the “Whiffenpoof” copyright own-
ers, who thought it was in bad
taste. At their* request, Decca
agreed to withdraw the record.
The backing, “Bye and Bye,”

will probably be reissued with an-
other coupling,

Liner Notes in Tribute
Hollywood, Oct. 12.

It isn’t often that a top film exec

interests himself in a record al-

bum—but Dore Schary has more
than a passing personal interest in

the upcoming Jack Fina album of

Ralph Rainger tunes which MGM
Records is releasing. Rainger was
a longtime friend of the Metro pro-

duction chief and veepee, and
Schary, who was partly responsible

for the album, has ..written the
liner notes. It’s probably the first

time that a top studio exec has at-

tempted such a chore. „

Rainger, who was killed in m
plane crash a dozen years ago,

grew up with Schary in Newark;
N. J., and played piano in Schary
Manor, the catering establishment
operated by the Schary family.

“Ralph was my friend for almost

30 years,” Schary recalls iri the
liner notes, ’’During those years,

I shared much of the fun in his

life and much of the sadness. I

(Continued on page 48)

ECKSTINE VS. GRANZ IN

PITT MUSIC BATTLE
Pittsburgh, Oct. 12,

Somebody’s going to get hurt
here Thursday* Oct; 21, when for

the. first time anybody can remem-
ber* two of the top jazz concert
packages will be pitted against

each other the same night. “Big-
gest Show of ’54,” headed by Billy

Eckstine, Peggy . Lee arid Pete
Rugolo’s band, will be playing The
Gardens, sports arena operated by
John H- Harris, while Norman
Granz’ second show of the season,
with Duke Ellington' orch and
quartets of Stan Getz, Dave Bru-
beck and .Gerry Mulligan, Is at the

3,800-seat Mosque only a couple of
blocks away.
Both attractions tried to do

something about it upon discover-

ing that they’d be in direct compe-
tition, but nothing,could be worked
out. Either the auditorium or

arena wasn’t available or the show
couldn’t rearrange its touP. As a
result, they’ll both meet head-on
and It looks like a tough situation

all around.

Hi-fi Market Still Building;

Deejay Award*
Donn Tibbett, prez of this

'

. American Society of Disk
Jockeys,' came to New York
over the weekend from his
WMUR-TV, Manchester, N. ft,,

berth to make two “achieve-
ment award” presentations for
riiusic reporting. One was to

the United Press and one was
to Variety.
ASDJ is a 4,200-member or-

ganization and the UP presen-
tation was made to . John J.

Madigan; radio news irianager.

A special award went" to Wil-
liam Ewald, writer of “On The
Record.” It’s the first music
column carried by a radio wire
service, distributed via UP,
and is now used by deejays at

more than 1,000 radio stations.

The award to Variety was
for “the best job” iri the trade
paper field.

In a move to stymie dealers who
have been jacking up the tab on
lowprice disks, MGM Records will

imprint the price on all its forth-

coming package releases under the
Lion banner. The Lion label is

MGM’s lowprice line and is sup-
posed to be priced at the dealer
level at around $1.69.

For the. past couple of months
reports have been coming in to

the MGM homeoffice that dealers
around the country have been
hiking the Lion LP platters to as
high as $3. From-now on the
diskery Will display the $1.69 tab
on the cover of eachalbum.

Diskery also is prepping a move-
in on the extended play field for
the Lion label. The first group of

Lion EPs will be slotted in the
“Design For Dancing” series fea-

turing the .orchs of Jerry Jerome,
Dave Robbins and Henry Jeirome.

The Lion EPs are slated to hit the
market Nov. 5.

RCA Sets Cast Album On

Gregory’s ’3 For Tonight’
Hollywood, Oct. 12.

RCA Victor Will release the cast

album of the upcoming Paul
Gregory production, “Three for

Tonight,” which goes on the road
in late October over Gregory's
usual Chautauqua circuit. Album
will include both dialog and music.

Billing will be Harry Belafonte,

Voices of Walter Schumann, and
The Champions (Marge and Gower).

COLE

Hollywood, Oct. 12 .

Nat (King) Cole, top star, in the
Capitol Records galaxy, wilt be
With the Coast plattery for another
seven years, New contract was
inked last week.

Cole; who recently observed his
10th anniversary with Capitol,
signed for the same 5 percent roy-
alty and reportedly for the same
guarantee he has been receiving in
the past.

L. I. SYMPH DEBUT
Long Island Symphony has been,

organized in Hempstead, N. Y'„

with some 60 musicians under Ha-
rold Orlob.

First concert is coming up this

•month.*'

Special Edition

of

40th Anniversary of

ASCAP
(American Society of Composers, Authors & Publishers)

will be published Next Week

With the high fidelity market ex-
panding steadily Ovei: the past few
years, most of the major sound
equipment manufacturers will

again pitch their wares at the na-
tion’s hi-fi mecca, the' Audio Fair,

which
, tees, off its sixth year at the

Hotel New .Yorker, ,N. Y„ tomor-
row (Thurs.). It’s estimated that
over 30,00.0 professional sound en-
gineers and hobbyists Will attend
the four-day exhibition. For the
first time the Fair. Will have a
Sunday session to accommodate the
extra, crowds.

.
Disk companies, such as. RCA

Victor, Columbia, Capitol, London
and. Westminster, will be repre-
sented amorig the exhibitors With
plans to have continuous demon-
strations of their latest hi-fi record-
ings. .RCA Victor and Columbia
will also exhibit their hi-fi equip-
ment lines along with other manu-
facturers who have taken space on
the Fair’s four floors in the hotel.

Harry N. Reizes is manager of the
Audio Fair.

Within the space of only a few
years, the N. Y. Audio Fair has
mushroomed from the confines of
a cultist movement into a show-
case for one of the country’s best-
paying hobbies. At . the present
time,' hi-fi is ranked second only to

photography in the U. S. hobby list.

Overseas interest in the hi-fi move-
ment has been indicated by Audio
Fair registrations by European dis-

tributors. and dealers.
The Audio Fair is sponsored by

the Audio Engineering Society,
wlilch holds its annual conventions
in conjunction with the Fair. Jerry
B. Minter is prez of the Audio En-
gineering Society.
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Polit Candidate Wants

Federal Aid for Symphs

In Towns Over 200,000
St. Louis, Oct. 12.

Federal aid for symph orchs in
cities of more than 200,000 popu-
lation is an election promise made
by William (Bill) Bangert, w.k.
in musical and amateur sports cir-

cles in the midwest, who is the
Republican candidate .for Congress
in the First Missouri District.

Bangert outlined his plan In 9 re-
cent address tp members of Local
No. 2, AFM, here.
Bangert said he would work for

the enactment of legislation that
would provide a federal grant suf-

ficient to pay the basic salary of
sufficient members for a symph
orch . iri cities with more than
200,000 pop. Bangert made ref-

erence to himself as “The first'

singing Congressman Who can real-

ly claim that title.”

EX-NBC SYMPH SETS N.Y.

B0W-SANS MAESTRO
The Symphony of the Air (for-

merly the NBC Symphony Orches-
tra) will make its bow at Carnegi
Hall, N. Y., Oct. 27, but without a
conductor on ' the podium. Orch
decided to bow sans maestro as a
tribute to 87-year-old Arturo Tos-
canini, who helmed the NBC
Sympb for 17 years before retir-

ing last spring.

The new orch, which is now an
independent group, will not invite

any permanent conductor during
Toscy’s lifetime. Orch had in-

vited the maestro to conduct its

opening concert but he held to his

resolution to remain in retirement.

Chandler Cowles is producing the
preferiitJoricert.

.

Be Col $25 Album Entry
Hollywood, Oct. 12.

It’s still in the talking stage, but
Columbia’s entry into the $25 al-

bum. package sweepstakes may be
in the form of a collection of Doris
.Day’s film material. Singer’s hus-
band-manager. Marty Melcher has
been discussing the big package
deal with . Columbia prexy James
B. Conkling.

Alburn would cover Miss Day’s
first seven years in pix and in-

clud soundtrack stuff from such
films as “Tea: For Two,” “Lullaby
of Broadway,” “On Moonlight Bay”
arid “By the Light of the Silvery

r* y r r r # ,
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Hollywood, Oct. 12.

A new type of ‘Hollywood narrie

'record album is being plotted by
Albert Marx, prexy of .the indie
Trend Hecords, which has hereto-
fore, specialized, largely. in jazz

material. Marx is attempting to

put together a “Hollywood Party”
album in which w.k, film names
do the material they do at film-

land soirees.

A few of the people Marx has in

mind are already under contract
to other labels, but for different
types of material, notably Tony
Curtis and Jeff Chandler, who are
now singers on Decca. Among pic
names, whom Marx wants on wax
are Debbie Reynolds, for her take-
off on Eddie Fisher; Dorothy Ma-
lone, who does a satire on debu-
tantes; Keefe Brasselle, for his Ed-
die Cantor imitations, and Regi-
nald Gardiner, for his iambus
“Trains,*’

Marx is talking with inveterate.
Hollywood partygivers to learn if

there are other film, radio Or tele-

vision names who have “life of the
party” specialties that might, be.
suitable for waxing.

Of Regional Artists For

Moppet Label Offshoot
Hollywood, Oct. 12:

Stable of regional artists is be-
ing established by Lou Chudd for
his new Moppet Records, which,
will invade the juvenile larket
with disks by television personali-
ties. New labell. is- an offshoot oi

Chudd’s Imperial Records, Coast
indie which has already, mad© an
impact on the juve market locally

with the disks of . Sheriff John (Ro-
vick).

'

Moppet will, release singles only,
in both 78 and 45 rpm, of some 20
artists. Each will be featured in

one market and Chudd has already
inked such talent as Sheriff Tex in
Seattle, Two Ton Baker in Chicago,
Deputy Dave and Fireman Frank in
San Francisco and Sheriff Jim in
Houston.
Each artist will have individual-

ly-tailored material but will also
record such juve tunes as crop up
during the year. However, there
will be no duplication of material
among the artists, so that any rec-
ord which appears to have a big
potential can be pushed out for
national release. Distributors now
handling the Imperial label will
handle Moppet.

CAPITOL GRABS UP INDIE

‘RUBAIYAT’; ‘JUG’ SINGLE
Capitol Records has acquired the

independently-made “Rubaiyat of
Omar Khayyim” and will release
the exotic album this week; Pack-
age, based on the famed verses,
has a score composed and conduct-
ed by Harold Spina, with narra-
tion by Jim Ameche. Album was
produced and directed by Red Doff.

In addition to the album, plat-
tery Will release a single pop side,
“Jug oi‘ Wine,” which is an elab-
oration of the melodic line which
uses three verses from the “Rubai-
yet” for lyrics...Single will be sent
to disk jockeys around the coun-’
try two weeks from now, but the
album will go out only to review-
•ers.

In addition .to handling the dis-
tribution, C a pit o 1 signed both
Spina and Ameche to artists’ con-
certs.

Album will be beamed at the.

audio-education market as. well as
for general release: Spina used tivo
marimbas, a vibe, celeste, harp,
flute and percussion backing. Full
score of the “Rubaiyat” will be
published by Spina-Green M u s i c

,rj^hile the pop. “Jug of Wine” will
be published by Fred Raphael Mu^
sic.

Gray Quits Frank Pubbery
Hollywood, Oct. 12.

Dick Gray, western rep of the
Frank Music Corp., ankled the
pubbery over the weekend after an
association of two years.
He will produce the television

series, “Holiday in Rhythm ” for
T-L Productions,

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLEBS

...
.

.

-

v

*<

Survey of retail disk best,

sellers based bn reports ob-
tained /ro7bledairi^^^ in.'

22 cities and showing com*
parative sales rating for this

and last week .

National
Rating

This Last
wk. wk. Artist, Label, Title
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ROSEMARY CLOONEY (Col.)

**Hey There” . ...

.

. .......
—

•. 1 1 1 6 i 1 ft; 4' 3 % • 1 1 1 10 • • • •' •' •. 4 1 3 1 • 1 139

2 j_v
EDDIE FISHER (Victor)

“I Need You Now”. 2 4 3 ; 2 10 8 •

‘ft. * 8 5 2 7 4 3 8 3 4 1

N.,
'

4 6 9 9 7 122

7WfeCREVY CUTS (Mercury)
“Sh-Boomv ...... 5 5 V .ft

" 3 3 ft ft 2 • * . 8 4 2 t • 10 6 3 4 ‘ * ; 2 3 4 2 107

4~>
j5tALPH MARTERIE (Mercury)

/ “Skokiaan” \ .... . ; , ....

.

6 2 10 : • . • • •> 3 9 > 8 3 5 3 ' • • 3 2 • • ft ft 3 4 * % 1 • • 94

5
'o

7.

DON CORNELL (Coral)
“Hold My Hand’* ...... . .v. 7 10 5 • • 9 9 5 1 1 * 9 5 2 1 10 • • • 10 9 2 7 6 8 93

6 8
DORIS DAY (Columbia)
“If I Give My Heart to You”

. .. 4 7 2 • '• • • •' 1 5 9 • • «.
*' 9 4 • 2 5 • V 3 6 7 6 2 • * 87

7 5
ROSEMARY CLOONEY (Col.)

“This Ole House’* . 3 • i 1 •. • '.*• 9 2 4 ft. • •. • 6 6 • » 1 7 • 5 7 5 74

8 6
GAYLORDS (Mercury

)

“Little Shoemaker” . . , .

,

; .

.

« • « « «; • 4 2 * « • .

.

• '• % '* 9 3 7 • ’ • • t 8 7
.

4* 3

*.'

•

52

9 12
BILL HALEY-COMETS (Decca)
“Shake, Rattle and Roll” . , ... 8 6 ... 9 « *. •- • • • •

' • . « f * • «.
, • . 5 *- » 9 1 2 10 • . • • 10 39

10 9
VICTOR YOUNG (Decca)
“High arid the Mighty’’ . ... •* 7 .* • • •

-

• • 2 9 • » 9 > • . • « • 5 • •

.

-4 ft 5 29

n

.

10
PERRY COMO (Victor)

“P^>a Loves Mambo” . .

.

9 3 4 8 6 • * . 10 .* »’ • * « • • •' • '* • »• • • ft •• • 26

12 13

FOUR LADS (Columbia)
“Skokiaari” .

.

10 8 7 2 .. • • * f • * • ft
•*

• • • •. * ft. ft » • 3 25

13 19
RICHARD MALTBY (X)
“St. Louis Blues. Mambo? . . . .

.

.«*'• •• * » 5 • • 8 • 1 • « 8 « . • • • • • • ft * ft • 22

14 18
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“Obpj-Shodp” .. • • •'

,

«

^

ft r«* -© • • «

'

6 • •“ 5 8 • • 4 21

15 16
NORMAN PETTY TRIO (X)
“Mood Indigo’*. . . ... ... . ..... *• • • *. • » » • » •

I.-

.

4 . f \ • .
ft’ • ft •.

0-' ’
ft • « i 4 » • .ft' • • • • • • •

'

.

.• • • 18

16 22
VAUGHN MONROE (Victor)
“They Were Doing the Mambo” « • • • • «. • « • • /4 ; 6 • • • ; • -ft 9 « • . • '• • 8 « * 17

17A
PAUL—-FORD (Capitol)
“I’m a Fool to Care” • • • « • • • 8 • • 7 10 • • *. • * \ • « 6 8 ft * • • •

• /

• • 16

17B
STUART HAMBLEN (Victor)
“This Ole House” • r « • • • • • . • • ft » ,

« ft
,

* •' 4 ... 2 • •. * * « « • • «. »' • • 16

19 14
DENISE LOR (Majar) ;

“If I Give My Heart to You”.

.

• • •
1

• « 5 4 ? *
ft

• • * • •. .
• • 9 « * • * • »- • » • •* * 15

20A .17

KITTY KALLEN (Decca)
“

“Chapel in the Moonlight” . . .

.

* > 8 ••"ft * •
'

• M ft ;;4 ... 10 4 .ft •

«

1 • ' • .• .... « • • • 13

20B 19
NAT (KING) COLE (Capitol)
“Smile” .. • • • » • • ft

'
ft »• • » • ft ft* 10 ‘ ft ft 5 •

»

» • » » * • 5 ft • 13

20C 11
DAVID WHITFIELD (London)
“Cara Mia” ; !

.

* • • * • * • • '• ft •' •

' .*
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.

ft. * * ••

.

4. • • * *. * • • * .• 10 » •* 6 13
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CHEERS (Capitol)
“I Need Your Lovin’ ”

.

.

•.
•' • •- %

»

• •' • • 2 ft ‘ft • ft w •• • * •' • • •*
• ft • • •

'* 9 • .• .* • » '• • n
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STAN FREBERG (Capitol)
“Sh-Boom” . ; « • • « 4. * « » • • •

•• ft .ft .ft ft ft • • • • « «

*

* '•

r
. 1 » • • • * to

25 23
PAUL—FORD (Capitol)
“Whither Thou Goest” . 9 10 •• y 6 * ft’ • t • • • • 8

SIX TOP
ALBUMS

1 2 3 5

STUDENT PRINCE MUSIC, MARTI SEVEN BRIDES FOR PAJAMA GAME SWING EASY GLENN MILLER

Marie Lanxa
AND MEMORIES SEVEN BROTHERS Broadway Cast Frank Sinatra

LIMITED EDITION,

Victor
Jack!* Gleason

Capitol

Filin Soundtrack

M-G-M
Columbia Capitol

Glenn Millftr

Victor
LM 1837 W 509 E 244 ML 4840 H 528 LPT 6701
ERB 1837 EAP 1, 2, 3, 4,-309 X 244 A 1098 EAP 1, 2-528 EPOT 6701

Philly Orch Strike Ends

With $2.75 Annual Raise

O^r Three-Year Period
Philadelphia, Oct. 12.

For the first time in its 55-year
history the Philadelphia Orchestra
cancelled, its first week’s concerts
ipi the Academy of Music last
weekend, when negotiations be-
tween the symphony and Local 77,

,

American Federation of Musicians,
broke down over the question of
a $10-a-week-raise demanded by
<the musicians..

Orch, and union settled yester-
day . (Mon.) afternoon, tooters im-
mediately started .rehearsing at
4:30 p.m., and g^Ve a concert at
the Academy that night. Tooters
got a $2.75 raise this year, another
$2.75 next year, and- $2.75 the
third year.

Cancellation of, the weekend
.concerts marked the fourth time
the - orchestra has ever called off
a program. First was in 1908, be-
cause of a train wreck; second was
in 1916 due to a blizzard, and the
third was in San Antonio in 1948
where a polio epidemic had shut-
tered all gathering places.
Last spring the management

gave the musicians $20,000 in
fringe benefits, but no increase in
wage scales. The union asked for
a $10 increase over the $l40-a-
weelc minimum which the men
nbw riscejye over a 32-wfek.seasonJ

Rainger Album
sss Continued from page 47

remember him so well during the
days when he studied law, deluding
himself that his musicianship was
only a means to the end of getting
his law degree. But the call of the
clefs and* sharps and the flats was
too strong, and Ralph spoil em-
braced his first and only career

—

music.”
.

The ISlgiial Gun
Schary’s notes recall .that

Rainger’s first hit, “Moanin’ Low,”
helped make a star of Libby Hol-
man i “The Little Show of 1929”
and describes the standard a.s “the
signal gun for a brilliant and: cbn-
sistent career that brought forth
melodies from his heart into the
hearts of millions.”
Some of the songs Schary heard

before they were published, and
one of them* “Thanks for the Mem-
ory,” was partly composed in
Schary’s living room'. Fina, who
plays the Rainger tunes, was an-
other boyhood friend of the com-
poser.

“I can only regret,” Schary sums
up, “that this record does not allow
us to hear more of the Rainger
songs, but then there are other
records still to be made . . . Mean-
while, listen to these and laugh a
little and cry a little and sigh a
little, »

Alburn iAcARd^ “J^aniiC Low,”

“Thanks for the Memory,” “Love
In Bloom,” “I Wished on the
Moon,” “Please,” “If I Should Lose
You,” “June in January” and.
“With Every Breath I Take.”

Closing Several Deals
British pubbery topper Reg Con-

nelly is ' winding up his Tin Pari
Alley o.o. here today (Wed.) after
closing deals with several U.S.
firms. ..

During his three-week
; stay,

Connelly repacted with Joy Music;
inked a British . representation
deal with turiesmith Bob Merrill's
new firm, Goldenbell, and nabbed
the British rights : to Herb Reis’
copyright, “A Toy Or .A Treasure.”
Connelly has repped the Joy in-
terests in Britain

1

since 1929 and
a number of; Merrill’s tunes, when
he was writing under the Joy
banner; were clicks in England.
“Toy -or Treasure”' has

,
been re-

corded here by Kay Starr for
Capitol Records.

Gabler to Coast
Milt Gabler, Decca artists and

repertoire chief, has left for the
Coast for two weeks of recording
sessibris in Hollywood.

He was accbmped frdiri N. Y. by
Mike Conner, diskery’s publicity
head.

Spartan of Canada Set

For Own Disk Output;

To Rep Some U. S. Cos.
London, Ont., Oct. 12.

Spartan of Canada, which re«
cently ivound Up its ties as Colum*
bia Recprds’ outlet here, will re*
•sume its disk promotion output
as reps of several new U. S. Com-
panies as well as some Canadian

:

outfits. Spartan’s catalog will
cover the pop, country & western,
rhythm & blues arid classical fields.
The Canadian distribution will

be handled by indie outfits in
Western ‘ Canada and Newfound-,
land, with factory sales branches
in Toronto and Montreal handling
Ontario and Quebec. Spartan will
be beaded up by Robert Huntley,
manager, and Harold Pounds, mer-
chandise manager. Both’ held
similar positions with the firm
when it was manufacturing arid
distributing for Columbia,

Seeco Into Kidisks
Seeco Records, indie Latino

label, steps into the lcidisk field

for the first, time this week with a
barrAge of 50 new platters. Seeco’s
anglo tag for the set will be Chil-
drens Record Series, while the
Spatiish label will be Calestia'.

Seeco will push the mop.pet line
at both the dornestic- and" foreign
mAtkets.
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By ROBERT J. LANDRY

Federal funds . have subsidized
previous tours in Europe, and else-

where, of American, entertainment
calculated to increase' American
prestige and offset the Red-en-
couraged idea that we are bar-
barians. The IssUe of doing some
more of the same is now up. Suf-
fice to make the point that Stan
Kenton’s Festival of Modern Amer-
ican Jazz which played two con-
certs (8:30 and 12:30) at Carnegie
Hall, N. Y., last Saturday night (9)

is tailor-made for this kind of
showcaseing.

1

Kenton's big show made up of
little groups has these, exportable
values: (1) it presents America and
Americans as full'- of. vitality, origi-
nality and verve; (2) -it displays
white and colored Americans side
by side in full artistic equality,
and; (3) it evades the language bar-
rier, since jazz is itself a language
of feeling, r

Well, enough Of statesmanship.
Anybody who’s interested, is re-
ferred to a more detailed discus-
sion of the European touring prob-
lem in this issue’s legitimate drama
section. The report on the Stan
Kenton concert is this: it was- all
things to all men—cool, crazy, pro-
gressive, dixieland. It was solid
with talent, weir sprinkled with
iiovelty. The {components includ-
ed in addition to Kenton’s own 20-
man aggregation, the Charlie Ven-
tura Quintet, the Art Tatum Trio,
Shorty Rogers Quintet, guitarist
Johnny Smith and the dynamic
Candido, who represented the Cu-
ban department in jazz.

Standout fact, and again the this-
would-impress-Europeahs thought,
is the great number Of individual
soloists. This, of course, is typical
of modern jazz, and especially the
small groups which depend upon
solo and regularly offer more of it

than they do ensemble work: At
the. .8:30 performance at least one
guy busted a gut, in the jazz con-
notation. That was the drummer
Shelly Manne with Dick Rogers.
He Was working up to a big take-
off into the high stratosphere >all
along and it came with the finale,
“Poco Loco" which he attacked
with an inspired frenzy, playing as
if he was reliving every emotional
experience he ever had in his life.
It was the sort of thing that' is
hard to ..describe. You "feel” it;

This audience certainly did. And
they had been giving the big mitt
all evening to a series, of truly hot
drummers, including the sweet-
smiling hornrimmed lad with Ven-
tura.

'*

There’s hardly any fair choosing
for honors among the array of solo-
ists. Bullfiddles were part of the
competition, umpteen trombones,
horns;’ dedicated pianists, the sen-
sational ..guitar of. Johnny Smith.
Art Tatum’s infinitely dextrous hot
ivories, Charlie Ventura’s familiar
brand of saxaphone humor all stood
out. So did the one girl song stylist
(with Ventura), blonde and highly
progressive Mary Ann McCall,
who had some unruly but enthusi-
astic boys in the top balcony to
contend with.

Sometimes it was blaring, some-
times it was soft, sometimes it was
a contest - in 'stamina. From start
to finish the Kenton unit pulsated
With power, and reeked with hap-
piness. It- was an exciting package
of. authentic American musical orig-
inality and unfettered flair In im-
provisation.

Coral to Break Into
Northwest Territory,

'Coral Records, Deccasubsid, is
breaking into the northwest terri-
tory with a new distrib, Huffine
Distributors, handling the line.
Latter company was Organized by
two brothers, Andy and Marshall
Huffine, both of whom were vets
In the Decca sales force.
New distribs will handle the

Washington and Oregon areaV

Kay j^rmen’s MGM Bow
Hollywood, Oct. 12.

.

Kay Armen reports to Metro to-
morrow (Wed.) to begin work as an.

MGM Records artist by cutting an
album. Session will be supervised
by Jesse Kaye.
Thrush Will sing only Nicholas

Brodszky tunes for the package and
will have a backing Consisting
largely of violins.

Norm Petty Trio, Farrell

Chicago, Oct. 12.

Mercury Records fattened
;
its

talent larder recently with pacting
of Buddy Morrow, Norm Petty Trio
and singer Bill Farrell. Morrow
switched from Victor and Farrell
from MGM.

Diskery held recording sessions
last week in Los Angeles for two
albums, one to be called "Middle-
Aged Mambo,’’ etfched by Sophie
Tucker, the other to be selected
from the repertory of Anna Maria
Alberghetti.

FOR $250,000 ON FALL
Hollywood, Oct. 12.

Singer Mae Williams filed a
$250,000 personal injury suit

against Capitol Records as a result
of a serious fall on the stairs at

Capitol’s Melrose Studios last AU;
gust. She was hospitalized with
spine and rib fractures and was
forced

.
out of a KNXT teleshow,

She charges -the plattery was
negligent.

Ethics in Jazz
*

San Francisco, Oct. 12.

Claiming that the Tony Martinez
Quintet .recording of “Bernie’s
Tune," released recently on RCA
Victor, Was virtually a carbon copy
of his arrangement, ' vibes player
Cal Tjader hit the. Martinez group
for what he* termed a violation of
“the unwritten law among jazz

musicians.’’
“You play a guy’s 'arrangements

in club, but you don’t make a
record of it, not in the jazz field,”

Tjader said. “Not only is the in-

strumentation the same as my Fan-
tasy record, but the voicing and
the whole second chorus are the
same.”

Red Foley, one of the mainstays
of Decca Records* country & west-
ern artists’ roster for

.
the past 13

years, has been repacted to a hew
five-year deal J>y the diskery’s c&vir

chief, Paul Cohen. Foley has been
a consistent seller in the hillbilly

market and, on occasion, such as
With “Chattanoogie Shoe, Shine
Boy,” has clicked in the pop field

as well.

Earlier this year, Foley left the
“Grand Ole Opry” troupe at WSM
in Nashville and-is currently head-
quartering in Springfield, Miss.,

where a new hillbilly centre is

being created under the name of
Radio Ozark. Foley’s next disk will

be with Kitty Wells, who’s also a
member of the Radio Ozark troupe.

Aimed for ‘Star’

.
Hollywood, Oct. 12.

Figuring to cash in on the. cur-
rent exploitation of the Judy Gar-
land film, “A Star Is Born," Decca
is reissuing an EP package of hits

front her “Wizard of Oz" album.
Soundtrack album of “Star” was
issued by Columbia.
Decca package, which includes

the Garland smash, “Somewhere
Over the Rainbow,” is being
rushed out to coincide with na-
tional openings of “Star Is Born”,

SET FOR DIALOG DISKS
Hollywood, Oct. 12;

,
Continuing its series of comedy

records, Coral has signed Hal
March and Tom D’Andrea to do a
series of dialog disks based on the
GI Sad Sack characters they’ve
used on various “Colgate Comedy
Hour” programs.
Each disk will deal with a defi-

nite aspect of Army life ipstead of

covering a multitude of such topics.

First sides probably Will be on
“KP” and “Going Overseas.”

or

TOP TALENT AND TUNES
Compiledfrom Statistical Reports of Distribution

Encompassing ttye Three Major Outlets

Coin Machines Retail Disks Retail Sheet Music

as Published in the Current I^sue

NOtt: The current comparative sales strength of the. Artists and Tunes listed hereunder^ is

arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu-

merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources,; which are exclusive

with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de-

veloped. from the ratio of points scored, two ways in the case of talent (coin machines, retail

disks) and three ways in the case of. tunes (coin machines, retail disks, retail sheet music).

TALENT
POSITIONS
This Last
Week Week ARTIST AND LABEL

1

2

1

3

TUNE

J
Hey There

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

5

6

4

ROSEMARY CLOONEY (Columbia)
• {-This Ole House

EDDIE FISIIER (Victor) •

• Kvelwa" Never Like This

fSh-Booni
CREW CUTS (Mercury)

. , {Oop-Shoop
(Crazy ’Bout You, Baby

DORIS DAY (Columbia) ............ If I Give My Heart to You
DON CORNELL (Coral) ......... ,. Hold My Hand
RALPH MARTERIE (Mercury) ... Skokiaan

tmvT ADnc v .

(Little ShoemakerGAYLORDS (Mercury) • • •
) Veni, Vidi, Vici

PERRY *COMO (Victor), , ... ......... . . .

.

10
;

8

POSITIONS
This Last
Week Week

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

,8

9

10

1

4

6

7

2

3

9

5

8

RILL HALEY-COMETS (Decca)

VICTOR YOUNG, (Uecca)

TUNES
(ASCAP. fBMI)

TIJNE

HEY THERE . . . .

IF I GIVE MY HEART TO YOU. . ....

I NEED YOU NOW

(Shake, Hattie and Roll
iRock Around the Clock

High and the Mighty

PUBLISHER

Frank

.... .....

.

i .Miller

. . Miller

fTHIS OLE HOUSE . . . .

SKOKIAAN
fSH-BOOM
HOLD MY HAND ... .... ...

HIGH AND THE MIGHTY. . . .........

LITTLE SHOEMAKER
PAPA LOVES MAMBO

. . . . . .....

.

Hamblen

. . . Shapiro-B

. . ... v.

.

.Hill & Range

. . . . . . . ........ i . Raphael

Witmark

Bourne

Shapiro-B

A new outfit, called DJL, with a

,

hh* in r fj& Crescente;

.‘fSWfc $5s ' organize dish
jockeys and station librarians to cm
in : on, the profits,,of the disk in-;

dustryv in jr completely candid
pitch, the DJL organizing bulletin
informs the jocks that they Will
share in 75% of the profits on all
disks displaying the DJL insignia.
The exact economics of the split

among the deejays is not exactly
specified in the bulletin, although
there’s a prpfit figure of $1,000,-
000,000 per year for the industry to
entice the jockeys, (Last year, the
gross sales of the disk industry at
the retail level totalled only
around $200,000,000.)

The mechanics, however, of the
projected DJL (apparently stand-
ing for Disk Jockey & Librarian)
organization are simple. All la-
bels with the DJL mark would
be plugged by the jockeys whi
the jocks would be notified
all companies which refused to
cooperate in- the scheme. The
bulletin says: “When you see the
DJL insignia on any record label —
it is yopr. record — you spin the
record for 'yourself; if you feel that
the record can become a number
one hit, keep spinning it and wait
for your end of the profits."

Jean Dee and Charles. Burton are
•president and manager respectively
of the outfit.

Hollywood, Oct. 12.

Group of disk personalities will
trek, to- Europe around. Christmas
in one of the annual shows touring
under USO and Defense Dept;
sponsorship to entertain troops
overseas. Unit, which will be
headed by Bud Widom, AFRS dee-
jay, is the first purely music
group to make such a trek,al-
though there are always at lea^t
five film industry units overseas
at Christmas time.

..Jeff Chandler, now a disk artist
via his Decca platters, will head
the troup, which will include Vicki
Young (Capitol) and Tony Travis
fVictor) and Jazzmen Bud Shanks
and Bob Williamson. Like Widom’s
program, the unit will be called
“Bud’s Bandwagon." «.

Hillbilly singer Roy Acuff will
head a USO-Camp Shows troupe
playing Alaska, starting Nov. 29.
He’ll be backed by “Grand Ole
Op’ry" entertainmers which ema-
nate from WSM, Nashville.

In the troupe will be Oswald
Kirby, Howdy Forrester, Odie
Rhodes, Jimmy Riddle, Pap, Jerry
Johnson and

.
Sally Aim.

AFMOK for Femme Band
London, Oct, 5.

Bandleader Ivy Benson recently
arrived home from N. Y. with the
prospect of some work in the
States for her and—subject, to

AFM approval—her femme band.
Art Weems, of General Artists

Corp., is dickering with the. AFM
for permission to bring in the
Benson girls orch apd, if approval
for this is not forthcoming, she
may still return to

.

the States as
leader of an American girls’ out-
fit.

Miss Benson, who plays alto-sax
and clarinet, took part in some
radio and ; tv shows in the States,
including Leonard Feather’s “Plat-
terbrains” program and; for a gag,
conducted Guy Lombardo’s orch at

the Roosevelt Hotel, N. Y.

Barkmeier Now Cooking
As Prez ofRCA Range Biz
Paul A. Barkmeier, formerly

general manager of the RCA Vic-
tor disk division and more recent-
ly vice-prexy in charge of dis-

tribution for RCA, has .been moved#)
up to president of the RCA Estate
Appliance Corp., effective Nov. 1.

Latter division handles cooking
ranges and other white goods.
Barkmeier joined RCA in 1948

and was connected with the -disk
division until early in 1953 when
he was shifted over to the dis-

tribution end of the parent com-
pany. He was replaced in the disk
spot by Mariie Sacks', who’s now
Victor’s general manager.



Currently

LATIN CASINO
Philadelphia

Top Engagements
TOWNE CASINO.

Buffalo

LATIN QUARTER,
Boston

SAHARA HOTEL,
Las Yogas

FIVE O'CLOCK CLUB,
Miami

MICHIGAN STATE FAIR

GATINEAU COUNTRY CLUjl
Ottawa

BASIN STREET. BIROLAND/ „ , ,,
New York Now York

Personal Manager

ROSE MARKS
51 Madison Avenue. New York
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ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
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Karen Chandler, Coral Records’

thrush, slotted f<ir another vidpic

with Guy Lombardo Rover
Boys, hew vocal combo from Cana-
da; at the Monte Carlo, Hacken-
sack, N. J, Jack Pleis, Decca
Records’ musical director; readying

his first 12-inch longplay disk

The Four Joes, Vocal combo dis-

covered by Eddie Fisher while en-

tertaining troops in Korea, inked

to. an MGM Records pact . . ..Kitty

Kallen set for a week’s stand at

Blinstrub’s, Boston, beginning Oct,
18 . . Tony Bennett began a 10-

day stint at the Town & Country
Club, Brooklyn, Friday (8) . . . The
Five Keys into the Apollo Theatre
Friday (15) ... London Records
feted Mantovani with a cocktailery
at the Overseas Press Club Mon-
day (11). '

.

Ann Fulchino, RCA Victor pub-
licity staffer for the pop division,
bedded at home with pneumonia 1

. . . A1 Morgan in Vogue Terrace,
McKeesport, Pa., this week . . . Tim
Tormey working in RGA’s Label
X operation as assistant to general
sales manager Joe Delaney.

Chicago
Chico O’Farrill and 20-piece

mambo-jazz ensemble take Over
Blue Note for two weeks on Oct.

27, followed • by tandem of. Dizzy

Gillespie and Terry Gibbs on Nov.,

10 . Russ Carlyle returning to

-/oVDOX
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"The finest sound on record
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It's Music by

JESSE GREER
Program Today Yesterday's

FLAPPERETTE
MILLS MUSIC, INC.

(1619 Broadway, Now York)

A Solid Ballad Hit!

LfcO FEIST. INC

Oh Henry Ballroom, Chi, Nov. 15
for five weeks . Blue Barron
playing Casa Loma, St, Louis, Oct.
29 for week and opening Schroeder
Hotel, Milwaukee, Nov. 16 for fortr

night . . . Chuck Cabot playing
Chrysler Auto Show in Dallas Oct.
9-15, with Paul Neighbors 'taking
over bandstand Oct, 16 for week

Errol Garner opens Colonial
Tavern in Toronto this week.

London
Jean Carson, star of the “Love

From Judy? show, is to make two
tv appearances in the States on
the Max Liebman show, Nov, 20

and Dec. 5 . . New all-girl rumba
band, led by Elizabeth Lipton and
styled the Cubanettjps, is playing

U. S. camps ... A radio tribute
to the late Carroll Gibbons, under
the title of ‘.‘A Man. and his Music,”
is being aired Oct. 18, Jimmy Dy-
renforth is scripting the program.
. . . The sudden closure of the
Bagatelle Restaurant left the bands
of Joe Saye and Tlno Christift out
of work at a moment's notice. The
Musicians Unioh is taking up the
matter . . . Canadian vocalist Patti
Lewis is to record for the Philips
label . . Drummer Leon Roy, who.
emigrated to Canada 18 months
ago, has returned to England, He
is the brother of musical stage star
Shani Wallis . . Promoters Jeff
Kruger and Lynn Dutton, have
formed the Hot Club of Britain, to
promote concerts, etc.

Pittsburgh
Joey Rotunda^ trumpet man, has

left the Bobby Vinton orch here to
jpin the Billy May band under Sam
Donahue . , . Honey Boy and His
Buzzin’ Bees back into Duffy’s Tav-
ern oh Diamond St. downtown for
another indefinite stay , . Larry
Faith outfit z*eturns to the Greater
Pittsburgh Airport Horizon Room
on Nov. 1. Hal Curtis stays there
until then

, . . Joey Sims band got
the 80th arini dinner dance at the
Concordia Club . . . Flo Parker Trio
went into the William Penn Hotel
Friday (8) for thre;e weeks, replac-
ing, the Al DiLernie threesome. Di-
Lerriie’s slated to return on Oct.,
29 . . Ken Griffin, organist, mak-
ing a seizes of 14 tv films

,
at the

WENS studio. Mode-Art .Pictures
shooting them .. . . Deuces Wild into
the Sunrise Inn for a run . Her-
man Middleman band renewed at
the Colonial Mainor , . Johnny
Costa, tv pianist, stays on at My
Brother’s Place, formerly Jackie
Heller’s Carousel.

Oberstein Backs Down In

London ’Butterfly’ Tiff

Eli Oberstein has given up in his

hassle with London Records over

his Recording Corp. of America
release of “Madame Butterfly.”

Dispute arose a couple of months
,

ago when London claimed that

Oberstein’s disk package of the

opera was just a camouflaged ver-

sion of its “Butterfly” set.

Last* week Oberstein agreed to

stop further distribution of his

“Butterfly” platters and to call

back all the sets that were still on
dealers’ shelves. He'll refund the
dealers, in full.

The London disking features
Renato Tebaldi and the Royale
Symphony orch.. Plattery claimed
that Oberstein h^cL taken tapes of

the* same mast^ls
.
and issued it.

under his owfi banner with fictitious

names for soloists and orch.

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

TrRIETY ~
Survey of retail sheet music

best sellers based on reports
obtained from leading stores in
12 cities and showing com-

parative sales rating for this

and last week.
* ASCAP t BMI
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This Last
wkt wk. Title and Publisher

If I Give My Heart to You (Miller)

*Hey There (Frank)
. , . . .

High and the Mighty (Witmark)

IThis Ole House (Hamblen) . . , .

,

*Little Shoemaker (Bourne) ; .

Skokiaan (Shapiro-B).

*1 Need You Now (Miller) ,

'

..

.

tSh-Boom (Hill & Range) /.

’'‘Hold My Hand (Raphael) . . .

Chapel in Moonlight (Shapiro-B)

Doing the Mambo (Morris) . . . ...

I *
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5 8

10

9

8

.. TO
8

9 ..

6 2

4 1,0

6

5 10

12 13 Papa Loves Mambo (Shapiro-B)

.

9 3

13 13 . 'Smile' (Bourne) ; . v . •». ......... 6

14 Count Your Blessings (Berlin) . . . ,7
15

•'•J i

Little Things Mean a Lot (Feist).

. .. 10 ' T .

10

Another BMI "Pin Up* Hit

MAMA, DON’T CRY
AT MY WEDDINfi

E

i

i
H

JONI JAMES
*®eorrferf bY

JINNIE ROGERS
' MGM

BARRY FRANK MGM
Ml

hibliihcd by
Acuff.Ro,, Publicotion*

M&L ’YOUNG’ PIX SCORE

GRABBED UP BY LEEDS
Lou Levy’s. Leeds M u s i c has

latched on to the score for the
forthcoming Dean Martin. - Jerry
Lewis starrer, “You’re Never Tdo
Young”

.
(Par). Score, which was

penned .by Arthur Schwartz and
Sammy Cahn, was for a time up for
Consideration by the Paramount-
Famous pubbery combine. E. H.
Morris, which had published the
Schwartz-Dorothy Fields score for
the legituner, “By The Beautiful
Sea,” gave Schwartz the okay to

bring his tunes to another pub-
lisher^

“You’re Never Too Young” will

follow “The Three Ring Circus” on
the Martin-Lewis, schedule. Score
for “Circus” was penned by Jay
Livingston and Ray Evans and
will be published by Paramount-
Famous.

Richard Hale Recuts

’Peter & Wolf’ for RCA
Over the years RCA Victor has

waxed several versions of Proko-

fleff’s .“Peter and the Wolf,” start-

ing with a veteran legit actor,

Richard Hale, now residing in Hol-

lywood, some 15 years ago, and.
later with Mrs. Eleanor Rooseveit

and still later with Alec Guinness,
None meant as much with the trade
as the Hale original, and harken-
recorded it, utilizing .the Boston
Pops (Arthur Fiedler) orchestra’s

soundtrack, divorced from Guin-
ness voice. Latter had tape his

end of it originally in England; Mrs.
Roosevelt’s version had been done
with the Boston Symphony, but
neither sold as well as the Hale
original, hence the move to re-

record him, as narrator, wedded
to the Fiedler musical interpreta-
tion.

Reverse will be Dukas’ “Sorcer-
er’s Apprentice,” with American
poet Joseph Auslander making a
free translation from the German
of Goethe's poem.

Col Expands ‘Horn’

For Pop Album Line
Hollywood, Oct. 12.

Only film soundtrack album to
be expanded for Columbia’s hew

. 12-inch pop album line is “Young
Man With a Horn,” starring Doris
Day, which has always been a good
-seller,

Ten-Inch package was expanded
by the addition of three tyies,
“Pretty Baby,” “Would I Love
You” and. “Lullaby of Broadway,”
lifted from other albums etched
by Miss Day.

X Buys Indie Masters
Label.X, the RCA disk subsid,

has bought. masters of a new vocal
combo, The Chuckles, from ah in-
die label. Boulevard Records, in
Detroit.

Label X picked up the group's
“Runaround? side after action i

started on it in the midwest area.
[

Jocks, Jukes, Disks
Continued from page 46.5555

pair of attractive sides pegged for

the terpsters as well as the listen-

ers. Both “They
:
Didn’t Believe

Me” and' “A Cigarette Was Burn-
ing” are tastily dished out and
easy on the ear.

Album Reviews
Judy Garland: “A Star Is Born”

(Columbia). Although Judy Gar-

land has not been a click on wax,

this soundtrack album from the

Warner Bros, pic, “A Star Is
Born,” should easily take its. place
on the album bestseller lists. This,
is a combination of Miss Garland’s
great vocalizing and a brilliant
score by Ira Gershwin and Harold
Arlen, plus a flock of' oldies. Miss
Garland’s belting of “The Man
That Got Away” is alone worth the
price of admission and for extra
dividends, there’s “Gotta Have Me
Go With You” and. a special ma-
terial number, “Born In a Trunk,”
written by Leonard Gershe and
containing a medley of great
standards as part of a show biz
saga. Also from the Gershwin-*
Arlen score are “Here's What I’m
Here For,” “It’s a New World,”
“Someone At Last,” with interpo-
lation for a ballet-like around-the-
world sequence by the chorus and
the orchestra, and “Lose That
Long Face.” Ray Heindorf batons
the studio orch with a positive
beat.

Bing Crosby-Danny Kaye-Peggy
Lee: “White Christmas” (Decca).
Another sock talent parlay adds
up to another click pic score pack-
age. Because Rosemary Clooney
is under contract to Columbia,
Decca could not get the sound
track rights to the Paramount pic,

“White t Christmas,” but Bing
Crosby arid Danny Kaye, from the
pic cast, carry the bulk of the Irv-
ing Berlin tunes in this set anyway.
Crosby and Kaye Work together on
“Gee, I Wish I Was Back in the
Army,” “Blue Skies,” “Mandy,”
“Snow” and “White Christmas,”
latter two together with Pegy Lee
arid Tnidy Stevens. Miss Lee han-
dles “Sisters” and ”Love, You
Didn’t, Do Right By Me” solo. Kaye
delivers “The Best Things Happen
While You’re Dancing” and
“Choreography” with the Sky-
larks, while Crosby solos on
“Count Your Blessings” and
“What Can You Do With a Gen-
eral,” Joseph J; Lilley maestros
this set capably.

Drilling for Music
Omaha, Oct. 12.

Dr. Royce Swain, the Omaha
dentist who fills cavities just as
long

i
as it doesn’t.inierfere with his

music writing, recently had two
more of his songs cut—making five
labels the doc has produced in the
last 16 months.

Swain’s latest are “Bunipity
Bump,” by Ken Griffin for Co-
lumbia and Dave Carroll for Mer-
cury, and “Black Orchid” by Grif-
fin for Columbia. Local d.'j.’s are
generous in plugging first big song-
writer in these parts in years.

SHERIFF JOHN MAKING

Hollywood, Oct. 12.

“Sheriff John” Rovick;, television
personality who has. branched out
as a kidisk artist, via the Imperial
label, will make, the plunge into
the pop field shortly. Rovick has
been averaging about 25,000 copies
of . his recordings, which are sold
exclusively in the local market.
Rovick will continue his. kidisk-

ings under the Sheriff. John, tag,
but will also delve into the pop
field in a new vocal buildup.

Col Inks Joan Weber
Columbia Records has added

thrush Joain Weber to its roster.
Label, is prepping a hefty promo-
tional barrage for the vocalist,
whose initial disk is set for release
in about two weeks.

Warbler is 'being repped by
Eddie Joy’s Preferred Represen-
tatives management firm.
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The public obviously doesn't share the recent, loud opinions of

certain disk jockeys that “there is only one kind of ‘good’ music,”
Capitol Records* publication Music Views comments editorially this

nionth, in what apparently is the first disk firm retort to deejay com-
plaints about the Calibre of contemporary recordings; The editorial

is unsigned but obviously reflects responsible thinking at the waxery,
since it occupies a prominent position in the monthly pocketsized
magazine which the firm makes available to the public.
The editorial doesn’t directly refer to recent disk jockey interviews,

but does reflect bitterly that “It is not unlikely that if the world
should end suddenly in the blast of some super-bomb, several people
would go on record in the Celestial Scroll as saying that the recording"
companies wer.e to blame.” Editorial adds that it “should be perfectly
obvious that attempting to ‘foist’ something onto the general public
is a quick route to bankruptcy.”

Music Views notes that “At various times, recording companies have
been blamed for destroying the music business, recording too much
jazz, not recording enough., jazz, not enough experimentation, top much
experimentation, not enough classics, too much classics,, putting musi-
cians out of business, depreciating the public taste, discouraging song-
writers, encouraging neurotic symptoms in the public , and throwing
hot pennies^ to small children. In short, record companies are report-
edly capable of anything up to and including wife-beating and striking
crippled old ladies.”

“Hit Tunes Old And New” came into focus for casual chit-
chat and offkey vocalizing on NBC’s “Conversation” program last
Saturday ight (9) when Clifton Fadiman played host to book pub-
lisher Bennett Cerf, legit producer and songwriter Billy Rose and
Warren Caro, exec director of the American Theatre Society. The
talk ranged from Jerome Kern to “Sh-Boom” with a

%

once-lightly-over
discussion of poetical values in pop music, what makes a hit song
and Were songwriters better off in the old days. Rose thought they
were, pointing out that his number, “Barney Google,” which he wrote
With Con Conrad, sold over. 2,000,000 copies of sheet music in its

day. Currently, a top song is lucky to sell 250,000 copies. As for
Hie most popular song of all time, the panelists favored “Till We
Meet Again,” the 19X8 number by Raymond B. Egan and Richard A.
Whiting, Which has sqld 6,000,000 sheet music copies to date, and
‘Let: Me Call You Sweetheart,” the 1910 standard by Beth Slater
Whitson and Leo Friedman.

The Music Publishers Protective Assn, has tbrowri its support behind
the “Give Music For Xmas” sticker campaign launched by Edwin H.
Morris • Music. Walter G. Douglas, MPPA chairman, has notified all
members that “if all our members will make up and use similar
stickers in every Way possible, it should have a beneficial effect on
all mu$ic sales.” Campaign was incepted by Sid Kprnheiser and Phil
Lang, of the E. H. Morris firm. With the idea that other publishing
firms and jobbers would adopt the stickers . on their mailings.

Current rhythm & blues movein on the pop field has forced Billy
Eckstine to return to his

.
original crooning style. Eckstine began his

crooning career as an r&b stylist but subsequently switched to a
.strictly pop groove. His latest MGM Records’ release, however,

,
is

a return to the r&b beat. Disk couples “One Sweet Kiss” and “Love
Me” and will be promoted by the diskery in both the pop and r&b
fields.

Five days after presenting the American: premiere of Dimitri Shos-
takovitch’s 10th Symphony at Carnegie Hall, N.Y., tomorrow (Thurs.)
conductor' Dimitri Mitropoulos and the N.Y.’. Philharmonic will record
the work for Columbia Records. Columbia will release th4 recording
within a fortnight after the studio session, for one olT'the quickest
rush-jobs in longhair.

KATHRYN KING sin.Rs

I Want. A Puppy
!ra Wy Stocking

Fos Christmas
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THE PERFECT
AFTER-VACATION SONG

Srync and Cahn’i

“THE THINGS

WE DID

LAST SUMMER
Styne and Cahn Music Co. r Inc.

IxperlMced

RECORDING and
MUSIC PUBLISHING

L.avinq fpr EUROPE
Will Accept Aidonmcnts

to BOX V-101, VarietyWrite _

154 W, 44th St. New York 34. N. Y.

MGM Cuts Cuffo D.J. Disk

Costs With ‘Brig.’ Platter
In an effort to minimize coin

.expenditure on cuffo deejay disks,
MGM Records is launching a new
promotion plan for its soundtrack
album of “Brigadoon,” Heretofore,
the diskery had cuffoed' the plat-

ter spinners around the country
with complete sets of its sound-
track album releases. But with
this package MGM has decided to
tighten its belt and send out a
special deejay platter only.

The special “Brigadoon” platter
will be released to the deejays
about two weeks before the set
hits the retailers. The promotion
disk will couple the soundtrack
versions of the title song and “Al-
most Like Being in Love.” The
disk will not be available, via regu-
lar retail channels. Pic currently
is moving into general .release
around the country. It star% Gene
Kelly, Van Johnson and Cyd Char-"
isse.

Coast Jazz Indie Label
Branches Into Pop Field

Hollywood, Oct. 12.
Pacific Jazz, Coast indie label

which has specialized in jazz sides
only, is branching out Into the
pop field. Diskery has set up a
subsidiary, to be known as Pacifica
Records, which will handle the pop
stuff, debuting with an album
tagged “Johnny Holiday Sings.'*

Pacific Jazz label will be main-
tained for the firm's continuing
releases in the jazz field*

America's Fastest

^Selling -Records!

PfattEif

Tobiases’ ASCAP Jr.

The songwriting Tobias fam-
ily has three new potential

ASCAPers in the fold, bring-

ing the total of the original

Charles, Harry and Henry
Tobias and their progeny up
to: 10. That’s enough for a road
company ASCAP all their p\v ,

says Charlie Tobias, prez of

the Songwriters’ Protective

Assn. ; and dean of the clan.

His son, Jerry, became the,

father of male triplets on Sat-

urday. (9). He already has one
son. Jerry and his, younger
brother Freddy Tobias, sons of

Charles, are songwriting col-

laborators. Jerry has been an
ASCAP member for three
years.

Grandpa Tobias’ current plug
songs are. “Time Waits For No
One” (With Cliff Friend; Rem-
ick) and “The Mama Doll

Song” (with Nat Simon;, pub-
lished by Patti Page—Jack
Rael’s company, Lear Music).,

Both, obviously, have a strong'

kid influence their titles

and concept.

Pittsburgh, Oct. 12.

Stan Kenton’s jazz concert didn’t

do as well here this year as it did

last season, Giving two perform-
ances, at 8 -and 11 p.m., at the

3,800-seat Syria Mosque Friday
night (8), show grossed under $10,-

000, playing to about two-thirds of

a house the first show and not even
one-third the last. Might have
made one good audience and prob-
ably would have been better for

Kenton at the b.o., too, since there
are a lot of added expenses, on
help and rental, for the two shows.

Another factor against him was
the fact that Norman Granz had i

been here with “Jazz at the Phil-

harmonic” only a week before, In
addition to Kenton and his band,
lineup included Art Tatum Trio,

Charlie Ventura quintet with Mary
Ann McCall, Shorty Rogers and his

Giants, with Shelly Manne,
Johnny Smith andYDandido.

Pubbery Biz With Mgr.
Hollywood, Oct. 12.

New music publishing firm has
been formed here by the Mary
Kaye Trio and the outfit's manager,
Bill E. Burton. Pubbery, to be
known as Kayton Publishing Co.,

will start off with: several originals

penned by members of the group.

|

Kayton applied for ASCAP mem-'

j

bership last week.

Camden Label Expands
Pop Reissue Catalog

Under its new distrib setup, the
Camden label, a subsid of RCA
Victor, is expanding its reissue
catalog in the pop field. Camden
is releasing sets by Mindy Carson,
who cut for Victor before moving
over to Columbia, and Don Cor-
nell, who now is with Coral Rec-
ords. Camden is Victor’s low-
priced line, with its' 45 EP sets

priced at 69c and 12-inch LP plat-

ters at $1.98.

Camden was formerly distributed
to major retail outlets on a direct-

from-the-factory basis. Currently,
the regular RCA Victor distribs

have taken over the line.

Best British Sheet Sellers

(Week ending Oct. 2)
London, Oct. 6.

Things Mean a Lot. . .Robbins
My Friend. . ........ Chappell
Coins in Fountain . ... . Feist
Story of Tina . . . .Macmelodies
Smile ............. ... .Bourne
Hold My Hand. . .....

.

.Wood
Cara Mia . , . V ... Robbins
Little Shoemaker . ... .Bourne
Gilly Ossenfeffer. ..... .Spier
Sky Blue Shirt . . . . . . ,

.

Wright
Sway ..... ,

.

.Latin American
Happy Wanderer. . . . Bosworth

Second 12

Must Be a Reason. .Connelly
I Give My Heart .... Robbins
Never Land. . . .Keith Prowse
Make Her Mine. . ...— . .Wood
Wanted ..... .Harms-Connelly
West of Zanzibar. . . .Bluebird
Secret Love.. .Harms-Connelly
Wait .For Me ......... .Lafleur
This Ole House ...... Duchess
Heart Of My Heart . . .F.D.&H,
Sh-Boom , i .... ...... Aberbach

,

Idle Gossip .Bron
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New York’s Tin Pan Alley lunch-

eon crowd is now scattered to the
four corners of the Broadway sec-

tor, ^ver since Hutton’s Restaurant
bn 5ist 'St. shut down .early in

August, the publishers; songwrit?
ers, pluggers arid disk personnel,

who made this spot their 12 to 2:30

:

p.m. headquarters, have returned
to their - old .eating haunts in the
50s. Hutton’s Restaurant has . now
reopened as The Cock & Bull for

the supper, trade exclusively.

The music biz’dias always had a

.shifting; luncheon pattern. Before
the 51st St. Hutton’s came into

vogue late last year (chiefly, be-

.

cause of the naming of Connie Im-
merman as maitre d’), A1 & Dick’s
on 54th St. was a fave hangout for

the music men. Always popular, of

course, were the two Lindy’s res-

taurants on Broadway; the Turf in

the Brill Bldg, and the Paddock,
on Broadway and 51st St.

Many of the younger pluggers
have now

.

gone back to the old
Lindy’s, while the veteran music
publishers and professional men
continue to favor the new Lindy’s.

For many of the Brill Bldg, per-
sonnel, the Turf is a convenient
spot.

The Paddock also continues to

draw the oldline ASCAP writers,

such as. Edgar Leslie, George. W.
Meyer, Abel Baer, etc., and L.

Wolfe Gilbert and Harry Warren,
when' the latter two are. in N.Y.
from the Coast. The Paddock also

has tv and many of the vet ASCAP
writers are rabid Giant fans.

The disk company execs have
various favorite spots. The RCA
Victor crowd, for instance, can
frequently be found in the Mayan
Restaurant in the Radio City Inter-

national Bldg., where Victor has .

its offices. The Decca personnel is

now tending towards the St.

Moritz on Central Park South,
the Blair House, on 56th Street,

and A1 & Dick’s., Some of the
Columbia personnel also eat at the
latter spot.

The 52d St. Hutton's reportedly
folded because the luncheon busi-

ness, with no turnover, \yi\s not
sufficient to carry the spo.t.

;
Same

management is operating the
Cock & Bull. It's understood,
irieantime, that Connie Immerman
i&yplapmrigoto open his own eating,
spot in ' th same neighborhood.
Immerman is ;vet figure in th
music biz,' having operated: Con-
nie's Inn. in Harlem, during its hey-
day some 20 years ago.

Mop-Up Pace

Around U.S.
Norman Granz’s “Jazz At The

Philharmonic” is continuing on a

steady mop-up pace in its dates

around the country. In Los An-
geles last Thursday (7), for exam-
ple, the package grossed close to

$15,840. The following night (Fri.),

in Indianapolis, the take was over
$11,575, and in St. Louis, Satur-
day, the package racked up rnor
than $14,500,

This season is again showing a.

jamup of jazz, concert bookings. In
New York’s Carnegie Hall, for in-

stance, there’s been a Saturday
night basil practically 'every week
.since midrSeptember. Situation is

similar, in Qther cities, but. few can
take the load like New York, In
the hinterlands, many of the cur-
rent jazz packages are barely pull-

ing through and some are showing
up in the red, Stan Kenton’s pack-
age has been finding the going
rough in the grassroots towns
where other jazz units have pre-
ceded.

In the jazz concert field, it’s got-

ten to a point where the one who
gets there first cleans up—and it’s

usually Granz.
,

Sings

CHAMPAGNE
(With My Compliments)

MGM 11825
K 11825

i M G M RECORDS
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45 RPM
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OrieV of the ]byproclu6ts of trie

record' riame 6fA,, has. beeij’tfafc

lessehfrigVmpoirtaticA of New. York
niteries.As' k’^sribwcase ’arid - name
builderi.' Trie .necessity of making
good at; either ttie Copacabapa 'of

the La'ti Quarter is no longer the

prerequisite of creating a head-
liner, nor does the billing “direct

from the. Copa or LQ" have the

bo. potency of its former years,

according to many in the talent

agencies. This amended type of

thinking, has made it difficult for

the
.
N. Y. spots, to get some of the

headliners that they would get

ordinarilly,

Reason lies in the fact that the

billing of a recording star with
name, of label mentioned has a

greater potency these days in the
hinterlands. Since the record names
appeal primarily to the juves, a

click at?'-a N. Y, nitery means very
little. As a matter of fact, many
feel that the direct from N, Y. tag
declined in importance, with the

foldo of the N.. Y. Paramount, since

that label was universally, respect-

ed in the younger set. The cafe
associations now mean little to the
youngsters that the diskers appeal
to.

As a result, it’s more difficult for.

the agencies to lure a record name
into a Manhattan nitery. In former
years, salary was no object, iiias-

much as a Gotham date repre-
sented the climax of many years

Off building. A
s
success at the Copa

or another representative N. Y.
nitery meant that the big money
%vas close at hand. Today, the
spots have to bid, like any out-of-

town nitery. As a matter of fact,

many artists are fearful of coming
into a top N. Y. showcase. Many
of the newer crop of singers are
without the stageshow and nitery
experience to make good before

LEW

BLACK
and PAT

DUNDEE
(Beauty and
the least)

A new not* in
Glamor Comedy

.
.Staged by

Marvyn Nelson

Direction
NAT DUNN
1050 B'way
New York

N. Y. critics and. knowing firSt-

nightersr ‘ ajpid so.would rather. sit:

out; a date in the midtdwners.'
• However, singers without • recprd

experience .‘and, comedians still,

prize an exhibit in a Gotham big-
seatet, sinde ’it still remains ah im-
portant avenue of exploitation
when there is no disk to aid them.
The starmaking potential of N. Y.
spots has been cut down consider-
ably with the fold of several nit-

eries, but those remaining ban still

do a lot of good for performers.
But in these instances, talent is an
important requisite.

Colorful Career Ends

In Death of Reynolds;

Unique Ziegfeld Tie
By JESS FREEMAN

Adams Earle Reynolds, who died
recently at 86 in Lafayette, N. • Y.;

had a spectacular career of the
kind which makes show biz the
biz there is none ; like. Originally
in the 1890s Reynolds Won the
world’s speed ice skating cham-
pionship at Lake Placid. He and
his wife^partner Nellie Donegan
Were among the first, four names
voted into the .Skating Hall of
Fame , when it was organized last

February in New York City. The.
team of Reynolds & Donegan was
indeed a pioneering act of the
present flourishing iceshow pro-
fession.

But for all his world travels in

early vaudeville days and a 37-year
career on the blades, Reynolds was
far more colorful than even this

suggests. He was a man of varied
talents. For one thing he was
“betting commissioner” to Bet-A-
Million Gates. Reynolds himself
made plenty of moola and his own
luck included the inheritance of
a fortune estimated at $250,000
from a brother, after the skater’s

own earning; powers Were dimin-
ished..

For one period of his life Rey-
nolds worked for Florenz Ziegfeld.

Some said he was a pressagent.
Others Said he Was a valet. Any-
how, it was his job to. lay the
daily theatrical clips before Zieg-

feld and pictures of Nellie Done-
gan kept appearing in the papers

I

and the clips until. Ziegfeld’s curi-

osity was excited. Nellie Donegan
herself was a character out of the
old, old show world. Originally
With the Dunedein troupe of by-
cyclists, She took up skating and
became “The Lady of the Aigrets,”
having a fabulous collection of ex-;

Otic feathers in the era when they
were fashionable. She died in the
Ringlirtg Circus fire over a decade
ago. She was then playing the
steam piano (calliope) for the
show.

1/&RIETY

Mull Hosp Troupe Series

For Thanksgiving
Armed Forces Entertainment

Services is mulling, a series of

troupes to play Army, Navy, Air
Force and Veterans Administration
hospitals

,during the Thanksgiving,
holidays. Under plans now being
discussed*, the , -.venture would be
similar to, hospital entertainment
generally provided around Easter.

, Number of troupes hasn’t yet

been specified, ’ but will depend
upon, number of hosps requesting
the.showings.

Monte Proser expects to ink his

lease for a nitery rOom in the Hotel

Shelton, N, Y., sometime this week.

Proser stated that the hotel will

enlarge the room to a 500 capacity.

.

New tag for the cafe will be La Vie
(sans Rose),. and he says he ?

l-l com-
bine the major features of all the
cafes he’s ever operated,

Proser says he’ll bring in the
food policies of . The Beachcomber,
which he had on Broadway circa

1939; the show standards of The
Copacabana, which bore his name
until a few years ago, and he’ll

inaugurate book shows a la Theatre
Cafe, which he operated about four
years ago. This time it Will be
originals instead of musicals, which
had a run on Broadway. Decor, Says
Proser, will be. from La Vie en
Rose, which he operated on the
site now occupied by Gilmore’s
Steak House.

Medicos ask FEDi ban

ON SHOW Biz HYPNOTISM
Federal legislation banning hyp-

notism by entertainers or magi-

cians was recommended by the

Academy of Psychosomatic Medi-
cine. Dr. William S. Kroger, asso-
ciate clinical professor of obstetrics
and gynecology of the Chicago
Medical School, told the Academy
meeting last Week in New York
that hypnosis was potentially a val-
uable ally of medics, but its appli-
cation hks been hampered by the
aura of “hocus-pocus” which has
been placed upon it by the enter-
tainers.

Dr. Kroger reported that the
American* Society for Research in
Clinical Hypnosis is preparing
recommended Federal legislation
to make sUch demonstrations ille-

gal. Medico, at the confab; exhib-
ited a color film showing delivery
of a baby while mother was under
influence of hypnosis. It was ex-
plained that the mother was aware
of what was transpiring, but felt
no pain because of the relaxation
that hypnosis induced.

BUDDY

LEWIS *nd RHILUPS
— AMERICA’S MOST VERSATILE COMEDY TEAM —

YEAR TOGETHER

CURRENTLY: TOWN CASINO BUFFALO

(For the Happy- Weeks—and the Return Engagements)

LATIN QUARTER (Boston) - CASINO ROYALE (Wash) - 500 CLUB (Atlantic City)

CELEBRITY ROOM (Philadelphia) - GATINEAU (Ottawa) - CHEZ PAREE (Montreal)

CASINO THEATRE Toronto) - CHUBBY'S (Camden) - TOWN & COUNTRY (Brooklyn)

VOGUE TERRACE (Pittsburgh) - ELEGANTE (Brooklyn) - 3 RIVERS INN (Syracuse)

ALSO THANKING OUR LUCKY STARS:
PATTI PAGE * EARTHA KITT * CONNEE BOSWELL
SUNNY GALE LOU MONTE* ROSE MURPHY, Etc.

Direction!

GERBER & WEISS
200 W. 57th St., N.Y.C,

CO 5-8680
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Burley Back to Pitt

After 8-Month Lapse
Pittsburgh, Oct. 13.

Casino Theatre, town’s only bur-
lesque house, reAit last. Friday (8)

after being shuttered since last

February. George Murray, long-
time peel wheel comic, is back as
manager, a post he’s held here for
the past three seasons, and his wife
is also back to put on the produc-
tion numbers with the permanent
chorus. . Georgia Sothern is the
first star.

For a time, it looked as if bur-
lesque was doomed here, and prob-
ably w°uld have been if I. Hirst
had been successful in renting the
Casino to outside interests. There
had been dickering for it at one
time another for. vaude, legit

stock and boxing, but none of these
deals came, through. So. Hirst de-
cided to relight and see if the
strippers’ medium, Which has been
on the decline locally for some
time, might possibly come back.

Renault Repeats Usual

One-Gag Stand to 250

Of Faithful Followers
Francis Renault .

repeated his

perenni&l , gag at the Carnegie Re-
cital Hall, N.Y., Sunday night (.10).

As usual, Renault played before a
cozy audience of about 250 devo-
tees who dig this kind of stuff the
most.

Renault’s female impersonations
are variations on a single joke
which the pundits have classified

under the transvestite syndrome.
The joke, which may hit outsider#
as somewhat tired and even sad,
nonetheless seems to have a power-
ful kick for the initiates. By the
use Of tone or two key phrases, like

“his father was a sailor” #r “we’ll

go camping tonight,” Renault can
consistently set up a chain reaction
of giggles and titters that never
quite manage to build Into a mas-
culine yock.
For this fall's concert, Renault’s

gowns were created and made by
Baron Max Vori Waldeck, with hats
by Cesar Rubio, feathers by Peter
Adano and flower gown by Billy

Livingston, according to the pro-
gram credits. As i clothes horse,
Renault’s modeling is not calcu-
lated to drum up much business
for their establishments.

Renault’s repertoire, like his-

gags and gowns, has not changed
much over the past 10 years. He
still does takeoffs on the standard
operas, such as “Carmen’’ and
“Madame Butterfly,” interspersed
among material songs with tairiely

naughty lyrics. Repault is in fact,

most shocking When, he pulls his
Wigs Off at the end of each number
to reveal his relatively masculine
hairdo.

Renault was supported by A1
Friedman, at the piano and a group
of vaude turns headed by magico
Robert K. Verbeck. Also on the
bill were Jack Entiling and Gloria
Armstrong, singing duo, and a jiive

tap dancer, .Ray Vincent. Herm.

DONOVAN TAKES OVER

PITT'S WILLIAM PENN
Pittsburgh, Oct. 12.

Jerry Donovan, .until recently,
owner of the Vogue Terrace, has
bounced back Into the local nitery
picture again, having just taken
over, With a silent partner, the
William “Penn Tavern from Jimmy
Sundry, Donovan, who had been
an auditor for Andy Chakeras first

at Vogue and later at Greater
Pittsburgh Airport’s Horizon Room,
bought the Terrace from John Ber-
tera, to whom Chakeras sold it a
couple of years ago when Chakeras
took over the nitery and conces-
sions at the Airport, and not long
ago peddled it to Bill McCune.

In meantime, Bertera is planning
to get back in action again With a
new place of his own he’s contem-
plating building. Understood Don-
ovan retained a small piece of the
Vogue Terrace when, it was sold to
McCune, but that he has sold it

with his acquisition of the William

j

Penn.

Historic Frisco Palace

May Go Iota Sheraton

Chain; $7,000,000 Deal
Sart Francisco, Oct. 12.

Announcemeht is expected short-
ly of the sale of the Palace Hotel
to the Sheraton chai . The Shera-
ton interests have made an offer
for the historic Frisco hostelry, and
the: offer will be taken up a special
meeting of the stockholders sched-
uled for next Monday (18).

It’s believed that Sheraton of-
fered around $7,000,000 fof the
Palace. Last April, an offer of
$5,200,000 by Conrad Hilton was
turned down by asubstanial. ma-
jority of the stockholders.
The first Palace Hotel was opened

in 1875 and was destroyed in the
1906 fire and earthquake. Enrico
Caruso was staying at the hotel at
the time. The present structure
was built in 1909 and it is one of
the. leading Frisco hotels.
The Roseroom of the Palace Was

the scene of Paul Whiteman’s early
success, and Art Hickman, whom
many consider to have been the
predecessor of Whiteman in the
early attempts, to orchestra jazz,

prayed there for many
.
years.

“Roseroom,” originally published
by Sherman Clay in San Francisco,
was dedicated to the shot.

Roberta Quinlan Back
To Niteries in Cleve.

Roberta
.
Quinlan has been signed

for her first nitery date in several
years, Miss Quinlan left show biz

temporarily following her mar-
riage.

Initial date has been, set for Fri-

day (15) at the Harmony Ranch,
Cleveland. She was formerly singer
on the Mohawk Carpet show on
NBC-TV,

JOE LOCO
QUINTET

EXCLUSIVE BOOKING
CONTACT

IRV NAHAN
1 01 5 Chestnut St.

fhlla.. Pa,

WAInut 2-7722

Tbe Puppet Master*

NICOLI and PHILLIP

KNIGHT
PraiMt Their

HolffOver

LATINCASINO, Phila.
DICK HKNRV, INC.

'1733 Broadway^ Npw York 19

mmmmmmMnnn
WHEN IN BOSTON

it's Me
* ,

The Home of Show Folk

Avtry I Washington Sts.

ATTENTION ... CLOWNS-ST. NICKS—NOVELTY SINGLES
Tha EDWARD MALLEY CO., Ntw Haven's Leading Department Store, it

seeking talent appropriate for Xmas “TOYLAND" promotion. Complete
package entertainment, including Sqpta Claus, contidared. Must be
available from Nov, 6 through Xmas. If you have something to offer—
Writ* Employment Manager, New Haven, Conn.
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Chicago, Oct. 12. <

Chicago bureau of Music Corp.

of America currently is operating

by new booking design in its mid-
western blanket, with agents func-

tioning by territories instead of de-

partments, as before. Scheme was
set up: as a money-saving experi-

ment by v.p. Jim Breyley.

Marvin Moss, still heading the

acts division locally, is booking
Memphis, St. LOuis, and Kansas
City with location bands and units

as well as acts. Danny Cleary, one-

ight “bands, agent, has the Mil-

waukee territory, where he services

ail the nightspots. Augie.Morin and
John Carlo, - whO comprise the

small units department, are hand-
ling all dates in Omaha and a

slew of small midwestern towns.

Reasoning behind this arrange-
ment is that, it’s less costly and
probably more practicable to have
a single agent travel to the cities

for several purposes than several
agents traveling for singulair pur-

poses! New strategy has been in

effect only a couple weeks and so

far has proved satisfactory..

Scripter Sues Brasselle

For New Nifery Act Pay
Los Angles, Oct. 12.

Alan Wilson filed breach of
contract suit in Superior Court,
claiming he had not been paid for
writing a new nitery act for Keefe
Brasselle and Gene Wesson.

Plaintiff declares Brasselle
agreed orajly to pay him $2,500 for
the act, plus $250 a week as long
as the act continued. To date, no
money, he says.

South Shows
Again as Islander Quits

Hollywood', Oct. 12.

Islander Room of the Hollywood
Roosevelt Hotel has shuttered for
an indefinite period, eliminating
one of the last major strongholds
of South Seas entertainment in the
country. Islander has operated
with Polynesian entertainment for
some years, with Hilo Hattie a re-
curring headliner.

Hostelry made no announcement
of its plans for the future of the
room, but . it’s known that there’s
nothing booked, for at least two
months;

VAUDE IN MARCH
The Palladium, London, which

cut short its variety session last
year in favor of pantomimes and
revues, has notified talent agencies
to be on the lookout for names for
a season of variety starting in
March. Until then, the house will
run with pantomimes.

Just how long; vaude will run
at the Palladium will depend on
the calibre of headliners available.
The talent agencies are on the
prowl for toppers, since they’ll
have to supply the bulk of th6 top
names if the season is to be sue-,

cessful.

Irish tenor Christopher Lynch
signed for an American tour of 40
concerts under the management of
David B. Whalen. He’ll return to
Ireland Dec. 30 and will resume
his U.S. itinerary in mid-January.

Circus Goes to Market
Omaha, Oct. 12.

Clyde Beatty Circus came up
with a new revenue-raising
idea as it passed through
Nebraska.

Show rented out elephants,
camels and clowns to local

'

supermarkets for an hour i

the morning and stores staged
free circus parties for kids.

Frisco try to Reopen

Controversial Nitery

Bringing Nabe Beefs
San Francisco, Oct. 12,

An attempt is being made, to re-

open the Say When, Bush St. night-
spot that folded early this supimer
after being in hot water a number
of times in accept years. Within a
fhree-mbnth period, the club was
the scene of three narcotic arrests
and several years ago a bartender
at the spot was arrested and con-
victed of selling narcotics at his

apartment.

The Say When closed its doors in

June when Nellie Lutcher was the
attraction, and left unpaid

,
bills,

including the tab for Miss Lutcher,
which ran into the thousands.
Owner Gordon ("Dutch”) Neiman
has been rumored operating a club
in Long Beach. Cal.

Attempt to reopen the club came
to light when the State Board, of

Equalization revealed it was trying
to find out whether or hot Neiman
Was involved behind the scenes in

an attempt to transfer a Market St.

liquor license to the Say When
premises and start operating again.
Ohe of the first jazz spots in.

Frisco, the Say When was off limits-

to servicemen, and at the time it

folded, was in hock to the Internal
Revenue Dept, for back taxes.

Residents and property owners on
Bush St. are protesting reopening

• of the spot.

VAUDEVILLE

Jersey Council to Meet
On Circus Permit Okay

City Council of Teaneck, N/'J.,

will meet Oct. . 19 to determine
whether the Pollack Bros. Circus
shall be given a permit for a thjree-

day stand; starting Nov! 19. Council
permission has been withheld,
although the Armory, where circus
is slated to appear, has given its

okay.
Reason for withholding of the

permit wasn’t given.

DOWNTOWN Pin TO

GET NEW NIXON CAFE
Pittsburgh, Oct. 12.

Downtown Pittsburgh is going to
get another Nixon Cafe, hut .it’ll

have no connection with the old
Nixon, a tradition locally for 30
years until it was. torn down, along
with the old Nixon legit theatre,
to make way for the Alcoa’s alumi-
num skyscraper. That was four
years ago.

The New Nixon’s to be oh the
site of the old Monte Carlo, which
was operated by Alan Clark for
four years until he couldn’t stand
taking it on the chin at the cash-
register any longer. Clark shut-
tered in spring, and spot has just

been sold to a couple of unidenti-
fied moneymen who are backing it

and will install Jimmy Martire as

manager.
George Claire, local booker who

placed the talent at the old Monte
Carlo, will be the agent for the

New Nixon, too. New owners ex-

pect to get going by end of the
month.

“ Nitery business has picked up
considerably throughout the Coup-
try. trujrease, according to talent
agencies, is over the formal boost
that comes at this, time of the year.
Much of the pdded business is a
result of ' the lesser number of
cafes; ip some situations, the in-

crease is a result of a better calibre
of attraction, and in others, it is

due to the decrease in the lure of
television.

These factors are giving the cafe
business a terrific shot in the arm,
one that is expected to last for the
better part of the balance of this
year.

New York is regarded as a prime
example of the better business
being done, despite the fact that'
the number of cafes is on the in-
crease. Two major cafe openings
within the past few weeks, La Mar-
tinique arid Alan Gale’s,^ have
added upwards of 1,200 seats'to the
field. These spots are doing well,

as is the Latin Quarter. This spot,
which normally does two shows
nightly, will be doing three on
Wednesdays, Fridays and Satur-

( Continued on page 58)

Lucy Monroe will make a solo

trip to Korea around the Christmas
holidays under USO-Camp Shows
auspices. She obtained permission
from her medico following her dis-

charge yesterday (Tues.)
.
from St.

Luke’s Hospital, N. Y., where she
was: confined for three and a half

weeks following surgery.
She made the Korean rtin previ-

ously.

WILL JORDAN
The Man Who. Made
Ed Sullivan LAUGH !

October 17th

Ed Sullivan's

“TOAST OF THE TOWN”
CBS-TV

MOCAMBO
I

Hollywood

Direction

Personal Management JACK ROLLINS
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The higher, echelons of. the

American Federation of Labor: may

attempt to settle, the dispute be-

tween the American. Guild of. Va-

riety Artists arid American Federa-
j

' tion of .
Musicians. George .Meany,

AFL prexy, last week riiet with

officials of the Associated Actors &
Artistes of America. A delegation
comprising 4A’s head Paul Dulzell,

vicepresident George Heller, and
AGVA reps comprising prexy
Jackie Bright, national administi’a-

tiv > secretary Jack Irving and
board member M.urihy Tyler,, are.

reported to have visited .Meariy
while latter was iri New York.

The meeting was very hush-hush
.and no results were given out by

of the. participants; However,
is .known, that the 4A’s would i

like the issue of the AFM-AGVA 1

hassle mediated and would like the
role of the. musicians defined clear-

ly so that further disputes can be
eliminated on questions of which

iori. has • jurisdiction over -a. mu-
sical act, and whether musicians
are able tO- double as radio and
tele announcers

.
and performers

without joining the. Aniefican..Fed-
eration of Television arid Radio
Artists. While no' results of the
conference are- beirig announced,
M’s evident now- that the hassle be-
tween. both AFL affiliates has
reached the point where settle-

ment from the higher AFL councils
becomes necessary.

As far as AGVA is concerned,
the conference with Meany would
have even grea ter significance than
settlement of the dispute with the
AFM. Fact that Meany parleyed
with AGVA toppers reiterates that
the: present administration is the

faction, of actors . that is recognized
within AFL councils. Consequently,
the palaver has- th net effect of

cutting off any help from AFL af-

filiates. for . Dick Jones, who re-

cently seceded from AGVA. Jones,
presently attempting to organize
Philadelphia into the Actors Inter-

national Union, can no longer' have
j

any support from any of the AFL
unions in that city.

W I N G
NOW

SKYLINE CLUB
Mont.

MAGIC INN, StattU

Thanhs JOE DANIELS

.: JIMMIE HUSSON AGENCY
119 W. 57th St., New York

COMEDY MATERIAL
for All Branches of Theatricals

FUN-MASTER
THE ORIGINAL SHOW-BIZ GAG FILE

(The Service of the STARS)
First 13 Files $6.00-AII 35 issues $25

Singly; $1.05 per script.

3 Bks. PARODIES, per book.
rRi

sio •
O MINSTREL BUDGET... $25
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., ea. bk.. $25 •
• BLUE BOOK (Gags for Stags) $50 •
HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES

$3.00
GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAGS, $300. Worth over.a thousand

No C.O.D.'s

,

BILLY GLASON
200 W. 54th St., New York 19-^Dept. V

Circle 7-1130

AGVA LIFTS CHASE BAN;

ST. L. SHOWS RESUME
St. Louis, Oct. 12.

The hassle between the Chase
Club and AGVA that caused a. halt,

in floorshows in: the West erid spot.

Sept. 30 was temporarily fayed

:

last Wednesday (6) when the Guild
agreed not to interfere with perr

for.marices pericling the; outcome of

litigati between it and the
American Hotel Assn.; Los An-
geles, bn whether the Union shall

represent individual performers.
The hotel agreed to follow the pat-

tern set by the Los Angeles case
and withdraw the $250,000 damage
suit it .had filed against Don Hart,
St. Louis representative of AGVA,

Julius. LaRosa, Gary Morton,
Phil Lawrence and Mitzi moved
into the spot Wednesday on sked
(6) for a two-week stand. Execs of
the Hotel Assn, of St. Louis said

j

that none of its members has
signed a contract now. in effect with
AGVA. The hotel association, holds
that entertainers are indi

tractors arid not employees;

ATLANTA FAIR DAMPER

VIA RAIDS ON MIDWAY
Atlanta, Get. 12,

A series of raids on the midway
of the Annual Southeastern Fair
here last week closed most of the
concessions on the strip. Raid, held
on Atlanta Day with Mayor Wil-
liam B, Hartsfield and Atlanta’s
official family attending, put a

damper on the activities of the
fair, arid brought about charges of

“politics;”

. Five were arrested on charges
of maintaining a lottery and were
released in. $1,000 bond, Fulton
County- Solicitor John I. Kelley
ordered the 'raids. The mayor nd
Kelley have been conducting a po 7

litical vendetta for the past two
years.

Although only a few concessions
were raided by Kelley's forces,

the. rest closed down voluntarily
in order to. avert further diffi-

culties.
'

'

Vintage Auto Run Helps

Tie N.Y. Lamp Post Corner
A parade oif antique cars down

Broadway was part of the festivities

opening the Lamp Host Corner of
the New' Yorker Hotel, N. Y. The
autos came from the museum
under the Astpr Theatre.

. Publicists Dave ; Albef and Gene
Shiffrin Arranged the stunt. New
room of;

,
the New Yorker is a rep-

lica of the corner saloon of the
turn of the century. The cars were
of similar vintage. Models and
newspapermen: were passengers in

the cars.

Four Lads Sot Pitt Xmas

Deal Aimed at Teenagers
Pittsburgh, Oct. 12.

Four Lads have booked them-
selves into the Vogue Terrace for

the holidays, Dec. through Jan.

I, on a cover-charge basis arid ex-
pect to steam up a big ballyhoo
aimed at the. teenagers. Since
school will, be Out then, Lads, i -

tend to
.
run a matinee every day

during their engagement and, on
a GAC package, will bring in a dif-

ferent guest star every day; Those
already set are Jill Corey, local

girl, and Georgie Shaw.

This has always been a profitable
territory for the foursome, and
they figure with any kind of a

break to clean Up in the big 1,100-

seat Vogue Terrace. Price of cover
hasn't been set yet but; whatever it

is, they’ll get it all. First time for
the Lads at the Vogue; previously
they’ve played the Copa here
downtown and the Twin Coaches
on the outskirts.

Rosen Quits MAC
Jerry Rosen resigned this week

as vice president of Mercury Art-

ists Corp., N. Y.
Rosen had been an indie agent

for many years before joining Mer-
cury.

Efficacy of television as a pub-
licity adjunct for the cowboy acr

tors is seem by the. tremendous
juve trade now being dorient Ma-
dison . Square Garden, N. Y;,, where
the World’s Championship Rodeo,
topped by RoY Rogers, is now in

session.
,
Number of youngsters

has been so great that the Garden
is throwing in an early morning
matinee on Saturday at 10 a.m.
Second show will be given at 2,p:iri,

and the third at 8 p.m. It’s the
first time that a rodeo has done
three shows in a single day.

Business has .been far ahead of

the previous time that Rogers
played the Garden. It’s generally
agreed that television is responsi-
ble for the attendance upswing,
especially, among the young Juns,
The lollipop set has been predom-
inant in the sessions of the present
rodeo.

Another factor tending to in-

crease attendance here lies in the
reduction in the run of the show.
Last year, the rodeo played 26
days. This year, it was booked for
18 days, but at the outset, it Was
felt that it would be better to cut
out Mondays and Tuesdays. This
was done last week, but with the
youngsters virtually forcing par-
ents to attend, Monday arid Tues-
day showings were resumed.

w:-;

Hello USA . .

Held Over Third Consecutive .Month

Caracal, Venexuola

Thanks, Manuel Ovando

McConkey Artists Carp.

1780 Broadway. N. Y.

Show Biz Brass Readies

N. Y. Jewish Appeal Fete
James Sauter, USQ-Camp Shows

prexy; Bob Weitman, ABC-UPT
veepee, and Arthur Knorr, Roxy
Theatre, N.Y., producer, will be in

charge of lining up talent for the
United Jewish Appeal benefit to

take place at Madison Square Gar-
den, N.Y. Nov. 22.

Marvin Schenck arid Louis K.
Sidney, of Metro, will coordinate
talent activities from the Coast,
where they will attempt to get
commitments from talent who will

be in Nevv York at the time of the
benefit.

Continued from page 57

LEGITER TOUR SETUP
A batch of legit shows is being
submitted for presentation in film
and Vaude houses by agent Her-
man FialkOff. They are “Fourpost-
er.” “Velvet Glove” and “Vagabond
King.” Under, the percentage deals
now being contemplated, house
buying these : shoWs will play no
films during the run.

Deal is on for several shows to

be played ‘ United Paramount
theatres.

Vaude, Cafe Dates

New York
Eileen Barton forced out of the

Copacabana, N. Y;, by laryngitis.
Barry Sisters -subbing; . . Tlu*
White Elephant, Canastofa, N. Y.,
spending more coin on talent. Alan
Dale set there starting Nov. 12 . . .

Will Mastin Trio pacted for the.
Regal Theatre, Chicago, Oct; 21 . .

Denise Darcel goes into the Copa,
Youngstown, Nov. 1 . . . George
DeWitt inked for the Latin Quar-
ter, Boston, Oct, 22 . .. Archie
Robbiiis renewed for a fortnight at
El Rancho, Las Vegas., and has.
been committed to that spot for
the next two years.

Gaby ’Bruyers, French import,,
has been signed for the Mademoi-
selle Room, Latin Quarter. Miami
Beach, for the season, starting’ in
December . v. . Tony Ponce hired
the Gamegie Recital Hall, N. . Y.,

for an audition, tomorrow (Thurs.)
.

:
: Sandy Stewart down for Chub-:

by’s, Camden, N. J., Oct. 18.

Arena Competish in Ind.

With New Wirtz Setup
Indianapolis. Oct. 12.

Plenty of competish in arena biz

looms here, with Arthur Wirtz and
James Norwood announcing for-

mation of Wir-Nor Productions to
operate in Indianapolis and other.

Indiana cities, Dick Miller, presir
dent of Wirtz’s Indianapolis Coli-
seum Corp., which held a lease on
the big plant at the state fair-

grounds for 15 years until last

spring, said he will move his office

to a downtown location.

Wirtz indicated a fight was
brewing after the Coliseum lease
was awarded to a syndicate headed
by Mel Ross, Indianapolis show-
man who also operates the . Murat,
downtown legit- house. Miller had
nothing more to say about a previ-
ous statement that Wirtz may build
his own arena here, but said that
Wirtz “definitely plans to do busi-

ness here again.” Butler U. field-

house, where Sonja Heriie staged
her iceshow after splitting with
Wirtz, presumably would be avail-

able both for Wirtz’s “Hollywood
Ice Revue” and sports events.

Ross has booked “Holiday On
Ice” into the Coliseum Dec. 5-12v

Annual Sports Show also will be
held there Jan. 28-Feb. 6. Annual
Shrine Circus will.be shifted from
the Murat to the Coliseum March
15-19' with view to making more
time available for road shows in
spring at the legit house, l

i

Hollywood, Oct. 12. ,

Record one-night gross was set
at the Moulin , Rouge nitery here
Saturday night (9) third night of
the new “Ca C’Est Paris” revu
Nitery, formerly Earl Carroll’s,
had line of waiting patrons
stretching down Sunset Blvd. for
the second and third shows.

Gross hit $18,000 after taxes,
about $2,000 better than the best
single night at Carroll’s, according
to available statistics.

Berk Into Own Agency
Sammy Berk resigned last week

from the Universal Artists Bureau
and will open his own agency.

Berk had been with Universal
for several years and prior to that
maintained his own offices. He
represented Cab Calloway in the-
atres for many years.

Vallee’s London Date
London, Oct. 12.

With the signing of Rudy Vallee
for a cabaret season starting at

the end of next month, the Cafe de
Paris is continuing its policy of
big league talent. He’s skedded
to open on Nov. 29, following Noel
Coward, who starts a six-week en-
gagement on Monday (18).

Vallee has been booked for two
weeks, with options for a further
fortnight, at a weekly . salary re-

ported to be around $1,800. Kay
Thompson is now in the final week
of her month’s season as a solo
act.

MISS
NAOMI

"Chant. With a Chachla"

NOW
LAKE CLUB

Springfield, III.

Dir.» JIMMIE HUSSON AGENCY
119 W. 57th St., Ntw York

Currently

GLASS HAT
Belmont Plata

Hotel

New York

Originators of th# Show
"WHAT'S ON YOUR MIND"

Currently appeari

COLONY: LONDON, w. i,

UNTIL OCTOBER 17th

Dir MUSIC CORPORATION OF AMERICA

A*.

j

days, with the new Mae West show.

;
Reservations are at the -heaviest
in years for any attraction that ever
played this nitery, and according
to operator Lou Walters, most of

’ them are coming in from women,
j

The Copacabana; with Joe E.

Lewis; Versailles, with a new
show, “Bon Voyage,” and the in-

timeries, headed by Blue Angel,
Ruban Bleu and the Bon Soir, are
currently in great shape.
Th increase has also hit the

Latin Casino, Philadelphia, which 1

preemecLTast. week, with the Will
Mastin ffrio. Spot has been re-

furbished so that new interest has
been given the nitery. The Celeb-
rity Club in that city, also had a

good pfeem with Jack E. Leonard
as the headliner.
The Coast arid Chi clubs have

also picked up considerably, ac-

cording to the agericies. The pick-

up, according to the percenters, is

more poteAt than in previous year$
in many locales;

I P0

Dick Shawn has been signed for
the Celebrity Room, Philadelphia,
(Nov. 1^, j j j ^ ( ) t ,j .i t rtf

PHIL LAWRENCE and MITZI
YOUTH ON TAP

Just Completed

Erie Social Club — Philadelphia
ith JULIUS LA ROSA

Currently

CHASE HOTEL- ST. LOUIS
O.CT. U—LET'S DANCE— ABC-TV

Ugt.i KEN GREENGRASS Dir.: GEN. ARTISTS CORP.

CAB CALLOWAY
NOW—SEVENTH WEEK

HOTEL SAHARA
LAS VEGAS

M«>- IIU. MITTLER, 1*1* Iroodway, N«w York
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Olympia, Miami
Miami, Oct. 8.

Betty Madigah, Johnny Morgan,
Jan & Jack Archer, Red Thornton,
Chandu, Les Rhode House Orch;
'Human Desire” (Col),

l»alaco,N.Y.
Four1 CoUeanos, Tom . Patricola

jr„. Martin & Florenz, Billy Shep-

ard, Benson & Mann,.JPrini & Ma-
nolo, Cy

,

Reeves, Yokoi Troupe
(6), Jo Lombardi House Orch;
"The, Sleeping Tiger” (Astpr).,

The Palace has one of those bills

where .. nearly every performer
steals just a little time. Two mirir

utes here,, another three there, and
before the bi 11 is over, just about a

half-hour has, been needlessly con-

sumed. It's enough to kill the, pac-

ing of the show, and ' practically

every act suffers. At. show, caught,

there was one of those listless

audiences where very little worked
ut.

The bulk of the bill is made up
of staples in the variety field. With
few exceptions, most of the acts

have hit this house previously, and
many have seen service i other

vadders along the Stem. Most
should have known better than to

stay beyond the time in which they

could do themselves the most good,

Ine major comedy assignment in

the next-to-closing slot is by Cy
Reeves, who has a good line of

gab. He’s effective in this house,

as usual. He was one of the of-,

fenders, but he seemed to wind up
strongest mainly through his jived:

version of “Old Man River.”

Also in the comedy sector are
Benson & Mann, who are purvey-
ing the same lines as they have in.

many Stem
.
appearances. Again

they do well for an act that lias

been buffeted around not only by
:

them, but scores of comics itt

vaude, burlesque and iteries

throughout the years.

Of the two dance turns, Tom
Patricola Jr. is in New Acts. Trini

& - Manolo, Castilian terptwain,
^combine flamenco and novelty
work for comparatively, good re-

sults. Their energetic heel work is

good; but their major applause-get-
ter is an impression of a music-
box, which gets' them over well.

The Tour Gollearios open the
bill. Youthful jugglers are willing,

energetic workers who do well in

warming up the house. Martin &
Florenz, puppeteers, select the
wrorig bits for their performance
here. What they did at show caught
seemed to add up' to a lot of noise
and little results. The biggest of-

fender is the military drill bit; in

which vocal efforts rather than
pantomime ’predominate; The Du-
rante takeoff doesn’t hit its usual

, results either,
The Yokoi Troupe, at the cur-

tain, are accomplished Oriental
cyclists. The five girls and a male,
perform some tricky formations
that make a fast exit for. the bill.

Billy Shepard, sole singer on the
bill, is under New Acts, Joe Lomr
bardi, per usual, cuts a fine show.

Jose.

Casino, Toronto
Toronto, Oct. 8..

Billy Daniels with Benny Payne,
Wally Dean, Delmars (2), Helen
Vemdri Trio, Migal Twins , Archie
Stone House Orch; ' Bud for Each
Other” (Col).

Billy Daniels is socking over at

the Casino for. that vaude citadel’s

best biz in many months. It’s the
old figger-snapping strut-style,

with the jeans set packing the
house . down-front; but Daniels is

now kidding his age, plus the state-

ment that .“with so - many young-
sters imitating me, they’re making
it tougher for the old man.”
With band (10) tiered onstage,

;. arid Benny Payne at the piano; the
; expert song-salesman whams over
in a generous mood that takes up
nearly half of the 75-minute stage
stint for. a begoff

. .
Witty neat pianis-

tics from Benny Payne, who also
does a fine Fats Waller imitation
on the keys and via vocals, Daniels
shows no; loss of stage appeal or
b.o. potency.
Migal Twins Open ..proceedings;,

with both lads over big for their
eccentric taps and . leaps, then
switching pace to an old-fashioned
softshoe with lots of butterfly
swings, and slides, and then an
acrobatic finale. Could be better
stage routining but presumably
customers didn’t notice or care
that the following act was also in
the dance category, but mainly
notable for daring adagio work.
This was, the Helen Vernon Trio,
with the girl in pink briefies get-
ting the old heave-ho treatment
from her two stalwart male part-
ners. It’s, a swift and spectacular
sight act, with lots of crossstage
tosses and catches.

Billed as The Delmars, but an-
nounced onstage as

.
Pat Hill and

Larry Delmar, these excellent pup-
’ Pet-manipulators have a neat com-
edy offering of a grandmother put-
ting** to <bed«beferb «he <

falls asleep in her . rocking chair
and then the youngster getting out.

of bed for mischief-making.
.
Lads

follow with a clever striptease bit;

and. then finale with figures at the
piano and on trumpet,

.
Expertly knitting the proceed-

ings as emcee is Wally Dean with,
his string of amusing patter and
then his own version of two differ-

ent drunk acts as done by mar-
ried couple getting progressively
squiffed . in

. a bar. It’s a hilarious
piece of biz. Whole bill is swift-

paced, with all acts over to top re?

turns, when caught,
.

M.cStay.

Agiolllo, Y*
Hungaria Troupe (7)., LaVern

Baker, Howell & Radcliffe, Hines
Kids (2), Spaniels (5J, Dud Bas-.
comb Orch (13); '‘Back to God's
Country” ( U )

.

Harlem vaudfilriier’s layout this
week comprises the . standard
rhythrii & blues turns phis a cou-
ple of pleasant, unexpected, sur-
prises. One is the. slotting of Bert
Howell & Frank Radcliffe in. the
comedy slot, a move that elevates
the calibre of this show Several
notches above the Apollo norm.
Another is a New Act in the Hines
Kids, from whom a lot is going to
be" heard in the. future.

The. Spaniels, a. rhythm & blues
quintet, hold down the closing
spot here in a return after about
three months. .They’re . effective in
this house, but it’s doubtful
whether they’d carry much, wefght
elsewhere. It’s strictly a specialized
turn, not only in the musical con-
tent of the group, but in the man-
ner of delivery. Using two mikes,
the harmony group appears to be
trying to . oiitshout the soloists. As
for staging, they’re all over the
place in simulated tap routines and
in various formations. Group goes
well here, but would probably
Cause confusion i stranger sur-
roundings.

Howell & Radcliffe provide a
pleasant relief from the burley-
type comedy usually featured at
the house. Yet they’re strong
Crowd-pleasers with their chatter
and singing. It’s their regular rou-
tine, with the wife jokes, the hors-
ing around on trumpet and fiddle,
and their sock closing vocalistics.
Three other acts on the bill, the
Hungaria Troupe, LaVern Baker
;and the Hines Kids, are under New
Acts.

Dud Bascomb band^also departs
from the Apollo norm in that it

plays straight swing music without
going into the area of progressive
or bop music and even turns out
a couple of sweet instrumentals.
Bas^pmb himself plays a melodious
trumpet, as exemplified in his ver-
sion of “Embraceable jYou,” and
he’s got some good sidemen to back
him on the jump items and in a
sextet arrangement of ’.‘Indiana.”

Band cut the show nicely. Chan.

Medrano, Paris
Paris, Oct. 12.

Rob Murray, Frank Cook, An-
dree Jan, Janik & Arnaut, The
Romanos (3), Arturos (2), Berty
& Borrest, Karl Philadelphia,
Maria & Julian, Bood & Bood, The
Litton Gab (2), Drena, Jean La-
porte Orch (13), Charivari (6),
Mylos & Chdrly, . Boulicot, Latin
Bop Stars (4), Pipo & Dario; $3
top.

Biz has been vacillating at this
w.k. one-ring circus as fads and
tastes circle here before settling
down into a seasonal groove. There
is no gainsaying the perennial ap-
peal the big top, but Jerome Med-
rano has deftly kept pace with pubr
lie fancies, and he has kept a back-
ing of circusy acts and added nov-
elty and glitter by dipping whole-
sale into music hail aspects, Result
is yet a. hybrid affair, but bids fair,

to appeal to a wider arid and keep
this in the usual esteem

.
and biz.

Show caught had the clowns, tra-
peze and horsy acts for the house
flavor, and a slew of unique acts,
Drena is the likable emcee who
gets the clowns on first, then Bood
.& Bood, a parody duo of femmes
who ape the usual circus acts for
an acceptable beginning. Rob Mur-
ray is a .highly-comic juggler. The
Litton Gab (2) bring on a well-
paced, comic acro-tumble act which
has male playing an old man who
tries to flirt with a gal in the park
and flipflops follow. Then on come :

the neatly trained horses under the
flicking whip of Karl Philadelphia.
Andree Jan, adds a fallaway trapeze
bit for the gasp effect.

Maria & Julian are a father and
12-year-old gal moppet balancing;
act which is fair and -in for mitts
due to the girlish twists and ap-
>peah«*****«»*.*»* % »** - MoBfcf •*

Top. liners carry the load in this

package, with supporters okay on
the assists, to mark a pleasant
session for the vsudaddicts who
keep this big house going the year
round.

.

Disclicker Betty. Madigan, al-

though\ obviously short on in-per-

son appearances
,
in the. oversized

confines bf a vaude house, comes
off to solid reception, thanks ' to a

smartly balanced choice of current
pops and plus-side vocal equipment
and appearance. Her range runs
from the throaty to high-pitch to

add color to the overall presenta-
tion, with toppers, her platter hit,

“Joey,” and a likely newie in

“Always You.”
Regular returnee Johnny Mor-

gan walks, off with mitt, honors this

time out; ‘ his appearances on tv
vaudeo shows past summer helped
in the aud anticipation and reac-
tion. -Laughmaker’s c o m b o pf
familiar arid fresh, meld into a
Stradily-buiiding laugh, canto. With
addition of more new stuff his
impact would be the more ;

heavy

;

handling of the emcee chore is;

also /Worked in smooth easy style.

Youngsters Jan and Jack Archer
set up sprightly heel and toe ideas
with mixture of oldtime hoofery
impreshes to modern stuff, earning
them hearty response all the way.
Magico Chandu has himself a fine
time, as do the customers with the.
“guests" from aud aiding to the
eye-fooling standards.
Red Thornton, a vet in this

house, purveys his pleasant comedy
cartooning accomped by a you-all
drawl to end all Georgia accents.
Les Rhode and house orCh handle
the showbacks in fine manner/

• Lary.

Empire, Glasgow
Glasgow, Oct. 8.

•/ Bill Johnson, Peter Sellers,

Wilson, Keppel & Betty, Baker &
Douglas, Johnny Laycock & Mau-
reen, Don Philippe &, Marta,
Nenette Mongadors & Anne, Nel-
son. Bros. (2), Bobby Dowds Orch.:

Bill Johnson, American singer,
becomes a rapid favorite with the
customers in a highly attractive
songalog act that shows a warm,
friendly personality. Added to his
vocal assets, singer has a, modest,
unassuming approach, ana gabs en-
tertainingly between his tunes.

.

. He opens, as befits a singer who
played 1,304 performances in Lon-
don’s “Annie Get Your Gun,” with
Irving Berlin’s “There’s No Busi-
ness,” which he merges with
“That’s Entertainment.” He takes
outfronters into his confidence and
apologizes for his slight beard,
which he’s sprouting for a January,
1955, London takeoff in the -Alfred
Drake role, in “Kismet.”

Singer has got the words and
native accent well taped, and
makes a sure hit with “Road to the
Isles” and “Roamin’ in the Gloam-
in’.” Johnson uses no gimmicks
arid reveals a powerful set of pipes.

He has no pianist on stage with
him, and dispenses effectively with
the microphone halfway through
his long song act;

Peter Sellers, English comedian,
known through his appearances on
the BBC “Goon Show,” offers a
comedy stanza in subtle vein, and
clicks mostly with the customers
Who are hep to cleverer material.
Wilson, Keppel & Betty, comedy
eastern dancers recently returned
from Las Vegas, prove entertaining
as ever in their familiar routine,
and also sport new costumings:
Distaffer of the act (two others are
vet males) a special standout
this time round. v ;.

The two Nelson Bros., with aero
dancing, tee off the layout with a
longish terping act ' that could use-
fully be pruned. Nenette Monga-
dors & Anne, femme twosomp,
juggle expertly in some rapid rou-
tines, but suffer from a sameness
of club-tossing.
Baker & Douglas

.
are an upcom-

ing male twosome with some bright
ideas in funmaking, and shape up
as a comedy act to be watched in
the future. Don Philippe creates
costumes from yards of material
round his femme partner Marta,
and. Johnny Laycock and his attrac-
tive distaffer, Maureen, come up
neatly with a crazy musical act.

Sound showbacking from the
Bobby Dowds house orch. Gord,

Yates’ Puerto Rico Stint
Steve Yates is producing Shows

for the Puerto Rico Theatre, San
Juan. First show, which opened
iast week, comprises a cast headed
by Tommy Rafferty, with other
performers imported from the
U. S.

Yates will import talent from the
•mainland as a regular policy;

' '
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New Acts

VIVIAN BLAINE
Songs, Comedy
15 Mins.
Last Frontier, Las Vegas

Talented “Guys
.
And

.

Dolls!’

belter found herself very tense in
the, opener due to many mechani-
cal defects in the. show and was
straining to” get her. points across.
The cherry-blonde is effective in

the cheesecake department and. is

a winner when pitching the vocals.
“World On A String” arid “Over
the Rainbow” are good, while
“Please Mr. Glover Don’t Discover
Me” is a breezy : Brooklynese
comedy bit that pleases. “Eadie
Was A Lady” is appealing in star’s

nicely revealing—as to the gams—
fashion.

Working most of the show with
comic Jack Carter lessened the
time of her own act and reduced
the effectiveness of this talented*
performer. Miss Blaine is much
better on her own.

(In subsequent shows more time
Was added to her act and she was
switched to follow Carter in the
lineup, Also she. added a "Guys
And Dolls” medley that pulled the
act up by the Bootstraps to its

proper top niche in the show. Miss
Blaine and Carter subsequently
work together only in finale,)

Bob,

TOM PATRICOLA JR.
Dance
9 Mins.
Palace, N. Y.
Tom Patricola Jr., scion, of the

comedy dancer who for many years
was a staple in the golden era
of vaudeville; .is making his Palace
Theatre debut with a style highly
reminiscent of. that made famous

;

by Senior. Patricola does only one
t terp that can be classed as his
own.

Otherwise, Junior abounds in
impressions of the earlier greats
including Eddie.

.
Leonard, Pat

Rooney and Bill' Robinson; His
impression of Patricola Sr. is a
well-cast bit of dancing that picks
up. humorous highlights as well as
solid dance skill. Jose,

BILLY SIIEPARD
Songs >
8 Mins.
Palace, N. Y.

Billy Shepard, a youthful singer.
Who recently toured the Continent
for several months, has picked .up
some valuable experience that in-
dicates lie can hold his own in any
vocal situation. Shepard, a small,
personable, chap, with excellently
developed pipes, has a song style
that encompasses the majority of
tastes.,

He opens with “Hey There” and
segues into a batch of oldies with
modernized arrangements getting
over the vocal message with a
minimum of tricks; The arrange-,
ments, show a deal of ingenuity
which -gives his

;
songs a fresh

facade. Delivery is ingratiating
and development at this stage in-
dicates an excellent

.
potential in

all fields.

Shepard has the kind of voice
that indicates if he’s hit on a disk,,
he’d be a permanent fixture on the
name roster since his click would
be a result of solid development
rather than a trick style. Jose.

BAKER & DOUGLAS
Comedy
11 Mins.
Empire, Glasgow
Male twosome are

.

physically
suited for comedy effect, one being
the tall, crisp-gabbing type, other
a smallish rotund individual with
humorous piping voice.
Open with some brisk crosstalk,

then into a miming routine where
the smaller one tries to follow suit
when his taller partner chats to
an :. imaginary filmmaking boss..
Dumpier one tilts at film Cowboy
types, and the duo poke rich fun
at the lingo of all cowboy pix. Also
enter into takeoff of American war
films; with orch providing sound
effects of an army marching past,
finishing with a pair of soldier’s
boots being pulled on wire across
stage.
Okay for general run of vauderies.

Gord.

HUNGARIA TROUPE (7)

Acrobatic
7 Mins.
Apollo, N. Y.
Hungaria Troupe comprises four

femmes and three men, presumably
a mother and father and their off-

spring, who turn out a solid selec-
tion of aero and risley stunts. Work
mostly off a heel-torheel basics, with
either the father .

or one of' the
youngsters as understander. From
this, they get off some three-high^,
a ladder stunt on which the under-
sider balances the steel ladder
with two girls, midway up ..and
another boy on top.

It’s topnotch turn all the way
through, with the acrobatics em-
bellished by some risley (as when
the top male comes off a thrCe-high
right

,
onto the heels of the bottom

man). Good for any opening or
closing spot on a vaude bill, and
for tele guest shots. Chan.

Hines kids <2)

Dances
7 Mins.
Apollo, N. Y.
Two Negro, youngsters (older

can’t be. much more than 12) are
going to be around for a long time
to come. They’re p tapdancing
pair who’ve appeared in the Broad-
way cast of “Girl in. Pink Tights/’
but haven’t yet been caught in
vaude or nitery situations.
Boys are remarkable dancers for

their age, and ho less startling is

their poise and their flair for
comedy, especially by the younger
One. Start tyith' some top precision-
ing on a routine type

:
turn, then

go into a fine.Softshoe. Close :with
a energetic display of solo tech-
niques that has the Apollo audience
calling for mote. Pair will fit into
any entertainment situation, from
Broadway revues to vaude and
niteries arid especially television*

Chari.

BARBARA ESKO
Dance
12 Mins.
Bellevue Casino, Mont’l
Barbara Esko is becoming some-

thing of a standard ballerina act
for Natalie Kaiharova’s production
stints at the Montreal Bellevue
Casino. MisS Esko evidences better
than the usual run-of-the-mill bal-
let technique, although routines in

the present revue fail to give lifer

much more than the obvious toe
and spin patterns.
A natural as the soloist fronting

lavish pOny line offerings, this

trim-figured hoofer with her pleas-

ant style and manner Would also

be okay,for tele Shots of a variety
nature." < * r ^ *

LA VERN BAKER
Songs
12 Mins.
Apollo, N. Y.

LaVern Baker is a Negro song-
stress who apparently has been
around in the rhythm & blues sec-
tor for some time, but who hasn’t
yet been caught under New Acts.
She’s a strong-voiced' looker who
embellishes her singing with move-
ments and suggestiveriesS worthy
of any grind artist, and while this
goes well at the Apollo, she’ll have
to hold back in other situations.
^Nonetheless, Miss Baker can rip

out those jump items with the
best of them.. Opens here with
“Oh Baby,” goes into a similar
type of rhythm number and then
pulls out all. the pulchritudinous
stops with “You Better Stop.”
Closer, “Living My Life for You,”
shows her less effective with a
ballad, though. More work on the
ballad category and less concen-
tration onr&b might open mote
general entertainment fields for
her. Chan.

GlGI MAYO
Songs, Comedy
32 Mins.
Seven Seas, Omaha

Fresh from small club dates In
the New York area, this sprightly,
energetic comedienne is getting
first-class showcasing as she makes
her midwest pfeem. Dates at
Eddy’s in Kansas City and Chase
Hotel in St. Louis follow this
break-in at Don Haihiriond’s Seven
Seas—and She. gives evidence she’s
ready for the; top. .rooms. r*

, While act ,cciuld' Be sharpened a
bit, and that ljfadoubtedly will come,
including that; ejeaggeratd Italian
coiff which detracts from other-
wise striking^. Vfooks and okay
figure.
At show caught, Miss Mayo’s act

was actually in four parts, opening
With a clever “Lucky Day” ditty
in which <he makes a production
out of stripping the jacket of her
dress.

“I Want a Man” brings plenty of
quips, and winds up with a solid
“Good Man Is Hard to Find,” A
serious “Dreams” melody, with
spot on her head, is okay and
builds for an Italian dialect num-
ber as the finale. . Latter bit in-

cludes first gags heard here on
the DiMag-Marilyn breakup.

Everything indicates Miss Mayo
is an A-l prospect for a legit mu-
sical as well as clubs. Biz here
was excellent. Trump.

Christine Jorgensen has been set

for the Club Derby, Oklahoma.
City, Oct. 22, and follows with the
r£tm: ShrMWti^dv. r4r ” *
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Moulin Rouge, L. A.
Los Angeles, pet. 8^

Frank Sennes presents Donn
Arden’s production/. “Ca C'Esi
Paris/ 1 featuring frank Libuse
with Margot .Brdndqr; Giselle &
Francois Szony, Lis Charlivels,

Miss Malta & Co., Doubledaters
(A), Mme. Ardelty, Jerry LaZarre,
Ffolliptt Charlton, Tony Gentry,
Gaby 1 Wooldridge, Luis Urbiiia,

Eileen Christy, Sennes Beauties,

Moulin Rouge Orch (25 ) with Bob
Snyder; music, and. dance ensem-
bles staged and directed by Arden;
original music and lyrics by Pony
Sherrell and Phil Moody; costumes
by Mme. Berthe. Package price

( dinner and drink) $6.85; opening
night, $10.

For his second show at the Mou-
lin Rouge, boniface Frank Sennes
has topped the fabulous first show,

with a 105-minute layout that tran-r

scejids nitery boutfds to achieve a

theatre stature. As it stands, it’s

almost perfect ringside diversion

albeit in need of a little trimming;
with the addition of, say, five good
comedy sketches it could move in-

tact to Broadway for a lengthy run
aS a smash revue. Significantly,

the current top price for shows of

this calibre on the main stem is

$6.98—for nickel: less here, the

patron gets . both, the show and a

packaged meal-cum-drink that is

the equal of anything, offered in

the average bistro.,

“Ca C’est Paris” (“This is Paris”
for, the squares) is more than opu-
leriti continuously entertaining of-

fering; it establishes producer
Bonn Arden as a latter-day Zieg-
feld with a flair for breath-taking
costumes, ahd sets arid production
numbers that evoke continual gasps
of amazement. Against these visual

aids, he plays off a staggering ar-

.
ray of talent (a tribute to Sennes'
easy manner with

.
a buck'"and his

understanding that you’ve, got to

spend it to make it) in a series of

scenes showcasing their own .rou-

tines and some. Arden has con-
ceived. The orily thing lacking is

comedy, for “Ca C’est Paris” draws
laughs, only in what is virtually
riext-to-closing, when

.
the veteran

Frank Libuse and Margot .Brand,er
re on hand to purvey their, non-

sense of a maniacal accompanist
who’s constantly harassing a diva.

Headliners range from the Char-
livels, the socko French, trio of ac-

robats, dahcers, singers, instrumen-
talists and what-bave-you, >^ho sus-

tain constant: salvoes as they
bounce energetically from one facet
of their talents to another and top
it off with some split-second tum-
bling, to Mme. Ardelty, who does
headstands on a trapeze that swings
gracefully above the heads Of the
eager riagsiders. Her stint, how-
ever,

.
shouldn't immediately follow

that of the Charlivels si it les-

sen the impact.

Other smash
.
performers are

Giselle & Francois Szoriy, whose ex-
cellent ballet type of terping could
stand more showcasing iri the lay-

out, and the dog act of Miss Malta.
The Doubledaters, a better than av-
erage mixed song and dance quar-
tet, proyide rhythmic punctuation
for some of the production numbers
and there’s fine vocalizing by Jerry
LaZarre, Eileen^ Christy and Gaby
Wooldridge aria dancing by Ffol-
liott (Fluff)- Charlton and. Luis Ur-
bina. Pony Sherrell and Phil
Moody contributed the effective
original music which the Bob
Snyder house orch capably handles.

Inanimate stars are the costumes
by Mme. Berthe and Harvey War-,
ren's sets for some of the striking-

ly imaginative Arden productions.
They’ll be talking all year about
the “Enchanted Mill” productiori,

a succession of dazzling scenes cli-

maxed by the descent of Betty Lee
from the ceiling in gigantic
champagne glass; or the “Rendez-
vous in the Sky” number which
spotlights the Szonys amid a celes-
tial setting, or the “Scenerama
Martinque” finale that: captures all

the gaiety, color, and languor of
the tropics iri a number that is

climaxed by the flight of pink
pigeons and the gentle dropping of
rain from Sennes’ special fly-gal-

lery plumbing.
By the time the curtain went' up

Thursday night (7), “Ca C’est
Paris” had cost Sennes approxi-
mately $140,000 (probably more
than half - of it In the costumes
alone), and- it’s still anybody’s guess
what kind^of business the theatre
restaurant will have to. do to show
an operating profit weekly. High-
lighting its similarity to a legit
offering rather than, a nitery lay-
out, the show has 20 stagehands on
the payroll along with the head-
liners, featured personnel, a total
of about 50 dancing gals and an
orchestra of more than two dozen
sidemen. But whatever it needs to
break, it should get it. This is not
only a socko tourist attraction for
one of the biggest tourist sections
of the country,Jit’s prime entertain-
ment for the pub-crawling locals.

-And when it* gets^ through here*

it should head east for a stand. It

would be an excess of civic

chauvinism to keep this solely for

Los Angeles. ' Kap.

Edgewater Beach, Chi
Chicago, Oct. L

: Frank Fontaine, Francis .Brunn ;

Andrea Dancers (3), Dorothy
Hild Dancers (8), Bob Kirk
Orch (IQ); $1 cover, $3.50 mini-
mal

Sands. 1,8s Vegas
La? Vegas, Oct. 6.

Peter Lind Bayes & Mary Healy
( with Norman Leyden ), Clark
Bros; (2), Danii & Genii, Chuck
Nelson, Copa Girls (10), Antonio
Morelli Orch (11.); no cover or
minimum.

; Edgewater’s Marine Room is

girded for. three weeks with anoth-
er low-budget card slanted for the
family- trade. Opening night show
played before conventioneers bil-

leted at the hostelry .add a number
Of Northwestern collegians who get
cutrate considerations on Friday

^

nights. Fine biz may also be cred-
ited to tv . exposure of headliner
Frank Fontaine, which has helped
to familiarize his name.

Considering that it’s never easy
for any comic to Overpower the au-
dience from this expansive floor,

Fontaine’s impact is good. . He has
an agreeable ragout of gags that
are heightened in the telling by
doltish mimicry of people, and
oafish facial contortions. He un-
loads a raft of yockworthy impres-
sions that hit. a high point with
disk, and filmland voices and a low
with an out-of-date spoof of the
McCarthy-Army topliners. Ventrd
tidbit with members ; of the audi-
ence fop dummies. passes okay for
a party iriood, but his getaway mon-
olog- as John L. C. Sivoneey, a nut
who has just won the Irish sweep-
stakes, preci itates the kudos.

Francis Bruriri does a lightning
juggling routine that -involves skip-
rope juggling, complicated ball
spinning and acros. Sock clincher
has him manipulating everything
hut the front tables.; The Andrea
Dahcers delight with smooth three-
cornered acrobatic terp. Femme
member is deftly tossed about, and
retrieved by her two dapper .part-
ners, With solid mitt registering
for every stunt. Act caps in a triple
somersault flip that strikes awe
with the crowd/ 7

Dorothy
.
Hild Dancers, eight at-

tractive gals, start and firiish the
show with snappy productions. Bob
Kirk orch showbacks well and
draws the couples out en masse for
dansapation. '

,

' Les,

Holding to the same theme arid
mounting that, featured. Robert
Merrill and Louis Armstrong,
there’s decidedly no letdown in
the current Jack Entratter presen-
tation as. Peter Lind Hayes and
spouse Mary Healy put on a ses-
sion of comedy and song that will
lure and please cafegoers to the
hilt.

•'

Prime show biz couple regales
with mostly new material during a
30-minute chore, to evoke consid-
erable reaction all along the line.

The pair of yourig cafe vets
worked smoothly and sure to over-
come opening-night flubs and jit-

ters.

Iri fact, Hayes is as clever with
the ad Jibs as the rehearsed stuff.

In their, travelog duet, Hayes
sparkles in cleverly made-up char-
acters that Include a Parisian post-
card salesman, ex-King Farouk
and a Texan. The lyrics are
tailored for laughs, with Miss
Healy as always the beautiful
straight foil. Duo scores in “That’s
Our Boy,” with , the biggest click

a socko delivery of “Disk Jockey
Blues,’’ in which they go through
a “No Business Like ShoW Busi-
ness” routine to comedy-mime
Ethel Merman, Helen Traubel,
Fred Waring, etc. Here Hayes
gives out With boffo comedy busiv
ness as the littlest guy in a sirig-

ing quartet and as a buck-toothed
Liberace.; In the process he .dis-

plays some good piano-pounding,
Together they dp “Traubel and
Lanza”—“off the record,.”* and
wind with a “Good Old Summer-,
time’ duet that’s a sock finisher:
Norman Leyden gives a; big assist
as musical director.
The fast-tepping Clark Bros,

evoke cheers with their routines,
that include leaps and splits and
challenge terps of duo; In the
sparkling New York finale they
team With Hayes as a trio of hep,
jive hounds to Wi over the aus-
terely operatic Miss Healy to their
cause and all four dance off to a
big jazz upbeat. The Clarks im-
press in smart vocal carbons of
Nat (King) Cole and Louis Arm-
strong in this closing bit to make
it a hit.

The Copa dancers hold over a
pair of breathtaking routines.
“Marribo Fire” is a torrid-paced
affair that features the dance
team, Dartii & Genii, with Chuck

> Nelson on the vOda’lS. )
1 LBbif. 1
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Chez Faroe, Clil
Chicago, Oct. 4.

Vagabonds (4), Maria Neglia,
Martha Ann * Bentley, Dunhills
(3), Brian Farnon Orch (10);
$1.50 cover, $2.50 minimum.

Turning up at the Chez for the
second time in a year as prolific

beRybusters, the four Vagabonds
are . . earmarking themselves as
perennials in! this town. Present
tenure is just short of a month,
and. bulging hoyse on opening
night (4) tips off tp spek biz
throughout.
With uncommon zest and show-

manship, the rowdy unit unhatches
40 minutes of choice comedy that
reaches fruition in a getaway tele-

vision skit spoofing boxing, to-

bacco commercials,, and the
group's patron saint, Arthur God-
frey; Boys open the show with a
rousing welcomer, return later Jn«

hillbilly mockery -.With Maria
Neglia, and grab; the fore them-
selves thenceforth with a potent
sorig-epmedy rep. It’s all keenly
plotted irierrymakirig, with nicely-

paced comic punches set off by in-

strumentaliziiig on accordion, bass
and two guitars.
Martha Ann Bentley tees off

with lithe, attractive toe terp in

three moods, all highlighted by
prolonged one-legged spins, Bal-
lerina clicks in a dainty parasol
pastry, does “Rhapsody in Blue”
number refreshingly, and caps to

big mitting with nifty whirligig.
Three Dunhills, male synchro tap-
sters, dish up a bright assortment
of flash footfalls interlaced with
appealing Whimsy. Boys tackle a

jazz starter, then a slow ballad,

and crown with solos in purported
softshoe.
. Violinist - comedierine. Maria
Neglia holds the payees rapt in the
feature spot with laughable face-
making as a bonus to her tricky
fiddling. She keeps ’em interested
in a fairly standard yaude-yiol
repertoire of “Hora Staccato,”
“Plink Plank plunk” arid “Hot
Canary,” largely by way of her
finesse with the bow. Vagabonds
get good pickup from her when
they joiri her on “Ricochet Ro-
mance.”

.

-
...

Frank Linale, Vag’s own conduc-
tor, cuts an expert show, while
Chez maestro Brian Farnon takes
over baton for dance chores. Les.

Mocamlio, Hollywood
Hollywood, Oct. 9.

Betty & Jane Kean, Paul Hebert
Orch (5); $2 cover.

It’s fast listening at the Mocam-
bo these two weeks while the Kean
Sisters, Betty and Jane, disport
themselves with their melodics arid

Own brand of clowning. Their 35
minutes on stage is quick-tempoed
and breezy, loaded with laughs,
and the material they dish out is

fresh and topical for good recep-
tion:*
Femmes, sharp in their timing

and knowhow, aren’t up strictly as
as song act, They seldom firiish a
song, .and then it’s usually their
own lyrics and interpretation. Imi-
tation, parody and slapstick are
their meat. It’s a bright turn with
slick overtones.
Such names and events in the

news as Liberace’s romance, Mari-
lyn and Joe, Mario Lanza and his
mouthing, Bobo Rockefeller and
others, come, in for passing nota-
tion, as Jane, the canary in a beau-
tiful pink satin gown bedecked
with pearls, does a takeoff on
Helen Traubel chirping “The Bell
Song.” She intro’s her sister Bet-
ty, the comedienne, as a “leading
Paris-ite,” latter making her en-
trance smoking a Jaig ceegar and
sporting a white mink wrap. She
gives .out with a boisterous account,
of herself in hrief snatches of song,
dance steps and impersonations,
Danny Shapiro ahd Eli Basse

(Joe E, Lewis writer) authored the
sisters’ special material and,Rocky:
Cole is an able accompanist, backed
by Paul Hebert’s orch. Whit,

Last Frontier. LarVegas
. Las Vegas, Oct. 4,

Vivian Blaine, Jack Carter,
Ghezzi Bros. (3 ) r Frontier Danc-
ers (8), Garwood Van Orch (11);
no cover or minimum.

Vivian Blaine heads, a. fair show
that, trying out here in a' three--
weeker, must overcome mechanical
deficiencies to obtain proper pres-
entation. Three microphones, lashed
against the outer rim of the stage
didn’t do the job at the opening
of carrying the . sound as the star
worked with comic: 'vis-a-vis. Jack
Carter. With the major portion of
the show devoted to their skits
together, much of their efforts was
lost with rip overhead mikes and
the failure of the lashed mikes to
carry properly. The only remedy
would be to work with floor and
hand mikes onstage. As it is, the
material involving the pair is weak
and shows need of rehearsal. Miss
Blaine rates better stuff to more
fittingly 'dohv^jr lJher ifcjWfeilent tal--

ents. In , her solo stint .she fared
much better. (See. New Acts).

Carter breezes through ari act
that runs too long but is loaded
with his talent and gags familiar
to most boite habitues, The comic
works hard to put over his inter-
national dialects, songs and im-
personations and he scores. His
topper is a nostalgic miristrel man
songalog, with Al Jolsrin ~ as
always — his best carbon. The
Ghezzi Bros, are; a trio of tumblers
arid acrobats whose knockabout
antics thrill and produce plenty
of laughs during their brief turn.
The Last Frontier Girls, now sans
the four showgals, do well enough
in a pair, of production numbers,
and the Garwood Van orch cuts
a clean show. Bob.

r .

Hotel Stallei% IV. Y.
Vaughn Monroe, Richard Hay-

man Orch (16)

.

with Bettye Mc-
Cormack; . Mort Dennis Band ( 4 )

;

$1.50 (Mon.thiru-Fri . ) and $2 (Sat. )

cover after 10 p.m. \

• It looks like Vaughn Monroe
knew, what he was doing when he
decided to fold up his band about
a year ago to go out as a single. A
lot of things have broken his way
since then. Among the windfalls
have been a hit disk (“They Were'
Doing The Mambp” for RCA Vic-
tor) and a lucrative chore as RCA’s
pitchman. -And with the band busi-
ness continuing in slow gear on
the. hotel circuit, Monroe has
opened up new booking vistas for
himself which would have been
practically* impossible to line up if

he' were carrying 16 sidemen along.
Despite the fact that, the Hotel

Statler’s Cafe Rouge is on a name
band kick this seasort (Dorsey
Bros., Sauter-Finegari, etc.), room
should do a solid four-wgek biz

with headliner Monroe and the
Richard Hayman orch. Opening
night Friday (8) drew a hefty turn-
out of tradesters and visiting fire-

men.
Monroe an old pro on 4

the
floor. He’s up there to sing arid
that’s just what he does, without
inserting unnecessary patter interr
ludes. He’s oil for close to-half ari

hour with a brace of oldies and
currentvdiskings that blend into an.

overall nifty songalog.. He doesn’t
give out with too much vocal mus-
cle in this stand but shows up iii-

stead with ari ingratiating and cas-

ual crooning style that’s completely
winning. 'Ernie Johnson .rates a
bow as Monroe’s keyboard ac-

comper. .

Richard Hayman has put togeth-

.

er a rich arid colorful orch to ac-
-coriip his harmonica solos. Hay-
man’s harmonica style is ear-arrest-
ing, especially on such items as the
brisk “Overture Tp Orpheus,

1 ’

which he’s dubbed “Somersault,”
.and the intriguing “Ruby." Orch,
of four reed, five brass, three
rhythm and three strings, lays
down a strong beat for Monroe,
Hayman and the terping crowd.
Bettye McCormack is the orch’s at-

tractive warbler.
Mort Dennis’ four- iece, Conibo

keieps the terpsters on the floor
when Hayman’s crew- takes a break.

Gros.

Tlmndorliird. Las Vegjas
Las Vegas, Oct. 7.

Gaylords. (3), Davis & Reese,
Gaby Monet, Barney Rawlings,
Thunderbird Dancers (8 ), Al
Jahns Orch (12) ;

no cover or
minimum.

Heading a lively little show, the
Gaylords are sock in their Vegas’
debut. The personable trio dis-
penses harmonies that are ear-
catching, and act is nicely rou-
tined in ‘its snug. 30 minutes,; for
this three-weeker. Accomping
themselves at. the piano cind bass,
the transitions in song moods are.
seemingly effortless in the adept
control displayed. Entertaining in-

cludes a nice modicum of comedic
baritet and the aura about this act
is one of pleasant, mUsical relaxa-
tioru
Pepper Davis & Tony Reese re-

turn with their zany , comedy, danc-
ing and drum playing. Davis, shines
as the punchy fighter being inter-
viewed. The duo carries out novel
impressioris of personalities, with
one making the microphone sounds
arid his partner the physical ges-
tures. This act is dependable for
laughs.
Gaby Monet, longstemmed, bru-

net dancer, pleases in her solo
spot. She is the hoyden-rtype in
interpretive dances, disporting a
svelte figure in her abbreviated,
skintight black outfit. The gal gen-
erates a nice personality along
With Undoubted terp ability.
The Thunderbird Dancers look

good in. a pair of new numbers
choreod by Gayle Robbins. The
New York routine in particular
comes in for accolades as the <ast-
stepping line backs Davis &. Reese
and emcee Barriey Rawlings in a
quick-tempo finale. Al Jahns and
his orch are capable tune-backers i

throughout. v ‘ Boh/ -1

Bellevue Casino, MonCl
Montreal, Oct. 9.

Darvas & Julia, Arnauts (2),
Court & Saunders, Kader & Shir-
ley Rways, Bill Peegan,' Barbara
Esko, Casino Lovelies 1X0), Bix
Belair Orcli (11), Buddy Clayton
Quartet with Shirley Sheldon;,
staged and produced by Natalie
Komarova, ihusic by George Ko-
maroff; $1 admission.

Although Harry Holmok has
little or no competition from other
showpiaces around town, due to th«
continuing AFM-AGVA wrangle
(Holmok’s Bellevue Casino is pro-
tected by contract until Deccipber)*
the talent level remains on the.

Usual high fasino standard. New
two-week layout is no exception,
with the aero-terpirig of Darvas Jk

Julia in the showstealing slot.

This is the first time they have
played the Casino and the big room
plus Natalie Komarova's staging .

does much to heighten visual
impact of this talented two-some.:
Julia, with her handsome figure
and outstanding acro-contortion
abilities, avows payees with her
effortless terping and spectacular
splits. Her clincher when she
springs from a handstand atop
partner Darvas (who. ' already
standing, on a raised platform) to
the floor in a full split picks up
biggest reception of show.
The Arnauts return for one of

.

their annual appearances in this

saloon and in the ; window slot do
garner solid mitting ; for general
comedies via violin stint and bird-
call routine.

,

7 The Rways (Kader and Shirley),
as the opening feature attraction,
are diversifcd enough with tum-
bling exhibited, but lack showman-
ship necessary to convince in this
room. First-night bobbles didn’t
help and . despite, good-looking
femme, act needs dressing for
better impression.
As with every Casino’ offering,

the pony line comes in for biggest
interest with ringsiders. Clean,
attractive costumes and well-
stacked figures overcome some
rather trite, oftseen hoofing, rou-
tiries a»d their interp of current
platter fave, “High and Mighty,”
scores from all angles. Petite «.

Barbara Esko (New Acts) does
ballerina solos effectively.

Bill Deegan continues as
emcee for layout and song sessions
are handled by Court and Saunders
with spirit. The Bix Belair orch
backs show arid the Clayton combo
cuts relief sets for. customer hoof-
ing, Newt.'

Mnjios Skyro**in, Iteno
Reno, Oct, 7,

Patty Andrewi, Joey Bishbp,
Donn . Arden Skylets; Eddie Fitz-
patrick Orch; $2 minimum.

. ^ '

'

Since it was always the high
voice of . Patty Andrews during the
reign of. the Andrews Sisters
which most identified the trio,

customers give approval to old
Andrews Sisters hits when Patty
trots them out. Even “Apple
Blossom Time” sounds about the
same, although missing a couple
of voices. But where the sisters are
missed most is on the fast numbers.
But ballad-wise, Miss Andrews

misses none. “I Want To Be
Loved” is plenty convincing, A
bluesy “Song of a Fool” gets real
warm and smokey. And of course,
“I Can Dream, Can’t I?” gets
unanimous consent.
Accompanist - husbarid Walter

Weschler traces some wonderful
backdrops on th^ keyboard. And as
a straight man he’s funny. A lim-
ited moment as soloist for a boogie-
woogie number feeds, consistent
plaudits throughout.
The rash of rapid moriologist

comics these days has created a
serious problem. It’s hardly possible
anymore to know whether or riot

a comic is wallowing in his own or
several others' material. So, even
when a comic may be usifig much-
heard, liries and who's to say
who the material; originally be-
longed to?. Anyway, Joey Bishop,
regardless, of whose material it

happens to he, socks over every-
thing. Quiet at first, by the end of

Bishop’s tirade he has thoroughly
tied up the joint .

The D6nn Arden Skylight?
achieve an interesting opening as
usual, without a note of fanfare.

They're on and in action before
diners can drop their forks. Then,
as they prance, show is introed and
the girls are already in their first

number. . Production singer Dean
Campbell does a good job of ser-

enading the harem. Costuming.
'

sleek. Mark.';

Brower Rejoins ‘AGV

A

Al Brower has rejoined the staff

of the American Guild of Variety

Artists a? an organizer i New
York.
Brower had been let. out by Dick

Jones, former eastern regional di-

rector, and was asked to return by
thte' prteSGrif adIri^I1islratipIt.

,
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WEEK OF OCTOBER 13

Numerals In connection with bills, bolow Indicate opening day ef show
whethar full or

. split' week

Letter in naftnthesgs- lq4i|catt* circuit. (I) Independent; <L> Lotw; (M) Mossi

.^ Paramount;.. <Bl RKOr.iSl StpllM > Tivoli; <W) Warner

: m u..,; .... .. ;

'm -

.
iff

'Saxony Hotel
Condos & Rrandow
Tano 4 Dee
Nirva *

.

Mandy Campo Ore
Johnny Slivers Ore

Roney Plaza
Jose Cortez Ore

The - Patio
Sanirty Walsh
Nelida-

NEW YQRIT CITY
Music Ha1l, *>Ct) 14"

Jacqueline .: Ltaqgeq
Edward Buhl*'"
Les Marcellls
Gloria Ware
Chet Clark
Kockettea
Corps ' de Ballet:
Sym Ore

Palace (R) 1$
Gene Blanco'
Ladd Lyon.
Nikki St Noel
Wilfred Mae 3
Renowns.
Rex Weber

. Louis St Oliver Sis
BUFFALO

(P) 17. .
only

Fest Mcid Am Jazz
Stan;' Kajiton Orc :

Art Tatum, 3 ,

Slim SloWt"
Ever.ett Parksdale
Charlie Ventura 5
Mary Ann: McCall.
S : Rogers St Giants
Shelley; Manne
Candido
Johnny. Smith

MIAMI
Olympia (P)

Molly Picon
Great Galasso

,

.

Edward -Si. Lorraine

Etore St Aldeni
Nazarro

Harkness St

Moil'd Briody.
!S.- Fisher? Gi:<i

Earl .Darnay
SUNDERLAND
Empire (M) 11

Vic Oliver
Robert 1 Moreton
Sylvia Campbell
Donald B Stuart
.T St 1

. J Bentley
Mazurs
Allen Bros & J
WOOD GREEN
Empire (S) 11

AUSTRALIA

CHRISTCHURCH
. Majestic (T) 11
Vienna Boys Choir
INVERCARGILL
Civic (T> If
MELBOURNE
Tivoli (T) 11

Allan Jones
Roy Barbour.
Harry Jacobs
Kerry Vaughn
Margaret Broiyn.
Julian Somers
Chadells
Bouna
Max Blake .

David .
Edie

John BlUthal
Tivoli Choir

Dancing Boj3
Adorables

SYDNEY
Tivoli; (T) 11

Buck. Warren Co
Warren Latona
Sparks

Edith Crocker Co
Dagenham Girl

Pipers
2 Maxwells
O’Hagan & Stead
Ron Parry
G Brbx " Si Myrna
Johnnie “Rubber-

face"^ Craig
Gloria Dawn
Dancing Boys
Ballet Girls

BRITAIN

ASTON
Hippodrome (I) 11

Denise Vane
.

Dick Montague
Penny Lee
D Si R Ray .

Baron Gaye St E
3 Georgians
Lovlies

BIRMINGHAM
Hippodrome (M) 11

Max Bygraves
2 Sterlings.
Nitwits
Richman St Jackson:
Rita Martell
Peter Dulay.
Rusty

BLACKPOOL
Optra House (I) 11

Tony Niesoner .

Eleanore Bauer
Karl Terhal
C V Widonan
Otto

.

Falvay
Fritz Inholt
Gvoto Klcoor
Greto Selliei*

Palace (I)

Dave. Morris
Dargie 5
3 Kelroya
MayfaliV
Joan' & Ernest
Alrdonis
Harty. Worth
Arthur Haynes
Tower Circus (0 11

C Cairoli Sc Paul.
Knies. Animals
August Natsch
3 Crlddocka

.

Vivian St TassI
Knies R Horses
2. Checks „
Harold Gautier Co
Fattini
4 Ramses -

.

Douglas Kossmayer
3 Petrojts
George Ruzsa
7 Eagles
2 Rassos
10 Beer Barrel P
Little Jimmy
JinimY Scott

boscombe
Hippodrome^ (I) 11

Reggie.Dennis,.'
Alan St Alan
Tom Jacobsen Co

'

5 Speedmacs
Henri Vadden Co

BRISTOL
Hippodrome (S) 11
Benny Hill
Virgina Somers
Jerry Allen
Jeremy Hawk
Tux :

4 Helmars
De Vere Dancers

BRIXTON
Empress (I) 11

Billy Cotton Bd

.

Joe King
Yale St Diane
Ray Alan St Steve
Curzoh 3
Peter Sent
N St p. London

CHELSEA
Palace (I) 11

Lee Lawrence
Harry Bailey
3 Indrlksons
Razdini

: „
Walters animals
Alan Rowe

. ,

Morgan Manning
3 '*1coventrV
Hippodrome (D. ill

Dickie Valentine
Lowe St Ladd
Dasfele Co .

Rolf Hansen
N Mongadors Si A
B St B Adams

t

J 4c B Darnell
EAST HAM

Grenada (I) 11
Johnnu Paul 3'

.

Jimmy Edmundson
Jolly
3 Henrys

EDINBURGH .

Empire (M) 11
Deep River Boys
Musical Elliotts
Roy Lester
Billy Baxter
Clarkson St Leslie
Lorraine
Margerite St

Charles
Botandos 3
FINSBURY PARK
Empire (M) 11

Bill Johnson
Conway 4c Day
Jack Stanford
R 4c D Remy
Bonar ColleanoW Kejppel 4c B
Jack Simpson

GLASGOW
Empire (Ml 11

Tommy Trlnder
Woods 4c. Jariett .

{I’H 1>M'J> l,

Salici Puppets
Flying De Pauls
Anne Hart

.

Harry Moreny
Jimmy- Berry
2 Arviiigs.
Freddie Dexter
Qeo Mitchell 4
L Gordon Girls
Dorothy Duval

GRIMSBY
Palace (I). 11

Norman Evans..
Betty JUmel
S Skyllhers
J Tiller Girls

HACKNEY
Empire (S) 11

5 Smith Bros
Dowie 4c Cane
Jo$e Moreno Co
Dennis Lawes
Beryl 4c Bobo
2 Angelos
Seaton 4c O'Dell

LEEDS
Empire (M) 11

Guy Mitchell
Kordas
Bill Waddington
Granger Bros.
Lionel King
Vera Cody Co
Marettas

LEICESTER
Palace (S) 11

joy NlchoUs
Conner St Drake
Syd Plummer
Authors St Swinson
Terry O'Neill
Amazing GrldnefCe
Gold . 4c Cordell

LIVERPOOL
Empire <M) 11

Howard Keel
K 4c A Alexis
Fred Lovelle
Johnny Laycock
Albert Burdon
Rayros. 3
Les Spanglers
Angel Mario
MANCHESTER

Hippodrome (S) 11
Ken Platt
Archie . Lewis
Semprini .

Canfield Smith
p 4e p Page
Jimmy Paige
G Groseoot 4c G
Lee Yourtgsters

Palace ( ) 11
Beverley Sis
A ft L Ward
Freddie Sales
Norman Vaughn
Morgan St Gray
Bruce Foesythe--
Lizzet 4c Eddie
Bill Wareham ft B

NEWCASTLE
.
Empire (M) 11

Ray Ellington 4
Eve Boswell =

Morecambe. 4c Wise
Royale 3
Tommy Locky
Marvels
Manning 4c Lee
Marthys
NORTHAMPTON

New (I) 11
Terry Canton
Ken Barnes 4c J
Noble.ft Denestci1

Joy .Harriss. .

Janeite ;Fox f

Lake . 4c. Rolls;
NudeS *’

NORWICH ., ..

Hippodrome (L) 11
Jimmy Bryant .

.

•

Patricia
- Morrispy

Paris Lovlies
NOTTINGHAM
Empire. (Ml .11 .

P Brough Si A
Ronald Chesney
Ossie Noble
Peter Madden
Edward Victor
Les Raynor 4c B
Candy Sis St Eddy
Jimmy Gilmore
Michael Mitchell

PORTSMOUTH
Royal <M) 11

Jewel 4c Warrlss
-Sally Barnes
Audrey Mann
Chas Ancaster
Eric Tinsley
Harmony 8

SHEFFIELD
Empire (M) 11

Joan Regan
Jimmy Wheeler
Stan Stennett
Mills 4c Mellta
Peggy Cavell
Louise Pets

.

Jay Palnec 4c D
Austral
Del Cortina
SOUTHAMPTON
Grand (I) 11

jack Haig. - .

fc I ;( ( 6 i t i

S
orothy.^Squires
avjy jKqye

Tito Burns
Trinidad Bd
Jilhiny- Smeddle<

'

Bobby. St Wendy
Tommy Dee
Lotus 4c Josie
Oakley 4c Ctan

YORK
Empire

Ike Hatch
Johnny 4c

Jacquelin§
Ron Petrian
4 Tune Tellers

'FlkmlnBp
.Keefe Btasseiie-
•Connee Boswell. >y
[Delta, ^Rhythm ,B<jys.

/ ilyer Slipper

Sally
.
Rand

'' '

Buddy Baer 'v'-*

Kalahtan
Hank Henry

/Desert Inn
Betty Hutton

Sahara

'

Marlene Dietrich

Last Pronttar
Benny Goodman
Buddy ' Lester

NEW tORK CITY

Basin St

L Hampton
.

Ore
Bon Soir .

Tony St Eddie
Ciel Cabot -

Thelma Carpenter
Norene Tate
Jimmy - Daniels
Three Flames

Blue Angel
Dwight Flske
Susan Johnson
Dick Brake
Geo Lafaye
Bart • Howard
Jimmy Lyons Trip

. Chateau Madrl
Maya Ore

Copacawane
Joe E Lewis
Barry Sis -.

Four Joes
M Durso Ore
Frank Marti.

Gale's
Alan Gale
Jackie , Heller
Warner : 4c McGuire
Larry Foster
Teddy King • Ore
No. 1 Fifth Ave

Pat Bright
John Juliano
Bob Downey
Harold Fonvllle
Hazel Webster
Hotel New Yorker
Ralph Flanggan Ore

Belmont Plaza
Joan Bishop
A1 Castellano
John Barney'

Hofei Pierre
Hlldegarde
Jack Whiting
Gene Bone
Howard Fenton
Stanley Melbg- Ore

Hotel . Plaza
.Tulie Wilson
Ted Straeter Ore
Mark Monte

.
Ore

Hotel. Pk Sheraton
Irving .Fields
Eddie Layton

Notol
.
Roosevelt

Guy-' Lombardo Ore
Hotel St Regis

Constance Moore
Milt Shaw Ore
Ray Bari

Hotel Staffer
Vaughn

.
Monroe

R Hayman Ore

Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopfev Or<
. La . Martinique
Rose Marie
Lenny Kent
Alan. Dale
C Kaly Dncrs
Pupi Caippo Orc

Latin -Quarter
Mae. West
Jane Morgan
Ashtons
Debonairs
Golden.’ Mermaid
Ralph Young
Piroska
Art Waner Ore
B HSrlowe Ore ..

Le Ruban Bleu/
Julius Monk
Norman Paris
Irwin Corey
Dorothy Louden
Melita-
Marshall Izen :

Two Guitars •

Kostya . Poliansky
Misha . Usdanoff
Marusia ' Sava

Versaftios
“Bon Voyage* 11

Paul Grey
'

Louise Hoff
Tommy Wander
Margaret Banks
Rosemary O'Reilly
Carl Conway
Betty Colby
Ann Andre
Rain Winslow
Danny Carroll
Daimy Desmond
Don Dellair
Jim Sisco
Salvatore Otoe Qrc
Panchlto Ore
Viennese Lantern
Helene Aimee
Dolores Perry
Bela. Bizony
Ernest SChoen
Paul Mann
Charles Albert

Village Barn
Hal Graham
Joe Furst
Piute . Pete
RacheL Ellen

Waldorf-Astoria
Los Chavales De
Espana

Trim Reyes
Nat Brandwynne
Mischa Borr

. Village Vanguard
Robert Clary . .

C Williams Trio

Montmartra
Benny ..More
G A Guedes
Rita Montaner-
Leopoldo Fernandez
Mimi Cal
Emilio Wong
Maiamoros Trio
Nancy St Rene
Fajardo Orq
Alonso Ballet

CHICAGO
Black Orchid

Tito Gulzar
Nino Nahhl
Teddi King ^

Rudy Kerpays Duo
Blue Angel

Calypso Festival"
Duke of Iron

'

Mary Ann
Trinidad Joe
Calvin Harigan
Angela San Juan

Blue Not#
Duke Ellington Ore

Chez pare#
Vagabonds (4)
Maria Neglia
Martha A Bentley
Dunhills (3)

Brian Farnoh Ore
Conrad Hilton

‘Skating Stars'
Margie Lee

Cathy 4c Blair
Shirley Linde
Weidemanns
Polo
Perky Twins
Jimmy . Caesar
Eileen Carroll
Ray McIntosh
B Dears 4c Dons
Frankie Masters Ore
Edgawater Baach

Frank Fontaine
Francis Brunn
Dorothy Hild Dcrs
Bob Kirk Och

Palmer House
Helen Gallagher
Gene - Sheldon
Del Ray.
Empire Eight .

Charlie Fisk Ore

iOS ANGELES
Ambassador Hotel
Ames Bifos C4)
Mario 4c Floria
Rex

.

Koury Ore .

Band Box
Billy Gray
Leo Diamond
Dorothy Claire
NIccq 4c Barba .

Larry Grec|v>Trlo

Bar of Music 1

Wesson, Bros (2).

kitt.Cmson-

,

C ;CallinicoL . vy

Eddie Oliver Ore
Tony Martinez Ore

Bllfmora Hotel
Moore. 4c Less.v
Walton 4c O'Rourke
Mary Rayc St Naldi
Hal Delwin Ore

Giro's
Marilyn Maxwell
Mathurins
Skeets. Minton
Bob Street
Jixdy Brent
Joe Paz
Dick Stabile Ore
Bobby. Ramos Ore.

Charley Foy's
Wally • Vernon
Charley- Foy
Mary Foy
•Sid Hurwitz Ore

' Crescendo
Dick ContinO
Margo Good
Jack Nye Ore

tMocambo -

• Moulin Itouge
Frank , Libiise
“Margot •'"Brander
Szonys (2)'

Charlivcls (3)

Miss Malta 4c Co
Doubledaters (4)

Mrrie Ardelty
Jery LaZarre
Ffolllot Charlton
Tony Gentry
Gaby Wooldridge
Luis Urbina
Eileen Christy
Bob Snyder Oro

Statler Hotel
Helen Traubel
Allan Sc Ashton
Skinnay Ennis Ore

Pat Paulson.

Bombay Hotel
Patty Ly/in
Link Andrews
Peter Mack r
Dorothy Vincent

Jbhnlna Hotel

Sam Dari;

Playboys (3)
B S- PuUy

Continue^ from pkge 2

.IAS VEGAS, NEVADA
ei cortex

Cooper Sisters. .

. . Golden Nugget
Gas Lights- 4c Pink
>, -Tights
\y . Sands .

‘p L Hayes 4c M
"‘Heaiy
Clark Bros
.El Rancho Vegas

Lili St Cyr
J Pearl 4c C Hall
S Gibson Red Caps

.
Showboat

Minsky's: Follies of
1955

.
Thunderblr

Gaylords
Davjs 4c Ree'se

RENO
Mapes • Skyroom

Patty Andrews
Joey Bishop
D Arden Dancers
E Fitzpatrick Ore

: New Golden.
Four Lads
Herkle Styles

Tanya 4c Biagl .

Will Osborne Ore
Riverside'

Kay Starr
Jones Boys
Starlets.

'

Bill Clifford Ore

HAVANA
Caslpo Piaya Orq

Troplcona
Miguelito Valdes
Olga Quillot
Ray Tlco

.

D'Ruff Quar -

Troplcana Ballet
S de Espana Orq
A Romeau ' Orq

1 S Suarez Orq

MIAMI-MIAM1 BEACH
Clover Club

Sherry Britton
Luis Tprrens
Harold 4c Lola
Baron Buika
Tony Lopez Ore
Selma Marlowe Line
Woody Woodbury
La Vie En Rose

Patsy Abbott
Tommy Miles Ore
Leon ft Eddie's

Lois De Fee
Lynn Star
Rose .Ann <

.

vsrl )jj

Rita Marlow
Charlotte Waters

Nautilus Hotel
Dick Brown
Eddie Snyder
Antone ft Ina
Sid Stanley Ore

Black Orchid
Jo Thompson
Richard Cannon
< Sans Seud Hotel
Charlie Farrell
Sncasas Ore
Xnn Herman Here
Anne. Barnett -

i 3r. I jV i
*

’ 1 1>

Longhair Season
Continued from page 1

junct,. which is standard yearly, is

very good this term.
Col's four orchestra tours are

sold out, with no dates: open; These
comprise tfie Amsterdam Concert-
gebouw, Berlih Philharmonic, Bos-
ton Pops and N. Y.- Philharmonic
(spring tour to the Coast), The
Shaw Chorale, supposed to tour 10
weeks; will do 16, DePaur Chorus
has 23 weeks instead of the guar-
anteed 10.

Lily Pons has her best tour in

years, with 20 concerts this fall.

Other Col artists, such as Rise
Stevens, Richard Tucker, Jascha
Heifetz, Walter Giesekihg, Yehudi
Menuhin, Claudio Arrau and others,

are booked to the hilt.

NCAC likewise has soldout tours
for Marian Anderson, Robert Mer-
rill, Nathan Milstein, Artur Rubin-
§tei and many others. Also,/ its

group attractions, like the Detroit
Symphony, St. Louis Symphony
id London Festival Ballet, are

sold opt. The Victor Herbert Fes-
tival, guaranteed eight weeks, got

12; the Vienna Choir Boys, guar^
anteed eight weeks, have 16. Gol-
dovsky Opera Theatre is booked
solid for the 10 weeks available.

NCAC’s Levine feels that long-
hair’s biggest problem is the fact
that no ' pew personalities have
come along to fill the shoes of a

Kirsten Flagstad, Pons or Ezio
Pinza. It’s more difficult to develop
and proiect a new personality to-

day than it was a few years, ago,
he says, because the country is be-
ing inundated by tv programs of
variety type, It’s tougher, he. says,
to get an audience away from a tv
set into a concert hall. There isn’t

the same enthusiasm in an audi-
ence that once obtained. .

.

But Levine remains an optimist,
he says.: Somehow he has the feel-
ing that in the next two dr three
years a new singer, or instrumental-
ist will come along, of the real
sensational type, to stir audience
imagination and enthusiasm. Then
watch the wickets hum.

Par's 20
Continued

.
fFom page 4

overhead and keep - the distribution
end oh the go.

The film-making exec is in N. Y.
for the dpening tomorrow (Thurs:)
bf -'White Christn)as," Par's first

in its VistaVision widescreen proc-
ess. Hartman, concedes that the
system may not be the„key selling
factor at the start but figures its

impact will be felt over a long haul
as audiences came to recognize its

photographic, advancements.
In this connection, it's noted that

Par, in promoting “Chrlstriias,” is

spotlighting the picture and its

players and music more so than the
V'Vision is being underlined.
Re exhibition, Hartman declared

that Par is spending more and
more money for each of its

pix, these mean more commer-
cial values and should result in ex-
tended playing time to make up for
the lessened number of films

RYailablG..

,

Mediterranean ports, using tapes
and reeprds flown in From New
York, and beating all attempts at

jamming by employing the simple
device of.moving around.from one
unfginounced port to 'another.

Jamming is one. sign of the
Voice’s ability to do a job. St|U
another is the language used by
Soviet commentators- whenever
they refer to the Voice of America.
The classic: “In the stinking radio-
kitchen of the yoice of America
there is a continual swarmi,. like

wasps, of inveterate liars, arrant
humbugs,; archintriguers, hardened
spies and other riffraff, including
emigrant rabble."
A year or two ago, before a Sen-

ate 'Committee: attack resulted in a
sharp retrenchment of Voice per-
sonnel, programming .and capabil-
ity, Columbus Circle (where VOA
maintains its .command post), de-
rived great joy from, the report
out of Moscow that a satirical
drama was playing ip Moscow the-
atres. Its theme was the Voice of
America. An opening line went,
The Voice of . America, known to

millions of Russians. . >
Here is another illustration,

sounded by a delegate from the
Ukraine in an outburst ,at a meet-
ing of the Political arid Security
Committee of the UN General^As-
sembly:

“It. is well known that on the
territory of the United States of
America there exist organizations
ot fascists and other traitors who
are carrying out systematically evil
and sinister designs, including slan-
der and provocation both against
the Soviet Union and the Soviet
Ukraine. This organization has
been supplied by American ruling
circles with press and radio facili-
ties. The notorious yoice of Amer-
ica transmits slanderous broad-'
casts whioh are supplied by this
organization.”
A third source of effectiveness

data usually quoted by VOA de-
fenders is audience mail which,
used to be received . in enormous
quantity, especially from, Satellite
Countries, and in extremely small
volume from the Soviet Union it-

self. When Congress, . in one of its

economy sprees, did away with the
VOA Program Schedule, audience
mail fell away sharply.
The Voice staff is broken up into

language desks,, each theoretically
manned by "area specialists” who
are expected to know the language
fluently* the people, their customs,
mannerisms, their likes and dis-

likes, and who shape broadcast' nia-
terial accordingly.
Guidance as . to planning, execu-

tion and content is received from
Washington where there is policy
coordination with the Department
of State. Thus, when State takes a
position on an issue, the USIA
adapts its output accordingly, both
radio and the: printed word.

Some Misgivings

Examination by this writer of the
contents of Voice transmissions,
supplemented by interviews with
staff members, bears out the mis-
givings which have been expressed
in the daily press by many observ-
ers. These are:

(1) The Voice is seriously un-
derstaffed, and is losing skilled
manpower faster than it cap rehire;

(2) The planned transfer of all
Voice of America operations from
New York City to Washington-—

a

move which is due to take place
within the next four weeks—will
further weakqri^the operation, ;

(3) The morale of staff members
who have survived a long series of
‘‘reductioris in force” (disiriissals

and layoffs) over the past two
years, is at an alltime low;

(4) U. S. Governinent actions,
arid the divisive effects of Senator
McCarthy, give the Reds ainmuni-
tion for propaganda to a degree
where the Voice is often at a loss
to reply;

(5) USIA policy of .‘‘the digni-
fied approach” . in replying to Red
lies,, tends to freeze the resource-
fulness of Voice writers^

Is the Voice fighting back effec

tively? The Voice staff who spend
their days and nights manning the
front line trenches in. the Cold
Wqr, are like troops who have in-
domitable courage, beautifully out-
fitted officers, expensive gear, with
no ammunition; The amino being,
of course, montey, without which
they can achieve little.

Propaganda, no matter how ef-

fective, cannot be superior to the
perfonriarice which backs it up.

...Here^ for example, is «n excerpt
1

,-i.iH b id i.f.i;

from a broadcast delivered on May
17, 1954, by the Russian Branch (in
Russian : to the USSR) on the
“Methods Used in the U; S. in the
Political Struggle”: .

“As in every .democratic coun-
try, several political parties, exist
in the United States: the Republi-
can Party, the Socialist Party, the
labor Party, the Progressive Party,
the Communist Party, and several
others.

;
“It . goes without -say, that all

these parties exist legally; they
propagandize their ideas openly
and advance their candidates for.

elections for all types of offices . . ,•

“The strongest and; most popular
in the nation ar# the Republican
and Democratic Parties; the least
popular, with the smallest mem-
bership, is the Communist Party.
This fact bears, witness, that the
American people do not sympathize
with, the ideas ^nd actions of the
Communist Party.
“The attitude of the American

people toward the Communist
Party is further intensified by its

cohiplete subjugation to the Krem-
lin, whose orders it slavishly obeys,
and it is therefore not loyal; to the
United States. Even worse, the
threads of espionage exposed dur-
ing recent years lead not only - to
the doors of several foreign, agen-
cies, but also to the American
Communist Party.

“Nevertheless, thanks to the lib-

erality of; the United States laws*
the Communist Party on equal
terms with other parties, enjoys all

the rights and opportunities exist-

ing in a free country.”
And here is an excerpt from a

series of broadsides sent by Mos-
cow to all parts of the world, in-

cluding North America, Aug.
17, 1954:

“The U. S. House of Representa-
tives yesterday passed a bill to out-
law the Communist Party of the
United States . . . These acts seri-

ously undermine the Bill of Rights
iri the Constitution 'and *are a great
menace to the civil liberties of
every American*”
Propaganda, yes, but millions be-

lieve it, and the problem is how. to
explain it away.

Off-B’way
•5S Continued from” past 1 msssss'-

lished a central off-Brodaway ticket
office in the Times Square area,,

located on the premises of Theatre-
Goers, Inc.

League will also headquarter'
there. Alsor the group' has ar-

ranged for ABC ads in the N. Y. .

Times under a special off-Broadway
listing, and other papers are ex-

pected to offer sinylar placement.

Since June 1, the official start of
the current legit season, there have
been six major off-Broadway open-
ings: Three were at the Theatre de
Lys, which last season showcased
several of the top off-Broadway
entries. House, however, has been
unable to ring up a hit so far this
season. Unsuccessful trio were
“Homeward Look*” “Salvation on
a String” and Pony Cart.”

Players’ Theatre bowed at the
Provincetown Playhouse during
the summer With “The Cretan
Woman,” which played 95 perform-
ances, recovering production cost,

estimated at $3,500-$4,000. Show’s
run was cut short to make way fo*-

the. Players’ production of “The
Clandestine Marriage,” whTc h
preemed last

;
Saturday : (2.) . to

generally favorable press.

Show was reviewed in five of
the seven, dailies, arid four of the
notices affirtnative. Remai ing
entry, “The Way Of the World*”
was preemed last Wednesday (29)
at the Cherry Lane Theatre by
Proscenium Productions. Show
was reviewed in only five of the
dailies, with notices all favorable.

“World • of Sholom Aleichem,”
which returned Oct. 1 to the Barbl-
2on-Plaza- TTieatre after- a four-
month layoff, for a limited three-
week engagement. It begins a road
tour bet: 28 in Hartford;
Future Off-Broidway sked, with

theatres denoted in parenthesis,
include ”Sing Me No Lullaby’;
openi ng* tomorrow (Thurs.)
(Phoenix), “I Feel Wonderful” (de

Lys), “Slightly Delinquent” (Black-

friars), “In
.
Splendid Error”

(Greenwich Mews), “Sand of the

Negev” <President), “Stone for

Danny Fisher” (National), “Dyb-
buk” (4th Street) ftnd “Sandhog”
(Phoenix)*
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Editor; Variety: 1

.

I’d like to suggest something that

might interest your readers rela-

tive to the twi-night performances
of “The Moon Is Blue," in Cleve-

land, replacing the Wednesday and
Saturday' matinees. In Rochester,

where we. opened our; tour, and in

a two-week stand in Toronto; the

usual matinees were a sorry affair.

My own opinion is that today many
women in all age brackets are en-

gaged in pursuits outside the home,
and are unable Jo ajttend matinees.
The twi-night double-*perform-

ance idea, which I understand was
tried successfully in London and
Our own midwest, Avas

. a new ex-

. perience for me, after the many
years I had been away from the.

road. But here in Cleveland we
sold out all four twi-night perform-
ances last Friday-Saturday, and are

sold out for this week. The twi-

night arrangement solves a two-
fold problem, simplifying things
for those who wish to get home at

an early hour and those who want
to dine later, without hurrying to

make an 8:30 curtain.
From an actor’s standpoint, the

twi-night arrangement' isn’t as ar-

duous, as it might appear. With the
traditional matinee - and - evening
schedule, there was the interval of

removing makeup, having dinner
and waiting around for the even-
ing half-hour call.. In the twi-night
setup, however, we can remain
made up and in costume, and the
day’s work is concentrated to lit-

tle more than the actual playing
time of th^ two performances. A
light meal at .6 o’clock and supper
after the last shows solve the eat-

ing problem.
I believe more managers should

give ..the twi-night performance
schedule serious consideration in

booking their shows on tour. It

pays off, as “The Moon Is Blue” has
demonstrated here in Cleveland,
and we are to continue the ar-

rangement next week in Pitts-

burgh. Our entire cast likes the
idea, and in the extended tour
ahead we hope more and more
managers will adopt it.

I thought my road days were
over years ago, but now that the
trunk is packed and I am once
again a gypsy, it is pleasant to

great old friends around' the coun-
try. George Brandt has taken spe-

cial pains to give the.public a taste-

ful production of “The Moon Is

Blue,” with;a newly painted set, a
good cast and a grand'crew for this

perennial show that people come to

see again and again.
Jerome Cowan.

Morehouse Out of W-T,

Continues NANA Stint

Ward Morehouse has exited his

spot as drama columnist of the, N.V.
World-Telegram •& Sun. He con-
tinues his three-a-week news re-

view series for the North American
Newspaper Alliance; having taken
over the assignment recently from
the late Lawrence Perry. Williams
Hawkins remains as World-Telly
drama critic. .

Morehouse, for many years with
the old N. Y. $un until its purchase
by the W-T, has been hospitalized
recently, but attended the opening
Monday night (11) of the “On Your
Toes” revival at the 46th Street,

N. Y.

2

And Kicking
Seemed like r old times

around the legit section of
Variety last week when a -re*

lease arrived from CBS to an-
nounce that .legit, actresses

Ruth McDevitt (“Solid Gold
Cadillac”) and Neva .Patterson
(who just withdrew from
“Seven Year Itch”), had lead-'

ing roles on the current “Aunt
Jenny” . radio series.

After all the recent atten-

tion to television, including
periodic articles about how the
video medium keeps actors

alive
: between legit engage-

ments, it was reassuring' to

learn radio is still there.

Departure of Ralph Meeker for

a him commitment forced the clos-

ing of “Picnic” • last Saturday, night

(9) in Chicago. Star’s contract ex-
pired last July 31, but he remained
with the show until ordered to re-
port to Hollywood for the start of
a new

'
picture. Business was not

strong enough to warrant trying to
continue with a replacement.

'

The Theatre Guild-Joshua Logan
production represents a profit of
slightly over $200,000 on a $90,000
investment, or 111% to the back-
ers under the standard 50-50 split

with the management. As of Sept.
25, the accountant’s statement
showed total net profits of $206,645,
and there Were presumably small
added profits on the two final

weeks, but closing expenses pre-
sumably reduced the total.

The distributed profit on William
Inge’s Pulitzer and Drama Critics
Circle prizewinner of 1952-53 has
totalled $170,000 thus far.

. Herman Levin is siated for elec-

tion tomorrow (Thurs.) as president
of the League of N. Y. Theatres.
Producer will succeed Leland Hay-
ward, who has served a. year but
has resigned because of ill health.

Spot was previously held by Arthur
Schwartz and, formany years prior
to that, by the late Brock Pember-
ton.

Louis A.
.
Lotito, president of City

Playhouses, Inc., and general man-
ager of the Martin Beck, N. Y., will

be reelected vice-president of the
League, and 20 members of the
board of governors will be named.
Latter re expected to include at-

torney Abe Berman, succeeding
Irving Berlin, and Alexander H.
Cohen.

The League represents theatre
owners add operators as well as
producers, chiefly for ' purpose of

negotiatipns with unions.

T““"

Peter Saunders Here

For ‘Witness’ Opening;

May Hop Back for ‘Web’
London* Oct. «12.

Peter. Saunders, a leading in-

dependent theatre manager who
currently has three productions in

the West End and a fourth trying
out on the road', leaves next Sun-
day (17) for hish first' visit to. the
U.S. He is jgoing primarily in con-
nection with the upcoming Broad-
way presentation of “Witness for
the Prosecution,” in which he Will
be associated with Gilbert Miller.

“Witness” is one of the three
:

current Saunders productions in
the West . End. As part of his mis-
sion, Saunders is acting, as personal
representative for authoress . Aga-
tha Christie, The production as
akedded oppniout-of- town try-out
Nov. 25 and is due Dec. 16 on
Broadway.
There will be two English per-

formers In the cast, including
Patricia Jessel; of the Original
London company. The other will
be Ernest Clark.

1

,

Saunders is planning to remain
in the U.S. at least two months
and, apart form being actively
associated .with the Broadway pro-
duction of “Witness,” intends to
take a comprehensive looksee at
tile current N. Y. for possible
scripts suitable for London.
Saunders may return to London

to attend the London opening Dec.
14 of his third Agatha Christie
production, “The Spider’s Web,”
starring Margaret Lockwood, at the
Si:vry. But he would fly back im-
i" /

T'\vtcly to attend the Broadway
’ ng of “Witness” two days

later. <
'

‘DEIGHT’ TO GET COAST

TRY BEFORE N.Y. BOW
Hollywood, Oct. 12.

“Sailor’s Delight,” . the Peter
Blackmore - Lawrence. Langner
comedy which Richard Aldrich,
Richard Myers and Julius Fleisch-
mann will present on Broadway
this season, will be produced on
the Coast next month. It will be
the third offering of the Hunting-
ton Hartford Theatre, in a pre-
Broadway run of four weeks. Eva
Gabor will star in the role she
played in the. original strawhat
tryout.

Two-acter will be presented by
Hartford in association with Rich-
ard Skinner, by arrangement with
Aldrich, Myers and Fleischmann.
Production cost of $60,000, includ-
ing bonds, Will be split between
the two managements.

.
Hartford,

in addition , to retaining any profit
from the Coast run, Will have a
piece of the Broadway production.
Show is geared to break, eveti at
around $15,000 weekly gross.

“Delight,” which: was “freely
adapted” by Langner frpm the
French hit, “La Duchess D’Al-
gues,” will be. directed by Arthur
Sircom, . Paul McGrath has been
set for the male lead. Paul Bertel-
sen, who constructed the single
set for the tryout at Dennis, Mass.,
during the summei* of 1953, will
perform a similar chore here,

'

Pat Marand Gets Lead

In Touring ‘Oklahoma’
Patricia Marand/ who was

femme lead of “Wish You Were
Here” on Broadway, will take over

the top femme role of Laurey in

the- tourirife “Oklahoma,” succeed

ing Genevieve Owens. She joined

the show last night (Tues.) at Her
Majesty’s, Montreal, where it’s

playing all this week.

The Phil Mathias-Jack Barrere-
Nick Mayo production of. the Rod-
gers-Hammerstein musical is tour-
ing by bus and truck, playing most-
ly split-weeks pmjLonernighters. in

smaller cities.

Beverly Roberts Into

TA’s Exec-Sec Spot
Former film-legit actress Beverly

Roberts was part of a three-way
shuffle of performer union execu-
tive personnel last week. She ' was
appointed executive-secretary of
Theatre A u t hor i t y/ succeeding:
Harold Hoffman. '

<

Latter, Who several years ago
replaced Alan Corelli as TA exec,
transferred to Screen Actors Guild
as executive head of the New York
office. Before taking the TA spot,
Hoffman was an executive of the
American Federation of Radio
Artists, since absorbed- by the
American Federation of Television
& Radio Artists.

.

Mrs, Florence Marston, former
eastern rep of SAG, has been
upped to regional exec in charge
of the eait. and midwest;

Barn; Had Best Season

In 9-Year Strawhat Run
Kalamazoo, Mich., Oct. 12.

Having concluded the longest
and most successful season in his

nine-year history at the Barn The-
atre,

.
at nearby . Augusta, Mich.,

Jack Ragotzy has arranged to pur-
chase the strawhat. The producer
and his wife, actress Betty Ebert,
now hold title to the property, arid

will lease it to the producing firm*
Barn Theatre, Inc., in which they
and attorney Jack H. Fisher hold
all the stock.

Property comprises six acres,

including the theatre and* a second
building, formerly a five-car gar-
age, which will be converted into a
scene shop. The playhouse is a
former dairy barn of curved lam-
inated timbers, with a full base-
ment and seating 440 in its audi-
torium.

The Barn Theatre, organized by
the Ragotzys in 1946 in Richland,
Mich., moved to Augusta In 1949
and went Equity two years later,

the first union legit group
.
in

Michigan.. Ragotzy Is producer-di-
rector of the outfit, . with Miss
Ebert associate producer ' and lead-
ing actress, Dirk Wales, technical
director/ Harry Dorman assistant
to the producer, Leon B- Stevens
assistant director, Art Crain tech-
nical consultant, and Grant Baxter
Stratton in charge of lighting and
sound.
This season, which ran a record-

breaking 15 weeks and drew al-

most 25,000 total paid attendance,
closed with a two-week, engage-
ment of “The Little Hut,” with
.Miss Ebert, William Bramley and
John Newton as principals. Finale
was held over a second week pri-
marily to allow the Bagotys time to
negotiate the purchase .of the
property. ...

During the regular theatrical
season Ragotzy is -a legit and tv
actor in New York, arid is a mem-
ber of the Actors Studio there.

New York may still get a perma-
nent repertory company. . Although
Joseph Kramm has temporarily set
aside plans for the formation of
The Ensemble, Leo Kerz is cur-
rently involved in establishing a
similar project. Kerz* who had
previously been . associated with
Kramm in The Ensemble, is now
partnered with Harry Horner and
Wallace Hardy Smith in a project-
ed repertory operation tagged The
New Repertory Theatre,- Horner,
incidentally, had also been asso-
ciated with The Ensemble, but ex-
ited with Kerz because Of differ-
ences with Kramm,
New Repertory Theatre is pat-

terned along practically the same
lines as was The Ensemble, with a
few new wrinkles, Plans include
the sending out of road companies
of any outstanding .productions put
on by the group. A membership
plan calling for a $15 subscription
fee, which would entitle members
to purchase tickets against that
amount, is also contemplated. A
special experimental workshop to
be Operated In connection with the
repertory company is another pos-
sibility.

According to Kerz, Peter Glen?
ville has committed himself to
stage two of the outfit’s plays.
Project, however, hasn't been fi-

nanced yet.

HARRISONS RING ‘BELL’

FOR LONG LONDON RUN
London, Oct. 12.

“Bell, Book and Candle,” Only
West End opening last week, looks
set for a healthy run on the star
performances of Rex Harrison and
Lili Palmer. The John van Druten
comedy, presented by H. M, Ten-
nent, opened at the Phoenix last
Tuesday (5). .

Directed by Harrison and featur-
ing Athene Seyler, David Evans
and Wilfrid Lawson, the production
was warmly received by the audi-
ence and got favorable notices.

v"———— '

i

<
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Renovated L’ville Aud.

By KOBE MORRISON
Full merger of Actors Equity and

Chorus Equity, the subject of in-;

creasing agitation in recent years,

was formally considered at a' spe- ;

cial meeting of the Equity council

yesterday" (Tues.). No decision had :

been announced at presstime, but
it’s believed that, such ah important
matter may take some time to put
through.

Ralph Bellamy* Equity president,
has been strenuously urging the
complete amalgamation of the ac-
tor . union and its chorus affiliate.

He is believed to have the support
of a majority of the council and
the Equity membership, although
there are known to be differences
over exact terms.

Despite widespread sentiment
among chorus members in favor of
merger, there is a faction of un-
known strength •apparently favor-
ing opposite action*—that is; com-
plete independence from Equity.
CE executive-secretary Ben Irving
and attorney Rebecca Brownstein
are said to lean toward such a
course, although they have given
no outright indication of it.

Bellamy’s proposal of a full mer-
ger was presented to the council
several weeks ago. It received ten-
tative favorable consideration then
and in subsequent council dis-
cussion, as a result of which it was
made the sole order of business of
yesterday’s session. If finally adopt-
ed by the council, it would be sub-
mitted for approval by the mem-
berships of the two groups.

Stipulations

On the basis of recommendations,
by the chorus executive committee,
the Chorus .branch has made 10
stipulations of what it’ wants in a
merger agreement. Among the
points are equal per capita repre-
sentation with Actors Equity on the
Equity cpuncil, full voting privilege
foi* all chorus members and reten-
tion; of the present separate con-
tract for chorus performers.

.

There’s apparently little opposi-
tion in Equity to the proposals for
equal council representation and
separate contracts, but consider-
able question about full voting
privilege for all chorus members,
and some sentiment in favor of
setting up general qualifications
for membership on the council. In
the matter of voting, it’s pointed
Out that Equity itself gives the vote
to senior members only. An actor
must have been employed a mini-'
mum number of weeks and meet
other requirements to become a
senior member.

In general, however, it’s agreed
that merger of the two organiza-
tions into a single union would
make for simpler and more econom-
ical administration, add strength
and cohesiveness and, in the long
run, would probably advance the
cause long-advocated consolldati
of all performer unions.

MULL INSURANCE ANGLE

IN EQUITY-LEAGUE PACT
First wrinkle to develop in the

new basic agreement between Ac-
tors Equity and the League, of

N. Y. Theatres is being studied, by
the joint committee of the two
groups.

Issue involves a part of the con-
tract requiring producers to carry
insurance covering the personal
property of Company members in

the theatre or duping shipment be-
tween engagements.

Louisville, Oct; 12.

Memorial Auditorium, remodeled
at a cost of $175,000, Will reopen
Nov. 1 with “King and I,” Rodgers
and Hamm'erstein.’s musical, with
Patricia Morison starred. Piece will
play the refurbished house at scale
ranging from $5 to $2.50 for eve-
ning performances, and $4 to $1.50
matinees.

In addition to several touring
legits, Ballet Theatre, which is due
Nov. 10-11 for three performances,
as the firsfdance troupe of the sea-
son. J. H. Thuman, Cincinnati im-
presario, is bringing Marge and
Gower Champion, Nov. 27, in

“Three For Tonight.” He has also

booked Ballets Espagnols, opening
Dec. 8.

Louisville Community Concert
AsSn. will present Ballet Russe de
Monte. .Carlo .as its opening bill

Nov. 21 at the Rialto Theatre.

Alternate Names to Bach

Bea Lillie in ‘Evening’

Abroad; Carpenter Set
Upcoming London production of

“An Evening With Beatrice Lillie”

may use alternating name per-

formers In the; slot originally held

by Reginald Gardiner..
.
Manage-

ment, H.. ;M. Tennent, is under-,

stood to ' be considering
t

oh a

moye, >Vitb Noel Coward reported
sought for a limited stand. As MisS
Lillie's Co-star . during the show’s

Uf S, run, Gardine^ appeared with
her in several sketches besides do-
ing solo specialties, but won’t re-

peat abroad.

Constance Carpenter, who sue?

ceeded the late Gertrude Law-
rence in the Broadway production
of “King and I,” planed tp London
last Friday (8) to join the show,
wliich begins a tryout tour in

Liverpool next Monday (8). Her
stay with the production will be
limited to three months because

of a film commitment In the U. S.

Another addition to the. cast is

Leslie Bricusse.

Rejoining Miss Lillie, will be duo
pianists Eadie and Rack (Mr. and
Mrs. Howard Goodwin), who left

for London from N. Y.< last Thurs-

day (7) aboard the Queen Mary.
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Current Road Shows

Professional showfolk are likely to have one immediate re-

action to the new and so-called Performing Arts International

Exchange Program recently promulgated by the American Na-

tional Theatre & Academy. It is this: why entrust America's the-

atrical arts to amateur aupices?

If the <17.3* t3rOvernmei#i arid .
specifically the State Dept; ’is

anxious to showcase Yankee stagecraft; why does this call for

the “advisory panel" technique? Do Rodgers & Hammers.tein,

or Leland Hayward, -or George Abbott, or Fewer & Martin oper-

ate that way? What Broadway hit, what Hollywood smash is

committee-produced? Television programs, which sometimes do

have Boards of Directors to contend with, are, by and large,

much the Worse for the plethora of advice.

Ainy project to extend American theatrical arts into Europe

and Asia does not appear to need .Social Register advice, but

rather hardbitten, dowri-to-cases professional showmen. True,

ANTA has Robert Schnitzer, who has realistic experience in

touring American entertainments in . foreign lands. Unfortunr

ately he’s pretty much alone in looking like a pro amidst

galaxy of eagerbeaver dilettantes.

How much authority, how much of a free hand Will Schnitzer

have, admitting he might be knowledgable enough to choose

and traffic^mahage American attractions for overseas?. It's, a

fair bet that under the ANTA panel system he may have so much

help he’ll be helpless. And how much time and attention can a
hyper-active man like Roger L. Stevens give such advisory

ferences? Stevens himself is too busy being a pro.-

Nor is the Performing Arts International Exchange Program

quite everything it appears to be. To start with, that $5,000,000

figure so lightly tossed off at an ANTA press conference as, pre-

sumably available from Government
.
funds to. underwrite for

r

eign tours of U.S, performers is, at the least, misleading* How
iiich Of the coin actually may.be devoted for entertainments

arts tours is unpredictable. It’s all up to the State Dept.

As for the “advisory panels" of “experts" proposed as select-

ing or passing bn the troupes to spread. U.S. culture, they smack
:

even more of the sort of front designed to make a showing. This

kind of thing may look impressive in an annual report and may
even carry: prestige Weight with. Washington brass (also theatri-

cal amateurs). But the various name
:

critics and illustrious .con-

noisseurs remain merely advisers, just as. ANTA and its eminent

looking overall committee, ,
coordinator and organizational rig-

marole will, in turn, be only advisers to the State Dept. Much
ado . about what net action?

Everyone except Commies and Know-Nothing isolationists un-

doubtedly favors the idea of sending American performers

abroad and shoWing the Red-heckled world that we’re not al-

ways quite as boorish as We’re pictured. But the more we may

;i
,wish this Performing Arts International Exchange Program to

' succeed the more we're likely to wish it could be in experienced,

practical hands—and not too fnany of them. ANTA, all too un-

fortunately, has’ consistently been long on high-sounding proj-

ects,and embarrassingly short on accomplishments.

The professional theatre is already carrying out its own inter-

national program withbut ANTA, and certainly without any
help from voluntary committees, coordinators or panels of ex-

perts. For example/ “Teahouse qf the August Moon " whose
good-natured ribbing of Army of Occupation efforts to spread

Pentagon-brand; democratic culture is recognized as an' especial-

ly engaging international goodwill-getter,, has played or is play-

ing successful commercial engagements in about, a dozen foreign

cities, and the same is true of “Seven Year Itch." Ironically,

Robert Breen,, who Was ousted a couple of years ago: as ANTA's
executive-secretary, is director, co-producer and active in the

management of “Porgy and ,Bess ” which virtually everyone

agrees is a goodwill ambassador extraordinary for the U! S.

Let it not be overlooked that the U.S. Government’s most- suc-

cessful gesture in international propaganda came about in

Damascus, Syria, only last month when some Inspired bureau-
crat had the simple genius to send over a Cinerama installation.

This has become (still running) the sensation of .the Near East

and has apparently done the American great benefit. It has em-
,,-barrassed the Russians, no little. The moral is plain enough.
Cinerama is a pro entertainment, and could not be otherwise.

(Oct. 11-23)

Caine Mutiny Court Martial
(Paul Douglas, Wendell Corey,
Steve Brodie)—Orpheum, Spring-
field, 111. (11); McCormick, Gym-
nasium, Normal, 111. (12); Shrine
Audi,; Ft. Wayne (13); Murat, In-

dianapolis (14-16); Munic. Aud.,
Grand Rapids (17); Aud., E. Lans
ing (18); Central H. S-, Kalama

Backers of the' Theatre Guild-Worthington Miner production, “Home
Is the Hero,” at the Booth Theatre, N. Y., include Miner, $7,200; legit

investor Howard S. Cullman, $3,600; former producer Joseph Verner
Reed, $2,400; Helen Menken, representing a syndicate, $2,000; Ameri-
can Theatrical Co., representing John Celia and Paul Beisman, of the
American Theatre, St, Louis, $1,600; attorriey Robert Rockmore, $1,200;
CBS-TV producer Jerome A. Danzig, $800; bandleader and orch
contractor Meyer Davis, $800; Leonard H. Goldenson, president of

zoo U9); .State* Toledo (20-21); Hill United Paramount Theatres, $800; former actress Fania Marinoff,$800;
Aud., Ann iArbor/;(22-23)> former producer Malcolm L. Pearson, $800; producer-realtor Roger L,

.

Fanny (Ezin Pinza, -Walter Sle- Stevens, $800; Howard Dietz, lyricist and Metro veepee in charge of
zak) (tryout)--Shubert, Phila. (11- advertising and publicity,- $400; souvenir program agent A1 Greenstone,
23) (Reviewed in Variety, Sept. $400 ;

actress Jessie Royce Landis, $400; producer Bea Lawrence, $400;
James Stroock, president of Brooks Costume Co., $400; literary; agent
Annie Laurie Williams, $400; Armina Marshall, ascociate director of
the Guild, $400. Production is capitalized at $40,000, With provision for
25% overcall.

22, '54).

Gentlemen Prefer Blondes
Shubert, Detroit (11-16); Royal
Alexandra, Toronto (18-23). _

. Gettiiiff Gertie's Garter—"Majes-
tic, Boston (il-23).

King and I (Yul Brynner, Pa-
tricia Morison)—State Fair, Dallas
(11-23).

Midsummer Night's Dream —
Acad, of Music, Philadelphia (12-

14); Met Opera House, N. Y. (15-

17); Indiana U. Aud,, Bloomington
(19-20); Northrop Memorial Aud.,
Minneapolis (22-23).

Moon Is Blue (Jerome Cowan)—
Nixon, Pitt (11-23). ! ..

.

1

Mrs. Patterson (Eartha *Kitt)
= (Re-- - b. appeal of Capt. Billy Bryant’s farcOw “Hamlet and Yeggs',"

Nauehtv Itfateli^-Lveeum
9

’ Mte- was kud6sed recently
.
in an open letter from S&rrett Neale, managing

JNaugn y «a a yc urn,
director of the Community Players, Huntington, W. Va. Play was
put on by the Community Players last August; Neale noted that org
took a gamble in. presenting the work, which reads like “trash" and
that it paid off as a “surefire family farce.” Bryant and his wife
appeared, in the production.

In a followup review on “Wonderful Town” last , week, Herman
Kogan, Chicago Sun-Times drama critic, did an about-face; oil his
original critique of the show's star, Carol Channiiig; When the musical
began its current Chicago run at the Shubert Theatre several months
ago, Kogan noted in his followup comment, he tabbed Miss Channing’s
portrayal as being “hot much better nof worse than Rosalind Russell's
in the original Broadway production." Drama critic’s reappraisal
revised this stand, lauding Miss Channing’s performance and opining
that “the character she has created in this musical has a distinctive
drolliiess! Miss Russell could never, even at her funniest; hope to
match."

Backers of the playwright Co. production of “Oridine" which wound
up its Broadway run last July. 3, made an 18% profit on their $102,000
investment. Play earned a $37,648 profit, with the investors' percentage

|:
figured on the basis of the standard 50-50 split between management
and backers. Profit return was erroneously reported as 37% in a pre-
vious edition of Variety.

neapolis (11-16); KMBC Playhouse;
K. C. (19-24).

Oklahoma — Her Majesty’s,
Montreal (11-16); Capitol, Quebec
(18-19); Capitol, Barrie, Vt.. (20);

Strand, Platteburg, N.. Y. (21);

Utica, Utica, N. Y. (22-23). (Re-
viewed in Variety this- week); s

Picnic (Ralph Meeker)'-r-Erlanger,
Chi (11-23).

Quadrille (Alfred Lunt, Lynn
Fontanne, Edna Best, Brian
Aherne) (tryout)—Colonial, Bos-
ton, (14-23).

.Rainmaker (Geraldine Page)
(tryout)—Walnut St., Phila. (11-

23) Reviewed in Variety this
week).

Saint Joan (Jean Arthur) (try-
out)—-Cass, Detroit (11-23). (Re-
viewed in Variety, Sept. 22, ’54).

Seven Year Jtcli (Eddie Bracken)
—Metropolitan, Seattle; (11-12);
Aud., Portland (13-16); Capitol,

Paul ^24)
Clty (18_19); Aud" St

Gall Hillsoh, operator of the

South Pacific (Ivaf Withers, Webb/™*^
Tilton)—Forrest, Phila. (1,1-23).

Marian Anderson was appointed to the Met Opera roster last yireek—
the first Negro singer to. join the Met. .When someone remarked that
her place in Met history would be like that of Jackie Robinson's in
baseball, Miss Anderson replied: “I hope so. It would be a matter
of pride."

Time Out for Ginger (Melvyn
Douglas)-—Iowa, Cedar Rapids

(11)

;
KRNT Theatre, Des Moines

(12)

; Paramount, Omaha (13-14);
Playhouse, K.C. (15-16); KMBC,
K.C. (17); H.S. Aud., Topeka (18);
Arcadia, Wichita (19); Aud., Den-
ver (21-23).

.

Traveling Lady (Kim Stanley)
(tryout)—-COx, Cincy (11-16); Han-
na, Cleve. (18-23). (Reviewed In
Variety this Week).
What Ey«ry Woman Knows

(Helen Hayes)—Huntington -Hart-
ford, L.A. (11-23). (Reviewed in
Variety, Sept, 29, '54.

)

Wonderful Town (Carol Chan-
ning)^-Shubert, Chi (11-23).

ton, N.Y., sails for Europe tomor-
row (Thurs.) aboard the Liberte to

the ParisrLondon legit scene
George Goett feted at a lunch-

eon at the Lambs last Wednesday
(6) commemorating his 30th anni
as legit buyer-booker for the Shea
circuit , , Staff at the Phoenix
Theatre this season includes re-
turnees Carl Fisher and Samuel J.
Freidman, general manager and
pressagent, respectively. Other as-

signments are Nat Panics, house
manager; Richard Hopkins, treas-
urer and Betty Shirley, subscrip-
tion manager.

State manager Howard Whitfield
is undergoing plastic surgery to
repair a hand injury sustained last
June . . . Lorella Val-Mery is press-
agenting the Paul Gregory-Charles
Laughton musical production,
“Three For Tonight," which

Playmakers
H m Aiiiv>v r vi Aviit5«ii| vr iiavii

Spfr / rrnmtic Tmirarc preems Oct. 28 at Bridges Auditor-
UC.I u lICGllld, lUUlCld

juni( Claremont, Cal., and is sked-

KIEPURAS’ SRO

FOR 2 LONDON DATES
London, Oct, 5.

Jan ICiepura and his Wife, Marta
Eggerth, riot -seen here since be-

fore the war, racked up two sellout

concert dates at Royal Albert Hall,

Sept. 28 and Oct. 3. Two concerts,

each sold out six weeks in advance,
grossed $15,000.

Duo has left for Vienna, for, a

six-week guest ‘ appearance ai. vthe

State Opera, before returning to

N, Y,
'

American Opera Society

Expands to 2 N.Y. Series

The American Opera Society, ex-

panding its activities this season,

will present two series of operas,

one at Towii Hall, N.Y., on four
Tuesday evenings, and the other on
four Saturday evenings at the
Brooklyn Academy of Music. Each
series will consist of four operas,

Rossini’s “Otello,” Bellini’s “La
Sonnambula", Gluck’s "Iphigenie-

en Tatiride’’ and Moriteverdi’s

“Coronation of Poppea." Season de-
but will come Nov, 20 in Brooklyn.

All performances will be under
general direction of Allen Sven
Oxenburg.

Legit Bits Abroad
Glasgow, Oct. 12.

Gateway Theatre, Edinburgh,
Will soon preem “The- World My
Parish," adaptation by R. J. B.
Sellar of Scot novelist John Galt’s
“The Annals of the Parish" . .

The Charles Russell-Lance Hamil-
ton presentation of Noel Coward’s
“Blithe .Spirit,"' with Joyce Carey,
directing, is set for date§ at, Glas-
gow and’ ,Edlnbtirgh.;' Leads! taken
by film actress Kay Kendall, and
/stage and film actor Dennis'. Price.

London Rifs,

London, Oct. 12.
“After the Ball," Noel Coward’s

musical based on Oscar. Wilde’s
“Lady Winderernere’s Fan" is ex-
pected to close ! sometime in Oc-
tober, with the H. M, Tennent pro*-
dUction, “Simon and Laura," by
Alan Melville, currently, touring
the provinces, replacing. “Simon"
stars Coral Browne, Roland Culver,
Dora Bryan, Ian Carmichael and
Ernest Thesiger . . , Tom Arnold
has closed deal for his first panto-
mime in South Africa. Producer
has signed Mills and Bobbie to
star in “Jack arid the Beanstalk,"
opening in Johannesburg in late
December . . , Jack De Leon has
acquired the late Ernest Vajda’s
“Man For Sale," written in collabo-
ration with Clement Scott Gilbert.
Play will be tried out at the “Q"
Theatre the first week in Novem-
ber.

Greensboro, N. C., Oct. 12
Kermit Hunter’s “Darkening

Shores" will be preerned by. the
Carolina Playmakers during
group’s 1954-55 season. Another
new play also is slated for .spring
production.

Presentations during the season
will include two outside bookings,
Paul Gregory’s touring edition of
“Caine Mutiny Court Martial,"
with Paul Douglas, Wendell Corey
and Strive Brodie starred, and the
same producer’s upcoming “Three
for Tonight" revue with Marge

BeU£onte
Cr CHa“Bi#n and

l
iterary

;
edS

It’s the 37th season for the PlaJ-
makers,

'

Bad Seed—Nancy Kelly, Lydia
Rerid.

Black-Eyed Susan—Dana Wyn-
ter.

Dark Is Light , Enough—Tyrone
Power.

Fifth Season—Donna. Pearson
(replaced Nelva More), Rita Ber-.
nard.

Fragile Fox (tryout)—Crahan
Denton.

(louse of Flowers-^Dino DiLuca,
Geoffrey Holder. ,

Living Room—Norma Winters,
Hazel Jones.

Lunatics and Lovers—Mary An-
derson.
On With the Show—Vera Bryfi-

ner, Sheila Reynolds, Joseph Leb-
erman.

Quadrille—Harold Crarie, Rhod-
erick Walker, Madeleine Clive.
Shoemaker's Children.—, William

Le Massena, Paul Lipson, Nancy
Marchand, Marion Brash.

Tea and Sympathy (Rd.)—Alan
Baxter;

ded to tour through Feb. 26.

Lucia Victor has exited as stage
manager of “King of Hearts" to
take a similar post with the up-
coming production, “House of
Flowers." . . , John Drew Dever-
eaux has replaced her, .with Wil
liam Dodds joining “Hearts" as
assistant stage manager.
James Miller, company manager

for the touring “Picnic," . which
folded Saturday (9), is returning to
the. road in November with “Oh
Men, Oh Worrien" . . . Glenna Syse
is the new assistant to Herman
Kogan, Chicago Sun-Times legit-

Joe Flynn, (but
definitely NOT the pressagent) is

temporarily playing the Wreck
role

’

“Wonderful Town," suc-
ceeding Ward. Donovan who left

the Cast of the tourer . . . “Fifth
Season" is now booked into the
Erlanger, Chicago! rather than the
Selwyri, openirig Nov. 15 . . Leo
Fuchs has withdrawn as lead of
the incomirig offrBroadway show,
“A Stone for Danny Fisher," with
Phillip Pine succeeding.
Alfred de Liagre Jr. plans a mid-

winter Broadway production of
Theodore St, John's “The Green
Lamp" , . Arnold Perl has ob-
tained dramatization rights to the
Span O'Casey* autobiog,: series,

' -

eluding “I Knock at the Door,"
“Pictures in the Hallway," “Drums
Under

; the Window," “-Inishfallen,
Fare Thee Well," “Rose and
Crowri" arid the forthcoming finale,

V-Sunset and Evening Star."
Scenic designer Jo Mielziner

will be partnered with David Mer-
rick in the production of “Goldi-
locks." musical comedy With book
by Walter F. and Jean Kerr, and
lyrics by the Kerrs and Joan Ford.
No composer has been selected,
Kerr is drama critic of the N, Y.
Herald, Trihune and. stager of .the

current comedy, ^‘King of! Hearts,”
which Mrs. Kerr co-authored with
Eleanor Brooke.

John B. Kelly, vice-president of
Philly's Fairmount Park. Comriiis-
sion and sponsor of that town’s suc-
cessful Playhouse in the Park, will
be guest of honor at a luncheon to-

be given Friday (15) at Sardi’s
Restaurant, N. Y., by the Assn, of
Theatrical Press Agents & Man-
agers. His daughter, film actress
Grace Kelly; is among the guests
invited; "

Arthur. Lief has been named
American guest conductor for the
Old Vic production of “A Midsum-
mer. Night's Dream," presented by
Sol Hurok and now at the N. Y.
Metropolitan Opera House. Lief
will remain with the “Dream"
company until the production com-
pletes its cross-country tour of
11 cities in December.
Audrey Michaels has been ap-

pointed publicity director of Na-
tional Concert &, Artists Corp.
Dorothy Stihnette, with “Solid

Gold Cadillac" since its Broadway,
bow last season, exits cast today
(Wed.) and heads for Niagara Falls
for a film assignment.. . . William
McCleery's “Family Meeting" will

J)e tried out Nov. 5-6 by the Monad-
nock Theatre Guild, Peterborough,
N. H. . . . Moss Hart sold his Bucks
County, Pa., estate for $110,000 to
Lowell M. Birrell,

.
a real estate

operator. Hart had purchased the
property for $35,000 and had made
a number of iiriprovements, includ-
ing the building of a ' swimming
pool.

. > Rodolfo Usigli’s “Crown of Sha-
dows," translated' Into English by
William F. Stirling, will be pro-
duced by Texas Christian U., Fort
Worth, under the direction of Wal-

’

ther.R, Volbach, of, the university
. . . Donald Flariim, legit producer

’

and former radio station owner,
back in New York after two
months abroad . . . Morton Baum,
Ni Y. tax attorney and sparkplug of
thevN. Y, City Center as chairman
of its finance committee, has drop-
ped off the board of directors of
the Metropolitan Opera Assn, after
11 years, finding the two outside
chores too heavy, Will concen-
trate on City Center.

W. STILLEY TO DES MOINES
Des Moines, Oct. 12.

Walter S t i 11 ey 26, has been
named assistant director and staff

designer of the Des Moines Com-
munity Playhouse. He will assist

Howard Orms, new Playhouse di-

rector, and will bet! in charge
6

of

stage design, lighting, etc.

Mrs. Stilley, a professional ac-

tress, will teach classes in the chil-

dren’s theatte workshop at. the

Playhouse.
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Following arc the comparative figures based on Variety’s box-
office reports for last week (the 19th week of the season) and
the corresponding week of last season:

,

BROADWAY
This 1953-54
Season Season

Number of shows current 19 17
total weeks played so farby all shows 309 277
Total gross for all shows last week
Season’s total gross so far

$560,400 $516,400
$8,474,000 $8,102,800

Number of new productions so far . .

.

ROAD
7 9

Excluding stock

Number of current shows reported 23 28
Total weeks played so far by all shows 221 216
Total gross for all shows last -week $484,300 $547,300
Season’s total gross, so far $5,616,300 $5,124,900

Chicago, Oct. 12.

Biz at the Loop’s brace of en-
tries picked up slightly last week,
with exit announcements figured a
factor. Mail orders and small
party bookings have perked for
“Wonderful Town,” which departs

. Nov. 20. There are two openings
th|s week.

Estimates for Last Week
Picnic, Erlanger (4th wk) ($4.40;

1,300) (Ralph Meeker). Approached
$19,200. (previous week, $17,600);
closed its tour here Saturday <(9).

Wonderful Town, Shubert (14th
wk) ($4.60; 2,100) (Carol Channihg).
Almost $31,900 (previous week,
$29,000) ;

exits town NOv. 20. ^
Opening This Week

Mrs. Patterson, Harris ($5; 1,000)
(Eartha Kitt). Opens tonight
(Tues.) for :a seven-week pre-
Broadway tryout, with first three
weeks under Guild subscription.

Pardon Ojir Antenna, SelWyn
($4.50; 1,000)" (Ole Olsen & Chic
Johnson). Opens next Saturday
(16) for ah indefinite pre-Broad-
way run.

EARTHA $16,000 3D WK.,

'BLONDES’ 20G, DETROIT
Detroit, Oct. 12.

“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes”
grossed a relatively good $20,000
in the first week of a fortnight’s
engagement at the 2,050-seat Cass.
Top is $3.85, although tickets are
selling for about one-third off.

The $3.85 tickets, instead of being
on twofers, are going at $2.30,
while the $3.30 tickets are sold for

$2...
Final of three Weeks in Detroit

grossed a slim $16,000 for “Mrs.
Patterson,” Eartha Kitt starter at
the 1,492-seat Cass. Top was $3.85
weeknights, $4.40 Saturday eves.
Play now is at the Harris,.Chicago,
for seven weeks, prior to scheduled
Dec.. 1 opening on Broadway. .

Current at the Cass is “Saint
Joan”, starring Jean Arthur, in for
two weeks. Top is $3.85. Shubert
has booked Jose Greco for two
Weeks beginning Oct. 25, and “Tea
and Sympathy,” -starring Deborah
Kerr, for a fortnight starting Nov.
28.

'King’ $27,000 in Last 5,

'Sabrina’ $18,000, St Loo
St. Louis, Oct. 12.

The last five of 21 performances
of “King and I,” in the opera house
of the Henry W. Kiel (municipal)
auditorium grabbed an approxi-
mate gross of $27,000 to bring the
total fqr the stand to $128,000.
Show was presented under the
sponsorship of the American the-
atre.

House opens its niidtoWn theatre
Oct. 25 with: a two ' week stand of
“The Moon Is Blue.” It will be the
third, time the piece has been pre-
sented here.

“Sabrina Fair,” the opening
piece of the season at the Empress
theatre, wound up its. two Week
frame Sunday (10) with a gross
estimated at $18,000, equalling
opening frame’s take. “Dulcy,”
With June Lockhart and John
'O’Hare, opens a one-week stand
Jonlght (Tues ),

m
. .

Bus-Truck ‘Oklahoma’

$24,200 in 3 Stands
Bangor, Me., Oct. 12.

Oklahoma” grossed a total of
$24,200 last week In a series

of three stands. Bus-truck touring
production played Monday-Tuesday
(4-5) at the State, New Bedford,
Mass.; Wednesday-Thursday (6-7)
at the State, Portland, and Friday-
Saturday (8-9) at the Opera House
here.

Show is at Her Majesty’s, Mon-
treal, all this week.

'Moon’ 17G, Cleve.

Cleveland, Oct. 12.

“Moon Is Blue,’’ with Jerome
Cowan, hypoed a sellout second
stanza for an excellent $17,000 at
the Hanna last week.

'

Two-for-one ducats at $3.75 top
and double night shows Fridays
and Saturdays turned the trick,
pulling $14,800 the first round.

Los Angeles, Oct. 12.

Only two houses are ‘alight this
week after the closing of “Peter
Pan” at SRO to give the Los
Angeles Civic Light Opera Assn,
the best season its .17 year
history. Total gross reached $1,-

362,000.
No openings are slated for the

next fortnight;

Estimates for Last Week
Peter Pan, Philharmonic Aud

(8th yik) ($5.50; 2,670) (Mary Mar-
tin). Up to $57,800 on the fadeout
to give it $453,000 for the eight
weeks.

That’s Life, Las Palmas (16th
wk) ($3.60; 400). Another $4,800.
What Every Woman Knows,

Huntington Hartford (2d wk)
($3.85; 1,032) (Helen Hayes),
pacity $25,000.

Ca-

Pittsburgh, Oct. 12.
Jean Arthur in “Saint Joan” did

$15;500 at the Nixbn last week, a
little disappointing considering the
star’s name and fact that this was
virtually the opening of the legit
season and the first subscription
play. Notices for the most part
were excellent, even with reserva-
tions for the title -performance, but
the Shaw revival never got going
until practically the Windup.
Nixon currently has Jerome

Co,wan in “The Moon Is Blue,”
playing to twofers and booked in
for two weeks, and then house has
nothing -definitely lined up until
“The Fifth Season” arrives Nov. 8.

Tour Folds Abruptly
Toronto, Oct. 12.

. After a disastrous $5,200 gross-
last week, “My 3 Angels” folded
here Saturday (9). . Royal Alex-
andra Theatre, 1,525-seater, was
scaled at $3.50 top for the stand.

Victor Jory starrer got rave re-
views, but customers just didn’t go
for the Sam and Bella Spewack
adaptation of the French farce by
Albert Husson. Tour lasted only
two weeks,

‘Ginger’ Hits $19,500

lit Four-Stand Week
Duluth, Oct. 12.

“Time Out For Ginger,” playing
four different locations, grossed
around $19„500 last week. Approxi-
mate takes were $4,000 for one per-
formance at the Coliseum, Sioux
City Falls, S. D., Monday (4); $3,500
for one at the Orpheum, Sioux
City, la., Tuesday (5); $5,500 for
three at the Auditorium, St. Paul,
Wednesday-Thursday (6-7), and $6,-
500 for three at Denfield High Aud
here Frlday-Saturday (8-9).

Melvyn Douglas starrer la .also

splitting the current frame.

*Lady’ Gets $4,400 in 3
In Princeton Breakin

Princeton; ’ Oct. 12.
•preem of “Traveling Lady” at

the McCarter Theatre drew around
$4,400 for three performances last
Friday-Saturday (8-9),

Horton Foote play is continuing
its tryout this week at the Cox The-
atre, Cincinnati.

i

• 9

Boston, Oct. 12,

Although still being revised in
preparation for its Broadway run,
“Fanny” wound its three-week
stand at the Shubert a complete
sellout. Production has now moved
to Philadelphia for more polishing.
’'Tender Trap” ended its second
and final week at the Wilbur with
a terrific gross for this moderate
seater. “Getting Gertie's Garter”
Was okay in the third week and
holds at the

;
Majestic.

Ballet. Russe de Monte Carlo
opened last' night (Mon.) at the
Opera House. “Quadrille,” sparked
by the Lunts, Edna Best ana Brian
Aherne, opens Thursday (14)
at the Colonial for two and a half
weeks, with heavy advance re-
ported.

Estimats for Last Week
Fanny, Shubert (3d wk) (MD)

($6.25; 1,700) (Ezio Pinza, Walter
Slezak). Topped last week’s record-
breaking gross, winding with an-
other new mark, $50,151. House is

dark until "On With the Show”
bows Nov. 6.

Getting Gertie’s Garter, Majes-
tic (3d Wk) ($3.30; 1,500). Slipping,
but okay at $10,000 on twofers;
continues;

|

Tender Trap, Wilbur (2d wk) (C)
($3,85, 1,200) (Robert^ Preston, Kim
Hunter, Ronny Graham), Tryout
finaled a two-week stand with a
house record, $23,316; theatre
Went dark.

'RAINMAKER’ $9,300

FOR 4 IN WILMINGTON
Wilmington, Oct. 12.

Tryout bow of “The Rainmaker”
at the 1,223-seat Playhouse here
lgst. week drew almost $9,300 for
four performances. Engagement
ran from Thursday (7) through
Saturday (9).

Next booking at the theatre is

“Wedding Breakfast,” due Oct, 28-
30.

Scheduled N.Y. Openings
{Theatre indibated if set)

On Your Toes, 46th St. (10-11).

Fragile Fox, Belascb (10-12).

Tender Trap, Longacre (10-13).

Sing'tto Lullaby, Phoenix- (10-14).

I Feel Wonderful, de Lys. (10-18).

In Splendid Error, Greenwich
Mews (10-18).

Sands in Negev, President (10-

19).

[

Peter Pan, W. Garden (10-20).

|

Stone for Danny Fisher, Down-
town Nat’l (10^21).

Slightly Delinquent, Black Friars
(10-25).
Dybbuk, 4th St. (10r28).
Traveling Lady, Playhouse (iO-

27).

Rainmaker, Cort (10r28).
Quadrille, Coronet (11-3).

Fanny, Majestic (11-4).
Wedding Breakfast, 48th St.

(11-16).
'

LiVihg/Room, Miller (11.17).

Hot Rock (11-22).
Sandhog, Phoenix (11-23).
Kilgo Run (week 11-29).

Mrs. Patterson, National (12-1).

On With the Show, Hellinger
(12-2 ).

Shoemaker’s Children (Week of
12-3.)

Flowering Peach (Week of 12-6).

Witness For Prosecution (12-8).

Portrait nf a Lady, ANTA Play-
house (12-9).

Lunatics)ahd Lovers, Broadhurst
(12-13).

Festival (12-15).
Running Mate (12-15).

Between Friends (12-16).
Black-Eyed Susan (12-16).
Stars In a Person’s Backyard

(week of 12-19).

Anastasia (12-22).

What Every Woman Knows, City
Center (12-22).

House of Flowers, Alvin (12-23).
Film Flam (12.24).

Painted Days (week 12-27).
Silk Stockings, Imperial (12-30).
Grand Prise (Week of 1-10)
Plain A Fancy (1-20).

Desperate Hour* (1-26).

<

Biz on Broadway was up ami
down last week, but for the most
part the variation in grpSses from
the previous session's tallies was
slight. Substantial dips were reg-
istered by only two shows, both
musicals, >

“Home Is the Hero” closes next
Saturday (16), making it the first

entry, of the hew season to throw
in the towel. There are four
preems this week. “On Your Toes’’
bowed Monday (11), followed by
“Fragile Fox1

’
; last night. (Tues.)

and “Tender Trap” tonight (Wed )

“Sing Me No Lullaby” bows to-
morrow (Thurs.) at the “8ff-Broad-
way” Phoenix Theatre.

Sole newcomer last Week was
“Reclining Figure,” which debuted
Thursday, (7).

Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C' (Comedy) , D (Drama),

CD. (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
MC. (Musical-Comedy), MD (Musi-
cal-Drama), O (Opera), OP (Op-
eretta).
Other parenthetic designations

refer, respectively, to weeks played,
~number of performances through
last Saturday, top prices, number
of seats, capacity gross and stars.
Price includes 10% Federal and
5% City tax., but grosses tire net:
i.e., exclusive of tax. \

All Summer Long, Coronet (D)
(3d wk; 20, $5.75-$4.60; 1,027;
$30,000). Oyer $12,300 (previous
week, $12,500); ’moves Nov. 1 to the
Booth.

Anniversary Waltz, Broadhurst
(C) (27th Wk; 211; $4.60; 998;
$28,000) (Macdonald Carey, Kitty
Carlisle). Under $16,800 (previous
week, $17,200).

Boy Friend, Royale (MG) (2d wk;
12; $6.90; 1,172; $38,200). Capacity
at $33,200 (previous week, $21,700
for first four performances and
one preview).

By the Beautiful Sea, Imperial
(MC) (27th wk; 212; $6.90; 1,400;
$50,300) (Shirley Booth). Over
$28,100 (previous week, $30,800);
moved last Monday (4) to the Im-
perial, where can remain until
Dec. 25, but must then vacate for
“Silk Stockings,” due Dec. 30.

Caine Mutiny Court Martial,
Plymouth (D) (38th wk; 300; $5.75-

$4.60; $33,331) Lloyd Nolan, John
Ifodiak, Barry Sullivan). Just
$33,000 (previous week, $33,300).

Can-Can, Shubert (MC) (75th
wk 596; $6,90; 1,361; $50,160).
Sellout, just

, $50,600 (previous
week, $50,400).

Dear Charles,. Morosco (C) v (4th
wk; 29; $6.90-$5.75-$4.60; $29,850)
(Tallulah Bankhead). Another sell-

out, almost $29,900 (previous Week,
$29,900).

Fifth Season, Cort (C) (80th wk;
635; $4.60; 1,056; $25,227) (Chester
Morns, Joseph Buloff). Over
$10,300 (previous week, almost
$10,500, was underquoted at $6,-

400); closes Oct. 23, to tour.

Home Is the Hero, Booth (D).

(3d Wk; 21; $5.75-$4;60; 766; $22,-
000) (Walter Macken, Peggy Ann
Garner). Over $10,000 (previous
week, $9,800); closes next Saturday
(16).

King of Hearts, National (C) (28th
wk; 218; $5;75-$4.60; 1,172; $31,300)
(Donald Cook, -Jackie Cooper),
Over $15,400 on twofers (previous
week, $11,700); moved last Mon-
day (4) to the National.

Kismet, Ziegfeld (OP) (45th wk;
356; $6.90; 1,528; $57,908) (Alfred
Drake). Almost $55,800 (previous
Week, $57,900).

Midsummer Night’s Dream, 'Met
Opera House (M) (3d wk; 22; $6;
3,612; $93,553) Robert' Helpmann,
Moira Shearer, Stanley Holloway).
Had standees, but failed to get ca-
pacity at $89,400 '(previous week,
$89,600); only unsold tickets were
those marked obstructed or side
view. Closes next Sunday (17) and
is splitting current week between
here and th*e Academy of Music,
Philadelphia, where it plays Tues-
day-Thursday (12-14).

Oh Men, Oh Women, Miller (C)

(43d wk; 350; $5.75-$4.60; 920; $23,-

248) (Lloyd Bridges). Over $10,-

400, with some twofers. (previ-

ous week, *$7,800).
Pajama Game, St. James (MC)

(22d wk; 172; $6.90: 1,571; $51,-

717) (John Raitt, Janice Paige, Ed-
die Foy Jr.) Sellout again, over
$51,700.

Reclining Figure, Lyceum (C)

(lsh wk); 4; $5.75-$4.60; 995; $23,-

389); Opened last Thursday -47)

to three favorable notices • (Atkin-
son, Times; Chapman, News; Cole>
man, Mirror), three pan* (Kerr,

Herald Tribune; McClain, Journal-

LEGITIMATE 65

American; Watts, Post) and one in-
decisive review (Hawkins, World-
Telegram); grossed over $10,400
for first four performances.
Seven Year itch, Fulton (C) (99th

wk; 789; $5.75-$4.60; 1,063; $24,000)
(Elliott Nugent). Nearly $21,000
(previous week, $20,700).

Solid Gold Cadillac, Music Box
(C) (49th Wk; 389: $5.75-$4.60;
1,077; $27,811). Almost $21,700
(previous week, $20,900).
Tea and Sympathy, Barrymore

SPY (54th wk; 429; $5.75-$4.60; 1,-

060: $28,300) (Joan Fontaine), Near-
ly $21,300 (previous week, $22,100).
Teahouse of the August Moon,

Beck (C) <52d wk; 420; $6.22-$4.60;
1,214; $33,608) (Burgess Meredith,
Scott McKay), Another sellout,
over $34,100.

OPENING THIS WEEK
Fragile Fox, Belasco <D) ($5.75;

$4.60; 1,077; $28;300) (Dane Clark,
Don Taylor). Play by Norman
Brooks, presented by Paul Vrooni,
i% association with Barnard Straits;

production financed at $70,000, cost
about. $52,000 to bring in, including
approximately $12,000 tryout loss

but excluding bonds, and can break
even at around $15,000 gross;
opened last night (Tues.).

On Yojur Toes, 46th St. (MC)
($8.05-$6.90; 1,319) (Vera Zorina,
Bobby Van). Musical with score
by Richard Rodgers,: lyrics by
Lorenz Hart, book by Rodgers &
Hart and George Abbott, presented
by: Abbott; production financed at
$175,000, cost about $165,000 to
bring, in, including approximately
$6,000 tryout loss (there are no
bonds),, and can break even at
around $30;000 gross; opened Mon-
day

,
night (11) 'to unanimously

negative reviews.
Sing Me No Lullaby, Phoenix (D)

($3.45; 1,150; $20,000), Play by
Robert Ardrey, presented by T.
Edward Hambleton and Norri
Houghton as the first in their sec**

ond season of five stock produc-
tions on a total budget of $125,000,
excluding bonds, and can break
even at around $13,000 gross; opens
tomorrow night (Thurs.).
Tender Trap, Longacre (C)

($5.75; $4.60; 1.048; $2fi,817) (Rob-
ert Preston, Kim Hunter, Ronny
Graham). Play by Max Shulman,
Robert Paul Smith, presented by
Clinton Wilder; production fi-

nanced at $75,000, cost about $50,-

000 to bring in, including approxi-
mately $7i000 tryout profit, but ex-
cluding bonds, and can break even
at around $14,500 gross; opens to-

night (Wed,).

OFF-BROADWAY SHOWS
( Figures denote opening dates)

Clandestine Marriage, Province-
town (9-29-54). ...

Way of the World, Cherry Lane
(10-2-54).

World of Sholom Aleichem,
Barbizon-Plaza (5-4-53).

'FOX’ NOT SO FRAGILE

AT $13,700 IN CINCY
Cincinnati, Oct. 12.

“Fragile Fox,” with Dane Clark
and Don Taylor, opened Cincy’s
legitxseason last week to a, good
$13,700 in the 1,300-seat Cox, at

$3.30 top. Theatre Guild-Amer-
ican Theatre Society subscription
was a factor.
Horton Foote’s “The Traveling

Lady,” with Kim Stanley, at same
$3,30 top, is current at the Cox.
House shuts next week and re-

opens Oct. 25 for a week with Jean
Arthur in “Saint Joan”, at $3.90
top.

Solo ‘S.P.’ 446, Phila.;

2 Openings This Week
.
Philadelphia, Oct. 12.

“South Pacific” had the field to

itself all Week and clocked up vir-

tual SRO for entire semester, with
standees upping take. .

Fresh spurt of legit activity this

week found “The Rainmaker” re-

lighting the Walnut last evening
(Mon.) for a two-week tryout, and
“Fanny” arriving at the Shubert
tonight (Tues.) for a three-week
tuneup.
Shubert tuner is sold out in ad-

vance. jSame goes for the four-

performance stand of the Old Vic’s

“Midsummer 'Night’s Dream,” at

the Academy of Music.
Estimate for Last Week

South Pacific, Forrest (MD) (2d

wk) ($4.80; 1,760) (Iva Withers,

Webb Tilton). Age cannot wither

the appeal of this one; smash
$44,000. '
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Vednetdgjr, October IS, 1954
1

On Your Toes
George Abbott revival of musical corn:

•dy in two acts, with: music by Richard
Rodgers, « lyrics, by Loran* Hart, book by
Rodgers, Hart and Abbott. . Stars Vera
Zorina, Bobby Van; features Elaine
Strltch, Ren Astar, Kay Coulter, Joshua
Shelley, Nicolas Orloff, Jack Williams,
George Church- Directed .by Abbott;
Oliver Smith; costumes, Irene Shftraff;

lighting. Peggy 1 Clark; musical direction,.

Salvatore Dell’1sola; orchestrations, Dan
Walker, At 46th St. Theatre,. N Y... Oct..

11. '54; $803-$6.90 top ($0.20 opening).
Phil Dolan H . ....... . .. .

.- Jack Williams
Lil Dolan . Eleanor' Williams
Phil Dolan II ............. David Winters
Stage Manager George Church
Lola Dorene Kilmer
Junior -. .... i‘.\. ., ....... . . ; . . Bobby Van.
Frankie Frayne Kay Coulter
Sidney Cohn ... . . , Joshua Shelley
Vera Barnova- ............ . Vera Zorina
Anlishka . . .... . .. . . .. Patricia Wilkes
Peggy Porterfield ........ Elaine Strltch
Sergei, Alexandrovltch ; - . , - • ./.Ben Astar
Konstantlrie Morroslne. . . . ; lcolas Orloff
Snoopy
Thug .

Mishka
Ivan

, Vassilll
Dmitri ... ... . . ... ... .

.

Leo •. .
. ..

Ballet Stage Manager
Cop . ;. '.

.

Chorus; Phyllis

.
: John Robb

. . . . . . . . . , . . Nathaniel .Fry
. v . Patrick Welch
............ . John.Nola

Edward Pfeiffer
Ted*' Adkins

Robert Lirtdgren
..Bertram Wood
. Arthur Grahl

LillianCampbell,
D’Honau, Patricia Drylie, Katla Genez-
nova, Carolyn George, Marilyn Hale?
Dorene Kilmer, Helen Kramer,- Sonja
LindgrOn. Paiila Lloyd, Sigyri.

.
Barbara,

Michaels, Lois Platt, Nina Popova,. Ruth
Sobotka, Mary Stanton, Carol Stevens,
Wendy Winn; Ted Adklrts, Marvin Arnold,
Johnny Bowen. Timmy Everett, Arthur
Gyahl, Edward Kerrigan, Jack Leigh,
Robert Lindgren, John Nola, Edward
Pfeiffer.- ._jr^

'

Songs: '.‘Two a Day for Keith." "The 3
B'b," "It's Got to Be Love," “Too Good
for the Average Man,” “There’s a Sm?ll
Hotel/' ‘-The Heart Is Quicker Than the
Eye/ "Princess Zenobla Ballet/’ "Quiet
Night,” “Glad to Be Unhappy/* “On Your
Toes.” “You ' Took Advantage, of. Me,”
'Slaughter on Tenth Avenue.” :

-

The passing years sometiines do

cruel things, so it can be disillu-

sioning to revive cherished mem-
ories. It seems strange now that

only 18 years ago '‘‘On "Your. Toes”

could have been such a milestone

of musical comedy.
What was a great show in 1936

seems, tame in 1954, despite the

surviving quality of the Richard

Rodgers and. Lorenz Hart songs

and the still-electrifying -‘Slaughter

on Tenth Avenue’* ballet. As the

first legit musical to use ballet as

an important element, “On Your
Toes’’ was a trail-blazer. But
there’s no getting around the im-

pression that it’s merely sort of

quaint today.

The book seems to be the worst
handicap. The story, with a prolog
about the hoofing Dolan family of
vaudeville, telescoping. 15 years to
the bashful music professor who
gets involved with 9 Russian ballet
troupe, may have seemed ingenious
in its day. But it's transparently
Contrived and' awkward now.
George Abbott, who co-alithored

the book with Rodgers and Hart,
has staged the revival with his

Original Cast
Dwight Deere Wlman production,

staged by Worthington Minor . (with an
unbilled assist by George Abbott); chore-
ography, George Balanchine; scenery, Jo
Mielziner: costumes, Irene Skaram at
Imperial, N.Y., April 11. '38; R3.M top
(played 313 performances). 1

Phil Dolan II .. . ; ......... . J . .Dave Joiips
Lll Dolan Ethel Hampton
Phil Dolan III .......... Tyrone Kearney
Lola Betty. Jane Smith
New Year . .... , . . ..... Betty Jane Smith
Sergei AlexandrovItch. . . .Monty Woolley
Control Man Russ . Milton
Announcer .. Henry Dick
Footmen. .. .Beau Tilden, William Raker
Peggy Porterfield. Luella Gear
Junior .................... Ray Bolger
Frankie Frayne .......... Doris Carson
Sidney Cohen ....... David Morris'
Vera Barinova . 1 ........... Tamara Geva
Anushka . , Mae Noble

. Constantine Morrosstne
Demetrlojs Vilan

Mischka Valery. Streshnev
Vassilll-.., Robert Sidney
Dlinitri Basil Galahoff
Leon Harold Haskln
Call Boy .

. Harry Peterson
In the "Princess Zenobla'MOIIet

Princess Zenobla ..... . Tamara Geva
, Beggar .............. Demetrlos Vilan

.

Old Prince. ......... William Baker
Young Prince . . . . . ... . George Church

-Singer Earle MacVefgh
Walter ... ........... Jack Quinn
Snoopy William Wadsworth
Policeman ...........

.

Robert Forsythe
Nurse. . . . . ... . . . .

.

... Frances Nevins
Thugs * . Nick Dennis, Louis Walsh

in ''ttauohtor On. Tenth Avenue”
Hoofer .......... Ray Bolger
Strip Tease Girl ....... Tamara Geva
Big Boss ...... George Church

characteristic econocy and pace.
But though George Balanchine, who
has done the dancing, as he did
originally, has apparently supplied
new choreography for most of the
show, only his celebrated “Slaugh-
ter on Tenth Avenue” ballet retains
a modern quality. Some of the
others have almost a variety house
appearance.

Vera Zorina is acceptable as. the
predatory ballerina, which she did
In the London production and
which Tamara Geva originated on
Broadway, Bobby Van is an emi-
nently qualified performer as the
hoofer originally played, by Ray
Bolger. There are varyingly

P
assable performances by Elaine
tritch as the ballet angel who gets

to belt out several songs in her

mannered style, Ben Astar as the
bombastic impresario, Kay Coulter
as the soubrette (which dates the
show, all right) and Joshua Logan
as the full-of-beans young com-
poser. '.

Oliver Smith has designed suit-

ably garish scenery and Irene Sha-
raff properly striking costumes:
But, despite such welcome Bodgers-
Hai’t tunes as “It's Got to Be Love,-'
“Too Good for the Average Mari,
“There’s a Small Hotel,” “Quiet
Night” and “You Took Advantage
of Me” (borrowed from their
“Present Arms” and the hardy
“Slaughter,” ’ this revival doesn’t
come tb life.

Incidentally, Rodgers is silently

partnered with Abbott in . this pro-
duct Kobe,

Rfelinlrig Figure
Martin Gabel & HenryM.Margolis (In

association w4tb Peteif Cusick) production
of comedy in three acts, by Harry Kur-
nltz. Features. Percy Wararti, Mike Wal-
lace. Georgians Johnson. Gabel, Berry
Kroeger, Ralph Bunker, David Qpatoshu.
Staged^ by. Abe Burrows; scenery and
lighting. Frederick Fox: At Lyceum, N.Y.,
Oct. 7. '54; $5.75-$4.60 top ($(£90 opening),
William v. .......

.

.
Foster Davis

Samuel Ellis , Mike Wallace
|

CassEdgerton ...... Georgiann Johnson
Lutcas Edgerton ". ... . .-. . .-. . Percy Warani
Agranronte , . . . . , Ralph Hunker
Paul Weldon ............. Berry Kroeger

.

Jonas AstOrg Martin Gabel
Dcnesco . .. .... David Opatoshu
Dr. Hickey . . . ./ Nehemiah Persotf
Prof. Juinclle Alfred Hesse

Screenwriter Harry Kurnitz’s first

.play is a comedy, "Reclining Fig-
ure;” about a cantankerous million-
aire art collector who buys a coun-
terfeit Renoir and thereby becomes
a human being. After sputtering
promisingly for a couple, of acts, it

finally picks up pace and uncorks
solid laughs for the finale.

Since comedy is an especially
staple commodity on Broadway, the
show should have a moderate run:
It’s a prospect for pictures Mid a
cinch fot the stock and little thea-
tre markets. As such, it should
provide Kur itz with a modest
meal ticket for years and years.

The author, a former Philadel-
phian, art patron in a small way
and, according to his friends, some-
thing of a character himself, has
based “Reclining Figure” on a fair-
ly celebrated hometowner, art col-
lector and eccentric, the late Al-
bert C. Barnes; The latter crammed
his mansion at suburban Merion,
Pa., with rare paintings and stub-
bornly refused to allow anyone in
to see them 1 (the rule is reportedly
still enforced by the executors).

Kurnitz presents this Irascible
connoisseur as a genuine “charac-
ter” but, fortunately for theatrical
purposes, as essentially likeable.
The play is also fictionalized in
that after the old geezer realizes
he’s made a fool of himself over
the supposed. Renbir, he’s human-
ized enough to allow his- entire art
collection to be toured for public
exhibition.

This happy ending, plus the use
of such tradltlbnal stage Ingredi-
ents as the. ingenue and appropriate
love interest, with an idealistic
juvenile who defies the testy old
money' bags, indicates that, beneath
his surface of cynical humor, Kiir-
nitz is a romantic. Anyway,, he has
written . a lot of funny jokes and a
generally pleasant play. -j

There are particular laughs In
“Reclining Figure” for anyone
Slightly familiar with the art busi-
ness, or for Texans or that special
breed of anti-Texans, as well as
people who collect jokes about
Hungarians and people who collect
just jokes. In fact, although it’s

plainly no masterpiece, '‘Figure” is

enjoyable enough to rate a fairly
long showing in the Broadway gal-
lery.:

Abe Burrows, himself quite, a
man with a quip, has .done a work-
manlike staging job, with proper
appreciation but not overemphasis
of the comedy. Percy Waram is ex-
cellent as. the gumpy, bullying,
but basically .ingratiating: art col-
lector. Mike Wallace is attractively
relaxed a§ the young dealer with a
vision, Geargiann Johnson is a nifty
looker and competent actress as
the tycoon’s enterprising daughter,
and Martin Gabel is skillfully ur-
bane as the devious art dealer with
an appreciation of rich Texans.

Effective supporting perform-
ances are given by Berry Kroeger
as the artist whose talent has been
corrupted by easy-money forgery,
Ralph Bunker as a fussy old art
expert, David Opatoshu as a engag-
ingly larcenous Hungarian dealer-
blackmailer, Nehemiah Persoff and
Alfred Hesse as a couple of bun-
gling Renoir connoisseurs and Fos-
ter Davis as the butler who fancies
himself an undiscovered Grandma
Moses.

Frederick Fox has designed a
properly hideous but effectly ar-
ranged interior of various levels.

Hobo.
*» I '

1

Bus & Truck ‘Oklahoma’

Tours East and Canada;

‘Young, Energetic’ Cast
New- Bedford, Mass., Oct. 12.

Nick Mayo and Philip Mathias,
co-producers who head the newly-
formed Broadway Lights, Inc.

(under
,
the wing of Rodgers &

Hammerstein), have assembled a
young, energetic.and talented com-
pany for a-40-week tour in “Okla-
homa.” Traveling in two buses, the
group of 60’ performers, musicians,
stagehands and technicians will
play in most of the major eastern
Canadian cities.

In its appearance thus far, the
company has been a bonanza. At
Morris Simms' Olympia Theatre in

New Bedford, for example the
company had an advance sale of
over $7,000 and drew about 4,000
attendance for its two ^perform-
ances.

The troupe deserves its success.
Striking

.
a nice balance between

youthful players and older, experi-
enced hands, the group presents
the musical classic with plenty of
zip, professional skill and con-
tagious good spirits. Sets, Which
are transported two special

Oklahoma
Broadway Lights. Inc., production of

tnusical In two acts, with music by Rich-
ard Rodgers, book and lyrics by Oscar
Hammersteih 2d, based on Lynn Riggs'
"Green Grow the Lilacs." Directed . by
Rouben Mamouliari; settings, Lemuel
Ayers;, costumes by Miles White; dances
by Agnes DeMille; production reproduced
by Charles Atkin; dances re-created by
Betty Gour; musical director, Peter La u-
rlni. At Olympia Theatre,.New Bedford,
Mass., Oct. 4, '54. $3.30 top;
Aunt Ellar .. . .-. . ; . ..- .. . .

.... Edith. Gresham
;
Curly ........ ... .

,

.

.

Robert: Austin
Laurey ............... Genevieve Owens
Cord Ela,m Burt Bier
Fred ..... ...... ...........

.

Jack Irvin'
Slim Raiy Daihore
Will Parker ............ Harris Hawkins
Jud Fry ..... . .......... Jerry Cardoni
Ado Annie Carnes ...... Jacqueline O’Dea
All Hakim >. Jerry Mann'
Gertie Cuinmi ....... Judy Rawlings
Ellen Glenn Ryman
Sllvie .... . . . ... . . . ; . .

.

Phyllis French
Arinina Sybil Scotford
Aggie Paula Waring
Andrew Carnei .......... Owen Martin
Chalmers ....... ,.i .... George Lawrence
Mike ... . .... ......

;

Bert VallencoUrt

trucks, are first-rate, costuming is

bright and appealing arid the
choreography, which preserves the
imagination and spirit of Agnes
DeMille’s original dances, is socko,
with brisk hoofing by lithe arid
youthful performers.

In the two romantic . leads, the
company has personable warblers

;
with the vocal equipment to match
their good looks. Robert Austin
makes a virile and convincing
Curly, while * petite Genevieve
Owens is wistful and pleasant to
hear as Laurey. As the villainous
Jud, Jerry Cardoni is appropriately
menacing, and in good voice in
“Pore Jud.”

Comedy is ably supplied by
Jerry Marin a!s the peddler, All
Hakim; Jacqueline O’Dea does the.
cheerfully promiscuous Ado Annie

'

with a zestful comedy flair, and
Edith Gresham portrays Aunt Eller
with amusingly raucous authority.
There is a good bit, too, by Harris
Hawkins as Will Parker and OWen
Martin, from the origirial Broad-
way production, is competent dra-
matically, but short on vocal
prowess as Ado Annie's shotgun-
toting father.

This Is, in summary, a competent
group going about its business with
professional, skill. The enterprise
should provide a much-needed im-
petus to thO cause , of profesisonal
theatre in the hinterlands. Dias.

For Show Biz Browsers
Boston, Oct. 8,

Editor, VarietX:
Seems Alec Woollcott has

played his final joke on his Old
friends in shojy • blz^ for in the
Edward Sheldon; Room of the The-
atre Collection at Harvard,, im-
posingly arranged in handsome
boxes, behind glass, and lighted
with artistic indirectness, are let-

ters sent to" the Sage of Romoseen
by such stage luminaries as Alfred
Lunt, -Lynn Fontanne, Thorton
Wilder, George S. Kaufman, Ruth
Gordon and Harpo Marx. The
Wilder letters

. are erudite and
genuinely valuable from point of
View1 of the scholarly Collector-
arid Harpo’s letters are filled with
enormous wit—but some of the
gossipy passages in the corre-
spondence of the. other persons
represented can easily touch off
feuds and supply columnists with
hair-curling material for years to
come,

Dr. William van Lennep, curator
of the Harvard Theatre Collection,
reports a steady stream of “name”
visitors who spend hours pouring
over Woollcott’s treasure troVe.

Bob Downing.

The Rainmaker
Wilmington, Oct, 7.

Eth^l Llnder R«lncr (In aisbciatlon with
Hop* AbeUoiV) production' drama In
three acta, by N. Richard Nash. Star*
Geraldine fa((. Directed by Joseph.
Anthony; setting and lighting, Ralph
Alewang; costumes: Bolasnl. At Play-
house, Wilmington. Ofit. 7, *04; $3.89 top.
BUI' Starbuck Darren McGavfn
H. C. Curry ...... Cameron Prud’homme
Noah Curry Joseph SuUlvan
Jlni Curry Albert Salmi
Lizzie

. Curry . ...... , . . Geraldine Page
File Richard Congan
Sheriff Thomas. . . .Tom Flatley Reynolds

* The chief virtue of this new N,

[

Richard. Nash play is that it pro-

vides a showcase for the talents of

Geraldi Page.. As -a rancher’s

daughter whose seriousness fright-
ens away wpuld-be suitors, Miss
Page has

.
a choice role arid right-

fully dominates her. scenes,.

The play itself is less successful.
There are a few excellent' moments
arid some fine comedy scenes* but
the overall impression remains that
it’s up to Miss Page to lure the
customers. Some judicious cutting
may improve the script.

The story involves a ranch fam-
ily facing a ruinous drought and>
an adventurer and self-styled rain-
maker who arrives with ah offer
to produce a downpour for $100,
The first drought he cures is the
barrenness in the daughter’s life.

That transforms her into a capti-
vating femirie and the local deputy
sheriff who once spurned her* de-
cides she is marriageable after all.

There is a rainstorm at the final
curtai

Miss Page demonstrates that her
stardom is well irierited giving’ a
top performance. Albert Salmi is

effective as the heroine’s younger
brother who has the play’s best
comedy moments:
Darren McGavin is dashing and

convincing in the title role, being
especially impressive in the ro-
mantic .scenes. Richard Coogan,
Cameron Prud’homme, and Tom
Flatley Reynolds make up the re-
mainder of the generally excellent
cast. \

Ralph Alswang’s ranch setting
arid colorful lighting effects are.
outstanding, and Joseph Anthony’s
direction keeps the play running
Smoothly;

“The Rainmaker” was originally
a tv drama, expanded into a

.
full

lengtlr play by the author. Klep.

The Traveling Lady
Princeton, Oct. 8.

'Playwrights Co. production of drama
In three acts (four scenes), by Horton
Foote. Features Kim Stanley, Jack Lord.
Lenny Chapman,

.
Kathleen Comegyl,

Katherine Squire, Doro Merande. Staged
by Vincent J. Donehue; scenery, lighting
and costumes, Ren Edwards. At McCar-
ter. Princeton, Oct. 8, '54.

Mrs. Mavis Doro . Merande,
Slim Murray . Jack. Lord
Judge Robedaux ........ Calvin Thomas
-Georgette Thomas Kim Stanley.
Margaret Rose Brook SeaweU
Clara Breedlove ........ /-. . Helen Carew

I Sitter Mavis. Katherine Squire
Mrs. Tillman ........ Kathleen Comefyj
Henry Thomas ......... Lonny Chapman

Princeton’s McCarter Theatre
has operied its new legit season
with a two-day tryout of Horton
Foote’s “The Traveling Lady.”
From here, the show moves to Cin-
cinnati and Cleveland for further
seasoning, prior to opening Oct. 27
on Broadway.

Despite its projected itinerary,
however, “Traveling Lady” should
not get very far. At Princeton,
it went nowhere. . As a play
“Traveling Lady” is a sorry effort,
it’s quarter-hour or so of action is

belabored through a long evening
of homey reminiscence about
things that aren’t very interesting
in the first place.

The story relates how a babk-
country hash-sliriger works for six
years to pay for a penitentiary par-
don for her drinking, brawling hus-
band who has stabbed a man.
When she arrives in town to meet
him after his release, she discovers
he’s still a bum* and goes off with
a local boy.

The heroine is. supposed to be a
sensitive, misused young mother
cursed with a Sensitive, misled
husband and saved by a sensitive,
misunderstood hero. She also has
a sensitive daughter who wants
somebody to sing her a hillbilly

ballad.

The mother comes alive as
fairly stupid, however, and the hus-
band is a whining, self-pitying
lout, while the young hero is

merely confused.

The author has apparently tried
to write a fragile story of tender
love which, blossoms out of . vio-
lence in a richly human southeast
Texas cotton town. He has suc-
ceeded, unfortunately* in telling a
maudlin tale of a dimwitted south-
ern girl’s deliverance and salva-
tion in a high-class “Tobacco Road”
setting. He has a strong sense of
locale arid has been truer with

his secondary characters than with
those required to carry the plot.
A great fault of the show Is the

dirge-like pace inflicted by direc-
tor Vincent Donehue. However,
Doro Merande gives a vivid per-
formance as a senile biddy. Kim
Stanley is fine as femme lead.
Cut to an hour, “Traveling Lady”

should make an acceptable mood
piece , for television, a field Foote
knows infinitely better. As a three-
act stage play, it may be substan-
tially improved, but hardly enough
to matter. Heny.

Saint Joan
r Ottawa, Oct. 6.

. Canadian Flayers. Ltd. platform produo*
tion of drama in- six scenes and epilogue,
by George Bernard Shaw. Features Ann
Casson* Douglas Campbell. Directed by

. Campbell. At Little Theatre, Ottawa, Oct.
5. '54; $2.25 top..
Joan < , ...

De Baudricourt
Peter Cauchoh
English Soldier
Dauphin
Inquisitor ......... William Needles.
Archbishop
Warwick William Hutt
Courcelles
Steward
LS Hire
De Stogumber- -

Bluebeard
Brother :Marti Roland Hegwill
Poulengey
.Dunols, Bastard' of Orleans .

D'Estivet .John Gardiner
La Tremouille
Executioner

This lecture-style presentation
is

,
nearer a conventional produc-

tion than the Laughton-Moorehead
readings. It’s a full-movement,
scriptless version With no sets ex-
cept a beige back curtain contain-
ing an entrance.

There are no furniture: or props
beyond bare essentials. The mod-
ern costumes are changed as little

as possible, except for one comic
semi-period hat and cloak. Except-
ing Joan arid the executioner,, two
or three roles are handled,by each
actor, with no character 'makeup.

It’s a„ superb production, which
will please any whose imagination
is not too sluggish to be stirred
by a meaty, zesty play vividly and
solidly performed. It is the pre-
miere for this new , company,
whose president is Trim Patterson,
founder of the Stratford, Ont.,
Shakespeare Festival, from whose
casts all but two of this company
were drawn.

.loan is piayed by Ann Casson,
daughter of Lewis Casson and Sy-
bil Thorndike, for whom Shaw
wrote “Joan” arid’ who first per-
formed it ini England, Douglas
Campbell, Miss Casson’s husband,
staged this production arid also
plays a large and two smaller
roles.
The rest of the company is

Canadian, although William
Needles was born in the U. S. Its
excellence is almost uniform, its
Versatility astonishing.
Miss Casson’s Joan increases i

intensity to incandescence in the
trial scene, then lapses into proper
casualness in the epilogue, when
she

.
makes a posthumous appear-

ance after her name has been
cleared, by a rewrite of history
worthy of the Soviet historians.
Even the incandescence is always
earthy, however, without spurious
romanticism. Her costume is

> sweater and slacks, with ” a
hooded over-sweater sometimes
added, appropriate to the simple
country girl.

Perhaps the most extraordi-
nary other performance is that
of Needles as. the wretched
Dauphin, whom Joan’s death
makes a man by forcing responsi-
bility on him. Needles also plays
the Inquisitor, With a complete
change of characterization.
William Hutt’s Warwick. Is pol-

ished, his Archbishop wholly ade-
quate, and fils Courcelles, a sort
of 15th-Century McCarthy with a
list of 64 “heresy” charges agairist
Joan.
Bruno Gerussi’s de Stogumber is

Vividly appalling, then pitiful*
Roland Hewgill’s effetely humor-
ous Bluebeard and warm, protest-
ing Brother Martin are effectives
and John Gardiner stands but
especially as thiT Bastard. Jack
Hutt, who also stage-manages,, is

an impressive black-hooded execu-
tioner.
The burly red-headed Campbell

contributes, besides his vigorous,
brilliant direction, three, memor-
able characterizations, especially
the bishop presiding at Joan’s trial

.

arid the cockney soldier who hands
her, in the flames, a cross of twigs.
Perhaps the orily flaw of conse-

quence is that the full-view shift*

ing. of props by the actors, unob-
trusive at all other times, destroys
the mood at the end of the play
proper, just before the epilogue.
The production, in here for eight
performances, tours 22 other On-
tario cities and towns, then later
heads for some U. S. -cities where
it has been invited, starting with
Detroit in February. Card.



V:

Hurtado de* Cordoba
Marla Del" Carmen Vailente it Eihlllo

Delbene presentation of Hurtado de COr-.

doba it Ballet ^span'ol with do Cordoba,
Marla de Alba. Beatrice Trujillo,

,
Dorita

Burgos, Eld Galletfo, Lydia Rlco, : Jesjrs
Sevilla,'Djennana Lorca; Luis de Catefes,
Carlos Ramos, Ricardo Modrego; musical
director; James L^on;. choreography, de
Cordoba; musical advisor, Lydia Latzke;
lighting; Mel Bourne. At 49th Street, N.Y.,
Qct. 10, '54; $4.05 top,

Spanish dancer Hurtado de Cor-
doba, has brought a slick and thor-
oughly commercial production to
the 48th Street Theatre, N.Y., for
his American debut. He’s sched-
uled for a. four-week engagement.
The costumes and sets are hand-

some and the dancers are vigorous;
However, de Cortado fails to pre-
sent anything new in Castilian
terps.

The de Cordoba troupe has hur-
ried its New York bow, perhaps to
get in ahead of the Ballet Espag-
nole, which is due soon, De Cor-
doba has brought two male and six
femme dancers, plus two guitarists,
with a set of routines that might do
well in nightclubs.

The producer-star has apparently
designed the dances primarily to
showcase himself. In several num-
bers he disregards the traditional,
without providing adequate substi-
tute. An example is the “Alegrias,”
in which he introduces,steps more
suitable to the variety stage than
the concert hall.

•

The program is generally a good
mixture, with a blend of flamenco
and classical numbers.. But in most
cases, the dance designs are not
up to concert level,

However, the male dancers ac-
companying de Cordoba occasion-
ally give indications of promise.
Luis de Caceres in “Zapateado,"
accompanied by guitarists Ricardo
Modrego and Carlos Ramos, gives
a fine account of himself, and
Jesus Sevilla shows admirable re-
spect for dance forms in a variety
of numbers with Djennana Lorca.
Their best number is a* delicate
18th century .court dance.

The. big dramatic number of the
evening is the “Venta Del Puerto,"
with de Cordoba, de Caceres and
Dorita Burgos. This' number is

orthodox 1 in theme and execution,
although vigorously danced.
The other major figure in this

troupe is guitarist Ramos. Jose.

Stock Tryouts
(Oci. 11-23)

Head vot the House, by John T.
Chapman-— Bucks County Play-
house, New1 Hope, Pa, (11-16)

(Original stock' production : re-

viewed In Variety, Aug. 18, ’54,

Under title "The Iron Gate”),

Millicefit’s Castle, by Frederic
Morton-—Bucks County Playhouse,
New Hope, Pa. (18-23).

Porgy and Besjs
(EMPIRE, PARIS)

,
Paris, Oct. 5.

Blevins Davis and Robert Breen
are perhaps the best Cultural am-
bassadors, without portfolios, at
large, in Europe today. They have
better than a portfolio; they have
“Porgy and Bess.” Back in Paris
after their one-week smash run
two years ago, the show looks to
be in for a solid 10-week stint, and
first two weeks are already sold
out, which is all the advance sale*

custom allows here. Opera Is a still

a
.
consummate piece of theatre

craftsmanship,: and its vitality, folk
heartiness, pathos, music, and
drama are still as effective as they
ever were. A firstnight audience
gave this a long, standing ovation.

Breen has restored the two-act
version which was cut to three at
the last visit because of the con-
cessionaire howl. It took firmness
iii this department to return to the
original two parts, and thus a more
cohesive, actionwise version. The
flow of ‘ riioyemeht, ; music artd
dramaturgy is still a treat, as is the
excellent coordination of the large
.cast. There have been some
changes, and this has brought
about certain differences in inter-
pretation, but the opera remains a
stirring creation worthy of being
an official'' representative of the
strength of the U S. theatre.

LeVern Hutcherson, as Porgy;
Irene Williams, as Bess, and
Lorenzd Fuller, as Sportin’ Life,
hEad the cast, with, others alternat-
ing. Company goes all over the
Continent after this Paris date.
Recent sock success at Venice and
the boff showing here adequately
attest to the international qualities
of this outstanding spectacle.

Mosk

.

Noah
(B’way Tabernacle Church, *N; Y.)

In reviving Andre Obey’s “Noah1 ’

at the Broadv(i$
f

Church, the Broadly Chapel Rlay-
ers have made the need for sim-

plicity their virtue: Staged oh the
chancel, with ; only two ' chains vfcs

props, this’ techp; bf 'tfip faihilihr

biblical tale is reverent’ and often
emotionally compelling.
There are no frills to the story.

Noah builds the Ark, the floous
come; people and animals live
tensely together for the duration,
the dove brings the olive branch,
the Ark lands, and Noah is left

alone .with his tried but unwaver-
ing faith,

Robinson Stone has ah arduous
task in the pivotal role, great
stretches; of Obey’s play being a
monolog. In a performance mark-
ed by an understanding calm,
Stone is quietly authoritative with
his unduly family, .compassionate
toward the animals, humble yet
outspoken in dealings .with his.

Lord. As his wife, who is faithful
almost 'until the end, Ruth White
uses the

;.
common touches of every-

day experience to color her por-
trait of the mother and eterrial
peacemaker.

Bill Penn, (who organized this
group), Otis Bigelow and Neil Lau-
rence are the vigorous sons, who.
go their; separate ways after Ara-
rat. As one of the son’s brides,
Lilyan Wilder seems the most
capable of helping make a hew
world, and John Conrad has a few
dramatic moments as an unbeliev-
er who scorns the Ark until it . is

too late. ;

Helen Alexander’s, costuming is

good, each of the animals being
unaffectedly individual, and the
people being dressed with pleasing
informality. Only in Otis Bigelow’s
choreography does there ocasion-
ally creep in a lack of restraint
that tends to break the mood.
Richard . Clemmer’s direction

rightly concentrates on the testing
of Noah, for it is thus that Obey
makes his moral clear. Other as-
pects of the story are efficiently
implemented by movement and
atmosphere but, in the final analy-
sis, Stone’s performance of the
patriarch remains the keystone.

or.

Kiigo Ran
New Hope, Pa., Oct. 5.

Michael Ellis, by , arrangement with
Jerome . Mayer & lrl Mowery. production
of comedy In three: acts (five scenes); by
Arnold Sundgaard. Stars Eileen Heckart.
Conrad .Janis; features Betty Lou Holland,
Th'dmasr Coley. Staffed by -MaVcr;‘ ficenery
and . lighting, ‘JN.; Broderick Hackftt. At
Bucks. County ,Playhouse, New - Rope; P.a-v
Oct- '4; ,94. v 1

Leohai'd Brennan Henry. Garrard
Bonnie. .wv ... Patricia -Fay
Olga. Finstad ... Eileen Heckart
Eddie; Kiigo ... . . Conrad Jan><
Cf Ji- Larsen ;. . Thomas Coley
Grady .... . . . . . , . . . . . ,

.

Skedge Miller
Ruby Hansen ........ Betty Lou Holland
Oren Gaskill .... ... ......... ,

.

Earl Rowe

Producer Mike Ellis’ “fall fes-

tival” of new plays has gotten un-

derway with the presentation of

“Kiigo Run,*’ , a comedy by Arnold
Sundgaard, starring Eileen Heckart
and Conrad Janis. Production
rights are held by Jerome Mayfcr,
who directed, and Irl Mowery, who
plan a late-Nov^mber opening on
Broadway.
. Despite these plans, however.
“Kiigo Run” seems a weak bet to
score on the Main Stem, at least in
its present form, although it is a
pleasant little comedy with definite
potential; For stock* purposes, it

is well above par and one of the
best offerings of the Playhouse sea-
son.

While riot a gag show, “Kiigo
Run" has Appeal With a set of off-

beat characters in an unusual situ-
ation. It lacks a strong primary;
plot, relying on the interplay
of several secondary situations.
Stronger definition of the story
line and general tightening up is

needed, and producer Mowery has
indicated' the New York opening
may be delayed to accomplish this.

The tale involves suspended
big league pitcher who returns, to
his tiny midwest hometown to find
his sister engaged in running boot-
leg hootch in her milk truck. Even-
tually,. she gets out of the rackets
arid the hero gets back to the Chi-
cago Cubs,

. As the brother and sister, Conrad
Janis and Eileen Heckart give near
faultless performances, with Janis
displaying authentic big league
form. They receive strong support
from Betty Lou Holland, Thomas
Coley and Leonard Brennan.
Bucks producer Ellis gives “Kii-

go Run’’ a first
,
class production.

The show, although slow in spots,

LEGITIMATE

is well directed and acted, w.
Broderick Habkett’s set is up to the

high standard he has. established ut

Rucks ’this year., \ (>< ,

';Uhd<?r thB festival setup, the
playhiRis^paYk all,.production costs,
for the‘NeW;Hope tryoutjrin return
for a'SniAl) (Abqut j 6%'J I

(
'dut of the:

!NeW..Yprk..r|,ghjts.. Oftc<!>urse, Ellis
: retains;al£local profits* if any.

With a Biibks production coiting
only a fraction of a Boston or Phil-
adelphia tryout, New Hope offers
an economical showcase for smaller
shows. Folding in New Haven still

costs a bundle, hut a Bucks isn’t a
loss of much except time. Moreover,
Bucks audiences are relatively so-
phisticated; and therefore should be
good for test purposes.

Other tryouts set for coming
weeks include Sidney Blackmer.
and Carol Stone in “Head of the
House," Dorothy Stickney in “The
Shoemaker’s’' Children" and Julie
Wilson in “Millicent’s Castle;"

Heriy.

2 ‘Pan’ Previews to Fund

Drives in Unique Move
In a unique move, the manage-'

ment of “Peter Pan” has com-
pletely turned over the musical’s
first two New York preview per-
formances next week to two differ-
ent fund-caising groups. Orgs will
keep the entire proceeds from: the
showings, except approximately
$600 -$700 in fees to theatre
personnel. There'll be. royal-
ties paid out oh the take for the
two nights. It’s figured that on
the basis of a routine theatre party
deal, show could make around
$6,000 and on a regular b.o. sale
the take would, come to about
$7,800.

First of the Winter Qarden pre-
views, Monday (18), has been
turned, over to the Mary MacAr-
thur Polio Fund • and the second,
Tuesday* night,, hks been set aside
for the Herald Tribune Fresh Air
Fund. The Edwin Lester produc-
tion is being

.
presented in New

York by Richard Hafliday, hus-
band of the . tuner’s star, Mary
Martim Musical opens officially

next Wednesday (20).

ON THIS EXACT DAY

BROWN
Begins His 43d Year in the Noble Profession of Acting

mg

in fife

Rodgers - Hammerstein - Hayward % Logon

THEATRE'S "HALL OF FAME" MOS/C/Lt R^X

“SOUTH
lO

This Ad Paid for by the Money He Saved in Those 42 Years

BUT He's Had One Hell of a Good Time

Continuing Address • THE LAMBS • NEW YORK
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Bell, Book and tandle
London, Oct. 7.

H. Ms Tonnent Ltd. (by arransement
with Irene Mayer Selzntck) production of.

comedy in. three :acts* by John van
Druten. Stars Lilli ;

Palmer, Bex Harrison.

Directed by Harrison; setting, Alati lagg.
At Phoenix Theatre, London, Oct. 6, 54;

$2.35 top.
Gillian Holroyd . . , . .

.

Anthony Henderson ,.

.

MlsS Holi’oyd . . . . . *

Nicholas. Holroyd. . ...

.

Sidney Redlitch

. . ... Lilli Palitier

. , .

.

Rex Harrison
. . ; Athene Scyler

David Eyans
Wilfrid Lawson

Rex Harrison and Lilli Palmer,
appear to be greater spellbinders

than John van Druten. That “Bell,

Book and . Candle” will have a

profitable London run is hardly in

doubt. Its success,, however, will

be mainly a personal tribute to the

two. stars whose performances en-

rich and. sustain the play.

Even an experienced craftsman
of the calibre of Van Druten has

had difficulty in Sustaining a single

joke over three acts. At half time,

the action shows signs of limping

along rather uncertainly, and it al-

most fizzles out by the time the

final curtain is reached.

The great strength of the play is

in the powerful and wholly amus-
ing, first act which establishes the

romance between Miss Palmer as

the witch 1 and Harrison as the un-
suspecting man upstairs.

The opening act is tautly writ-

ten, with the strong laugh situa-

tions spaced at regular and fre-

quent intervals. • ’ The general

theme, however, makes it impossi-

ble to maintain that standard, al-

though there- are some lively bits,

of dialog to provoke audience

chuckles;
The Harrisons are a match for

the excellent' comedy of the first act

and are able to rise above the in-

adequacies of the subsequent acts.

Their performances are a delight

and set a high standard for the

small, select cast.
^

Athene Seyler, vet character ac-

tress, plays the aunt with obvious

goOd humor, and David Evans
turns in an amusing study as the

warlock brotherv Wilfrid Lawson
gives another superb performance
as the author of a best-seller on

black magic. .

Harrison, with his personal ex-

perience ini the original New York
production behind him, has direct-

ed the play with assurance, and is.

helped by the attractive single set-,

ting designed by Alan Tagg.
Myro.

D»s Klcinc Tecliaiis
(TEAHOUSE OF THE AUGUST'

MOON)

Berlin, Qct; 5.

Berlin Cultural Festival production of

>medy in three acts,, by John PatrioK

»sed on. novel ,by Vern Sneidfer; German
laptation by Qscar Karlweis. Stars Kail

-

els; features Bruno Fritz, Karl_ John,
ralter Gross, Dolores' Ling. Directed by

eo Mlttlej;; scenery. Ita Maximowna;
loreoKraph; Yoshio Aoyama. At Renais-

mce Theatre, BerUn; $2.50 top. ..

iklnl ; . . . . ... Oscar Karlweis

>1, Purdy .....
ipt. Flsby^ . . . .

ipt. McLea"n . .

.

•rgeant Aldrich
itus Blossom .

.

r. Oshira •

.

r. Seiko
.

. . .

.

:

.

.

Id Woman ......

er Daughter *

.

Id Man , .

iss Higa-Jiga ...

r. HoKaida . . .

r. Omura
r. Sumata .....

is Father ......

r, Keora

Bruno Fritz
Karl John

.... Walter Gross
Heinz Palm

. . .

:

Dolores Ling
; Martin Berliner
Michael Chevalier

, , ,

.

Anni Battmer
Cilly .

Liu
. . Josef Wilhelmi
. . Dorothea Thiess
. . . Walter Renter
. Reinhold Pasch

, Gerhard Mueller
•

' Hans Binricr
Walter Wlenecke

John Patrick’s “Teahouse” is one

of the most enjoyable and laugh-

able comedies seen in Berlin in

some time. It’s an' American con-:

tributiori with sure appeal to Ger-

COMMON STOCK 1
The Company wHi employ itsfunds m
in. diversified entertainment enter--

||
prises corinected with televisi

||
motion pictures and the theatre, jl

Price 50£ o shore jl

IfiOLlYWOOD ANGELS, IRC. Dept, Vl*
1 29 West 65th St., H. Y. 23, N. Y. I

I TRafalgar 4-1015 I

I
Send free Offeri ithout cost! !

I |

J-

Atirlriitt .
I

I CltK ... •
, 7nnti

I

J
State. Phone

,

I

— — — — — — — — — — _

IS.Y.C; — EAST SIDE
Near Pork Avenue

Several Charming Unfurnished
Apartments on Street With
Theatrical People,

For Ootallt

MRS. DETMOLD
230 East 49th Street EL 5-1927

Abroad
mail audiences. Story about U.S.
Army officers trying to

;
bring

deniocracy .to a Japanese village

has immediate, unmistakable appli-

cation to American-rfccupied Ger-
many.

“

Although in many instances
“Teahouse” makes fun of

.
the

American way of life, it is, at least

in one respect, a credit to: Ameri-
cans as seen through German eyes.

Most of tlie Germans have always
admired the Americans’ readiness
to laugh at themselves. They regard
“Teahouse” as another example of

American self-kidding;
After only a few days, “Tea-

house” s has become mustrriot-be-

missed item with the public, with
word-of-mouth an enormous factor.

In all; this comedy seems to have
the making of a long run in Berlin.

Oscar Karlweis .has obviously
done art outstanding adaptation
job. Moreover, as Sakini, the inter-

preter, he steals the show with bis

heart-warming and charming per-

formance. This role of an Oriental
Figaro has boosted the star to a

new high here,, and there are ’a

number of local thetregbers who
say . he . should remain here per-

manently. Th,e actor had an estab-

lished, career in Berlin In the 20’s,

but Was forced to flee Germany,
during the Hitler period.

A brilliant performance is also

given by Bruno Fritz, as the red-

tape-happy Col. Purdy. Other ef-

fective portrayals are given by
Karl John as the earqest, likable

Gapt. Fishy, Walter Gross as the
horticulture-hipped Cat>t; McLean,
while Austro-Chinese- actress Do-
lores Ling has exotic charm as the
geisha.

Direction by Leo Mittler, a Vet
whose reputation dates back to the

Max Reinhard area, is smooth. Ita

Maximowria’s scenery is colorful

and imaginative, especially consid-

ering the Renaissance Theatre’s
limited space. The musical accom-r
paniment adds greatly to the com-
edy’s, mood. Hans.

Ei it Mond Flier Die
Beladeiieii

(A MOON FOR THE MISBE-
GOTTEN)

Berlin, Oct. 1.

Berlin Cultural- Festival production of
drama in four acts, by Eugene O'Neill..

Stars. Judith Holzmeister. Fritz Tillmanii,
Hermann Erhardt, Gerd Martienzen,
Guenther Pfitzmann, Directed by Kurt
Hirschfeld; scenery and costumes, WU-.
helm Reinking. At Theatre am Kurfuer-
stendamm, Berlin; $2.50 top.
Josie Hogan Judith Holzmeister
Phil Hogan Hermann Erhardt
Mike 1Hogan . Gerd , Martienzen
James Tyrone Jr. Fritz Tlllmann
F. Stedman Harder. .Guenther Pfitzmann

Eugene O’Neill's “A Moon for
the Misbegotten” had its German
preem at the 1954 Berlin Cultural
Festival. The show is brilliantly

staged, by Kurt Hirschfeld, guest
director from Switzerland, and ex-
pressively played by well-chosen
cast.

The drama about a Connecticut
farm family in 1923, is one of the
most successful modern classical
offerings of Uie current Berlin art
presentation/ It has been enthu-
siastically received by crix and
sophisticates, and should be strong
enough to run here for quite a
While.

However,, a number of ordinary
theatregoers regard “Misbegotten”
as too stark. They object to
O’Neill’s apparent pessimism and
the heavy dialog, although the pro-,

duction' is orie of the best ones
seen here in recent years. Hirsch-
feld’s understanding direction
brings out the difficult undertones
of irohy to advantage, and gets
magnificent performances from the
actors.

Fritz Tlllmann, as James Tyrone
Jr., a -drunkard, gives his best
portrayal here to date. Judith
Holzmeister is convincing and
memorable Rs Josid Hogan. Also
notable are Hermann Erhardt, Gerd
Martienzen and Guenther Pfitz-
mann. Wilhelm Reinking’s settings,
with changing light effects, suit
the mood of the drama. Hans.

Elefctra
Berlin, Oct. 3.

Berlin Cultural. Festival production of
drama in two acts, by Jean Giraiidoux,
translated by .Hans Rothe. Stars Joana
Marla Gorvin, Roma Balm, Waiter Franck.
Directed by Leopold Lindtberg; scenery
and costumes, Caspar Neher; music* Her-
bert Baumann. At Schlosspark Theatre,
lerlin; $2.50 top.
Elektra ... ........ Joana Marla Gorvin
Klytaemnestra: Roma Bahn
Aegisth. . . . . . . . ...

.

Walter Franck
Orest ; ..... . , , ,

.

Kurt Buecheler
Theokathokles . , ,

.

Otto Graf
Agathe, his wife Eva Li9sa
Beggar ; . Edwin Kaiser
Gardener Hansi Hessling

It- doubtful whether Girau-
doux’s “Elektra” will have a long
run here. Piece seems patterned
for arty audiences, and is perhaps
more suitable for dramatic reading
than for a stage performance.
Play has little, conventional en-

tertainment value, but should be a
treat for those who like sophisti-

cated wordplay. This Giraudoux
version of the Greek tragedy is re-
vised chiefly in that Aegisth is not
yet king, nor has he married Kly-
thaemnestrai, Elektra’s mother. *

.Leopold Lindtberg’s direction
manages to get an artistic perform-
ance, but doesn’t succeed in rem-
edying the dull moments inherent
in the character of drama. So,
despite that and the Well-balanced
arid iritellig^ntly writing, “Elektra”
probably won’t appeal to most
theatregoers.

Acting is superb, bs usual, at the
Schlosspark Theatre; It’s primarily
an ensemble. achievement, with no
outstanding individual perform-
ance. Caspar. Neher’s scenery arid

costumes are up to his high stand-
ard. Hans.

i i ivm
Playwrights Co, production of

Samuel Taylor’s comedy; “Sabrina
Fair,” earned $57,754 net profit on
its 3i7-perf6rmance Broadway run
ended last Aug, 21. On the basis
of the standard 50-50 split between
management and b a c k e r s , that

gives the latter nearly 589& profit

on their $50,000 investment.
Total distributed, profit as of

Sept. 20 Was $57,500,. with $254
available for future distribution.
During the last three weeks of its.

run, play lost $449, while closing
expenses canie to $41,170. Adjust-
ment of New York State uriiricOjr-

porated business tax brought in an
additional $491. Royalty income
came to $3,410.

Ex-Harvard Dental Prof

Mapping ‘Ballet Ballads’

Revival for Broadway
A revival ol “Ballet Ballads” is

planned for
1

Broadway production
next January by Robert Fanning,
who’ll be making his managerial
debut. When originally produced
in New York in 1948 by T. Edward
Hambleton and Alfred R. Stern,
under the Experimental Theatre
bander, show was comprised of
three ballet dramas. A new pliece,

“Red Ridirig Hood Revisited,” will
be added to the revival.

Dramatizations are by John La-
touche, with music by Jerome
Moross. Sono Osato, who appeared
in only “Willie The Weeper” in the
original production, will have the
lead in three of the vignettes in the
revival. Paul Godki

, who was one
of three choreographers on the
original, will repeat his assign-
ment, Production Will be directed
by Elliot Silverstei

,
who recently

staged “The Crucible” for the
Arena Stage, Washington.

4.

Scenery Will be by William Pit-
ki / costumes by Ariel Ballif arid
musical direction by Ben Stein-
berg. Fanning, incidentally, was
formerly a dental instructor at
Harvard College and served as a
major in the army. Selection of a
theatre hasn’t beep made yet, but
it’s understood the Bijou is being
considered..

Current London Shows

London, Oct. 12.
. (Figures denote premiere dates)
After the Ball/ Globe (0-10-54), ,

Airs Shoestring, Royal Ct. (4-22-53).
All For Mary; Duke York (9-9-54).
Bell, Book, Candle, Phoenix (10-5-54).
'pth Ends Meet* Apollo (6-9-54).
Boy Friend,. Wyndham’s (12-1-53'.
Dark Light Enough,

-
Aidwych (4-30-54).

Day By The Sea, Haymarket (11-26-53).
D'.Oy.ly Carte Opera,: Savoy. (9.-13-54),
Dry Rot, Whitehall. (8-31-54).
Duenna, Westminster (7-28-54).
Folles Bergere, Pr. Wales (9^24-53).
Hippo Dancing, Lyric (4-7-54).
I Am a Camera,. New (3-12-54).
Intimacy At 8:30, Criterion (4-29-34).
Joyce Grenfell, St. Mart. (6-2-54).
Keep In Cool Place, SaVille (6-16-54).
King and I, Drury Lane ' (10-8-53)
Love Match, Viet. Palace (11-10-53):
Manor of Norlhstead, DucheSs (4-28-54).
Mousetrap, Ambas. (11-25-52).
Never Too Late, Strand (6-3-54).
No News Father, Cambridge (9-15-54).
Old Vic Rep, Old Vic (9-9-54),
Pal • Joey, Princes (3-31-54).
Party Spirit, Piccadilly: (9-23-54).
Relations Apart, Garrick (8-3-54),
Sabrina .Fair, Palace (6-4-54),
Salad Days, Vaudeville (8-5-54):

Separate Tables, St. James's (9-22-54).
Teahouse Aug. Moon, Her Maj. (4-22-54)
Wadding in Paris, HIpp. (4-3-54).

Witness Prosecution, W. Gard. (10-26-53)
You'll Be Lucky,: Adelphi (2-23-54).

SCHEDULED OPENINGS
Can-Can, Coliseum (10-14-54).
Joan of Arc, Stoll (10-20).
Matchmaker, Haymarket (11-4-54).

Equity Show
(Oct. il-24)

Fallen Angels—Lenox Hill Play-
house* N. Y. (20-24).

Wednesday, October: 13, 1954

John Golden’s UN Essay

Contest for Equityites

Members of Actors Equity and
Chorus Equity are being given an
opportunity to earn some extra
coin : by switching their talents
from performing to writing. In a
tieup with United Nations Day, a
special essay contest on the sub-
ject, “Why the U. S. Needs the
UN,” has been established for
members of the two

.
unions. Cash

prizes totalling $500 Will be
awarded to the three best contribu-
tions.

Essay idea Was initiated by legit

producer John Golden, who. for the
past six years has held the post of
N.Y. City chairman* for UN Day.
Contest is being supervised by NBC
and a special cominittee compris-
ing such show biz personalities as

Ralph Bellamy', Tex and Jinx Mc-
Crary, Helen Hayes, Victor Bprge
and Cornelia Otis Skinner* Win-
ders will read their pieces on tv.

Stagehands Into Act
Detroit, Oct. 12.

.The “show-must-go-on” tradition

has no meaning for a GibsonsbUrg,
Om garageman who caused the
opening of “Gentlemen Prefer
Blondes” to be an hour and 10
minutes late at the Shubert The-
atre here.

After repairing a sheaired rear
axle on the show’s truck, which
contained scenery arid other prop-
erties, the garageman refused
to let it go until the $47.89 bill had
beeri paid: Truckdriver Joe Se-
moriis only had $15. Semonis
called company manager Joe
Grossman in Detroit, who promised
to send a check to the garageman
immediately. No go. Shubert
manager David Nederlartder’s
phone plea was also nixed. One of
the cast members rernembered a
friend in Fremont* near Gibson-
ville, and called him. The friend
rushed the cash to the garageman
and the truck rolled.

Meanwhile, a capacity audience
in the 2,050-seat theatre waited pa-
tiently, watching as stage hands
hung the -show. Orily 21 asked for
their money back, explaining they
had baby-sitters they couldn’t keep
up.

The stagehands, incidentally, put
on quite an act, riot being, able to
resist hamming it up: Only one
surly remark marred the' wait.
That came .When orch leader A1
Evans decided to practice a num-
ber while waiting for the curtain.
A voice from the balcony yelled:
“Practice it tomorrow; let’s go.”

y'
.

.

Ballet Russe 34£G, D.C.;

Espagnol Preems Next
Washington, Oct. 12.

One-week engagement of “Ballet
Russe de Monte Carlo” hit a solid

$34,500 gross at the National Thea-
tre last week, biggest at the thea-
tre for several months. Last three
performances were SRO.

National is dark this week, but
reopens next Monday (18> with a
seven-day pre-Broadway' stand of
the Ballets Espagnol, Spanish im-
port. Engagement will be the
American preem of the troupe.
Shubert Theatre, dark since last

May, reopens Oct. 25 With a single
week of “Fifth Season.” Shubert
has' nothing else firm, but Will
probably get “Remarkable Mr.
Pennypacker” on' the Theatre Guild,
subscription schedule some weeks
hence.

- : ' -
l

Town & Country, Indpls*

Ends Big First, Season
Indianapolis, Oct. 12.

Town &. Country Playhouse, first

local strawhat, closed a highly
successful Inaugural season with
Arthur Treacher in “Clutterbuck.”
Only two weeks in series of 10 were
not Winners.
The tent, originally

,
accommo-

dating 600 at $2 a head! had to be
enlarged to 700 after the second
week.
Town 8c Country will operate in

same location with longer season,
starting earlier, next year, accord-
ing to producer Paul Sicanoff.
William Tregoe, director and lead-
ing man of resident company, has
tentatively agreed to return. Tent’s
capacity will be upped to 800 to
avoid weekend turnaways preva-
lent this season.
Playhouse Was started by Alex-

ander White, with Sicanoff as chief,

backer*

Tamworth, N.H., Oct. 12.

This community has launched
movement to save the Barnstorm-,

ers, one of New England’s oldest

professional summer theatre
groups, operated for a number of
years by Francis Cleveland, son of
President Grover! Cleveland.

Following an ahnouncement that
the troupe would not operate next
year because of rising production
costs and dwindling patronage, a
local committee was riamed to so-
licit advance sales, Frank Whipple
is the chairman.

‘Poster’ Suryives Ottawa

1-Day Ban, But With Cuts
Ottawa, Oct. 12.

Jan de Hartog’s domestic com-
edy, “The Fourposter,” has sur-

vived a orierday ban, but with cuts.

And Canadian Repertory Theatre,

the capital’s winter stock, has
reaped a publicity bonanza for its

sixth season’s premiere Oct. 15-
23. It will be attended, a!s planned,
by (Gov-Gen. Vincent Massey,
brother qf actor Raymond Massey..

Thursday (7) the play was def-
initely banned for performance !

La Salle Academy, Roman Catho-
lic school whose hall is the only
theatre available to CRT and
which has been

>
its home since

birth. Then someone, heard about
it, tipped ;off the Ottawa Citizen,
and a frontpage story .resulted.
Canadian Press sent /it' out, and
N. Y. papers and! magazi
phoned for details.

Friday afternoon, after a con-
sultation between CRT’s new. gen-
eral manager, Harry Geldard, and
Rev. John A. MacDonald, repre-
sentative of the archbishop of Ot-
tawa, who scans all CRT scripts—
and who two years! ago thumbs-
downed Noel Coward’s “Private
Lives,” ariiorig others—agreed to
permit the production, provided
certain cuts were made. It’s un-
derstood the play’s, first scene —

r

honeymoon night — was the one
found chiefly offending.

‘Itch’ Scratches Up 30G
In 10 Shows in Seattle

Seattle, Oct. 12.

Gross for “Seven Year Itch,”
winding up a 10-performance run
tonight (Tues j will hit! a potent
$30,000 at the 1,500-seat Metro-
politan. Advance for the*Eddie
Bracken starrer was a nearrrecord
$18,000.

Hugh Backet Attractions, long at
the Met, moves operations Nov. 1
to the Moore.

‘Dial’ OK 7G, Montreal
Montreal, Oct. 12.

“Dial M for Murder,” starring
Donald Woods, perked last week,
following a slow start, to gross
nearly $7,000 at Her Majesty’s.
“Oklahoma” is current, with the

Jose Greco dancers in next week;

A MAX YORKE PRODUCTION

BOSTON. MAJESTIC THEATRE
Loit Wook, Tapped $54,000
(Pravioiu Weak, $56,000)

SALE OR RENT

New Modern Summer Theatre

InPocono Mounlaiht Rosort Area

, Seats .500 — For Particulars

Write Herald Auten, Bushkill*

Penna., Phone Bunhkill 51.

. . and anyone who says, that

“FRAGILE FOX’* Company Is not

tops can answer to mo.

angel A. N. DEMETRIS
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fan Mags Caught Short
Marilyn Monroe-Joe DiMaggio

marital rift so far hasn’t cost any-

one any money — except the fan

mags. Most of them were caught

with their covers: down and a

Marilyn riding 'high an reports of

larital bliss.

When the story broke of Miss.

Monroe's filing for divorce, this

mags beat a hasty retreat, shelling

out coin to replate covers arid fix

up their, feature yarns. Latter were
mostly due to the star’s recent N.Y,

visit when she gave out freely with
the "I’d like to be a mother” talk.

Paris couturier Elsa Schiaparelli's
“Shocking Life” (Dutton; $5),

which utilized a unique literati

pitch with a vial of her Shocking
perfume to the book reviewers.

All three are lavishly illustrated

and are replete with names that
read like the Riviera Rover Boys
& Girls all concentrated into a

:

Maxim’s (Paris) Friday night soiree.

Anyway, it’s all pretty fancy: at five

bucks a copy; the rich names and
reminiscences incline to somewhat
heady reading, but it’s also Inter-
esting if you’re interested in that
particular set. Abe l. .

Russ McLauchliifResigns .

Russell McLauchlin, long the
drama and music critic for The De-
troit News, resigned after Robert
E. Lubeck had been named enter-
tainment/ editor. McLauchiin re-
portedly was miffed because he"

had not received the title,; No suc-
cess * has been announced.

Second' “This I Believe’
Second volume of “Thijs I Be-

lieve,” with foreword by Edward
R. Murrow and edited by Raymond
Swing, Will be brought ;; out, by
Simon St Schuster on Friday (15).

Upcoming book differs, from the
' itialer in that “immortals” in the
mount of 20 are included via. ap-

preciations: Written by current
scholars, authors, et al. These join
the 80 contemporaries to make up
100 “Believers.” Among the “late
greats”' ‘ Vol. . 2 are Mahatma
Gandhi, written by Louis Fischer;
Franklin D. Roosevelt, by Robert
E.. Sheiwood; Socrates, by Gilbert
Murray; Leo Tolstoy, by Alexandra
Tolstoy, and Queen Victoria, by
Hector/Bolitho;
Credos of coritempos are broad-

cast on CBS. Radio’s “This 1 Be-
lieve,” now in its third, year as a
capsule airer. First book, pub-
lished two years ago, has sold up-
ward of 300,000 copies.

Mex Book Ban Hassle
Adela Palacios, Mexico City au-

thoress and normal school teacher,
obtained a temporary injunction
against enforcement by the Minis-
try of Public Education of a.

precedent-setting censoring of her
latest novel, “El Hombre”

t

(“The
Man”), in the form of banning its

sale and circulation* in Mexico. The
hlinistry ruled that while the
schoolmarm’s book, is “not immoral
in theme, it has - passages, dialog
and descriptions, that are; contrary
to good manners.”
The Ministry, sole literary cen-

sor in Mexico, heretofore has not
qualified the immorality of works
it has banned. Miss Palacios based
her injunction plea on the conten-
tion thta the Ministry “mistakes
what i§ immoral and confuses
morality and good manners/’ Be-
sides, the authoress convinced the
injuncting judge, the Ministry as-
signed

. a “mere stenographer to
render literary judgment bn my
novel, which, it appears; is the way
the prestige of* any writer and the
destiny of his works, are" treated.”

George Jessel’s Book
George Jessel has just delivered

the mss. of his personal memoirs
of the past 12 years, titled “This
Way Miss,” to Henry Holt & Co.
which is planning immediate pub-
lication. The author-comedian
describes it as an anthology Of
“essays, eulogies and opinions of
men,/ places and things, from
Hollywood to Haifa, from hoodlums,
to holy men, from. Rooseyelt to
Rubirosa* from Liverpool to Lib-
erate.”

Art Buchwald’s Paris: Book
Art Buchwald has gleaned what

he considers ' the best of his col-

umns: front the N.Y. and/Paris edi-
tions Of the Herald Tribune to be
included in “Aft Buchvvald’s
Paris,” being released by Atlantic-
Littlej Brown on Nov. 2.

Buchwald’s effort will give the
lowdown on Gallic conceptions of
baseball, the Left Bank, etc., plus
act as a guide to Paris’ top eateries
ahd*bistros.

McCaffrey's Politico Guide
I

Joseph McCaffrey, former Wash-
ington news commentator -for Mu-
tual. Broadcasting System, is the
author of a new book, Election
Guide, angled specifically for use!

of radio & tv stations. Book, pub-
lished by Mclv.er- Art & Publica-
tions Inc., sells for $1 arid is de-
signed: as a quick reference for
current political campaigns. It lists

all candidates in the 572 Congres-
sional and gubernatorial cam-
paigns, •. with one line biographies
about each.
Author covered Capitol Hill for

MBS before resigning several
months ago,

Pegler’s ‘Lady’ Award
Columnist Westbrook Pegler is

slated to receive this year’s . “The
Lady” silver statuette from the
Banshees, the Hearst organization’s
N. Y. luncheon club of editors, art-
ists, writers and allied professions.
Pegler will be tendered the award,
the Banshees’ eighth, on Nov. 18,

and along with the. statuette, he’ll

receive a volume of testimonial let-

ters from “leading citizens, of the
world/’

.
Committee for this year’s award

comprises Arthur (Bugs)/ Baer,
Bradley Kelly, Joe Willicornbe,
Barry Faris

.
and Ward Greene.

Award is for Pegler’s “outstanding
work as reporter and. colui ist in
the newspaper field.”

New News-Chronicle Ed
One of three vacancies for Lon-

don newspaper editors was filled

last, week when Michael Curtis was
appointed to the editorial chair
of the News-Chronicle, succeeding
R. J. Cruickshank, who has re-
tired on grounds of health. Curtis,
who is 34, joined the paper as
a leader-writer in 1946 and was
made deputy editor last year.
Both the Daily Mail and Eve-

ning News have, yet to appoint
new editors.

May Musicalize Xmas Fantasy
“The Angel, in - the Hayloft,”

Christmas fantasy by Katherine
Niles, may be given a musical
adaptation. Arranger - composer
•Robert Russell Bennett is interest-
ed in, musicalizing the yarn, either
for a record; tv, radio or legit.

Book is published by E. P. Dutton.
Author/ incidentally, was in

show business at one time and is

the wife of attorney Edward Abbe
Niles*

It is name-studded with per-
sonalities from all quarters of the
Rlobe, with whom the globetrotting
Jessel

has-, had intimate contact.

,

It is primed to bring into sharp
locus some of the world’s happen-
Ibgs, on a contemporaneous plane,
in the past .12 years, which is the
?”e of his daughter, Jerilynn,
bonce the title, ‘‘This. Way. Miss.”

e “essays, eulogies and opinions”
re intended to update her on the

i‘:
C

.

s 0{
i

.bfe,- love and the pursuits
anything, and everything as they

occurred during her formative
cozen years.

Literati Caviar

w a
J
e society dn the half-shell is

Dcjng seized up almost concurrent-
books of like genre,

n.
3’ 6 tinged with; champagne and

/foes; all are dominantly autobi-
and all name-drop like

telephone directory.

•‘i
titlos^speak for themselves

;

M iH,
; Slsa Maxwell’s Own Story”

Xh ?5); “Always In& (Doubleday; $5), by Edna
and Hka Chase, a

til* *
’d

j
Ul^er collaboration of

nf
C
fi
famed vogue editor's memoirs

oi the world of international fash-
J°n Jn the last 60 years; and

... Neb’s Anti-Comics
Nebraska: Federation of Wom-

en’s Clubs has started a “Carrie
Nation” drive on newsstands, re-
moving objectionable” comic books
from racks in that state. Mi’s. F. H;
Barmpre, group's prexy, said

.
it

will go to work oh other “obscene”
literature next,

New Glasgow Herald: Ed
James Holburn, correspondent

of the London Times in the Middle
East, has been appointed editor of
the Glasgow Herald, succeeding
Sir William Robieson, who retires
end of year after 18 years in the
editorial chair.
Holburn joined the Times in 1934

from; the Glasgow Herald and was
their Berlin correspondent for four
years before the war. He was a
war correspondent and subsequent-
ly repped the paper at United Na-
tions. He has been in the Middle
East, for the past two years.

N.Y.U/s Show Biz Courses
New York U. has initiated a new

course of study devoted to cover-
age of the communications media,
lagged Communications Arts
Group* program covers legit, films,

radio, tv, films and communica-
tions: in education. Package is de-
signed to familiarize students with
the entire field of communications.

Project is a joint endeavef of

the three undergraduate schools
and colleges at the Washington
Square Center. Participating in
the program are the Departments
of Dramatic Art and Communica-
tions in Education at the School
of Education, the Department of
Journalism of the School of ' Com-
merce, Accounts & Finance and
the Departments of Motidn; Pic-
tures & Radio of: the Wkshington
Square College of Arts & Science;

Ackland.Biog
In. collaboration. with British

film critic Elspeth Grant, Rodney
Ackland has written his biog under
the title “The Celluloid Mistress,”
using as a subtitle: “The Custard
Pie of Dr. Caligari.” Tonie will

be published' in London, on Nov.
i5; by Allen Wingate arid will sub-
sequently be serialized in The; Peo-
pie.

ACkland, who is a leading Brit-
ish. playwright arid screenwriter,
writes about his 25 years in mo-
tion pictures, from the time he
started in 1930 with Alfred Hitch-
cock up to his latest pic* “Abdulla
the Great,” lensed this year in
Egypt with Gregory Ratoff starred.
His main screen Credits include
“49th Parallel,” “Hatter’s Castle”
and “Bank Holiday.”

Laughton Glorified;

“The Laughton Story” by .
Kurt

Singer: (Winston; $3.95), is a
lengthy valentine from writer tq
actor. Almost every phase of
Charles / Laughton’s . career is

treated in this book. It has value
in showing the manner in which
the performer prepared for many
of his famous roles, both on stage
and screen, arid it touches upon
his more recent experiences as a

platform, artist, but the style is

frankly rhapsodic—often in the
manner of fan magazine writing.

Admittedly dazzled by his sub-
ject, Singer fails to project a di-

mensional portrait of Laughton.
He has supplied, instead, workman-
like behind-the-scenes reporting on
an actor’s life. Down.:

CHATTER
Bert Orde in Hollywood for

three weeks to represent Redbook
mag.
Mary Fraser, Scripps - Howard

writer, doing a five-part story on
Howard Hughes.
Film producer Meriari C. Cooper

may do his. autobiography for
Henry Holt & Co. .

,

Milt Shapiro joined Martin
Goodman Publications as manag-
ing editor of Photo mag;

N.Y; Post columnist Max Ler-
ner’s daughter Pamela married Jo-
seph King Schofield. Jr. in New
York.

Grosset & Dunlap will publish
"Let’s Dance With Marge and
Gower Champion,” as told by Bob
Thomas,

Geroid Frank, who collated with
Lillian Roth on her autobiog, “I’ll

Cry Tomorrow” (Fell), doing the
Dick Haymes biog for Doubleday.
Tv director Alex Segal gets the

profile treatment in the Oct. 16
Saturday Evening Post as “TV’s
Shrieking Genius.” Author is Sid-
ney Shalett.
Brown Publishing Co. (Clarence

Brown) purchased Urbana (O.)
Dally Citizen, afternoon, daily,

from the estate of the late C.
Frank Ridenour.

,
Bill Ornstein, Metro tradepfess

contact, appears in the 1955 Kan-
sas Magazine with: "The Run-
aways,” which he extracted from
his. book, “Deepi Currents.”
New Yorker mag’s research on

Sylvester ,L. (Pat) Weaver Jr. is

virtually completed arid it’s ex-
pected that the profile on NBC’s
president will be

.
published by

mid-November.
“Basic Ballet,” by Zachary

Solov, director of Metropolitan'
Opera, off the Random House
presses. While principally a “how
to” tome for. teachers and parents,
it’s also geared; for pro dancers.
Roland" Gammon’s picture book

on the World’s great religions,

“Truth Is. One,” was picked by.

the Religious Book Club as a divi-

dend selection the day after, its:

It $ Dated
N. Y. .WbrldiTelagram & Sun

appeared last Friday (8) with
a frontpage boner on the
date, which read “1594.”

Bunch, of newspapermen in

commenting on the blunder de-

cided that this was a failure

of a newspaper’s absolutely

first responsibility*

“No,” broke in one wag, “the
first responsibility is to get the

ads in.” "And second,” chimed
another,- “is to- get the editor’s

name on the masthead.”
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+ By Frank Scully |

Hollywood.
People-—even editors—may think that columnists live, a life of team

Rubber Journalism. /They have no assignments. They get up when-
ever they like, They go to bed any’ old time. Caprice is their main
news source.

This^may.he true of- columnists in Tibet, but: the dissenting: school
to which I .belong long, ag,o. realized tliat

.
there is. no avoiding slavery

in this life. You either, impose it on yourself or someone else imposes
it on you.

Sometimes you have to make big decisions when a fork in the
road crops up unexpectedly. For instance, the day Ike took over
Hollywood, I received a temptation worse than St. Anthony’s. I was
offered VIP treatment to see in person the first Republican president
campaigning around L A. since William Howard Taft made his pitch
in 1912. And you know how that one turned out,

But I have a well-grounded neurosis against the Hollywood Bowl.
For one .thing, it killed Irving Thalberg. Tire weather may be. balmy
at Sundown arid the bowl may be like an igloo by 10 p;m.

Besides, I had run into George Lait of Columbia at Par’s preem
of “Sabrina.” I asked him what about, this “Detective” thing he was
screening in opposition to Ike’s personal appearance. He said frankly
he didn’t know ftach about it. It was a quota pic from England., The
London, critics thought it was good. “But you know London critics

as well as I do,” he added. “Alec Guinness is in it/’

One-Take Guinness

Right there was where L made the big decision. I thought; I was
the only person who had never, seen a Guinness picture, except possibly
on a bottle of . stout. Actually, ibis was riot true. I had seen him
in the role Of Disraeli in “The Mudlatk,” which starred Irene Dunne
as Queen Victoria, but had completely forgotten it. This was the
picture in which he played .an eight-minute scene which was shot
word-perfect in one take, a feat I didn't know any actor could do.

since the death of Lewis Stone.

I had not seen him in “The Lavender Hill Mob,” “The Mari In.

The White Suit,’’ “The Promoter” * ‘‘Captain’s Paradise,” though
the junior members of the Scully Circus had bored me stiff with
details of his comic genius in all these imports, .

As it turned out, 1 had waited for his best, for “The Detective”
turned out to be G. K. Chesterton’s delightful amateur sleuth, "Father
Brown,” The- prince of paradoxes had written a raft of short stories

around this starry-eyed cleric who caught crooks to reform them,
not to clink them.

Thelma Schnee and Robert Hamer had brewed them of their es$ence
arid turned out the gayest, liveliest cops-and-robbers opus that has
been squeezed into 91 iriinutes in a long, long;, time. Hamer "directed
it as Well. '

.«
'/

From the first scene it moved. A pie wagon came weaving down,
a dark street. The. cops hOpped out. A crook/was seen sneaking down
a back stairway. The cops reached the safe, arid there, with his back
to them, was a man putting money in it. He turned and smiled. It

was Alec Guinness as the innocent Father Brown.. There was nothing
to do but clink him.
For a moment the picture reminded of “Going: My Way,” but only

for a moment. After that, compared to “The Detective,” “Going My
Way” wasn’t going anywhere.

Barring possibly those who own stock in one of the. many wide
Screen and;, color enterprises, I don’t think anybody Will realize that
this picture is in black and white for small screens. The same can:

be said of course of “Sabrina,” indicating that the play is still the
thing.

Robert Hamer' shot the chateau scenes in Burgundy among' th

Moeonnais hills between Macon arid! Cluriy. Lamartine wrote a lot

about that country, having spent his boyhood there. The chateau
used in the picture is the wellknowri Berze-le-Ghatel. It was built

in the 12th century as a fortress against the invading Moors and looks
today much as it did then.

I used to say that life gives anybody What he wants provided he
wants it long enough, but not at the time he wants it most. But as

much as Chesterton would have enjoyed this visualization of his un-
conventional priest,

;
I’m afraid he got tired of waiting, for he has

long since waved goodbye to a world to which he gave a lot of laughs.
Though he may not. remember it, Howard Dietz was the first one

to introduce me to Hither Brown. That was 40 years ago, He ..intro*

duced me to Chesterton as a columnist too.
To see if these could still bear reading, I delved into his “Trei

dous Trifles” and “All Things Considered.” Some of these columns
go back 50 years. It’s amazing how much alive they are today and
how few of them are dated, though they were written for the London
Daily News much as. columns are written today.

What About Bugs Baer?

Though the field has enlarged greatly since his day and many col-

umnists make thousands where Chesterton and his like made pennies,
.

I can think of hone who matches his wit, scholarship or timeliness.':

Some attain the durability of hard covers but they .make hard reading.
Syndication, seems to level them off arid give them a riiediocrity that
cannot be a fair appraisal of the minds of tlie men that wrote them.
Then, too, the. climate today is not too good for free expression.

Chesterton made some pretty subversive cracks about the England
lie loved. But Ife was ’at his best when in a diary vein, such as: "I was
drivirig yesterday afternoon in a hansom cab down one of. the sloping
streets in the Strand, reading one of my own admirable articles with
Continual pleasure, and still lriore (iontinual surprise, when the horse
fell forward,' scrambled a moment on the scraping stones, staggered
to his feet again and went forward: The horses in niy eabs. often

do this, and I have learnt to enjoy my articles at. any angle of; the
vehicle.”-

I hope he carried this concentration with him Upstairs: If : he did

I’i sure lie will enjoy “The Detective” from/any angle. As for those
still on barth, -/this'\is one they shouldn't miss.

publication Oct. 6. Gariimon also

has an article on prayer in the
current (Oct;) Good: Housekeeping.

Los
.
Angeles Mirror has inaugu-

rated a series of articles by radio- 1

tv editor Hal Humphrey presenting
the better side of Hollywood rather
than the sensational. First will be
a profile of Gale Storm, accom-
panied by her picture on the front
page in Globe Photos’ new RQP
(run-pf-the-paper) color, service/.
Inez Robb, syndicated

1 columnist,
arid Wright Bryan, editor of the
Cleveland Plain. Dealer, will be
principal- speakers at the annual
Ohio Newspaperwomen's. Assn, con-
vention in Mansfield, O., Oct. 22-

24; The members will be guests at

the Malabar Farm of Louis Brom-
field, author, at a party the open-
ing night About 100 delegates are
expected.

in

Of Little Orch Society

Little Orchestra Society, directed
by Thomas Scherman,' has set six

new \ydrks, including an opera, for

its Town Hall, N. Y., series this

season, eighth year of the orch.

Opera is “Archy and Mehitabel,”

by Joe Dariort and George Klei

singer, based on the Don Marquis
stories. Jan Meyerowitz’s “Robert
Herrick Cantata” Will also be done,

Other four preerris are Robert
Nagel’s Divertimento for Winds,
Paul Csonka’s Concerto for Oboe
and - Bassoon, Robert Starer’s Con-
certo for Clarinet, Trumpet and
Trombone, and Julia Perry’s Short
Piece for Orchestra.
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Broadway
Lawrence Weingarten, Metro

producer and studio exec/ in from
the Coast for a week’s vacash.

Claire Wilson, ex-p.r. for the
Savoy-Plaza Hotel, now heading
her. own public relations outfit.

Cedric Gibbons, Metro art direc-

tor at the studio, due from the
Coast Friday (15) for a two-week
stay.

Jan .Sterling, who co-stars with
Gary Merrill in Allied Artists'

“The Human Jungle,'' in town for

a few days to plug 1

the' film.

Dagenham Girl Pipers,, led by
Winnie Pile, arrived from Britain
yesterday (Tues.) on the Queen
Mary for a six-month U. S. tour.

Billy Reed . incepted Jtiis own
Gourmet’s Club with a $120 an-
nual subscription for the dinner-
of-the-month for two, :i;e/ $5 a
head; extra invitees at $0.50,
Mort Blumenstock, Warner Bros,

pub-ad. chief, in from the'’ Coast
for preem of “A Star Is Born.’'.

He returned to the studio immedi-
ately following the Monday (11)

bow, stopping eii route in Chicago
to complete details for Friday’s
(15) preem there.
Rudolf Bing, general manager of

the Metropolitan Opera, is receive
ing two honorary doctorates this

month. Dickinson College at Car-
lisle, Pa., conferred the degree of
Doctor of Humane Letters yester-
day. (Tues.). Lafayette College at
Easton, Pa.,: will, make Bing a
Doctor 6f Music, Oct. 29.

A. • .,
,

.

By Gene Moskowitz

,

(28 Rue Hucheite; Odeon 49-44)

:

“Porgy and Bess” got rave re-

views here..
.

Xavier Cugat back for another
10 days ^t the Alhambra here.

Israel bought the recent French
film version of “The Merchant of
Venice.”

'

Walt Disney receiving a citation
from the Society of the Friends of
Animals for his great nature pix.

. Sarah Vaughan . and Illinois Jac-
quet slated for one-night concert
at huge Salle . Pleyel here this
week.

Hotels jammed and show biz
perking as visitors pour in for
forthcoming automobile show this
month.

Charlie Chaplin, Jr.,: here to be-
gin starring role in Gallic tough-
guy pic, “A Toi De Jouer Cal-
laghan”).

Plush Drap D’Or nitery opens
this week, after a nine month hia-
tus, with songstress Darty Dauber-
son topper.
Theodore Bickel, Anglo actor,

here for a brief holiday, but sit-

ting in at various boites with his
guitar and folk songs whenever
dsk6d,

Sadler’s Wells Ballet’s first trip
to Paris since 1948 has them ens-
conced at the Opera for 10 days.
First night was a gala, glittering
opening.

Mitchell Leisen interrupting. his
direction chores on Metro’s “Paris
Story,” now shooting here; being
replaced by Richard Thorpe. Ill

health, was given reason for
change..

Robert Hossein becomes a quad*
ruple legit 2nd film threat this
week as a play

.
he has directed

“L’Homme Traque” (“The Hounded
Man”), and a play he: has written,
“Responsibilities Limitee;” open
here. He has a role in pic “Du
Rififi Chez Les Hommes” and then
directs a film version of his last
staging job, “Les Salauds Voht.En.
Enfer” (“Heels Go to Hell”).

By Robert F. Hawkins
(149 Archimede; 877443)

. Mark. Lawrence in Naples for
pic work on“Tragic Tarantella.” >
Arthur Krim expected here Oct.

9.. UA prexy winds his Far Eastern
tour here.

Eleanora
;
Rossi Drago slated to

do. “Tea and Sympathy” when it

opens the fall season here.
Tito Gobbi to star in Italian tv

presentation of “I Pagliacci.” Also
for new pic version of “The Barber
of Seville.”
“Caine Mutiny Qourt Martial”

set for local, debut soon at Teatro
Valle, “Rose Tatoo” also is likely
for local stage.
Walter Chiari, local comic, plan-

ed to Paris for film work; due back
soon to. continue rehearsals for his
fall musical revue.
Mara Lane in from Paris fob role

In local production of “Casanova,”
co-starred with Corinrte Calvet
and Gabriele Ferzetti.
Ricardo Montalban here for

starring role in “Courtesan of Ba-
bylon,” now shooting at INCIR
Studios, with Rhonda Fleming co-
starred.

General manager Cassuto of
Unitalia, and Mr. Argento of his
staff, back from Spain where they
opened a new office of .Unitalia:
Film and U. N. i. E. F. in Madrid,

The Titanus Films’, plans for an
Italb-Spanish film on Goya, to be
made in Spain, was announced
while they were in Madrid but
their work is strictly with Unitalia
Film, which is the propaganda
agency to bally Italian pix every-
where except in the U. S.

The Steel Back Dancers at the
Kervahsaray cafe. .

The Kutchuk Sahne starte'd new
season with “Hamlet.”
“The Seven Year Itch” into re-

hearsal with Munir Ozkul in the
lead.
The Cumhuriyet Casino opened

its winter season with the Austrian
“Mayfair Revue,”
The Komedi Theatre starts new

legit season with VaSfi Riza’s pro-
duction of “The Would-Be Gentle-
man.”

.
Cuneyit Gokcer ..completed role

iii Cahide Soniku’s film “The
Fugitive” and planed back to An-
kara for rehearsals of Ugo Betti’s

“Goar Island” at the State Theatre.

By Emil W. Maass
Third Cinemascope theatre

opened in Innsbruck, Tyrol.
Herta Steal inked by WeStger-

man Co. for operetta film, “Schust-
zen Liesl.”
Walter Breuer,

.
son of late film

star Siegfried, will direct comedy
pic, “Silent Angel.”

Marguerite Wood, spiritual

singer from Kentucky, inked by
Konzerthaiis Gesellschaft.

. Kammerspiele’s next preem will

be Andre ROuSSin’s “Impossible
Woman,” With American guest
Turhan Bey,
Manager of state opera Karl

Boehm honored with Ring of the
Vienna Philharmonic Society on
his 60th birthday.

Robert Stolz dedicated his new-
est song, “We All Have Art Account
in Heaven,” to his late friend and
librettist, Bruno Hardt 'Warden.
Marcel .

Prawy’s “Singing Amer-
ica” troupe back from tour through
Austria and will start in USFA
Joseph Hall with new program.
“On the Town” (Compton-Green-

Bernstein) opens in. Salzburg fes-.

tival house this month under di-

rection of Al Brooks. USFA and
American Information* centre ar-

ranging tour through Austria.

By Hal V. Cohen
Zachary Scott’s daughter, Waver-

ly, enrolled as freshman at Carne-
gie Tech Drama School,

.

Harold Clurman came on from
N. Y. to do some additional work
on Jean Arthur’s “SainC Joan.”

“Ice Follies” invited local crix
to Cincinnati to see the shoW Nov.
6, just 10 days before its opening
here.

Patty Fyster, 14-year-old Sister

of Alis Foster, Ankara skating Star,,

into cast of “Anniversary Waltz”
in N. Y.
John McGreevey and his wife

started their vacation at the Army-
Dartmouth football game at West
Point 'Saturday (9).

Blackburn Twins will introduce
their new partner, Genie Stone,
when, they come back to the An-
kara Monday (18) for two weeks.

By Irene Velissaridu
(44 Tinou St.; 614515)

Moscow Ballet due here next
month.
The Ancient Trilogy, “Orestea,”

at the Herodus AtticUs Theatre.
Radio Athens inaugurated a

Third Program for longhair music
fans.
Eduardo Bianco, Lola Dolores

and Lina Montenegro;at the Green
Park.
Greek Opera House's “Lyrike

Skene” to play in Salortica for sev-
erah weeks.:
Jose Iturbi, now in India, is due

in Athens for two recitals on his
way back.to Europe. ' \

: The first, exhibitors’ convention
in Salonica was a great success. An-
dreas Dritsas, association prexy,
presided.

Boston
Liberace slated for concert at

the Boston Garden Nov. 12.
Joni James in for two-day stint

at the Totem Pole; Ballroom.
Moulin Rouge Room at the

Hotel Vendome reopened with Al-
len Smith at the piano.
Hotel Essex has reinstated its

dance policy for the first time
since the first World War with Joe
Smith’s Le Paridise combo the
first band.
Vince & Gloria Haydock, terp

team, breaking up the act, with
Vince returning to his home in
Miami to organize a musical act.

Femme member will concentrate
on tv.
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Playwright Enid BagnOld sailed
for N. Y. last week on the Queen
Elizabeth.

Irving AHert signed John Gilling
to direct a British picture for War-
wick next year.

, “The King and I” celebrated its

first artrii at the Drury Lane Thea-
tre last Friday (8).

Princess Margaret is going to a
charity gala of the new Empress
Hall panto, “Cinderella on Ice,”

Dec. 7.

Frederick Vatk to Germany to
feature in “Magic Fire,” which Wil-
liam Dieterle is directing for Re^
public.

*

Mattiwilda Dobbs, American
coloratura soprano, gave/ a recital
at the Royal Festival Hall last

Mbnday.
The Duchess of Gloucester at-

tended the charity preem of “Mod-
ern Times” at the London Pavilion
last Thursday (7).

Howard Keel’s British vaude
tour extended by two weeks; now
committed for extra dates in Edin-
burgh and Newcastle.
Noel Coward made his first visit

to Dublin to attend opening of a

production of “Blithe Spirit,”
which started a fall tour.

‘

Lucille and Eddie Roberts, cur-
rently filling a cabaret date at the
Colony Restaurant, to make their
British tele debut Saturday (16); .

Vida Hope and Sandy Wilson
back in London after the launch-
ing of ‘-The,Boy Friend” on Broad-
way. They are working on “Private
Lives of Henry VIII.”

By Les Rees
Augie’s niterie has Korny Kats,

comedy trio.

Hollywood Ice Revtie set for
Arena Nov. 10-21.

Henny Youngman rounding out
fortnight engagement at Starlight
Club.

St. Paul Women’s Institute had
Mimi Benzell and Eugene Conley
for concert.

Hotel Radisson Flame Room
holding over Peggy Taylor and
Carlos Valedez.

“Jazz At Philharmonic” here for
annual Auditorium one-nighter en-
gagement Oct. 15-
Lawrence Davidson of Metro-

politan Opera here as
.
Temple

Israel’s holiday’s ,ca«itor.

Theatre - in - Round underlining
Bell, Bopk and Candle” as second

offering to follow “My Three
Angels.”;

. Al Mitchell, who died last week
in Paris, was orch conductor and
emcee at Radio City theatre here
when it first opened.

Sellout .. assured for three per-
formances of Old Vic’s “A Mid-
summer Night’s Dream” in 3,600-
seat Northrop Auditorium Oct.
15-16.

Omaha
By Glenn Trump

Don Romeo of local Paul Moor .

head agency seeking name acts to
head Auto Show, slated for new
city auditorium in February,

Silvia Egons, 19, a Latvian girl,

chosen for ingenue lead in “My
Three Angels,” Community Play-
house production Which has start-
ed a two-Week fun here.

Mrs. Helen Wadhams, assistant
to Nebraska State. Fair Secretary
Ed Schultz, entered in “Miss Out-
door Show Business of 1954” con-
test staged by Showmen’s League
of America.

R. W.. (Pinky) Mcllvaine, mana-
ger of the Brandeis; Lyle DeMoss,
assistant general manager of
WOW; and Gave Majors, secretary
of. Omaha Musicians Assn., judged
finals of Omaha World-Herald
Show Wagon talent contest.

to London and New York. Stripper
has scored terrific publicity breaks
here.
Arnold Picker, veepee United

Artists, will be wined and dined by
pic industry during quick looksee
here. This is Picker’s second Down
Under trip.

Cleveland
By Glenn & Pullen

Norman Granz in town with Jazz
at Philharmonic troupe.

.
Alan Bean into Sky-Way for

three days, joining Four Escorts.
Mary Meade

.
and Ted Grouya;

playing return date at Vogue Room.
Jimmy Nelson, tv ventro, brought

back shows to Statler Terrace
Room. Sammy Watkins’ orch also
returned for new season.

Jaimes .Nygren and Bill Boehm,
formerly of Musicarnivail, doing
choreography for Alpine . Village’s

new show. Boehm also doubling as
vocalist opposite Toba Stevens;

Honolulu
By Walt Christie

Vincent Price checked out of

the Surf Rider after 10-days of
rest.

John Ford’s two-mast schooner
in from California. He’s directing
“Sea Chase.”

Mrs. William Powell relaxing at
Waikiki while her husband is. on
Midway isle making scenes for
“Mr.

.
Roberts.”

Native-born Lei Becker, former
entertainer in New York Lexing-
ton’s Hawaiian Room, pacted with
KGMB-TV for daily spot on Kini
Popo’s “Sunrise Show,” beginning
this month.

By Hazel Guild
(24 Rheinstrasse; 76751

)

RKO’s next release in Germany
is “Rob Roy,” opening Oct. 29 in
15 key theatres,
.
AFN had immediate coverage of

the World Series, shOrtwaving
games from N. Y. and Cleveland.
Walter Branson, RKO world

sales manager, to tour Europe With
SuperScope inventor Joseph Tu-
shinsky.

r ‘

“Caine Mutiny” (Col) made a new
attendance record for Dusseldorf’s
Europa Palast/ with 26,000 viewers,
the first week.
..Columbia will distribute “Love

Swindler” on its ’55 German sched-
ule. Film was made by Helios
Film*, Vienna.
“The Night' of, the Hunter,” Davis

Grubb’s npvel being . filmed by
United Artists, is. running as serial
in a local paper. .

Neue Deutsche Films planning
a German-French co-production re-
make of “Remous,” French hit of
the 20’s, next year.
Guiseppe Amato, producer of

“Don Camillo,” in Germany and
planning a German-Italo co-pro-
duction with Roberto Rossellini.
Neue Deutsche Film, rep, Dr.

Wolf Schwarz, goes to Hollywood
in November to offer Lili Palmer’s
starker, “Feuerwerk” (O Mein
Papa) to the U. S.

Ann Sterling hospitalized with
food poisoning.
Helen Hayes filmed an Infantile

Paralysis short.
Pat C. Flick recovering after a

majbr operation.
Joannb Gilbert .obtained her re-

lease from Paramount.
.
Ruth Haven left for Korea on a

singing tour set by USO.
Charley Foy hosted a group of

disabled vets at his Valley nitery.
Metro conieraman Paul Vogel

suffered a fractured collar bone i

auto accident.
Van Heflin planted his foot-

prints in forecourt of Grauman’s
Chinese theatre.

pjeggie Castle sustained a scalp
wound . during the filming of
WB’s “Target Zero.”

David Rose heading for Milwau-
kee as guest conductor, of that
city’s symphony orch.
Harold Wirthwein and John C.

^Flinn to Chicago for Allied ArU
ists’ annual . three-day sales meet-
ing.

By Eric Gorrick «

“Reluctant Heroes” winding tip

solid Sydney run for J/ C. Wil-
liamson.

. Bernie Freeman, Metro’s ; Aussie
chief, will plane to Canada next
year on looksee.

J. C. Williamson
.
next year Will

bring Italian opera troupe here.
Plans are jriow beiiig set.

“Student Prince” (M-G) ran up-
a hefty 10 weeks at Metro’s 1,620-
seater St. James in Sydney.

Snider-Dean, major indie film
loop, will equip key suburban and
country houses with C’Scope.
Now seems assured that “Moort

Is Blue” (UA) will run 12 months
at 920-seat Century, Sydney, fOr
Hoyts.

“Broken Lance” (20th) has
broken “Robe” record at 2,200-
seater Regent, Sydney, for Hoyts
circuit.

David N. Martin, topper of Tivoli
loop, planning quick trip to Lon-
don to catch Royal Command show
next November.
- After Aussie run, Gypsy Rose
Lee will tour Far East on her way

Quebec
Galanes Trio and Eddie Asset at

the Chez Emile,
Jacques .Henan’s Paris orch at

Cineina de Paris Oct. 9-15.

The Charioteers, plus Lolo &
Lita into the La Porte St-Jean.
La Societa Corelli orch from

Rome to the Palais Montcalm
Oct. 9.

Loretta Hamilton at the Coronet.
Harding and Moss Revue playing

the Bal Tabarin plus also Marty
Lynn.

Bill Falbo topping bill at. Casino,
Cafe of Tomorrow.
Anita OT}ay currently chirping

at the Streamliner.
Publicist -Sam Honigberg in

Hollywood stirtcing close by client
George Gobel.

Irving Berli in Chi for . three
days to boost “WhitA Christmas”
With deejays and press.
Jan Sterling in town tu plug

“Human Jungle,” current at Roose-I
velt Theatre, and joined by hus- f

band Paul Douglas,

. By Jerry Gaghan
Songwriter William R. Carter,

of Camden, N.J., elected to ASCAP.
Jack Lynch, nitery impresari

,

managing the Key Club, in New
York.

Frankie Lester, . South'' Philly
songster, recorded four sides for

Victor’s Label X.
Bob Sweeney, local songster,

is getting first nitery break singing
production numbers at Copacabana,
Dane Clark Worked under handi-

cap in “Fragile Fox”, at Locust,
suffering, leg injury iii fall at play's

start.

The Rendezvous, musical name
showcase,' changed to; the mambo
craze by bringing in Tito Rodriguez
for local bow.

Dolores ‘Pallet heads new rink

revue, “Stars on Ice,” which
opened the Hotel Benjamin Frank-
lin’s Garden Terrace Room, Oct. 8.

The Chateau Crillon, with Ross
Raphael, and the Penn Sherwood
(with Arturo’s outfit) are latest

spots to succumb to the Afro-
Cuban beat.

Public auction of antiques and
other decorations belonging to the

late Theron Bamberger, Bucks
county theatreman, held Friday (8)

at his New Hope, pa;, home.

Scotland
By Gordon Irving

(

G

lasgow; Kelvin 1590)
Howard Keel made personal at

Scottish tv exhibition.
Sonnie Hale to Glasgow in farce,

“The Perfect ’Woman.”
Tony Brent, English singer, set

for vaude at Empire, Glasggow.
,

Kay Cavendish teed off new win-

ter vaude season at Palace, Kil-

marnock.
Dickie Valentirte, upcoming Eng-

lish crooner, likely to ‘Star in

Christmas revue at Glasgow-
Margaret Lockwood set for

King’s, Edinburgh, Oct. 18 in new
Agatha Christie thriller, “Sipider’s

We-b.”
Nicolette Roeg (Mrs, Barry Sin-

clair) and Carol Eric pacted as

Principal Boys in pantomimes at

Theatre Royal and Alhambra, Glas-

gow.
“Love from Judy” opening

Auld Lang Syne festive season run

at. Lyceum,. Edinburgh, Dec. .14,

transferring early in 1955 to Glas-

gow and Aberdeen,

.

Janet Brown, Scot-born vaude
and tv actress, pacted for featured
sale in- new Emile Littler musical,

-“Happy Holiday,” starring Reg

Dixon at Palace, London, in De-

cember. It’s musical version of

“The Ghost Train.”
Jean Carson, Bill Q’Connor and

Adelaide Hall, stars of “Love From

Judy,” Christmas production al

Lyceum, Edinburgh, Miss CarsonJ
will plane from . America, where

she goes Oct. 23 'to work 'in (wo

'

color tv shows for Max Liebmann.

By Larry Jonas
Nancy Gates in for personal to

bally western preem of “Sudden-
ly” at the Fox. '

Red Nichols wound up extended
run in the Concho Room; replace-
ment is Bob McGrew orch.
Harry Jaeger, Onetime drummer,

with Paul Whiteman, Vaughn Mon-
roe, et al., holding down all-night

d.j. post at KRUX.
Dixie McCoy, former Universal

scripter and onetime Jack Webb
production aide, opening local sty-

dio of coaching for radio and thea-
tre aspirants.

Amato’s Supper Club now h**

Nelson Eddy. .

George Murphy in town enroll

to location spot. ...

Gay Dawn pulled big at Capita

Theatre for two frames.
Eddie Bracken in “7 Year Itch

set for the Auditorium next wee*

Brisk advance sale reported.

London Festival Ballet in for.*

onp-nighter at Capitol Theatre tflJ

Week. d
Benny Greenberg orch replace®

Jimmy Garrett band in Chaucer
Club R6se • Room. Garrett stiff

1D

hospital after five weeks.
4

Len Hopkins band back in ciW'

teau Laurier hotel’s CanaaJ

f

a
.

Grill for 18th year in row aiwj

summer run at Brent Inn,

Toronto.
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CLARE TREE MAJOR
Mrs. Clare Tree Major* 74, who

for the past 27 years has produced
plays for children, died Oct; 9 in

A\ew York alter three-month ill-

ness. In 1927, Mrs. Major founded
the children’s theatre that hears

her name. Born in England, she

had performed on the. London
stage prior to coming to the XJ.S.

iviis. Major sent out touring, com-
panies of such * kid shows as

“Alice in Wonderland,” “Sleeping
JBcaiity.” “Mrs. Wiggs of the Cab-
bage Patch.” “Hans Brinker and
Hie Silver Skates/’ “Robin Hood,”
• Heidi” and “Snow White, and the
Seven Dwarfs.”

Ail of Mrs. Major’s activities

we- handled Clare Tree
Major’s Theatrical Enterprises, with
Offices in Pleasantville,

.
N.Y. Most

of the shows sent out by Mrs.
Major were dramatized by her. Her
Children’s Theatre was sponsored
b.v

.

parent-teacher associations,

junior leagues, women’s clubs, civic

clubs and others.
A daughter, Dorothy, who per-

formed in several of her mother’s

“There’s a Blue Sky Up Yonder”
and “I Got a Code Id By Dose.”
In 1939 he joined the American
Society of Composers, Authors
and: Publishers, and was also a

member of the American Federa-
tion of Musicians.
.
Surviving are a sister and . two

I brothers.

in Hollywoodappeared
films.

His wife and a daughter survive.

ALFRED PASCHALL
Alfred Paschall, ,37, radio and

television producer, died Oct. 8 in

Hollywood following a surgical

operation. A native of Dallas, he
started in show, business

.
as

,
a

“Shakespearean actor with Maurice
Evans.

’’

In 1942 while appearing in sum-
mer stock ; at Holyoke, Mass., Pas-
chall became acquainted with
Ralph EdAvards. Shortly, there-

after he became associated with
Edwards as producer of the radio

show, “Truth or Consequences.”
Some 10 years later he became Co-

producer of Edwards’ tv program,
“This Is Your Life.”
Unmarried, he is survived by his

parents: and a brother.

T. Mostoll Willey, manager, pro-

ducer and character actor, died
Sept. 27 in Hazel Grove, Cheshire,
Eng. Associated with the Frank
H. Fortescue stock players for 20
years, he also appeared, with the
George Edwardes and. Robert
‘Courtneidge companies.

Father, 81, of handle,ader Guy
Lombafdio, died Of a heart ailment
Oct. 5 in Stamford,, Conn. Also,

surviving are his wife, two daugh-
ters, two sistex’s and four other
sons. Of the latter, Carmen, Victor
and Lehei’t, are With the Guy
Lombardo oi’ch.

ABRAHAM M. WATTENBERG
Abraham' M... Wattenberg, 76,

attorney and rioted copyright spe-
cialist in ’the music publishing
field,; died in New York Oct. 7 after

a brief illness; An officer of the
Music Publisher’s Holding Corp.,
lie was associated with Harms, InC.

for some 35 years and with Warner
Bros, since 1929.
Wattenberg, who was counsellor

IN MEMORY
of VcntriloauUt

BOB EVANS
who passed away Oct. 18, 1951
Sadie- Jacobs Virginia Evans

*
for a number of America’s top
composers and lyricists during the
last 40 years, was regarded as a

pioneer in establishing today’s

healthy relationship between com-
posers, producers and publishers,
lie was Mso credited with originat-

ing the legal phrasing which now
forms the basis of contractual
negotiations in the music publish-
ing business.
Born in Troy, N. Y,, Wattenberg

was the founder and senior mem-
ber of Wattenberg & Wattenberg,
Ini;. He had "sei’ved as ' attorney
for such songsmiths as the late

Jerome Kern; Lorenz Hart, George
Gershwin . as well as Richard
Rodgers, Oscar Hammefstein 2d.

and Ifa Gershwin.
Surviving are his wife, and two

sons, Sidney and Philip.

NORMAN CARROLL
Norman Carroll, 64 (Sydney

Edward Brandon), English vaude
comedian for mox*e than 30 years
until his retirement two years ago,
died in. Manchester, Eng., Oct, 1

after collapsing on. a street. Dur-
ing his vai’ied career he had ap-
peared at the London Palladium
and leading music halls in the
provinces.
A burlesque chai’acter comedian,

Husband of former , Mildred
Kaiser, longtime . secretary to John

j
H. Harris, head of Harris Amuse-
ment Co, in Pittsburgh and “Ice

Capades,” died in Pitt. Octu 5.

Four daughters also sui’vive.

JESSIE S. PAMPLIN
Mrs. Jessie Seymour Pamplin,

retired voice teacher and former
opera singer, died of a heart ail-

ment Oct. 8 in New’ Yoi’k after a

long illness. Fi’Orn 1910 to 1917.

She gave . concerts and sang in

oratorios in Beilin, . London and
other European cities.

!

For tw:o Years Mrs. Pamplin was
soloist with the Argentine Cham-
ber Music Society in Buenos Aires.

In 1920 she headed the Voice de-
partment at Baylor College,: Bel-

ton, Tex./ and later taught voice, in

St. Petersburg, Fla., and New York.
Surviving is a sister.

JORGE GRAVE
Jorge Grave, 76, actor, impre-

sario and playwright for more than
a half-century died in Lisbon
Sept. 20 after a long illness. He
started his theatrical career ,ai.t the
age of 13 when he portrayed a
child in a melodrama.

Gi-ave subsequently trouped
Portugal, Africa and f Latino coun-
tries. As a writer and impresario
he was credited with a number of

hits. He also wrote several books
about the theatre and for a time
was editor of Lisbon O Secrilo, one
of Portugal’s leading dailies,

BEATRICE BOARER
Beatrice. Boarer, . 68, actress and

singer, died Oct. 5 after collapsing
at the “Q” Theatre, London. She
was taken ill during the opening
performance of “The Case of Dr.
Ambrose” and died shortly after

admissibh to hbspitaL
In the early part of the century

Miss Boarer appeared in Gilbert &
Sullivan operettas, and was with
the D’Oyly Garte Company for
three seasons aMJie Savoy Theatre.

RAYMOND B. EGAN
Nov. 14, 1890 Oct. 13,1952

Till We Meet Agai

Carroll made his first stage ap-
pearance in 1907 at the Grand
Theatre, Manchester. From 1907
to 1917 music halls, taking Bransby
>VUliams for his.model as character
impressionist. In 1919 he switched
his nai to Norman Carroll and
became a comedian.
By 192Q Carroll had played

thi’oughout Britain burlesquing all
the iteins he had previously played
seriously.- He made several vaude
tours oi South Africa and Aus-
M'Mia, and also, played in panto-
mime, musical comedy, pierrot
snows, concert party and in legit,
jt is hilling was “Never ’Eard of
Jiuri.” He l’etired from the stage

1952 due" to ill-health.

FRED HALL
Fred Arthur Ahl, 56, musician,

composer and radio artist known
Professionally as Fred Hall, died
Get, 6 in New York. Born in that
city... .he was a pianist with various

^u ®lc publishing houses. With his
Partner, the late Arthur Fields, he
appeared On the NBC radio show,

Sunday Driver,” and together
' u ,,

many recordings..
:

f all and Fields collaborated on
suca songs as “Eleven More
Months and Ten Mote Days,”

ALBERT MITCHELL
Albert Mitchell, 51, famed as the

“Answer Man” on a WOR, N. Y.,

radio program from 1937 through
1950, was found dead Oct. 4 in his
Pai’is home.' Death was attributed
to natural causes,

Mitchell, who originally was a
pianist and organist, later airanged
and conducted, on concert tours.

He went to Paris in 1950 to woi’k
for a Marshall Plait agency.

T. Sinclair Rae, 83. note.d violin-

ist, died in Glasgow Oct. 3. A long-

ti te leader of the Glasgow Caledo-
rii Strathspey and Reel Society,

he spent 64 years of his career
working and. playing for it.

A. Glen Rogers, 45, business
manager of radio

.
station WGVA,

Geneva, N1 Ym died Oct. 9 of a

heart ailment in that city. Surviv-
ing are his 'mother, two brothers
and . daughter- :

Mother of Mrs. Dick, Hoover,
wife of Pittsburgh Playhouse
general manager,, and Mrs. Dor-
othy. Daniel, of WQED, educational
channel in Pitt, died in Sioux City,

Iowa, Sdpt. 29 after a long illness.

T. Cl Jack, .72, screen’ actor, died
of a heart attack Oct. 4 in Holly-
wood. A former member of Mack
Sennett’s company, he appeared in

films for about 40 yeai’s.

Lorlee Larson, 19, actress, died
pet. 4 in Los Angeles. She was a
member of the Hollywood. Theati’e
Guild and had appeared on numer-
ous radio programs.

Edivin G. Nichols, 68, veteran
radio and tv. performer who played
“Uncle Nick” for .25 years oh “The
Children’s Hour,” died Oct. 4 in

Detroit.

John Myers Smith, 62, cello

player in King’s Theatre, Glasgow,
oi’ch, died Oct, 4 after collapsing
during l’ehearsals.

Sam B, Dunham, 54, caterer for
film studio location troupes for 2Q
years, died Oct. 5 irt Westwood,
Cal.

. Terry Spencer, 59. assistant film

director and formeractor,d ied o

f

a heart ailment Oct. 3 in Holly-
wood. His wife survives.

Mother, 79, of Rosertiary Casey,,

playwright, died at her home in

Pittsburgh Oct. 4.

Father of Lloyd Chapman, sales
manager of WDTV in Pittsbux’gh,
died there aftex; an operation on
Sept. 29.

‘Gina-Type’ Garbos

she was the only one who fitted,

the part. Gal now has the lead

role in “The Racers.”
Language Disadvantage

Soon after the war, 20th signed

the German actress Hildegard Neff,-

Although she’s done little for. the
studio, Miss Neff is still urider con-
tract to 20th.

.

In “Three Coins in'

a

Fountain,”
.
20th used a popular

Italian male star, Rossano Brazzi.

It’s also been drawing heavily on
British, talent, as have other stu-

dios.

Obvious advantage ,'of signing
j

thesps from abroad is that they up
the take i their native countries.
Disadvantage, on the ' other hand,
looms in the language barrier. It’s

felt that this can be overconi via
double versions, with, actors mere-
ly mouthing their English lines and
the voice being dubbed in later:

While some, like agent Paxil Kolv-
ner, feel . that Hollywood .so far has
failed to. make full use of the fox’-

eign appeal, actually quite a few
names abroad are working in U. S,
pix., Just one example is Anna M" v-
nani, currently starring
Wallis’ “Rose Tattoo,”

Continued from page, 2 ;
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JOHN AKERMAN
John AJcerman, 52, account ex-

ecutive for CBS Radio Spot Sales
in New York, died Oct; 9 at his
home in Mamaroneck,, N.Y. Aker-
man, with CBS since '1944, previ-
ously had been general manager
for KMOX, St. Louis, and prior to
that, assistant, general manager for
WBBM, Chicago, both CBS-Owned.

Survived by wife and a son.

• ROSITA ROYCE .

Rosita Boyce, 36, night club,
vaude and burlesque. entertainer
wk- for her - “Dove Dance,” died;
Sept. 24 in. Miami. Originally from
Lincoln, Neb., she had spent most
of the past three years at clubs in

the Miami area. She also was fea-
tui’ed in pic,.‘‘Striporama,” .released
last year.
Her mother survives.

ALEX ADILMAN
Alex Adilman, secretary-treasur-

er of Consolidated Theatres for the
past .30 years, died in Montreal
Oct. 1. A pioneer indie film oper-
ator* in Monti’eal, he joined Consol-
idated Theatres at its inception.
Adilman played a prominent part

in, the motion picture industry, in

Montreal.

LEE BENNETT
Lee Bepnett, 43,. an NBC an-

i

nouncer, died. Oct. 10 in Chicago,!
In the 3 930’s he was a singer with

! Jaii Garber's orchestra arid later

,

1 formed his own orchestra;* -He also 11

^ Continued from page 1

and the Dietrichs of today,” was
the way one 20th exec put it.

Paging Gina
One prominent move in that di-

rection, has already been made via

talks Skouras has had with Howard
Hughes’ attorney Greg, Bautzer.
The subject: Italy’s luscious Gina
Loilobrigida who last week wound
up her U. S. stay and headed back
to Rome/ The Itald star’s con-

tractual obligations to Hughes
aren’t quite clear. It’s certain, how-
ever, that Skouras also had tenta-

tive discussions with, Miss Lollobri-

gida herself regarding a part in a

20th film.

It’s understood: that 20th’ s high-

level talent scouts have met with,

some success in their European
search for new faces. Quintet of
players has been given the p.o. and
tests either have been made or ai’e

being made of them for Darryl F.

Zanuck’s perusal, One of those re-

portedly signed up by 20th is the
Gei’man actress Cornel Borchert
W'ho was in “The Big Lift” and who
is currently appearing in “Oasis,”

a Fi’ench coproduction locationing
in Mox’occo.

20th in the past has probably
been more interested in foreign
players than any of the other out-

fits, Example is the starring part
handed to Bella Darvi, a compara-
tive unknown,, in “The Egyptian.”
When director Michael Curtiz was
asked l’ecently why Miss Darvi was
chosenifor- the part; ‘ho implied that

WGA, which will be on the NLRB
ballot for control of fx

;eelance: tv

scriptei’S. The Guild at the meet-
ing, however, held that it. had only

an impartial intei’est in tile affairs

of tele-radio wrifei’s, and would
take no action unless the meeting
stimulated sufficient support.

Evidence of the TWA-WGA war-
fai’e was in the very physical ai*-

rangement at the Guild meeting,
in one corner of the 200-seat room
were bunched the menibers of

WGA, helmed by Ed Mabley and
Ix’ve Tuniek. Opposing them were
Hector Chevigny; Ii’a Marion, Nor-
man Ober and others. An obvious
reference was made in a letter read
fi

vom WGA’s acting prexy Nelson
Sykes to ex-TWA’ers. He struck out
at the “propaganda” now being
indulged in by some “dissident
members” of the writers’ union.
The opponents crossed swoi’ds

many times more during the eve-
ning on finances of W&A and
makeup of the WGA exec body,
which, it wars explained by a for-,

mer TWA member later, held
Authors League members.
Mabley approximated that WGA

cuiTently has 1 ,800 members. The
opposition countered latex; that if

WGA had that riiany it would not
have found it .necessary to send
missionaries to the Guild meet.
WGA, . which has just lined up a

tentative list of executives, argued
also that this is “no 'time to involve
writers another jurisdictional’

fight.”

The. four committees set lip by
WGA, East, include:

:

Constitution: Jules Bergman, Jo-
seph Cochran, Ruth' K. Friedlich,
Abram Ginries, Lois Jacoby,' John
D. Stradley arid Arlene Wood.

Finance: Reuven Frank, Sam
Moore, Oliver W. Nicoll, Robert M.
Pollock, Frances Rickett, Elihu
Winer and Gene Wyckoiff.
Membership: Donald Agger, Wil-

liam K. Clai’ke, Joseph Cochran,
Ei’nest Kinoy, Irve Tuniek, Sheldon
Stark, Elihu Winex’ and Philo
Higley.
Nominating: Nathan Brandt, Vin-

cent Dempsey, Ruth K. Friedlich,

Oliver W. Nicoll,. Elizabeth Pennell,
Robert Pressnell Sr,, Margaret
Weiss, Halsted Welles and Franklin
Wiener.

with the scale ranging from. ?2.50
to.$5,

. Halpern anticipates no difficul-

ties on long line seiwicing although
the telecast is set for an 1 8 p.m.
EST starting time. The' Hal peril

TNT does not' finalize a deal with
theatres. unt'-1 Jie* rec.ei es'* assur-
ance. from the AT^T (hat the line,

will be aya)la:ble.

The Metopera is allowing a
change in its tx-aditipnal lighting

and staging setup for the, telecast.

With the okay of Met manager
Rudolph. Bing, cei’tain stage ac-

;

i

tions will be modified and extra
! lighting. equi merit '.will. be iristalled

to meet the specific requirements
of the large-screen, closed-circuit

medium. Eight camex’a setups will

be used throughout the Opera
House, four inside the auditoi’ium
arid four to captui’e the intermis-
sion crowd in Sherry's Lounge

Hal and at the -..entrance of the -theatre.

Local spoiisbi’ships include the
Philadelphia Inquirer Charities,

|

the Denver Symphony and £)enver
Symphony Guild; the . St. Louis
Grarid Opera Guild; Chicago’s. Al-

j

lied Artists Coi’p.; the. Indianapolis
Matinee Music -.Club; the Pitts-

burgh Opera Inc; In
.
ixiariy in-

stances, Social events, dinners, i’e*

ceptions arid balls, are . being
planned in conjunction with the
closed-circuiting of the Met open-
ing.

Halo Legal Fights
Cobtlmied* from page Z

Miss . Miranda are Rossano Brazzi
arid Mat! Aldon.

• Second suit is from a familiar;

source, with Italo impresario Re-
migio Paone citing acti’ess Isa
Barzizza for walking out on l’e-

hearsals of his forthcoming miisical

revue, “Siamo Tutti Dottori,”
which co-stars comics Billi and
Riva. Some time ago, Paone had
sued another thesper, Lauretta
Masiero, for a similar walkout on
another musical production.

Present case is for $75,000
against the young actress, who
ankled rehearsals curi'ent in Milan.
No replacement ha's been set yet
fox* the femme lead of show, which
was skedded to open in Rome’s
Sistina Theatre Oct. 15. Walkout
is also second of season for the

MARRIAGES
Geraldine Novak- to Leoriai’d

0

Picker, Las Vegas, Oct. 3, He’s
Coast attorney fox* United Artists.
* Doi’othy E. Miller to Charles P.
Ralston, Ft. Laudei-dale, Fla., Sept.
24. Bride was former educational
director of CBS, Chicago, and is

currently with WFTL, Ft. Laudei’-
dale.
Mala Powers to Monte Vnnton,

Los Angeles, Oct., 12. Bride’s a
screen actress.

. Sandra- Stevens to Bari'y Au-
thors, Berwick-on-Twecd, Eng.
Sept. .27; Bride’s a chorine and
captain

. of. a. Tiller Girls troupe;
he’s member of the. miming duo,
Authors & SWimson, .

Madeleine Newbui’y to Keith
Marsh, Oldham, Eng., Sept, '24.

Both are members of Oldham
Repertory Theatre.

. Barbara Wright to Lindsley
Parsons, . Jr., Noi’th Hollywood,
Oct. 2. He’s an assistant film di-

rector.
Evamaria Vilbig to Elmar

Gunsch, Aberdeen, Scotland, Oct.
2. Both are membei's of the
Vienna Oper-etta Co.
Fay Chei’rioff to Ted Mossman,

Las Yegas, Oct. 3. Bride is. head
of Republic’s Stenographic depart-
ment; he’s a prop man.

Virginia Card to Cyi’us H. Pul-
ley, Yonkers, N. Y., Oct. 7. Bride
is foi’mer musical comedy singer
now translating, arranging, and
producing operas in English.
Deborah Anna Spaeth to Francis.

J. Shakespeare Jr., New York, Qct.
9. He’s sales .manager of WCBS-
TV. N. Y., flagship of CBS-TV.

Caroline Fraser to William
ZinsSei’, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, Oct.
10. 'Bride’s a reporter -lor Life
mag; he’s di’airia editor of the N!Y.
Herald Tribune.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs.

.
William Castle,

daughter-, Hollywood, Oct; 3, Fa-
ther’ is a sci’een director’; mother
the former acti’ess, Ellea FaJch.

Dr. and Mrs. Fred Herrick,
.daughter:, Pittsburgh, Oct. 4. Both
father arid mother former
WCAE staffers.

Mr. and Mrs; Robert Bergex;,

Washington, Oct. 7. Father
legit actor;

Mr., and Mrs. Allen ScHroeder,
son, Chicago, Oct. 2. Father is a
salesmairi at WBBM-TV s

,th'ex’.e!
:

Mi', and 'Mrs. Frank Rosenberg,
son, Hollywood; OCt. 8. Father is

a screen producer.
Mr. arid Mrs. Don Arrol, daugh-

ter, Glasgow, Oct. 2. Mother
former Heather Pugh, fori

trampolinist; father is a comedian,
Mr, ..and Mrs. Eddie Byrne,

daughter, Dublin, Sept. 24. Father's,
an actor and radio gabber.

Mr. arid Mrs. Jay Leipsig. son,

New York, Oct. 9. Father is adver-
tising-publicity manager for MiLls

Music.
Mr. & Mi’s. Leon Brettler, son,

Oct. 10, N.Y; Grandfather is Dick
Vollter and great-grandfather i

Louis Bernstei
,
both of Shapiro-

Bernstein Mxxsic.

Mr. and- Mrs, Charles Rollins,
' t" -'tr i. /*\ . i nmusical revue field here. Pic

! daughter< New' York, Oct. 7.

actress Liliana. Bonfatti recently
;. Mother, Laurel Shelby, is a mu si-

left rehearsals of the new Carlo i comedy performer; lather is an
Dapporto legiter, ‘ Which she. was

! account .exec for Gray ’Advertising,
to co-star with Dapporto and Delia

j
-Mr, and; Mrs. Jerry Tobias, male

Scala. No legal consequences re- i triplets, Oct. 9, New York. Father

suited, however. i..« Ms.a songwriter.
*
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"AN ORCHID . .

.

MAKES HEADS SWIM!"

Walter Winchell

TELBP.HONB t •

112-11® Biieayne BlvdL

MIAMI 32, FLORIDA

''GIVES LENA HORNE A
RACE IN THE EXOTIC

SONG DEPARTMENT!"

Lee Mortimer

October 9» 1954

Miss Sherry ..Britton
Clover Club
118 Blscayne Blvd*
Miami, Fla.

Dear Sherry l

1 want to take this opportunity to tell
you how wonderful It has been hawing you aa
our star at the Clover Club* Tou proved, to
be a great business getter during the supposedly
dull months of September and October*

I am looking forward with great enthusiasm
to your return to the Clover Club In February*

With kindest personal regards,

- Slnoerely, -

Glover OjLub

"ONE OF THE WORLD'S 10

BEST UNDRESSED WOMEN!"
Earl Wilton

"TRIPLE 'A' INDORSEMENT
SHERRY OOZES ALLURE!"

Louis Sobol

"TOPS fN TOWN . .

.

LUSCIOUS'AND ALLURING!"

Dorofhy 1(11,alien

JOtb

THANK YOU ... SID HARRIS

SHERRY BRITTON
NIGHT
CLUBS

LEGIT
TV THEATRES

RECENT ENGAGEMENTS — — v; ...

DESERT INN, La* Vega* • GOLDEN HOTEL, Reno • BEVERY HILLS COUNTRY CLUB, Clnn.

LATIN CASINO, Philadelphia o COMMERCIAL HOTEL, Elko, NeV. O SKY CLUB, Dallas

CELEBRITY CLUB, Philadelphia • CAROUSEL, Pittsburgh • 500 CLUB, New Orleans

STORK CLUB, Shreveport, La. o CLUB SAMOA, N. Y. C.

Legit Shows — BILTMORE PLAYHOUSE, Miami • HILLTOP THEATRE, Baltimore

OCEAN FOREST HOTEL, Myrtle Beach, S. C. o SOUTH SHORE MUSIC CIRCUS, Cohasset, Mass.

Special Material By JULIE OSHINS
Personal Management—Press Relations

JEANNE SAGER ASSOCIATES

155 East 77th St.. N. Y. C.— TR 9-4085

Bookings

MILES INGALLS - JOE FLAUM

HOTEL ASTOR, N. Y. C.
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.iStThoSt ‘Objet de Sex’ Tag Hurts
and baseball, ill order to keep pro-

gramming. suitable for
;

children,

Senator Robert C. Hendrickson,
(R.j N. J.) suggested today (Tues.).

French Fix B.O. in Chi
'Chicago, Oct. 19.

Abe Teitel, pioneer film import-

Hendrickson is chairman of the er and owner of the World Play-

subcommittee to -investigate juve- house here, blames the traditional

nile delinquency, which opened failure of French films at Chicago

two days of hearings today on the boxoffices on the fact that they’ve

effect of video on kids. been sold for years as objets de sex

0/t^e
ttm«

a^he
S
etmmittee here make

made clear nearly aU- of the ob- ?o
0
fh ‘Sf w'LT'.d

jectionable material is contained

H M&ttJfR&SgRZ had

reT/o1 ^-mi/uL" {}*•**!..<* *?#** .**\*
cr»oTiP«« the public mind even when the

hour length, the gentler scenes ^

,

lin.e„Vprt and in tha
are eliminated, with the violence P ^ure?, and 111 the

and crime always left in, thereby laeh order of art. •

deriving greater impact.

Merle S/ Jones; CBS v.p. in n * . fl 1 /T
charge of the network’s owned- Vp|P|f|tA|*Q KAnlllt
and-operated video stations and H 11 !»*
general- services, led off the in-

dustry witnesses. He pointed out

the small time devoted to the

crime and western, films, contend-

ing that the industry operates ef- ,
* *

ficiently under its code. He said The American Newspaper Guild
a “czar" would not be suitable for has been rejected nationally so far
the broadcasting industry since in its efforts to gain control of
there would be a constant collision the broadcast-telecast scribblers,

with duly constituted Government The same disappointment felt

bodies such as the FCC. early last week in New York later

Other points by Jones: psycho- reached Los Angeles, although the

logical Studies show that neither Guild was informed the anti-Writ-

filrns nor tv cause juvenile de- ers Guild of America faction was
linquency nor even constitute a strongest there. According to the

“significant" cause. He added, newspaper Writers’ union, meetings

however, “Our belief that televi- scheduled for Chicago, Detroit,

sion is not a significant cause of .de- Minneapolis and Cleveland were
linquency does not mean that we believed never to have come-off

(Continued on page 133) because “there wasn’t enough in-

By ABEL GREEN

/ In appraising the many changes
in. the music business in the 44
years of his personal career, Irving

Berlin observes that the 40 years
of ASCAP’s existence best reflects

the changing tides of the music
business. From its cradling in

1914, until the Society’s first divi-

dend of ’. a paltry $24;000 seven
years later, and its $15,000,000 and
$16;000,000 annual melons of re-

cent years, it is the economic
barometer of the1 business.

“And don’t let us call it any-
thing else but a business, because
the usages of music are geared' to

the manifold merchandising licens-

irigs for the benefit of very big

American ‘ industries," in his

opinion.
America’s No. 1 songwriter has

some cogent observations on the
business. One of them is the busi-

ness of songplugging. “There’s no
such thing as an automatic hit,"

in his. opinion. “Strauss waltzes
(Continued on page 118)

‘Seven Dreams’ Album
To Be Legit Musical

Hollywood, Oct. 19.

Believed to be for the first time
in showbiz history, a record album
will become a Broadway musical.
Gordon Jenkins is now in New
York, revising his “Seven Dreams"
album, adapting the musical fan-
tasy to the stage. Decca package,
followup to Jenkins’ “Manhattan
Tower," sold more than 35,000
copies at $5.95.

Present plans are to have Bill

Lee, who narrated,
,
perform a.

similar chore in the legiter.

Bob Straus Buying Into

L A. News (Democratic)
Hollywood, Oct. 19.

A
;
deal is being dickered for

hefty investment in Los Angeles
Daily News by Robert K. Straus,
member of the N. Y. family which
owns Macy’s and its chai of

stores, Straus’ investment would
be purely personal to- him.

.
He would bring new money, into

ity’s only Democratic newspaper.
Apparently investment implies

no change in management of Clin-
ton D. MacKinnon.
Macy’s

.
formerly • owned WOR,

N. Y., but this is first newspaper
investment by a member of the
clan.

terest."

William Blatz, director of
organization for ANG, said that
his group Was tentatively out of
the fight for control of scribblers
in the electronic media. He added
ANG would make . no effort to.

contest WGA in the upcoming
NLRB election for live video free-
lance writers. However, it’s under-
stood that . it’s too late anyway for
a new organization to get on the
ballot,:

If greater interest is shown in
ANG intercession, Blatz declared,
the union will take further action
in the radio-tv picture.

I’he ANG meeting in L. A. drew
55 writers, 25 of whom were be-
lieved “observers" from WGA. In
N. Y., there were 35 people at the
ANG powwow, 12 being from
WGA.

Confession of Rep.^ Douglas R.
Stringfellow (R. Utah) that his
wartime “cloak-and-dagger” hero-
ics were /imaginary exploits not
only touched off political repercus-
sions but also shook motion pic-

ture and tv circles. For the “tru£
story”, of Stringfellow'S life was
recently acquired for filming by
Hall Bartlett Productions and the
more “exciting" portions of his
career were dramatized earlier

this year on NBC-TV’s “This Is

Your
.
Life" and CBS-TV’s “Sus-

pense." i

Following Stringfellow’s public
admission in a KSL-TV broadcast
Saturday night (16) from Salt Lake
City that his military “feats" wer'e

a hoax, Bartlett expressed amaze-
ment, The independent writer-
producer-director said that he him-
self. never doubted but what the
32-year-old legislator’s “distin-
guished OSS service" was authen-
tic. He also emphasized, that NBC

(Continued on page 133)

A new combination air condi-

tioner and heater for driye-lns is

being developed by Jack Farr,

head of Farr Amusement Co. of

Houston.

Unit can be attached to the posts
next to the cars and is .so designed
that it will not interfere with the
parking of the vehicles, according
to Farr. It is a coin-operated de-
vice, with patrons obtaining two
hours of heat or cool air for 25c.
Farr is planning to sell, the device
for $250 per unit plus 10% of the
take. Despite the high initial cost,

Farr feels, drive-in operators will

be able to recoup their costs in a
Short time. In addition/ he main-
tains that it’ll permit ozoners in

most sections of the country to op-
erate on an almost all-year-round
schedule.

“ME & JULIET’ TINTER
Fred -Coe, overall reiner of the

every-fourth-Monday “Producers’
Showcase" on NBC-TV, has de-

signs on Eddie , Fisher, who has
designs on Debbie Reynolds, and
wants both of them for the 90-

minute “color spesh."

. First open Monday is in January.
Vehicle being pushed for them is

the Rodgers & Ilammerstein “Me
and Juliet" which closed on Broad-
way last April.

aters to Television
*

r
Washington, Oct. 19.

The right of film actors to block
use of their films on television,
without specific contracts to_that
effect, was, in effect, knocked
over the head by the U.S. Supreme
Court yesterday (Mon.).

Tribunal refused to hear an ap-
peal by Roy Rogers and Gene
Autry to block Republic Pictures
from selling 138 of their old films
for commercial tv sponsorship.
This left Standing the decision of
the U.S. Ninth Circuit Court that
the studio had a right to distribute
the pix to video.

Position of Rogers and Autry,
whose cases are similar « but not
identical* is that their contracts
barred the use of their films for
advertising, To sell pictures to tv
stations which commercially spon-
sor then\, contended the oater stars,
is a violation.

.
Republic contended that the con-

tracts never mentioned television.
Originally Rogers won an injunc-
tion in the U.S. District Court in
L A; and Autry lost in the trial
court. Oh. appeal, the Ninth Cir-
cuit Court ruled for the studio in
both cases. This is the decision with
which the U.S. Supreme Court has
refused to interfere.

It is the first instance of a tele-
vision suit of this type Teaching the
Supreme Court. However, there is

a considerable history of artists,

writers, etc., seeking to prevent

(Continued on page 143)

Can. Murder Trial Jury’s

Verdict: ‘We Need 2 Sets’
Montreal, Oct. 19.

The request for an additional

television set brought a note of

humor in a murder trial current

in Montreal courts. Because trial
concerns both English and French
personalities, the jury is mixed,
half French and half English. The
jury is quartered in seclusion dur-
ing time not spent in court and a
single television Set was installed
for their entertainment.

At adjournment last Friday (15)
a. French juror rose and asked the
judge if they could have two sets
explaining one was not good be-
cause it was either tuned to the
all-French or all-English channels
causing friction with the mixed-
language jury.

“I see," said the judge. “All
right."

ANNIVERSARY of ASGAP
of Composers,.Authors and

PAGES 40-118
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U.S. Donunat
By HAROLD MYERS

London, Oct. 19: i

Columnists on both sides of the

Atlantic have found a not-So-oevv

but conveniently controversial is-

sue With which to beniusc their

readers, “anti-Americanism in Brit-

ain.” Although there may be some
fundamental differences on the

highest political, level, it appears
to have little substance iri fact so

far it concerns the masses and
their entertainment.

Films? 80% American. Vaude-
ville?! Almost every topper is from
the U.. S. Legit? American impor-
tations are among the top grossers.

Cabaret? Nearly all the key dates

reserved for U. S.\ artists. Sheet
music? The local hit parade is reg-

ularly crammed With Yanlc songs.

Disks? It’s the same story of Amer-
ican predominance.

Indeed, if British columnists
wanted to take a strictly chauvin-
istic viewpoint, they could easily

substantiate a claim that Ameri-
cans were being anti-British , by
pointing to the poor results of
British entertainment exports to

the U. S. With some exceptions,
British-niade films are. relegated to

the arty theatres where their earn-

ings are limited while a. British

hit on Broadway (e.g. “The/ Boy
Friend”) is so unique it becomes
frontpages news in the national,

press.

Local songwriters have hardly
made a dent in New York’s Tin
Pan Alley and apart from the Vera
Lynn triumph, not too many Brit-

ish recording artists have hit the
highspots on! the American best-,

selling lists. And as for- cabaret,
eVen Miss Lynn’s excursion as the
top act iri a British package at

Las Vegas this summer was a sad
failure; show being withdrawn
ahead of its contracted run, al-

though admittedly a subsequent ex-

port to Las Vegas Was more suc-

cessful.

Different Tastes
Somewhere along the line ac-

count must be taken of the dif-;

fering tastes of the two countries,
despite a common language. How-
ever, even this could not explain

(Continued on page 143)

NAT’L B.O. IN ONE WEEK
“Star Is Born” is romping

ahead of its nearest competitor
this week, first stanza out On re-

lease to any extent, according tor

reports from Variety correspond-
ents in some 25 representative key.
cities. The Judy Garland-James
Mason starrer will show a total

gross of nearly $700,000 ( actpal
estimate is $675,000) in some 17
cities and 18 theatres.

This is the biggest amount
shown by any picture in one week
since “The Robe” was released ex-
tensively about a year ago. This
20th-Fox pic launched Cinem «.

Scope. WB’s “Star” also is in
C'Scope. Practical exhibs in N. Y.
envision bigger biz once the War-
ner film is trimmed so that rea-
sonable patronage turnover is pos-
sible; Reported in N. Y. yesterday
(Tues.j that WB is eliminating
over 30 minutes from the current
running time of “Star,” Which
novv runs a few minutes over
three hours.

‘LOVE’ SELLS SEDUCTION;

UNFIT FOR BBC AIRING
London, Oct. 19.

The British Broadcasting Co. has

nixed any airings of “Tonight My
Love,” In a letter to Chappell Ltd.,

tune’s publisher in England, BBC
topper. Jim Davidson said, “I regret

to tell yrtu that the number To-
night My Love’ is considered to be

not suitable for broadcasting on the

grounds that the lyric is a straight-

forward declaration of seduction,

without the slightest: alternative for;

a more acceptable interpretation.”

.
Lyric was penned by Jay Livings-

ton and Ray Evans.
.
The melody \yas

written by Frahz Waxman for the
background theme of -the Para-
mount pic, “A Place in the Sun.”
Paramount-Famous publishes the
song in the U. S.

:

HORACE HEIDT
BOX 472

Van Nuys, California .

. Miami Beach, Oct. T9. ,

Switch on ex-pugilists vaulting
from ring to nltery appearances
will be worked - this week at the
Miami Beach Auditorium When
hoofer Jerry Brandow (Condos &)
debuts iil a four-rounder under
management of former middle-!
weight champ Jake LaMotta, Who,
on his own, is Working on a cafe
act and tv guesters.
The 36-year-old Brandow has had

the Urge to don the gloves for some
years now and feels he can take
on a good many of the current
crop of middleweights. For the past
several weeks he’s divided his time
between gym and nitery floor with
final tuneup a three-day date with
his partners at the Saxony (Fri-
day through Sunday). That he’ll

pull a good share of the crowd
has been evidenced in spurt in
ticket sales following announce-
ments and local press plugs by
both sports and amusement sec-,

tions.

Paris, Oct. 12.

There comes a tii every year
here when the line of a Well-
turned fender gets more ogling
than the well-turned human chas-
sis or ankle in the niteries. This is

the time of the 41st Paris Auto
Salon which runs until Oct. 20. !

During its, stay this show draws a !

heavy provincial crowd which fills
I

hotels, theatres, film houses and
niteries. It is a time when theatre
directors get independent aricLre-
iuse foreign press reps. This two-
week take is . counted upon to put
shaky plays into the black. .

Thousands are drawn to this
salon at the immense Grand Palais
and its 50c entry fee racks up big
b.o. About 107 manufacturers
from nine countries are repped
this year with France presenting
30 models, England, ^27; U:S., 18;
Italy, eight, and West Germany,
18, with Spain, Austria, Hungary
and Czechoslavakia having one
each.

Main interest: for auto-loving
French are the price ^slashes her-
alded by the French Ford people,

(Continued, on page 1331

JULE STYNE SET

AS FILM PRODUCER
Jule Styne, Broadway producer

and songwriter, will join Columbia
as a producer. He is scheduled to

report to the studio in March. Al-
though; he has written music for
the screen, this will be his first as-

signment as a film producer.
Styne, who is currently readying'

the “Rodgers & Hart Songbook”
for Broadway, has been repre-
sented as a producer on the Main
Stem with a revival of “Pal Joey”
arid “Hazel Flagg.” He wrote the

I
music for “Flagg” and previously

{
provided the score for “Gentlemen

{
Prefer Blondes” and “High Button

f Shoes.”
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United Artists chalked up
domestic billings of slightly over
$1,000,000 last week, which is ex-
ceptionally strong. This amount of
coin has been brought in in a few
instances before but in each case
the week involved was the. final
one' in a sales drive.

Last week was the sixth in 'UA’s
current booking campaign which
extends through to January. Bill-

ings for . the six weeks have
amounted to about $4,464,000, or
an average of $744,000 per week.
Pictures bringing in the hefty rev-
enue include “Apache,” “Man
with a Million”, and “Long Wait."
“Suddenly,” Frank Sinatra starrer,
hasn’t been in sufficiently . wide
circulation as yet to matter in the
money tally.

UA’s current drive, which car-
ries the banner of bbard chairman
Robert S. Benjamin, provides for
$50,000 in prizes to personnel in
the company’s 32 competing
branches.

im
WITH KIT CORNELL

.Hollywood, Oct. 19.
Start of Tyrone Power’s “The

Stalk” has been postponed for
three months to permit the star
to team with Katharine Cornell in
the Christopher Fry legit play,
“The. Dark Is Light Enough.” Film
was scheduled to roll next month
for Columbia release,
Power is under contract to make

three pictures under {he Copa Pro-
ductions banner for Columbia. Sec-
ond is “Lorenzo the Magnificent”
and third is “The Warrior Saint.”

Nairobi Wild Animals

On Regular TV Sked
London, Oct, 19.

Regular monthly, programs,
lensed in . Africa by Annand and
Michaela Dennis under the title

of "Filming Wild Animals,” are
to be screened by BBC-TV on the
first. Saturday of each month.
They’re due back in London on
Friday •( 22) and will personally
present the' first program of their
new scries on Nov. .6. Two filmed
repeats will follow later in the
month, one of which will appear
in the children’s slot.

They will then return to Africa
to film more animal programs and
will be despatching a half-hour
film from Nairobi each month.
They operate from their home in
Kenya, with Jack Bartlett as their
cameraman. Programs are super-
vised by Alan Sleath.

Booking of touring legit shows
into hinterland film theatres is on
the upbeat. Operators, .of picture
houses in towns not on the regular
road show routes are increasing
bids for legit entries to augment
screen showings. Major factor be-
hind the yen for live shows is the
current shortage of suitable film
fare for the smalltown grinders.

Pointing up the exhib trend to-
wards legit is Russ Leddy, operator
of the 1,000-seat Orpheum Theatre,
Green Bay, Wis. He booked “Mister
Roberts” ’a couple of seasons ago
and did sellout biz for two nights
at a $3.60 top. He's now trying to
get the bus-and-truck company of
“Oklahoma” for a similar stand at
a $4.75 top*

Leddy feels that legit bookings
would ; have to be relatively infre:
quent to get top biz, and only w.k!
shows or those . with star names
would draw in his locale.

Another exhib in the market for
legit productions is L. A. Stars-
more,' president of Westland The-
atres, film chain in Colorado. He
was in New Yorkr recently to Con-
fer: with the United Booking Office
on getting top touring shows into
his area,.

Starsmore believes that his 1.300-
seat Chief Theatre, in Colorado
Springs where the U,S. Air Acad-
emy is to be located, is a potential
b.o. getter. Expected growth of
Colorado Springs should make it a
cultural and entertainment center,
he thinks. Other Colorado towns in
which he operates theatres include
Pueblo and Greeley.
Work on the Air Academy, with

an initial budget of $125,000,000,
will be startled next spring, with
completion due early in 1957.

raiiiMj
By ARTHUR BRONSON

Neither excessive heat, visa
troubles* nor threats of attachment
can daunt the doughty Dutch. The
70-year-old Concertgebouw Orches-
tra of Amsterdam, paying its first

visit to America, gave a concert at
Carnegie Hall, N. Y„. last Wednes-
day might (13) that wilL.be reriiei

bered for its refined musical ex-
cellence and j cordial audience re-

ception. As well as for the prob-
lems that almost Wrecked the trip,

and nearly blacked out the New
York preem,

.

Orch, one of Europe’s top sy
phonic aggregations, was starting

out on a two-month, 44-concert
tour, of eastern U. S.r under aegis
of Columbia Artists Mgt; (Judson,
O’Neill & Judd division)! Ther
was. trouble at the very start, in

Holland, when the U. S. refused
visas for four musicians, .on tile

grounds of their being Reds or
fellow-travelers. Two were pbbi sts,

one the section chief; one was
violinist, a fourth the librarian. An
oboist is a key member of a sym-
phony-—you can't play without.
Dutch management, is .reported to

have suggested finding another
oboist in Belgium or France, but
U. S. authorities said it would take
too long to investigate them. A
German was suggested, and the
U. S. consul is supposed to have
given a prompt okay.
Amsterdam public was reported

incensed at the fact that their
regular musicians couldn’t come

(Continued on page 133)

LA
Los Angeles, Oct. 19.

Petition was filled .in Superior
Court by Jacob (Jay) Paley ask-
ing that he be declared ‘sole owner
of a fortune of approximately
$8,000,000. Legal action was taken
against -the Bank of America as
executor of the estate left by his
Wife who died last Jan. 2.

Paley, one of the founders of

CBS and an uncle of William S.

Paley, told the court that the bank
has made claim to half interest i

personal property standing in his

name, urtder a California law re-

lating to property owned jointly
by husband and wife.

Errol Flynn-Anna Neagle
*.* r\<

Fix for Wilcox

’S $1,

Phffftheme Song
It first looked as if Columbi

Pictures’ new production,
“Phffft,” would stymie, the
current cycle of picture title

songs. But Sonny Burke, did
the' improbable by writing a

tune, “The Phfttt Marabo,”
which lie’s sliced for Decca.

Reverse side is • a classical

takeoff called “Longhair
Mambo.” ’

Hollywood, Oct. 19.

A New York financial group
fronted by Bernard Prockter, Wil-
liam Stephens and Edward Conne
is buying the American National
Studios here from the present
ownership for $1,350,000. Prockter,
Stephens and Conne are currently
partnered in the studios with the
Los Angeles syndicate which pur-
chased the former Eagle-Lion lot

from Chesapeake Industries for

$1,100,000 last February, Studio is

being used for vidpix, some of
Prockter’s own productions,

.

"

Together with the N.Y, group,
the trio will buy out the shares of
Edwin Pauley, Dan Reeves, Fred
Levy Jr,, Bob Hope and others.

Identity of the N.Y. backers isn’t

known. (Prockter, reached in N.Y.,

said that he’d announce, their
names as soon as the deal is con-
summated). Trio has already op-
tioned the studio from the present
ownership for $401,000, and they
will take it over on Dec. 15, date
of the option. Prockter is president
rtf American National and Stephens
and Conne are veepees.

London, Oct. 19.

Herbert Wilcox has inked Errol
Flynn for. a three-year pact embrac-
ing five or six British pix in two
of which he will co-star with Anna
Neagle. First of these will be a

filmization of the late Ivor Novcllo’s
“King of Rhapsody.” Patrice Wy-
more also stars in this pic.

“Rhapsody” will be followed by
a fresh start on ‘‘William Tell” for

which exteriors will be lensed in

Italy and the Tyrol and the third

on the Wilcox roster will be Somer-
set Maugham’s story of the N.W,
frontier, "Caesar’s Wife.” In this

Flynn will again co-star with Miss
Neagle.

All the pictures in the series will

be lensed in CinemaScope and

dolor, with a separate widescreen
version. Total budget, for the sextet

is reported to be around $7,006,000.

‘King
9 Whammo $87,600

For 10 Shows, Dallas

Dallas, Oct. 19-

“King and I” took in $87,600 in

10 .performances at the State Fair

Auditorium here from Oct, 8

through last Saturday (16).

Yul Brynner-Patricia Mori son

starrer continues at the Fair thu

stanza and moves to the Audi*

torium, Memphis, next week.

Eddie Fisher Kudo
Washington, Oct. l-9«

Eddie Fisher has been selected

Show Business Personality of the

year for 1954 by Variety Club oj

Washington. He will be award* 1*

a plaque Nov. 20 at the club’s l™;1

annual dinner-dance “in rddogtiir

tion of his outstanding contribU'

tion to the world of entertainment-

Fisher is the sixth winner,

others having been A1 Jolson.

Arthur; Godfrey; Joe E. Brown,

Perry Como and Jane Froman.
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Honolulu, 'Oct. *19.

“You'd think ithat Hollywood, where the camera is king,, would
know better than to goof almost invariably when photographers
appear in plot action/' scoffs photography columnist Urban Allen
in The Honolulu Star-Bulletin. He cited hobbyist’s eyebrows a
publicity still from “Hear Window/’ showing James Stewart hand-
holding an Exakta camera with a 4Q0m. telephoto lens and Without
a tripod.

.

Scoring the ’’impossible shooting techniques used by ’news
photographers’ in the movies/’ Allen charged actors are directed
with Graphic lenses extended to foeps at six.inches When the sub-
ject is 10 feet away. .

. With General Teleradio provia-i

Ing the financing, a full-length fea-

ture picture of “Gahgbusters,” the
longtime -radio drama, has been
completed and will be released the
latter part, of November. Picture
was produced by Visual Drama,
Inc. (William J. Paris and William
H. Clothier), .in association with
Terry Turner. Latter, former RKO
exploitation chief

, is now associated
with General Teleradio as head of

the theatre motion: picture depart-
ment, a unit that provides special
radio and tv saturation campaigns
for. theatrical pix.

Picture will be tested first in
New England under the saturation
pattern developed by Turner. Joe
Levine’s Embassy .Pictures, Boston
states rights firm, will handle the
distribution. A 'lineup, of 300 thea-
tres in the N.E. area is anticipated.

Future distribution plans depend
on the results of the New England
airing, according to Turner. The
States rights policy may be con-
tinued ur national distributor,
may be sought. If the picture
clicks, producers may make two a
year under the “Gangbbsfers” title.

First entry, which runs 78 min-
utes, follows the pattern of the
radio show. in depioting an actual
Case. from police files. The initial

full-lengther is a factual yarn of.

the FBI’s "public enemy No. 4"
who is now in Oregon State prison.
It was written by Phillips H. Lord
who sold The rights to his “Gang-
busters” series ' to General Tele-
radio in Dec.; 1953.

LIPPERT AS PREXY
Hollywood, Oct. 19.

Edmund J. Baumgarten is the
hew president of Lippert Pictures,
with Robert L. Lippert retiring
from activities of the company ex-'
cept in an advisory capacity. Baum-
garten was Lippert’s executive as-
sistant and formerty handled the
motion picture financing division
of the Bank of America.

In the future; Lippert an-
nounced, he will confine his Work
to the financing of top-budget pic-
tures in partnership with a bank-
ing organization in Northern Cali-
fornia. There is a ready market,
lie said for high grade films.
Under Baumgarten’s manage-

ment Lippert Pictures Will con-
tinue to distribute 16 to 20 pictures
a. year, according to Lippert, who
said he

. expected the company to
surpass, the record made last year
when it grossed approximately
$4,500,000.

Before putting his new setup
into action, Lippert will make, a
tour covering all the company’s
U. S. exchanges and spend three
months in personal supervision of.

sales. During , that tjjne he will
carry op. selling campaigns,, on
three films, “They Were So
Young,” “A Race for Life” and
‘Black Pirates.”

Blum Estate Sues Ireland
Los Angeles, Oct. 19.

Mrs, A. W. Schwalberg, widow of
the late Ralph Blum (the former
Carmel Myers) filed suit for $9,847m Superior Court against John
Ireland, claiming he owes that
amount on loans and agent’s com-
ussions.

.
Plaintiff

. declared the actor
signed a series of promissory notes,
starting in 1948, and neglected to
pay off. '

PUBLIC CHOOSY

Closed-Circuit Football Fluctuates
With Touchdowns

Closed-circuit telebast of Notre
Pame-Michigan State football game
Saturday afternoon (16) grossed
$36,000 in 10 situations in six cities,

according to William Rosensohri,
executive *v.p. of Box Office Tele-
vision. Some 20,000 seats. Were
sold,

t
Rosensohn stated, at an av-

erage price of $1.50,
Cities ..covered included Cleve-

land, Pittsburgh, Detroit, Chicago,
East Lansing, and Indianapolis,
Based on experience last year in

presentation of the ND games,
BOTV discovered that interest in

the gridiron contests was on a
local level. It therefore: restricted
the network lineup this time only
to a section of the midwest. East
Lansing, home of Michigan State,

(Continued on page 18)

Add Another $1,000,000;

Pick Madeira Locale For

Huston’s ’Moby Dick’
Budget of “ivtpby Dick,” the Mou-

lin production set for Warner
Bros.' release, has been increased
by $1,000,000, making the total cost
of the picture $4,000,000. Added i

cost, according to Moulin prexy I

Alfred Crown, is for additional lo-

cation shooting on the southern
coast of Spain. Picture, which has
been shooting . Ireland and
Wales, started to run into had
weather and rather than take the
film indoors at. Elstree Studios in

England, it was decided to add ad-
ditional outdoor footage at Madeira.

Crown, Who returned from the
Ireland and Wales locations over
the weekend, said that 60 minutes
of the 140-minute film had been
completed, and based on the com-
pleted footage, director John
Huston decided the full potential

of the Herman Melville classic

could be obtained With additional

outdoor shooting. Madeira was
selected after careful; study of

(Continued, on page 18)

DISNEY DISTRIBUTION

SET IN DOMINION
Walt Disney Productions,; which

recently 'discontinued its releasing
tieup with RKO, has entered a

releasing pact with Empire-Uni-
versal Films for the handling: of

three films in, Canada. The trio,

comprising $20,000 Leagues Under
the Sea,” “Vanishing Prairie”, and
“The Littlest Outlaw,” are. being
sold in, the U, S. via Buena Vista,

wholly-owned Disney subsid, and
outside distribution outfits in other
parts of the world.
Leo F. Samuels, president of

Vista, and Empire execs Paul L.

Nathansbn
.
and Alfred Perry

worked out the deal for the Cana-
dian representation.

Youngman’s Wald Film
Henny Youngman, the nitery

comic, is about set for a role in

Jerry Wald’s next for Columbia*
Pictures, “The Young and the
Beautiful/' Deal jelled while
Youngman Was playing Las Vegas.

It’s „not a film debut for the
comic, since he Was. in a wartime
feature, “The Wac and the Marine.”;

. By GEORGE GILBERT
An Independent producer; with a

new concept on film making is Hail
Bartlett, who recently completed
“Unchained”, at the California In-

stitution for Men at Chino, Cal.

HeoaUse he disapproves of sex and
violence as principal . ingredients
of pictures and insists upon com-
plete autonomy when he’s holding
the production reins, Bartlett

turned down pre-production distri-

bution deals on “Unchained” and
arranged private financing for the
venture without a release.

Bartlett’s almost idealistic ap-
proach toward production was a

contributing factor in winning him
the rights to the book, /‘Prisoners
Are People,” on which “Unchained”
is based. For Kenyon J. Scudder,
who authored the Work, was of-

fered $60,000 from a iqajor stud.iq

but rejected the hid because the
prospective purchaser refused to
grant him the right of story ap-
proyaL Schdder, the founder and
still head of the Chino institution;

later made a. deal with Bartlett.

In New York, this week Bartlett
disclosed that Hall Bartlett Produc-
tions paid Scudder $2,500 upon
inking - the story-buy cohtract on
April 4, 1952. “At that time,” the

(Continued on. page 18)

CROWN'S EMPIRE STATE

Former Board* Member of Columbia
Pictures Now ‘Sole Owner’

Col. Henry Crown, the Chicago
industrialist who last week be-
came sole owner of N; Yi’s Empire
State Building, was a member of

the Columbia Pictures board until

a couple of years, ago.
Arnold M. Grant, N., Y. attorney

who repped Crown in buying up
stock in the World’s, tallqst struc-

ture, also is a. former Coi director.

Additionally,, Grant, for the short
period when Ralph Stolkin, et *1..

held control of RKO, was board
chairman of that outfit.

On ‘Fanny Title

Charles K. Feldman, agent-pro-
ducer, has registered the titles,

“Fanny” and “The* Fabulous
Fanny,” with the Motion Picture
Assn, of America in. a move which
looked like tipbff on a screen tieup
of the Iegiter, “Fanny;” which co-
producers Joshua Logan and David
Merrick are opening in N. Y.
Nov. 4,

Merrick, contacted in Philadel-
phia over the past .weekend, • said
though there have been no talks
with anyone concerning a film ver-
sion of the musical. Next question:
Why is Feldman sitting on the
“Fanny” title?

By HY HOLLVNGER
The industry “forgot faces and

stories” during its period of tech-
nical changes, according to Jerry
Wald. The Columbia v.p. in charge
of production, who returned to the
Coast Monday (18) following three
days of homeoffice product talks/
said that while mechanical ad-
vances werS being made, the in-

dustry neglected the development
of new talent, including perform-
ers, writers, directors, and pro-
ducers.

Columbia, he noted, is now en-
gaged in a. largescale talent-build-
ing program. “We’ve signed 15
new kids/,' he said, “and are care-
fully tailoring their careers. We
try to put them m as many pic-

tures as possible to build them
up. It takes at least two years to
build a personality of name value
and the mortality rate during this

period is very high. If we haven’t
got a picture for them, ’ we lend
them out to anyone at no profit.

Of course, we make sure it’s for
(Continued on page 18)

“Conscious parallelism,” a term
which has come to have sinister

meaning for the film companies,

will ]be discussed at a public meet-

ing in N. Y! Nov. 9 by a group of

specialists the
,
antitrust law

field. The term refers to uni-

formity of action which, in turn,

has been interpreted: as meaning
conspiracy among- the distributors
in certain #-t suits launched'
agqihst them by exhibitors/

Meet, which is to be held in th
U. S. Court House, will have as its

key speaker Prof. Milton Handler,
who has a wide reputation as art

a-t authority. A panel to pose and
answer questions includes Thur-
man Arnold, who repped Theatre
Owners of America in the indus-
try antitrust suit; Whitney North
Seymour, counsel for Paramount
in the same; action, and jerrold G.
Van. Cise, legalite fo> the Radi
Corp. of America.: Sigmund Tim-
berg, who in his former post 'with
the Department of Justice was ac-

tive i th film industry and
ASCAP a-t case , also will h ive a
part in the session*. It’s being
called by the. Federal Bar Assn, of
N. Y., New Jerrey; and Connecti-
cut, of which Timbcrg is U'ado
rCgulati imittee chairman.

Theodore Kuperfman, Cinerama
counsel, is to be elected president
of the Fed Bar Assn, today (Wed,).
Now the outfit’s secretary, he’s

candidate for the chief exec’s post,

on an unopposed ticket.

'Alex the Great' tb Roll

Robert RosSen’s long-planned
production of “Alexander the
Great” is now set with a Jari. 15
starting date, Property could move
earlier but the producer wants to

wait until, the New Year holiday is

out: of the Way,

“Alexander” ill be lensed in

Spain* United Artists is the dis-

tributor. Cast hasn’t been set yet.

Storms, Floods Bop Biz; ‘Stsy’ New Champ, ‘World*
2d, ‘Sabrina* 3d/ ‘Cinerama,* Brando Next

First-run theatres had to con-
tend with Hurricane Hazel* heavy
rains and floods this session! In
view of these obstacles, grosses are
holding remarkably well. Wash?
ing D. C. y Philly and N. Y. exhibs
were forced to battle the storm
last Friday while Cleveland, Buf-
falo, Pittsburgh and Toronto also

had the galfc winds, high water and
flash floods to fight over the past
weekend. Toronto Was hard hit

by the latter.

In v the face of such conditions,
“Star Is Born” (WB) is making a
showing little short of phenomenal.
Judy Garland-James Mason starrer
is headed for better than $675,000,
playing in some 17

.
keys, biggest

done by one pic in Variety ratings
since “The Robe” (20th) unveiled
C’Scope about a year ago. It is

taking first place by a margin, of
more than $400,000.
. Second money is going to
“Woman’s. World” (20th), which
was champ last week. “Sabrina”
(Par), in No. 1 spot for two weeks,
is winding third.

“Cinerama” (Indie) will finish

fourth, with “On Waterfront” (Coi)

fifth, right on the 'heels of the
longrun champ “Cinerama.” Mar-
lon Brando starrer was also fifth

last session.

“Rear Window”, (Par), high in

ratings for weeks, Will capture
sixth, position while- “Egyptian”
(20th) will be seventh. Latter was
in the same spot last round! ‘.‘Rogue

Cop”. (M-G) is managing to finish

eighth although quite spotty.

“Suddenly” (UA) # sixth last

stanza, is winding up inth, With
“Brigadoon” (M-G) rounding out
the Top 10 list. “Human Jungle”
(AA) and “Vanishing Prairie”
(Disney) are runner-up films in

that order.
“White Christmas” (Par) is

easily the most promising new pic
to be unveiled this week. It is

landing a terrific $172,000 at the,
N. Y. Music Hall, one of the best
non-holiday opening weeks at this

huge theatre. “Sitting Bull” (UA),
also new, /is fast in Chi,, mild in
Balto and good in Minneapolis;

“Hansel•and! Crete!” ( Indie ) ; the
puppetter feature, landed a great
gross opening Week at the N. . Y.
Broadway* “Down Three Dark
Streets” (UA) is rated, good in
Frisco.

“Hajjji Baba” (20th), another
fresh entry, is fine in Buffalo,
Philly and okay ' N. Y. “Beau
Brurnmeli” (M-G), lofty in Philly,

shapes good in Cleveland but only
so-so in L. A.

“High and Dry” (U), big in Chi,

is nice in Balto and N. Y. “Duel In
Sun” ' (SRO) (reissue)

, trim in

Omaha, looks mild in St. Louis.
“Barefoot Contessa” (UA ) con-

tinues sock in third N. Y. week.
“Shanghai Story” (Rep) shapes

good in Indianapolis. “Black
Shield of Falworth” (U) is good
in Boston and okay in Seattle.

“Hulot’s Holiday” (GBD), nice

in St, Loo aind Denver, is good in

Frisco; “Bounty Hunter” (WB)
looms nice. In Providence.

( Complete Boxoffice Reports on
Pages 8-9)
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‘Hansel and Gretel’ Handled 0nusual|y—Distribution

Deal Pend*-—See Tie-ups Redeeming One:Half

System under which each pririt

of his “Hansel and Gretel" puppet
film will carry two magnetic sound
tracks in addition to the standard

optical one is . being adopted by
Michael Mycrberg w>o produced.

While this makes ike techni
prints somewhat more expensive,

Myerberg opined that, in the long

run,, it would save something like

$100,000 in duplication of prints.

Magnetic tracks, giving a bi-aural

effect, don’t represent directional

sound, but allow any. exhib

equipped to play stereophonic

sound to use his magnetic repro-

duction system with its Superior

sound quality, In addition, the op-

tical track represents a safety fac-

tor, should the magnetic equipment

..fail. ,

Myerberg said he
.
was encour-

aged by the N. Y‘. Opening of

"Hansel and Gretel" so far and in-

dicated that a distribution deal for

the film with rine of-the majors was

in the offing.

The puppet pic cost $1,100,000

according to the producer. It was
two and a half years in the .making.

More than half of the film’s nega-

tive
;

;e0$t should be returned from

merchandising tieups alone, Myer-

berg reported. He said $10,000,000

worth of; merchandise was . being

manufactured, with Myerberg’s

Sliare around $600,000 to $700*000.

‘Aladdin’ Is. Next

The producer said Iiis current

plans called -for turning out one.

theatrical puppet film a year, the

next pn his sked being the "Alad-

din”. fairy tale, He hopes to have

this in the theatres by Christmas

; of 1955. Preparatory work on the

film isy. already going on. After

that, Myerberg would like to get

away from fairy tales and try his

hand at drama, but still via the

puppet medium.

IMAGE & SOUND INC.

• * • •

Bonn-Vienna Standoff
Bonn* Oct. 19.

The Association of German
*• 'Filmpraduction confirms that

in consequence of the agree-
ment between B o n n a n d
Vienna, co-production between
Germany and . Austria will not
be liberalized.

Since the. June, .1954, meet-
ing at Innsbruck between Ger-
man-Austrian reps to set poli-

cy for 1954-55, no new or

altered agreements,were made.

Theatre Owners of America is

snubbing film, company sales

chiefs so far at its convention in

Chicago at the end of this month
is concerned, Theatre organization

is not asking the distribution reps

to speak at the conference for the
reason, as one TOA-er put it, "we
can handle our own problems." An-
other exhibitor stated it this way:
"They (the distribs) would only

tell us how great their product is

and this We can get along with-

out.”

One distributor
,
officer does

have an invitation to talk, though.

He’s Abe Montague, Columbia
v.p,, who was invited but didn’t

show, at the Allied conclave earlier,

this month in Milwaukee. There’s

this understanding: Montague will

be on hand as a representative of

the Will Rogers Memorial Hospi-

tal, of which he is president*

Goldman a Lay Medico
Philadelphia, Oct. 19.

William Goldman, partner with
Paul Gregory in a new film pro-
ducing company, is leaving this

week for a world tout. He will at-

tend a series of medical confer-
ences in his capacity as the only
lay member of the International
College of Surgeons.
Although a

l
local film theatre

owner, Goldman’s interest in medi-
J/cal research is of long standing. He
founded the Goldman Isotope Lab
at Hanemann Medical College.

Boston, Oct. 19.

Damages exceeding $1,750,000,

before trebling, were claimed in

two. separate suits filed at Federal
District Court here la'st we^k ( 14)

by Image and Sound Service Com-
panies alleging in one complaint,

that Radio Corp. of. America and
RCA Service. .

Company com-
bined and conspired to eliminate

Imago and Sound Service Corp.

and Image and Sound. Service of
New England, Inc., from the ‘mo-
tion picture sound service busi-

ness in New England and through-
out the U. S. The . second com-
plaint similarly charges Altec
Service Corp. and National Sim-
plex Bloodworth, Inc.

Both complaints specified that

the defendant corporations at-

tempted to monopolize the sound
service field through illegal prac-

tices, including false statements
about the plaintiffs to the trade
and inducing breaches of contract
by customers of the plaintiff.

'Lawrence J. Hacking, president
of the six-year old Image . and
Sound Service Corp. stated: "Our
entry into this field benefited the
entire * industry : by better service

and lower rates. The institution of

these suits wai necessary to pre-

serve free competition. The en-

tire motion picture industry will

benefit by our actions," 1 !

The suits were filed by the Hub
Jaw firm of Malloy, Sullivan arid

Mycrson.

UA Execs Roosting
United Artists’ World-traveling

execs are coining home. Max E.

Youngstein; v.p,, returned, to the
homieoffice Monday (18) after a.

five-day quickie to London, Paris
and Rome where- he confabbed
with J, Arthur Rank arid UA reps
and launched the campaigns for
openings of "The Barefoot Con-
tessa."

Arnold M. Picker, foreign, de-
partment v,p.; was at the h.o. yes-
terday alter a month-long tour of
the Fat East in connection witlv

celebrations of UA's 35th anniver-
sary. President Arthur B. Krim is

due in today or tomorrow from
Paris. He also had been in the Far
East arid followed with a trip to

Europe,

TALLY: DOZEN INCAN
Columbia will have 12 pictures

completed by the end of this year
plus 25 additional properties ready
to go into production. ' New prod-,

uct program was set over last

weekend following rhomeoffice con-

fabs in which Jerry Wald, v.p. in

charge of production, participated.

Included in the dozen that 'are

or will be finished by December
are "Phffft,” "The Violent Men,"
"Three For the Show," "My Sister

Eileen," "The Long Grey Line,’’

"Tight Spot,” and "Joseph and
His Bretherri." In deals with out-

side producers, Col will receive

"Man From Laramie" from Wil-
liam Goetz, "End of the Affair"

from David-Rose and David Lewis,
and "Black Knight" and "Prize of
Gold’’ from Cubby Broccoli arid

Irwin. Allen.

On the future slate are a musi-
cal version of “It Happened One
Night;’’ "Picnic,” "Pal Joey;" "The
Eddie Duchin Story," "Gentle
Wolfhound," "Sons and Lovers,"
and "Rertii iscence of a Cowboy."
Tyrone Power’s Copa Productions
will provide "The Stalk" and "Lo-
renzo, the Magnificent" while
Goetz will make "Brothers Ricco,”
"Capt. Calico,’’ and “Jubal Troop."

Sol Siegel Checks In
Hollywood, Oct 19.

... Sol C. Siegel, who checked' out
of 20th-Fox last month, checked
into. ...Paramount to prepare a pro-

duction program calling for two
pictures a year for the next five,

years under the banner of Sol C.
Siegel Productions.
Product will be released through

Paramount under a pact similar to

the one between the studio and Hal
Wallis.

CfRIGdRY-GOLPMAH STARTfR

Mailer’* "Naked and Dead" To Star
Bob Mftehum

Hollywood, Oct. 10.

Robert Mitchum, who has just

completed "Night of the Hunter”
for Paul. Gregory, was signed by
that producer to star in "The Naked
and the' Dead," film version of Nor-
man • Mailer’s best-selling

.
novel

which will be the first to be made
under the Gregqry-Gdldraan Enter-
prises banner. Filming will begin
July 1, 1955* with Charles Laugh-
ton- directing. Partner * is Philly
theatre owner William P. Goldman.

Deal gives Gregory-Goldnian En-
terprises full screen rights and pro-
tected stage and television rights.

Jan Sterling Remembers

To Praise Popcorn
Albany, Oct. 19..:

Jan 'Sterling, here in tow of
Allied Artist’s. Irv Shiffrin on be-

half of "The Human Jungle," took
a dizzying all-day schedule in

stride. She judged a Van Raalte
stocking "lovely legs" contest arid

sold hosiery at Whitney’s store.

She made a series of local, radio,

tv; and press interviews And an-

swered teenagers’. questions at. the
Strand Theatre, whose popcorn she
remembered to praise as delicious.

... "The roles I’ve been playing are,

frankly,
-

broads," the actress told

the audierice, adding, "I anil well
brought up but these parts are not
those of a nice girl"; She added
she wasn’t beautiful enough to get
the lady-like roles.

Called upon to comment on cur-

rent Hollywood romances of Debbie
Reynolds, Charlton Heston, Jeff

Chandler and others, Miss Sterling
said of the Marilyn Monroe-Joe
Di Maggio. split "You have to be
sympathetic about Marilyn. Only
about once every 15 years does an
actress have such a career. Some-
body is at her everiy .minute. The
papers report every breath she
takes."

Kraitze, Winikus Sneak
‘Vera Cruz’ in Owensboro
United Artists homeoifice group

headed by sales manager Bernard
Kranze and ad-pub director Fran-
cis Winikus, various division, dis-

trict and branch manager and pro-
ducer Harold Hecht converged on
Owensboro, Ky., yesterday (Tues.)

to attend a sneak preview of "Vera
Cruz." Film, which stars Gary
Cooper and Butt Lancaster,, is a

Hecht-Lancaster entry for UA re-

lease. .

Lancaster is now at w'prk near
Owensboro with the location shoot-
ing of “The Kentuckian," of which
he is director and star.

RKOORDERS 400. PRINTS

Largest Number in Seven Years
For "Big. Rainbow”

Hollywood, Oct. 19.

Total, of 400 Technicolor prints
of “The. Big ' Rainbow" have been
ordered by RKO, the largest num-
ber of tiriters the studio has or-

dered for any picture in seyeri

years.',

Half; the 400 prints will be in
Superscope and the rest in stand-,

ard size for Smaller theatres.

Proponent* of subscflption-tv, with their ear* dost to Wash-
ington and the Federal Communication* Commission, say they,
have reason to be confident that the Commission will call hearings
on the subject of toll-tv within the next, three to six months.

Simultaneously; and possibly coincidental,' exhib opposition to
the new broadcast medium is accelerating. .Meeting in .Chicago
last week, 7 exhib leaders set up a Joint Committee of Toll TV.
Group, co-chairmanoed by Alfred Starr of Theatre’ Owners of
America and Trueman T. Rembusch of. Allied, will yep the the-
atres’ interests in any FCC hearings.

. .

Its membership isn’t limited to the film Industry, however,
but is open to. "all groups interested in preserving free home
television for the American people.” Presumably that means
parties with Vested interests in regular commercial tv, he., spon-
sors, ad agencies and 'the networks.

in

Lashes Exhib* for ‘Trying to Stop Progress’*and
Denying Entertainment to Millions—

—

-
.

—

*

4-

9 Scoring at U
Hollywood, Oct.? 19.

Total of nine pictures' are cur-

rently being scored a,t Universal,
the largest number in the history
of the studio; Films are "Smoke
Signal)" "Chief Crazy Horse,"
"Captain Lightfoot," "Revenge of
the . Creature," "Foxfire," ‘.‘The

Looters,” "Man Without •. Star,"
"Lady; Godiva of Coventry," and
"Justice Comes to Tomahawk."

Composers, under supervision . of
Joseph Gershenson, are Frank
Skinner* Milton Rosen, Henry Man-
cini, Herman Stein, William Lava*
Heinz Roemheld, Henry Vars and
Irving Gertz.,

Hollywood, Oct. 19.

.
Ralph Clare, chairman of the

Motion Picture Permanent Chari-
ties’ 19.55 Campaign, reveals that
the goal will be $1,250*000. AFL
Film Council voted full support
for the drive;

Regis :Toomey, MPPC proxy,
states that the beneficiaries of the
drive will

;

be the Community
Chests of Los Angeles, Burbank,
Santa Monica * arid Glendale; Red
Cross Chapters of the same four
cities; American Cancer Society;
Los Angeies. Heart Association;
Los Angeles Y.M.C.A.; City of
Hope; Sister Elizabeth Kenny
Foundation; Braille Institute of

America; Arthritis and Rheuma-
tism Foundation; Military Order
of the Purple Heart and Will
Rogers Memorial Hospital.

N.Y. to L.A.
Robert Ard*ey-
Hall Bartlett
Joe Glaser
George Grushki
David Hanna
Don Hartman
Ken Hyman
Wallace Jordan
Michael O’Shea
Robert K. Shapiro
John Tanaka

Europe to N.Y,
Richard Altschuler
Stella Andreva
Cecil' Beaton
Robert Breen

• Molly Howard
Louis Jourdan
Arthur B. Krim
Ted Patrick
Tom Peddy
Gregory Ratoff
Peter Saunders
John Sinn
Gladys Swarthout
Max E. Youngstei

.

Washington, Oct. 19.

The vending machine is supplementing and even
displacing the refreshment stand at both conven-
tional hardtop theatres and drive-ins, manufacturers
of the machines asserted here rit the annual con-
vention of the National Automatic Merchandising
Assn.
The degree to which the automatic venders are

replacing live ones was emphasized by Carl Siegel,
of the Stanley-Warner circuit. Siegel relates that
his circuit is now using a - variety of mechanical
vendors "dispensing soft drinks; candy, popcorn,
ice cream cookies, nuts, cigarettes, combs, perfume
and photographs; and such items as weighing ma-
chines and com operated parcel lockers.

Siegel reports that, soft drink machines sell more
than double the amount ol beverages formerly sold

lanually at the refreshment stands, in addition to

freeing attendants to give better Service in dispens-

ing candy and popcorn at the stands. Stanley-Warher
was the first large circuit to install ice cream vending
machines and has learned that they outsell the manu-
ally operated ice cream stands in theatres.

"We cannot possibly do without automatic mer-
chandising in theatres," commented Siegel.

John Pierson, of Vendo Co.; which sells vending
machines for ice cream to theatres, reports a steady
increase in the business, with special emphasis on the
drive-ins.

Chicago, Oct: 19.

Cdf. E. F. McDonald Jr., pres,
ident of Zenith Radio Corp., in a

lengthy press statement issued to-

day (Tues.) gave exhibitors gener-
ally and Theatre Owners of Amer-
ica particularly a severe going-
over because: they’re trying to put
the quietus on toll television. ’ He.
accused exhibs of trying to stop
progress, preventing widespread
employment for show business per-
sonnel,, arid seeking to ally them-
selves with the same tv elements
Whom they previously declared to

be their enemies. Excerpts from
McDonald’s statement follow:
"The attempt by movie theatres

to block; subscription tv is like
trying to stop the wheels of prog-
ress with. a fly swatter, and will
prove to be as futile as other at-

tempts by Other industries to kill

Off competition; that might cut into
profits.

v
". . ... The theatreowners are try-

ing to kill it, eyen though their ac-

tion would deprive countless mil-
lions of Americans of their only
opportunity to see new movies,
Broadway plays, and other fine en-
tertainment. I’m talking riot only
of shut-ins,, but alsp of the millions
who can’t afford the cost of baby
sitters, transportation, and the ad-
mission price involved

,
in attend-

ing the theatre.
"There is no connection what-

soever between the stopping of
subscription television and preser-
vation' ‘of free television for the
American, people/ The contrary i*

true, already thirty operating TV
(Continued on rpage 10)

L.Av to N.Y.
Roger Adamd
Louis Adrian
Judith Anderson
Barney Balaban
Jay Blackton
Irving Berlin
Fred Brisson
James. Fallon
Mila Frank
Margalo Gillmor*
Charles Golflner
Heller Halliday
Richard Halliday
Mary Hunter
Ben Irwin
Joseph Kaufman
Barbara Lawtenci
Sondra Lee
Edwin Lester
Eugene Loring
Joe E. Marks
Mary Martin
Raymond Massey
Kathy Nolan
Arnold M. Picker
Mary Pickford
Milton R. Rackmil
Basil Rathbone
Jerome Robbins
David E. Rose
Jaye Rubanoff
Dore Schary
Norman Shelly
Louis Shurr

:

John Stix .

Francis L; Sullivan
Robert Widkersham

N.Y. to Europe
Richard Aldrich
John Wise Allen
John Byram
Sarah Churchill
The Colstons
Leonard Eisner
Bob Hope
Jerome Lawrencn
Robert E. Lee
Gina Lollobrigida
Walter Macken
Frederick Marvin
Henry Salomon Jr,

Cecil Wilson



Upbeat note in their balance 4-

sheets has the American film com-
panies once again: ogling the
Broadway legit market for pos-

sible, play investments.
Pix outfits are avidly reading

scripts of upcoming legit presen-
tations with a double view to ty-

ing up screen rights and getting .

a financial stake in plays that
seent to shape as hits* Story edir

tors in N. Y. last week, agreed that

they’re on the lookout for stage

properties and that, when a likely

prospect comes around, the com-
petition. is keen.

Seen as good bets in; the current
Broadway lineup ' are “Pajama
Game',” which carries a $1,000,000
asking price; "The Fragile Fox,”
a war yarn; “King of Hearts,” a.

comedy, and- “Reclining Figure/’

also a comedy.

.
Metro already has/ snagged

screen rights to . three current
plays, “Tea and Sympathy,” “Tea-
house of the August Moon” and
“The Tender Trap/’ Paramount
made a film of “Sabrina Fair’’

and has trie ’ rights to “Desperate.
Hours,’’ which is due on Broad-

. Situation on. that one is curi-

in that Par owned the eights
to the novel on which the play

is based. Par furthermore is

bringing out “My Three Angels/’
•Which it bought in Paris in the
French version. 20th-F0x has
“Dan-Can.”

Universal which bought “The
Shrike” for $90,000, is frankly
eager to find other plays, land

Maurice Bergman, U eastern story
.(Continued on page 10)

Mark Bushner Heads Up
Studios’ Pension Scheme

Hollywood,; Oct. 19.

Mark Bushner resigned as labor
relations director at RKO to* take
the post of administrator of the
film industry’s new pension plan
which goes into effect next week.
Both labor and management ap-

proved the appointment unanim-
ously.

Pension plan, in negotiation for

more than a year,,.will benefit more
than 18,000 in motion picture and
allied industries.

Court Asked to End

ifflfiMljfiTlToffjfEi

‘Director’ Screen Tag
Lbs AngeleS, bet. 19.

Music directors existed more
than 300 years before motion pic-

tures arid motion picture directors

were even thought of, Ray Heim
dorf charged yesterday (Mon.) in a

precedental Superior Court suit for

declaratory relief and dairiages of

$220,000 against the Screen Direc-
tors Guild and each of its directors.

Unsecured
For the fourth time in the

last decade Metro has pro-
duced a feature film without
musical background. Preview
of “Bad Day at Black Rock”
revealed no score and it was
learned, that no score will be
added.

Three other Metro pictures
In the past were similarly
without musical backing. Only
drums were used in “King
Solomon’s Mines” and “Mo-
gatnbo;” In “Executive Suite”
the background consisted only
gongs from a big clock, were
heard.

Warner Brothers also is named a
defendant in the action filed to re-
store Heindorf’s screen credit as
music director but no monetary
damages were asked of the studio,

An extra $20,000 ,|s asked in
Heindorf -s suit to coyer loss of
credit on “Young in Heart.” If
this

.
point is upheld individual

members of the SDG might be
held financially accountable by each
music director for screen credit
lost as a result of the contract with
producers,

Litigation, brought by the firm
Of Gang, Kopp .& Tyre on behalf
of the veteran film music director,
brings into the open a long-smoul-
dering controversy which has been
raging since the major studios
signed a collective bargaining
agreement with the Screen Direc-
tors Guild In 1948. One clause in
that contract provides that the pro-
ducers “will not grant to any in-
dividual, other than a Director, any
screen or paid advertising credit,
which includes the word ‘direc-
tor’.”

By FRED HIFT

Universal, which owns none of

its own showcases abroad, is aim-
ing to expand its policy of 'chan-
neling all of its product to one or
two houses in a given foreign sit-

uation, Americo Aboaf, U’s foreign
sales manager, reported in N. Y.
Monday (18).

Aboaf had returned two days
earlier from a 10-week . swing
through Europe and the Far and
Near East, starting out; with U.’s

general sales convention in Tokyo
over Which he presided and; which,
by all accounts, was hangup
success.

. On the basis of his observations,
Aboaf said American films in all

the areas he visited were .unques-
tionably holding on to their siz-

able lead over all other countries’
product and that, with a few ex-
ceptions, the cutdown in Holly-
wood production hadn’t made it-

self felt as yet in the foreigri pjar-
ket. He added that this was not
surprising since, unlike U., S. ex-
hibs who must do primarily with
domestic fare,

,
their international

confreres are in a position to draw
on native pix and other imports.
Aboaf stressed that, in Europe

particularly, “only the big films
do business.” He didn’t think that
much was to be gained by a con-
solidation of American companies’
exchange facilities in the foreign
market. “The''savings aren’t worth
giving up your individuality,” he
explained.

Policy of tying up with a single
house for the entire year's product
isn’t new for U, but so far has
been confined to comparatively
few situations. On his trip, Aboaf
set several new deals of this kind,
arid he said the company was seek-
ing to expand such arrangements.
“It’s good for us,” he commented,
“because we are sure of our outlet
and the house

,we want. For the
exhibitors it’s an advantage in that
he doesn't have, to worry about
product.”
Manner of this cooperation isn’t

frozen into a steady pattern. In
one. spot, for instance, U splits

its product among three first-runs,
all owned by the same man* Else-
where, two houses share the U
output. Company is. in a position
to go through with such a policy
since it continues to have sufficient
product, Aboaf explained.

Orient Too Fluid
U exec saw a need for improv-

ing and expanding the Far Eastern
market but said it Was difficult;
to suggest a definite course of ac-
tion due to social, political and
economic factors, “It’s been sug-
gested that we acquire more thea-
tres in the Far East,, but who is

going
,
to invest his money; tinder

the present circumstances?’’ he
asked. The area was well worth
developing, but for .the moment it
can be done only via "better con-
tacts and more intensive distribu-
tion efforts/’ he suggested.
Aboaf found Bangkok, Siam, one

of the most thliving, film markets
(Continued on page 18)

What’s the world of motion pic-:

tures coming to? The, new shooting
and projecting processes on view
at present are “only the, begin-
ning/’ says Barney Bala bari, presi-

dent of Paramount.

For example, it’s conceivable
that Par’s VistaVision process in

the future will be put .to use for

pictures of such dimension that
they’ll run in some theatres six

months to a year and would be
akin to Cinerama and the upcom-
ing Todd-AO. Auguring this, he
added, is a new 90-degree camera
lens ndw being developed by Zeiss
which would fit in with the
Y’Vision principle of double-frame
photography by which the area of

“taking” film is twice the standard
size, Camera’s cohe of vision with
V’Vision now is the regular 60
degrees;

Par prez insisted, in effect,

that he wds only speculdkin
but the fact that work:

'

ing on on the Zeiss tens was
regarded as placing, the kin
sized roadshows and marathon
runs in the. definite realm . of
possibility.

What’s to be the ultimate in

screen presentation? Loren Ryder,
Par’s engineering topkick, offers an
answer: “It all depends on the see-

.

ing capability of the audience.
There’s

^ a certain point to be
reached and after that there’s a

diminishing return.”
The comments were made by

Balaban-and Ryder following the
opening of Par’s “White Christ-
inas” at Radio City Music Hall,
N. Y. An advanced feature of
V’Vision is being employed in this

engagement, whereby the release
print of the film travels horizontal-
ly through the booth machine and
two frames are thrown on the
screen in place of one. This type
of projection, the execs stressed, is

advantageous only for unusually
large screens where some lighting
might otherwise be lost. Ryder
said only 28 houses have serpens
over 60 feet in width and those
measuring between 50 and 60 num-
ber less than 100. He added he sees
no reason to use it at other houses.
Music "Hall's screen is 59Vfc-by-32
feet.

In production 35m film is used,
exposing two frames at a time.

(Continued on page 18)

ALAN LADD COMPANY

IN LINK TO WARNERS
Hollywood, Oct.. 19.

Warners, closed a long-term pro-
duction and distribution with Alan
Ladd’s Jaguar Productions calling
for an unspecified number of films,
in some of which Ladd will star.

New deal goes into effect wrieri
Ladd completes his top role in
“Drum Beat,” Jaguay’s first pro-
duction for release by Warners.

Fewer Releases All Run High

Ed Grainger’s Untitled

$1,500,000 First Feature
Hollywood, Get. 19.

Edmund Grainger Productions
closed a deal for .the distribution of

the . first of its six forthcoming
indie pictures through RKO. Initial

production, still untitled, goes into

.Work Jan. 15 with a budget of
$1,500,000. It will be: filmed in

Technicolor and wide-screen.
Company’s second production

will be “Oh,' Promised Land/’
based on the James Street novel;

Film starts in May With Alan Ladd
likely to star, /

By GENE ARNEEL
Board of directors of Theatre

Owners of America, meeting with-
in the framework of a general
membership convention in Chicago
Oct. 30-Nov. 4, will unhesitatingly
turn down j petition for support
of Allied States’ projected pitch
for Government intervention in
the film business. Informal sound-
ing-out of some TOA-ers makes
this clearly evident,

Allied reps have asked TOA
president Walter Reade for back-
ing of it’s Allied’s, program of ask-,
ing Departrrient of Commerce con-
trol on film rentals if, in the next
three months, the distributors fail

to satisfy Allied that 'adequate
relief ffom “excessive” film

:
costs

is riot forthcoming. Reade said he’d
refer this to the TOA froard.

A pulse-taking at this date
makes it obvious that the TOA-ers
feel they’ve already had too much
experience with “Government” to
want anymore. Orie importantly-
placed TOA rep put. it this way:
“If the Government could do any-
thing, we’d be obligated. But, in

the first place, I fail to see how
it can.”
Comments from TOA people

underline one heretofore undram-
atized but ultra significant fact;

The major members of this ex-

hibitor organization have had a
full, arid (to them) distasteful,

share of business with the Gov-
ernment. These are operators of
the circuits which now are inde-
pendent but which, until the De-
partment of Justice won its case
in the U. S. A, vs. Paramount,

(Continued on page I8>

Pattern of industry operations
today works against the; small, in-

die exhib, the sales topper of one
of the major distribs admitted this

week in N. Y,
Asked Whether he thought there

was some justification to all of the
complaints voiced at the Allied
convention in Milwaukee last

week, he answered
.
With a posi-

tive "yes/’

A number of distribution execs,
while loath to say so in public,

privately will admit that motion
pictures is no longer a little man’s
business. At the same time, they’re
voicing concer over the steadily

rising costs of top films which
puts on producers arid distributors

a responsibility greater than any
in the past.,.

“When you have only a coi

paratively few films to handle,
and each of them is saddled with
a budget running into the millions,

you can’t fool around/’ was one
frank distrib comment. ‘/With

the situation what it is today,
we’re here to sell, and sell hard,
to insure a proper return. There’s
very little room for flops now-
adays.”

It’s in the nature of things that,

realizing the extent of the risk,

the companies are coricentrating

oin the key situations and the cir-

cuits which deliver them their top
coin! There isn’t a single distribu-

( Continued on page 20)

Past Promises Not Always Kept, But New Pact
Assures U,S, $4,000,000 Windfall

Compensation deals for $3,900,-

000, covering the Motion Picture
Export Assn.’s entire accumulated

funds in Argentina, have been ar-

ranged by Robert Corkery, MPEA
exec in charge of Latin America

Corkery returned to N. Y, last

Week following a two-month stay
in his territory, with most of his
time spent in Buenos Aires to work
out details of the arrangement
which involves the sale of scrap
iron.
• Swap deals in ’54 took in $1,070,-
000 earlier this yeai* arid $1,872,000
on his last trip. In allowing re-
mittance of $4,000,000 since Nov.,
1953, the Peron government in ef- j

feet took care of the entire 77,000,- 1

000 peso allotment for the Ameri-
can compahies to June, 1956. Un-
der the film agreement negotiated

by MPEA-prexy Eric Johnston in
1951, $5,500,000—^at the rate of
$1,100,000 annually could be trans-
ferred; Figuring in the discount,
that brought it to $4,000,000. Lat-
ter total includes $1,100,000 for
1954 as the regular remittance.

Film biz is said to be extremely
fortunate in getting this kind of
deal from the Argentines; Apart
from the remittances, 50% of the
U. S. earnings are invested locally.

The current deal provides for an
exchange rate of 1916 pesos to the
dollar. That’s higher than the of-

ficial rate, but
. a good deal more

favotable than the 28 peso unoffi-
cial rate. Counting the current
Argentine windfall, and the Bra-
zilian rernittances earlier this year*
the U. S, film take from these two
countries alone should run to about
$25,000,000 in 1954.

Share of Ads on ‘La Lupa’

During World, N.Y. Run
Whether indie producer Jules

Levey Is liable for advertising ex-

penses, incurred in connection with
the run of his Italian import, “La
Lupa” (“The She Wolf”), at the
World Theatre, N. Y, early this

year is the crux of a suit before

N. Y. Supreme Court Justice Mat-
thew M. Levy. Jean Goldwurm and
the Perfecto Amusement Corp.,

Who operate the World, are suing
LeVey for $5,672 as. the latter’s

share of the promitional budget.
Under a January, 1954, contract,

the papers, disclosed, "La Lupa”
was to have a 10-week run at trie

World witri a $12,000 rental guar-
antee and advance. Advertising ex?

penses were to be recouped out of
Levey’s share. From Feb,. 17

through April 13, it’s asserted,

some $9,193 was sperit on advertis-

ing of which Levey allegedly owes
$6,962, less $1,290 he : previously

tiad paid.

In making a general denial of

the charges, Levey has filed a
counter claim for $11,290. Con-
tending that Goldwurm and Per-
fecto breached the contract, trie

producer maintains that he isn’t

liable for ad expenses because the
plaintiffs gave the public the ini-,

pression that trie film would play
less than 10 weeks at trie World.
He Wants $10,000 from Droidwurm
and PerfectO for “misiriforming
the public” plus return of his

$1,290.
“La Lupa,” ^incidentally, is now

being distributed by Republic as
“The She-Wolf” under a deal with
Levey. A Ponti-De Laurentiis pro-
duction, it stars Kerima. She was
starred as the native girl in trie

British-made. “Outcast of the Is-

lands,”

ON ‘TOAST’ DEC. 12
“The Jack L. Warner Story” has

been skedded for Dec. 12 presen-
tation on Ed Sullivan’s “Toast of
the Town” tv show, Warner him-
self will appear on the program.

Sullivan said yesterday (Tues.)

that the Warner biog wiy probably
originate from N. Y. Just as on
the prior “Zapuck Story,” toast to
Warner will include a number of
clips from WB pix past, present*
and future.
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Phffft
Fair-enough business figures

with' this Judy Holliday com-
edy.

steals a voodoo idol that is half

the secret to where a legendary
treasure is hidden. Miss Bowe, as

his daughter, is commissioned to

talk Agar into using his boat to

Columbia release of Fred Kohlmar pro- hunt for the treasure.. The hero
auction, stats Judy Hoiuday. Jack Lemon; doesn t give in readily, but finally
features jack Carson, imtlovak, Liiella ; s convinced After A Voodoo Curse Jtnllvu/nnH fW
'Dirccied*

1

^y
<

'''!toi5L^
>

SSbi56n?
n
^t6ry'^a^nd causes Biberman's death and he Columbia release Xf Lewis J, Rachmil

screenplay, George Axelrodr. camera, takes Off with the girl for a near- production. Stars Robert ^Francis, Dotma
Charles Lnri£# editor* Charles Nelson# u. r ficMncf idanrf whi>rA a TiAtivG Reed# May Wynn# .Phil Carey; featureg

music, Frederick OHollander, conducted by fishing lSiana, Wlier« a native pMlow SWv.elw, Peggy' Converse, Roy
Morris StoJoff. Sneak previewed at Loew's friend furnishes the nflissing . clUGS Roberts# Jack. Kelly# Stutirt Randall#

72d Street Theatre, NiY; Oct. 14, '54. and dies for violating Voodoo VOWS. Eugene Iglesias# Frank PeKbva.vJohn War
Running timci 91 MINS. The COUple loCate the treasure ilrisin?

3
S?re?ni?iy; ^eVaffin^sK

Rnberr
r
Tracv'
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Jack Lemmon 'island; on Which is A lake in whose Frank Nugent! based on a story by Leo

Ch^rUe kelson
*

^aek^cSS.dn Waters are small golden skeletons,

•t?”
l8
'ri^in “ i5&NGeai- complete with rubies and diaf -Kul

p^ii; 'ifSvieSeS *o£. 8, *«. Bun--.

D Vai Si binakTRandolPh HlOnds, that are buried with the ning time, «4 MINS,. w • .

Rick
y
vuiil ; ;... lS.a?d Curtis vOOdOO, tribe’s, dead. Agar and ..... Rotoert^rkncls

Language Teacher MisS Bowe Ate Caught and then MflnyTte£.* 'May Wynn
Thm

C
mv *Eddie Seailes fearely escape With their lives And Capt. Peter Blake ....... Phil CareyTommy ...Eddie. Sealles

trpn<;iire Winduo finds them Col. Ethan Walters Onslow. Stevens
( Aspect 1.85*1 ) no treasure. Mrs. Walters . . . Peggy Converse

; deciding they are, treasure: enough 'Sergeant Creever Roy Roberts-

title is the; product of Walter tor each Mher.
, . M„Ku

m°nd

Wincheirs shell game with words Agar satisfactorily puts oyer his Red Leaf Eugene igiesias,

—-put “rift” under one cover, shake stalwart hero assignment, Miss •'}?«.**£/.
;

• .
• • • • ••••’

well, and it emerges “phfft” from Bowe’s physical charms provide
Dr.'

e
Gibs?n

h
..‘.'::::.::: nSiph DuSike

another.' Pie originally was written the location beauties with tough. Maria . Julia Montoya

as. a play (unproduced) by George competition. Biberman
,
is good ^•rm.al

ay ‘ ' ' ' “V fieore^Kevnffs
Axelrod and was fashioned for the and among the natives standing spotter Woir /,'.'.’.'.’;.' .',

u
Maurice -Jara

screen by the same author. *6ut are' Andre Narcisse, Jacques
( Aspect ratio: 1.85-1)

“Phfftj” is lightweight farce run- Molant and Pierre Blain. A snake — —

—

ning from bed to verse. Various dance by Andre Contant; ana.'JNa- The outdoor market should find

kinds of beds are the key props in polepn Bernard, plus contributions “They, Rode West” a handy entry,

the project and nimble dialog pro- by the players of .the National jt
>

s an early-west cavalry-actioner,

vides* the suggestive accents and Folklore Theatre of Haiti, are ex- fitted out in Technicolor and good
exclamation points. AH inoffensive, cejlent. _ _ __ •

. values for the. trade at which it is ,

though, and cleverly put together Richard Kay and Harry Rybnidk. aimed.
for comedy effect; Entry lacks the produced under **®futive pr<J- Filih is the 'second for Robert
laugh wallop that would make it ducer Sam X. ^barbanelr with ^d-

Prancis seen earlier in “The Caine
standout, but the material and ward Barison as

, ^
sso
4f1n;rn

T
p Mutiny,” as it is for May Wynn,

staging are sufficiently ingratiating ^?
1^nc

1

n
e
n
ns
^§ J^y ^iauXaar% froni the same picture. Along for

to promise okay business in mostThomps^ additional casting emphasis is

situations. score are among other good points. Donna Reed, Oscar-winner from
Judy Holliday and Jack Lemon, prog* “From Here to Eternity;” and Phil

he of -tv, are the married couple m ~T Carey. latter having appearedina
whose bickering leads to the great 0OHg»l .

BrigRfl© number of outdoor action features
divide of Reno. Upon this matri- COLOR) for Columbia; The careful casting,
monial disaffiliation (all right, -

.

.

.

plus: story, values that hold up sat-
phffft), each seeks to put the hew- Rock Hudson, Arlene Dahl in isfactory, all go to help make the
ly-found freedom to exciting use okay action feature based on Lewis J. Rachmil production a cut
via romantic pursuits in other di- British-Hindu conflict in India. £boye standards of most such offeri*
rectioris. — ingsi
Kim Novak gets

_
across a. zesty ...Universal release of Ted Richmond pro, p , the Kafehnr

They Rode West
(COLOR)

Early-west cavalry actloner
with good values for outdoor

Running timci 91 MINS.'
Nina 'Tracy ......
Robert Tracy .. ,.

Charlie Nelson
Janls - . ,

Mrs. Chapman
Dr. Van Kessel
Rick Vidal . ;

Language Teacher

Robert Francis
Donna Reed.
May Wynn
Phil Carey

Onslow. Stevens
Peggy"Converse

Roy Roberts
,. ... Jack .Kelly.

: Stuart Randall
Eugene Igleslas_

. Frank DeKova

, . James Best
George Keymas
. Maurice Jara

score are, among other good^otats.
Brog.

Bengal Brigade
COLOR)

Rock Hudson, Arlene Dahl in
okay action feature based on
British-Hindu conflict in India.

Universal release of Ted Richmond pro?:

“Fryn Here to Eternity;” and Phil
Carey,- latter having appeared in a:

number of outdoor action features
for Columbia; The careful casting,

plus story values that hold up sat-

isfactory, all go to help make the
Lewis J. Rachmil production a cut
above standards of most such offer-

ings.

Plot peg the -Leo Katcher

Errol Flynn becomes a song Arid dance man in “Lilacs in the
Spring,” which has been made abroad by Herbert Wilcox
Flynn's in _on two sides of the Phillips phonograph label. . .. .

Tito Guitar’s next Mexican feature, “El Pecaso de Ser Mujer”
(don’t ask us to translate it) premieres in San Antonio . . .

... mean-
while he’s-, doing at series of cafe dates for Hilton taverns .

Down. in. Atlanta, Billy Graham’s film, “Souls/in Conflict” had its.

premiere to invited
.
audience arid Gov; • D^ripan Talmadge

hailed the guy as “the greatest missionary since St. Paul”
Femme lead is one Collene Townsend Evans who gave
up a Hollywood career for • religion . , Quess Hye Bossi
of the Canadian Film Weekly was kidding when he reported
Russians will show the U.S. (and Universal) programmer, changed
around as “Ma arid Pa Samovar On the Collective” . , Alfred
Hitchcock’s company on location in Vermont got: practically no
exteriors because of lousy weather for “The Trouble With Harry”
. . . and the Vermont exteriors will how be mostly shp^ in California.

. How influential are critics? Martin-Lewis comedies, Tor example,,
consistently very strong at the boxoffice despite fact they never
send the reviewers . . . Walloping antitrust suit won by a Kansas
City theatre against the major companies for damages totalling

$2,400,000 has an . ironic twist. One of the attorneys for the plain-
tiff is Nick Spands, formerly on the legal staff of the Motion

,

Picture Assn, of America, whose member companies are the
defendants in the K.C. action ... Britain’s knighted actors never
use their titles in film credits ; ... . so, it’s less of, a big thing . thaiii

it might otherwise be that the new, “Richard III” feature will
include Sir Laurence Olivier, Sir Ralph Richardson, Sir John
Gielgud and Sir. Cedric Hardwicke.
Don Hartman, Paramouqt’s exec producer, talked to Eddie Fisher
, N.Yi last week about a picture deal. If it’s worked out, the

singfer would star in a property billed “Count Your Blessings,”
title of one of the Irving Berlin tunes in “White Christmas.”

Jerry Wald, who returned
:
to the Coast Monday (18), negotiated

for femme lead for Columbia’s “Pal Joey.” He termed his selec-
tion “off-beat casting’’ . . . Dore Schary in from the Coast Monday
(16). He leaves' fpr Boston today (Wed.) for a tWo-day visit

Joan Greenwood arriving from Coast tomorrow. (Thurs.) and planes
to England the following day . Metro publicist John Sturges
due in from Coast for a brief stay.

«linw a«! an accessible blonde Out diiction. -Stars Rock Hudson, Arlene Dahl; rT0t peg X.ne L*CO IvaCCner
snow as an pccessiDie monae opi

co.stars Ursula Thiess; features Toriii story, as scripted by DeVallon
to cure Lemon Of the post-connu- Thatcher. Arnold Moss, Daniel O Herllhy, qrnif anA Frank Niippnt hrine<

iree-wneeung luuiaiiuc, icgisiwa novel, "Bengal Tiger, ny «au nunrer; nrerfeceocnrc have heen Hriirtk*; and
colorfully Miss Holliday and camera (Technicolor, Maury Gertsinan; preaecessors nav® oeen arunics ana

pnmhn editor. Frank Gross; musical supervision, butchers. Feeling against doctorsLemon make an attractive combo. joseph Gershenson. previewed Oct. 12, at the post is strong, particularlyFemme star’s bouts with the '54. Running time. M MINS. on the Dart of Carev caDtaln who
French language and psychiatry in capt. j«Br.r q.ybourne...,Hock Hud«n ff,.

1
"*

L

h.

'

'SSSS^iSSSSSrT::; :: .T*SSJ!P?SSE'.
himcelf a Canaihle hand at "zanvism Capt. Ronald Blaine. . ..Daniel O’Herlihy hlS Side until m! starts caring .for an

1 nS n3S Hari Lai ; Harold Gordon epidemic on a Kiowa- .reservation 1

.

Luella Gear,. Donald Randolph^ Sgt.. Major ..Michael Ansara opairn-f nrderc The had feel in e
and Donald Curtis do right well in Mahindra Leonard strong amst oiaers, J.ne D.au ieeimg

le«er^ hrnrninent^
^

snots Bulblt Shepard Menken that develops erupts when the
leS

Avei?id?
in
feleennlfv oiveD

Themselves .......... SuJata and Asoka KiOWas join with GomancheS in anS (Aspect ratio: 2 to 1) attack on the fort, but everything

French Treat Boxing and Gangster Themes-
Germans Active But Without Any Verve

4 R/Toivlr DAW .wwv. — dUdCIi UU tilC AUIL. UUW CVClVllHHg.
bieezy pacing under Mark Rob-

;
. fc riPhted. at the finale' when Fran-

oi?the move°Weak Rebellion Against British, rule ih els’ medical skill brings peace,
it s consistently on The move. Weak

jn(jia springboards the action ih FranrU is verv nood in hie nut-point in Fred Kohlmar’s produc- this Universal dffering. and- tlie.farts' -do0r?5ot as tS fdSflistic doc&'tion is^the^lack of substantial plot. will find it an okay feature in Tech- jE Reeff cbmes over a? 5VanouS of the scenes are cute riicolon With Rock Hudson and visltor at the fort Missadd up to a.fragHe vvhole. And Arlene Dahl heading the cast, film W^nn'al^ fichres
1

stroriclv as Ithe climax, which has Miss Holli- shduld find a good level generally,
cirl raised% the®was a

XTS'JSSSSi.'gW s“er
efh ***

Music and all technical Credits "'piTt of the Ted Richmond pro- ^fSo^okl? Is^hb r^ntfSire standard. Gene. auction opens With Hudson leading .£& d
rith

y
ch^i« ®.

^ - - 1. . a brigade of Sepoy troops into ac-^'-fSt^nv areTliO Golden Mistress tion against orders and then re- .^kndS* Pegg7cbnJe?se
P
his(COLOR) signing his captaincy in the British wiS^Rov Roblrt! Irish Sant-— army when he is disciplined for jack Kellv Stuart Ran^

Good- program adventure fea- disobedience, He also puts aside
jelesia _ Frank DeKova John War

ture on treasurerhunting i Miss Dahl, the colonel’s daughter, F
g
aele Ralnh

K
Dumke and Janies

Haiti; filmed in color in the because of his uncertain future.
Kalpn

'
Umke ana Jame5

Caribbean. ' When he learns of rajah Arnold ^ .

.-< T
•——— Moss’ scheme to drive the British .

Charles,, Lawton Jr., gives the

Hollywood, Oct. 18 . from India, however, he assumes show handsome color lensing, and
.United Artists release of Richard Kay- the; guise of traitor to work with keeps Up with the very actibnful
Harry Kvbnick production. -stars John fhp enemv and at the finale is able difection by Phil Karlson, who.
Araiv Rosemarie Bowe; features Abner ine enemy ana, at iriennaie, isapie

ctnvv alnnp nt inct
Bibcrman, Amjre Narcisse. Jacques Mo- to save the colonel, the daughter, tne al

,?
n
.& ,

at
lant. Kiki. Pierre Biain. jshibiey^ Taiamas. and some loyal Sepoys, as well as right pace. The. technical assists are

main,
e<
nnd

0
piayers of

P
the NaUoSi Fo!^ put down the rebellion before it capable, Brog.

lore Theatre of Haiti. Directed by Joel can get fillly started. 1
—'—

!

Sale; oSna"
pl
story by®HewT^camc^ 'Hudson’s heijoics Come over well .PetCE Paul RubeitS Biopic

(Technicolor), William c. Thompson; edi- and. Miss Dahl treats the eyes in m ci t ri
'

tor,. Howard Smith; score composed and her period costumes. So does Ul- 10 0131 JOSG rCITCr
o^t^i^'s^Kunnln^tfino!
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Tb|®sS ^as. a native"-charmer in Hamburg, ’Oct. 19.

BjU Buchanan , John Agar love, with the hero. Moss is pro- Jose Ferrer, who’s directing and

To Star Jose Ferret
Hamburg, 'Oct. 19.

Jose Ferrer, whd-s directing and
Ann Dexter Rosemarie Bowe

.
pel ly i menacing .as .the rajah Who ctarTincr in <5hrilro“ at TTni

Carl Dexter Abner paberman would free India of the British for
Sl r

\
ng

^
Ane Pn.^Ke at um-

Iznard Andre Marcisse k; c ftv0n o .aih an H Vnlin 'TLatnW Ver-Sal. Will have Similar chores On
Tx Flute . , Jacques Molant W® pwny&W and Tprin Thatcher - bionic of naintpr Ppt(»r Paul Ru-
Christofe Kiki -$llOWS Up, well AS the. colonel. ? •

10pi
?.°i

paW.ef P®tej
“apl

S!!pu?,°“"
sa" ;Wik®#

5t.SSl!' Daniel O’Herllhy ably .enacts a 5
ens wbj* lndl® Producer Alexan-

Dombani ^AnCre SiS' cowardly British captain who re- dec Paal is readying as a co-pro-
Napoleon Bernard deems himself: at the end, Harold duction i Germany. Tagged “The

i-
eona^Theatre of Haiti ’ Strong and Shepatd Menken sell lensed in Eastman Color m Eng-

( Aspect ratio: 1.75-1 ) their native characters neatly. For lish,. French and German versions.
-— the terp-minded, Sujata and Asoka paal. Who revealed plans for the

Mi up a treasure-hunting plot step off some interesting native venture here, planed to London
With colorful. Caribbean back- routines.

.. / ; last week to finalize contracts with
grounds and some voodoo magic Laslp Benjedek’s direction ex- Kurt Frings; Ferrer's agent The
and the results shape up as a good pertly fashions the action for. good actor rennrWlv had nrpvtnnciv
program entry for the .general fesuits and a number of sequences, made an ^rar acreemehtTo star as
mni'ket; This United Artists re- including a thrilling Mftt ' »»»,•
lease was filmed in and around come over strongly. Color photQ- of Vpr°3

*
Haiti and the Technicolor printing graphy by Maury Gertsman is an eet. SjiooJing is^slated to start next

job adds to the natural see ic a^set in putting the Richard Alan ^^en, Germany, the
Values that abound in the West Simmons script on film. Seton I.

birthplace of Rubens..

Indies locale. V Miller did the adaptation of Hall Exteriors will also be filmed' in
John Agar and Rosemarie Bowe Hunter’s novel, “Bengal Tiger.” Italy, Spain and Belgium, while in-

enact the lead roles in the search- Unusual for this type of action fea- teriors are to be shot in a German
for-gold script furnished by Lee ture is the suspenserabetting hand- studio. Meantime, producer Paal
Hewitt and Joel Judge. The latter ling of the score of Joseph Gersh- expects to head for Hollywood
also directs, handling his cast and enson. All of the thrill scenes are within several Weeks to ink a
the plot in a satisfactory manner heightened by background music scribter as Well as other stars for
to put the picture, over for the that supports, rathe? than domi- the film At that tS^e’ll alsS
market Were it will play best. As- nates. Brog.'

'

sistmg the two stars and featured __ —— £22f JSSSSbiSi!?

SEIZMICK'S REISSUE KICK

Newest Revivals Are ‘Notorious’
and ‘Farmer’s Daughter’

i

' ....
Selznick Releasing. Organization,

now on a reissue kick, is following

up- on its current sale of “Duel in

the. Sun” with a package combo of
“Notorious,” Ingrid Bergman and
Gary Grant costarrfer, and “Farm-
er’s Daughter,” With Loretta Young
and Joseph Cotten.

Release will’ be Vi territorial

distributors.' Capitol Releasing
Corp., Atlanta, for example, has
signed to handle the pix in the
Georgia territory.

Herb Stemmann’s Tohan

To Import Features Of

‘Truly Continental Flavor’
Tohan. Pictures Co. is the latest

outfit to join the ranks of the for-

eign. film iinporters-distribs. Setup,
which- will specialize in the im-
portation of pix with “a truly con-
tinental flavor,” is headed by Her-
bert R. Steinmann who’s also got
his fingers on Broadway and tv

pies. Steinmann is associated- in

the company with Anne Eisen.

Steinmann, just returned from'
Europe, ' will have an interest in

several of the films he’ll handle.
He’s got the rights to a trio of

films from Italy, France Snd Den-
mark,. Pix ate currently in pro-
duction.

competent Performance level
j
16th annual dinner of the Motion supervisor Marcel Vertes, both of

maintained throughout.
;
Picture Pioneers, set for Nov, 17 in j

whom worked on “Moulin Rouge”
Biberman, a fast-buck promoter, / N. Y. and honoring Si Fabian. j'('UA).

Ironton, .0., Oct. 19.

Mrs. Fronia 'Sexton, the 62*year-

old. grandmother who operated film

houses in ironton, O., and Ashland,
Ky., and who on Aug. 27 was- sen-

tenced to serve, a year and a day
in the Federal Reformatory for

Women at Alderson, W. Va., for

embezzling $142,598 from an Iron*

ton bank of which she was - presi-

dent, was released Oct. 18, ber

cause of illness. Federal Judge
John H. Druffel ordered the re-

lease when informed she had can-

cer and probably would not live

through her prison term.

As president of the Citizens Na-
tional Bank of Ironton, she was
charged With manipulating funds
to keep alive the- now defunct
Ironton Courier, a daily paper she
had acquired.

By copycatting the Hollywood
approach to filmmaking,' European
producers are riding for a fall, says
Thomas J. Brandon, indie importer-
distrib just back from a" lengthy
European trip.

“They’re losing that Continental
touch,” Brandon observed; ‘'Just

take the two French entries' at

Venice this year. One was about
boxing and the other had a gang-
ster theme. How can the French
seriously expect ta compete with
Hollywood in tfiose areas?”

Brandon said he found consider-
able unhappiness on the continent
over producers’ apparent inability

to make a serious dent in the

American market. Their apparent
aim today ij to make pix for the

U. S, and
. the international mar-

ket. “The result’ is that they’re

somewhere in between. All the dis-

tinction has been drained from
them.”

Of the • West German’ industry,
Brandon said it was “astonishing to

see such rapid development with-

out life. They’re copying Holly-
wood methods, and with some, suc-

cess, but they treat with the most
inane subjects.. There’s no attempt
to deal with anything but the most
superficial problems,” he reported.
He; noted considerable production
activity on the part of the east

Germans.

Notre Dame Game Does.

Fair B.O.at Harris, Pitt

Pittsburgh', Oct. 19.

•J.
. p. HaTr'is Thieatre downtown

tried a Notre Dame football thea*

tre telecast for the first time Sat-

urday (167 and didn’t do too badly,

everything considered. House, drew

nearly 1,400, about 800 under ca-

pacity. Pitt Was playing unbeaten

Navy hejre in the Stadium, which

pulled, the cream off the top of

the gridiron-going crowd, and fact

that Irish had already been licked

once and their opponent, Michigan
State; had been

.
stopped twice

didn’t help the gate any. Booking,

had been made when it looked as

if Notre Dame would go down the

line Without tasting defeat.

Management of the Harris fig*

ures that on 1,000 customers it

broke about even or perhaps made
a few dollars. Event-marked a foot-

ball Inaugural on the closed cir-

cuit locally; previously only opera

and championship fights have been

carried in Pittsburgh.
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HOLY LAND FOR OATER DRAMA

Hollywood Is missing out on a

lot of promising European talent

via its failure to contact the right

people and look in the right plaices,

says Eugene TUlinger, editor of

the Top; Secret mag and general

manager of Vita Picture Service.

Just back from Europe after a

lengthy stay, Tillinger opined in

N. Y. last week . that the whole of

the American film companies’ tal-

ent scout setup on the Continent
could stand a revamp. ‘‘It just

dpeSn’t work the way it’s being
handled now,” he said.

Hollywood scouts, he reported,
visit the best hotels in the various
capitals, and contact the few top
agents around, but they don't
bother poking into off-the-beaten-

track showcases and most of them
are severely handicapped, in their

job by their ignorance of the na-

tive language.

Tillinger’s remedy : Get in touch
with local photogs and reporters
who know the scene and are in a

position to spot the promising tal-

ent much quicker than any visiting

firemen.

Scribe said that many European
personalities had been scared off.

by “phony” talent scouts 'Who came
along with a lot of big but empty
promises. He added that the Amer-
ican companies Could save them-
selves a lot of money by searching
more intensively, for talent in

Europe’s more' off-beat places in-

stead of sighing performers when
they’re at their peak.

He cited the example of Gina
Lollobrigida, whose generous pro-
portions he first displayed in a

U. S. mag
s
layout. It was those

stills WhicK in 1949, attracted ^;he

attention of RKO and Howard
(Continued on page 18)

Studio Drivers’ Agent Heads A.F.L,
Film Council.

Theatre Chain Illegally

Sold to Wroe Adams
i

Dallas, Oct. 19.

A hearing has been set here for
tomorrow (Wed.) on a controversy
involving sale of 1,450 shares of
stock in Trans-Texas Theatres, to
Wroe Adams, Austin attorney.

Plaintiffs are William O’Donnell
and Terrence Hudgins, both of this
city, and Oliver Thomas of San
Antonio, Defendants are Louis
Novy, of Austin, prez of the firm;
Harold C. Novy, secretary, also of
Austin; K, S. Mallory, Dallas,
treasurer, Adams, and Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Podolnick, Austin.

The plaintiffs question the legal-
ity of the sale. They say they own
a total, of 7,875 shares. On Sept, 16
the plaintiffs assert; the 1,450
Shares, which had not been paid in
and were, allegedly to be held by
the corporation, were sold to
Adams at a meeting called by Louis
Novy,.
The plaintiffs say that no prior

notice on the proposal had been
given and the. sale will give Louis
Novy a chance to dominate the af-
fairs of the company. They say the
‘other side” , now apparently has

. *,125 shares.
A temporary order to restrain

the defendants from making use
of the recently sold stocks in af-
fairs of the firm* has been. issued

Hollywood, Oct. 19.
Cartoon branch of the film in

uustry. is planning a. cocktailery
nere next month honoring Walter
Lantz on the 25th anniversary of
his association with Universal-. He
began making animated pix at C
in 1929 when the studio was head

by the late Carl Laemmle.
Arrangements committee, head

ed by Walt Disney, includes Fred
Qitimby, Edward Seltzer, Steve
Bosustow and George Pal. Lantz
is now in Europe filming back
grounds for his “Woody Woodpeck
er” series.”

RALPH CLARE WINS

,
Hollywood, Oct. 19.

By a vote Of 28 to 16, Ralph
Clare won the election for presi-

dency of the Hollywood AFL Film
Council from his rival candidate,
George Flaherty, New president is

business agent of Studio Transpor-
tation Drivers, Local 399.
Other new officers,, elected with-

out opposition, are John Lehners,
veepee; Edwin T. Hill, treasurer;
H. O’Neil Shanks; recording secre-
tary; and A1 Erickson, Pat Somer-
set and Clayton Thomason,

-IIS

Although it switched com-?
pletely to CinemaScope, 2Qth-
Fox’s release schedule for 1954
shows the distrib this year still

had in release, more standard pix
than .CinemaScopers. Situation is

expected to change in 1955.

.
Chart put out by 20th indicated

16 CinemaSeope and 20 regular
releases for 1954. Standard ver-
sions broke down Into 13 new films
and seven reissues. Outfit recently
acquired four new pix for stand-
ard projection. Including two:.

British . entries.

According to : William C. Geh-
ring, 20th sales exec, 1955 Will see
the studio make available around
22 i. CinemaScopers. At the same
time, the number of 2-D films be-
ing taken on from outside will
drop sharply.
Reasoning behind 20th’s. loading

on 2-Ders in '54 were simply that,
CinemaSeope or no CinemaSeope,
the company still needed standard
product to serve its many custom-
ers thaj; hadn’t Converted to
C’Scope, Clearly, the number of
theatres not equipped for the
wide screen is shrinking rapidly.

Latest 20th figures show 8,500
Installations, including 7,230 in-
door theatres and 1,146 ozoners.
Of the 8,500 houses equipped,
4,541 are set to play CinemaSeope
films with single optical tracks
only; 3,348 have stereophonic
sound. In addition there are 535
mixers and 76 theatres using
singletrack magnetic sound. Since
installations continue at the rate
of approximately 200 a week, it’s

now certain that 20th’s goal of
10,000 theatres equipped by The
end of the year will be accom-
plished.

DICK MAHN. RETURNS

Hollywood, Oct. 19.

Dick Mahn, recently let out by
RKO in the general personnel re-
duction, . is returning to the same
lot as director of labor relations.
Before the firing took place he
had been associated with the com-
pany for 23 years.
He takes over the post held by

Mark Bushrier, who moved out to
become administrator of the. film
industry’s pension fund.

Wilson in Tall Corn
Hollywood, Oct. 19.

Richard Wilson returned to Uni-
versal after an absence of a year,
under a new producer contract. His
first prodUctioif under the new
deal will be “Ma and Pa Kettle in
the TA11 Coni.”
During his previous Stay on the

UI lot Wilson produced “Ma and
Pa Kettle at Home” and “The
Golden Blade.”

By MIKE KAPLAN
Hollywood, Oct, 19.

The State of Israel is making
an active pitch here—not for the
first time-r-to attract U.S. co-pro-

duction deals. This time Israel can
boast completely ' modern studio
facilities. Additional values:

(1) A climate, like Southern Cali-

fornia, but no smog.
(2) Authentic Biblical locales.

(3) A Mojave-like area (Negev)
ideal for coWboy drama,

' (4) Lots of English-speaking ac-

tors and extras.

With the first big-scale produc-
tion in Israel completed and about
ready for release, Yehoshua Brand-,
statter is back In Hollywood on
his third trip here in five years
on the same, mission.

. The just-completed film is “Hill

24 Does Not Answer,” based on an
incident in the Israeli war of In-

dependence. Thorold Dickinson,
English director who turned out
“Next of Kin” and “Queen of
Spades” and was formerly head of
the

. British Film Academy, is wind-
ing his stay in Israel after com-
pleting “Hill 24” with a cast of
about 10,000.
" As the first spectacle in Israel’s

history; “Hill 24” is being used as
the clinching argument for produc-
tion at the Herzlia Studios, about
eight nrtiles from Tel Aviv, by
American firms. The film would
have cost between $750,000 and
$1,000,000 in the U.S. In England,
the cost would have iun to about
$500,000.

Production cost of “Hill 24” in
Israel was $200,000—almost 75%
less than comparable production in

Hollywood.
“We are now c o m p 1 e t e 1 y

equipped,” Brandstatter declares.
“We can handle a feature produc-
tion from the moment it goes on
stage through to the completion of
release prints.”

But No Smog
Climatically, Israel offers the

film-maker the same advantages as
Southern California—hut without
the smog, Even the rainy season,
roughly from December through
February, corresponds to the bad
weather period around Hollywood.
But there are very few, days
when the sun is completely hidden,
making possible virtually unlimited
outdoor shooting.
Although there is a tendency to

think of Israel only in terms of
Biblical, films, the terrain offers a

wide variety of location sites, The
Wild West Of the Negev (the south-
ern part of the country) is like

the American west and It’s rugged
mountains are reminiscent of the
New Mexico terrain. Elsewhere,
the green fields of the Galilee, with
its rolling hills and the white sand
and seashore of the Mediterranean
coast offer considerable opportu-
nity for backgrounds of all kinds.
Most important, the distances be-
tween these varied areas, are con-
siderably shorter than in Califor-
nia and they are easily accessible.

English Spoken
.tyith the Continuing “in-gather-

ing of the exiles” program, Israel

has acquired thousands oi English-
speaking actors of all types from
various countries in the world and
they are available for any kind of
character role. In addition, fea-

tured, performers can be found in
the ranks of the bigger, legit groups
such as Habimah and the Chamber
Theatre (Yossi Yadin, one of the
bulwarks of the Chamber, was co-
starred in the Fraesens film,

‘

‘Four
in a Jeep,” a few years ago) and
virtually all the technical help
needed is also available. An Ameri-
can company arriving for produc-
tion in Israel would need to bring
only a director,, a cutter, head
cameraman, production manager,
chief electrician and art director.

Laboratory facilities recently
Completed make it possible to view
rushes as rapidly in Israel as. if

the company Were shooting in Hol-
lywood. Western Electric scoring
and dubbing facilities have, been
installed and for music the Herzlia
Studios can offer the services of

some of the finest composers ahd
(Continued on page 10)

L A FIRST RUNS UP

Third Quarter Grosses $363,600
Ahead of 1953

Los Angeles, Oct. 19.

First-run theatres in this, city

grossed $3,260;700 during the third
quarter of 1954, or $363,600 ahead
of the corresponding period in

1953.
Total take for the first three

quarters this year amounts to

$8,442,200, an increase of $485,600
oyer |he same 39-week period in

1953, First qu 'ter this year was
$2,616,000, an improvement of

$265,000 Oyer last year. Second
quarter slumped to $2,565,500, or

$143,900 below last year's take.

Court decrees enjoining major
circuits from entering production,
originally intended as a means of

opening competition, now actually
have a reverse effect, states Harry
Brandt. In his capacity as president
of N. Y.’s Independent Theatre
Owners Assn., the circuit Operator
has asked the Department, of Jus-
tice to okay plans by National The-
atres to finance and make pix.

Brandt sided with National in a
telegram to Attorney General Herr
bert Brownell and Assistant Attor-
ney General Stanley Barnes.

The Gotham theatreman. said:

“Ther motion picture exhibition in-

dustry is presently suffering from
a shortage of product, and rental
terms for films are geared to a

sellers’ , market. A Tefusal to grant
permission to National. Theatres
will actually serve to restrain trade
whereas favorable reception of this

petition and that of others similar-

ly situated will do much to pro-
mote much-needed competition in

the production of motion pictures.”

The petition referred to is the
one National must present to, and
have okayed by, the. N. Y. District

Court before embarking on any
production program. D. of J.'s en-

dorsement of the plan would be
tantamount to a green-lighting by
the court.

It’s ironic, of Course, that : indie

exhibitors, in the first place, were
responsible for the court orders
barring National and other* chains
previously affiliated with the top
film companies from pic-maklng.
The. exhibs who supported divorce-
ment .were mainly members of Al-

lied States Assn:, of which Brandt
is not a member.

IRVING WORMSER TO

Irving Wormser, veteran Sales

exec at Columbia, is ankling that

company to join the recently-

formed Distributors
.
Corp. of

America, headed by Fred J;

Schwartz. Formal confirmation of

the switch may come this week.
Wormser has been a member of

C01. v.p. Abe Montague’s top sales

Cabinet, concentrating on circuit

deals and art house licensing. He's

the second exec to go the DCA
route, the first being Charles Boas-
berg who resigned as RKO v.p. to

become the new company's distri-

bution chief. Wormser will becoirte

second in command to Boasberg,
Meanwhile, the testimonial

luncheon for Boasberg, sponsored
by trade associates, is shaping as

an S,R.O. affair. Over 500 are how
slated to aLftend. It’s set for ‘the

Hotel Astor, N, Y., tomorrow
(Thurs).

at Turkey, Burma
With only Turkey and Burma

looming as real trouble spots at
the moment, the foreign market
for U.S. features is . currently go-
ing through one of its most tran-
quil and stable periods in many
a year. This has produced a super-
stitions it-can’t-last reaction.

“It’s almost a letdown,” one of
the company, execs remarked jok-
ingly. “All we seem to. do right ,

now is make money.”
Within the past couple of

months, film biz abroad has hit new
highs. Improvement is due in part
to the upbeat economic picture in
many parts of the world. Speaking
on the Coast the othei* day, Mo-
tion Picture Export Assn, prexy
Eric Johnston noted foreign re-

turns were^ going up at the rate
of 1% annually and, in 1954, would
account for approximately 45% of
the industry’s, total revenue.
With the British and German film

agreements satisfactorily cleared
up—-both were continued for a
year with a substantial remittance
improvement in the instance of the
British pact—no major film pacts
are up for renegotiation until next
spring when a new Japanese deal
falls due. It’s learned that* due to
Japan’s foreign exchange situation,

remittances from that country may
be trimmed. The important Italian
and French agreements have only
receiitly taken effect.

Turks Hold Back Coin
The only problem Of major pro-

portions at the moment is in .Tur-
key from where American com-
panies haven’t' received any money
since the early part of this year,
U. S. Outfits have no exchanges i

Turkey and sell C.O.p. to indie
Turkish distribs. Latter in the past,
put up the dollars on delivery of
the films. Then the Turkish na-
tional bank issued an order that

(Continued on page 18)

Self-Administered Tonic

Assures Allied’s Future,

Mirisch Tells Meeting
Chicago, Oct. 19.

Walter Mirisch, executive pro-
ducer at Allied Artists, predicted
the greatest boxoffice year' for the
company from a hopper of 37 new
releases for the coming season.
Mirisch was addressing national
sales convention of AA held at the
Blr.ckstone Hotel here last week.
He said the new product repre-
sented the company's heaviest in-

vestment in production and its

greatest boxoffice potential yet.
Strengthened sales staff in past two
years is credited with making the
new program possible,

Allied’s pitch in the “A” market
will include at leas

1

: two films in
CinemaSeope and seven in Tech-
nicolor, Mirisch said.

. Three-day meet was attended by
AA prexy Steve Broidy and bthel*
top brass including Morey R. Gold-
stein, viceprez and general mana-
ger; Edward Morey, v.p.; William
F. Rodgers, who recently joined,

the company as an advisor-consul-
tant; and John C. Flinn, director of
advertising: arid publicity.

'

Regional., meetings were held
during the conclave With L. E.
Goldhammer, James Prichard and
Harold Wirthwein, eastern, south-
ern and western division sales

managers, respectively, leading
sales

1

discussions with men in their
territories. Franchise owners and
Canadian and international reps
also attended.

1,200-Car Park Set
Los Angeles, Oct. 19.

New 1,200-car ozoner will soon
be under construction for. the
Aladdi Drive-In Theatres chai

Company has acquired a long-term
lease on part of the old Dominguez
estate in Long Beach..
Three other open-air theatres

operated in this area by Alladin are

the Southgate, the Centinella and
the Floral.
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Los Angeles, Oct. 19.

First-run pace is sagging with

only three new bills in town, and

one below hopes. .Popscale runs

of “The Egypt! and “Rear Win-

dow” are topping the city current-

ly. Former is sighting a stout $37,-

000 in four theatres. “Window”
looks good $21,000. in two hard-

tops plus an additional
.
$44,000 in

five ozoners despite foggy weather.

“Beau Brummell’' is below hopes

with so-so $18,000 i two houses.

“Star; Is Born” dominates the hold-

overs. with a solid $29,000 in third

week of showcase stand ;
at Pant-

ages.

Estimates for This Week
State, Egyptian (UATC) (2,404;

1,536; 70-$1.10)—“Beau Brurnmell’

(M-G); So-so $18,000. Last week,

‘•Seven Brides” <M-G) (4th wk),

$16,000/

Los Angeles, Ritz, Iris, Loyola

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week . • .$713,300

( Based on 22 theatres )

Last Year $739,600
(Based on 24 theatres)

Balto; ‘Jungle’ 9G
Baltimore, Oct. 19.

“Star Is Bprri” is a giant grosser
at the Stanley here this week. Hur-
ricane Hazel bit into Friday (15)

totals but weekend proved to be
strong. “Human Jungle” is okay

(FWC) (2,097; 1,363; 814; 1,248; $1- a t Keith’s. .“Pushover” is pleasing
$1 .50)—“Egyptian. tzOth).. Stour the Mayfair. Second Week of
$37,000. Last week,

.
Ritz^ and <.Sabrina» is stiU mighty at the

United Artistsr“Malta Story’ .
(UA) Film Centre. “Woman’s World”

(2d wk Ritz), $5,000; Ins with continues big at the New.
Orpheum, “Human Jungle (AA) Fstimat^s fnr Thic Week
arid (‘Weak arid Wicked” (Indie)

,T
- °f
™ *

(2d wk Orpheum), $7,000; remain- Century (Loew s-UA) 3,000; 25-

dp,, in other units 80) — "Betrayed” (M-G) (2d wk).

RiaL (Metropolitan) (837;: 70- ^ $6,500^ $8,50(1 openeiv^

90)’-- “Martin Luthei*” (Indie). Cinema (Schwaber) (466; 50-$l).

Mild $3,200. Last week, sub-run. — “High And Dry” III). Nice:

Orpheum, Hollywood .Metropol- „^e ) S wk) I^OO
itan-FWC) <2,213; 756;. 70-$1.10) — .

W. $2,200..

“Rear Window” (Par) arid “Terror Film; Centre
;

(Rappaport) (960;

Ship” (Indie). Fine $21,000. Last 50-$l) ^ “Sabrina” (Par) (2d wk).

week, in other units. Socko $12,000 after $14,000 opener.

Chinese '(FWC) (1,905; $1-$1.75) Hippodrome (Rappaport) <2,100;

—“Woman’s World” (20th) (2d wk). 35-$l) — “Sitting. Bull” (UA) (2d

Fair $13,500. Last week, $16,700. wk). Modest $7,500 after $10,000

Los Angeles Paramount, Vogue, op®n
®,
r

*

. u ,
. .. OA.

Four Star (ABPT - FWC -UATC) Keith's (Fruchtman) (2,400; 20-

(3,200; 885; 900; 70-$ 1.25) — 46,80) — “Human Jungle” (AA).

“Suddenly” (UA) and “Diamond Hypoed by p.a. of Jan Sterling for

Wizard” (UA) (2d wk). Light $15,- okay $9,000 or near, Last, week,

000. Last week, $25,300. Tour Guns To Border” (U), $5,500.

Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; ,$1-$1.75) Littte (Rappaport) (310; 50-$D—

‘WINDOW’ BROAD 12G

IN PORT.; ‘WORLD’ 11G
Portland, Ore., Oct. 19.

Biz looms smash this round With
most first-runs, having new, strong
product. “Woman’s World” shapes
socko at the Fox while “Rear Win-
dow” looks big at the Paramount
"Brigadoon” arid “Rogue Cop” also

looms nice. “Star Is Born” is down
Sharply from its wow first week
at Orpheum but Still- big for

second.
“ 7

Estimates for ’This Week
Broadway (Parker) (1,890; 90-

$1.25)—“Brigadoon” (M-G), Tall

$11,000 or near. Last week, “The
Outcast” (Rep) and “Roogie’s
Bump” (Rep); $4,800.

Guild (Indie) (400; $1)^-“Vanish-
ing Prairie” (Disney) (3d wk). Stout
$5,000. ! Last week, $7,300.
Fox (Evergreen) (1,536; $1-$1.25),

—“Woman’s World” (20th). Socko
$11,000 or close. Last week,
“Egyptian” (20th) (5th wk), $7,700,

Liberty (Hamrick (1,875; 75-$l)
—“Rogue Cop” (M-G) and “Scarlet
Spear” (UA). ’ Nice. $8,000. Last

.f io week, “Karamoja”; (Hall) and “Half
Ay

‘ Way To Hell” (Indie) (3d wk),
grosser $7,400.
jk. Hur- Oriental (Evergreen) (2,000;
lay (15) $1.25-$1.50) — “Egyptian” (20th)
i to be (m.o.). Oke $2,000 for 6th .down-,
is okay town week. Last week, “Sitting
pleasing Bull” (2Qth) (2d wk), $2,000.
*eek 01 Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,600; $1-

$1.50)—“Star Is Born’’ (WB) (2d
World wk). Off to disappointing $10,000.

Last .
week, $20,000.

sek Paramount (Port-Par) (3,400; 75-

000- 25- $D—‘‘Rear Window” (Par) and
* - ’ - “Hot News” (AA). Very big $12,000;

Last week, “Pushover” (Col) and
“Law Vs. Billy Kid” (Cdl), $6,500.

K£; ‘World’

. 3d

Estimated Total Grose ...

This Week . . . .

,

$3,018,100
(Bayed on 25 cities and 225'

theatres, chiefly first runs, in

eluding N. Y.)
.Total Gross Sama Week

Last Year ...... $3*357,000
{Based. on 25 cities, and 232

theatres.)

—“Adventures Hajji' Baba” <20th) ‘‘Man In White.. Suit”
^ i a a a * 1 ^ **DrA n* /TT.i O #• n

(2d Wk). Slight $4,000. Last week,
$4,600.

“Promoter” (U). Started Sunday
1 17). In. ahead, “Golden Coach”

Uptown (FWC) (1,715; 70-$ 1.10) f
Indie) did $1,800 in 4 days, shapes good. “I

—“The Raid” (20th) and “Gam- Mayfair (Hicks) (980;* 20-44-70)-- secured strongly i
:

VIam "KT (OAfVi V /9/1 C1ir>i ‘Pushover” ff’.nl) Pleasiricr : Parnmnilnt and. Fiebier Natchez”
,
(2.0th) (2d wk). Slim

$1,600. Last week, with Los An-
geles, Hollywood^ Loyola, $23,500.

Warner Downtown, W i 1 t e r ri,

New Fox (SW-FWC) (1,757; 2,344;

965; 70-$1.10) — “Magnificent Ob-
session” <U) arid “The Cowboy”
(Lip). (2d wk). Fair $12,000. Last
week, $19,700.

Pantages (RKO) (2,812; $l*-$2.25)—“Star Is Bom” (WB) (3d wk).

Solid $29,000. Last week, $40,000.

Hillstreet, Hawaii (RKO-G&S)'
(2,752; 1,106; 60-$1.10) — “Rogue
Cop” (M-G) and “House of Black-

“Pushover” (.Col). Pleasing $3,800.
Last week, “Battle Of Rogue River”
(Col), $3,300.
New (Fruchtman) (1,800; 50-$l);

—

“Woman’s World” (20th) (2d wk).
Holding great at $11,000 after $15,-
000 getaway..

Playhouse (Schwaber) (420; 50-
$1)—"Hobson’s Choice” (UA) (6th-

.
final wk). Oke $3,000, me as last
week.

Stanley (WB) (3,200; 50-$1.25)
—“Star Is Born” (WB). Rousing
$26,Q00 or close. Last week,
“Bounty Hunter” (WB), $7,000,
Town (Rappaport) (1,600; 35-80)

mail” (Indie) (3d wk). Light $7,000. “Suddenly” (UA) (2d wk). Good
Last week, $10,500.

Hollywood Paramount tF&M)
(1.430; $1-$1.50) ;

—“Sabrina” (Par)

(4th wk). Good $12,500. Last week,
$15,700.

Warner Beverly (SW) (1,612; 90-

$1.50) — “Brigadoon” (M-G) (6th

wk). Slow $5,400. Last week,
$6,600.

Fine Arts (FWC) (631; 80-$1.50)

—“Vanishing Prairie” (Disney)

(9th wk). Modest $2,200. Last

week, $2,700.

Warner Hollywood (SW) (1,364;

$1.20-$2.65>— “Cinerama” (Indie)

(77th wk). Into" current week Sun-
day (17) after good $24,800 last

Week.

$10,000 after $11,500 opener.

Boston, Oct. 19..

Very little excitement along the
major first-rim front -this round
with holdovers In most houses.
Storm warnings also hurt Friday.
“Sabrina” Continues big in fourth
week at the Astor but “Woman’s
World” in second week at the Met
lprims fair. “Black Shield of Fal-
worth” in second at the Memorial
shapes good. “Human* Jungle,”
scored strongly i first week at

Paramount and Fenway but slipped
on five-day: holdover. One of few
newcomers,. “Rogue. Cop” at the
Pilgrim looks okay.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (B&Q) (1,500; 70-$L10)—

“Sabrina” (Par) (4th wk). Holding
very strong at $17,000 after. $22,-

500 last week.

Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (800;

74-$l )—“Vanishing Prairie” (Dis-

ney) (5th wk). Oke $5,500 follow-
ing $6,200 in fourth.

Boston - (Cinerama Productions)
(1,354; $1.20-$2.85) — “Cinerama”
(Indie) (42d wk). Neat $18,000

(Continued on page 20)

Pittsburgh, Oct: 19.

Everything here is .going the way
of “Star Is Born” at Stanley this
week. Although hurt considerably
Friday.. (15) by pelting rainstorm,
Judy Garland starrer bounced
back next day arid did nearly $7,-

000, indicating it's a blockbuster.
Nothing is very stout elsewhere.
“Rogue Cop” is picking the Penn
up slightly. ‘Squirrel Hill has an-
other one-week film* “Edge of Di-
vorce.” Windup of “On the Water-
front” looks strong at Harris in
fourth week. “Cinerama” is hold-
ing steady at the Warner.

Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 65-$1.25)-^-

“Egyptian” (20th) (4th wk). Fading
fast to fair $4,500. Last week,
$8,400,

Harris (Harris) (2,200; 65-$1.10)
—‘‘On- Waterfront” (Col) (4th wk).
Strong at $8,000, and better than
it looks since pic was out most of
Saturday afternoon (16) for Notre
Dame - Michigan State football
theatre telecast. Last week,
$11 ,000.

Penn (Loew’s) (3,300; 65-85)—
“Rogue Cop” (M-G). Doing a little

more than recent pix here, fair

$10,500. Last week, “Her'12 Men”
(M-G), $9,000.

Squirrel Hill (SW) (900; 65-85)—
“Edge of Divorce” (Indie). Fair
$2,500; and lookis in for only one.

week. “Pickwick Papers” (Indie),

$2 ,
100 .

Stanley (SW) (3,800; 75-$1.25)—
“Star Is Born” (WB). Figures to

stay after smash $30,000 opening
week. Fine notices but length of

pic is brutal to turnover. Last
week, “Duel in Jungle” (WB),

$8 ,000 . ,

Warner (SW) (1,365; $1.25-$2.65)—“Cinerama” (Indie) (56th wk).

Holding* very steady at $12,000,
same as last week.

Kansas City, Oct. 19,

American Royal annual livestock
show is making the downtown cen-
tre hum with Activity currently.
First-run houses are cashing in on
strong product. Newcoiriers “Hu-
man Desire” at the Missouri, “Van-
ishing Prairie” at four Fox Mid-
west houses, arid “Her 12 Men” at
the Midland shape moderate to
strong.. However, the reopened Or-
pheum with "A Woman’s World”
looks standout with a solid total,

“Sabrina” a.t the Paramount; still

is lively in third week. “Rogu
Cop” in second Roxy Week' is fair-

ish. Much-needed rains arrived
late last week, with clear weekend
weather spelling solid b.o.

Estimates for This Week
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 85-$l)-~

“Always A Bride” (Indie) (3d wk).
Okay $1,400. Last week, $1,500.

Midland (Loew’s) (3,500; 50-75)
—“Her 12 Men” (M-G) “Lone
Gun” (UA). Fair $81000. Last week,
"Valley, of Kings”

. (M-G) and
“Overland Pacific” (UA), okay
$9,000.

Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 50-80)—
“Human Desire” (Col) arid “Bullet
Is Waiting” (Coll. Strong $8,500.
Last week, “Crossed Swords” (UA)
and “Adventures Robin Crusoe”
(UA), light $5,000.

Paramount (United Par) (1,900;
70-90)—“Sabrina” (Par) (3d wk).
Hearty $8,000, to wind run. Last
week, great .$13,000.
Orpheum -(Fox Midwest) (1,913;

75-$l)—"Woman’s World” (20th).
House reopened after being dark
few weeks. Despite this, lofty $13,-
000 looms. Holds.
Roxy (Durwood) (879; 65-85)—

“Rogue Cop” (M-G) (2d wk). Fair-
ish $3,500. Last Week, stout $6,500.

Tower, Uptown, Fairway, Grana-
da-. (Fox Midwest) (2/100; 2,043;
700; 1,217; 65-85) — “Vanishing
Prairie” (BV) and "Return from
Sea” (AA). Fihe

; $15,000. Last
week, “Private Hell 36” (FM) and
“Unholy Four” (Indie); oke $11,000.

Vogue (Golden) (550; 75r$l)—
”Melba” (UA). Good $2,000. Holds.
Last week, “La Ronde” (Indie) (5th
wk), $1^00,

‘Star’ Sockeroo $38,000;

‘Suddenly’ Mighty 18G

\tRftNC 1 in. healthy . .business this week.
Jlnlt dllvvliu v

) While openings Thursday (15) were
A/tpi C • ^WnRin’ dampened by a downpour, box-
1H1 LJ,) »» l/lllil/ Ov office recovered readily. Mary

Minneapolis, Oct. 19. Anderson ^ with /“Star Is Born,”

Unique situation finds holdovers seated ^at 75c and. $1, looks like a

In complete loop control and ho

‘Star Terrif $25,000 Pac^s Cincy;

‘Rogue’ 11G, ‘Egyptian Tall 7G, 3d
—— ?————r— —-f Cincinnati, Oct. 19.

/n. y in n»i/» aaA i’ Frontlirie trade this week is bol-

Mar WOW Xlb.UOU in Stered by the terrific preem of

VV mr iri r, i r-A
“Star Is Borii" in the *KO flagship

f Pal 1 Albee. An additional fresh entfy,
ii Tillvi If Ol III rdl “Rhgue Cop” at the Palace looms

Louisville, Oct. 19. good. “Dragonfly Squadron” at

Downtown houses are all sharina the Grand, also; new, is rated okay,uountown houses are an snaring ,.Egyptian ,r continues: very big at
in healthy .

. business this week. Keith’s iri the third round. “Cine-
iHUtl A * AM ?M rfA ' T'V» 1 1 n <? /IK) a Oim aM "A «saa nmm a«*rama” appears on rebound after

last week’s dip due to bad weather,
office recovered readily. Mary with sock takings in 18th stanza at
Anderson with “Star Is Born,” the Capitol,

new bills. Never before have local,

patrons been without fresh fare*

Lineup comprises "Cinerama” in

its 27th week; “Sabrina,” “Rear
Window” and “On Waterfront” in

their fourth rounds and “Star Is

Born,” "Rogue Cop/’ "Woman’s
World” and “Sitting Bull” in their

second stanzas. Abnormally cold
continues to help trade.

Estimates for This Week
..... Century (S-W) (1,140; $1.75-

Estimates for This Week

an’s World” is building through
.-'sfa?

C
is

(R
Bor^

(3

WB) ^°
Terrificword-of-mouth to big total.« moderate, Last

Estimates for This Week $12,500 at 50c-90c . scale.
'

Kentucky (Sw'itowl f l,000; 50-75) Capitol (Ohio Cinema Corp.)— About Mrs. EesUe ’ (Par). Hefty (1,376; $1.20-$2.65) — “Ciherama”
$8,000 looms, being hurt by rain (indie) (18th wk). Rebounding to
operung day. Last week; ‘(Living smash $25,000 or. near after last

$2.65)— “Cinerama” (Indie) (27th er” (WB), $5,500

It Up” (Par) (2d wk), $7,500. « week’s $21,700, lowest Of run. Biz
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,000; was drenched by heavy rains.

Is (W? }
* Sreat Grand (RKO) (1,400; 50-90)—

$1.6,000^ Last week, “Bounty Hunt- “Dragonfly Squadron” (AA) arid
00 - “Arrow In Dust (AA). Okay
rth Avenue) (3,000; $6,500. Last week, “Waterfront”
in’s World” (20th). (Col) (m.o.) (2d week), at 75c-$l
jast week, “Duel In scale, wast $6,000.
eissue), $12,000/ . Keith's (Shor) (1,500; 75-$1.25—
’s) (3,000; 50-75)— “Egyptian” (20th) (3d wk). Big
(M-G) and “Law vs. $7,000. after $9,000 second stanza.
(Col). Medium $9,- Palace RKO) (2,600; 50-90)—

ek, “Her 12 Men” “Rogue Cop” (M-G). Good $11,000.
Yellow Tomahawk” Last week, “Brigadoon” (M-G), at

75-$l scale, nice $14,000.

wk). Booming $18,500. Last week,
$18,000.

...Rialto (Fourth Avenue)
50-75U-“Woman’s World”

(3,000;
(20th).

Gopher (Berger) (1,600; 65-85)^- Big $15,000. Last week, “Duel In
“Rogue Cop” (M-G) (2d wk). Mod- Sun” (SRO) (reissue), $12,000/^ a _ r ^ . j _ w a i maa .1 ' .

•

•rate $3,500. Last week, $4,500.
Lyric (Par) (1,000; 65-85)—“Rear

Window” (Par) (4th wk). Stout
$4,500. Last week, $6/000.

Radio City (Par): (4,100; 85-$D—
(Continued on page 20)

)0. State (Loew’s) (3,000; 50-75)—
‘Rear “Rogue Cop” (M-G) and “Law vs.
Stout Billy the Kid” (Col). Medium $9,-

.
000. Last week, “Her 12 Men”

$D— (M-G) and “Yellow Tomahawk”
(UA), $8,500,

Del.; ‘World’ Fast 17G,

‘Sabrina’ Same in 2d
Detroit, Oct. 19.

Despite daily rains, which makes
Detroiters suspect they’re in the

monsoon belt, biz looks good in

the downtowners. “Rear Window”
shapes smash at the Palms. “Wom-
an’s World” looms lusty at the
United Artists. “Sabrina” shapes
strong in Second session at the
Michigan. “Star Is Born” looks
bright in third round at the Madi-
son.

Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000: $1-

$1.25)—“Egyptian’.' (20th) (5th wk).
Oke $18,000. Last week, $21,000.

Michigan (Cnited Detroit) (4,000;

80-$l>—“Sabrina” (Par) (2d wk).
Good $17,000- Last week, $21,000.

: Palms (UD) (2,961; 80-$l)—“Rear
Window” (Par) and “Overland
Pacific” (Indie). Smash $21,000.
Last week, “Suddenly” (UA) and
“Scarlet Spar” (UA) (2d. wk), $14,-

000 .

Madison (UD) (1,900; $i.25-$1.50)
—“Star Is Born” (WB) (3d wk).
Hefty $19,000. Last week, $24,000.

Broadway-Capitol (UD) ($,500;

80-$l)—:“Human Jungle” (AA) and
“Security Risk” (AA) (2d wk).
Down ' to mild $7,000. Last week,-

$18,5001

United Artists (UA) (1,938; $1-
$1.25)—“Woman’s World” (20th),

Fast $17,000. Last week, “Seven
Brides” (M-G) (4th. wk), $9.500.,

Adams (Balaban) <1,700; 80-$U—“Rogue Cop” (M-G) (2d wk),
Down to fair $6,000. Last week,
$8,500.

Music Hall (Cinerama Produc-
tions (1,194;> $l:4O-$2.05)—“Cine-
rama” (Indie) (83d wk). Fine $18*-
000. Last week, $19,500,

Philadelphia, Oct. ,19.

Hurricane Hazel sloughed week-
end first-run biz, with attendance
near the zero mark on Friday night.
Stanley Warner circuit of some 12
outlying houses were darkened
Friday night via power failure.
While the storm* nipped “Star Is

Born’' opening at Masbbarim, a
mighty session is in prospect.;
“Suddenly” is rated terrific with
round-clock preem at Trans-Lux
World* “Hajji Baba” is good at the
Fox.

Estimates for This Week
Arcadia (S&S) (625; 80-$1.35)-~

“Rear Window” (Par) (8th wk
Okay $7,800. Last week, $8,500.

. Boyd (SW) (1,430; $1.25-$2.60)—
“Cinerama”. (Indie) (54th wk).
Upped to big .$14,000. Last week,
$13,000.

Fox (20th) (2,250; 99-$1.8Q)—
“Adventures Hajji Baba” (20th).

Good $21,000, Last week, “Egyp-
tian” (20th) (7th Wk), $12,000.

Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 65-

$1.30)—“Rogue Cop” (M-GD (3d
wk). Fine $10,000/ Last week,
$18,000.

Mastbaum (SW) (4,370; 75-$1.30)
—“Star Is Born” (WB).. Mighty
$38,000 or over. Last week, “Sit-

ting Bull” (UA) (2d wk), $7,500 in

6 days.
Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; 74-

$1.30)— “Beau Brummell” (M-G).
(2d wk). Lofty $11,000.. Last week
$19,000.
Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; : 74-

$1.49)— “Woman’s World” "(20th)

(2d wk). Fair $13,000. Last week,
$25,000.

Stanley (SW) (2,900; 74-$1.30)-^
“Seven Brides” (M-G) (2d wk).
Good $19,000. Last week, $31,000.

Stanton (SW) (1,473; 50-99)--

“Jamboree” (Indie) and “Utopia
(Indie). Poor $4,200, and yanlced.
Last week, “Outlaw Stallion” (Coll

and “Law Vs. Billy Kid” (Col),

$7,000. .

Tran^Lux. (T-L) (300; 8O-$1.50)

—“Hobson’s Choice” .(UA) (5tli

wk). Okay $3,600. Last week
$4,000.
Vihinr (Sley) (1,000; 75-$1.30)r*

“Brigadoon” (M-G) (2d wk). Milo

$12,000. Last Week, $20,000,
Trans-Lux World (T-L) (604;. 99-

$1.50)—“Suddenly” (UA), Terrific

$18,000. Last week, second-runs.
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Chicago, Oct. 19.

First fall weather and. new tv

shows sloughed what was heading
for a bullish weekend. However,
there are some very strong spots
despite a surplus Of holdovers and
longruns. Bonanza this 'session is

“Star Is Born/' rising to a very
lofty $73',000, but ,rated not quite

up to hopes at the Chicago.

Qf other new bills, ‘'Betrayed”

at McVickers looks fancy $24,000.

“Sitting Bull” at the Grand is sock.

$20,000. United Artists is getting
trim $17,000 for combo of “Three
HOurs to Kill” and “Black Dako-
tas." World looks to collect $3,300
for “One Summer of Happiness”
and “Annapurna,” not bad for pair

of reissues.

“Rogue Cop” in second round
shapes lively at the Loop, while
“Human Jungle” continues hot
stuff at Roosevelt in first hold-
over week.

Third frame of “Woman’s World”
is fancy at Oriental, “On Water-
front” looks lofty again at the.

Woods. jSurf sees another good'
take in the third with “High and.
Dry.” ’.

.

.

'

Estimates for This Week
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 98-$1.50)—‘.‘Star Is Born” (WB). Starting

at
.
very tall $73,000, with stage-

shows suspended for duration of
run. Last, week, “Sabrina” (Par)
with McGuire Sisters topping
vaude (3d wk), big $62,000.
Grand (Nomikos) (1,200; 98-$1.25)

—“Sitting Bull” (UA). Shooting
for fast $20,900. Last week, “Push-
over” (Col) and- “Bullet Is Wait-
ing” (Col) (3d wk), $6,000.
Loop (Telem’t) (606; 90-$1.25)—

“Rogue Cop” (M-G) (2d Wk). Okay
$10,000 after last week’s fan'll
$15,000. .

McVickers (JL&S) (2,200; 65-
$1.25)—“Betrayed” (1\1-G). Stout
$24,000, Last week, “Brigadoon”
(M-G) (4th wk), $11,000.
Monroe (Indie) (1,000; 65-87)—

“Crossed.' Swords” (UA) (2d wk).
Slight $4,500. Last week, nice
$9,000.

'

Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 98-$1.25)
—“Woman’s World” (20th) (3d wk).
Plump $25,000 after $22,000 last
Week.

Palace (Eitel) (1,484; $l,25-$3.40)
—“Cinerama” (Indip) (64th Wk).
Fine $29,500 after $30,500 last
week.,
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400; 65-98)—

“Human Jungle” (AA) and; “Raid”
(20th) (2d wk). Bangup $16,500.
Last week, $26,000,
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 98-

$1.50)—“The; Egyptian’? (20th) (4th
wk). Down to $22,000. Last Wieek,
$28,000.
Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; 95)—

“Hight and Dry” (U) (3d wk). Hep
With $3,500. Last week, $5,000.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 65-

98j—“Three Hours to Kill” (Col)
and “Black Dakotas” (Col)
Okay $17,000. Last week, “Gone
With Wind” (M-G) (reissue) (6th
wk), lively $10,000.
Woods (Essaness) (1,198; 98-

$1.25)—“On Waterfront” (Col) (3d
wk). Solid $37,000. La$t week, $38,-
000

#

Buff.; ‘World' Lusty 15G
Buffalo, Oct. 19,

Biz is very, good this round, with
Star Is Born” smash at the Cen-

ter to: pace the city. Also doing
.
iceiy is “Woman’s World” at the

Buffalo. “Hajji Baba” is rated good
at Century while “Private Hell 36”
looms okay at Paramount.

Estimates for This Week.
Buffalo (Loew’s (3,000; 50-801—

‘Woman’s: World” (20th). Pleasing.
$15,000. Last week, “Rogue Cop”
(M-G) and “Captain Kidd* Slave
Girl” (UA). $18,000,
Paramount (Par) (3,000; 50-80)—

,
Private Hell 36” (FM) and “Cog”

..o
A)

-
.
Okay $11 ,500. Last week,

.Sabrina” (Par) and “Roogies
(Rep), (3d wk-5 days),

.Center (Par) (2,000; 5i

Star is Born” !(WB). Sn
000. Last week, “Angel
Man" (Rep) and “Qui
(Rep) (reissues)V $8,500.

<it
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000
Unholy Four” (Lip) an

Raiders” (Lip). Mild $8,(1
week “Bullet Is Waitii
and “Terror Ship” (Lip),
Century (Buhawk) <3,01

rr Adventures Hajji Bab
p°°d $11,000 or near. L
#

Weak and Wicked” (

The Desperado” (AA). X

iWBoffo

Estimates Are Net
Film gross estimates as re-

ported herewith from the vari-

ous key cities, are net; i. e.,

without usual tax. Distrib-

utors share on net take, when
;

playing percentage; hence the
estimated figures are iiet

come.
The parenthetic admission

prices, however, as indicated,

include the U. S. amusement

St. Louis, Oct. 19.

“Brigadoon” shapes as best,

grosser here this frame; and biz

points to a hpldoyer at Loew’s.

“Woman’s World” shapes big in

first holdover round at the St.

Louis. “Mr. HuloUs Holiday” is do-
ing very well day-dating in two
arty houses. “Valley of Kings” is

rated fine at Orpheum, Cooler
weather is perking trade all along
the line.

Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (Indie) (1,400; $1.20-

$2.40)—-“Cinerama” (Indie) (38th
wk). Nice $14,000 after last week’s
$15,000.

Fox (F&M) (5,000; 50-75)—“Duel
in Jungle” (WB) and "Bounty
Huhter” (WB). Opened today
(Tues.), Last week, “Duel in Sun”
(SRO) (reissue), mild $13,000.

Loew’s (Loew’s) (3,172; 75-$l)

—

“Brigadoon” (M-G). Socko $22,000.
Last week, “Man . with Million”
(UA)“’.and “Mad Magician” (Col),
$8,500.

Orpheum (Loew’s) (1,700; 50-75)— “Valley of Kings’’ (M-G) and
“Yellow Tomahawk” (UA); Fine
$10;000. Last week, “Battleground”
(M-G) and “Asphalt Jungle” (M-G)
(reissues), $5,500.

Pageant (St. L. Amps.) (1.600;
82)—“Stage Door” (RKO) (reissue).
Good $3,500. Last week, “Victory
at Sea” (UA), $3,000.

Richmond (St. L. Amus.) (400;
82)—“Mr. Hulot’s Holiday” (GBD).
Okay $2,500. Last week, “High and
Dry” (U) (2d wk), $2,000.

St. Louis (St. L; Amus.) (4,000;
50-75).—“Woman’s World” (20th)
(2d wk). Big- $11,000 after $16*000
initial stanza.
Shady Oak (St. L. Amus.) (800;

82)—.“Mr. Hulot’s Holiday” (GBD).
Fast $3,500. Last week, “High and
Dry” (U) (2d wk), $3,000.

Hazel Misses Pror. But

Slows Biz; ‘World’ Big

10G, Brando Hot 18G, 2d
Providence, Oct. 19.

Although Hurricane Hazel missed
Providence, she still caused a tre-

mendous amount of Work and
anxiety in preparing for the
pected blow. Strand, most severely,

hit by Hurricane Carol, closed up
Friday and removed all recently
installed orchestra seats and rugs
to higher levels. All day Saturday
was used to reinstall them so as
to reopen Sunday. Loew’s State is
still leading with second session
of “On Waterfront.” Majestic is
comparably as big with “Woman’s
World,”, in second week. RKO
Albee with “Bounty Hunter” looms
nice;

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 50-75) —

“Bounty Huhter” (WB) and “Riders
to Stars” (UA). Swell $9,000 in 8
days. Last week, “Naked Alibi”
(U) and “Black Horse Canyon’.’ (U),
$7,000.

Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 70-90) —

.

“Woman’s World” (20th) (2d wk).
Big $10,000 after sock $12,500 in
first.

State (Loews) (3,200; 70-95) —
‘‘Ort ‘ Waterfront” (Col) (2d wk)V
Hot $18*000. First sesh was terrif

$21 ,000 .

Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 50-75)
—“Sabrina” (Pat*). Opened Monday
(18). Last week, “About Mrs.
Leslie” (Par), caught $5,000 i v5
days.

‘Sabrina’ Sturdy 14G,

Indpls.; ‘Shanghai’ 6G
V Indianapolis, Oct.. 19.
- Firstrun biz generally -is still in
doldrums here, several days of
rainy weather 'being, partly to
blame. One bright spot in picture
is “Sabrina,” which is going great
at the Circle and Will hold. “Gam-
bler From Natchez” at the Indiana:
is dull. Shanghai Story looks good
at Lyric,

.

Estimates for This Week
Circle (C-D) (2,800; 50-80)—“Sa-

brina” (Par). Solid $14,000. Last
week, ^‘Tanganyika’.’ (U) and “Dawn
at Socorro" (U), $7,500.

Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 50-80)—
“Gambler Natchez" ,(20th) and “Re-
turn from Sea” (AA). Dull $7,000,
with time out for Notre Dame-
Michigan State football telecast
Saturday afternoon. : Last week,
“Woman’s World” (20th), $12,000.
Loew’s (Loew’s) (2,427; 50-80)—

“Rogue Cop” (M-G) and “Uncon-
quered" (Indie

1

*. Thin $6,500. Last
week, “Her 12 Men” (M-G) and
“Riders to Sea” (Indie), only $5,-

000; pulled after 6 days.
Lyric (C-D) (1,600; 35-70)—

“Shanghai Story” (Rep) and
“Tobor the Great” (Rep). Good 1

$6,000 or near, with Roy Price and
stageshow replacing second feature
Sunday only at $1.25 scale. Last:
week, “Hell Raiders of Deep”
(IFE) and “Girls Marked Danger”
(IFE), $6,500, same setup with
Hank Snow onstage Sunday only.

Washington, Oct. 19.

Hurricane Hazel just about killed
all Friday biz at downtown theatres
since Government workers were
excused early. As a result, trade
is sagging in current Week despite
the box office pick up Saturday.
Hurt most by Hazel was “Briga-
doon”, the 3,400-seat Capitol re-
porting Friday biz being “dead.”
Least

.
affected were the Warner

where “Cinerama” continues strong
in its 50th week and Keith’s where

’ “Caine Mutiny” has hung up a new
longrun house record. “Star Is
Bom,” of course, is standout new
pic, with terrific total, day-dating
the Ambassador aiid Metropolitan.

Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (SW) (1,800; 90-

$L25)—“Star Is Bom” (WB). Looks
to get huge $18,000. It holds of
course.

Capitol (Loew’s) (3,434; 75-95)—
“Brigadoon” (M-G) (2d wk). Tap-
ered down to good $19,000. Last:
week, $26,500.
Columbia (Loew’s) (1,174; 60-80)—“Rogue *Cop” (M-G). Fat $9,000.

Last week, “Her 12 Men” (M-G),
$5,500:
Dupont (Lopert) (372; 65-$l)—

“Vanishing Prairie” (Disney) (8th
wk). Falling to oke $3,500 after
$4,000 last stanza. •*

Keith’s (RKO) (1,939; 75-$L25)—
“Caine Mutiny” (Col) (15th wk).
Okay $6,000. Last week, $6,500.
Stays for another Week, and a new
longrun house record.

Metropolitan (SW) (1,200; 90-
$1.25)—“Star Is Born” (WB). Giant
$20,000. Last week, “Human Jun-
gle” (AA), $10,000.

Ealace (Loew’s) (2,370; 70-95)—
“Woman’s World” (20th) (2d wk).
Solid $15,000 after $21,0.00 in open-
cr# Stays
Playhouse (Lopert) (435; 55-$l)—

“Rear Window” (Par) (7th wk). Big
$7,000 after $7,500 previous week.
Stays on indef.
Warner (SW) (1,300; $1.20-$2.40)

‘Cinerama” (Indie) (50th wk).
Off only because of Hazel but still

big at $14,500. Last week, $16,000.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (600;' 70-$l)^~

“On Waterfront” (Col) (5th wk).
Fancy $9,000. Last week, $10,500.

Heat Wilts Frisco Biz;

‘Streets’ Fine $11,000,

‘Hell’ 12G, ‘Star’ 19G
San Francisco, Oct. 19.

With last Thursday the hottest
day here in a decade, the heat was
blamed for the way trade sloughed
off. However, it came back some-
what Friday, with three sizable
conventions in town helping to
bolster trade. Navy personnel in
the city also is aiding. “Down
Three Dafk Streets,” one of few
new entries currently, looms best
newie with good takings at the
United Artists. “Private Hell” is

rated quiet at Paramount. “Star Is
Born,” “Woman’s World” and
“Brigadoon” lpok. hold-
overs.

Estimates for 1 This Week
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,859; 80-

$1)—“Bounty Hunter” (WB) and
“Security Risk” (AA).- So-so $12,-

(Continued on page 20)
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B way Lights Up; ‘Star’ Radiant 161G

At l ‘Christmas’ Sock 172G, ‘Hansel’

Launching of both “White
Christmas” and “Star Is Born” the
same week is giving Broadway

t

first-run business a real shot in the
arm this stanza. However, many
spots suffered from a return of hot
weather while Hurricane Hazel
sloughed trade on Friday (15),

making most returns as low that
•day as the normally slow Thursday/
Smart pickup Saturday and Sun-
day was a plus factor.

.

“Christmas,” first VistaVision
production, With stageshow is soar-
ing to a terrific $172,000 in its

first week at the Music Hall, with
a longrun apparent. Long lines
and holdouts were seen Saturday
and Sunday, The Hall naturally
was hard hit by the Friday storm,
which ohopped off $4,000 or $5,000.
Despite this, it will he one of the.

biggest non-holiday opening weeks
at the house.

“Star,” day-dating at the Para-
mount and Victoria, is racking up
a huge $161,000 for the two houses.
Judy Garland-James Mason starrer

landed $115,000 at the Par, a new
record for a straight-filmer there.
The Vic, with much smaller seat-

ing-capaeity, registered a sock
$46,000 on initial round. This in-

cludes money from Monday (11)

preem in both cases.. The Victoria
found it difficult to get much turn-
over because of length of picture.

“Hansel and Gretel" soared to a
terric $40,000 in opening round
ended Saturday (16) night: at the
reopened Broadway .Theatre. Pic
did a landoffice business over the
weekend, with the kiddies natural-
ly swamping house. “Bob -Mathias
Story” and Vaude is heading for a
good $23,000 at the Palace..

“Woman’s World” finished its

third session at the Rojxy with a
fine $45,000. “Barefoot Contessa”
dipped sharply, but still looks to

get "q smart $46,000 in third round
at the Capitol.

“Sabrina” also was off but still

very big with $35,000 for fourth
stanza at the Criterion; It opened
its .fifth week today. “Hajji Baba”
looks okay $9,500 at the Globe in
second session. “Suddenly” tum-
bled in second week with $24,000
probable at the Mayfair, still lively;

“Rear Window” continues in

okay fashion With $19,000 likely, in

llth round ending today at the
Rivoli, “Carmen Jones” now is

due in Oct. 29. “On Waterfront”
still is fancy with $30,000 for l£th
week at the Astor, not far from the
llth stanza.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 50-

1.75)—“On Waterfront” (Col) {13th
wk). The 12th round ended last

night (Tues.) was great $30,000,
after. $31,500 in llth week, over-
hopes. Due to Stay on Until end of
year at present gait.

Baronet (Reade) (430; 90-$1.55)

—

“Hamlet” (U) (reissue) (3d wk). This
session winding tomorrow (Thurs.)
looks to hold at fine $3,600 same
as second week. Holding a fourth
round.

Capitol (Loew’s) (4,820; 85-$2.20)—“Barefoot Contessa” (UA) (3d
wk). Third stanza ending today
(Wed.) looks to hit smash $46,000
after $66,000 for second week.
Stays on.

'

Criterion (Moss) '(1,700; 85-$2.30)
.
— “Sabrina” (Par) (5th Wk).
Fourth round ended last night
(Tues.) held with dandy $35,000
after $49,500 in third. Continues
indef.

,

Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-^1.80)
—"Vanishing Prairie” (Disney)
(10th wk). Ninth frame ended
Sunday (17) held with fancy $6,700
after $7,400 for eighth week. ' Stays
on, with “The Detective” (Col)
opening Nov. 1.

Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70-
$1.50)

—“Adventures Hajji Baba"
(20th) (2d wk). First holdover
stanza ending tomorrow (Thurs.)
looks to continue okay at $9,500
after $14,500 opener. Stays a
third.

Guild (Guild). (450; $1-$1.80)—
‘‘Martin Luther” (Indie). (2d run).
First week ending tomorrow
(Thurs.) looks to' hit big $10,000.
Holding, natch! In head, "Hu-
lot’s Holiday” (GBD) (9th wk-4
days), $3,500 after $7,000 for eighth
full week..
Broadway (Myerberg) (1,900; .74-

$1.50)—"Hansel and Gretel” (My-
erberg (2d wk). Opening week
finished' Saturday (16) hit terrific

$40,000, including $14,000 from
benefit preem Sunday (10) when
house was scaled from $2 to $25.
Opening week

t
was regarded as.

amazing for this out-of-way house
reopening for run of puppet pic.

Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 79-$1.80)
—"Suddenly" (UA) (2d wk)» Ini-

tial holdover session ending today
(Wed.v will hold with around lively
$24,000 after $37,500 opening week.
Stays on.
Normandie (Trans-Lux) (592 ;

95-
$180)—-“Yellow Balloon” (Indie)
(2d wk-4 days). Initial stanza
ended Monday (18) hit lightweight
$3,000. In ahead, “Africa Adven-
ture” (RKO) (2d wk), $3,700. “Run-
away Bus” (indie) opens Saturday
(231 •

Palace (RKO) (1,700; 50-$1.60)—
“Bob Mathias Story” (AA) and
vaude. Week ending tomorrow
(Thurs.) is headed for good $23,000
or near. Last week, “Sleeping
Tiger” (Indie) and vaude, $26,000.
Paramount (ABG-Par) (3,664; $1-

$2)—“Star Is Born’’ (WB) (2d wk).
First week ended Monday (18) hit
huge $115,000 including money
from preem Monday (11) night,
new record here for straight-film
bill. Looks in for longrun, with
rave reviews helping. The old;
high was made by “Eddie Cantor
Story” (WB) on a holiday week late
in December last year.

Paris (Pathe Cineraa) (568; 90-
$1.80)-

—“Bread, Love arid. Dreams”
(Indie) 5th wk). Fourth round,
ended Sunday (17) was trim $13,000
after $14,000 for third week.

Rivoli (UAi) (2,092; 85-$2)—
“Rear Window” .(Par) (llth Wk).
Current frame ending today (Wed),
likely will hold around $19,000,
fine, after

. $27,600 in . 10th week.
Way over expectancy. Stays until
Oct.,: 29 when “Carmen Jones”
(20th) opens here.

Radio City Music Hall (Rocke-
fellers). (6,200; 85-$2.75)—“White
Christmas” (Par) first VistaVision
pic, with new stageshow. Soaring
to terrific $172,000 in initial- round
ending today (Wed.), one oWargest
hon-holiday opening weeks here.
This coin is especially big for sea-
son of year, arid regular scale.
Looks in for - longrun. In ahead,
“Brigadoori” (M-Gl and stageshow
(4th wk), $150,000, big pickup from
third, round, holidays helping.

Roxy (NaFl. Th.) (5,717; 65-$2.40)—“Woman’s World” (20th) (4th-
final wk); Third week ended Mon-
day (18) was nice $45,000 after.

$57,000 for second week. “Black
Widow” (20th) opens Oct. 27.

State (Loew’s) (3,450; 78-$1.75)—
“Beau Brummell” (M-G). Opens to-

day (Wed.). In ahead, “Black Shield
of Falworth” (U) (2d wk), mild
$12,500 after $20,000 openirig week.
Sutton (R&B) (661; 90-$1.50)—

“High and Dry” (U) (8th wk). Sev-
enth frame ended Monday (18) was
trim $7,800 after $8,500 in sixth
week. Stays on.
Trans-Lux 60th St. (T-L) (453;

$1-$1.50) — “Little Kidnappers”
(UA) ' (8th wk). Seventh Week
ended last flight. (Tries.) was fast
$5,700 after $7,600 for sixth round.

Trans-Lux 52nd St. (T-L) (540;
$1-$1.50)—“Lili” (M-G) (85th Wk).
The 84th week ended Monday (18)
held at big $5,500 after $5,600 for
83d session.

Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; $l-$2)
—“Star Is Born” (WB) (2d wk).
Soaring to smash $46,000 in first
stanza ended Monday (18) night
including preem Monday (11) night
coin. Does not top old high of
“Joan of Arc” (RKO) but one of
biggest in recent years at house.
Gets in six shows daily on week-
days which is a real handicap for
this comparatively small house.
Warner (Cinerama Prod.) (1,600;

$1.20-$3.30) — “Cinerama” (Indie)
(72d wk). The 71st round ended
Saturday (16) was wow $41,000
after

; $41,300. in 70th . week. Stays
on. Storm cost over $1,000 in last
Friday biz.

WlHI k/IHIIIJ

Cleve
*

‘World’ Hep 16G
Cleveland^ Oct. 19.

“Star Is Born” is proving one of
Allen's better grossers, doing solid,
aggressive biz during a rainy stanza
which hit most houses. ‘‘Woman’s
World” at Palace got off fast
enough to. rate holdover, but
“Beau Brummell” at State looks
just good.

Estimates for This Week
Allen (S-W) (3,000; 90-$1.25) —

“Star is Born” (WB); Swell $29,000.
Last weiek, “Duel in Jungle” (WB),
$9,300.

Hipp (Telem’t) (3,700; 60-00) —
“3 Hours to Kill” (Col) and “Black
Dakotas” (Col). Mild $10,000; Last
Week, “Black Shield Falworth”
(U), $12,000.
Lower Mall (Community) (585;

60-90) — “Vanishing Prairie”
(Continued on page 20)
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A relatively new type of

wood-television hand holding has FLAHERTY AWARD JURY
caught on

^
nationally ..and. to the. •

... .

evident sati^ac^io" °L Contest Is. For Tactual' Films

££^3?' wm?‘
SSS On.y-CCNYAuspices

‘'interviews" to be spun J>y disk
College of thp 'city of N.Y. has

jockeys, they re send I. opened its sixth, annual competi-
specially designed cllps^ for airing ^ f(yj

, the Robert j Flaherty
by tv outlets across the nation.

award', named in honor of the late
Paramount' has prepared two documentary pic pioneer. "Con-

"open end" briefies of five, minutes quest of Everest" Copped the top
each,' in-.which Bing Crosby on oiie citation last year.

hnd Rosei - 1^1 Competition is open to all fact-
other make ^a'f

lit
-’„rppn ual films, which will be considered

pix are prepared on the basis of "Creative achieve-
presentation and scripts^ ® b P

.

* ments/* Judges include. Richard
vided the teleeasters.The c^

Griffith, curator of the Museum of
.clear; as, say, ,P? .. Modern Art. film library; Amos Vo-,
his comments, the interviewer g s

gei, director of Cinema 16; Cecile.
a
K
question ami then turns to starr> of the Saturday Review;

Crosby who thereupon picks up the
Jos6ph Noble> Film Counselors,

conversation.
Inc.; Bosley Crowther, N.Y. Times;

The tv boys so far have shown 0tis Guernsey, Jr./ N. Y, Herald
wide acceptance of the idea, to Tribune; Archer Winsten, N. Y.
the extent that many indie sta- Post> and Arthur Knight, film
tiotts arb actually advertising the critic of the Saturday Review,
canned pic footage as part of their

programming. Par, of course, bene-

fits via the plugs for new product
(,olflCIKflll Nntoc Kpc|

which Crosby, Clooney, et al.,
UUIUCUWII 11UIC5 IICM

Fiscal Showing Since

McDonald’s Blast
Continued. .

froth
.
page 4

underline.
Par has been at work on the

bally ifor some time. Firsf. big tv

response Came with a clip from
“Living It Up,” Dean- MartiivJerry

Paramount’s Divorce

Lewis comedy. lt was
q mount Theatres’ . net operating

excerpt f^)m^the^.film abd

P

a
.£* profit for the third quarter of 1954

neat trailer for the
soared 45% over the same period

hibition; The bi lef
f last year, amounting to $1,373,000

ever, also pibvided^ laugh matetial
compared with $946,000. Leonard

and a change of pace for the tv
Qoldenson, AB-PT president, dis-

closed in N.Y. yesterday (Tries,),

«n n1fn?
e
a
d
r*»

tl

Jn The profit was equal to 31c per
point where 50 to 60 clips are in . „ mmnared with 20e in 1

use constantly, for a variety of
share, compared with _zoc in 1953.

films. They run two and a half to Xn.

a letter to stockholders, ac-

four minutes each, companying regular, d i v i den d

Total of 200 were used. for "Rear checks, the chief exec, described

Window.” Two different short, pic the new period as best for the

strips were sent out to the tv-ers, theatre end of the corporation

one showing Grace Nelly and James since the divorcement, from Para-

Stewart in a scene from the Alfred mount Pictures on. Jan; 1, 1950;

Hitchcock production and the other The earnings gai
, he said, was

focusing on the same couple plus made despite heavy depreciation.

Thelma Ritter. charges for installation of new
Par used a new gimmick with equipment and a loss sustained by

“Sabrina." In addition to. two clips the broadcasting division,

from this, the company also "pro- .Net operating profit for the nine
diiced” another which covered the months of this year was listed . af|

N. Y. and L. A. preems of the film. $3,127,000, or 68c per common
Four briefies have, been prepared share, compared with $3,182,000,

for “White Christmas." or 71c per share, in 1953. Net cap-

This largely represents a free ital gains for the three quarters of
ride on the air waves of publicity the Current year amounted to $86,-

for Par. There are also instances 000, against $4,377,000 last year

Stations have gone off; the air, and
nearly lOO holders of construction

permits have surrendered before

ever going on the air, for the sim-

ple reason that there, was not suf-

ficient advertising revenue to sup-
port their tv operation. Most .,of

these stations, and additional; hun-
dreds in channels that are going
begging from coast to coast, could
enjoy profitable operation if they
had the supplementary revenue of

a subscription system.

There is real irony in this (the-

atre) committee’s request for help
from all groups in favor of preserv-
ing free home tv. Movie exhibi-

tors have fought tv every inch of

the way. They have openly threat-

ened picture producers With ' re-

prisals if they released films to

television. Theatre Owners of

America has openly proposed that

theatres band together and secure
exclusive rights to great entertai -;

merit so that they might embalm
television iri the movie houses, and
keep great entertainment from
home tv. These theater owners
now weep crocodile tears for free

home tv, of which a Theatre Own-
ers of America brochure said: ‘The
American people will not for long
throw away their leisure time

,
By ABEL GREEN

The picture, business is really, steamrollering and parlaying its

repetitive boxoffice successes with Sonne slick showmanship bally-
hoo. It’s manifested on all fronts,, and perhaps most vividly of
late with the sundry Broadway premieres. which hit a climax with
the all-out glamour pitch for the twin-openings at the Paramount
and Victoria Theatres, of Judy Garland’s "Star Is. Born."
The Brandt theatres, in the Times Square belt, devoted their

front marquees to 'tungsten display "welcoming” Miss Garland
and “one of the greatest motion picture successes’’—an unusual
manifestation of noblesse oblige.
This has been part of. a pyramiding exploitation pitch in which

the Messrs. Charles Einfeld (20th-Fox), Jerry Pickman (Para-
mount), Paul N. Lazarus Jr. (Columbia), Howard Dietz (Metro),
Dave Lipton (Universal), Mort Blrimehstock (Warners), Max Young-
stein (United Artists); Perry Lieber (RKO), Steve Edward
public) and John C. Flirin Jr. (Allied) have beeri spearheading
around the country.
The oldie about nothing succeeds liks success, of course,

taking an encore currently at a; time when the picture business
is good. Thq realization spreads with the public that tv is not,
as briefly supposed, the end-all in entertainment.

It’s ironic that when the picture business really needed television
ballyhoo two or three years ago, the very lethargy of the industry
prevented any extensive use of tv. Now this, too, is at flood-tide.
Anyway, it's nice to see the picture business back in its tradi-

tionally bally-high.

Publicists Kid Selves But Don’t Like Their
Counterparts in ‘Contessa’ and ‘Star’

PRIZE CO. READIES 3
Hollywood, Get. 19.

New indie company, Prize Pic-
watching .stupid television pro- tures, Inc., checked in at RKO to
grams because they happen to he prepare three pictures • for produc-
tree*’ tion, starting early next year.

Subscription tv will, in my opin- Company, is a subsidiary of Pic-
iori, be the greatest boon to the en^ tures Holding Corp. . of Phoenix
tertainmerit industry, that technical arid is bankrolled by Arizona capi-
progress has yet produced. The tal. James A. Smith is president
boxoffice in thirty million homes arid w Sig Schiager- general
will create the greatest demand. manager,
for quality entertainment the world
has ever seen, and provide fantastic

new employment 1

opportunities for
actors, writers, producers arid al-

most everybody else connected
with the entertainment industry." Continued from page 7 ——

^

musicians including those of the Is-

rael Philharmonic Orchestra, gen-

Robert Shapiro to Studios erally regarded .as one of the” best

Robert K. Shapiro, managing di-
orchestras in the world.

'

rector of, the Paramount Theatre, Partial financing, will be avail-

N. Y., Coasted over the past week- able to qualified American pro

end to onceover new product. ducers via a private syndicate.

Exec said he’ll visit every studio '

before linirig uj> programming for
Par. Set to follow "A- Star Is

ga^cn thestudios—is anxious to

where a tv station projects the I Latter figure was reached prima- 1 Born" at the. house is Warner’s ^hnH^hp^^rvirps
clips as part of a tiinerbuying pro-

j

rily via the sale of WBKB, Chicago. “Battle Cry.’’ S? mSiS^or Se
gram by theatremen licensing the
Pair pix.

thrlmgh*
1

either'theatremen
S

<m
’
the

| ACtOIS UVerStreSSDfl 111
company’s own exploitation men
in the field- Variety shows and
tv’s adaptations of radio’s platter
pilot sessions are the most frequent Shelley Winters Argues Writers and Directors Ought
users of the dips from pix. Also T r 0r c D ,, L
giving them a whirl in some areas to vjet Digger ohare Ot DallynOO
are commeritators arid newscasters..

Legit Interest
Continued from page 5

Hollywood, Oct. 20,

Hollywood has overlooked an im-
portant exploitation possibility,

and the attendant better grosses,
by forcing actors and actresses to

and talent exec, looking at hog the spotlight, according to
scripts.

.
actress Shelley Winters. Arid if the

Several of the film; companies publicity departments begin an all-
are frankly looking around for out effort to popularize other key
for pre-production deals on plays, production personnel particular-
Under that arrangement the film- ly writers and directors every
erjr doesn’t automatically acquire* new production will have addition?
the screen rights, but iri backing: al plus factors on which to peg
th

.. .

offering Is an advantageous a profitable campaign,
position when it comes to the bid- “Everybody knows that an actor

angIe that s°lne or an actress is no better than his
* scouting .pre-pro- or her material,” says the blonde

Promls!?8;'?ok- actress, "But. nothing has been
"5,

' -Ptojects even if there done to 'build fans for the people
isnt any immediate prospect for
bringing them to the screen,

.
Play deals, as a rule, involve

the tying up of . the screen rights
for a given minimum sum. If
the play turns Out to be a hit, the
price goes UP to a given riiaximqm.
Unusual case is Metro’s ownership
of "The Tender Trap.’’ Company
has a pi’e-production deal and also
acquired the screen rights to the
COmedy.
One problem Hollywood; runs

into iri playing the legit market is

that it stays away from contro-
versial subjects such as the stage
is apt to tackle. Another is the
production code. Metro, for in-

stance, look an expensive option
on “Tea and Sympathy," the pro?
viso being that author Robert An-
derson come up with a screeft-
play acceptable to the Breen of-

fice.

who create the material — arid

thereby create a potentially, larger
audience for every picture.”

Miss Winters; who recently
entered production herself as star
and co-producer of "That’s My
Baby’’ in England, hopes, to launch
an exploitation program of this

type on her future productions
Such a campaign would be based
on the idea of hinging a large
amount of press copy on the writer
and the director as well as on the
star.

"In the, theatre and in the book
publishing field,” Miss Winters
points out, “people have been edu
cated to look for the author’s name
and writers have fans, just as actors
do; People wait for the next Erie
Stanley Gardner or Ellery Queen
book or the next Tennessee Wil-
liams play. Why shouldn’t they

Israeli Army, and army equipment,
without cost. In addition, the Gov-
ernment has. permitted; 'the Tel
Aviv syndicate to purchase trans-
portation for American players and
technicians via El Al—The Israeli

airlines in which the government
is a partner—in blocked Israeli

pounds.

“We are constantly working to-

ward improving the existing facili-

look forward to the next picture ties,” Brandstatter adds. "Right
Written by — I can’t think of any- how, we are -constructing a new
one at the moment. And if I can’t, sound stage Which will be 120 feet

arid I’m in the business, you can by 50 feet iri floor space and with
depend on it that the public doesn’t ceilings 32 feet high. It will be
have any idea who writes the pic- completed next year and we will

tures,” be able to handle even more iri-

The same thing holds true for lerior shooting,

directors. There are some excep- "Any picture iri the current
tions in the case of writer-directors biblical cycle"’ he points out,
or producer-director-writers. You “could have been filmed in Israel

—

know. People like William Wyler; and perhaps’ should have been. And
Billy Wilder; or^"'Joe ; Mankiewicz. we can easily handle any modern
But gerierally speaking, people picture, supplying the necessary
ignore the direction credit. If we locales as well as technical facil-
could make them appreciate a di- ities.”

rector s work, they d ftrilow., hirri. Cast and crew coming to Israel,
Maybe not as _much as they follow ^ Near East film exec empha-
stars --- but they would be more lS izeSj need have no worries about
interested in seeing his pictures

facilities to make, their stay com-
if he were well publicized, fortable during shooting. DespiteA case .in point. Miss Winters shortages i some respects, the
believes, is_ Charles. Laughtpn who government is able to guarantee
directed Night of the Hunter, first nlacg. fond anH hOiicinc' and

Film press agents, Who feel

they've been maligried by their

own industry
*

“The. Barefoot

Contessa” and “A Star Is Born,”

focused some barbs at the indus-

try at the N.Y. Screen; Publicists

Guild “Movie Page Ball” at ’the

Pierre Friday ’ (15)/ In * gridiron-
type spbof—^produced, directed and
acted by the men * Who publicize
the. glamorous activities of -the

people who usually perform these
tasks—the SPGites centered their
needle. . at . the widescreen- era,

Broadway premieres, film execu-
tives, stars, newspapermen, cur-
rent films, and even on themselves.

In satirizing "Movies Are Wider
Than Ever/’ the ballyhooligaris did
not forget the screen’s .inityal claim
to fame—the custard pie in. the
face. While; marty performances of

the show stood out, the real star,
.

•

according to an .observant wag, Was
Cullman’s Bakery.

With 20th-Fox’s Ed Feldman
handling the narration; the trials

and tribulations of a film press

agent were > presented -via a series
of blackouts. "Photographers,” it

Was noted, "took 28,253 pictures
of screen personalities arriving.
Fourteen appeared in newspapers;
the . heaviest proportion, three, ap-
peared in the .Corbna, Long Island,

Telegram.” The narrator and the
performers followed a press agent’s
life from the arrival Of stars to

luncheon interviews, expense ' ac-

count preparation, press cocktail

parties, and Broadway premiere.

Highlight of the show Was
“This Is Your Life” presentation
of the life of “Phil Flacker.” Har-
old Rand, 20th-Fox tradepress con-
tact, showed a true sense of com-
edy in portraying “the poor boy
who rose from obscurity on the
streets of the Bronk to gain obliv-

ion on the sound stage of Holly-
wood.” (Joe Pincus, 20th talent

scout, ought to catch his act.)

Universal’s Al Mendelsohn scored
aS Malcom Mashugah, the gushy
m.c., and 20th’s Ira Tulipan, and
U’s Paul Kamey were also out-

standing. Good performances were
registered by Paul Gross, Al
Cohan- Jerome Evans, Yale Miller,

Milton Skolsky, Herb Jaffey, John
Scu.oppo, Jeanne Fisher, Joaii

Durelle, Sheila Haynes, and Lori
Dale. Boll.

which she recently finished, co
starring with Robert Mitchuiri

“This was Laughton’s first job
as a -film director,” the actress em-
phasizes. “I think he did a wonder
ful job. If that job can be well
publicized, we can create a follow-
ing for Charles Laughton as a di-

first class food and housing arid

Will facilitate the import of any
necessary equipment.

Siegel's London Repeat

Hollywood, Oct. 19.

For the third successive year

rector that might even match his Norman Siegel, public relations

following as an actor.” representative for the Screen Di-

"I think the Screen
f
Writers rectors

^

^ Guiid had been appomted

Guild and the Screen Directors to the general committee for. the

Guild might consider this as proj- ^^ow
* t° be held Nov.

ects fof next year — along with 13 m London,

their usual work on wages 'and ,
Siegel headed the- Ariiericart

working conditions. I don’t suppose delegation at. the first three of

it could be written into a contract these shows in 1946, 1947 arid T948,
but a little education wouldn’t and in 1947 he functioned as co-

hurt” producer.

Hollywood, Oct. 19.

Charles P. Skouras, president, of

National Theatres, was reported
"considerably improved” today
(Tues.) but was still in an oxygen
tent following a heart attack which
he suffered Sunday. He’s in Ce-

dars of Lebanon Hospital here

Spyros P. Skouras, president .of

20th-Fox, and George P. Skouras,

head of Skouras Theatres, - N. Y

,

planed here from Gotham imme-
diately upon hearing of their

brother’s illness.

The Notional chief exec, who’s

65, had two previous* attacks,, the

first in N. Y. in. January./ 1953y arid

the second last October wheii (

Chicago for the Theatre Owners
of America convention.
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is one of the finest motion

pictures in my experience, one which every exhibitor will be

proud to show.,It is an unusual and tremendously thrilling enters

tainment which brings new maturity to the screen as it

still another great step forward for the CinemaScope medium.

smash hit by Oscar

Hammerstein, who gave you “Show

Pacific” and “The King and I,”

»»' 44
,

a!f”

has an inspiring

success — over

more years in more

on

75 cities throughout the U. S.

On the CinemaScope screen “Carmen Jones” comes to

flaming life with a new, modern and swift-moving story,

r.

“Carmen Jones

dancing, of r

formed by a

outstanding performe

exciting new uses of music, of

color. And it is superbly per-

talented cast headed by such

rs as
JJ



spotlighted by Life Magazine as a “top attraction . . . the most

beautiful Negro singer since Lena Horne”; Pearl Bailey, re-

nowned singing star of the stage, night clubs and television;

Olga James, talented young newcomer, and Joe Adams, na-

Because “Carmen Jones” is such an unusual

picture, we are pre-releasing it in three cities only—
»

. •. .%

New York, Chicago and Los Angeles. We intend to

publicize and establish it in such a manner that it

will be pre-sold to your audiences even before you
put the trailer on your screen.

When our publicity and exploitation has achieved com-

plete national penetration, “Carmen Jones” will be made

available for general release.

It will have its world premiere engagement start-

ing Thursday, October 28, at the Rivoli, New York,

I have no hesitation in predicting that “Carmen
Jones” will win the acclaim of the entire industry,
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Record 14G, 2d, ‘Coins’

London, Oct. 12.

iyfajor event of the past week
was the London debut of “Ciner-
ama” at the Casino. First; session

hit a socko $19,500, eqalling 70%
of capacity. Operating a policy of;

three shows daily, except Sundays,
at upped admission scale of 70c.

to $2.15, “Cinerama” has encoun-
tered scime resistance to the top-

priced, tickets. However, cheaper
seats are sold out at nearly all

performances.

Topping the new entries, the
British-made "Belles of

,
St. Tri-

ninri’s” soared at
.
the Gaumont,

breaking the house record with
$14,000 opening week. It’s the same
in second.

.... Comparatively as big is "Rear
Window,” with a smash $12,500 in

the first Plaza frame. “Modern
Times” on reissue London Pavilion
is headed for fancy $10,000 opener.

“Three Coins in. Fountai ” is

holding firmly at the Carlton with
a. solid $7,500 in its eighth stanza.

“Demetrius and Gladiators” shapes
to get fine $6,000 in fifth round at
the Odeon, Marble Arch. “On. Wa-,
terfront” looks neat at the bandbox
Ritz. •-

Estimates For Lust Week
Carlton (20th) (1,128; 55-$1.70)—

“Coins in Fountain” (20th) (8th
wk). Solid $7,500. Previous Week
was $8,200. “Egyptian” .(20th)

opens Oct. 15.

Casino (Indie) (1,337; 70-$2.15kr-
“Cinerama” (Robin) (2d wk). First
frame ended at great $19,500 or
better than 70% capacity.

.
Empire.(M-G) (3,099; 55-$1.70)—

“Golden Ivory”.
;
(AB-Pathe) and

“Arrow in Dust” (AB-Pathe). Mild
$8,500. “Student. Prince”. (M-G)
preems Oct. 14..'

Gaumont (CMA) (1,500; 50-$l:70)
r-“Belles St ; Trinian’s (BL) (2d
wk). About $14,000, terrific and
same as first round, a new house
record. Holds.

.
Leicester Square Theatre (CMA)

(1,753;. 50-$l.70)—“Lease of Life"
(GFD). Fair $5,500 or near. Holds.

London Pavilion (UA) (1,217; 50-
$1.70) — “Modern Times” .(UA).
Locks headed for smash $10,000.
Stays on.

Odeon, Leicester Square . (CMA)
(2,200; 50-$l,70)—“Romeo and Ju-
liet” (GFD) (3d-final wk). Below
hopes at under $5,500. Previous
frame was modekt. $5,750. "“Black
Shield Falworth” (GFD) takes over
on Oct. 14.

Odeon, Marble Arch' (20th) (2,

200: 50-$1.70> — “Demetrius and
Gladiators” (20th) (5th wk). Fine
$6,000, slightly better than " previ-
ous round, $5,800. "Egyptian”
(20th) opens Oct. 14.

.
Plaza (Par) (1,092; 70-$1.70) —

“Rear Window” (Par), Great $12,-
500. Continues on indef.

Ritz (M-G). (432f ,50-$1.70)^-“On
Waterfront” (Col). Heading for fat
4-, 000. Stays on.

Studio One (APT) (600; 30-$l,20)
—“Living Desert” (Disney) ' (21st
wk). Steady $2,500. Holds another
month.
Warner ’(WB) (1,735; 50-$l.70) •

“For Better, For Worse” (AB-
Pathe) (2d wk).’ Neat $7,200 after
$6,2Q0 opening session. Stays third
round, to be followed Oct. 21 by
“King Richard apd ’ Crusaders”
(WB).

BBC Sets Big Radio

Lineup Vs. TV
London, Oct. 12.

In an attempt to resist the en-

croachments of tele, BBC has lined

up a strong winter- program for
radio. There are a number of new.
series featuring w.k. local artists

such as Ted Ray, Cecily Court-
neidge, Tony Hancock, Jack Hul-
bert and Jewell Warriss.
Joy Nicholls, Kenneth Horne and

Derek Roy will be starred in the
mid-week forces; show while Terry-
Thomas feature, “Top

.
of the

Town,” gets an improved Sunday
night time. The variety section
of the BBC' is planning to produce
more than 900 programs during
the season or ah average rate of

70 a week.

Glasgow, Oct. 12.

Legit season has opened brightly
here although there is a distinct

fill-i flavor about .some of the
oldies presented ih ’ the national
circuit houses.

Citizens’ Theatre, leading Scot
group, has been registering good
biz with the Roger MacDougaill
comedy, “MacAdam and Eve!” A
sort of original Adam (Andrew*.
Keir) erupts the lives of the land-
lady, a minister and others. Cast
includes Madeleine Christie, Ann
Gudrun,. Fulton Mackay, Mackenzie
Robertson and Jill Nicholls.
Richard Mathews produced.

“Diane,” new play by Alexander
Reid, ' set for world preem at
the Citizens’ Theatre in Novem-
ber. “The Belle of New York,”
with Eddie Childs, Vera Christie
and Gwyneth Lascelles heading the
cast drew nostalgic memories at

the King’s .Theatre.

"Little Glass Clock,” new com
edy by Hugh Mills, preemed at

King’s Theatre in Edinburgh Oct.
12, with John Clements and Kay
Hammond starred. Piece is another
costume play, . being set in 18th-
century France. Miss. Hammond
plays a countess whose husband is

promoted by . a man with whom she
had mildly flirted before marriage,
and who is sent off to the wars.
Miss Hammond is the only femme
in the play besides the maid. John
Clements is cast as her husband.

James and Ann Donald will pre-
sent a. new farce, “Chandelier for
Charlie,” at the Lyceum ip. Edin-
burgh DCc. 6, following a week
at the King’s Theatre here. Play
is by Jordan Lawrence.

“Little Glass Clock” is set for
a London opening in December.
“Chandelier for Charlie” also may
go into London.

Riverside Studios To

BBC-tV for Production
London, Oct. 12,

BBC-TV has closed a deal for

the takeover of the. Riverside .Stu-

dios at Hammersmith. Lot will

swing into operation as "a pro-

duction center next year. This is

the second film studio taken over
by the BBC in that area. Some
years ago it acquired the Gaumorit-
British studios at Lime Grove
which are now its tv headquarters,

Riverside plant formerly was
owned by Alliance Films which
also controls Twickenham Studios.

It will be moving the equipment
from Hammersmith to the other
studios.

Call Off Their

London, Oct. 19.

Two major film idustry events,

which were cancelled last year as
part of an exhibitor, austerity ‘cam-
paign * protest against the gov-,

ernment’s refusal to offer admis-
sion tax relief, due to be re-

stored.

The London . Home Counties
branch of the Cinematograph Ex-
hibitors’ -Assn., is holding its an-
nual dinner, at the Savoy on Dec.
7 and the national headquarters of
the Assn, will hold its feed on
March 8, following the. annual
meeting the same day.

In this. year’s budget, the indus-
try was accorded tax relief worth
$9,800,000 in a full year. Industry
had sought double that amount.

London, Oct. 12.

A project to revive big scale cab*
aret at the Mayfair Hotel, which
was due to start Oct. 20. has been
postponed indefinitely.; It is un-
derstood that London County
Council regulations in regard to

dressing room accommodations and
safety requirements put the ven-
ture out of court financially.

It is now considered likely that
later in the year the Mayfair will

introduce single cabaret acts in its

main restaurant; but a decision will

not be made for some weeks.
The Mayfair is the showcase of

the Gordon Hotels group, control
of which was acquired a year ago
by. Leonard P.. Jackson, a. city finan-
cier and former chairman of\the
Bagatelle Restaurant. He had made
several quick visits to Paris to line

up talent for his .floorshow and had
‘also set Carl Hyson as producer.

ITS

3D
London, Oct, 19.

20th-F.ox. opened its third West
End showcase last Friday (5) when
the Rialto, Coventry Street,
switched over to Cinemascope, ex-
hibition, complete with four-track
stereosourid for the screening of
“Three Coins in the Fountain.”
Pic had ended an eight-week pre-
release season at the Carlton, Hay-
market, the previous night.

It is the company’s intention to
use the Rialto as

t
its moveover

first-run house. House mostly will
play a.najnorphic pix which have
had initial engagements at either
the Carlton or the Odeon, Marble
Arch. The Rialto, which was taken
over oh longterm lease from Sir
Alexander Korda, has a 600-seat
capacity and recently has been
used mainly for the used foreign
language imports.

Cinemas

Show $380,000 Profit

London, Oct. 12.

Increased boxoffice receipts

throughout the entire circuit were
reported by Brian Manning when
he presided at the annual stock-

.holders meeting, of Shipman arid
King Cinemas. He said there was
a marked improvement in the up-
ward trend spiral which the new
techniques in the making and pres
entation of films should help to
maintain.

Manning corifirifled* that con-
tracts had been placed for the
equipment of many of the com-
pany’s theatres, with new all-pur-
pose scenes. On their completion,
it was intended to place further
contracts for the remaihing houses
in the circuit. There .was every
indication, he added, that confi
fidence in the cinema was being
strengthened and the company
looked forward to the future. The
company’s accounts showed a profit
before taxation of aproximately
•$380,000. A dividend of 5% on
common stock was declared.

Major Brit. Producers’

Move to Get Into TV

Faces Exhib Opposish
London, Oct. 12.

If any established British film

producers are contemplating enter-
ing the television market and pro-

|. vide programming for the- new
commercial web they may cause a
major clash with exhibitors. The
studio industry is: agreed that it

does not. want to embark on a pol-

icy which would inevitably result
in the cuttirig of their own throats.

But there is division of opinion
among production toppers as to
the best course to follow.

It is fairly common knowledge
that organizations closely con-
cerned with some of the major
production companies have applied
to jbe prograrii contractors for , the
coifimercial web. If appointed as
such, they would irrimediately com©
into conflict with established Cine
matograph Exhibitor Assn, policy.

More than two years ago, the ex-

hibitors made it clear that pro
diicers could not cater both for

tele and the theatres. They voted
to boycott the output of any com-
pany which decided to produce for
video as well as theatres.

This has effectively kept almost
any form of film entertainment
off the BBC-TV screens although,
by inter-industry agreement, there
is no objection to five-minute ex-

tracts of current product being
shown on video screens. In recent
months these have taken the form
of composite programs promoted
by major companies, with four to

five excerpts in a single show.
The British Flm Producers Assn,

examined the situation at its re:

cent Council
,
meeting. Although

agreed that immediate action was
riot called for, it agreed the situ-

ation would have to be closely

watched and would call for further
examination, after the Independent
Television Authority had made its

decision in regard to program con-
tractors.

London Mayfair’s Big

London, Oct. 19.
.

A deal between Republic and
the J. Arthur Rank Organization,
whereby the American company
will handle a number, of top Brit-

ish pix ’ the Ui ;S. and. Latin
America, is now set. The negotia-
tions had been proceeding for
some time and were carried
through to finality during the visit

last week of R. W. Altschuler, Re-
public International's prez,

"

Under the deal, the Rank group
will share in the earnings and will
be given minimum guarantees. As ;

a first step, Republic will be han-
dling five. British films, but it is

likely Jthat, at a later
,
stage, they

may take over a iripre substantial
amount of the Rank output.
The five films involved in the

first batch are “Doctor in the
House,” “Trouble in Store,” “For-
bidden Cargo,” “The Square Ring”
and “Day to Remember.”
John Davis, managing director of

the Rank group,* who leaves for
New York next month, will go on
to Hollywood for confabs With
Herbert J. Yates.

CEA, With Rank Still

Out, Faces Upped Dues
London, Oct. 19.

j, Arthur Rank has resisted

overtures by. exhibitor leaders to

rejoin the Cinematograph Exhibi-
tors Assn, and as a result the CEA
is faced with the possibility of hav
ing to boost its membership, fees
to make good the loss of income.
The two Rank circuits, with

around 550 theatres in member
ship, contributed about $30,000 a
year to the CEA exchequer.

Berlin, Oct. 12.

The
. most discussed subject in

West German film circles is the
announced “resaissarice” of the old
UFA which, still under government
control, apart from studio facilities,

consists of a large cinema . setup,
now comprising six theatres', 39
houses with, long-term leases in
which UFA has put Considerable
investments and 12. other rented
cinemas. There are several objec-
tions being voiced to UFA’S plans
to reenter the German production
field'

Allied High Commission has ob-
jected to them, claiming that they
contradict the socalied German
Ufi-law according to which the
UFA installations cannot be Used
as long as they are not in private
hands. Allied authorities also pro-
tested against the reutilization of
the old UFA name.

German distribs. also, are riot

happy about the revival of UFA.
“No state film arid no encourage-
ment for private monopoly through
the sale of the former State film
property,” is their argument. They
refer to the memorandum written
by SPIO (top organization of the
West German film industry)

; which
they call' the ‘‘basis of their atti-

tude;” Memorandum says that
everything must be done to prevent
any development that might lead
to another State film setup and
any furtherance of a private mon-
opoly with the aid of the former
Reich-owned property.

Trade opinons here differ.tSome
say that behind the Allied protests
are foreign film industrialists who
fear a dangerous threat to their
film position in West Germany
when UFA reenters this market.
Others . call the Allied protest
“legally unjstified.”

On Its Talent Booking
London, Oct; 12.

The Savoy Hotel is to pep up
its cabaret policy without becom
ing key bidder in a talent scram-
ble. The transformation, which is

being done gradually, started a

month ago when, the longtime pol
icy of booking only sight acts was
dropped, and comedians and vo-
calists are now included in the
talent roster. ^ .

In the lush postwar era the
Savoy competed in the bigname
derby with acts of the calibre of
Hildegarde, but it was subsequent-
ly felt that the mai restaurant
was too large for artists who needed
an intimate atmosphere, arid the
late Carroll Gibbons, who was then
the hotel’s cabaret booker, intro-

duced the less ambitious policy:
Frederick Lloyd, who succeeded

Gibbons entertainments man-
ager, is now attempting to steer

a middle-of-the-road policy and,, on
occasion, may revert to the earlier

practice of importing talent direct
from America and the Continent.
In - recent times, the Savoy has
only booked foreign artists who
were already in the country. It’s

understood that the hotel is al-

ready negotiating for a New York
terping duo through a London
agency.

Explaining why they were not
going to become involved in big-

name ' booking, Lloyd said the
Savoy management believed it was
impossible to maintain a continu-
ous flow of top cabaret artists.

There was always the feeling of

a letdown if a famous star was
followed by a performer of average
quality. That, he contended', was
not conducive towards maintaining
goodwill.

French Film Vet Irked

By Staffing of Native

Prod, on New Processes
Paris, Oct. 12,

Maurice . Bessy, on the govern*
mental tv and film advisory com-
mittee, feels that France is not
converting to the new large screen
processes fast .enough to keep pp
with the definite current trends in
film production today. ; He had a
like opinion back in the days of
the innovation of “talkies” when
France’s latent resistance to
change, until the facts were com-
pletely studied and digested, led
to a lag in this country while the
remainder of the Continent forged
ahead with talking pix.

He feels that the same thing is

happening now with the new sys-

tems (Cinemascope, VistaVisiori,
etc.). Recently 20th-Fox listed only
300 houses equipped for C'Scope
in France since the preem of “The
Robe” with 45 of these in Paris
and 35 in the City’s suburban area.

Bessy cites little Belgium, which
with 1,480 cinemas, has 430 con-
versions or 30% of the total. The
French ratio is only. 5.5%, He
stressed that since the many big
U.S. pix are now in C’Scope, Vi
taVision and other big screen proc-
esses, it is necessary for French
exhibs to keep .up with new trends,
The first Gallic C’Scope. features
now going into production here are

“Oasis” . arid
.
“Fortune Carre,”

TOP MEXCITY HOUSE

Mexico City, Oct. 12.

The Palacio Chino (Chinese Pal-

ace), swank cinema where several
U. S. pix were boxoffice and near-
boxoffice champs, won’t be avail-

able until 1956 or maybe , longer*

for Yank and other imported films.

Peliculas Nacionales, oldline indie

distributor of. Mexican pix here
and abroad, has coralled the Pala-
cio for two years, with a three-

year extension option, as a show-
case for Mexican films.

“Mexican producers have had to

exhibit in the poorest cineinas her*
because the American companlel
control the best ones/’ according
to Bias Lobez Fandos, Nacionales
chief. The Chino is to get a wide-

screen. Fandos claipls that
though only 88 Mexidan pix were
exhibited in Mexico last year,

against 400 American films, the lo-

cal product copped 60% of the to-

| r
tal gross for 1953..
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Swayed With The' Speeches

The allegiance of. the members at Allied States Assn.’s 25th anni

convention in Milwaukee last week appeared to shift with each new
speaker, particularly on the subject of Government regulation of the

industry. Strong appeals by William C. Gehring, 20th-Fox assistant

general sales manager, and William F. Rodgers, Allied Artists sales

consultant, against seeking Government regulation were applauded as

loudly as the exhortations for it by the militant Allied leaders.

Gehring, who substituted, for ailing 20th sales chief A1 Lichtman,
made an impassioriated plea “to try, try, and try again” before ap-

pealing to outside sources. ‘‘No pne in the Government or elsewhere
can handle our-, problems as well as we he said. Rodgers echoed
this theme, warning 'that. ‘‘once the Government gets in, it will never
get out.” Both Gehring and Rodgers urged the Alliedites to reconsider
arbitration.

Won't Have Any Business To Discuss

Allied leaders, in answering the appeals for new talks with the dis-

tribs, took a “what’s the use” attitudes Horace Adams of Ohio said

the time for -discussion was “getting shorter and shorter. If we con-
tinue to discuss, we won’t have a business to discuss.” Asked Wilbur
Shaper, prexy of New Jersey Allied: “What dp we do after we’ve been
rebuffed by some sales managers as we Were in their offices in August?
Do you talk some more after you’ve been kicked in the teeth?”

Hear Other Fellows

Not all exhibitor woes stem from the sales policies of the distribs.

That’s the view obtained in private conversations with many smalltown
operators. And business.for many of them has shown a pickup in recent
months. Attitude of many was: “I know it’s tough for some guys, but
it hasn’t been so bad for me. I haven’t been having any troubles with
the film companies, I haven’t bought a percentage picture in years.”

TV (When New) Still Crimps Biz

Some theatremen were stilt encountering competition from tele-

vision, particularly in areas where stations had recently opened. How-
ever, in territories where tv had been around for a number of years,

the patrons Were beginning to return to the theatres. In some sections
of the midwest, sports loomed as hefty opposition, especially baseball-
crazy Milwaukee and footbali-happy Green Bay, Wis.

Had Makelim Raises Eyebrows

Speech to Allied convention by Hal R. Makelim had theatremen
wondering whether t^e producer was giving a product story or making
a stereotyped Fourth 6f July oration. Except for thanking, exhibs for
their support and noting that his 12 pix would all be made in U. S.,

Makelim said nothing about his production plans. He read a letter

he wrote Allied leaders. Commented one tlteatreman: “What was all

the flag waving about?”

Charles Boasberg’s Plea
Charles Boasberg, sales topper of Distributors Corp. of America, in

outlining his company’s production plans, urged Alliedites to purchase
stock, in the company. He pointed out that exhibs such as Mitchell
Wolfson, Joseph Seider, Samuel Rinzler, Morton Thalheimer, Julius
Gordon and many others were already stockholders. He said DCA Was
capitalized at $1,000,000. consisting of both common and 6% cumulative
preferred shares. Seider, he noted, would be a director of the Fred
Schwartz firm.

Popular Bill JEtodgers
Reception given William F. Rodgers, former Metro sales chief, was

an eyeopener. After a business meeting, many smalltown theatremen
surged to the platform to introduce themselves to Rodgers and to thank
him for his fair treatment of their problems during his. tenure as the
M-G distribution chief.

-Allied Stays Wth COMPO
Allied has renewed its membership in .the Council of Motion Picture

Organizations for another year. Wilbui* Snaper, who was named Al-
lied's rep on the COMPO triumvirate, will continue in the post.

Columbia Still Advertises
Columbia

,
apparently turned the; other cheek to Allied’s attack- on

the company and its sales manager, Abe Montague. The sharp blast
did not prevent Col from taking a two-page spread in the official
convention journal. The ad copy read; “With a deep sense of respon-
sibility to our customers, our stockholders and our industry—and with
gratitude to those members of Allied whose friendship and constancy
has been unflaggering, we face the challenge of 1955 with the con-
tinuing desire to deal in equity and fairness with every exhibitor large
or small;”

Comes. 1955, It’ll Be Chicago
Allied's 1955 convention is scheduled for the Morrison Hotel, Chicago,

Nov.. 5-9. There will be a drive-in convention and board meeting at the
Chase Hotel, St. Louis, early in February. Total registration at the
convention was about 600, said to be the, biggest, in Allied’s history,
according to, prexy Ben Marcus.

‘Miller’ After Lame Start

Becomes U’s Top Coin

in

.Frankfurt, Oct. 19.

“The Glenn Miller Story,” which
got off to a, slow start in Germany
With: a fouled-up premiere in
Wiesbaden (With thfr Air Force not
providing the promised coopera-
tion) and with only seven initial
bookings, now has 20 prints out in
Germany' and Universal here is.

crying for more. Film is now the
company’s biggest grosser in Ger-
fi}&ny since the war at the key
cities of Stuttgart, Hanover, Ham-
burg and Berlin.

'Still to play is the Gloria (first-
run) in Berlin in January, followed
with playdates in ^100 of Berlin’s
second-runners out of the town's
total of 230 theatres* • ’

• ‘

Chicago, Oct, 19.

;

A; sign of vastly improved times

in, picture business is the reopen-
ing of four theatres here, most of

Which had been knocked out a
number of years ago in the early

rounds of television,

Essex, closed only two years,

opened last Friday (8) with

VSeveri. Deadly Sins,” while Calo

gets set to relight on Oct. 22 with

“Dragnet.” The 400, a 732-seater

which has been out of action sinceV
1950, is being refurbished for re-

opening this fall. All three houses

are on Chicago's northside. Oh the
westside; the 950-seat Armitage is

propping to join the pix sweepstake
again this fall after having been
inactive since May 1951.

Although Allied States Assn;, at

its annual convention in Milwaukee
last Week,, overwhelmingly adopted

a resolution approving general

counsel Abram F. Myers’ draft of,

a bill providing for Government
regulation of the industry, there

was strong evidence that the meas-
ure was intended as; a “weapon”
and efforts to introduce it in Con-
gress will be taken only as a “last

resort.”

Both leaders of Allied and rank-
and-file: members expressed little

enthusiasm for “Government mess-
ing in my business” and there were
indications that renewed efforts

would be . made to reach an agree-
ment with distribs on the subject
of rental terms and trade practices.
Even - Bennie Berger, prexy

.
of

North Central Allied and Origina-
tor of the government regulation
idea, said “we don’t really want
the. Government in.” ^

Berger, in a hotel lobby talk
With reporters, . said a new effort
will be be made to meet with film
company presidents. He said Allied
had requested William F. Rodgers,
[.former Metro distrib chief and
now Allied Artists sales consultant,
to drop the idea with the film com-
pany toppers. Asked why the exhib
org not. make a direct approach to
men such as Nicholas Sclienck,
Barney Balaban, and Spyros
Skouras, Berger said it was tried
a year ago but without success.
Rodgers, who is respected by
Allied, is felt to be the man who
can open the door. His long; asso-
ciation with ' Metro placed him in
a position of close relationship
with the film company toppers. In
addition, he has the esteem and
respect of both exhibition and
distribution. \

Still a Loophole
Resolution, passed by Allied in

Milwaukee, provides for an out,
via a proviso that if conditions
improve within three months, the
board can withdraw the legislation
proposal. If the board decides at
its annual meeting in February that
the legislation is necessary, it’ll

push for introduction of the irieas-

use in Congress.

Allied members, by approving
the resolution, are pledged tp “do
all in bur power to secure the bill’s

enactment” when the board gives
the greenlight.

Despite the overwhelming okay,
it took two votes to pump up the
sort of enthusia'sm the Allied lead-
ers felt ' was necessary. At first

introduction of the resolution by
Col. H. A. C61C, of' Texas, the mem-
bers chorused tired “ayes” with a
sprinkling of “nays.” At this point,
several leaders contended that
prexy Ben Marcus had not fol-

lowed the proper paiiiamentary
procedure in neglecting to ask for
floor discussion,

The resolution was then recon-
sidered. Impassioned speeches
coupled with denunciations of the
film companies were made by
Horace Adams, Ohio Allied; True-
man Rembusch, Indiana; Beverly
Miller, Kansas-Missouri Allied; A1
Myrick, Iowa-Nebraska Allied; Jack
Farr, Texas Allied, Irving Dollin-
ger, New Jersey Allied; and Berger.
It was stressed many times that
“we all dislike Government regula-
tion, but it’s necessary to preserve
the smalltown theatres.” With
emotions thus, churned up, second
count by a standup vote was almost
unanimous.

No one spoke against the bill on
the convention floor, although in

private conversations many small
exhibitors said they were opposed
to Government regulation of any
kind for any purpose. Asked why
they didn’t get up on the floor to

say
,

so, one smalltown theatremen
said: “What chance have you got
if you haven’t a title in the organi-
zation?” It was reiterated many
times privately that the bill \vas

merely a “big stick” and there
were few who felt it had a chance
of. enactment Many doubted that

it would ever be introduced in
; Congress.

Runt From ‘Wont* (Three)

Homeoffices Remote to Field

ANTITRUST SUIT STARTS

Hawaii Theatre, L.A. Seeking;

$5,223,126

Los Angeles, Oct. 19.
.

Trial of the Hawaii.Theatre's

223,126 anti-trust suit against ten

defendants opened before Judge

Harry iC. Wqstover in Federal

Court. Complaint the theatre was

barred from first-run product, Case

is expected to last about eight

weeks;

Defendants are 20th-Fox, Na-
tional Theatres, Fox W^sl Coast,

Loew’s, Warners, RKO, Paramount,
Columbia, Uniyersal-Ihternational

and United Artists.

There’seems to be a strong dif-

ference of opinion whether or not

I-
Columbia sales chief Abe Mon-
tagUe officially accepted Allied

States Assn.’ bid to speak at its

.Milwaukee ' convention last week.

According: to a Col spokesman in

New York, Montague never accept-

ed Allied’s invitation. However, he
was listed - as a speaker in the of-

ficial convention ‘program arid Al-

lied prexy Ben Marcus assured the
tradepress several times that he
had spoken to Montague by tele-

phone and the Col distrib chief
had assured him he Would make
an appearance.

: When Montague failed to show
to discuss Col’s sales policies, he
was accused of “hiding behind a
telegram.” He was denounced as

“arrogant” and Alliedites expressed
“amazement and anger at the tone
of the telegram,” termed the most
“insulting” ever to come before an
Allied convention .

&

Two Allied directors — Horace
Adams of Ohio and Irving Dollirig-

er of New Jersey-^announCed on
the floor that they would not buy
Columbia product as long as the.

company refused to deal with ex-

hibs in a friendly mariner, Hint
was also dropped that other exhibs
at the meeting “know what to do,”

Montague, in his wire, sent re-
grets that he couldn't attend be-
cause Col’s legal department had
set up a date With attorneys from
out of town. He said he Would like
to have been at the meeting to give
“my side” which has been "so un-
fairly presented to the industry”
arid that because there were , basic
differences on sales policy he
didn’t believe “ganging- up, boy-
cotting, or picketing is the proper
.business method for any group in

our industry.” He reminded exhibs
“that every customer - has. found
and Will find the door open” at

Columbia.

Columbia, Warner Bros, arid

Paramount-were cited at the Allied
convention in Milwaukee' last week
as “the worst companies to deal
with.” Appraisal was made, in a
report of the various film clinics.

Submitted verbally at an open
meeting by S. J. Goldberg*, prexy
of Wisconsin, Allied, the report
ga.ve a blow-by-blow description of
the “problems encountered” in
dealing with Col, WB, Par, Metro,
20th-Fox and Universal. Metro
was named the “fairest” and Col
the “most unpopular,” with the
other companies falling in in-be-
tween categories.

A In a company by company break-
down, the highlights of the com-
plaints were:

20th: Policies set by sales chief
Al Lichtman are delayed in get-
ting down to branch managers in
the field. (William C. Gehring,
20th. assistant general sales man-
ager, told the convention steps
were being taken to remedy this
situation), Very few smalltow
had installed Cinemascope because
the high terms for the pictures did
not give them enough, margin to
liquidate the costs and meet other
operating costs. Because of break-
down in communications,' many
theatres grossing under $1,000 still

couldn't buy C’Scope pix flat as
announced by Licthman. Beef
about 20th’s policy on selling two
or three C’ScOpers On percentage
to determine “fair” flat rentals on
future product. Company has mor
“terms later” deals than any of the
other pix suppliers. 20th, however,
is working out its availabilities bet-
ter than the other companies and
is clearing up the differences stem-
ming from stereo and optical
sound.
Metro: Termed , “fairest com-

pany” in the business, although
communications have broken down
in some areas, with beefs mainly
from theatres in cities of 20,000 or
under. Squawk is. that M-* ! is plac-
ing inferior pix in top brackets
and adjustments are getting harder
to make.

Universal: Showing less adher-
ence to national policy, than any
other company by making different
deals in different territories. Most
complaints from Memphis, Des
Moines, arid Qmaha zones.
Paramount: Branded as showing

“utter disregard for the smalltown
exhibitor” by demanding; a 25% im
crease in flat rentals beginning
with “Sabrina” and a 40% floor
on percentage deals.
WB: Next to Columbia, the

“most unpopular company.” Tough
to make deals with arid in getting
adjustments, especially for drive-
ins. Buyers resisting deals on WB
C’Scopers

.
and “Dragnet.”

Columbia: Deals so oppressive
“that many theatres have not
bought Columbia product for some
time.”

.
Col, H, A', Cole, Allied director

from Texas, suggested that copies
of the reports be sent to the sales
toppers of each company discussed.

Via Payroll Deduction
Hollywood, Oct. 19V

Allied Artists has become the
first film company to facilitate em-

j

ployees’ purchase of stock on the
N, Y. Stock, Exchange via pay-

U’s Weitman to Albany
;

Up Ehrlichmaix In D.C.
,, J v

Norman Weitman, Universal ntrf °h
S
*
:

V
a*a-

sales manager
;

in the
:

Washington •!

exchange, has been named the com- Mei *

pariy’s branch manager in Albany, :

Fe" n
f-
r ^ Beane,

feeding Leo Or^id who
*

‘
v

for investment in any stock issue
At the same time, Charles .Jv- listed, the investment amount to

Feldman, U v.p. and general sales
. range from $40 to $999 either

manager, named, Isidore Ehrlich- ‘ monthly or quarterly. Some months ...

man, a salesman in Washington to
j ago the Exchange launched a pro-

the post of sales manager to re-
j

gram of inviting, stock buys on an
place Weitman.

f an installment basis as a means of

Latter joined U in 1947, starting
[

widening public interest in capital

in the ad-pub department in ,N.Y. {'investment. The investor can deal

A year later, he went to the Phila*
;

directly with a brokerage house,

delphia branch as a student book- {.such as Merrill Lyneh, or through
er. He became Washington sales employers operating payroll de-

J
manager in mid-1953. I duction. plans.

j > •« i
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ANOTHER
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Let s give your

box-office a

She sines, fences! Hi roninctt!

Ex • if*

Here's just

one angle:

GIRLS! Do Big

Muscle Men Make

Good Lovers? Or

would you prefer

Edmund Purdom—

.or the song-wooing

of Vic Damone?

DEBBIE

REYNOLDS
Singing-dancing toal

(She
f
s in the headlines)

DAMONE
Ranantic slnferl

M-G-M’s "BODY-BEAUTIFUL MUSICAL!

I k
’’THE NATURE GIRL1

THYi•iiJCLcsiiia

The story of Seven Daring Daughters on the Prowl

for Romance! (They're even saucier than those famed

"Seven Brides"!) Hilarious happenings in a faddist

colony where the girls have primitive ideas of wooing

their men! It's packed with joy, lilting with 8 gay

songs, exciting dances, color glamour! The kind of

musical that sends them out happy-go-lucky !

M-G-M

ATHENA'
JANE

Stoflfcf

EDMUND DEBBIE VIC LOUIS
PURDOM •REYNOLDS -DAMONE • CALHERN
LINDA CHRISTIAN • EVELYN VARDEN • RAY COLLINS

Written Ly WILLIAM LUDWIG and LEONARD SPIGELGASS
Songu HUOH MARTIN and RALPH ItANI

fhoMflraphtd in EASTMAN COLOR • Print by TECHNICOLOR

Directed by RICHARD THORPE • ftedvendby JOE PASTERNAK

(AVAILABLE IN PERSPECTA STEREOPHONIC!

OR ONE-CILCNNEL SOUND)
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Code Must Be Fair to Imports, Bui
|

Sh

"S,
B

itr,rt

on
Firm belief in. the |>roducti6fi4

code, but only if applied with equal

mphasis and consideration' to all

films—major, independent or for-

eign—Was voiced ii> N. • Y. by Ar-

thur Mayer, vet indie handler of

imports and also prexy of the In-

ternational Motion Picture Dis-

tributors Assn.

Disagreeing with those who hold

that there should be ho code for

foreign films, or that they should

be put into a separate category,

Mayer said he didh !t think this

was feasible. “What we should aim
for is to have the code interpreted

the same way for films made in-

dependently or abroad as it is for :

pictures made by. the major stii-

dios,” lie opined.
'

Mayer said he was under the

definite impression that this equal
application of code standards was
not practiced now.- However,: he
lined Up on the side of those y/ho

feel that there is a definite neces-

sity for a code and that foreign

lingualers should be made to con-

fort with it regardless of where
they are made.

Apart from this, Mayer comment-
ed on the ironic fact - that

,
“the

boys on 44th St. (the Motion Pic-

ture Assn, of America) now seem
* to be taking a narrower view of

film content than, the state cen-

sors.” His specific reference was
to the French film “Lover, Happy
Lovers,” which was refused a code
seal but passed the N. Y. censor
without a single deletion.

Hollywood, Oct. 19.
GebflErtfyr Mr Shurlock, tlje new

: Production Codevadjrpinistrator who
succeeds Joseph I. Breeq. in the
post, had

1

What in certain: Quarters

BOSTON
(Continued from page 8)

might be^termed an appropriate after $19,000 In previous week hy-
early background for the job. His poed by holiday.

r»i* f if - i |% it might be^termed an appropriate

flick tS, Mom and Uad early background for the job. His

A1U n + 1 C patents owned a laundry business
Albany, Uct. 16. in Sah Diego, Calif., and during his

Hugh M. Flick, the N. Y. censor, school years he helped out, learn-
outlined his arguments last week ing the of the wash,
as to why he thought the “normal Born. Aug, 10, 1894 in Liverpool,
birth” sequence in Capitol Enter- England Shurlock started his
prises’ film “Mom and Dad” was cdfeee in ihotiOn pictures in 1923,
^ndqgnt” and shouid be cut from a* Rup«rt Hngh^ literary

:
seere-

the picture. tary at the old Goldwyn studios. He Jungle» (AA) and “Two Guns ai
Flick had asked Capitol to cut. got the job. through a blind ad in. Badge” (AA), nifty $11,000 in

the scene, showing the actual birth the L.A. Times. In 1926, he moved days.
of a baby, from the film. Footage over to. Paramount as a reader, and Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 5(F$1)
runs to only 30 seconds. Capitol, quickly became an assistant to Ber- “Black Shield Falworth” (UK at

opposing the Flick decision, took nie Fineman, then a * producer.

‘Diiel’ Strong.$7,000, Top

New Pic, Omaha; ‘Window’

Big 12G, ‘World’ 4G, 2d
Omaha, Oct. 19.

First-run boxoffice is only so-so
this week although “Rear Window”

Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 60-$D- Rm 17IZ •Wnr ft
r
if, ?A

“High and Dry” (U). Opened I
hOIIU 4U, £11

Sunday (1-7). Last week, “Mr. Hu-
lot’s Holiday” (GBD), (5th wk), First-run boxoffice is only so-so
okay $3,500. , this week although “Hear. Window”
Fenway (NET) (1,300* 50-90)— is hangup on second .round at the

“Notorious” - (EKQ) and^Farmer’s large Orpheum.- Of j|id\V entries,

an appeal to the N. Y. Board of
Regents, stating that Flick’s inter-
pretation of the word “indecent”
was at variance with general pub-
lic conception of the term.

Said the censor: “The exploita-
tion of the genitals and genital re-
gion of men or women in places of
public entertainment frequented
by mixed audiences of all levels Of
comprehension is commonly held
to be indecent.”

quickly became an assistant to Ber- “Black Shield Falworth” (UK and
nie Fineman, then a

'
producer, “Operation Diplomat” (Indie). (2d

From Fineman, he shifted- to ex- wk). Good $12,500 following $17,- ^51“?,

,

u

ecutive assistant to B. P. Schul- 500 in first week.
berg, head of the studio, who later ^NET) (4.367; 50- .,Gha

’

made him Scenario editor,. From .j®T Woman s. 'World (20th) and tgnoO.
this post,",he was transferred to ;

Security Risk ^(AA) - (24 _ Oma

(AA), nifty $11,000 in 12 World.” looks gdod for.SecondState
session.

" ’ '

?al (?KO> (3,000; 5<F$1>— Estimate for Tbft%eek
Shield Falworth” (UK and „ enBrendeis (RKO) (1,000; 50-75)—

“Passion” (RKO) and “Shadow
Man” (Lip). Okay $5,500. Last
week, “On Waterfront” (Col) and
“Champagne Safari” (Col) (2d wk).

(Indie). (2d

this post, .he was transferred to
head of the studio’s foreign lan-
guage division, detailed to produce

days). Fair $15,000.

$22 ,000,

i 'JT - Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 50-75)ween,. ••

*
—“Duel in. Sun” (SRO) (reissue)
and “Little’ Fugitive” (Indie),guage uivisiun, ueiaiiea to proauce • hi-nh#.nwi . n Yi Ann- .
ana uiwie rugiuve uncne,

foreign versions of studio films. He .$-t;2$W“On Witerfrbnt” (Col) i5th SMcar irr rni«’ fihjin* W riAorlu ' fwn T . a. t . (RPD) ann\SnflnPhai SloPv, (Rensat m this’ chair for. nearly two
years, during: 1930-31.

: When this activity was' closed
down and moved to Par’s Paris of-
fice, Shurlock was sent abroad on

\yk). Fair $12,500 for finale. Fourth
week was $17,500.
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 50-90)

—“Notorious” (RKO) and “Farm-
er’s . Daughter” (RKO) (reissues).

a visit, returning in early 1*932 to Opens today (Tues:). Last week
be re-assigrted to the scenario de- “Human Jungle” (AA) and “Two
partment as assistant to Percy Guns and Badge” (AA), slick $25,-

Heath. Following a studio 'up- 500 in 12 days.

(Rep) and “Shanghai Story” (Rep),

$5,500,T ; /

Orpheum (Tristates) (2,890; 70
90)—“Rear Window” (Par) (2d wk).
Nice $12,000 or near. Last week;
$17,000.

State (Goldberg) (875; 55-90)—
“Womans World” (20thr (2d wkh
Good $4,000. Last week,- $6,500.

In Production

heaval, which saw Schulberg and
other, lot toppers exiting, Shurlock
was caught in the tide.

In August, 1932, he joined the
: Will Hays organization as ’a staffer

Pilgrim (ATC) (1,800; 65-95t—
“Rogue Cop” (M-G) and.“Fast and
Furious” (Lip). Okay $10,000. Last

Wit? T^
u^st * 19

.

32 ‘ he joined the
' e

state^(Loew’s) (3.500; 50-90)— Moilt Ij BraildO Bjg 24G
^S^nization as a staffer^^ “Battleground” (M-G) and “As- Montreal Oct 19on the Studio Relations Commit? nhalt Junele” (M-G) (reissues) m Montreal, uct. iy.

tee latpr to hppomp fhA. Prnrfiiplinn Si
ait

a.o /JriA t i iVi
\ -.VT rir ' Two solid newcomers and twotee, later .to. Decome. tne Froauciion glow $8,000. Lait week. “A Worn- holdovers are hobstine returns this

;
Code, Administration. Originally, an’s Face” (#G) and “Dr, Jekyll y^ek “Seven

b
Bride!” ^at Palace

this. had . been operated by Col. Ja- and Mr. Hyde” (M-G). (reissues), and
'

‘

‘Waterfront” at Cahitolar
son Joy, with the late.Lamar Tiotti $8,200 for 8 dayS snwsh leaders. Also greats “Caine

Mutiny” at Loew’a'in second week.
“Gone With Wind” is rated so-so
at Imperial.

Estimates for This Week
Palace (C.T.) (2,625; . 60-$l)—

!‘Seven Brides” (M-G). Sockeroo

.

$28,000. Last, week, “Demetriu
and. Gladiators” (20th) (2d wk),

on the Studio Relations Commi^
: phalt Juggle” tM-Gi Tissues)::TAA I ATA« .fA KinAAm A'.fU A DmAMiiaI-iam — - ^ .. .

'

k .• tee, later to become: the Production giow $8,000.
I _Code Administratiori. Originally, an »s Face” (

^ait week, “A Wom-
-’G) and “Dr, Jekyll

Retirement fund .of $140,000

over the next seven years has beep

set up for Joseph I. Breen, the

production code administrator, by
the Motion Picture Assn, of Amer-
ica, board.

Breen, who
;
had been in ill

health for some time, quit the top
code job last week at 'his own re-
quest. However, he will continue
With the code as a “special con-
sultant.” His position is being
taken over by Geoffrey Shurlock,
who has been with the . code staff

since 1932.

Decision to set Breen’s salary as
an adviser at $20,000 a year until
1961 was. taken by the MPAA
board in N. Y. last week. Breen
is an MPAA v.p.

Praising the job done by Breen,
Y. Frank Freeman of Paramount,
chairman of the Motion Picture
Producers Assn,, said: “Joe Breen
has rendered this industry service
of such importance that there is

way to properly appraise bis
contribution. His job was not an
easy one—we

.
all had our differ-

ences and. battles with him—but
he administered the code fearless-
ly, faithfully and honestly.”

cit rolled up this year by the pro-

duction code administration, the
Motion Picture Assn, of America
board- in N. Y. last week okayed,

a flat .30% across-the-board boost
in code fees.

,

At. the same time the MPAA di-

rectors nixed a proposal that
would have raised from the’ cur-
rent six to nine the categoric's into
which films are put and on the
basis of which their code fee, is

determined.. Code charges are
based on the negative

. cost of pix/
Code finances have suffered as

a result of the shaVp drop in Hol-
lywood production activity. The
raise in the cost of the seal still

must .be approved by: the Motion
Picture Producers Assn, group on
the Coast.

Striving to cover a. $50,000 defl- son Joy, with the late.Lamar Tfotti $8,200 for 8 day£
i’ 4>' J J.L i „ • • v 11. ,J A of 1 TVft AO nip AAAlAfnni IXfU am '• Ta«tacting as his assistant. When Joy

mtfved over to FoX, and Trotti also
left org, Shurlock was hired to
take over Trotti’s place as -

sistant.
, .

.
Dr, Wingate, head of the N. Y.

Censor Board, was set by- Hays to
succeed Joy, and Shurlock worked
with him for two years, until Breen

‘STAR’ FAST $17,000,

DENVER; ‘SUDDENLY’ 10G

“Star I5 B.gWkS&A* iSSK^
$;?^!

ad,a‘ors

t° replace
j^enyer!. ‘‘W^oman’s World”' still is.

' " -----
b® continued as his d0[ng okay in third stanza at the

light DOWer. Priv. whil<»' ,'Snhrm»” lnrinis^ ennrl in

‘Breen’ Almost Became

Generic Name for Code;

Denver. “Woman’s World” still is Capitol (C.T.) (2,412; 45-75) .—
doing okay in. third stanza at the “On Waterfront” (Col). Smash
Foie while “Sabrina” looms good in $24,000 for Marlon 'Brando starrer,
fourth Denham round. “Suddenly” Last.’ week, “Magnificent Obses-
is rated good on first week at Par- sion” (U) (3d wk), $18,000.

Now that Joseph L Breen hos re-
tired from the top job in the code
administration, question rs being

Suggestion for raising the cate- asked what the" new name of the
gories of negative costs to nine agency is going to be.

amount.
Estimates for This Week

Centre (Fox) (1.247; 60-$D—
“Woman’s World” (20th) (3d wk).
Fine $15,000. Holds on. Last week;
$20 ,000 .

Denham (Cockri 11) (1,750; 50-85)

—“Sabrina” (Par) (4th wk), Good
$8,000. Last week, $11,000.

Denver- (Fox)' (2,525; 75-$1.25)-

—

Princess (C.T.') (2.131;- 45-65)—
“Suddenly” (UA) (2d wk). Fai
$8,000 following good $13,000 i

first..

Loew’s (C.T.) (2,847; 50-85)—.
“Caine Mutiny” (Col) (2d wk). Fine
$18,000 after sbeko $33,000 opener.

Imperial (C.T ) (1,789; 43-63)

—

“Gone With Wind” (M-G) (reissue).
So-so $7,000. Last week, “Coins In
Fountai ” (20th) and “Gambler

was based on apparent in-
equity in the .current system
which provides for the same fee
for all pix costing $5,00,000 or

“Star Is Born” (WB) . Fast $17,000, Natchez” (26th sameWhile Breen held the^reigns, it stays on. Last week, “Gambler orpheum (C Tfa 048-
as commonly referred to as just Natchez” (20th) and “Jungle Cell- ^r:J.Ve ,

was commonly referred to as just
the “Breen office” or the “Breen
seal„’

r
just as the Motion Picture

more. New divvjdrig process Would .^Assn, of America is known -as “the
have put a heavier burden bn the ^ohnstbq ’office:”

. ,

ays on. jjasx weeK,. ^amoiei Orpheum (C.T.) (1 048- 40-65)—

“BrS "Jungle Ceh- “taw VS . Billy ’Kid’’' (Col) and^Biemi|ter (AA), $8,500. ‘.Geraldine” (Col). Fine $8,000.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 50-85)— List week, “Bullet Is Waiting”
togup Cop” (M-G) and “Terror (CoD and “Untamed Heiress” (Col).

t« 7T /A .1 HffM J lt*.P 7\AA AA AAA *

higher-budgeted pix, with a ceil-
ing of $2,000,000. After that, all
films would be assessed the same.

^ „ “Rogue Cop” (M-G) and “Terror
ihnstbn office:” Ship” (Lip) (2d wk). Mild $5,900, $6,000.
With Geoffrey Bhurlock taking Last week, $10,000;

Paramount (Wolfberg) (2,200;

50-85) — “Suddenly’’ (UA> and
“Khyber Patrol” (UA). Good $10,-

waning Wall Cleveland
== Continued from pag« 5 (Continued from page 9)

.. , „ (Disney) (2d wk).' Fine $4,000.
lion exec -who 11 write off the lit- Last week, $5,500.
tie fellow, but in the overall Ohio • (Loew’s) (1-200; 60-90) —
scheme of things he's become less “Rogue Cop” (M-G) (ni.o.) <3d wk);
important, aiid more expensive to Nice $5,000 following $7,000 last
serve, it’s said. week.

There is a feeling in the en<!t-'
Palace

:
(RKO) (3,000;. 60-90) —-*

ern liomeoffices th^ TTniivu?nAH ic
“Woman’s

.
World” (20tli)., Nice

SS'nlW mnf>n
h
nf ^

]

l
y d is

$ i 6)ooo, and staying. . Last week,

h-ilanri.^ i !r
e
t
by “Silver Lode” (RKO) arid Esther

u/lIh o fiA, }
Production Williams’ stageshow, a bit disap-

witfi a flow of extra-expensive fea? pointing at $20,000. .

r.m
r^s

‘M
Clt

?.
d are .instances like State (Loew’s) (3,500; 60-90).

The Egyptian, “A Star Is Born,” “Beau 1 Brummell” (M-GL Good
the upcoming “The Ten Com- $15,000. Last week, “Sitting Bull”
mandments,” from Cecil ;B. De- (UA), $10,500.
Mille and Paramount, etc. Even Stillman (Loew’s) (2.700; 60-90)
films, patterned after the western —“Her 12 'Men” (M-G). Routine
formula are busting their budget $5,000.

Over, it. now should theoretically
become the “Shurlock office.” It’ll

take sorile getting used to, after all

these years.

SAN FRANCISCO
(Continued from page 9)

Continued from pap« 5 sasimi

lion exec xyho’ll write off the lit-

tle fellow, but in the

'

overall

.

scheme of things he’s become less
important, aiid more expensive to
serve, it’s said.

There is a feeling in the east-
ern homeoffices that Hollywood is
taking too much of a chaince by
balancing the: cut in produciion
with a flow Of extra-expensive fea?
tures. Cited are instances like
“The Egyptian,” “A Star Is Born,”

000 for Frank Sinatra starrer. Last Last week, “Duel in Jungle*
week, “Three Hours to Kill” (Col) (WB) and ‘Bowery Boys Meet Mon»
and “Pushover” (Col) same. sters” (AA), $13,800.

Vogue (Pike) (442; .74-90)—“Mr. Fox (FWC) (4,651; $1,25-$1.50)t-
Hulot’s Holiday” (GBD) (2d wk), Woman s World” (20th) (2d wk).
Neat $2,000. Last week. $2,500. Okay $15,000, Last week $22,500.

• - -

’

Warfield (Lqew’s) (2,656; 75-$l)

FlnnHc Trim Thrnntn *
—“B.rigadbon” (M-G) (2d wk). Nicet looas 1 rim 1 oronio

, $13,000 or near. Last week, $16,000.

‘Apache’ Robust 15'/2G „D
Para

,

mo
?r
n
(„

<
.

pyl,

) <?'646
i,

9M1)_
n«t IQ ‘Private Hell” (FM) and “Three

.
T
9
r5”t0

;

Qct
’ Hours t0 Kiir-(Col). Quiet $12,000.

With a loss of 45 drowned and Last week, “Sabrina” (Par) (3dmteetnrf Niimnonu Motrol n am. a aaa '

85 missing, Hurricane Hazel dam-
age has isolated the western en-
trances to this city, with ail bridges
. . . _i- a 't j_ * • _ mr '

i. .! _

>Vk), $10,000.
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; $1-$1,50)

—“Star Is Born” (WB) (3d wk).

Mille and Paramoiint, etc. Even
films patterned after the western
formula are busting their budget
britches. “Untamed” at 20th-Fox,
lensed on location in South Africa
by Henry King, is 'running into
the millions.

Some eastern execs feel ..that the

MINNEAPOLIS
(Continued from page 8)

“Woman’s World” (20th)- (2d wk).
Come through better than it first (Rank),' $8,000

studios are also going overboard indicated.. Okay.$8,000. Last week, _ .

in their quest for absolute au- $12,000. “Egyptian” (20th) (4th wk).

thenticity; particularly when it RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,890; $1-: $9300. Last week, $14,500;

comes to films laid against a $1.25)^-“Star Is Born” (WB) (2d

background of antiquity. “There’s wk).
(

Word-of-mouth for this one
been an overemphasis on detail,” greasing turnstiles. Strong $13,000

was one comment in N. Y. “It’s
aftn^pfn̂

exploitable, Of course, but the

washed out but oue. Motorists are Fine $19,000. Last week, $21 ,000,

0) — banned, from entering or leaviqg Orpheum (Cinerama Theatre,
Good 'the west end environs. All of this Calif.) (1,458; $1.75-$2.65)—“Cine-

has hurt film biz, with only rama”
^
(Indie) (42d wk). Solid $22,-

“Apache” measuring up to normal 000. Last week, $21,000
expectancy of the newcomers. United Artists (No. Coast) (1,-

Estimates for This Week 207; 70-$l)—“Down Three Dark
Downtown, Glendale, Scarboro, streets”. (UA) and “Lone Gun*

State (Taylor) (1,059; 955; 698; 694; (UA). Good $11,000 or close. Last
40-70)—“Silver Lode” (RKO) and week, “Suddenly” (UA) and
“Jungle Gents” (AA). Nice $14,500. “Laughing Anne” (Rep), $8,700.

i
Last week, “Gorilla at Large” Stagedoor. (A-R) (400; $1-$1.25)
(20th) and.. “Forbidden Cargo” —“Man With Million” (UA) (6th
(Rank)/ $8,000. : wk). Solid $3,200. Last Week,.

Imperial (FP) (3,373; 60-$l)-— $3,500.
Nice

[ . Larkin (Rosener) (400; $1)—
“Hobson’s Choice” (UA) and “Last
Holiday” (AA) (4th wk). Good $2,»
600. Last week, $2,900.

. Clay (Rosener) (400; $l)-^“Dreami
of Love” (Indie) (2d,wk). Oke .$2,-

$1.25)^-“Star Is Born” (WB) (2d Loew’s (Loew’s) (2,090; 65-80)^.
wk). Word-of-mouth for this one “Apache” (UA). Big $15,50Q. Last
greasing turnstiles. Strong $13,000 Week, “Seven Brides” (M-G), $16,-

after $19,000 original stanza. 000 in 9 days.

audience doesn't really care. Who --SViS r iit &
Irnrtwc \whoMvoi. flit*. DUoi.noV. $5,400. L3St Week, $5,

RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 65-85)— Nortown, (Shea’s) (FP) 959; 2,386; 300. Last week, $2,200
“Oh. Waterfront” (Col) (4th Wk). 75-$l)

—“Caine Mutiny.” (Col) (2d Vogue (S.F. Theatres)

knoy/s whether this Pharoah or
that wore his hat tilted to the
right or the left, or whether there
were 15 or 20 windows in. one of
those old boats? Yet, this determ-
ination to be accurate down to the
ntost minute detail is costing us

J
many, millions a year;”

State (Par) (2,300; 85-$l) — $33,000.
Sock $25,000.

“Sitting Bull” (UA) (2d wk) Odeoif (Rank) (2,390; k
75-$l)—

’ (Col) (2d Vogue (S.F. Theatres) (377; $l)-»
Last week» “Companions of. Night” (Indiek

Light $1,900. Last weekv $3,300.

0; v 75-$l)— Bridge KSchWartz-Reade); (399:

“Sabrina” . (Par) (4th wk). Still

hefty with $5,000. -Last week,
$5,300,

Uptown (Loew’s) (2,745; 60-80)— $2,500 after $2,800 in. fifth. Holds
“Rogue Cop” (M-G) (2d wk). Okay a seventh, with “High and Dry”
$8,000, Last, week, $12,000, (U) opening Oct. 28.
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Chicago, Oct. 19. 4T*

“That old debbii” known as .sta-

tion clearance will be exorcised

•or at least "will pretty much have

•disappeared” by the end of 1959,

according to NBC-TV sales v.p.

,.George Frey, here last week to

address the American Assn, of Ad-
vertising Agencies. The executive-

;
turned-seer said there will be
enough stations in all major, cities

two years hence to give each net-

work, '‘sure, outlets” for all pro-

grams. Frey’s crystal showed 430

stations by the. end of this year..

525 -by the end of next, and 600

by December of 1956, at which

time 75% Of all U.S. homes ..will

be covered.

Frey also dipped, his brush into

the color jar, predicting 25,000

tintele Sets distributed among the

populace by the end of this - year,

350.000 by the end of 1955 and

2.130.000 before .1956 passes into

history, i .

Frey’s "nearly opposite” umber
at CBS, John Karol, v.p. .of the

radio network,- gave .the back- of

his hand to ad agencies not alert

to the potentials of media and

media analysis in behalf of their

clients. “Radio is now being sold

on the basis of what it delivers—

within the framework of its poten-

tial,” he said, "and the potential

Is enormous, the delivery is huge

and the cost is low.” Radio, ho de-

clared, is the biggest ‘‘in-home”

iedium, the No. 1 outdoor medium
—"and one day soon we hope the

measurements of its true dimen-

sions will catch up with the facts

of its present coverage. Radio pro-

vides the every day meat and

potatoes that keeps business alive

and healthy. The best evidence of

this' is the fact that the top 25

companies in the United States all

.are big users of network, radio

today. .

"No business has so many facets

as advertising. Regardless of the

particular job any one person does

in it, he must have a broad, and

deep knowledge of many other

phases to be truly an advertising

man. I believe that basic to suc-

cessful advertising is the science

of media selection. It seems to me.

than an agency, as ' a
-

specialist or-

.
ganization advising clients oil ad;

vertising, must expose its clients

to the values of all media regard-

less cf the clients’ personal pref-

erences. .

“After more than 25 years in

this business, I know a good many
agency people very well.

,
And 1

have been told by many of them

of times when network radio was

(Continued on page 30)

Don’t Write-T-Cancel
Western Union almost took

the plunge into network tele-

vision sponsorship last week,
but then decided it was too
cold in there alone. Telegraph
company offered to buy the
Wednesday at 9:30 period On
ABC-TV .and install "Who
Said That?” with John Daly
emceeing, but only if the. web
could find an alternate Week
sponsor for the show.
Network couldn’t, and WU

cancelled out.

Knode’s Upped Status
NBC has lifted Thomas E. Knode

from manager of station relations

to director of the department. The
top post (next to Harry Bannister,
v.p, in charge) had been blank
since Sheldon B. Hickox was moved
out of the spot to become director

of SR for NBC's Pacific Division,

newly created, with Knode’s upped
status in the Cards since then.

Knode. has held a number ., of

berths with the network, his star

.tion relations management dating
from 1952.

Ted Steele, Others

Ted Steele was the: principal in

an afternoon program shuffle at

WOR-TV, N. Y., this week. The
emcee, brought his three-way pro-

gram setup with him. in a move
from WFIX three months ago, arid

until now he’s maintained consecu-

tive afternoon slottings for haus-

fraus, teens and; tots. As of Mon-
day ( 18), he lost the 30-minute strip

for the smallfry, but: he’ll continue

broadcasting three hours daily.

Where he. began
,
his tv day at

2:30 with an hour-and-a-half adult

variety session, Monday, through
Friday; he now does a two-hour

stint at 3 for the same viewership.

From 5-6 p.m. it’s a show for teen-

agers, a group where the. station

felt Steele wasn’t achieving full

support, largely because the for-

met 4-5 casing, was too early ior

many higbschoolers.
The changes also affected Ray

Heatherton’s "Film Show,” former-
ly at 5:30,' right after Steele's kid

show. Gordon Gray, topper at

WOR, indicated that there was tbo

little change of pace from. Steele

to the early Heatherton stanza,

Ileatherton, however, r e m a i h s

solidly iil his 6-on "Merry Mail-
man.” In the early afternoon JLcw
Bedell shifts from 2 to 2:20, and
Jean Phair from 1:30 to 2, The

It didn’t take CBS Radio long

to come up with a sponsor for

Lowell Thomas. Commentator
Will go from "motor to motor,”

with a division of General Motors

|' succeeding the Kaiser car outfit

which dropped out late . last month
from the 6:45 p.m. crossboarder,

leaving a coin gap unprecedented
in Thomas’ 24 years as a network
newscaster, The GM -division in-

volved is United Motors Service,
accessory unit with auto batteries
to be accented on the program.
New deal starts Nov. 1.

Meantime, Thomas and associ-

ates have bought—subject to FGC
approval—WROW (radio and tv)

in Albany for a reported price of
$359,000. Linked with Thomas are
Frank J. Smith, his business man-
ager aiid former general manager
of WLW, Cincinnati; Alger B.

Chapman, ex-prexy of the: N. Y.
State Tax Commission, and Mrs.
Edward A.: Elliott, wife Of a New
York broker. Albany outlet for
Thomas’ CBS airings is WTRY,
whose owner, Troy B’casting,. holds
509' ‘ of the stock in the Albany
area’s other UHF’er, WTRI, with
Stanley Warner Theatre Corp.
holding the remainder!

Acting as attorney for the buy-
ers was Rep. Dean P. Taylor, of
Troy, former prexy of the pur-
chased stations who recently re-
signed as chairman of the Republi-
can State Committee and will

likely become board chairman <j£

. the Thomas operation. Thomas,
Smith and Chapman, latter men-
tioned as a possible Raw partner
of Thomas E. Dewey upon the
governor’s retirement from, office

Jan. 1, live, in Pawling, which is

the commentator’s longtime home:
and professional base. Gov. Dewey
has a farm there and is a neighbor
of Thomas.

Solurge of executive shuffles at

ABC. was brought to a virtual end
this Week with the appointment of

John H. Mitchell to succeed Alex-
ander. (SandyV Strdnach as v.p, in

charge of the television network,
and the narhiiijg of Ted Oberfelder
to replace Mitchell as v.p.-general
manager of WABC-TV, the web’s
N. Y;. flagship. Only post now left

to fill is Oberfelder’s spot as v.p.

of WABC, the radio o&o; with
successor due to be named Within
the next few days.

Appointments came at the end
of a week of mopping-up opera-
tions that saw ABC exec v.p. Bob
O’Brien returning to the parent
American Broadcasting-Paramount
Theatres homeoffice and Les Ar-
ries Sr. resigning as director of
tv sports, with the sports depart-
ment being integrated into the
combined radio-tv news & spedial
events unit. O’Brien, who had
been clipped of his powers in the
Sgpt, 21 "reorganization,” Was
moved out of the ABC Division and
back to the homeoffice by AB-PT
prexy Leonard Goldenson because
of "developments within the com
party.” These developments were
the reported insistence of ABC
prexy Bob Kintner and AB-PT
finance, committe chairman Ed
Noble that: O’Brien be relieved of
his duties.

Mitchell, who takes cvei* his new
post Nov. 1, is a United Paramount
man, further' complicating the sit-

uation. He took over the WABC-
TV operation in July of 1953, after
several years as chief factotum of
WBKB, the Web’s Chi o&o (as a
result of the merger), and many
years previous in the Balabah &
Katz organization as a theatreman
Oberfelder is an ABC vet, having
operated up to the summer of 1953
as v.p. in charge of radio o&o’s and
then assuming charge, of WABC
when the web made the owned sta-

tions autonomous in opertaion.
O’Brien’s New Duties

O'Brien was returned ‘to the
homeoffice to concentrate on his

duties as financial v.p, and secre
tary of AB-PT, posts he had held
simultaneously with his exec v.p
status at ABC. Understood the
reason for the shift was his han
dling of the NCAA football pack
age, which he first negotiated and

( Continued on page 30)

This Friday (22) is the date on which the FCC’s new multiple-
ownership rule becomes effective, permitting individual owner-
ship of seven tv stations, instead of. five, providing, of course,
that the other two are UHF stations.

With speculation rife as to where the major networks, notably
NBC and CBS, are planning to "go U,” CBS, it’$ been learned,
plans to establish a U stake in .'Milwaukee, with likelihood that
it will also set its U sights on the Albany-Troy area of New York
State, As an alternative to the latter, it's also known that Hart-
ford looks attractive to the CBS high command and -it may go.

after that market instead. At any rate CBS prexy Frank Stanton
is moving pronto to expedite the web’s "seven up” status, (Web
still has two to go on its- V limit,: with Boston ‘and St. Loiiis as
the goals). '•

;

NBC will' also move fast to establish its U holdings, and it’s

reported that there’s a San Francisco’ gleam 'In NBC’s eye. It’s

known that NBC haS been giving more than cursory attention to
the FriSco.'situation: DeTfoit may be NBC’s second ;o & o U city.

ABC and DuMont haven’t indicated.
‘

All nets ijave received plenty of offers 'to take dVe)f .UHF stations
or permits. However, with 85 authorizations turned hack to the
FCC, the nets, would be able to get channels in many cities for
the asking.
FCC approval of the Storer Broadcasting Co.’s $8,500,000 pur-

chase of the Empire Coil Cp. properties, awaiting action for over
six months, is expected this week when the agency’s revised rules
allowing broadcasters to own seven stations becomes .effective.
Empire deal gives. Storer two tv stations (in addition to manufac-
turing. operations in New Rochelle, N.Y.9—WXEL. in Cleveland
and KPTV in Portland, Ore.
Because the. acquisitions Would give. Storer. si stations, -FCC

has held up approval. It is now free to -act, however, since KPTV
is a UHF station and purchase is within the. new ceiling..

Vincent Andrews follows Curve ofMedium’s Growth
As ‘Mass’ Business Mgr.

—
r- -

"

•
: .
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Walter C. Cronkite, narrator on
CBS-TV’s “You Are There” and
newsman on ‘‘Sunday News Spe-
cial,” is gadding apout on a pub-
lic appearance kick. Last Week he
opened Philadelphia’s Red Feather
campaign in co-op with that city’s

WCAUrTV. Tomorrow (Thurs. ).

he’ll be in St Louis at request of

KMOX and
:
KWK-TV for a speak-

ing s.tint at Public Relations So-

ciety’s regional gabs.

On Friday (22), Cronkite will

be iri Minneapolis spieling at the

Rotary Club, with Northern States

Po\ver and WCCO-T.V hosting.

"Omnibus” is becoming .an ex-

perimental tv’er in more ways
than one, with latest departure
being, a permanent repertory com-
pany to be introduced next Sun-
day (24). on CBS-TV. (Show’s
third season under the TV-Radio
Workshop of the Ford Foundation
was incepted last Sunday.) par-,

alleling the permanent troupe ap-

proacln and with far-reaching im?
plications * view Of the sight
medium's very offish results with
the "million dollar” tinted spec-
taculars, is & scheme whereby
given dramatic properties and
other stylings will be given full-

blown tryouts on important sta-

tions away from the N. Y.-origin-

ating point of the 90-minuter. The
"out of town” tuner-upping is not.

unknown in tv, but this may be the.

first one of major, scale..

First of the tryouts will em-
i ! - . a. -.Li . _

I

With the Diamond,” an original
contemporary folk comedy by
Frank D. Gilroy with the middle
west as locale. Other- briefie has
recognizable labels since it’s Ana:
tale France’s w.k, farce, "The Mail
Who Married a Dumb Wife,”
based on a Rabelais story set in

medieval France. Lead roles in

the latter will be taken by Zachary
Scott and Nita Talbot with a sup-
porting cast of 12, Fred Wayne,
James MiRhollin, Carl Harms,
Ralph Hertz, Lee Richardson, Jac-
ques Aubuchon, James Greene,
LeRoi Operti, Lewis Scholle,
Peggy McCay, Judith Tiitaeff and
Faith • Biirwell. Tad Da.nielewski,
of the Workshop staff whose over-
all director is. Robert Saudek, will

stage both productions.
"Omnibus” will also ‘‘go Native”

next. Sunday with a live vignette
Showing . Native Dancer, the big-

money boss now in retirement, be*

Washington, Oct. 19.

Hurricane Hazel visited its fury
on, Washington radio and tv sta-

tions last week and also put several

hundred thousand ’receivers tem-
porarily out of commission as elec-

tric current failed.

Two of the city's tv stations Were
forced off the air Friday as the

hurricane cut off the power supply
of DuMont’s WTTG and the Eve-;

ning Star’s WMAL-TV. .Neither,

station was on the air Friday eve-

ning. The Washington Post’s

WTOP-TV suffered slight interrup-

tions. in service and CBS news per-

sonnel in Broadcast House ivere

evacuated from their regular quar-
ters when high Winds threatened
the tower. Only NBC’s WRC-TV,
whose tower is closest to the down-
town, section, was unaffected.

At least 10 radio stations in the.

area either went off the air or had
service temporarily interrupted as

power supply failed. Station WGAY
suburban Silver Spring had to call

the fife department to rescue six

persons who were trapped by fallen

high tension wires; Also forced off

the air were WEAM in Arlington,
Va;; WINX in Rockville, Md.;
WFAX in Fairfax, Va.; WGMS in

(Continued on page 30)

(

brace two playlets Which, will -be
. _ .

station is slutting the Regal film |. showcased on WCAU-TV in ,-Phila-
1

ing ridden by jockey Eric Guerin
series at 1:30, with daily. «ign-on delphia at 10 p.m. tonight (Wed. L at f’e nag's home on Sagamore
at 1 by a public service strip. Curtainraiser will be "The Man . Farm in Glyndon, Md,

It sounds like an oldfashioned
puff, but unique among New York’s
show biz careers is a business man-
ager who, with a current 85 clients,

probably has as big an individual
stake in the destiny of radio and
tv personalities as anyone in an,
industry

,
he "grfe\v up” With. The

name of Vincent Andrews .pops
up. heVe and there in intra-trade
conversation and occasionally in a
public print. As Andrews himself
says, "I guess I’m known only to

my clients.”

Andrews employs a staff of 16
to perform for his family of 85 at

a fee of 5% of theit income. He
even throws in a service that t .kes

in Wrestling with the household
bills. In addition to managing his
clients’ financial affairs, Worrying
about their taxes and serving :

mentor, guide and father, confessor,
he, operates an investment setup,
fmt it’s rare that he himself doesn’t
pony up dollar for dollar with his

contractees on a project in' or out
of show biz that looks good to

him. Here and there lie will go
into business with one of his cli-

ents, as for instance with tv emcee
Bud Collyer, with whom he owns
a food, freezer outfit.

,
Wiienever

any problem or "gbod thing” comes
into view that Andrews cannot per-

sooally' mastermind, he calls
;

in

one or more of the half dozen’ in

his outside "cabinet” who are spe-

cialists—on xaXes,- real estate; law,

insurance, etc. But' usually, the
problem is worked ui with the
office, by the CPA’s and others^ in

his employ.
A "prospect” becomes a "client’*

when he’s
.
capable of ear ing a

minimum $15,000 per annum, but
(Continued on page 33)

Gemex tikes ‘Stork’

. Gemex Watchbarids, which
bowed as a network video sponsor
last season with George Jesse! on
ABC-TV, is slated to return to the
netvvotk, this time as a participat-

ing sponsor (iO minutes) on the
Saturday night "Stork Club.” Deal
was set via BBD&O.

Deal for Whitman Candy to

come in on "Stork Club” sponsor-

j

ship, is now apparently dead, ac-

|
cording to the: network.

New Haven, Oct. 19.

New Haven’s only VHF outlet,

WNHC-TV, pulled the rug but from
under network beer advertisers la$t

week by informing the webs that

the ‘ outlet, would no longer carry
alcoholic beverage commercials
"ini which the product is shown
being consumed.” Station manager
Ed; C. Christ’s action follows simi-

lar moves by .Michigan broadcast-
ers and other isolated groups;

Obrist, in a letter to the net-

works informing them that after

Dec. 31 np such commercials
would be acceptable, said the stay
tion believes "there are reasonable
grounds for criticism when teen-
agers are exposed to scenes depict-,

ing the pleasures and satisfactions

of consuming alcoholic beverages.
And since we contend .that these
products can be sold via television
effectively without such demonstra-
tion, we urge that you apprise all

agencies and advertisers of our de-

cision iiot to accept drinking
scenes.”
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On Wednesdays (once a month) Hazel Bishop agency factotum
Raymond Spector is the happiest nian in the world.

' i

On Sundays (once a month) Spector is the most ;
miserable man

in the world, yelling “four’ and besieging NBC to get him off the
Spec hoof Once and for ail.

On the. two occasions that the Hazel Bishop-sponsored -This Is
Your Lif^” on NBC-TV has come to grips with CBS-TV’s “Best of
Broadway” on^e-a-month “baby

.
spec” color dramas, the Ralph

Edwards . lO^cijty Treridex ratings left the CBS extravaganza stag*
gering on the ropes, including last Wednesday’s “This Is Your
Life” score of 31.5; “Man Who Came To Dinner/’ 19.6.

Conversely, Specter's Sunday night Max Liebman specs (co-spon-
sored by Sunbeam Appliances) have taken it on the chin With even
more telling Trentiex results from CBS-TV’ “Toast of the Town.”
Specter’s been crying “enough.”

What Could Have Happened on ‘Overnight*

Gettysburg Address Rating

If the: quality of his “one-shot”'
were equated With the “audience”
measurement—as virtually every-
one in and out of the trade is do-
ing when

,
it comes to the Color tv

specs—then Lincoln’s Gettysburg
Address would have got an “over-
ight” very close to zero. Figured

on the newspaper reaction, Lincoln
was worse off than Max Liebman;

The; latter’s “notices”—good or
had— were spread across the
country in the strategic positions of
television sections. Lincoln’s w.k.
speech, about 88 minutes less in
the playout than any of the Lieb-
iiian specolas, was delivered in the
rain and heard by only the first

couple of rows at dedication of
the Gettysburg National Cemetery.
Newspapers brushed it off on the
inside pages, principally because of
the competition, No. 1 orator Ed-
ward Everett in a two-hour speech
that rated the big heads up front.

•• Not that any tv spectacular, how-
ever earth-shaking, can be “equat-
ed” with such immortal prose as
the Gettysburg Address—but while
the returns are in on’ the specs
delivered so far,

:

the season isn’t

over.

London, Oct. 12.

One of the BBC-TV imports from
America has been ordered off the
air because the rights are beingj
sold for the commercial network.
The program, “You Are There,”
has been screened on the British
outlet : since last April.
The program was cancelled on

orders of CBS execs who have told
the BBC that they are no longer
willing for the Corporation to use.
either the title or the formula.
They are reportedly filming their
own version of the program which
is being made available to a Brit-
ish commercial television company.'

Note to Station DJ.’s

On ‘Suzy’ Spec Songs
As a result of previous “de-

fection from the script,” NBC-TV
is currently assuring disk jockeys
around the country (particularly in
the o&o and some affiliate cities)

that the songs planned for Max
Liebman’s Saturday ('23) specola
will be sung. The platter-spinners
are being assured that their ad-
vance plugs ort the tunes in “Follies
of Suzy,” Starring Jeanmaire and
Steve Allen and featuring 'Connie
Russell, will be matched by on-the-
air Venditions, unlike a previous
spec (apparently “Lady in the
Dark”) wherein some cieffings
were eliminated after the deejays
had been advised of usage.
However, the songfest promised

©n “Suzy” is somewhat easier to
carry out since they’re all stand-
ards, including “That’s My Weak-
ness Now,” “Be My Little Baby
Bumble. Bee,” “Vo-Do-Di-0-Do,”
“Ain’t Misbehavin',” “Buttin' on
the, Ritz,” “Varsity Drag,” and
“Moanin' Low.”

Ginger 19.6; ‘Lucy’ 40.8
“Tonight at 8:30,” starring

Ginger Rogers in Noel Coward’s

three playlets on NBC-TV in the

first of the web’s Monday (18)

specolas, drew a 90-minute Tren-

dex of 22.1 while CBS-TV’s three

segments averaged out at 29.6, with

two of its show’s ahead.

Half-hour marks for “Tonight”

against the .• CBS field were 27.4 to

20.4 for Burns & Alien, 19.2 to 27.6

for Arthur Godfrey’s “Talent

Scouts” and 19.6 to 40.8 for “I

Love Lucy.”

Its a Different

on

Whatever those overnight 10-city

Trendex returns, tl^e Nielsens are

much kinder to the Max Liebman
spectaculars, specifically the first

of the Saturday night' entries—
“Lady In the Dark.” The first

tionally-proj.ected 'Nielsen ratings

since the new season preemed are
just, off the presses, and give ULady
In the Dark” a No. 4 status among
the Top 10, with only “Dragnet,”
Milton Berle and Jackie Gleason
faring better. “Lucy” isn't included
because of its later preem. (In con-
trast, the Trendex returns found
“Lady” taking it on the chin from
the CBS competition).

Nielsen’s Top. 10 for the two
weeks ending Sept. 25 follows:

Dragnet (NBC) .51.2
Buick-Berle. Show (NBC) . . . 50.1
Jackie Gleason Show (CBS) . 43.3
Lady In Dark Spec (NBC). 39.1
Colgate Comedy Hour (NBC) . 38.6
You Bet Your .Life (NBC). ... 37.7
Ford Theatre (NBC) . . . ... 37.7
Toast of the Town (CBS) : . . . 37.1
Arthur Godfrey .(Pillsbury)

,

(CBS) ........ ... ...36.3
Arthur Godfrey (Frigidaife)

(CBS) 35.8

Pontiac’s Election Coin
Pontiac Division of General

Motors has bought the WCBS-TV
(N. Y. ) end of CBS’ Election Night
coverage for an outlay approxi-
mating $13,000. The metropolitan
N. Y. tabulations will be as five-
minute coattails cutting into the
network’s extensive blueprint of
“Operation Ballot.” There’s a po-
tential “bonus” feature for Pon-
tiac in that the car outfit is guar-
anteed eight spots, but shoiild any
hot battles develop that would re-
quire- telecasting beyond 1 a.m.,
the 'skeddeB stopped point, the lo-

cal plugs would be cuffoed.

Gotham flagship’s coverage will
be handled by Harry Marble as the
factual reporter with Dallas Town-
send dishing up the trends-analy-
sis.

Despite protestations of the

NBC high command that the* specs

are here to stay’ regardless of

sponsor squawks over/the spectacu-

lar Trendex brushoff. : thus far,

best guess among many close to

the picture is that the networks

will revert back to “business as

usual” next year arid writeoff the
pattern of 90-minute top-budgeted
extravaganzas “one-season
wonder/’

In the face of the new Trendex
ratings reflecting the continued tv

audience repudiation of the big-

big-big shows, Raymond. Spector,

agency topper whose
.
Hazel Bishop

account took it on the chin twice
running on the Sunday night , spec
series, again hit the ceiling last

week and asked for, out, preferring
the traditional half-hour program
sponsorship formula. Although
Spector is committed to a “run of

the specs” contract, they’re laying

odds that he’ll scram before the
semester’ over.

Max Liebman, production facto-

tum of the Saturday arid Sunday
night revolving series of “big
dries,” is not committed to the net-

work or the specs beyond this sea-

son, having rejected network over-

tures to pin him down to a long-
term deal, thus keeping him flex-

ible in terms of future tv planning..

At NBC they’re making no effort

to conceal their chagrin over the
“spec hex” and frankly concede
that: “somewhere, some, place we’re
making mistakes/’ The William
Morris agency, which has a major
stake in the operation by virtue of

the fact that it books practically all

the talent for the shows, has mean-
while stepped into the breach in

an effort to inject a broader appeal
into the shows. Thus negotiations
have been completed which will

Arid Frank Sinatra emceeirig a por-
tion of the Nov. 7 show from Holly-
wood, along with Judy Holliday,
with possibility that both Sinatra
and Groucho Marx will-team up for
future stanzas. But as one net-
work exec put it, “Why do you.

need a spectacular for Sinatra and
Groucho? They’ve always been
around,”

Second guessing on “What went
wrong” has become the industry’s

favorite pastime. Everybody and
his urible -got the reasons for the
biggest “no-look” in tv annals. The
“reasons” break down "something
like this:

1. The specs are under-pro-
moted.

2. The specs are over-promoted.

3. Most of them are too sophis-
ticated for U. S. audiences general-
ly (with special emphasis on “Lady
In the Dark,” Such vehicles as Noel
Coward’s “Tonight at 8:30” play-
lets; the contention that too many
must have “got lost” in the “Filling

Station” ballet on the “Sunday In
Town” spec, etc;

4. Ninety minutes is too long;'

a far better job could be accom-
plished by compressing the specs
into i tighter hour formula.

5. You can’t compete; with,
“habit” and the “same-time-same-
station” pattern of every-week con-
sistency.' All the promotion in

world can’t offset the need to re-
educate the tv viewers to go
searching, every fourth Saturday,
every fourth Sunday and every.

(Continued on page 31)

<Toa3t,

Frie* Friar*

Sunday. (17), 8 to 9 pm.,
Trendex:

“Toast of the Town,” CBS-
TV (Ed Sullivan, Bing Crosby
on film, Liberace, Will Jordan,
Hal Le Roy, Peg. Leg Bates)
-r-42.6.

“Friars’ Frolic” on “Comedy
Hour,” NBC-TV (Milton Berle,

Janis Paige,' Mitizi Green,
Smith & Dale, Joel Gray)
—13.1.

Also on the Trendex front,

“Mama” reversed the score in

tits Red Buttons competition
last Friday (15). It was:
“Mama” (CBS) 19.8; Buttons
(NBC) 15.3; Gzzie & Harriet
(ABC) 8.4.

Wins Zenith As

CBS pulled off the neatest trick

of the week with the revelation

that it has not only resolved its

differences with Zenith oyer the

controversial Channel . 2 issue in

Chicago; hut grabbed off the self-

same Zenith as a sponsor for "Om-
nibus” starting next Sunday (24).

CBS prexy Frank Stanton and
Zenith chief Eugene F. McDonald
Jr. revealed jointly that the Chan-
nel 2 Chi issue has been settled

amicably on the eve of the sched-
uled protracted , hearings as to

whether CBS had the right to shift

WBBM-TV, which it acquired from
Balaban & Katz back in February,
’53,

.
from Channel 4 to Channel 2

after the FCC had decreed to

abolish Channel 4.

Zenith had been using Channel
2 for an expeririierital station and
had an application on file for re-

tention Of the channel for commer-
cial purposes when CBte maneu-
vered the WBBM-TV shift.

Full terms of ' the settlement
were not disclosed save that Co-
lumbia parlayed the * whole thing
into a sponsorship deal.

+ It looks like NBC-TV will take
it on the chin to the tune of about
$100,000 in finding itself saddled
with a full hour of sustai irig time
in one of tv’s choicest commercial
segments—the Tuesday night 8 to

9 period—as result of Bob Hope’s
decision to sit out his November
show while he goes to London for
a “command performance.” Origi-
nally Hope had planned to film
his hour show, while abroad, having
initiated overtures to line- up Mau-
rice Chevalier, Orson Welles, Edith
Piaf and other Stars.

But when Hope sailed for Eng-
land last week and fold NBC he
didn’t want to do a November show
under any conditions, General
Foods, (which is committed to ni

shows this season in the. Tuesday
period) threw the time back at the
network.
As of this week NBC was stijl

making some desperate efforts to
latch on to a one-time sponsor for
the Nov, 9 hour, but it looked like
no dice, in view of the time ele-
ment wherein a client would have
to whip a major show together on
such short notice. As result, NBC,
still smarting under the preemp-
tion but unable to do anythin*
about it (Hope, reportedly cracked,
“Let them sue me if they want”),
was planning to fill the 60 mirtuten
with a repeat of the “Three-Tw
One-Zero’;’ atom bomb documen-
tary which had a one-shot pres-
entation last month.
With General Foods and Hazel

Bishop alternating with Bulck’s
Milton Berle in rounding out the
Tuesday 8 to 9 commercial season,
the GF defection is seen pointing
up the hazards of splitting up
choice time segments for. multiple
sponsorship in the repatterning of
the NBC-TV program schedules.
The likelihood that Hope won’t re-
turn to tv until February (he was
initially blueprinted for six show*
this season, finds GF facbd with a
“booking” problem for its nine-
show Tuesday, night total. GF may
install a Cole Porter show in the
December slot; with indications
that Benton & Bowles (which
share? in GF billings) may “in-
herit” the slot for January for a
circus show.

Jordan on TV Specs:

Many a Well Can Be

Dug Before Gusher Hit

. Wallace Jordan, head of the Wil-
liam Morris agency’s radio-televi-

sion dept., who left Monday (18)

for a two-week huddle on the Coast
with topper Abe Lastfogel, has his

own views on some of the missouts
on the spectaculars.
“For one thing,” says the 10%er

whose agency is so dominant in the
variety-type of video talent book-
ings, “it’s a mistake to label them
all as ‘spectaculars/ They are not
intended to be that way. But what-
ever the degree of rneasurement, to
me this is like wildcatting—we’re
all trying to advance the medium
with a new pattern arid sometimes
you strike oil and sometimes many
a well is dug before a gusher is

hit.”

Abe Lastfogel—‘Mr. Show Biz
Concern of the William Morris office over the virtual repudia-

tion of the specs by tv audiences becomes increasingly understand-
able, with the talent agency having one of the major stakes in the
90-minute productions, Morris agency today practically books the
entire series. Every time a spec goes on, the William Morris office
has $12,000 minimum in talent-commissions riding on . the outcome.
That “Mr, Show Biz” appellation applies in spades today to Mor-

ris agency factotum Abe Lastfogel, who, in 'trying to hypo the spec
talent values, is becoming chief troubleshooter for NBC-TV on the
talent front. The current negotiations to wrap up Frank Sinatra*
and' Groucho Marx either singly Or as a team to step intb the spec
breach is evidence anew of the major networks* reliance these days
on the Morris hold on tv’s talent availabilities.

• 9

Ethel Merman is due to arrive
in New York today (Wed.) from
her Denver home to tune up for
her “Panama Hattie” starrer
CBS-TV’s “Best of Broadway”
Wednesday color series tagged for
Nov, 10. This will be the first of
her pair of CBS appearances, with
second to be “Babes in Arms” (al-
though unlike “Hattie” she was
not in the 1936-37 Broadway origi-
nal of “Babes,” which starred
Mitzi Green and Wynn Murray,
with Alfred Drake in a bit. role,
but that was before his “Okla-
homa” dent).
Miss Merman, recovered from

minor surgery in Denver, is fly-
ing to. Gotham with her husband,
Robert F. Stix, prexy of Conti
ental Air Lines and board chair-
man of Swan Finch Oil. Plane trip

is via United Air Lines.

Ed Lethen Jr. to CBS
Edward F. Lethen Jr., deputy di-

rector of Voice of America, is join-

ing CBS-TV Nov. 1 as manager of
network sales development, suc-
ceeding Edward P. Shurick, who
was recently tapped as national di-

rector of web’s statioii relations.

Lethen was CBS Radio’s director
of sales extension in 1951-53, leav-
ing for a year to join VQA. Prior
to his initial CBS post he was with
Macfadden Publications for 16
years, winding up as ad manager.

Paper-Mate Into 'Funny'
Paper-Mate joined Toni as of

Sunday (17) in underwriting the
Art Linkletter-emceed “People
Are Funny” on NBC-TV.
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CALIFORNIA .

'

With Thomas Mitchell, narrator;

Jack Benny, Anna Marla Alber-
ghetti, Paul Kelly, Ruth Hussey,

James Gleason, John Carradine,

Joy Lansing, Bonita Granville,

James Craig, Robert Strauss,

Richard Jaeckel, James Rdwards,
Gregory Ratoff, Roy Fltzell,

Carole Cohn,
.
Mickey Callinl,

Leona Irwin, Meurisse Duree,
Wanda Olson, Gene Reed, Pat
Tribble, Jerry Jackson,. \yanda
Harbour, Francine Savery; Nel-

son Riddle Orch
producer: Jack Denove
Director: Robert Stevenson
Writer: Larry Marcus
60 Mins., Sun. (17), 8 p.m.

BANK OF AMERICA
All California stations (film)

The greatest captive audience in

the history of television eaves-

dropped on the Bank of Americans,

love letter to the State of Cali-

for ’ on the 50th anniversary of

their courtship Sunday (17) night.

Eavesdropped, or abandoned tele-

vision in the hour- between 8 and

9 p.m. for the Bank's anniversary

program* produced by .Jan Produc-
tions, was ori every one pf the 27

television stations in the state of

California.' It preempted the time

of such Sunday stalwarts as Ed
Sullivan’s "Toast of the Town” and
'•’Colgate Comedy hour” in a burst

of state chauvinism worthy of the

sovereign state of Texas.

As a love letter, "California” was
;

In the proper, groove, ranging from
the interesting to the informative

to the sachharirte. Inevitably, how-
ever, the Bank of America may find

that its paean of praise to the
Golden State has created some
animosity; there are other motion
picture, studios in California beside
Warner Bros.-—although only the
Burbank lot was mentioned and
clips Were shown of the late Al
Jolson in "The- ‘Jazz Singer” and
of Doris Day singing "Secret Love”
from "Calamity Jane.” Along with
these: clips was a plug for the
current WB film, "A. Star Is Born.”
And there are other television

networks beside CBS (and they
were all used last night.)) which
received its plug via use of a film

clip of last season’s Jack Benny
prograi wherein he seeks a film

role from Gregory Ratoff.

Thomas Mitchell narrated the
story as written by Larry Marcus,
the yarn attempting to trace the
state’s history from the earthquake
and fire, when Ainadeo P. Gianqini
expressed- his faith in the future of

San Francisco by making loans to
anyone who would, promise to stay
on and rebuild the devastated city,

to the present day. On the dra-
matic side, Paul Kelly and Ruth
Hussey skilfully portrayed a Nob
Hill couple ruined by -the holocaust
but ready to start again (bad scrip-
ting brought an unexpected laugh
here) and Anna Maria Alberghgtti
made the first of two excellent
appearances as the .; diva, Luisa
Tetrazzini. In other dramatic bits,.

James Gleason, John Carradine
and Joy Lansing did a fine job of
ortraying the early film days;
onita Granville and James Craig

were effective in limning farmer
hardships before irrigation systems
were completed; and Robert
Strauss, Richard Jaeckel and
James Edwards captured the post-
world-war-two fever of. the GI’S
who decided to settle here.

Entertainment-wise, there were
many lags in this one-shot film,
apparently because producer Jack
Denove and Marcus were staggered
by the enormity of the task they
attempted. Robert Stevenson’s di-
rection was similarly erratic and
David Lichine’s choreography,
cleverly executed by Roy Fitzell,
had a tendency to be too busy for
telescreen viewing. Film ; reflects
top work done by Ernest Fegte on
the sets, Harold Sti on camera
.and Nelson Riddle’s fine musical
direction. Kap.

OPERA CAMEos
With Giovanni Martinelli, Host;

Beverly Sills, John. Druary,
Frank Valentino, others

Producer: Carlo Vinti
30 Mins., Sun., 7:30 p.m.
PROGRESSO QUALITY FOODS
DuMont, from New York
The Progresso Foods . opera

troupe is back at. its old DuMont
stand for the fifth season. This
"Opera Cameos” series is undoubt-
edly sure of its audience for it

hasn’t changed its formula of
scissoring the musical classics to
fit into a 30-minute rufimng time
(less time out for the Progresso'
plugs, of course) or capsuling the
libretto with English titles at the
bottom of the screen.

Series can’t do anything, about
the digest pattern; which prohibitsn the full flavor of the opera

le chopped libretto ppny
surely can be eliminated or at,
least adjusted. As it stands now,
the English titles are distracting
to those who don’t need any help
in understanding the opera and
the lettering is, too small for those
who need the English lingo crutch.

In the show’s favor is the pleas-

BEST OF BROADWAY
(The Man Who Came to Dinner)
With Monty’Woolley, Merle Oberon,
Joan Rehnett, Reginald Gardi-
ner, Bert Lahr, William Prince,

Zasu Pitts, Buster /Keaton, Cath-
erine Doucet, Margaret Hamil-
ton, Howard SL John; music,

David Broekinan
Producer: Martin Manulis
Director:. David Alexander
Writers: Moss Hart, George S.

Kaufman (adapted by Ronald
Alexander)

60 Mins., Wed., 10 p.m,
WESTINGHOUSE
CBS.-TV> from N.Y. (color)

(McCdnn-Erickson)

Monty Woolley, as the man who
came to dinner and stayed to dis-

may, denounce arid discommode his

Buckeye hosts, et al., remarks
shortly after the play gets under-
way,' "I may vomit!” One knows
pronto that, this is a vid that's not
for a kid. As the Hart-Kaufman
15-yearrold smash begins to Uii-

fold, one. also becomes acutely
aware that the Woolleyrsparked
badinage, tabasco and ripostes,

even in the necessarily trimmed
version* are much too fast for the
cameras. . Granting some gorgequs
moments when the 'playwriting
duo’s original chefs-doeuvre came
through with striking, impact, the
sum total telewise was an elon-
gated vaudeville sketch (full stage
or everi . "ini one”) with which
Woolley & iCo. could have, slayed
’ein at the old Palace Sunday night
arid beeri ari indef. holdover.

If "The Man Who Canie to Di -

rier” weren’t so basically, uproari-
ous as theatre-work, the reasons
for its tv pratfall could easily be
pinpointed with legit a$ the start-

ing point culprit. What happened
may be an over simplification;
those , who mastermind Westing-
house’s every - fourth - Wednesday
"Best of Broadway” series failed
to acknowledge that nearly match-
ing tv’s strongpoints are tv’s limita-

tions. Live video bears only a
faint resemblarice to the fabulous
invalid operating under the pros-
cenium arch, arid the magic lantern
of Hollywood nativity is something
else agai

So despite any rumors to the
contrary, tv has its inherent- weak-
enesses, but since these are funda-
mental arid no particular secret to
knowing practitioners, candor
compels an observation that awe-
someness vis-a-vis script and stars
does not make a click. The boun-
ties of money are insufficient in

themselves to hit the target. What
seems Obvious is that Westinghouse
in this, its second try, has been
bamboozled into taking the name-
crazy route with minimum regard,
as it developed, for the tastes and
habits of the tv audience way out
yonder in the unknown, and for
the proper blueprint. But the fact
is that the cinema-seasoned Merle
Oberon and Joan Bennett; to name
but two of the large cast, repre-
sented inoney not well spent save

!
perhaps (perhaps* that is) for bill-

ing purposes, since they were riot

equal to the crisp requirements of
their roles unless, of course, they
Were merely keyed to the demands
of both direction and script. Simi-
larly/* Buster Keaton’s character-
ization, a meaty part in the stage
and film editionSr was flat, coming

l out as a series of telegraphed in-
terruptions instead of picking up
the playout as per the original in-
tention.

Woolley, as the wheelchair wit in
alleged lampoon of the late Alex-
ander Woolcott, is of course married
to the part, one of the great ve-
hicles for, an actor and from the
top shelf of the Hart-Kaufman
farce larder. "Dinner” would have
been a shambles without him;
with, him, everi under an almost
complete absence of buildup in. es-
tablishing characterization, it pro-
vided some diverting moments—
more perhaps, because here, at
least, was tv. shedding some of its

prime tabus than because of any
special skill in the transplantation.
There wasn’t enough of Bert Lahr
to bring out the brash sex quali-
ties of the Banjo (Harpo Marx)
part, but the Beverly Carlton( pre-
sumably a takeoff on Noel Cow-
ard) of Reginald Gardiner and a
couple of bits by Catherine Doucet
stood out boldly, Rounding out
okay berths were. Zasu Pitts, Wil-
liam Prince and Howard St. John;

According to. printed reports,, the
color values were extra-special,
with, incidentally, little or no in-

trusion on the play. CBS has this,

at least, for a consolation prize.

Trent.

ant
.
singing company producer

|

Carlo Vinti. casts for each stanza.

;

Principals arid chorus are all top-
flight lunghairs and deliver With
vitality ahd verve. On opening show
Sunday (17$, for example Verdi’s
"La Traviata” (third act only) was
given a rousing Workover by Bev-
erly Sills, soprano; John Druary,
tenor; and Frank Valentino, bari-
tone. Cros, >

BIG TOWN
With Mark SteVeris, Trudy Wroe,
John Doucette, Ellen Corby,
others

Producer: A. E. Sutherland
Writer-Director: George Waggricr
30 Mins., Wed.; 10:30 p.m.
LEVER BROS., A* C. SPARK
PLUGS

NBC-TV, from Hollywood (film)

CD. P. Brosher, McCann-Erickson )

"Big Town” is on a subdued key
now that Patrick MeVey has given
way to Mark Stevens as Steve Wil-.

son, managing, editor of the Illus-

trated Press. Director -writer
George Waggner has removed
some of the improbabilities of

newspaper life and simultaneously
attempted more of a sleuthing
touch.,

Stevens’ deadpan treatment of

the lead role,
,
when caught: last

week, was intended as hardboiled-
ness. Rather it was a deadpan
treatment of the lead Cole. To pro-

vide the increased sense of reality

in "Big Town,” for the first! time
in the show’s audio or video his-

tory Lorelei, the featured femme,
stuck to the office like all good
newspaperwomen. Trudy Wroe,
blond arid attractive, .was the new
siren who stuck to wisecracks and
avoided . bold and dangerous lria-

hueverings in the cause qf justice.:

Miss Wroe, however, still seemed
too young And insecure to be edi-

torial success.

Waggner forgot a plot in the
latest chapter of the alternately
sponsored Lever-A. C. Spark Plug
vidpix skein. It was never clear
how Stevens got tangled in track-
ing down a band of arms smug-
glers after a seeiriingly unattached
murder had been committed. Any-
way, he ran through a series of
characters* including a worn old
Woman whose son turned Commie,
an FBI agent with a hook for a
hand, a not-really-so-meari old
publisher and a police lieutenant
who even when smiling looked like

a thug graduated to the police
force, and yet came no closer to a
solution than a bump on! the nog-
gin. The FBI came up with the
answer; all Stevens did was get in
the way throughout. He managed
a little cryptic philosophy 'at the
end of the story re the old lady
and her Commie progeny, but as
with the mystery, he had no solu-
tion.

"Big Town” enhanced the low-
key delivery With a familiar" musi-
cal background. Leaning on the
now-famous da-dee-dum-dum this
pic had a reverberating kettle
drum to hold the exciternent.

Photography was very clear arid
the lenser, whoever he was, bor-
rowed On the also familiar trick of
quick - changing close-up shots
when two characters conversed.

I Art.

ADVENTURES OF RIN-TIN-TIN
With Lee Aaker, James Brown, Joe

Sawyer, William Forrest, Rod
Redwing*, Rand Brooks, John
Hoyt

Producer: Herbert Leonard
Director: Robert Walker
Writer: Douglas Heyes
30 Mins., Fri„ 7:30 p.m.
NATIONAL BISCUIT CO. (film)

ABC-TV, from Hollywood .

(Kenyon & Eckhardt)

This Screen Gems' production,
for National Biscuit Co. did little

in its initial telecast (15) to raise
jiive programming levels. The na-
ture of' this old and woolly west

! formula is an Immediate bar to
anything but a layout Of violence,
and with video's critic$ on an anti-
violence kick it’s a wonder the
producers didn’t try to do some-
thing else, It’s remembered when
Rin-Tin-Ti was once; acceptable
for showing in grade schools.
The, "wonder, dog” and his:

young blaster, with Lee Aaker in
the role, were found by a U. S.
Cavalry troop after an Indian raid
on a wagon train, it’s revealed.
But the story actually begiris when
a soldier is attacked by Apaches
only a few feet from the Army
post. He's saved by Ri , arid de-
livers a message that the spit-and-
pollsh Colonel is coming to in-
spect. For fear the boy and the
dog will be banished from the in-
stallation, they are ordered to hide.
The two, along with the tough,
dumb, but affectionate sergeant,
who’s played by joe Sawyer, dis-
cover Indian plot and save the
Colonel. As a reward, the boy is

made an honorary soldier and so
is-the dog, so that their further
presence on the post will not be
coritrary to regulations.

|

The filmed stanza has few re-
deeming aspects. Aaker* about 10
or 11 years old, is precocious in

|

the part of a bright and brave
young orphan. He’s not helped
much by the direction, which
gives him a number of unnatural
attitudes to. hold and situations to
overcome. The dog does nothing
exceptional either, . except look
faithful at proper times, tear at

, an Indian's throat and run dozens

I (Continued on page 30) i

: Tele Follow-Up Comment !

M l I M IMMM * M II M *>
The Friars, one of the older the-

atrical . organizations, took a turn
on the Sunday night (17) Colgate
Show on NBC-TV, which capital-
ized on a wealth of memories
stored up by the group. Some of
the club’s membership roster were
utilized. and

:
there were a -couple

of femmes put' in for Visual in-

terest.

The program had its moments*
even though nostalgia is no longer
the boff it. used to be in the earlier
days of video When the past )Vas
relived on most of the important
variety shows. There jwas a good
amount of name value*with Milton
Berle topping the proceedings;
Others on the screen . included
Smith & Dale* Mitzi Green! JariiS
Paige, Georgie Price, and Joel
Grey. There was enough talent on
the show to make for fine variety.

Format selected for the presen-
tation was an imaginary Friars
Frolic, Which provided an excuse
for the femmes, to be present. It

was unfortunate that* Berle con-
tributed material that was so old.
His major effort; aside from con-
ferenciering (done with taste and
dignity). Was devoted to a mono-
log, backbone of* which was ‘She’s
so ugly—’ jokes. He also took time
out tb poke fun of the audience
for riot: laughing and to show his
technical knowledge of_the medi-
um by asking the cameras to move
in closer. This is from another era,
but unfortunately, it hasn’t enough
tradition behind it to be nostalgic.

Joel Grey, although too young
to have first-hand knowledge, of
the guys he sings about, provided
some good entertainment. With a
tube theriied around a straw hat,
he limned some past greats of the
theatrical world. . Smith & Dale’s
classic “Dr. Kronkhite”: sketch Was
th strongest comedy bit on the
session. This durable oldtimer has
a lot of laughs no matter how
many times heard.

The femme contingent did well.
Janis Paige with "Funny Valen-
tine” dnd "Mari Who Got Away”
got. herself a fair amount of ac-
claim. Mitzi Green however, hit a
jackpot, with her delineation of
the. woes of a Brooklyn girl return-
ing from a cruise. She also pro-
vided a gliiripse into the past with
he? impression of Fannie Brice.

, The finale, devoted to the Friars
upstairs, had bits by Georgie Price
on Al Jolson; Beau Jenkins on Bill
Robinson, and Marilyn Ross as
Helen Morgan. Just how the
femme parts fit in is hard to un-
derstand on this

. sequence sineb
the Friars is an all-male organiza-
tion.

Arthur Knorr’s smooth produc-
tion did much to make a good pat-
tern of the patchwork. Al Good-
man showbacked nicely, arid Edith
Barstow punctuated the .show: with
some good choreography. Jose.

Stock a. show with stars of mar-
quee magnitude, give them a script
with the howling Velocity of a
Hazel and you have a miniature
copy of a spectacular. Jack Benny
made this facetious reference to
his bi-weekly outing for Luckies
on CBS-TV, but the millions
arourid the sets must have taken
him at his word. It was spectacular
in its conception and playoff, .a
rousing half-hour of punch-packed
antics that will challenge his best
to come in the months ahead. The
device for integrating off/beat tal-
ents of Hollywood’s high ’ii’ mighty
was absurdly ingenious, that of
having, each play an instrument in
a jam session at Benny’s home.
Tony Martin blew clarinet; Fred
MacMurray fondled a saxophone;
Dick Powell scorched a trumpet;
Dan Dailey whacked away at
drums;, Kirk Douglas plucked a
banjo, and guest conductor, be-
cause it was at his house, was the
fiddler front Waukegan. The caco-
phony that issued from diverse in-
struments was made more chaotic
by interpolations of Douglas, who
knew only "Bye Bye Blues.” The
rest played "Basin Street Blues”
but Douglas finally won out arid
they all went “Bye Bye” in the
finale.

Few shows this season will run
up as many ; laughs to convulse the
sitters. It was tv’s high comedy
spot for the season and the byplay
between Benny and the, bandmen
was as sock as the jamming. He
called them the lousiest musicians
he . ever heard and for wrap-up
held a $5 bill over the head of each
with audience applause to deter-
mine 'the winner. Benny pocketed
the fin. The writers gave Benny,
Rochester and guest musiekers
plenty else to keep the howls
neaped high.

Benny’s opening monolog bris-
tled with sharp-witted comment on
what critics had to say about his
first show, and those who came-

calling found slot machines con-
cealed for Coke, apples, peanuts,
cigarets and weighing. Don Wilson
still pouted but finally agreed to
do Mr. B’S Luckies commercial
While skipping a rope. All due
credit to producer Hilliard Marks,
director Ralph Levy and writing
staff of Sam Perrin,

; George Balzer,
Milt Josefsberg arid John Tacka-
berry. Helm,

Ed Sullivan evidently, has a soft
spot for Liberace arid gave him
just about half of his. "Toast of the
Town” stanza on CBS-TV Sunday
night (17). That Liberace is a show
biz pheriom is a cliche by now, but
he doesn’t add up to a performer
.who can carry a variety show, es-
pecially when he spends about 10
minutes giving very folksy introes
to the sidemen in his touring or-
chestra, under his brother George
Liberace’s baton,

Otherwise, it was a firstrate ses-
sion. marked by a topndteh film
clip of a Sullivan interview: with
Bing Crosby on the Coast. The
Crosby bit was a plug for the Par-
amount pic "White. Christmas”
(which, incidentally, has been; get-
ting a hefty slice- of cuffo time both
radio and tv via Irving Berlin’s
current pic and songplugging ac-
tivities); but the Groaner was in
his/niftiest form as a casual per-
sonality and his relaxed way be-
fore the cameras belied the ex-
istence of what must have been , an
arniy of Paramount technicians to
make this ultra-professional look-
ing "home movie” sequence. SuL
livan opened with, a few remarks
and Crosby carried the ball from
that point onwards, chatting ami-
ably, arid .delivering snatches of
Berlin tunes Without accompani-
ment except for one number, "Gee,
I Wish I Was Back In The Army.
It was a tip-top trailer.

j

Impressionist. Will Jordan and
comic Orson Bean provided two
more highlights for the show.
Jordan again scored tremendous
boffs with his

. takeoff ; of Sullivan,
a carbonic and almost carbolic tour
de force, in it$ perfect mimicry of
the show’s emcee. He did the same
bit a couple of months ago on this
show. Jordan’s takeoff on .

Liber-
ace, while good, did not have the
same pointednesS. Following Jor-
dan, Bean also registered' with his
clever routine as the upstage an-
nouncer of the Yale-Harvard foot-
ball classic.

Liberace, who closed the show
with’ his "Rhapsody By Candle-
light,” also was in the opening
turn Via a rather iorig and bela-
bored routine with Hal LeRoy and

|

“Peg Leg” Bates. The latter two
contributed some fancy hoofing
while Liberace. supplied the com-
edy relief with home hokey chal-
lenge terping vis-a-vis LeRoy and
Bates. No question but that Liber-
ace endeared himself to his fans
with this type of clowning.

Herm.

Martha Raye, unlike the self-
conscious Sid Caesar of a couple of
"Person to Person” shows ago, was
one comedienne who knew how to
relax when out-of-character. She
evidenced a surprisingly new side
in her home life; her penchant for
languages, deep-sea fishing, her at-
tachment for her own daughter
and the cute little colored daugh-
ter Of her housekeeper at the Con-
necticut estate they now occupy,
Her predilection for clowns, arid a
secret yen to do a semi-serious
plriy about the clown folk, was also
disclosed.

Incidentally, whether by design
or accident, the Pakistan’s Prime
Minister, Mohammed Ali, hit a pub-
lic relations jackpot not usually
the destiny of international politi-
cians. Ed Murrow’s closeup on the
affable, good-humored yet author-
itative Prime Miriister from the
only Oriental nation which i

geographically both .in the Middle
East and Far East, undoubtedly
gave the"Sundry press reports of
Mohammed Ali’s weekend activities
new values. His penchant for
fancy headgear—he flashed a full
Indian chieftain’s regalia, a cow-
boy skimmer and the mortar-board
he Word at the Columbia Univer-
sity ceremonies earlier that Friday,
when he received an honorary de-

|

gree—was a humanizing touch.
And the Pakistanian PM’s powwow
with the President in Washington
the next day, and the likelihood we
would accord his nation lend-lease
financial aid, was a tribute to his
personal charm. All of it, however,
could never have been projected
sans the magic of the CBS-TV
pickup. Incidentally, both Murrow

I and Miss Raye saluted the CBS
technical crew for getting the Con-
necticut pickup on the air, because
of the Hazel holocaust that had cut
telephone lines etc. in Connecticut.

(Continued on page 30)
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BOB HOPE SHOW
With David Niven, Marilyn Max*

well, Jose Greco Dancers, Les
Brown ^rch, others

Producer; Jack Hope
Director: Jim Jordan Jr.

Writers; Mort Lachman, Bill Lar-
;
kin, John Rapp, Lew White

60 Mins.; Tues., 8 p.m.

GENERAL FOODS
NBC-TV, from Hollywood

(Young & Rubioam)

Bob Hope oh his preem for the

season displayed a generally good

brand of comedy and had some
laudable &uest spots; Hope is still

one of the better, standup comics in

the business. He's frequently able

to set the tone of the show in the

first few minutes of his effort and
thereby give the stanza a -greater

momentum than it would ordinar-

!

ily have.

Hope on his preem Tuesday (12)

gave an excellent account' of him-
self in his warmup stint. His gags
had a fresh, and brash quality that

made a good impression. In some
spots the pacing fell down as was
evidenced in the case of the cut-in

from New York where a banquet
for the U.S, Olympics was staged
at the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria. Pres-
ence of some of the fleetest
athletes in the world didn't prevent
a slow gait on this portion.

Hope repeated one of his stable
sketches, with just enough varia-
tions to maintain interest. The
sponsored operation bit with Hope
as the medico, Marilyn Maxwell as
the assistant and David Niven as
the patient made a good parlay.
Having done this bit several times,
the outline was familiar, blit some

' verbiage gave it a fresh facade.
Niven had some fairly, good mo-

ments in a bit in which, he por-
trayed the world’s fastest runner,
•ith Hope as his manager. It was

mild stuff generally, but .it was a
bit that couldn’t be hated. Miss
Maxwell’ss songs hit a good reac-
tion. Verbiage was somewhat frisky
in one tune with lyrics such as
“When Russell’s old and flat—

I

mean fat/'

There was also: a. filmed bit with
the Jose Greco dancers. Greco
took three male cohorts and paced
them through their famed eques-
trian number. It was Spanish danc-
ing at its best and most spirited,
but unfortunately, the poor film
quality diminished its spontaneity.
As always, Les Brown showbacks

excellently. j0Se.

FORD THEATRE
(Shadow of Truth)
With Thomas Mitchell, Keefe

Brasselle, Marjorie Lord,* Sidney
Blackmer, Ann Doran, James
Bell, Robert Foulk

Producer: Irving Starr
Director: Gregg Tallas
Writer: Robert Hardy Andrews
30 Mins., Thurs., 9:30 p.m.
FORD
NBC-TV, from Hollywood (film)

(color)
(J. Walter Thompson)

This third season starter for
'Ford Theatre” was caught both
in color and black-and-white.
That the tint . version, is easier on
the eyes and, attractively superior
ln its Projection is immediately
evident. Some of the filmed scenes
both heightened the realism and
added a note of natural to the
scenic splendor. On the black-and-
white receiver there was a notice-
able diffusion that softened pic-
torial values but faulted sharp defi-
nition. For a choice, it would be
no contest,

“Shadow” has more substance
than silhouette and dramatically
tense because of Well rounded per-
formances by a stellar cast headed
by the old pro, Thomas Mitchell.
As in his other telefilms he is. so
completely commanding as to in-
spire those around him and the
end result invariably as a meaty
morsel of high drama. Those who
were caught up in his seasoned,
troupirig and responded to his re^
flective artistry fourid the going to
their liking and once again Colum-
bia came \Up with a screen gem
for Ford;

Another Old pro, Sidney Black-
mer, squared off against Mitchell
and a couple of youngsters, Keefe
Brasselle and Marjorie Lord, as
the villainous overlord of a farm-
ingcommunity arid the action gen-
erated by Robert Andrews’ tele-
playwriting proved a happy fusing
of provocative elements.

Brasselle and Miss Lord are per-
fectly mated to their roles and
with Blackmer lend strong charac-
ter to the pulsating dramatics. Ann
Doran and James Bell are equally
competent in lesser roles. Gregg
Tallas directed with a knowing
touch. Ford commercials carry a
good sales punch. Helm.

OMNIBUS
|

With Alistair Cooke, Fred Allen
& Co. (Portland Hoffa, Peter
Donald, Kenny Delmar, Parker
Fennelly, Peter van Steeden),
Saul Goodman, Nora Kovach &
Jstvan Rabpvsky, others

Producer: Robert Saudek

.

Directors: Sfeytnbur Robbie, Dan
Petrie

Film Supervisor: Boris D. Kaplan
90 Mins., Sun., 5 p.m,

SCOTT PAPER CO., ALUMINUM
LTD., NORCROSS

CBS-TV, from N. Y.

(JWT, Abbott Kimball)

The overall 1954-55 intentions of

“Omnibus” were probably not

fully reflected iri the program’s

teeoff of its third season last Sun-

day (17).. While it was ari okay

kickoff, it did riot seem calculated

to win maqy new friends from
among those casual and inconstant

late Sabbath afternoon gazers who
are not especially aware of the
“experimental” tag that .rides with
the show fostered by the Ford
Foundation through its TV-Radib
Workshop. Even so, “Omnibus”
still gives large evidence that it

will refuse to pander to low tastes

iri programming, will invade many
new and interesting areas, and in-

variably present, one or more
treatises sufficiently off the beaten
path to qualify for upper-level at-

tention,

Show’s four segments, encom-
passed Fred Allen and most of his
old radio troupe; Saul Goodman,
boss ;

percussionist of the N. Y.
Philharmonic-Symphony Orchestra
in an exposition covering about 40.

types used in that longhair sec-
tion; the filmed story of escapee
ballet . dancers Nora Kovach and
Istvan RaboVsky; and a celluloid
flight around the globe. '

Allen carried the ball as the
opening act in a sessiori of some
20 minutes which gave the high-
lights of his radio career with his
book, “Treadmill to Oblivion,” as
a tremendously handy springboard
whereby the “comics’ comic” was
enabled to read substantial por-
tions followed by the playout
complete with sound effects. There
was no question as to where Al-
len’s w.k. lampoonery was heading
almost from the start with his “ad-
vertising agencies are 85% con-
fusion and 15% commission” (with
perhaps greater impact for the
tradesters in this kind of extra-
special acid-dipped railiery). He
bridged the best part of the “Allen
Era” by bringing on his w.k. “Al-
ley” denizens—Peter Donald as
Ajax Cassidy, Kenny Delmar as
Senator Claghorri, Parker Fen-
nelly as Titus Moody, Peter van
Steeden as the orchster himself,
with Minerva Pious cut in as,Mrs.
Nussbaum - on - wax (she's busy
BBC’ing, sauT Allen).

Allen’s famous “One Long Pan”
Orientaie whodunit was updated in
tickling particulars, and wheri the
sketch was cut off, it gave the
head man opportunity to reflect
back on similar scissoring on his
AM ramparts (if not an ad lib,

then certainly of good design by
itself). Allen is skedded for “more'
work” on this stanza. His support-
ers, including at least one ap-
praiser, will look forward to that
since Allen has a special in the
brain department appeal that no
other latter-day comedian can
boast.

The percussion parade (about
three dozen rhythmic varieties)

had . its moments; as a factor in

triiisical education, quick studies
.
of

the works from antiques to xylbs,

drums to glockenspiels, cymbals to
chimes—a loud affirmative vote;
but a bit slow and somewhat peda-
gogical in Goodman's accompany-
ing description, though interest-
ingly worked out and with, a fine
air of discourse about it. Good-
man was aided by several members
of the orch’s “ski section plus
students.

The KoVach-Rabovsky saga cov-
ering their escape from the Soviet
zone in East Berlin was

.
filmed

with the co-op of the U. S. Infor-
mation Service and done at the
“freedom asylum” in West Berlin.
The dancers’ story is well known,
the pair having appeared on tv
(“Toast of Town,” etc.) some time
ago. As to the pic itself (with the
dancers also “live” in the studio
for fore-and-aft interviewing by
host Alistair Cooke), even if the
essentials were given iri exacti-
tude, it played perhaps too true to
be good, resembling a half-hour
video thriller of routine and “in-
credible” persuasion; Nevertheless,
there was a good mood established,
and the theme was eminently
worthy of retelling.

.
End-piece, a too-long 18 minutes

or so, was a global travelog stem-
ming from a Pan American flight,

with vignettes of each city along
the, 22,000-mile route. Pretty dull
stuff, especially fop a finisher.

Trap.

Tonight at 8:30
(ORIGINAL CAST)

Three playlet* presented at National,
N.Y., Nov. 24. 1036, by. John C. Wilson;
written by Noel Coward, who is co-starred
with Gertrude Lttwrence; staged, by au-
thor; $4.40 top; $11 top first night; second
And third series’ premiered at $5.50 top;
regular scale, $4.40.

"RED PEPPERS’* (in .First Series)
Lily Pepper . ... ..... Gertrude Lawrence
George Pepper v ........... Noel Coward
Alf .. . . . ,

.

Kenneth Carton
Bert Bentley

. . Anthony Pelissier’
Mr. Edwards ....... v » . . ...... Alan Webb'.
Mabel Grace ; . . ...

.

Joyce Carey
"STILL LIFE'* (In Third Series)

.

Laura Jessoii Gertrude Lawrence
Myrtle Bagot \.v Joyce Carey-
Beryl Waters Moya Nugent
Young Man Charles Peters
Stanley Kenneth Carten
Albert Godby . ; . . . ... ....... Alan Webb
Alec • Harvey ; . .

.

Noel Coward
Bill Edward Underdown
Johnnie v. .. Anthony Pelissier.
Mildred Betty Hare
Dolly MesSiter ........ .. Joan Swinstead
"SHADOW PLAY" (In Second Series)

Lena . . , , .

.

'. .... - . , .

.

Moya Nugent
Victoria; Gaiyforth. ... Gertrude. Lawrence
Martha Cunningham'. . . . . ...

.

.Joyce Carey
Simon Gayforth ........ Noel Coward.
Hodge (Dreader) Kenneth Carten
A Young Man ...... ...' Anthony Pelissier
George Cunningham.. .'. ...... Alan Webb
Sybil Heston. Joan Swinstead
Michael Doyle .'. Edward "Underdown

THE SEARCH
With Charles Routine, narrator;

music, Ben Ludlow
Producer: Irving1 Gittlin
Directors; Heinwar Rodakiewicz,

Franklin Schaffner:
'Writers: Stephen Fleischman, All

Wasserman, A r thur Zegart,
others . ..

Film ' Editors: Sid Katz, Ralph
Rosenblum

30 Mins., Sun., 4:30 p.m.
CBS-TV, from New York (film) ,

Some four years ago, when NBC-
TV’s Pat Weaver .operated as chief
programming factotum at the net,

he conceived “Operation Frontal
Lobris.” Since that time, ' Weaver
has gone oh to become NBC prez,
but rival CBS appears to have com-
pletely usurped the “Frontal
Lobes” operation via its Sunday
afternoon lineup of the N.Y.-only
“Camera Three,” and the network
“Adventure,” Dr. Frank Baxter,
“The Search” and “Omnibus.”

“The Search” is the newest, and
in many ways,, the best, of the
entries in the web’s “Operation
Intellectual.” This two-years-in-
the making filmed “.researching the
researchers” series, documentary
in nature, is both intellectual aria

human in scope, a rare combina-
tion to achieve. Both its subject
matter and its approach will please
those who for years have been
plum'ping for mature and inform-
ative programming; yet its, treat-
ment should insure a wide and
homeogeneous audience.

Series is a filmed report on the
work and -progress of America’s
research centers, in nearly all cases
university research units. First
show (and judging by the preview,
trailer, hardly , as fascinating as
many to come) took up the work
of the State University of Iowa’s
Speech Clinic in treating stutterers.
On the face of it; not an imposing
subject, but the Irving Gitlin pro-
duction unit made it one of the.
most absorbing half-hours the net-
work has aired in some time.
Film unit sat in on the staff

meetings, on the therapeutic clinics,

.

on consultations between staffers
and

.
parents. Narrator Charles

-Romine, in conducting the tour,
also pressed for an explanation of
the cause of. stuttering, and via
demonstration of the techniques
used to cure it, plus a parent-con-
sultation, came up with an answer
that at the same time revealed in
completely simple but sympathetic
terms just what a stutterer goes
through.
Apart from the various revela-

tions in the “didja know?”, depart-
ment (strutterei’s stop stuttering
when they can’t hear their own'
voice, or when they talk read
in a group

; pre-school-age children
do lots ; of “repeating” without
actually being shutterers but pa-
rental pressure to correct; this may
actually being stutterers but pa-
them; lots of talking is the best
way, to cure stuttering, etc.), the
program bared the problem in its

most human light. One of the
therapeutic methods . is to make
stutterers

.
engage in public speak-

ing beforel a group of patients, and
one of them got the laugh of the
show iri telling how he couldn’t get
the fatal words out of his mouth
at his wedding. Another human
exposition of the problem came via
a dentist and his wife, who feared
their three-and-a-half-year-old son
was stuttering. After careful ob-
servation, the clinic staff advised
the parents that the boy was nor-
mal,, but if they persisted in cor-
recting him, he’d develop the
tensions that make a stutterer.
The press releases say that the

series has been in preparation for
more than two. years, and certainly
in terms of the care that went into-
the. first show, that’s no overstate-
ment. Producer Gitliri, director
Heinwar Rodakiewicz, the staff of
writers, researchers, cameramen,
editors, etc., have opened new
frontiers for television as a respon-
sible medium of information and
instruction. Chan.

r

By GEORGE ROSEN
Part Two of “Operation Spec-

tacular” was' unfolded by- NBC-
TV this week when the Monday
night series of 90-minute color at-
tractions (as distinct from the al-

ternate Saturday-Sunday monthly
series* of Max Liebman specs)
premiered in the 8 to 9:30 p.m.
slots. Initial presentation (18i in
the Monday series were three one-
act plays from Noel Coward’s “To-
night At 8:30” with Otto Preminger
as “guest” producer-director, and
starring Ginger Rogers, making her
tv debut.

For 60 minutes or so, as Miss
Rogers and her supporting casts
performed.“Red Peppers” and then
“Still Life,” it was generally good
entertainment. The closing 30
minutes—or approximately the 9
to 9:30 period when “I Love LucjP’
came on as the. formidable competi-
tion from CBS-TV:—was a mistake.
So much so, that this final “Sha-
dow Play” presentation, with, its

fanciful flights from reality into
dreams suggesting a loWer-case
mixed-up version of “Lady In the
Dark,” did much to destroy the
impact of the overall 90-minute
entertainment. Too, the three
Coward one-acters, “arranged” for
tv by F. Hugh Herbert, served to
demonstrate anew that rewarding
plays, as in the case of “Still.Life”

PRODUCERS' SHOWCASE
(Tonight at 8:30)
With Ginger Rogers, Gig . Young,

Martyn Green, Trevor Howard,
Estelle Winwood, Gloria Vander-
bilt, John- Baragrey, Ilka Chase,
Margaret Hayes, Louis Hector,
Philip Bourneuf, Philip Cool-
idge, Lucy Lancaster, Diana Her-
bert, Francis Bethehcourt, David
Orrick, Robert Shawley, Will

. . West, David. Poleri.
Guest Producer - Director: . Otto
Preminger

NBC Producer: Fred Coe .

Executive Producer: Jack Rayel
TV Director: John Bloch
Writer: Noel Coward (adapted by

F. Hugh Herbert)
Musical Director: Carmen Dragon
Choreography: Dick Barstow
90 Mins., Mori. (18) 6 p.m.
FORD, RCA
NBC-TV, from New York

(Kenyon & Eckhardt

)

arid to a lesser extent “Red Pep-,
pers,” stand bn their own merits,
with the tint dimension neither
adding nor detracting. Conversely,
while “Shadow Play” had' more of
the “spectacular” aura about it,

with its elaborate costuming and
dance riuinbers, all the colors iri

the rainbow spectrum couldn't cori-

ceal the superficial brittleness of

the plot or give lightness or charm
to the unfulfilled fantasy illusions.

“LUcy” must have enjoyed a good
churik of the audience .turnover.

Nevertheless, the evening Can be
put down as a personal triumph
for Miss Rogers in her first time
before the tv cameras. For her it

was no mean accomplishment, as

she changed mood and characters
in three diverse and distinct roles

within the 90-minute span. First

it was as the cockney song-and-
dance mate with Martyn Green
(“Red Peppers”) doing their turns

in a thirdrate vaude house. Here
in her prancing, bantering and
backstage bickering, she was a de-

light and a natural. Then, again as

the matron in the poignant vig-

nette of two middleclass, mature
people in a' clandestine love affair

("Still Life”), with its dramatic
climax.

Here, in the best of three Cow-
ard creations, Miss Rogers was also

at her best, giving a sensitive,

controlled portrayal with depth
and warmth. It’s unfortunate that

in “Shadow Play,” as the aboutrto^

be-cast-off uppercrust wife who
goes into a dream sequence and
relives the first days of her love
life, the star wasn't completely in

tune. Whatever quality, either of

charm or sophisticatiori, that Ger-
trude Lawrence managed to infuse

into the original legit production,

it comjpletely eluded Miss Rogers.
Preminger didn’t stint on the

evening’s marquee values, despite

the fact that so much good ta-

lent was practically wasted on bit

parts. True, in “Red Peppers,”
Martyn Green (ex-D’Oyly Carte
Gilbert & Sullivan star) Was ideally

cast and, as the dance partner, car-

ried his share iri the vaude skits.

JBuLto cast such a fine performer
as r)stelle Winwood iri what is

hardly more than a walk-on (ditto

for Phillip Coolidge) seems a need^
less contribution to production
costs

*

In the “Still Life” middle por-

tion, Miss Rogers had a fine assist

from Trevor Howard; brought over

'from England to reprise the male
lead role he

.

performed in th
“Brief Encounter” film version.
Philip Bourneuf as the station pias-
ter; Lucy Lancaster as the tea
room, waitress and Ilka Chase, as
the garrulous friend were individ-

ually good iri their parts. The
drabness of the railway station and
the tragedy of the douple’s love
were eloquently portrayed in. this

tight little Coward classic..

“Shadow Play” was something;
else again; “bigtime” tav; many
scenes; dances, songs and costumes;
pretentious, slightly confused arid

for the most part dull. It lacked
the magic touch of a dream se-

quence and barely showed Miss
Rogers to advantage. Gig Young
played opposite her, but was no
great credit, bringing little more
than good looks to the presenta-
tion. In the vocal department,
both Young and Miss Rogers were
wanting. Fantasy, while always
elusive, was. in this instance stage-

bound. Poof lighting and camera
miscues didn't help, either, and
some Of the shots of Miss Rogers
were far from flattering. Glori

Vanderbilt, also making her video
debrit, was cast as “the other girl'*

but with virtually nothing to.say or
do.

'

Of the alternating RCA-Ford
tinted commercials, the automo-
tive display had much the better of

it, with its. imaginative display of

models (including the new. Thiiri-

derbird), all brilliantly, hued and
effectively sold. Vaughn Monroe
and Boston. Pops Orchestra conduc-
tor Arthur Fiedler did the. RCA
“sell.”

An artistic fusion* of color

masses, nicely synchronized, as

“curtains” for the plays, proved a
more effective use Of tint than in

the dramatic sequences.

I MADE THE NEWS
With Johnny Olson, emcee; Allen
Ludden, Eloise McElhone, Haila
Stoddard; Frank. Waldecker, an-
nouncer

Producers: Barbara Hotchkiss, Jose
de Donato

Director: Jack Felice
30 Mins., Sun., 7 p.m,
N. Y. DAILY NEWS
WPIX N* Y.

“I Made the News”: is a play
on the sponsor’s name, the N. Y.
Daily . News, which, incidentally,

owns WPIX. The premiere last

Sunday (17) was vague and only
occasionally interesting. The em-
cee-moderator Johnny Olson, his

panel, Eloise McElhone, Allen Lud-
den and Haila Stoddard are as

personable as any group of similiar

quizzers and probably as intelli-

gent, but they weren't sure what
was expected of them arid there-
fore didn’t make off with any
prizes for wit or deduction. Of
intuition there was plenty,
therries by the Mssrs. Goodson arid

themes by the mssrs. Goodson and
Todman, “I Made the News” was
built, considering the results, on
guessing the occupation of the
mystery guests,, while, from the
“I” title, it was thought that
emphasis would be more—on the
personality, Johnny Olsop settled

for names in some^cases (the more
important ones) and for Wild stabs

at the facts in other mystery guest
'appearances.
The quiz failed to generate ex-

citement in at least half the in-

stances. If the shOw is going to

rely on a newsy title, it’s only
fair, to surinise the stanza will be
newsy too. Charles Murphy, the
new comic book czar, and actor
Dane Clark were, but other guests
weren’t. They were either too ob-
scure or what they did to make
the News happened too "long ago.
Even the on-the-minute clues
Olson didn’t help.

All of the five
.
guests were

shielded from the panel's view, al-

though iri all but Clark’s case, it

wouldn’t have made any difference
if they were seen, because tlid

faces were unknown (and that
might include Murphy). To add
what they believed an interesting
fillip, one of the panelists always
shook hands with the quizzes
(through a hole in a steel wall).

What that added no one knows.
Something else that failed to

help, and instead annoyed, was the
coin giveaway. It was too small
a surii to be alluring, and. guests
like Murphy and Clark. .,made
things a little awkvvard by turning
their dough over to charity while
the less well-heeled guests pock-
eted theirs.

The News got a break in one
respect: commercials were sharp
in the hands of. announcer Frank
Waldecker. I-Ie slickly emphasized
the various departments of the
tabloid. Art.
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It happens every year, practically.

Come Fall yon start wondering anxiously whether the

program pl^ns you have made will really produce.

Then comes a series of “opening night” jitters.

Finally all the shows of all the networks are on the

air and you gefe your first significant ratings.

Last week Trendex reported 7 of the 10 most popular

programs are broadcast by CBS Television.

The same thing happened two years ago. The winning

titles have changed a little, but the count is the same.

Last year it was 5 out of 10. Throughout the season

the score went up and down as it always does,

but in the final stretch CBS Television led the field

With the most popularprograms, the highest average

ratings, the lowest cost-per-thousand and the biggest

investment from advertiser^

So while a good start for the season may not be

especially unusual, it still looks mighty promising for

CBS Television advertisers.
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N. Y. PHILHARMONIC-
SYMPHONY

YViili Dimitri Mitropoulos; Jim Fas-

selt, narrator
Producer:, Fassett
90 Mins., Sun. (10), 2:30 p.m.

Sustaining
CBS Radio from N. Y.

America’s o.dest symphony.

—

this is the 113th season for the

N. Y. Philharmonic — is 'celebrat-

ing an ahni this year, its 25th sea-

son on CBS. Fact that it’s sustain-

ing is some unhep sponsor’s loss,

not CBS’ or the Philharmonic’s.

Because, prestigewise, artisticwise

or just plain musicwise, these Sun-
day afternoon broadcasts fill a

definite niche, are an important
part of the afternoon radio scene,

and in themselves are a constant
source of varied pleasure.

Opening radio concert (10) was
unusual on several counts, and a

tipoff to the continuing freshness
and novelty of these airers. Maestro-
Dimitri Mitropoulos reached over
into the operatic repertoire to do
a concert version of the first act

of Wagner’s ‘‘Die Walkure,” with
Met Opera singers Astride Varnay,
Ramon Vinay and Luben Vichey as

soloists. And intermission com-
mentator Jim Fassett devoted his

full 15 minutes, not to the Phil-
harmonic or its program, interest-

ing and offbeat though that was,
but to something utterly uncon-
nected—the current U. S. tour of

a rival organization', the Concert^
gebouw of Amsterdam.

It Was as graceful a gesture as
it was unusual. In a flavorsome,
ancedotal account, Fassett recount-
ed the genesis and growth of the
66-year-old Dutch orch, its audi-
ences, the venerable building where
it plays, etc. There was tribute to

Willem Mengelberg. who made the
orch one of the foremost in the
world, although Fassett omitted
any reference <to the maestro’s
postwar disgrace and departure as
Nazi collaborator. Talk Was a good
plug for the orch’s tour and a fine

gesture of international goodwill.

. As for the Philharmonic, vola-
tile Mitropoulos Jed his forces
through a vivid reading of the
Wagner, that brought but especially
the neglected orchestral virtues of.

the “Walkure” score. Act started
Slowly but built steadily in mount-
ing absorption. Maestro was not so
successful in the reading of Ids
own arrangement of the Bach
Fantasia and Fugue in G Minor,
the brassy effects which he gave to

the piece overbalancing the com-
position . and blasting one’s ear-
drums. Weber’s “Freischutz” Over-

TEEN O'CLOCK TIME
Director: Mark Russell
Writer : Jim Dutson
60 Mins., Sat. 2:00 p.m.
SCfRUGGS - VANDERVOORT &
BARNEY

KMOX, St. Louis
( Hirsch & Ullman)

Bankrolled by one of the leadi g
local department stores, the format
of this program is a talent quest

among Sf. Louis, high school stu-

dents over an eight-week period

with the jackpot prize to the final-

ist that includes a $1,000 savings
bond, a complete wardrobe, an all

expense trip to New York and a

$1,000 scholarship to the St. Louis
Institute of MUsie, all from the
sponsor. The winner of each week-
ly tryout and two runnersup also

receive various prizes.

Students of each school having
entrants mail invitations to each
scholar and voting is via postcards
distributed by the station at the
conclusion of each session, a policy

used to forestall ballot box cheat-

ing. All of the tryouts are held in

the swank westend Chase Club.

The station hypoes attendance

by dishing out cuffo refreshment,

has the play for the' dansapators
and invites headliners . at the Chase
Club-to address the young ’uns and
also invited the students to remaiu
for the station’s coa&Uto-boast
weekly “Saturday at the Chase”
program. While the program is

limited to 60 minutes bn the air

the kiddies have enough gimmicks
tossed to them to last for three
sold hours.

The Southwest High School’s
contribution to the talent quest in-

cluded Ronnie Vaughan, baritone,

warbling “And This Is My Beloved”;
Janet Schaab, pianist, tickling the
88 for. “Sonatina”; Martha Hen-
dren and her chirping of “Ave
Maria”; Don Fielder, an accordion-
ist doing “The Shiek”; Josephine
Mancuso. another thrush doing “If

I Give My Heart To You” and a

seven instrumental combo tagged
“The Aristocats” producing their
intefp of “Flying Home.” Julius
LaRosa who., was the the club
gabbed with the youngsters but
autographing was ruled out be-
cause of the mob that filled the
room. Each of the contestants dis-

played some ability and gobs of

enthusiasm. Sahu.

ture also wasn’t altogether satis-

factory, at least to this auditor, the
maestro playing it pompously as if

it were a solid symphonic suite
instead of a. simple, graceful pre-
lude. Broil.

The whole
frenzied, fabulous

story of radio

^ from crystal sets to compatible color

^ from the Happiness Boys to Dragnet

^ from Uncle Don to Uncle Miltie

BEN GROSS, famous Radio and TV Editor of
the New York News, has seen everyone; heard
everyone, known everybody who was anybody
on the air, and now he s written about them all

—actors, actresses, singers, announcers, dream*
ers and schemers, fakers and frauds, geniuses,
tycoons, scientists, financiers*

t It’s a book rich with nostalgia, jampacked
with. stories, anecdotes and inside information
---a book as fascinating and exciting as the great
adventure of growing up with, broadcasting.

I Listened
By BEN GROSS
W.05 fit •U'bovkitoret. RANDOM HOVSE, N. Y.

THE DOWRY
With Everett Sloane, Arthur Cas-

sel, Janie Alendet, Alan Hewitt,
Ethel Everett, Alfredo Antonini
Orch

Producer: Jack Kuney
Director: John Dietz
Writer: Howard Rodman
30 Mins., Mon., 10:30 p.m.
Sustaining
CBS, from New York
Author Howard Rodman became

deliberately cute on the transcribed

show put on. for the benefit of the

current United Appeal drive in

his depiction of an episode in the

building of an Israeli farm Comr
munity. However, the straight-

forward. handling, mitigated the

over-sentimental aspects bf the

show and the windup was a fairly

stirring, plea for the construction

of community life in the pioneer

sections of the land.

Show narrated by Everett Sloane

who also played the part of the

father, dealt with a pair of young-

sters aged 10 and 11, who become
bethrothed and ask papa’s permis-
sion. Latter gives the youngsters
their blessing and sets as the date
the period When the first blooms
appear in the orange grove. It’s

virtually dead, of course, but the
kids work at it. Climax Comes
when the parents of the boy feel
that they must leave this primitive
life and go to the cities where
life is easier. Sloane’s plea pro-
vides a stirring close.

The performances, particularly
that of Sloane was skillful and
humorous, while the supports Were
similarly strong. Alfredo Antonini
gave the show a rich musical
support.

Jose.

Inside Stuff—Radio-TV
NBC has come up with the Pulse figures covering the radio audience

measurement in six of the cities carrying the. “Satins & Spurs” spec

simulcast on Sunday, Sept. 12, Inaugurating the Max Liebman tinted

biggies which starred Betty Hutton in an original musical. In the

view of Ted Cott, the aural web’s program v.p:, the “at hbmle% scores

were not only substantial by themselves but there Wealthy”

percentage added by out-of-home listeners these running from 15%
to 25% on “bonus” dialing, compared to tv’s 1% contribution to the
viewer pot. Six-city average of 4.07 (with St. Louis topping ancL New
York in the rear) compares with the tv score from the same cities

of 20.5 (with the St. Louis mark of 31 upping the tv average con-
siderably, since the next highest was Cincy’s 19.2).

New paint process which reportedly effects great savijjg^'.fn set

construction has been acquired by actor Frank Fay .. his ’ Frank
Fay Productions,. Process is called Ultru-Color, and Jias- 4Wfop$rties
which under varying intensities’ of regular studio lighting ' enables
set designers to construct up to six different backgrounds same
backdrop painted in yellow with the process, it’s said, can be made
to turn all colors of the spectrum with the application of regular
studio lights.. At the same time, lines and colors on the backdrop
can be Washed out or made to appear with varying light intensity,
permitting *the painting of more than one background effect on the
same backdrop.

Process has been under wraps for oyer a year, while Fay has been
doing experimental work, including the shooting of commercials, in

Boston, Uses to which the process can be put include scenic design,
special effects and animated backgrounds for both theatrical and tv-

commercial films. Fay is in N/Y. conferring with his attorneys and
also dickering for an hour-long television show from the Coast to
start in January, on which the process would be unveiled.

Five top network executives will be guests of honor at the Adver-
tising Industry and. Allied Fields’ annual awards dinner Nov. IX at
the Waldorf. Slated for toasting for "their distinguished contributions
to the enrichment of our American heritage” are DuMont’s Ted Berg-
taann, ABC’s Bob Kintner, Mutual’s Tom O’Neil, CBS-TV’s J. L. Van
Volkenburg and NBC’s Pat Weaver. Dinner is being sponsored by
the Joint Defense Appeal, with proceeds to. go to the American Jewish
Committee and the Anti-Defamation League. Kenyon & Eckhardt
president William B. Lewis is planning the testimonial, with agencyite
Harry B. Cohen and manager-packager Martin Goodman heading the
Allied Industries committee.

CLEVELAND BROWNS
With Bill McColgan and Bill
Mayer, Jack Cleary and Bob
Smith

Engineer: Bob St illwagon
120 Mins.: Sunday 2 p.m.
CARLINGS BLACK LABEL BEER
WGAR, Cleveland

(Lang, Fishef, . Slashower)
Switchover of the Browns pro

football games to WGAR, brings
Bill McColgan. to the play-by-play
mike and Bill Mayer as eolorman:
The two are a smooth-working
team, complementing each other by
style and technique so that the
overall result makes for good
listening. McColgan is the alert*
fast-talking, and on-the-spot play-
by-play spieler whose background
knowledge of the home-team
Browns Stands him to double-edge
advantage both in accounting for
the gridiron tussle happenings arid
being able to toss in background
information. Objective in his ap-
proach, McColgan doesn’t under-
talk the visiting team. An all-

around good relator of the gridiron
tournament.

In his partner, Bill Mayer, fans
are treated to a slower pace deliv-
ery that is a welcome change.
Mayer's color presentation as well
as quick summaries of the high
points during the time outs are
program assets. Brew commercials
are "palatable. Engineering on
stanza caught CIO) . was. tops, and
judging- by the rapidity with which
plays were brought to the listeners,
spotters Jack Clearly and Bob
Smith were awake. Mark.

Radio Followup

Al (Jazzbo) Colilns reprised a
stunt with which he first. came to
attention as a deejay—that of
playing the same .platter three
hours running and acknowledging
phoned requests and commentary
on how the suffering (or other-
wise) public liked his marathon of
the McGuire Sisters’ “Mr. Sand-
man,” the Cadence platter which
he spotlights as a hit. As, if this-.-

is-where-vye-came-in, the next a.m.,
over the saihe station WNEW, the
breakfast deejays, Klavan & Finch,
picked it up anew.- So all right,
it’s a good record, but that’s over-
doing a good thing. Also overdo-
ing something is Mr. Jazzbo Col-
lins’ usage of “your homogenized
one, ’ his version of a synonym for
the Milkman’s Matinee, Pasteur-
ized or homogenized, it’s a monot-
only that irritates after .a while ....

The Ted Browns, still cut a. fine
comedy touch on their breakfast
Mr. & Mrs. session ‘and again, at
6-7 p.m. from “their home in the
Westchester swamplands, Belly-
acres”—but wha* hoppened to
Blossom Seeley &c Benny Fields?
If, as reported, they didn't see eye-
to-eye with the hew WMGM man-
agement, they certainly got a fine
gangster-type sendoff with those
floral offerings. The seasoned
showmanly couple obviously were
a prime asset to the Loew-owned
indie, judging by their multiple
sponsors. Abel.

A Graduate Fellowship at Boston U. School of Public Relations and
Communications .to provide training in radio and tv for a man of
outstanding ability seeking an administrative career in communications,
was established last week with Westinghouse stations WBZ, WBZA
and WBZ-TV in Boston presenting the University a check for $1,000.
Presentation was 1 made to B U’s prez, Dr. Harold C. Case, by W. C.
Swartley, WBZ-TV’s general manager at a luncheon at the swank
Boston Algonquin Club.

Second edition of the Princeton U. educational series will be dis-
played on .WRCA-TV (ex-WNBT), N.Y., beginning in midwinter. For
this excursion, however, both the NBC o&o and the N.J. school would
be interested in an institutionail sponsor to carry some of the hurden.

“Princeton ’54” had a 13-week ride on WNBT, with the successor
outlet planning a kinescope reprise of the skein starting Nov. 7 in
the 2 p.m. Sunday slot. New Series will be titled “Princeton ’55.”

Re “who’s first” to sell the Union of. South Africa radio programs
created in the. U. S., Harry S. Goodman (Productions) is making claims
only on sales made and not on “dickerings.” Thus, his peddlings to
the Union include: John Guedel’s “People Are Funny,” aired live
there; and operas “Linda’s First Love,” “Big Sister” and “Hearts In
Harmony,” Goodman states his business relations with South Africa
started over two years, ago, “arid I think we are the first American
production company which has actually made sales—not just contem-
plated deals. Further, we have just recently sold soap operas in Thai-
land and Iran and have broadcast a number of shows over Radio Luxem-
bourg beamed to Great Britai

”

NBC-TV’s John Cameron Swayze leaves his 'N.Y.- base Friday (22)
for a combination promotion and news trek keyed to a windup on
Election Night (Nov. 2) for his “Camel News” brossboarder. Promotion
phase is a Sideling, since the newscaster will be store-stumping for
his ‘'Swayze” game, developed by him as a current eventster retailing
at around $3. Swayze’s Chicago, Kansas City and Los Angeles stops
will be remoted on his show (he’ll have a - camera and soundman
unit with him). He’ll also hit Cleveland and Las Vegas.
Swayze is planning to finale his tour on the Coast on Election Night,

working with Roy Neal, the Web’s news bureau chief there.
:

:

'

,
THE CAROLINA STORY

|
(Newspaper Week)
With J. B. Clark
Producer-writer: Clark
10 Mins., Sun., (3), 5:45 p.m.
WBT, Charlotte

J. B. Clark, who does the '‘Caro-
lina Stdry” on WBT arid is Caro-
lina news editor for the Jefferson
Standard Broadcasting Co., fash-
ioned a tribute for the nation’s
newspapers in ‘ connection with
National Newspaper Week via an
eloquent script and the taped com-
ments of editors of the Charlotte
News- and the Charlotte Observer.

So much of what one can say
about The importance of the free-
dom of the press and the Job
American -newspapers have done
in living up to their responsibili-
ties has already been stated that
most tributes sound cliche-ridden*
And while" Clark couldn’t avoid the
pitfall, he still managed by dint
of his written and vocal eloquence
to get his points across. Use of a

tape recorder and the comments; of
Charlotte’s intelligent newsmen
helped -point up the sincerity -of

the tribute. Clark’s broadcast and
WBT’s outlook are proof that rival

media can and do work well to-

gether in appreciation of each
other's tasks and accomplishments.

Dumas, Tex.—FCC has approved
the sale of KDDD here operated
by J. M. and Inez L. Crabb, as the
North Plains Broadcasting Corp.,
to Lucian W. and William L. Spen-
cer. Sale price was said to have
been $44,000.

‘

Eileen BARTON
Opining

NOVEMBER 2

MOCAMBO, Hollywood
Mr,: William Morrin Agmncy

Rehearsal Rooms Available
Facilities Used bv Outstanding Legit

and Tv Shows
STUDIO ONE C.E, THEATRE
KRAFT BEST OF BROADWAY
GOLDERCS FRONTIERS OF FAITH
CAN CAN ARABIAN NIGHTS

Modern — Srmlot — Clean
Well ventilated Elevator-Switchboard Service.

Mederate Rental* — Planes
Several Air-Conditioned — Centrally Leeated

Al CENTRAL PLAZA
Ul 2nd Ave., Near 7th St., N.Y.C.

2 block* eatt of Wanamaker*

AL 4-9S0B B. Birns, Manager

i
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GOING
New time, sponsor, hilarity on new Stu Erwin Show

Starting tonight, L & M Filter, cigarettes switch to Stu Erwin and Stu Erwin switches

to Wednesday night, That’s the next-to-l'ast switch for ABC’s fast-building Wednesday

line-up. The last, of course, brings Walt Disney’s Disneyland right, in front of Stu

nd gives ABC the hottest Wednesday night on any network.

You*re in smart company on ABC-TV American Broadcasting Company

ADVENTURE
HOUND

National Biscuit Company premieres “Rin Tin Tin” with four-footed star

Here’s an outdoor show with lots of action: cavalry charges, Indian ambuscades,

bank robberies, forest fires. Kids will find it slightly terrific, and with dogs, it should

ut-pull any show on the air! Chalk up a new, important sponsor for ABC: the

National Biscuit Company.

You're in smart company on ABC-TV American Broadcasting Company
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of exhausting miles to warn the

post of danger. And the story it-

self was little more than a group

of disassociated sequences.

The fault is intrinsic, but that’s

because Screeh Gems refused or

failed to admit that juve viewers

could probably take a greater de-

gree of reality without losing in-

terest in a program.. However,

children aren’t discriminatory

against violence,'" and
.

aren’t ex-

pected to make an attempt to dis-

pense with its presence unless

guided by older hands. And if

National Biscuit, through Kenyon
& Eckhardt, would speak up, ft will

avoid an almost certain clash with

more irate parents, teachers and
professional do-gooders.

Lester T. White’s photography,

When compared to that of other

kid telefilms, is average, but

quality of the grain seemed to

heed improvement.
;

Sawyer and

Aaker are okay in delivering com-
mercials for the bankrolled Art.

BARKLEY-COOPER DEBATE
With Alton- W. Barkley, John Sher-

man Cooper; Eric Seyarcid, mod-
erator. . ... ;

Producer-director: Bob Pilkingtqn

€0 Mins,, Thurs. (14), 8:30 p.m.

Sustaining
WHAS-TV, Louisville w ’

. Vic Sholis, WHAS and WHAS-
TV. veep can take a bow for a. real

dilly in the way of public service

airings, with, a debate on camera
between pririciplas in One. of the

country’s hot senatorial races. In

fact, CBS considered such a meet-
ing on WHAS-TV so important
that it sent Eric Sevareid, chief

Washington corespondent for CBS
Radio, to moderate the debate. Al-

ben W. Barkley “The Veep’’, and
Senator John Sherman Cooper,
Republican incumbent, were the
principals.

Audio portion of the one^-hour

telecast was piped to Kentucky sta-

tions WLBJ, Bowling Green;
WKIC, Hazard; WLEX, Lexington;
WFMW, Madisonville; and WSFC,
Somerset. Gerry Bottorff, of

WHAS program staff, handled the
audio phase for the outstate sta-

tions.
Production end of the telecast

was okay. Sevareid was seated ait

a desk between the candidates. His
introes were brief, and each
speaker was given 10 minutes,
without interruption, to state his

views. Sevareid then threw some
questions to each speaker, after

which each was allowed five min-
utes time for rebuttal. Each
speaiker stated his views and the
record of his party’ clearly and
concisely. The talks, answers to
Sevareid’s question?, and rebuttals,
were on a dignified plane—no
flareups, shouting or angry accusa-
tions. Fact must have been im-
pressed on viewers and listeners
that, the Commonwealth has two
high-type politicos .seeking the
same office, and it’s just one of
those things that only one will be
selected by the, voters, to be sent
to the Senate.

Sevareid’s job Was easy, or at

least, it appeared so to this Viewer-
His queries were pat, and there was
no occasion to sooth ruffled tem-
pers. Barkley, the old political pro,

With many years of speaking, con-
ventions, and the like, needed no
script, notes or prompting. Cooper,
photogenic, and an excellent

' speaker, * was letter perfect for
video and audio. Viewers antici-

pating a knockdown, dragout ver-
bal setto, may have considered the
one-hour sesh as dull as some ses-

sions of . Congress seem to visitors

in the gallery. Segments of the
debates wfre shown network on
Sevareid’s “American Week,”' CBS-
TV show, Sunday (17).

In the public service category,
this tv-radio debate should rate
high, locally and state-wide.

Wied.

CHICAGO SYMPHONY
With Fritz Reiner, conductor;
George Kuyper* Ken NordiUe

Producer: W. G. T. Hyer
Director; Lee Tredanari
60 Mins.; Wed., 8 p.m, CST
CO-OP
DuMont^ from : Chicago

This season DuMont is giving
live exposure to this hour-long
tailored-for-tv concert by the Chi-
cago Symphony conducted by Fritz

Reiner, Last year the network
beamed the show on kine. It’s the
same program which Chicago Title
& Trust is bankrolling for the
third year on WGN-TV, the origi-
nating station. While the ratings
never will reach spectacular
heights, DuMont and its! affiliates

carrying the quality mus.icfest are
a cinch to win friends. And in

these high pressure tv times, many
viewers will find it a welcome
change of pace from the constant
crossfire of talk shows.

On the opener (13) Reiner ba-
toned the 65-man crew through
Beethoven’s Leonore overture No.
3 and Saint-Saens’ third sym-
phony for a fulsome longhair treat.
Needless to say, the music was
tops. With four cameras at his
command, the lensing by director
Lee Tredanari and his WGN-TV
cohorts was generally smooth.
Producer W. G. T. Hyer of Biggie
Leyin’s packaging shop has ap-
parently ordered a cutback in cam-
era activity and is going in for
more tight closeups of the various
instrumentalists^ Result is a lessen-
ing of the somewhat dull longshots
of yesteryear,

Dignified commentary is pro-
vided by symphony manager
George Kuyper and Ken Nordine
who also handles the plugs for the
local sponsor. Davie.

PEOPLE
With Dr. Matthew N. Chappell, Dr.
Herman Goldberg

Producer: Worthington Gregory
Director: Jack Felice
30 Mins.; Mon., 9 p.m.
WPIX, New York
One of the pitfalls of “educa-

tional tv” is that the accent on
teaching, too often, is played up
at the expense of entertainment
values. “People,” WPIX’s new

PeD'i'i c "'c d n ,MEEKER
N t ^

TV, Inc.

seriet produced in collaboration

with the psychiater department at

Hofstra College (L;I.), hasn’t

escaped this onus. Everyone’s in-
tentions are honorable enough but
If the series’ personnel and pro-
ducer don’t insert a bit more show-
manship, dialers will have a good
excuse to cut class.

Preem show Monday (18), sub-
tagged “Our Deceiving Eyes,” set
out to prove that everything isn’t
what it seems, Via a series of lab
experiments testing the range and
capacity of the cornea, the Hofstra
docs displayed how easy it is for
the eyes to play

,

tricks oh the
viewer. The tests meant little to
the home viewer and it all seemed
like a half-hour visit to the oculist.

Series is conducted by Dr.
Matthew N. Chappell and his aide.
Dr. Herman Goldberg. They boil
down the technical ideas to mass
terms but they appear uncomfort-
able in that area and their patter
comes over in a manner of studied
informality. As the series goes, oh,
perhaps, they'll loosen up' (and
even get a wider couch to sit on

I

since both looked crowded on their
small settee prop) and get the feel
of talking to a tv audience. They,
tried to give the whole thing a
casual air by referring to each
other as “Herm” and “Matt” but
it didn’t work.
There’s not much opportunity for

the camera to brighten up the af-
fair so it’s all up to “Matt” and
“Herm” to keep things moving. If
they can do that, then they'll get
dialers to sign up for the course.

Gros.

Karol’s
as Continued from page 22

t

the right buy for a client, yet they
just haven’t mentioned it. I don’t
actually blame them. The clients
were sold in their own minds and
emotions on a big splash In tele-
vision. It was just too tough to
fight.” Expanding on the latter
point* Karol said that the agency
“was not properly performing its

function” when ’it did not make
the recommendation it believed in..

“Now I realize that radio is not
quite the fashionable glamor me-
dium it once was,” Karol declared.
“We would be hard pressed to pro-
vide the caviar bf $35-per-thousand
‘color spectaculars.’ Buit caviar
alone hardly constitutes a balanced
diet and too much of it might even
make you sick.”

Hazel
Continued from page 22

Washington, and several FM out-
lets.

An hour before the eye of the
hurricane passed the area* only one
northern Virginia station was in
operation—WJIK in Alexandria. A
daytimer, WPIK was due to sign,
off at 5:30 p.m. but stayed on the
air at the request of city officials
to broadcast police and fire depart-
ment bulletins. The station stayed
on the air until about 6:10 p.m.
when its power supply failed but by
that time WEAM got back its cur-
rent and was able to take over.

Thousands of suburban residents
depended on their auto radios for
storm news when electric- power
failed. Portable battery sets were
used in many homes, In a few in-
stances; old crystal sets were resur-
rected,

WMYB Does It the Hard Way 1

Myrtle Beach, S. C., Oct. 19i.

The new Myrtle Beach station

WMYB was introduced to public
service programming in perhaps
the hardest way imaginable within
four days after taking new call

letters and new owners. The radlb
outlet had to interrupt a weeklong
dedicatory schedule to act as sole
communications center to the out-
side areas during the, season’s most
devastating, blow, Hurricane Hazel.

As the storm moved in last
Thursday (14),. not only was the
station's new equipment kept in
use, but the Airforce rushed in
supplementary emergency genera-
tors, WYMB never left the air.

Weather
, reports, evaluation in-

structions to civilians* anti-looting
orders to National Guardsmen, etc..

Were constantly being delivered
over the station. And shortly be-
fore phone contacts with Inland
areas collapsed, staffer Ashby
Ward fed info to the NBC and
C.n:olina Broadcasting webs.

WYMB lasted out Hazel with no
more damage than wet bunting
(being used by the station for its

ORenini week celebration).

Wednesday, October . 20, 1954

Tele Followup Comment
Continued from page 24

(ABC’s fight pickup from upstate

N.Y. also flickered but was not in-

terrupted). In another idioxn, se-

gueing from the sports aspect,

Jimmy Powers had Maxie Rosert-

bloom on tv camera for the WPIX
(N.Y.) pickup from Yonkers Race-

way. Said the cauliflower sage,

“When I fought I guess we were
all hungrier; nowadays fighters

practically gotta put on makeup
before they fight because of tele-

vision.” Abel. .—! '

Every light and power outfit
with or without a Stake in tv has
been latching on to the Thomas
Edison saga since this is the 75th
anni of the inventor’s incandescent
lamp. The national gala will be
climaxed next Sunday (24) when
David O. Selzriick brings in his all-

industry two-hour (9 to 11 p.m;)
“Light’s Diamond Jubilefe” over
What

.
amounts to a four-network

spread. Westinghouse’s contribu-
tion to the celebration was via its

CBS
.

“Studio One” on Monday
(18) in the program’s initial tinter.

Peg here was Edison as a youth in
a Joseph Schrank script called
‘The Boy Who Changed the World.”
It was done as a flashback, opened
in vignette with the historic un-
veiling of the’ “bright” invention,
as told by his father (enacted by
John Beal), then the story proper,
and finally back to the climactic
ceremonial attended by the world’s
greats. ,

It was a routine yarn with the
interest heightened by the fact that
the. Edison exploits, boy and man,
are universally known and always
worth teliing;:though some “dram-
atized” details .of the. Edison boy-
hood may not ring a bell with the
general populace. Narrative was
centered mainly on the boy’s in-

eptitude in
.
school, his iiddlin’

around in the basement of his
Port Huron (Mich.) home trying to
“come up” with the gadgets that
finally did change the world, and
his start as a telegraph operator
through the good offices of a sta-

tion ' master the life of whose son
he had saved. Edison pere was
shown as

.
a kind of disciplinarian

arrayed against young Tom’s
“Operation Basement” with its

continuing explosions hut finally
coming around to a more mellow
view of his son’s potentialities, in
a good treatment by Beal. Ruth
Hussey had the role of the kind,
partisan far-seeing mother in what
may be a classical rather than aic-

tual portrayal. At any rate, Miss
Hussey shone in the part. Round-
ing out the cast were Edwar.d An-
drews, Peg Hillias, Frank Overton
and Chris Barbery, with Franklin
Schaffner’s direction providing
reasonably good pace to Felix
Jackson’s fine overall production.
CBS gave it the compatible color
treatment, With all the hues in
their proper place, but basically
this was just as effective in black
and white. As an end-piece,
Charles Edison* son of the inventor
and former governor of New Jersey,
ex-Navy Secretary, etc., spoke in
behalf of funds for the Thomas A.
Edison Foundation, dedicated to
wiping out juvenile delinquency.
His was a quiet, stirring message.

Tran.

Not unlike Hollywood, tv has
found it difficult to come up with
an intelligent anti-Cominunist play.
"U.S. Steel Hour” on ABC-TV last
week (12), in presenting “The Man
With The Gun,” did a creditable
if not wholly satisfactory treat-
ment of this elusive theme.
“The Man With the Gun,” by W.

E. E. Fairchild, was adopted for tv
by Arthur Arent with the. obvious
intention of making it primarily a
thriller. ’Towards this end he
fashioned his dialog, Which was
well handled; and his twist ending
which embodied the required ele-
ments of suspense, even though it

came so suddenly that the viewer
had barely time left to compre-
hend what had actually happened.
But “Man With the Gun” was

more than, a mere thriller, eyen
though this comprehension came
Only in flashes. While making the
usual concessions to the standard
pattern, i.e. the array of heavies,
it also introed some of the more
subtle elements in the ideological
struggle. Such, for . instance, was
the part of the idealist, who—in
his blind deStre for “peace”—
would 'play unquestioningly into
the Russians’ hands.

Performances were, for the most
part, excellent, Gary Merrill, in $
double role as a British research
chemist imprisoned by the Reds
and as a Soviet officer assigned to
play his double, did very well. He
refrained from overplaying the

. ;
.

part,- even though there must: have
been plenty of temptation to do so.
Leueen MacGrath was Ipvely as his
wife. Her scene, in which she wel-
comes back a husband incarcerated
for years in a Red' prison camp,
lacked the necessary warmth.

.
f

Edward B.inns gave, a sturdy and
powerful portrayal of an American
inmate of the prison camp. He is

an actor capable of conveying a lot
with just a few lihes. Alexander
Scourby gave the part of the left-

wing writer believable substance.
Ralph Clanton, as the ; Red .

police
colonel, came up with. a .

stereotype
that nevertheless Had merit in its

cynicism. Dana Wyntei; impressed
in a small part. ; v.

Alex Segal’s direction, asalways,
brought the play into sharp focus
and introduced many invaluable
and imaginative touches, making
some scenes chilling to the marrow
and filled With ,

the horror that is

part and parcel of the police state.

Shortcoming was in the end,
when things began to happen so
fast, it was difficult to keep in
mind the different story strands.
It was made clear that, even

.

though viewers were led to suspect
otherwise, the man who returned
to Britain Was indeed the prisoner,

.

and' not his Soviet double. This
came about due to a mixup at the
border. All of which created sus-
pense, but didn’t make for a sat-

isfactory windup. On the whole, it

was a show to be remembered.
Hift.

ABC Ups Mitchell— Continued from page 22

on which he. subsequently handled
sales. He retained the hold over
sales .until two weeks before thfe

season’s start, when with the series

Still sustaining except for a couple
of regional deals, Kintner stepped
in and handed the package over to
the regular sales force, which sold
it at a considerable loss. Theory
is that O’Brien tried to sell the
games on a straight ratecard basis
until the very end, and if he had
compromised as is the. ABC-TV
practice, the loss might have been
averted or lessened. Nonetheless
it’s believed the entire shakeup
at the web stemmed from the loss

on football, believed to be in ex-
cess of $1,000,000.

In the other exec shuffle,. Arries
resigned at the web’s request after
less than a year there. His duties
will be handled by Tom Velotta,
adnii istrative v.p. of the news &
special events department, and the
sports department will be made a
permanent part of the news sector,
under V.p. John Daly. No replace-
ment for Arries is planned. In-
cidentally, the offical announce-
ment on Mitchell and Oberfelder
made a point of stating that these
“complete” the network’s reorgan-
ization, so presumably the shuffles,
lopoffs and Kintner’s silence are
ended.

TEXACO STAR THEATRE
SATURDAY NlftHT—N.I.C.

Mflt.i William Morris Agancy
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Not so magic a number i$. “23” for the foremost of makebejieve
airers, *%et’s Pretend ” CBS Radio’s longrunner 'for the pure in

Jieart, For oh Oct; 23 the web puts the show in mothballs, .perhaps
for all- time, after a record1 24 years of continuous broadcasting
during which some 40 individual accolades attested to “Pretend”
aS “best children’s show” in radio.

'

“Pretend”, was' inaugurated on Aug., 23, 1930^ and was largely

a siistaiper for two dozen seasons (Cream of Wheat, however, was
among sponsors in its camp for several semesters). In its kids
groove appeal, itibrought ^kind of radio immortality to its creator,

writer and producer,, the late Nila Mack, whose1

functions had to'

be divided: among a. threesome—Jean Hight (directress), Johanna
Johnston-, (scrjpter) and Lou Melamed (producer).

The show’s Saturday at 2 berth will add^ half-hour to the web’s
three-hom- “Football Roundup ”

R.IP.-“-Radio Institution “Pretend.”

Chi ‘Baedstand Matinee’

Axed After Near-Riot

Of ‘Locked-Out Juves
Chicago, Oct. 19.

“Bandstand Matinee,” daily

WGN-T.V deejay show, has proved
too popular with the Windy City

juves for its own good. Station
rang the curtain down > at* least

temporarily on the afternoon pro-
gram last Week after, the cops had
to be called to douse ' a near-riot
being, staged on Michigan Ave. by
the highschoolers unable to get
i'ntb the fullup studio.

“Matinee” iS emceed by Jim
Lounsbury and plays to an audi-
ence in WGN-TV’s 400-seat main
studio. The disturbance occurred
when several hundred youngsters
had to be ...turned away. Fact that
it was Columbus Day and a school
holiday that the McGuire Sisters
were guesting touched off the mob
scene.

Show may be resumed with an
admission ticket setup doled out
in advance through kids’ club mem-
bership to keep the daily crowds
in hand:

Jim Knox to Chi ABC
Chicago, Oct. 19,

Jim Knox, fresh out of the Ma-
rines, is the new ABC-TV midwest
programming production coordina-
tor; He had just wound up a hitch

as a Marine captain in charge of

the public information office for
the 9th district here.

Prior to being recalled to the
service, Knox had been the radio
ad manager for Dudley LeBlane’s
Hadacol operation.

Continued frontpage Z3
\\

fourth; Monday, for. the elusive
specs,

6.

v The whole concept of oiie-

shots throws the publicity-exploita-
tion-promotion boys for a loss, for
they’ve got nothing to build. Un-
like films or legit, there is no pat-

erh or- opportunity to create a
momentum since everything’s pred-
icated on a one-shot- excitement
which is immediately'forgotten,

7. When a station - time (10:30
.p.m.) local vidpix entry (‘-Rhein-

gold Theatre” on WNBT, N. Y.) can
trim the Trendex ears, off the star-

studded “Best of Broadway” CBS-
TV entry (“Man* Who Came to

Dinner”)—that’s ail, brother. ;

FRAUL TO WKVW
Louisville, Oct. 19.

Claude Fraul has joined station
WKYW here as musical director.
He formerly was with WINW in

this city.

Wosniak Again Thrown

For NCAA Grid Loss
Minneapolis, Oct 19.

Apparently not discouraged by
previous failures,

;
D. D. Wosniak,

St. Paul state legislator, made an-
other. effort to have a *U. of Min-
nesota football game live televised
in defiance of the NCAA. And
again he met a rebuff.
With the Minnesota-Illinois con-

test (16). a sellout (63,000 payees
at $3,25 a throw), Wosniak called
upon the university’s president,
L. D. Morrill, to permit Twin
Cities’ stations to televise it.

lyiorriff referred to request to
Ike Armstrong, athletic director,
who informed Wosniak that the
university could not risk a viola-

tion of the rule of NCAA of which
it’s a member inasmuch as it likely
would result in expulsion and in-

ability to book games with other
NCAA schools.

London, Oct. 19.

A 10-year development plan for.

Britain’s state-run television serv-

ice, was outlined in the BBC’s an-

nual report published as a blue-

book in London last Thursday (14).

The program envisages an alter-

native: tv service which Will, be on

the air for five hours a day With a

large slice ,of the programming con-
tributed from regional stations;
This additional wavelength will be
distinct from the new commercial
network due to start next Fall.

Color tv is also on the develop-
ment agenda, but will have to. wait
more than two years.
The report emphasizes tv’s en-

croachment on sound radio and re-
ports that more than 1,000,000 new
video receivers were licensed in
the year ended last March. Top
programs listed in the. report in-,

elude “What’s My Line” with an
average audience of 7,50,000, fol-

lowed by the Sunday night play
which attracts a viewing public of
about 7,250,000. The Saturday
night vaude program has* an audi-
ence of about 6,250,000.

m
A Live Radio Program

Binge; Set Rig Entries
Philadelphia, Oct. 19.

Local and live dramatic fare is

the. neW emphasis at WCAU Radio,

with the advent of the first locally

produced soap opera, “Rittenhouse
Square,” which will be aired Mon-
day through Friday in the. 3:45-

4 p.m. slot;

Parochial quality of “Ritten-

house Square” is bolstered by. fact

that it is written and acted- by
natives. Kickoff is set for Monday,
Nov, 8! Jack Charest is the writer
and producer.

Another live drama offering is

“WCAU Radio Playhouse”
.
(Sun

10 p.m.), Which utilizes coliegiate

actors and actresses. Half hour
series features classics and original

dramas, with Fred Karch as pro-
ducer-writer.
"v • : . •

Third new program is “Wonder-
ful Town,” in which Ralph Collier,

new WCAU personality, plans to

make locals -glow with pride ovjf
the glitter and glamor of their city.

It’s programmed across the board
10:15 to 10:30 p.m. In the same
vein is another new show “Let’s

Be Friends,” conducted by Ed
Randall, an import from WCCO.
Minneapolis. Program heard
Monday through Friday at 5:45-

6 p.m.

Collier also
1

doubles on “Hi
Neighbor,” a show for the home-
makers which is transcribed daily

at noon and broadcast at 4 p m.
Station’s top-rated “Cinderella
Weekend” is now broadcast from
Gimbel’s Clubwomen’s Center
daily at 9:30 a.m.

Denver—Chuck Miller, recently
farm program director of WJPS,
Evansville, Ind., moves . to KOA,
Denver,, in a similar capacity.

Ottawa, Oct. 19.

, A. D. Dunton, chairman of the
•C»ujhd { an- Broadcasting Corp., said;;

Canadian advertisers were cooper-
ating in promotihg the. use of
Canadian, talent on CBC television

by bankrolling programs produced
in this country although it would
cost them far less to sponsor im-
ported shows. Dunton kudosed
the Canadian Sponsors in reply to a
story in a Toronto daily (The Tele-
gram) charging Canadian advertis-
ing, radio and tv operators were
complaining CBC was using tax-

payers’ cash to “shove tv programs
down advertisers’ throats;”

Dunton said,. “The CBC is ac-
tively developing the production of

programs in this country so that

Canadian talent, creative ability

and skill may. have opportunities in;

television. , . In doing so, the
CBC has had -to meet the fact that
the use; of imported material can
be had for only a small fraction of
the, cost of live production
Canada.”.. He claimed “• large

number of such advertisers . . ar

well satisfied/’ and called for sug-.;

gestions from “the anonymous i -

formants of the Toronto Telegram”
on either live or imported tele-

filmed shows.

The Telegram story quoted its

unnamed informants afs saying CBC
underwrites 40% of production
costs and gives sponsors little or
nothing to say about . talent used*
cl aii ing more than 100 Canadian
advertisers “who won’t take pro-

grams they don’t want are left out
in the cold.” i

Telegram item got support from
the Canadian Association of Tele-
vision and Radio Broadcasters
whose exec, v.p., T. J. Allard,

agreed with it “including the refer-

ence to our association being too

scared to comment.”

New Orleans — Stanley Ramcs,
formerly with NBC-TV scenic dept,
iri Chicago, has been appointed art
director of WDSU-TV, Tom Hicks,
veep in charge of prograi ming,
said Sat. (9).

TV and the Model T MS**

An old advertising confrere of ours I ikes to describe;television shows as,

simply, vehicles for the sponsor's message. It’s an apt definition, but

rather broad in scope. For example, that vehicle in question might turn out

to be an old sputtering Model T . . . or it could be a classy, fast^noving,

Custom-built job. Personally, we specialize in the latter.. Our clients always

ride first class

.

as proved by current top-rated vehicles like “Strike

*

It Rich” and "The Big: Payoff." For TV packages that pay big dividends . .

.

for imaginative, sales-effective formats with a future . .
,
put your

confidence in "America's leading independent TV producer"

. ... always at your service.

dr* a. dozen newframer showspastthe Idea

. . . perhaps one Is tailor-made for you. Call vil.
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IN NEW YORK CITY . ,

.

Gertrude Berg has .
joined the entertainment division of the N.Y.

state
1 committee for the -Qbservance of UN • Day « . . U<S. Supreme

Court Justice William 6. Douglas, DrN Grayson Kirk, Columbia U.'.

prexy and actress Mildred Diinmock to' read, selections of own choosing

on tomorrow's (ThurJ "The Spoken. Word’’ via WQXR .
.

WOV is

reestablishing its 10-year old quiz, "Do You Know the Answer? ’ on

a regular basis. The deal was ‘‘tested’’ for English-language audiences

by gabber Joe Given before returning to steady lineup.

Briefs from WRCA (ex-WNBC); A1 Pertmutter tapped by promotion

chief Max Buck as assistant / the department. He was formerly

with the Teg & Jinx McCrary office. Sales assistant Janet Payne oft

on iO-dayer . to D.C.- and Virginia. WRCA and WRCA-TV executive

offices being refurbished as the new call- letters were ushered in,

Grchster Ted Straeter subbing for Joan Edwards for a fortnight on

singer’s WCBS’er. . John Henry Faulk opens Ossining (N..'Y.) Fair

tonight (Wed.) and next Wednesday (27) will toastmaster Century Club’s

fete in Passaic, N!J. . . . Jim Moore, new merchandising mgr. of Galen

Drake’s ‘‘HPL” WCBS, replacing Fred 'Nassif who’s moved into

CBSpot Sales.
.

,
Longhair dijsk jockey-Francophile Jacques Fray, on WQXR since

1947, trying new’ format ’on afternoon erossbqarder, He’s disking show
with an eye- bn day-to-day . musical happenings here and abroad, in?

eluding insertion: of European soloists and' Orchs in their debut per-

formances , ; . Joseph Carleton Beal, mgr. of pubserv division of World
Wide Broadcasting and Inter American Network of N.Y, City, resigned

to open Beal Radio-TV Agency, with WRUL and World Wide in his

camp '.
, Lawrence Valenstein, prexy of Grey Advertising,

,
named

Christopher Cross, ex-Kenyon & Eckhardt, to head up agency’s new
promotion and publicity dept.

Marty Glickman and Jim Gordon are set for the WMGM
.
play-by-

play of the Hearst ;Milk FUnd cage contest between the Krticks and
the College All-Stars this Sat. night (23) ./, The next noon (24),

Henny Youngman, Norman Atkins and the Burton Sisters will guest

on WMGM’s "American-Jewish Caravan of Stars” . Nat Abramson,
WOR exec and chairman of the AGVA welfare pension fund, gave
New Schoolers “how to break, into showbiz’’, advice last Monday (18)

, . Treva Frazee on ‘‘Rocky King” Sun. (24) . . . Norman Lorber re-

signed last week as television editor of Tide to join Chromatic Tele-

vision Labs, the Paramount Pictures subsid, as director of public

relations,. He took over his hew post this week.

, IN CHICAGO .

.
WMAQ-WNBQ general manager Jules Herbuveaux and his assistant

Henry Sjogren, were feted at a cocktail spread1

, yesterday (Tues.)

attended by some 250 agency execs and hosted by director of sales.

Charles Dresser and WMAQ sales chief Rudi Neubauer arid WNBQ
sales chief Floyde Beaston , . Bob (Pat) O’Brian, ex-midwest sales

manager for United Artists tv arm, joined the Chi staff of the Har-
rington, Righter & Parsons station rep firm . . WLS’ "Dirinerbell”

daytimer, hosted by Maynard Bertsch, airs from Madison, Wis., Oct.
28’, . . James Ward of the marketing research firm and. Henry Poster,

Mutual’s planning chief, in for conferences with the web’s midwest
officials . Chi NBC’s radio workshop spearheaded by director John
Keown marked its first anni with a dinner party Monday night (18)

WJJD deejay Stan Dale giving a full three-hour ride Oct. 30 to

the RCA Glen Miller album on his regular Saturday morning stint,
j

IN PHILADELPHIA
Johnny Lupton, formerly of WAEB, Allentown, Pa., takes over, the

“All Night Watch” (12 to 5:30 a.m.) on WCAU, starting Oct. 18 -

4 . .

Another new WCAU radio personality is. Ed Randall with his after-

noon segment* ‘‘Let’s Be Friends" , . KYW’s ‘‘Saturday Night Dance
Party,” emceed by Perry Andrews and produced by Grady Edney,
started second year on air Oct. 16 . , WPTZ and WFIL-TV are
shaking up daytime schedules, with main casualty Pete Boyle’s. "Lunch
With Uncle Pete” (12:15 p.m., Mon.-Fri.), Jack Pyle moves into spot

and Pyle’s noon and 12:45 p.m. segments are given over to network
shows. WFIL-TV "Romper Room” returns to 30 minutes at 10:30'a.m. r

with a new homemaker show "Personality Parade” faking the 10-10:30
a.m. slot . . . Robert Q. Lewis show, makes local debut on WFIL/rV
in 2-2:30 p.m. slot . , . Buff Cobb addressed conference of the Penn-
sylvania Chapter of American Women in Radio and Television at

the Warwick Hotel (16) . . . Bob Horn’s "Bandstand,” WFIL-TV music
and dancing program (3 to 5 p.m.) marked second birthday on air (13).

IN OMAHA . .

Ex-sportswriter Toke Nelson joined promotion dept, of KMA, Shen-
andoah, la. . . . Jack Anderson, indie tv producer here the past three
years, named production coordinator of KMTV . .. . Eugene S. Thomas,
general manager of the Herald Corp., seeking Channel 7 here, last
week told FCC he plans a seven-hour sked during first three months
because he feels it "would be serving the public better” to operate

NEED GIRL FIDDLE PLAYER

and GIRL ELECTRIC SPANISH GUITARIST

FQR E.Z.C. RANCH GALS PROGRAM

N«d two girls for established stx-day-a-wfck television

show now In Its fourth year. Steady work and good pay.
Girl fiddle player who can also sing and girl electric Span*
Ish guitarist who can sing. State If you play any other
instruments. No previous television experience necessary.
Write immediately giving details of experlenco* age, and
send photograph of yourself. Selected applicants will be
brought In for an* audition, all expenses paid. Send
replies to;

WANDA SAYLOR
Advertising Syndicate of America

tOO Keenan Bldg. Pittsburgh 22. Pa.
S

I
' Ill I II I I

a short sked atflrst ;rather thdh try to run ra full day of programs^
with a newirtaff. KFAB, othe.r /bidder for the channel* has completed-
its. case v John Daly, ABC vp. :iri charge of news arid public nffeirs/

Spoke Friday* 05) ht State . Law convention here J. . ; Kity King1 haw
sportscaster at KOLN-TV, Lincoln . » . Tom -Cary arid Bill Frleshan-
dling "Name and Claim’’ show on KM'tV Fridays, from; 4:45 '.to 5 p>m;.‘

IN PITTSBURGH
Bill Adler,i TV Guide: editor-publisher Here, bostijiga tri-state :TV:

talent golf tournament at the- Green Oaks^ Country Club oh Saturday
(23) , . . Alice E. Johnsori,; former assistant ’sales manager of WKJF-TV
and FM,

; has. joined the, WCAE sales staff, .town’s only femme time-,
peddler now ... Fareiits^ of Elmer Ritohey, of KQV, celebrated their
golden wedding anniversary , . , . Time of the daily Lbe HandleyirFrank.
Gustine spbrts show on KDKA .has switched to 7:15 .... . Alan Bbal,'ex*v

voice of tv's "Pitt Parade, has gone with tVKBKf-TV in Youngstown,
0., as an announcer. Since he lives in Beaver, Pa., and still does con-
siderable radio acting here on KDKA and- WCAE, BoaL wi.U commute
in both 1 directions .* . , A. J. Mittelhauser, former newspaperman,.has
gone

.
with Wasser, Kay & Phillips agency as an account exec ',

.
.' Rosey

Rowswell, -who brdadoasts • the Pirates games, appointed again chair-
man of. Variety Clubs International committee to select the repipierit

of their annual Humanitarian .Awafd . /Ed Bartekl, <'KQV- announcer-
singer, has two new records out on the MUsic label, "Careless Kisses”
and "Baby You’re the. One,” backed by the Bill McGuire Trio.. . .

Barry Wood came here to address the Pittsburgh Radio and Television
Club on color television. ‘

IN CLEVELAND
. Meg Zahrt, formerly with WGAR is the hew "Nancy Dixon” on
WXEL , . Gil Canfield lekves WEWS-

for film .buyer and news direc-
tor’s post at KCKT . Flo Rotbl- rWJW and TV Guide, skedded
for New York job . . . Wayne- Mack produced and wrote radio presenta-
tion fpr Cleveland Community Fund show . Normait Knuth and his
Starlighters playing with disker Bill: Mayer on two-hour WTAM 5:30

p.m. stint Ben Wibkham named news .director succeeding WXEL’S
Bob Rowley : . WTAMt’s' Bandwagon originates three-hour 6:30 a.m.
stint from Cleveland Electric . Illuminating Co. jn honor of Light’s
Diamond Jubilee.; Bandwagon’S musical director Henry Levine wrote
special march for occasion . . . WHK signed whopper soap contract
with Fels Naptha calling for five personalities: Bill GordOh, Eleanor
Hanson, Tom Fletcher, Dick O’Heren and Bruce Charles doing 125
separate programs in saturation month’s drive . . WERE’s Ellen
Marshall has sold her home and plans a European jaunt.

" Cleveland, Oct. 19.

Upcoming murder trial of. Dr;
Samuel Shepard will get extensive
taped coverage by WGAR. Sta-
tion’s news director, Charles Day,
has installed a direct wife into
Judge Biythin’s courtroom, and
the four-man WGAR news staff
will '.cover the trial and

.
feed its

programs to WRFD in Columbus.
.Trial coverage is but orie of the

phases of the outlet's "Operation;
George,” the radio, programming-
promotion drive that Was launched
prior to the outlet’s sale to Peoples
Broadcasting some months ago and.
has since been accelerated. Cam-
paign, named after general mana-
ger Carl E. George (ppefating head
of the outlet since 1951), is an ac-
tive effort to reawaken public in-
terest in radio Via solid public
service programming iri the news,
sports, etc.

Outlet has already Set its foot-
ball schedule, with Farm Bureau
Insurance Co. (owner of Peoples)
sponsoring the Satufday Ohio.
State games, and the station feed-
ing out the Sunday Cleveland
Browns pro games to a 21-station
Carling’s Brewing; network. Grid
games return to WGAR after a
three-year void in the gridiron de-
partment. In news, station has set
up an exchange program with
WRFD Under which the latter will
feed proceedings of the state legis-
lature in return for the Shepard
trial coverage: WGAR, incidentally,
won the AFTRA award for out-
standing public service perform-
ance for a Cleveland station for
the third straight year.

Station resumed an all-night op-
eration yesterday (Mon.)* via, a re-
mote disk show emanating from
Pealto’s on Euclid Ave., with- for-
mer WSRS and WDOK all-nighter
Chris Miller presiding. Several
Sponsors are in on a 13-week basis
for the all-nighter, which Will get
heavy searchlight, soundtruck and
publicity^ treatment during the
first couple of weeks. Station has
been engaging in promotions for
football via ads, billboards and
theatrical trailers, and for its
"listen to the radio while you do-
it-yourself” theme via croSsplugs
with the Cleveland Press, which
staged a "Do-It-Yourself” show a
year ago to which WGAR had a
radio exclusive.

Lambert's Chi Post
Chicago, Oct. 19.

Eric C, Lambert has been ap-
pointed an account exec in the
Chi office of CBS-TV reporting. to,

George Klayeiy western sales
manager,

: During the past year. Lambert
worked on the sales staff of NBC
there;

Vadeboncoeur Tells

Scots TV in America

Is a ’Great Reformer’
Glasgow, Oct. 19,

Television is a great reformer in

the United States, accofifiing to Ed-

mund R. Yadeboncoeur, American
broadcaster, in a speech here.

"I do not think it is too. much to

say that tv and radio, are the rea-
son for the decline of strength, and
the decline of the menace Of
Sen. McCarthy, ho told the
Glasgow ,

branch of the English.
Speaking Union. "He is now facing
official censure from the.U.S, Sen-
ate because television did the work
of exposing him to the American
people.”

Commercial telecasters had
to make a serious decision when,
they agreed; to carry the McCarthy
heating, said Vadeboncoeur. Having
decided to telecast it, the networks
had to carry it right through to the
end of the hearing in order to he
Completely fair to the people in-
volved, and to their audiences;;,

Two years ago both national and
political conventions were televised
and broadcast in full.

Speaker stressed that "nothing
but good” could come from the-in-
troduction of commercial television
in Britain.

"f have seen the whole life

of television and of radio broad-
casting in the U.S.,” he said, "You
ate much older in television than
we are. You showed us the way.”

With future introduction of
commercial television in the U.K.,
he forecast a "tremendous and
heartening relaxation of pressure
on the BBC.” The BBC programs
would be much more appreciated,
when there was ’ an optional pro-
gram to look at.

WOR-TV’s Kid Telethon
• The. first telethon by juves is

planned for Friday (22) by WOR-
TV, N. :Y., to celebrate the com-
bined fifth anniversaries of
United Cerebral Palsy and the-
“Merry Mailman” program (which
it preempts for the day). The
5 to 6:45 one-shot will also' serve
as a lead-in for the Saturday all-

night UCP telethon via WABC-TV,
since the latter receives mention
on WOR.

In addition to stricken juves
[and therapists and eight kid acts,

including a fire eater, a magician,
a trick horse and dog act, a ven-
triloquist, the Royce Phillips 40-

child choir of Harlem, there will

be a number of adult stajrs, some
of whom will appear on the suc-

ceeding riight WABC telethon.
Guests so far are Jackie Cooper,
Maria Riva, Denise Darcel, Dane
Clark, Lisa Ferraday, Martha
Wright and Don Taylor, Deal Will

be hosted by "Mailman” Ray
Heatherthn.

h
( i •

;) ; •

Chicago, Oct. i9.

WGN-TV is. putting the finishing
tduches to its exclusive baseball
package for next Reason - built
around the home,schedules of the
Whjte ;

gox and ith^ Cubs, WGN
topper; Frank p/Schreiber ha$ ne-
gotiated a’ new three-year pact with
the. Srix management for ty tights
to rilT day home games, and. a bne-
year contract wlth thC Cubs.
' Pd the basis of previous year
toffs, . it’s, figured that the . three-
year Sox deal iSv in the rieighbor-

hOOd ctf $509,090 :^ind the onp-year
Cubs pi&cf is close' to '^11)0,000, The
WGN-TV' coverage, of the two Chi
teams ;has. long been -

the pivot of

the station’s summertime sports
lineup; Next year. Will 'mark .the

eighth Consecutive season with the
Cubs, arid the seventh with the Sox,

The Theo Hamm brewery will

again be aboard for half the two-
team schedule. Papers are; ;due to

be signed this week with Oklahoma
Oil for the .other half, replacing
Liggett & Myers’ Chesterfield.
Jack Brickhouse will call the

plays, assisted by- Harry Creighton.

Columbus Police Claim

..Columbus, Oct. 19..

Police, who are plenty jumpy
here following Instructions from
Safety Director. George O. Doyle,
to crack down on chain letters

and football pools, charged that
WLW-T’s "Fifty-Fifty Club’’ pro-
gram. starring Ruth Lyons from
Cincinnati is running a lottery.

The program is aired over WLW-C,
Crosley TV outlet here;

R. E. Dunville, president of.

Crosley, said that the charges are
being referred to the corpora-
tion’s general counsel.

The charges were . made in; a
report issued by Lt. Alfred J.

Lashley, head of the Police De-
partment’s Vice Squad. He. said
contributions to Miss Lyons’
Christmas fund, a charity drive
that has been going on for years,
comprised a lottery because those
who contribute a dollar or more
are entitled to participate in a
drawing for

.
prizes. The program

is broadcast over WLW-T, Cin-
cinnatij WLW-D, Dayton and
WLW-C, Columbus,, but is under
fire only in the latter city. The
money raised for the Christmas
fund is turned over, to orphanages.

Lashley said he could take no
action against WLW-C, because its

Studio and. transmitter are situ-

ated outside; Columbus in Frank-
lin County.

DUQUESNE BREWERY

BACK IN KDKA CAMP
Pittsburgh, Oct. 19.

Duquesne Brewing Co., one of

biggest radio-tv advertisers in the
tri-state area, has called off its

mad against KpKA and signed up
for a new Monday-through-Friday
strip on a year-long contract. Sev-
eral pionths ago, when Westing-
houSe station here, offered pack-
age time deals to all local brewer-
ies, offering spot deals which
would Have given competitors
more plugs at Jess . money than
Duquesne

-

could get in . its regular

.
quarter-hour programs, latter is-

sued* an ultimatum that if KDKA
Went through with plan, Du-
quesrie would withdraw all of its

shows from stations.

. That the sudser did, transfer-

ring all of its business to other
AM outlets, and channeling some
into tv as well.

‘

F O R SA L E

One of .Nature’s Great . Scenic

Wonders Awaiting Development

Picture a vast natural tunnel through aollrt

reck, 1,200 feet long, which J>rgadetie. to an
amphitheatre soaring 400 feet above entrance.

In Virginia’s vacation fond, this amaalng
/107-aero property Is situated oil. 3 main
routes. Present bulldlhge I hoi ude .

lodge, built

1950, air conditioned restauraht and gift

shop. Hera Is a property' comparable ;.t* • tne

great Natural Bridge with unlimited .
poten-

tials. For Ului, leaflet V-60S56, «sk any
broker or

PREVIEWS ik.
The Nationwide RarkaUng sarvlce

.
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-
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Unknown 5%’er
Continued from page 22

New York
CBS-TV news veep Sigr Mickel-

•on back after a month in Europe
visiting principal overseas bureaus
of the web . . * Evai Gerson made
another appearance on NBC-TV’s
“Robert Montgomery Presents”
Monday (18), also her second time
In a Sign* Hasso starrer, “Foreign
Affair,” which featured Katherine,
Bard, Steve Cochran, Don McKee
and Peter Von Czernick in the Roy
Hargrave adaptation from the film

. , . Paul Tripp starting a bookwiz
Saturday (23) for at-home kid
prizes on his WCBS-TV “On The
Carousel. Series will run six Sa-‘

turdays with 10 books awarded at

each outihg . . . Barbara Joyce de-
serts tv temporarily to take a fea-
tured role in “A Stone for Danny
Fisher” opening tomorrow (Thurs,)
at the downtown National . . .Scott
Forbes and Barry Jones headed up
last night’s (Tues.) “Danger” on
CBS directed by Byron R. ,Kelley
, . Martin Brandt in a featured

S
art on NBC’s “Frontiers of Faith”
unday (24) . Jay Barney re-

turned from the Coast after his
stint in Jose Ferrer's film, “The
Shrike” and a couple of roles in
Hallmarks NBC-TV “Hall of
Fame” . . Philip Feldman named
CBS-TV director of business af-
fairs in H’wood . . . CBS-TV's- sales
service staff headed by manager
Bob Jamieson spent weekend in
Fargo, N. D., as guests of KXJV-
TV. Among reps making the over-
head visit hosted by the affiliate’s

g.m., John Boler, were Bob Han-
rahan, Leonard Morreale, Tom Bel-
viso and Barbara Runge.

Hoag-Blair, the new station rep
outfit serving outlets in non-major
markets and headed by Robert B.
Hoag, has added four new staff-

ers. Richard L. Foote, formerly
With WFTL-TV in Ft. Lauderdale,
and Paul S. O’Brien, formerly with
WLIB, N.Y. and WXYZ, Detroit,
are new account execs, while Joan
Lehmann (ex-CBS-TV Spot Sales)
becomes secretary and assistant to
Hoag and Dorothy Baron joins the
secretarial staff . . . ABC-TV press-
previewing its “Disneyland” today
(Wed.), a week prior to the show’s
preem . . Lee Richardson set for
two playlets on “Omnibus” Sunday
(24) . . . ABC-TV news & special
events veep John Daly addressed
the Nebraska Bar Assn, last Thurs-
day (14) ...DuMont’s Claire Mann
gets an award from City College’s
House Plan groups for her con-
tribution to “co-ed grooming.” ..

Jean-Paul Blondeau, French video
producer and owner-originator of
“Dollar a Second,” has returned to
Paris after a two-week Gotham
stay. . ; Larry Roemer, NBC-TV di-

rector, is back from a month in

Paris and Rome . . VWATV’s selec-

tion of Petry as its national rep has
been confirmed . , . Inadvertent er-

ror in last Week’s Variety “re-
moved” instead of “renewed” Jack
Raymond as scripter- on ABC-TV’s
“Soldier Parade” and “So You
Want To Lead A Band”also Leslie
Barrett was “irritatingly effective

as the poison pentier” on the. Oct.

7 preem of “The Mail Story” oh
ABC-TV and not Richard Garth as

previously reported.

Bob Wright, signed for the forth-

coming legiter, VOh With The
Show,” in the meantime is continu-
ing his chores as announcer on the
CBS-TV “You Are There,” as well
asTor other tv spots . . . Jack Greg-
gon, ABC-TV fight announcer, back
from New Orleans' Yam Festival
with a couple of colonelcies ...
Roberts-Marshall- agency has set a
deal whereby Paul Small Artists

Ltd. will rep Roberts-Marshall, a
New York firm, on the Coast
Gotham percentary’s . cient roster
includes. Ilona Massey, Bibi Oster-
wald, Estelle Wlnwood and Biff

Elliot; Roberts-Marshall topper
Curtis- Roberts . just • -returned a
three-week visit to from the Coast,
where he set the deal With Lillian

Scharey of the Small office.

Edward Andrews into “Robert
Montgomery Presents” on Mon.
(25) . . . Barnard Hughes also into
that stanza . . Gertrude Berg, off

,'to Daytona Beach, Fla., for short
rest after ending her “Goldbergs”
DuMont stand last night (Tues.),
Will be back in time for the Milton
Berle guest shot on Nov. 16,

After completing his stint on
the Coast in Jose Ferrer’s “The
Shrike,” Somer Alberg drew a
featured “Medic” assignment and
also pacted for “Hall of Fame”
Sunday (24), both NBC-TV , .

Michael. Dreyfvss went from
Charles Buggies* “World of Mr.
Sweeney” Monday (18) to “Justice”
tomorrow (Thurs.) . . . Ralph Stant-
ley doubling from NBC telesoaper
Three Steps to Heaven” into ABO
TV’s “Mail Story” tomorrow
(Thurs.), and also set for the
Martha Raye show Tuesday (26).

Briefs from WRCA-TV (ex-

WNBT): John K. M. McCaffery to
lecture on Ernest Hemingway at
Town Hall this month. Elsie Ciptti
upped to traffic mgr. with Irene
Connelly as her assistant, Gene Rae-
burn inherits the Faye St Skitch
6:30 p.m. crossboarder Nov. 1 with
a

. “parent versus kid” quiz, called
“The Sky’s the Limit” in which a
plane trip to Paris is the packpot
prize, Bob Stewart is producing.
General manager Hamilton Shea
smoking a pipe in advance of the
Monday (18) kickoff of “Sherlock
Holmes” vidpix series.

Chicago
Burr Tillstrom’s “Kukla, Fran &

Ollie.” gUest on Don McNeill’s ABC
“Breakfast Club” simulcast today
(Wed.) . . .Chi NBC-TV program di-
rector Ben Park in New York this
week, pitching his Sunday after-
noon “Out On the Farpi” series to
the web sales lads . . Those ubiquir
tous Duncan Hines blurbs were
filmed in Sarra's Windy City stu-
dios. . . Jack Chancellor of the Chi
NBC hews department handling
the local assignments for “Back-
ground.” . , . Jim Taylor, ex-Ruth-
rauff & Ryan, hew De J*aul U’s di-
rector of television with some 20
educational shows in the hopper

. Ruth Eatney added to the Kling
Studio scripting stable , . . Avenue
Packard has taken over the post-

“Tonight” feature film on WNBQ
Wednesday and Friday nights , .

.

Barbara Foley into “Hawkins
Falls” cast oh NBC-TV. . .Ron Ter-
ry preemed a late Saturday night
deejay session on WBKB under
Polk Bros.’ auspices. . .A1 LeVine,
midwest sales rep for Sportvision,
handling distribution of Jack Van
Coevering’s “Adventure Out of
Doors”, vidpix series . . . WBKB's
Lee Phillip marries Bill Bell Sat-
urday (23).

Washington, Oct. 19.

Cancellations of UHF permits
reached the 85 mark last week
when Rep. Alvin E. O’Konski OR-.

Wis. ) turned back his authorization
to build a station in Wausau, Wis.
The Congressman owns radio sta-

tions iri Wausau and Merrill, Wis.

A very high frequency tv station

is due to start operations soon in

Wausau on channel 7. It is being
built by a group of newspaper pub-
lishers and broadcasters headed
by John C. Sturtevant, publisher
of the Wausau Record-Herald.

. Kansas City—Jimmy .McConnell,
longtime dean of bookers of wes-

. tern and hillbilly acts here, has set

up his own agency, and is staging
“The Kornfield Follies” each Sa-
turday night in Memorial Hall,

Kansas City, as a showcase. Mc-
Connell branched out on his own
after stepping out at KMBC where
he had been in chirage of the artists

bureau for many years.

Andrews has “taken on” some be-
low that level when he feels the
person in question is “coming
along.” “But,” he says, “I don't
collect my fees when the income
falls below $15,000; the average
performer may not feel he can
affprd my percentage under those
conditions, what With taxes and all.

I Wait until his revenue rises. That
makes everyone happy, and. iii the
years I’ve been in the business I

have lost but one client. Offhand
I don’t remember the reason, but
it probably had to do with the
man’s wife. Incidentally, I hesitate
to add to our, roster unless, the
woman at home agrees to-, the set-

up. If the wife doesn’t think her
husband rates a business manager
—she may figure she could use the
5% herself, a poor theory in the
final analysis—more power to her.

I don't anyone as a client under
that kind of nagging competition.
It doesn’t work out.”

Andrews hatched the idea for his
business management shingle 14
years ago when a musician friend
“With only a modest income”
sought his advice on the handling
of his affairs, and ^shortly after-

ward he made a couple of invest-

ments for the tooter that paid off.

He figured there must be hundreds
of people, in radio (then) and show

biz in general who needed a “busi-
ness head” around.

There are no “rich millionaires”
in the. Andrews Stable, obviously
because when they come that big
they have their own units. But it’s

quite a cliency made up of emcee-
anriouneers, singers, actors, musi-
cians, producers, directors, ana-
b’sts, et al. Among them, in addi-
tion to the. aforementioned Bud
Collyer, are Douglas Edwards,
Dennis James, Hugh James,. Glen
Riggs, Ed Herlihy, Janette Davis,
Jay Jackson, Bill Cullen, The Mari-
ners, Ken Roberts, Tony Marvin,
Andre Baruch, Julia Meade, Hal
Keith, John Gart, Ray Middleton,
The Chordettes, Anne Burr, Dick
Hayman,. Ralph Bell, Eddie Dunn,.
Archie Bleyer and Cadence Rec-
ords, Hank Miles; Bob Swanson,
Chuck Goldstein, Rosa Rio, Bob
Pfeiffer, Ned Wever, Chuck
Horner, Joan Tompki , Karl
Swenson, Bert Ludlow, Charles Irv-

ing, Art Hannes, Frank Vagnoni,
Ernest Ricea, Bob Shepard, Flor-
ence Freeman, David Rhodes, Sy
Shaffer, Charles Paul, Clarke Mor-
gan, Paul Dudley, Bob Emerick,
Chet Kingsbury, Bill Wendrtl, Bob
Hite, Lou Sposa, Don Bevan, Joe
King, Bill Rogers, Fred Scott, Jay
Sims, Roger von Roth, Clara Frim,
Art Gentry, Jack Mosman.

TelevislonCenter,

Newark 1, New Jersey
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ABB City-By-City Syndicated and National Spot Film Chart

VARIETY’S weekly chert of cily-by-city ratings of syndicated and na-

tional spat film covers 40 to $0 cities reparted by American Research Bureau

on a monthly basis. Cities will be rotated each week, with the 10 top-rated

film shows listed each case, and their competition shown opposite. All

ratings are furnished by ARB, based on the latest reports.

This VARIETY chart represents a gathering of dRry&rtinent informa-

tion about film iti each market, which can be used by distributors, agencies,

stations and clients as an aid in determining the effectiveness of a filmed

show in the specific markets Attention should be. paid to time—- day and

time factors, since sets-in-use and audience composition vary according to

time slot, i.e., a Saturday afternoon children’s show, with a low rating,.may
have a large share and an audience composed largely of children, with cor-

responding results for the sponsor aiming at the children’s market• Abbre-
viations and symbols are as follows t (Adv.), adventure ; (Ch), children’s

;

(Co), comedy; (Dr), drama ; (Doc), documentary; (Mus), musical;

(Myst), mystery; (Q), quit; (Sp), sports; (W), western; (Worn),
women’s. Numbered symbols next to station call letters represent the sta-

tion’s channel; all channels above 13 are UHF. Those ad agencies listed as

.
distributors rep the national spot sponsor for whom the film is aired.

TOP 10 ,PROGRAMS DAY AND SEPTEMBER SHARE SETS IN I TOP COMPETING PROGRAM
AND TYPE STATION DISTRIB. TIME RATING (•/<>) USE | PROGRAM STA. RATING

BOSTON Approx, Set Coanr-^-1,200,000 Stations—-WBZ (4), WNAC (7)

1. Range Rider (W) . . . WBZ... .... ... CBS ;

.

.Sun. 7:00-7:30 . ... . .

.

..27.4...... ... 82. .. ., 33;5 U. S. Steel Hour 3.

Boston Biackie (Adv).

.

WNAC. . . . Ziv Fri. 10:30-11:00 .27.4,. , . . . ... 64 . 43 2 Greatest Fighters . . . .

.

. . . . .WBZ . .15.

3. Life With Elizabeth (Com) .

.

WBZ. . . . Guild

.

. . Tues. 8:00-8:30 . 24.1... . 52... ... 46.6 The Goldbergs . .WNAC . .21.

4. I Lied Three Lives (Dr).. WNAC .

.

... Ziv . . Mon, 7:00-7:30 . .23.4 . . , . .

.

... 87....... .. 26.9 Political .....WBZ , ;,o.

Nightly. Newsletter * . . . . WBZ •4,

5. Superman Adv) WNAC....... . . . Flamingo ...Fri; 6:30-7:00 : 23.2 , 90 . 25.8 News—V. Best ...... 3,

Royal Playhouse ...... 1

6-i City Detective (Myst) WBZ. ...... ...MCA ;.... .... .Tues. 10:30-11:00 . 21.0 . . . . .

.

. . , 58. 36.5 Mr. District Attorney ,

.

WNAC, . ,15.

7. Ellery Queen (Myst). WNAC. .:TPA. Sun, 10:30-11:00 ..... . .15.7 52 . . .

.

30.3 Justice .....WBZ . .14.

8. Mr. District Attorney (Myst) WNAC . . . Ziv Tues. 10:30-11:00 ... . . 15.5 . . . .
.-.

. . . 43 36.5 City Detective WBZ , .21.

8. Life' Witli. Elizabeth (Com) WBZ. .. . Guild. ... . . . ... Fri. 8:00-8:30 ........ ..14.5..,.., ..... 23.. 62.2 Mama ....... ,.47.

Liberace (Mils) WBZ. . . .... .

;

. Guild. . / Sun. 3:00-3:30 .14.5...... ... 93.. 1.... 15.6 Your TV Theatre,.... . . . .

.

WNAC 0.

Political; Feature Film ..... WNAC 1.

CLEVELAND Approx. Set Count—1 ,100,000 Stations--WNBK (3), WEWS (.S'), WXEL (8)

1. Liberace (Mus) . WJEWS . .

.

. . Guild .

.

Wed. 9:00-9:30 ....... .35.6 61 ..... 58.5 Strike It Rich. ....... . .

,

WXEL 21

2. I Led Three Lives (Dr) .

.

WEWS, .

.

Fri. 10:30-11:00 .211 35....... ... 60.5 Baseball , . . . WXEL . . . .3'

3; Foreign Intrigue (Adv) .

.

WEWS. ... Suri .10:00-10:30 ...... .18.7 ...... .. 35. . . . . . . .

.

54.1 Loretta Young . . .WNBK ...2:

4. Mr. District Attorney (Myst) WEW.S

.

Ziv Tues. 10:00^10:30 . , . .

.

.18.0 . ..... . .

.

35...... 51.0 Truth or Consequences.. . . . WNBK ... - .1

5. Badge 714 (Myst).... WNBK, .

.

...... NBC;. Fri. 7:00-7:3Q .17.0. . . .....

.

84. . . 20.2 Captain Video

News Parade ...

. . .WXEL

. . . WXEL
4

6. Superman (Adv) WNBK.-., .Mon. 6:00-6:30 . 15.8 80 . ... 19.7 Dinner Platter . . . . ..WEWS <

7. Range Rider (W) . ........ , WEWS

.

.

.

.... CBS . Sun. 7:00-7:30 .14.2......... 45. . 31.3 You Asked for It. . . . . . .

.

. ..WXEL .......

.

1 -

8. Annie Oakley (W): WNBK. .

.

. . . CBS. Sat. 6:30-7:00 ,13.2.. ; 32 . .

,

41.9 Baseball WXEL . .
.
,2»

9. Favorite Story (Dr) . WNBK . .

.

Mon. 10:30-11:00 ....

.

. 13.1 , , 30. .. 43.5 Summer Theatre. :« . WEWS .... 11

10. Death Valley Days (W) ... .

.

WEWS . .

.

Thurs. 10:30-11:00 . . , . .12.5. 29... ... . .. 43.7 Lux Video Theatre. ...... . . . WNBK . . -

SAN FRANCISCO Approx. Set Coimf—820,000 Stations—KRON (4), KPIX (5), KGO (7), KOVR (13)

ATLANTA Approx, Set Count—840,000
1. Superman (Adv) - . . WSB

. . . . Flamingo ...... . .

,

Wed. 7:00-7:30 ,

%. Racket Squad (Adv) ..... WSB , , ABC . Sun, 10:00-10:30
L Boston Biackie (Myst) WLW-A Ziv Wed. 8:00-8:30
4. Kit Carson (W) . WLW-A MCA. ...... . , . .

.

Sun. 5:00-5:30
5. Badge 714 (Myst) . . . . .... WLW-A ........ NBC .... Wed. 8:30-0:00
6. Mr. District Attorney (Myst) WSB . .......... Ziv . .Fit 7:00-7:30
7. Annie Oakley (W). . ,

.

WSB CBS Sat. 6:00-6:30
Liberace (Mus) WLW-A. . . ....; Guild . . . . Mon. 7:00-7:30

0. Wild Bill Hickok (W) . . ; WSB Flamingo. ...... . .

.

Sat. 5:30-6:00
10. Favorite Story (Dr). . . . WAGA. .... Ziv. . . .... Sun- 10:00-10:30

Stations—WSB (2), WAGA (5), WLW-A (11)

.34.3... 55..... 62.5 Godfrey & Friends .

.

...» •• i ,WAGA i. ..1. 25,6

.23/6 60 39.1 My Favorite Story.

;

12.2

31. 71.6 Kraft TV Theatre.;. , . .26.9

;21.6, .

.

70;.;.. 30.7 Meet the Press

.

. .

.

. 6.9

.20.4. ; ... 28...... 73.1 Kraft TV Theatre. .

.

.......WSB . ... .27.4

53.. 28.3 Ozzie & Harriet ..WLW-A 9.1

i < l, '* 4 4 1 « • • A • 53 . . . . 28.5 NCAA Football .WLW-A , . .10,3

.15.1. ... . . .

.

36 . 424 Burns & Allen . i4.3

.14.9. ........ 53.,,...... 28.3 NCAA Football WLW-A . 10.5

.12.2..*. ...... 31 30.1 Racket Squad ...... ....23.6
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RERUN PIE: TOO MANY SLICES

»• For the first time, a telefilm syndication house , finds itself in
the position' of having to. turn down top national and regional
sponsors bidding for a show simply because the program is virtually
sold out. Firm is Guild Films, and the program is “Liborace,”
which via its 217-station lineup is now available in only about

dozen markets, all of them small ones. There are some 255
television markets on the air today, but only about 225-230 of
them; can be sold for syndication because of the overlap problem.
Those last dozen aren’t represented in the “Liberace” lineup
because of size, their UHF situation, etc.
Only .thing -Guild has left .to sell on the show are -about five

bo-sponsorship or alternate-week sponsorship availabilities in scat-
tered; markets. In some markets, the series has been sold to
sponsors for several months but isn’t on the air because the key
stations haven't been able to clear time for it.

. % ,

First telefilm production deal-f
with - the Japanese* under which I

a Tokyo-based firm will supply a
film series for American television,

was worked out in New York last

week by Television Corp. of Japan
and Flamingo Films. Under a five-

year deal which involves exchange,
of programs as well as new prodr
uct, TCJ will supply a. series of
52 quarter-hour fully animated car-
toons to Flamingo, for American
tele distribution.

Deal not only marks, the first

time the Japanese will produce
film for American television con-
sumption, but also marks the first

cartoon series produced directly
for television to be offered for syn-
dication. Under the terms of the
production ^ deal, TCJ’s animators,
who employ a Disney-type tech-
nique, will do the animation and
filming in. Tokyo, with Flamingo
supplying story format and sound-
track in N. Y. Japanese, incidental-
ly, will supply their own sound-
tracks for local consumption.

Total cost of the films, in which
Flamingo and TCJ ate partnered,
comes .to $1,500,000, all of which
Will be forwarded in dollars to
Japan: Agreement, under which
Flamingo has named TCJ its sell-

ing agent in Japan for its own
product, runs five

,
years with op-

tions to cancel at the end of three,
and Calls for an annual expenditure
by Flamingo in subsequent years
of at least $1,000,000. Films, in-

cidentally, will have central
character and a continuity cur-*

rently being worked out by Fla-
mingo. They’re being done in 35m
Eastman color, with delivery of the.

first films slated .for April 15 and
a September release date assigned.
Flamingo is working out details)

under which the cartoons would be
distributed theatrically outside the
U. S. and Japan.
Deal was negotiated by Fla-

mingo’s Sy Weintraub and .TCJ’s

(Continued on page 38)

On Inside Story’
*

Charles E. Skinner Productions,
N. Y. telefilm outfit headed, by one-
time “Big Story" director-adapter
Skinner, has begun shooting on a
new detective series titled “Inside
Story.” Scripts of the new series
are based on files of such various
groups as the American .Medical
Assn., the Better Business Bureaus
and leading; detective agencies and
governmental bureau^, but the ac-
cent on the show is away from
violence with emphasis on detec-
tion and investigation,

Skinner has already completed
three half-hours, shooting in N. Y.,

and has begun production on two
tnore. He’s dickering a national
deal on the series, but will put
them into syndication if no net-
work deal jells.

. Skinner himself
is producing-directlrig the films,
With Allan Sloane having scripted
the first three. Skinner Produc-
tions, a four-year-old firm,, has been
concentrating largely in the field
of industrial films in the past, but
has turned out two vidfilms for
the Freedoms Foundation and put
“Greatest Story Ever Told" on
celluloid a couple of years ago.

Hollywood, Oct.. 19.

Frank Tuttle has been picked as
director of Alan Ladd’s initial tele-
film, to be made this week for the
GE series,

.
Vidpictiire will be shot under the

banner oif Ladd’s own Jaguar Pro-
ductions. Russell Hughes scripted,
and John Seitz is cameraman,

Cugat’s Tinted

MCA-TV is planning a series of
39 half hours starring Xavier
Cugat as the firm’s first "tint proj-
ect. Contract details between the
bandleader and MCA are being
Worked out now, with Cugat al-
ready on the Coast to make a pilot
for the series on Saturday (23).

Considering the Guy Lombardo
series, the Cugat tinter will com-
prise the second musical skein on
MCA distribution fosters. Com-
pany execs don't figure the maes-
tros offer sufficiently the same
brand of tooting to be intra-mural
competition. As “complimentary”
properties, it Was suggested unof-
ficially that the. two vidpixers
might even be sold as alternate
Week slottings.

Lensing on Cugat will be done
at the Republic Studios in Holly-
wood.

70G Residual Payments

On Terry,’ ‘Hero' Reruns
Official Films has just completed

residual payments to actors, writ-

ers and directors ' of ’an estimated
$70,000 on tWo of its series which
have reached third and fourth run
status. Payments . for reruns
oil “My Hero” and “Terry arid the
Pirates," with former accounting-
for about 47,000 and the latter for
$23,000,
.“Hero" ran. .network initially,

with Official now having sold it

in rerun, While; “Terry” initially
was national spot for Canada Dry,
with that already in rerun too,
Payments wCre iriade' in accordance
with- the Screen

;
Actors Guild,

Screen Directors -Guild and Screen

.

Writers Guild . repayment contract
clauses.

WCBS-TV’s Pix Curtsy
Paraphrasing a tune from “Ok-

lahoma," WCBS-TV iff singing

“The Exhibitor and the Telecmster

Must Be Friends,’* CBS’ New
York flagship has delayed “first

N, Y. telecast*’ of “Runaway Bus"
to permit its opening and runoff
at the Trans-Lux Normandie. Lat-
ter will 'give “Bus” its U. S.

preem ride late this month.
Station’s curtsy to the Gotham

art house was made by request
Of the pic’s distributor, Americari-
British TV. Movies.

^y DAVE KAUFMAN
Hollywood, Oct 19.

Most vivid illustration of the
grosses to ; be garnered in the tele-

film refuii market is Frank Wis-
bar's “Fireside Theatre,” topgross-.
ing series in the industry. .“Fire-

side," now in its sixth year of pro-,

duction, .has grossed $2,350,000.
from five years’ product which had
initial production outlay of ap-
proximately $3,500,000,

That makes a rich rerun pie

with lots of whipped cream but
there’s a digestive hitch to it all.

By the" time the distributors get
their heavy cut of the pie, only
one-half or less is left for the pro-
ducer. But the producer in this

instance, Wisbar, ' making .the

telefilms for Procter & Gamle on a
participation basis. So P&G winds
up with less than half the pie, giv-

ing a slice of it to Wisbar. The end
is not in sight, however, with more
’‘Firesides’’ continually going into

the reissue market.

However, weil-inforhied pro-
ducers feel the lush days of rerun
grosses are approaching tjyeir end.
They base this on a conviction that
the advent of color and magnetic,
tape will revolutionize many of to-

day’s methods of production and
distribution. Producers estimate
both rieyr technological advances
will be here on a commercially
feasible basis in from two to three
years for tv pix, and consequently
advise prospective telefilm finan-

ciers to consider carefully these
potentials in any iongrange invest-
ment.
The way some producers look at

it, they’ve spent the last few years
coming out of the economic wilder-
ness,. only to find themselves con-
fronted with the electronics revo-
lution now taking place, and you
detect a certain amount of frustra-
tion iia their analysis of the situa-
tion. One of the iriore successful
producers commented wryly; “You
can make a lice living, you “can put
money in the bank, but you’ll never
get rich in televisiom"

“Fireside" figures point up one
of the reasons producers aren’t
happy despite the fantastic grosses
being accumulated in reruns. They
feel distribution costs today ‘are
enormous, and that ways and
means should be found to reduce
them to a “bearable" level.

Syridication the Answfer?

Syndication holds many answers,
especially of the syndicator-distrib-
utor finances his own shows, it’s

felt. One producer observed: “TV
film production is a Iongrange in-
vestment and as such definitely not
bad. But half-hour shows, costing
more than $25,000 ana not closely
covered by sponsors’ (irstrun pay-
ment, enter, the danger zone by
delaying the period of recoupment
too long and the mounting interest
on the capital will eat up the prof-
its.”

:

Breakdown of the ‘‘Fireside” pic-
ture reveals 'they were , begun in

1949, with Wisbar,./ producing* 40
15-min. vidfilms for Gordon LeVoy,
under, the aegis of General Televi-
sion Enterprises; Next season
Wisbar made the series for Bing

(Continued .on* page 38)

O’Shea Exits MPTV For

Own Legit Flackery
Mike O’Shea has resigned as ria:

tional publicity director of Motion
Pictures for Television in order to
reopen his own legit flackery; He
exits MPTV Nov, 15, after winding
a trip to the Coast on which he
left yesterday (Tues.). O’Shea,
who’s a member of the Assn, of
Theatrical Press Agents & Man-
agers, is set to handle two incom-
ing Broadway shows as his first ac-

counts, and there’s the possibility

he may handle upcoming MPTV
telefilm series on a freelance basis,

O’Shea joined MPTV last Octo-
ber, when the firm’s syndication
arm was formed. His duties will

be taken over by promotion-adver-
tising chief Guy Cunningham*

Gilded Guild
- There’s a wide-open battle

between two banks in Cleve-

land, with television the battle-

ground and Guild Films .placed
right in the middle. The banks
are the Society for Savings and
the Cleveland National Bank.

- Former has been sponsoring
“Liberace” for some months,
now, and the latter, wishing to

get into the television act, re-

cently bought the “Florian Za-
bach Show" as a competitive
entry.. Both are Guild shows..

Real gainer is WEWS-TV,
which carries both programs.

Aussie Market's

. ^
Within the last month the Aus-

tralian government announced al-

location of television channels in

several of its . major Cities, and

it's expected that most of them,
includirig the three in Melbourne
and the like number in Sydney;
will be airwise in the. next 18
months. Paul Talbot, boss of Fre-
mantle Overseas Radi and Tele-
vision, who just returned from a
world tour Which included the Ari-

zac empire, said it should be a
major foreign market for American
vidpix distributors, much better
than England;, as a matter pf fact.

To prove the “natural" status of
Australia for vidpix distribs, Tal-
bot cited several reasons: (1) All
along, Aussies have found Amer-
ican product popular. (Fremantle
alone has 14 radio shows of Amer-
ican vintage placed

,
there, and

some, such as “Superman" and
“You Are There," he contends are
high ranking) ; ; (2) there is no
large supply of indigenous talent/
so the Anzacs; might readily turn
to the U S. for shows. The English,
for example, have a well-establish-

ed motion pic and legitimate thea-
tre industries, while Australia
shows her only real strength.—and
that’s relative—in radio; (3) aside
from the important fact that Aus-
tralia is an English-language coun-
try, there is “tremendous" interest
in the advent of video, practically
assuring a Solid market for decent
product, and (5) there is the chief
city of Sydney (2,000,000 popula-
tion) whose blue laws close all

theatres, bars and sports arenas
on Sunday, leaving room at pres-

ent for broadcast entertainment
alone,

Talbot disclosed that his own or-

ganization will speiid nearly $i,-

000,000 for vidpix to use ini Aus-
tralia. The FORTY; topper is Ameri-

( Continued on page .38)

Syndication Likely On

Richard Arlen/Alarm’
There’s a good- chance, that

“Alarm," Roland Bleed Productions’
series about .firefighters .with itich-

ard Arlen starring,
rmay g6 into

syndication next spring; According
to Guy Thayer Jr., Reed v.p. now
in N. Y. on business, the firm will

continue to pitch for a national
sale through the January and April
sales cycles, but if none is forth-

coming by then, will proceed on
production for syndication.

Distribution would probably be
handled by United Television Pro-
grams, which already has Reed’s
“Rocky Jones" and "Waterfront” in

the syndication field. So far there’s

only a pilot on “Alarm,” with the

Reed organization and Halsey Bar-
rett in N. Y. handling the sales ef-

fort, Thayer and. Arlen, inci-

dentally/ go to Houston next week
to screen the pilot for the Fire

Chiefs’ convention there.

f Telefilm stocks— at least the

shares of the two companies which
have floated public issues—have

more than doubled over a three-

week period. Along with this vast

increase in the companies’ worth,

has come a tremendous
in Wall Street interest the
fledgling syndication business, arid
conversely, an. extreme finance-:

consciousness on the part of syn-
dicators.

Two stocks involved are Guild
Films' and Official Films, with
the former almost doubling its

market price in the short period
of three Weeks: since it hit the
market, and the latter’s shares,
idle; in rice and activity for
nearly four years, suddenly shoot-
ing, to more than double, its value
i the same, period. Guild was
floated at $4 a share; by the week-
^pd closing it Was $7.62 per share.
Total market value *of the 250,000-
share issue, has jumped from
$1,000,000 to $1,900,000.

Official’s stock . issue, floated
four years ago when the firm was.
organized, at a much higher fig-

ure had fallen, sharply arid re-
mained at about 85c a share for
the past couple of years. Three
weeks ago, the firm issued iti

financial report; showing a start-
ling net profit of $317,000. Price
jumped to, $2 a share within
Week and a half, and has re-
mained at about that level.

Chiefly responsible for the
more-than-riierited interest and up-,

beat are a number of factors.
First, the syndication business has
that “brand-new” stamp, and this,

along with the glamor of being
another “television baby,’,’ has ex-
cited interest. Secondly, there are
only the two companies in th
field with public issues, which ac-
counts for the fact that the Guild
issue was no less than eight times
oversubscribed by the time it hit
the market. Thirdly, they are
among the few firms which have
shown a profit at this stage, of
the. game,

There’s little question that the
oversubscription of the Guild is-

sue not. only served to shoot its

price upward but that some of the
interest spilled over into Offi-

cial’s lap. This,; plus the fact that
the latter’s net profits had
creased by 400% over the previ-

ous year, zoomed, its stock up-
ward too.

United Television Programs has
begun its renewal carnnaign on
“Waterfront” with the inking of

four regional bankrollers for * sec-

ond year. It’s the first time. UTP
has gone into a second year on any
of its syndicated properties ( with
the exception of the “Big Town”
reruns, which- a network pro-
position). New cycle of 26 to fol-

low the 39 already produced by
Roland Reed productions goes be-

fore the cameras Nov. 4.

Big renewal is Standard Oil of

California, which is picking it Up
in seven western states: Standard
was the. first bankroller pacted for

the Preston Foster series when it

was still in the pilot stage over
a year ago. Stroh Brewing has
renewed in Detroit and four Michi-

gan markets; Falls City brewing
will bankroll in Kentucky and In-

diana arid Peyton Packing will go
it again in Texas.

Irving, Hiecke Upped,
Hollywood, Oct. 19;

Revue Productions has upped
Richard Irving and Carl Hiecke to

v. p. status.

Irving for past three years has
been director and associate pro-

ducer for the vidfilmery, white
Hiecke, with Revue over two years,

is production manager.
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THIS PROMOTION HAS EVERYTHING!

EXCITEMENT. » • » prolonged for o 21 -week period, leading up to a
" grand contest climax,

ACTION. • , » • every week a 'new contest, with everyone in your

' market eligible.

SIMPLICITY . « • • no captions to read I no box tops to handle I no

slogans to judge . . . Our master plan makes it as

easy as a-b-c.

REWARD the greatest audience ever "Pied-Piper'd” into a

station. Brings you . . . keeps for you . . . more

national, regional and local sponsors than you've

ever had before.

PRESTIGE . • / « • solidifies present billings with powerhouse merchant

I

' dising plan... puts you in direct contact with huge

national advertisers.

get nm mm or mi io «im<m cummers who win be
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SHERLOCK HOLMES
With Ronald Howard, H. Marion

Crawford, Archie Duncan, others

Producer: Sheldon Reynolds.
Director: jack Gage
Writer: Reynods
39 half-hoiirs ^
Distrib: MPTV-UM&M
Motion Pictures for Television

and its new distribution outlet,

IJM&M, have what seems like a

sure syndication winner in this

iiew telepix translation of Sherlock
Holmes. Sheldon (“Foreign In-

trigue”) Reynolds has avoided the

customary cliches that seem in-

evitable i any treatment of the

Sir Arthur Conan Doyle stories

and instead has concentrated on
straight detection work that brings

the. fascination back to watching

Holmes solve a, case..

First' of the series, the “Cunning-

ham Murder,” suffers only by its

simplicity. Of course, it’s some-,

thing of an introductory pic, show-

ing Holmes and Dr. Watson meet-

ing, but solution of the crime

wasn’t quite as elaborate as most

Holmes gtories are. There was the

usual proportion of deductions

about people’s occupations, etc,,

and this somewhat made up for

the plot itself.

Reynolds, who wrote as well as

produced the initialler, has cast

the series well; Ronald Howard
(son of the late Leslie) makes an

excellent Holmes. He’s got the

lean features one expects in the

role, plus a commanding voice and
an alert countenance.* AJid bless

him, he doesn’t overplay, H. Mar-

ion Crawford is something new in

a Dr. Watson, a commonplace type

but by no means a buffoon. Archie

Duncan is good , as the blustering

inspector Lestrade. .

Jack Gage, who directed the

preem, keeps things moving quick-

ly and the other production values

are excellent, all the way from cos-

tumes and. sets (interior and ex-

terior) to Claude Durant’s rnus.c.

Those three years of shooting

“Foreign Intrigue” have made^ a

topnotch producer out of Reynolds.

—he can dress up a show with

style, distinction and pace.
J

; Chan.

SECRET FILE U.S.A.

With Robert . Alda, Frank Gallop,

narrator; others

Producer: Official- Films
Director: Arthur Dreifuss

39 half-hours
Distrib: Official Films

_

WARD, N. Y., has picked up Off i-

cial Films’ “Secret File U.S.A.”Tor

airing Friday nights from 8-8:30

p.ffi. Preem entry, was carried by

the DuMont flagship last .Friday

(15). Half-hour segments will need

more of a punch than iVas dis-

played by opener to sustain, audi-

ence interest, Initialer impressed

as being a blueprint of a plot rath-

er than a story with substance.

Weak scripting and stock charac-

ters left program practically id

of any suspense.
.

Also putting a. damper on show
were the untimely . break-ins l'or

Anheuser-Busch, brewery firm

sponsoring the series over WABD.
Plugs were spotted with little re-

gard for program’s continuity^

A semi-documentary of the cloak-

and-dagger variety, “Secret File”

has Robert Alda, in the guise of an

army intelligence major, as pivot

.

character. Weekly episodes reyolve

around his experiences, with first

entry devoted to a period during
World-War II when, disguised as

a ’German officer, he infiltrated

into enemy territory to get the lo-

cation of a secret bacteriological

plant for eventual destruction by

tli6 ; Allies.

There was no doubt the mission

would prove successful despite the

presence of such stereotypes as a

smooth Gestapo agent, a treacher-

ous fraulein and a scientist afraid

to buck the Nazis because of fear

of reprisals on his .
family, Alda’s

part is also run-of-the-mill, with
the performer handling it as best

as possible. Other cast members
do as well as they .can, considering
the scripting obstacles.

Direction, camerawork and other
technical contributions are routine.

Jess.

ing contests car deal Peter DeMet
sponsors* live on the Chi NBC-TV
station.
Using the same three camera

Setup as on the for-real telecasts,
the film treatment does an excel-
ten job capturing the spontaneous
flavor of the head-and-head games
between a brace1 of name pro
bowlers. Despite the fact that it’s

a canned show, - there’s no doubt
left in the viewers’ mind that this
is an actual Contest and not merely
an exhibition. It was plainly obvi-
ous. on the footage viewed that
bowlers Buddy Bomar and Robby
Robinson were rolling for keeps
and the $200 bucks handed the
winner of the three games, plus
the $25 for each individual game.
Winner comes back the following
week for another crack- at the;
swag.
Combination of slickTensing, Joe

Wilson's enthusiastic commentary
and the excitement generated by
the man-to-man competition make
this, a .good bet for the sports elk
entele. Only handicap is the reel’s
60-minute span which undoubtedly
runs afoul of limited time availi-
bilities in some markets.

Dave.

CHAMPIONSHIP BOWLING
With Joe Wilson
Producer: Peter DeMet
Director: Paul Robinson
30 one-hour shows
Distributor: Walter Schwimmer

Here’s a case of a bankroller so

pleased with the rating results of a
sports show as a live entry on
WNBQ, Chicago, that he set up a
packaging adjunct to put the show
on celluloid for national syndica-
tion. Film version is practically an
exact carbon on the weekly bowl-

500G FLA. STUDIOS

ACQUIRED FOR VIDPIX
Martin Jones* . Henry Olmsted

and Gordon Knox .last week ac-

quired the new Thomas Casey
film studios in Winter Park, Fla,,

for use in the production, of . tv

commercials and programs. Stu-

dios, just outside of Orlando, will

be used by the trio as a branch of
Princeton Film Center, of which
all three are directors and Knox
is president, and of Olmsted:
Sound Studios ( which recently in-

stalled film equipment). Prince-
ton is headquartered in Princeton,
N. J.; Olmsted is in N. Y.

New studios, which cost $500,-
000 to build, contain two sound-
stages, 45x60 feet and 55x60, with
each stage set up to handle four;
to six sets simultaneously. OuU
door facilities, according to Knox,
are similar to those available to
the Coast studios.

Ted Beil to Schwimmer

As Sales Head in N. Y.
Chicago, Oct. 19.

;Tel Beil, ex-National Telefilm

Assocs. salsman, has been appoint

ed eastern sales manager for Wal-
ter Schwimmer productions. Chi-
based radio-tv packager and tv film
distributor. Beil will headquarter
in /New York and will work the
eastern seaboard from Maine to
Florida,

Schwimmer is handling the: syn-
dication of Eddy. Arnold’s new tele-
pix Series, currently being iensed
at Kiing Studios here.

Flamingo
Continued from pace 35

John Tanaka, who left for Japan
last week to start production. TCJ
is a production outfit whose board
of directors includes Japan’s top
industrialists, with the Mitsui bank-
ing interests also involved. Firm
has been in. production for some
time . for Japanese television,

. and:
the "deal was consummated on the
basis of the animation work Tan-
aka brought over with him. Deal
is looked, upon with favor by both
the U. S. and Japanese govern-
ments, since it brings • American
dollars into Japan and is regarded
as -a goodwill gesture.
Flamingo has already shown TCJ

samples to. a number of. national,
sponsors

.
and has reported favor-

able reaction; Series, episodes of
Which are; self-contained; would be
offered initially a program
basis, for full sponsorship and-
slanted toward early-evening fam-
ily audiences. Later, in syndica-
tion and rerun, they’d be Offered
on a library basis to stations.

* Deal calls for Flamingo to hand
over to TCJ its “Superman,” “Top
Secret,” “TV’s Baseball Hall of
Fame,” “Flamingo Theatre” and
“Tele-Comics” series for sale to
Japanese television stations. Deal
would be a joint one, where Fla-
mingo. arid TCJ would participate
in the revenues from Japanese
sales. Future Flamingo product
would be handled in Japan by TCJ,
while there’s the possibility that
the latter would produce addi-
tional Series for Flamingo. Latter’s
Jim Harris is exec producer of the
cartoon series. *

Aussie Market
Continued from pace 35

can; director of the Macquarie-
Artrarisa- setup in Australia. Along
with the Major network and the
grivernment hookup, it virtually
controls all of the country’s radio.
Talbot likened Macquarie to a U.S.
network and Artransa’to a network
film syndication unit.

In addition to the total of six
video outlets in Sydney arid Mel-
bourne, towris like Canberra, New-
castle, Rockhampton,. Hobart, Bris-
bane, Perth and Adelaide will have
at least art outlet apiece within the
next year and a half,; Talbot said.

He figures that Major, Macquarie,
arid the government will each have
a station both in Sydney and Mel-
bourne.
The aforementioned markets rep-

resent about 6,300,000 people or
70% of

. Australia’s population.
Since therer are no plans he knows
of for a microwave relay or . co-

axial cable, Talbot said that a net-
work “seems impractical” for the
time being.. The radio Webs them-
selves: haye until ..recently been
rii o s t l y “from the transcription
can,”

Government-controlled radio —
and he projected, it to video-^-deal
mostly in education, culture and
“light entertainment.” This, how-
ever, cannot be construed as any-
thing but direct competition for
the cqmriiercial radio-ty operators.

IMMEDIATE DISASTER
(Vitapix Theatre!

'“Immediate Disaster” shapes up
as the best feature yet seen in the

package of “tailormade for tv” fea-
ture-Tength films, shot by Princess
Pictures overseas for video' re-
lease through Vitapix. It’s an adult
science-fiction yarn,, done with a
good deal of mature thought and a
lot iririre professionalism than
shown in others' in the Princess
group. This might have done well
in theatrical release.

Offbeat nature of the yarii lies
in the fact that the invaders from
another planet are not only
friendly, blit are quite human in
appearance and welL advanced in
cultural and scientific achievement.
Helmut Pantine is the Venusian
who lands in the British country-
side in advance of: a party of top
statesirien. His mission is to ar-
range a meeting of the world’s top
leaders to arrange control meas-
ures in the development of nuclear
weapons. Reason is that each ex-
plosion moves the earth a little off
its orbit,' thus endangering the
other planets.

;

Greed of the British officials
almost results in the earth’s being
wiped out in the Britons’ efforts
to capture the incoming party from
Venus. Dantine* with the help of

Patricia Neal and her bureaucrat-
boyfriend," Derek Bond,

. prevent
the disaster, but Dantine,. whose
respiratory system is adjusted to
the earth’s atmosphere for only a
short period, dies in his effort to
spare the earth. ;

There are some loose ends 'in
this Hans Jacoby; screenplay* but
the story as a whole is a coherent
and plausible Miss Neal’s
presence in the story is a little

superfluous, as is the love inter-
lude between her and Dantine. And
at times the concenTbatirin on ex-
plaining the ' scieririlTt and cultural
advances of Venus tog the story
down. But there arev moments' of
suspense and interest \as well, and
overall it’s a skillful and well-
executed treatment with a mature
approach.

Burt Balaban, Princess prexy,
has directed this entry as well as
produced with Gene. Martel. Except
for yielding to the two temptations
—the love angle and the explaining—his megging carries the yarn at a
swift pace. Dantine is believable
as the visitor, Miss Neal quietly
competent and Bond convincing.
Supporting cast of English actors
is excellent. Film was shot at MGM
British Studios, and shows Tots
more production care and know-
how than others shot in G' v~, "riy.

Chan.

Bader to Atlantic
David A. Bader has joined Atlan-

tic Television Corp. as general
sales manager, succeeding Jacques
Kopfstein: ..Latter Nhas moved
river to Eliot Hyman’s 'Associated
Artists, where he’ll heriC up the
theatrical distribution art* of the
jtelefUm outfit,

Bader, who moves over from; a
similar post . at Commonwealth
Film & Television, as a motion pic-
ture veteran,, having served with
Universal,. ^Oth-Fox and Para-
mount. He’s a past president of,

the Assn, of Motion Picture Adver-
tisers and a former publicity di-
rector of the Motion Picture
Pioneers.

Rerun Pic
mSSSm Continued from page 35

Crosby Enterprises, and it went to

the half-hour length that year.

Total outlay for production the

first two years amounted to approx-

imately $1,000,000, of which P&G
paid slightly more thair half, the

Test of the load being carried by
the producing companies. To date,

product from, those two years has.

been distributed by United Televi-
sion Programs and ,CBS, and
grossed approximately $1,350,000,
of' which the distributor received
about half, leaving the producers
close to* $650,000. Producers re-

paid their financiers $500,000 and
after four years of distribution, are
in the black. But . those days
vidpix were made at lower budgets,
With participation deals for pro-
ducer* writers, director, camera-
men, ! etc., customary.

Summing up those two years,
producers only now will begirt to
earn net profits, with the shows
still: in distribution, and they'll re-
main on the market until and un-
less forced off by tint, and tape.

Since 1951, P&G took over “Fire-
side,” 'leaving actual production to
Wisbar. Approximately 120 vid-
films have gone to Ziv TV for dis-

tribution, but this year’s output is

being handled
,
by Screen. Gems.

JAy’s $1',00,000 Gross

. P&G’s outlay for the years 1951-
52-53 is approximately $2,500,000.
Best available estimates indicate
Ziv has grossed $1,000,000 on re-

runs of vidpix turned over to them
by Wisbar. Ziv gets a bit more
than hjilf of this, with the pro-
ducer - sponsor recouping about
20% of his original nut. For P&G
it’s a satisfactory arrangement,. re-
ducing the sponsor’s advertising
costs by 20%, and with distribution
of “Fireside” still strong, an au-
thentic estimate would be. that the
sponsor will . eventually recoup
close to 35% pn his original outlay.
P&G is riot in tv production to

make money, so it plows its rerun
coin back into the series, giving
Wisbar more coin for stories and
cast.

However, the picture would not
be as favorable for an indie pro-
ducer. Assuming a sponsor would
have paid for a firstrun series

about 70% of such $2,500,000 in-,

vestment, the indie producer would
be out $750,000 plus interest for
two years for a total of $850,000.
By this time he would have re-

couped about $500,000, leavirig him
in the red by $350,000 plus interest
for another three years, after
which he would be out of debt and
start counting net profits, Even
this is an optimistic picture, actu-
ally, because not many indies can
find angels who will pay 70% of
the production costs. . One such
indie turned down a network deal
just last week because sponsor
would only put up $8,000 per pic
for series budgeted at $20,000 per
pic.

To top it all off, the reruri pic is

further eaten into these, days by
actors, writers, directors .and pro-
ducers. When Wisbar first made
his series there were no tv pix
pacts with the various guilds, and
it’s highly doubtful whether ' the
same nets could be repeated these
days, With the pie sliced so many
more Ways.

4

Another important factor in th?
overall picture is that “Fireside,”
one of tv’s pioneers, has been a na-
tionally top-rated show for years,
thus its distributors have had a
strong selling point in peddling the
celluloid. 'The going’s much rough-
er for a series without a national
rep, and consequently the “Fire-

side” grosses undoubtedly are at

least in part due to the slow,
steady buildup of a network show

, over a five-year haul.

70 Stations in Bag,

Bonded Film Service

Sets Up Fourth Center
With 70 stations already sub-

scribing to Bonded TV Film Serv-
ice’s new consolidated . . shipping
plan and new stations being added
at the rate of three a day, Bonded
this week opened its fourth branch.
New shipping center is Dallas,
with tRree already in operation i

N. .Y., Los Angeles and Chicago.

Consolidated shipping plan op-
erates largely iq the cases where
stations pay shipping crisis on film

.

they use.. Plan ^provides sched-
uled bulk shipments from all dis-
tribs and agoncies to the sirigle

Stations* thereby cutting their
costs. Bonded* prexy Chester Ross
currently estimates that the ship-
ping plan has cut' the average subi
.scriber’s shipping expenses from
$5,000 to $3,000 a year.,

PAT CROWLEY’S *’
SERIES SET TO ROLL

.Mollywood, Qct: 19.

Pilot rolls in three or four weeks
on a new; situation comedy series,

“My Mart" Sing,” with former Para-
mount pactee Pat Crowley stairring.

.

NBCrTY'S Fred Wile and Tom
MeAyity okayed Miss Crowley for
the series, and are planning to pre-
sent it for national Sponsorship
during the casualty season in Janu-
•ary. "

, V;:

Paul Radiri of Ted : Ashley Asso-
ciates packaged the show. No pro-
ducer has been set.

By Sterling to Veepees
Sterling Television, upped tivo

executives to veepee posts this
week, Richard Carlton takes over
as vip. in charge of operations, and
Hal Tulchin as v.p. in charge of
production..

Carlton joined - Sterling in ’52 as
agency sales manager. Those duties
now .crime under the control of
sales Veep BernicecCpe. Tulchi ,

27 and the youngest Sterling board
member, tied up with: the company
in '51, artd until the promotion
was general manager.

Meanwhile,. Sterling completed
production of the first 13 “Music
For Everybody” half-hours starring
Sigmund Spaeth. Also dorte were
39 15-minute “Little Show” dramas. .

4+44> 4.4 » > » ».

;;
Vidpix Chatter

« 4 4 4 f»44444 Vi-HX
Associated Artists v.p. Keri Hy-

man off to the Co^ist oyer the week-
end to tee off a four-week sales
trip ... George F. Foley’s Gothic
Productions Wrapped up shooting
on a dozen commercials for Dodge’s
new 1955 line, with Rex Marshall
announcing; and Grant Advertis-
ing’s Donald Tompkins supervis-
ing. Foley himself flew to Jackson--
wille last week to

.
address the

Florida Lawyers Group on “TV and
the Law”. . .Ralph M. Evans, direc-v
tor, of Eastman Kodak’s Color
Technology Division, will address
the next luncheon meeting (Nov.
4) of the National Television Film
Council at the Warwick on “Seeing
Light and Color” ..A. C. Spark-
plug has signed Princeton .

Film
Center to film its “Big Town” com-
mercials, with Biid Palmer to do
the; narration over live-action and
aniriiati . . Arthritis &

' Rheuma-
tism Foundation completed six 20-

second. spots at V. J. Nola’s Stein-
way Hall studios, with Red Barber,
Candy Jones, Giselle MacKenzie,
Russell Amfs, Dennis James and
Jarie Pickens, featured . . . United
Television Programs Gotham veep
Aaron Beckwith and eastern sales

chief Tom McManus; returned from
Coast sales huddles over the week-
end . . Guild Films publicity top-
per Lriu Shainmark to Detroit last

Friday (15) to coordinate Guild
stars Frankie Laine and Connie
Haines’ 'appearance in the city’s

Community Chest kickoff drive.

, Hollywood, Oct. 19;

United Television Programs
bought “Leave.lt to Liz,” Claudette
Colbert pilot which failed to get

off the ground when star refused
to blurb the commercials for Toni,

which wanted to buy it. Rockhill
Productions sold the pilot to UTP..

Distribution company plans to

include “Liz” in one of its upcom-
ing anthology series, hasn’t yet de-

cided which one.
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How Dreyfus Rates Kern, R & tl. Youmans,
popyijyi song
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Within the past year three American musical shows have

reached the million-and-arhalf mark in sheet music sales.

This feat accomplished within a 10-year period is con-

sidered the fastest selling spree for commercial musicals

in Tin Pan Alley history.

The trio comprise Rodgers & Ham-
merstein’s “Oklahoma” (1943) and

“(South Pacific” (1949) and Irving

Berlin's “Annie Get Your Gun” (1946).

Not stopping there “Oklahoma” songs

are: expected to get into the 3,000,000.

mark within the next five years. May-
be sooner;
The Forties, which produced this

sock trio of hits, are considered the

bonanza years for U. S. musical shows,

but the current ’50s could well be-

come the Fabulous if predictions now
rampant along Sixth Avenue come '

through.
It’s that film version of Oklahoi now being made

on the Coast iii tlie new Todd-AO projection \yhich is ex-

pected to cue fresh multitudes all . over again to singing

“People Will Say We’re in. Love,” "Oh What a Beautiful

Morning,” et cetera. _ . .

It generally takes . a good 25 years or more of constant

plugging to put. a musical score, into the elite aura (over

11,000,000 copies) it’s, pointed out, but the. three winners

above have already become legendary in the music indus-

try. “South Pacific” made; it in less than five years’ tim

The show was produced in 1949.
. ..

Max Dreyfus, head of Chappell’s, dean of American

musical comedy publishers, declares: "What Rodgers &
Hammerstein have done is well nigh the impossible. Noth-

ing like it before.” Dreyfus is thinking of course collec-

tively of “Oklahoma,” “South Pacific,” “Carousel” and

“The King and I.” These are their winners with “Allegro”

and “Me arid Juliet” on the sidelines, though the latter’s

music continues to move nicely. ,

:

Right now “Oklahoma” and “South Pacific” _
tied In

commercial sales. When the former comes out in. screen

form sales are fully expected to zoom into. the. rarefied

outer spaces.

By ROBERT BARAL
other book shows, and film scores; “This Is the Army”
profits were turned over to the Army War Relief.

It’s a Broadway legend now that after “Annie Get Your
Gun” opened an acquaintance called the show “old-

fashioned,” to which Berlin replied: “Yes, it’s a real old-

fashioned smash.” Cole Porter paid high tribute to this

particular Berlin score because of the liberal supply of

songs which was. utilized. Porter also says he got: inspira-

tion from this musical outlay to apply the same abundance
of songs in his own “Kiss Me Kate.”

Metro’s filming of “Annie Get Your Gun” upped sales

anew, and now 20th-Century Fox is using “No Business
Like Show Business,” derived from the “Annie*’ show, as
the banner title of its major musical this- year. Ethel
Merman stars.

“As Thousands Cheer” is Berlin’s next-in-line sturdy
commercial show. “Easter Parade” is the big draw, of
course. Around 15,000 copies are sold yearly, His four
Music Box Revues were also rich with hits though .the

added numbers, “What'll I Do?” and “All Alone,” ex-
ceeded “Say It With Music” in popularity. Incidentally
Berlin himself prefers “Lady of the Evening” (second
edition) to all of his hits. Berlin’s output spans all periods
in show biz.

Dreyfus’ ‘Big” 7’
I

Others of the Golden ’20s I

Such other hits as “Irene” <1919) written by Harry

Tierney & Joe McCarthy and published by Feist; Vincent

Youmans’ “No No Nannette” (1924), published by Harms
and Jerome Kern’s “Show Boat” (1927), from .the" T. B,

Harms catalog, which Chappell’s owns—have also all sold

over the million-and-a-half copies, but it’s
.
taken years..

“Show Boat” has moved faster due to the fairly frequent

film revivals but sales at first were not exciting. About
“Irene”—mariy consider this show, first produced in 1919,

the official starter of the Golden Age of U. S', musicals

which is usually credited to the 20a.

“It’s interesting about ‘Oklahoma’,” Dreyfus says, “First

the demand was for the obvious; hits, then soon “The Sur-

rey With the Fringe on Top” took hold—then *-T Can ?t

Say No” and “Out Of My Dreams” emerged slowly. ,
Now

it’s “Many a New Day” which is the strong seller, also the;

title number. Now each One of the songs is in popular

demand.
“The same goes for ‘South. Pacific’ . :*Some Enchanted

Evening’ got first attention over here—in London, *A

Wonderful Guy’ and ‘I’m Gonna Wash That Man Right

Out of My Hair’ caught on first—'-but soon the entire score

was moving briskly. And it still is—on both sides of the

Atlantic. Remember this gem is only five years old!

“Now take ‘Carousel’—this is really my favorite. The
closest to real American folk opera there is around. ‘You’ll

Never Walk Alone’ is outselling all the other songs from
this production now. ‘The Carousel Waltz’ which opened
the show is also growing. Both ‘Carousel’ and ‘The King
and I’ are under the million mark in sales but there’s

plenty of life in them for a long, long time. Just think

what’s in store for us when these other Rodgers & Ham-
merstein shows reach the wide-screen. I repeat—What
this team has done is the impossible!”
“Oklahoma” and “South Pacific” are each selling at the

approximate rate of .50,000 per year. The initial rush on
these two shows Was during the first six to. eight months
of their selling campaigns. ‘Pacific’ demand Was terrific

at the start. They’ve both now simmered down to the
healthy 50,000 per annum.

Speaking of “Show Boat,” Dreyfus remarks: “Quite a
difference in the selling pace of this classic with the
Rodgers & Hammerstein shows. During . the late ’20s

when “Show Boat’ was produced (1927), the sales were
encouraging blit nothing exceptional. There was no radio
to? speak of, no disk jockeys, no original-cast albums,
no tv. But each single published number ha§ built stead-
ily with ‘Make Believe’ now outdistancing ‘OF Man River’

over the counters. The numerous: film versions (3) have
also kept ‘Show Boat’ prosperous,”

Ktrn and' Berlin’s Shows
I

But dwell on the creative ’20s especially to Dreyfus and
he’ll expand at length. Here’s some capsule comment on
the Big Seven:
Jerome Kerri: . more, hits than anyone. Simple

little German folk songs.”
greatest of the writing dubs.Rodgers & Hart:

Sparkle . . .

”

Vincent Youmans: “

Sigmund Romberg:
Cole Porter: “

. : .

Irving Berlin: “
. *

George Gershwi

. a great melodist. Natural
“

. . , the bulwark.”
sophisticated, unconventional , ,

the ace songwriter.”
. , now Here’s the man;”

With this last comment, the braintrust of Chappell’s
says: “I, personally, consider ‘Porgy & Bess’ the most
Valuable music copyright in the country. It's been im-
portant in all departments since the musical play was
first produced and now ‘Summertime’ is the leader—
75,000 copies sell yearly. This last revival which toured
the continent clearly demonstrates the power of this

Gershwin work. It’ll never die. Also don’t forget ‘Rhapsody
in Blue.’ There Was a lot more music stored up in Gersh-
win ...”
Dreyfus considers Gershwin unique in the music field

in that his work was not confined to Broadway musicals.
Concertos, rhapsodies, rhumbas were all part of his
talent along with the brilliance of his “Lady Be Good,”
“Tip Toes,” “Oh Kay,” “Of Thee I Sing” which set off
fireworks when first introduced.

The ‘Ace Songwriter’

It’s stressed that Jerome Kern has a good 15 commercial
shows to his credit. Some might say, it’s closer to 20 in

total. Anyway, it’s a record achievement for a single

composer. However outside of “Show Boat” none has
attained the over-a-million sales distinction. “Roberta”
is next to .“Show Boat” on the Kern list and may enter the
top rating category fairly soon.
Kern has more hits than anyone in the composing field,

It’s claimed. His hits start with “The Girl, from Utah”
("They Didn’t Believe Me”), through the Princess Theatre
productions (“Very Good Eddie,” “Oh Boy,” etc.) on to
“Sally,” “Sunny,” later group of musicals such as
“Sweet Adeline,” “Music in the Air,” “The Cat and the
Fiddle,” plus his filmusicals (“Swing Time,” “I Dream too
Much,” etc.). It’s very impressive. Over 250,000 copies of

these established Kern hits sell yearly.

“Annie Get Your Gun,” Irving Berlin’s entry in this

exclusive group, is easily his most, commercial musical to

date. And that covers quite a bit of territory considering
his musical comedy chores go back to the “Ziegfeld Follies
of 1911” (four interpolated numbers); up through “Watch
Your Step” (1914), “Stop Look Listen,” the “Ziegfeld
Tollies of 1919-20-27,” plus his four Music Box Revues*

By IRVING BERLIN
it
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Born just to live for a short space of time,
Often without any reason or rhyme,

Rated by -highbrows who call it a crime,
Loved by the masses who buy it;

Made by the fellows who stay up at night.

Sweating and fretting while getting it rights—
Publisher pleading with all of his might
With some performer to try it

Heard by the critic without any heart-*-

One of those fellows who picks it apart,

Cares for the finish, but don’t like the ' start

—

Makes many worthless suggestions;

Sold to the public—that is, if they’ll buy—

^

Sometimes the^ do, and the royalty’s higli-^

Most times the statement brings tears to your eye-

Take it without any questions.

Popular song, you will never be missed
Once your composer has ceased to exist.

While Chopin, Verdi, Beethoven and Liszt
* Live on. with each generation.

Still, though you die after having your sway,,.

To be forgotten the very next day,

A rose lives and dies ih the yery same way—
Let that be your consolation.

(Written in 1914 on the occasion of tlie beefsteak dirt-

iicr at Keen's Chophouse, 107 W. 44th St., N. Y . of the

United Songwriters of America, of which organization the
1

president was Stanley Miirphy; L ; Wolfe Gilbert, veepee;

George W. Meyer, secretary; Theodore A< Morse, treas-

urer. E. Bay Goetz chairmaned the United (for tonight

only) Songwriters (in name only ) of America (by taler-

dnae only) shindig—to quote the gag titlepage of the spe-

cial menu. Bert Grant, James V. . Monaco, Joseph McCar-

thy and Edgar Leslie were the dinner committee aides )

.

By GENE BUCK

Special notice is drawn to Irving ' Berlin. Dreyfus re-

peatedly calls him the ace songwriter. He considers the
others first of all composers—but Irving Berlin has that
magic flair for hypnotizing the man-on-the-street—that
'

,
musically speaking.
Cole Porter’s “Jubilee” was his most commercial show

(due. mostly to “Begin the Beguine” and “Just One of
Those Things”—he wrote another song with the same
latter title for “The New Yorkers”)—until “Kiss Me Kate”
and “Can Can” bowed in.

Romberg’s Operettas, according to Dreyfus, provide the
bulwark of the show sales. None is in the exalted
class, but are all steady sellers. His hardiest material
came out during the ’20s;

He lists other milestones—ranging from “Irene’’ to
“Oklahoma”— as follows: “Sally” (Kern); “Rose Marie”
(Friml); “The Student Pririce” (Romberg); “Good News”
(DeSylva, Brown & Henderson); “Lady Be Good” (Gersh-
win); “Of Thee I Sing” (Gershwin); “Scandals ot i926”
(DeSylva, Browri & Henderson); “Show Boat” (of course),
which accelerated the Americana urge, “The Band Wagon”
(Dietz & Schwartz), which revived the revue style Of
show; “Pal Joey” (Rodgers & Hart), which paved the way
for “Guys and Dolls”; “The Gay Divorcee” (Porter), with
the off-beat “Night and Day” classic; up to “Oklahoma.”
One might argue at length between the importance

of “Blossom, Time” and “The Student Prince,” both Rom-
berg shows. “Blossom Time” was first produced in Berlin
as “Das Drei Naeder Haus” (“Three Maiden’s House”)
with music by Heinrich Berte. It was later produced in
London as “Lilac Time” (not Jane Cowl’s). Romberg,
assisted by Dorothy Donnelly, did the American version
after Schubert’s music. “The Student Prince” which came
next, was solid Romberg—and no operetta after that
was complete unless the stage was filled with students,
niounties, rangers, tribesmen, cowboys, soldiers or sailors.

That’s why Dreyfus labels Romberg “the bulwark.”
Of all the Rodgers & Hart musicals “Pal Joey” stands

out as their most revolutionary (though some
,
prefer “On

Your Toes” because of “Slaughter On Tenth Avenue”)
—due to its realistic approach to life, love and pursuit.
“Guys and Dolls” (1950) later, tackled the same Broad-
way fauna.
The Youmans catalog is comparatively small but im-

portant. His naturalness with words & music lifted him
out of the ordinary. “No No Nannette” is his representa-
tive in the over-a-millipn group with “Hit the Deck” not
too distant. Metro has this last onC now in production
which will also do things again to “Sometimes I’m Happy”
and “Hallelujah.”
An interesting, sidelight is brought out in mentioning

the composers of this period who’ve died. It’s debatable
on Broadway about bringing out any music they left be-
hind^ Dreyfus is not keen about it. He feels the per-
sonality is missing and the songs never come to life.

He’s thinking of the Romberg music for the recent “The
Girl in Pink Tights” and the legend about Vincent You-
mans’ vast trunkload of unused tunes which are re-
ported stacked away somewhere.
So while the ’20s splashed with “Tea for Two,” “Ol*

Man River,” “Birth of the Blues,” “Varsity Drag”—the
’30s worked hard to inject some kind of sunshine into the
depression years. The Forties did a turnabout and be-
came. lustier and earthier, “Oklahoma” in 1943 proved
that.

Gene Buck

Prior to the formation of the Society in 1914, authors,

'composers and publishers in America received nothing

for the public performance of their works.

Victor Herbert, George Maxwell Raymond Hubbell,

Silvio Hein, Glen MacDonough, Gus-
tave Kerker, Louis A. Hirsch, Charles

K. Harris, Jay Witmark and a bril-

liant young attorney, Nathan Burkan,
decided to do something about it. And
it took a bit of doing.
They called" together writers and

publishers, explained the situation

and the necessity of. an organization

to protect their rights and secure
compensation, for their use. Numer-
ous meetings were held in the Lambs
Club, the Claridge Hotel, Luchow's,
a room furnished by John Golden i

the Fulton Theatre and a few rooms
on 45th Street.

I was among others who joined in the crusade. From
the attic of my memory I recall the

.
task that confronted:

us, and all we went through to establish what has be-

come the outstanding performance rights society in the

world today,

I sincerely believe without the unselfish devotion of

Herbert whose name, fame and personality outshone all

others in the musical field at that time, and Burkan’s

knowledge, skill and vision as an attorney to guide us, our
success would not have been possible. Burkan served

seven years without any remuneration.

Naturally the users of ' music resisted our. efforts with

every means at their command; The battle started in the

courts. Burkan led the fight. Our opponents were well

organized. After three years of legal conflict arid re-

verses, he carried it to the U.S. Supreme Court, Justice

Oliver Wendell Holmes decided in our favor in his famous
decision in the Herbert vs. Shanley case in ,1917.

In 1921 radio broadcasting was born. The first broad-

casting station was Westinghpuse’s KDKA, Pittsburgh, fol-

lowed by WEAF, owned by the Radio Corp. of America in

New York, L, Bamberger’s WOR in Newark, and other

stations throughout the country.
When we tried to collect from this new magic medium,

the broadcasters refused to take out a license. Our board
instructed Burkan to proceed with a suit. 'Action was
started against WOR and L, Bamberger’s department store

in Newark. Judge Lynch decided in our favor.

The broadcasting industry became organized. Inasmuch
as 75% of their programs consisted of music, they ap-

pealed to Congress to change the law. A long series of

hearings 'were held in Washington before the Senate and:

House. Victor Herbert, John Philip Sousa, Mrs. Ethelbert

Nevin, Nathan Burkan, E. C. Mills (our general manager,
an able, and articulate executive) and yours truly pre-

sented the Society’s case. Numerous outstanding writers

attended these hearings, and were introduced. It was the
first of many trips to Washington on behalf of the Society.

Actions were also started against us in several states of

the union. The late Louis D. Frohlich, E. C. Mills and I

appeared before the legislative committees,

In 1926 chain-broadcasting was inaugurated by NBC.
After long negotiations we reached an agreement with

the network’s president, Merlin Hall Aylesworth, known
to everyone as “Deac,” a colorful, dynamic executive and
the most outstanding figure broadcasting ever developed.

Aylesworth did for broadcasting what David Wark Griffith

did for pix in the pioneering days.

But as ih everything, the history of the Society has not

all been trouble. Since the early days I have seen the

membership .grow and watched with pride the develop-

ment of young talent. The Society, I feel, has forged

ahead in these past 40 years and will, I know, continue to

make great strides for the future.

For 17 years* I had the privilege of being at the helm of

this .great performing rights society, and I recall those

years with pride and affection.
"
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MUSIC IN THE MARKETPLACE

Words andMusic
The music-makers have expressed history in the form

of sounds. Their songs may convey memories, symbolize
an era or strike a responsive chord in the orchestra of

hearts, ife 'itself has a certain rhythm. The melodic magic
of Rodgers & Hammerstein has done much to enhance
that, tempo, as the tv tribute again certified . . . Their
fantaistic success story has a rather ironic inaugural.
About 11 years ago the Theatre Guild gave countless
private auditions in a desperate effort, to’ attract bank*
rollers for musical. When the show opened in New
Haven the production cost was not fully subscribed.
There were fears it Would never reach B’way. The neces-
sary funds were finally collected. It became the theatre’s

top bonanza: “Oklahoma!”

Critics often detect profound significance in a melody.
But a tune generally begins as ah experiment in sound.
It has its origin in a . simple, vagrant rhythm.. And its

success depends on infinite patience, laborious per-
sistence—rand good luck . . . Hoagy Carmichael was stroll-

ing across the moonlight-splashed campus at Indiana V.
.tohen a melody danced across his mind. He promptly
dashed to a piano and imprisoned the tune on paper. Siu
Gorrell (Hoagy’s roommate) named the melody "Star

•

dust.’’ Two years later Mitchell Parish composed the
wonderful poetry for the beautiful vibrations. The song,
however^ failed to attract popular acceptance for several
years:

One dawn, this colyumist heard a pianist tinkling the
melody in a Greenwich Village honky-tonk, He was imme-
diately enchanted. Fortunately, the colyumist could syn-
dicate his enthusiasm. It became his favorite song-^—and
d popular classic.

..Hoagy; incidentally, also clicked as a thespian. When
“The Best Years of Our Lives” was crowned: with an Oscar—producer Sam Goldwyn expressed his gratitude to the
cast . It included Goldwyn’s tribute to “Hugo Carmichael.”

The most memorable music encompasses th e substance
of all passion as Well as the throb of life’s pageantry,
Gershwin captured it with the sweep and grandeur of
“Rhapsody in Blue” . . . He explained : “This piece seemed
to. sweep through' my mind. It was the heart of America,
the feverishness of life, the musical welter of races, of
people, their joys and their emotions, their dissipations
and their exaltations’’ . , Although it seems incredible
in retrospect, Gershwin’s rhapsody made an indifferent
impression on.most music critics. One scorned it as “trite,

feeble and. conventional.

Gershwin composed “Rhapsody in Blue” in three weeks
—when he was only 25.

The fire of Gershwin’s genius has never been quenched.
His music represents the eternal light. And it is always-,

fascinating to discover the power of the original spark . .

,

Gershwin was brilliantly prolific. He once returned from
the tryout of a show and learned he left two notebooks
( containing 40 tunes) in a Wilmington hotel room. When
informed the book could not be located, Gershwin was
unperturbed. He wrote 40 hew melodies th following
week.

Nothing is as impenetrable as the mystery that makes
songs successful. The greatest composers have had num-
erous failures. Occasionally, a neophyte parents a tune
that captures the nation's imagination—arid ears . ... Each
composer’s work is motivated by a fundamental style.

George M. Cohan’s efforts were distinguished, by his gift,

for fine simplicity. He composed the rousing “Over
There” in a half-hour. When he was honored for writing
the great war song, Cohan modestly explained: “All I

wrote was a bugle call.”

I
.

— —
The story of Irving Berlin is an American story in the

grand tradition. The splendid ascendancy from poverty-
stricken childhood to international glory. You could al-

most write a. history of the past half-century with Berlin’s
melodic treasures.. He put national aspirations to music
as well as individual emotions. Many of his love songs
express his passion for freedom. The extraordinary record
of Irving Berlin’s success has been fully inscribed in maga-
zines, books and dailies. This sidelight isn’t so well known:
After a torrent of hits which poured across several decades
—^there was a period of years when the musical realm
was barren of a Berlin dandy. The Broadway gravedig-
gers were ready to entomb his career—convinced lie was
through. Berlin’s reply to th e calamity . declarations : toas

one of his prettiest ballads nd one of his biggest hits:

“Cheek to Cheek.”

The history of another popular classic began when Henry
Armstrong (a 17-year old lad)- composed an infectious
melody. He and a friend named Richard Gerard were
strolling down it New York street when they spotted a bill-

board reading: “Farewell* Appearance of Adelina Patti”
It inspired Gerard to write the lyrics for that grand har-
monizers “Sweet Adeline.”

: Since the age of; the tom-toms, mankind has expressed
his joy or misery in music. Harmony speaks an inter-

national language—-since it communicates with the emo-
tions. There are no national boundaries between hearts . .

,

Good and evil divide the course of humanity’s biography.
Some people echo the devil, while others sing with the
angels. Nevertheless, music has constantly offered man-
kind a common source of comfort and inspiration. These
are days of great anxieties and profound conflicts. But
the thunder of the H-bomb has not dimmed the charm of
a Rodgers & Hammerstein tune. It offers the reassurance
that after the clamor of wars and despotisms have sub-
sided—we will still hear the lilting rhythm of a love song.

Technological Progress Has Placed A
Great Responsibility (If Not a Great

Price) on Music Keyed to Sundry.

Electronic Merchandising Usages

Mr. inkelstein

By HERMAN FINKELSTEIN
(General Attorney, ASCAP)

Ever since the public first accepted the fact that one
who wishes to dance must pay the piper, the creator of

musical Works has had a right to expect a fair reward for

the pleasure, entertainment and relaxation resulting from
his expenditure 'of effort and energy.

The principle is the same as that

which recognizes the right of the

electric company to be paid for fur-!

nishing the power that operates a

-television set or a dishwashing mar
chine.
The copyright laws of the United

States require such payment to the
author if the' purpose of the perform-
ance is profit; if the profit element is

absent, the composer need not be
paid. For example, a concert in New
York’s Central Park given by band
of public spirited amateurs may play

copyrighted musical works gratis; but if the concert were
to take place in a hall, and an admission fee .were to be
charged, the purpose of the performance would be profit,

and the author should be paid. Even though no admis-
sion fee were charged, if the mtlsic furnished a back-

ground for the service Of food or beverages for which the

patrons were charged, the profit motive would be present,

and the author would be entitled to payment.

Of course, the vast bulk of all music is in the public

domain because jt was published more than 56 years ago.

No one need be paid for any performance of such works.
The result is that living writers must compete with a prod-

uct that is. as free as the air. To succeed, a model; writer

must be more than a mere artisan; he must, have a spark
of genius unless he controls a captive audience.

The idea of a captive audience did not. originate with
the introduction of music in buses. It was thought of by
the early Greek authors who invited their friends to din-

ner solely for the purpose of hearing a recital of a newly
created work in poetry or prose. If the major broad-
casters of the country or a given community today de-
cided to use their stations to introduce specific songs or
ideas, they would have a captive audience.

No such audience is available to the average writer or
publisher. His -song must have public appeal to win suc-
cess. That appeal today is largely through the medium
of broadcasting. But before that stage is reached, the
work must generally be recorded. So there are at least

two hurdles to overcome before a song is exposed to the
public.

Having talked about the Greeks and captive audiences,
let us disgress a little further. If an inhabitant of ancient
Greece were suddenly to come upon our scene, some
things would not seem surprising to him. Greek archi-

tecture is still with us; Greek art is immortalized in. Keats’
famous Ode to a Grecian Urn. There is also a particu-
larly striking parallel in the exploitation of literary and
musical works: the Greek author met his audience by re-

citing his poems, singing his songs, or reading aloud his

prose works serially or at one sitting.

By STANLEY ADAMS
(President^ ASCAP)

Someone once said that he made $50,000 a year—some
weeks.
Without the income from performing rights, that some-

one very,,well could be the average songwriter of today.
In the present ' market he is lucky to
write a hit song, once every three
years or so. But: after he puts the in-

come therefrom through the budget
strainer, he finds that he is a victim
of financial malnutrition.
How then can the creator afford, to

dream? For dream lie must. For his
dream of today is the musical liter

ture of tomorrow.
Should economic considerations

prevent that dreaming, not only he,
but all of us, ate that much poorer.
His unwritten song is a loss to song-
dom, and sorigdom is the vacation

land to Which we go in moments of stress and hours of
strain.

Stanley Adams

From the time that sound was wedded to film, and radio
began to reach into the homes, there has been a, steady

.
decline in sheet music royalties. Certainly the descent
has been gradual, . certainly there have been exceptions
that caused, the graph to swing sharply upward for Ahe
few months that made some believe in the reality of the
mirage, but relentlessly the pattern emerged and from, this
evolution was born, the importance, necessity and signifi-

cance of the public performance for profit.

It is always precarious to plot the path of the: future,
except when it seems to be, as in the case of the music
business, only an extension of the road of the past.

To add to the emergence of the technological discov-
eries such as radio and spund film, there have been tele-

vision and wired music. All these developments serve a
definite purpose and all have individual markets. A car
without a radio is, generally speaking, an unsold car.
Together with wired music radio reaches into factories,

banks, buses, trains, planes and stores. The motion pictur
medium, with wider screen and imaginative color photog-
raphy, has and. will maintain its hold on the affections
of the public not only in regular film houses but, more
and more, in the dfive-in theatres. The magic of television
Will become more pronounced, day by day.

Since these media are designed for entertainment, and
since the foundation of entertainment is music, it is ob-
vious that the. performance of music in the future Will

assume vast and staggering proportions;
ASCAP will have a gigantic administrating job to do

and will be a great convenience and necessity in serving
its users and licensees, not only as a clearance agency
but with program aids and constant personal contact to

meet whatever licensing, problems that may arise.

The economic phase is apparent. Each member will

look to ASCAP for his principle source of income.
As a depository of the performing rights of the finest

lyrics and music in the world; with a consciousness that it

is and shall remain a good public servant; with a mem-
bership that encompasses fabulous talent that replenishes,
nourishes and makes available the performance of a con-
stant stream of new copyrights, we believe, that ASCAP
will flourish far beyond the fondest expectations of its far-

seeing founders.

Music Heard But Net Seen
| Everything ‘CannedV Nowadays ,

Today, everything is equally keyed to performance—at
least for the composer. Even readings from novels, among
other literary works, are being recorded for auditory and
visual-auditory appeal.

Sheet music sales have undergone a startling decline
and books may ultimately meet the same fate. This is a
strange twist, because the greatest intellectual resurgence
Of all time was in precisely the opposite direction, namely,
abandoning the word-of-mouth spread of knowledge in
favor of ’the printed word as a result of Gutenberg’s in-

vention of the printing press.

The invention of movable type stirred a new interest in
books, and a new market for authors and publishers.
Knowledge was no longer confined to a select few. Edu-
cation of the' masses was the order of the day, bringing
With it a complete change in political philosophy. The
theory of divine right of kings gave way to principles of
democracy and . representative government—all traceable
largely to a single invention. In the light of the impact
of pririting on world history, who Can tell what effect tele-
vision, as a new form of mass-communication, will have
on future generations?
One thing we do know is that there has already been a

remarkable swing back to the method of satisying the pub-
lic curiosity or demand for new.musical and literary works
through the medium of viewing a performance rather than
buying a copy of a book or sheet music. The result is

that the composer and author today,, like his counterpart
in ancient Greece, is greatly dependent on a proper and
adequate performance of his works for their circulation
and survival.

The similarity between the problem of present-day au-
thors and their ancient predecessors, of Course, ends here.
In the Greek commonwealth, an author who wrote for
money would be snubbed. Writing was not .^ profes-
sionals; it was a sport for amateurs. Those who could not
afford to spend their time in writing (or could riot secure
a .subsidy—called a “retainer” or “pension” “honorar-
ium,” rather than payment-^from a wealthy patron) would
have to turn their talents to other fields.

Those were the days when the peak, of interest irt sports
was represented by the Olympic, games—a wholly amateur
enterprise. Of course,' professional baseball, hockey,
football, golf or tennis Would havevbeen anathema in those
days.

Like athletics, the arts were not “tainted” by commer-
(Continued on page 58)

By W. C. HARRINGTON
(Director, Music Copyright Dept., CBS)

Television demands the greater part of our attention

visually on picture and action. Out of our radios comes
sound only. Yet radio found, even in its early days, ways
to supply a kind of iriside-the-head representation of the

scene and the motion and expression of characters. With-
out. realizing it, our thoughts have been controlled by mu-
sic, As a seeing-eye dog leads the blind, so music sets

the stage, moves the actors about and makes them smile

or frown for us, though they are out of
.
sight.

To radio, music is an indispensable ingredient; in tele-

vision it is more likely to be a sauce or a side-dish. When
on radio, We hear calm, soft string music, with perhaps
a thread of oboe and a cricket sound-effect, We know
right away it is a summer evening. We set the scene in

our own imaginations, in the way we want; we do not

have to accept the tv set designer’s idea.

Radio listeners have known from the early soap opera

days..onward,, that when they hear music and no voices

the scene is being shifted. Thus music fills an important

role as a “grip,” moving the flats, flying the drops, etc., by
means of “bridges, cues,, and backgrounds.”

In this country it u'as ASCAP which made it feasible

for radio stations and networks to make lawful and bene-

ficial use of copyrighted music. By the time radio had
decided to organize into networks and found, as I have

tried to indicate, that it could not do without music and
lots of it, ASCAP had fortuitously brought under its pro-

tective wings so many composers, publishers and authors

that it could not be ignored as a supplier and controller

of music rights. As the years went on, the mutual benefit

of ASCAP and radio became confirmed. Only once, 14

years ago, radio attempted to go it alone.. . It didn't work,
either for radio or ASCAP. The split Welded, the bond
has since become well-night unbreakable, ASCAP has

never, since its first contract with radio, failed to supply

stations and networks with rights to music, of all descrip-

tions, in an abundance so great as never to. be found
wanting.
Yet radio, insatiable though it is for more and more

music, has never plumbed the depths of ASCAP’s reper-

toire. It has scarcely touched the vast catalogues of for-

eign societies affiliated reciprocally With ASCAP, whose
music is available to the stations and networks.

Take, it all in all, except When radio went “home to

mother”: It’s been a long arid happy marriage between
Radio and ASCAP.
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ASCAPers Do A Greeley

Coast Chairman of the Society Reprises

Roster of Cindy’s Lammisters

Gone H’wood

‘Wolfte’ Gilbert.

By L. WOLFE GILBERT
Hollywood.

When the late Bobby Crawford sent a vanguard of

cleffers to meet the advent of sound in. Hollywood during

1928-29, among theni were Roy Turk and Freddie Ahlert,

.Nacio Herb Brown and Arthur Freed, George W.* Meyer,
Walter Donaldson, L. Wolfe Gilbert &
Baer, Edgar Leslie, Ken, Conrad, An-
dre Gottler & Sidney Mitchell and De
Sylva, Brown & Henderson.
There was, gold in them thar hills.

There; might be some left, for those

who, like the patient , miner, sluices

his pan and comes up with the title

song of a big screen picture, born of

a best selling book.
Harry Warren, for all his 22 years.

Of being under, contract to Warners
and Metro, now realizes it was not a

Steady job.

In the old vaudeville days, many
performers came west, couldn’t get enough, money together

to get back—and became known “Coast Defenders.”
The cleffers, via Veni, Vidi, Vici—came, saw and some

conquered. They liked the climate,, and their aim in life

was to be. affluent enough to have a swimming pool. Many
of them never gpt beyond the tub and shower stage, but
stayed' on. They remained as Coast Defenders, guarding
the roads leading to Palm Springs, the late Agua Caliente

and Las Vegas.

Some were casualties of the grim reaper, so in the super-
markets, you- can See daily Mrsi Jerome (Byron). Kern,
Mrs,; Dick ( Eleanor) Whiting, Mrs, Buddy De Sylva, Mrs.
Gus (Grace) Kahn, Mrs, Walter. (Wally.) Donaldson, Mrs,

Lillian <G us) Edwards, Mrs, Eddie De Lange, Mrs. Jimmy
(Virginia.) Monaco, Mrs. Sidney (Dotty) Mitchell,. Mrs.
Roy (Gladys) Turk,. Mrs. Bert (Jessie) Kalmar—some of

the total 108 ASCAP “estaters.”

Following sound pictures came radio and tv and were
a new incentive for the flock to remain in this second
capital of amusement activities.

The ASCAPers are now civic minded, and
,
With the

other citizenry are an integral part of all activities. The
Masquers, the Friars and the Hollywood Comedy Club
are echoes of Manhattan’s Lambs, Friars and the old

NVA.
Jimmy McHugh sponsors aquatic sports, ushers at

.
his

church, and is a past president of the Beverly Hills Cham-
ber of Commerce.
The Community Chest; United Jewish Welfare and poll

drives find Frank Loesser, Leo Robin and Ira Gershwin,
a pretty good ASCAP trio of representative participants.

Johnny. Green gives .the boys music culture recognition,

by frequently conducting chores and scores at the Holly-

wood Bowl,
Harry Ruby gives the clan athletic status, by donning

the uniform of the hometown ball club arid occasionally
being permitted to toss or hit a coupie.

Boh vivant Mack Gordon shows tip at Hollywood Park,
Delmar, Las Vegas, Giro’s arid the Mocambo getting

ASCAP recognition in. the high spots; proving you can
eat and still grow thi

Hoagy Carmichael shows up in an occasional screen ap-

pearance to prove ASCAP. Composers not only compose.
.

Harold Alien votes the absentee ballot recently, but
we still claim him. He’ll, be back.
Johnny Mercer is the symbol of ASCAP migration here,

and is as well known as Grauman’s Chinese Theatre.
Herb Nacio Brown is the top pioneer and forerunner of

ASCAP film song contributors who, in association With
Arthur Freed,: are landmarks here. Latter gives the
ASCAP alumna horticultural importance by growing
orchids.
Sammy Fain’s presence is a constant reminder that, to

date, every Academy song Oscar, since its inception, has
been won by members of the ASCAP fraternity. Paul
Francis Webster is always close.

The effervescent Jule Styne is part and parcel fo£ these
parts, and no Broadway show he produces or composes
can alienate him from us. To make sure—we have Sammy
Cahn, his menage and estate, ever present to remind
Jule of his origin.

One gal, who . fools no one, obviously has been Wooing
and applying for Beverly Hills domicile is Dorothy Fields.

You know, they try to look, act arid dress New Yorkese
but; watch ’ in; Arthur Schwartz, with the distinguished
graying temples, gives the impression, of “I just dropped

,
I have a job to do and I’ll leave.” He’ll be. baok one

of these days to stay. '

Ferde Grofe, Vernon Duke, Burton Lane, Broriislau

Kaper, Max Steiner, Werner Richard Haym
, Eddie

Heyman, Louis Gruenberg, Dimitri Tiomkin, Richard
Hageman, Meredith; Willson, Victor Young, and the ,A1
Newman tribe are. ever ASCAPers on the Coast.
Ray Gilbert, with a beard’ indicating the Mitch Miller

Influence on Hollywood.
Rudolf Friml may go to visit the Orient, but his home

in the Beverly Hills, bedecked with lotus flowers, jade
and a great big Buddha, awaits his return to his first love—
Hollywood.
The only reason Mrs. Sigmurid Romberg left us for

the Ritz Towers
,
in. New York is because the Romberg

homestead hiad no other attraction since Rommy departed.
Chicago gave us some worthwhile citizenry but one

confirmed Windy Cit.vite, Isham Jones, is now a member
©f the L. A. Rotary Club.

A1 Von Tilzer gives us a seniority score by his con-
stant presence on the scene representing the great Von
Tilzer heritage.

Irving Berlin, Hai merstein arid Dick Rodgers are not
resident citizens here but they pop in and out so often
that they could claim duel Citizenship.

The true Tin Pari Alley disciples, some froth the old
28th Street days, are permanently here-—over 500 of them.
Any day you’ll run into Harold Adamson, Harry Carroll,
Harry Akst, Milton Ager, Irving Bibo, Herman Ruby, Mori
Jerome, Herb Magidson, A1 Piantadosi, Joan Schwartz, Ted
Snyder, Andy Razaf, Rubey Cowan, Sammy Lerner, Wil-

liam Grant Still, “Papipy” Jyidney Clare, Of the Tobias
family we clairii Harry. TScontinue—Benny Oakland, Ned
Washington, Mack David, Jerry Livingston. Ted Koehler
gives ASCAP recognition on the Realty Board. . .

Publishers who permanently use this address are not

too many. They do include Ralph Peer, with a hilltop

mansion, also a. member of the Horticultural Society for

he grows camellias. Irving Mills' fantastic, domicile Was
built on solid ASCAP copyrights. He is; the male Elsa ,

Maxwell. Buddy, Morris is on the scene. Then, too, there
' the mushrodm growth of new publishers.

.

Also there is a co-op publishers’, group called “The Hub,”
publishing and sharing the. profits and losses alike. Among
its members are Harold Spina, Don Raye, Gene De Paul,

BotuRussell, Paul Webster arid Ben Oakland.
When you think in terms of ASCAP luminaries, you

must geographically, at least give the West Coast Second
place. ....

I took Horace Greeley’s advice—but I don’t need advice

to tell me that I should go east every time I get a chance.

By SAUL H. BOURNE-
As.the 1954 treasurer on the 40th anniversary of ASCAP,

it is interesting to note what the treasurer of 1914 did.

The treasurer, of 1914, Ray Hubbell, had no use for Inter-

national Business Machines to allocate the relative

tributions. pf the members; there was
no money to distribute. His problem
with the money he had was to meet
the payroll each week, which today

would probably pay for an efficient

secretary..

As a director since 1920, and re-

calling problems that confronted us,

it. is gratifying to . note the. progress.

The job of turning the ASCAP
wheels Was done by unselfish com-
posers,, authors, and publishers, With:

the leadership of Nathan Burkari, a

Courageous young lawyer who worked
for "ASCAP for years without pay,

to establish the right to collect a fee where music was
performed for profit, and it is under that “umbrella” We
live today. The right to collect was granted in 1914, and
it was not until 1921 before there was any money to dis-

tribute.

I remember when .I first entered the ASCAP board room
at 56 West 45th Street., I can see those gentlemen now,
sitting around the directors’ table. They had been on the

.

fighting line before and after .1 walked into, that room.;

There were Nathan Burkan, Victor Herbert, John Philip

Sousa, Silvio Hein, Gene Buck, Lou Hirsch, Raymond
Hubbell, Gustave Kerker, Gleri MacDonough, George Max-
well, Max Dreyfus, Louis Bernstein, Jay Witmark, Charlie

Harris, and others.

Burkan brought in Jules Rosenthal as general manager,
and he hired some men to go out to try to get licenses;

these men were thrown out of many places, and frequently

beaten up, but we struggled on. Some of the obstacles

seemed impossible to overcome, and often a deep breath

Was taken. However, loyalty, unselfishness arid determi-

nation carried US .through. v

Those who established ASCAP decided that the pro-

tection of copyright was ASCAP’s first big job; that With-

out' protection of copyright, not only would there be no
ASCAP, but we could lose the protection of our publica-

tions. These nieri realized that ASCAP was, arid is today,

the, only guardian for the writers and copyright owners
for performing fees, because individually we would not
have, a chance to check the users of our music throughout
the United States.

I was on the committee to negotiate with the radio peo-
ple frir a contract. One of the members of that Committee
was Ed Bitner, representing Leo Feist. We went down-
town, I think to the offices of Ariierican Telephone .&

Telegraph, and at that first meeting I probably irritated

brie of the radio gentlemen by telling him that, in my
opinion, a radio set was an icebox, and ASCAP was the

and perhaps we should be asking him how much
royalty his people would want from us to control what
they had instead of their asking us what we wanted for

their use of our music. Bitner did not agree with me; he
said that With radio, a popular song would be made over-
night; and I replied, it probably could—and might also die

overnight.
The committee Went back to the: board room, each

giving, his opinion and views, and we finally gave radio

a license, without charge at their, request, for what they
termed an experimental license; and that experimental
.license, without charge, was continued for some time.

Many Shoals

ASCAP has weathered many storms; such as the anti-

trust suits; and the boycott of our music in 1941.

ASCAP^ still has problems arid perhaps always will.

Today we'; are not being paid a performing fee for ^per-
formances for profit in the. jukeboxes,

,
Before 1909, the record companies recorded our music

without any payment whatsoever. In' 1909, Congress gave
_ the right to receive 2c royalty per composition; it is

now 45 years later, arid it is still 2c.

On the other hand, the composers arid authors who
write for stage and filrii, receive many, many times as
much today as was paid in 1909, but we still get only 2c.

per composition on a record.
_If ASCAP is to be analyzed in terms of decades, we can

say that the first 10 years were devoted to its right to
exist; the second 10 years to the Society’s adjustment to
the new form of entertainment—radio; the third 10 years
to a growing sense of responsibility to itself (the members,
which is ASCAP), and to its customers,, and to the public.
The past 10 years (the fourth 10 years), is the period in

which the members of the Society have become more
aware of their responsibility to each other as the only
organization which insures protection of the copyright
itself, Without that protection,, ail songwriters and copy-
right owners shall be lost, and not only as to the public
performance for profit.

The spirit of effort, loyalty and harmony between th
publisher and writer members will spell out ASCAP’s
filth decade.

1 feel that if those who established the ASCAP “um-
brella” were writing this article they would finish with—
“We left something for you conm*'- * authors and pub-
lishers to protect—now boys, carry
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By Walter g. Douglas
(Chairman of the MPPA Board)
• •v, •

Music Publishers Protective Assn, is a trade association

with a membership consisting of a great many of the fore-

most publishers of popular music in: the U. S. today, and
this membership is representative of all branches of the

popular: publishing industry. Among its. members are

large arid small independent publishers, publishers of

music from Broadway stage productions, arid those affili-

ated with motion picture producers, publishers who are
members of the American Society of Composers, Authors
and Publishers and publishers who are affiliated With
Broadcast Music Inc.

It is the function and purpose of the Association to rep-,

resent its members, whenever it may do so lawfully, in all

industry; problems.
. ,

One of the most, important purposes of the Association
is to protect certain types of rights under copyrights which,
its members hold. It has religiously policed the unlawful
printing arid publication of the lyrics of jts members*
copyrighted musical coriipositions, and as a matter of fact,

the efforts of the Association and the
,

assistance which it

was able to obtain from the Federal Bureau of Investiga-
tion made it possible to eliminate the so-called bootleg
song sheet, with the result that legitimately licensed song
lyric publications followed and have brought With them
very substantial income to publishers.

Illegal printing and publication of lyrics has
,
riot been

confined to the so-called bootleggers. It also has been;
done by very substantial arid reputable but poorly advised
business and industrial organizations, and the Association,

has been
.

just as active arid effective in elirninatirig this

type of infringement of its members’ rights.

The .Association also is authorized to and does effec-

tively combat the publication arid sale of unauthorized
arrangements of its members’ copyrighted works. On a
great many occasions professiorial arrangers have been
called upon to cease their iriaking and offering for sale
their own arrangements of copyrighted songs, arid the As-
sociation’s efforts in this direction have extended even to
the. unauthorized iriaking of arrangements for use by stu-

dents in various instrument schools throughout the coun-
try.

'

,, |

"
.

Legislation & Litigation
_ j

In line with its basic mission and purpose—to protect
the. rights ‘of its members—the Association keeps abreast
of all proposed legislatibri affecting copyright, and on oc-
casions too numerous to mention, the Association has.
joined with others in: supporting or opposing bills Which
would amend the Copyright Statute. The more important
examples of this type Of activity is the opposition which
the Association: interposed to the bill which would have
given interpretative artists copyright protectiori covering
their interpretations of copyrighted musical compositions
arid the strong, though unsuccessful, support which the
Association has given to the various bills which would
have eliminated from the copyright law the exemption
granted to coin-operated machines.

The Association also gave its support to the ratification
of the Universal Copyright Convention and the passage of
the implementing legislation which effected the amend-
ments to our domestic legislation necessary for our ad-
herence to the Convention.

.
The Associatiori, through its

representatives have so
.
often appeared and testified, at

Congressional hearings that it is well recognized by all

branches of the Government as the representative of the
publishers who publish the vast . majority .of popular riiusie

today.

Also in furtherarice of its purpose to protect its mem-
bers' interests in the field of copyright; the Association
constantly is watchful for litigation and court proceedings
which affect its members’ interests, and ori numerous oc-
casions when eases have involved interpretations of the
copyright statute, the Association has sought leave of the
Courts in question to appear arid file briefs as “a friend
of the Court.”

Perhaps the most important instance of this type of
activity arose in the case of Jerome v. 20th Century-Fox
Film Corp., where in a suit pending in the U. SL District
Court, the defendant contended that the synchronization
of a musical composition in 'motion pictures was an or-
dinary mechanical use which was covered by the compul-
sory license provision of the Act, the provision which per-
mits the manufacture of phonograph records upon pay-
ment of a royalty of 2c per record. The Association ap-
plied for and received permission from the court to file,

a brief which ultimately moved the court to hold that “the
sound on film is not the type of ‘mechanical reproduction'
to which Section; 1(e) of the Copyright Act applies.”

The Association, through its representatives has met
with representatives of the Songwriters' Protective Assn,
and has negotiated with that Association all of the so-
called standard uniform; popular songwriter contracts pur-
suant to which the vast majority of music publishers ac-
quire songs from members of the SPA.
The Association collects information and riiakes the sur-

veys required in the selection of musical compositions for
placement on the music racks operated by the Hearst or-
ganization thereby assisting in the maintenance and opera-
tion of a very important outlet for the sale of sheet music.

The activities of the Association are really too numer-
ous and too varied to mention. It may be said with much '

justification that whenever the members of the Associa-
tion are faced with a common problem or are concerned:
with any given project, the Association is always consid-
ered Its members' representative, rind spokesman to the
extent that the law of our land permits.

99-Year-Old ASCAPer
George Coles Stebbi ; an evangelical singer and

hymn writer who died in 1945, holds the mark of
being, the most long-lived member of ASCAP. He was
99 when he died and he passed away only a few weeks
before an ASCAP dinner planned to celebrate his 100.

birthday. He spent his last years in Catskill, N. Y.
Stebbins was the Composer of “Saved By Grace,”

“Some Time We’ll Understand,” “Be A Ray of SUn-r

shine” and numerous other hymns. He alsd1 edited,

several .collections of sacred songs.
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scar Hammersteitt 2d

IT FEELS GOOD
By OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN 2d

Twenty-nine
-

years ago when ASCAP was 11 years old

Ottb Harbach and I sat in his garden at Mamaroneck,
N. Y„ trying to write words to a melody by Sigmund Rom-
berg. It was to be for “The Desert Song” We were hav-

ing trouble. We had a general, idea

of what the song was to, be about, but

a general idea is not good enough. A
song must be based on a very specific

idea.

We were that not uncommon
predicament in which two collabora-

tors, trying to corner and capture a

refrai , are themselves cornered. On
such yOdcasions the two collaborators

seldom sit or stand together. There
is always one seated and the other is

standing or pacing.. They take turns.

The one who is standing may “break
the silence With a suggestion. The

one who is sitting shakes his head. It gets to a point where
neither has any confidence left. ' Each will preface a sug-
gestion with: “This isn’t it but it might be something like

this — Then he offers -his feeble notion and breaks off

in the middle— “No, it’s lousy,” he will say, taking the

words out of his friend’s mouth.

It" was at one of these discouraging moments when Otto
said something wonderful: “You know Oscar, y/e are not
going to make this song, the song is here. It exists some-
where in the world. What we have to do is to find it.”

The truth of this struck me with great force and I have
never forgotten it. That afternoon we “found” the song
we were looking for. But who knows What really made
it and how. long it, had been in the making? What ex-

periences of our own, what experiences of others, what a
continuity of hew many men’s thoughts, for how many
generations, had resulted in this final assembly of words
which ultimately were found by two searching song-
writers? , .

'

.

In the 29 years that have followed, Otto and I and thou-
sands of other songwriters have continued the quest for

songs that, are “somewhere in the world.” Songs have
been found and passed on to singers. The catalog of

ASGAP has grown. Every year new-found refrains line

lip eagerly and say “Here I am! Sing me! I’m pretty!”

Sometimes people do sing, them and sometimes they don’t,

but nothing* can stop a songwriter from trying—neither
the pain Of failure nor the fatness of success. He is

trapped by the fascination of exploring a limitless field.

Once you have come upon a group of words and notes and
succeeded in making them follow each other in such an
order that they make people want to march, or dance, or
laugh, or cry, you are songwriter arid you know how it

feels.

It feels good.

Everybody’s Doin’ It:

Writing Songs
By HARRY WARRfcN

Hollywood.

Everywhere you turn you meet a songwriter. You may
meet him in a crowded subway train, hanging on the strap

next to you—on a transcontinental plane—op a boat going
to Europe—in the meat market, the grocery store, and a
thousand other places. You may be just about to have your
last fitting for a denture When the dentist happens to
think of a melody he wrote the night before, and while
you sit Jielplessly with your mouth full Of plaster, you
listen to "a fast 32 bars and nod your head in approval.
Or you get a phone call from a friend who has a friend
who has a son (or daughter.) Who has just written, a couple
of great songs and would you please listen to them?
You give a dinner party and anything can happen. You

might have a film producer present who whispers over
his martini that. he wants to see you out in the garden
after dinner. You naturally expect some good news about
a big musical he’s going to make soon, and you can’t, wait
till dinner is over so that you can get outside, and at last
you are alone with the great man. He draws you into the
shadow and whispers, “You know what I think of you as
a writer, and a friend—I wouldn’t give this to anyone but
you because if anyone can write it, you’re the one I would
pick.” You have visions of- a colossal musical with top
drawer talent and a Tat check. He continues. “My little,

daughter Zelda, who is only four years old. pulled what I
think is. a terrific title for a song, and I, want you to write
it up!” After I recover, I ask in my best Hollywood man-
ner, “What is the title, it must be great.” He says, “Get
ready for this, it will kill you—‘Daddy, Where Does
Mommy Go Every Afternoon.’

”

Bandleaders, musicians, producers, cameramen and
actors are all writing songs. The ones who have benefited
most by this boom are the record companies. They have
taken the amateur, songwriter to their bosom. People are
now listening to songs that are not only constructed badly
but. rire in some cases so unmusical they have to be doc-v
tored up by the arrangers. A lot of these songs , come from
the back hills of Tennessee and other parts of the Deep
gouth. They were orijginally twanged on a “gee-tar” and
the player only knew two chords; Nevertheless, quite.a few
hit tunes came out of this “hit-or-miss” system of picking
songs.

It looks like the professional songwriter has A hard road
ahead of him to cope with this situation. He even finds
himself bn a spot while he’s demonstrating a new song.
The people listening have set themselves up as experts and
are rewriting the song before he gets to the last bar.
.•^he bug’ has really bit ’em. And there’s no telling where

l think I will give Up my Hollywood mansion
i J and swimming pool (?) and take off my shoes, go South,
get me one of them “gee-tars” and start all over again! If
you can’t fight ’em, join ’em! Neighbor, move over. I’m
coming South!

Maestro’s Sharp Insight on Existing

Shortcomings in Professional

Orchestras—Too Much Sluffoff

Of U.S. Batorieers

By VERNON DUKE

Leopold Stokowski

By LEOPOLD STOKOWSKI
A frank look at present conditions in American music

shows some that are extremely good and others that are
dangerously bad. For example, recently I was studying
several new scores, and found one by an American com-
poser that startled me. It started
wonderfully, but suddenly was con-
fused and hesitating-^-later it was
brilliant and forceful and then again
almost unintelligible.

I asked to meet the, to me unkndwn,
composer. He. was young and seemed
dejected, I showed him the parts of
his score I felt to be Unequal to the
really inspired and spontaneous parts,

He told me he could only compose on
weekends. All the Week he must work
in a commercial office for his living,

because he is married and has tWo
small children. His heart, and all his
thoughts are with music, but when the weekends come
he is tired and should relax, Instead he is torn between
his desire, to be with his family, and the wish to put on
paper the musical ideas that have come to him during the
week of uncongenial drudgery in. the office.

This talented composer is not unique. ‘I personally khow
several others ih the same depressing difficulties, and it

is. possible there are still others over this Vast country.
The simple fact is that these talented composers are not'
able tp make a living out of the gifts that nature has given
them, and the result Is that the cultural life of our country
is the loser.

Physically speaking, America has the highest standard
of living for the most people that this world has ever
known, but our psychological standard, of living is growing
more slowly, and many American musicians suffer from
this important difference: If We face these facts we can
find' a way to better these conditions. I will suggest a
way later.

We, are, with good reason, proud of ouf^ great orchestras
(some? Qf them, like Cleveland and Detroit, far greater
than is nationally realized), but behind their brilliant ex-
terior lie lamentable conditions. The “first men” have
good incomes, but some have such smallincomes, because,
of short symphony seasons, that they cannot support their

families all the year round from music. They are forced
to do other kinds of work, and become “semi-professional.”
The result is that they cannot give enough time and'
thought and energy to practicing their instrument, and
gradually .the quality of their contribution to music is

lowered, arid with it the quality of performance of their
orchestra.

. ,

This tendency is growing in many parts of . the United
States and is dangerous to the future of our orchestras
and our cultural life.

It is a life’s work to play a horn or a violin, or any in-

strument well, and really gbod players become better as
they riiature in age and experience. This is not possible
to a player who, because of the high cost of living and
the short winter symphony season; is not able to devote
all his time and striving to become master of his instru-
ment. The result is that in many good orchestras the best
players v pull upwards and the worst players drag down-
wards, making an unequal, ensemble, and harming the
music. In consequence, the discriminating listener has a
confused Impression of contemporary American music.

Economic Hazards

Equally unfortunate are the many splendid players who
formerly composed the fine radio-station orchestras^ which
how are disbanded in most parts of the country. The
majority of these players are artists of the highest quality,

now without work, and without hope of finding other
positions commensurate with their unusual talent and ex-
perience, For American music this is a triple loss:

(1) some of our finest players have rip work; (2) thou-
sands of listeners cannot hear these orchestras any more;
(3) our gifted American composers have lost one of
their best opportunities for performance of their music.

Fortunately, exactly the opposite is happening with
student orchestrris,in our universities, Colleges and other
educational institutions. The new generation arising is

talented, enthusiastic; free from outworn traditions, with,

a fresh, instinctive, spontaneous conception of music. Here
is the hope of the future. What is. happening in. the Uni-
versities of Illinois, Indiana, Boston, California, Michigan
and. Wisconsin, and in the Juilliard School of New York,
Curtis: Institute of Philadelphia, schools and universities
all over the country will result in a glorious future for
American music.

Among the hundreds of gifted students today are some
with genuine talent for conducting. But their future will

be difficult, to judge by. past and present conditions. Some
of our greatest orchestras have never had an American-
born conductor. And some of the European: conductors
they engage never play music of American composers.
Brilliant exceptions to this were the late Koussevitzky and
Stock, and now Mitropoulos, Reiner, Golschmann and
Szell, who to their honor have championed the American
composer.

But there is a dark side to this picture. Several orches-
tras who are replacing their conductor have asked me to

give them a list of the best European conductors. I have
always answered, “Why not give an American-born conduc-
tor opportunity?” They said, “Are there any?” I answer
‘Notable examples are Johnson, Hendl, Allesandro, Whit-
ney, Bernstein, Krueger and others.” Grudgingly they
say, “Yes, but we cannot experiment, we need a man of
experience, we cannot take risks.”

I give them the names of several conductors of born

.“Two Hegded Monster” was the original title of my
autobiography crirnmissioned by Little, Brown some 18
months ago and now in work. It was generally thought a
bit too violent and the title of the book has been changed
to “Passport to Paris,” which is much
pleasanter.

Yet, the first title, sums up my case
pretty well. On the closest examina-
tion there is no rapport between
Duke’s product and that of Dukelsky.
There, have been cases in the past of
composers essaying two genres and
sticking to both doggedly throughout
their lives. The best known example
is, of course, Sir Arthur Sullivan, who;
like

1 myself, had a rigorous academic
training, arid wrote reams of respect-
able music prior to tackling the
Monied Muse. Notwithstanding the
ever increasing success of , his Savoy light operas, lie per-
sisted in turning out heavy handed oratories and Crusty
concertoV.; Whatever the merit of these works, they are
unmistakably Sullivan’s; whatever the merit of my
“serious” output, it in no way resembles my Broadway
and Hollywood music.

My official new name-—Vernon Duke—was invented by
the late George Gershwin. I had no right to use the
“highbrow” Russian name for unworthy commercial pur-
suits because of a long term contract with Serge Kous-
sevitsky, then my publisher: The great conductor had
exclusive rights to the Dukelsky music, but he did not
intend to stop me from writing the Broadway kind-—pro-
vided it was not signed by his contractee.

Thus we too, Duke and Dukelsky, began functioning
for better or for worse. Were the two heads better than
one in this case? I seriously doubt it. Having adopted
the rather unusual percept of “never letting my right head
know what my left head doeth,” I succeeded only in be-
’ildering and irritating my contemporaries, especially tli

critics.

Throughout my career I was regarded with suspicion by
symphony orchestra conductors: because of my Broadway
activities.. Popular publishers were just as prejudiced
because of my sorties into Carnegie Hall and other strong-
holds of “good” music. The one advantage I enjoyed—

a

most singular one—was the ever present possibility of
coming up with a hit in the “serious” sphere right on
tpp of a resounding flop on Broadway.

That’s precisely what happened in the winter of 1948
after “Sweet Bye-and-Bye’’ was put to sweet sleep in
Philadelphia. “Boy; was that a dog!” cried . the theatre
men on Times Square. “Duke is through.” Their glee
was premature. Three weeks later my ballet, “The Wash-
erwomen’s Ball,” hit the bullseye in faraway Paris and
garnered some 600 'performances. Some 10 years earlier
the reverse took place: the “Public Gardens,” on Which I
collaborated with Andre Gide, failed in London and at
New York’s Met. But did I worry? Not with the tri-

umphant “The Show Is On,” following on the heels of the
equally successful “Follies” with unforgettable Fanny
Brice and Ira Gershwin's lyrics.

Although I have now discarded the Dukelsky name and
will hence function as Duke in both fields, I hereby con-
fess that it is too late for this leopard to change his spots.

talent, with experience, and a large repertoise ( outstand-
ing on this list are Bernard Herrmann and Izler Solomon)
and I .add, “Merely give them one concert, the risk will be
small.”
The amazing truth is not Once have any of these orches-

tras been given this opportunity. There seem to be sev-
eral reasons for this:

1. Snobbism, the idea that American musicians are neces-
sarily inferior to European. 2. The unseen but powerful
pressures of what some call “high society.” 3. Equally
strong commercial pressures, 4. Racial discrimination.
5. Ignorance of the great talent now arising in the younger
generation.

"

We all welcome the great conductors from Europe,
but not at the expense of our own ambitious and gifted

youth. Some of these, young conductors are forced to live

and work in Europe, where their talefit is recognized arid

encouraged—for iple, Strickland, who conducts
Vienna, and Dixon, in. Scandinavia.

The solution of many of these Undesirable conditions
fs„a yearly festival of American music, Government spom
sored, and covering the fields of American opera, ballet,

chamber and symphonic music; One year it could be in

New York or Washington, another on the Pacific Coast in

Sari: Francisco, Los Angeles or Santa Barbara, Later years
in the south—New Orleans, Houston or Dallas, Following
years in the north, Minneapolis or Seattle or in the mid-
west; Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit, St, Louis or Louisville.

These festivals would make the whole country conscious
of America’s great developments in its music, created to-

day. They would display the talents of young American,
composers, dancers, singers, scenic and costume designers,
choreographers, lighting experts, instrumentalists and con-
ductors,. and would give all these American-born artists

opportunity and invaluable experience.
This festival must not be of any limited locality—It

must be national in scope. The ballets should be televised,

the rest of the programs broadcast nationwide, Then the
whole country will be aware of every type of American
music, created by this new generation, and gradually un-
folding into an American Renaissance.

There is no denying the fact that the old bromide—
“composers must eat”—was the initial reason for my ven-

turing into the commercial field. Most of the eating is

still done by the songwriters, while the non-songwriting
composer is on a strenuous, forced diet and will continue,

to go hungry until the Arts are Government-subsidized,
in this, the richest country in the world. Meanwhile I see

nothing wrong in putting my knowledge of counterpoint

and orchestration to good use, while hoping for a hit just

as the Brill Bldg, boys do. After all, I have two heads to

feed.
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By NOBLE SISSLE
(President of the Negro, Actors' Guild)

All agree that the American Negro's most important

contribution- in music was found in the ‘‘spirituals" which
were born in the souls of our foreparents in the miserable

days of slavery. While groping in the darkness of their

bondage, they found a heart inspiring

hope- of acceptance in trio belief of a

living God apd a personal Savior.

Growing out of that belief and hope,
from the depths; of their souls sprang
an undying faith that some day a

Moses would come to deliver them
from their bondage*

Study as you may and analyze as

you please, but the farther back you
go into the present day music, you
will find, that same “hidden ingre-

dient" that dominates every Negro
song, be it spiritual, jazz, or blues.

Let’s, for instance, take th works
of the greatest of the early Negro composers;

'

James Bland—his works were featured in one of the
first Negro minstrel shows, “Callendar’s Original Georgia
Minstrels," .The two company" managers of this show
(Which Was the first to introduce minstrelsy in the British
Isles) were two names destined to become, famous in the

. American : theatre, Charles and Daniel Frohman. Among
JBlarid’a most, famous compositions were “Climbing Up
the Golden Stairs/’ “In the Evening by the Moonlight,"
and the immortal “Carry Me Back to Old. Virginia," whicih
is now accepted as the State song of the Old Dominion.

Among the other great writers of that era, remembered
by Tom Fletcher, was Sam Lucasi who wrote “Grand-
father’s Clock.” Fletcher; who is past 80, has just finished
his book entitled" 100 Years of Negro Show Business, 60
of Which I Have Lived, 40 of Which I Have Been Told.”

Leigh Whipper recalls the Negro composers of the Gay
90s, with names of Gussie L. Davis, who wrote .“The Bag-
gage Coach Ahead,” “Fatal Wedding" and “Creole Sue”;
Irving Jones, Sidney Perrin, Eugene Hillman, and Nathan
Bivins Whose ragtime song hit

“ ’Deed I Ain't Seen No
Messenger Boy’’ was a great success.

Whittie Invade Minstrelsy

Then at the turn of the century, among the foremost
writers were Chris Smith, .Tim Burris, Cecil McPherson,
Tim Bryrrin, Alex Rogers, Will Tyers, Bob Slater, A1 Johns,
and the composer who did more . to popularize ragtime,
which started piano players picking at rags, Scott Jopli
whose “Maple Leaf Rag” swept the nation.

It was about this time the white minstrel shows had
firmly established minstrelsy in the American legitimate
theatre as the. foundation of American entertainment.
Tfoups headed by A1G. Field, Lew. pockstader, Hi Henry,
Neil O'Brien, McIntyre & Heath, Primrose & West, and
later, “Honey Boy” Evans, not to forget the beloved Eddie
(“Roly-Boly Eyes” ) Leonard. They paraded the streets,

played their curbstone concerts in front of the theatre,
and never failed to please their audiences with their, imi-.

tations of the Negro.

Along came their fellow Negro minstrel artists, Billy
Kersarids, “Clever Billy”. Young, and the “Alabama Cotton
Blossom" John Rucker, with ther clean, artistic talented
performers, who made minstrelsy such a national institu-

tion that in theiri schools, churches, lodges, colleges, even
in their parlors and home all over America this type of
show was a list."

, But simultaneously during this period, some of the for-

mer minstrel performers and composers, like Williams &
Walker, Bob Cole & Billy Johnson, and Ernest Hpgan,
felt that they would like to have shows with stories and
plots, similar in construction to white operettas of the
“Blue Danube School." These

.
ex-minstrel performers

brought to the stage plays like “In Dahomey,” starring
Williams & Walker and written by Paul Laurence Dunbar,
with music by Will Marion Cook and libretto by Jesse A.
Shipp, introducing such singers as Abbie Mitchell, Anna
Cook Pankey, and the immortal Aida Overton Walker.
This was as early as 1903. After a tour of the U. S., the
show played London and the Provinces. Returning to

America, they produced in 1906. a show that was many
years ahead of its tiUke, entitled "Abyssinia.”

Bob Cole and his partner, Billy Johnson, having- reached
the parting of their ways, Cole teamed; with J. ROsambnd -

Johnson and together they wrote the “Shoo-Fly Regiment”
and “Red Moon,’’ with. James Weldon Johnson, brother of
Rosamond, collaborating. This formed the most prolific

songwriting tea in Of the era. Ernest Hogan, who billed

himself as “The Unbleached American,” offered “The
Oysterman” with book by Miller & Lyles, music by Will
Vodery, and lyrics by Henry Creai

Vodery was famous as the arranger who pioneered in

jazz rchestrations for Bert Williams during, his years
-ith the “Ziegfeld Follies,” .following .the death of his

partner, George Walker, It Was about this time that Sheh
ton Brooks.Wrote the songs that brought him fame, “Some
of These Days” and "Darktpwn Strutters’ Ball.”

for the book, music by Eubie Blake, and lyrics by myself,
produced by John Cort and A1 Mayer right after World
War I in 1921. This show, which we did not realize gt the
time, started a chain reaction of strutting, tap dancing;
and wild abandon that exploded all over the world by way
of Lew Leslie’s “Blackbirds,” with the dynamic Florence
Mills; Connie Immerman’s “Hot Chocolates”; Irvin Mil-
ler’s

“
’Liza” and “Brown Skin Models”; Eddie Hunter’s

“How Come”; the Cotton Club, with the “Hi-de-hoeing”
Cab Calloway, leading to the immortal “Porgy & Bess”
by George Gershwin, and the Billy Rose-sponsored “Car-

men Jones” by Oscar Hammerstein; also Gertrude Stein’s

“Three Saints in Four Acts.”

We dare not overlook some of our prolific songsmiths
during the same post-War I period—Maceo Pinkard
(“Them There Eyes”), Andy Razaf & Fats Waller (“Ain’t

Misbehavin’ ”), Creamer & Layton J "After You’re Gone”),
Joe Gray (“Running Wild’.’) which gave the title to the
show of that name, Cecil McPherson & Jimmy Johnson
(“Charleston” and “Old Fashioned Love”), and “I’m Just

Wild About Harry” by my partner Eubie Blake and myself,

which 27 years after the writing became the campaign song
for President Harry Trumati,

One who has done, much more for music than any indi-

vidual is the iate Lieut. James Reese Europe, a pioneer

in American dance music: and the idol of the “400” Society:

of New York for many days. He was responsible for popu-

larizing the foxtrot and the one-step* which were brought
to the drawing rooms and exclusive clubs of the Mr, and
Mrs. Vernon Castle, who danced exclusively to the music
of Lieut. Europe’s orchestras. So popular was the demand
for. Negro musicians at that time that Europe and Lieut;

James Tim Brymn brought Negro musicians from all over

the U.S., and even Puerto Rico. Their orchestras at this

time were mostly stringed instruments, with no brass.

The first introduction of brass into the Negro orchestras

was when Ford Dabney placed his orchestra on the

Amsterdam Roof, playing the “Midnight Frolic” produced

by Florenz Ziegfeld, under the management of James
Reese Europe.

It is unavoidable that many important names have been

omitted, due to space limitations, it’s a story that! worth

volumes.

The full story of the heart and soul of America has.

found expression i the work of Negro artists and com-

posers, who I think you will agree were placed-by Fate at

the bottom of the ladder of opportunity in this great coun-

try of burs. But having had to wait
,
on the bottom rung

for our chance to move up, We thus had the opportunity to

take stock of those above us and really know what makes
America “tick.” We found that hope, faith, tolerance and
fair play vyere the fine, in-born traits of the great majority

of the peoples in
;
our homeland, and we became deter-

mined to carry our burden while we pressed forward to

higher goals. The formula that we followed is all wrapped

up in our spirituals; It is simple. It is sincere. And it is

all found in the Bible.

A Pop Publisher Goes To School

By JACK ROBBINS
When I started on the educational kick almost 25 years

-ago, thie idea was to glorify the popular song so as; to make
it acceptable to the high schools and colleges and prolong

its life-

Later it was a question of stimulating talented arrangers

*nd writers like Peter De Rose, Matty Malneck, Ferde

Grofa, Dana Suesse, Vernon' Duke, David Broekman, etc.,

to write something more ambitious than
;

a pop song,.di-

rectly for the schools.

Paul Whiteman had vision. He gaVe Grofe the backing

so that he would take the time to write “Grand Canyon
Suite,” The schools bought it. Then, after years

;

of try-

ing, we finally persuaded Toscanini to record it. There’s

a nice mixture here of people with pop backgrounds pro-

ducing an educational work that attracted the lohghairs.

How are We to develop new. American composers and gai

recognition for them if not in this way?.

Where is the new Gershwin going to come from? Some
standard publishers Unfortunately are trio old-fashioned'

and are
.
still living in the old tradition. They fill their

catalogues with the conventional music. There’s nothing

wrong with the tradition of Bach, Beethoven and Men-
delssohn, excepT that it's not our idiom.

The European tradition is too heavy for us. ^We go for

music that is light arid rhythmic. Jazz is our natural idiom
and we know what to do with it just as the English excell

at woolens. Standard publishers are still promoting mu-
sic that is a branch of European tradition. Our kids get

the message of the “Deep Purples,” “Park Avenue Fan-
tasies” and the “Manhattan Serenades.”

Even The Giants Aren’t Writing ’Em
Well as Before-—-Maybe It’s

Because of ‘Those Records’

By JOHNNY MERCER
I suppose the first obligation of any; writer is to his

family. Using whatever tools he is given, a man must
first succeed in his profession to support his; family, pay
his taxes and educate his children* But after this, he has

a debt to the art that nurtured him,
and the only way he can repay this is

to write the best he knows how. It

is only in this way that he can set an
example to the young writers follow-
ing him, It is only in this way that
he can make himself, and tliem,
proud of the profession to which they
all belong. 1

As the standard of songs improves,
the reputation of the writer, and the
enjoyment of the

,
songs he creates

improve and Increase along with
them.

Some men so gifted that
writing comes easily to, them, arid they may even carry on
other enterprises, or indulge in the luxury of drinking,
big-game hunting, cooking without impairing the
quality of their efforts. But most of us find the going a
little rougher and we are inclined, if not tempted; to., take
the easy way out, and merely rewrite what We. have writ-
ten before, adapt diir work to .the current market,
which is at times way below par.

It is my contention, as Mr. ^Durante says, that this is

the situation which pl;
evaiis: today.;

Perhaps we have just come from a golden age Of
melody, harmony* inventive

;

rhyming and original con-
struction of the popular song-^which is my business—hut
the output today, compared to the three decades preceding
it, seems to me to be cheap and tawdry and singularly
lacking in any advance except possibly that of double-
talk.

Mercer

Great Technical Advances.
i

Technically, we have made great advances, and the hi-fi

bOys are in like Flynn, but, with all due respect to some
of the new writers, th songs theiriselves seem to have
suffered quite a setback.

Maybe when we have got all the old classics rewritten,
and rerecorded with the utmost fidelity, we can settle

dOwn to the business of progressing the commodity \v

all deal in; the composition of words and music for tli

pleasure and entertainment of ail.

The economic situation may have changed the old, order
of things, arid certainly today we have more and better
songwriters, eh masse, but we certainly don’t seem to

have any of the giants of yesteryear.

The best men we have writing today, are not writing as
well as they did 10 years ago, and I have seen no meteoric
young writers come along to take their, place, except in
the case of an individual song or two.

I thing this is perhaps due to the enormous mass pro-
duction of records and the relative unimportance of any
other sort of plug. Not enough of us qm afford to work
a year or so on a show, to attain our best efforts, and then

it close in perhaps a month or so. So we write for
records and a television deadli To write this fast i

to write poorly.

A Greater Obligation I

Role of Creative Publishers

Latterday Greats

Am riot saying too much here about the Negro musicians
who began coming into proriiinenee about the second
decade of the century, because with their present record-
ings of old tunes arid reissues of old records, and with
international jazz clubs all around the world, the Negro
musicians like W, C. Handy, Duke Ellington, Louis Arnv1

Strong, . Mary Lou Williams and their hundreds of con-
freres, living and dead, are bywords to millions,.

At this point. I must say Perry Bradford deserves much
credit for having introduced the first Negro singer of
blues records in the person of Mamie Smith. This, also
brought into pronvincrice one who is today our first lady
of drama, Ethel Waters; whpse work on records, screen,
stage and television gives herthe title she deserves; Then
we have the. fabulous Josephine Baker, Billy Eckstine,
Billy Daniels and Ella Fitzgerald. Through records these
names have become household words. The late Hattie Mc-
Daniel and the late Bill “Bojanglcs” Robinson made his-

tory in their particular lines.

I am sure the world knows about “Shuffle Along.” the
musical comedy written by my partners. Miller & Lyles

Without, creative publishers to inspire them, pop . song-;

writers remai pop songwriters.. More ambitious works
take time to write and time to make rrioney. You can't

blame the pop writer for not wanting to take the gamble.
That’s where the publisher comes in. He has to live with,

.the writers and the playing musicians, and stimulate ttierii

to ress themselves .

' the larger forms. But; these
forms are now travelling beyond the schools. You can
wander into a bar today and hear Marion McPartland
playing . “Slaughter on 10th Avenue” arid “Rhapsody in

Blue.”
' '

The educational phase of pop business has many possi-

bilities. Bringing the pop tunes into the schools on new
forms ives them a standard quality, which insures their

place in the permanent repertoire, of performed music.
Here is where the many different editions of a work like

“Deep Purple” figure—arrangements for different types
of choruses, instruments, . bands, instrumental groups and
orchestras. But you don’t only go from the pop song to
the piano piece. You can go from the piano piece (“Park
Avenue Fantasy”) to the song (“Stairway to the Star.”).

Arid frorii an instrumental suite by Daria Suesse to a m
sician’s song like "Silent Love.”

Pop business. can’t afford to neglect the schools because
the schools, are Working with the future purchasers of our.

songs. But we must give the schools something more than
just our songs in order to create the Widest possible mar-
ket for pur material. Perhaps, our sheet music sales
would not be dwindling as they are if We gave the schools
the material—new method books, new teaching pieces,
new performing pieces in the American, idiom—to bring
the youngsters lip in the American musical tradition i

stead of the European,

But we have greater obligation than this. We can
keep trying to improve the product. We can keep trying
to find prettier melodies with individualistic stylings in

harmonies and rhythms, and we can keep trying for fresh
lyrical ideas arid rhyme scheriries. This takes work and
time, and, as I said, we can’t all afford it at first, but when
we. can, it is an obligation we owe both to ourselves and
to the listening public, the paying customers;

It is a luxury in itself, because a good, unusual song is

harder to understand and takes longer to catch on, but it

is worth it in satisfaction and accomplishment alone, and
almost always in monetary return, for when it finally does
get to the people, they like it a lot longer, sing it a lot lot

longer, and buy it a lot more.

If this sounds like a primer for the young writer, I hope
It seryes that purpose. : A lot of the men I respect the
most can take a lesson from it, too., • if they will think back.
to the songs they have written, and compare them to the
songs they are writing today—especially in the light of
the songs they are, able to write: ^
. If those giants of industry, the recording and tv/radi
businesses won’t encourage, your best efforts, encourage
them, yourself.. Write if you must that old cornball; but
spare the bright banner of quality; A thing of beauty is

a joy forever, especially to yourself.

P. S. I almost forgot that this is an ASCAP issue, dedi-
cated to that great organization to which all musical com-
posers may aspire and eventually belong, providing they
want to and their works warrant it. There is certainly
little I can add to what has already been more eloquently
said by greater writers than I, but to quote from a broad-
cast I made over the CBS network on Feb. 20, last, I sub-
mit the following:

“By way of a brief summation of the role which the
American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers
plays in our society, I would say that ASCAP is the magna
charta of the author and composer . . > the Declaration of
Independence of the creative mind , . . and the social se-

curity of the free spirit. And when you hear such songs
as (fill in your own favorite) remember that* in return for
the pleasure they have brought you arid your family, you.
are contributing to the welfare of the . men and women
who created them; and for the life of the copyright of

the songs you enjoy—ASCAP, through, your patronage

—

lias made nutsiic more available and secure, and continues
to protect the people who have devoted their lives to

writing the music you want and choose to hear.”
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I WAS THE!
• ^--^By LEO EDWARDS=====

IE
' That’s How Three French Songsmitlis

Set Performing Rights’ Pattern

With SACEM

CAESAR MLAR
r~
——By IRVING CAESAR= -

- =J
\ (Pres., 1914 ASCAP Charter Members Assn.)

There has been much written, and said about who arid

how ASCAP was started, and whose brainchild it was.

As a charter member and one of the few left of this

fast-shrinking group, we- were in the trenches when
ASCAP was born. This is as nearly an authentic picture

of what happened.

Victor Herbert and his valiant fighting attorney, Nathan

Burkan, gave birth to the idea of the American Society

of Composers, Authors and Publishers, as result of wi

ning the now oft-mentioned Shanley Restaurant test suit..

It was at a luncheon held at Luchow’s famous restaurant

14tH St. both Herbert’s and Burkan’s, favorite dining

place; latter was personal attorney for August Luchow.

At this luncheon February, 1914, Herbert presided with

his legal ..adviser, Nathan Burkan, and was joined by

George Maxwell, general manager for. G. Ricordi, the

great Milan (Italy) house, Raymond Hubbell, Glen Mc-

Donough,. Silvio Hein and Louis A. Hirsch.
,
A few days

later, at the Lambs Club, John Golden, Jay Witmark,

Gustave Kerker, George V. Hobart and Rennold Wolf

'

joined the group of founders.

The first call for action was a meeting of songwriters

at Keen’s Chop House on 44th St. Ariiong those present

were Gene Buck, Jerome Kern, A. Baldwin Sloane, Irving

Berlin, Harry and A1 Von Tilzer, Joe Young, Fred Fisher,

Joe McCarthy, Jean Schwartz, Sam Lewis; Al_ Bryan,

Harry Carroll, George Meyer, Billy Jerome, my late

brother Gus, and myself, and a handful of others, all

real songwriters who had to ’have a minimum of three

hit songs that sold at least 500,000 copies each to make
you eligible for membership in ASCAP, which was one

of the important conditions imposed on potential mem-
bers at this time, and which is equivalent to three $1,-

000,000 “platter songs” today. ( Where are the Johnny-

come-latelies to boast of such qualifications for member-

ship in ASCAP today? )

.

Herbert, 'Burkan, Maxwell

Victor Herbert called the first meeting to order and

explained th purpose of the new Composers Society.

Burkan followed, stressing that the writers should Stick

together, and. that it meant their, future bread, and butter.

He also suggested that we • have to take in the publishers,

as they controlled the copyrights, .without which we
couldn’t ask for protection by law. Therefore, it was re-

named the American Society of Composers, Authors and

Publishers.

Then, George Maxwell, he of the suave manner, the

essence of dignity, took the platform. Twirling his sandy

mustache, here was a man fit for the Ambassadorship to

the Court of St. James, His personal associates were
none other than the great Italian composers, Verdi and
Puccini;, he was also annual boxholder at the Met. He, too,

had come to this meeting to plead with the pop writers
of such items as “Oh, You Beautiful Doll,” “Bird In A
Gilded Cage,” “Curse of An Aching Heart” and others,

to band together, to form this Society to protect their

interests, and be compensated for public performances
of their works for profit. He was amazed that in this

country music was performed for profit tax-free, whereas
in Europe all governments collected for the composers’
tax:

He went on to say that we would see the day when
there would be ari annual income of $5,000,000 to dis-

burse: to it^ members, to Which some of the writers, sit-

ting near me, Whispered: “What kind of opium, is he
smoking?” It wasn’t long before some of those very boys
became directors in ASCAP, and Maxwell became its -first

.President.
-

;
t ; .•

After seven long years of court litigations all over the
country, arid taking all sorts of abuse, fighting for recog-
nition of our, rights, we began to see daylight in 1921i
This .was. the year when the first checks wefe mailed out,'

and the first distribution to. the writers and publishers
took place.

At a recent 40th year Anniversary celebration, held
at Luchow’s, where mostly oldtime members took part,,

a plaque, dedicated to the memory, of. Victor Herbert and
the birth of ASCAP, was unveiled Over Herbert’s favorite

’ table, arid is now known as the. ASCAP Corner.

Shades of Herbert, Burkan and the other great pioneers
of ASCAP who gave so much and looked for nothing in.

return but a future security for the songwriters of Amer-
ica. If they came back to life today they’d witness how
some of the hard-earned fruits of their labors were being
promiscuously impinged upon by “platter twirlers” and
wielders of “tempo sticks,” trying to horn in on ASCAP’
memberships. These talent-less musical robots are all well
paid by their sponsors and employers, yet they take the
tools from ASCAP shelves, without which they couldn’t
function, and without paying for the use of same, they use
their position to gain membership in ASCAP, thus trying
to take part of what’s due the- legitimate composer, song
writer, and widows and orphans of the men that made
ASCAP possible. The late J’. J.. Rosenthal, general manager
of ASCAP, said, in his published book, “nothing that the
present and future members could do could compensate
the founder-members for their service, sacrifice ahd
fortitude.”

In spite of its many trials and tribulations, ASCAP
stands as a gr£at v.n}9&ument to

a
its founders find

,
the

greatest organization of its. kind in ‘the world.

By RICHARD F. MURRAY
(Manager, ASCAP Foreign Dept.)

ASCAP is but one of many such that exist throughout
the world. In almost every civilized country there is a

similar society—organized to represent and enforce the,

performing rights of the members under the copyright

laws of that country.

It is the custom for a society of authors to represent

in its country the societies of the other countries—thus

procuring for the creative artist and his publisher of any
one country protection of his rights under that eouritry’s.

law.

Such societies indispensable to of musical

works as well as authors. They enable users to perform

a work both in its country of origin and in all countries

where it is protected without haying to. deal directly"

with the author. Users thus have access to extensive

musical repertoires without being obliged to search out

information with respect to the author, composer, or pub-

lisher, country, -of origin of the work, copyright date, etc.

If such societies did not exist, the laws arid conventions

which have been passed to protect authors’ rights would
become impractical to execute.

ASCAP has contractual relations with numerous per-

forming rights. -societies abroad, including PRS (England),

SACEM (Prance), SIAE (Italy), GEMA' (Germany),

CAPAC (Canada) STIM (Sweden), KODA (Denmark),
TON0 ( Norway ) , TEOSTO (Finland), BUMA, (Holland),

SABEM (Belgium), SUISA (Switzerland), AKM (Aus-

tria), SGAE (Spain-), APRA (Australia ) , the South Ameri-
can Societies and others. In all, the works of more than
50,000 composers, authors and publishers are represented.

The oldest of the foreign societies, SACEM of France,
was organized in the middle of the’ last century; The
awakening Of interest in the rights of creative artists

. dates back to the- French; Revolution (1791) when, as a
result of the efforts of the famous dramatist Beaumarchais
and some of his contemporaries, laws were passed paving
the way for the protection of performing rights. By an
interesting^ parallel, the basis for SACEM as it exists today
was laid by ‘three French songwriters in much the same
manner as Victor Herbert arid his colleagues laid the basis
for ASCAP several decades Tater^ These writers, Victor
Parisot, Alexandre Bpurget arid Paul Henrion* attended
the Cafe des Amhassadeurs on the Champs Elysees, dined
and wined and listened to the music, which was an at-

tractive feature of the. establishment. When the time came
to settle the bill, they flatly refused to : pay, declaring that
they would not pay the restaurant owner so long as he
did not pay them for the right to perform their composi-
tions. Parisot and Bourget then filed suit with the Tribu-
nal de Commerce de la Seine which on Sept. 8, 1847, for-

bade the owner of the Ambassadeurs to have works of
these composers played at concerts in his establishment.
A second judgment, confirmed by a court decision of April
26, 1849, sentenced him to pay damages. Then upon the
three songwriters, aided by funds contributed by the
publisher Colombier, laid the foundation for SACEM
which was organized on Feb. 28, 1851.

The history of the British Performing Right -Society
(PRS), which like ASCAP was founded in 1914, follows
closely that of ASCAP, both in the origin of the society
and its various struggles . against efforts of the users of
music to curb or stop its activities. The Society had been
born at a troublous time in the world’s affairs, qnd its

early history is a story of expedients to survive. Notwith-
standing its early difficulties; PRS is today one of the
leaders in the performing right field.

Government Cooperation

Most foreign societies have the full cooperation Of their
governments, who recognize the national and international
importance of intellectual creations, including music. As
a consequence, literary property enjoys an equal footing
with other property rights. Foreign performing right
societies differ from ours not only in that, license fees are
collected fpr all public performances (including juke-
boxes), but the copyright protection under ; which they
operate is longer than our own. A musical composition iri

Europe is generally protected during the life of its creator
and fifty years thereafter. In addition, there is a growing
tendency to compensate the heirs'of composers abroad for
the losses sustained by the two World Wars. As a con-
sequence, soriie countries have extended the duration of
copyright protection even beyond 50 years after the death
of the composer: France (64 years); Belgium (60 years),
Austria (57 years), Italy (56 -years).

The cooperation which the foreign societies receive
from their governments goes so far that in a number of
countries, unlicensed establishments making use of the
society's- repertoire may be bgyjred by the police from of-
fering musical entertainment to their customers. In some
countries the police notify the performing right society
iri advance of any concerts, dances and other musical en:

tertairiment so that the society may collect the license
fee before the performance takes place. It Would be un-
thinkable in these countries that everyone connected with
the performance., is compensated for their services, but
that the composer; be deprived of just remuneration.

In some countries, performing right societies are en-
trusted with the collection of the government tax from
certain or all phases of entertainment. In Italy, for in-

stance, a license &e is payable also for programs repre-
senting: exclusively works in the public domain. Incidental-

ly, the requirement of our Copyright, A,ct that a public
performance has to be “for profit” cornA iirtcle

,

r
,,
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Years ago, I was bitten by a rhyme, and the swelling

that resulted wasn’t too hard to take—since it was to my
pocket. Ever since, I have been a guy of few words—on

paper, that is. Sit me down at a round table, or a square

table, for that matter, and I’m off

with the drop of a bagel and can keep
going until the last saucer of tea. But
have you ever counted -up the number
of words in a popular song—or, let’s

say; iriy songs? “Sometimes Fm
Happy” “Swanee,” “1 Want to Be
Happy,” “Just a Gigolo,” “Tea For
Two,” and the Safety Songs—they
average about 60 words apiece. The
prospect of having to write anything
in prose is a frightening one, espe-
cially since, through these summer
doldrums, I’ve been reading Ben
Hecht’s “A- Child of This Century,”

Gene Fowler’s “Minutes of the Last Meeting,” and Philip

Wylie’s “Tomorrow.” These prestidigitators of prose fill

me with a sense of inadequacy.

It wos in 1920 that I first tied on to Mother ASCAP’s
apron-strings. Together with George Gershwin and Buddy
De Sylva, I was taken by the hand by Uncle Max ((Drey-

fus, that is) and led into the promised land. It is purely
coincidental, I assure you, that 1920 was the first year
that Mother ASCAP found a few pennies in her cupboard
and sprinkled them among the iuds;

So what to write about? Shall, i tell the story of
“Swanee?” How it was a total flop for six months until

JolSon discovered it, sang it, and made it into a hit?

When Gershwin and I wrote that number, we had never
been south of 14th Street. After, the song became a hit,

we decided to take a trip south and look at that river that

flowed gold for It was a lucky think the song wa»
written first.

“Swanee” was only one of the songs I wrote with th#
great Gershwin. I: wonder how ' many people remember
the first song he and I wrote: “1 Was’So Young, You Wef#
So Beautiful.” That one was introduced in the Shubert
musical, “Good Morning, John.” Maybe if I write about
that, the song will get a revival. It deserves one.

A ‘Dummy’ That Clicked 1
Or the story of “Tea for T.w ” How the lyrics for that

one were written in a few minutes, as a dummy to guide
me in writing the Teal, lyrics the next morning, to give
me an idea of where the rhyme and the accents, should
fall;

I could tell the story of the show that song came froi ,

Vincent Youmans’ “No, No, Nanette.” It played to almost
empty houses in Detroit and Cincinnati when it was first

opened, arid it would have folded for eternity in Chicago
if we hadn’t recast.it in the middle of its run and added
’a couple of songs to pep it up. The songs? “Tea for Two”
and “I Want To Be Happy.”

Or shall I tell how .the.murical comedy, “A Night Out,
was closed out-of-town, before it ever got to New York,
iri order to salvage its hit song, “Sometimes I’m Happy.”
The melody of that song had been used in a prior You-
mans musical—I think it was “Lollipop,” or “Mary Jan*
McCane.” It was then called .“Come On And Pet Me.”
Youinans was most reluctant to make a second try. with
this tune. He was. positive nothing would avail, but Grace
Moore finally persuaded him. She was playing at the
Music Box, and one night after her performance she came
up to watch us at work in our studio. Youmans played the
tune for her, and she was so taken with it that we decided
to go ahead with new lyrics, Five minutes later, “Som
times I’m Happy” was written.

Or maybe I ought to tell of my collaboration with Sec-
retary of. the Treasury William H. Woodin. He wrote*
“The FDR March” melody and hired me to write the
lyrics! Insisted on paying me, too. Nice fellow. We planned
to have some publicity pictures taken—me giving him an
autographed copy of “Tea For Two,” and he giving me
an autographed locomotive.

Maybe I ought to tell about my work with John Ring-
ling North for next year’s circus. Wonder how many peo-.
pie know whether the elephants dance to the tunes the
composer writes or whether he writes tunes to the steps
the elephants know.
Or shall I tell about the time Otto Hnrbach lent me

$50,000 without a scrap of paper because he wanted to
help me save my, stocks in the 1929 crash? There weren’t
1,000 men in the Country who had $50,000 they couid lend
by the third day of the crash, arid Otto was probably th
one man in. the thousand who would me through for
friend. That’s a story worth telling.

is unknown to most foreign cou ntries. As a result some
of (pur sister societies are able to collect license fees also
for ^‘non-profit” performances given in universities, col-
leges, and similar types of Institutions. Many performing
right, societies operate at the same time in dramatic, me-
chanical, bpoks and other areas.

The quasi-official role of performing right societies ih
most European countries is of course, neither possible
nor desirable in the U.S. Our American tradition Is very
different. Under our system, ASCAP members believe that
the free creator can best function by dealing with com-
mercial enterprises directly through his society,' rather
than by. means of quasi-governmental authority.

Our relations with foreign societies, except for certai

unavoidable exchange difficulties, have been most satis-

factory. They know from their own experience that prog-
ress for ASCAP has meant constant struggle! We, on the
other hand, might take to heart the words of one of the
founding fathers of the authors' rights movement, the
dramatist Beaumarchais, who wryly observed, “Fame is a
desirable thing, but one. forgets that in order to enjoy
it even for one year, nature condemns us to dine 365
times.
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As The Penny Arcade
By SIDNEY WM. WATTENBERG

.(Attorney, Music Publishers Protective' Assn.)

•The' present U. S. Copyright Law, except for certain

minor changes,; has been in force for some 45 years, and

has become obsolete in a great many respects. Copyright

attorneys differ as to
.
how. to meet the situation. Some

believe that a series of. amendments should be sought to

bring up to date particular sections of the .statute, while

others feel , that the law is so antiquated that it should be

superseded by an entirely new. statute.

From the standpoint of Composers and publishers; of

musical compositions, probably one of the most glaring

examples of the. antiquity of the law can be found in its

first section. It is the so-called Compulsory License Pro-
' ion contained in subdivisioh .(e). This' provision was

included in the law as more or less a compromise
measure. Prior to. 1909, owners of copyrighted music
had no protection against the unauthorized use of their

works oh music roils or gramophone records, and when
this lack of protection was crystalized by the decision. of
the U. S. Supreme Court in the case of WhiterSmith vs.

Appollo, Congress decided that the right to. use a copy-
righted musical ccmoosition ort devices of this kind was
a valuable right which should be secured to its owner.

However, prior to the passage, of the 1909 law, there had
been, a tendency on the part, of certain manufacturing in-

terests to obtain exclusive rights in as many musical com-
positions as possible and Congress interpreted this as. a
threat of possible monopoly.

Apparently, Congress
.
felt at that time that anti-trust

laws in force did not afford' adequate; protection against
such a threatened monopoly, and accordingly, when Con-
gress provided for the copyright proprietor’s ownership
and Control of the so-called mechanical right, it placed a

condition upon the exexcise of the right.

This condition is to be found in the Compulsory License
Provision, and it takes away from the copyright proprietor

the exclusive control of the right to manufacture phono-
graph records and similar devices in every case Where
the copyright proprietor himself has exercised the right

or has acquiesced i its exercise by someone else. In other
words once the copyright proprietor of a song permits it

to be used On phonograph records, then the statute gives

to anyone else and everyone else the right to make similar
use of the song upon the payment of a 2c statutory royalty

for each record manufactured. Such a provision, of course,

Is inconsistent with the very concept upon which copyright
ih this country is founded. Copyright is based: upon, and
has as its very essence, exclusivity, and when a copyright
proprietor is deprived of exclusivity, it cannot be said that
he possesses true copyright.

There does not seem to be ariy real peed to retain in

the copyright statute a provision designed to protect the
public in general or users in particular from monopoly or
restraint of trade. Today the anti-trust, laws are sufficiently

broad to take care Of any possible threat of monopoly, re-

straint of trade or conspiracy, so that the very basic rea-

son which prompted Congress to enact the Compulsory
License Provision no longer exists.

45 Years Later
1

Furthermore some, of the provisions of the Compulsory
License have become obsolete in view or developments in

the past 45 years. It. is quite obvious that even if a 2c
royalty were adequate, reasonable or proper ip 1909 it is

inadequate, unreasonable and improper today. No argu-
ment need be offered to support this Conclusion other
than to state that the dollar has become devalued to a
great extent and as a result all other costs and standard
ratios have increased in relation to the 2c royalty which
by statute must remain static.

The pegging of the royalty at 2c. is not the only manner
Jn Which the Compulsory License Provision has become
inequitable. The manner in which the royalty applies to
various types of works also justifies the most severe crit-

icism. The statute requires the payment of the royalty
for each recording of a musical composition without dis-

tinguishing between types of musical compositions, the
duration of their renditions of other pertinent factors.

Musical compositions and songs, unlike some kinds of
property, are not all substantially the same. Their merit
varies as do their types. It always has been inherently
wrong to permit the payment of the same royalty for

^records of a serious musical composition representing
much effort and merit as is payable with respect to the
most insignificant and unimportant work.

^
Accountings and Gyps ]

Still another objectionable phase of the Compulsory
License Provision is to be found in the provisions relating
to accountings. It must be remembered that the owner
of a copyrighted work has no choice in the people with
;-Whum he*~isiforeed-to -do business. Once he records his
work, anyone may record it and sell records in competition
with him. . Accordingly, there have been, many instances
where manufacturers, without financial substance, have
recorded songs and have not paid, royalties, and copyright
proprietors, in many cases, have been required to go as
far as to bring fruitless lawsuits in. unsuccessful attempts
to recover royalties.

Perhaps the most astounding part of this situation is

that if the fly-by-night manufacturer has filed his notice
under the Statute, he is not considered to be an infringer,
and the worst that can happen to him if he is called upon
to account is that he may, in the Court’s discretion, have
to pay a royalty of 6c per record. It would certainly ap-
pear that in view of conditions prevailing

. today/ when
through the development of electronic devices, the ability
and means to make phonograph records is Within reach of
a great many people, a copyright proprietor should be
permitted to select his licensees. But if that right is with-
held from him, the law should deal much more strictly
with manufacturers who fail to keep proper books and
records or who. divide their operation among separate
licensing, manufacturing and distributing organizations in
order to hide their liability for royalties or who, for any
other reasofi, do not pay royalties when due.

Perhaps the most outrageous part of Section 1 (e) is
the exemption which it grants in favor of the jukebox.
At Jhe Jinie the, .present. law .ivas passed, in 1909,. coin-
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operated machines were practically all of the penny
arcade type. They were insignificant and very unim-
portant . econbmically. Having this type of a device in

mind, Congress included in the law a provision that the
performance of a song on such a device was not to .be con-
sidered a public performance for profit, unless a fee was
charged for admission to the place where the device was
located.:

.

Congress did not arid, could not have envisaged at that
time, the present day jukebox. Nevertheless because of
the general terms in which the statutory exemption is

set forth, and because the jukebox, like the penny arcade
device, is “coin operated/* the jukebox industry, which
makes hundreds of millions of dollars annually, has
been able to take advantage of the exemption. Perform-
ances on jukeboxes are given without restriction and
without compensation to the owners of the: music used.
There cannot be any serious question

- but that a per-
formance on the present day jukebox is in every respect
both public and for profit, and yet because of language
intended to relate to a condition existing in 1909, the
owner of a copyrighted song today is unable to collect

a reasonable performance fee for the use of his property.
The 1909 Congress, is not to be criticized because the law

which they passed has become objectionable in so many
respects. The last 45 years have seen tremendous changes
and advances in many fields. Most laws are changed from
time to time to conform to changes in conditions to which
they apply. As business , has developed, anti-trust laws
have been passed arid have been amended periodically.

As the. automobile has been developed, traffic laws have
been amended. As budgets have been “increased, tax laws
have been passed and amended from time to time. .

It is only reasonable arid logical to expect that copy-
right legislation should be amended from time to time
so as to keep up

,
with the times.

By HARRY AKST
Hollywood.

You’ve been in bed about three weeks, riding out the

aftermath of. a coronary attack—your world has suddenly

shrunk, just a bedroom. But imagination is not confined

arid, at will, you are transported anywhere at any time.

Here you are at the Palace Theatre, New York—time 1917.

Headliner—Nora Bayes, at the piano—you! Nora Bayes!

Bigtime, eh? You're a lucky kid—12 consecutive weeks at

the Palace—then Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington,

You remember how your heart beat faster when Nora
told you she is taking you to the White House to have
breakfast with . Woodrow Wilson. Oh! yes—Bayes was
big time.

You’re in bed now, having yourself a ball. Haven’t you.
got a private DC7 with which you can travel non-stop to

any place in the past? You’re just about ready to instruct

the pilot where to go when the nurse tells you the Croaker
is here and you’re rudely jerked back to the silly bedroom;
you submit to blood tests, blood-pressure, pulse, dicumerol
(a wonder drug to clot or unclot the blood—who knows?).
Anything, just so you can get back,on your, private space-
ship arid go, places.

All aboard—here you go again. You’re back, at the
piano, accompanying Ai Jolson, the “world’s greatest en-
tertainer,’’ to Alaska, the Caribbean, British Guiana,
Brazil, Africa. Wherever America’s Armed Forces are,

there is Jolie. You accompany him literally and figur-

atively. In 1950 you plead with him not to go to Korea,
but Al has persuasive ways- and sells you on going. Japan
and Korea, and you sense Al is showing the wear and
tear. He starts to unravel. YoU plead With him again to

cut the rest of the schedule and go home, but not Jolie

—

he’s determined to play out the hand—and does—finally
cashing in his chips in San Francisco on Oct. 23, 1950.

••

Still ‘Accompanying-

Still an accompanist, you charter a Flying Tiger and
rattle through the sky with Al’s remains to Los Angeles,
sick as a dog—but you’re a lucky dog—you’re “accompany-
ing’’ Al Jolson, the “world’s greatest entertainer.” Crazy-
Man?
You go to New York to do a story about Jolson for Cos-

mopolitan, and while there you meet Eddie Fisher. You
hear him sing and you like what you hear. It just so
happens, you happen to have aeong in your pocket, title—
“Good-bye G.I. Al.” You play it for Eddie, he learns it,

Introduces it that Sunday on Ed Sullivan’s “Toast of the
Town.”

Say! Hey! (by permission of Willie Mays) this Fisher is

okay. While in the Army he cuts a few for RCA Victor

—

nothing but hits. He soars to. the top of charts like he’s jet-

propelled. You don’t see Eddie again for about three years.

At the request of ASCAP you go to Washington to do a
show for the National Press Club, and Fisher’s on the
show. His hitch for Uncle Sam is up in two weeks. He
opens at the Paramount, New York. Tremendous! Palla-
dium, London—serisational! Starts his TV show “Coke
Time” arid by Jurte 1954 has compiled the unprecedented
record of 17 consecutive hit disks for RCA Victor. Boy!
You’re lucky—you’ve been with Eddie since June of 1953
—and just witnessing his phenomenal success and devel-
opment seems to have rejuvenated you—I think!

You’re at the piano at the Cocoanut Grove, L. A., where
Eddie toppled all previous records. At the Hollywood Bowl
Concert, with Kostelanetz, where all seats were sold an hour
before the show. This Fisher guy is , established—he’s a
throwback to the greats before tv and radio and micro-
phones. No crooner, Fisher, he’s what's known as a belter
of songs.

. He proved that in London early this year—did a show
for the Air Force without benefit of the microphone—
the p/a. system went haywire—and if E^die hadn’t told
the boys about the mike they never would have noticed it.

Now. you’re convalescing—still a bit groggy—but happy
in the thought that you were at the piano for Nora Bayes—AI Jolson—and Eddie Fisher.

Some sweet day, in the Valhalla of show business, you’ll
cut up some old touches with Nora Bayes~and Jolie—really
live it up—give benefits for the poor unfortunate sOuls
who are still On earth—won’t that be something?
You’re there, say about 99 years, walking down Broad-

way. You see a 24-sheet—MONSTER* BENEFIT!! Nora
Bayes—Al Jolson—and under coming attractions, EDDIE
FISHER. And way down on the program'—how can they
print so small—it. says, At The Piano—harry akst.

Very few of us are blessed with the mystic powers Of
prognostication; endowed, that is, with the rare gift . of
peering into the future and predicting the advent of some-
thing that isn’t here yet. Nor. are there many who are

blessed with that equally rare gift- of
foresight: the ability to tell what’s
gonna happen with something that is
already here.
My own sense of pre-vision is rather

strange and singularly limited; I
mean, there are only certain things I
am good at foretelling., I have never,
for example, been

.
able to pick the

winner of a
.

pennant or a World
Series. I was one of the first to
chuckle derisively and holler: “Get
a horse!” when . of the earlier
“horseless carriages’* coughed and
sputtered to an inglorious stop right

in front of my hoUse in the Bronx: Silly as it must
sound now, I gave the safety razor pile week.

In 1914, when a dream called ASCAP became .a fait
accompli, I was one of the few who said it was here to
'stay.;.

I knew that it behove every songwriter to drop What-
ever he was dbiiig and start to level on Writing songs;
Forthwith, I dropped whatever I was doing, including
a course I was taking in nuclear fission at Columbia
Night School, arid started dashing off songs. My first one
was “The Greatest Battle Song of All,” which even today,
after 39 years, is still not selling. I followed it up almost
immediately with another ditty j entitled “When Ragtime
Rufus Rags the Humoresque,” which swept the country.
Just which country it swept was never made clear to me.
With such a medley, a lot of writers would have stopped

right there and then and rested on their laurels. But not

:

yours truly. I rolled up my sleeves and went to it like
a man possessed. Ditties kept coming off my piano like
hot cakes off the griddle. The following are only a few
of the Jmpcrishables I added to my list of compositions i

ASCAP: “Hello, Wisconsin, Have You Seen My Yonni
Yorison?” “Sally Green, the Village Queen,” “Max Says Go
And See Morris And Morris Says Go And See Max,’*
“Sarah From Syracuse,” and “They Call Them Angels In
Heaven, But We Call Them Mothers Down Here.”

I took .time off between songs to watch the progress
ASCAP was making. My judgment was Vindicated. It was
growing apace, as the saying goes. But it was still in its

infancy, as another saying goes. As I said Way back in
.19i4, ASCAP was here to stay. But something happened
that made me wonder Whether I was here to stay. I
couldn’t think of another idea for a song. I had that hor-
rible feeling of being washed up. I was about to throw in
the sponge when another thing happened that offered a
golden opportunity to the : men who were Writing the na-
tion’s songs: America entered the First World War.
Again I rolled up my sleeves, the- same sleeves, and

spent most of my waking hours at the piano. The result
of my feverish efforts were the following songs which
served the twofold purpose of feeding the kitty in ASCAP
arid helping to lift the spirits of the boys in the trenches:
“The Girl You Leave. Behind You Has The Hardest Fight
Of All,” “Oh, What A Time For The Girlies When. The
Boys Come Marching Home,” “I’ll Be Over Yriur Way In
The Mornin’, Bill, Sure’n I Will”—a song in the form of a
letter written by an Irish Ace to Kaiser Wilhelm—and
last, but certainly riot least, “You Keep Sending Them
Over And We’ll Keep Knocking Them Down.”

Well, here it is 1954. ASCAP is still growing apace, and
I am proud that I helped it grow. But sometimes I wonder
what would have happened to it if I hadn’t been a mem-
ber. I mean, I wonder if ASCAP would be what it is today
without such contributions as: “Sarah From Syracuse/*
“When Ragtime Rufus Rags The Humoresque,” “Hello
Wisconsin, Have You Seen My Yonnie Yonson,” etc, etc;*

and another one of mine I nearly forgot to mention

—

a
war song, entitled “I’ve Got A Red Cross Rosie Going
Across With Me.”

J

By HOWARD HANSON
(Director. Eastman School of Music)

Rochester, N. Y.

ASCAP in recent years has recognized the importance
of America’s serious music and has recognized the fact

that it must look to the future as. well as to the present.

As a ’result the Society has shown an increasing interest
in “serious” music arid has experimented with various
ways of acquiring the American listener with American
music. One project Which aroused much favorable com-
ment was the presentation, through the cooperation of
ASCAP, NBC and the Eastman School of Music of a series
of broadcasts of America's symphonic music.

These broadcasts, which I had the privilege of conduct-
ing, had several interesting features, in the first place
they were performed by the senior student symphony of
the Eastman School, an orchestra of talented and highly
skilled young players who had no fear of, nor prejudice
against, new music. As a result the performances Were
spirited and exciting. In the second place the series pre-
sented all manner of American symphonic: music from the
classic-romantic tradition of MacDowell, Chadwick and
Arthur Foote, to the music of today’s Roy Harris, Walter
Piston and Aaron Copland and tomorrow’s Peter Mennin,
Louis Menini and William Bergsma. In the third place,
the programs were completely “non-political” in charac-
ter, many of the composers not even being members of
ASCAP.
Such contributions are an indication of the Society’s

maturity and of its forward-looking philosophy. For all

music, both popular and “serious,” must have its chance
to be heard to be appreciated. It may be true that “we
know what we like,” but it is even more true that “we like
what we know.” Radio and recordings give the. listeners
of today a chance to hear Contemporary music, not once
but many times, and to decide what they like on the basis
of the judgment of their own ears. ’ May ASCAP long con-
tinue to assist in the important task of making America’s
iriqsic available to,.America’s listener^.

. ,

'
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I’D RATHER WRITE A SONG
By MILTON BERLE

If I had a chance to .be stranded on an island with

Cole Porter dr Gina Lollobrigida, there isn’t a soul in the

music business who doubts that I'd choose ol’ king- Cole.

Well, there might be two. people who would doubt it.,

Gina Lollobrigida and my wife Ruth,
I don't know how anyone would ex-

plain it psychiatrically but I’m sure I

would rather write a song; that is, a
hit song, than be a big star on tele-

vision. My. heart starts pounding like

a little boy coming home: with his

first report card every time I think
of selling a million records, with the
help of Eddie Fisher.

.
I’d even settle

for a record by Debbie Fisher, In
fact, I’ll take a vocal by Milton Black-
stone,. if Hugo Winterhalter would
promise to do the arrangement. ...

This songwriting urge isn’t a new
kick with me at all; Some Who hear that. I’m writing or
have written a song are under the impression that it’s

'

a. new hobby, but the Brill Bldg. set. know differently.

When Nick Kenny was a soprano I used to haunt the-
offices of 1619 Broadway with- a beat-up lead sheet under
\y arm. I wasn’t welcome in those days. Great tune-

pickers like Jack Mills, Jack Robbins and Saul Bourne
wouldn't even turn up the batteries ih their hearing aids

to listen;

Milton Berio

There is nothing so. heartbreaking to a new songwriter’
as being turned .down by a publisher. The tunes an un-
known writes sound differently to the publishers than
the ones written by a five-letter man (ASCAP). I proved
this point once in ray early days of songwriting. One day
t went up to Shapiro-Bernstein. After* I had my song
accepted by mot only Shapiro, and Bernstein, but eVen
the hyphen that separates them, I Was finally alloWed
an audition with, the Herman Goering of the firm, Joni
Taps. This was back in B.C. (Before Columbia). Jonie
Was busily engaged on the phone. I mumbled something
to the effect that Mr. Bernstein liked,my song and. wanted
him to hear it. He Was paying practically no attention,

to me so I asked him if I could sing it to him. He
nodded an annoyed “yes,” but I could see that even if

I sang the “Star Spangled Banner'' or “Stardust,” his

mind was a million miles; away, and he -wouldn’t listen.

Just then I decided to prove my point about publishers.
I sang “Stardust.” After I finished I said, “Well, wljat

do you think?” Mr. Taps without even lifting his head
said, “I’m sorry, kid, it’s not commercial.”

I don’t think, anybody around Tin Pan Alley knows this

story, because I really just made it up and the whole
thing is a lie. I just wanted to illustrate in exaggerated
form one of the hardships an unknown writer does go
through in trying to get a tune heard.

I actually- have had many songs published although with
men who know tobacco best, it’s two to one. Snookie
Lanson doesn’t remember tickling his tonsils on one of

ray songs during a Hit Parade rehearsal. But I have been
pretty Lucky, Lucky, to quote two of iy better hits.

Stashed away high on a windy shelf behind my joke file

are hundreds of copies of the songs I’ve written through
the years. On the rare evening when I have nothing to

do I like to sit in my private domain and look at the
songs I’ve written from public domain. I never had the
privilege of co-writing a song with Richard Rodgers, Mack
Gordon or Ellen Mackay’s husband. I did get pretty close
to that- distinction;. however, once. at an ASCAP dinner.
Benny Davis wrote a melody ori 4he back of a gin. score
and asked me to write a lyric to it. I didn’t bother, since
it wasn’t a new song, it was “Margie,” and Benny wanted
me to write a Chinese lyric to it. Some group called
The Four Chopsticks wanted to do it on the Shanghai
label, Maybe it was my big chance but I would have
had to leave the money in China and although I love to
write, this kind of a yen I haven’t gotten yet.

Years ago I realized that the double-A writers might
not need me for a partner, so I looked for other coi

posers to collaborate with. J found a few up and coming
tunesmiths like Beethoven, Bach, and Schubert (even in
this business, you can’t escape the Shuberts.) who were
agreeable to having put to their melodies.. Many times I

bi'ought .a song I’d written with Beethoven, up to Bregman,
Vocco and Conn. Many times, too,^Fack Bregman would
say, “Milt, these are great melodies. Next time you’re
around, bring your partner, Beethoven, I’d like to meet
him.”

I casually mentioned to Mr. Bregman that Beethoven
hasn’t written anything foi* 200 years, and winked to his
partner, Rocco Vocco. Rocco said, “Who cares, if he can#
come up with these kind of tunes, bring the. kid around,
lie’s got somethin’.”

I’ll admit that as a songwriter I’ve been more fortunate
than most fellows. I don’t depend on it formal, living,* and
as I write this phrase I can hear, my brother, Frank,
kneeling in. the direction of Abe Olman and.saying “Allah
Be Praised,” I’m somewhat of a television star now. I.

say somewhat because I’ve only done a coiiple of shows
so far this season; it'll be June before I might have to
demand a recount. I’m in the enviable position where if

I can’t get my tune on a Decca label or a Coral label,
I can publish it myself and get two sides on a Cy Mar-
tin label.

You see, I’m in the music publishing business myself
no\v. With the money I've stolen from Texaco- for five
years and the green certificates I’i currently confiscat-
ing from the Buick coffers, I started three publishing
outfits of my own. Now if I write a song and, bring it in,

I can tear it up myself. I must be a very fine songwriter,
because I’ve brought me a lot of songs I wrote and, as
yet, I haven’t turned one down.

I have been trying to find out the secret of getting a
hit, and I notice that, titles of one word usually have a
good chance to iriaking the grade. There have been songs
like “Careless,” “Jealousy,” ‘Why” and recently “Wanted;”
That’s how I happened to write a one-word title myself,
if you recall a song entitled “L” Since then I’ve had no
luck at all with -one word titles. Three months ago I
wrote several. One called “X,” and “Q,” and a zingy
little thing called “Minus A” but I can’t seem to get
anyone to record them. I’ve practically given up letters
and I’m starting with numbers. Wait’ll you hear the
Four Aces do my latest, ‘‘785432.” The melody was writ-
ten by Albert Einstein’s mathematics teacher in Heidel-
berg.

As much as I’d like td, I can’t devote too much time

Some Top Herbert, Kevin, Sousa Copyrights

P. D. in ’54; More Reasons for Copyright Change

fey EDGAR LESLIE
The celebration of this anniversary year should bring

added jubilation to those of us who lived through the
weaning period of ASCAP 40 years ago. The applecart
was upset on many occasions whilst we were en route

to our present estate—one must ex-
pect to take a punch in order to give
a punch — therefore our trials and
tribulations should be regarded
embalmed incidents and not resur-
rected.

.. The ASCAP membership . should re-
alize its existence lies in copyright
protection and that there is an im-
perative need. for. copyright revision.
The disastrous uncertainties of

tenure, particularly during the ap-
proach of the termination of a copy-
right when all the privileges enjoyed
therein must cease, should emphati-

cally bring home the shocking realization that 1954 is the
year when all songs copyrighted in the U. S. A. in 1898
will go into the public domain. Such famous items as
Victor Herbert’s “Gypsy Love Song,” “Romany Rye’’ and
others from his. operetta, “The Fortune Teller,” Ethelbert
Neviri’s “The Rosary,” ..John .Philip Sousa’s marches,
‘When You Were Sweet Sixteen” arid ‘‘A. Stein/ Song”
(“It’s Always Fair Weather,” etc.) are but a few of many
that will no longer enrich ASGAP’s repertory.

It seemS significant to note that in Berne Convention
copyright countries like the: British Isles, Canada, Austra-
lia, France, Italy, etc., where, the copyright term is for the
lifetime of the author plus 50 years, the copyrights of.

Victor Herbert, who died in. 1924, will endure until 1974>
in the case of John. Philip Sousa, who died in 1932, they
will continue until 1982; and in the case of “When You
Were Sweet Sixteen,” written by James Thornton, who
died in 1938, the copyright will not expire until 1988.
Countless others annually will be added to those .men-
tioned here, and. some -time, among them, will be included
your songs and my songs no longer protected in the land
of their origin but. erijoying continued copyright protection
abroad,

ASCAP members appear to have learned their lessons
Well. They’ are aroused and resolutely behind a movement
to induce Congress to remove inequities from the present
Copyright Act. The discriminatory “coin-operated ma-
chines” (jukebox) exemption must be expurged from the

law and our efforts to attain' this ; objective deserve your,
continued support.

Greater suffering is being, inflicted upon; the music in-

•dustiy by the unfair features of the “compulsory license”
clause covering the mechanical reproduction of : copy-
righted musical works. It gives to an oligarchy comprising
a dozen artists & repertoire men, more or less, fairly

representative of, the phonograph industry, the power to

select, mechanically reproduce, and issue, and vend in

record form your copyrighted, musical work upon
,
the

payment of a compulsory fee and in a mariner contrary
to and inconsistent With a provision in the Constitution of
the United States which declares: “The Congress shall
have power to promote the progress of science and useful
artsKby securing for limited times. to authors arid inventors,
the’ exclusive right to their respective writings arid dis-

coveries.”
The exclusivity granted copyright owners to print and

publish their works should be extended to the mecha ical

reproduction of same and a movement with this; end in

view will shortly be directed to the Congress of the United
States. It will be spearheaded by the very top songsmiths
of the nation.

;

-
/

7 "

Common Cause
; ; : 1

The. ASCAP reservoir of imperishable. music reflects, the
untiring, midnight-oil burning efforts of skilled song-
writers, the headaches and heartaches that go with, the
writing arid rewriting,, editing and reediting generally
necessary, to the completion of great and enduring songs.
The reaction of a visual audience to a sorig’s introduc-

tion has always been the best enabling device by which a

writer can discover the flaws in his work, and very often,

there is time, for him. to make revisions that transform a

so-so effort into a hit song. But the old order hath
changeth.
The . radio top brass are undecided as to the industry's

future. One says it is. rosy, another retorts it will be a
dead fish unless they find new patterns, new selling ar-

rangements arid new types of programs that may arrest
the declining revenues. The insufferable sameness of
record spinning in between spot-announcements is causing
so much listening-audience regurgitation that it. lends
strong support to the “dead fish” theory. I hope this proves
to be wrong.
TV and Radio are our best customers. We. should join

them, in an effort to solve our mutual problems. I am
willing to help.;

MUSIC OF BROTHERHOOD
By LAZARE SAMINSKY

(Director,. Temple Emanu-El Choirs and Festivals

)

It had been a good oihen to have become a member of

ASCAP almost exactly at the. same time when I .was hon-
ored by Temple Emanu-El of New York for. selecting me
to direct, their, choirs and festivals, after a line- of’ famed
musicians Who occupied the post before.

This happened just 30 years ago. Logically enough and
happily, in both organizations and from the outset, I

insisted on points arid principles of work that was related
to my artistic creed.
Added to preservation of faith and of the great cultural

heritage of the Jewish people, Emanu-El has vast duties
to humanity as a whole as to our own land, obligations
imperative for arty citizen and public group in the United
States.

In ASCAP, since my earliest days there—rather stormy
ones that earned nie the title of “leader of the opposition”
(Sigmund Romberg’s words)—I insisted that an organiza-
tion of ASCAp’s importance, embodying ,a vast class of
American artists, must, be more than a business corpora-
tion. It should be a brotherhood and a defender of the
creative musicians of our land; Of all of them. Of all of

their interests.

At Emanu-El, my program of activities accepted by the
directors three decades ago, could be summed up very
simply: presentation of the best Jewish music available,

of the. great sacred song of humanity inspired by the
Bible; of the best American music Written to sacred verse.
When the annual Three Choir Festival of New York

sponsored by Emanu-El Was established, in 1936, its pur-
pose was given in -an even ’more. telling formula:
“The aim of the Three Choir Festival is to present for-

gotten masterWorks of all ages; to foster valuable old
arid new American music; to seek out and bririg to light

the best Hebraic music of historical and current import;”
This dual note of brotherhood and duty as citizens of

this, country marks even our performing bodies, our solo-

ists, choristers, organists. •

Among the latter we were happy to have a, famed. Jewish
musician, Joseph Yasser, one of the

:
. reatest music

scholars Of our time, arid another brilliant musician (with
us now), Dr, Robert Baker, Who is also - the organist-
director of the Fifth Avenue Presbyterian Church -in. New
York. Among our soloists and “graduates” of the Emanu-
El choir were Regina Resnik, Martha Lipt/on, George
Meader (famed Wagnerian tenor), Carl Schlegel, Clifford
HarvuOt—all of the Metropolitari Opera House.

Dictated by the same emotions and directives—looking
for the highest jn aft and with a feeling of creative
brotherhood, we featured at our , festivals and outside con-
certs works of prominent American composers and mostly
under their own direction: Dr. Howard Hanson, Elliott
Carter, Theodore Chanler, Douglas Moore, Harl McDonald,

to sorigwriting, because of my other commitments. I do
20 shows this season for money and for Buick, and con-
trary to private opinion, which has become public on
occasion, this" takes up much of my time.

I’d still rather Write a song than eat, although I hope
I’ll never have to Write to eat. No doubt many handker-
chiefs wffl have wrung under Harry Link’s hands before
I can worry Frank Loesser, but one of these days I hope
to write a hit. I have the title all picked out, too, It’s

called “Hey There, Son of Nature Boy, Sh-Boom and
Hideaway*”

’

Wernef Josten, Roger Sessions, Deems Taylor, Randall
Thompson, Virgil Thomson, William Schumari, etc/

By persistent performing we helped to bring out arid

propagate works of outstanding younger composers hailing

from numerous regions of the U.S., such as Miriam Gideon
(Colorado born. Boston bred); Edward Cone of Princeton
University, a North Carolinian; George. McKay, an Ore-
gonian; Alvin Etler, an Iowan; Vivian Fine, Chicagoan;
Isadore Freed, a Pennsylvanian; Albert Meissei:, a Nevy
Yorker (composer, writer and a holder of the Purple
Heart plus severe World War. II wounds); Normand Lock-
wood, an Ohioan;

:
Julius Chajes, a Detroiter; George

Trembley, Californian, etc.

I am glad to have this opportunity to state publicly that

in my 30 years of music directorship at Emanu-El I had
the most intelligent and powerful support riot only from
the Temple's ministry but also from its presidents. They
include the late Louis Marshall; eminent American lawyer
and statesman; Judge Irving Lehman,; Chief Justice of

the State of New York and brother of the New York
Governor, now Senator Lehman; Admiral Lewis L.

Strauss, now chairman of the U.S. Atomic Commission;
and the present, president of Emanu-El, Saul F. Dribben,
philanthropist and leader in the U S. textile industry,

whose ardent, unflinching support of our above outlined

activities for more than a decade,, has been invaluable.

I am now turning my mind back and looking at the

immense results of toil arid awareness of human duties

prompting a host of gifted artists. And I cannot refrain

from /singling out some proud moments of my rnusical

life. Those noble Sabbath hours when I presented to the

Emanu-El audiences, and thus to Our country, the ancient

songs of Israel and of its oldest tribes,, the /Yemenites, the

Persian Jews; the SpagniolS of Turkey; the Georgian Jews
of Caucasia. Or when we sung chorals by gifted young
composers of the new Land of Israel, and gave, the first

integral performance of the
,

choral services by Ernest
Bloch, Frederic Jacobi, Isadore Freed and Julius Chajes.

Those unforgettable Three Choir Festival hours When,
seemingly lost to humanity, melodic gems of seven cen-

tunes, Spanish-Mozarabic Si ascendere in' cdelum of the

XI century, to Gluck’s “Out of the Deep,” were unearthed
rind glowingly sung by dur Choir. Or when that great
artist, Martial Sirigher of the Paris Grande Opera

,
and

the Metropolitan Opera House, sang my “restoration” of a

XIII century minnesong by Susskind von Trimberg (the

only Jewish minnesinger known to history).

That noble breath of brotherhood at the concert at the

Metropolitan Opera House When the Paulist Fathers’

superb ensemble and our Emanu-El choir shared the stage,

arid the famed Father Finn anid I,, the direction.

The opening of our - Three Concert-Salutes in spring

1944/ in honor of France, England arid Russia, with won-
drous historical programs; the entire proceeds going to

the war harmed children of
.
the three countries; and Sir

Thomas Beecham generously sharing with' me the con-
ducting.

And our last, arid most /memorable, 17th Three Choir
Festival in honor of Columbia University Bicentenary,
early in April of this year, Arthur Hays Sulzberger,

president and publisher of the N.Y, Times and a trustee,

and valuable worker for both Emanu-El and Columbia
University, opened* the Festival with le mot juste, as the

French have it. He said that the essence of our spritual

work in this couptry holds the meaning of the Columbia
celebration:, “to^stay free and help the peoples of the.

earth to do the same.” After which our choir sang a pro-

gram of choral works by outstanding American composer#
written to American verse-^-MelVUle, Thoreau, Emerson,
Lanier, MacLeish.

v '

• Those were thrilling days’ and inspiring acts, to share in,

'
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Pop Music In U.S. Mirrors

&

John T. Howard

By JOHN TASKER HOWARD
Anyone,, who reads history should, know the songs of

every period he studies, For songs themselves are history.

Not alone music history, but also source material for the

student of manners, social customs, sentiments, arid actual

events end persons: If you want to

know how the people of a certain pe-

riod thought and acted listen to their

songs. On the surface, they record

happenings of importance, but be-

neath that surface they reveal states

pf mind and points of view that might

otherwise have lain hidden to future

generations. You'll learn about peo-

ple’s speech through their songs—,

such slarig phrases from yesterday as

"Go way back and sit down,” “You’re

not the only pebble on the .
beach,”

"‘You’re in the right church but the

We^find in songs the favorite methods of transportation

of every .age—-“Wait for the Wagon,” “A Bicycle Built for

Two,” “In My Merry Oldsmobile,” and the difficulties of

early motoring iri “You’ve Got to Get Out and Get Un-

der.” then came the aviation songs-^-first .balloons, and

later “Come Take a Trip ' My Airship,” Come Jose-

phine in My Flying Machine ” and if you want to^find the

difference in pace of living between the early century and

today, compare thV early flying machine songs, and their

lazy waltz-time lilt, with the restless, energy of flying

Dowri to Rio” arid the line / its words “We Ve Got to

Make Time.’*

YOU can learn how people* particularly the women, have

dressed, how they have earned their living, what .they like

to eat, the dances that have been the rage m each era, you

can learn about the cities of the country (our files at the

N Y Public Library have hundreds of songs about New
"York alone), and about the climates of each part of the

nation. Arid always uriderneath the surface you find how
people have felt and acted, you can even trace the decline

and fall of the art of blushing from “What Can a Poor

Maiden Do?” where the: young lady “looked down and

blushed,” through Eva Tanguay’s “I Don’t Care, right

down to the present-day “Sophisticated Lady.

1
Changing Fashions in Songs I

Foster’s Total Earnings; $15,091 I

make Irving Berlin and Rodgers & Hammerstein richer.

It has done these things and it should, but the really great

achievement of ASCAP has been its ability to get an ade-

quate living for the lesser songwriters* the men who Write

worthy songs that people like, but who never achieve the
sensatiorial success of the great genius. Hundreds of these

men, who make a great contribution to the world’s enter-

tainment, ate today living in comfort, who otherwise

woUld have no security or protection from the whims of

the fickle public.

ASCAP is helping the songwriters arid the Serious com-
posers of today, to earn their living by their writing, arid

iri this task it needs the understanding and the good*will
of everyone interested iri the cultural creations of our
nation. The composers of America are riot looking for
government subsidy, for the patronage of a regimented
state. They have set uri their owri organization in a free,

democratic nation, to gain for them the rights granted
them by the Constitution and copyright laws of their coun-
try, ThroUgh this voluntary Society they assure them-
selves that none of their fellows will be buried in the pot-
ter’s field and that their families will not become a pub-
lic responsibility. Would that there had been such a So-
ciety in Stephen Foster’s day—-Stephen Foster who died
in the charity ward of Bellevue Hospital with his sole

possession the 37c that were found in his shabby pocket
book. Yes, times have changed for the songwriter, arid

for the better. God grant that his progress will continue
so that he’may continue, to write the songs of our nation.

Hopeful Horizons For

The really interesting point in this discussion is what

conclusions can be reached in the changing styles of songs

through the years, and particularly during the past cen-

tury. There have been many changing fashions in songs,

just - as there -'haVe been changing fashions in .the things

they have told about. The pace and rhythm of songs have

advanced materially. There were gay, nonsense songs l

the 1850’s, of course—Stephen Foster wrote a lot of them,

“Oh,-Susanna,” “Camptown Races,” but the rhythms have

become more complex, more restless,. sometimes feverish.

Love-making has become more sophisticated, and through-

out the whole literature of popular music we’ll find a

pretty accurate record of our progress into the machine

age right in the songs of each period, for better or for

worse. Certainly, you’ll find a complete revelation of

moral arid ethical standards.

As a composer myself, and particularly as an historian

of American music* I am concerned with how the song-

writers of yesterday and today have, lived and have Writ-

ten their, songs, with the conditions under which they

have worked., and with how. they have prospered or, un-

fortunately, failed to make an adequate living. Let’s go

back a : century and see how the leading composer of that

day made his living arid find out how well or how poorly

he was rewarded for his work. We’ll take for our ex-

ample a most successful songwriter* a man who was truly

the Irving Berlin of his day.

A hundred years ago Stephen Foster was a writer of

popular sOngS, words and music. Fortunately for his bi-

ographer, Stephen Foster was rattier methodical about

keeping his accounts. Until i860 he. entered in an ac-

count book every cent he received for his music. Through
it we can learn exactly what Foster’s music earned during

his lifetime. For the 11 years he kept his accounts he re-

ceived from all sources $15,091.08, or an average of

$1,371.92 per year. I do not know what comparison econo-
mists would make between the value of the dollar in the

1850s and that of the 1950’s, but I am sure we could mul-
tiply the 1,300 average by at least five or six to determine
what Foster’s income would be iri present values,

All of the approximately $15,000 of Foster’s lifetime,

earnings came from the sale of sheet music, except for $70’

which was paid him by the minstrel performer, Edwin P.

Christy, This $70 represented several, payments of $10
each for the privilege of being the first to introduce sev-

eral of Foster’s songs in minstrel shows. In the case of

two of the, songs, one of them “Old Folks at Home*”
Christy paid an additional $5 each for the privilege of

having his, Christy’s name on the music as composer arid

author, instead of. Foster’s.

These few dollars, 60 altogether, are all that. Foster
ever got for what is today recognized as the performance
rights in his music. In other words, he furnished the ma-
terial that minstrel performers used for making a living,

and received for it nothing at all. His. income came from
-the by-product of selling to the public copies of the songs
the performers used. Under such an arrangement Rodg-
ers & Hammerstein as authors would receive nothing’ from
the nightly performances of “South Pacific” and “The
Kirig and I.” Their only return would be from the sale
of songs from the shows.

If Stephen Foster had lived in our age he would have
been a topranking member of ASCAP, He would have
had from the Society a steady, dependable income that
he could not have mortgaged, or assigned to Others as he
was forced to assign his future royalty rights when he was
pressed for cash. If James Bland had been born a half-
century' later, he would not have died a pauper and beeri
buried in . an unmarked grave. Even though hie had lost
jthe fortune he made as a minstrel in England, he would
still have had his quarterly check from ASCAP in pay-
ment for the thousands of radio performances of “Carry
Me Back to Old Virginny.”

The story of ASCAP is not only what it has done te

By FRANK GONNOR
( President ,

Carl Fischer Inc.)

If logic prevailed in the terms used in the music busi-

ness, the kind of, music that is not “popular” Would un-

doubtedly have to be called “unpopular.” But the absence

of logic in this business, so evident in Countless Ways, has

made possible the adoption of the more polite term, “stand-

ard.’- To what extent standard music is actually popular

or unpopular is naturally a matter of deep concern both

to those Who serve it in the Course of their business arid

to those who add to its repertoire in the practice of their

art. In bur country, ASCAP riot only shows Which Way
the wind blows, but also helps to direct its currents.

The Society, now 40 years old, went through its organi-

zational period betweeri 1914 and 1924. Betweeri 1920. and
1924, fees began to be collected and, from the latter year
onward, growth was rapid. For .one thing, the houses own-
ing the “serious” catalogs joined ASCAP between 1924
and 1927. They were a valuable acquisition, riot only
from the artistic point of view but also from that of dol-

lars and cents, because . in those days a great demand was
being made upon the standard repertoire for salon and
dinrier music to provide a background of tone in the
hotels and the theatres. But when sound, pictures were
introduced in 1927, the use of sheet, music by live musi-'
clans iri the theatres took a nose dive. The activities of

Petrillo brought some, much needed relief to the musi-
cians, but the standard publishers naturally had to work
out their own salvation and were able to do so in part,

fortunately, because of an increasing demand for music in

the schopls.

With the arrival of radio iri 1930, broadcasting began
to grow into a vast, arid thriving enterprise. There was;
of course, an enormous use of music, the standard type
being employed mostly—to consider, for the moment,
quantity only—as background material for sustaining pro-
grams. Not everi the depression, felt in varying degrees
from 1930 to as late as 1940, was. able to suppress the
spark of vitality which, if it did more for the soap opera
and for popular music, nevertheless helped to sustain
healthy activity in the .standard field also. Then, in 1940,
came the War and, until

;
the fighting ended in 1946, the

standard publishers, with their operations naturally cur-
tailed, made their own contributions to the national ef-

fort. Recent years have revealed a strong trend away from
radio to television, which has thus far used serious music
decidedly less often than its predecessor. v

Interest in Modern Music
i

During these years, however, a growing interest has
beeri shown by the public in serious contemporary music,
some of which has found its way to late night radio pro-
grams. The increasing attention given to living com-
posers is reflected particularly in the many commissions
they have been receiving to write original works, mostly
for normal concert-hall performarice.

To be sure, one must guard against overestimating the
gain that has been made. One awaits with keen expecta-
tion and hope the results of the Parade of American Music,
which is being organized by the National Federation of

Music Clubs for the purpose of having no less than 5,000
concerts presented over the length and breadth of the

• land during the month of February, each concert to in-

clude some serious American music.

Mention was made earlier of the demand for music in
the schools. Providing suitable music for educational pur-
poses is one of the standard publisher’s main functions.
The private teachers, always important figures* are never-
theless not the dominant figures they once were. But
music making goes on in the schools at a rate that would
have astonished our grandparents. More American stu-
dents are engaged in musical activities than ever before.
It is obvious that riiftny—perhaps most—of these young
people will not continue as performers in later life, but.
their experiences will make them more frequent concert-
goets ’than they would otherwise be arid more intelligent
patrons of the art.

In spite of the hopeful signs that have been pointed out,

the dealer frequently finds that he cannot earn a living
without including other merchandise besides music among
his wares. He pleads with the publisher—especially with’

the standard publisher—to bring out fewer new issues, be-
cause he cannot sell as much as he now receives. Plainly,

-

the encouraging signs on the horizon are. more a promise
thari a fulfillment; But they can be clearly discerned, and
there is every reason to believe that with fine American
composers increasing in number* more and more Ameri-
can children being trained to be the'miisic patrons of to-

morrow, arid the musical life of America being vitalized

by intelligent and devoted organizations—ASCAP being
one of the most distinguished—the future of serious music
in, this country may be regarded with. unquaMed.optimism.

By JOHN GOLDEN
(First Treasurer of ASCAP

)

Of all the organizations in the theatre with which I
have, been associated, there are none in which I take
more pride than ASCAP. George Maxwell (then head pi
the American branch of G, Records) made the miracle

we call ASCAP—it was he who. dis-

covered those two words, “For
Profit.”

It is my opinion that never before
or since has so great an institution

been built by a set of people who
knew so little aborit what they were
doing and had less money to do it

with.

At the start our legal fees were
low. I remember' vividly at one of
our early meetings Nathan Burkan
said that until we jjot under way he’d
give his services for nothing, to which
I wittily replied, “That’s fine, Nate—

you’re hired-ryou’re good for nothing,”

The first: capital outlay of this strange institution Was
a few dollars invested in membership cards. But we had
to have offices, or rather, an office—so I rented ono
room upstairs in the Fulton Theatre from Rene Harris
and paid her $25 in advance for the first month. I also
laid Out $7.50 toward the rental of a desk and two chairs*
Which $32.50, as all the older members know, arid all the
younger members should, know, has never been paid back
to me. To be fair about it, the. silver clock, on. my desk
which I am staring at right now must really have cost
moire than the $32.50. The: engraving on it reads as
follows:

To John Golden, Pioneer Organizer and First Treasurer
Of ASCAP, With Gratitude arid Affeption Deems Taylor,
Pres., May 26, 1946, Grand Ballroom, Hotel Astor.

Incidentally, the order for this clock- and the inscrip-
tion thereon was iri Sylvia Rosenberg’s handwriting, and
I sometimes suspect that she wrote them words
How did I happen to be ASCAP’s very first treasurer?

Well, I was either the one in the group at"that time who
had the most spare cash or had bluffed the others into
thinking so. During, one of the first early conferences of
bur directors (we held a few iri the grillroom of The
Lambs in those days) a dozen or so of us—George Maxwell,
Nate Burkan, Jejry Kern, Ray Qoetz, Ray. Hubbell, Glen
MacdonoUgh, Gus Kerker—and if . I didn’t have to write

,
this so hurriedly I could remember one or two others

—

decided to elect our Officers. George Maxwell (who, as
I’ve ^aid, conceived the idea of ASCAP) was promptly
elected President. Ray Hubbell had gone over to Willow
Grove, where Victor Herbert was playing, and induced

.

him to lend his name to this crazy , scheme of Maxwell’s
'arid Burkan’s. Thus, in the formal billing he was made
first, vice-president. Glen MacDonough, who liked the
idea from its beginning, was then, duly elected our first

secretary.

At about that moment in the proceedings I had occasion
to go to the washroom, and when I returned the dozen
or so pioneers of the American Society rose, put their
hands on their chests, bowed and solemnly said, “Our
Treasurer!” . . . Ray Hubbell remembers that I said* “Gee,
a guy in this crowd can’t go to the washroom (only he
says I didn’t call it that) without being elected to some-
thing.” '

Within the week I had engaged the room in the Fulton
and with the assistance of Silvio Hein who, bless his
soul, Worked for nothing arid did probably a little more
thap any other individual toward the forming of the
Society, engaged a young hustler named George Loeffler,
who was a well known personality on the Street, to go
out and get members. The hundreds of employees of
the Society today may. be interested to know that Mr.
Loeffler was the first one to be paid a^ salary—and the
amount Was $15 a Week.

As for the publishers—I think it might be recorded
that Jerome Remick, who was about to publish one of
my shows at the

1

time, didn’t consider the thing worth
joi irig, and I went to*Detroit to see him about it. It’s
been a long time, ago, but I haven’t forgotten how I
threatened to take my show away from him if he didn’t
come in, and I venture to say that since that day that
firm arid the Music Publishers Holding* Corp. have never
regretted joining an organization iri which I still take deep
.pride in holding a. membership card. ’

By MAY SINGHI BREEN De ROSE
The story of ASCAP has been told in many ways and

from mariy angles. We have heard a great deal about the
benefits and protection this great organization affords the
songwriter While be is alive and able to continue writing
and building up his catalog, My experience makes me
realize how little has been said about how ASCAP carries
on that same protection for the creator of songs after
death. There is no greater Insurance Plan,

To demonstrate, let me take a comparison.. In any other
line of business a widow may or may riot be able to carry
on, depending on whether or not she has had any business
experience. In a business, for - instance, when the man
dies, a manager can be hired to carry on. When the old
stock is sold, new merchandise can be bought to keep the
business going. Not so in the songwriters’ case^ Very few.
writers leave a reserve stock of their creations, and that
is where ASCAP is so important and infallible. They
watch oyer his catalog and guard its use during the life of
the copyright. It would be physically impossible for a
widow or the beneficiariqs of a songwriter’s estate to carry
on this work alone.

Iri a beautiful garden spot where Peter De Rose is rest-
ing in Kerisico Cemetery, I have proudly inscribed in his
memory: Member of the American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers, 1922-1953.

What other field of endeavcf offers such protect to the
heirs of a creative artist?

;
ASCAI* is truly the songwriter’s.

“Rock.pf Gibraltar.” . ..
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The Lyrie Writer—Who He?

Nobody Knows Him
By E. Y. HARBURG

In the; Beginning,, says the Book, was the Word,
Yet I have an atavistic suspicion that this is hot so; that

long before paleolithic plan uttered a single syllable, he

had more than likely hummed many a lilting tune, I am
sure that eons, before, he could - say

“hatchet” he was all a-twitter with

happy cadenzas . he skinned
.

his

dinosaur i the. evening twilight*

Epochs before he learned to yell

“uncle” he whistled away his fears as

he stalked the haunted forests. Be-

fore he could say* “I love you” he

carolled a triumphant lay as he car-

ried his Piltdown bride across the

threshold of his mossy cave.

In other, words, before his brain

could invent the word, his larynx was
able to negotiate' the musical scale. yip Harburg

AS Evolution crawled along, his tal-

ent for music continued apace, leaving his achievements

in the field of Belles Lettres’ Way back at the Cro-Magnon

starting gate. Whether this is due to the uneven devel-

opment of mankind or to the lackOf equaL educational

opportunities, is a query for the .anthropologists. The fact

remains that all but a slim segment of the human race is

still dragging its literary tail out of primordial ooze.

It is upon this >slim segment that the lyric writer de-

pends for his/fragment of recognition.

Today, popular music with its -millennial head-start is

a highly developed art—a going concern. Yet despite its

higher development it remains the vested interest of the

heart, which in turn remains the same prehistoric organ.

Two thousand cardiacs beating in unison in the mighty

'caverns of the Scala in Milan of the Met in New York are

enraptured, enthralled, moved to tears and huzzahs, even

though every phrase of the lyric is mangled in the word-

crushing vocal chords of the tenor or basso-profundo. This

situation prevails also in the fields of operetta and musical

comedy.
.

The lyric, which ' depends for its appreciation on the

cerebrum, is out of luck, for most frontal lobes are sttU

back in the Dark Ages, digging for roots. This chasm
between music and lyrics is what is known as cultural lag.

From this lag derive the frustrations and neurotic twitches

of the lyric writer. Being unappreciated, he remains un-

known, unless he acquires a lifelong partnership hyphenat-

ing his name to the composer, i.e., Gilbert &. Sullivan.

Failing this, his only recourse is to write his own music.

When professionals on tv; radio, etc. (who should be

more aware) announce a song, it is. safe to say that 99 times

out of 100 they mention the name of the composer only.

Thus “Carmen” is by Bizet; “La Belle Helene” by Offen-

bach; "Stardust” by Hoagy Carmichael. There is a certain

logic in this, because for every million people who can

carry a tune, there is only a wistful fistful who can remem-
ber a lyric. Sing a man a song and he will sing it back to

you. Sing him a lyric and you are lucky if he remembers
the first line.

This logic, however logical, demolishes the lyric writer,

psychologically. Hungry for a few crumbs of recogni-

tion, the attempts to resolve his frustrations by muscling
in on the composer’s wider audience. He, too, tries to

• appeal to the basic emotions. Too often .his frenetic

method of achieving this end is to write infantile lyrics

loaded with lachrymae and glucose, that attempt to de-

tour the brain and take a direct route to the heart. Un-
fortunately this method lands him smack in the middle of

the middle ear. Alas,
1

the middle ear is no substitute for

dhe heart.

For it is music alone that hath charms to soothe the

savage breast. The ill-ad^ed lyric Writer’s flight to single-

sell sentimentality not only fails to g?in him that coveted
wide audience. It loses him the minuscule avant (farde

coterie of literary gourmets. He forfeits the appreciation

of the prescient, and is left dangling in a Darwinian vacu-
um. Nobody but nobody knows him.

In this discussion I do not wish to intimate that the
lyric writer is. a more evolved creator than the composer.
The composer, is merely, luckier; he works in a medium
in which the appeal is. directly to the emotions. The lyric

writer must hurdle the mind to reach the. he art.

Should the reader wish to challenge any of the data in

this scientific treatise, he should be informed that all re-

search on the project was done far from the cacaphony of
Broadway, in a little thatehed-roof library on a little green
hill in the remote and scholarly silences of Glocca-Morra.

By JIMMY McHUGH
Hollywood.

One of the worst mistakes a songwriter can make is to
let his catalog lie dormant. The concept of the music
/business has

,

changed so that' it no longer holds that a
song, Whether it be a standard or not, works for itself.

The songwriter owes to himself to get out Oh the road,
play niteries, visit disk jockeys, contact artists—and i

general—to talk up his songs; By getting around, the
composer gets himself out of a rut and . doesn’t become,
stagnant.

I, personally, happen to be the type that believes i

working from morning until night—^and most of all—on
my standards. I know that the best way to keep them
alive is through new recordings, singers, bandleaders, tele-

vision and radio shows. In my office, I follow up all

these contacts with literature on my songs both old and
new. During the course of the year, I personally circularize

the 3,000 disk jockies, the singers, bandleaders, radio-tv
producers and record companies at least 10 times with
this material.

When I put together my nitery act a couple’ of years
ago, I took advantage of the many engagements on the
road by seeing the singers, who appeared on the same
bill, and the local platter spinners. An example of the
importance of contacting plugs while on. the road is the
time I met Anna Maria Alberghetti while, playing the
Sands Hotel, Las Vegas. I told her about my special ar

rangement of “It’s a Most Unusual Day,” which I had
written for Jane Powell. Only a few weeks ago, Miss

%

Alberghetti did the song at the Denver Red Rock Amphi-
theatre with The Denver Symphony orchestra playing it.

In Las Vegas I also met Eddie Fisher who told me that
he was going to do “I Feel a Song Cornin' On” at his
Bollywopd Bowl appearance with Andre Kostelanetz.

So you see, the possibilities open to a songwriter play-
ing night clubs are, unlimited. I wish that ASCAP had
many more composers and lyric writers performing on
the road throughout the country; By playing hotels and
night clubs, the songwriter really hits the heart of the
music business where our publishers often don’t have
that personal contact or circular. It’s a worthwhile project;
for the songwriter to undertake, just as actors and ac-
tresses from Hollywood are sent out on the road to pub-
licize their pictures and studios.

The Music Arranger

In the Theatre
By ROBERT RUSSELL BENNETT

When the. production “Carmen Jones” opened in Phila-

delphia the now famous “Beat Out That Rhythm On a

Drum” was played in the pit exactly as Georges Bizet had

scored it for the. Gypsy Dance in the original “Carmen.”
With Cozy Cole playing his marvelous
fortissimo rhythms on his big drum
on the stage, the orchestra in the pit

was practically wiped out as far as

sound was concerned. All of its

agreed that we needed a brassier,

more ‘‘theatrical” orchestration so

that the tunes involved would not
simply disappear. So I turned over
the conducting to Joseph Littau and
went home to the hotel to sit down
and patiently write out tpe new ar-

rangement. \It was a work of two or

three days to halve it scored and the R Russeii Bennett
parts ready for performance. When
We rehearsed it With the orchestra everybody was sure

our problem was solved. That arrangement of the music

still stands as the official one in the musicians’ books

whenever the show is played On the stage.

With the new arrangement the number is always a high

spot in the play, but one point was overlooked, and as

far as I know never came up for discussion in any of those
far-into-the-morning-hours meetings' before the New York
opening. That point is that on the last two performances
before we changed it^the number stopped the show,, and

1

at np subsequent performance that ! saw did it do so.

It was great, but it certainly was not better because of

the new orchestration. What happened, then?

Far from concluding from this that the arrangement is

less important than some think, although I have many
reasons to make that conclusion from time to time, I.am
convinced that a much more subtle thing is going on at

:

the theatre than many realize.

Is it not possible that the audiences, hearing the type of

pit orchestration they were used to, took the whole sound
for granted, whereas, when we were accomplishing all

that excitement with the original sound, they subcon-
sciously recognized it as an achievement and were moved
to greater applause thereby?

Experiences like this lead me to believe that every note
the poor, tired orchestrator puts oh his page has a good-
sized responsibility on its shoulders, or its tail, or what-
ever a note has. Nobody ever heard, of making a limp
tune great by orchestrating it, whatever they may tell

you. Nothing can replace the songwriters if we are to
have big enough audiences to stay, in the black, , Person-
ally I never had the slightest ambition to be a songwriter
—but I 'Rave learned a big lesson from them* When a
symphonic composer, shows me a score and asks me why
its sonority disappoints him I can almost answer him
without looking at his score: Recompose it. Rare indeed
are the cases where a trick orchestral color will solve
his problem, and almost as rare is a case where the tone
colors conceived are doing damage of consequence to

the substance of the composition. That much I have
learned from working with our great songwriters.

[
Those Delightful Furbelows

But after that where are we? Given a fine melody and
a fine lyric; what can we do. to. design a dress for this
beautiful child? What brings out every bit of her beauty?

I think the only rule I have that never leaves me is the
rule that forbids the arranger to make his arrangement
before he hears the tune. This is slightly figurative, but
don’t ever imagine that it is not done every day. In a
lot of cases the sounds that come out of an orchestra pit
will be more or less the same whatever the melody and
wherever the theatre. When you think of the few days
into which is squeezed the job of arranging the music of a
show that has been two years in preparation it is a wonder
that the men responsible can do other than a mail-order
job, but the good ones can and do. They do it by^turning
every ounce of their sensitivity to the already composed
words and music.,

Is the song noble? What are the noble-sounding instru-
ments of the band?

Is it gay? Silly? Tempestuous? There are instruments
^and harmonies to express and enrich every idea that is

intrinsic in the song. Some of the essence of the song
may have escaped the composer himself—often does, and
that is when the composer and all concerned get the big-

gest thrill as they first hear the orchestra play the piece.

...
Returning to what might be called the what-would-

Jerome Kern -have-done-without-yoii line of talk, it seems
to me that, the only place where they sincerely believe an
arranger has saved the day for you is at the show across
the street where they are not selling out. It makes /SUch
a great alibi for them to blame a lame show on the or-

chestrations they have.. Sometimes they forget that the
same arranger did both shows.

Yet all of this does not mean that the arranger has not
a solid part in the. success of the music and the show.
Orchestrators are men of a very complex but very real
talent, and only a .richly inspired job Can get the biggest
effect for a good score. In the subtler values, as sug-
gested above, the whole production .is at the mercy of
things beyond human analysis, and you'd better be kind
to your orchestrator.

* '

By BERNARD GOODWIN
(V.P. and G.M., Famous Music)

Films and songs were interrelated even during the si-

lent film days. A couple of cases in point are “Charmaine,”

now a classic, written in 1926 by Lew Pollack and Erno ’

Rapee for the exploitation of “What Price Glory?,” and ,

the L. Wolfe Gilbert-Mabel Wayne socko Song, “Ramona,” '

which heralded the 1927 release of the picture of the

same title.

Does anyone who was around then doubt that the grosses
„on those pictures, inevitable hits though they were,, would
have been markedly less had not these songs been asso-
ciated with the respective films?

To doubt it is equivalent to asserting that Irving Berlin’s
perennial, “White Christmas;” won’t play a significant' part
in the Paramount picture of same name.

When Paramount released an Olivia de Haviland-John
Lund film, “To Each His Own,” it was satisfactorily re-
ceived, but as the similarly titled song, by Ray Evans and
Jay Livingston, caught on, the film’s b..o really zoomed.

When it comes to. selling a picture to the public let ua
recall a few like “The Third Man,” “Mouiin Rouge,” “The
Caddy” (“That’s Amore”), “Calamity Jane” (“Secret
Love”), “The Bells of St. Mary’s/.’ “Laura”, and many more.

“Do Not Forsake Me, Oh My/Darling” (“High Boon”),
by Ned Washington and Dimitri Tiomkin, which won the
1952 Academy Award, did much to make the excellent
picture financial hit.

Every so often the title of a song from a picture takes a
firmer grasp than the title of the film itself on.the popular
imagination. An illustration is Evans-Livihgston’s “Buttons
and Bows,” which at One point Paramount was seriously
considering as a substitute, title for Bob Hope’s film, “The
Paleface,” so big a hit had the song become. Instead, the
advertisements were changed to underscore the fact that
“The Paleface” was “the ‘Buttons and Bows’ picture.”
Those ads paid off.

Fifteen years have passed since Hollywood itself offi-

cially recognized the prestige carried by topflight film
songs. It was in 1939 that the first “Oscar” was awarded it.

song, E. Y. Harburg-Harold Arlen’s “Over the Rainbow,”
which had a big hand in piling up the gross for Metro’s
“The Wizard of Oz,” and assuring Judy Garland of a
permanent place in the hearts of filmgoers.

And since then,. I venture to say, there hasn’t been a
song nominated for the annual award that wasn’t re-
sponsible for a sizeable percentage of the business done
by the picture with which it was identified. In case you
haven't noticed, I’m one who believes that if they. should
stop writing top tunes for films, business isn’t going to be
so-good—big screen or no big screen.

‘The Musical Comedy Man’
l ----- By GEORGE M. COHAN Jr. ===========!

The other day, I drove upi to Monroe, N. Y„ where for

3fi years we had a summer home. It was the gathering

place for all relatives and friends of the Cohan family*

and on many occasions there were as many as 25 people

around the dinner table, and 10 or 15 kids around the
picnic table on the lawn. Not too many of the clan are
around any more, Some of the oldsters have joined my
Dad, and the youngsters are, of course, scattered all over
the map, with kids of their own.

But One man, who is still around, is my good .friend,
John . Chadwick. After World War I, John left Bariium
& Bailey to drive for my father, and he stayed with the
family for over 30 years. As a matter of fact, John still

talks about the yellow Pierce-Arrow he drove, victoria
top and all.

I saw John the other day in the village of Monroe. He
was' standing in front of the radio repair shop watching
the Dpdgers-Giants game on tv. Maglle was. having one
of his good days, so I took him aside. John can’t stand
“The Barber” on his good days. John, in turn, reminded
me of the first major league game I ever saw. My father,
John and I drove in from Great Neck to the Polo Grounds
to see the Yanks play. You know that was a. while ago—
the Yanks playing in the Polo Grounds. That day, my
father had suggested that I stay at home and practice
the fiddle, but John put in a good word for me, and. there
I was. It was said, that Dad was one of the world’s greatest
boy violinists—I know it was said;, because 1 heard him
say it 40 times.

Whether or not he was the world's greatest boy violin-
ist, he was for sure a pretty busy little guy with a pencil,

always in the key of F On the old upright—over 5,000
songs.

“You know,” said John, “If you were to ask the Boss
what his favorite song was, he’d say it was “Venus, My
Shining Love,” possibly because it was his first published
number, gave him the most trouble, to say nothing of
$25 in cash.”

Personally, I am very partial to those great old standards
that make uip the availability part of the ASCAP checks.
It seems; too, that the American public is partial to those
few great songs; which are among the most popular
standards ever written. But I only wish that everybody
in America could hear a dozen or so of the lesser known
songs which I like so much. It has always made me sad
that because of the strong popularity of songs like ‘‘Give
My Regards To Broadway,” “You’re A Grand Old Flag,”
“Mary’s A Grand Old Name,” etc. so many other great
Cohan songs/which were written later on, suffered the
same fate as the wrong side of a smash record.

But Who knows; I always say, any day now, I expect
to hear the familiar straihs of “45 Minutes From Birdland”
and “Yankee Doodle Mambo Boy.” Of course, the biggest
thrill of all to us (the Cohan family), and we think to
all. of show business and its vast audience, Will be the
presentation ’ of his last and as yet unproduced musical
Show, “The Musical Comedy Man.” I kinda feel, that
among the songs in this new and, unpublished score,

there will be a future standard or two.
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Lots of water has gone under the' bridge since I joined

ASCAP in 1914, when it started. When I look at the pic-

ture of the first ASCAP dinner, given at ‘Luchow’s

14th Street, New York City, on Nov. 27, 1914, I notice hoW
fiiany since, have passed away and. '

gone to Songwriters Heaven; I hope

some, of the old time music publish-

ers made the grade tool Am wonder-

ing who Will be the last one left of

tjie original members? It,may be me,

now at 70, as; I feel like million

dollars.

Before ASCAP started many
singer became a headliner from using

some particular song blit the writer of

the song sometimes made only pea-

nuts from the sale of copies as the

song was a stage hit only. Fanny
Brice sang •Paulin**”,- in her

Ray Walker

0 ‘Poor Pauline”; in her

vaude act and got the idea of- Baby Snooks from singing it

as a kid song, yet the royalty; from copies sold mode less

for the writers in. one year than she made in salary for

singing it* for two weeks ‘ her act= That was before

ASCAP began collecting for performing rights.

Some of the oldtime • songwriters had some amusing ex-

periences years ago, Charles McCarron received his quar-

terly royalty check from his publisher of $500, but re-

fused to accept it* telling the pub it should be $2,000.

When the publisher asked McCarron why he thought there

Should be that much more coming to him McCarron told

him the bookkeeper foi* his firm was his wife and he knew
exactly how many copies were sold. The bookkeeper was
fired^r-McCarrpn received his $2,000.

. Bill Tracey wrote ‘‘Funny Bunny Hug” in 1912 which
j. Fred Helf published. . It was a big hit at the Winter
Garden and sold many copies. When royalty was due,

Helf told Tracey to come to his office in four days for his

royalty check. Three days later Helf went bankrupt and
Tracey was out of luck. In 1945, 33 years later, the The-
atre Guild used the song in "Sing Out, Sweet Land” and
paid $10 a. week for its use i the show. It took Tracey 33

years to makerany money from the song.

Qldtime songpluggers, Whose salary range was about
$25 to $30 weekly! and who worked 18 to 20 hours daily,

resorted to all means to plug songs. JoJo Lee would sing

all night at the 6-day bicycle races in Madison Square
Garden, N. Y„ and during the day he would demonstrate
songs in music stores, sing in-nickleodeons, help in the of-

fice and sing in cafes before
.
going back to the Garden

to sing all night again. Some of the other songpluggers
who sang at the 6-day bike faces were Jimmy Flynn, A1
Raymond, Sammy Levy, Arthur Fields, Penny Bloom and
Ross Fowler.

One music publisher had an Irish song entitled "There’ll
Never Be a League of Nations Without Ireland,” one
St. Patrick’s Day he hired a truck, put a piano on it and
Ayitli a dozen singers plastered the truck on all sides with
title pages and photographs. EamOn De Valera’s picture
was on it, and it'got in the parade on Fifth Avenue. They
had only gone about five blocks when some Irishmen, who
didn’t like Valera, rushed, from the curb and pushed the
truck over—and that was the end of that plug.

One Ara Who Made Good
Amateur lyric writers often pestered me with their

lyrics;, so to get rid of them I would introduce them, to
some other melody writer for a joke, but one time it back-
fired on me. Joe McCarthy was working as a ^irigihg

iter at Billy. Gallagher’s cafe. He showed me a dozen
lyrics which I hardly glanced at. To get rid of him I intro-
duced him to A1 Piantadosi at Leo Feist’s office. Next
time I met A1 he thanked me for introducing McCarthy
to him. They wrote "Dreamy Italian Waltz;” "That’s How
I Need You” and other big hits. Later on McCarthy wrote
"Alice Blue Gown,” "Irene,” "I’m Always Chasing Rain-
bows,” etc. I may have written some of these songs with
him if I hadn’t tried to play the joke on Piantadosi—-the
joke was on me.
The French Performing Rights Society has a different

system than ours as I discovered when I was in France
in 1918. I wrote a song while there, entitled "Toot Sweet,”
and asked the leader of an . orchestra' to play it but he
said he couldn’t play any song unless it was registered
with the French Society. So I signed it over the Salabeft
Music of Paris and the orchestra played it. In many
ways that is a much better system (for the small writers)
than ours, as the orchestra leader sends in a list of each
song he has played during the night and writers are paid
for their use, even if it is Small. This was before radio
so I don’t know if they still use that system or hot.

. Jukebox operators claim they can’t afford to pay
ASCAP for the Use of their songs, Once an agent booked
me to play piano at a cafe ‘ New Jersey and I started
playing at 9 p.m. A few minutes later someone put money
in the jukebox and I took it easy for two hours. Asked
the manager why he used a piano player, he told me the
me to play when no money was put in the jukebox,
coin-machine paid my salary and his rent; he only heeded

Inside Stuff oh Berlin
Many stories have been written about Irving Berlin’s

"Alexander’s Ragtime Band” but notie has been correct
about how it started to be a hit. Berlin may have for-
gotten himself. Eddie Miller and Helen Vincent were
singing at the Garden Cafe, 5th St. & 7th Ave;, N. Y., and
were the first to sing the song in public. About 20 singers
worked there and several times nightly they would put
on big number and parade through the loom. I had
heard "Alexander’s Ragtime Band” in Ted Snyder's office
and thought it would be a good number for the Garden.
I asked Max Winslow, manager of the firm, to buy zobos
(toy musical instruments) for the. song, to be used at the
Garden but he refused as he said the song wasn’t worth
it, and the toys would cost $5. Paul Salvin, owner of the
Garden, put out the money for the zobos and the song
was . used the next night there. It was a sensation. Told
Winslow about it the next day and he came to the Garden
that night to hear it. Heard what a hit it was so went to
the Columbia Theatre and brought the manager of the
show there over to the Garden to hear the song—next
week it was in the burlesque show at the Columbia. The
rest is history.
The entertainers at the Garden played a joke on Harry

Von Tilzer and Henry Waterson one night. They both
came into the Garden in separate parties a nd sat -at dif-
ferent tables. The entertainers put 50 $1 bills under the lid

WALKER
of the piano and called Von Tilzer to look at; it, told him
Waterson had given it to them as a tip. Von Tilzer id

he could do better than Waterson- so added $100 to it.

They then called Waterson to the piano, when Vpri Tilzer

.wasn’t looking, and told him Von Tilzer had given them
$150 in tips, showed him the money on the piano. Water-
son pulled out $200 froni iiis pocket and added it to the
kitty. Neither knew they had been framed.

Joe Goodwin, one of the best oldtime songwriters—he
wrote "Billy,” "When I Get You Alone Tonight,” "Baby
Shoes,” "I Don’t Care Whose Girl You Were,” "When
You’re Smiling” and other big hits—was a heavy drinker
at times and often when he received his royalty check he
wouldn't write until he spent it all. He arid I went to

Buffalo once to plug a song. He came into my room one
night with a crying jag on arid said he was going to kill

himself,, pulled a gun from his pocket, went to the mirror,

aimed at his; image i the mirror and shot at it. The
mirror broke in a thousand pieces, Goodwin fell on the
floor, declaring he was "dead.” I let him lay there for
some time and when he woke up he refused to believe he
had shot the mirror Up.

Some of the songs that were popular in 1914 were "On
the 5:15,” "I'm on My Way to Mandalay,” "Fido Is a

Hot Dog Now,” "I Miss You Most of All,” "Abba Daba
Honeymoon/’ "When the AngeleS Is Ringing,” "Peg o’ My
Heart/’ “Good Night Nurse/’ "In My jlarem,” "Trail
of the Lonesome Pine,” "Snooky Ookums,” "Poor Pau-
line/’ "Curse of Ah Aching Heart,” "Pullman Porters on
Parade,” "By the Sea,” "Where Did You Get That Girl,”

"Mammy Jinny’s Jubilee,” "That Old Girl of Mine.” "If
1 Had My Way” was written that year but didn’t become a
hit until years later; singing waiters made it popular.

SeveraL ASCAP members, who were rejected for mili-

tary service for physical reasons, werit to France for the
Over There Theatre League, (YMCA). In 1918; Among
them were Herman Paley, George Botsford, Thomas J,

Gray, Will Morrissey and this writer. Elsie Janis was
already there entertaining.

ASCAP, now 40 years old. has been a godsend to song-
writers. I should know, as I have been writing songs
for over 50

'
years.

A Most Expensive/plug
It was during Prohibition—wheft I was playing with my.

orchestra at a hotel in Freeport, L. I. Halsey Mohr, who
wrote "Liberty Bell” and "They’re Wearing Them Higher
In Hawaii,” came in the place one night to plug his song,
"The Police Won’t Let Mariucha-a-Dance Unless She Move
Da Feet,” when six gunmen walked in the place and held
it up. They took money and valuables from all the cus-

tomers, chorus girls, the kitchen and dining room help—
and, of course, the musicians. Mohr was broke. I con-
tributed 40 bucks to the pot. Then the crooks insisted, that
I have my orchestra play a dance for them and gave me a
$10 tip. I obliged, arid as the gunmen danced with the
chorus girls we slyly played Mohr’s new song, "The Police
Won’t Let Mariucha-a Dance.” I wasn’t sure that the gun-
men were hep to the tune but I soon found out. Before
the thugs left, every instrument, in the orchestra was
smashed, including my $1,000 piano accordion. And that
wasn’t all—I had to return the $10 tip and got a farewell
slug. They also shot up all the lights in the club. That
song caused several thousand dollars damage. Some plug!

"Barefoot Days,” by A1 Wilson; was sung in vaude by
Ethel Davenport, who worked in bare feet and tattered
clothes, billed as "WhittierIs Barefoot Boy.” At a theatre
in Buffalo, where she was breaking the song in, the man-
ager told her to wear shoes as he didn’t allow anyone on
his stage in bare feet,

Arthur King, still active, is the oldest songwriter now
living^ He was formerly known, on 28th St., in the ’80s,

as Arthur Cohen. On some of his songs, written about
1885, he used the name of Arthur C. Ohen.
The Kaufman Bros. (Jack and Phil) broke in the dou-

ble-version of “How Do You Like Your Oysters? Raw,
Raw, Raw” in 1909 at J* small theatre in Brooklyn/ Jack
sang one line and Phil sang the next; last line they sang
together. After the first show the manager (who used to
be a salesman! came backstage and told them to learn the
song, cpmplaining Phil sang one line and whetv he forgot
the next line Jack picked it up. It took them an hour to
convince the manager that it was a double-version and
should be sung that way.

I wonder if Smith & Dale remember "Juli My Own”
which the Avon Comedy Four sang in 1900? Jack Cole-
man, wlip was a singing waiter in Mike Calahian’s on
Chatham Sq., sang it there and when he helped form th
Avon Comedy Four he got them to sing this song. It is

still sung by quartets.
Elizabeth Brice, : while in France for the America Over

There. Theatre League in 1918, sang Will Morrissey’s song
"I’d Like to Be a Sister to a Brother Just Like You.” In
hospital, wards she would pick out the most bashful sol-
dier, sing to him, and for a finish she’d kiss him. One
soldier lying in’ bed in one ward was so embarrassed and
bashful Dial he pulled the bed sheet over his head when
She serenaded him. Everyone laughed. At the finish of
the. song; when slie started to kiss him, she discovered he
had ^ed while she was singing to him. She never sang
the song . agai .

George Gershwin did not write all of “Rhapsody in
Blue.” the glissando' effect was written;;by Ross j?orman,
by accident. Gorman was playing sax in Paul Whiteman’s
orchestra and one day, while rehearsing the "Rhapsody,”
Gorman arid Gershwin had an argument before rehearsal.
To get Gershwin mad, Gorman played the glissando at the
beginning of the number—arid George rushed over to hii
and exclaimed, "That stays in!”

Ballard Macdonald wrote "Let’s Grow Old Together,
Honey” in 1911 with Ray Walker, published by Waterson,
Berlin & Snyder. Waterson Wanted to plug the song but,
on account of Berlin’s songs, this one got buried. They
wouldn’t even play the song for Waterson in the office,
so he. had to go to the Garden Cafe to hear Eddie Miller
sing it.

. When, royalty time was due they said no copies
had been sold and no records Were, made of it. A year
a8° Jim Walsh sent me a record of it, made by Manuel
Romaine for the Victor Co, It sold very big in 1911, but
I didn't know it until 33 years later.
George M. Cohan’s grandfather was Koehane, pro-

nounced Ca-lian. Later they spelled it Cohan. Cohan
was not born on July 4, he was born in Providence, R. I.,

on July 3, i878.
Liicien Denni, who wrote "Oceana Roll” and other hits,

Was quite a lady-killer. He took a different girl to dinner
any night, he could get away from his wife. One ight

By bob Merrill
When .1 was in my very tender teens, a little too long

ago by now, I. walked for my first time through a door
marked. "American Society of Composers/ Authors &
Publishers.” As I remember it, in one hot little hand I
clutched my "Horatio Alger” book—in the- other, my tat-
tered copy of "How to Win Friends.” In Babbitt-like
bliss, I was whistling “Pinafore”—"He polished up the
Handle so—o carefully that now he is—etc., etc.” As we
well know, there is no stopping a youth.who reads ‘‘Hora-
tio Alger,” "How- to Win Friends,” and Whistles "Pinafore.”
So-o today I am a member of ASCAP.
My mission that day was to get someone, anyone, to look

at some 147 manuscripts I had written the night before.
I realize this is paltry production for an eager youth but
in those days I was painfully meticulous abbut rhymes
and meter. I’m not as fussy today, so of course, my pror
ductiori is way up. I managed to impress the switchboard
operator with the urgency of my visit and she was going
to herald my arrival to the titans beyond the big glass
door. It was still very early morning arid one or two
coffee SOS’s were taken care of first; Then I heard her.
announce me arid in a few minutes I was facing the. presi-
dent of the American- Society of Composers, Authors &
Publishers—*nd Mr. Taylor was facing a youth whose
"bark,” if not his songs, would someday be heard around
the world.

Like I said:, it’s been: too mariy years ago since then, but
experience-wise, for me, these years have been profitable
ones. I had always had a burning desire to be a part of a
fraternity, 'cult—an incomprehensible world referred
to as* "show business.” I didn’t know exactly what I
Wanted to do in this World, so I tried, to do everything.
I started- by singing off-key in burlesque houses. I’ve
been a mediocre actor/ ain absentminded stage manager*
a secondrate Hollywood director, and a lousy golfer. So,
if - I’m even a satisfactory songwriter, it’s a great big
miracle. But performing a variety of jobs has brought one
point, clearly home to me—no . one in the entertainment
field has the advantage that a songwriter has—and noth-
ing has done more for the songwriter than ASCAP.
Only an infinitesimal percentage of our working actors

ever approach economic security. It’s a life of feast
or famine. Some, a very few, live prodigiously. For the
preponderance of others, their guilds and affiliations.have
provided only the meagerest provisions for their sustained
well being. They felt a national theatre would be their
salvation. It didn’t work.

Many of my close friends earn their livelihoods by
writing for newspapers, magazines, radio - arid television.
Some are talented authors of serious books who have spent
years on a single project. My friends; have asked me
time and time again about ASCAP—What it does; how
it works. When I tell them, their faces get the same kind
of look children’s get when you tell them a little fantasy of
lollipop trees arid icecream mountains. It’s a never-never'
land to them and pretty darn hard to believe. To me it’s

real, because 40 years ago a handful of inspired dreamers
made lollipop trees and icecream mountains come true.

Somewhat Rude Awakening
I

I was accepted to the membership of ASCAP inJL949
and all my sentiments were naturally with the young
Writer. There was still a strict classification system ana
I was shattered because I entered ASCAP on the delirium
of the first hit arid was rudely awakened by being placed
in low classification bracket. I had expected them to
give me Radio City or at least a hunk of Times Square,
which I had heard they were rich enough to own. 1
guess I had seen too many movies and heard too many
tales about the alleged money a songwriter earns .on I
hit song.

However, a group of ASCAP members felt that th
young writer wasn’t getting lift commensurate reward and
that ' another system rather than the original classification

system would be more equitable. It took patience, it took'
endurance and it took some privation, .but when the smoke
cleared, a better and .stronger ASCAP came out of it.

If it weren’t for a revised ASCAP structure that affords
a promising writer the economic arid mental security to
continue writing, I would have had to abandon this career.

The more writers who can survive and contribute to the
Society's catalog, the healthier the Society is.

+ The
healthier the Society is, the more both Junior arid Senior
writers benefit. As the writer benefits, an enduring
American culture results and the song becomes a musical
catalyst enlightening the civilized world as to the way
America lives, the way it thinks, and what Americans
are like.

I feel that songwriting is an important work and thf
people who do it with skill deserve their share of good
things. ASCAP has been the greatest single factor in
contributing to their security, opportunity and personal
dignity. For the rest of my creative life I want to compos*
words and music and I’m proud of the young people whd
also share* this desire—young people like Richard Adler,
Jerry Ross, and Norman Gimble, to name a few. Young
men who will at some future day inherit the mantle of
Gershwin, Hart, Berlin, Rodgers and Hammersteiri, and
dream their own inspired dreams of—lollipop trees and
icecream mountains.
By he way, I almost forgot that first day at ASCAP*

Deems Taylor complimented, me on my healthy look and
my melodious whistling of "Pinafore.” I’m still glad that
he was too busy to look at those songs,-

Tommy Gray followed them and when they went into a
restaurant and ordered the meal Tommy would go to a
phone outside, imitate Denni's wife and say he was com-
ing to the restaurant and beat both Denni and the girl up.
Denni would pay the check quick and rush out of the.

place and go to another restaurant. Gray, would follow
them arid phone- Denni again. This happened in four of
five places until Denni got disgusted, sent the girl homo
and went home himself. He found his wife in bed sound
asleep. For months Denni tried to find out who phoned.
When A1 Jolson played at the Winter Garden in 1914

he sang in blackface during the week but on Sunday night
he had to work in whiteface on account of the Blue Law.
On week nights he was a big hit with the song, "She Used
to Be the Slowest Girl in Town,” but on Sundays, When
he sang it in whiteface, the song didn’t go so big. No one

could understand why.
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U.S. Coming of Age on Music;

a

By LEROY ANDERSON
Years ago, when I used to play the double bass in or-

chestras, I was always asked, “Did you ever try playing it

under your chin?” Until then I had.no idea. that the same
question repeated week after week and year after year

could strain one’s patience to the
breaking point. But it turned out to
be a good exercise in endurance, be-,

cause I am now always asked another
question, “What kind of music ..is it

you write, serious or popular?”
My music, as if most of yoi| don’t

kriow already, is light concert music,
It is neither strictly serious nor
strictly popular, but belongs instead
to, the class that somebody has called
“middlebrow” music.
But there is good reason for many

to be puzzled about, this, because it

wasn’t too long ago that all music was
divided into two distinct classes, I can remember in the
days I was a young musician the controversy over the
‘‘classics” and “jazz” and these terms were held to com?
prise all musical literature, past . and present. Only fairly
recently have we freed ourselves from this naive classifica-
tion, thanks to the wide propagation of all kinds of music
through the radio and the phonograph record.
One of the most important agencies for advancing the

cause of light concert music has been the Boston Pops, a
series of spring concerts started in 1885, which its present
conductor, Arthur Fiedler, developed into a local sellout
attraction and an internationally famous musical institu-
tion. From its birthplace in Boston the idea spread to
other communities and the phrase “Pops concert” entered
the language as a common musical term like “overture”
and “coloratura.”

.

Fiedler is a firstrate symphonic conductor with a sym-
pathetic feeling for popular music, and this rare combina-
tion, plus a genius foe programming, made him an ideal
leader in advancing the cause of the “music between.”
Besides searching out the best light concert music already
written, Fiedler encouraged composers he thought had a
feeling for. this type of music $0 write for his programs.
I know, because I was one of them.
The most remarkable thing about middlebrow music is

its broad appeal. At a Pops concert the audience is made
up of teenagers and grandparents, workmen and college
professors. It, is the great common meeting ground of our
musical culture, and in that respect might well claim to be
the most democratic branch of a democratic art.

=By NICK KENNY:

Hot To Cool To

By ABRAM CHASINS
(Music Director, WQXR, N. Y.)

%

In former centuries, a renaissance was. an age of excep-

tional artistic creativity enjoyed by the fortunately favored

few. In our century, the widespread productivity of our
musicians, as well as the masterpieces of the past, arc
available to ail, and for free.

At this moment, the art of music has the largest audi-
ence ever, assembled to hear it in the history of mankind.
The list of forces which contributed to this Golden Age of
listening is too formidable for detailed enumeration here,
as is the honor foil of those individuals who shared in the
rich adventure. Those responsible for the musical wealth
of our Country include composers, interpreters, inventors,
publishers, recording companies, licensing agencies ( whose
protection encoura8es composers arid facilitates the avail-

ability of their music to the user), an eager public, and,
to my mind, the most effective force—the broadcasters.

Through the years, in which I have been with WQXR,
certain experiences 'and observations have forced a num-
ber Of conclusions and convictions upon me, and for them

* I am willing to stick my neck out. I believe that it is

utterly impossible to Satisfy all radio listeners on all pro-
grams at all times. One. man’s Mozart is another’s Proko-
fiev; one person’s thrill is another’s boredom.

I, believe that the musical public is essentially conserva-
tive, steeped in the classics. But there are heartening
signs that it

.
is increasingly willing to give contemporary

music a hearing. I purposely avoid using the words “mod-
ern music” because I suspect that too many music lovers
are as yet stubbornly convinced that all modern music is

necessarily ear-shattering.

I believe that the public's increased receptivity to new
works, plus the enormity of that public which radio serves,

have helped our composers to find themselves. Less and
less are our best composers using shock tactics to impress.
Styles are growing less complex, less self-conscious. The
scores which sounded like mathematical theorems set to

notes; the crashing cascades of dissonance, are being re-

placed by clearer, simpler, mote direct musical expres-

sions. Manner: is yielding to matter.

I believe that the opportunities provided by radio have
spurred many Composers to healthy soul-searching and
eventually to mature fulfillment.

I believe that the sharp demarcation between popular
music and serious music is Waning. We are increasingly

made aware that lots of popular music is extremely good
music and that lots of serious music is junk.

I believe that the intelligent use of radio is the simplest

way of bringing the unique beauty of music into our lives;

Music broadcasting has come a long way. Of course, there

is ever more to do, for good music broadcasting is more
than a business, and the microphone more than an efficient

little instrument. Radio at its best is a service, and to **

serve the musical needs of a great many human beings is a
rewarding work. To bring an appreciative listener a gay
Victor Herbert tune is to bring him delight. To bring him
an Olympian symphony by Beethoven is to bring him a

glimpse of the eternal.

Finally (and. with yoUr. permission I omit the available

but dull data) I have seen enough to believe that in orir.

beloved art, Our beloved land is coming of age.

Nick . Kenny

I suppose it is only natural that a good newspaperman
should have the makings of a. good lyric writer in his sys-
tem. He deals with words, and if he has done rewrite and
editing, he mentally boils down a lot of experience, hu-

man suffering, and what not into a
few pithy words.

I have found songwriting to be
much like rewrite Work oil a news-
paper* especially a tabloid. When you
strip an idea of all the outer, unes-
sential clothing, you have the essence
of a song.
There have been many newspaper-

men who turned put fine lyrics for
songs. Maxwell AndersOn, the play'
wright, got his groundwork for song-
writing on the San Frahcisco Chron-
icle & Bulleti , the N. Y. Evening
Globe and the old New. York World.

The late, great Ring Lardner is another and Michael; H.
Cleary still, another ex-newspaperman well known in

.

Tin Pan Alley as an able sorigsmith.

Among newspaper people who are ASCAP members are
Atra Baer (Bugs Baer’s daughter),. Elliott Grennard, John
Milton Hagen, Danny Hurd, Philip Maxwell, Sigmund
Spaeth, Deems Taylor, Virgil Thomson and J. Brandon
Walsh.

1 know tha.t my newspaper work has helped my songs.
Before entering the newspaper fieltPI was a sailor in the
U. S. Navy and merchant marine. I wrote songs with my
brother Charles, a violinist and melody writer, ever since
we were kids. We knocked off. about 500 songs without
ever getting a single one published. Then we went into
the newspaper business. Writing for newspapers sharp-
ened our faculties and We were able to go over some of
our old Songs and revitalize them, tossing away empty
phrases and meaningless words that had. just been in-
jected because they rhymed.

. .

Newspaper experience also helps you to spot a great
line or phrase that can make a song. Almost every hit
song has one line that you remember. Sometimes it is a
line; that the writers had to battle the publisher to keep
in. Publishers have always been afraid of songs that Were
“too poetic.”
We had an experience, of . this kind with two of our

songs; In “Love Letters irt the Sand,” our big line was,
“NOW my poor heart just aches . . . With every wave it

breaks over love letters in the sand.” The publisher ah
most threw us out of his office because we insisted ort

keeping that line i the song. He thought it was too
poetic, ;

.

r.

We got a little lazy in oUr western song; “There’s a Gold
Mine in the Sky” and at first we merely repeated the-title
in the tag line. Harry -Link kept needling us about itHn-
til we came un with the line that made the.number: “And
we’ll say hello to friends who said goodbye , ... When we
find that long lost gold mine in the sky.”

'

To ‘St. Louis
By fC. HANDY

W. C. Handy

When the first 20 Africans set foot on Jamestown, Va.,
soil, they brought with them rhythmical and melodic mu-
sical values that were destined to enter the very Warp and
Woof of American life.

While residing in Harlem, I watched
a group of Negro boys in a circle do-
ing the “Charleston Pat,” attracting
quite a crowd, and in the course I
saw my youngest son, Wyer, dancing
the “Charleston.” This was a South
Carolinian Negro folk dance, originat-
ing in Charleston; an example of how
Negro dances inspired new songs
around which shows were built as far
back as 1820* when Negro performers
pioneered in musical comedies, with
the Juba Dance, (“Juba Dis, and Juba
Dat, Juba Kill De Yallah Cat”), a
derivation of the African handclap
dance.

There are still a few remaining who remember dances
like “The Pasa-ma-la,” “The Bomba-Shay,” “The Jenny-
Coola,” and more recently “Walkin' the Dog,” “Get Over.

Sal,” “Strut Miss Lizzie,” “Bailin’ the Jack,” “Black Bet-,
tom” and other dances which were featured in Sam T.

Jack’s “Creoles” in 1890, S. H. Dudley’s “Smart Set” 1896,

Ernest Hogan’s “Rufus Rastus” (in collaboration with Joe
Jordan), Cole & Johnson’s “Trip to Coontown,” and Wil-
liams & Walker’s “Sons of Ham” in . 1899.

Before this time there was: the Minstrel period, in

which Stephen
;

Foster achieved immortality by writing
songs around Negro life. For the Negro minstrels that

toured U.S, and Europe, James Bland gave us “Carry Me
Back to .Ole Virginny ,” “Climbin'* Up Deni Golden Stairs/’

“O Dem Golden Slippers” and 136 other songs written in

America and 30 Written -iri Germany anti England. There
was also Gussie L. Davis, the most prolific writer of de-

scriptive songs in Minstrel days, best known f6r “The
Fatal Wedding,” “The Lighthouse by the Sea,” “My Cre-
ole Sue,” “In the Baggage Coach Ahead,” “Picture Eighty-
four,” “At the Board of Tra^de” and 500 other great min-
strel songs, many of which

,
were featured by clever Billy

Young, formerly of McCabe & Young’s Minstrels and
then, starring in Mah.aras Minstrels when I; Was musical
director for four seasons.

It was my good fortune as a youngster to be the water
boy in rock quarries, iron furnaces, on farms, and on the
Tennessee River Canal, where I heard laborers and steam-
boat roustabouts sing many, work songs, which since those

-

days have become a part Of musical America, such as

“John Henry.”
It was such snatches of song that turned my attention

to what we now know as the “Blues,” after ScOtt Jopli
had written his ragtime opera, “Tremonisia,” and hi

“Maple Leaf Rag” and 25 other ragtime piano composi-
tions. In those days many ragtime pianists earned a living

by playing ragtime on the blackkeys making a five-tone

scale which is not only the basis of many ragtime com-
positions, but the. basis for Negro spirituals.

As a musician who had traveled throughout this coun-

By LEONARD FEATHER
What will jazz be like in 19.74?

The mere fact that the future of the jazz form can be
subject for serious debate is in itself significant. Not

too many years ago jazz, was played, casually,, without'
much regarjd to form or future. It was the Cinderella of

show business, ignored by the public and by most intel-

lectuals. Today it is acknowledged by many pundits as

AmeridS’s one truly indigenous art form, arid a com-
mercial eoirimodity its value is increasing to an undreamed
of degree.

Jazz composition in the 1920s consisted rriainly of that

provision of simple frameworks, 12 to 32 measures long,

within which the musicians offered their improvisations.

Many early jazz tunes, such as “Muskrat” Ramble,” seem
so primitively simple to contemporary ears that they
have recently been fitted With lyrics and recorded for
the ppp market.

It was during the 1930s that the arrangers advanced the
jazz form by taking over the reins of composition. Writers
like Fletcher Henderson, Eddie Sauter, Jimmy Mundy
arid Sy Oliver showed the Way with their inore advanced
steps in orchestration.

The real future of the jazz form, though, Was not clearly
indicated until Duke Ellington, who had previously ex-
perimented with a couple of Works beyond the normal
three-minute limit, premiered his “Black, Brown & Beige”
at Carnegie Hall in 1943.

The work, in its original form, was over 45 minute*
long. It had form* variety, continuity; moods; everything
to sustain the interest, including many passages that gave
the soloists freedom to express their Own personalities;

The whole course of jazz history might have been altered
had this work not been written arid performed during the
recording ban. Ellingtbn never got to record anything but
a; series of excerpts from a Work that might haye been
pointing the; way, even today, to brighter horizons for jazz.

.
Stan Kenton’s most successful effprts have been written

by Writers ’ such as Bill Holman, who seem to recall

Ellington’s famous admonition: “It don’t mean a thing
if it ain’t got that swing.” (Count Basie, because he re-

members this advice, has the finest and mpst timeless
big jazz group today.)

The Three E’s. T
This element may be a key to the whole problem of

the future of jazz, Most young musicians, musically
equipped beyond the: wildest dreams of earlier genera-
tions, have such a wide reading and writing knowledge
of music that they try to. incorporate new forms by blend-

ing jazz with classical influences, by' introducing poly-

tonality and. atonality, too often losing sight of funda-
mental qualities that made jazz what it is — a rhythmic,
harmonic and melodic form of syncopated music, in which
orchestration and improvisation are interdependent.

The American, public* when it buys jazz, looks for what
might be called “the three E’s” — Entertainment, Ex-
citement or Enlightenment. If it' is the first they seek,

they, will find the answer in Louis Armstrong, Eddie Con-
don and other former pioneers who have graduated into

the mainstream of show business. If they want excite-

ment, they turn to Norman Granz’s “JATP,” or Lionel
Hampton's; screaming brass, or the combos that teeter

over the borderline between jazz and rhythm & blues.

If they are looking for the ,third E* enlightenment, they
will find it in the work of the youngsters who are paying
the way for a broader* brighter jazz future — in the.

quartet of Dave Brubeck, whose cerebrations find most
of their outlet among enthusiastic college crowds; in

the experiments by Bud Shank and Bob Cooper with flute

and Oboe on Contemporary Records, by Gil Me lie on Blue
Note, Teddy Charles with his “New Directions” series on
Prestige. These combos are striving, on a modest scale,

for the same objectives as Kenton's big band.

What, is important about all the attempts at advance-
ment is that they have created a new arid permanent place
for jazz, not only culturally but commercially, on the U. S.

and international scene. The advances represented by bop,

“cOol jazz,” Latin-American Influences and other, elements
of the postwar era have all been incorporated into the
body of .jazz.

The jazz of 1974 will probably include 'most of . the char-

acteristics of
;
today’s model. The essential, elemental beat

will not be forgotten, nor will improvisation;; but new Ways
will have been found of combining and relating notes and
chords; ways that would, seem just as weird and dis-

cordant to our
.
1954 ears as Stravinsky did to the critics

who, walked out on him in. 1912, or as Lennie Tristarto’s

jazz avant-gardists Would have sounded to a listener back
in the dixieland era. And who knows — by 1974 maybe
they’ll be fitting. TristanO's music with lyrics!

try, Canada, Cuba and Mexico., as a bandmaster playing

the classics as well as the popular music of the day, I

settled in Memphis as the head of a wonderful organiza-

tion of talented musicians. I wrote a tune which I called

“Mr. Crump,” now known as the “Memphis Blues” in 1909,

carrying the. first jazz break for tenor saxophone. Crump
was elected. I gave employment to .50 musicians Who had
to play “Mx. Crump, ’’ .or the Memphis Blues,” and sd great
was the demand for this tune that I published it in 1912

.

as an instrumental piano solo without words. This was
later sold to a music publisher who had George Norton
write lyrics to the ‘Memphis Blues,” telling about the
Handy. Band’s “Big Bassoon that Seconded the Trombone's
Croon, that Moaned like a Sinner on Revival Day.” This
song was published in 1913 arid made, me a name, but no
money . . the fate of many Songwriters before ASCAP
wa3 born,.

In 1914, ASCAP Was formed and in the same year I

followed the success of the “Memphis Blues” with the
“St. Louis Blues” that added the “blue” note, embodying
those rhythmical and melodic values In characteristic

American music so beautifully exemplified in Gershwin’s
“Rhapsody in Blue,” “Porgy and Bess” arid the works of
Duke Elington and augmented by New Orleans dixieland
jazz of which Louis Armstrong stands as a symbol.
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A BINGO-BANGO LAND
By LOUIS SOBOL

I once deplored the .passing of Tin Pan Alley that

was, as O. O. McIntyre once referred to it, Bingo-

Bango Land. Our musical factories still dot the

Broadway sector in the late 40s, but the homely, in-

timate atmosphere is gone—“jand how yoijr feet sink

into the lush softness of. imported rugs, the booths

are streamlined, executives sit in front of huge, ex-?

pensive desks, smoking cigars. It?s really not the

lame. These fellows are making tpo .much money.

The story is that songwriter-newspaperman Monroe
H. Rosenfeld is responsible, for the Tin Pan Alley

label. He was in Harry Von Tilzer’s office when the

latter, playing the piano, Was achieving a. bizarre ef-

fect by. weaving strips of paper through the. strings.

When Von Tilzer finished, the writer observed, “That

sounds like a tin pah.”

There really was an.Aliey called Tin Pan. it was

born in 1899 and was located on West 28th between

3th and 6th Avenues, with such reputable music pub-

lishers as M. Witmark & Sons, Broder E. Schamy

Charles K. Harris and Leo Feist having their offices

there. Later the music publishers moved into the

Strand Theatre Bldg.,—but the alley is still there-
in, back of the building..

The first setback to the publishers came during the

first war when the War industries Board, because of

paper shortage, issued a ruling limiting the- supply..

Ruin came thumping at the door until General Bell

ruled that such songs as “Oh, How I Hate to Get Up
in the Morning” and “Over There” were essential in

winning the war. That helped a little.
• *

.

It is no news that Jimmy Walker was once a song-

writer. Another Mayor, John Purroy Mitchell, a lover

of the dance, invented a. step called “The Twinkle”

and collaborated on a song by that title. Woodrow
Wilson once collaborated on a .song too-—with- John
Golden, Golden, Who wrote songs before he became
a producer. And then there was Charles G. Dawes
and William H. Woodin, both Cabinet members.

One of Irving Berlin’s most profitable pieces—
earning for him almost as much as “Alexander’s Rag-
time Band” did originally, was “Pullman Porter’s Pa-
rade.” He used, a nom de plume—Ren G. May, which
if, dissected, spells “Germany.” His idea was that

Berlin is the capital of Germany. Ironic, that during.

World War II Berlin’s songs were banned in Berlin.

Tin Pan Alley has a long; roster of “one-timers”—-
gentlemen who have one great smash hit to their

credit-—and no others. Among them may be included
the : composers of “Three O’clock in the Morning,”
“Yes, We Have No Bananas,” “Collegiate” and “Will
You Love Me In December as You Did in May?”
(Jimmy Walker’s).

Out of two songs alone, “Oh By Jingo” and “Take
Me Out to the Ball Game,” Albert von Tilzer earned
more than $100,000 in royalties. But Carrie Jacobs
Bond’s “The End of a Perfect Day” and “I Love You
Truly” have lured revenue far in excess of that

mount.

Tlie great masters of other days, Bach, Beethoven,
Mendelssohn, Schubert, Mozart, have contributed
heavily to

.
the popular songs of modern times, but

Tin Pan Ailey believes that the composer from whom
the boys have stolen most is Chopin, and I can list

at least 10 songs hits based on Chopin—three of them
from his “Fantasie Impromptu Opus 66” alone, but
I wouldnt dare because songwriters are very sensi-

tive folk. But it is safe to say that 90% of our pres-
ent day tunes are thefted from the classics.

I have written on previous occasions how difficult

it is for a newcomer to invade the field-^-and Warned
against rhe Heartbreaks. However, there is a record
of one unknown in Which the situation was reversed.
An obscure little girlwrote a song in 1905 as a valen-
tine and came, to E B. Marks with the request that
he print it for her privately. Marks, after hearing the
song once, arranged to publish it.

;
The song was

“Dearie,” the writer Clare Kummer. It is probably
the only, case on record where a publisher had to beg
an unknown for permission, to publish her . song.

Present, day songwriters .have additional urge to

keep on writing because, of. ASCAP, their society, The
.

more song hits the: artist, turns out annually the high-
er his rating.

. Music, publishers learned long ago that ho matter
how good a song was in their opinion, it needed a push
to win the public’s affection* That’s how the song-
piiigger came to be an important gent in the industry,

In the early yeafs of the nickelodeons when a lone
pianist was the entire, orchestra, the publishers Wooed
him and pleaded with him to play their numbers as
often as possible through the long grind. If he pound-
ed out one number often enough the audience natur-
ally would carry it. away with them.

.
Then song slides became the feature and the audi-

ence would sing out loud, as they followed the words.
After that some of the brighter publishers sent over
fine 'tenors or baritones who would sing a song be-
tween shows—with no cost to the operator of the
movie house. It .was welcome attraction—a good
holidays. Ther Were, of course, ut-and-out song-

THE UNSUNG SONGWRITERS
By ARNOLD SHAW

(Author of ‘The Money Song1
)

Since the founding of A(SCAP in 1914, the prestige of
the American songwriter has pencilled an upward curve on
the graph of public Opinion.

In the ’20s Ring. Lardner *cameoed the prevailing at-

titude toward songwriters in several mordant caricatures.
Like his ballplayers, Lardner’s Tin Pan. Alley denizens
were dese-and-dose guys who had fat opinions of them-
selves, played potsy with the- personal pronoun, and spent
more time chasing the chicks than the. muse. It was
not a flattering picture.

Today Rodgers and Hammersteins, pur
.
Gershwins

and Kerns, our Youmans and Loessers are celebrated her
and abroad. The lyrics of Cole Porter and Hammerstein
are published sans music between hard covers to give them
the permanence of the printed page. And Irving Berlin is

awarded a Congressional Medal of Honor by the President
of the U.S.A.
These are semaphores of an important change . In public

attitude. And with good reason. The songs our writers
produce, are today being sung the world over. The hit
parades of Europe, Australia and even South Africa are
compilations of our top songs of six months earlier. Since
Lardner’s time there has been a growing recognition too

of songwriting as a craft and legit profession. And Ti
Pan Alley has drawn to it men of intelligence and. culture,,

with. 'rich backgrounds in the art of writing and composi-
tion.

These developments may undoubtedly be traced in part

to the increasing rewards that the hit songwriter reaps
today. Victor Herbert and his associates are much to be.

praised for .
the vision they had of the latent powers in-,

herent in the concept of performing rights. For. with the

enforcement of that concept, the groundwork was laid for

tapping other sources of revenue. And yet today, with the

sheet music market constantly telescoping^and the record
iarket expanding but yielding less revenue, it . is not in-

conceiyable41iat performing rights may once again become
the crux of the songwriter’s existence. . .

Despite the advances in the songwriter’s public stand-

ing, the Lardner characterization had not been entirely

eliminated from the public mind. In some quarters, the

cliche of the songwriter as a character, a sharpie, or a

wise guy persists. And the public is all too prone to be-

lieve that music biz is a game in which no-talent guys make
a fast, easy buck. The. millions of amateurs who keep cry-

ing that they have songs as good as any of the top hits, are

the voluble contingent of a public that has no conception
of the heartache and headache and know-how that go into

the making of a hit.

"
Inside Stuff

.

In some degree the prejudices of the public are to be
traced to attitudes that prevail inside tlie business. When
a record becomes a money disk these days and 32 bars of

ink blots and syllables become a money song, many factors

are- responsible. Advance impact of a recording artist’s

me helps. Deejay exposure is vital. Publisher activity

counts. Going back farther in. the process, a&r choice of

song is basic. . Musical background and arrangement are

important.- jukebox plays count. TV exposure helps.

The listing of credits on a hit song tends to follow the

presentation of credits <Jn the motion picture screeh. The
stars’ names are given solo frames with giant lettering. The
director receives yiP treatment. The producer comes on
With a crescendo blast' of music. Somewhere along the

line, the name of the writer slips by in a jumble of super-

fine, print.

Now, no one in music biz would, deny that the song

counts. A&r . men, publishers, artists spend all their days
—and many a weary night—looking for the right song.

Then, why doesn’t the songwriter count? It is an anoma-
lous situation, which is highlighted by the fact that, except

for a handful of show composers and lyricists, the public

doesn’t know the names of most of the writers of our

money songs. In this respect, too, many of our top song-

writers aye unsung heroes. And, peeking back inside the

biz again, too frequently the depreciation of the songwriter

starts with the publishers themselves, who can’t sweat out

a hit. unless they can first sweat a song out of a writer.

.in this picture of the songwriter’s standing, there is

material for a public relations program which the biz has

yet to undertake. We will attempt it some day, perhaps,

when the sheet music market has -telescoped even more
than it already has and when the realization will be forced

upon us that, in the competitive scramble for. the public’s

luxury dollar, prestige, recognition and respect for the

creators of our basic commodity are matters of good busi-

ness.

looking chap singing a nice song with the audience

pitching in, later when th illustrated slides were
flashed.

. It was not. unusual to work six or eight film.houses
a night and often more on Saturdays, Sundays, and
puggers, but in those, days even the songwriters

weren't too proud to do some active plugging for their

\vn numbers. If they had a passable voice or could
play the piano well enough, they, had themselves
booked into vaudeville houses at small , salaries just

so. they could put over their, new numbers. Then,
there were pluggers who went out in automobiles and
sang at street cor

In one of his' books, “They All Sang,”. E l B. Marks
wrote: “Energetic songpluggers with strong voices and
inexhaustible iungs also booked themselves on the
new low-priced chains, often singing in two theatres
and then covering half 'a dozen picture houses and
then their regular route of dancehalls and beer gar-
dens, finishing up about two. in the morning. These
pluggers, but in those days even the songwriters
and endurance. They were like-marathon runners or
six-day bike riders.. Incidentally, the six-day bike race
in Madison Square Garden was a great theatre for
their rivalry.”

Of course, song publishing has become a vast in-
dustry since those days when the chief source of reve-.
nue was the sale of sheet music. That was before a

„
group of bright lads organized ASCAP.

Wednesday, October 20, 19&4

By PAUL CUNNINGHAM
(Chairman, ASCAP*s Public Relations Committee)

While the nation hums and whistles the great Songs in
ASCAP’s catalog, few persons are aware of the Society’s

role and significance. .That’s where the Public delations
Committee enters the picture, and, in the last few years,

ASCAP has done a standout job of selling itself where
it counts the most.

Perhaps the most dramatic example of ASCAP’s new
accent on public relations occurred last March 6 at the
annual White House Correspondents’ Dinner in Washing-
ton. Before the guest of honor, President Dwight D. Eisen-
hower, . and 700 dignitaries of the Government and the
press, ASCAP presented^ a memorable show that made
the front pages across the nation. Headlining that shpvy

were Irving Berlin, whose ‘‘I Like Ike” tune had incal-
culable political influence in the 1952 elections, and
Milton Berle, who ‘also is an ASCAP member. Here was
goodwill for ASCAP being garnered at the highest levels.

However, ASCAP also does important work at the grass-,
roots level. Members of the Society participate fully in
events of the National Federation

, of Music Clubs and
other, organizations,designed to increase the musical cul-
ture of the country, ASCAP, for instance, co-sponsored
with the Philadelphia' Orchestra Assn; and the American
Symphony Orchestra League,^the second Conductors’ Sym-
posium: This was arranged by Deems Taylor, Adolph Vogel
and A. Walter Kramer.

. _
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v More Showmanship
. |

ASCAP has. also recognized the : importance of using
show, biz media for getting over its message.. Last year,
ASCAP began a series of weekly radio, shows over WNBC,
in N. Y., titled “Meet The Songwriter” and the men and
women who Wrote some of the nation’s great songs were
spotlighted, including Mrs. Gus Kahn, for her late hus-
band, Abel Baer, Ervin Drake, Jimmy Shirl, Mabel Wayne,
Sammy Stept, A1 Hoffman, Johnny Loeb, A1 Stillman,
L: Wolfe Gilbert, Robert MacGimsey and Johnny , Marks.
ASCAP also received excellent coverage oh its 40th

anni on the radio and video networks. The ABC network
gave a two-part two-hour salute to the Society last Feb-
ruary with ASGAPite Georgie Jessel emceeing the show
on Feb. 13 and Paul Whiteman giving his salute> the
following day. A week later, ASCAP participated on
WNYC’s annual Music Festival in N. Y.

Ed Sullivan also joined in the toast to ASCAP on
his CBS-TV “Toast.of the Town” show with another two-
part tribute in May that featured such members of the
Society as-Otto A. Harbach, W. C. Handy, Geoffrey O’Hara,
Joe E. Howard and Jack Nbrworth.

ASCAP participated in another topflight event in the
nation’s capital in May at the National Press Club lurtchr
eon where ASCAP prexy Stanley Adams was the honored
guest. Accompanying him to Washington was an ASCAP
contingent including Louis Bernstein, Harbach, Alex:
Kramer, George Meyer, Lew Brown, Sammy Fain, Mack
Gordon, Ray Henderson, Bea Walker, Bennie Benjamin
and George Weiss, Also in the nation’s capital, a contin-,
gent of ASCAPites, including Otto Harbach, Harold Arlen,
Arthur (Schwartz, Gian Carlo Menotti, William C. Handy
and Lou Alter, presented a show before the Interpar-
liamentary Union in October, 1953.

As part of the “Home Town Boy Makes Good” series
oh radio:tv around the country, J. Russel Robinson, native
of Indianppolis, Was honored in his town on a show to-
gether with Homer Rodeheaver, Senator Milford Anness
and Mrs. Harley Edington, president of the Indiana Fed-
eration of Music Clubs. Robinson presented a scroll from
ASCAP to. Miss Lesley" Payne, niece of the ASCAP-
member and. Hoosier poet, James Whitcomb Riley, In
Denver, the salute was given to Jerry Livingston with
participation by Mrs. Oscar Ahlgren,. president of the
General Federation of Women’s Clubs, Mayor Quigg New-
ton of Denver and Dr. Henry Everett Sachs. On the
Chicago salute to Johnny Loeb, Mayor Martin Kennelly,
Mrs. R. E. Milligah, president- of the Illinois Federation
of Music Clubs, and Dr. Rudolph Ganz were Qn the show.
Other members who have been active in ASCAP pub-

lic relations programs are .Harry Ruby, Hoagy Carmichael,
Nacip Herb Brown, Vic Mizzy, Abe Olman, Harry Revel,
Harry Tierney, Johnny Redmond, J. Fred Coots, Leonard
Whitcup, Alex Kramer, Jean Whitney, Ben Oakland and
Irving Caesaf.

That ASCAP’s public relations program was successful
was demonstrated clearly during the convention of the
General Federation of Women’s Clubs, numbering over
5,500,000 members, Again ASCAP provided a show and,
coincidentally, the General Federation passed a resolu-
tion endorsing the passage of legislation removing present'
exemption in the Copyright Act of 1909 from jukebox
operators. ASCAP members also staged a successful show
at the American Legion convention in Washington Aug.
30 and Sept. I*, of this year with Morton . Downey, a
writer-member of ASCAP emceeing.

Perhaps the most striking illustration of. the advance
made by songwriters in public esteem was the special
medal presented a. few months ago by President Eisen-
hower to Irving. Berlin for his outstanding contributions
to the national welfare in. his patriotic song compositions.

.Date Publishers Writers Total

1914 22 170 192

1930 87 651 738

1940 140 1,167 1.307

1941* 150 1,241 1,391

1945 234 1,707 1,941

I950t 409 2,234 >2,643

19544 661 3,150 3,811

* First Consent Decree March 4, 1941

t Second Consent Decree March 15, 1950

4 Through September 1954
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100th Anniversary Of

The Gospel Song
By B. D. and A. H. ACKLEY

The year 1954 marks not only the 40th anniversary of

ASCAP, but also celebrates the, 100th anniversary of the

birth of the Gospel song.

The Gospel song as yve know it today, is the. develop-

ment of a century. It differs from the standard church
hymn in its structure. . The symbolism of the lyric is less

involved, and is so clear and unmistakable in its meaning,
that ‘‘he who runs may read/’ The melody is tuneful,

smooth and catchy and without, awkward intervals. The
harmony of the song is simple in arrangement arid easy

t‘o play. Peturrence of tho general theme of the song and
the repetition of certai musical phrases are character-

istics of the Gospel song:. It is peculiarly a song of the
people, and might be called The Christian Folk: Song,

Some authorities suggest that musically, the song
.
is the

outgrowth of the English, Scotch and Irish ballads,

brought to America by the early settlers, If so, this,may
account for its lilting melody, suggestive of, the message
of hope arid good cheer, set forth m the lyric.

While the Gospel song has found a place in both the

formal and informal worship services of .the Christian

churcli, the Sunday School; and various other religious

groups, it has played a vital part in the evangelistic cam-
paigns which have' been conducted by such eminent re-

ligious evangelists as Moody and Sankey, Torrey and
Alexander, Billy Sunday and Rodeheaver, Billy Graham,
Cliff Barrows and Beverly Shea, and many others. The
Moody: and Sankey evangelistic team first popularized the
Gospel song. Following their

-

revival campaigns in the
British Isle they returned to America, arid continued to

develop extensively; Gospel sprigs with an evangelistic

message. Within a period- of a few years, they issued six

different books of these songs, which were eventually
combined into one larger book entitled, “Gospel Hymns
Nos. 1 to 0:" Today many of these songs are still in use,

Following the Moody and Sankey combination, other evan-
gelistic teams were called into campaigns; Gradually the
music became more and more in demand, as a vital part
of the movement. The music feature grew rapidly, arid

came to include; not only Gospel ^ongs, but a song leader,

soloists, and other attractive musical features.

The advent of radio arid television have opened up a

tremendous new media for the Gospel message in story

and in song.. Christian preachers, teachers and evangelists

have been quick to make use of these powerful instru-

mentalities for the proclamation of the Gospel. Thirty
years ago a preacher could preach to only a few thousand

.

at a time. Today he can preach regularly to great multi-

tudes of people, .reaching out with his messagG. unto the
remotest parts of the. earth! A prominent radio preacher,
on one of the largest coast-to-coast networks, is estimated
to have a listening audience of 25,000,000 every Sunday.

In /contradistinction to the secular or modern popular
song, the Gospel song often lies dormant for many years.
Though published in a Sunday school or general purpose
song book for religious organizations, it may never have
made headway or met with favorable public reaction. Then
suddenly it is rediscovered, brought out into the open, and
almost immediately becomes popular. The writers of this

article can Verify- this after long years of experience in

the field of Gospel music. Songs which were published
40 years ago, not used in more than pne book, unexpect-
edly are brought to light. They immediately become popu-
lar with the religious public and appear in every new
Gospel song book publication. Every Gospel song must

'

have several years to reach its zenith, and when that
zenith is reached, its popularity epntipues for many years
—long enough, at least, to carry it over into the copy-
right renewal period for a second 28 years.
The importance of the Gospel song cannot be over-

emphasized. It is an outstanding spiritual agency which
seeks to create among the people, an atmosphere, con-
ducive to the acknowledgment and acceptance of God’s
claim to the hearts arid lives of men. We believe that it

plays no small part in the final realization of the hope of
a better day, which has hung like a gleam upon the
horizon of the world’s history through all the ages.

Amateur Songwriters

By NICK KENNY
With eyes that are wistful—a song in each heart,
They haunt Tin Pan Alley, the songwriting mart.

They come from the cities, they come from the farm;
Each with his dream castle under iiis arm.

• >.

In factory., drugstore, schoolroom a?id
.
mill,

Only the thought of their song brings a thrill.

They dream it is published and sung everywhere

:

A musical foeman of human despair!

They come to New York in a flivver or freight,

And expect to. ride home iri a, high-powered eight!

The publishers’ stairways they eagerly climb.
But they sadly come doWh. just one step, at a time..

And down with, them. Come all the dreams that they knew;

.

The castle inSpain.andincottaqefor two . .

The caravan wagon, the sea trip for pa.
The college for brother, the nest egg for ma \ ,

"It- wasn’t commercial,”, “The tune was a steal,”

“They had something like it,” “It had nq appeal,”
“The words were too corny,” or maybe “too slick” . . .

But the thing that hurt most was “It just didn’t click!”

So back to the factory, schoolroom, and. mill,

The songioriters wander-^-all gone is the thrill.

Yet there’s one thing tht soothes the dull ache in their

breast:

When they heat other songs, they know THEIRS was
the best!

Musical Briefs
Ira Gershwin’s jingle: “Thanks to ASCAP, I won’t

have to pass-cap.”

George M, Cohan Music Pub Co., at 1770 Broad-
way, N. Y. has Judson 0-1776 as the phone number.
The right “spirit” for the “Yankee Doodle Boy’s”
son’s music pubbery.

STARtETY

By DR. ALBERT SIRMAY
(Chappell Music

)

It is not an easy .task to be a music editor. He has
to know a lot. of things, but he himself is not supposed
to be known too well. A sort of submerged person*
ality

v.
He works behind, a screen, consequently his

work is mostly misunderstood and underestimated.

However, let’s distinguish between one music editor
from another music editor. One extreme is the harsh,
uncritical hackworker. . The other/ extreme, and on
the highest level, is the scientist-musicblbgist-editor
who is likely to debate with his colleagues about the
authenticity ^pf one single note in a Beethoven' sym-
phony.

'

"
.

*

The music editor who controls the destiny of the
publications of a highranking American publishing
house .doesn’t need to. be necessarily a scientist or a
musicologist but he has to be a perfectionist. He
can’t, .fibWeVer, be a

.
perfectionist without the most

exacting musical education, without the thorough
knowledge of musical history, of all musical styles,

pf musical folklore and without being familiar with
ancient and contemporary music.
Uppermost among the, attributes of an editor,

should ,be good taste. As iq every way of life, good
taste is also an indispensable ingredient of music.
Good taste must prevail in every direction: in the
choice, of publications, as well as in the technical
preparation of the publications.
To see to it that the publications should be pro-

vided with correct expression and dynamic marks arid

also with fitting phrasing is
- the elementary duty of a

good editor. It’s precisely here that he can give evi-

idehce of being a perfectionist. Composers, even th
iriost prominent ones! are many times too hasty:

jotting down their ideas. Sometimes they turn in
quite sketchy manuscripts, depending on the editor’s

sharp eye to. discover and. remedy vagueness or incon-
sistericies. (Of .-there are honorable excep-
tions, When mbriuscripts are handed in answering
ideal requirements.) In addition, the editorial eye
must also scan lyrics from the viewpoint of general
adaptability.

All this, so far, ebneerns only such matters which
are based on the editor’s fundamental knowledge of
the technicalities of music. There is,

;

however, an
entirely different field, where the editor’s contribu-
tion becomes of supreme importance both to the com-
poser and the publisher. And this is, when, the editor,
by his vast experience, assumes the responsibility of
becoming the composer’s judge and critic. There are
many cases known in the field of book-publishing
where editors have had a vital and decisive influence
on the development of gifted authors.

Similarly, a well-meariing music editor easily can
become, riot only the critic of a composer, but also his
good friend, whose unselfish advice and opinion are
willingly accepted* by him. Sometimes the editor’s
suggestions are close to being of the nature of a cre-
ative job . . . But the good editor remains behind the
screen. He has a submerged personality.

By NORMAN DELLO JOIO
The older serious composers on our musical scene who

had substantial reputations, for the most part banded to-
gether about 30 years ago to use their energies in prod-
ding the musical public to an awareness of their efforts
and talents. This pooling of interests in a joint venture
had to come for the musical world was generally hostile,
opportunities for performance few, and the vested interests
gave little support and no encouragement to the makers
of serious contemporary music. Suspicion was rife arid,

the line pf battle was drawn apparently between two
camps: philistine or faker; On reflection, one. can say it

was a livelier day and for that one may have some nos-
talgia.

But too, it can be said that it was a time of little consci-

ence and much irresponsibility. The composer attitudinized

with an “anything goes” pose and in bis writing generally
resorted to musical shock treatment, More heat than light

Was generated but the young composers did establish th

fact that one could put notes to paper and not be dead. In
viewing that recent past from the vantage point of the pres-

ent however, little of the music then produced offers much
of significance to us today. They are as outdated as a rac-

coon coat. Those naughty pieces were 'producexl during a

time that can be termed American music’s corny period.

Musically speaking, many, of the then young composers
grew up and are still with

.
us. .

Some . others are still

-

around fighting windmills aesthetically. During that time
of ferment the League of Composers was born and helped
greatly in breaking down a totally blind resistance to new
music. Today the handwriting is, on the wall! Getting true

music-lovers into the Concert Ball by the incessant re-

playing of a; tired standard repertory is becoming iriefeas*

ingly. difficult! In brief, the period discussed can be sum-
marized as the young American’s struggle for artistic rec-

ognition.

|
,, Economic Cataclysm

. 1

An: economic cataclysm confronted the- next generation

with problems of a different/accent. Entering a depressed
and dislocated national scene., the composers became mu-
sic’s angry and hungry men. The serious composer up to

now haa demanded a hearing. This generation went far*

ther arid iri addition demarided a meal. Along with, the

rest of the nation, he was concerned with economic ad-
justment. And it is significant that an awareness^ of. com-
municative responsibility is given serious consideration.

The carefree days of giddy personal indulgence are over.

This
.
grimmer period had little patience or need for a

vanguard of “enfants terribles.”

*Those ori the musical horizon today appeared about the
time of the close of World War II. Life ushered them
into a tense world of anxiety. Their material problem was
less severe due to their older colleagues. The critical is-

sue would seen! to be spiritual. There can be no question

of their wider opportunities compared to those offered

the composer of 30 years ago. But now a deep current

of desire to belong to something to which one can give

allegiance surges -through society. The present is ripe for

him to reinstitute the long-forgotten and normal relation-
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By HENRY I. MARSHALL
There’s nothing like an anniversary to stir a song-

writer to Action. Here it
. is ASCAP’s 40th birthday and

I’ve, been turning my mind back to the bast ~
.
the great

old stars — the: great old songs — and trying to get

down on paper what the life of a charter member of the'

society has been like. I don't have to rely on memory
alone, however, because I’Ve kept diary through the
years, starting at the : turn of the century whferi I was
studying at the New England Conservatory of Music.

It was in 1907 that . I wrote my first song, “My Guid-
ing Star,” which I dedicated to my mother. Thumbing
through pages of subsequent volumes, I find the name
of/Bartley Costello cropping up in 1909.. He wrote “Where
The River Shannon Flows” and John McCormack sang
it at the Steel Pier, Atlantic City. Costello taught me a.

lot of the technique of writing songs. Next stop on the
memory toqr is 1911. In that year I teamed with Stanley
Murphy arid we wrote a song called “Bless Your Ever
Lovin’ Little Heart,” Which Elsie Jariis sang in the “Slim
Princess;” That song brought me contacts with NorwortA
& Hayes, The Courtney Sisters, The Farber Sisters and
others.

Still flicking through the journals. In 1912 Mae West:
arrived on Broadway to get to work! iri Shariley’s. I MTote
the melody to “Cuddle Up and Cling: To Me" ($tariley
Murphy wrote the lyric) for her to do. with The Girard
Bros. Then for the; first smash hit with the help of Flo
Ziegfeld and Brice <8c Ring /— “Be My Little Baby Bumble
Bee.” The song has been in nine pictures since. Only last

year Doris Day gang it i “By The' Light Of The Silvery
Moon” arid this year it’s “The Eddie Cantor Story.”
But iri 1912 I sang it before President Wilson at Madison
Square Garden. Subsequently with Murphy, I Wrote “My
Garden of Allah For Two” for Sophie Barnard, ‘Teasing .

Moon” for Jesse Lasky’s “Redheads” and Billy Murray’#
recording. Later, Valeska Suratt did our “Hello. New
York Town.”

In 1913 came my first engagement at New York’s Palace
Theatre with Torn- Penfold and the launching of “You
Can’t Stop Me From Loving You.” That same year came
a six-week engagement with Frank Tinney at Hammer*
stein’s where I just gabbed with, him from .the pit. Then
came a call from John Cort and the writing of a musical
for/ Anna Held and we called it "M’lie 6aby.” The hit
of the show was our new "Dinah” song. After this camp

call frorri Chicago to headline the Majestic Theatr
with Florence Holbrook.

But 1914 brought an unforgettable event the meeting
of the songwriters and the forming of ASCAP with the
top; songwriters pf the day.

1
‘On the 5:15’ T

It was after I bought a home in Emerson, N. J., a few
yards from the Erie Railroad, that I wrote “On the 5 : 15.”

It was the first commuter song with a timetable as the
song title page. It was sung by Wellington (Duke) Cross
at. Hammerstein’s for the first time.

. More engagements at the Palace followed with Josie
Heather, Lillian Fitzgerald and The Ford Sisters, In 1917
we did a, show at Keith’s Washington in front of Presi-
dent and Mrs. Wilson. Two years later, I wrote the scor
for the. musical comedy, “Live, Laugh and Love” and di-

rected the opening night from the pit. It played 12 weeks
arid was closed by the irifluenza epidemic, Again the
Palace in 1921 — this time with Ina Williams.

Another memorable event was my meeting with Calvin
Coolidge, which led to an invitation to the White House
in 1924 — and I played “On the 5:15.”

dll—Wtaa :
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In 1925 I wrote, my first songs with Howard Dietz —

.

and landed “Why Did I Leave Wisconsin” with Mary
Cahill who was booked into the Palace. In 1929 came my
first experience with radio. It was an amateur show booked

ri several stations in the metropolitan area which re-

sulted in a tour of 26 RKO theatres in New Jersey.

The pages of the diary in 1942 show that “Bumble Bee”
was used in Wait Disney’s “Mr. Bug Goes To Town,” th®
first of nine pictures. In 1944, I went to work for the U.S.
Treasury as a producer of “Cavalcade of Youth,” to raise

bonds for the treasury. In 1951, a new looking diary;

shows that I did my first tv show for DuMont. It was
“Once Upon A Tune.” I moved to a new home the follow-

ing year and changed the address to “5:15 Bumble Bee
"Lane.” Ed Sullivan. hears about it and I -get an invitation

to sing “Bumble Bee” af the Boston Post Music Festival,

which, hp emceed.

So, pne of the charter mernbers of ASCAP fingers the
pages. Which revive the memories but which still leaves

room for others to take their place.

sh ip that once did - exist between the maker and consumer
of music. It is a time for the

.
coriiposer to abandon the

benighted idea on which many of us were nurtured, that

public acceptance is the kiss of death artistically.

It takes courage today to be simple in the face of much
superficial inteilectualism. And by simple I do not mean
simple-minded. It is arduous for the ybung man. of today
to write the music of our complex times with simplicity.

The young serious composer has the choice to. make. lie v

can jpi the mainstream of tradition and its masters^ )

whose concern was* not newness for its own sake but th

sw?eat and labor pf self-discipline for the sake of all.

On the whole, the music critic is as unsympathetic to

the young composer as always. Perhaps more so than ever

before But then they re notoriously out of touch with

What is happening around them. With the excepti of

a few, the critics’ fearful antagonism to the new stems
from ignorance. However, tolerance should be exercised,

the leaders of a harried and busy life in constaridtly say-

ing nothing are left little time for study. This may be
small comfort for a young man but a bad review is often

the sign of real merit in a work.

In sum, there is no chance for the young composer of

talent today to escape notice and many sources are ready

and willing to help. His challenge is now on the highest

plane. Rewards await him if he but only reaches tip arid

grasps to himself once again the universal conception:

“be embraced, ye, millions.”
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Meredith Willson

By MEREDITH WILLSON
Hollywood..

Europe has always believed Americans to be pretty
backwobdsy when it comes to longhair jnusic. The result-
ing gulf of her. contempt in this connection has been tacitly
present at every council table of nations, has inspired basic
mistrust, has impeded world progress,
has cluttered international under-
standing, and continues to be thor-
oughly effective in perpetuating the
barriers political; religious, lingual
..and racial.

Now, without acknowledging any
Justification for this attitude, I think
I would be fairly secure in suggesting
that even the most rose-bespectacled
optimist would have tri admit there
just may be a slight suspicion of truth
in Europe’s belief about us—^sufficient
misgiving, at least, so’s you’d think
some patriotic soul would turn
around, wouldn’t you, and go to work and begin to start
to try to dispense a little longhair propaganda here in
our beloved land? Just in case ?

Well, \ it’s not that easy. Right off-hand Fm sure it

would occur to you that the symphony orchestra managers
Would be delighted to help, seeing as how there are many
of our citizens who have never been to symphony con-
certs and seeing as how the concert halls around the
country are. mostly half-empty during the regular sym-
phony season.

Well, .let rrie point out to you that the tight little, groups
whp run the managers prefer things the way they are—:
the half-empty halls make the tight little groups feel more
discriminating.and artistic and all like that, never mind the
sleazy reputation of our citizenry abroad with respect to
our lack of musical taste. Woe unto.the poor undeserving
slob of. a doctor, lawyer, merchant or chief who might
accidentally wander into the concert hall like you would
Into the . theatre. Why, the tight little groups will make
him think he’s stumbled into, a deep-freeze before he gets
his program open to the right page and if he should hap-
rpen to applaud between the movements of ai symphony
just once, the horrified looks from even the empty seats'

will complete The Treatment; and when a person feels

inferior like that, it’s not a good feeling. At least it’s

nothing you’d go out and buy a. ticket for.

Of course you can ? t keep a symphony going on half-

empty halls, but instead of making the longhair concerts
more inviting, as such, to the un-indoctrinate, somebody
discovered the “Pop Night.”

The Pop Nights permits the poor undeserving slob to

have. some “ordinary” music instead of the kind that’s “too

good for hi ” and also allows him to help pay the freight

for the times when the audience is small. Thus the same
tight little groups who go to the expressly longhair con-

certs can remain relatively cozy year after year, indicating

their; appreciation by occasionally attending the Pop
Nights, in a burst of impulsive good-fellowship.

people even realizing what’s happening until they've been
bed. Just off the cuff, what would be wrong with repro-

ducing the three-minute, jukebox-arrangement of the 18th

Variation complete with harmonica solo, (Wonder-how
all harmonica players are able to be so consistent about
playing a quarter of a tone flat all the time.) Follow this

Up with the original Rachmaninoff Rhapsody in its sym-
phony orchestra version with its beautiful piano solo in-

stead of a harmonica, cautiously conditioning your audi-

ence to the 20-minute length of this piece as you point out

that there are 17 gorgeous variations preceding the cele-

brated number 18 and several warm and fat concluding

variations following it. Certainly you play the five-note

motif over for them till they’d know it ini their sleep,

A person is always more happily, relaxed travelling

familiar roads than he-
is heading out for' some strange

destination where he doesn’t even know how long he’ll be

getting there. In addition to stirring up some gr.udging

admiration for longhair you may 'well provoke a few new
customers into, gingerly showing up during the more forr

mal concerts of the season, some of whom might become
regulars and eventually fill in the gaps between the arro-

gant score readers in the second balcony and the “dqri’t-

you-just-love-hxs-allegretto” girls on the main floor. And
you may very well set the harmonic back 50 years—than
which 1 can hardly think of anything more desirable.

And what’s wrong with Some kind of down-to-earth long-

hair disk jockeying? We have lots of good long-hair

record programs.where the announcer is just slightly stuffy

and pronounces all the foreign composers and titles a little

toff correctly. T wouldn’t change them for the world, but

ho\v abput some nice comfortable, easygoing presentations

of the great melodic masterpieces pointing out how simply

and bow logically the different tunes
.
are put together?

A symphony group could sponsor such a disk jockey

locally and tie his records and remarks in with the. regu-

lar weekly concerts.

I have 34 words left so I’ll just; say: The tight little

groups running symphony orchestras around the country

can improve the musical tastes of our citizenry any time

they: really want -ip.

Good .Tune To Sneak It In

Now let me quickly get on the bandwagon fur Top
Nights. Any time you can gather together a packed house
to listen to any kind of music you won’t get me to say . any-
thing but Hurray. But when you do draw a. big fat sell-

out crowd on a Pop Night isn’t that the time to try to

sneak in a little longhair propaganda for crimeny sakes?
It sure is, arid I am glad to say, therefore, that there are

some notable exceptions to the tight, little groups afore-

mentioned—exceptions, who are genuinely eager for the
140,000,000 uninitiated Americans—give or take a few—to

discover the world’s great.-mu sic.

Through doing a modicum of guest-conductings the last

couple years I have met such exceptions in the. persons of

Elizabeth Hughes of the Connecticut State Symphony, Leo
Kucinski .of the Sioux City Symphony, Ralph. Black of the

Buffalo Philharmonic, William King of the San Diego
Symphony, John Barnett of Hollywood Bowl. When they
plan Pop Night they do try, With varying degrees of

enthusiasm, depending upon the varying degrees of in-

fluence of tight little groups, to think, of ways to get that

big crowd interested in longhair.

. When I appear for their Pop programs some of these

folk not only permit but urge me to include longhair prop-

aganda; They .agree that the main objective of symphony
rchestras is. la) to- remove the international blot on. our

culture escutcheon, ( b ) to show-' that serious music is not

.so dang complicated that it requires a special kind of soul

r something in order to enjoy it, and (c) to prove that

riyone who doesnff regularly chink in a certain amount
of serious music is suffering from, a mal-hydration that

wizens arid sears heart, mind arid body.

By ABE OLMAN
There is no set formula or pattern for music publishers

finding song hits. Apart from those songs that Originate

in the normal channels of Tin Pan Alley, many, many
other songs that have become hits have developed in other

than the normal T;P.A. routes. Such songs have evolved

from remote arid obscure beginnings—from South Africa,

Australia, Turkey, China; Japan, Switzerland—popular

song hits have also had their origins in the concert, halls

of New York, London, Paris, Milan; many novelty hits

originated in nursery rhymes and children’s songs, others

originated in the mountains of Kentucky and Tennessee

or, on the plains of the far west; popular successes have

come from the soundtrack from themes of : motion pic-

tures* others from the gospel trails, arid still others from
college campuses; The. fallacy that a non-professional

hasri!t a chance for
i

a hit has been completely dispelled. by
the number of hits written by nori-professionals; song hits,

too, have originated on offbrand record labels as well as

on major record labels.

While song hits may be actually born in a hundred dif-

ferent ways, they’re actually made by aggressive publish-

ers with sufficient faith and activity and a certain amount
of know-how that enables them to showcase bbscure songs

and develop them into international successes.

Apart from the overseas songs that attained success i

the U. S. via the noririal publishing routes, song hits -in

the States have originated in Turkey (“Uska Dara”), South
Africa (“Skokiian” and “Wimoweh”), Australia (“Now Is

the Hour”), Hawaii. (“Hawaiian War Chant”), Switzerland

(“Forever and Ever” and “Oh Mein Papa”) arid China
(“Rose, Rose I Love You").

Other popular hits of the past originated in the serious

concert music field such as “On the Trail” (from the

“Grand Cariyon Suite”), “Daybreak” (from “Mississi

Suite”), “Deep Purple”, (from Peter DeRose’s “Tone

been dozens of Tschaikowsky themes which found their

way to the Hit Parade.

Kiddie Tunes Into Pop Hits

Easy
. on ' the Bartdk

Now, of course, you don’t brazenly take advantage of.

your big sellout crowd on a Pop Night by tossing in a Bela
Bartok concerto right "in the middle of the foxtrots and
Strauss waltzes. You merely ease gently but. firmly into

the subject of longhair with some kind of logical connec-
tion—with some kind of friendly explanation. You don’t

mix oil and water, arid you try to be amusing, and if you
get a couple snicks here and there, maybe even a mild
boff or two, you don't turn pale and pray for Milton Cross
and Mr, Golldowsky to forgive you. And above all things,

you point out the chief difference between short-hair

music arid longhair music, namely that the longhair stuff

is longer*.

If we could only get this one thing Clearly established

we would at least eliminate the astonishment that, wells

up in the outraged breasts of 90% of our countrymen when
they happen to attend, through rib fault or desire of their

own, a longhair concert rind discover pieces that last for

30 or. even 40 minutes! They are. never prepared for this,

being thoroughly conditioned to the 32 bar.sorig-form in

true capsulated New World fashion. Consequently, they

squirm and suffer and squirm and suffer from the 32d bar
on loathing and despising the world’s great masterpieces
with every aching bone in their bored bodies.

Of course you will sneak in a couple of actual longhair

pieces on your Pop audience—the proof of the pudding,
etc,,—and there are lots of ways to do this, without the

Many sbngs evolved from kiddi songs and nursery
rhymes—“A-Tisket A-Tasket,” “Mairzy Doats,” etc. Simi-
larly, popular song hits have been extracted from themes
of film scores and converted into popular successes—
“Laura,” “Mam’selle,” “Ruby,” “High Moon,”. “The High ,

and the. Mighty” and “From Here to Eternity,’’ Frbm the
college;, campuses came such , hits “The Whiffenpoof
Song,” “The Maine Stein Song;” etc.

Contrary to the. legend that many publishers prefer to

believe—that Latin-American songs or records; do not sell

in real big quantities—there’s been “Siboney,” “Peanut
Vendor,” “Ruin, and Coca Cola,” “Anna” and many others;

to disprove this.

Much of the. music trade seetris to believe that, the trend
of popular hits onginating iri the country field. is a recent
innovation, However, this is a cycle that has been
peated for many years and brought forth such songs as
“Tumbling Tumbleweeds,” “Whispering Hope,” “Sari An-
tonio Rose,” “Star Spangled Banner Wiving Somewhere”
and more recently “Tennessee Waltz,” “Candy Kisses,”
etc.

Every few years there seems to be a cycle of rhythm &
blues songs stepping into the pop lists

—“Nobody” (Bert
Williams); “Won’t You Please Come Home,” “St, James
Infirmary,” “Stone Cold Dead in the Market,” “Hold
Tight,” “Open the Door Richard,” “Huckle Buck,” “Good-
night Irene” and currently “Sli’boom.”

Many publishers did not, consider the jazz field as a
source of popular song hits arid yet from, this phase of the
music business have come such hits as “Tiger Rag,”
“Muskrat Ramble,” “One O’clock Jump” and dozens
mote,

And in the “if you don’t succeed at first try again”, tra-

dition, many songs, which were not successful on their
first time, out and did become tremendous hits in Subse-
quent “second trys” include, "Heart of My Heart,” “That's
My Desire,” etc.
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The’ founders were Silvio Hein, Victor Herbert, Louis

A. Hirsch, Raymond Hubbell, Gustave A. Kerker, Glen
MacDonough, : George Maxwell and Jay Witmark; Nathan.
Burkari, attorney. . Hubbell is the lone survivor, of ihe

riginal eight founders, and now aged 75, divides hi

time between Southerjp Pines, N.C., and Miami, Fla.,

I
27 Surtivinist Charter Writers

The 27 living members of the original roster ipf 170
ASCAP"charter members are Irving Berlin, Alfred; Bryan,
Gene Buck, Harry Carroll, [Will Dillon, Leo Edwards,
Rudolf Ftiml, John Golden, Otto A. Harbach, Raymond
Hubbell, Elsie Janis, Edward Laska, Edgar Leslie, Samuel
M. Lewis, George W. Meyer, Geoffrey O’Hara, Harold
Oiiob, Herman Paley, Jean Schwartz, Ted Snyder; David
Stamper, William G. Tracey, George J; Trinkaus, Albert
Von Jilzer, Kenneth S. W^bb, Roy Webb, Jesse M. Winne.

|
Original Roster tif Publishers J

The original roster of 1914 publishers comprised
Maurice Abrahams, Boston Music, Breitkoff & Hartel,
Broadway Music (Will Von Tilzer’s firm), Joseph M: Daly
Music, Enoch & Sons, Feist, F.J.A. Forster, T, B. Harms;
Francis, Day & Hunter (in those days so dually billed)/
Charles K. Harris, (Billy) Jerome & (Jean) Schwartz Mu-
sic, Walter Jacobs, (Bert) Kalmar & (Harry) Puck Music,
Remick,- Maurice Richmond,---G. Ricordi Co. (of which
ASCAP founder-president George Maxwell was the Amer-
ican head), Schirmer, Shapiro-Bernstein, Harry Von Til-'

zer Music, (Henry) Waterson, (Irving) Berlin .& '(Ted)
Snyder Music, Hairy William Music, and Witmark.

325 Femme Tunesmithe
j

There are 325 femme members of ASCAP The category
includes quite a nurilber of performer-songsmiths who, by
nature of their professional pursuits, have been exposed
to songsmiths and song values, and thus were inspired
to writing ori, their own. But there. are also quite a few
professional, writers. >

Among the roster are such representative names (alpha-
betically). as Dorothy Fields, Elsie Janis, Peggy Lee, May
Singhi Breen, Carrie Jacobs-Bond, Vera Bloom, Maude
Nugent, (Mrs. William Jerome), Gladys Shelley, Tot Sey-
mour, Maybe! Wayne, Kay Swift, Kay and Sue Werner,
Rosetta and Vivian . Durican, Nancy Hamilton, Belle Fen-
stock, Geraldine Farrar, Mary Carolyn Davies, Catherine
Chisholm JUushirig (deceased), Dorothy Donnelly (dec'd),
Joan Edwards, Sylvia Fine;- Dale Evans (Mrs. Roy Rogers);
(Mrs.) Hank Fort, Ruth Lowe, Virginia Knight Logan
(dec’d), Adele Girard, Dorothy Morse, Alberta Nichols,
Edna St. Vincent Millay (dec’d), Ella Fitzgerald, * Doris
Fisher, Rosalie Allen, Betty Comden, Aniy Ashmore
Clarke, June Carroll, Mrs. Jessie L^ Deppen, Sylvia Dee,
Blanche Merrill, Mme Mana-Zucea, Alice Remsen, Bernice
Petkere, Estelle Liebling, Grace LeBoy, Clare Kuramer,
Vee Lawnhurst, Inez James, Ann Leaf, Alberta Hunter,
Marian E. .

Gillespie, (dec’d), Maria Grever (dec’d),
Vaughn De Leath (dec’d), Constance Carpenter, Alice Cor-
nett, Ruth- Cleary, Dorothy Dick, Muriel Pollock, Ann
Roneli, Dana Suessri, Mrs. Lily Strickland, Lois Steele,
Fleta Jan Brown (dec’d), Anna Spseriko, Tot Seymour,
Marion Sunshine, Jeri Sullivan, Helen Trix (dec’d), Jqan
Whitney; Sis Wilner, Mary Lou Williains, Frances Williams,
Beth Slater Whitson (dec’d), Rida Johnson Young (dec’d),
among others.'

I- Educators

Among the 30 ASCAPers. who are educators are in-

cluded such names as Dr. Howard Hanson, Paul White
and Bernard Rogers of the Eastman School of Music; Dr.
Douglas Moore, Columbia. U.; Dean Arthur Olaf Ander-
son, 1)^ of Arizona; Nikolai Lopatnikoff, Carriegie in-
stitute of Technology; Dr. Rudolph' Ganz, Chicago ‘U.;

Haydn Morgan, Michigan State College;. Dr. Randall
Thompson, Harvard; Kent Kennan, Texas U.; John W.
Work, Fisk, et al.

ASCAP members with college and university schooling
total 703, of which 238 are femmes and 465 males. Colum-
bia University heads the breakdown with 74 former under-
graduates and graduates; N.Y. University, 63; College of
the City of N. Y. gave the higher learning to 52 ASCAPers;
No. 4 is U. of Penn with 27; arid Yale is fifth with 24)

campus kiddies now songsmithing.

Further breakdown shows 66 ex-law students and /or
law school sheepskin-holders now members of ASCAP;
second, place to former medical students .(of which Dr,
Clay Boland and Dr. Max Lief are/were practising den-
tists)

; No.. 3 spot to 13 engineering, students; No. 4 in-

cludes six Would-be architects. Apart from the MD’s there
were three dental students.

Those Stymied Disk Plugs

Records as an exploitation medium for filiji and

play properties have great value, but sojnetimes pic-

ture companies, with millions tied up in a film pro-

duction, can find themselves stalemated, by trie fact

that tins or that cast principal is tied up to this or

that diskery,

A specific instance is. the“White Christmas” sound-
track album. Which Paramount found Bing Crosby
and Danny Kaye tied to Decca, and Roserriary Clooney
exclusively a Columbia artist, in the record business
it’s not a case of Macy’s-tells-Gimbels. There’s no
trading. In fact, when a pitch was made to Col to

“lo$n” Miss Clooney to Decca, since.it had the major-
ity of the film’s stars already contracted, the retort

was, “OK, providing you loan us Crosby for something
else in the future.”

Another Irving Berlin filipusiCal, the upcoming “No
Business Like Show Business” (20th-Fox), again has
its vocal soundtrack kayoed because Ethel Merman
and Donald O’Connor belong to Decca; Columbia has
Johnnie Hay; arid RCA Victor has Marilyn Monroe.
Arid never the twain shall meet on the competitive
Waxworks. Accordingly, each is issuing its own brand
of an album based on the film.
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Lone Surviving Founder

On How It All Started
By RAYMOND HUBBELL

I suppose some honor, redounds to a man when he be-
comes the only suryivbr of the group which pioneered

‘

founding a great organization such as the American So-
ciety of Composers, Authors and Publishers. But the fact

is that I am filled, with
,
nostalgia and

some sadness when 1 think back to

those early days.,

Forty years ago we writers had
heard of a French authors’ society
which, protected the small right of its

members, but none of us was 4ware
of the fact that we had the same legal
rights in our own country.
One night in the early summer of

1913 a convivial group of -us was-
standing around the bar in the -Lambs
when Nate Burkan^ of beloved mem->
ory, said to me: “Ray, come down to

Luchow’s and have dinner, with me.’’

Delighted at the invitation, I traveled downtown With
Nate, and at di • we were met by George Majtwell. I

had known George as the . Puccini representative in this

country and the American head of the Italian publishing
house of G. RiCordi of Milan.

Prolific Pseudonyms
Of the 3,i50 writer-members of ASCAP, there are

238 legitimate, femme songsmith bylines, but, the
rioms-de-plume of the distaff gender are almost niore
than twice that many. The male writers are given to
coining bylines built around their wives’ maiden
names and. the like.

The champ pen-name songsmith is the late Robert
A. King, whose actual name is an Americanization
of Kaiser, which he .

abjured during World War 1

in revulsion against the Hun. King (Kaiser ) , a prolific

Shapiro-Bernstein composer staffer, has no less than
.28 pen-names, among them F,. Beatrice, Betty Chapin,
Vivian Grey, Francis Gwynri, Rob Hughes, Robie

:

Kingsley, Ida Lester, K. A. Roberts,. Kathleen A. Rob-
erts, T. Roosevelt (sic!), Yama Sen, Sol Smith,
Alice. White and Mary Earl. The last, “Mary Earl,’’

composer of “Beautiful Ohio,’’ one of the alltime great
standards, incidentally is perhaps the only registered
trademark nom-de-plume in the music business. It be-

longs. to Shapiro-Bernstein. ;

;

Staindard songsmith Frank H. Grey (deceased) was
the second most prolific pen-namer With 14 alternate

bylines. (The .late) J. S. Zamecnik had 12; and Bob
Miller, who specializes in hillbilly tunes, has 11 pen-

names including such Weirdies, as Dinny Dimes and
inky Huckleniitt, along with the Serutan spelling of

his names, viz., Trebor Rellim (the reverse byline is

a popular one in ASCAP annals).

F.. Heriri Klickmann and George J. Trinkaus are

tied with eight' alternate noms-de-plume.

The conversation at dinner was about everything except
an American society, so when BUrkan pulled a large batch,

of papers out of his pocket and handed them to Maxwell
saying, “Here is yoiir translation-” X paid no attention.

I continued With my Noodles a la Luchow, of which I wis
particularly fond. Suddenly I realized that Burkan and
Maxwell were discussing the articles of association

,
of the

French society,

“What’s the use,” I interrupted, “we haven’t got that

law in America.”

“Oh,, but we have,’’ Burkan replied, “and I will read it

to you.” And right, then and there he read the Copyright
Act of 1909, a copy of which he had in his pocket,
When he Was finished I said. “.What how?”
Burkan replied, “That’s where you come i You’ve got

to get it up! You're the only writer I know that every-
body in the music business speaks tp. So go ahead and
get 40 or 50 other writers and publishers together, and
we’ll start an American society.”

That summer night in 1913 I began 10 years of “run-
ing errands” to help further the first American perform-

ing right society. My first errand Was to. Willow Grove
Park in Philadelphia, to get the support of the great“Vic-

tor Herbert, and when I returned to New York, Victor
was on fire with the entire idea. Through all the ups and
downs of early years—years of adverse court decisions
and victories and of internal difficulties—Victor remained
100% loyal to the Society.

Among the writer group of the Lambs the news spread
rapidly, and about October a dinner of 35 was arranged at

'Luchow’s. Glen MacDonough had' ordered a special din-
ner, rind he and I were on the scene early to see that
•everything was prepared for the 35 men who had prom-
ised faithfully to hear, about Maxwell’s and Burkan’s great
dream,

Herbert; as always, wa$ the first to appear—smiling, full

of energy, bubbling over with life. Then We:were joined
by Gustave Kerker (writer of “Belle of New York”), Louis
-A. Hirsch (writer of “Love Nest”),* Silvio Hein (writer of
the famous “Maurice Tango’’), Jay Witmark (of the pub-
lishing house of Witmark), Burkan and Maxwell. When
it became apparent that the rest were not going to show
up for the dinner, I was certainly on a spot with Burkan
'and MacDonough. However, Herbert saved the day, as
usual, by urging the nine of ys to sit down and hear what
^Burkan had to say.

J- Maxwell Christened It ,,

,
In

.
February, 1914, . after two months of daily debates,

formal adoption of our own- Articles of Association was
passed. I can still recall when George Maxwell first sug-

’ gested the name, “American Society of Composers, Au-
thors and Publishers.” We writers reminded him that it

Was customary in this country to use the author's name
'first—that we always spoke of our writing teams as au-
'thors and composers. Geoirge stopped that argument
easily enough by saying, “Oh, but think of what a good
cable code the letters make the other Way!” Thus ASCAP
It was, is now, and ever shall be.
But o.f course nine founders couldn’t carry On very Well

without the able support of our colleagues, and shortly
after our dinner at Luchow’s We were joined by such stal-

warts as John Golden, Irving Berlin/ Jerry Kern, Louis
Dreyfus, Charles K. Harris, Harry Williams,. Harry B.
Smith, George V Hobart, A. Baldwin Sloane, Louis Bern?

. stein,. Fred Belcher and the great Gene Buck. . Our first
board consisted of 18—six composers, six authors, and six
publishers, One of that group is still on ASCAP’s board—
Max Dreyfus, who is certainly entitled to a deep bow for

: his always great heart towards authors and composers;
and especially, me.

. .. .

"fiOur first president was George Maxwell, since he had
already presided informally during all the early .meetings.
Our vvice president was Victor Herbert, Who held that po-
sition until his untimely death. ASCAP’s first .secretary
Was Glen MacDonough; who was a real writing secretary.
His recording of our early minutes pay tribute to prob-
ably the keenest sense of satirical humor our profession
has ever produced. John Golden was ASCAP’s first treas-

.
urter.
As he tells it; we were as usual In a huddle one night

in a corner of the Lambs Grill avidly discussing the new
organization. Golden claims that when he left us to go
to the washroom he found on his return that we had made
him. treasurer! Whether this story is true or not, John
proved himself to be the best possible treasurer ASCAP
could ever have. He wasn’t only treasurer-—he was cap-
tain, colonel, hirer, firer, realtor; in fact, it was through
his capabilities that ASCAP actually got into action.
Golden hired our first general manager, John Loeffler.

He was instructed to get busy and license all the New
York cafes that were performing our: music publicly for
profit. Loeffler was shrewd Enough to realize that August
Luchow would have to take a license-—Burkan was his
lawyer, and Victor Herbert’his bosom friend. I will never
forget the look of pride oh Loeffler’s face when he walked
into the Lambs

.
to report to Golden, “License Number 1

for $15 a month signed by .Luchow’s Inc*” After con-.

By CHARLES TOBIAS
(President of Songwriters Protective Association)

In baseball there’s this famous phrase: “From Tinkers

to. Evers to Chance.” A paraphrase for SPA could read

“From Leslie to Meyer to Rose.”
,

.....

In the late 1920s hundreds of songwriters began to

realize that they had many problems in common. There
was a growing feeling that the Writers needed to join

together in order to tackle these problems as a group,

instead of as individuals.

Early in 1931, the above three mentioned writers—Edgar
Leslie, George W. Meyer and Billy Rose—conceived of t.h

SPA! Fifty other songwriters joined with them. From this

small beginning this organization, as we know it today,
^

has a membership exceeding 2,500 writers. Because of
'

such a growth, SPA is now recognized as a representative

of songwriters by 650 music publishers who have signed,

a basic agreement and who are authorized to Use the SPA
standard contract.

Many writers are inclined to take for granted a great

number of the rights and benefits which are now' theirs,

but which did not exist before the formation of this

organization. When we look back to 1931, and consider
the conditions under Which the songwriter then conducted
his business, We realize how much he has done for himself
through SPA. Through constant effort and extensive nego-
tiations, the association has obtained for the writer many
of the advantages, which we now enjoy.

Before the formation of SPA, the writer was at a con-
stant disadvantage when it came to contracts. Each pub-
lisher had a different idea as to what a Writer should ,

receive. Consequently; there were almost as many forms
of rbyalty contracts as there were publishers. When a dis-

pute. arose, the writer ha<fr no organization to turn to for
guidance.

J
;

Historic 1947 Pact
1

. Improvements did not come easy; After years of nego-
tiations with publishers, not untii 1947 did we get a con-
tract that we fell was equitable to both writers and pub-
lisher^..

Though our present contract with publishers is an
improvement over the Old one, the value of our copyright
renewal service to the writer, is of an inestimable im-
portance, Then add our hospitalization and surgical plan
that SPA offers to its regular members at a considerable
reduction in cost with extra benefits which cannot be
secured by individuals.

Since the inception of SPA I have learned many things,
among them the conception of some of the public in

regard to a songwriter. They expect to meet a “wise-
cracking, cigaret-in-the-corner-of-the-mputh, egotistical
sort of a human misfit—:a rounder, a bounder,^and a fast
living fellow” who bums the candle at both ends.
Tv can take a deep bow for changing this view. The

public met Oscar Hammerstein, Dick Rodgers; Irving Ber-
lin, our late arid beloved president, Sigmund Romberg.
They saw gentlemen like W. C. Handy, Deems Taylor,
Otto Harbach, past prexy of ASCAP, and our present
president, Stanley Adams, who are not only a credit to
our profession but who are honored by our Government,
arid who with so many other writers have given of their
time and effort when called upon to do so.

Many of Our most prominent publishers feel that SPA
is doing as they quote “a good job.” In fact I know of
several' publishers who have suggested to nOw writers., the
advantage of joining the Songwriters’ Protective Associa-
tion. This . is a far cry from our “swaddling clothes” days ,

when one publisher w^s heard to remark: “SPA will put
us out of business.” This publisher; incidentally, has had;
a few recent hits and has just ordered a Hatch of new SPA
contracts.

Today, more than ever, there is nothing more important
to a writer than his or her copyrights. The importance of
our copyright renewal service for members and widows
of estates cannot be overlooked. Thousands of contracts
must be carefully scrutinized and countersigned. West
coast membership problems and those In the east receive
full attention. A dozen and one everyday problems, routine
to our office staff, but important to a writer, Are at-
tended to.

gratulating him, Golden advised Loeffrer, “Go
.
and get

one from one of our enemies!”
And thus pur great Society got its start. The. 40 years

have passed all too quickly and brought many changes.
Radio, television, sound motion pictures—all great new
mediums of entertainment—have come, along arid after
periods of negotiation have finally recognized the rights
of authors and composers to collect the performance fee
for the use of their music.
Th^ original nine, 40 years

,
later, have grown to almost

4)000. I'am the lone surviving founder;

How Long Should A Writer

By JOHN SCHULMAN
(General Counsel, Songwriters’ Protective Assn.).

How long . should the term of copyright be? Should it

continue to be measured from the date of publication and
endure for a specified number of years, or should it ex-
tend throughout the life of the author and for some: pe-;.

riod thereafter? Should the same term of copyright apply
fo all works, should a variety of periods be established
dependent'upon the nature of the copyrighted work? These
and similar questions acquire prime importance as we ap-
proach not only the overdue and inevitable overhauling'
of the Copyright Act, but also face the .expiration of copy-
right protection, now enjoyed by many standard works..

There is little doubt that most if not all people who are
informed on the subject will agree that the existing term
of copyright—28 years with the renewal for the same,
length of timers wholly inadequate arid must be ex-
tended. Nevertheless, there may be a legitimate differ-

ence of opinion on the question whether our present.;

statutory provision should "be continued with only an ad-
ditional number of years to the term, or whether we
should change over to. the pattern prevailing in most other ’

countries, namely, the. life of the author and some period
after his death.

.
The history of copyright from its early stages, reveals .,

that * as cultural civilization developed and literacy and
leisure spread, the benefit of copyright lias, been corre-
spondingly expanded. There has been a steady extension
of protection not only to a greater variety of works but of
greater protection against unauthorized use. arid reproduc-
tion.

.
This extended quality of protection has been paral-

leled by a lengthening of the Copyright term,

Prior to; the 18th Century copyright was granted by spe-
cial patent and the terms rarely exceeded seven years,:

and sometimes; the grants were for shorter periods. The
first general copyright known, to the world; the English
Act of 1710, established a ri original term of 14 years with
a renewal for another 14-year period. We adopted the
English pattern in our first copyright act of 1790, but
shortly thereafter increased the original term to 28 years,,

retaining the renewal period at 14 years. When the Copy-
right Act was revised in 1909—the last revision—-the re-

newal period was likewise increased to 28 years, making
a total term of 56 years. In recommending this enlarge-
ment of the term the Congressional Committee reported:

“The present term of 28 years , . with the right of
renewal for .14 years, in many Cases is insufficient.

The terms, taken together, ought to he long enough
to give the author the exclusive right to his work for
such a period that there would be no probability of its

being taken away front him in his old aget when,
perhaps, he needs it the most.”

Almost 50 years have, elapsed since the Copyright Law
4

was last revised and the present term of copyright estab-
lished. It is high time to reappraise the question in light

of modern developments. Life expectancy has increased
and a period which was adequate in 1710 or 1790, or even
in 1909, is much too short today. Our population has in-

creased, its standard of living is the highest ever known
to the world, its literacy and time for enjoyment of enter-
tainment and education are at their greatest peak. The
need and the market, for books, plays, music and other
such material are greater than ever before. By the same
token the writer’s cost of living, his obligations, his taxes??

have all gone up. More people are engaged in writing
and the competition for publication and exploitation is

keener than ever/ All of these factors make the prolonga- ;

'tion of copyright imperative..

Detrimental
[

A short term of copyright is detrimental both to the
author and to the public interest. It deprives the author
and his family of their property just When they need it

-most. If .standard works fall into the public domain toe
soon, later works are stilled. They must face unfair com-
petition arising out of the temptations to use works in
the public domain not because of merit but because, some
users want to avoid paying for the material. So the pub-
lic suffers in all directions. It pays the same price for
public domain material as it pays for that which is pro-
tected by copyright, and is deprived of the contribution
both of the living and mature, writers and of the develop-
ment of young and vigorous authors as well.

There is no public interest to be served by throwing
creative works into the public domai , Our very society
is predicated on the principle that individuals have the
right to own property and to make a profit and derive a
livelihood from it.

Almost all countries other than the United States have
recognized these problems and have established; a term of
copyright which extends throughout the life of the author
and for a period after his death. The period is sometimes
as low as 20 years, sometimes as high as 80. The. Bern

e

Convention, countries, as the result of the recent revision
of their Treaty/ have established a minimum period of 50
years after; the death of the authori* ;

There is a great deal to be said for this method of es-
tablishing the term of copyright. It hot only protects the
author ^during his lifetime and makes provision for his
family, ’but permits all of his works to go into the public
domain.at one and the same time. This is entirely logical:

There' is no. reason for having an
.
early work of Bernard

j:

Shaw or Victor Herbert fall into; the public domain while
|

their later works are still protected by copyright. An au-
thor’s copyrights should hot be cut off one by one any
more than he should lose his fingers one at a time.
On the other hand, the adoption of a new basis would

raise a number of problems. There is. the author’s re-
newal right \Vhich is extremely important to him. A ques-
tion would be raised as to who is to receive the additional
term of protection. Provision would have to be made, as
it has been done in other countries, for works of which
corporations are considered the author or those Which
have been published anonymously or under, a pseudonym
and the author is not revealed. In these cases the term

jj

can only relate to the time of publication. The matter of £
joint authorship Is one among other problems which have r>

not been completely solved in those countries which fol-
j|

low the post mortem, pattern.
; ,

.ft

If all of these matters can be properly resolved it *wiil

be possible, and most desirable, to .extend the copyright
term to cover the life of the author and 50 years after his

death.
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International Song Scene as It Looks To
An ASCAPer in England

By SAM COSLOW
London.

The first thing that strikes you forcibly here is the fact

that songs in England are still made in the good oldfash*

ioned way. It is not yet a case of “get a good record and
see AVhat happens:”

1

True, they are becoming more rec-

ord-minded every day and are somewhat influenced by the

changes in American publishing methods. However, a

British publisher still picks a. song he likes, makes it

“No. 1 on his plug list,” and goes after it in the traditional

manner—bands, singers, radio programs and “the lot.” He
also tries to get top recordings by British artists, but that,

aspect of it is just another phase, not the whole picture

as it is in the U. S.

The reasons—well, the whole song exploitation struc-

ture is different over here. To begin with, there are only

a dozen or so disk jockeys, and record shows occupy a
tiny percentage of the total listening time. A plug bn a

live radio show makes, an immediate national impact if the

song has anything, because the pop music devotees have a

choice of only two stations to. listen to in the entire coun-
try (there, is also a “Third program” which goes in for

serious music exclusively). And then there are no juke-
boxes. (British white collar workers, earning an average
of 20 bucks a week, would hardly be expected to drop a
bouple of dozen sixpenhy pieces into.a jukebox for an eve-
ing’s music. Insteadv they spend the equivalent of . a half

a buck for an evening in a public ballroom like Oscar
Rabin’s Wimbledon Palais, Where they are treated to four
hours of Solid pops by a. 32-piece dance band of topflight

musicians.)

All of which,, of course, makes it
r
a pleasure for, the

British songwriter who comes up with a sockeroo natural.

His song doesn't risk obliyion because it didn't get the
right record, or the right Vendition by the right artist, or
the right label. If the publisher likes it and works on it,

it still gets heard by millions and rises and falls on its own
merits rather than bn the roulette wheel of the platter in-

dustry.
As for the payoff on a hit—there we run into the thorn

in this, bed of roses. The writers divide 109o of the selling '

price, which, amounts to only lVic per copy total royalty
on a shilling number, and about 2I2 C on a two-shilling

number, 1Of late, the two-shilling numbers seem to pre-
vail, and may be the customary price before long). But I

Imagine an American writer, with a top seller in the
novelty - or commercial pop category at one shilling a copy,
would be pretty disappointed if he hit No. 1 on the Lon-
don Hit Parade and got only $3,000 on sheet music royal-
ties, compared to his customary take on an American top-

seller. Of course, some of the pop writers here, like Geoff
Parsons, John Turner, Jimmy Kennedy and many others
have found their British hits spreading to the U. S. Hit
Parade, in which case they also receive half of the Ameri-
can royalties. This helps, especially since the past year or
two when our own Hit Parade invariably has had a song
or two of British origin. They have some, darned good
craftsmen here in the composing field, as evidenced by
the high quality of the songs that have clicked in the U.S.,

composed by writers who have never been closer than
3,000 miles from the Brill Bldg.

j
No Yank Dominance

'

As for the musical comedy stage, this is no longer en-
tirely dominated by American musicals as it was in pre-
vious years. At present writing, there are nine book mu-
icals in London,, of which only two are of; American ori-

gin (“King aricl I” and “Pal Joey”). The other seven are
British, including the smash hits, “Wedding in Paris” and
Noel Coward’s new musical, “After the Ball.”

In addition to these nine book shows, there are no less

than eight revues in the West End, all by British writers,

and most of these are long-run clicks like “Intimacy at
8:30,"“which lias some of the cleverest numbers and skits

ever seen here, and “Joyce Grenfell presents” in which
Irving Davies and Paddy Stone have dazzled the town
with their refreshing choreography. The British revue is

a solid institution dear to the hearts of London theatre-
goers, but they are typically British, and British writers
alone seem to have the 'know-how” in this field.

Boxoffice royalties to composers and lyric writers are
not high by Broadway standards, since $22,000 weekly is a
high gross here for a musical comedy. And you can’t al-

ways, take it back to America, either. Rodgers & Ham-
merstein use. a lot of their frozen English dough to pro-
duce London versions of American shows. The Bank of
England usually tells you how much you can take back to

the XJ. S.. and how much you must leave in the British
isles. The income tax bite, too, is pretty terrific.

The English ASCAP—the Performing Right Society—
very ably managed by Leonard Walters, is, ~ like our ow
Society, rapidly corning into the realm of Big Business,
and British performing rights licensing is now a multi-
milliOn dollar industry. Writers receive about $5 fbr every
radio shot,, plus other distributions for film performances,
“general” usages* and so forth. I recently had the pleas-
ure of being a guest at the PRS Annual Luncheon Meet-
ing, which reminded me very much of our own ASCAP
meetings; except that there was much more impressive
pomp and dignity. After the opening toast (“Gentlemen,
the Queen!”) the opening address was made by a Member
of Parliament. (Aside to the ASCAP entertainment com-
mittee—we had three kinds of wine, including cham-
pagne!).

Britain has a host of very important songmakers, The
disk jockeys, being only a hahdful/are very sought after
by contact men!—but they are used to it, as some Of the
top D. J.’s are former big name bandleaders like Jack
Payne; Jack Jackson, Roy Fox and George Elrick. Dee-
jays Robert Moreton and Leonard Henry are headliners
in variety theatres when not spinning disks. Sam Costa,
David Jacobs and Moore Raymond have enormous fan fol-
lowings throughout the U.K., and a couple of very hep

S
als, Isabel Burdette and Esther Farmer, are real powers
ere In the pop music industry by virtue of presiding over

two platter shows that are bywords with every British
family—‘*Housewives Choice” and ‘Tamily Favourites,”
which are heard by 20 or 30 million people daily.

Roy Rich has the popular current Sunday night record
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how on BBC. Attesting to the growing popularity of this

form of radio entertainment, the BBC has just announced
two new' d.j. shows which should start about the time this

appears in print, both of which are headed by well-known
British radio personalities, John Watt and Paul Martin.

Featured very frequently is the beautiful, full, lush type

of recordings We have come to know so well in the; States ,

—British recordings made by Mantovani, Chacksfield,

Stanley Black, Ray Marti f Geraldo, the Melachrino
strings—all of them a music publisher's delight—as well

as live shows featuring these orchestras. In another vein,

the Billy Cotton band, a Sunday radio fixture here, is the

No. 1 songmaker . “folky” tunes Iilce “Friends and
Neighbours,” The big Monday night music show that all

the visiting American singing stars guest oh, is Cyril

Stapleton’s “Show Band,” produced by Johnny Stewart.

And they have a British equivalent to Guy Lombardo in

Vic Sylvester, Who goes on year after year playing

straight, . sweet orchestrations without disguising the
melody—his recordings ate the “bible” for dance acade-
mies; throughout the country.

On the Continent, the same conditions generally pre-

vail in France, Switzerland, Italy, Belgium and Germany,
as in England. Songs are still made by radio perform-
ances, musical cqmedies and films, although the impact of

records is starting to be felt. In these countries, perform-
ance money is the major income item with most writers,

and sheet music income is small in. comparison, unless the
song gets to the U. S. Italy has a brand new pop song in-

dustry that is growing by leaps and bounds, and their pop
writers are beginning to write tunes very much like ours.,

.. The two most powerful plugs on the Continent are Ra-
dio Luxembourg (with disk shows beamed towards Eng-
land especially', where Peter. Madren, Pete Murray, Dick
Norton and Jimmy Vivian have been responsible for start-

ing .many a hit in the British Isles; and our own Armed
Forces Network throughout Germany, which is also mak-
ing its presence felt, songwise, throughout nibst of Eu-
rope. . AFN's late-night record show, disk-jockeyed by
Pfc Frank Bidders, of Virginia, has hosts of listeners in.

all European countries, who tune, in after their own local

stations sign off. It is now becoming a fairly common
habit for contact men attached to London publishing
houses to. fly over to Frankfurt and Luxembourg to land
record plugs.

All in all, one likes; it over here. There is no Lindy’s,
and at times I would give six smash song titles for a ham-
burger on a bun and a cup of American coffee, but they
have things to compensate. No ASCAP dinners, but I can
go to Ascot. Here a song is still a song, the people are
warm and friendly, and the fog is invigorating even if the
sun doesn’t shine. You can’t get Sid Caesar on television,

but once in a while you can get a good tv performance of
"Julius Caesar.” You cart also get a front-row seat for a
top West End show for two; bucks. And I don’t have to
play 100 auditions for backer?—my producer, Emile Lit-

tler, doesn’t want 685 partners, and insists on having only
his own money in the show. So why should I complain? ~

(P.S.—If this article sounds a bit “rusty;” my first piece
for Variety in umptyeight years, since the day Sitii

told me to collect my paycheck and go jump in the lake.

I still don’t know whether or not he did me a favor that
day,)

i

Material’ Specialist
By JACK fELLEN

Every large family has its share of shady, offbeat rela-

tives. ASCAP, with a vast song-family, has its quota of

disreputable second and third cousins whose kinship may
bring blushes of embarrassment to the lilywhite cheeks of
the lyrically-elite. These characters are the so-called “spe-
cial material” songs of the saloon-singers. Incongruous as
it may be, the fact remains that the public performance
license, which the Society issues to the cafe owner covers
not only the aristocracy of songdom, like “Smoke Gets In
Your Eyes” and "Some Enchanted Evening, ’’ .but also such
hoodlums as “Horseplayin’ Papa” and “Mister Siegel, You
Better Make It Legal.”

The presence of this barrelhouse doggerel in the ASCAP
catalog stems from the exile of vaudeville into the bistros,
which has opened a new and fertile field of songwriting
in which certain lowbrowed rhymsters—like myself—-have
not been averse to reaping a harvest. It’s just a matter
of giving the half-crocked Joe Blow, out on a binge, with
his or somebody else’s wife, the kind of entertainment that
fits his mood—and his taste. The subject matter ranges
from exultations over the joys of a charmful armful to
laments about the disappointments of a dreadful bedful.
Some of these songs are inexcusably and boringly filthy.

Their offensiveness lies mainly in their dullness. Others-
like Joe Lewis’ “The Groom Couldn’t Get In”—are so
ingeniously humorous that all is forgiven in the laughs.
For such yoks high-salaried cafe stars are willing and
able to fork over plenty of yellowbacks.

Time was when vaudevillians got their special material
for free. It was the bait which publishers offered for bal-
lad plugs, in lieu of the payola. Practically every success-
ful pop-lyricist served his apprenticeship as a special
material writer. To get the plugs Edgar Leslie, Grant
Clarke, Lew Brown, Joe Young, Sam Lewis, George Meyer,
Wolfie Gilbert, and other greybeards of Tin Pan Alley,
had to grind out comedy and novelty songs with their
endless appendages of extra catchlihes, patters, parodies
and Special versions. The gags were on the naughty side,
but they had 'to be constrained and just around the edges.
Vaudeville theatre managers were alerted to be on the
lookout for blue lines in songs which might offend some
patrons. Sanctimonious E. E. Albee sent out a list, which
was posted on the call-boards, of songs which were ver-
boten. Mine was the dubious distinction of having the
largest number of songs on the list. That was the begi
ing of my life with Sophie Tucker.

But the special material which brought howls from
vaudeville audiences in those days would hardly stir up a
chuckle in the safe Crowds of today. A public habituated
to literature . like “The Naked and the Dead” and “From
Here to Eternity,” plays about homos and lesbos, and
French and Italian movies wants raw meat in its songs,
too—especially on its night out. Fact is that some of our
best people have been enjoying hot-peppered songs for
years. While the two-bit hoi-poUoi was being denied the
privilege of hearing risque stuff in the vaudeville theatre,
the .iop-hats-and-tails were guffawing oyer the. double
entendres in the sophisticated comedy sting which was

—

The Role 0( Risk Jockey

In The Mash Business
By SAXIE DOWELL

Chicago.
Changing times and passing moods have accounted for

a myriad of changes in most every industry, it seenis, and
the music business certainly has undergone some startling

and uncommon surgeries in the past decade or so. While
this seemingly is keeping pace with
progress, it does become necessary
to discuss some of the pros and coni
of iatterday developments in the
music field. Somewhere along the. li

some of us directly involved in foist-

ing new musical ideas on the unsus-
pecting public have become a mite
confused, let us say,. To a great extent,
the fostering of a new musical trend
has been left up to the Johnny-come*
lately of the music business—the disk
jockey.
While this writer has had the ex-

perience of being first a performing
musician and vocalist, secondly a composer

,
and lyricist,

later a promotional , representative of various recording
personalities and, finally and currently, a deejay, it is

strictly from this present endeavor that I am going to
attempt to portray the responsibility and moral duty which
befalls me and the hundreds of my colleagues.
The advent and rise of the disk jockey within our gener-

ation can be said to be the best and yet the worst element
to have arisen on the musical scene in the history of the
business. Too many of us have automatically assumed
that the ability to read the information on a record label
“doth make critics of us all.” I, personally, fiqjpl it difficult

to believe that being given an assignment to a helpless
microphone for an hour or so per day qualifies an erstwhile
station-break announcer to dispense pearls of wisdom
ascertaining whether this or that song should have been
assigned to this-or-that artist,, or that “this is the greatest
performance ever heard on record!”

Saxie Dowell

Twofold Function I
As I see it, the role of the disk jockey in the music field

today is, in. the main, twofold: (1).. Play as many of the
new releases on all labels for the public; arid (2) Let the
public decide. Now .

this doesn’t necessarily mean that
a platter chatterer must indiscriminately place every.
record he receives on his turntable with the idea that
each disk received has something unusually tasty to offer.

Some of the wax fare can be pretty brutal. Still, in the
long run, it is the public who decides what they like and
don’t like, and the disk jockey who approaches the. micro-
phone that he is going to educate the public and slant
the listening habits of his audience is merely deluding
himself. Therefore, it behooves each microphone person-
ality to listen carefully to all of the new disks-^both sides
—as he receives them, make good, concise notes on the
merits of the better records and performances, and,
thereby, find himself in a position where he can. present
a solid, well-balanced program of recorded music which
should please the greater portion of his listeners..

Once having, made up the program containing these
elements, the d.j. can easily take himself “off the hook”
by presenting these to the public as the better records
of all received in his opinion and, judging from the
consensus of opinion as offered by the phone calls, letters,
the acceptance by his deejay colleagues, etc., any one
personality can readily surmise the potential of those
releases which might make a decisive impact, a mediocre

, or succumb to the realm of secrecy where no one
is aware the record is out except the artist and his/her
parents.
Now this doesn’t necessarily mean that we rriust restrict

our personal remarks to the limited information contained
on . the record label. Nor does it mean that we cannot
make apt comment about outstanding performance or
material or even editorialize lightly anent obviously poor
performance or material. The personal touch is the ele*
ment that adds flavor to a disk jockey program, of course,
and, if one restricts his remarks to a dissertation of
interesting highlights or background, he can dispense with
critical comment entirely arid still preserve the authori-
tative air. All in all, the deejay today is a replacement—
a replacement for the traveling bands and artists, the
publishers’ contact men, and the singers, who used to
cover their assigned territories in person to spread the
word on the plug songs of the day. In other words, the
disk jockey today is the showcase for talent and tunes,
and a showcase for the public. Handled intelligently, with
reason and forethought; sans caustic criticque, sans sac-
charine artifice, with straightforward presentation of his
well-selected available material, his program can also
serve as a remarkable showcase for—himself.

and still is—an inevitable ingredient of the score in almost
every Broadway

,
musical or so-called smart revue. To be

sure, these sorigs are skilfully contrived by masters of
lyric-writing and the. gags are dished out in subtle inter-
rhymes and Park Ave. lingo, but they, have something
slightly In common—like that which makes Madame Pom-
padour and the 58th St. call-girl, sisters under the mink,

I hold no brief for the saloon-song. Nor do. I offer any
apologies. Neither, I daresay, do any of the other muggs
who write them. Like everybody else in the entertainment
business, we are merely providing what the public wants
and pays for. I doubt that any such songs undermine the
morals of the characters who roar over them in the cates.

Their effect on the sexual behavior of the human male
and female is certairily not comparable to that of a torrid

rhumba band or of a muted trumpet oozing out a lush
hunk of melody to the rhythm of a soft, slow drumbeat
on dimly-lighted dance floor.

When It comes to sitting in judgment on the morals of

its isongs, ASCAP is in a strictly neutral corner. All it

grist that comes to its mill. ASCAP is interested only In

collecting the dough due them so that songwriters may
eat regularly. The revenues from special material are

providing a goodly share of meat and potatoes for an
ever-increasing number of writers. Fact is, the income
from a topnotch saloon-song compares favorably with the
royalties from j pop-hit nowadays. And it obviates the
necessity of a songwriter’s trailing the mistletoe on the
coattails of some record-makers. Rather than do that, I

prefer to keep grinding ’em out for Soph.
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MUSIC BIZ SCENE IN 1914
By JIM WALSH

On a recent network quiz show, the emcee, blandly try-

ing to help q contestant who Was stumped at identifying

two erstwhile hit tunes* said: “Here’s a tip. Those songs

came out when the turkey trot and two-step were at the
peak of their popularity."

The songs turned out to be “Ramona" and “My Blue
Heaven," vintage of 1927-28—a period •when both the
turkey trot and the two-step had been defunct for almost
half a generation.

That isn’t important,, perhaps, except as an indication of

how little you need to know sometimes to be a network
emcee. As a matter of fact, both the; trot and the twp-
sfep, which had been the Vogue of 1912-13, were on their

way out by the time ASCAP Was organized 40 years ago.

A survey of the Victor and Columbia record lists for 1914
proves that statement beyond doubt. And such a survey
also reveals some interesting facts about the state of pop-
ular music in ASCAP’s natal yean—such as the appear-,

anee for the first time of the foxtrot, and the blues in
American pop music.

:
Perhaps the thing that stands out most clearly about

those now charmingly antique days is that the U. S. was
dance crazy, for a period of half a dozen years beginning
around 1911 and ending with the country’s getting into

the First World War, as it never had been before and
never has been since.

In January, 1914, the turkey trot was still going strong,
although most dance, records \vere described as suitable

for both th two-step and trot. Four in the Victor list

fpr. that month were so described; one was for. the one-
step or trot; brie, the turkey trot alone, and there .was a
single example of the “waltz Boston." The hesitation
Waltzv or “waltz hesitation," showed up in February, and
in March there was an innovation—two double-faced rec-
ords by Jim Europe’s Society Orchestra, which played at
“Castle House," - the dancing headquarters, of Irene and
Vernon Castle. Prior to that time, virtually all Victor
dance records had been played by the Victor Military
Band, said to have been an inclusive disguise for Pryor’s,
Sousa’s and Conway’s Bands—whichever happened to be
available.

This period also saw Victor achieve one of its typical
10-strikes With the engagement of the Castles to. “super-
vise" the making of all Victor dance records. The Castles,,
who had previously endorsed the Columbia. Grafanola,
now; said the Victfola and Victor records' were the only
satisfactory medium for honie dancing. Columbia coun-
tered by engaging Prof. Q. Hepburn Wilson, a New York
dancing instructor who knew his. business but Whose name
lacked the. glamour attached to Irene and: Vernon. Trying
not to be outdone, Pathe signed Up Maurice & Walton.
And in July, Columbia infused some glamour into its

dance output by getting an endorsement from Irene Pav-
lowa. Who of course said Columbia phonos and platters
•were unequalled.

In April, the tango and the maxixe (also known as the
Mattchiche and by several other names), showed up in the
Victor list, giving it a South American flavor resembling
the samba and rhumba outputs of today*

I ,
First Piano Platter |:

A month later, Victor explained that the list of pop
vocal numbers had to be reduced because the demand for
dance records had “somewhat embarrassed the record,
factory.” That month also saW the first piano record made
especially for dance use. Felix Arndt, composer of “Nola,"
who died in the 1918 flu epidemic, played hiis own one-
step, “From Soup to Nuts," and a “Hesitation Waltz." The .

latter was written by McNair Ilgenfritz, who. won some
posthumous notoriety a couple' of years ago when he left
a will bequeathing money to the. Metropolitan Opera on
the condition that it should produce one or more operas
he had written—a condition the Met. declined.
In June, the Victor supplement writer said the one-step

was “the dance of the hour and grows more popular every
day.” The factory’s record pressing capacity proved un-
equal to the demand for a double-faced one' step offering
of that month, ‘“Too. Much Ginger" and “Smiler . Rag,”
played, by the Van Eps Trio, consisting of the still living
and active Fred Van Eps as banjoist; Arndt, pianist, and
the late Eddie King (afterwards in charge of Victor’s pop
artists & repertoire dept.) as the drummer. Probably no
three men ever made a louder acoustically recorded
platter!

By this time the turkey trot was completely washed up
and so was the two-step. Apparently, neither ever ap-
peared in a Victor supplement after June, 1914. For sevr
eral months the one-step dominated, with strong compe-
tition from the tango and the hesitation Waltz. By a coin-
cidence, this change in dancing trends began at the same
time as the outbreak of the World War I, which at first
Was thought unlikely to have any direct effect on the in-
ternal affairs of the U. S.
The foxtrot in one form or another has now been -the

dominant dance step for almost 40 years. It first showed
lip in the October supplement. The historic first title was
“Sweetie Dear," with the. writers listed as Jordan & Ed-
wards. The supplement annotator said, “The foxtrot is
making New York .dance mad." Also in October came a
one-step record, of W. C. HandyVimmortal “Memphis
Blues," the .first time the word “blues" had ever appeared
On a fecord or in a catalog as a descriptive term for a type
of musical composition.
Columbia didn’t get around to putting out a foxtrot un-

til November, when it Offered four. One was Chris Smith's
famous “Ballin’ the Jack,” today regarded as a jazz classic..
Others, now forgotten, were “Meridowbrook " “Carolina"
tad “The Old Homestead."
.‘The first vocal blues record, didn’t app&ap until January;

1915, when Victor issued "Memphis Blues," sung by Mor-
ton Harvey, a baritone from Omaha, with a strong mid-
west accent. He and his Wife, Betty, with whom he ap-
peared in vaude for years, now have a photography busi-
ness in Los Gatos, Cal.
Looking over the outpouring of pop vocal numbers for

1914, one is impressed by the fact that comparatively few
are well remembered today! Another strong impression
is of the way Irving Berlin, known today as “The Old
Master," but then “The Boy Wonder,” dominated the field.
Running through the Victor list from January to Decern*
ber, the following Berlin titles catch the eye: “Tra! La! La!
La!" “They’ve Got Me Doin’ it Now" (this Was a medley
Containifig snatches of big Berlin* hits), “Take Me Back/’
“Daddy, Come Home," “Down in Chattanooga," “This is

the Life,” “He’s a Devil in His Own Home Town" (words
by Grant Clarke; music by Berlin), “They’re On Their
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Way to Mexico" (a topical ditty referring to the unpleas-
antness the U. S. was then having with the bandit leader,
Pancho Villa), “Always Treat Her Like a Baby,” “Along
Came Ruth," “If That’s Your Idea of a Wonderful Time"
and “I Want to Go Back to Michigan." Some of these
were hits, others, dogs, but they, were characteristically
Berlin.

Throughout the year compositions, by Berlin, Harry
Vori Tilzer, Fred Fisher, Albert Gamble, Percy Wenrich,
George W. Meyer, Ray

.
Walker, Harry Carroll and other

ASCAP stalwarts
,
dominated the field.

Victor issued a special list of “Patriotic Records of the
Warring Nations" and rushed, out a platter of the English
music hall tune, “It’s a Long. Long Way to Tipperary,"
which had become a sort of official marching song of the!

British soldiers and probably ranks as the greatest hit

of 1914 as well as one of the world’s alltime hits. This
record, by Billy Murray and tho American Quartet, was
such a smash that John McCormick was called on a short
time later to sing “Tipperary" for the pleasure of Red
Seal customers.

Probably the biggest American song lyit. pf the year
came out in December—“When You Wore a Tulip arid I
Wore a Big Red Rose," by Jack Mahoney rind Percy
Wenrich.
Another sidelight qn recorded output during 1914 is

provided by the list of light operas arid musicomedies
from which Victor issued its once famous series of “Gems."
Among the musicals from Which excerpts were recorded
were “Adele," “The Marriage Market," “The Girl on the
Film,” “Oh! I Say," “High jinks/’ “The Beauty Shop,"
“The Laughing Husband,” “Midnight Girl," “Queen of the
Movies" and “Sari.”

Because their output was so similar, and in order to

conserve space, the Victor lists, rather than the Columbia,
have beeri Chiefly. refeiTed to here. But there were two
specialized Columbia.; offerings, both in the June supple-

ment, that, deserve special, mention.: One was a listing , pf

three soprano solos by Mrirgaret Woodiw Wilson, daugh-
ter of President Woodrow Wilson* who made a career

for herself as a .
concert singer much as Margaret .Truman

did a generation later. Miss Wilson, who died in Iridia in

1943 after becoming a
;
convert to Hindu mysticism, sang

.

“The Low-Backed Car,” “Leezie Lindsay” rind “My
Laddie/’ '

1
'

Arid it was riiso in June, 1914; that the American record

buying public got its first taste of the immortal “Cohen
on the Telephone ” It appeared in the Columbia supple-

ment as an import from the English /Columbia list and
was recorded by an American, Joe Haymrin, Who had be-

come a popular British music hall attraction. George
Clarence Jell, who was then Columbia catalog editor,

once confessed he thivew “Coh.en” into the June supple-

ment simply because he needed “one more record to fill

up with:” Coupled with a Fred Duprfez monolog, 1 “Happy
Tho’ Married,” it sold more than 2,000,000 copies. After

that, of course, no record catalog was complete without

somebody’s version of the. telephonic misadventures of

Mr. Cohen!

A United Nations of Song
By OTTO A, HARBACH

An impressive proportion of foreign-born creators of

music are Americans by adoption. Of ASCAP’s; 3,000

writer-members, 400 have come to our couritry from the

lands of their birth. Some of them, after achieving great-

ness in the lands of their birth*

found chariging conditions repugnant
to their continued activities in their

homelands and have come to America
for the free use of their God-given
talent.. Genius never has thrived in

strait jackets, nor have ‘iron curtains

been good sounding boards for the
makers of musical works. Arbitrary
formulas for the exercise of creative

talent can not bring forth the great

Works that result from free play of

such talents in unrestricted surround-

otto Harbach ..
•

The exchange of musical cultures

among nations is an irreplaceable contribution to world
friendship. The ai'ts know no national barriers. Music as

an international language expressing the fundamental emo-
tions common to all mankind promotes sympathetic under-
standing beyond the reach of protocol and treaty.

The “ASCAP Biographical -Dictionary” appendix, list-

ing; writer members by places of birth, confirms the im-
pressive proportion of foreign-born members—the cre-

ators of music who have found in America their ideal

place of expression. I have skimmed through the names
of our foreign-born members to select a few of the out-

standing contributors to the musical riches we are proud
to call our own. Here they are, alphabetically arranged:

From Australia, Percy Grainger; Austria, Fritz Kreisler

arid Arnold Schoenberg; Canada, R. Nathanial Dett, Pei‘cy

Faith, Eugene Lockhart, Geoffrey O’Hara, Gitz Rice;

Czechoslovakia, Rudolf Friml, Gustav Mahier; 'England,

Bruno Huhn, Will Rossiter, Leopold Stokowski, P. G;
Wodehouse; France, Raymond Bloch,. Carlos Salzedo; Ger-
many, Richard Czerwonky, Walter Damrosch,- Lukas Foss,

Gustave Kerker, Kurt Weill; Hungary, Leopold Auer, Errio

Balogh, Bela Bartok, Emmerich Kalman, Erno Rapee, Sig-

mund Romberg, Tibor Serly
;
Ireland, Padraic Colum; Vic-

tor Herbert, Charles ; B. Lawlor; Italy, Girin Carlo Menotti,
Dorrienico Savirio, Cesare Sodero, Pietro Yon; Mexico,
Alfonso D’Artego, Mme. Maria Grever; Netherlands,
David H. Broekman, Richard Hageman, Peter Van
Steedeh; Poland, Isidor Achron, Leopold Godowsky; Ro-
mani * Jacques Wolfe; . Scotland, R. H. Burnside; Russia,
Joseph AchrOn, Irving Berlin, Verrion Duke, Mischa El-

man, Igor Gorin, Samuel Gardner, Jascha Heifetz, Mischa
Levitski, Sergei Rachmaninoff, Lazare Saminsky, Igor
Stravinsky, Igor Stravinski, Efrem Zimbalist; Spain, Vi-

cente Gomez and Manuel Garcia Matos; Switzerland,
Ernest Bloch; Rudolph Ganz; Union of South Africa, Paul
Kerby, Josef Marais; Wales, David McK. Williams, Alec
Templeton,

.

Let us by sure that do not make it possible for a situ-

ation to arise which would keep from our country another
generation of Victor Herberts, Bela Bartoks, Sergei Rach-
maninoffs, Fritz Kreislers—creative writers whose genius
will thrive in the free atmosphere of America;

Let us set an example to other countries by extending

p warm welcome to any such who riiay come knocking at

our door. We must welcome genius regardless of the
spoken language Of its birthplace for in this we will be
following the American tradition and adding to the . al-

ready Vast store of musical riches created in this country.

An ASCAP for Painters

By HOWARD DIETZ

As the leaves begin to fall and The September Song
heard in the Wings, there is joy in the heart of an old

ASCAP member as he reaps the dividends of his spring

arid sumrixer planting.

Truly a wonderful organization is

this; brilliantly conceived: by the

dreaming founders and the envy of all

other arts and crafts and callings.

Isn’t there some way that painters

could have an ASCAP, novelists and
poets? The only sirixilar dividend-
producing group seems to be the i

ternationdl breeders of horses, ..

I don’t understand much about the

horse trade, and I have discarded
enough losing tickets to create m
terial for a rather lengthy paper
chase, biit, as I understand it, the

breeders, collect a fee for every off-

spring that wins a calendai'ed race, regardless of the p\v

It is a sort of Horses’ ASCAP.
The breeders of words and music, who were riot lured

by the network foundling known, as BMI, are now. cele-

brating their 40th anniversary as a collective Organization.

This celebration is taking place in print and several of us
rire asked to write Commemorative articles for the bible of

show business.

My topic is/ ‘Public Relations and Songwriting," a theme
suggested by my schizophrenic career-; schizo fpr the

legitimate theatre and phrenic for the movies, Inasmuch
as these callings are dissimilar and only related In iriy

mind because I practice, them both, it is! as if I were writ-
ing on cabbages and kings or arsenic and old JaCe, coupled
in tradition by humorous authoi'S who grouped the sub-
jects for no other reason except rhythm and the fact that
they had nothing in common.
And yet, due to the commercialism that sings in our

homes and accompanies us in our cars, there has been a
blending of the art of the song and the opinion-moulding
message of the advertiser. I refer, of course, to the war-
bling salesmanship which rhapsodizes over the low cost

of Friendly Frost, the overhead of Robert Hall, the saving
at Barney's, and the drinks that come naturally in the
bottle and otherwise hit the spot.

These commercial songs are not regarded with a curl-

ing lip. They are good songs and more concise than most
ballads which speak of the love for people as opposed to

the love of things. Even the parodies, such as “My beer
is Rheingold the dry beer," are well-accented and well-
rhymed, suggesting that professional songwriters have had #
a hand in these materialistic poems;

But it . was surely not intended that much space in this

definitive article be devoted to the singing commercial.
The authors, composers and publishers of these economy
odes may get cash from the sponsors but they get no credit
on the books of ASCAP. The. original mutton must be
returned to, and they are the fellows who write our na-
tion’s songs and strive to make the hit parade,.

They are the fellows who, for the most part, have fig-

ured out not so much what the public wants as what the
public -will take. Or* more precisely, what the publisher
will plug.

The Twain Sometimes Meet
I

This knowledge is much pf a mystery to the writers of
songs for shows, rarely do the acknowledged theatrical
tunesmiths seat themselves one day at the organ to make a
contribution to the pop parade.. Even though they often
write songs that become popular, they seldom attempt the
popular songs. Speaking for Arthur Schwartz and me, I

know of no case where that was our approach. Speaking
for our betters, I know of only one lyric, written by Oscar
Hammerstein, 2d, that was launched for the pop .mart.
He wrote “The Last Time I Saw Paris” as an occasion Song
With the late Jerome Kern, who also, wrote few, if any
other, melbdies for suph unattached entry.

Cole Porter has written hardly any. I can only recall

“Don’t Fence Me In” (which I sing constantly to my wife)
but, as his Catalog is long through every passion ranging,
it is probable that he is the author of all the good songs
whose composers I can’t name. Harold Arlen has writ-

ten a few and Irving Berlin, of course, is. a syndicate that
blankets the entire field of melody. I can’t think of any
by Dick Rodgers and only “Swanee" by Gershwi

But all songwriters are banded together in that glorious
federation Which is the subject of this eulogy. It is a
happy society, composed of happy people, happy by virtue
of their, work which they whistle at. Anyone who has
practiced songwriting is privy to the essential pleasure in

the craft. As Willie Mays says of baseball, “It’s a shame
to take the money."

...
ASCAP, of course, is more than a good thing. It is a

stimulus to the American Way. While several worthy
foreign numbers creep irito our airwaves, the American
popular song wings around the world and gives other na-
tion’s the idea that Americans got rhythm,. Rhythm means
personality, charm and grace. In fact, I Would venture
to say that popular songs do more for- us than even the
diplomacy of state departments, Maybe I’m farfetched,
but I'll wait .'til I hear Dulles sing “Jrimbrilaya/’

As you see, this article covers thoroughly the subject of
public relations arid sorigwriting.

The ‘Mother’ Society

. A is for the Aid she gives Cole Porter,

S is for her Songs not yet P; D. t

C is for the Checks she mails each quarter*

A 'a for her A-vailability,

P 's for Pinky Herman’s Propositi

Guaranteed to please the belles and bards;
Hook them up together, they spell ASCAP,
That’s the reason I’m not writing greet-

ing cards.

AI Stillman.
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By A. WALTER KRAMER
I it was the immortal Sir W. S. Gilbert who wrote in

.ne of his most popular librettos: “A policeman’s lot is

ot a happy one.” Despite the great “distance” between

policeman and a standard composer, I can honestly say

hat the standard composers’ lot is a similarly unhappy 01
?.^

'his is neither a complaint, a lament nor anything of the

S, It * simply a statement ^^e^s.^^the
ohmOser of symphonic and concert music, stanaai a

Ssw call it, '‘longhair,” il you prefer, fanes m
jis career. .,

i I think I can speak with some knowledge of the situa-

ion, for I am in the opinion of many, one of tljose untor,

ineihe for. the concert hall. I can t say 1 am sorry,

’or those of us who pursue this musical path, get. tiemen-

3ons satisfaction from the approval of the public which

Sends concerts and recitals. To be sure, >ye. are -not -too-

well paid lor our efforts, but there are no illusions among

Sse^ho ^ite standard music;; They don’t expect to be

oo well paid; consequently they are not disappointed.

In writing lor the concert field, whether one writes con-

cert songs of the type called “art songs,” or instrumental

husic or operas, a composer sets his course, and works

coward it with only one goal in View, namely recognition

as a creator of music worthy of. a place on the programs

of the finest performers in this field of musical activity.

How well I. mber the day, when, the conductor of

the N Y Philharmonic, the late Josef Stransky ,
accepted

or performance my “Two Symphonic Sketches for or-

chestra' 1 was 26 and forme the heavens opened and the-

brightest kind of a sun shone resplendent. And^ a few

cears later, the great Fritz Kreisler, who was then, the

leading violinist and for many year? thereafter,, per-

formed my “Eklog,” both in his recitals and m the ver-

sion for violin and orchestra with the N.Y. Symphony,

der the baton of the late Walter Damrosch.

These are things ' that can not be measured in financial

remuneration. These, performances contributed a; great

deal to my standing as a composer, and in our field that

is the most important thirig. You can call it prestige, or

wliat you wish’; it is something that is elusive,, intangible,

incapable of being defined in a- material way, yet for the

young standard composer, it means everything.

In material terms; it not only yields little, if anything;

to be exact, these performances cost the composer money,

for he must, at hi§ own expense, pay for the copying ^of

the orchestral parts and of the orchestral score, too, if his

manuscript is not clear enough for the composer to "con-

duct from. But this is readily understood by the com-

poser, and not only does he not complain. he simply re-

joices in the fact that his music is being recognized. The

cost to him is of no importance.

This was back in the days 'before ASCAP collected

money for concert performances. Fortunately that con-

dition has changed and today we are remunerated for our

perforrhances, as all the leading symphony orchestras, and.

many of the minor orchestras, have blanket licenses with

the Society, which gives them the right to perforin the

compositions of ASCAP’s members.

Reward Enough (?)

cialisin. What would Homer have said if a recitation of

his poems were introduced—or even interrupted—by com-

mercial announcements urging purchase of the latest

styles in tunics, or spices imported from the Far East by

mysterious caravans. ^
GBS on *Art.Vs* Money’

Today, the author is frankly commercial—like everyone

else. You will rgmember that Bernard Shaw is reputed

to have complained to a great motion picture producer

Avho’ emphasized, the artistic :possibilities of his treatment,

of one of Shaw’s works: “The trouble, Mr. Lasky, is that

you think only of art, while. I think Only of money.” This

story may be apochryphal, but it emphasizes . a condition

which has been recognized by legislation in the Anglo-

Saxon world for almost two and a half ceiituri if. you

want authors to produce works for public enjoyment or

intellectual advancement, they must receive financial en-

couragement commensurate with the public acceptance of

their works. This can only be achieved by sound copy-

right laws.

Authorship did hot become a real profession until

writers became independent of patrons and subsidies, and

earned a livelihood by means of royalties proportionate to

the success of their works.

Dr. Johnson waA the great champion of an independent

writing fraternity. He often drove k point home by going

to extremes, such as when he remarked; “-Who but a. t

blockhead ever wrote except for money.” He refused to

accept the patronage of. Lord Chesterfield in words which

have gone down in history as the author’s declaration of

independence. He asked:

“Is hot a patron, my lord, one who looks with un-

concern on a man struggling for life in the water, and

when he has reached ground, encumbers: him. with

help?”

This was in 1755. Almost, a half century earlier, in the

reign of Queen Anne, the first copyright law had been

passed, giving authors the exclusive right of publishing

copies of their works for a 14-year period, with, a right of

renewal for 14 years more if the author should: be living

at the end of the first period.
..

Evolution of Copyright Law

In fact, when I was performed by .the N.Y. Philharmonic,

ASCAP was only a few years old. I had not yet joined

the Society. But I was among the * first standard com-

posers to join, sending in my application for membership

in 1917. The late George Maxwell, the first president of

ASCAP, had told me about the Society and it. was this

good friend, who suggested to me, when he was about to

publish one of my compositions, that I become a member.

He. was certain that in the years to come, all composers,

popular, production and standard, would receive from the

Society substantial remuneration.

And so it has come to pass that today, when sheet mu-
sic (standard, as well as popular) has much smaller sales

than in the “good old days,” we composers look to ASCAP
for our share of the fees, which the Society collects from
its licensees.

The Society today has some 700-odd standard
.
mem-

bers, among them most of the important standard com-
posers in our country, men like Deems Taylor, Aaron Cop-

land, Samuel Barber, Virgil Thomson, Howard Hanson,

Randall Thompson, Ernest Bloch, Douglas Moore, David
Diamond abd many others of equal note, all of whom hold

high the Ideals which animate them and animate the So-

ciety in working for the best in American music, regard-

less of the category.

The growth of ASCAP is truly the. growth of American
music during the last 40 years. In no department of mu-
sical activity, in this great land of ours does a composer
work any longer without receiving for his labors a pro-

portionate share of the money that the Society collects.

Naturally, a standard composer does not earn as much as

a popular or production composer. He writes for a much
smaller public; and he is aware of this; But for him there

is today not only the satisfaction, of which I have spoken
earlier, the joy that comes to him on. being recognized by
performance by leading organizations and artists; in addi-

tion' he reaps financial rewards through ASCAP, which
collects for his public performances for profit, just as it

does for the. performance of other music. This is a big

step forward for the standard writer; it gives him the
encouragement which he needs, it contributes to his in-

come ahd enables hiiti to devote more and more time to

composition.
Time was when the majority of standard composers

earned practically their, entire income from teaching, mu-
sic, whether as private teachers, or as members of the
music department of colleges throughout the country, or
as music critics. (I was qne for many years, having served
from 1929 to 1936 as editor-in-chief of Musical America,
succeeding Deems Taylor in that post)* Today, although
we still have many.fine composers in the Society; who head
the music departments of our colleges and universities,:

among them Douglas Moore at Columbia, Philip James
at N.Y. University, Howard Hanson at the University of
Rochester. (Eastman School of Music), to mention a few
whose names come readily to mind, the majority of our

“ standard composers are busily engaged in doiiTg what
composers are intended to do, namely, compose. They are
making their contribution to the art music of our coun-
try and in that worthy endeavor, they are aided by the
greatest performing rights society in the world, the Amer-
ican Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers-^
ASCAP.

The first copyright law conferred only the right to print

copies. There were no commercial enterprises engaged

in profiting from the performance of works. There were

two theatrical companies operating in London under royal

grant at the time, but that would, hardly warrant the

passage of a copyright law that included performing

rights,

The preamble to the 1709 copyright bill stated that its

enactment became necessary because Of the unauthorized

publication and reprinting of works to the great detriment

of authors and publishers “and. too often to the ruin of

them and their families”; and that the bill was designed

“for the encouragement of learned men to compose, and
write useful books.”

Similar laws were enacted by the several states at the

urging of Noah Webster in 1783, More than a half century

was to pass before dramatic rights were granted in Great

Britain (1833) and in the United States (1856). Copyright

protection was extended to musical compositions in Great

Britai in 1842, but the United States waited until 1897

for a similar enactment.

The term of copyright was gradually extended Until it

became the period of the author’s life plus 5Q years in

Great Britain (Act of 1911), and two successive terms of

28 years each in the United States (1909).

Today, we are functioning under a copyright law. that

was. enacted before the development of motion pictures

(silent or sound),, the commercialization of radio, the in-

vention of television, and the development of high fidelity

recording and reproducing devices operating electrically

rather than mechanically. '

than a few hundred or thousand. This, has come about
through the miraculous inventions of radio and television.

In a sense the inauguration of. commercial broadcast-
ing (doing a billion dollar business annually, today), should
have been to music, what the. invention of the printing
press was to literature; or what the automobile, the diesel
engine ahd the oil burner have been to the petroleum in-
dustry. Each opened up a vast new market for those who
could supply an ever-increasing demand.
When ASCAP was formed, there was only a handful of

composers, authors and publishers of music in America.
They supplied the music. for a population of less than 100,-

000,000 people who had not yet become accustomed to mass ,

entertainment on a national basis. Local* musicians sup-
plied talent for dancing; the piano and phonograph were
important to home entertainment, and no advertisers ex-
cept ’.medicine men had. yet conceived of entertainment
a factor in delivering a sales message. Music had no mar-
ket except to the extent that people were willing to pay
directly for their entertainment.

Yet the composers of that day had at least as many hit
songs each year as they have today. Dr. Julius Mattfeld’s
Variety Music Cavalcade lists '57 top. songs for the year
1914 including “By the Beautiful Sea” (Atteridge & Car-
roll); “By. the Waters of the Minnetonka” (Cavanass Sc
Lieurance); “Can’t Yo’ Heah Me Callin’ Caroline” (Gard-
ner & Roma); “Missouri Waltz” (Royce, Logan & Eppell);
“St. Louis Blues” (W. C. Handy); “Sylvia” (Scollard St
Speaks); “They Didn’t Believe Me” (Reynolds. & Kern);
“12th Street Rag” (Euday L. Bowman); “When You’re a
Long, Long Way From Home” (Lewis & Meyer); “When
You Wore a Tulip and I Wore a Big Red Rose” (Mahoney
& Wenrich), and a half dozen songs by Irving Berlin, in-
cluding “Play Simple Melody,” which was revived in
1950.

Mattfeld’s last listing is for the year 1950, a year in
which only .42 songs were treated as hits, at feast two of
them being revivals.

The 1949 list had only . 30 compositions,, of which three
were revivals. Thus in 1949, with the great demand of
radio and television for songs, the number of hits was
less than half the number in 1914,

While the number of hit songs has halved, the number
of writers and publishers competing for the market has in-
creased tenfold* Since music plays such an important part
in making the radio and television advertising message
palatable, orie would expect that the creative musical world
would have reaped enormous gains. If advertisers find it
profitable to spend a billion dollars a year to bring enter-
tainment to the home, the writers and publishers of music
would be expected to benefit proportionately. After all,;

isn’t it like having oil discovered on your land? Even
though someone else discovers the vein or makes the de-
mand for oil skyrocket, no one will question your right to
the windfall.

Inverse Ratios
i

Jukeboxes and A&R Men
The present-day “jukebox” first came into being in

1935. The nickels, dimes and quarters deposited in these

boxes total more than $500,000,000 annually—a tidy sum,
which is made possible by the creators of new songs as

well as established standards. The boxes, which are really

fancy, packages for the music they deliver, cannot or-

dinarily be bought in the regular channels of commerce.
.

They are generally leased on a basis of paying 50% of
the take to the supplier or operator. When the records
are too worn for jukebox use, they enter the used record
market ut cutrates.

The composer is d stranger to all these transactions ;. The
1909 Copyright Law prevents him from granting exclusive

rights to a record manufacturer, or picking and choosing
among them; it prevents him from selecting the artists

who will record his work. He has no say as to what its

companion will be on the other side of the record,. Often-
times* inferior songs—or those written or published by
the A & R; man’s favorites—are placed on the other side

of a work of an established writer for obvious purposes.
This parasitical practice is permitted by the Act of 1909!

:;\Vhen the 1909 law* was enacted; the long-playing record
Was unknown. As a result of the 2c. compulsory license

provision of that law, a composer may spend a lifetime
writing a symphony, only to find that the statute fixes its

value at 2c per long-playing record! Fantastic, but true.

Let us have no illusions about the possibility of bring-
ing our law down to date. The first bill providing for In-
ternational Copyright was introduced in our Congress by
Henry Clay in 1837; it ws not passed until 1891. The first

international copyright convention was framed at Berne,
Switzerland, in 1886; but the first Universal Convention
meeting with American approval was not drafted until
1952. We have just Voted to adhere to that convention
this year. It will probably be some time before our copy-
right law is revised generally; but we should correct its

glaring errors and discriminations without delay.

When the American Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers was formed in 1914, no one dreamed that a
time *Would come when, a single performance of a song or
a symphony could have an audience of millions rather

It is true that radio and television programs must, gen-
erally be built around old tunes,, which have increased i

value; but there are many new writers—more than ever—

-

arid those new writers do not find a ready market for their
wares. Although greater .sums have passed through thq
ASCAP clearing house than heretofore, the total receipts,
of writers andjpublishers of music have not kept pace with
the payments By advertisers for entertainment.

The; concentration on just a few hits has made the pro-
fession of writing and the business of publishing music
more precarious than ever. Sales of sheet music are con-
stantly falling. It is becoming ever more difficult to hav#
a new work recorded.

According to the a & r man—artists ^repertoire—man
of one important recording company, the gimmick has
been given more consideration than the melody or lyrjc.

Publishers and recording companies are swamped with
more new material than they can use; yet recording com-
panies often concentrate on new arrangements of material
in the public domain and the revival of old songs.

Thus; we have this paradox today.: that with a greater
commercial demand for music than ever before in the na-
tion’s history, the economic plight of those creating new
musical works is most disturbing. With more than 3,000
professional writers of music in the United States alone
turning out many hundreds of new tunes weekly, there are
not more than 50 successful songs annually. The top pro-
fessional writers often have long periods of sterile compo-
sition between hits, yet a current hit frequently yields the
composer less than $1,500 in sheet music royalties.

The ASCAP clearing house which was .originally devised
to take care of marginal uses yielding an incidental income
from the so-called “small rights” must now. account for the.

major part of a writer's or publisher’s income. The uses
(perforrhances) which 'were once, marginal are now- all Im-
portant

To return to our theme, just as the discovery of oil on a
farm may make the raising of crops *an incidental enter-

prise, so the use of music, in commercial, radio ’and tele-

vision broadcasting has made sheet music a by-product.

No one should complain about the. change. We must
keep pace with the times. ASCAP has been given a great
responsibility because of .

inventions and discoveries that

have brought new and changing values to the compositions
Of its members, and fortunately profits to those who use
these works as a means of bringing the sellers’ wares to

the attention of the most enlightened public in the world.

The Society lias tried to see that it* functions . smoohtly
In its clearing house activities. It enjoys serving as a ceh-

tral source through which the works Of its members are’

made readily available to the thousands of enterprise!

whose profits depend on presenting attractive entertain-

lent.

The Society’s relations with these commercial users are

most cordial today. The early days of bitter strife and
mutual suspicion are disappearing. ASCAP serves it!

members best by being Of the utmost service to the user.

In his success lies the success, of the ASCAP membership
— a body of men and women wfio are aware of their public
responsibility and who hope to continue to represent in

song the life of America—its hopes, its struggles and its

ideals.

The great use of music today should lead to a happier
citizenry. The creators of these works seek only fair treat-,

ment and. the right to be compensated whenever their
* works are used for* profit*
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Music for Television and. Radio
By SIGMUND SPAETH

(The - author of this article, a member of ASCAP. since

1925, has been long identified with radio and television;

he is chairman of Audio-Visual Education for the National

Federation of Music Clubs, a columnist, author,, lyricist,

translator composer and arranger, popularly known as
4tThe Tune Detective”—Ed.

)

There was a time when ASCAP was accused of a monop-
oly in the field of copyrighted music, particularly by radi

executives, who were naturally anxious to use the popular

hits of the day, regardless of the clear protection of such
material by the Copyright Law> They
overlooked two simple and important
points: ( 1 ) That every human being
has an automatic monopoly of the
products of his own brain, which can-

not legally be taken away from him;
(2) That the world's greatest music
has long been available to aiiy user
free of charge, without limit to its

commercialization;
When the ASCAP controversy was

at its height, I guaranteed to fill with
music alone the entire broadcasting
time of any station every day for an sigmund Spaeth
unlimited number of years Without
ever touching a single copyrighted composition. (Need-
less to say, the offer was 'neither challenged nor accepted.

)

Obviously the masterpieces of Bach, Beethoven, Brahms
and other great composers could be performed almost
endlessly without repetition, including also the permanent
and limitless treasure pf the world’s best folk-music. Just
as obviously there were and still are plenty of creative

musicians outside of ASCAP Who Would be delighted to

have their Works heard on the air without expecting one
cent in return, and this is permitted -by the Copyright:
Law, which merely insists that one secure the permission
of a copyright owner before using his property for profit.

Finally an enormous amount of popular music becomes
available for commercial use each year through the ex-

piration of copyrights, some covering 56 years through
legal renewal, but many reverting: to the “public domain”
after only 28.

The Weakness of this reasoning, from the standpoint
pf radio and television, lies~in‘the fact that the established
classics of over 56 years ago do not sell cigarets, tooth-
paste,' beer, or automobiles. Neither does folk-music, as

a rule, nor the work Of amateur composers. (At that,

there have been some surprising exceptions!) Commercial
sponsors insist on music of commercial value, Which means
the current hits of Tin Pan Alley and the “standard”
popular tunes Of Gershwin, Kern, Herbert, Porter and
Rodgers. If the unlimited free music of the world would
sell their products, they would unquestionably use it.

So much for monopoly!

J
Untapped Fountainheads

Now comes the question: What use have radio and tele-

jsion actually made of this tremendous mass of material
that has always been at tlieir disposal? The inevitable an-

swer is, “Only a small fraction of its possibilities.”

There have been , some notable sponsorships of great
music (mostly in the public domain) such as that Of the.

Metropolitan Opera by the Texas Co. and the N. Y. Phil?
harmonic-Symphony Orchestra by Allis-Chalmers, . There
re also significant instances of musical sustaining pro-

grams of artistic integrity, like the National Broadcasting
Co.’s televised operas, necessarily in somewhat abridged
form. But on the whole both radio and television have
thus far signally muffed their opportunities to bring the
World’s best music an unsuspectedly large audience of
potential music-lovers.

The word “potential” is used advisedly. For ' some
strange reason the powers that rule the airwaves long
ago decided that good music has only a small circle of
listeners; and whenever they philarithropically presented
such music, they stubbornly aimed the programs at this
limited audience,, making practically no effort to win
the interest of millions of potential enthusiasts who have
been kept outside the sacred precincts by well-meaning
snobs, supplemented by some outright hypocrites, who
live by the slogan, “Nothing but the best.”

In presenting such programs, little if any attempt was
made to win new hearers. The numbers were announced
in a stilted, unctuous, oratorical fashion, with exaggerated
emphasis on technical terms, particularly in the Italian
language, rolled out With majestic reverence, regardless
of the real value or general interest of the composition
under consideration. A casual listener could hardly be
blamed for deciding that this must be very dull stuff that
was being so pompously described.
There has been considerable improvement in this re-

spect, particularly with the development of such commen-
tators as Jim Fassett, David Randolph and Boris Goldov-
sky. Nevertheless,* radio came perilously close to elimi-
nating good music entirely, only a few years ago;, and this

'as. in Spite of the obvious fact that sUch music Was per-
aps the best of ill weapons in its desperate struggle

with television. A determined campaign by: the ISTatiohai
Federation of Music Clubs played a big part in restoring
great music to something like its rightful place on *the :

’
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Television has been even more culpable in its treatment
of serious music, It has made the same mistake as radio
in addressing its efforts* to an admittedly small audience
(truly impressive, however, in its quality and influence)
and then blaming the audience instead of itself for
apparent lack of response.

. Worst of all, television has curiously neglected to apply
to good music the one unique asset that it possesses^-?-

thsit of intimacy. It has presented famous artists, not in
the' informal fashion that would apply if they were ac-

tually in one’s living-room* but generally in a limited
imitation of their performances on the actual stage of the
opera house or concert hall. Once again the impression
has been created of something ultra-refined, precious or
“highbrow,” instead of a normal appeal to the common
human love pf beauty and desire for entertainment.'
The television screen can give the average person an

intimate contact with artists that would never be possible
in an auditorium of any kind. The success of its most
popular programs, Which are those dealing with amateur
and professional Sports, may be traced not to any spec-
tacular effects but to the intimate doseUps which put
the spectator right beside the batters, pitchers and fielders

of baseball, the backs and linemen of football, and the
fighters in the ring. An occasional sweep Of the camera
is permitted, but mostly it concentrates on the individuals
who are doing what we all want to see, even more clearly
than would be possible from the grandstand.

I insist that great music can be presented in this inti*

mate style and that a commentator cam make it endlessly
Exciting, entertaining and stimulating to every type of
listener. In fact, I have proved my point, not only before
live 'audiences but in the television studio and on film.
Right now the Sterling Television Co; of New York is

offering a filmed series of half-hour programs called
“Music "for Everybody,” carrying out

:
the ideas suggested

above, and the reception thus far is most encouraging.

« The general pattern is quite simple. Th “Tune De-
tective” is discovered at the piano, talking informally and
playing casually as needed, bringing in ; an assisting artist
for the actual performance of an attractive piece of music.
For more elaborate effects,' including orchestras and choral
groups, as well as exotic scenes in unfamiliar surround-
ings, film clips are used, but with intimacy still supplied
by the personal introductions. There is room for commer-
cials at both ends and hi the middle.

Simultaneously a series of 20 Remington LP records
is being released under the title of “Music Plus,” with my
comments recorded on separate, bands alongside the music
itself, which is complete and uninterrupted. This material
is obviously a natural for locial radio stations, as well as
clubs, schools and colleges. Incidentally, the music is

all in the public domain.

Neither television nOr radio has yet scratched the sur-

face of the vast gold mine of .great 'music awaiting its

potential prospectors.

By MARKS LEVINE
(President, National Concert Sc Artists Corp.)

As a concert manager by profession, member of

ASCAP by virtue of writing lyrics as a hobby and a former

newspaperman, I am proud of the fact that in 1945, while

I was on the Pacific Coast, I initiated, by letter to Deems
Taylor, then president of ASCAP, a certain negotiation

with concert artists and managers. Several years later

.

it resulted in the formulation of an agreement, benefiting
the composers and lyric writers at a negligible expense to
the artists and local managers. Still, there are many per-
formers and local impresarios who object to this., small
“impost.”

It is my. contention; however, that a composition can
make an artist just as. an artist can make a composition,
and when the two the concert manager * benefits
as well. For example, in the popular field it is an ac-

cepted fact that the disk jockeys and programs like the
Hit Parade can establish not. only a spng but also a per-

sonality. Variety shows on television and radio are in-

valuable aids in popularizing music and building names
in the so-called popular field. Why not in the concert
field? To cite a minor example, I can only state that a
little song called, “Dp You Remember?” written by my
late brother, Mischa Levitzki, to my lyrics, has been re-:

corded by Ezio Pinza, has sold thousands of records and
enjoys a continuous sale of sheet music in spite of its being
a rather difficult and highbrow song. Being a concert
manager, I derive Very small benefit from this activity,

but I venture to say that Pinza’s royalties were quite
respectable.

Trends in the concert business are slower in showing
results than those in the field of pop music. But in spite

of many dire prophecies bur business has kept pace and
even progresses every year. Names such as . Rubinstein,

•

Peters, Brailowsky and Milstein enjoy unabated drawing
power and undoubtedly always will, yet the noticeable
Increase in bookings of group attractions such as the
Goldovsky Opera Theatre,, and the Romberg and Victor
Herbert festivals have revealed a startling upsurge. This
lust have a salutOry effect on old and new music. While
New York is the mecca of the concert business, the ex-

tensive tours to large, medium sized and small communi-
ties, throughout the country increases the popularity of
hundreds of concert artists, and their programs, just as
the case I cited above with the regard to popular music.

j
The ‘Popular’ Touch , |,

The modern concert performer in preparing a program
does not only consider integration of the classical numbers
he is to present, but as a rule devotes at least one group
to ballads and modern standards, like the works of Cole
Porter, Jerome Kern and Rodgers & Hammerstein. It is

also interesting to note that more and more highbrow
singers leave the final group on their programs ‘‘to be an-
nounced. ” In this category they perform spirituals, popu-
lar songs, musical comedy hits and folk songs, and if they
don’t, most assuredly they use songs of this type as en-
cores. This is a perfect counterpart of the influence of
disk jockeys, the Hit Parade and radio and television i

framing the taste of the public.

Another indication is the type of orchestral concerts
presented primarily in the. summer. For example, Vien-
nese, Rodgers.& Hammerstein and Gershwin nights have
become an annual ritual at New York’s Le.wisohn Stadium
and many symphony orchestras throughout the country
find that these special programs have- phenomenal drawing
power, (Oscar, Levant and the newcomer Earl Wild are
in constant demand for Gershwin programs.

;
Another important way of bringing, concert artists

before the public is the medium of motion pictures.

Some of those who have gained additional prominence
through this medium are Artur Rubinstein, Jascha Hei-
fetz, Rise Stevens, Blanche Thebom, Robert Merrill,

Isaac Stern, Liiy Pons, Ezio Pinza, James Melton and
others. Coming: Helen Traubel in a Metro filmusical.

The present-day classical performer, unlike his pre-

decessor of the so-called “golden age,” does not base his

repertoire solely on the works of the great masters.
.
It

is no reflection on the taste of the American public, but
it does indicate that the performer realizes that the Amer-
ican public has become more and more catholic in its

taste due to the variety of the entertainment media of

our times. Therefore, the ASCAP member benefits

more than ever before from these new trends in the pro?

grams of the classical performer.

Life And Plugs of a Music Man
By JOE (Banjo) SANTLY

In June, 1900, at the age of 13.1 started as a boy soprano
plugging for Witmark at 28th Street off Broadway, orig-
inal Tin Pan Alley. Being under age it was the idea of
John Leffler, Witmark’s professional manager, to have pi
dressed as a page boy and stroll up arid down the aisles
of Proctor’s 5th Ave. Theatre during intermission singing
Witmark songs. I introduced one in particular which be-
came an overnight success and is still a great favorite at
all gatherings arid with barber Shop quartets entitled
“When You Were Sweet Sixteen.”

This manner, of plugging proved very sud&fessful, and
the firm booked me i Vaudeville theatres from coast to
coast; Some of the great songs I sang were “Sweet Ade-
line,” “Boy of Mine,” “My. Gal Sal,” ‘’Under -the Bamboo
Tree,” “Ireland Must Be Heaven,” “Absence Makes th
Heart Grow Fonder,” etc.

My voice then changed and the singing stopped- T tried
a mercantile career for awhile, but pined for the music
business. So, in 1906, I joined the music publishing firm
of He i f & Hager on West 28th Street, As pianist and song
demonstrator, my duties during the day were to teach our
songs to the. vaudeville, cabaret and burlesque sirigers,
and at night to cover from eight to 10 nickelodeons and
small movie houses with micro slides.

It was in 1911 when with Watersori; Berlin & Snyder
that I met Irving Berli

, and. worked with him in many
a night spot popularizing such hits, as “My Wife’s Gone to
the Country,” “Alexander’s Ragtime Barid,” “Mysterious
Rag” and others. Due to Berlin’s great songs, our 10 piano
rooms were crowded with performing artists all day long,
allowing the pianists little time to relax.

. Then came the
ight work, covering movie houses, dance halls-^-in fact,

any place of amusement that seated 50 people.
In 1912 I teamed up ith Jack Norton, now a well-

known screen and television comic, and as Santly & Nor-
tori (Sirigers with . Trimmings) played vaudeville froi
coast to coast featuring many great popular songs in our
act such as “Oh You Beautiful Doll,” “I’m SOrry I ''Made
You Cry,” “Go Feather Your Nest,” “I’m ForeVer Blow-
ing Bubbles;” “Whippoorwill " “When I Leave the World
Behind,” “Michigan.” etc.

In the summer of 1914 when vaudeville bookings were
lean, Jack Norton and I joined Broadway Music Corp.

|
Plugging Fqr Leo Feist

\

Wheri World War I started in 1917, our vaudeville team
dissolved and I became associated with Leo Feist Inc., and
that’s where the real songplugging took place. We had
many big wartime songs like “Rose of NoHan’s Land,”
‘ ?K-K-K-Katy,” '“Where Do

. We GO From Here Boys,”
“M-Motlier,” and the smash hit “Over There” which Feist
bought from George M. Cohan and made into a household
title, besides marching off thousands of boys to . Europe.
How we plugged in those days! The firm, had four sets
of singers and pianists, they hired big trucks, and up and
down 5th Avenue we went singing by day arid Broa'dway
by night; Through the rnegaphones we helped sell mil-
lions of dollars worth of Liberty Bonds and millions of
copies of sheet music. The firm did the same in other big
cities.

After the war Santly and Norton returned to vaudeville
until 1920, blit I. tired of. trou ing about the country and
again went into the music business, this time as profes-
sional manager of Jerome IL Remick, one Of the leading
popular music publishers, and ive* had one hit after an?*
other. Here are just a few I plugged: “There Are Smiles,”
“Avalon,” “Japanese Sandman,” “My Buddy,” “Barney
Google,” “Carolina in the Mor ing,” “Follow the Swal-
low,” “Bye Bye Blackbird,” “Sweet Georgia Brown,” “It
Had to Be You,” and in 1923 with Cliff Friend. I wrote
“There’s Yes Yes in Your Eyes.”

While at Remick’s in 1924 I met the late Helen Morgan,
who impressed me greatly as a new sprig stylist. I coached
her and brought her to Billy Rose for his Back Stage
Club, and was her accompanist opening night when she
clicked iri a big Way featuring Remick songs; She became
a great star and a Very good friend, and sang many of my
songs.

In 1929, a pretty bad year as you know for lots of peo-
ple, my two brothers, Hatry Link and I organized the firm
of Santly Bros. Inc., arid luckily teed off with a great song
by Billy Rose and the late Fats Waller called “I Got a
Feelirig I'm Falling,” which was followed by “I Miss You,”
“The Organ Played at Twilight,”. “Beside an Open Fire-
place,” “Honeysuckle Rose.” “You’re the One I Care For,”
“Call Me Darling,” etc. When the firha disbanded I joined
Robbins Music Corp.

I left Robbins in 1936 to take over an interest in Don-.
aldsOn, Douglas & Gurnble and picked up a song by an
amateur songwriter from Baltimore called “It’s a Si to
Tell a Lie,” which after being introduced on the air by
Kate Smith on her radio show, zoomed into a half-miilion
copy seller.

During that time radio was the important medium for
songplugging, and such stars as Kate Smith, Rudy Vallee,
and bands, like, Lombardo, Dorsey, Casa Lome and others
could start a song on the road to success but it required
concentration and plenty of hard work to get it on the
“HitParade.”

In 1940 .1 was back with Irving Berlin Inc, as profes-
sional mariager with a big staff and popularized such great
songs as “Careless,” “I’ll Get By,” “White Christmas,”
“God Bless America” and the. score from “Snow White
and the Seven Dwarfs.”

I’m now iri the music publishing business again under
the name of Sanson Music Co., and although I haven’t
made any big hits as yet, the future, looks promising with
several records soon to be released.

I have seen many styles of songpliigging from my early
days of singing in the audience as a “water” boy, to plug-
ging motion picture theatres with slides, megaphones on
trucks, night clubs, radio, disk jockeys, and now the latest
medium—'Television. To my way of thinking, the song is

the important thing, and the public the final judge. I ad-
mit the tastes in songs are quite different from in the old
days, and it’s now largely a mechanical age.

I have many pleasant memories of exploiting the songs
and Working with such great writers as Ernest Ball, Herb
Ingraham, Joe . Howard, Lew Muir, L. Wojfe Gilbert,
George Meyer, Edgar Leslie, Rewis Sc Young, Ishara
Jones, Dick Whiting, Gus Kahn, Walter Donaldson, Gus
Edwards, arid last but not least, one 'who still writes them,
Irving Berlin.

So, after 54 happy years in the music, business, I’m still

plugging songs and hope to* keep on doing so in the years
to come, making many friends along the way.

i

i

I
i
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President

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Forty years ago a small group of songwriters and publishers formed the American Society of Com-

posers, Authors and Publishers, with two objectives in mind:

• To protect the rights of composers and authors and their publishers to just compensation

for public performance of their works for 'profit.

1. WOLFE GILBERT

• To serve as a convenient clearing house for commercial users of copyright music.

Since 1914, the American people have gained a better understanding of the unique contribution

to national life made by musical creators, and a clearer recognition of their need for some measure

of economic security in order to add new works to the American repertory.

The ASCAP directors are proud of the service the Society has performed over the years to it's'
<0 i

Members, its Customers, and the Public.

HERMAN STARR

GUS SCHIRMER

J. J. ROBBINS
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Speech of President Stanley Adams,

opening the 40th Anniversary Dinner of ASCAP, March 30th, 1954

Once Upon a time, which in this instance

was 40 years ago, there were a few hands that

began to weave the strands of the tapestry that

today is called ASCAP,

These weavers came from many placeMnd
each brought with him a magic cloth! Magic
because it could not be seen, magic because it

could not be touched, and strangest of all, it

ing heart could see it and be touched by it. It

was woven from musical strands that each

weaver contributed from within himself—the
golden silk of the ballad, the deep rich indigo

of the blues, the multi-colored quilting of the

novelty.

These were great artisans and they worked
lovingly and diligently.

Then, one day, since they all had great hearts,

they stepped back from the loom and gazed

Then from all over the land, other hearts

coveted the tapestry to hang on their walls, not

necessarily to dream before it, or to be thrilled

by it, but because they felt that they could

collect pieces of gold and silver from their

neighbors, who with good hearts, would pay
to come in and be comforted by it.

This they did but questioned the right of the

weavers to expect payment.

A wise man in the village was sympathetic

to the plight of the weavers and he gathered

them together; and like the good shepherd,

took them to a distant village where there sat

a great and learned judge. The judge pondered

a long time over the question as argued by the

wise man, and he rendered a decision in favbr

of the creators of the tapestry thusly:

"// music did not pay it would be given up.

If it pay8 it pays out of the public pocket.

Whether it pays or not the purpose of em*
ploying it is for profit and that is enough”

This encouraged the young weavers; who
without this great decision might have re-

mained only apprentices.

Without the original few and their one wise

man, the golden silk would have tarnished, the

deep rich indigo would have faded, and the
multi-colored quilting would have lost its

sparkle. Fortunately, this did not happen. In-

stead, the few pieces of doth have become
many, the 192 Weavers have bosome 8963, the

gentle hum has swelled to a mighty chorus and
there is music throughout the land.

And here we are, tonight, to celebrate the

40th birthday of ASCAP and to pay homage to

the visionaries who converted a dream into a
reality, an unnurtured seed into a rose and an
intangible tapestry into an economic umbrella.

Willeach Of you, now, at this precise second,

please search your innermost thoughts and
extract therefrom what ASCAP has meant
and what sad changes would result with its

disappearance?

It shall not disappear because youth has car-

ried the torch that was lit by age and because

the new has replenished .the old. But tonight

still belongs to the nine ring-masters Ofdestiny
what sat around a table at the first supper forty

years ago.

It is with reverence and with deep emotion
that I call the roll of those who stood up to

be counted.

Silvio Hei

Victor Herbert

Louis Hirsch

Raymond Hubbell

Gustave Kerker

Glen MacDonough

George Maxwell

Jay Witmark

and the wise man, Nathan Burkan.

We broke bread tonight because they broke

bread that night.

We are singing In a full voice now because

they sang in a small voice then.

We gaze from the roofof.ashinihg tower

because they labored to build a firm foundation

and, ladies and gentlemen - we are because

they were.
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most amazing industries — mass communications. No branch of,America n' inventive genius has

brought so many changes in the daily living habits as the science of electronics which

has produced one new miracle after another - among them radio, talking pictures,

television, recording devices.

Today, the U. S. boasts more radios, record players, television sets than all the rest of the

world combined. Consequently, wherever our citizens may be - their homes Or offices,

*

public places or automobiles, seashore or mountains - they have easy access to some

device which plays music for their enjoyment.

In contrast to the days of individual enjoyment by means of sheet music, when there was a

piano in almost every home, mechanization of music enables tens of millions of our citizens

to hear the same musical notes simultaneously throughout the land. Mechanization has

also been a major stimulus to many new entertainment enterprises.

say no

No matter how big the multi-billion dollar mass communications industry

becomes, there will never be a Substitute for the genius of the creative

individuals upon whom tills Vast framework depends.

? Most objective observers

%k

63
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In 1920, when Station KDKA first startled Pittsburgh listeners with the strains of

“Avalon” rendered through a carbon mike, ASCAP was 6 years old. It had never distributed a dime

to Its 100 members, and was too poor even to afford a fee to its General Counsel, Nathan Burkan*

Today, the broadcasting industry has expanded front a single commercial station to more than

3000. The ASCAP membership has grown from a handful to over 3000 writers and 600 publishers.
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Music consistently furnishes the backbone ^of program material used on the airways*

The broadcasting industry, in turn, provides the major share of the revenue composers,

authors and publishers receive through ASCAP.

*

We the creators:— and you the broadcasters—-have been important to each other for

a long time. In earlier years, our brotherly relationship was sometimes marred by youthful

differences of opinion. But by arid large, it
l

s been a healthy process of growing up together.

A. .«! ASCAP, on its 40th Anniversary, is proud of its contribution to broadcasting and its good

% .relations with the broadcasting industiy. In the years ahead, ASCAP will strive even harder to

serve the musical needs of the broadcasters.

n.

>As a recent step in this direction, ASCAP created a Stations Relations Division,

headed by the Assistant Sales Manager, to work directly in the field with broadcasters.

In the future, as in the past, broadcasters will find ASCAP music the best

salesman of the airways — with the strongest listener arid sponsor appeal.... ...

s .

THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF COMPOSERS, AUTHORS AND PUBLISHERS
575 Madison Avenue, Nw? York 22, N., Y.
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Why do people crowd certain restaurants, night clubs,

hotel supper rooms, taverns and bars - and pass others by ?

That's easy to. answer. There's a certain glow, a special gaiety,

about the successful spots; People seek relaxation and entertainment,

want good service, too. But, above all, they want fun — and fun means music.

Music adds glamor and sparkle, makes the customers relax, linger and enjoy themselves.

Music helps to make satisfied customers — the ones \vho come back again arid again.

Successful operators know that customers aren't satisfied with just any music.

They know it must be the songs and tunes their patrons want to hear ^

tunes that are smash hits of today and favorites of yesterday.

That’s where ASCAP comes in. A single ASCAP license makes available the music

people want to hear. That’s why, all over America, ASCAP is helping

put that special sparkle in your favorite entertainment spot.
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What brings those enthusiastic kids into the

s'',?A' A

popular ballrooms and skating rinks? What sells tickets

to teen-agers and young marrieds?

Youthful patrons have got to hear that real gone tune sweeping

the country . . . they also want to hear the best of the old standbys

that bring enthusiastic cheers after the first downbeat.

They may never have heard of ASCAP.

But whether they know it or not, it’s ASCAP music they want to hear.

Experienced ballroom and skating rink operators have learned through

the years that ASCAP music is the heart of their business — because it sells more tickets.

Their ASCAP license is the smallest item in their entertainment budget.

Yet it brings the biggest return in customer satisfaction and goodwill.

V

THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF COMPOSERS, AUTHORS AND PUBLISHERS
575 Madison Avenue

,
New York 22, N, Y.
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potion picture exhibitors aren’t saying ruefully any more,

“That’s the way the ball bounces.” They’re watching the ball bounce —
upward — as the box-office maintains its healthy forward surge.

The reason?

Somesay better pictures. Some.sayTV patrons are returning.

But behind all reasons is the biggest reason of all - the show-wise,
knowledgeable exhibitor with his awareness of entertainment values.

One way exhibitors are adding an extra selling force behind their box office

is to make the surroundings of their theatre more inviting. They do this

by providing incidental recorded music - in the lobby, in the theatre
before show time, or between shows.

More and more theatres are finding that incidental music
adds to the enjoyment of their customers, makeathem more inclined

to comeagain. (ASCAP music, of course !)

ASCAPis making its license for non-film uses available to theatre
exhibitors at a very low fee, consistent with ASCAP's belief thata
healthy motion picture industry is good for all of us.
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WHAT
MAKES
A SONG
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Ask any user of ASCAP music -

network exec, program manager, deejgy,

ork leader, night spot op, roller rink prop :
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Why do some songs lead the parade — and remain

popular through the years?

Why do others flare up like rockets — and then

fade into oblivion?

You won’t get a satisfactory answer. Nobody really knows.

Popularity can’t be predicted. In fact, the man who could

guess right even 25 /^ of the time could command any reward

he asked from the entertainment industry.

Fortunately, users of ASCAP music don’t have to be

prophets. They know in advance that their ASCAP license

automatically insures a majority of the popular hits.
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Academy winners since 193k,

1934- “The Continental" - Con Conrad, Herbert Magidson

1935 — “Lullaby of Broadway" ^ Harry Warren, Al Dubin

1936
—

“The Way You Look Tonight" — Jerome Kern, Dorothy Fields

1937 - “Sweet Leilani" - Harry Owens

1938— “Thanks for the Memory" — Ralph Ranger, Leo Robin

1939 -“Over the Rainbow" - £. Y. Harburg, Harold Arifn

1940 - “When You Wish Upon A Star" - Ned Washington, Leigh Harline

1941 — “The Last Time I Saw Paris" - Jerome Kern, Oscar Hammerstein 2nd

1942— “White Christmas"^- Irving Berlin

1943— “You’ll Never Know" - Harry Warren, Mack Gordon

1944— “Swinging On A Star" - James Van Heusen, Johnny Burke

1945— “it Might As Well Be Spring" - Rodgers and Hammerstein i

1946 - “On the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe" — H. Warren, i. Mercer

1947 - “Zip A Dee-Doo Dah" - Allie Wrub'el, Ray Gilbert
'

.
•V-* •

1948- “Buttons and Bows" - Jay Livingston, Ray Evans
£

1949 ^ “Baby, It’s Cold Outside" r- Frank Loesser

1950 - “Mona Lisa" - Ray Evans, Jay Livingston

1951- “In the Cool Cool Cool of the Evening" — H. Carmichael, J. Mercer

1952—

“Do Not Forsake Me, Oh My Dartin’ Dimitri Tiomkin, Ned Washington

1953 - “Secret Love" - Sammy Fain, Paul Webster
f

y

t

Year after year, ever since

Oscars have been instituted,
••

songs of ASCAP members

have been acclaimed

as the outstanding tunes

used in motion pictures

and have won Academy Awards
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and commerce find new uses for music
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'.Factory lanagement, for instance, finds

-.relaxes workers and helps quality

'

- and quantity of production. More and more

V
:
petrsohri£l officials find, too, that music in cafeterias

A-'’ .

'

and recreation rooms keeps workers

*• A -n better satisfied with their jobs.

Downtown stores* suburban shopping centers,
„

’ '
,

business and professional offices are joining the

ever-growing list of users of recorded background music*,

There’s a simple reason for this growth — music helps sales.
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spend more and come back more often.

of the Society, ASCAP spares the user the cumbersome and costly process

of seeking out the individual composers, authors fi.nd publishers in order to

obtain the right to perform their music.

,
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INCENTIVES

were

and other Elizabethan writers, today’s

not exist since only a small segment of the public would attend. This would not add to 20th

century culture.

Yet in the American musical world, programs of symphony orchestras show just such a

Situation, despite voices raised in support of contemporary music.

Oftentimes this music is controversial. We in ASGAP do not favor any particular school.

We do feel, however, that the creation of new works suitable for performance by symphony

orchestras must be encouraged, if we, as a Nation, are to be known for culture as well as for

material accomplishments.

our museums. But we cannot build for the future without stimulating and encouraging con-

temporary creative talent.

composers.

A musical composition cannot become established without repeated performances, and

every performance of ah American work also helps to support the composer, thus encouraging

i
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INSIDE
ASCAP

.ASCAP is a modern service organization, geared

to the needs of the multi-billion-dollar entertain-

throughout the United States.
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ASCAP is governed by a Board of Directors (12

writers and 12 publishers) elected for stated terras

professionals.

inis staff manages the ASCAP departments —

Sales, Foreign and Distribution, Comptroller, Legal.
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parents areASCAP 'Members. In the ASCAP Index Department,

I was admitted to the great fellowship of Amenoa
9

best known and best loved songs. 4

^ <

4-i.
,p

ot<«: ASCAP 3 INDEX DEPARTMENT
houses the largest catalog of information on

musical works in America.

Every work by an ASCAP member is cataloged in a

master file on the 9th floor of 575 Madison Avenue, New York City.

More than 2,500,000 cards now fill the bulging files of the

Index Department. Eachcard preserves the history of a

musical works Its title, date, composer and author, publisher;

“Who wrote that?” “Who published it?” “When waft it

copyrighted ?” The index Department staff answers

hundreds of such queries a week.

Besides its service to commercial users, the ASCAP Index

performs a useful public service by providing without cost

information on this great repertory of American musical
i

works to educators, writers, editors and researchers.'

• •

I found out: Since ASCAP music has proven itself and stands on

its.own merits) the ASCAP SALES DEPARTMENT
in practice functions as a service department to help commercial users

get the most out of their licenses.

Old friends are provided with full information concerning the ASCAP

repertory so that they may use it for bigger profits and stronger box office appeal#

New licensees are informed how an ASCAP license can- unlock

the door to a great American storehouse of musical

treasures and lead to satisfied customers and a

louder ring in the cash register.

Broadcasters are afforded services tailored to their needs

through ASCAP’s new Station Relations Department,

To music users, new and old, ASCAP stands ready to

furnish programming and licensing

information, through regional representatives and

branch offices in principal U. S. cities.
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result of 'promotion by my

publisher, recordings were made

of me. I began dizzily spinning

around in radio and- television.

I am on everybody’s lips.

* • •

*

as the Program Department tries to
A

keep up with my thousands of performances

all over the country*

/ found out: The

It's a big job, surveying performances. Every minute.

who aremajor users otmusic,

are playing ASCAP music*

representative groups, A specialized staff is constantly checking

3, and other users

M' < / .

1 ' 11
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mm

t found out: Results of surveys by the

Program Department are sent to the

tabulating department where

performance credits for 3,963 members are kept

up-to-date on complex IBM machines. These records
***.

*
•

constitute the primary factor in determining the

distribution of revenues by the Royalty Department.

s >'
'

v' ' - >
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l found Out: This is the way

the free enterprise system works for

composers. In the ROYALTY DEPARTMENT
#

creators are compensated for their talent by

the commercial enterprises that use their music

profitably. By sharing in the profits. that flew from

their talents, composers and authors are provided with

the incentive to keep on producing the musical works

that make the entertainment world go/round;
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THE ASCAP
REPERTORY

t

in

POPULAR S0N6S . . the hits of today and the enduring standards of

tomorrow.

PRODUCTION NUMBERS. . . hit tunes from the most successful

Broadway shows, past and present, and notable Hollywood musical films.

RHYTHM AND BLUES . . new Latin tempos, favorite blues, synco-

pation and jazz - all unmistakably American.

FOLKSONGS.. . work songs, play songs, regional songs mirroring the

history ot the American people.



TIME FOR A CHANGE
IF

The time is ripe to modernize the section of the 1909 Copyright Act which allows juke boxes

— alone among commercial users - to perform copyrighted music for profit without

compensation to the creator, This outmoded clause is unfair to composers and highly

discriminatory to all other users.

%

“It
f
s time for a change So say the vast majority of composers, authors and

publishers and their organizations; including : the Authors’ League of America* the

Songwriters’ Protective Association, the Music Publishers' Protective Association,

the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers and Broadcast

Music Incorporated.

“IVi time for a change ”
So say responsible organizations, comprising

millions of members, which have gone on record in favor of amending

the Copyright Law: the American Bar Association, state and local Bar

Associations, the General Federation of Women’s Clubs, the National

Federation of Music Clubs and the National Music Council.

uWs time for a change” So say influential members

of Congress, who realize that modernizing the 1909

Copyright Act serves the best Interests of both

composers and juke box operators.

“It's time for a change” So say hundreds of editors,

Columnists, radio commentators, feature writers and

reporters speaking to the Nation.

Backed by this poiverftil expression of public

opiriion, the composers, authors and publishers

of America confidently expect that 1955

is the year in which this obsolete section of the

Copyright Act will at last be modernized.

THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF COMPOSERS, AUTHORS AND PUBLISHERS
575 Madison Avenue, New York 22, AT, Y.
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PAUL WESTON
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r^

St/ruflSS)

Wednesday, October 20, 1954

It's been a wot

40 YEAR,

1

t
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EDWIN H. MORRIS fir CD- INC

W

On the

40th Anniversary

Of ASCAP

FRANK SINATRA
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We Salute M^CAr on its

40th Anniversary

and point with pride to our 30 year

membership and the valued contri-

bution ofour outstanding catalogue.

Currently exploiting the Musical Score of

.Ai-6-AtV Colorful CinemaScope Picture

THE HAPPY WANDERER" <

(VAL-DE RI-VAL.de RA)

SAM FOX PUBLISHING COMPANY
INCORPORATED

RCA Building * Radio City 9 New York, N. Y.

CHICAGO 9 HOLLYWOOD
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AMERICAN ACADEMY OF MUSIC, INC.

PAMPA MUSIC PUBLISHING ASSN., INC.

THE B. F. WOOD MUSIC CO., INC. MILLS MUSIC LTD.

GOTHAM MUSIC SERVICE, INC. RANGER MUSIC, INC.

Representing Such Distinguished Foreign Publishers aii

ALFRED LENGNICK & CO., LTD., London FRANCIS, DAY & HUNTER, LTD. (Classic

JOSEPH WILLIAMS LIMITED, London EDIZIONI CURCI, Milan

MILLS MUSIC is also proud of its associations, past and present, with LAWRENCE WRIGHT MUSIC CO. LTD.

ice), London

ILLS MUSIC. INC 1619 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 19, N. Y,

JACK MILLS, President • IRVING MILLS, Viee-Pres. • SIDNEY MILLS, Gen. Pro t Mgr. 9 BERNIE POLLACK, Prof. Mgr.

CHICAGO HOLLYWOOD i! LONDON
6533 Hollywood Blvd. 24 Gt. Pulteney Sf.64 E. Jackson

n?4 ft Vik’fcV* * *
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HAPPY ANNIVERSARY ASCAP!

ERVIN DRAKE • JIMMY SHIRL
SOME SONGS WE'VE WRITTEN

FAITH

1 Believe

My Friend

One God
The'Gentle Carpenter

POPULAR

Sonata

Beloved, Be Faithful

Delilah

Rickety Rickshaw
Keep an Eye on Your

Heart

I Wuv a Wabbit
NearerMy Love toMe
This Too Shall Pass

LATIN

Tico Tico

Come to the Mardi
Gras

Made for Each Other
Play the Playera

Vem Veiti

Yo Te Amp Mucho
(And That's That)

JAZZ

Castle Rock

Perdido

Shenandoah Shuffle

Louisville Lodge
Meeting

Be My Baby
You Blew Out the

Flame
Good Morning,

Heartache

FOLK

Across the Wide
Missouri

I Remember You,

Love

The Flying Dutchman
Three Things

(a Man Must Do)

Iron Horse

SOME TELEVISION SHOWS WE'VE WRITTEN

THE JANE FROMAN SHOW

SING IT AGAIN

THE TERESA BREWER -MEL TORME SHOW

THE MIKE TODD -BOBBY CLARK COLGATE HOUR

SONGS FOR SALE

THE MERV GRIFFIN - BETTY ANN GROVE SHOW

Best Wishes to

ASCAP
on behalf of

Francis Day S.A., Paris

Day SAB., Bruselles

Francis Day N.V., Amsterdam

Francis Day SAL, Milan

.B.H., Frankfurt
*
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We Salute

ASCAP

for

40 Years of

Progress

Jack BREGMAN

Rocco VOCCQ

Chester CONN

Bregman, Vocco and Conn, Inc.

Triangle Music Corp.

Supreme Music Corp.

Lombardo Music, Inc.

DAVID HUGHES
Britain's "Mr. Heart-Throb"

Extends Happy Anniversary Greetings to ASCAP
I'll Be Seeing You Soon

Personal Management:

Olive Bridges and Dorothy McAusland Ltd.,

75-77 Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W. I., England
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Sincerely

»

^ OSCAR hammwstein, u

SHP

«g

LITTLE SONGS ON BIG SUBJECTS
published by ARGOSY MUSIC CORP.
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TO THE GREAT HEARTS

AND WISDOM OF THE

MEN WHO FOUNDED ASCAP

40 YEARS AGO, MY
GRATEFUL APPRECIATION

ARTHUR FREED
(Abs

On Its

FROM THE COMPOSERS

OF

SE LTD.

ITS 40th ANNIVERSARY

(A. P. R. A.)

66 Pitt Street, Sydney, Australia

DIRECTORATE

E. Lashmar (Chairman) L. Evans

A. F. Albert B. J. Grant

Rr E, Bare F. Hutchens

G. S. Cooper W, Ryder

H. Saunders

EXECUTIVE

T, S. WOODBRIDGE
(General Manager

)

B. R. Stevens

(Secretary

)

Keith Prowse & Co., Ltd.

London, W. 1
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AL MARTINO
lit Vaudeville in Great Britain

Takes Pleasure in Extending His Best Wishes to

ASCAP

On the Occasion of Its

40th Anniversary

European Representatives:

LEW & LESLIE GRADE,

Regent House,

235-241 , Regent Street,

LONDON, W. 1

American Representatives

GABBE LUTZ & HELLER,

1619, Broadway,

NEW YORK 19.

HAROLD ARLEN

m

BURTON



o
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It’s Been a “SENTIMENTAL JOURNEY”

Since “ALABAMY BOUND”

with countless hit StOpS along the way— including:

I LOVE MY BABY THAT'S MY WEAKNESS NOW.
AWAY DOWN SOUTH IN HEAVEN . DO SOMETHING

.

YA GOTTA KNOW HOW TO LOVE IN MY GONDOLA.
I'LL ALWAYS BE IN LOVE WITH YOU CONGRATULATIONS

.

OH BOY, WHAT A GIRL! GOOD LITTLE, BAD LITTLE YOU
SWINGY LITTLE THINGY DREAM SWEETHEART
YOU FIT INTO THE PICTURE DAY AFTER DAY
FLAT FOOT FLOOGIE THE MAN WHO COMES AROUND
MORE THAN EVER MOONLIGHT ON THE RIVER.

YOU SHOWED ME THE WAY . . . ONCE IN A WHILE

and on the horizon:

TWO LITTLE SUNBEAMS JUST FOR TODAY
IF I EVER GET LUCKY . SMALL WONDER

"TAKES TWO"

and, ASCAP,

WE'RE WITH YOU!

AL HOFFMAN

tind

DICK MANNING

Current Songst

PAPA LOVES MAMBO

SOMEBODY GOOFED

G/LLY GIUY OSSENFEFFER

I CAN T TELL A WALTZ FROM A TANGO
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Lyrics By

MITCHELL PARISH

Congratulations

IStf#

JOHNNY GREEN
GENERAL MUSICAL DIRECTOR

M.G.M.
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AND IS HAPPY TO ANNOUNCE

THESE HITS

PAPA LOVES

MAMBO

IN THE CHAPEL

IN THE MOONLIGHT

SKOKIAAN

I WANT YOU
ALL TO MYSELF

SHAPIRO, BERNSTEIN t CO. INC.

MUSIC PUBLISHERS
RADIO CITY, NEW YORK 20
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JIMMY McHUGH

^4c <2 Ho. 1 Hove. Botujl tho Would

“I’m In The Mood For Love”

“I Can't Give You Anything

But Love, Baby”

By JIMMY McHUGH AND DOROTHY FIELDS

The "Caine Mutiny" Theme Song

I Can't Believe That You'rein Love With Me

I CAN'T GIVE YOU ANYTHING BUT LOVE, BABY

ON THE SUNNY SIDE OF THE STREET

I COULDN'T SLEEP A WINK LAST NIGHT

I FEEL A SONG COM IN' ON
IT'S A MOST UNUSUAL DAY

I'M IN THE MOOD FOR LOVE

I MUST HAVE THAT MAN
DREAM DREAM DREAM
YOU'RE SWEETHEART

m

EXACTLY LIKE YOU
SOUTH AMERICAN WAY
I'M SHOOTING HIGH

CUBAN LOVE SONG

DINNER AT EIGHT

LET'S GET LOST

MY O W N

m

DIGGA DIGGA DOO

LOST IN A FOG
WHERE A R E YOU
DON'T BLAME ME

T HE MUSIC S TO P P E D

CAN'T GET OUT OF THIS MOOD
SPRING CAME EARLY THIS YEAR mn.«i

THANK YOU FOR A LOVELY EVENING
m

COMIN' IN ON A WING AND A PRAYER

WHEN MY SUGAR WALKS DOWN THE STREET

THIS IS A LOVELY WAY TO SPEND AN EVENING

WHEN MY SUGAR WALKS
DOWN THE STREET

Sung by JUDY GARLAND in the Warner Broil Picture

“A STAR IS BORN”

40 YEARS

O
George M. Cohan and ASCAP

GIVE MY REGARDS TO BROADWAY
MARY'S A GRAND OLD NAME

FORTY-FIVE MINUTES FROM BROADWAY
HARRIGAN

YANKEE DOODLE BOY
SO LONG MARY

YOU'RE A GRAND OLD FLAG
ALWAYS LEAVE THEM LAUGHING WHEN YOU SAY GOOD-BYK

GOOD-BYE FLO
1 GUESS I'LL HAVE TO TELEGRAPH MY BABY

I'M AWFULLY STRONG FOR YOU
IN A KINGDOM OF OUR OWN

INDIANS AND TREES
I WANT TO BE A POPULAR MILLIONAIRE

I WANT TO HEAR A YANKEE DOODLE TUNE
I WAS BORN IN VIRGINIA

LIFE'S A FUNNY PROPOSITION AFTER ALL
LOVE DREAMS

NELLIE KELLY I LOVE YOU
OH. YOU WONDERFUL GIRL

THEN I'D BE SATISFIED WITH LIFE
UNTIL MY LUCK COMES ROLLING ALONG

A DARN GOOD CRY
VENUS MY SHINING LOVE
VOICE IN MY HEART

WHEN WE ARE M-A-double R-l-E-D
YOU REMIND ME OF MY MOTHER

AND 400 MORE

THE MUSICAL COMEDY MAN Score
(Not Yet Released)

GEORGE M. COHAN

MUSIC PUBLISHING CO., Inc.
1776 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.

SOLELY OWNED and OPERATED by THE COHAN FAMILY
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to ASCAP on its

40th ANNIVERSARY

May it continue to protect copy-

right for all composers, authors

and publishers, serve its customers

and the public.

SAUL II. BOURNE
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SOUTHERN MUSIC PUBLISHING COMPANY, INC.

LA SALLE MUSIC PUBLISHERS, INC.

CHARLES K. HARRIS MUSIC PUBLISHING COMPANY, INC

OF

MAMBO IN THE

YOU'RE NOBODY 'TIL SOMEBODY LOVES YOU
SOLE SELLING AGENTS

SOUTHERN
1619 Broadway

I CO., Inc.
New York 19, N.Y.

For your forty years of
t

devoted unselfish

service to the American people and to all

phases of the amusement industry. For the

protection, inspiration and security you've

given our country's creative genius; the

men and women who write music and lyrics:

ANDY RAZAF
Author of

"IN THE MOOD/' "HONEYSUCKLE ROSE,"

"12th ST. RAG," "STOMPIN' AT THE

SAVOY," "SPOSIN'," "CHRISTOPHER CO-

LUMBUS," "BLACK AND BLUE," "MEM-

ORIES OF YOU," "MAKE BELIEVE BALL-

ROOM," "ON REVIVAL DAY," "THAT'S

WHAT I LIKE 'BOUT THE SOUTH," "AIN'T

MISBEHAVIN' " AND MANY OTHCiRS.

I am proud to be a contributor
to the mighty works of ASCAP.

Following is a partial list of my songs:

SAVE YOUR SORROWS FOR TOMORROW

NO! NO! A THOUSAND TIMES NO!

POTATOES ARE CHEAPER-TOMATOES ARE CHEAPER

WHEN I'M THE PRESIDENT (WE WANT CANTOR)

COMES A-LONG A-LOVE

99 OUT OF A 100

YOU GOTTA BE A FOOTBALL HERO

ON A DEW DEW DEWY DAY

HO-HO, HA-HA, ME TOO

ON THE BEACH AT BALI BALI

OVER SOMEBODY ELSE'S SHOULDER

ROSES REMIND ME OF YOU

GOT THE BENCH-GOT THE PARK

PRETENDING

MARCHING HOME TO YOU (Step by Step-Mile by Mile)

FOR SENTIMENTAL REASONS

WEAR A HAT WITH A SILVER LINING

EVERY NOW AND THEN

WANNA EAT? WANNA EAT? WANITA

-r Symphonic Works —

SOUNDS OF SEQUOIA

FEATHER SUITE

AL SHERMAN
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AL STILLMAN
W

Writer of: SWEET AND LOVELY • MISS YOU • IT'S A LONESOME OLD TOWN
AT YOUR COMMAND • NO REGRETS • WAIT FOR ME MARY • SAIL ALONG SIL'VRY MOON

k$SZ%L
412» <ir..nbu»h Ay.. TOBEY MUSIC CORP.

Sherman Oaks H$0 Broadway

JESSE GREER
ASCAP
NGE 1921

S'*\v

READY TO RIDE AGAIN!!

Don't forget who saves the day on the most important night

And Rudolph will be singing an ASCAP song ever bright

ASCAP 1939

Published by ST. NICHOLAS MUSIC, INC.
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• ••MUSIC PUBLISHERS SINCE 1879

EMIL ASCHER, INC.
640 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N- Y.

- SHELTON
BROOKS CONGRATULATIONS

FROM

Since 1929 TED SNYDER
Some of My Songs

SOME OF THESE DAYS

DARKTOWN STRUTTERS BALL
“My Wife’s Gone To The Country”

“Mysterious Rag”

ALL NIGHT LONG
JEAN

“Kiss Me My Honey, Kiss Me”

“The Sheik Of Araby”

YOU AIN'T TALKING TO ME “Who’s Sorry Now”

THE BEE AND THE ROSE “Under The Moon”

AFTER ALL THESE YEARS *7 Want To Be In Dixie”

SINCE YOU WENT AWAY “Wild Cherry Rag”

WALKING THE DOG
HONEY GAL

— , ; , ; J

Warmest Good Wishes to ASCAP from Britain's

DAVID (“Cara Mia”) WHITFIELD
Exclusively on London Records

t

Personal Manager: FREDERIC MULLALLY, 9 Claridge House, Davies Street, London, W.l, England
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LEW

BROWN and HENDERSON

ASCAP
ON ITS ANNIVERSARY
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1927

ll£'

Me Too (Ho-Ho-Ha-Ha)

Just Another Day Wasted Away

I

q_» On a Dew Dew Dewy Day

Get Out and Get Under the Moon

1929

1930

1931

Down Among the Sugar Cane

Miss You

When Your Hair Has Turned to Silver

Somewhere in Old Wyoming

You'll Be Mine in Apple Blossom Time

Making the Best of Each Day

1932
Somebody Loves You

Sing a Little Low Down Tune

1933
in the Valley of the Moon

Two Tickets to Georgia

CHARLES

TOBIAS 1936

1934
Goodnight Little Girl of My Dreams
Throw Another Log on the Fire

Tiny Little Finger Prints

1935 Flowers for Madame
Let’s Swing It

The Broken Record

1940

Wake Up and Sing

1937 Gee But You’re Swell

I’ll Bet You Tell That to All the Girls

1938 Lady Make Believe

Is That the Way to Treat a Sweetheart?

Comes Love

Little Curly Hair in a High Chair

Rose O'

1939

Trade Winds

1942

Miss You

I Came Here to Talk for Joe

Sit Under the Apple Tree

We Did it Before

Waif for Me

Can Do It

943 You're Irish and You’re Beautiful

I Wish That I Could Hide Inside This Letter

Just a Prayer Away

1944 Time Waits for No One

Don’t Sweetheart Me

For the First Time

1945 As Long as I Live

Tomorrow Is Forever

1946
No Can Do

Coax Me a Little Bit

1947 The Old Lamplighter

1948 I Remember Mama
X
X

1949
That’s Where I Came In

Rosewood Spinet

1950 Zing Zing- Zoom Zoom

Faithfully Yours

1952

1953

If Someone Had Told Me

Milwaukee Polka

Cloud Lucky Seven

May I Sing to You )

When I Needed You Most

THE MAMA DOLL SONG

„ TIME WAITS' EM
\\

NO ONE
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IRA GERSHWIN
A S C A P
lflO

CONGRATULATIONS TO ASCAP
ON ITS 40th ANNIVERSARY

FROM

REG CONNELLY
IN ENGLAND

The "Standard .Studded" catalogues comprising the Reg Connelly

group have been enhanced thro the years by many great compositions

from famous ASCAP members:—VINCENT YOUMANS, BUDDY DI
SYLVA, LEW BROWN, RAY HENDERSON, HARRY WARREN. LEO
ROBIN, RICHARD WHITING, HARRY WOODS, WALTER DONALD-
SON. GUS KAHN, HOAGY CARMICHAEL, PETER DE ROSE,
CHARLES TOBIAS, JOHNNY BURKE, ARTHUR JOHNSTON, JIMMY
MONACO, MACK' GORDON, HARRY REVEL, DOROTHY FIELDS.

JIMMY McHUGH, TED SHAPIRO, BOB MERRILL, BOB HILLIARD.
DIMITRI TIOMKIN, NED WASHINGTON, AL HOFFMAN. JULIE

STYNE. SAMMY KAHN, Etc., Etc.
“•

IN AMERICA
By Musical "Lease Lend" we have contributed to the ASCAP repertoir

hits and Standards of such calibre as SHOW ME THE WAY TO GO
HOME, MOONLIGHT ON THE GANGES. 0ARDEN IN THE RAIN.
IF I HAD YOU, JOLLY GOOD COMPANY, WHEN THE ORGAN
PLAYED AT TWILIGHT, BY THE FIRESIDE, GOODNIGHT SWEET-
HEART, JUST AN ECHO IN THE VALLEY, BUTTERFLIES IN THE RAIN,
TRY A LITTLE TENDERNESS, OLD FAITHFUL, MIDNIGHT IN MAY-
FAIR. WHISTLING WALTZ, THE VERY THOUGHT OF YOU, LET'S ALL
SING LIKE THE BIRDIES, LAMBETH WALK, UNDERNEATH THE
ARCHES, WE'LL MEET AGAIN, THERE'LL ALWAYS BE AN ENGLAND,
A TREE IN THE MEADOW, CRUISING DOWN THE RIVER, Etc., Etc.

CAMPBELL, CONNELLY I . (ASCAP)

565 Fifth Avtnui, New York

REG CONNELLY INC. (ASCAP)

1650 Broadway, Now York
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I Have Served Under Five Presidents

In Succession

.GENE BUCK
DEEMS TAYLOR
FRED E. AHLERT
OTTO A. HARBACH
STANLEY ADAMS

And Shall Continue To
Serve ASCAP

L WOLFE GILBERT
Chairman West Coast ASCAP Committee

Member of Board of Directors of ASCAP

P.S.: I'm flattered. Tony Martin (and Mercury)

selected my song as the title for Tony's newest

Record Album "DREAMLAND RENDEZVOUS."

Best

to

FMj
and

“ONE MAN’S ASCAP FAMILY”

GU$ KAHN—January 20, 1921

GRACE. LEBOY KAHN—September 21, 1928

DONALD KAHN—June 26, 1947

6US KAHN MUSIC COMPANY
December 11, 1952

l Sl(

ALEXANDER LASZLO

1 1 > f I i < . ! I m » ? I ^ ( 1 1
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Gold Pan Alley of Song
Continued from page 1

had to be played and replayed, and

With the passing, of time, the re-

petitive plugs of Youmans and

Kern, Herbert and Friml, Porter

and Romberg, Rodgers and Berlin,

or name anybody you want, like-

wise have created the. durable

songs. These are our great stand-

ards. And nobody—neither the

producer and least .
of all. the

writer—knows what he had until

such plugging takes place. I re-

call the pannings we got “As
Thousands. Cheer,' a Music Box
show, but in time 'Heat Wave’ and

‘Easter Parade' .emerged, despite

the Broadway critical opi
.

that

‘there isn’t a good tune in the
f

“Sometimes it takes an inter-

pretatioiv to do it, which is where

the records now play so important

a role, because Cole Porter's ‘Be-

gin Jhe ' Begui * meant nothing

originally in his ‘Jubilee* until an

Artie Shaw recording gave it the

proper lustre. True, sometimes

these ‘interpretations’ become a

little ridiculous, as the time I was
intrigued with one of those ‘pro-

gressive’ bands. ’ I listened to their

record style, was impressed by

some fancy noodling, and was
frankly surprised to discover they

Were playing my ‘Blue Skies.”’

‘Jbe-Humanlzing' of the Business

The “de-humanizing” of the mu-
sic business is one of Berlin's

salient observations because of the

disk development. He recalls how
writers, and pitiggers and perform-

ers were a clannish, warm and in-

timate group. They discussed their

songs On a man-to-man basis in

yesteryear eating-greeting spots

like Wolpin’s and Freeman’s in

New York (pre-Lindy’s),
.
Henrici’s

in Chicago, Coffee Dan’s in Frisco,

and in the many more then exist-

ing theatrical clubs where vaude-
Villiaris congregated. The writers

and pluggers personally saw what
a performer could or couldn’t do
with a new song at its break-in at

the drpheum or the Palace, Ham-
riierstein’s. or the Winter Garden.
The electronic evolution in today’s

show biz has taken the music biz

into the same impersonal stride.

In another era Some writers spe-

cialized in ballads, some in rag-

time; some were known for their

novelty and comedy flair and some
had a knack for tailoring a song
especially for some headliner,

knowing that if Jolson or Nora
Bayes, Belle Baker or Van &
Schenck clicked with it, it was
good for plugs right down the line

in the length and breadth of vaude-
ville.

A Tough Business

The unique intra-trade reputa-

tion that “it’s a tossup whether
Berlin is better businessman
than songwriter, or vice , versa'’ is:]

not denied by Berlin. “Songwrit-
ing is a business, and a hard busi-

ness,” he states; “and a good
songwriter stays up there for a

long time only if he averages out

good, such as Jolson and Crosby,
Cantor and Lauder, and. in more
recent days, Como and Eddie
Fisher figure to stay up there -a

long time.

“One 'Sh-Boom* or ‘Oop-Shoop’
doesn’t make a hit writer, and on
the other hand a guy like Vincent
Youmans, who wrote only a hand-,

ful of tunes, had that durable
quality which makes him as popu-
lar today when 'Tea for Two’
or ‘Time On My Hands’ or ‘Great
Day’ first started, if not more so.”

Berlin’s appraisal of the music
business is (1) that the audiences
haven’t changed; the change has
been chiefly intra-trade; and (2),

this thing .called “standards” is not.

restricted 'to the yesteryear songs.
There's no telling What will be-
come a standard.

It’s Still the Same Pattern
“Gus Edwards' ‘School. Days’

and ‘Sunbonnet Sue,' ” says Berlin,
“would click with the kids today
as they did 40 years ago, so. don't
let us say that the public’s tastes

have changed. The business has
changed, yes. It is more competi-
tive; there are more songwriters
and more music publishers, There
are more record labels, and there

I are more people interested in mu-
]

So maybe it takes longer for:

j

som^hing to breai ; through, just

as thanks to this network of disk
jockeys, born of the many phono:
graph record manufacturers^ on
the market, there is greater oppor-
tunity for a ‘Sh-Boom’ and some

|
new artist to become a hit. But
we had our. ‘ ut songs’ and novel-
ties in another era too, so that is

no great, surprise.

‘They talk about hillbilly and
cprnba.il songs. What do you
think ‘The Last Roundup' and
‘Home On The Range’ are? They’re
hillbillies, but they’re also now
great American, standards. Just
like ‘Goodnight Irene’ and ‘Ten-

nessee Waltz’ [both BMI catalog

items—Ed ] will become standards
too in time.

“True,” he continues, “today an
interpretation means more than a

sortg. And then I’m not so sure

if that differs so much, from what
Jolson could do with- a song—his

was an ‘interpretation’ too and it

made many a song.”

That “Compulsory License”

This brings Berlin to one of his

pet gripes about the Copyright
Act in relationship to the compul-
sory license. “Once anybody cuts

a record everybody else may do
so by merely filing a ‘notice of

user.' Not only does this force

us into competition With ourselves
but the Government even puts
a pricetag limitation on the com-
petition; This isn't true of any
other creative artist who invaria-

bly can control the merchandising
of his own material. Paradoxical-
ly, if this philosophy of ‘notice of
user’ were carried through, then
if I granted Metro the synchroni-
zation rights of one of my works
or scores (for a negotiated fee,

of course ) , that should permit Fox
or Paramount to do the same. It’s

a paradox that we can control all

our rights, excepting that one lit-

tle thing, compulsory license.”

(This doesn’t take in the trade
aspect where any diskery could, at

will,, back up a Berlin or a Porter
hit with

.
p.d.-^public domain

tune-—dr some other “dog” it may.
have bought outright for a few
bucks. Which has been knoWn
to happen. Disk labels have even
uncoupled previously selling back-

I’to-back tunes* and substituted am
other item on the ‘B’ side for eco-

nomic reasons of their own.

)

Beilin's stance on ASCAP ties

in with his forthright attitude that

“writing songs is a profession. We
have good songs and bad songs,

good shows arid bad shows, there

are good editions of Variety and
sometimes they’re not as good, but
it all averages out on- the upside
if you know your business,

“Songwritirig has become a

business because that’s what it is

for over 3,000 professional writer-

members of ASCAP* and over 7,000

publishers. .We’re living in a com-
mercial country, so economics is

the barometer of success in our
profession as it is in any other
business. What produce is

worthy of its -hire.

But without ASCAP’s perform-
ance revenue I couldn’t survive.

Without those quarterly remittances
from a performing rights society

like ASCAP I would have to close

shop and. see my 30-yeqr-old Or-

ganization go down the drain be-
cause sheet music arid records arid

revenues from foreign affiliates no
longer can keep a publisher going,

But ASCAP is jusf as good for the
user of music, as it is for the
writers and publishers^—it is a con-
stantly replenishing reservoir that
never runs dry or can be permitted
to run dry.”

For 24 years I've been

PROUD
to be a member in

l«ppy Doerit

By JIM WALSH

Judging,from ..the number of pop

songs turned out, the Brill Build-

ing contingent In general appears

to favor baseball over football.

Ditties turned out about the so-

called “national sport” are count-

less but those devoted to praising

the glories of the gridiron pastime

are few in comparison.

This statement leaves out of con-

sideration the hundreds of songs
written by college students or

alumni in honor of the football

teams of their alma maters* even
though some Of the numbers have
become so popular with the gen-

eral public they almost rate as

standard pop songs. Typical are
“The Washington and Lee Swing,”
by Thornton Allen, M. W. Sheafe
& C. A. Robbins (slow down the

tempo a bit and it sounds a lot

like “Chinatown, My Chinatown”);
“A Ramblin’ Wreck From, Georgia
Tech,”; Frank Crumit’s memorable
“Buckeye Battle Cry,” and W. T.

Purdy’s “On, Wisconsin!” which,
with simple changes in the lyric,

appears to have furnished the foot-

ball songs for half the high schools

in the country.

. Probably Yale’s "Boola Song”
deserves rating as a bonafide pop-,

ular ditty, even though nobody
seems Sure who Wrote it. The ditty

has been credited at different times
to A. M. Hirsch, Cole. Porter arid

“Sonny” Cunha. Shortly after it

appeared in 1901, it was introduced
into a comic talking record of the
type so popular in the early days
of talking machines. The record,

“A Night Trip. to Buffalo; or Two
Irishmen in a Sleeper” contained
a scene in which there was some
loud rah-rahing, leading to an
iratri inquiry from a sleepy pas-

senger, “Well, porter, who are
those howling maniacs?” The por-

ter replied, “Dem’s de Yale Col-

lege football boys, suh, celebratin’

derft victory over de Harvard
boys!”

It might have been a good idea

to make a second version of the
record in which the Crimson re-

joiced in its victory over the Blue,

to please those with Harvard pref-

erences. That sort of a stunt was
pulled by an English comedian,
Eric Foster, who made allegedly
comic monologs arid “descriptive
specialties” for the Edison Brill

Co. 40-Odd years ago. Foster waxed
a series of platters about Imaginary
football games. If the label read
“Newcastle vs. Manchester/’ New-
castle won the game. If it- said

“Manchester vs. Newcastle,” Man-
chester walked off with the vic-

tory.

Probably the biggest selling foot-

ball “specialty” of all time- is Andy
Griffith’s-"What" It Was, Was Foot-
ball,” of a year ago, first issued
by a small record company in

North Carolina and then picked
up by Capitol. Griffith, a Carolina
school teacher, succeeded at least

momentarily in reviving
#
the great

monolog days of “Uncle Josh,”
“Flanagan,” “Casey” and “Cohen.”

Going half m century farther
back into history, Charles Zimmer-
man wrote a song called “Foot-
ball,” cung by the late Dave Mont-
gomery and the still current Fred
Stone in “The Wizard of Oz.” Like

many latter-day critics, it described

football as a combination of skull-

duggery, skull cracking and may-
hem.

Elsie Janis’ Number
In 1909, Elsie Janis was ap-

pearing in a musicomedyi “The
Fair Coed,” by Gustave Luders.
One of the production numbers
was a football song, “The Day of

the Grime.” It was recorded for
Victor by the Peerless Quartet,

.

(It isn’t on record that Miss Janis
wrote a football Song, but in 1912
she authored “That Fascinating
Baseball Slide.”) About the same
time, Cecil Lane and C. M. Chapel
came through with a ditty called

“Rah! Rah! Rah!” but in spite

of its collegiate title it didn’t refer
directly to the pigskin parade.
/Many other songs, treating col-

lege life With irony or humor
could be quoted,

. but their asso-

ciation with football is usually
slight, including perhaps just a
passing mention. “Collegiate” in

1925 set off the trend. It was fol-

lowed by “The Collegiate Blues,”
“Freshie,” “Speedy Boy,” “Th
Whoopee Hat Brigade,” “Oh, How
We Love Our Alma Mater,”. “Ha
Ain’t Never Been to College”' and
“Doin’ the Raccoon.” Years earlier,

there had been many others of

the., same general type. Represen-
tative specimens are “That College
Rag,” “What’s the Matter With
Father?” “College Life,” “He’s a
College Boy” and “When It’s Night
Time in Italy It’s Wednesday Over
Here,” the latter’s hero being “

rah rah college boy.” However,
there Wasn’t any doubt about the

football flavor of “I Scream, You
Scream, We All Scream for Ice
Cream,” defied in 1927 by Howard
Johnson, Billy Moll and Robert
King (Bob Keiser.) The lyric told

of the prowess of the gridiron

warriors of the Eskirrio college

team of Oogie Wa Wa. Arid half a

generation 'after, “Collegiate”

made the tunesriiiths college-con-

scious, there were a couple of

(Continued on page 122)

Congratulations

MALCOLM BEELBY

BOBBY TROUP

I am proud to be associated

with such d great bunch of guys.

NELSON RIDDLE

INEZ r , . ,. . BUDDY
JAMES igratulations.
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A HIT
A Fort Knox For Creators
Living in, a nation which measures success by the economic

factors,, there is no reason why any organization of music

ators should have any other yardstick. The utilization of music

for merchandising of wares over the air, in canned or synchron-

ized form and in person, brooks no lofty approach. The Music

Business is just that—a realistic business despite all its artistic

overtones and .creative values.

The 40 years of progress by the American Society of Com-
posers, Authors & Publishers is an American success story all

its oWn. Unlike the legendary itinerant peddlers or the doughty
frontier-breakers who became merchant princes and railroad

tycoons, not all of the visionary nine stalwarts, who founded

ASCAP in 1914, lived to see the occasion seven years later'when
some $24,000- constituted the first royalty melon in 1921. But
they had founded a potent dynasty of great substance: Perhaps

they never envisioned the rich ore in America's music lore just

as most of the.covered wagon pioneers didn’t realize the full po-
tential of the American frontier;

The dollar-sign Saga of ASCAP is unavoidable because the

succession of legal test suits by potential music 1 licensees put a
large economic yardstick on the usage of music for public per-

formance for profit. That it must be worthy of its. hire is best

answered by the $5,500,00(1 per annum that the Society realized

in' 1940; and twice that a decade later; and almost thrice that

as of this writing.

More Important is the Society’s function as a custodian of the
creative property rights of a group of' more than 3,250 song-
smiths. arid over 700 music publishers whose 500,000 copyrights
have resulted in what a recent Nation’s Business article summed

.

up as “Music Industry Plays Billion $ Tun!*” to quote that finan-

cial monthly’s exact headline.

But that “billion $” covers the whole works from disk sales,

on which the writers and publishers collect only 2cr per side, to

the grand rights. ASCAP controls only the performance values
of the “small rights,” which may appear to be a misnomer in
view Of the current year’s expected $16,000,000 distribution. But
maybe on second look, this music bill isn’t sb large when it’s

considered that it averages out to underj$3,000 per annum per
Titer on the ASCAP roster.

^

ASCAP’s service has been analyzed time and again. There
no question that a Stephen Foster could never have died penni-
less were there an ASCAP in his time. We have no*state-owned
or subsidized agencies for the lively *its—-music, drama, ballet
and the like—as obtains in many European and South Ameri-
can countries. We don’t need it. Artistic patronage must appear
to. many as dangerous in putting t$e creator at the, will and
whim of some affluent bureaucratic agency or individual. ASCAP
is a more realistic source of patronage because it is controlled
by its ; creator-members. The more they put in the more they
realize with the successive years, as the new forms of show biz
merchandising flourish.

There have been periodic interruptions by legal decree and
industry variations, but the economic chart of ASCAP best tells
•the story that, as American industry segues from radio to tele-
vision, as performing rights from Hollywood and ballrooms,
theatres and niteries, and all Other users increase or diminish,
one or another segment comes to the fore as a greater contrib-
utor for the use of the Society’s rich treasury of music in the
form- of public performance for profit.

After 40 years, ASCAP looms as a Gibraltar in the American
entertainment industry because, as vaudeville and the silents
experienced eclipse; the new show biz values have emerged as
greater giants, able and willing to avail itself of the Society’s
rich fountainhead of. music. Thus, the music biz emerges as
perhaps the strongest single segment in show business—this de-
spite the incursions into its other intra-trade problems, which
run the gamut from shattered music sales, an obsolete compul-
sory licensing proviso under the 1909 statute, and not forgetting
that ole debbil jukebox.

With it all, the Society is a sunny Fort Knox-type umbrella
that shields its membership against economic clouds for most
of their lifetimes.. This is indeed a healthy note that reverber-
ates 40 years later after nine visionary gents shuttled between
the old Lambs Club and Luchow’s on Wth Street—and came
uptown to Shanley’s Restaurant for that now historic Victor Her-
bert test case.

The indie diskers are now join-'
,n8 the swing to 45 rpm piatt.ers
f°r their cuffo disk jockey services.
Some of them are doing -it because

the cost-savingS involved in
bsfog the. 45s, but other indies are
fyding they have no choice but to
*° a

\
ong with the 45 rpm trend.-

This “coercion” stems from the
act that the major disk compa-

which do most of (he pressing
°r the indie labels, are now con-
centrating on the 45 rpm platters,
ne indie labels discover they can’t

fast action from the pressing
Plants if they want the oldstyle

(Continued on page 123)

MDSE. TIEUP FOR XMAS
An indie disk .company, Prevue

Records, is pushing its own mer-
chandise tieup with one of its

releases for the Christmas market.
Titled “I Want A Puppy In My
Stocking For Xmas,” the disk is

being sold in conjunction with a
toy French poodle also marketed
by Prevue. Total price is slightly
under $4 for. the disk and poodle.

Prevue is operated by Joe God-
ridge; who also is co-writer on the
tune and publishes it via his own
Dray Music firm, a BMI affiliate.

ASCAPV Braille Plug
The American Society of Com-

posers, Authors & Publishers is

sponsoring the October issue of
the Braille Musician mag.
According to Stanley Adams,

ASCAP pi’exy, the Society ’ will
make its sponsorship of the mag
an annual affair.

By HERM SCHOENFELD
Tbe story of ASCAP as the back-

bone of the modern pop music
business is graphically underscored
in the money figures; While the.

take from sheet music sales has
virtually declined to the vanishing
point and the 2c per disk side
makes neither publisher nor tpne-
smith rich, the growing revenue
from ASCAP has filled in the in-

come gaps. In short, without, per-

formance money, the pop music biz

could not survive today. V
In straight cash terms, a top

tune of. the stature of “I Believe”
or “O Mein Papa” earns around
$12-$15,000 for its publisher from
ASCAP performances at the peak
of its popularity. Beyond the cur-

rent performances, moreover, a

hit song has deferred values in

contributing eventually to a pub-
lisher’s availability and seniority

ratings.

For an ASCAP writer, a hit song
means a .quick $4,fiO0 to $5,000 in

the bank if he does both words
and music (with proportionate
splits for collaborating tune-

smiths). In addition,, a hit makes
important contributions to the long-

term classification brackets and
will give the writer approximately
another $20,000 spread out over
many years.

Paging The IBM’s
Since the 1950 antitrust consent

decrees, ASCAP’s distribution sys-

tems have undergone complex
mathematical revisions, calling for

International Business Machine’s
computations, but the fundamental
unit of calculation still is the plug— the music biz foundation stone.

During 1953, ASCAP’s log

showed a total of some 35,000,000
(Continued on page 127)

Ozoners New

Tyro Singers
Drive-in theatres have opened up

a new in-person outlet for tyro
singers. With hardtop presentation
houses on the wane the past few
years, young disk talent has been
hardpressed for “live’Vshowcasings.
The ozorier circuit now offers them
the opportunity to get out of the
recording studio and. perform in

front of an audience..
The drive-in belt is being trail-

blazed by crooner Glenn Taylor.
For the past three months, Taylor
has been one-nighting in ozoners
through New England. Taylor
booked his own dates with the
ozoner operators and worked on a
percentage basis. The drive-in bps
pitched in- on thie exploitation of
the date by buying spots on local

radip stations and by promoting
Taylor’s disks on the deejay pro-
grams. Several ops already have
booked Taylor for return dates
next season.
Taylor etches for the indie Pri-

mos label. His current release is

“You Send Me” and “Please Re-
turn,” which he co-perined with A1
Roggio.

DAY-10VE ME’ AS COL’S

NEXT BIG SOUNDTRACK
Hollywood, Oct. i9.

Columbia’s next big soundtrack
album will be “Love . Me or Leave
Me,” from the Metro musical star-

ring Doris Day. Plattery got the
package automatically, since Miss
Day is under contract and neither
James Cagney nor Richard Ander-
son, other top players, have any
disk commitments.
“Love Me” is the biography of

Ruth Etting; one of the top femme
singers of the post World War I

era. Score will include top hits: of

tlie late 1920s and early ’30s.

Rhymes With a Reason
One of the top examples of

ASCAP’s public service in

song is best exemplified by
the contribution, of twp of the
Society’s writers, Hy Zaret and
A1 Singer. Team, called “the
Rodgers & Hamiperstein of

Public Service Songs,”' have
penned such topical items as
“Little Songs On Big Subjects”
(on Americanism), “Little
Songs For Living Longer” (

safety). The public service

songs have received numerous
awards:

r

fflg

Off on Platters
The record companies are begin-

ning to pave the way for publish-

ers to get a double crack at the hit

lists by giving the same firm both
sides of the platter. This is a de-

parture from previous coupling
practice, .

and the diskers who’ve
given the pubs the two-sided break
have discovered that it’s; paying
off.

'

Heretofore, the disk company
artists & repertoire men believed
that splitting the disk between two
firms would get the platter a dou-
ble-barrelled promotion- They’ve
since discovered, .. however, that a

lot of publishers had been sneaking
in on the back of hit sides without
putting any effort at all in pushing
their song. Once a publisher dis-

covered that the other side was
breaking through, the diskery
could get no cooperation from him
to exploit his side.

The diskers now figure that if a
publisher is on both sides of an
etching, he’ll spend more money
on promotion and even if one tune
seems to get an edge, he’ll not
relax his effort to push the slow
side.

E. H. Morris’ music firms have
been playing an important part in
beating down the diskery reluc-
tance to back-to-back the same
publisher. In the past couple of
months, Sid Korriheiser, Morris*
general professional manager, set

tne firm’s “Mr. Sandman” and
“They Were", Doing the Mambo”
with Vaughn Monroe at RCA Vic-
tor, “Come Of Age” and "Every
Time I Love. You” with Joni James
at MGM, and “Mr. Sandman” and
“I Don’t Want to See You Crying”
with The Chordettes at Cadence.
The Warner Bros, firms also got
in on the two-on-one kick with Le-
Roy Holmes’ MGM coupling of
“Tara’s Theme” arid “Jamie.”

+ A motion comes up for argument
tomorrow (Thurs.) in N. Y.
Supreme Court to strike out the
fourth separate defense by George
Paxton Inc., Ervin. Drake, Jimmy
Shirl, Radio Corp. of America and
Music Dealers Service Inc. to the
large damage suit brought by
Kingsway Music Corp., Joseph
Diamond and Paul Cohen.

Latter want twice $250,000 dam-
ages on the allegation that Cohen
and Diamond gave Drake and Shirl
the' idea for “My. Friend,” which
Eddie Fisher recorded for RCA.
Victor.

Cohen also wants to be declared
one-third collaborator of the song,
because it was his “idea” and
Kingsway (which is owned by
Diamond, who is also an attorney)
wants declaratory relief and 75% .

of the estimated $250,000 profits,

or $187,500, for also having first

given the idea to Drake and Shirl
in “friendship, trust arid con-
fidence” iri the expectation that the
sorig ' idea—the friendship of man
with God—-would be ceded to
Kingsway, Diamond and Cohen.
When Paxton published the song

<MDS is technical co-defendant as
sheet music distributor, in the
same way that RCA becomes .a

technical co-defendant), the de-
fendants, through Lewis A. Dreyer,
generally denied the first three
causes for action, in greater
detail, ..for ..a fourth separate de-
fense, they, set forth that plaintiff

Paul Cohen, for more than five

years prior to now, has been em-
ployed by; Decca as a&r executive
of country & western recordings;
that he picks the tunes for Red
Foley (&ho made “My Friend” on
the Decca label); and that Cohen
allegedly has a "financial or pro^
prietary interest” in Kingsway
along with “one or more music
publishing corporations other than
Kingsway.”
' It goes on that Decca allegedly
doesn’t know about Cohen’s song*
writing and publishing activities

“under an' assumed name,’’ etc.

Harold Orenstein, for Diamond,
Cohen and Kingway, are moving to
strike out these allegations as un-
necessary, scandalous and tending
to prejudice the trial of this action.
This is the motion that comes to
bat in court tomorrow (Thurs.).
Attorney Dreyer for the defend-
ants, incidentally, is the son of
veterari music man Dave Dreyer,
songsmith and longtime general
professional manager for Irving
Berlin until going into business on
his own. \

Trial will not come up for about
a year in cases of this nature.

PHILIPS NAMES FRANZ

TO NEWELL DISK POST
London; Oct.19.

Johnnie Franz, piano-accom-
panist and exploitation personality
with the. Feldman music-publishing
firm, is. joining philips Records Di-
vision as recording manager, i

cession to Norman. Newell.
Franz, who has been in music-

publishing, for 17 years, mostly un-
der the Francis, Day & Hunter
banner, has been accompanist to

Anne Shelton, Eve Boswell, Muriel
Smith, etc,

His\ appointment coincides with
Yhe departure of Leonard Smith
from the post of commercial man-
ager of Philips Records. He re-

signed last week, and is being suc-
ceeded by Jack Philips.

Decca's New Det. Mgr.
Jhy Lagusker, manager of Decca

Records’ oi’der and service depart-
ment, has been named head of the

i company’s Detroit branch- He’s
{ been with the label for nine years,
i Erif Steinmetz, his assistant,

! movetfup to head the service oper-
i ation.

‘Almost-Original-Cast’

Album for ‘Show Biz’ In

Decca Salvaging Job
Hollywood, Oct. 19.

Decca is salvagihg virtually all

of the soundtrack from. Irving Ber-
lin’s “There’s No. Business : Like
Show Business’’ in an “almost-orig-
inal-cast” album that will be put
together within the next few weeks.
Only one of the. cast toppers who
will be missing is Marilyn Monroe,
who’s under contract to RCA Vic-
tor arid who has already cut sev-
eral “Show Business” sides for the
Little Dog Label.

Patient negotiation cleared the
way for use of Johnnie Ray’s voice.

Ray is under contract to Columbia,
but that label okayed the “loanout”
for the album. Ethel Merman and
Donald O’Connor, costarred, are
under contract to Decca anyway.
Dan Dailey is with Decca. Mitzi
Gaynor. who’s not under disk pact,

has been cleared by the studio for

use on the album.
Dacca i? now putting togetli

the soundtrack sections and work-
ing on re-fecording Miss Monroe’s
tunes. No decision has been made
yet as to the 'singer who’ll do the

1 Monroe part.

Mary McCoy, former Sammy
Kaye band thrush, has been signed
by Epic Records, Columbia Rec-
ords’ subsid label. Her first side*
Will be released mid-October.
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By MIKE GROSS

LeRoy Holmes Orch; "Tara’s]

Theme”-"Jamie” (MGM). Motion-

picture themes seem to be right up

LeRoy Holmes’, alley. He scored^

with "High and The Mighty” and
he’s back just as strong with J

"Tara’s Theme,” from Max Steiner’s
background music for "Gone With
The Wind.” It’s an, intriguing
theme and Holmes gives it a slick

orch workover. Fred Lowery’s
whistling, as on "HATM,” enhances
the "GWTW” melody. A natural

enthusiasm could rub olf on the
disk buyers. "Black Velvet” lacks
any distinguishing qualities to
make arty noise anywhere.
Sophie Tucker: "Middle Age

Marnbb”-"Dowh South” (Mercury).
“Middle Age Mambo” is a good
piece of material for Sophie
Tucker but it’ll do more for her
on. the. nitery floor than on the
turntable. Tune has a cute chile

beat but it's middleage. message
is not for the teenager who con-
trols the disk-destiny with deejay

LeROY HOLMES ORCH.
(MGM) .. ....

ROSEMARY CLOONEY
(Columbia)

TARA’S THEME
Jamie

..... ITALIAN0 MAMBO
We'll Be Together Again

in all spinning departments. On
the. flip side, Holmes works over
another pic melody, “Jamie,” from
"A Bullet Is Waiting,” but it shoots
'ide of its mark.

Rosemary Clooney: "Mambo Ita-

lianO”-"We’Jl Be. Together Again”
(Columbia);. Combination of the
Italian kick and the mambo beat
adds up to hit bracket material
Rosemary Clooney. It’s clever idea
spicing a spaghetti song with chile

and thrush takes advantage of the
opportunity. She belts with The
kind of enthusiasm that means
spins, on all levels. "We’ll Be To-
gether Agai ” is a mild ballad that
won’t get too far.

Georgia Gibbs: “Mambo Baby”-
"Lo.Ve Me” (Mercury). You can’t

blame Georgia Gibbs for taking a
crack at the mamb& vogue but she
won't get far with it. It’s a. syn-
thetic chile-sprinkled item which
she belts according to Pedrp. "LoVe
Me” gives her the opportunity to

shout out a blues-styled number
but it’s doubtful if even the noise-
lovirig juke trade will go for. it.

Smith Bros.:. "In A Little Spanish
Town” — “Lonely Little Petunia”
(Label X). There’s been some
spinning interest in the instru-
mental Versions of "In . A Little

Spanish Town” so it’s inevitable
that a Vocal combo should take a
crack at a lyric w'orkover. The
Smith Bros.’ updated harmony
technique doesn’t seem to work bn
this one, though. Their nervous
buoyancy may find some favor with
the coinbox clientele. "Lonely
Little Petunia” is a half-baked
novelty that won’t get much chance
to bloom.

Frank Chacksfield Orch: "Misty
Valley”*"Black Velvet”. (London).
When Frank Chacksfield has a good
nmlodic line to work from, he never
disappoints. "Misty Valley”- gives
him a chance to bring forth his
rich and imaginative orch styling.
It’s the kind of slice the disk
jockeys could latch on to and their

requests and retail purchases, Her.
rendition of “Down South” rates
play especially on the juke level.

Ames Bros.: "The Naughty Lady
Of Shady Lane”-“Adio” (Victor).

Give the Ames Bros, a jaunty item,
Whether it adds up lyrically or not,

and they take it for a zingy ride.

However, it does have some appeal
and could get to mean something
in. the spinning ratings. “Adio”
makes more sense than "Naughty
Lady” and since it has a pleasant
romantic line, it could take the
play away.

De John Sisters: "Mandoiinb”-
"Lover’s Slang” (Epic). “Mando-
lino.” is bright item that gets a

frisky workover by the DeJohn
Sisters. Fact that it’s breezy and

j

gay should Win deejay and juke
play. “Lover’s Slang” is the kind
of novelty trap that some perform-
ers fall into for no conceivable
reason.

Juliette: "Let Me Remember”-
“Am' I Wasting My Time On You”
(Label X). Juliette's disk demeanor
is okay. All she needs now to make
a dent, on the platter market is

some above par material. All she
has to work with on this coupling
is an Ordinary ballad and a, remi-
niscent rhythm riff. She sounds
fine on the ballad, "Let Me Remem-
ber,” but. it’s not 'enough to crash
through the platter competition.
There’s a neat change of pace dis-
play on the flip but it’s hardly
worth the effort.

Sammy Kaye Orch: "Rosary of
Roses”-"Darling I Love You” (Co-
lumbia). “Rosary of Roses” has a
lot of one of Sammy Kaye’s clicks,

"Mission of St. Augustine,” in it,

i
so it has a good chance to repeat its

predecessor’s success. Tune blends
romance and religion, with a simple
melodic beat and crooner Jeff Clay
does' an effective job in telling us
all about it. Best: thing about
"Darling I Love You” is its lilting

waltz tempo, which is enough to
pab some jock and juke play.

LAWRENCE WELK
* and his
CHAMPAGNE music

162d Consecutive Week, Aragon
Ballroom, Santa Monica, Calif.

Exclusively on Coral Records
-THE GREATEST FEELING

IN THE WORLD
' and

LUXEMBOURG POLKA

Lee Wiley’s R&H Vocals
"Lee Wiley Sings Rodgers. &

Hart” (Storyville 10-inch LP) may
e.ven match the. breathless wordage

of George Frazier’s jacket "liner,”

but it’s gonna be a close race

whether the obviously devoted

aficianado of the Wiley-R&H school

doesn’t eclipse the magic, with
which he endowed this prime in*,

terpreter of early Rodgers—Hart,
by his Own arresting literary style.

No gainsaying Miss Wiley’s prow-
j

ess as a full-blown songstress who
knows What to do with a lyric,

especially such Wordage as the late

great Lorenz. (Larry) Hart whipped
up for this eight-part portfolio.

It is sufficiently intermingled with i

old familiars and not-sO-familiars to !

intrigue the most ardent R&H
devotees. In sequence Miss Wiley,

aided and abetted by a truly fine

group, of • which Ruby Braff’s mel-
low muted trumpet is not the least

of it, uncorks “My Heart Stood
Still” (from "Connecticut. Yankee,”
1927); "You Took Advantage of

Me” (“Present Arms;” 1928); “My
Romance” (from "Jumbo,” 1935),

and "Glad to Be Unhappy” ("On
Your Toes, 1936). The flip quar-

tet comprises. "Mountain Green-
ery” (from the 1926 "Garrick Gaie-
ties”); “My Funny

.

Valentine”
("Babes In Arms,” 1937); "It Never
Entered My^ Mind” ("Higher and
Higher,"’ 1940) and "Give It Back.

(Continued on page 122)

Bellini: Norma (Angel); Impres-
sive rendition of the richly-melodi-

ous, dramatic opera by La Scala

forces under the sure baton of Tul-

lio Serafin. Maria Callas, who has
the proper colorful voice for: the

title role, does a superb job, vo-

cally and histrionically. Ebe Stig-

nani, a resonant contralto, is ex-

cellent as Adalgisu, and Mario
Filippeschi and Nicola Rossi-Le-
meni furnish good support in other

leads, Choice album..

Offenbach: Gaite Parisienne &
Chopin: Les Sylphides (Columbia)
Two familiar ballet scores get un-
usually good performances by a top
combo, the Philadelphia Orch un-
der Eugene Ormandy.

Liszt: Hungarian Rhapsodies
Nos. 1-7 (Vox). There’s surprising
musical content in these encore
pieces. When as beautifully played
here by skilled, sensitive pianist
Alexander Borovsky.

Tchaikovsky: Symphony No. 4
(Angel), Rousing yet musicianly
reading of the Warhorse by the
Philharmonia under Herbert von
Karajan.

Berlioz: Harold In Italy (West-
minister). Virile yet poetic per-
formance of , the dramatic tone-
poem. Vibla soloist Frederick
Riddle: has a sweet, rich tone, Used
with refinement and skill. London
Philharmonic under Herman
Scherchen adds, fine support.
Haydn & Boccherini Cello Con-

certos (London). Facile . readings
of two charming, melodious clas-
sics. Cellist Pierre Fournier’s fine
phrasing and refined playing stand

out. Karl Munchjnger’s Stuttgart
Chamber Orch in nice assists,

Schumann: Carnaval & Franck;
Prelude, Chorale & Fugue (RCA
Victor). Sumptuous' piano playing
by Artur Rubinstein, either in the
rugged, spacious Franck or. the
more delicate, fragrant Schumann.

Holst: The Planets (London).
Sonorous symphonic suite offers
vivid pictorial pieces excellently^
performed by the London Sym-
phony under Sir.Malcolm Sargent.

Schumann: Symphony No. 4 &
Liszt: Les Preludes (Mercury). Paul
Paray and the Detroit Syihph bring
proper drive and force to the flam-
boyant Liszt, while investing the
sunny Schumann symphony with
Warmth and flavor.

Beethoven: Symphony No. 1, Eg-
Diont & Leonore No. .3 Overtures.
(Angel). Substantial renditions of
attractive Works by the Philhar-
moni Under Karajan, The sym-
phony ‘ properly light arid Mo?
zartian.

Schubert:. Death & Maiden Quar-
tet, Quartettsatz (Vox). Barchet
QUartet in solid readings of two
serious but appealing Schubert
works;: Broil.

CoslowNow Pleasant;

Pushing ‘Acres’ Religiose
Sam CoslOw Music has changed

its tag to Pleasant Music. It’ll re-
main affiliated with ASCAP.

Pleasant currently is prepping a

push on the religiOso tune, “God’s
Green Acres.” It’s already, been
sold to six foreigri countries. Tune
was written by Billy Kaye and H.
J. Lensfelder.

t'fitefETY.»»»»»»»
1. IF I GIVE MY HEART TO YOU (6)

2. I NEED YOU NOW C)

3. HEY THERE (13)

4. PAPA LOVES MAMBO (2)

5. THIS OLE HOUSE (8)

6. SH-BOOM (14)

7. HOLD MY HAND (3)

8. SKOKIAAN (8)

9. SHAKE, RATTLE AND ROIL (1)

10. WHITHER THOU GOES! (1)

on
>*

-

Doris Day
.Denise Lor ...

Connee Boswell
t Dinah Shore

Eddie Fisher

( Rosemary Clooney

j
Sammy Davis, Jr,

Perry Como
Rosemary Clooney

I Crew Cuts

l Stan Freberg

Don Cornell

( Ralph Mafterie
Four Lads .

Louis Armstrong
R.ay Anthony
Bill Haley-Comets

Les Paul-Maty Ford

. Columbia
.Majar

. . . . Decca
. . Victor
’ Victor

, Columbia
. .Decca

.Vi

. Columbia

. . Mercury
> . . Capitol

. . Coral

Mercury
.

.Columbia
.Decca

. .

.

Capitol

.Decca

Capitol

X HIGH AND THE MIGHTY

SMILE

FORTUNE IN DREAMS

HONEY LOVE

I CRIED

GOODNIGHT, SWEETHEART, GOODNIGHT

MUSKRAT RAMBLE

OOP-SHOOP
THEY WERE DOING THE M'M!3d
f’JVI A FOOL TO CARE

1 Pictures
,
*n parentheses indicate number of

f Victor Young
J LeRoy Holmes ,

1 Johnny Desmond
1 Les Baxter

\N
:
at . (King) Cole

.

} Sunny Gale

Kay Starr

( Vicki Young
l
Drifters

Patti . Page

( McGuire Sisters

j Sunny Gate.

( McGuire Sisters
( Matys Brothers

Crew Cuts

Vaughn Monroe
•

:
• Les Paul-Mjary Ford

weeks 'song Has been in the Top 10]

» M »» 44-4

. . . Decca
v

.
, . ... .MGM

Coral
; . . . . . Capitol

Capitol
. . : , . Victor

:

Capitol

. . . . . .Capitol
. .Atlantic

Mercury
.

Coral
, . . , . . Victor

. . Coral
, Essex

.... .Mercury

Victor

Capitol
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The top 30 songs of week (more in case of ties), based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Index.
Published by Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John Gray Peatman,
Director. Alphabetically listed.

Survey Week of October 8-14, 1954

Cara. Mi ...... ...... . Feist

.
Count Your Blessings—( "White Christmas” . . , , ,

.

.Berii
Fanny—*"Fanny”

.
....

‘ ..Chappell
Goodnight, Sweetheart, Goodnight .. . ;Arc
Hajji Baba—^"Adventures of Hajji Baba” , . Remick
Heaven Was Never like This , , , . .

.

. Famous
Hernando’s Hideaway—."Pajama Game” . Frank
Hey There-—*"Pajama Gartie” . . . .... . . Frank
High And The Mighty*—t“High And The Mighty” Witmark
Hold My Hand—t"Susan Slept Here” .......... . Raphael
I Have To Tell You Chappell
I. Need You Now . , ... ....... ....... Miller
If I Give My Heart To You . .Miller
I’m A Fool To Care -... ..Peer
In -The Chapel In The Moonlight ,-i .. ......

.

Shapiro-B
Little Shoemaker Bourne
Love, You Didn’t Do Right—t"White Christmas” .Berlin
Man That Got Away—1“A Star. Is Born” Harwi
Mood Indigo . , ........ ... .... Mills
Muskrat Ramble . Simon
Papa Loves Mambo - Shapiro-B
Sabrina—(‘"Sabrina ’ Famous
Sh-Boom . . . H & R
Skokiaan Shapiro-B
Smile .... ... . '....Bourne
Song Of Barefoot Contessa—("‘Barefoot Contessa” . . Chappell
Sway ........ . ... ... ... ... peer
There’s A Small Hotel—*"On Your Toes” Chappell
This Ole House Hamblen
You’re Nobody ’Til Somebody Loves You ..Southern

Top 30 Songs on TV
(More In Case of Ties)

Count Your Blessings—t"White Christmas’!
Goodnight, Sweetheart, Goodnight ,. . . . . .

.

Hernando’s Hideaway—^“Pajama Game”
Hey There—"Pajama Game”.; ......
High Arid The Mighty—f"High Arid The Mighty
I Cried' A. V. Ar.'v .

I Need You Now .> . . ....

.

...
I Wpiildn’t'.Walk Across The. Street'
If I Give. My Heart To You ....
I’m A Fool To Care . .... ,

.

In The Chapel In The Moonlight . .

JOCy ...... i .. r i - . , . . , ; ,

Little Shoemaker .....
Mama Doll Song
Man That. Got Away—t"A Star Is Born”
Muskrat Ramble .......
Never ynderestimate
One Arabian Night
Papa Loves Mambo
Sh-Boom
Shangri-La ....

i ... .

.

Sisters—("White Christmas” ......
Skokiaan
Smile . .. .. . . , .

-
-.

.

Steam Heat— ^"Pajama Gartie” . . . . . , .... , .

.

Sway
Teach Me Tonight •

They Were Doing The P.l

This Ole House
Uno

. . . Berlin
. . Arc
. . Frank
. . Frank
. . Witmark
. . Meadowbrook
. . Miller
... Hawthorne
..Miller
. . Peer
. . Shapiro-B
. v Lowell
. . Bourne
. , Lear
. . Hartvin
. i Simon
. . Laurel
. .Meridian
, . Shapiro-B
. . H&R
. . Robbins
. . Berlin
. . Shapiro-B
... Bourne
. . Frank
. .Peer
. . Hub
MayfaiY

. . Hamblen

...'Peer

t Filmusical. * Legit musical
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.000.000 HI-FI BIZ

Hollywood,. Oct. 19. 4
Only a handful of po)p artists

have made the grade in the kidisk

field as well, but those who have
can depend on ‘‘annuities” for

many years to come. Beyond that,

however, it's one of the “most,

satisfying aspects of recording,”

according to Rosemary Clooney
who is one of the, top children's

record artists as well as one of

the top pop artists on the Colum-
bia label.

Miss Clooney has recorded ap-
proximately400 kid sides ‘since she
hit the top as a Single. Once the
original cost of the date is paid
off, the. royalties come in at a
pleasingly regular pace. “About
one third of my record income,”
Miss Clooney reveals, “comes
from children's records alone,”

Field is one' that poses constant
problems from the standpoint of
material. Kids generally don’t get

to hear a record until after it's

purchased, - so largely the material
depends upon parental tastes. Pop
may buy it and bring it home but
there's ; no way of telling, after-

ward, how often it’s played.
Working In Vacuum

“It's, disconcerting sometimes,”
Miss Clooney says, ‘‘because the
field is so different from the pop
one. There are’ no disk jockeys
playing the childrens’ records and
no charts devoted exclusively to

how they’re being received around
the country. You never know how
you’re doing.”

In theory, of course, an artist

with top many disks that the kids
don’t dig will soon find sales

]

slipping-^a circumstance parallel-

ing what happens, in the pop field.

Since the. purchaser isn’t the con-
sumer, however, this is no real
criterion..

From the recording standpoint,
the big problem is in finding the.

proper material. ‘‘People submit
children’s, tunes to us all the time,
but it’s difficult to find things we
think will really fill the bill.

When we do, we hold on to the
tune and when we can get four of-

them, we cut a session.

“They must be simple and they
must be logical. Kids have very
definite ideas • on the subject.
Someone once wrote one about
‘Francis, the Talking Mule’ , arid it
seemed like a cute song. We
tried it out on a youngster, how-
ever, and got a rejection. She
didn’t want to hear about Francis,
she wanted to hear Francis.”
One of, the -biggest stumbling

blocks, however, Miss Clooney
has overcome with ease, as the 100
sides attest, “For some reason,”
she points out, “children aren’t
too fond of a woman’s voice on
records. They prefer that their
material be recorded by men.
Maybe it’s because they associate
a woman’s voice with mother's
all-day-long discipline.”'

Hollywood, Oct. 19.

Trend Records,/ Coast odd-label,
is Undergoing a period of reodgani-^
miph and may wind up as a co-
operative platter outfit. Prexy Al-
bert Marx already has huddled
with several disk artists in an ef-

fort to learn When they will be
free of existing contracts and
whether they would be interested
hi joining Trend on a participating

Outfit currently has Jerry Field-
ing: and Herb Jeffries under con-
tract and recently released the
Lancers to Coral.

Mana-Zucca’s Pops
Mana-Zucca, composer of

longhair and standard numbers
•her big hit is “I Love Life”), has
3ust had two pop -tunes published,
/Jennie” and “I Know, I Know
Its Love.” Mazica Records recently
issued the tunes, with Jimi Beni
as. vocalist and the Ernie Warren
Trio backgrounding.
Composer has also just com-

pleted a violin concerto for the
longhair trade.

Youth Will Be Served
While bigname concert artists

find it difficult to sell out for a.

single concert in N, Y. in a sea-

son, a group of German school

kids, the Obernkircheh Children’s
Choir, is setting some sort of rec-

ord in N. Y.

Making their U. S. debut with
three concerts in Town Hall, N. Y.,

in late September, kids sold Out
all three, before going out on tour,

and had to sked an extra concert
Oct: 3i. Now they’ve had to add
a fifth Town Hall concert, on Nov.:

7, plus a concert in Brooklyn Nov.
5, before sailing home, Kurt Wein-
hold, of Columbia Artists Mgt., is

handling the U. S. bookings. >

Hollywood, Oct. 19.

Taking a leaf from the “loanout”

book Of the motion picture com-

panies, several diskeries have given

an unprecedented okay to ;credit

the iristrumentalists who made the

Private Hell 36” soundtrack from
which Coral has assembled an al-

bum . for release early next month.

Score was written arid conducted

by Leith Stevens and is one of the
first all-jazz scores for a motion
picture.

Because of the quality of the
work. Coral wanted to give liner
credit to all the instrumentalists
who participated, including some
of the best known jazz men on the
coast. Other labels agreed that
credit would be permissible and
clearances were granted.

Personnel on the soundtrack in-

cludes Sal Franzella. and Leonard
Niehaus, alto saxes; Bob Cooper
and Jirii Giuffre, tenor saxes; Bob
Gordon, baritone; Bud Shanks, bass
sax;, Paul Sarmerito,, tuba; Pete
Candoli, Charlie Grifford, Shorty
Rogers and Carlton McBeth, trum-
pets; Milt Bernhardt, Harry Betts,

Bob Enevoldsen and George Rob-
erts, trombones; John Graas, horn;
Claude Williamson, piano; Shelly
Manne, drums and Joe Mondrag-
on, bass.

Liner lists Guiffre, Cooper ahd
Williamson, courtesy of Capitol
Records; Rogers, Bernhardt and
Franzell, courtesy of RCA Victor;
Gordon and Shanks, courtesy of

Pacific Jazz, and Manne and Nie-
haus, courtesy of Contemporary
Records.

. George Cates, Coral’s Coast re-

cording director, called it the
“greatest example yet of coopera-
tion between record companies.”

Label may also issue one part of

the score as a single.

ON ‘BOY FRIEND’ ALBUM
Coral Records will lock horns

with. RCA Victor, via its album of

“The Boy Friend,” current click

on Broadway. Coral will buck Vic-

tor's original cast set with a special

package of the score featuring
Teresa Brewer, Don Cornell and
Paul Whiteman.

Bob
.
Tiele, Coral’s artists &

repertoire topper, is banking ori his

name pactees to give the original

cast set a run for its money. The
Victor album features compara-
tive unknowns to the U. S; disk
market, since the majority of the
featured players in the musical
were imported from England.

. “Boy Friend” was written by
. Sandy Wilson and was produced by

|
Cy Feuer and Ernest Martin. Score

) ia published by Chappell.

Thd hi-fi boom is still curving
sharply upwards. The high-fideli-

ty equipment makers, who shared
in a $100,000;000 gross in 1953, will

,

hit the $200,000,000 sales marker
this year and, according to present
indications/ will move into] the
$300,000,000 bracket in

.
1955 when

a tapering off process is expected/
to occur.
The prosperity sign was evident

at the Audio Fair at the Hotel New
Yorker, N. Y., which woujnd up a

four-day stand Sunday (17 j after at-

tracting a record crowd of 30,000
potential customers. As against
some 120 exhibitors last year, the
1954 Audio Fair housed about 150
exhibits this year.

.

One significant feature of this

year’s Audio. Fair was the entry of

German manufacturers into the
American hi-fi market for the first,

time. Vp to now, Americans and
British have had a virtual monopo-
ly on this .field. The Germans, how-
ever, were represented by several
equipment manufacturers, such as
Telefunken, the Sicilians group,
Grundig-Majestic International and
others.

Lowprlced Tapes

While few technical innovations-
were shown in the hi-fi field, the
emergence of lowpriced hi-fi tape
machines was a notable feature of

the fair, Engineers pointed out
that the quality of $150 type ma-
chine today_was only available in

$300 machines a couple of years
ago. Primarily responsible for the
rise in quality among the low-
priced units has been the avail-

ability of cheap, but good recordr
ing heads.

Haynes-Griffin, Madison Ave.,
N. Y., record, shop, conducted an
experiment of selling hi-fi disks at

the fair. Sales activity was unusu-
ally high, with Haynes-Griffin
liquidating its exhibit costs via the;

sales and, at the same- time, get-

ting its advertising message across.

All the major disk labels, such
as RCA Victor, Columbia, Capitol

and Mercury* wwe represented
with exhibs, both Victor and Col
also showcasing their hi-fi equip-
ment lines. Victor had the most ex-

tensive layout with exhibits in four
rooms: displaying their full line of

readymade sets and component
parts.

Robert Stephens, of the Stephens
Manufacturing Corp., displayed a

microphone designed for
.
video

and film studio purposes. Mike is

designed to be carried in a pocket,

with a built-in transmitter. Unit
eliminates the need for audio
booms ah<f permits thespers to

move freely in front of a camera
without worrying about the voice

pickup.

MGMYPic Time Jag
Hollywood, Oct, 19,

Continuing, impact of film scores

arid songs on the music biz in gen-
eral is indicated by next week’s
MGM Records release, schedule,
Which features six sides of film

music in addition to the big

“Brigadoon” album: package.
Single sides are “Tara’s Theme”

(from “Gone With the Wind”) and
“Jamie” (from “A Bullet Is Wait-
ing”) by Leroy Holmes; “The Song
From Desiree,” “We Meet Again”
recorded by Alan Dean; “Hajji:

Baba,’’ by the Four Joes; “Woman’s
World,” by Bob Sitewart; and “The
Best Things Happen While You’re
Dancing” (from ‘White Christ-

mas”), by Blue Barron’s Orch;

Music publishers and record

companies have caught the mambo
fever. They’ve opened up. all valves

in the current mambo push, and are

flooding the market with variations

on the theme, hoping to cash in ori

some of the graVy before the law

of diminishing returns set in.

The craze was kicked off a
couple of months ago by RCA Vic-

tor with Vaughn Monroe’s “They
Were Doing The. Mambo.” Victor
followed up soon after with Perry
Como's “Papa Loves; Mambo” arid

then the dam broke. Almost every
major label got after the publish-:

ers and writers to come up with
new mambo material. The fever
reached its peak this week with
close to 10 mambo-styled platter*

hitting the market simultaneously.

The publishers and diskers
haven't missed a. trick in the mam-
bo avalanche. They’ve covered the
craze instrumentally, vocally, hill-

billy, kiddie and even gone, so far

as to give old standards the south-
of-the-border spice.

In the past week Columbia Rec-.

ords jumped in with Rosemary
Clooney’s “Mambo Italiano,” Mer-
cury struck with Georgia Gibbs’
“Mambo Baby” and Sophie
Tucker’S “Middle Age Mambo,”
Coral hit with Les Brown’s “St.

Louis Blues Mambo]” MGM opened
up with Sheb WOoley’s “Hillbilly

Mambo” and Capitol entered the
sweeps with Betty Reilly’s “Let’s

Mambo" and Billy May’s “Rudolph,
The Red Nosed Mambo,” Columbia
is due for another fling at the mam-
bo next week with Jimmy Boyd’s
etching of “I Saw Mommy Doin’
The Mambo With You Know Who.”

Music publisher Larry. Spier

helped “agent” a diskery contract

for Italian film star Gina Lollor

brigida with Coral Records, subsid

of Decca, because of the fact that

he has Ulpio Minucci under con-
tract. Latter has been called “the
Jerome Kern of Italy,” and is cur-

rently cleffing in the States; he’s

slated to do a Broadway show. He
composed “The Barefoot Contessa”
score.

Miss Lollobrigida waxed two
sides before, returning to Italy this

week with her doctor-husband Dr.
Milko Skofre, Both are by Minuc-
ci. “Mamma Lontana” (“my moth-
er who is far away”) is done in

Italian, and “I’ll Never Know,”
which she sings in English (Ameri-
can lyric by Roy Jordan). Della &
Violet Grattan actually agented the
Coral-Lollobrigida deal, under
Spier’s friendly auspices.

Ces a r

e

Valletta Metropolitan
Opera and La Scala, Milan, tenor,
will, be presented by S. Hurok in
his first New York recital Nov. .2,

it Town HalL

IN
Bernard Hilda, Franco-Americari

bandleader, has. been signed by
G. A, (Joe) Biorido, head of RCA
Victor’s operations in Italy, for a

Continental album; Hilda is cur-

rently playing an engagement in

Rome, Where he is as w.k.,as in the

Paris; Riviera and London boites.

His sister, Irene Hilda, is also

currently singing on the Rome
state-owned Rome radio. She does

not work with her brother’s band.

The New York jazz market has
grown to such proportions that it’s

supporting a major jazz concert on
a weekly basis. At least, that’s

what’s indicated at Carnegie Hall,

Where various musical troupes have
been drawing capacity and near-
capacity crowds for the past four
Saturday nights, most of them With
two: performances. And at least

three or four more jazz bashes at
the Hall are due before the end
of this year.

The latest jazz package, with
the Duke Ellington band and small
combos headed by Dave Brubeck,
Gerry Mulligan and Stan Getz,
rolled into Carnegie Hall Saturday
riight (16) with a superlative lay-

out that held the 2*700 payees, from
midnight to past 3 a.rii. Sunday
morning. A few hours earlier, the
troupe played an 8:30 p.m. show
at the Mosque Theatre in Newark.

Musically, this was the best con-
cert of the season to date. Pro-
moted by Norman Granz, Who also

operates “Jazz At the Philhar-

monic,” this Was a well-integrated
and mature display of the best i

modern jazz without the usual ex-

hibitionists trappings that have
usually gone along with these type
of affairs.

This was
.
actually two separate

concerts for the price: of one. The
first half was given over to the

younger generation of jazzmen
While Ellington’s crew carried the
second half. There was no con-

nection between the two halves,

except that Ellington eriiceed both
parts and perhaps represents a

jazzman who has created a jazz

style that’s as modern today as It

was 25 years ago.

The Stan Getz Quartet opened
the show and demonstrated that

Qetz, who has had some unfor-

tunate personal breaks in the last

couple of years, is still a great v
modern jazz tenor man; He can
swing and he can play the slow

ballads prettily, and backed by an
excellent outfit featuring Bob
Brookmeyer on trombone, Getz reg-

istered solidly with the aficionados.

Dave Brubeck’s Quartet, a group
that has catapulted to the: top in

the last year or so due mainly to

its recordings on the Fantasy label

and now on Columbia Records,

again delivered same of its dis-

tinctive combination of jazz and
classical musical ideas; This

combo’s stint, unfortunately, was
marred by a poor microphone bal-

ance which had the drums prac-

tically drowning out the other

players.

Biggest hit of the first half was
Gerry Mulligan’s crew. Mulligan, a

Coast youngster who has achieved

a reputation for being of the super-

cool set, put on a little hea.t dur-

ing his performance and scored a

standout triumph for his “chamber
music” jazz conception.

During the second half, the Old

master, Ellington, took over for a

spectacular display of swing and
showmanship. His 15-man organi-

zation blew up a storm with

series of jumping arrangements

that featured all of the band’s side-

men in sold spots. It was brilliant

display of big -band jazz capped

by Ellington’s piano rundown of

a, handful of his best-known com-

positions. Herrn.

Roz Paige to MGM
Warbler Rosalind Paige has been

added to the roster at MGM Rec-

ords. Pact With the diskery begins
in January.

Thrush currently is repped ori

the New Disc, label with “When the

Saints Come Marching In” and
“You're Nobody’s Sweetheart
Now.”

Benida Records, indie label

operated by. Dewey Bergman, is

prepping an. expansion via a sub-

sid diskery; The new label Will be

tagged Roulette and will cover

both pop arid rhythm and blues

]T6l£ clSCS

Meantime, Bergman’s son,

Dewey Jr., has joined the firm to

handle sales promotion. It’s hi

initial try at the disk biz.

DECCA PACTS CARMEN McRAE
Decch Records is expanding its

femme vocalists* roster with the

parting of Carmen McRae. Thrush
debuted on wax last year via the

indie Stardust label.

She’s currently appearing at

Basin Street, New York nitery.
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More Boon) Than Shush In

R; & B. Hipsters’ Slant On

Freberg ‘Sh-Boom’ Parody
When Stan Freberg pointed his

satirical guns at Jack Webb and.

his “Dragnet” ;troupe last year with
*

the etching of “St. George and the

Dragonet” and “Little Blue Rid-

ing Hood,-' the Webb camp took it

quietly, and reaped the benefits of

the extra
.
publicity, it’s not so,

however* With the rhythm Sc blues
purveyors. They’re taking Fre-

berg’s parody of the “Sh-Boom’’
song-school, also named “Sh-
Boom,’’ as a personal affront. Per-

haps they’re not standing on as

sure ground as was Webb and his

“Dragnet*’ property.
“Sh-Boom,” as cut by the Crew

Cuts for Mercury, set the. pattern

for the current crop of Vocal com-
bo frenetics on wax and it became
an inevitable subject Jfor Freberg
to tackle. He‘s got. a satirist’s sa-

gacity and a parodist’s punch and
he makes a shambles of the tune
ahd the r&b combos who belief
th sounds are more important
than the Words. Freberg’s message
is earmarked for the music biz

tradesters but the layman should
get a kick out of it, too.

.

On the back side of this Capitol
Records disk, Freberg touches on
the pic biz with “Wide Screen
Mamma Blues/’ His parody is lost

here and. It’s doubtful if the
C’Scopcrs Or ViStaVisionists will

pay much attention. Gros.

Ample Gets Rights To
*Yellowiieckf' Pic Theme*
Ample Music -has latched onto;

the publishing rights ‘of “Todd’s
Theme,” from the forthcoming Re-
public Pictures release of “The
Yellowneck.” Pic is set for a New
York preem late in December.
Ample is operated by Fred Ani-

se!

Good & Bad Theme Songs
New York.

Editor> Variety.:
Re your editorial on motion

picture theme songs, if you take .a

look at the current crop of them
starting with “Ruby,” "Moulin
Rouge,” “Moon Is Blue,” “High
'Noon,” “High and. the Mighty,”
“Three . Coins,” “Woman’s World,”
and “Song of the Barefoot Con-
tessa” one things stands out. These
are all good songs, With distinct'

possibilities Of. becoming stand-
ards.

If these movie themes can help
elevate the musical standards of
the current pop Hit Parade songs,
I say Amen. Anything is better
than “Sh-Boom” and “Skokiaan.”
I agree that movie themes can be
carried too far, but one “Laura”
is worth six. put of seven Of the
current Hit Parade. Nice musical
themes may help, to restore some
quality to oUr much abused pub-
lishing biz.

Hi J. (Buddy) Robbins.

Frazier’s Liner

Continued from page 120

to the Indians” (“Too Many Girls,”
1939).

Conceding this torchanteuse’s
adult manner of style and intel-

ligent lyrical; interpretation, Fra-,

zier’s profile is by no means ordi-
nary verbiage; Firstly, it is the
most uninhibited exposition by a
seasoned observer of the passing
Show biz scene, done in earthy lan-
guage, yet to adorn an album which
theoretically is designed for broad
home- consumption. There are no
four-letter. Words; but the lusty
language Frazier employs to paint
his affectionate word picture of a
favorite thrush seems to have been
influenced by the F. Scott Fitzger-
ald and Hemingway references
which he interposes in word-paint-
ing some, obviously sentimentally
nostalgic days of his own early
years. It is a sweetly profane
harkback to what is patently a
memorable segment in Frazier’s
life and times in Boston and Man-
hattan, before he became entertain-
ment; editor of Life magazine,
which post he resigned some years
ago to freelance.

.
This tangent review of a profes-

sional scrivener’s “liner” is as un-
orthodox in what should be tech-
nically a “disk review” as is

Frazier's own jacket notes. Hence
it, is a notable trade observation,
fOr Frazier may well have pio-
neered another new pattern in an
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BETAR DISK BEST SELLERS

“
-p'SteiETY

Survey of retail disk best

sellers based on reports ob-

tained from leading stores in

21 cities and showing coin-
parative sales fating, for this

and last week.

National
Rating
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ROSEMARY CLOONEY (Columbia)
“Hey There”. . . . 1 i t 2 :

4
' • 4 1 « • • • i 1 1 3 fl 1 3 2 1 2 153

2 2

EDDIE FISHER (Victor)

“I Need You Now” . . 2 6 3 5 « • ,,.2'. 4 4 6 1 7 2 3 5 2 4 i 2 7 5 4 9 133

3 5

DON CORNELL (Coral)

“Hold My Hand” ......... 5 4 5 4 • ;
•

.

5
:

'"

4. 1 2 4 • 3 2 io 6 9 9 •7. 2 4 9 10 108

4 3

~CREW CUTS (Mercury)
“Sh-Boom” . .. .......... 6 '7 i 4 9 9 10 3 4 4 5 4 4 2 5 5 2 4 9 2 4 97

5 4
RALPH MARTERIE (Mercury)
“Skokiaan” v .T 5 • 4 • 1 3 k 4 p • 5 • • 6 4 to. 3 3 6 3 3 6 • •• 4 81

6 6
DORIS DAY (Columbia)
“If I Give My Heart to You”. ...... 4 9 4

.
< 4 « 4 1 5 • . '*•

• . 10 4 • » 4 * 4 5 6 3

V

5 .. 79

7. 7
ROSEMARY CLOONEY (Columbia)
“This Ole House” 3 ... 3 • 4- • •

(‘ ’

\2 • • 5 7 to • 8 ~1 2 io 5 1
.

> '• 8 77

8 9
BILL HALEY—COMETS (Decca)

“Shake, Rattle and Roll” 9 3 • p. ... 5 » • 6 • • • • 5 • 9 1 .7 10 10 r.to • 5 51

9 11

PERRY COMO (Victor)

“Rapa Love's Mainbo”. .... 8 2 2 2 .. 7 10 4. .• 10 • •. ... io • V to 'to to 4. 4 10 • • 45

10 10

VICTOR YOUNG (Decca)
“High and the Mighty” ...... • • « » • ' 4 7 9 ‘•4 m •.4 4 2 9 • . • 6 * > • 8

'
J .. 8 • '• 28

11 14
CREW CUTS (Mercury)
“Oop-Shoop” . . . . * • • v; ... * • • • ;

'• # • 6 • * 8 4 4 • •• • • • to to. * • 4 ... • ' • 7 7 23

12 12

FOUR LADS (Columbia)
“Skokiaan” .-

. ... . io • • t'; • * 3 *. •; ... • ' • • • • ' • to .« ••to to ’• ». to to •
. ;

• to to
' ’• • 3 21

13 20
DAVID WHITFIELD (London)
‘^Cara Mia” : . . — .

.

• » • • « • • .
• • • -• • •

.
• • • • to 4 • to « • .

• •«. • to to
' » • 9 8 4 3 20

14 8
GAYLORDS (Mercury)
“Little Shoemaker”. ... ...... . ,

.

' • • '* « *.
•

' • 4 • 4 » • • • 4 . * 8 7 1

• 4 .ft to •
. •: • •; 7 • • 16

15 19

DENISE LOR (Majar)
“If I Give My Heart to You”. ..... • • • • ... 8 i 4 • 4 4 • 4 4 to • to to

- 9 4 to to • to
••'

to to • .•

4

to
‘
to. -ft to 15

16A 23
CHEERS (Capitol),

“I Need Your Lovin’ ”

.

; • - •
. * • . * • • « *• 4 4’ 2 .. • • • V $• . .. to • • to 8 • 4

.

•'
to 14

16B
DeCASTRO SISTERS (Abbott)
“Teach Me Tonight” . ... . ; ... • • « • • 7 • • • 4 • • • * » ..to • to. • to • • • • .« •'

to to to 4 4 ‘ » 1 14

18 13
RICHARD MALTBY (Label X)
“St. Louis Blues Mambo” . . .

.

• • % • 1. i • •• 4 .4 •’ • 4 • • 1 to • .. 10 • • to • • • 11

19A 20
NAT (KING) COLE (Capitol)

“Smile” . . ; » •' - • • 10 4 4 • • 6 •
•

•to • -to to • • 9 8 • .to' • • 10

19B 24
STAN FREBERG (Capitol)

“Sh-Boom” . .

.

: . ^ . • '• • » • > • • to • to • to. • . to • 1 • • Iff

21

A

SAMMY DAVIS, JR. (Decca)
“Hey There” ...r- * •• • * 8 • 4 # •

‘

• • * • * « • to- • • • • ; # ‘ • • .to
'• '•

to 5 -to • # 9

21B /• »

PATTI PAGE (Mercury)
“What a Dream” « • 4. 4 7 • • 6 • • . to • • • • • to • . to • to • • •' •» to* 9

21

G

4 •

McGUIRE SISTERS (Coral)

“Muskrat Ramble” .

.

• •

'

*
*« * -• * 4 «

'
• • • • • • 7 to • • • to; • •to •*• P • V • • • • to • • 8 9

24A 25
PAUL—-FORD (Capitol)

“Whither Thou Goest” , . • •

'

8 4 4 «' • 4 4 • • • » • • 9 8 • • • to ft • • • • • • • 'to* • • • 8

24B 15
NORMAN PETTY TRIO (Label X)
“Mood Indigo”. .... . » • • to. • « • .• 7 7 • • • • • • • 8

•

i
'

2 3 .4 5 4

SIX TOP
ALBUMS

STUDENT PRINCI

Mari

Victor ..

LM 1837
ERB 1837

MUSIC, MARTINIS

AND MEMORIES

Jackito OUasan

Capitol
W 509

EAP 1, 2, 3, 4,-309

SEVEN BRIDES FOR

SEVEN BROTHERS

ilm Soundtrack

M-G-M
E 244
X 244

GLENN MILLER
LIMITED EDITION, II

Gltonri MilUr

Victor

LPT 6701
EPOT 6701

SWING KASY

Frank Sinatra

Capitol

H 528
EAP 1, 2-528

PAJAMA GAMI

roadway Cart

Columbia
ML 4840
A 1098

already adult development of al-

bum “notes.” They have long
since ceased to be blurbs, because
the discriminating public appreci-
ates an authoritative and savvy in-

terpretation of an album’s contents.
But for the record (no pun in-

tended), this accent on Frazier’s
Storyyille 10-inch LPer* (a George
Wein “presentation”) is born of his
own distinctive literary contribu-
tion to an otherwise distinguished
album. PS—besides trumpeter
Braff’s boff brass assist, the rest of
the combo comprises Jimmy Jones
at the ivories, Jo Jones on the skins 1

and Bill Pemberton on string
bass. Abel/

Victor Inks Scott
Jazz clarinetist Tony Scott has

been taped by RCA. Victor. Scott

previously waxed for Coral Rec-

ords,

Victor already has cut several
Scott singles. Meantime, the
clarinetist hit the road for a date
at Squeezer’s Musical Bar, Roches-
ter. He began, his engagement
there yesterday (TUes.).

Ethel Smith’s Concerts
Ethel Smith kicks off %er fall-

winter concert tour Oct. 26 with
a date with the Indianapolis Sym-
phony at the Murat Theatre/Indi-
anapolis. Stand marks her third ap-
pearance with the orch.

Can. Thrush, Cleffer

On New Label X Disk
Ottawa, Oct. 19.

Second of Label* X’s releases in
Canada is a coupling by a 27-year-
old thrush from Vancouver* billed
as Juliette (Sysak). She now lives
in Toronto with her husband, Tony
Cavazzi, clarinetist With Canadian
Broadcasting Corp.’s orch. Sides
are “Let Me Remember,” Written
by Gloria Fleming of Windsor,
Ont., and “Am I Wasting My
Time;” . Juliette has been visiting
Windsor, Detroit and Dearborn
deejays four days recently with
Jack . Perry* who’s BMI (Canada’s)
U. S, rep “Remember” is a BMI
tune;

Slicing of that and previously
released “I Can’t Smoke You Out
Of My Heart,” a Tin Pan Alley ef-
fort to cash in' on the cigaret-men-
ace publicity marked the first time
a U. S. diskery had come to Can-
ada to record. Label X’s Eddie
Kissack supervised the session with
Denny Vaughan’s orch backing,

Camarata Joins Merrill
Kelly Camarata has Joined Bob

Merrill’s music firms as profession-
al manager, Pubberies, ,Golden-
bell and Rylan, were set up a few
months ago by tunesmith Merrill
and deejay Murray Kaufman.
Camarata previously had been

on the professional staff of Sam
Fox, He’s a brother of conductor
Tutti Camarata.

i

Tin Pan Alley Passes Pigskin
Continued from pax* 118

numbers with real football atmo-

sphere, “Ya Gotta Be a Football

Hero” and “The All American
Girl” — the latter the story of
the luscious femme’ who had a boy
friend oh every outstanding college
team. More recently, there has
been “Mr. Touchdown,. U.S.A.”

But, just as the sum total of
football songs has been scant In
comparison with those about base-
ball, the. names . of kickers and
passers are seldom remembered by
the laity longer than a year or
two after their “immortal” per-
formances. Anyone Interested in
sports cart rattle off the names of
scores of major league ball play-
ers whose exploits have become
part of American history, but the
average man would be stymied if

you asked him to name a dozen
Oldtime football stars. Many
songs, too, have been Written
about Ty Cobb, Babe Ruth, Joe
DiMaggio and Willie Mays,, but
how many have, there been aboutt
say. Red Grange or Pudge Heffle-
finger ?

Yet more than 20 years ago Vic-
tor produced a football record of
permanent historic interest. On
one side the Notre Dame Univer-
sity Band plays the “Notre Dame
Victory March,” On the other the

late Kniite Rockne is heard talk-

ing to his team on “The Spirit of
Notre Dame.”. The personality of
the almost legendary Rockne is

vividly conveyed in the record,
making it a souvenir Worth keep-
ing, if you are lucky enough to

find a good copy of what has now
become a rare, recording.

'

Merc Artists in Latmo

Splash; Adds Staffers

In line with the current mamba
splash around the country, Leonard
Green, prexy of Mercury Artists

Corp.i is expanding his Latino de-
partment. Added to the percen-
tery recently- were Leonard Dis«
ton, Mike Barker and Larry
Meyers. Merc’s Latino department
is headed iip by Charles Green.
According to figuras released

by. Green, the mambo vogue has
Upped the Latino biz by more than
.150% in the past year, In addi-
tion to booking ballrooms and
niteries, Merc is now pushing its

talent in the concert package field.

A flock of the agency’s pactees
have been set for “Mambo USA,”
which kicks off its nationwide tour
at New York’s Carnegie Hall
Oct. 22.
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RCA yictor will train its pro*
motion and publicity guns on Eddy
Arnold in January to celebrate the

hillbilly, crooner’s lpth year with

the label; Victor’s drive Will in-

clude four new.disk items recently

cut by Arnold as well as a special

promotion kit on exploiting the
merchandise.

Several 10th anni parties are

being prepped by the iabel in key
cities around the country.' Initial

fete, which Wiir .be held in New
York in early January, wiil. be
hosted by Frank M. Folsom, RCA
prez. NBC also is readying a coast-

to-coa st program salute for Arnold.

It’s estimated that Arnold has
racked up close to 30,000,000 disk

sales- in his 10 years with Victor,

Noble in London On Pic

To Write Songs Again
Ray, Noble, bandleader-song*

smith, is currently in London on a
possible film deal. But more im-
portantly, says British music pub-;
Usher Reg Connelly, who returned
to England last week after a
lonth’s sbjourn in the States, is

“that maybe I’ll succeed in getting
Noble to. write more once again.’’

The maestro had quite a few in-

ternational hits before he became
a U. S. citizen and joined the
American Federation of Musicians
to officiate oh a number of top-
flight radio-tv shows. But since the
latter chores he had given up his

composing. Perhaps “Cherokee”
has been his major U.S.-written ef-

fort whereas, when be was making
records, for HMV (Victor in the
U. S.) in England, he had authored
“The Very thought of You,”
“Marching Alone Together” and
quite a few -others. Connelly had
been his collaborator in years past
and also his publisher.

SONG, PAGE ROY ROGERS
Hollywood, Oct. 19.

If the State of Nevada needs an
official, state song, there’s finally

one available—thanks to the Roy
Rogers radio show.

. i

Format of the show as set up by
writer-director Ralph Rose has
each ’ show built around a song
which Roy Rogers arid Dale Evans
sing as a production number at the'

windup. Wheri a recent show was
localed in Nevada, Rose and musi-
cal director .Frank Worth ..-re-

searched ' for weeks looking ’for a

Nevada song that was anything but
“Rerio, The Biggest Little City in

the World.” They finally ran across
an old Lawrence Welk recording
of “The Virginia and TruCkee
Line” which mentioned Nevada,
and they used that.

,

Liast week; Rose wrote another
show with a Nevada locale. Know-
ing in advance that there wasn’t
anything in the way of a song to
use, he arid Worth sat down and
knocked out art original called
“Nevada.” Rogers liked It and will
record it after introducing it on
the air .next month and a publish-
ing deal is being finalized.

Heath’s Personal Pitch To

on
London, Oct. 19.

Ted Heath, top orchestra-leader
here; took the musical bull by its

horns' last week in an effort to. get
some action on the vexing -^and
long-delayed band-exchange Im-
passe.

On. his own, he wrote to James
C. Petrillo, president of the Amer-
ican Federation of Musicians, ask-
ing him to let the Heath band into
the States for a trial period of
four weeks* in exchange for an
American combination for the same
period, -arid “let’s see how it works
OUt.”

He said he thought “a more
broadminded outlook to the whole
Problem can only result in gain to
our profession as a whole,” and
hoped his suggestion would help
in the establishment of “a sound
basis being worked out for the
benefit of the musicians on both
sides.”

*

OF

TOP TALENT AND TUNES
Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution

Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Coin Machines Retail Disks Retail Sheet Music

as Published in the Current issue

NOTE: The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is

arrived at under statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets en

merated above. These findings are corfelated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive

with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de-

veloped from the ratio of points scored, two ways in the case of talent (coin machines, retail

disks) and three ways iii the case of tunes (coin machines, retail disks, retail sheet music),.

TALENT
POSITIONS
This Last
Week Week ARTIST AND LABEL

ROSEMARY CLOONEY (Columbia) .

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

4

5

6

8

9

10

TUNE
[Hey There

*

) This Ole House

i fl Need You Now
EDDIE FISHER (Victor) . . .

.

\ Count Your Blessings

(Heaven Was Never Like This

fSh-Bobm
CREW CUTS (Mercury) ^ Oop-Shoop

[Crazy ’Bout You, Baby

DORIS DAY (Columbia) If I Give My Heart to You
DON CORNELL (Coral) , Hold lAy Hand
RALPH MARTERIE (Mercury).. ... Skokiaan

(Papa Loves Mambo
‘ " * ' ' *

’

) Things 1 Didn’t Do
PERRY COMO (Victor)

POSITIONS
This Last
Week Week

1

2

3

8

9

10

1

2

3

7

6

10

8

BILL HALEY-COMETS (Decca)

LES PAUL-MARY FORD (Capitol)

VICTOR YOUNG (Decca)

TUNES
(ASCAP. fBMI)

TUNE

HEY THERE .

IF I GIVE MY HEART TO YOU
I; NEED YOU NOW
fTHIS OLE HOUSE
SKOKIAAN
HOLD MY HAND
fSH-BOOM
PAPA LOVES MAMBO
HIGH AND THE MIGHTY
fSHAKE, RATTLE AND ROLL

Shake, Rattle and Roll

(Whither Thou Goest

/
I’m a Fool to ' Care

High and the Mighty

PUBLISHER

Frank

........... Miller

. Miller

........ Hamblen

, . Shapiro-B

Raphael

Hill & Range

Shapiro-B

Witmark

essive

Derby Records, indie New York
disk label which recently was hit
with a triple damages suit by a

group of top publishers, has filed

petition of bankruptcy in N. V;
Federal Court. Liabilities were

j, listed at $213,000 .With assets of

$18,93.5. One claim of a $100,000
debt is made by a singer, Andy
Castro, but 'Derby is disputing thii

claim. Larry Newton, head of Der-
by Records, has now closed shop
and disconnected the office tele-

phone.

Newton’s worries began a couple
of months ago when attorney Jul-

ian T. Abeles, in behalf of Harry
Fox, publishers’ agent and trustee,
filed suit against Derby,, charging
that the diskery had not been, pay-
ing publisher royalties on its plat-

ter sales. Suit was part of a con-
tinuing drive by

:

Fox’
.
arid Abeles,

in behalf of the major publishers,
against fly-by-nighters in the
dustry.

Clear Martin, Damone For

MGM’s ‘Heart’ Album;

Label’s Top Soundtrack
Hollywood, Oct. 19.

MGM Records made a deal for

clearances for Tony Martin and
Vic Damone last week to green-
light what Will be the diskery’s

biggest soundtrack album to date
—the 12-inch LP packaging of

“Deep In My Hearty the Sigmund
Romberg biopic. RCA Victor
okayed Martin’s album participa-

tion and Mercury granted, a clear-

ance for Damone.
Others who’ll be heard on the

platter are Jose Ferrer, who has
done some Columbia recording
with his wife. Rosemary Clooney,
and ’is the; only other member of

the cast in any way tied to a disk
pact; Mme. Helen Traubel, Gene
arid Fred Kelly, Jane Powell, Ann
Miller, William Olvis and Howard
Keel.

Score will consist solely of

Romberg melodies, nothing new
having been added. Among them,
however, will be several, which are

not too well known and were writ-

ten early in the composer’s pro-

lific career.

Indies Swing To 45 Cuffos
Continued from page 119,

78s, so they order the 45s for their
disk jockey service.

It’s expected that by next year,
the 45 rpm ebnyersion will be vir-

tually completed. An Increasing
number of stations are installing

equipment for the slow speed plat-:

ters, both 45 and 33; and the few
outlets that opposed the switch in
the first place ~are now yielding
ground. As was originally pointed
out by the major coriipaniesj the
stations arid jockeys would have to
come along if they wanted to play
the current hits.

Explaining the switch of the
indie Dot Records label to 45s,

Randy Wood, head/Of the diskery,
notified jockeys that the “action is

necessary in view of the fact that
we are unable to obtain -the 78
rpm records from any manufac-
turer in the entire country.”

— 1 Q
Coast Deejay ‘Revolts’

Hollywood; Oct. 19.

Mounting disk jockey resentment
over 45 rpm disks broke out into
the open when Larry Finley,
KFWB deejay, angrily announced
that the diskettes could stop send-
ing him complimentary copies . of
the seven-inch platters. Finley’s
blowup came after “I had to offend
23 artists in the space of six

hours by taking their records off

because the quality was so poor
that I wouldn’t play ’em.”

Finley, whhse 54 hours bn the

air reportedly make him the busi-
est deejay in the country, contends
the promotional disks sent out are
of inferior quality and have a tend-
ency. to warp on the turntable.

“I don’t want any more of ’em,”
Finley announced yeserday (Mon.)
with an air. of • finality; “If the
record Companies don’t Want to

send me 78s, they don’t have to

send me anything.”

Deejay .pointed out that' he. gets,

a total of about 60 new releases a

week from the major companies.
“Only about eight or 10 of therii

are any good anyway,” he declared.
“If necessary, I’ll go down to the
corner store and buy what j need
in 78 Speed.. It will only cost me
about $10 per week and I’ll be giv-

ing my listeners the best iri fidelity

and I’ll avoid offending the artists.

“The record companies can take
it from here.”

REMENIH'S CHI EXIT
Chicago, Oct. 19.

Tony Remenih, assistant to Chi-

cago Tribune radio-tv editor Larry
Welters, is leaving the daily .next

month after .12 years lb join the
Foladare, Greer & Bock public re-

lations firm in Hollywood. His
Chief function will be writing fea-

tures for the radio-tv talent in

the FG&B stable.

John Fink takes over, the No. 2

[ spot on the Trib radio-tv desk.

Lawrence-Lee’s ‘RR Hour’

Muslplays penned, by Jerome
Lawrence and RobertLee for NBC’s
“Railroad Hour” are being pub-
lished in folio form by Harms,
which plans to issue two Lawrence-
Lee muSiplays a year. Kicking off

the project is- “Annie Laurie,” a
story of Robert Burns* Folio will

be priced at $1,25.

-Writing duo is due in New York
this week from. the Coast enroute:
to England where they’ll prowl a

“singing Ronald Colman” for their
upcoming legit musical; “Shangri-
La,” which Courtney Burr arid

John Byraris . will, produce; Latter

is accompanying them to Europe.

St. Louis Symplt’s 75th

Season to Tee Oct. 23
St. Louis, Oct. 19.

The 75th or diamond anniversary
season of the St. Louis Symphony
Orchestra will tee off- in the Kiel
municipal auditorium Oct. 23.

Vladimir Golschmann will be en-
tering his 24th season as. conductor,
with Harry Fbrbriian' starting his

13th season as ebneertmaster and
assistant maestro.

Season will offer 26 guest artists,

new faces including Grant Johan-
neseri mid Maria Tipo,. pianists;

Andres Segovia, guitarist; Oscar
Shumsky, violinist; Shirley Russell,

Ilona Kpmbrink and Helen Phil-

. lips, sopranos, and David Lloyd,

1 t.erior.

Hollywood, Oct. 19.

Coast promoters who can afford

to come up. with guarantees for big

packages are feVv and far between,
so the elements of the second Nor-
man Granz touring concert of this

season will be seen on the Coast
as single attractions next ' month.
Duke Ellington and the Dave Bru-
beck and Gerry Mulligan quartets

are due back here around Nov. 8

after the
.
extensive junket. They

split up immediately.

Ellington will play a one-niter in

Fresno, Nov. 9 to launch a new gig

trek. Brubeck plays Pomona Col-

lege Nov. 10 and teams with Mulli^

gan for a one-nighter Nov. 12 in

Stockton promoted by KXOB dee-

jay George Westcott. Bi.ubeck then
goes off on a series of dates and
Mulligan comes back to town for a

six-week location at the Haig,

starting Nov. 161.

MATP’ $8,600, Mpls.

Minneapolis, Oct. 19.

.
Annual one-nighter engagement-

of “Jazz at the Philharmonic” at

the local Auditorium music hall

section, for its exclusive Twi
Cities’ appearance, resulted in

$8,600 gross, about par for it here.

The 5,700-seat house was scaled

at $4 top.

Col Adds New Package In

‘Confederacy’ Cantata
Columbia Records is continuing:

its splurge in the package field.

Latest entry on Col’s slate is “The
Confederacy,” ah original cantata

by Richard Bales Which will be ped-

dled with a 32-page bboklet oh the

south penned by Bruce Catton arid

Clifford Dowdey.
The musical piece, whiph in-

cludes popular Civil War themes,
was etched on one 12-inch LP by
Bales and the National Gallery
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COUNT YOUR BLESSINGS
INSTEAD OF SHEEP

Irving Berlin’s latest from the forthcoming film

WHITE CHRISTMAS
2Q/47-5871
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Recorded in "New Orthophonic” High Fidelity Sound ‘MS NASTCN S VllCC*
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Reflecting on the music biz in the current issue of Look; Bing
Crosby gives the disk jockeys the nod for making the hits, but spanks
some of the jockeys for not .knowing what they’re talking about. He
says: “Some of them bother me, I really believe that if a disk jockey
is going to set himself tip as a judge, he should have some real

knowledge of what he’s about. It’s apparent that many, who speak
in the accents of authority are all accent and no authority. By playing

and replaying a song , which has nothing but nuisance value, a large

nuisanfce and a lot . of sales can be brought about. But in the v.long
run,’that practice will give the industry a short haul and a bad shake.”

Rating some of the current singers, Crosby says that Perry Como
and Frank Sinatra are tops. Among the “new kids,” Crosby says

Eddie Fisher is “strong on ballads but rhythm songs don’t seem to

be his disk.” He credits Fisher’s astute, management in getting Harry
Akst, the late Al Jolson’s accompanist, to work with the singer. Crosby
says “good songs are getting around. Certainly we have good writers,

but the public isn’t buying what they’re writing—pretty frustrating

for some of the gifted people in ASCAP.”

Even though sales on the Glenn Miller Limited Editions, volumes
one and two, are spectacularly high for a $25 album, RCA Victor is

putting a strict interpretation on the: phrase “limited edition.” The
run on the first Miller Volume was limited only to the number of sets

initially ordered; After that, there were no additional printings even
though Victor execs believed they could have sold twice the 100,000
sets initially ordered; Same procedure has been followed on the
second Miller volume and it’s understood that the initial orders
exceeded the 160,000 marker, which at the $25 price tag, means a

$4,000,000 gross on the retail leyel.

"• ~ •

The “St. Francis Peace Record Album” which Bing Crosby will

narrate is a remarkable change of pace for Richard D. Aurandt, who
originated the idea and is conducting the recording. Chorus, from
the Santa Barbara Mission is due at the Decca Studios in Hollywood
tomorrow (ThUrs.) to record the session with Aurandt conducting and.
Crosby’s narration will be dubbed in later. What makes the package

big switch for Aurandt is that his most recent credit is the film,

“Gangbusters.” Incidentally, the peace,, album will include extensive
sound effects, Simulating birds, etc.

What may be' the first “then and now*' package in the history of
the disk business is being considered as a possibility to tie in with
the upcoming “Love Me Or Leave Me,” Metro’s . Ruth Etting biopic.

Doris Day will portray Miss Etting. Soundtrack album will be a
Columbia package since Miss Day is under Contract to that label.

However, Columbia also owns the old Etting masters—and there’s a
hint that the diskery may either reissue them or put some of the
old Etting sides with the new Day sides for a comparison in singing
styles.

Joan Weber, new Columbia. Records’ thrush, will get a ty network
showcasing for her preem platter on CBS-TV’s “Studio One” Nov. 15;

Disk, tagged “Let Me Go Lover,” will be played on the stanza by
one of the main characters in the play, who happens to be a disk
jockey. Show’s title, incidentally, is the same as the tune’s. Song is

published by Alamo Music.

• • (r

Dorothy Squires, joining the Andrews Sisters to take the place of
Patty, returns to the States from London Dec. 10, and starts imme-

(Continued on page 128)

HETADL SHEET BEST SELLERS
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Survey of retail styeef music

best sellers based on reports
obtained frdrri leading . stores in

11 cities and showing com-
parative sales rating for this

and - last week.
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. Title apd Publisher

Hey There (Frank) .

.

If I Give My Heart to You (Miller).

tThis.OIe House (Hamblen).

High and the Mighty (Witmark)i . ,

.

I Need You Noff (Miller).

Skokiaan (Shapiro-B) ....... ...

Little Shoemaker (Bourne) .....

Hold My Hand (Raphael) ....

ill & Range). ., . . .'. ...

Papa Loves Mambo (Shapiro-B)

Count Your Blessings (Berlin) . ...

.

Doing the Mambo (Morris) . . ... . . . ;

.

Chapel in the Moonlight (Shapiro-B)

Little Things iMean a Lot (Feist)..

.

Smile (BoUrne) . .
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HARVEY NORMAN
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TIME CHANGES

EVERYTHING

MGM 11842
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Berli
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Another big jazz concert* pre-
senting; name U. S. musicians was
given at the 7,000-seat Sportpalast
last Wednesday evening (6).

Labeled “Harold Davison’s Jazz
Parade,” concert featured Sarah
Vaughan and her trie, Illinois

Jacquet and orch and Coleman
Hawkins.

As usual* the fans liked the
noisy stuff best, mainly brought by
jacquet, who turned out to be an
outstanding showman* His “Fly-
ing Home,’’ in the typical Lionel
Hampton fashion, practically stole

the show, Crix and those who prefer
the traditional type of jazz, how-
ever, went for Hawkins best. As
to Miss Vaughan she gave out with
mostly sweet songs for which, how-
ever/the Sportpalast .is. 'not the
right place. Yet she didn’t dis-

appoint her numerous local fans.

Concert was given under the
auspices of the Schibille agency,
which has the majority of local

jazz concerts on its roster. Nearly
all big American jazz ensembles
that come to Europe include Ber-
lin. So far, there have been Louis
Armstrong, Stan Kenton, Count
Basie, “Jazz at the Philharmonic”
(twice), Billie Holiday, Buddy De-
Franco and Lionel Hampton who,
incidentally, is due to come here
again. A considerable number of

other U. S. musicians have also

come during recent years, such as
Hazel Scott/Deep River Boys and
Eddie Fisher, who, however, only
appeared at local Gl clubs. Hans.

I

Hopped-Up Paris

Paris, QCt. 19.

Jazz fan reaction to the Harold
Davison package of Sarah Vaughan,
Coleman Hawkins and Illinois Jac-
quet Orch, last Monday (lj) was
symptomatic of the usual discrep-
ancies of behavior towards visiting
U. S. stars, Sheer mitt abandon
alternated With hisses or boos
which were usually, not for the art-
ist but due to some distraction or
some difference of opinion in the
aud. This leads to rattling of per-
formers who do not understand
this vociferous young jam group,
who are also backed in intensity by
their hep elders. Salle Pleyel was
jammed 1,900 strong for this con-
cert,, and it Was a lesson in Gallic
temperament.

Firstly the young jazz crowd here
are primarily derivatives of rJ. S.

past greats. They all have fine
jazz collections and know, all about
New Orleans and other earlier
jump types of music and venerate
the early biggies, This explains the
Settling here of such oldtiiners as
Sidney Bechet, Albert Nicholas and
Peanuts Holland. They are up on
new trends also, but the original is

what they want and it has led to
distorted attitudes towards modern
jazz. They have hissed Duke El-
lington, Benny Goodman and re-

cently Woody Herman. There is

also a sort of reverse racism which
maintains that white bands cannot
play real jazz. Hopped-up crowd
also might start suddenly jeering at
photogs who get in the way or at
each other which can break up the.
player who'-doesn’t know what iS

happening.
{

'

This Concert Was successful.
Jacquet got a solid hand to begin
with and then they gave Coleman
Hawkins, a known name, frenzied
applause, and when Jacquet tried
to join in with Hawkins they gave
him the jeer treatment. Miss
Vaughan gave out with her styliza-

tion and was well received py the
crowd, who then scattered to their
various small disk clubs that have
been mushrooming mainly in the
Latin Quarter, but have, also
branched into the Right * Bank.
Here kids can dig records for a
cheap drink tab and still keep
within their own means and
milieu. Jazz . Clubs are also spring-
ing up apd the venerable Hot Club
still exerts its authority and cre-
ates tastes and trends here. Com-
ing soon are Lionel Hampton and
Louis Armstrong, who are sure, to

repeat their boffo successes of last

year.

If the U. S. visitors take this
Gallic attitude into consideration
there will be less misunderstand-
ing. The aud is hep and diversi-
fied, as a rule, aind the noisy ones
are usually a minority. They want
ta be played to and those who have
done that have gone over well
Nhere. Any aloofness is immedi-
ately sensed and then the booing
is on, Mosk.

HEADING FOR THE :: SP0TI
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you TOO WILL LOUE
44 44

THAT'S WHAT LOUE WILL DO
to you

- ALSO

/ KNOW, I KNOW IT’S LOW

IIM1 BENI •“« ERNIE WARREN TRIO

ORDER
TO-DAY

45'«-78’i
ALPHA DISTRIBUTING CO.

457 W. 45TH ST. N. Y. C. 36.
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What a Hit Song Earns
Continued from' page 119;—

pings performance points for. ority which derived from* the

both writers and publishers; Due of
J
membership

,

years in
D

, ; ASCAP and the availability rating,
to the slightly . different system of „ .

,
• .1

.• i u For, publishers, the current per-
counting plugs for cleffeis and pub-

formances account for 55% of the.

jishers,- there were about 19,000,000 total payoff. Another 30% is ad-

performance points for writers and located tor availability, which is

16.00,0.000 for publishers, ,ASGAP!s based on the performance of songs.
cUstributions, however, are. divided older than two years, with,, 15%
equally among its publisher and going for seniority,
writer 'members.

^ Can Go Up to 40c-45c
ASCA

5nU
C
Jl

C
?iif^ <! .

US PC ° ' -Hehce performance point is
mice points as follows.

worth far more than 8c and 24c fig-

For writers, a, radio network per- ures once the,
,
total distribution

fbrniance earns: one point per net- system is.«.taken into account. If

w rk station whether the show is ASCAP was on a 100% current
commercial or sustaining, recorded performance payoff system, one per-
r live, nighttime or daytime. A formahce point for writers would be

logged independent radio station worth about 40c -for writers and 45c
plug rates 15 points per Plug- for publishers. As set up now/how-
(ASCAP logs the networks: fully, ever, tlie performance point has an
but only spotchecks the mdie out- immediate, calculable payoff plus
Jets, hence a plug oil an indie sta- ot|jgr q0

-

n dividends in the long-
hon is weighted to represent a range, distribution factors.
i°i e cpmp e^ e piq ure

. At the present time, a top pop
Yideos Triple Value hit carl rack up somewhere in the

On television, a network plug neighborhood of 50,000 perform-
earns the writer about three points ance points during its run. The
per performance per station. (TV plug payoff will depend on whether
plugs are tripled .in value to re* it>s a fall-winter hit, when all the
fleet the ratio of income Teceived big network shows are one the air,

from video, and radio.. At the pres- and whether or hot it’s a “pef-
ent time, the revenue is about the forniance” song. A song with a
same, but the video performances, 'lyric .generally gets far more pet-
are only .one-third that of radio, formances than instrumental;
Hence the tv value of one tv per- although tli ASCAP
formance is triple that of a radio bonuses for a lyric performance,
plug,) Ballads also tend to get more per-

A performance on an independent formances. than rhythm tunes or
tv station earns 45 points. (Same novelties because they are favored
procedure is used on the indie by the top radio-tv programmers
radio spot-check logging with the and because they stay up on top
value of the indie tv plug tripled for longer periods,
oyer that of radio.) Standards’ Important Payoffs
For the publishers, the calcula- By the same token, standard

tiqri is slightly varied. Per network numbers accumulate tremendous
radio station, publishers get one values in the ASCAP payoff. A
ppint per performance on a bight- song like Hoagy Carmichael's
tiiiie commercial show, % />f a “Stardust,” one of the most fre-
point for a daytime commercial. quently performed oldies in the
plug, and 1^-point her iustainer ASCAP catalog, has, in some years,
plug, whether d&y pr flight.-. In tv, .equalled current hits with over
the network pings are calculated 40,000 performance points. In this
the same way as for radio with the peak category are also such tunes
same weighting system as for the as “Tea for Two,” ‘‘Begin tlie Be-
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WnlArc 1 1
? t ocaouiidi iiuuiucid suui pa iiv

'

%t ^ w*. . 'ing Berlin's “White Christmas,” or
W ritersjsoc; Pubs^24c Johnny Marks’ “Rudolph the Red-

Tor Writers, oitie .performance Nosed Reindeer” earn_over 20,000
ppint' is worth ' about ,8c,

;
white Tor publisher points annually while

publishers, it’s about 24c. Both “Easter Parade,” plugged within a
figures However, ajiply cniy jto: the shorter holiday period, may get
current performance categories in 15,000 points,
th writer and ' publisher payoff The ASCAP payoff differs radi-
systeitis. cally from that of the other ma-
For writers, current perform- jor licensing operation, Broadcast

ances account for only 20% of his Music Inc. While ASCAP is a non-
total ASCAP income, The remain-;, profit ' organization owned by its

ing 80% is divided as follows: 30% members, > BMI is a privately-
for a five-year performance aver- owned 'corporation which can make
age; 30% for availability which Is its .own deals with publishers and
also based on a sustained perform- writers on guarantees and , per-
ance average with built-in cushions forniance value credits,
designed to prevent drastic income Basically, however, the BMI pub-
drops; and the final 20% for sem- fisher system has a 6c payoff- for

network plugs and 4c for indie
plug$, irrespective of whether It’s

uvyij. fct,
commercial or sustaining, daytime

1

;

" or nighttime, BMI’s' logging pro-

^ Aiappia 1 cedure is Completely different from
.

ASCAp’s in that it accents
1

indie

J t UHLL|l stations to' a . high degree and hence
a plug on and indie station that’s

Program Today Yoitorday's logged by. BMI may count, for 300
• performance points against

ASCAP’s 15 points,

A BMI tune that’s strictly, a disk
• hit, such as “Botcha-Me,” of a

»*...* **..*..» couple of years ago, Oould tike in
MILLS MUSIC, INC. from $5-$7,000. A BMI hit on

' naie Brooilwao liow Yarki
disks

x
and in live performances,

uei.T Broadway, New Torkl such
, as “Till I Waltz Again With

tmmmmmmLmm—mm—— J 1 You,’’ earn over $15,000.'

Program Today Yoitorday's

MILLS MUSIC, INC.

il 4i,9 Broadway, New York)

Anti-Sleep ‘Sandman’
A1 (Jazzhp) Collins* WNEW,

N. Y„ disk jockey, went on a'

platter spinning rampage
s Thursday night (14) plugging

The Chordettes’ etching of
;

“Mr. Sandman” on the- Ca-
dence label. Collins kicked off

the. spinning spree when he
went 6n the air, at midnight
aqd played the Kdisk 32 con-
secutive times'. Station’s

- switchboard was. jammed with
squawks and Collins even got
a reverse payolo bid from, dial-..

ers Who offered him money if

he’d stop spinning the record.
Collins pulled similar

marathon spinning: §tunt sev-
eral years ago when he was
deejaying for KNAK, Salt
Lake City, Platter

,
then' Was

Art Mooney’s “Four Leaf
Clover” on MGM.-

MORRIS WILL CUFFO

‘PAN’ MUSIC AT PREEM
In an unusual plugging .maneu-

ver on. a legit musical score, E..H;
Morrjs will distribute, cuffo profe$-
sional copies at the opening of
“Peter Pan” tonight (Wed,) at the
Winter Garden, N. Y. It’ll mark
the first time that sheet copies of
the . show’s tunes will be made
available at a Broadway ' preem.
Theatre managements bar the sale

of sheets on opening nights to

avoid confusion.

Morris got the okay to distribute
the souvenir package of six tunes
from tlte Shuberts, Who own the
theatre. Fifni also made a special
deal With the theatre's vendors to

hand out; the folio to first-nighters

.after the final curtain; Score, for
the show was penned by Carolyn
Leigh and Mark Charlop. Addi-
tionaL songs were written by Betty
Comden, Adolph Green and Jule
Styne.

Longhair U. of Minn, Sets

Dixieland Band Tour
Minneapolis, Oct, 19.

The usually longhair U. of Min-
nesota concert, theatres and lec-

ture service, for the first time in

its history, is booking a dixieland
band throughout this area.

Outfit -is the local “Doc” Evans
Dixieland Band, which is playing a
long engagement at a theatre bar
here. The university is sending it

on the longest tour, five weeks,
ever arranged by it for a musical
attraction. It’ll play one-nighters in
Minnesota, Wisconsin and Nbrth
and South Dakota under the U.
of Minnesota auspices,

Evans’ band also has made suc-
cessful appearances at the WaUcer
Art Center, Minneapolis Institute
of- Fine Arts and the U. of Minne-
sota convocation. Programs are
called “History of Jazz.”

University service also sends a
number of plays on tour through-?
out tlie northwest and other sec-

tions during the fall and winter.

Still Expanding Audivox
Adds Sorrell Trio to List
In line with its talent’ expansion

program, Audivox Records has
added, the Frank Sorrell Trio to its

roster. The instrumental combo's
first sides for file label are being
rushed into release.

The Audivox stable already in-

cludes Raymond Scott .and Dorothy
Collins, who were the diskery's ex-
clusive etchers for the past 18
months, and the recently-pacted
vocal quartet, The Hurricanes.

San Antone Symphony
Readies 16th Season

San Antonio, Oct. 19.

The San Antoni Symphony
Orchestra will open its .. 16th sea-

son here at the Municipal Audi-
torium Nov. 6 with the first of 15
subscription concerts. Victor Ales-
sandro is: conductor.

There will . be 14 guest, artists

and two ballet companies pre
sented together with the sym-
phony orchestra.,

.

Season’s guest conductor will be
Max Rudolf, for the Jan. 29 con-
cert. Baritone George London will

open the season • Nov. 6 as first

guest. The annual Max Reiter Me-
morial Concert, will be presented
on Dec. TO*

Deluxe album packages, which
have been hitting a good sales ^

pace over the counters, have be-
come programming staples for the
dislc jockeys. The big platter lay-

outs, at prices from: $25 upwards,
have; been tagged “disk Spectacu-
lars” and in -several instances,
jockeys in the same city have been,
vying with each, other to get a
“first” • an. exclusive on the air-

ing.

Bing Crosby’s, five-platter wax
biog for Decca, “Bing,” $27.50
package, has been getting exten-
sive layouts on numerous indie
stations across the country a$ well
as getting cream time network
slots on CBS and NBC Radio.
Jockeys have been airing high-
lights from, the Crosby album in

segments ranging from a half-

hour to two-hour spreads..
,
In

Philadelphia, two stations pro-
grammed the: full album.

' "
*

The Glenn Miller Limited Edi-
tions,; volumes orie and two, also
have been on tlie receiving end of
several top deejay showcasings.
RCA Victor execs give the jockeys
major credit for the sellout of the
first Miller edition. Currently,
jockeys are using the. second vol-

ume for full programs.

NBC Radio devoted 90 minutes
to the second Miller edition Sun-
day night (17), with Dave Garro-
way emceeing the show. This was
an elaborate show, with GaiToway
interspersing interviews with per-
sonalities xfrho knew the- late band-
leader. Among those heard on the
show were Frank Sinatra, Ray
Eberle, Jerry Gray, Benny Good-
man, Johnny Desmond, ‘ Paula
Kelly of the Modernaires and June
Allyson, who played the band-
leader’s wife " in -the Universal
biopic, “The Glenn Miller Story.”

Victor is promoting the idea of

album sllowcasing; by the disk jock-

eys by making available . its 26-plat-

ter EP set of the “Honor Roll of

Hits” to jockeys and stations who
want to use it. Larry Gentile, WJBK
disk jobkey In Detroit, builtr a
Show around this album series and
considerably hypoed sales, in this

.area..

: West Germany is opening up as
a new area for U. S. record com-
panies to push their product.
Anjerican-made disks' recently have
been put on the “liberalization list”
by the German government With
a flock of other consumer items
and German importers no longer
need a special permit to bring In
U. S. pLatters.

^
The U. S: diskeries are also ex-

pecting an- upbeat in German sales
via the jukebox stimuli. Many Ger-
man entrepreneurs have been send-
ing out feelers about the opera-
tion of the juke industry here with
an eye to setting up jukebox hang-
outs in their own stamping ground.
Interest right now is mainly on
used American jukeboxes which
they would like to import through
Belgium. The. coin machines, un-
like the disks, aren’t classified as
consumer goods and can’t be
brought into Germany direct from
the. U. S.

It’s undecided yet whether the:

jukes ''ill go into
.
the Getman

beer halls, since it’s believed that,
many of the steady customers may
resent the intrusion of canned
music. However, there’s been
steady increase in the number of
icecream parlors in the country
and it’s possible that the German
juke business may begin there.

The jukebox industry in . the Scan-
dinavian countries has been thriv-

ing in the icecream parlors and
the Germans are thinking of fol-

lowing that example.

WITH SCHOOL IN PITT
Pittsburgh, Oct. 19.

Nat Nazarro Jr., former musical
comedy and vaiide dancer and since
1939 secretary of the local chap-
ter of AGVA, is branching out into
the dancing school business here.
Nazarro will retain his union post.

Staff includes; Lisle Martin, oil

ballet; Sandra Walsh,* on tap, and
Rudy Montez, ballroom instructor:

who will also be in charge of fenc-
ing. Nazarro will* be assisted in
the. operation, by his wife, the for-
mer Marge. Nelson, onetime nitery
singer and now a clubdate and ban^
quet booker around town,.

RCA Victor Huddles
RCA Victor execs have been

holding top level 'discussions this
week to map plans for 1955. Pow-
wows are covering budget alloca-
tions for various departmental ac-
tivities of the diskery.

:
... Label X, the

. RCA subsid
launched earlier this year, is also
involved in the discussions.

A Solid Hit!

If I Give *

:My Heart.

To You
MILLER MUSK CORPORATION

f:

#?>>

MY SON,MYSON
1501 & 45-1501
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New York
Eydie Gorme repacted to Gen-

eral Artists Corp. for another

three years' . , Rrisemarie, nifery.

comedienne, teaming with lyricst

Leo Robbins' sister Ruth as song-
writing duo . Danny Winchell
began a week’s engagement at the

Sans Souci, Miami, yesterday
(Tries.) . . Chuck Darwin back in

town after an extended Detroit

stayY He’s now managing blues
singer Carolyn Hayes and rhythm
& blues combo The Four Jokers
. . . Georgie Shaw currently, at

. Chubby’s, Camden, N. J. ... Bill

Farrell holds Over at, the Cabin
Club, Cleveland, until Oct. 25. He
opens at the Flame Show Bar, De-
troit; Nov. .1 . .Karen Chandler,
Coral Records thrush, slotted for

a profile' in Cosmopolitan mag’s
December issue Jack Plcis,

Decca Records’. musical director,

heading for the Coast, to join MiU
Gabler, diskery’s a&r chief, on.

some recording sessions . . . Mar-
tha G’Taser, Erroll Gamer’s mana-
ger, due back in town this Week
from Detroit . . . Bob Anthony
inked to a three-year personal
management deal by Jolly Joyce.
Crooner recently sold two masters
to MGM Records . . Bob Stewart
into the. Pelham Heath Inn Friday
(22) for a three-day. stand . . Joni
James pegged for the Town &
Country Club, Brooklyn, Nbv. 5
and a return date the following
week (12) . . Betty Madigan opens
at the Boulevard, Queens, Nov. 5

. The Smith- Bros., Label X
combo, and Giiiny Gibson, MGM
Records’ thrush, put on a two-hour
show for the Red Feather Cam-
paign in Teaneck, N, J., last week
(13) Verna Leeds back in town
after a deejay trek, through the
midwest . . . A1 Morgan set for the
Seven Seas, Omaha, N6v. 12-25 . .

.

Mitch Miller, Columbia Records’
a&r chief, back at his desk this

Week after a 10-day hiatus in

Mexico.

London
Sarah Vaughan stars at a concert

at the Royal Albert Hall, London,
Oct. 24, with Coleman Hawkins, Il-

linois Jacquet and orch , . . The
dispute, between the Musicians
Union and bandleaders Eric Win-
stone and Billy Ternent has ended
amicably . . Canadian Singer, 20-

year-old Stephanie Wise, signed up
to sing with the Oscar. Rabin Band
at the Lyceum, Strand, within 24
hours of arriving in Britain...
Songstress Eve Boswell, who col-

lapsed while rehearsing for a re-
cent BBC “Forces Show,” has been
ordered to take a complete rest,

and has cancelled variety dates at
Edinburgh and Newcastle . ,

Harry Roy to lead a speciality
quartet at the Cafe de Paris.

Qhicagp
Ted Lewis takes over Edge

water Beach floor Nov. 5 for two
weeks ... . Eddy Howard slated for
month

. at Aragon Ballroom begin-

ning Nov. 12, and followed by
Chuck Foster Dec. 25-Feb. 18 . . .

Don Reid band reorganizing
.
in

November when maestro’s vocalist-

spouse, Gwen Parke, recovers
from childbirth. String of one-
niters. are set for late November
and orch takes over Rice Hotel,
Houston, Dec. 3 for four-week en-
gagement . . . Ralph Marterie set

for Melody Mill, Chi, over Thanks-
giving week and again for t\ie

four-week Christmas period . . .

Ernie Rudy playing fortnight at

Aragon beginning Oct. 26 . Salt

Lake City Five taking over Crest
Lounge, Detroit, Nov. 2 for two
frames.

Pittsburgh
Johnny Pineapple's band and

show open an engagemeht tonight

(Wed,) at the Bali-Kea . . Reid
Jaynes, pianist, into the Belmont
Bar in Dormont for a run . . Bill

LeRoy's band, landed Homecoming
Ball at Slippery Rock State Teach-
ers College . . George Kramer,
Pitt student and member of the

university’s .
marching band, added

to Baron ERiott trumpet section

. . Deuces Wild held over ut Sun-
rise Inn . Mambo-rumba show
featuring the. Joe Loco Quintet
booked for one-rtight at Syria

Mosque, Oct. 29 > . Jack' Purcell

orch played Governor’s Ball at

Pennsylvania. State Kiwanis Club
convention. Purcell’s a- Kiwaniah
himself . . Jack Mahony combo
in Cuddle Brendel’s Northside spot

for a stay .. • . Herman Middleman’s
orch staying on at Colonial Manor

. Bill Owens on sax and Red
French on drums back in -Howdy
Baum’s pit band at the Casino, lo-

cal burlesque house which has re-

opened after an eight-month shut-

down . . Marty Fallon foursome
back into the' Bali-Kea following

the Jack Teagarden booking.

San Francisco
Rudy Salvini debuting a hew big

band at the Bermuda Palms Hotel
in San Rafael . . the Four Fresh-
men due at Fack’s Nov. 8. The
Kings Four closed after a success-

ful month the Modern Jazz
Quartet returns to the Black Hawk
Nov. 10 for a second stand . .

.

Marnbo U.S.A. concert package of-

fered for the Bay Area Nov. 19-20

. . . George Shearing opens at the
Black Hawk Nov. 26 for 10 days.

Omaha
Freddy .Martin orch to play

Ak-Sar-Ben Ball Saturday (23) . .

.

Jerome Clines, Metropolitan Opera
basso, Opened Sioux City, la., sym-
phony orch’ concert series Sunday
(17). .Rise' Stevens will end sea-
son there March 27 . ; “Grand
Ole Opry” unit featuring Little

Jimmy Dickens, Johnny Johnson
aind Marty Robbins played City
Aud here last night (19),.with door
price set at $1.50 . . . Pianist Alex-
ander Brailowsky to open Omaha
Symphony concerts Nov. 1-2 . . .

Millard Musil orch playe.d Hangar
Dance at Sidney, Neb., Airport be-
fore capacity turnout . .

Robert
Shaw Chorale (29) and concert en
semble (13) drew sellout crowd
at Central High Aud here . . . John
Beecher orch featuring vocalist

Sue Morris , . . Marian Anderson
booked for Oberfelder Celebrity
Series at Denver’s City Aud Feb.
19 . . Music Box here, trying
Latin Nite's, featuring Sal Costro
combo.

Yiolinist Jascha Heifetz will have
a new accompanist for the coming
season,, in Brooks Smith. Young
pianist made his debut in 1950 at
Town Hall, N. Y. Heifetz’s coast
to-coast concert’ tour will start in
January.

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
JOE G LASER, Pres.
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Best British Sheet Sellers

(Week ending Oct. 9)
London, Oct. 12. V

Things Mean a Lrit Robbins
Goins in Fountain . . Feist

My Friend Chappell
Hold My Hand .......

.

Wood
Cara Mia . .Robbins
Smile ... . Bourne
Story' of Tina- Macmelodies
Must Be a Reason . . Connelly
I Give My Heart . . . Robbins
Gilly Ossenfeffer , . . .A .Spier
Sway .. . . ... .

.

.Latin American
Little Shoemaker .Bourne

Second 12

Sky Blue Shirt. Wright
Happy Wanderer Bosworth
My Son Kassner
Never Land .... Keith Prowse
Make Her Mine . Wood
Sh-Boom ..Aberbach
West of Zanzibar ..Bluebird
This Ole House. .Duchess
Wait For Me . . Lafleur
Secret Love. .

Harms-Cohnelly
Young At Heart Victoria

Heart of My Heart . F.D.&H.

Now Set for Comm’l Sale
Hollywood, Oct. 19.

Programs of Hollywood’s Hymn
& Hangover Society, the informal

choral group consisting of some of

the be^t known names in the music

business, will be available commer-
cially on records next year for the

first time. Outfit has pressed one
LP, which Decca turned out on a

gratis basis about two years ago,

and the platters are distributed to

guests in homes where the, choris-

ters make their annual appearances.

In \the past, recipients have made
donations to the Michael Burke
Foundation, named for the late son

of Decca’s Coast recording director

Sonny Burke, which purchases
cardiograph equipment for hospi-

tals.

Next recording, however, will be
etched independently and then of-

fered to the majors as a package
for distribution. Proceeds would
continue to go to the charitable

causes which have benefited in the

past from the work of the purely
volunteer group, formed almost ac-
cidentally after a festive Thanks-
giving • songfest at Burke’s home
eight; years ago.

Members Of the group
,

work for

several different record companies.
No difficulty is anticipated, how-
ever, in obtaining releases to per-

mit them to function as members
of the group, now known more
sedately, as “Voic'es of Christmas.”

Les Brown (Coral) is conductor
and Vic Schoen (Decca) is arranger
and baritone. Capitol is also rep-
resented via Margaret Whitings
who sings alto, and other members
include Eileen Wilson, Axel Stor-

dahl, June Hutton and Lucy Ann
Polk. Group also includes saxist

Stumpy Brown; Mr. and Mrs. Bob
Breckner (he’s KTTV program di-

rector), actor Ray Kellogg and
composer Jeff Clarkson.

More Cartoon Songs
«.

Vinton, Va.
Editor, Variety:
Although my story in Sept. I

Vabiety on songs Suggested by
comic strips wasn’t represented as
all-inclusive there were a couple
of omissions I regret and to which
I’d like to call attention.

One Is “Foolish Questions,” a
1909 comic number by James Lee

t
rid A. Baldwin Sloafte, suggested

y Rube Goldberg’s “Foolish Ques-
tions” cartoon panel. The other is.

“I’m the Guy,” with words by
Goldberg and music by Bert Grant,
which repeated many of the catch
phrases, such as “I’m the guy who
put the salt in the ocean,” which
Goldberg had made popular

.
in

his drawings. Perhaps some of the
young oldtimers among Variety’s
readers can remember when small
boys wore red or blue buttons in
their lapels, asserting they were
the guys who put the leaves on
trees or did some other remark-
able feat.

Goldberg also sang, -or rather re-

cited a Pathe record of a connc
number ' written by himself, “Fa-
ther Was Right.” Jim Walsh.

The Tattle Tales, new vocal
combtS, have been pacted to Colum-
bia Records. Group's etching of
“Boolya Bottin Bottin Baby (Huh?)”
already -is on release.

inside Stuff-Music
Continued from page lfcs

*
. i .

diate rehearsals with the girls, prior to making her debut early in
the New Yoar. She told Variety that one of the reasons that decided
her to leave Britain for a permanent job in the States was. the apathy
of the BBC. She said that she was lucky to get a broadcast once
every, few months there, whereas, in the States, she already has a
string of firm radio and tv dates lined up.

/ • ..... •

“Teach Me Tonight,” tune which Janet Brace etched for Decca
some nirie months ago, suddenly came out of obscurity in recent
weeks as four other labels, jumped to covet it. De Castro Sisters

cut the tune for Abbott Records, . Modernaires for Coral, Helen Grayco
for

.
Label X, and most recently Jo Stafford for Columbia. As result,

Decca is reissuing the Brace biscuit, which had slipped behind in
favor of her “Popcorn For You,” in order to get back into the
sweepstakes.

New organization for jazz fans has been set up by Howard LuCraft,
former British bandleader, and sponsored by Stan Kenton. Outfit,

to *be known as Jazz International, will have a monthly bulletin in
which aficionados can. exchange ideas and make their voices heard in
selection of music on records, in concert or on radio and. television.

Lucraft has beeh 'living on the Coast for the last four years, working
as an arranger and serving as rep for various jazz publications.

In its recording of the original cast album of the current Broadway
legiter, “Boy Friend,” done recently, RCA Victor departed from
the usual practice of using a 40-piece orchestra for backgrounding.
Instead, Victor cut with the ' legiter’s 13-piece theatre crew in order
to get the period flavor of* the 1920s in the. iriusical sound. Victor
also cut the shoW in its 24th Street studios in N.Y., rather than its

usual locale for show albums, the Manhattan Center on 34th St.

The “Recorded in. Spain” label is clearly, imprinted on four more
big Decca packages due for release this month. Two are by the Jose
Greco dance troupe, one fagged “Jose Greco Ballet” and the other
“Fiamerican Dances.” Flamenco music and singifig and castanet spe-
cialties highlight the two 12-inch LP packages. Other pair, tagged
“Fiesta In Madrid” and “Ole; Ole,” was cut by the Orquesta Zarzuela.^

-.i

One of the early jazz musicians, portrayed on the recent CBS-TV.
“You Were There’’ program on jazz, has turtied up in Washington
where he has been living in retirement. He is 69-year-old Louis
Mjtchell,'T'fegro drummer who introduced Jazz to Paris, arid who was
portrayed on the CBS show by Cozy Cole. Mitchell, untiL fairly
recently, had operated niteries in Washington,

The late Walter' JDonaldson’s last unfinished melody is hitting the
disk market this week via Russ Morgan on the Decca label. Tune,
tagged “Whisper,” was completed by Morgan who also . collabbed with
Mack David on the lyric. Morgan got the okay ,to finish the melody
from Donaldson’s widow. .The tunesmith died about 10 years ago.
Song is being published by Famous Music.

' Columbia Records has launched a new department to coordinate
the production schedule between the Bridgeport (Conn.) plant and
the homeoffice in New York. The department, which will be tagged
Artist & Repertoire; Data arid Scheduling, will be managed by John
Lothrop. Lothrop had been with the diskery’s recording operations
division for the past five years.

Report in last week’s Variety that the Norman Petty Trio has been
inked by Mercury Records is denied by execs of Label X, -the RCA
Victor subsid diskery. 'Combo is still on the latter company’s roster.

Thrash Vema . Leeds Is promoting her new Jubilee Records tune,
“Come Back,” by, distributing boomerangs to the nation’s disk jockeys.
Boomerangs are miniature, but workable plastic models of the 'real
thing.

Mitchell Extends Brit.

Trek Until December
Guy Mitcheil is extending, his

trek through the British Isles un-
til December. Crooner began a
scheduled eight-week tour of Great
Britain early in May, but requests
for bookings from promoters in
the provinces forced the. extension.

. After his return Jo the U, S.

late in December, Mitchell is ex-
pected to head out on a tour

.
of

Australia and Japan. He’s slated
to return to the Coast by February
for the . Paramount pic, “Covered
Wagon,” in which lie'll costar with
Alan Ladd,

Gene Krupa Trio begins a two-
day stand at the State Theatre,
Hartford, Saturday (23), Combo
then returns to New York for a
two-week engagement at .Basin
Street/ which starts next Tues-
day (26).

THE PERFECT
AFTER-VACATION SONG

Sfyne and Cahn’«

“THE THINGS

WE DID

LAST SUMMER”
Styne and Cahn Music Co., Inc.

WILL OSBORNE
AND HIS ORCH.

Now 31 it Week

Now Golden Hotel, Reno

Mqt. MILTON DEUTSCH

A«.ther BMI *Pb Up* H»

WHITHER THOU GOEST
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A new booking gimmick, now be-

4

ing practiced by the Miami Beach
hotels, is expected to strengthen

the hotels to the detriment of the
local nightclubs. Several of the
Beach inns are now booking what-
ever names; are in

,
Florida on a

one-night basis, giving the hotel a

hew show every night. The coin

for- that date isn’t munificent blit

an act doesn’t make out too badly:

The newrShpw-nightly angle has
the net effect of keeping the guests
inside the hotel, . and the inns are;

getting a good amount of revenue
they wouldn’t otherwise get.

The talent agencies are frankly
worried about this development
For one thing, it doesn’t bring
them the revenue they might' or-?

dinarily get out of Florida. , It also

endangers the weekly bookings in

hotels, and more important the
niteries during season will be yelp-
ing even more loudly at the in*
juries being done them by the ho-
tels: The talent agencies will bear
the brunt of these complaints;
since they.will get the beefs from
both the hotel and nitery owners
as well as fropi acts#who may be
evenly, divided on the efficacy of
working the one-nighters.

The percenteries will soon haye
to. face the problem squarely. Thus
far, the season hasn’t opened, and
when it does, they’ll have to estab-
lish a &rmal policy on- that score.

When the nightclubs start full-

scale buying, it’s expected that
they’ll'want assurances that the ho-
tels wo'n’t get acts for

.
One-night

stands. Of course, the agencies Will

cite the assurance that the talent
will not appear elsewhere for the
30-day period guaranteed in the
contract form issued by the AmerU
can Guild of Variety Artists. How-
ever, they cannot, guarantee that
many Who do come down in antici-

pation of club dates, will not be
picking up these jobs.

The hotels 'have found these one-
niters a tremendous help. Operat-
ing udder reduced rates in the
summer, they have been forced to

j

make every avenue of .revenue pay

!

off. Agent Sid Harris has been
helpful in getting some of the . acts
to work these "stands. He’s cur-
rently in New York loQking over
talent and shows for Florida con-
sumption.

JACOBS SELLS MIAMI
' SPOT FOR $1,500,000
Walter .‘Jacobs, for many years

operator' of the Lord !TarletOn
Hotel, IVIianii Beach, and the. Tarle-
ton, Pike,' N. H:, has sold out his
Florida inn to the Waldmah hotel
interests, which now runs the Muri-
da Hotel, Long Beach, N. Y. Deal
was Closed last week for $1,500,000.
This is the second .time that Ja-

cobs retired from the Florida opr
eration. Some years ago he leased
out the inn, but returned to the
site after: several seasons.
The Lord Tarleton is a long-es-

tablished haunt for snow biz perr
sonalities.

Future plans of the Jacobs clan
(Walter and All

-was not revealed
with announcement of the sale of
the hotel, but it has long been Un-
derstood that they are eyeing a
choiee location for erection -of a
new hostel that can compete with
the more modern edifices erected
in the past few years. There’s still
a possibility, however, of their pur-
chasing one of the gro«p. in time
for the *55-’56 .season.

Jessel Begging Off Cafe

Dates for Radio-TV Deal
Georgfe Jessel is begging off On

all nitery assignments so that he
can take on a radio and tele deal
now being proffered him on the
Coast. He has cancelled out of the
Chase Hotel, St. Louis, and has
asked, for postponement of the
Latin Quarter deals in New York
®nd Miami Beach.
• Paul Winchell has- been substi-
tuted at the Chase.

Gambling Case Jails

Atlanta Nitery Op
Atlanta, Oct. 19.

H. C. Harden, Jr., nightclub
owner, pleaded guilty to two gam-
bling charges and was sentenced
to nine months in prisqh and fined
$300 in indictments charging him
with keeping a dice table and pos-
sessing a gambing device. A third
charge against; him for keeping a
card table was dismissed.

Harden's guilty plea came after

special Judge Walter B. Jones re-,

fused his demand for a new Bus-
sell- -County jury list, a request
predicated on the contention that
the present jurors were biased and
prejudiced against accused racket-
eers to the extent that the defend-
ant couid not get a fair trial#

Chrysler s All-Out

In Auto Debut
Detroit, Oct. 19:

Extent of auto industry’s use of
top talent to hypo interest in its

cars Was demonstrated . again .last

Monday (11) when Chrysler Corp.,
in one of the most lavish and spec-
tacular displays seen here, laid at

least $100,000 on the line to enter-
tain 500 of the nation’s newsmen.

Figure includes eats, cocktails,

travel and hotel expenses,, etc,, but
a sizable portion — as yet unde-
termined by the firm’s bookkeepers
who say, wearily, “the bills are
still coming in”—was spent on
show biz talent.

Headliner was Danny Thomas,
the. Dodge Division’s “Make Room
for Daddy” tv entry, who was flown
in from the Coast. He wowed the
newshounds in a show-stopping per-
formance during an evening pro-
gram in the Sheraton-Cadillac
Hotel. Featured were, the Billy
Williams Quartet, Darvas & Julia,
Carsony Bros., Manhattan Rockets
(8) and Dave Farley’s 12-piece

orefe.

Earlier in the day, when the 1955
cars .were being unveiled at an ex-
clusive private school for boys, 100
performers participated in adding
color to the event. These included
30 models, 15 dancers, eight choral
groups and a 12-piece orch.
The models and dancers jumped

from the cars and cavorted either
around the aiitos or on a specially
constructed stage in the huddle of
the tent arena. They also were
used to point out various styling
features of the cars as mention
was made of them by the commen-
tator.

. It was a colorful display, with
choreography by Peter Gladke, and
direction by Allen Zee. Producer
was Amos Parrish, who brought
the

.
performers

. from New York es-

pecially for the show.
Detroit, which is more and more

the scene of. these press and sales-

men parties as atfto competish gets
stiffer, is adding plenty of .green-
backs -to entertainers’: bank ac-
counts. The latest Chrysler effort

i
was just about tops In. the expendi-
ture: bracket of anything seen here
to date.

Dominoes Are Lopped In

Mastin Philly Holdover
Holdover of the Will Mastin Trio

at the Latin Casino, Philadelphia,
for an additional three days neces-
sitated the cutting down of the
show topped by Billy Ward’s Dom-
inoes. Latin^Casino ops had been
doing close to capacity biz with the
first group and asked the Dominoes
to cut down from a. week to four
days. They opened at the' Philly
spot on Thursday (14).

Deal for the abbreviated stand
was worked out by Dallas Gerson
and Dave Dushoff, nitery ops, With
Joe Glaser’s Associated Booking
Corp, and Rose Marks, latter per-
sonal manager of the Dominoes.

Roadshows are faced with the
'prospect of hitting occasional box-
office Vacuums during their tours.

The number of unemployment
pockets has reached substantial
proportions in several areas, which
until last season provided pros-
perous grosses for "various type of

promotions.
~

The biggest sufferers are likely

to be the large arena shows; such
as icers and the big name .units.

The location of the labor surplus
areas are such that it would be im-
possible to bypass them unless ex-
tremely. long jumps are made from
time to time. If- the latter step
were taken, then the show* by
necessity, would ;have to follow al-

most immediately into a territory

where a siipilarr kind of show had
been playing a short, time pre-
viously.

According to statistics, released
by the Dept, of Labor, the worst
hit areas, classified as 4-B, in

Which a '-very substantial labor
surplus” exists, and 4-A (substan-
tial. labor surpluses) have reached
the total of 51 .areas. Included in

the 4-B category are many New
England cities, including. Law-
rence, Mass. Others are Muskegon,
Mich.; Johnstown, Scranton, Al-
toona, Wilkes Barre and Hazelton,
all in Pa., and Charleston, W. Ya.
The 4-A areas include, Fall

River, Lowell, New Bedford, in
Mass.; Rock Island, Peoria, Moline
and Joliet, 111;; Detroit and Battle
Creek, Mich.; Canton, Toledo,
Steubenville, Ohio; Portland, Ore.;
Duluth, Minn.; South ' Bend, Fort
Wayne, Evansville, . Terre Haute,'
Ind.; Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, Erie
and Reading, Pa., and Albany,
Troy and Buffalo, N. Y.

Hard Hit Industries
Industries hard hit are automo-

bile, textile, rubber, coal and farm-
ing, latter because of falling prices.
Butte, Mont., is hard-hit because

(Continued on page 132)

MontT Vice Probe Jabs

At Niteries But Wide
s\ vi« n.#n « a

Montreal, Oct. 19.
The long-awaited decision hand-

ed down last week by Justice Fran-

1

cois Caron on vice, corruption and
protection in

.
Montreal exploded

mainly within senior police ranks
and took (several jabs at local nifc
eries.

The probe, which covered all
forms of vice in the city and which
has been in preparation for the
past four years, was lengthy and ex-
plicit (it covered- eight full news-
paper pages when reproduced in
the Montreal

%
Star)

i

The niterie's mentioned, which
have long been closed, weie all

minor beer stubes but connected
with operators who are still in
business and running some of the
major spots now open. AIT were
cited as prostie hangouts and the
usual business of ignoring closing
hours, etc.

^in' a followup to the official
probe, lawyer Pacifique Plante,
who was one of instigators of the
probe, said vice is still flourishing,
the books are still going and the
girls are still available in several
Uptown clubs, although they are
harder to find than they were a
few years ago. (In 1944, the Cana-
dian Army came close to putting
Montreal out of bounds for all
troops because of conditions).
The probe and. the subsequent

charges have had little of the ex-
pected effect on Montrealers. It is

commpn knowledge to anyone who
frequents the after-dark spots that
everything is still “on tap ’' One
uptown spot noted for the prosties
who worked, the room finally de-
cided to clean house, .but biz fell

off so much that they have let them
come back in and things are back
to normal. Several lounges with
Small combos entertaining are wide
open as in past years- indicating.
Obviously enough, that the protec-
tion continues despite

;
the probes.

* By LES BROWN

Atlanta Hdtel Unveils

Own Er Morocco Spot
Atlanta, Oct. 19.

Bill Cartledge, Of Charlotte, N. C.,

Friday (15) unveiled El Morocco;-
smart new dining and dancing
lounge, in the Peachtree Manor
Hotel, Sixth and

:

Peachtree Sts.

New club is decorated like New
York’s EL Morocco, with black and
White scheme included in cement,
sidewalk that leads to main en-

trance. Spot occupies space for-

merly known as Flamingo Room
and has been' remodeled and re-

furbished.
Cartledge also .operates an El

Morocco in Charlotte. Club here
will accommodate 100 patrons;

Ralph Gibbs’ vocal and instrumen-
tal trio are featured. T?here is no
cover.

The first anni of Julius LaRosa’s
split with Arthur Godfrey was
marked yesterday (Tues.). Failure
of LaRosa tp have sufficient “hu-
mility” has resulted in his earning
$302,714 in television and personal
appearances during the year. In
addition, LaRosa raked in a con-
siderable amount because of his

activities in thp i-ecording field

with Cadence- Records. Hit tune
“Eh Cumpari” brought in consid-

erable coin.

LaRos^ had been guaranteed
gross hookings of $100,000 by his

agents, General Artists Corp., dur-
ing his first year. He tripled that
guarantee

.
with fees running as

high as $10,000 weekly. According
to GAC spokesmen, his average

• date now calls for over $7,500, and
they say his only dud was at a one-
nighter in Milwaukee many months
ago. But otherwise, it’s claimed
that he made money for everybody
he worked for.

According to GAC, the first year
Was a fairly precarious one for
LaRosa in several respects, the
major one evolving

. around his

contract with CBS Radio. For that
he was getting $500 weekly for
three transcribed shows. However,
it soon became increasingly diffi-

cult for the singer to run back to
New York weekly to tape the pror
grams. This commitment/, accord-
ing td- the agency, prevented his

taking some lush bookings. They
hoped CBS would forget about it

and fail to pick up the option. The
option has now expired, GAC Was
emphatic in declaring that they
never solicited his renewal, nor
had they been notified that he was
being dropped.

. GAC stated that LaRosa recent-
ly broke the attendance record at

the Chase Hotel, St. Louis. In ad-
dition, he’s still on

.
a series of lush

bookings, latest one being at the
Laurel Hills Supper Club, Colum-
bia, S. C„ which is using record
•names consistently. He’s also, set

for a repeat on the Ed Sullivan
show Nov. 14.

Jersey Shore Ice Arena]
Casino Ice Arena, Asbury Park,

N. J., now being refurbished, is ex-

pected to be ready by Thanksgiv-
ing. Hoiuse, originally built in the
20s,’ was recently acquired by a

group of the resort’s businessmen,
Who are pouring an additional

$300,OOP into alterations,

The Casino Will have a perma->
nent ice plant able to freeze a floor-

space of 75x175 feet. For ice shows
there will be a 3,000 seating capaci-

ty. For other affairs there will be
fi.OQO seats. Pete Cary.ef, formerly
with “Holiday on Ice/* will be, gen-
eral manager#

Chicago,. Oct. 19.

What had reigned, during the
war years and before* as one of
the wooliest honktytonks this side

of the Sierras is now struggling to

keep its neon. Smudges alive, with
the cheapest possible girl displays.

Clark St, strippers’ row on the
fringe of Chicago’s Loop, has been
growing dimmer and dimmer ever
since the city administration found
it fitting to .turn the heat on sev-

eral years ago. The whilom romp-
ing place of . conventioneers and
other goodtime Charlies now is

practically forgotten part of
town.
No wpnder. The strips, in; the

main, are more bizarre than, sexy.

Joints that survived the mass shut-

tering, irt recent years are present-

ing, in many cases,- a lineup of non-
pros, many of them immigrants
from Mexico or Puerto Rico who
haven’t the vaguest idea how to

strut it, much, less tOss in a bump
or a grind. What once were gaudy*
playing three-piece -hands, how
have been clipped to a single

pianist and sometimes merely to a

jukebox, Costumes are plain and
unimaginative for, the most, and
when the gals, peel they’ve got to

keep covered to the navel. There’s

more dainty flesh to be seen on
the b?ach for free, or on televi-

sion.

Still Clark St. with its “cheapie”

spectaculars, has fared better than
another Chi stripper street, West
Madison. That one still retains the

old L&L, blit practically no other.

The So-Ho' Club Is hoarded, and
the. once . endless string of small-

er clubs now are either ordi-

nary saloons or hardware stores#

The blight of nearby Skid Row is

spreading.

;
Out to Suburbs

What has happened to Chicago
burlesque, is that it’s moved out to

the suburbs where it is safe from
Windy City cops. Dozens haye
sprung up in Cicero, and those are

the rawest ones going, while Calu-

met City keeps its title, as the strip

kingpin of the midwest.
Strip shows have moved to other

parts of Chicago/, too, where they’re

I
(Continued on page 132)

REGAL ONE-FRAMER TO

ChicagOittPct. 19.

While no Windy City theatre

Is with stageshow this week, for

the first time in anyone's memory
here, Balaban & Katz has booked
a one-framer for next week into

the southside Regal Theatre. An-
other one is on tap for mid-No-
vember, and these will be the only

house bills until “Stair Is Born”
winds up its run at the Chicago
Theatre, which has given up vaude
temporarily because of the pic’s

length.
.

Regal bill headlines Will Mastin
Trio, featuring Sammy Davis Jr.,

and also lists Trixie,; Leonard
Reed, Barbara Da Costa, Dyerettes

and a local band. Show will be;

racially mixed.

Bill Miller^ Cocoanut

Grove Booking Deal Gold
Hollywood, Oct. 19.

Bill Miller and the Cocoanut
Grove of the Ambassador Hotel
here called off a deal for him to

bpok the spot. He’ll concentrate

on the Sahara/ Las Vegas. Cancel-
lation by mutual agreement termi-

nates the deal after only six weeks.
Miller booked the current Ames
Bros., and had also booked Alina

Maria Alberghetti to follow Qct. 27.

However, she cancelled due to' the

pressure o'f film ’work.' ,

Ambassador veepee-genefal man-
ager Joseph Hoenig, who’ll book at

least for the time being, is trying'

to put together a replacement
show, probably “headlining Estelita.

There’s no change in plans to build

a new grove early next year#
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The National Board of the Amer-

ican Guild of Variety Artists faces

sober meeting when it convenes
next Monday (26) at the Henry
Hudson Hotel, N. Y. . The two
major items on the agenda will be
the continuing, fracas with the

American Federation of Musicians

arid its effect in Canada, and the

recent defection by Dick Jones,

former eastern regional director,

noW attempting to organize an in-

die union in Philadelphia and Bal-

timore.

Meeting is expected to complete
plans to isolate Jones from contact

with actors. It may be that charges
of aiding and abetting an “enemy
of the union” may be preferred
against two board members, Frank
Richardson, of Philadelphia, and
Mae Daniels of Baltimore. Ques-
tion. is expected to be resolved

within a few days. Both are

charged with .having ided Jones
in his “rebellion” against AGVA.
A third board member, joe Cainpo,

else of Philadelphia, has long since

split with Jones.

The hassle with the AFM is still

a serious threat to the union, espe-

cially since it "has lost considerable
employment in Montreal niteries.

Union administrator Jack Irving

and prexy Jackie Bright recently

conferred on the situation with
George Meahy; American Federal
tion of Labor prexy, and they cope
to have some indication of what
action Meany may take by the

time the board convenes.

The .meeting will also attempt
to explore new avenues of employ-
merit among other items. Agenda
will • be, completed by the end of

the week!"

NESBITT TO PRODUCE

VEGAS DUNES DISPLAYS
Hollywood, Oct. 19.

Robert Nesbitt, who has produced
many shows in England, has been
retained * to produce, the floor-dis-

plays at the > Dunes . Hotel, Das
Vegas, which is slated to open
sometime in February.

Nesbitt has produced nearly 40
revues,

1 many for the top houses
in Englapd, including the Palla-
dium,. London. The deal was set

by the William Mortis Agency.

See

COMEDY MATERIAL
All Branches ..of Theatricals

FUN-MASTER
ORIGINAL SHOW-BIZ GAG FILE

(Th# Service of the STARS)
First 13 Files $6.00—All 35 issue* $35

Singly; $1.05 per script.

• 3 Bks. PARODIES, per book. .110 •
• .

MINSTREL BUDGET.. $25 •
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., •»bk...$25 #
• BLUE BOOK (Oegs for Stags) $50 •
HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES

$3.00
GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAOS, $300. Worth over a thousand

No C.O.D.'e

BILLY OLASON
301 W. 34th St., New York It—Dept, V

Circle 7*1130

&
>0>>

Wmm

JIMMY and GENE
J IMA E

Just Returngd froni

2 Yaar Concert Tour

Around tho World

WATCH FOR US 1

When In Buffalo. Stop at tha

ROANOKE
APARTMENT HOTEL

An Apartment for tho prico of a Room
Complete Cdoking Facilities

M. Lenchner, Mgr., 204 So. Elmwood Av.

Sheraton Signs For

$17,509,000 in 1 Wk.

For Two Top Hotels

The ^Sheraton hotel chain in one
Week signed for $17,500,000- for

two hotels. Firm last week took
Over the 1,500-rooni. McAlpin, N.Y.,

for $9,000,000 and on Monday (18)

closed the deal for the Palace, San
Francisco, for $8,500,000. The Mc-
Alpin was sold by the Jamlee Co;,

headed by Joseph Levy, head of

Crawford clothing chai
,

which
has the ground floor at the Mc-
Alpin, while the staid Palace was
taken over from Mrs. William B.

Johnston, grandaughter of the

builder, the late Sen. William
Sharon, who. amassed a fortune

from the famed Comstock Lode.

The McAlpin is now leased to

the Tisch chain, which has re-

ceived its notice of termination,
and Sheraton takes over in May,
The purchase price Will be paid
over a period of time. There’s a

$3,000,000 mortgage held by the
New York Life Insurance Co. Ac*,

quisition of the McAlpin gives the
Sheraton four hotels in New York.
Others are the Astor, which it took
over several weeks ago, the Park
Sheraton and the Slieraton-Russell.

The Sheraton chain is on an ex-

pansion binge,; other recent take-

overs including the Blackstone,
Chicago, and Ten Eyck, Albany.
The McAlpin, built in 1912, had

been leased until 1952 to the
Knott chain. The Tisch outfit has
a lease funning until 1958, but a

clause permits termination in the
event of a sale.

Dallas, Oct. 19.

State Fair of Texas, midway in

its 69th annual 16-day run, Oct.
9-24, racked up what’s claimed to
be a new world’s record for single

day expo attendance Saturday
(16) when 296,784 visitors, at 60c
each, packed the 187-acre fair-

grounds. Total topped the previ-
ous claimed record attendance of
296,500 set by the Canadian Na-
tional Exposition at Toronto Sept.
28. Previous high here was 289,-

307 on Oct. 14, 1950, Record dray/
here boosted the halftime attend-
ance total to 1,308,241, well ahead
of last year’s 1,222,700 draw for
the first eight days, and fair execs
are confident this year’s turnstile
total will top 1952’s record of 2,-

387,400 payees.

Top entertainment lure is "The
King and I,” in for 25 perform-
ances in the 4,300-seat expo audi-
torium at $1.20-$4.80 scale. Extra
chairs have been added for four
sellout houses and the Rodgers
& Hammerstein piece, with Yul
Brynner and Patricia Morison, has
a heavy advance sale for the final
12 showings,

"Ice Cycles of 1955” is headed
for a new indoor attendance rec-
ord, if ticket sales in this final
week hold .up to the first 14 per-
formances. More than 70,000 per-
sons,’ an average of 5,000 per show-
ing, saw the 10th consecutive
showing of "Cycles” in its first

eight days at the . 5,560-seat Ice
Arena in the expo grounds. Seats
are scaled at $3.30 top.

New York
Myron Cohen and the Kean Sis-

ters will replace Dennis Day, who
cancelled out of the Copac'abaria,

N. Y., because of tele commit-

ments, They play the spot Nov. 18

..... . Eileen Barton Set for the Mo-
cambo, Hollywood, Nov. 12

Howard Lanin Agency to produce

the show for the Combined Daily

Industries convention at the War-
ner Theatre, Atlantic City, Oct. 27.

Herb Shriner, Martha Wright and
Earl Wrightson are topping the
layout . . . Sam Levenson to play
a, four-day stand at the Sheraton-
Cadillac, Detroit, Oct. 27, prior to

opening at • the ChezvParee, Chi-
cago, Oct. 3i . Borrah Minevitch
Rascals into the Sands Hotel, Las
Vegas, Oct,. 19 . . Don Cornell to
the Monte Carlo; Little Ferry,
N. J., Nov. 12 . Latin: Quarter,
N. Y., chorine Beverly Richards
fined . $50 and had her license re-
voked for leaving the scene of an
accident following an auto crash.

Four Lads pacted for the Copa-
cabana, N,Y., Oct. 28, for. the bill

headed by Nat (King) Cole . . .

Ethel Smith into the Congress
Hotel, St; Louis, Oct. 28 . George
Tapps tapped for the Chez Paree,
Chicago, Nov. 21.

FREDDIE REDDI
TV'S

SPARKLING NEW
PERSONALITY

Oct. 22 - DEBUT - Oct. 22

*HAS CLEAN T SHIRT
WILL TRAVEL

Quick Down Under Date

Set for Satchmo Band
A

. quick concert tour was ar-
ranged Monday (18) for the Louis
Armstrong band to tour Australia.
Armstrong was originally set by
Joe Glaser, head of the Associated
Booking Corp., to tour Down
Under next March. However, the
Australian promoters flew/ to the

U. S. last week for conferences
with ABC Hollywood topper Bob
Phillips, then with Glaser in, Chi-
cago. Further palavers were held
for three days in New York and
now Satchmo will fly over Sunday
(24) for his first' concert two days
later. They'll give a series of 12
concerts on this fling.

Also booked for Aussie tours are
a repeat for Johnnie Ray, and
jaunts for Nat (King) Cole and
Frankie Laine. Negotiations are
also on for three concert pack-
ages by Glaser,

Rio Resigns Coast AGVA

Post to Book Talent At

Chicago
Al Beletti unit, just signed by

AC, opens Pla-BOl in Calumet City
this week and plays through Nov.
8. . . . Hamish Menzies cut. four
sides independently at Universal
Recording Studios here last week
with nine bongo drums backing
before opening three weeks . at
Towne Room, Milwaukee,

.
with

Sylvia Syms . . Pearl Eddy set
for couple of weeks atMonteleohe
HoteL.Nety Orleans ... Dick Kerr
and Sian Fisher pegged for Eddy’s,
in Kansas_City beginning Nov. 12.

Omaha
Joaquin Garay. opened last Fri-

day (151 at Don Hammond's Seven
Seas, to bo followed by Shecky
Greene on 29th . . Johnny Vana
Trio continues at the Cottonwood
Room of Blackstone Hotel ... Joe
Maize and his Cordsmen in for two
weeks at Colony Club .. . . Panto
Mimics weekend attraction at
Grand Bar. *

•

i

Hollywood, Oct. 19.

AGVA board meets Oct. 26 to

pick a successor to Eddie Rio,

Coast head of the vaude union who
resigned to become entertainment
director of the new Royal Nevada
Hotel, Las Vegas. 'AGVA rep here
Six years, he said his resignation

is effective, as soon as a successor

is picked.

Under pact signed with Frank
Fishman of the hostelry, Rio will

produce and
:
book shows for the

new hotel, due to open soon after

the first of the year.

Grady Setting Talent

Plans for 43 Cruises

James Grady, cruise booker, is

currently mapping plans for a total

Of 43 cruises for 1955. Grady cur-

rently books the jaunts to. Nassau

arid for the French Line boats.

Grady currently has a talent tie-

in between the S.S. Nassau and the

British Colonial Hotel ih Nassau.

Another talent tiein is in the works
with another hostel in the area.

W I N G
N0W

MAGIC INN
SEATTLE

(Thanlu. JOE DANIELS)

Dir.: JIMMIE HUSSON AGENCY
119 W. 57th St„ Now York

QUINTET
EXCLUSIVE BOOKING

CONTACT

IRV NAHAN
1015 Chostnut St.

Phlla.. Pa.

WAIntit 2-7722

WHEN IN BOSTON
It's fht

HOTEL AVERY
the Home of Show Folk

Avory A Washington Sti.

CAB CALLOWAY
"now—eighth Week

HOTEL SAHARA
LAS VEGAS

Mqt. (ILL MITTLER. Hit Iraadway. New Y«rk

LUCKY LEWIS
AMERICA’S YOUNGEST ECCENTRIC DANCER

MY THANKS TO FRANK SENNES

FOR MY FIRST NIGHT CLUB ENGAGEMENT AT THE

OULIN ROUGE
SHOWPLACE OF THE WORLD

THANKS ALSO TO LEONARD BARR FOR HIS ROUTINES

Personal teacher and advisor SID TRACY Rainbow Studios — Hollywood
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"Sqme wise f|lm
b
producer could have a

female Martin and; Lewis in; this clever

comedy dub."

LOUELLA O. PARSONS

"Betty and Jane Kean, the distaff answer

to Martin and Lewis, literally tore up the

Mocambo opening nighK and practically

destroyed the jaded audience with hysteri-

cal laughter."

JIMMY STARR
L.A. HERALD-EXPRESS

"It's fast listening at the Mocambo while

the Kean Sisters disport themselves with

their melodics and good brand of clown-

ing. Their 35 minutes onstage is quick-

tempoed and breezy, loaded with laughs

and the material they dish out is fresh and

topical for good reception . . . Femmes
sharp in their timing and know how
It's a bright turn with slick overtones."

VARIETY

"Betty and Jane Kean's brand of humor is

wild slapstick that would be sensational for

a situation comedy series on Y.V."

HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

My lister has
a head to match!

"The Kean Sisters are bringing down the

house every night at the Mocambo."

GOBINA WRIGHT
LA. HERALD-EXPRESS

"Betty and Jane Kean, those good looking

comediennes' are panicking the audience

at Mocambo." LOS ANGELES TIMES

"Two top-notch entertainers Betty and

Jane Kean opened with fast moving and

brand new material which is amazingly

funny and reflecting today's headlines."

CITIZEN NEWS

<&/ * fy
i

BETTY and JANE KEAN
Just Closed

FLAMINGO HOTEL
Currently

MACAMBO
Hollywood

Next

CQPACABANA
New York

Material: ELI BASSE and DANNY SHAPIRO

Gowns; KATHRYN KUHN

Representation: WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY
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New Acts

ANNIE CORDY
Songs
20 Mins.
Olympia, Paris

Lively fetching blonde comes

under the heading of “fahtaisiste”

here, This means inventive, off-

beat interp, dynamism ana a voice

to boot. Femme, has all of these,

and sassy looks and material, that

make her of
.
interest for U. S.

revue possibilities* tv and espe-

cially nitery spots. Hoydenish as-

pect comes Out in first song which
deftly satirizes the oo-la-la effects

of the ’20s. as she hies up her skirts

and gives out throatily. She does
takeoffs on various subjects sUeh
as the cowboy’s' daughter, a love-

lorn gal who takes to drink and
others; which all attest to her solid
verve, bombast and aud appeal.

Gal did a 'long stint in the succes-

]

ful musical here, “La Route Fleu-
rie” (“The Flowered. Way”), at the
ABC. Mosk.

NIKKI & NOEL
Dance
10 Mins.
‘Palace; N. Y.

Nikki & Noel are an a&ractive
ballroom pair who mix a variety of
routines to form a good net effect.
They are perhaps too youthful to
successfully but put over their
sophisticated routines at the outset,
but they do well at the close of

For the Finest

of Your Career:

r—use the amazing new Shuro

Wireless

Microphone System..*

\ - M

(Ssrfl

mi
N j

:
.C-

-
.

Nc i
1

No Cperalors License Ni'i'tied

Shore brings you d "Magic Wand" that frees

you from the fixed-position microphone, the con-

finement and irritation of cable-dragging—frees

you to concentrate on giving the finest perform-

ance of your career!

Tho revolutionary VAGABOND "88” is the

first practical wireless microphone system ever

made! And hereV the proof: Ao broadcast license

needed! No cables! No ‘body wiring! Another
wonderful feature is the fact that the Vagabond
"88” Microphone can pitss from person to person

or rest oiva floor 6tand . .
.
providing a flexibility

not attainable .with any Other wireless micro-

phone—a flexibility that is equally useful for solo

or group performances.

NIGHT CLUBS

THEATRES

Slim and balanced/ the VAGABOND is effort- •. 2 FM Rocoivoi
lessly carried, and, in effect, becomes a bond • 3. Stand Addp
between you and,the audience. * 4. Lavdltor C

Clip

If you are a Vocalist, Instrumentalist, Impres- • 1 *•» of Bat

ist or Master of Ceremonies, d want to • ^!
<# *vJn®

improve your styling dramatically, buy a J /’ Cemplata In

Vagabond ”88” and—wherever you go—you’]! be • Instructions

distinguished by "Having the Finest!” eooooooboa

INTERVIEWS

• VAGABOND "88”
* SYSTEM INCLUDES:

1. Mlcrophono-Trant-
mlttorin Jawal-Typa
Casa

2. FM Racaivar

3. Stand Adaptor
4. lavaltor Cord and

Clip

5. 1 Sat of Battarl

6. Receiving Antanna
Wirt

/.Complete Installation

dfflllilk
Vagabond --Net Price $700.00

WSHURE BROTH&tS, Incorporated
, Manufacturers of Microphones and AcowtfaDeyjces

225 W, Hurori Sti, Chicago TO, Iff, CahloAddreis: SWJREW&tQ

Please send me detailed information
Wireless Microphone System.

ADDRESS

about the Vagabond ”88*

l am interested in the Vagabond for the following application(s)

their act when they emulate cou-
ples on tho dime-andance floor.

Their costuming is good and their

overall dance style is . one that in-
dicates ultimate, bookings in most
Visual media. Jose.

MELITTA
Songs
15 Mins.
Le Kuban Bleu, N. Y.

Melitta is a soft-spoken Spanish
looker and an easy working bal-

ladeer, who delivers her numbers
with a good,deal of charm and in a
disarming manner. The sirigle-

mqnickered femme . accompanies
herself on a guitar. Hef tunes are
predominantly in the Latin vein,

although she throws in a few num-
bers in French and English.

Melitta’s spoken precedes to her
numbers pave the Way for her.

For example, prior to the initial

tune,, she confides that it’s not the
right number for an opener since
it has a slow tempo and it ends on
a soft note. These easy confi-

dences pay off. The song selections
are good and she reaches her au-
dience easily, Jose.

CAROLYN CARPENTER
Songs
15 Mins.
Arele’s New Roumanian, N. Y.

Carolyn Carpenter has, devel-
oped a type of act that goes well
on the casuals. Miss Carpenter,
who does an okay pop, majors in
a medley which calls, for songs in

several languages with a concentra-
tion on Italian, However, since
the . audience, in . this spot is all-

Yiddish, she puts on a heavy over-
lay of tunes in that language with
a liberal dosage of liturgical chants
at the end.
Of course, the novelty of this

non-coreligionist working in Yid-
dish is considerable. She does
well here. Jose..

FREDA FAYE
Dance
10 Mins.
Arele’s New Roumanian, N. Y.

Freda Faye needs to learn more
of the basic facts of show business’
life. She shows considerable skill

at aero dance, but spends the
greater part of her time singing in
an uncertain voice. However, her
major fault is her getup, which is

purposely contrived to be as un-
attractive ' as possihle. She comes
oh the floor with no makeup and
blacked out teeth, and a costume
supposedly, representing a hoyden.
Her tunes call for her to make ad-
vances to the male diners.

Please, notVhile they’re eating.
Jose.

GIVENS £ SWEETY PIE
Songs, Dance
20 Mins.
Arele’s New Roumanian, N.Y.

Negro couple are good operators
in situations where a lot of time is

required. They have sufficient
visual and audio values to keep
customers interested. They show
a lot of bright spots such as the
femme's singing. She indicates a
lot of skill in that department.

They keep a drum on stage
which when not used for solo work
by the male, supplies a good back-
ground for their taps. They dis-.

pense a lot of energy in that field
and some of the steps- draw ap-
plause. They get off to a good
mitt. Jose.

Treniers to La Martinique

In Cafe Society Delay
The Treniers were added to the

floorshow at La. Martinique, N. Y.,

last week because of the failure of
Cafe Society Downtown to open as
per. schedule. The Treniers were
pacted for the Village spot, and
were to have started last Monday
(11), but alterations there haven’t
yet been completed and aren’t
likely to be for a couple of weeks
yet. Both the LaM and CSD are
under the same ownership.

The Negro jazz act, therefore,
went on salary as of the contracted
starting date. They were moved
into the uptown site to work out
their salary;

Clark St. Honkytonks
ssssssss Continued from para l29acsBSSSS

doing well enough. Curly Fish-
man’s Crossroads, on the southeast
end of the Loop, has a pretty good
show, as the strips go, with a three-
piece band and a lineup . of pro-
fessional peelers. This is operat-
ing in the area where Minsky’s
Rialto, now defunct,

.
used to cap-

ture the flesh-happy. Silver Frolics
is still the most deluxe girl show in
town, with an excellent vaiide-
strip spread, posh interior and a
stiff minimum charge. Backstage,
a circular bar on the northside, has
six strippers, and two singers and
seems to get away

;
With more skin

display than most of the other
joints. (Biz here is about as good
as it always was, and it was always
pretty good. The 606 Club on
Wabash Ave. has a slick show and
a. $2.50 minimum, and this club
and the Silver Frolics are now the
major conventioneer spots*.

On Clark St., the standard price

of beer is 60c, and beer is still the
.favorite potation of the guys at

the bar. Considering that there’s
any kind of entertainment, the li-

bation is almost a bargain. Piano
players alone, in more than a few
spots, are worth it.

Hungry Jazz Pianists

Most of the keyboarders are. hun-
gry jazz pianists, and .their work
on the 88s is not to be jeered at.

In. fact, these, musicians have con-
tributed as much as any other
thing to changing; the. flavor of the
Clark St. shows. Gone is the

standard strip music library of

tunes like “Sophisticated Lady,”
“Tea for Two,” “Pretty Girl Is

Like a Melody,” and that ilk.. In-

stead, it’s hep, improvisational.

blues stuff and they play without
the steady throbbing beat. This

partly accounts for the passing of

the bump and grind.

f

gals worked sans inspiration and
without a sense of climax. They
left the stages wearing more than
a biki '.

To all appearances early in th
everting, “B-girling” or drink-
hustling doesn't go on. But at one
6f the foremost spots, the gals be-
gin peppering the joint en masse
qifter 11:30, * apparently the time
at which the heat goes off. Sig-
nificantly, at just about that time,
the first navel pops into view, too.

Burley
,

girls say they get 15c per
stick as profit. A stick is a swizzle
rod which the bartender saves for
every drink the gals hustle from a
customer, One stripper told Vari-
ety she can pick up from 30 to 40
sticks per night when the heat’s
pot on, “which isn’t very good.” A
really good mixer, she said, cap
get between 100 to 150.

**500//CLUB

Roadshows Face
Continued from page 129£sss=

of a prolonged strike of Anaconda
Copper..

Presently, there are no areas in

which there is a labor shortage,

although there were three such,

spots last year, Only 17 have a bal-

anced supply as against 64 last

year, and there is a moderate labor,

surplus in 81 areas as against 64
last year. Latest figures indicate

that unemployment is beyond the
3,000,000 mark.

Other factors in this pessimistic
picture include a drop in corporate
profits before taxes of $4,900,000,-

000 in the first half of the yeai\

While total personal income is

close to that of last year, wages
dropped more than $3,300,000,000
below 1953.

Naturally, the pockets of unem-
ployment will undoubtedly reduce
gates in many areas. However, a
spokesman for one of the trav-
elling shows declared that it’s been
his experience that in these de-
pressed towns, the advance is slow.
But if word-of-mouth and news-
paper reviews are favorable, then
there’s a pickup at the boxoffice,

which nearly makes up for the de-
cline in the advance.
As far as show biz is concerned,

it's conceded that there are about
a dozen shows on the road that are
likely to be hit in any prolonged
tour. However, local talent employ-
ment as well. dancebands on
one-niter tours, iterles and club
dates fall off tremendously. There
is some hope that the picture will

change for the better after the
elections next month.

NICOLE
and

PHILIP

The Puppet Masters

“KNIGHT
Dir.: DICK HENRY

MISS
NAOMI

"Chants With a Chuckle"

Held Over, AGAIN

L A KE C L U

B

Springfield, III.

(Thanks HUGO, HAROLD and PAUL)

ir.: JIMMIE HUSSON AGENCY
119 W. 57th St.; New Yark

CORBETT
MONICA

Per. Mgr.: HARRIS GIGER

Dir.: e.rbar-W.lu, N. Y. CO 5-86»0

EX-SHOWGIRL
wanted to run busy checkroom

•f high ola»i mjdtbwn restaurant. Must b*

24 -28, attractive, with torn# oheeklng •xpsrl-

incs. B days, na Sat. trSun., 1

1

:80-8 P.M,

•alary 1 100 »r mere per week. slut ineale.

OUTSTANDING JOB FOR RIGHT .'GIRL,

Interview! Saturday 8-5, 130 Weet 36th St.

BUD AND CECE

ilijlTTKliKl
Currently

VOGUE ROOM
HOLLENDEN hotel

CLEVELAND

Direction: MCA

LOU FOLDS
MAGICAL JUGGLER

Currently

SUTLER HOTEL
HARTFORD, CONN.

Thanks to DAVE BAUMGARTEN
and ED and WILMA LEARY
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Senator Hints ‘Czar’ For TV
Continued from page 1

are indifferent to our responsibili-

ties on programming. On the con-
trary, we

.
are actively concerned

with; and constantly alert to as-

sure, a properly balanced program
schedule of entertainment, infor-

mation and education, while ob-

serving the rules of good taste

and moderation/’

On the subject of violence,

especially in westerns, Jones said,

“It- is an important part of our
history, our folklore,', our tradition,

and of the Antierican people’s cur-

rent taste Jin ^entertainment/’ He
pointed out the violence in Shake-

speare, in Mother Goose,' and Other

classics.
,.

Films Not Censored

Jones gave a long, detailed ex-

planation about how CBS Self-cen-

sors, but admited that it did not

censor films which are independ-
ently produced for tv but which
CBS Television Film Bates, Inc.,

distributes for the producers.

In its presentation which Opened
the hearing, the committee staff

presented a film, nearly an hour
Jong, containing scenes of violence

from films shown ; on the four

Washington stations, over a one-
week period, during the hours 4

to TO p,n>.—the children's watching
hours.

Jones pointed out that, while
some shots were undoubted viola-

tions of the tv industry code-, the
scenes shown ran 60 minutes.
While the four stations in question
put more than 10,000 minutes of

programs oh the air in that period.

Jones also took the position that

there was. a definite difference be-,

tween violence in the old western
films and that shown in modern
crimp pictures.

Senator Hendrickson commented,
“It would be a wonderful .thing” if

the whole industry lived up fo the
cpde and asked how all might be
gotten to subscribe and follow it.

Jones said he knew of. no special

way to get this, done, but said

progress is being made. It Was at
this point that Hendrickson asked
whether Jones didn’t believe a

“czar” would be. a good, thing for

television. The CBS veep strongly,

disagreed.

One point by the .committee staff

was that the network had no
specialists in child education and
psychology to aid in the .web’s cen-
sorship from the point Of the juve-
nile audience.

Earlier in the session, Hen-
drickson also aired his idea of a
czar for the industry who would
pass on suitability of material, just
as the* Production Code Admin-
istration does for Hollywood.

No ‘Children’s Hours’
Washington, Oct. 19..

Two. additional witnesses - were
heard today (Tues:) by the Hen-
drickson committee on juvenile
crime. John Hayes, manager of
WTOP here, said there is. no “uni-
versal hour” when kids "watch tv,

that moppets do viewing up to

10 p.m.- and later, adults, along, with
them, and hence stations will al-

ways be confronted with a pro-
gramming problem/* on the time
slot element alone.

Sen. Hendrickson, putting in a
“plug 1 ' for th industry ' code,
asked Hayes if he thought the “old
westerns” were more moderate
than the “new oatiers, to which
Hayes replied that many of the
old films “we saw as boys” are
playing on tv currently. The com-
mittee brought out, incidentally,
that several complaints had been
received V that NBC^TV’s “Satins
and Spurs” spec starring Betty
Hutton last month was “too sexy
for children.”

Other witness Was James V. Ben-
nett, director of the Federal
Bureau of Prisons and formerly
secretary to a now defunct com-
mittee of the American Bar Assn,
studying influence of mass media
on .the admi istration of •justice.
He. noted the distinction between
westerns and the programs deal-
ing with "actual crime,” .such as
tv's whodunits and. thrillers, where
the details, hie said, were “blue-
printed/’ Juves

. can tell the dif-
ference, Bennett declared, observ-
ing also that westerns have no ef-

,
feet upon thena.

Bennett suggested that the tv in-
d ustry/get together to (1) support
* research bureau to test the effect
o! programs -on ’children, and <2)

•
< asserting,Jhe* didn’t.bav*;,tQo..much

faith in the. industry's code, rec-

ommended the setting up by Presi-

dent Eisenhower of/ an advisory
commission to work with Federal
agencies that control mase media.
Asked Whether this couldn’t be
done through the FCC, he said that
wouldn’t work “because, of the

present' law/’

As affinal thought, Bennett said

that in a program poll of prison^

ers taken a few years ago, 50% of;

the shows mentioned by. them were
those dealing with crime, indicat-

ing that, this was the type of pro-
gram they retained in their minds.

tsssss Continued front page 2

Simca and Renault. Prices are still

higher than foreign models of the
same type, but the exorbitant duty
of 57%. keeps the French makes
cheaper. .- However, the new gov-
ernmental policy , of lowering tar-

iffs has led to ensuing' cuts in local

product. Though hornblowing is;

outlawed here, the French still

make plenty of noise about autos
and their prices.

Jet-Propelled Cars

Drawing biggest crowds are the
new French Fords, Vedette and
Versailles, and the experimental
General. Motors jet-propelled car,

the XP21 Firebird. This jet job
can do. over 200 miles and looks
like a rocket on. wheels. Also star-

ring are the specially-designed
Cadillac Rapier designed by
Brooks Stevens, the Raymond
LoeWy Studebaker, the elegant
English Jaguars, Bentley and Rolls
Royces as well as the strength and
dignity of the Mercedes. The vari-r

oiis offbeat. little jobs of two and
three wheels herald the loss of

parking problems here because of
their litle space requirements. The
expensive but beautifully designed
Italo Ferrarris and Alpha Romeos
are' feasts for the eye if not the;

pocket-books. English Rootes group
made a big pitch with the appear-
ance of Sir William Rootes him-
self to inaugurate the. unveiling of.

two new Hillman models. Low
pricing and special features of.

these compact family cars . were
also of great interest.

Overflow crowd gave Paris a

holiday air as well as aggravating
its already crowded traffic condi-
tion. Taxis were hard to find and
latecomers to legit shows became
a habit here. Niteries did boff
takes as well as the. many new
legiters. Pix also got a nice take
on these visitors who combined
business arid, pleasure; and made
Paris hum for a couple of weeks.
Now, as they all trail homeward,
the artificial stimulus will be off

and show biz will go back into its

normal groove.

Doughty Dutch

'Sm Continued from page 2

intact. If a Russian chess; team
could visit the U. S., wliy not four
leftie members of an otherwise
orthodox 100-piece Dutch band?
Concertgebouw musicians are also

still plenty riled; they
;
don’t like

Germans; even oboists. Their vet ;

conductor,
.

Willem . Mengelberg,
world-renowned maestro whose
name was synonymous With Con-
certgebouw fbr decades, was kicked
out directly after the war’s .end on
charges of collaborating with the
occupying Nazis.

A Fine Welcome
Canie the Concertgebouw last

. week to Niew Amsterdam. (New
York), named originally after its

hometown, to meet with a week of
muggy, oppressive, inhospitable 85-

degree heat. Also to meet with a
further inhospitable threat from
National Concert & Artists Corp.,
rival booking office to Columbia.
[A $15,000. suit was slapped last'

week against the Amsterdam crew
by NCAC, and rumors were flying
that the musicians' , instruments
wefe going to be attached, and
that the Carnegie Hall date might
be called off. NCAC execs. Who
were dickering in 1950 to bring the
Dutch symph here, claim $15,000
.ig due them for expenses, when
arrangements for that tour broke
off. Wednesday afternoon, prior
to the Carnegie concert, a sum of
$10,000 was placed in escrow to

insure against any .seizures; 9 pos-

sible. scandal was .avoided, and the
concert went on.

NCAC, which claims it lost
prestige a’s well as expenses (by
the fact that Columbia got the orch
for the tour instead of them), also
avers it never intended to attach
the Patch 'instruments. Situation
is a little confused by the fact that
the organization with which NCAC
dickered in ,1950 is no longer in
charge of the orch, and that the
1954 tour was negotiated with, a
different group/ But it's reported
that the Dutch government, which
is sponsoring the tour of. the . orch'
as a goodwill gesture, wanted to
avoid any unpleasantness, and
stepped in, although giver of the
escrow coi is withheld.

Anyway, despite all types of
heat, the Concertgebouw artisti-

cally gave a beautiful exhibitiori
last Wednesday 'night of wonderful
discipline, superb cohesion and
clean, refined playing. Orch—the
strings especiallyr-^-has a beautiful
tone quality. They play in relaxed
style; their conductor never drives,
them with the style U. S. maestros
maintain. Eduard von Beinumi
their regular conductor, led them
through a. choice, linhypoed read-
ing of the “Freischutz” Overture;
a performance of the; “Daphnis &
Chloe” Suite No. 2 that Was ex-
quisite, if riot as highly dramatized
as is done in U. S. concert halls,

arid a Brahms First Symphony that
had majesty, sweep and wanning
simplicity.

Double-Trouble in Troy
Troy, Oct. 19.

The Concertgebouw Orchestra’s
concert at the R.R.I. Field House
Friday night (15) wasr marked /by
dual misfortune-some 1,500 can-:

cells,lions; in an expected audience
of 4,000, due to radio arid news-
paper reports about onrushing hur-
ricane, and the metropolitan area
truckers’ strike,, which impounded
the van carrying

,
the Dutch musi-

cians’ evening clothes.

An audience- pf 2,500, at $1.50 to
$3.50 scale,, enthusiastically, ap-
plauded the 100-piefce group, the
majority r of whom played iri shirt-

sleeves. Rafael Kubelik,, alternate
/maestro with Eduard Von Beinurri
oh the tour, conducted the concert
in a. light blue leisure coat and
dark trousers. A few of the men
wore street coats.

WEEK OF OCTOBER 20

Numerals Ip connection with' bills below Indicate, opening day of show
whether full or split week '

icate's circuit. <ii Independent!. (I.) Loewj <

) RKO; <S) Stoll; <T> Tlvolri (W); Warner

NCW YORK CITY.
Music Hall (I) 21
Jacqueline Langee .

Edward. Ruhl
Les MafcelUs
Gloria Ware
Chet Clark
Rockettes
Corps de Ballet
Sym Ore

Palace (R) 22
Honey Girls..
Raymond & Lee
Duke ' Dorrell

1

Stylers
Hilton Sr Lee
Kurt Dances

Stump: A\- Stumpy
Lemke's Chimps

CHICAGO
Regal <P) 21

Will Mastln 3
Sammy Davis Jr
Barbara De Costs
Lenord. Reed
Trickle
Dyerettes

MIAMI
lynipia (P) 20

Little Jack Little
Pitchmen
Mirandas
Joe Howard
Faye A Andrl

BRITAIN

Continued from page 1

and CBS researchers who probed
Stringfellow’s “story” received
clearances from the Army as to

authenticity of his combat mis-
sions.

• Stringfellow telephoned Bartlett
at his .'New. York hotel Monday
morning (18) from Ogden, Utah, of-

fering to let the producer out of
the film contract and return the
cash advance he’d already received.
Their original deal called for the
congressman to receive $1,000
an initial payment plus another
sum when the. picture went before
the cameras, then 15% of the net
profits after the venture hit the-
atre screens.

Bartlett, whose film making
policy is devoted to shooting “true
dramatic stories,” said that his
first impulse Was to call off

.
the

project. “However,” he added,
“I’m rather confused by the whole
situation and prefer to think things
over before coming tp any decision.
In any event I will still do a story
with that fundamental base—men
of character who enter politics and
spread good among their country-
men.”

Treatment
,
the “Stringfellow

story”
. had already been prepared

by Bartlett with production : en-
visioned as starting sometime next
spring.

s
Producer only last week

announced that he probably would
direct the venture as well as write
the. screenplay. Despite String-
fellow's self-exposure as

.
a hoax,"

Bartlett is of the opi ion that the
veteran did a “tremendous amount
of good” in talks to high school
students and organized groups—
“but he must have ‘ led a tortured
existence with such a secret.”

New Coast Moulin Mark
Hollywood, Oct. 19.

Moulin Rouge nitery set another
new record ori the second Saturday
night of its- “Ca C’est Paris” re-
vue. Initial Saturday (9) clocked
$20,00.0 gross for three shows, best
in history of the establishment, for-

merly Eari Carroll’s.

Second Saturday (lfi) hit
. $22,000.

ASTON
Hlppotirornc (I) II
Fred. Ferrari
Ford ..& Sheen
Desiree et Pierre
Julie .Dey
Mark Mansfield
Max& Julie
Marie Petroff
Anton Petroff
Julie Williams :

Bal Tabarln Girls :,

BIRMINGHAM
Hippodrome (M) II

Frankie Lalne-
K A A. Alexis
Frail Dowle
Lionel. King
Vic Lewis. Ore
Kordas

BQSCOMBE
Hippodrome (I) 1g ....

Denise Vane
Dick .

Montague
Peggy .

Lee.

S
A R Ray

aron Gaye .A E
3 Georgians

BRADFORD
Alhambra (M) II ..<

Miles Twins
Tony Trent .

S It P Kaye.
Gladys Morgan
Brian Andro
Cox Twins
Max Geldtay
Bobbie Colli

Russroan 2
BRISTOL m

Hippodrome • (S) 11

Jewel A Warriss
Sally Barnes

BRIXTON
Empress <l) 18

Lee Lawrence
Harry Bailey
Sens Ihdriksons .

Louise Pets .

CARDIFF
New (S) 18

Benny Hill
Virginia Soiner
Jerry Allen 3
Jeremy Hawk
Kirby A Hayes
4 Helmars.
Tux .

De Ver.e Dancers
CHISWICK

Empire ( ) II
Mate Miller
Tcsse Smalpage
Harry Benet.
M A B Winters
Nordics
Roy Stevens
3, Black Jets
Babette A RaoUl

DERBY
Hippodrome II
Vic Oliver
Sylvia . Campbell
Allen Bros A J
Arthur Worslcy
Don. Arden.
J & J Bentley
Naiurs .

EDINBURGH
Empire <M) 11

Howard Keel
N A N Grant'
WaUhon- A

Dorraine
Baker A Douglas
Ra.vros 3
R Russell A Susie
Jack Stanford
R Allen A Steve
FINSBURY PARK
Empire (M) 18

Billy Cotton Bd
Flack A Lucas
Revel A. Fields
Frances Duncan
Dave King
Ruddy Bolly
Don Philippe A M

GLASGOW
Empire (M) li.

Lee You n esters,
Joy Nichols
Richnian ' A Jackson
Kordites
Geotge Lacy

. Benson Diilay Co
Billy Baxter •

Musical Etliotts
HACKNEY

Empire (S) II
Tom Jacobson Co
Alan Alan
Denvers
Speedmacs.
Garcias
Mikokskls
Reggie Dennis

LEEDS
Empire (M) 18

,

P Brough A Archie'
i Ronald Chesney
j
Ossie Noble;.

I Peter Madden
i Edward Victor
‘ LcS Raynor A B
Candy Sis 'A' Eddie

I

Jimmy Gilmore

Michael Mitchell
. LEICESTER
Palate (S) It

A1 Martino
Bill Waddingtoh,
Fred Lovelle
Amazing' Celeste
Seaton A O'Dell
Harry A Betty
Rio Rita A Ron.

LIVERPOOL
Empire (M> II

Nitwits
Max Bygravea
2 Sterlings
Rita .Marteli
Lorraine .

Dick Calkin
2 Boris
MANCHESTER ^

Hippodrome (S) II
Bill Johnson
Bonal Colleano •

Wilson Keppel L B
Chris CrosS
Nixon & Dixon
Beryl A Bobo
Morgan & Manning

Palace (M) II
Tommy Trinder
Woods A Jgrrett.
Sallci Puppets
Flying De Pauls
Anne Harf^
Harry Moreny'
Jimmy Berry
2 Arvings
Freddie: Dexter
Geb Mitchell 4
L Gordon Girls
Dorothy Duval .

NEWCASTLE!
Empire (M) II

Nolman EvUhs
Betty : Jumcl
5; .

Skyllners
Victor Scaforth
Bil A Bil
J A S ’Lamonte
J Tiller Girls
NORTHAMPTON

New (I) IB
Frankie Vaughn
Audrey Jeans
Alan.Roe
Keither Bros,
Annette
Bill- Maynard
Shane A ’Lamar
M- Murray A Kaye

.

Bill Wareham A B
NORWICH

Hippodrome (I) 18
Jack Haig •

Harkness A
Williams

Eddie Hart
Moira Briody .

[

Gene Rio
Laura Pearsons
Girls Co
NOTTINGHAM
Empire (M) II

I Cu.v Mitchell
Rey

.
A Ronjy

Austral
Johnny Laycick
J Palmer A Doreen
Vera Cody Co
Les Spanglers
Joe Crosble

SHEFFIELD
Empire (M) 18

Ray Ellington
Morecamhe & Wise
Gary Miller
Mayfgors

.

Norman Vaughri
Marvels
Manning A Lee
Les Marthys
SOUTHAMPTON
. Grand (I) 18

Diana Decker *

Jack Watson
Monty Norman
Authors A Swinsoh
Tommy Riley,
Gerry Limb '

Krandon A
.
Kama

Kay & Katrina"
WOLVERHAMPTON
Hippodrome (I) 18
Royal - Kilties Jcs
Betty Driver
Hylda

.
Baker

Flying Voleros
Freddie Stobbs .

WOOD. GREEN
Empire (S) II

David Hughes
Cardew Robinson
Len Marten
Billy. Thnrburri
Skating Vogues
Carozellas .

Dower & Rogers.
Allen A Albee Sis

YORK
Empire (I)

.Terry Cantor
Ken Barnes A J
Noble 'A Dencstfer
Joy Harris .

Janette Fox
Lake A Rolls
Nudes

No. 1 Fifth ve
Helena Bliss
Boh Uowney
Harold Fonville
Hazel Webster
Hotel New Yorker
Ralph Flanagan Ore

Belmont Plexa.
Joan Bishop
A1 Castellano.
John Barney

Hotel Pierre
Hildegarde'

.

Jack Whiting
Gene. Bone
Howard Fentoii
Stanley .Melba Ore

. Hotel - Plate'
Genevieve
J & J. Belmont
Ted Straeter Ore
Mark Monte. Ore

;

Hotel. Pk Sheraton
i Irving Fields
Eddie Laytoh

Hotel Roosevelt
Guy Lonibardo Ore

Hotel St Regis
Fernanda Montel
Milt Shaw Ore
Ray Bari .

Hotel Statier
Vaughn Mohroe
R: Hayman Ore

Hotel Taft
Vlncfenl l.nppr Orir

La Martinique
Rose.Mavif
Lenny Kent
Alan Dale
C .

Kaly
. Dncre

Tl’Cniers .

POpi Campo Ore
Latin (Ruartar

M?e West
Jane Morgan
Ashtons
Debonairs
Golden Mermal
Ralph Young
Plroska

Art Wanei Ore
B HarloWi*

.
Ore

Le Ruban Bleu «

Julius Monk
Norman Paris 3
Irwin Corey '

Dorothy Louden
Melita
Marshall Izen

Two Guitars
Kostya Poliansky
Misha XJsdanoff
Marusia Sava'

Vet sallies
“Bon Voyage”
Paul Grey
Louise Hoff
Tommy Wander
Margaret Banks
Rosemary O-Rellly
Carl Conway
Betty. Colby
Ann Andre
Rain Winslow
Danny Carroll
Danny Desmond
Don Dellair
Jim Siico
Salvatore Gioe Ore
J'anchitn .Ovv .

Viennese Lantern
Helene Aimed
Dolores Perry
Bela Bizony i ....

Ernest Schoerr : .

Paul. Mann
Charles Albert

Village Barn
Hal . Graham
Jack Wallace .

Mary 'Ellen Trio
Rachel . Ellen

Waldorf-Asterla
Los . ChaVales De

.
vEspnAa ' '

Trinl Reyes
Nat Brand>vyAne
Misoha Borr
Village . Valuer

Robert Clary
C Williams Trld

CHICAGO
Black Orchl

Tito' GiilZar
Nino Nanni
Teddl King
Rudy Kerpays Duo

Blue Angel .

“Calypso Festival"
Duke of Iron •

Mary Ann
Trinidad Joe. :

Calvin Ifarlgan
Victor Manuel
D'Lacy Qrc
Angela .San

Blue Note
Bob Scobey Bjind

. Chez Patee
Vagabonds (4)

Maria Neglia
Martha A Bentley
Dunhills (3)
Brian FarnoA Ore

Cloister Inn
Chris Connor

Lurlene Hunter
Ralph Sharon

Conrad Hilton
'Skating Stars'
Margie Lee
Cathy & Blair
Shirley Linde
Weldemanhs
Polo
Perky Twins
Jimmy Caesar
Eileen Carroll
Ray. McIntosh
B Dears. A Dons
Franlcle.Masters Ore
Edgewnter Beach

Frank Fontaine
Francis Brunn .

Dorothy Hild Dcrs
Bob Kirk Ooh

Palmer House
Jean Carroll
Robert Maxwell
Empire Eight
Charlie Fisk Ore

LOS ANGELES

Ambassador Hofei
Ames Bros (4)
Mario & Floria
Rex Koury rc

S«nd Box
Billy Gray
Leo. Diamond
Dorothy Claire
Nicco A Barba
Larry Green Trio

of Music
Wesson Bros (2)
Kilt, Carson
C Callinicos
Eddie Oliver Ore
Tony Martinez Ore

Blltmore Hotel

Moore & Lcssy
Walton A O^Rourke
Mary Raye A Naldi
Hal Derwln Ore

CIro's
Marilyn Maxwcil
Mathurins
Skeets Minton
Bob Street
Judy Brent
Joe Paz
Dick Stabile OrC
Bobby Ramos Ore

; Charley . Fov'l
Wally Vernon
Charley. Foy
Mary Foy .

Sid HurwitZ, Ore
Crescendo

Diotc. Contlno
Margo Good
.Jack Nye : Ore

• Mocambo
L Finley Rev
Will Jordan
Payl Hebert Ore

Moulin Rouge
Frank Llbiise
Margot Brander
Szoiiys (2)

CharliVqls (3)
Miss Malta A Co
Doub’lcdaters (4)
Mme Ardelty
Jery LaZarre
Ffolllot Charlton
Tony, Gentry
Gaby Wooldridge
Luis Urbina
Eileen Christy
Bob Snyder . Ore

. Statier Hotel
Cheerleaders
Allan A Ashton
Skinnay Ennis -Ore

MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH
Clover Club

Sherry Britton
Luis Torrent
Harold A Lola

I

Baron Buika
3’ony. Lopez Ore .

Seima Marlowe Line
Woody Woodbury
Leon A Eddie'*

Lois De Fee.
Lynn Star
Rose Ann
Rita Marlow
Charlotte Watere
.' Nautilus Hotel
Eddie Snyder
Ahtone & .Ina
Sid. Stanley Ore

Black Orchid.
Jo Thompson .

Richard Cannon

.
Sans Soucl

Sacasas Ore
Ann Herman Dcre
Anne Bai'nctt

Saxony Hotel

Grade Barri
Tano A Dee
Nirva
Mandy Campo Ore
Johnny Silvers Ore

The Patio
Sammy Walsh
Nelidn . .

Pat Paulson
Bombay Hotel

Patty Lynn
Link Andrews
Peter Mack

.

Dorothy Vincent

iAs Vegas, Nevada

Cabaret Bills

NEW YORK CITY

Bon Solr
Tony A Eddi
Ciel Cabot
Thelma Carpenter..
Norene Tate ,

Jimmy Daniels
Three Flames

Blue Angel
Dwight Fiskc
Susan Johnson
Dick Drake
Geo Lafaye-

Bart Howard
Jimmy Lyons Trio
Chateau Madrid

Mayg Ore

CopaCabana
Joe E Lewis
Barry Si

Four Joes
Bob Sweeney
Peter ConloW
Jean Stevens
M Durso Otic .

Frank Marti Ore
Gale'*

Alan Gale
Jackie Haller
Warner & McG.Ulre
Larry Fosler

i Teddy King Ore

Flamtnge
Beh Blue
Debi'H Paget

.

Les: Brown Ore

/ silver Slipper

Sally Rand
!

' Buddy Baer
: Kalyntan
Hank Henry

Desert inn
. Betty Hutton

Sahara
Marlene Dietrich

Last Frontier
Benny Goodman
Buddy Lester

El Cortez
Harmonlcats

Golden -Nugget
Gas Lights A Pink
Tights

Sand*
P L . Hayes A M
Healy

' Clark Bros
.El Rancho Vega*
Lillian Roth
S Gibson Rod Caps

Showboat
; ' Minsky's Follies of

1955

Thunderblr
Gaylords
Davis A Reese.

RENO
|. Mapes Skyroom
j

patty Andrews
Joey Bishop
D. Arden Dancers

! E Fitzpatrick. Ore
New Golden

Four Lads
llejkie Style*

Tanya A B/agi
Will Osborne Ore

Riverside'

Kay Starr
Jqnes Boys
Starlets
Bill .Cliffor
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Ambassador Hotel, IV. V.
ChaunCey Gray and Jani Sar

kozi Orchs; $3.50 and $5 minimum.

Serge Obolensky, .
now prez of

the Ambassador Hotel, to Which
he has transplanted himself from
the. Sherry-Netherland which he
formerly headed until its concur-

rent program of conversion into

one of those “cooperative" deals,

will soon put his new Embassy
Club on tile map—4f he hasn’t

done so already.
An innate showman, with vet ex-

perience at the St. Regis (he was
then married to owner Vincent
Astor’s sister), later at the Plaza

and then the S-N, Col. Obolensky
has gravitated the plush Gotham
hostels and perforce picked up
beaucoup ideas. He: spent this sum-
mer abroad, studying Continental

hotel methods with a further eye

to pepping up the Ambassador,
long a dignified but - not particu-

larly spectacular Park Ave. hotel

operation; All the Park Ave. glamor
seemed focused into the Waldorf-
Astoria
Obolensky obyiously j>rimed his

fall premiere with an'lsye to “the
4,000” who comprise the cream of

the international set's nitery

rounding, and> decided that even
that bunch doesn't like a 20%
nitery tab for the privilege of din

ing out, thus he staggered his en-
tertainment policy to . circumvent
that and yet achieve the best all-

round results.

For the later stayeruppers he
snared away Chauncey Gray, long-

time danspation fixture at El Mo-
rocco; so that he's sure of getting

a segment of that crowd. This is

when the 20% cabaret tax goes

,
with dancing. For the dinner

Crowd, until 10 p.m., there is the
crack Jani Sarkozi ensemble (“arid

his Royal Hungarian Orchestra,"
is the billing) and this dominantly
strong septet, with the maestro-
-fiddler at the helm, can give the
famed army of strolling fiddlers

at Paris'
.
MonseigneUrs plenty of

.competition. Maestro Sarkozi is a
soothing gypsy violinist who really

knows how to make his violin cry,

and his seven Romany aides are
ultra iri musical Support. Sarkozi
is a Cinch for a Strong personal
draw, especially for the dinner
trade.

Gray, of course, is perhaps the
best known cafe society bandleader
extant. With himself at the ivories,

and a six-man team . 'comprising
trumpet, three reeds, string bass
and traps, he mixes up the current
show and pop Crop with the melo-
ly foxtrot ballads of the 1920s
and 1930s. For some reason these
pops and show standards *do have
greater perennial substance—and
gets ’em out on the floor as if

, on cue. That’s always been Gray’s
' metier—anybody who can’t terp to
his pert tunestering just ain’t in-

terested.’

There’s no couvert, but a $3.50
minimum weekdays and Sunday;
$5 on Saturday; Mondays closed,
Sarkozi shifts into an hour’s dansa-
pation from 10, and at 11 until
3 a.m —in itself an unusual late-

hour hotel policy—Gray will hold
forth. Incidentally, Sarkozi’s ances-
tors helmed the first gypsy orch-
estra to play at the court of Em?
peror Franz Joseph of Austria-
Hungary—it says here in the fac-
tual Alexander (Sascha) Tarsaidze’s
dope-sheet; he, too, incidentally is

another important aide Obolensky
took over with him 'from the
Sherry-Netherland.

In short order, and with a
scientific eye to the ultimate (class
trade) Consumer, Obolensky and
his g.m., William C. Tonetti, have
achieved a successful pattern..
They have decored their room

in an 18th century salon atmos-
phere, credited to Count Edward
Bismarck, grandson of Germany’s
Iron Chancellor. The Embassy
Club is situated in the grill, under
the Ambassador’s old Trianon
Room, henceforth for banquets,
dominantly, with its spacious outer
lounge. In the basement location
it follows the pattern of the Plaza’s
Rendez-Vous and the St. Regis
.Maisonette, giving it a sort of class
hideaway aura. In design it is said
to be a replica of the so-called
“Ambassador’s Room," ;

-one of the
suites of the Schonbrunn palace
of the days of Austria’s Empress
Maria Theresa.

Cuisine is French and Imperial
Russian, with accent on the flam-
ing-sword viands. Henry (now
Gallicized into Henri), is the head-
waiter, long a familiar at the
Sherr^-Nethcrland's Carnaval Room
and has been wisely annexed; by
Obolensky to officiate similarly at
the door. Henri probably knows
the hotelier’s following better
than anybody. Abel.

serving her apprenticeship abroad,

has gained poise andTa sureness in

delivery to make her a fitting sta-

ple in this U.S.-owned boite, which

also features Lil Armstrong in her

fine-fingered piano jazz breaks.

Kansas Fields fills out well on the

drums arid a Gallic quartet, Mar-

tial Solal, gives adequate dance

and listening music. Mote jazz

would help this club’s atmosphere.
^ Miss Rainey is a well-stacked

femme who offers selected sophisto
rep of proven and little-known bal-

lads. She gives these a. throaty and
sugggestive going over that the pa-
trons want. Though her voice lacks

a highpowered range, it more than
adequately caresses and dresses
her offerings. Drinks are reason-

able and club gets a young Gallic

and American clientele, plus show
biz people in passage. Mosk.

1111(more Hotel, L. A.
Los Angeles, Oct. 12;

J£irby Stone Four; Nanci
Crompton; Nita & Peppi; Biltmore
Starlets (12); Hal Derwih Orch
(10); $1 cover.

There’s ino great draw i this

latest package for the downtown
hostelry, but there's enough enters
taihm.ent to satisfy the average
ringsider,

Headli ing is the Kirby Stone
Four, a unit 20% weaker in man-
power since last Seen here in town
but just as strong eritertainrtent-

wise; Outfit, formerly, a- quintet,

hasn’t, lost any of its zing through
the departure of “Cbw-Eyes/’ now
a single, and socks over a succes-
sion of special material items
spiced with an occasional standard
like “I Got Rhythm," to which they
add their own material. A few of

their one-line gags could be
dropped, since they’re too sectarian
arid riiore in keeping with the
heeds of Billy Gray’s (where the
quintet was last seen), but there’s
little else to complain about. Boys
play a variety of instruments, and
well, and clown easily- and with no
Waste motion.

Petite- ballerina Nanci Cromp-
tpn is back with her rapid toework
that continues to rate 1

as a crowd
pleasing routine. Succession of
pirouettes and some ballet style
terping are good for solid returns
and she makes up in showmanship
what; she lacks in technique to
merit the response. Opening act is

a. fast aerbtum, Nita & Peppi
They’ve got some excellent stunts
that give the act a European flavor
arid they get. the show off to a wal-
loping start.

Moro-Landis gals are seen in
three production numbers, well
conceived ^and executed and eye
fillingly costumed to evoke inter-
est. Hal Derwin's orch continues to
backstop. > Kap.

Sheraton-C/arltoii, Wash.
Washington, Oct. 13.

Carl Brisson, Joe Ricardel Orch;
cover '$2, Saturdays $2.50.

They’ve upped the cover charge
Jor Carl Brissori’s two-week stand
in the Harlequin Room, but the
customers get their money’s worth
as the durable, blue-eyed Dane
turns on 'the charm. Although it’s

been more than three years since

he Was last, here, Brisson has not
been' forgotten arid gets a fine Wel-
come on his return^.

The old master of the supper
club circuit dishes up a combina-
tion. of romantic and comic songs,
jaw breakers, audience participa-

tion, romancing the gals and kid-
ding the husbands, topped off with
a gardenia for each Woman .; in the
audience in keeping with his

theme song Of “White .Gardenia."

For opening night here, Brisson
did one long show, instead of the
customary two. He tees off with a
medley from the film, “Hans Chris-
tian Andersen," and then really

gets to the -audience with “Ring
Around. Rosie’s Finger.” As he
sings he walks around edge of the
floor, shaking hands with, everyone
Within reach and occasionally
greeting old friends by name. This
is a small room, enabling Brisson
to get closer to his audience than
otherwise. It is all to the good,
since the. entertainer works more
intimately with the payees than al-

most any other top act in the field.

After the warmup there are a
group Of songs ranging from the
romantic “With These Hands” to

the mildly risque “Little Manicur-
ist.” Next he interjects a tongue
twister song, offering a bottle of
champagne for anyone who can re-

peat it after him. Brisson hauls a
mike oil a long cable out among
the tables to all the payees who
want to try,, until he finally 'hits a
winner. This gets beauedups
laughs and. lots of applause for the
successful man.

Entertainer follows up by lead-
ing the audience in a chorus of

“Let Me Call You Sweetheart" and
then swings into a comic Texas
number which he sings while on
his favorite perch, .the back of a

chair. Thence back to the romance
mood, and goes off strongly;

Lowe.

South Seas, Honolulu
Honolulu, Oct. 4.

Vicki Young, Gil Lamb, A
Veveiros, Lindsay Lovelies (4)
Wally Ryerson Trio; no cover, no
minimum.

Desert Inn, Las Vegas
Las Vegas. Oct. 12.

Betty Hutton with Jerry Antes
Jack Regis, Nelson Riddle; Lottie
Brunn; Don Arden Dancers (20),

with Art Johnson; Carlton. Hayes.
Orcli.

and “Orange Colored Sky.” „

Miss Hutton gives both Antes,
who > sings ~a solo and then duets
“You’re Right for Me" With Miss
Hutton, and Regis, who indulges,
in a softshoe routine, individual
opportunities. Antes, who is an-
nounced as a Columbia Pictures
prospect, : appears to have the
brightest future, his applause mov-
ing Miss Hutton to say “I feel like
Arthur Godfrey—and I hope you
have humility.”
Up ahead of Miss Hutton’s.hour

the show runs 33 minutes and its
a lulu production by Don Arden
who, between his high score at the
Desert Inn and at the L. A. Moulin
Rouge, appears destined to be the
new Ziegfeld. His ideas, costuming
and staging are bigleague, and his
opening production, number here,
titled “Framed,” a courtroom
melange with sex Overtones like
no magistrate has ever seen, gets
a rousing reception from the audi-
ence. Art Johnson is the

,
judge-

singer, and good, too, but better
for the libido are the curvy prison-
ers, at the dock, all of whom gyrate
as though they have ants in their
pants. It all evolves in a jailbreak,
and any warden whd’d keep so
many cuties under lock, and key
is selfish. A second Arden number
is a holdover gypsy affair to
tziganer melodies and it, too, is
fine for the eyes.

In between' the two Arden
routines; and the only other act
in the show, is a rarity, a female
juggler. And what makes Lottie
Brunn even more unusual is that
she’s a flrstrate handler Of the
clubs, hoops, balls, etc., working
very fast and without slipup. The
well-gammed novelty act gets ex-
cellent audience resporise.

• Poney Sheriff arid Phil Moody
are billed, for the special music arid
lyrics for the Arden numbers;
Mme. Berthe for the costumes (and
they are excellent), and the Carl-
ton Hayes orch plays the-show ex-
pertly, but gives up the- baton to
Riddle during Miss Hutton’s, tenure
on the Stage. Opening night, at the
first show, there Were a couple of
music miscues, and a stage-wait
'Caused by a mechanical defect iri

a curtain, but none of it detracted
from the entertainment, nor. did
they diminish in any way the
certainty that Miss . Hutton is not
only a tOpgrade personality' and.
entertainer, but also much too

;young to retire. Scho.

Ringside, Paris
Paris, Oct. 19.

Pat Rainey, Lil Armstrong,
Martial Solal Quartet; $2 minimum.

Pat Rainey,. U.S, dusky chirper,

The combination of Vicki Young
and Gil Lamb not only Smashed
opening-night records at this beach
bistro, but on the following evening-
set a new Saturday record by
crowding in four shows.

The perennially funny Lamb had
headlined the previous fortnight,
but held over three nights to help
Miss Young get off to a gala start,

Both of them have, proved terrific

draws, Miss Young hitting fame in
Honolulu by virtue of her “Honey
Love" recording,

It’s one of the chirp’s few nitery
engagements,, but she comes off in
socko style. She scores solidly with
frenetic songs such as “Cell Block
No. 9," then varies the pace with
“Stormy Weather” and “Tears on
My Pillow ” Her comic takeoff on
“I Love Paris," accompanying her;
self on banjo, draws heavy laughs.

Lamb; doubling as emcee, runs
through his versatile array of an-
tics and keeps audience howling
for more. He “swallows” a har-
monica, makes like a frantic be-
bopper; does an adagio “team"
dance (by himself), and—most ef-
fective' of all—sings a nursery
rhyme in styles of various com-
posers.

A1 Veveiros, local baritone,
opens the show with sudh songs as
“Granada," his best; “Three Coins”
and “The Thrill Is Gone," then
makes way for the Lindsay Love-
lies, whose costumes are more
spectacular than their precision
dancing. Gals have lots of flash

—

and lots of -flesh—a surefire for-
mula that warms up the Navy
trade. Wally Ryerson Trio backs
the entire show most capably.

. Incidentally, only insiders know
that Miss Young is carrying on the
“she must go on" adage. Her only
child died a few days before she
planed iri to keep this date.

Walt ,

This is presumably Betty Hut-
ton’s valedictory to show business.
If she’s retiring because she’s sick

at heart of the arduous life of an
entertairier, or because she’s so

bloody rich she no longer has to

work, or because she has an honest-
to-goodness yen for total . domes-
ticity, Who can quarrel with her?
But if she’s quitting because she
thinks she’s “washed up,” she’s

suffering from delusions.
Opening night here (12) her

Swan Song had the melody of

Success rather than failure. At the
end of her first show—and she’s
on the rostrum for a full 60 min-
utes—a good portion of the 320
patrons who filled the cabaret gave
her a standing ovation. It certain-
ly looked mote like a welcome than

goodbye.
If Miss Hutton needs more of

a convinces she got this audience
response despite the fact that she
was singing with a voice evidently
tired from strenuous rehearsals,
and in face of the .obvious that her
act is not as Well-rounded and
routined as last gear’s turn. This
time around, Nick Castle is her
stager arid; all he put with and
behind her are two singer-dancers,
Jerry Antes and Jack Regis,
whereas last year Miss Hutton had
the Stariighters, a mixed singing
quintet: They had more versatility
to spell the star. Difference now
is that she’s on virtually all of the
60 minutes and belting all the
way. It’s just too much for her,
the audience and her voice.
Some of her material is familiar,

such as “Little. Rock Rhythm” and
“Let’s Go On With the Show,” and
she gives credit to Ray Evans and
Jay Livingston for her song mate-
rial, which also includes a couple
of her past record hits, “The Rock-
ing Horse Ran Away", and “Doctor,
Lawyer, Indian Chief,” As last
year, she does a takeoff on Benny
Fields and Blossom Seeley, key-
noted by “The Lullaby of Old
Broadway” arid “Melancholy
Baby,” and up pear the finish she
again pays tribute to Sophie
Tucker by whamming “Some of
These Days.” “Sexy Sadie” is an
other special song holdover, that
pleases, and she scores at the close,

when she does an afterpiece in a
robe as though she got an audience
call from her dressing room, by
hopping a piano, tinkled by Nelson
Riddle,, to sing “It Had to Be You"

Blue Angel, Chi'
Chicago, Oct. 11 j

“Calypso Festival,” with. Duke
of Iron, Trinidad Joe Dyson, Cal
vin Harigan, Mary Ann, Angela,
San Juan, Victor .Manuel, A
D’Lacy Gypsy Orch (5); $3;50
minimum .weekends, $2.50 week
nights.

Focus of the present West Indian
revue, which will be rooted iri this
intimate calypso cavern for

.
t.h

y
e

next eight weeks, is almost who)'
on the lighthearted balladeering of
the Duke of. Iron. The giant calyp-
sonian, making , his first Chi nitery
appearance, has penned, some, of
the better-knowri ditties in the
idiom, like “Matilda," “Ugly Wom-
an" and “Out De Fire,” hone of
which he offers here.: The Duke
represents the biggest name the
Blue Angel has showcased ever
since it turned to Calypso some 18
months ago.
Strumming a uke, he. opens the

show with a humorous trilogy, sung
warmly with an appealing lilt that
makes audience participation no
problem. He wraps up the format
the same way with a bluish omnb
bus on male-female relations that
satisfies the need for both song
and mirth. A distinct trial , which
he doesn’t surmount, unfortunate-
ly, ft how to. .keep all the calypso
airs from sounding alike. Never-
theless, he shakes a goodly quota
of laughs from the. crowd, keeps
their ears bent, arid has them
blithely shouting choruses of “Rum
and Coca Cola.”

. Despite an eyecatching costume'
splurge, rest of the bill shapes
weaker than most of the previous
shows here, affording, little in
balance or novelty as nearly all the
other performers are dancers. The
mystic shake dance of Joe Dyson
and “Mambolina” of Angela Ban
Juan are both torrid tidbits, arid
the Island Street Dance executed
by Calvin Harigan and Mary: Ann
is sensual and properly anxiety-
ridden. Terpers, using front stage,
back stage and the aisles for their
shaker antics, tee, off the spread
and join the Duke in a sock
bacchanalian finale.

Midway in the show, romantic
Latin tenor Victor Manuel breaks
the dance concentration with.“Piel
Cariela” and “Begin the Beguine.
He also breaks the festive calypso
mood, and the audience buzz
throughout his stint testifies he’s
out of place on this format. A1
D’Lacy Gypsy orch provides prim
itive percussion accompaniment
behind the calypsos and plays okay
dance and dinner music. Les,

Sahara, tag Vegas
Las Vegas, Oct. 12.

Marlene' Dietrich, Bernard Bros.
(2), Mary Raye & Naldi, Saharem
Dancers (12), Gee Davidson
Orch (15); no cover or minimum.

Returning to the scene of her
nitery debut, Marlene Dietrich
proves again to be a solid attrac-
tion if a not so solid singer. Her
chore, an unexciting 30 minutes,
spans an unusual entrance and
exit wherein the; glamorous grand-
ma, wearing a strikingly-draped
White chiffon gown, is caught in
the line of fire from' an offstage
wind machiiie and the billowing
material makes an effective pic-
ture; The gown is fairly revealing
in its suggested transparency and in
it the blonde-coiffed la Dietrich
holds the audience by the Sheer
magic of her personality. She is
still svelte pf figure and; With her
fabulous face to' riigtch is a must-
see. Actually, the gown worn this
time around is more alluring than
the bosomy eye-catcher worn by
the star last year.

Voicewise; however. Miss Die-
trich must be forgiven, for she
has been accepted by audiences
the world over for her other, more
obvious requisites. Her singing
voice may be deep, bassy or even
brassy, but she still .gets her flirta-

tious and romantic messages across
despite a soso selection of song&
In the space of less than a year,
she has established herself as one
of the world’s biggest cafe draws
with considerable credit' to Jean
Louis, who executed her wardrobe.
The headliner opens with a

throaty “La Vie En Rose” and
“See What the BOys In the Back
Room Will Have," guaranteed

,
to

:

give .music teachers ulcers.
“Naughty Lola” and “Look iyte

Over Closely” are sprightly and
spicy. “Laziest Gal Iri Town” is

not delivered like Pearl Bailey,
perhaps, but it’s commercial as de-
livered by Dietrich. “Go Away
From My Window” gives the star
the opportunity to cry a liftle. to
the 18th-century folk-song; Sh
brings back “Jonnie” in Germari
lyrics, then does “Lili Marlene”
and her inevitable “Falling In
Love.” Buddy Cole, renders yeo-
man service as the star’s conductor
of *the Cee Davidson orch, aug-
mented by a quartet of violins.
The Bernard Bros., comedy pan-

tomimists, are a strong click With
their zany antics to recordings of
the Andrews Sisters, Kirsten Flag-
stad and “Figaro,'.’ Wearing moth-
er hubbards and little else, the duo
scores with knockabout routines
that include a stuttering carbon of
Mel Blanc in “K-K-Katy.” High-
spot is “You’re In Love,” from
“Call Me Madam,” a clever Ethel
Merman mime that winds with one
brother as a nurse using a butter-
fly net to whisk his straitjacketed
partner off.

Mary Rgye and Naldi return
with graceful adagios and waltzes
to thrill and please. The dance
vets get fine applause response i

’

their two sessions, as they return
following their stint in a George
Moro production of “The High
And the Mighty.” The line back-
ing the pair is strikingly costumed
arid the number is well staged and
deserving of the kudos. Both

Le Rikban Bleu, K. Y.
Irwin CoreV, Marshall Jzen,

Dorothy Loudon, Melitta, Julius
Monk, Norman Paris Trio; $4, $5,
minimums..

The supper spot operated by the
Meles, pere et fils, has a bright
display this session With a series
of turns that are familiar in the
lntimeries. The show is one that
packs a lot of entertainment and
holds up well.

Julius Monk, who . tdnfereri.ciefs
and is. in charge of the talent op-

(

erations, again shows, a lot of 1

gemiity in contrasting various tex-
tures of comedy to produce an'eri-.
tertaining blend. Comic Irwin
Corey

.
contrasts with Marshall

.

Izen, whose puppet manipulations
are on the arty side. In the sing-
ing line Dorothy Loudon, in the
pop and standard Vein; also offers
plenty of distinction from the soft-

voiced arid easy - flowing. Melitta,:
who majors, in Latin tunes. The
singularly-named girl is further
described under New Acts.

Corey’s absent-minded professor
routine is standard and yock-pro-
ducing. He has a. collection of
zanyisms. that the chichi gentry go
for. There are ’no gags per se,

but his ramblings produce a net
effect that brings on a lot of ap-
plause. Corey is Wise enough to

restrict his appearance in any sec-

tor of town, so that he retains his

novelty when he returns.
Izen’s top numbers are in the

arty spectrum. His material seems
restricted to. the higher IQ set,

since it deals with takeoffs on
opera, and other iteriis that deal

with longhair music. His big item
on show caught was a rib of the

(Continued on ifege 135)
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Music Hall, N* Y.
"Showtime,” with Gloria Ware,

Charles Whiteley, Tony Saverin,
Hal .

‘ Norman, Elvin Campbell,
Jacqueline Langee, Eddy Ruhl,
Chet Clark, Rockettes ( dances by
Emilia. Sherman), Glee Club
( Raymond Paige, director, Ralph
Hmter, associate), Music . Hall
Vocal Ensemble, Corps de Ballet

( Margaret Sande, director)
,
S\pm

phony Orchestra (Paige, conduc-
tor; Leon Zawissa, John Dosso,
associate conductors). Settings by
James Stewart Morcom; costumes
designed, by Frank Spencer, exe-

cuted by Louise Bayer; lighting,

Eugene. Braun; stage manager,
John Jackson; production assist-

auty Nicholas Daks; special lyrics,

Albert Stillman; assistant to the
Rockette director, Emilia Sher-
man; grand organ, Ashley Miller,
Raymond Bohr, Cecil Bentz;
“White Christmas” (Par), re-

viewed in Variety, Sept. 1, '54.

With Irving Berlin’s “White
Christinas’’ oh the screen and
Paramount’s VistaVision makirfg
its bow, the Music Hall’s new stage
show has latched bn to . an, appro-
priate theme, “Showtime.’’ pro-
ceedings are in the best tradition
of the Hall and should- leave the
custoriiers with a feeling of having
got plenty entertainment returns
on their admissions.

Since the theatre’s revue by now
has frozen into an accepted and
expected

.
pattern, it’s surprising

that the staff still manages to come
up with shows that are so dis-
tinctly different and so appealing
in their composition. “Showtime”
is one of those song and dance
potpourris that just hits the spot
with a bang. It’s in a way, a
tribute to one Of the great figures
of show biz, Irving; Berlin.

As usual, the Music Hall Sym-
phony Orchestra, under the direc-
tion of R&ymond Paige, gives out
with a. competent rendition, in this
instance the. Overture to “Mig-.
non." It’s a familiar piece and
one well suited as a curtain-raiser.
Otch gives it standard treatment.

Overture leads into a short in-
tro sung by Gloria Ware, with
Charles Whiteley, Tony .Saverin,
Hal Norman and Elvin Campbell
terping In the background. Rock-
ettes then come on stage for their
“Fashion Showcase’’ number,
dressed i glittering white. Gals
are in. top form and handle their
assignment with the usual astound-
ing precision. Stanza, staged by
Emilia Sherman,- gets heavy hut-
ting from the audience, which also
is a Hall tradition.

“Stage. Struck,’’ combining bits
from, “Carmen,” “Pagliacci" and
“Rigoletto,” is next in line, featur-
ing the voices of Jacqueline
Langee And Eddy Ruhl. It’s the
kind of spoofing that, done with
ah imaginative barbershop setting,
goes over very big. It’s got laughs,
good Voices and an overall zing,

-that contributors to a fine show.

.
Les Marcellis, fast-working

aero team, come on next for an
act that has the customers, holding
their breath one moment and roll-
ing in the aisles the next. : Their
stunts are very clevely worked out
and the boys are tops in their
class. Wisely, they also go off be-
fore they wear out their welcome.
The Marcellis, working with noth-
ing more than a cable and two
chairs, are a mighty poteht attrac-
tion.

Chet Clark is featured with his
mouth-prgan Solo of the ”St, Louis
Blues” in the “Between Acts” bit,
and he brings. the. house down with
a virtuoso rendition. Backed by
the vocal ensemble, Clark does a
crackerjack job in

:

jiving up the
blues.

Final two scenes.- of '’Showtime”
age tops in every respect ‘Miss
Liberty,” highlighted by a replica
of the Statue of Liberty slowly
rising Into view, features'the Corps
tie Ballet in a sock number that's
outstanding for its costuming,, with
the gals Wearing frocks glittering
silvery on the one side and red on
the. other* Margaret Sande's direc-
tion of the; dance is an expert bit
of staging. Hift.

Apollo, N. Y.
Coleman Family (4),. Margie

McGlory, Five Keys, Bobby Or-
ton’s Teen. Aces. (6); 'Chico O’Far*
rill Orch; “Veils of Bagdad*’ (XJ).

The Harlem Vctude/flagship is on
a semi-mambb kick this session,.
With the Latino beat being pro-
vided by Chico O’FarrilFs mambo
band and Bobby Orton’s Teen
Aces> The Orton lads are talented
drumbeaters who provide frenzied
rhythms as they work over the
bongo, timbali and Congo drums.
They’re a- showmanly group and
continue the reception they re-

ceived on Broadway in “Two’s
Company” and at the Thunderbird
in Las Vegas. They're the hit of

the show, although hot in the top
bracket billing.

‘

The Five Keys are the marquee
lure and give; put with more than
satisfactory harmony. For this

engagement, the Keys have mul-
tiplied to six, featuring^ a former
member for the brunt of the solo

work. Lads have tailored their

act for both sight, and sound and
display interesting movements in

shifts for mike position. Their
numbers could be spaced better,

by alternating the. rhythm and
blues tunes.
The Coleman Family, made up

of mom, pop, br°ther and sister,

have a degree of aud recognition
via. several tv outings. It’s hand-
some family; group that combines
song and terpology to good effect.

Margie McGlory is a song im-
pressionist. Her carbons of Billy

Daniels, Lena Horne, Pearl Bailey
and Louis Armstrong please the
pewholders. She is particulary
effective, in her Armstrong im-
presh. There’s no objection to

the Daniels’ one, but his song
style seems to be overworked by
the imitators.

O’Farrill’s band
,
at show . caught,

appeared to be unsure of its cues
in backing the show. It does
okay, though, when it has the spot-

light for solos. Holl.

Palace, X. V*
Wilfred Mae Trip, Gene Bianco,

Ladd Lyon (2), ’Nikki & Noel,
Rex Weber (2), The Renowns
(3), Artie Darin, Louis & Oliver

Sisters (3); “The Bob Mathias
Story” (AA).

The Palace 'bill is, a well-con-

structed affair this week, with most;

of the acts having done well at

this vauder on previous occasions.

The standard act value is topped
by Artie Dann, in his next-to-clos-

ing slot, and fresh interest is pro-

vided by Gene Biaiicq, a jazz-harp-

ist, new at this house, but who.
has been around.
Dann has a likeable set of rou-

tines and gets hi^’ message over
in this emporium. His gab on his;

oversized sch ' and his under-
sized frame provide a good focal

point for laughs, and his observa-
tions on a fairly broad field of

subjects do well for him.
This particular bill goes heavy

on acts that Carry comedy with
it. Ladd Lyon, aided by a femme
plant in the audience, carries out
a good brand of aero mixed with
laughs. The balancing turn* holds
up the trey spot well.
The Renowns, a trio comprising

two males arid a femme, show up
well in the comedy dance field.

Their routine still needs consider-
able tightening for maximum im-
pact, but they hit a salvo for what
they show.
Rex Weber does a ventriloquist

turn without dummies. He’s helped
for orie brief period by a femme,
who purports to be singing, but
walks off leaving Weber holding
down the mike without moving his
lips. It’s a good novelty that’s well
appreciated.

Bianco is a fine harpist, who
does well with the Lyons & Healy
on a series of jazz numbers. He
does a punchy “Limehous.e Blues”
.And hits a hot mitt with a rendition
of boogie-woogie.

'. The fore and aft, sections are
by Wilfred Mae Tito, with two
girls' 'and a male in series of.

juggling pf hoops, that’s well, liked,
;

and Louis & Oliver Sisters, who
have a lively balancing arid hand-
to-hand turn that makes for a fine
curtain. Nikk5 & Noel are listed
under New Acts.- Jo Lombardi
showbacksr sharply. Jose *

Olympia* Miami
? Miami, Oct. 15.

• Molly Picon, Nazzaro, Great
Glasso, Edwards & Lorraine, A.I-

den & Ettore, Les Rhode House
Orch; “Passion” {RKO ).

Components of this week’s bill-

make for well-balanced vaude,
with added novelty for the regu-
lars here being the fact that, none
of the acts has played this house
before r~ a departure from the.

custom of repeating talerit semi-
annually or annually.

rMolly Picon’s only previous ap-
pearances in this area have been-

on the Beach side for the Israel
bond drive, Booking here seemed
art odd prie for the type of patron
attracted, but the vet trouper .comes
through in fine fashion to win
solid response. Her compote is

artfully devised, albeit some of the
material has been kicked around.
Knowhow and showmanship negate
that facet and 1 wind ijitb her “Tale
Of The Shawl,” topping th me-i
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lange pf stories and special song
bits to walk her off a winner*

.Novelty work of Nazarro, an off-

trail impressionist, sits well. Works
his body into the act to aid on
the facial work. Circus stunter, the
Great Glasso, is another plus fac-
tor in the proceedings, his balanc-
ing stunts keeping the gaSp-mitt
meter . rising, sensational one-
finger stands wrapping up for him.

Ducting arid solo, vocalistics by
Don Ettore and Jurie Alden are
also aud-pleasers with their ver-
sions. of the standards and musi-
comedy arrangements well han-
dled.

Edwards & Lorraine offer up in-
telligently conceived ballroomolgy
With mixture of Latino and state-
side patterns. Les Rhode and house
orch handle the showhack Chores
in apt manner. Lary.

Science Helps; Golden

Wedding Annis Specialty

Of Lone N.Y. Kosher Cafe
The wonder drugs of the past

10 years may yet prove the savior
of the last remaining strictly

kosher cabaret in New York arid

possibly in the United States. Little

did Sir Alexander Fleming arid

Selig Waksman realize that their
booris to humanity with the discov-
ery of the antibiotics and the use
of cortisone, ACTH, etc.,; wpuld
have as important byproduct the
rescue of Arele’s New Roumanian,
the lone nitery citadel where di-

etary laws are observed.
The brothers Goldsteiri, Dave &

Nat, operators of the spot on the
lower, east side, point out that the
bulk of their trade is in family
-functions. The strong family ties

on the Hebrew elements in New
York, of late, have created a myri-
ad of family circles and oousins
clubs, and then of course, there’s
the usual round of weddings, en-
gagements, barmitzvahs, anniver-
saires, etc. However, a new nugget
of business has been appearing of
late. There have been more golden
wedding anniversaries than prac-
tically any other type function. It’s

become, an importarit source of
coi

, sez Dave Goldsteiri. This
catering to the very old and the
very young (iatter With barmitz-
vahs) provides the biggest source
of revenue.
The Goldsteins explain; that with

the changing character of the lower
east side in which Puerto Ricans
have displaced many of the Yid-
dish . eleriierits,': .there is virtually no
drop-in business. Most of the trade
is a result of solicitation, and nego-
tiation. Consequently, -they know
almost the exact amount of revenue
that they’ll take i . For their reg-
ular customers, explains Dave, they
need no mi imurii cards. But.some-
times, when some strange faces ap-
pear, they’ll trot out the minimum
cards ori the table. The cafe had
been closed for; the summer and
recently reopened. They had been
on a weekend policy, but now
they’ve got Michel Rosenberg, one
of the stalwarts in the Yiddish the-
atre. The surrounding show has a
trio of acts comprising a Negro
song and dance pair, Givens &
Sweety Pie, dancer Freda . Faye,
arid singer Carolyn Carpenter.
Rosenberg is one of the genuine

stage humorists. He has a rich vein
of folk humor which draws on the
Yiddish homelife on the .lower east
side, but which is not only ap-
plicable to the. Yiddish life else-
where, but has universality as well.
Rosenberg has; any number of
stories which he tells bilingually.
Some of the yarns dealing with his
long service in the •Yiddish theatre
are howlers. Indeed it may be that
the humor that Rosenberg purveys
may be the fountainhead of the
Yiddish comedians that moved up-
town. But here the stories are at
the peak of richness. His skill at
the tales deserves a wide sweep- of
uptown trade. v

I'he brothers Goldstein have to
make concessions to the younger
element that frequently find them-
selves i this spot, maybe as part
pf a family circle celebration or
something, and for that reason the
Jivey turn of Givens Ac Sweety Pie,
a Negro couple, who play the.

drums, and have a good line of
song and dance, serve their func-
tion well. More of them as well as
the Misses Faye and Carpenter un-
der New Acts.
Of course, the New Roumanian,

(not to be confused with the Old
Roumanian, owned by Jack Silver-
man) is operated for a numerically
smaller Yiddish community. But
apparently they bank on a rebirth
of Jewish interest, which has been
evidenced for the past few years.

Jose. .

Night Club Reviews
^ Continued fi

Le Kuban Bleu* IV. Y..
Italian , opera. He’s a skilled per-
former. with proficiency in several
fields, inc!uding -singing; ivorying
and doll manipulation. His operatie
satire's are funny, but for a limited
audience. This is one of the rooms
that he fits into nicely.

Miss Loudon has a good bounce
in her deliveries. At‘ show caught
she did a variety of oldies and
novelties to put her ahead. She
indicates a lot of promise and once
her style matures she can expand
her operations to the larger halls.:

The Norman Paris Trio remains
one of the top instrumental groups.
They offer a lot of musical excite-
ment. Jose.

Chez Siizy Solidor, Paris
4

Paris, Oct. 19.

Suzij Solidor, Georges Henri
Martin, France Noel, Jacques
Reverdy, Andre Gueri; $4 mini-

m

After absenting, himself from
the Paris nitery scene for two sea-
sons,; Suzy Solidor conies back in

her own boite on the Rue Balzac
pff the Champs-Elysees. Walk-
down Club has been furbished ifl a
rococo, offbeat style in keeping
with the milieu being catered to
She is aiming for the monied and
show hiz set, with her following of

friends also coming in. Boite is

decorated with paintings of Miss
Solidor by the many artists she’s
known. It makes on interesting, if

specialized frescoing. Tabs . are a

high $4 arid there are two shows,
one for the. early comers at 10 p.ni.

and anbther at 12.

Club Js small arid any success
will depend on the Solidor draw.
She is in fine voice and her song-
alog benefits from her poise,, in-

terpretation and savvy and han-
dling and rep. Her injected poems
are also of the high calibre.

Georges Henri Martin takes sec-

ond spot with his titillating finger
dances as masks cover his hand to

let him dance a ballerina, a ’20s

flapper and an oldie-type Betty.
Bdop-voiced song-and-dance girl.

This is a very diverting stint in a

small boite and mitts are big.

Rest, of Show is strictly off-the-
beaten-path and for the habitues.
Two people recite and a third gives
a shaky mime dance, ftecitations

are by ex-boxer Andre; Gueri and
actress France Noel. Gueri is in-

teresting if -a bit grotesque in his
poetry on the man in the ring
while Miss Noel adequately mouths
a charming Colette poem. Jacques
Reverdy Is a West Indian who
does a series of wiggles and con-
tortions. Next few weeks .will tell

if there is a place here for this

intime styled, 20s-type nitery.
Mosk.

Bar of Music, I,. A.
Hollywood, Oct. 9.

Dick & Geiie Wesson, Kitt Car-
son, Cdnstantine Callinicos &
Freddie Katz, Eddie Oliver Orch
(5); $2 minimum.-

In bowing at this L\ A. nitery as.

a team, the Wessons, . Dick and
Gene, come up with enough
comedy impressions to rate a good
hand. Back together as a brother
act following a six-year split, their
27-minute stint is brightened with
amusing antics which compensate
for lack of name draw. For the.

record, Dick appeared as a single
several years ago, but this time
around he has his brother for
straight-man.

Impersonations , and patter are
the Wessons’ stock

,
in trade, and

they do it suavely and in perfect
timing. With a flip of a wrist and
a few facial changes they turn to

ex-President Trunian, Liberace

—

who seems good for anybody’s, im-
pression these nights — Slapsy
Maxie Rosenbloom, etc., for top
rCsporise.
Current layout’s . opener is the

piano team of Constantine Callini-

cos—former musical director frir

Mario Lanza—and Freddie; Katz,
on for l'iye excellent numbers. Kitt
Carson, blonde blues warbler
With a capable voice, provides di-

staff interest with some throaty
renditions, Eddie Oliver and his

orch hold over to dispense tuneful
dance rhythm. Whit.

Hotel Roosevelt, "S» B-
New Orleans, Oct. 10.

Russ Morgan Orch (16), Nor*
man Brooks, Tim Herbert, Pah
Merriman; $2.50 minimum.

The customers come out in full

force when Russ Morgan and his

musical aggregation make their pe-
riodic stand in this spot. Add to

these the tourists and other btfn-

regulars and result is capacity biz.

It's Morgan’s music that gets top
billing. The big, husky maestro, a

om page -I3^a

s

a.

longtime fave here, serves a choice
musical menu that appeals to the
sentimentalists and nostalgic, pa-
trons; Tableho’ders just don’t, stay
anchored to their seats when the
Morgan crew is around. They flock
lb the fleor durihg the knee-action
sessions.

The “Morgan manrier” portion
of the' .. .ertai ment -features the
leader, with assists from Maugene
Hughes, a capable thrush; A1 Jen-
nings, his slide trombone, sidekick,
and Eddie Wiltser, pianist, who
also, trots out a unique slide cornet
for a couple of numbers that evoke :

accolades. Morgan’s own trombone
stint arid lively banter provide
showmanly touches.
Topping the floor acts is Normari

Brooks, making his debut herb.
He’s a handsome chap who posses-
ses a natural, unstudied voice that
bears a resemblance to the late
A1 Jolson. Naturally he sings some
of Jolie’s . songs to; please

. his,
audiences, but he has rio intention
of being typed.
Tim Herbert, tooth-flashing

conric, turns in happy routine
of hoke, gags, songs and dancing
to net a nice ha rid. Pari Merriman,
one of the most exciting dancers
to play the Blue Room in months,
shows a fast line of precarious
stunts in which her aero abilities'
get full play* She performs flashy,
handless cartwheels,, body bends
and flips

, that draw,, plenty of palm
pounding. *

Morgan also, emcees the show
nicely. liuz.

'

Black Orchid, Clil
Chicago, Oct. 12.

Tito Guizar, Nino Nanni, Teddi
King, Rudy Kerpays Dud; $4 mini-
mum. '

A1 Greenfield has done admir-
ably with balancing another all-
song format in his intimate.supper
club, all members of which are
playing their first dates in the
room.. Headliner Tito Guizar hasn’t
been ... in town in yearis, and his
draw here should be ample. Spread
gets diversity from Guizar’s La-
tino mode; Teddi King’s American.,
modern, and Nino Nanrii’s spe-
cialty song yarns that have a com-
edy impact.

In black Mexicano garb and with
guitar held vertically, Guizar takes
quick dominion of

. the room
through a winning potpourri of
Spanish standards. He has ingen-
ious charm Which shows up espe-
cially in his- lumbering intros, his
ungainly but honest Way of coax-
ing the audience to respond. The
crowd buys -this approach, charg-
ing it probably to Latin effusive-
ness, and buys his virile songalog
equally.
Nino Narini has a delectable lirie

°f .Patter, song and keyboarding
which he delivers warmly iri a deep
distinctive voice, Guy’s material is
almost all in the same key, fraught
with cliqko sex innuendos, but it’s
choice entertainment for this room.
Much of his output is special ma-
terial, some of it overly long, but
it all lands solidly.
Teddi King is under New Acts.

Rudy Kerpays and Dave Poskonka
provide excellent piano-base back-
grounds for the acts* Les.

Drap 0’Or, Paris
Paris, Oct. 19.

Dany Dauberson
, Leo Fuld,

Carmen De Santana, Lili Bon-
temps, Jean Marc, Drop D’Or
Orch ( 6

)

;

$5 ^minimum.

After A ine-month hiatus, the
Drap D’Or is opening its plush
doors again to try for a place on
the nitery scene.

Headlining is Dany Daubersdn,
swathed in a form-fitting, glistbh-
ing dress, that makes her easy on-
the eyes, but her repetitive rep of’
husky, pounding, downbeat songs
are. not.enough-, to give her an' in-
dividuality arid class needed for a
top spot. She needs a change in
pace and songs with more expres-
sive hand and body movements be-
fore she can be considered well-
rounded and versatile enough. Leo
Fuld has a big voice and good pres-
ence; and adds an offbeat note with
his Hebraically melodious songs.
He has a way With an audience and
knows his way around a novelty
tune, with the result that his stint
is in for good; palms.
Carmen De Santana supplies

some carioca shakes which are
more nitery than . flamenco, but
makes an acceptable entry in style,

dyriamics and looks. • Lili Bontemps
is a soubrette of impish and pleas-
ing mien, and her dips into oldie
chants are a welcome spice to the
program. Jean Marc supplies a
competent magico tour, and the
Drap D’Or Orch (6) is okay in the
dance and accomp category.

Mosk,
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Treasurer assignments at six of-

the 17 Shubert theatres in New
York have been switched for the
new season. Shakeup had been
expected as a followup to J. J.

.
Shubert’s takeover of the Shubert
firm after the death of his brother,

Lee Shubert, last December. Shuf-
fling in b.o. appointments for the

1954-55 season also takes in

subordinate personnel at, other
Shubert houses,

Treasurers affected are William
Rinaido, who's been moved from
the Majestic to the Broadhurst;
Max Sager, Broadhurst to Im-
perial; Aaron, Helwitz,. Winter Gar-
den. to Longacre; A1 Hildreth.

Century to National; William
Goldhart, Imperial to Winter Gar-
den, and Abe Baranoff, Mark Hel-
linger to Majestic.'

BaranofZ. is the only one of the
six n«r employed at a Shubert
theatre last season. He had a con-
tract calling ..for 52 weeks' pay at

the Anthony Brady Farrell house,
In the case of Hildreth, the Cen-
tury is no longer functioning as a

legit showcase, having been leased

by the Shuberts to NBC-TV;
Present staffs at Shubert houses,,

with last season’s assignments in

parentheses, follow: Broadhurst,
Rinaido, Benjamin Chasin (Sager,

Ch’asin);.. Imperial, Sager, Helen
Monroe, Richard Surace .(Gold-

hart, Miss. Monroe, Arthur Feine);

Longacre, Helwitz, Herman Fallick

(Murray Lang, Dan Melnick.
Also Majestic, Baranoff, Mary

Ackley, Frank Youngs, Gerard
Connell (Rinaido, Miss Ackley,
Fred Gasida); National, Hildreth,:

Abe Potal (Anna Hirsh, Gerard
COnnell, Lewis Melnick); Winter
Garden, Goldhart, Anna Yurxlin
(Aaron Helwitz, Fallick, Kathryn
Walsh).

Also Barrymore, Betty Barker,
Jack Melnick, GaSida (Barker,
Miss Melnick); Belasco, Cora
Gibbs Margaret .

Hildreth (Miss
Gibbs, Richard Surace); Booth,
Jack Pearl, Lewis Kasfen (Perl,

Youngs); Cort, Genevieve Stewart,
Georgia Fursman (same); Golden,
Nellie Beamish, Mitchell Kanter
(same).

Also, Plymouth, Constance
Coble, Philip Kenney, Irehe Bolte
(same); Royale, Harold Stehle,
Essie Friedman (same); St. James,
Charles Thomas, Harry Steinberg,
Arthur Meyers (same); Shubert,
Murray Helwitz, Josephine
O’Brien, Helen Glenmore (same).
Remaining Shubert theatre, be-
sides the Century, is the Broad-
way, which has temporarily
switched to films, with the current
showcasing of the puppet pic,

‘‘Hansel and Gretel."
Assignments at non-Shubert

houses for the new season follow:
Alvin, Gordon Cramer, Luis Valle
(Cramer, Rod MacMahon, Valle);
Bijou, Catherine Low, Camille
Jacovine (same); Coronet, Clifford
Whiteman, Marvin Roth Williams
(same); 46th Street, Charles Bow-
man, Paul Meyers, George Handy
(same).

Also 48th Street, Julius. Spector,
Harry Goldhart (same); Fulton,
Ylerman Lewin, Robert Burke, Wil-
liam McKenna (same); Lyceum,
Lillian Peabody,. Mildred Anker
(same); Martin Beck, Dora Chamr
berlai

,
Ethel Archer, "John Kiefer

(Misses Chamberlain' and Archer);
Henry Miller, Frank Frayer, John
Bowman (same); Morosco, J.

Michael Onoroto, George Beatty
(same),/:

Als Music Box, Hugh Mc-
Gaiiley, Walter O'Connor, Ray
Metz (same); Mark Hellinger;
Charles' Walters, Jerry Sheehan
(Baranoff, Sheehan, Walters);
Playhouse, Thomas Bortherton,
Marie Dickson (Same); Ziegfeld,
Lewis Harris, Irving Morrison,
Louis Berge (same); .City Center,
Angelo Casslini, Pearl Keyser.
William

.
Weigand, George Bald-

'in (William Jakob, present staff).

Paul Green Writes New
Drama, ‘Wilderness Road*

Berea, Ky., Oct. 19.

Paul Green is writing a new his-

torical drama, “Wilderness Road,"
which Will be presented for a 6Q;
performance fun beginning next
June 29 as the highlight of a cen-
tennial celebration next year of
Berea College.

Play will be staged in a 1,500-

seat amphitheatre now under com
struction on Indian Fort mountain
the college-owned forest just out-
side town.

Actors Fund Sec’y-G.M.
Warren P. Munsell was appointed

last -week secretary and .
general

manager of the Actors. Fund. He
succeeds Robert Campbell, who
died, recently/ Appointment is ef-

fective until next May, when the
annual election will be held..

Besides his Fund duties, Munsell'
will. continue his Broadway produc-
tion and managerial activities, be-
ing currently partnered with Ken-
neth Banghart. in the scheduled
production of .

William.'McGieery’s
“Running Mate," to star Faye:

Emerson. He also, has Other pro-/

ducer-manager plans.
Walter Vincent is Actors Fund

president, with Gilbert Miller first

vice-president, Katharine Cornell
second vice prez and Vinton Freed-
ley treasurer.

Opens North American

Tour With O.K. Troupe
Montreal, Oct. 19.

.
Excellent principal dancers; a

good ensemble, a repertoire loaded
with old; laves and added commer-
cial attractions should make the.
North American tour of London’s
Festival Ballet a b.o. cinch.

Tour started Oct. 12 at Quebec
City to solid biz, moved to Ottawa
for a one-nighter to capacity,
played three days and four per-
formances in Montreal to okay re-
turns and is currently in Toronto
at the Maple Leaf Gardens. First
U. S. appearance is next Thursday
night (21) in Detroit, and the
troupe moves from there to the
Coast via Chicago.

Opening night in Montreal was
given over, to a full-length version
ol

: “La Esmeralda," a heavy-handed
adaptation of Victor Hugo’s
“Hunchback , of Notre Dame," .with
choreography by" Nicholas Berio-
soff, sets by Nicola Benois and
music by Cesare Pugni,. This is a
ponderous vehicle, with little to
recommend it other than a brilliant
second act which could easily be-
come a standard offering in an
evening of ballet excerpts, Tamara
TounYanova, as guest star, and.
John .Gilpin, the. company’s leading
male dancer, are the only saving
graces.

The pyrotechnics of Nora Kovach
and Istvan Rabovky, particularly in
“Scheherazade," are outstanding!
Dancing as Zobeide and The Negro,
her favorite, the duo display amaz-
ing technique, but stretch the line
between, ballet and acrobatics pret-
ty thi

In “The Nutcracker," with Vi-
olette Verdy, John Gilpin and
Nicholai Polajenko dancing leads,
the company is in its element and
presents a first class performance
throughout. Toumanova’s “The
Dying Swan" scores over a ill-de-
vised “Don Quixote1,’' with Oleg
Briansky,

Most other ballets, such as
“Prince Igor," “Petrouchka," “Les
Sylphides" and “Napoli" get credit-
able performances. Artistic direc-
tor

. Anton Doli appears briefly
in “Esmeralda," and a. full orches-
tra under the impressive baton of
Geoffrey Corbett and guest con-
ductor Robert Zeller ably backed
this talented troupe. Newt:

Migatz Will Try Fall

Season at Fox Valley
Chicago, Oct.. 19.

Marshall Migatz, operator of the

Salt Creek Theatre, Hinsdale, 111.,

and the Fox Valley Playhouse, St.

Charles, 111., is trying a fall season

for the latter house. Schedule of

six weekly productions starting

tonight (Tues.) is being, under-
written to the .extent of $9,000 by
St. Charles business men.
Migatz is on the. prowl for name

stars and recent Broadway plays

not seen here;

Hollywood* Oct. 19.

National ..tour of the “That's
Life” will open Nov. 8 at the Alca-
zar (United Nations), San Fran-
cisco. That will be two weeks
after the revue closes an 18-week
run at Lais Palmas Theatre here.

Show has thus far earned back
around $16,000 of the original

$24,000 cost.

Much of the recouped coin, how-
ever, will- be needed to revise the
production for the tour of conven-
tionally-sized theatres. “Life" will

go on a full Equity footing instead
of the present little theatre basis,

and. will thus -need :a larger bond.
Additional coin will also be needed
for orchestrations, etc. Show has
been operating at Las Palmas on
a weekly nut of around $3,500. In
contrast, it will need around $11,-

500. for its end on the road.
' Producers Danny Dare and Sam
Lewis figure to tour the revue east,

in easy stages, arriving in New
York late this, season.

Colette Marchand Star

Of New Szilard Ballet;

Japan Tour Next Month
New dance troupe, the Paul

Szilard Ballet of N.Y., has been
formed by dancer-choreographer
Szilard, and will be off next month
for a tour of Japan. Colette Mar-
chand, former Roland Petit Ballets
de Paris star who also played lead
in the pic. “Moulin Rouge," and in
a couple of recent Broadway musi-
cals, will be. principal dancer, along
with Milorad MiskovitcH, Maria
Angelica and .Michael Lland. Jac-
ques Bazire, Miss Marchand’s

:
hus-

band, is musical director. Other
dancers include Barbara Ann Gray,
Rochell Balzer, Janet Miller, Stuart
Fleming and Victor Reilley.

Group will fly Nov. 16 to Japan
for dates in Tokyo and three other
cities. A Japanese corps de ballet
of 24 will be engaged, to support
the principals. This will be Szi-

lard’s third visit to Japan, he hav-
ing appeared there both in 1952
and 1953 as guest choreographer
with the Komaki Ballet of Tokyo.
Norah Kaye joined him for the ’53

date.

Szilard plans a ’55 *56 tour of the
U.S., when a U S. corps de ballet
will be -chosen. Samuel Lurie is

American rep for Szilard.

EDDjE BLUM WITH 'FANCY'
.
Eddie

.
Blum, who recently re

signed from the William Morris
legit-tv department, has joined
Richard Kollmar and James Gar
diner as production assistant anc
casting director on them upcoming
musical, “Plain and Fancy.”
Tuner goes into rehearsal Noy. 1

and opens Jan, 20 on Broadway,

.. Boston, Oct. 19.
Hub ballet fans had a merry-go-round during the Ballet Russe

de Monte Carlo stand at the Opera House here last week; Main
foulup apparently stemmed from an ulcerated tooth of Frederic
Franklin, who was skedded to appear in the pFeem of Massine’s
“Harold in Italy."

The piece had been postponed at both the Washington and
Baltimore stands, but was slated for unveiling here Tuesday (12).
However, Tuesday night customers, instead of attending the
promised world preem, wound up sitting through a program of
oldies including “Coppelia,’’ “Scheherazade" and the pas de deux
from “Don Quixote." *

On Wednesday night (13) the “Don Quixote’* pas de deux was
substituted for the announced “Black Swan," and “The Mikado "

which had been presented Monday, was repeated. “Harold in
Italy" finally made its appearance Thursday (14) with Leon
Danielian subbing for Franklin as leading dancer.
Things had reached such a state of confusion by that time, how-

ever, that prior to the performance a lobby rumor was-.rampant
that Massine might dance the leading role himself.

Inside Stuff—Legit
As predicted in Variety last week, Herman Levin Is the new presi-

dent of the League of N! Y. Theatres, succeeding Leland Hayward,
who resigned due to ill health, He was named at the annual, meeting
last Thursday. Reelected were Louis A. Lotito, vice-president; Herman
Shumlin, secretary* And Gilbert Miller, treasurer. Attorney A. L.
Berman and producer Alexander H. Cohen were elected to the. board*
succeeding theatreowners Irving Berlin and Irving Maidman. Reelected
board

.
members were Mrs. Martin Beck, Herman Bernstein, Kermit

Bloomgarderi, Alfred de Liagre Jr., Max Gordon, Lawrence Langner,
Dorothy Leblang, Ben Marden,: Richard Myers, Arthur Schwartz, Irene
M. Selznick and Robert Whitehead.- James F. Reilly continues as
executive director and Milton R. Weir as attorney. Rules covering
the makeup of the board of governors was changed. Instead of pro-
ducers and theatre owners being equally represented, board members
may now be chosen without regard to category.

Theatre Associates, new investment syndicate with a $24,000 stake
in the upcoming Saint Subber musical, “House of . Flowers," is headed
by Donald H. Coleman and Howard Merrill. Latter, a radio-tv writer?
producer, is currently scripter of NBC’s “The Adventures of the
Abbotts," co-creator and program supervisor of CBS-TV’s “I’ve Got
a Secret" arid associate producer of. ABC-TV’s “The Name’s, the Same.”
Latter two shows are Goodson and Todman Productions, Coleman at
one time was associated with Ballet Theatre and until partnering with
Merrill was. a practicing attorney. .Besides its investment in “Flowers"
firm is planning its own productions for Broadway this season.

Backers of the Martin Gabel-Henry M. Margblis production, “Reclln-
ingy/Figure,” at the Lyceum Theatre, N. Y., include co-producer Gabel,
$11,800; his actress-wife Arlene Francis, $9,200; film producer A^rmand
Deutsch, $1,500; attorney Morris M, Schrier, representing Music Corpu
of America, $750; actor Hume Cronyn, $750; Abe. Burrows, the show’s
director, $750; co-producer Margolis, $22,500. Production * capitalized
at $75,000, with provision for 20% overcall.

son Lehr-May Freedman comedy,
“So Much Velvet," with himself as

star and John Gerstad as stager

, ... Film director William Wyler
has Withdrawn as stager of Kermit
Bloomgarden’s scheduled produc-
tion of “The Lark," the: Lillian
Heilman adaptation

.
of Jean

Anouilh’s drama about Joan of
Arc, for which Julie Harris is set
as star;

'

Robert Lewis will stage the
Broadway production of Agatha
Christie’s melodrama, “Witness for
the Prosecution,’’ which Gilbert
Miller will present in partnership
with 'London producer Peter
Saunders, with a cast including
Francis Sullivan, Ernest Clarke,
Patricia Jessel and Una O’Connor.
. . . Richard Aldrich, co-producer
with Richard Myers of “Dear
Charles," planed to London over
the weekend to discuss a possible
film sale with co-authors Marc-
Gilbert Sauvajon and Alan Mel-
ville.

London production of “King and
I” has passed the one-year mark
at the Drury Lane, being the
fourth successive Rodgers-Hem-
merstein musical to do so. Shows,
with the number of performances
of each, have been “Oklahoma"
(1,513), “Carousel" (566), “South
Pacific" (792) and “King and, J”
(417 through last week) ... Sam-
uel “Biff". Liff has resigned as
production stage manager of “By
the Beautiful Sea" to take a simi-
lar stint with the new Sidney
Kingsley

.
play, “Lunatics and

Lovers." Len Bedsow has. moved
up from stage manager of “Sea"
to succeed Liff, with Dennis Mur-
ray taking over as stage, manager
and Charles Millang remaining as
assistant. Incidentally, the Liffs
have adopted an infant son.

Wolfe Kaufman has resigned as
president of the Assn, of Theatri-
cal Press Agents & Managers to
go to Paris to live. He’s being
lunebeoned next Friday 7 (22) at
Sardi’s restaurant, N. Y. ,. , . Coast;
producer Edwin Lester, in for to-
night’s (Wed.) premiere of “Peter
Pan;" returns immediately to at-
tend the San Francisco opening of
the Old Vic’s “Midsummer Night’s
Dream," under local Civic Light
Opera sponsorship, but wall be
back to New York in about 10 days.

Gateway Stock Co., stock opera-
tion at the Great Smokey Mt. Na-
tional Park, Tenn., will give two
performances of “Ah Wilderness’’
at the Brandon House, N. Y., next
Tuesday - Wednesday (26-27) . . ,

Carol Bruce returns to New York
from London in midrNovember fol-
lowing. a seven-month West End
run in “Pal Joey," which winds- up
Oct. 30 at the Prince’s Theatre . , .

George Schaefer, associate pro-
ducer of“Teahouse of the August
Moon," will direct John. Hunting*
ton’s production of John .Cecil
Holm’s “Southwest Corner,” slated
to open on Broadway in January.
Evie Hayes baeje in New, York

after three years in Australia as
star of “Annie Get Your Gun,"
“Oklahoma" and for the last year
in “Call Me Madam" in Brisbane
. . . Jerome Cowan, currently star-’

ring in the George Brandt road
company of ‘“Moon Is Blue," ex-'
pects his family to join him for the

Angel Casalini new boxoffice
head at N Y. City Center, succeed-
ing William Jakob, resigned . , .

Julian Olney, manager of the Paul
Gregory Booking Office, has.
switched his headquarters from
White Plains, N.Y„ to Hollywood,
but. is due back, east in December
or January;

Chicago: Bits
Chicago, Oct. 19.

Paul Groll, company manager of
the touring ‘“Wonderful Town,’*’
has enrolled as a student at Roose-*
vfelt College, Chi. . ... Jim McKen-
zie, owner and former producer, at
Dobbs Ferry (N.Y.) Playhouse,

'

the new publicist
. at the Showcase

Theatre, Evanston, 111. r- His aetressJ
wife. Jeanne Bolan* is featured with
Gavin Mooney in “The Family Up-
stairs," which opens, at the spot
tonight (Tues.) . . . Producer Leon-
ard. Sillman, busy doctoring “Mrs.
Pattersbn,” has cut 10 minutes
from the Eartha Kitt-starrer. try-
ing out at the Harris.

JULES PFEIFFER WELL,

READYING ROADSHOWS
Chicago, Oct! 19.

Twpfer specialist Jules Pfeiffer,
recovered from an illhess that idled
him for a couple of months, is back
'in action again. He's starting re-
hearsals in about 10 days With a
touring production of “School for
Brides," opening Nov. 4 at the
Court Square Theatre, Springfield,
Mass. It will star nitery-vaude
comic Jackie Kannon.

Pfeiffer is also negotiating with,
the Theatre Guild and author Wil-
liam Inge for the rights to “Pic-
nic," having bought the scenery
of the touring version which closed
recently here* He hopes to tour the
Pulitzer and N. Y. Drama -Critics
Circle prize-winner, again.

Prpducer’s illness which forced
the delay in launching “Brides’*
apparently cost him most of tha
midwest and western bookings ha
had lined up. The route was tiiken
over by Danny Goldberg, his
partner in the three-year “Good
Nile: Ladies"' expedition, who has
-sent but a farce called “Naughty
Natalie," *

Danilova Opens Tour

With Own New Troupe
Ballerina Alexandra Danilova,

who for years headed the Ballet
Russe de Monte Carlo, began the
first tour last week with her own
small troupe under the Hurok ban-
ner. Mmei Danilova played Orch-
estra Hall, Chicago, Oct. 12, for
her breakin date, hardly suitable
spot for ballet, but drew good
notices.

Danilova, whose group Includes
Michael Maule, Roman Jasinsky
and Moscelyne Larkin, and pianists.

Richard Ellis and Dan Gordon, will
play 44 dates ih the 11-week tour
Sol Hurok has booked;

.
The com-

pany then goes to Honolulu and
Japan.

Elliott Nugent. mulling a
Broadway production of the Wil-

.
%

Christmas holidays, when show hits
Cincinnati enroute to the Coast;
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CHARGE ACCOUNT SHOW TRIPS
i

Minneapolis, Oct. 19.

“Naughty Natalie,’? touring farce playing a break-in engage-

ment at. the Lyceum here last week on twofers, is a “horrid,

travesty on the theatre arts,” according to the Minneapolis Star

reviewer. Notice by George Rice, pinchhitting for regular critic

John K. Sherman, gave the show one of the most severe paps i

local stage history.

Asserting that he could think of nothing the body civic had
done to merit Such a show. Rice suggested that the

.
public

“deserves an apology.” He continued, “To, describe this thing i

any terms common to the theatre would be laughable. ' It is

poor burlesque house walk-on dragged over three ‘acts,’ - It

tasteless, asinine thing with two ingredients: mistaken identity

and female impersonationi” He concluded, “The opening night
crowd was small.”
Show was scaled here at $3.90 top; but sold on ,two-for-ones.

Danny Goldberg is touring the Neil E. and Caroline Scliaffrier

farce to take over dates previously booked by Jules Pfeiffer for
“School for Brides;” 'When Pfeiffer became ill some time ago,
“Brides”, was shelved.

London, Oct. 19. -

History is about to repeat. The
opening of “Can-Can” at the Lon-
don Coliseum last Thursday (14)

received only one favorable review
and ya host of pans from the na-

tional press the following morning.
Nevertheless, it has all the appear-

ances of a *bOxoffice smash and
bright prospects of a healthy run.

. Apart from the solitary rave by
Alan Dent in the News Chronicle,

the London reviewers were critical

of the book and considered the

Cole Porter score to be below his

standard. They generally praised

the dancing and lauded Jerome
Whyte’s direction..

Most of the critics also gave the
nod to Irene Hilda, the French
star, who made her London legit

debut in this production. They
also praised the two male leads,

Edmund Hockridge and. Alfred
Marks.

The Daily Express notice by
John Barber was headed “Smart,
Slick, Empty,” and commented
that the show “has the frantic

gloss with which producer Jerry
Whyte Slicks up every job into a
routine smash hit. But ‘Can-Can’

merely a triumph of smart pack-
aging. There is nothing inside the

(Continued on page 140)

Oakdale (Conn.) Tent

Hit 170G Season Gate

Wallingford, Conn., Oct. 19*

Oakdale Musical Theatre has
put its first season in mothballs,
having surmounted practically

every,kind of stumbling-block that
ever threatened such an operation.

Producers Ben Segal, Carl Spear
and Bob Hall had an uphill battle

to raise the initial coin
.
on the

project, .but accomplished it a bare
three Weeks before the July 3 cur-
tain-raiser* Tent Theatre then ran
into spell of unfavorable
weather, including one actual hur-
ricane and one threatened one, in-

volving one cancelled perform-
ance arid; property damage.

Climaxing the headaches was a
post-season lawsuit tossed by a
stockholder who claimed a mixup
on percentage of ownership of the
project. This stockholder, New
Haven wholesale drug exec A.
Allen Johnson, sued for $75,000
damages, alleging that his $5,000
initial investment, plus a $12,000
loan, entitled him to a orie-fourth
interest.

Despite such headaches, Oakdale
had a click first season in a setup
new' to Connecticut musical fans.
Original 10-week sked was ex-
tended to 12. Capacity houses were
plentiful, and final figures showed
an estimated total attendance of
90,000. and an overall gross of
$170,000.

As evidence of the favorable Im-
pression created locally, prior to
season finale several hundred citi-

zens of Wallingford turned Out at
a shindig in town’s leading hos-
telry, St. George’s Inn, as' a good-
will party for the Oakdale person-
nel

Old Vic’s Vet Emcees

40th Anni Celebration
London, Oct. 12. -•

Andrew Leigh, who was a mem-
ber of the Old Vic’s original
Shakespearean company, which
opened, with “The Taming of the
Shrew” on Oct. 5, 1914, emceed a ,

40th anni celebration' at that thea-
tre last week. Hutin Britton (Mrs.
Matheson Lang), who .played the
Shrew ori that occasion, was among
the artists who took part in the
special presentation*

The celebration took the form
of a private performance to mem-
bers of the Vic-Wells Assn. The
artists who participated included
Claire Bloom, Alec. Guinness, Miles
Malleson and Michael Redgrave.

Berger Thwarted Again

As ‘Town’ Bypasses Mpk;

Minneapolis, Oct. 19. .

Latest crusher for Bennie
Berger, operating the Lyceum, is

the routing of “Wonderful Town”
away from Minneapolis. After the
booking of “Caine Mutiny Court
Martial” into St. Paul instead of
here, and the cancellation of a fall
date here for “King and I,” that’s
three in a row on the chin for
Berger.

i

Having taken oVer the Lyceum
in the middle of last season from
James Nederlander, who had op-
erated it for five years, Berger
has had tough going with the local
legit flagship. He’s found it much
more difficult than buying product,
for his film circuit. The annual
$20,000 rental is a hurdle from
the start, he says.

Except for a twofer flop, Berger
so far has been able to book only
one legiter so far and has nothing
in prospect for the rest of the year.
Also, the single regular booking,
“Picnic,” was in mid-August, when
the weather was still hot for . the
non-air-conditiOned

.
house. The

Theatre Guild's promised subscrip-
tion season of Seven offerings isn’t

materializing, Berger notes.

“King and I” was “tentatively”
set for a November fortnight as
a Guild subscription offering and
on the strength of that arinounce-
ment (many subscriptions were
sold. But the show’s management
decided not to play Minneapolis
until after its Chicago run, which
may continue through the current
season.

Meanwhile, “Wonderful Town”,
was routed to ‘the Coast through
Kansas City, with Minneapolis
eliminated on the assumption that
“King" would be playing here. Be-
cause the “Town” contracts have
been sighed, the dates can’t

,
be

changed. “Town” is now promised
for next May, but then the weather
likely will' be warm arid conditions
may be less favorable, Berger
feels. There’s also a question
Whether Carol Channing will re-
main as star of “Town” that long.

By HOBE MORRISON
The legit theatre could conceiv-r

ably get its biggest biz hypo in

years from- a new company to

operate show junkets to Broad-
way by. train, bus and air and from
New York for out-of-town tryouts.

Another of the- outfit’s numerous
projects is a plan for charge ac-
counts for tickets for all Broadway
shows. Latter should be in opera-
tion next week.
Unlike show trains and show

buses conducted by various groups
from time to time in the past, the
new plan calls for frequent' trips

on a large scale, all with the
charge account feature. For ex-
ample, a show train Would be run
from Atlanta, with sleeper accom-
modations instead of . the lounger.
seat cars generally used in the
past. All tickets will be for or-
chestra seats,

Atlanta junket would cost around
$130 per person and would include
roundtrip fare, five days and four
nights in New Yurie, with accom-
modations at hotels like! the Para-
riiount, Taft, Edison, dinners at
Sardi’s and Lindy’s, etc., attend-
ance at two musicals and two
straight plays, a late evening at the
Latin Quarter and two sightseeing

(Continued on page 140)

i

Apparently unauthorized use
.
of

a U. S. comedy sketch iii a recent
London revue may stir up an in-
ternational copyright dispute. Facts
in the case aren’t definitely estab-
lished, but the Dramatists Guild is

investigating in behalf of the
sketch author, Arnold B. Honvitt.

Skit in question, titled “The Ac-
tress,” was used, in the revue,
“Cockles and Champagne,” which
had a three-month run at the Pic-
cadilly Theatre, London, and has
since reopened at a non-West End
house. Show’s program credited
authorship to Arnold Aubach, pre-
sumably meaning Broadway scrip.t-

er Arnold Auerbach.
Horwitt, whose “The Actress”

sketch, has never been produced in
the U. S., had authorized New
York agent Kenneth Later to sub-
mit it to London managements
However, as far as the author and
Later know, no deals for the ma-
terial were ever concluded. Hor-
witt learned only last week of the
use of the “Actress” skit in
“Cockles.”

AMidaa miv nnn ifpt

*‘Tonight iini - Samarkand,” * Bruce
Becker-Robert Ellis Miller produc-
tion to costar Paul Henreid and
Mai Zetterling, is budgeted at $61,-
200, including bonds, plus $23,300
for reserve tnd tryout loss. It’s

figured likely to break even, at
around $17,000 weekly gross.
Project is being capitalized at

$100 ,
000 .

Rehearsals are slated for early
December, with Herman Shumlin
directing. There will be a four-
week^ tryout, with the New York
opening planned for late January.
The Jacques Deval drama has been
adapted by Lorenzo Semple . Jr.

Musical ‘Huck Finn’
Greensboro, N. C., Oct. 19.

“Huck Finn,” a musical comedy
based on the Mark Twain classic,

“Huckleberry Finn,” will be pro-
duced at Catawba College, Salis-
bury, N.C., during November, with
a brief tour of the state to follow.
Piece has been adapted by Ar-

nold Colbath, drama professor at

the college, with 13 songs by Billy

Burke, of Salisbury.

Seen in Shuberts League Bowout

College Theatre Troupe
Returns From Army Tour

Granville, O., Oct. 19.

Denisoh Players have returned
to their home base at Denison U.
here after a 10-week tour of mili-

tary stations in Europe, backed
by the Defense Dept, It included
Germany, Italy, Austria and
France. Group of 12, including
students, drama teachers arid pros,

was headed by Prof. Edward A.
Wright, director of drama at Deni-
son. !

Unit, gave a total of; 66 perform-,
ances of “But Not Goodbye,” “I

Like It Here” and “Hay Fever.”

Foldo of Hero’
“Home Is the Hero,” Walter

Macken drama which closed last

Saturday night (16) at the Booth,
N.Y.,. after a 29-performance sub-
scription run, involved a loss esti-

mated at about $30,000. It was pro-

duced by the Theatre Guild and
Worthington Miner, with the latter

doubling as stager;

Play was produced for $26,415,
including $6,227 for the scenery,
$543 for props, $1,065 for costumes,
$1,034 for electrics and sound, $475
director fee and expenses, $6,019
rehearsal salaries and expense,
$4,174 preliminary advertising and .

publicity expense, $1,250 for gen-
eral manager, $1,250 for legal fees
and expenses, $486 carting, $1,233
transportation, $450 for cancelled
actor contracts and $702 for the
tryout, at the Westport ( Conn.

)

Country Playhouse.
The production was capitalized at

$40,000. Cast included the author,
Peggy Ann Garner, Glenda Farrell,

J. Pat O’Malley,. Art Smith, Ann
Thomas and Frances Fuller (Mrs.
Miner).
Macken sailed Sunday (17) with

his wife for Eire. He will go to his

home in Galway to “lick his

wounds.” ACtor-novelist-playwright
has a new novel, “Sunset Through
the Window,” due for publication
iri London soon and in the U.S.
next spring, and he has the idea
for a new one oil which he hopes to.

begin work shortly. He has no im-
mediate plans -for a new play or
any acting.

TO DOUBLE ON LIGHTS
Demand for a $425 minimum pay

hike for designers who double on
lighting is the principal snag in

current negotiations, between the
United Scenic Aftists and the
League of N. Y. Theatres.

Union wants the present regular
minihiuiti upped from $850 to

$1,275 if the designer doubles on
lighting. Present contract doesn’t

call for additional payment for

doubling.

Mi imum for designers who do
Only sets

.
would remain $850, and

the minimum for doing just lights

would stay at $450. Increase for
the double-duty workers would re-

late only to the first set* Payments
for additional sets would remain at

the present scale of $400 each for

the next four and $250 for each
thereafter.

New St. L. Muny Prez
St. Louis, Oct. 19.

Execs of the Municipal Theatre
Assn,, sponsor of alfresco musicals

in the Forest Park playhouse, last

week elected investment broker
Albert M..Keller as prez. They also

revised the bylaws whereb^ the
tenure of the prez in \the future
will be limited to two one-year
terms,

1

Keller succeeds Jacob M, Lashly,
who served 12 years and declined

1 to run again.

Prospect of future complications

in the legit union setup on Broad-

way and perhaps the road is seen

in the recent exit of J. J. Shubert
from the League of N. Y. Theatres,

It’s expected that the Shuberts will

hereafter insist on negotiating sep-

arate deals with the unions in
many case?. As members of the
League, they were formerly repre-
sented by the producer and tltea-

treowner organization union
matters.

it’s feared that producers book-
ing Shubert theatres

, may be in a
spot if, as might happen, they
were bound by a League contract
with a union, while the Shuberts
Were either still in negotiation or
Were in a dispute with the same
employee outfit.. Such a situation
could readily, involve the stage-
hands’ or musicians’ ions, for
example.

Unless and until the Shuberts
produce another show,, there’s
little prospect of a stymie of that
kind arising in connection with Ac-
tors Equity, the Dramatists Guild
or perhaps the scenic artists’

union. Negotiations between the
latter group arid the League are
currently in progress.

Although the Shuberts have not
officially held membership, in the
League for some months, there
was apparently not ari open break,
and it was generally assumed that
they would in normal circum-
stances abide by union agreements

(Continued on page 140)

How to Find Lost Hound:

Legit Director Takes

To Tele to Locate Him
According to his friends, legit

director arid drama critic. Harold
Clurman generally takes a dim
view of television. But when his
dog was lost last week, his first

thought was to turn to video to get
it back. What’s more, tv did the
job, locating the purp and haying
it returned pronto to Clurman and
his wife, actress Stella Adler.

The Clurmans were at Darieri,
Conn., for the weekend when the.
poOch, which film-legit star Marlon
Brando got in Venice last year and
brought them as a present, disap-
peared. After scouting the neigh-:

borhood by motor and telephone
without success, Clurman. fantically
called his friend. Howard Teich-
mann, co-author of “Solid Gold
Cadillac,” who Was a tv-radio
scripter before collaborating with
George S. Kaufman on the legit

comedy success.

“You know about tv, Tike,” said
Clurman after a preliminary word
of greeting and an explanation of
the loss of the cherished canirie.

“Get them to announce it .on the;

air. You can offer a reward,” he
added.. After trying vainly to con-
vince the stager that it might be
difficult to. get item

. like a
strayed mutt on a crowded news
program, Teichmann agreed to try.

He hung up, sat and stared out
the window for a few minutes arid

then phoned his friend Kenneth
Banghart, the tv commentator-an-
nouncer (and spare-time legit pro-
ducer). There might be an un-
usual news story, he suggested, in

the fact that the noted theatrical
director Harold Clurman had lost

a rare arid valuable dog, a Lahassa
terrier, and would give a part in

his next Broadway show to th

finder.

Banghart didn’t have a scheduled
news show that night, but he gave
the info to his NBC^TV colleague
John Wingate, Who put it on the
air soon afterward. Teichmaiiri and
Banghart figured • that the

.
high-

ways to Connecticut would be
jammed with cars filled with ac-

tors hoping to land a stage job by
finding the pup. But a Connecticut
resident, not an actor, picked up
the prized anirhal and returned it

to Clurman, so that the director

presumably won’t have to make
good on TeichmamiY reward offer*
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on
Tlie: Tender Trap

Clinton Wilder production of comedy,

in three acts, (four scenes) by Max^Shul-
man and Robert Paul Smith. Stars Robert
Preston, Kim Hunter, Runny. Graham;
features Janet Riley, Jack Mannin .Julia

Meade. Parker McCormick. Joey Faye.

Staged by Michael 'Gordon; scenery • and
lighting, Paul Morrison; costumes; Anna
Hill Johnstone. At Longacre,: N;Y.. Qct.

13. '54; $5,85-94.60 top (S5.90 opening).

Ronny QrahajnCharlie Reader
Poppy Matson
Joe' McCall
Jessica Collins
Sylvia Crews
.Julie. Gillis
Earl Lindquist
Sol Schwartz

Parker McCormick.
, : Robert Preston

Julia Meade
..... Kim Hunter

Janet RUey
.. . . . Jack Manning"

Joey Faye

Some funny things are said by

some unattractive people
‘

‘‘The

Tender; Trap.’’ Before the evening

Js over, the authors manage to

make every character so unpleasr

ant that the audience -is inclined

not to care much what happens to

anyone. That’s practically a defi-

ition of an unsatisfying show.

On that basis, ’.‘Trap” is a ques-

tionable bet for Broadway, al-

though the show’s moderate cost

and operating nut, combined with

Its heavy theatre party hookings
and the revenue from its pre-pro-

duction film sale make it a reason-

able prospect to pay off. If Metro,
which owns the screen rights,

,
can

make the characters a bjt more
likable, it might get an amusing
picture out of the yarn:

The play’s title refers to a. gabby
young gal who snares a gadabout
but cagey young New York bache-

lor. The big town, according to co-

authors Max Shulman :and Robert
|

Paul Smith, is overrun With man-
hungrv career girls who scamper
in . and out of bachelor^ apart-

ments at all hours, including Sun-
day breakfast; keep the sofas

rumpled, the phones ringing and
their, nv'le "rey. deluged with. pres-

ents and affection.

The whirlwind - happy h e r o

spreads his masculine, attention

among Such eager candidates as a.

balmy lass who presents him With
a whitefish caught by her father,

a southern accent number who
brings him. a large cheese, an NBC
Symphony violinist who gives him
recordings and comes around to

cook his Sunday breakfast, and
the non-stop, talker

.
and weeoer

who finally has him headed for the

altar at the finale.

The girls-chase-man routine is

varied by a domesticated business
associate and schooldays crony
who arrives as the bachelor’s
house guest and is soon ready to

ditch his wife and three kids back
home for one of the on-the-make-
girls. This so unnerves the bache-
lor that he gets 'engaged to two
girls at once.

There are some undeniably
funny jokes in the script, but
‘‘Trap” can’t rise above its un-
savory characters. After awhile, it

just doesn’t matter which selfish

guy gets which predatory gal.

They pretty much deserve each
other.

Some, ingratiating actors make
game but futile efforts to put
across the unpr&possessihg ma-
terial. Robert Preston is particu-
larly engaging as the visiting medi-
cine man who tries tq sample big-

city sin, but the part finally, be-
comes so lowlife that it’s no audi-
ence hardship when he goes, hack
to wife and kids.

Kim Hunter gives a skillful per
formance as the amorous fiddle
player.

...
although it’s hardly con

ceivabie that such a good-looking.
Intelligent and self-respecting girl

would be hard up for a man. But
the authors ultimately cross her
up, too, as it turns out that she
merely wants a husband and is

ready to settle for almost anything
In pants, if only, he can be ma
neuvered or tricked into marry-
ing her. Even so; she takes the
play’s slight remaining interest
with her when she •finally exits.

Ronny Graham, as the bachelor
who never had dalliance so good
back in Indianapolis, is moderately
disarming in a grinning, jittery
way, but the authors ultimately
make him just a slaphappy kind
of jerk, so he’s an audience dud,
too.

Tile various transient
,
girls, in-

cluding Janet Riley as the human
talkathon,: Parker McCormick as
the daffy fish-giver and Julia
Meade as the down south accent,
remain pretty much incidental* de-
spite their acceptable perform-
ances, and there are competent hut
relatively unimportant portrayals
by Jack Manning as a lovelorn
chemist and Joey Faye as a hilari-
ously hopped-up jive musician.
Michael Gordon has staged the

comedy adequately, Paul Morrison
has designed an interior setting
suitable for- bachelor depravity,
and Anna Johnstone has provided
decorative clothes. Kobe.

Fragile Fox
\ Paul Vroom (In assn, with Barnard
: Strauss) production of drama in three
acts (five scenes), by Norman A. Brooks.
Stars Dane Clark. Don Taylor; features
James Gregory, Andrew Duggan, Rich-
ard Carlyle. Crahan' Denton. Clem Fow r

lev. Jason Wingreen,. Lionel Wilson. Addi-
son PoivelL Directed,by, Herbert Swope
Jr.; sets and lighting; Ralph Alswang. At
Belasco, N.Y., Qct. 12, '54; $5.75-$4.60 top.

Cabt. Ersklne’ Cooney. . . .Andrew Duggan
Corp; Jackson Lionel Wilson
1st Lt; Joseph Costa Dane Clark
1st Lt. Harry Woodrurf. . ; . . Don Taylor
Lt. Col. Clyde Bartlett ... James Gregory
Pfc. Bernstein Clem Fowler
pfe. Snowden - , . . .. Jason Wingreen
Tech. Sgt. Tolliver Crahan Denton
Capt. Gerstad Addison Powell
Pfs, Herman Ricks Richard Carlyle
Pvt, Jacob Abramowltz. .William Hellinger
Tall German Eugene Smith
Short German .......... • Leonard Bell
Pvt. Sneider Robert McQueeney

“Fragile Fox/’ despite its nariie,

is a frequently sturdy melodrama
about officers and Gls during
World War II. Familiarity of the
subject-matter and '. the

.

cliche-

pattern of certain incidents and
dialog,, however, militate against
its Broadway chances, and a cer-
tain slickness in its presentation
also doesn’t help. Odds are against
its b.o. success.

. This first play by Norman A.
Brooks, reportedly based on> per-
sonal experiences of the author,
has a lot to commend it. Starting
a little slowly, it picks up plenty
pace in the tense and exciting
second act, and continues its mood
and suspense to the end. But flaws
in characterization, certain exag-
gerations in speech or incident,,
crop up too often, to curb enthu-
siasm and interest.

The humor* in the first act (as
with the attempt of a Gl to get to
Paris for a date) is repetitious,
forced and hackneyed, although
there are funny moments in the
second act* Oddly enough, they
still seem humorous though closely
associated with grimness and death.

The story revolves around two
young lieutenants, loyal to the Gls
under them, and constantly in fric-
tion (openly or overt) with their
two superiors; One of the latter is

cowardly,, drunken captain and
the other is a materialistic colonel
who protects the captain because
he needs the help of the latter’s
father to further- his future politi-
cal career back home. The captain
is responsible for the death of sev-
eral men through his Cowardice,
and in a final scene, when he is

about to surrender more men to
the Germans, he is shot by one of
the lieutenants.

What makes the drama persua-
sive are the fine performances by
the all-male cast, good direction by
Herbert Swope Jr. and excellent
Ralph Alswang sets. Dane Clark
brings drive and conviction to the
part of a rough-hewn first louie,
embittered over the needless
death of rhen due to the captain’s
cravenness, and determined to
make him pay for this—even
though the part is overwritten and
distraught towards the close, Don
Taylor impresses as the thoughtful
schoolteacher turned lieutenant
who tries to curb the impetuo&s
Clark, yet who himself shoots the
captain at the finish.

Andrew Duggan is generally con-
vincing as the yellow captain until
the scripting, too, gets away from
him, and Janies Gregory

, is effec-
tive as the blustering, tough and
opportunist colonel. Crahan Den-
ton brings quiet authority and
strength to the part of a moun-
taineer sergeant,,; and there are
some other good' supporting per-
formances. Some of the GI figures,
however, are too stock. Bron.

Sing Me No Lullaby
„T. Edward' Hambleton and 'Norris'
Houghton production of drama In three
acts

.
by . Robert Ardrey; Features Larry

Gates, Richard Kiley, Jessie R6yce Landis,
John. Marley, Beatrice Straight. .Tack
Warden, Marian Winters. Staged by Paul
Stewart; scenery. Ben Edwards; costumes,
Alvin Colt; lighting, Klaus Holm. At
Phoenix, N.Y., Oct. 14, '54; *3.45 top
(*4.60 opening),

Christine CoUlnger .

.

Ben CoUlnger
Mike Hertzog ......
Clay Dixon
Abe Levene. .. ...
Maddy Hertzog
Fanny CoUlnger ....
Johnny Colton Smith
Parrish

cellent choice for limited-engage-
ment presentation at the? special-1

public Phoenix, it’s a dubious pros-

pect for transfer to Broadway.

This is the play that, it’s under-
stood, Ardrey has been writing on
and off for about eight years. Dur-
ing that period it has presumably
undergone some of the author’s

changing convictions in changing
times. But it still is fundamen-
tally a statement of a citizen’s re-

sponsibilities in a republic and an
argument that compromise is the
essence of democracy.

In a way; the drama’s thesis of-

a condition of intellectual terror-;

ism. in the U. S. is refuted by the
fact that “Lullaby” has been .pro-

duced. But it has been done un-
der the special Phoenix . aus-
pices, : not on Broadway; More-
over, the tone; of almost hysterical
denunciation in some of the no-
tices supports the play’s premise.

As should surprise no one, there 1

is some line writing in' “Lullaby/’
When Ardrey finally gets past the
awkward first two acts, with their

unnecessary, confusing flashbacks,

the drama crackles with action and
conviction; Its final passage is elo-

quent and genuinely stirring.

However, the first act, in particu-
lar, fritters away so much, time and
tension and exhausts audience pa-
tience, that the play never entirely

recovers.

In
.
general theme, “Lullaby” is

slightly suggestive of the anti-es-

capism of the same author’s 1939
drama, “Thunder Rock.” It is the
story of a disillusioned liberal who
finally becomes so aroused over the
repressive tendency of the country
that he goes back into, public life

to fight for. his beliefs. His cur-
tain speech is to the effect that
right is not an either-or choice of
extremes, but some middle ground
with room for everyone,

The play’s complicated structure
seems diffuse and weak. The de-
vice of gathering the leading char-
acters together in a small town Il-

linois cottage at various key points
in their lives appears arbitrary and
incredible. Moreover, some of the
pivotal characters seem insuffici-

ently motivated or explained. ,

But such scenes as the FBI
man questioning two f r i e n d s

of a suspected scientist . and by
plain implication trying to black-
mail them into turning against him
and each other, the sequences in
which shortwave contact is estabr
lished with a Soviet, agent in* New
Zealand, and the affirmative finale
are taut and gripping;

Under Paul Stewart’s sympathe
tic but slightly restrained direc
tion there are effective, perform-
ances by Richard Kiley as the li

beral who finally accepts responsl
bility; Larry Gates as a political
manager who wavers under threat
of guilt-by-assdeiation smear, Bea
trice Straight as the liberal’s ill-ex-

plained wife, Jessie Royce Landis
in the imperfectly defined role of a
reactionary matriarch, Jack War-
den as a former Commie sympath-
izer

a

Unable to escape that stigma,
Marian Winters as his distraught
wife and John Marley as a cool
BI man. Ben Edwards has de-

signed a properly primitive looking
farm cottage interior and Alvin
Colt has supplied the costumes.

“Lullaby” will almost certainly
have the distinction of 'infuriating
the reactionary and lefty extrem-
ists, but unfortunately it’s unlikely
to have commensurate popularity
with general audiences. For a
realist like Ardrey, it must there-
fore be rated a failure. Hobe.

Quadrille
Boston, Oct. 14.

John C. Wilson and H. M. Tennenti Ltd.

Pardon Our Antenna
Chicago, Oct 16.

•Broadway . Productions presentation of

production of comedy,, in three acts ii
n

«
ct
i

L

h
2

(seven scenes), by Noel Coward. .Stays
Lynn Fontanne, Alfred Lunt, Edna Best.
.Brian Aherrie. Directed by Lunt; scenery
and costumes, Cecil Beaton. At Colonial,
Boston,. Oct. 14; '54,v *4.95 top.

French Woman' , Madeline Clive
French. Man Byron Mitchell
Buffet Manageress . . Patricia Quinn O'Hara
Rev. Edgar Spevin . ,

.

His WHe .. . ........
His Daughter .... *

Walter
Courier ..... ... ..;....
Marquis of Heronden.
Mrs. . Axel Dlensen'. . ,

,

Catchpolo
Footman ...

.Marchioness of Heronden . . Lynn Fontanne
Lady" Harriet Ripley . . . Brenda Forbes.
Foster Mildred Clinton
Axel Dlensen ........ Alfred Lunt
Countesss of Bonnlngton . DorothySands
2d French Woman
2d French Mail

by . Ole. Olsen and Chic Johnson. Stars'
Olsen and Johnson; features Marty May,
June Johnson, Johnny 1 Bacbemirt, Eileen
O’Dare, Eileen end Elsa Nilsson* Sid.
Krofft. JOy Lane, Nina VarelasDirected
by David Tihmar; -music and lyrics,
Michael and Nova Simpson; additional
dialogue, Eugene. Conrad; special music
Paul Jordon, Paul Severson, Paul Crum-
baugh, Frank Panico and Olsen; scenery,.
Manqel AviUa; costumes,. Harry Bosen
and Paul Brune; musical director. Jack
Cavan. At Selwyn, Chicago, Oct. 16, '54;

94.50 top.

Cast also 'includes Scat Man Grothers,
Bobby May; Les PhUmer, Earl Renard,
Howard - Tong; Richard 'Wright, Tom
O’Horgan, Donn Lester, Marlene *. Lind,
Shula Bass, Evelyn Cavan, Mary . Dale,
Pat Garber, Susart Hartman, Mary Roe.

.

rich, Arlene Schwab, Dana Sosa, Eleanor
Stattin, Dorothy . Macey, Kenny Davis,UU

Miidred^CHnton I

Hartley Karns. Emmanuel Wlhston. An-

...Jerome Kilty
Phyllis Connard

, . . Nina Reader
Bruce Webster

ichard Longman
. . Brian Aherne
.....

;

Edna Best
Harold Crane

Rhoderlck Walker

. . Beatrice Straight

.... Richard Kiley
Jack Warden

. . ... .... Larry Gates

.... Michael' Lipton
. Marian Winters

Jessie Royce Landis
. . .'.

* , . .John Fiedler
...... John Marley

Robert Ardrey, a respected name
in legit Without ever quite clicking
at the b.o., has returned from sue
cess in Hollywood with a drama of
contemporary significance, “Sing
Me No Lullaby.” it’s the first pro-
duction of T. Edward Hambleton’s
and Norris Houghton’s second
stock season at the Fhoenix The-
atre, on N. Y.’s lower east side.

“Lullaby” is perhaps the most
serious drama of recent seasons.
Despite its obvious and consider-
able flaws, it is an important play.
As a propaganda piece, its effect
must be measured primarily by its

popular acceptance, and on that
basis it cannot be rated a success.
For while the play seems an ex-

The special charm of “Quadrille” Ole Olsen and Ghic Johnson

ies in the mingled personalities have patched together an uneven
of Alfred Lunt and Lynne Fon- and untidy revue that’s supposed

a nostalgic whiff of the to lampoon television. It opens with
Noel .Coward of ^two decades ago v t . r . •

,

and the fragrance of designer Cecil a crack Liperace and. only

Beaton in his richest ajid most ele- rarely gets^out of left. during

gant vein. It is ai fragile distilla- the .remainder of its course, which

tiqn; but to anyone under the spell ^ opening night ran a long 150

of : these two superb people, it is
miI*utes, saris intermission,

a delightful experience. Although avowedly imed for

Even the most enamored, how- o^terprise seems

ever, will always be aware that the headed for the ashcan. There
_
just

play is more a slow and stately ^
an t fie that many theatregoers

sarabande than a lively quadrille. comedy

Yet once a Singularly appealing an
^,

sniCKerii*S sex gags.

American railroad pioneer appears
.
The two afcts are a conglomera-

in tlie drawing room of the Mar- tion. of skits, most of them feeble
chioness of Heronden to confront takeoffs on tv shows; several night
her with the fact her husband has club acts tossed in as is, and a
eloped with his wife, the old magic, series of production numbers; The
begins to cast its spell. The Lunts video allusions, like “Gagnet” and
are on the stage again. ‘Love Lucille,” are pegs for some
The rest is as inevitable, as the' ^

virtuosity, Together, they face the ^ca^ seems badly jdated by the

eloped pair at their Cote d’Azur
villa. And this one act gleam* with S1®™; ”

£

the small jewels of repartee hardly ^
dimmed by their reminiscence of f.^5

e is ^ Ilne® as raiy^as

Private Lives” and “Design for P^uc^ed chicken used as a prop.

Living.” In the end the gruff but What honors of the evening there
good-as-gold railroad man with a are belong to vaude-nitery per-
Wliitmahesque flair for reciting formers Johnny Bachemin and Sid
the grandeur of young America Kfofft. Bachemin dashes off a fine

carries off the Marchioness* warm song - dance - keyboarding routin*
heart. and Krofft displays marionette

It is all very smooth, very civil-

ized, very elegant and at timos very and June Johnson con-

dull. At odd intervals the sugges-
tion of the earlier Coward is a
little sad, yet there is a romantic
after-glow that, like a fall sunset,
is as warm as it is melancholy.
Still, as a frame for the urbane
though essentially noble qualities
of the Lunts both as personalities,
it is hard to think how it could be
improved.

Months of refinement abroad
have given; their characterizations
a subtlety, a lustre and an expres-
siveness without trace of ostenta-
tion or conceit. That will carry the
play for the steelier members of
the audience, while softer hearts,
especially those of maturer women,
will melt.

Contributing to
. this situation,

tribute featured .cheesecake and
acro-dancer Eileen O’Dare helps
’em get the scenery changed With
an okay turn, Nilssop twins work
hard for a few .laughs in a smeary
face cream demonstration- bit.

Marty May’s chief function is to
keep things in motion between
blackouts. He’s an expert upfront
singleton, but most of the material
is . from the bottom of a stacked
deck.

Production pieces range from
fair to laborious. Mambo number
featuring the Jose Bethencourt
orch and the “Lately, No Love
Lately” displays spotlighting Miss
Lane have their moments. Music
and lyrics by Michael and NOva
Simpson are suitable for the occa-

London Shows

London, Oct. 19;
(Figures denoto premiere dates)

After the Ball, Globe <6-10-54).

.Airs Shoestrln*, Royal Ct. (4-22-53).
All For Mery, Duke York (ft-9-54).

S
ell, Book, Csndlo, Fhoenix (10-3-54).
ofh Ends Moot, Apollo (6-0-54);

Boy Frlond, Wyndham's (12-1-33).
Csn-Csn, Coliseum (10-14-54).
Dork Light Enough, Aldwych (4-30-54).
.Day By Tho Sea; Haymarket (11-26-53).
D'Oyly Carte Opera', Savoy (0-13-54).
Dry Rot, Whitehall (8-31-54).
Duenqa, Westminster (7-28-54).
Folies Bergore, JPr. Wales (9-24-53).
Hippo Dancing, Lyric . (4-7-54).
I Am a Camara, New (3-12-54).
Intimacy At 1:30, Criterion (4-29-54).
Joyce Grenfell, St. Mart. (6-2-*4). •

Keep In Cool Placo, Savllle (8-16-54),
King and I, Drury Lane (10-8-53).
Lovo Match, Viet Palace (11-10-53),
Manor of Horthstead; Duchess (4-28-54).
Mousetrap, Ambas* (11,25-52), •

Never Too Late; Strand (6-3-54).
No Nows Fathtr, Cambridge (9-15-54).
Old ViC Rep, Old Vic (9-9-54).
Pal Joey,. Princes (3-31-54).
Party Spirit, Piccadilly (9-23-54).

Relations Apart, Garrick (8-3-54).
Skbrlna Fair, Palace (8-4-54).

Sar^d Days, Vaudeville (8-5-54).

Separate Tables, St. James's (9-22-34).

Teahouse Aug. Moon, Her Mat. (4-22-54).

Wedding In Paris, Htpp. (4-3-54),

Witness Prosecution, W. Gard. (10-28-53).
You'll Bo Lucky, Adelphi (2-25-54).

and vastly, to*, is the jSSSSS. ^
scene. Few plays even approach the are properly gaudy. _ . .

•

opulence of Cecil Beaton’s ex-
quisite settings and costumes.
Every detail, from the golden hues nC

P
.

°r

of the Marchioness’ sitting room in Per^aps a generation too late,

a Belgrave Square mansion to the uave.

sun-bathed plan of the Villa
Zodiacque, Is a masterly re-crea- Naughty Natalie
tion of high Victorian splendor, set Minheanolia Oct 11
off by costumes of the richest fash-
ion of the period. The contempla- thfie actf. ly .nd^Caroims
tion Of these beauties, indeed, Schaffner. Staged by Harry Miriturn. At
often sustains the interest in the to£

eu,n* Minneapom, Oct. li. '*4; *3.99

less rewarding aural moments.
; Tommy Brigg* William stout

.... Art Kassul
, j i , ,r .. . , jiv»i Ervll Kay Hart.

good deal of the dialogue was in- Thomaslna (Tommy) rigga
audible in all parts of the house. Wt , „ Pamela Printy

Brian AhAmA ac Natalie Neaome ..... Francyne Semmona.Brian Anerne, as me pnilanaermg Juniper J. Juniper George Womack
aristocrat, though he looked the Jimmy Wilson Ray Hilton
part and played it excellently, was
particularly apt to speak too fast, “Naughty Natalie”

;
is obviously

but the Lunts themselves often designed as a two-for-one offering,
tossed a line away. This will cer- Threefer or fourfer or maybe
tainly be corrected before the play freefer would be niore suitable,
leaves Boston, for the superlative t»i*« k,. n,nmr

eviddnt*
1 0f Lvnt “ ^erywhers Gdldbwg, erstwhile tartn?r

,
0T

'
. ‘

. . .. . Jules Pfeiffer, to take over the
Edna BesL completing the four- latter’s “School for Brides/* dates

s
«
n
lu’

con
^
r^u

^
e^ a lively portrait called off because of Pfeiffer’s ill-

of the petulant Bostonian wife of ness. It’s just plain terrible,
the railroad builder. Only three hi
other performances need mention.

J® jf ^?ri?.
on
larJ

C
tr

^

These are by Brenda Forbes in a w^ick the cast works hard; It

sharp and aniusing characterization a s^0
,
r
^

a
,

executive who
of the Marchioness’ confidant; acquires a bogus wife and child

Jerome Quilty, in a notable sketch 5? Per the edict of his board of

of a harrassed provincial parson, directors that employees must be

and Dorothy Sands, whose bit as a ia
c
mi}y men Coincidences, a couple

libidinously preoccupied old coun- of female impersonations and a

tess is contained in a torrential and gratuitous kidnaping provide him
comical monolog. Other brief with n°t one, but three apparent

speaking parts, capably accounted wives and kids. It all simmers down
for, are givgn by Phyllis Connard, to an off-color curtain gag*

Nina Reader and Bruce Webster. Single set is obviously a cheapy.

All in all, it would seem that with sleazy drapes and a couple

the Lunts’ numberless admirers of ramshackle door frames repre-

will happily overlook the words senting an apartment. In the title

for the music. The words are often Part, Francyne Semmons is an at
j

Phnrt and npf*a«inr>nltv 'hrilHn'nf . tractive , blond. With Plenty Of

SCHEDULED OPEN!
Wild Ooos* Chas«, Embassy (10-19).
Jdah of Arc, Stoll (10-20).
Book of Month, Cambridge (10-21),
Matchmaker, Haymarket (11-4-54).

good and occasionally brilliant, but tractive blond, with plenty

it is the music of tlie.Lunts’ own figure, William Slout is creditably

persuasive perssonalities mingled harried, Ray Hilton does what he
so beautifully here that will carry can with a femme takeoff,

this play. Elie. Mur/.
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Following are the comparative figures based on Variety’s box-

office reports for last week (the 20th week of the season) and
the corresponding week of last season:

BROADWAY
This 1953-54
Season Season

Number of shows current , . v , 23 19
Total weeks played so far by ail shows 332 296
Total gross for all shows last week $669,700. $558,300
Season's total gross so far $9,143,000 $8,661,100 '

Number of new productions so far li ’ 12

ROAD/
Excluding stock

Number of current shows reported 21 24
Total weeks played so far by all shows 242 240
Total gross for all shows last Week ‘ $476,500 $449,800
Season’s total gross so far $6,392,800 $5,574,700

r

Chicago, Oct. 19.

Loop biz continued to improve
last week. A good gain was regis-

tered by “Wonderful Town,” and
“Mrs. Patterson” opened strong
with Theatre Guild subscription
support.

The future bookings include
Nov; 8, “Saint Joan,” Great North-
ern, on subscription;' Nov. 15,-

“Fifth Season, Erlahger, indefi-.

riite run; Nov. 23, “King and I,”

Shubert,* on subscription, indefi-

nite. run; Dec: 6, "Oh Men, Oh
Women,” Harris, subscription,
indefinite run.

Estimates for Last Week
Mrs. Patterson, Harris (1st wk)

($5; 1,000) (Eartha Kitt). Nearly
$24,600 for first seven perform-
ances and one preview; opened Oct.
12 to tWo pans (Kogan, Sun-Times;
Dettmer, American) and two qual-
ified pans (CdsSidy, Tribune; Har-
ris, Daily News);

Pardon Our Antenna, Sehvyn
($4.50; 1,000) (Ole Olsen, Chic
Johnson). Opened Saturday (16)/

to unanimous pans; grossed, around
$3,800 for first, performance.

Wonderful Town, Shubert (15th
wk) ($4.60; 2,100) (Carol Cbannirtg).
Over $33,400 (previous week,.. $31,-

900); moves out Nov. 20 to re-
sume tour.

Boston, Oct. 19.

As exppcted, the Ballet Russd de
Mofite Carlo, in spite of program-
ming snafus,, pulled a hefty gross
on its single stanza at the Opera
House last ' week. “Quadrille,”
which jopeiied last Thursday (14) at
the Colonial, also went clean, with
the house reportedly sold out for.

tile remaining two weeks, of its

tryout.
Estimates for Last Week

Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo,
Opera House (single- wk) ($4.00;
3.000). Mammoth $53,000; house is

dai’k
Getting. Gertie's Garter, Majestic

(4th wk) $3.30; 1,500).. Not too bad
at near $9,000 - oil twofers; con-
tinues. , .

.
Quadrille, Colonial (ist wk)

($4.95; 1,576) (Alfred Lunt. Lynn
Fontanne, 'Edna Best, Brian
Aherne). Opened Thursday (14)
and nabbed nearly $19,000 for four
performances; tryout is in for two
Weeks more.

Shows in Rehearsal

Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),
CD .(Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
MC (Musical Comedy), MD (Musi-
cal Drama)\0 (Opera), OP ( Op-
eretta ).

Bad Seed (D)—Playwrights Co.,-
prod.; Reginald Denham, dir;;
Nancy Kelly, star.

• Black-Eyed Susan (C)—Gordon
w. Pollock-JAmes Go.odman-Everett
Hart, prods.; Gregory Ratoff, dir,;
Vincent Price, star.

Flowering Peach (D)—Producers
Theatre,. Inc., prod.; Clifford Odets,
dh'-:. Menasha Skulnik,. star!

Living Room (D):—Gilbert Miller
& Donald Albery, prods.; Hugh
Hunt, dir.; Barbara Bel Geddes,
slm\
• On With the Show (Mh-Eiiza-
bo.h Mieie, prod.; Charles W.
CMristenberry Jr. & Byrle Cass,

Irra Petitta, star,
ortrait of a Lady (D)—Lyn Ails-

\
* nromas Noyes-*-Producers The-

‘ -. 'orods.; Jose Quintero, dir.;
'ni.'.'er Jones, star.

''’f-ing Breakfast (C-D)—Ker-
!). oonigarden, prod.; Herman
hhumli dir,;

‘Hut’ 5G, Balto
Baltimore, Oct, 19.-

Hurricane Hazel hit Don: Swann’s
winter stock^operation here at the
Hilltop-Parkway, forcing the can-
cellation of the Friday (15) per-
formance of “The Little Hut” with
John Newland. The first week in
a proposed 27-we’ek

.
season gar-

nered a fairish $5,000.

Current bill is “The Stronger
Sex” with Charles (Buddy) Rogers.
“Time Of The Cuckoo” with The
Continental (Renzo Cezano) is set
to follow.

‘GINGER’ OVER $17,400

IN 4 MIDWEST STANDS
Kansas. City, Oct- 19.

“Time Out for- Ginger,” with

Melvyn Douglas as star, grossed a

total of over $17,400 in sfeven per-

formances spread over four stands

last week. The Rdnald Alexander
comedy drew nearly $3,900 in a
one-nighter Monday (11) at the

Iowa, Cedar Rapids; added almost
$3,300 in a single show Tuesday
night (12) at the KRNT Theatre,
Des Moines; picked up nearly
$4,300 in two showings Wednesddy-
Thursday (13**i4), arid got a

.
final

$6,000 in three performances at the
KMBC Playhouse here Friday-Sat-
urday (15-16).

After- an added matinee and
evening hCre Sunday (17), the re-
ceipts for which Will be included
With the current Week’s total, the
show will divide the balance of
the semester between Topeka,
Wichita and Denver.

Lockhart-‘Dulcy’ 16fG

For Week in St Louis

,
St. Louis, Oct. 19.,.

One-week stand of “Dulcy,”-with
June Lockhart and John O’Hare
in the top roles, Wound up at the
Ansell Bros. Empress Sunday (17)

with * a $16,500 b,o. score. - The
piece was scaled to. $2,50. Ft was
the third successive week that Miss
Lockhart has been, in this house
this season.

'

“The Show Off,” with Joe E.
BroWn, Frances Helm and Ann

,

Dere heading the cast, tees off a
two-week frame, tonight . (Tues).
The American. Theatre, other lo-

cal legit house, op>ehs its season
next Tuesday (25) With “The Moon
Is Blue,” the piece remaining for a
fortnight. It will be the third
time the. play has been presented
here."

‘Okla.’ 23G, Mont’i
Montreal, Oct. 19.

Bus-truck production of “Okla-
homa” grossed nearly $23,000 at a
$3.38 top at the 1,704-seat Her
Majesty's Theatre here.

Jose Greco dancers opened last
night (Mon;) for. a week's stand, and
the touring edition of /‘Caine Mu-
tiny Court Martial” is due the
week of Nov. 15.

Greco 14G» ^Toronto
Toronto, Oct. 19.

Engagement of Jose Greco and
his Spanish Dancers was heavily
hit by Hurricane Hazel, with biz
sad on last two. days and west end
of city cut off by washed-out
bridges. Earlier biz was okay but
week’s gross was $14,000, with
Royal Alexandra, 1,525-seater,
scaled at $3.50 top with tax.

Previous engagement grossed
$18,000.

‘Moon’ Hangs Low at91G

For 3d Pittsburgh Visit

Pittsburgh, Oct.. 10.

Third time back for “Moon ; Is

Blue” is the only possible reason

for the so-so business it did in first

of two weeks kt the Nixon. No-
tices for the production headed by

Jerome Cowan Were excellent, as

good as the show got on its first

visit, and twofers ate figured an
okay factor, too. But attraction
wound up at around $9,500, and
advance for current and closing
session is only soso. However, it's

generally believed that the driving
rain Friday night • (15) when the
town Was virtually flooded by the
edges of Hurricane - Hazel knocked
“Moon” for a loop, since the show
had- two evening performances
scheduled, at 7 and 9:30, and ex-
pected to do well on the pair.

However,, nobody ventured into the
Golden Triangle and there was ho
business at all.

So With any kind of a break in
weather' this Week; comedy should
pick up at least a little. .Nixon will
likely be dark for a fortnight,,
lighting Nov. 8 With “Fifth 1 Season”
and maybe shuttering for another
stanza preceding “Wonderful
Town” Nov.-22 for two weeks.

Philadelphia, Oct. 19.

Despite official warnings to the
public to stay at home because lof

Hurricane Hazel, there was SRO
biz at “Fanny” last Friday night
(15), same as the* rest of the week.
Theatre Guild subscription and
heavy mail order had sold out the
musical tryout before the. opening
curtain.

,

“South Pacific,” still getting all

the house will hold, has extended
its engagement at the Forrest, an
additional two weeks, through Nov.
20. Geraldine Page had the critics
throwing, their hat siritb tlie air

in “The Rainmaker,” and -the show
also profited from word-of-mouth.

In prospect are: Nov. 1, “Fifth:
Season,” Shubert, one week, and
“Getting Gertie’s. Garter,” Locust,
on twofers, ' three . weeks;. Nov. 2.

“Wprid Of'Sholem Aleichem,” Wal-
put, three weeks; N.ov. 22, “Silk
Stockings,” tryout, Shubert, four
weeks; Mask & Wig Club!s “Tem-
pest in a Teapot,” Locust, one
Week, and .“Lunatics and Lovers,”
tryout, Walnut, two weeks; Nov.
24, “House 'Of Flowers,” tryout,
Forrest, two weeks, and Nov.. 2p
“Black Eyed Susan,” tryout, Lo-
cust, one week.

Estimates for Last Week
South Pacific, Forrest, (MD) (3d

wk) ($4.80; 1,760) (Iva Withers,
Webb Tilton), Still a scalper’s holi-
day, with, run being extended each
time boxoffice starts to go clean;
Over $43,500,

Rainmaker, Walnut, (C) (lst.jvk)

(1,340; $4 ;
20) (Geraldine Page).

Favorable
,
reviews helped to fair

$10,000; current week is the finale
for this tryout.
Fanny, Shubert, (MD) '(lst wk)

($6; 1,870) (Ezio Pinza. Walter Sle-
zak). Good, if hot rave reviews,
and ! favorable audience reaction
greeted new tuner; drew, standees
over $46,600; repairs still being
made during the final fortnight.

, DET.;

.
Detroit, Get. 19.

“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes”
grossed $21,000" in its second and
last week at the

.
2',050-seat Cass.

Top was $2.30, a markdown from
the posted price of $3.85; Theatre
is dark currently, with Jose Greco
scheduled for two weeks beginning
Oct. 25.

“Saint Joan,” starring Jean Ar-
thur, grossed $16,000 in thie first

week .of a 'fortnight's stay at the
1,482-seat Cass.

Portland, Oct. 19..

Eddie Bracken in “Seven .Year
Itch” grabbed a neat $20,000 in
five evening performances and one
matinee at the Civic Auditorium
here lari Tuesday-Saturday (12-16).
The 4,000 .sealer was scaled at

$4.80.
.
“Itch” started slowly, but

gained with each performance.
William Duggan is presenting

, Melvyn Douglas in “Time Out For
i Ginger” next

Biz on Broadway ' jumped last

week. Boosts were registered by
all shows except the already-solid.

smashes. Threat of hurricane
Hazel last, Friday. (15) faifed to
clip the b. o. seriously.

Four .openings last week in-

cluded “On Your Toes,” “Fragile
Fox,” “Tendei* Trap” and “Sing Me
No. Lullaby.’* Sole opener this

week is “Peter Pah,” which preems
tonight (Wed.).

.Initial flop of. the current sea-

son,. “Home Is the .Hero,” folded
last Saturday (16).

Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C VComedy) , D (Drama) ,

CD (Comedy-Drama

)

, R "'(Revue /

»

MC (Musical-Comedy ) ,
MD"< Musi-

cal-Drama), O (Opera), OP (Op-
eretta):
Other parenthetic desigiiafidus

refer, respectively, to. weeks played,
number of .

perforhiances through
last. Saturday, top prices, number
of seats, Capacity gross and stars:

Price includes 10% Federal and
5% City tax, but grosses are ‘net:

i.e., exclusive of "lax..

All Summer Long, Coronet (D)

(4th Wk; 28, $5,75-$4.60; 1,027;,

$30,000. Over $15,400 (previous
week, $12,300); -moves Nov. 1 to the
Booth.

Anniversary Waltz, Broadhurst
(C). 28th wk; 219; $4.60; 998;
$28,O0O) (Macdonald Carey, Kitiy
Carlisle). Nearly $24,100. (previous
week, $16,800.

Boy Friend, Royale.fMC) (3d wk;
20; $6.90; 1,172; $38,200). Capacity
at $37,600, with take cut by theatre
party commissions (previous week,
$38,200).

By the Beautiful Sea; Imperial
(MC) (28th wk; :220; $6,90; 1,400;
$50,300)' (Shirley: Booth). Nearly
$32,900 (previous week, $28,100).

Caine Mutiny Court Martial,
Plymouth (D) (39th wk; 308; $5.75-

$4.60; $33,331) Lloyd Nolan, John.
Hodiak, Barry Sullivan). Almost
$33,200 (previous week, $33,000).

Can-Can, Shubert (MC) (76th
wk; 604; $6.90; 1,361; $50,160).
Sellout, just $50,400 (previous
Week, $50,600).

Dear Charles, Morosco (C) (5th

wk;r 37;* $6.90-$5.75-$4.60; $29,850)
(Tallulah Bankhead). Another sell-

out, over $29,900 (previous week,
$29;900). • -

Fifth Season, Cort (C) (81st wk;
643; $&60? 1,056; $^5,227) (Chester
Morris, Joseph. Buloffh Over
$12,600 (previous week, $10,300);
closes. Oct; 23, to tour.

Fragile Fox, Belasco (D) (1st wk;
7; $5.75; $4.60; 1,077; $28,300)
(Dane Clark, Don Taylw). Opened
Oct. 12 to two affirmative reviews
(Hawkins World-Telegram; Mc-
Clain, Journal-American) and five

negatives (Atkinson, Times; Chap-
man, NewS; Coleman, Mirror;
Kerr, Herald Tribune; Watts, Post);
grossed almost $11,000 for first

selfen performances.
Home Is the Hero, Booth (D)

(4th Wk; 29; $5775-$4.60; 766; $22,-
000) (Walter Macken, Peggy Ann
Garner). Almost $12,600 (previous
week, $10,000); closed last Satur-
day (16) at an approximate loss of
$30,000 on a $40,000 investment.
King if Hearts, National (C)

(29th wk;. 226; $5.75-$4.60; 1,172;
$3l;30

:

0) (Donald Cook, Jackie
Cooper). Over $16,7000 on twofers
(previous week, $15,400).
Kismet, Ziegfeld (OP) (46th wk;

364; $6.90; 1,528;- $57,908) (Alfred
Drake); Capacity at over. $57,900
(previous^ week, $55*800).
Midsummer Night’s Dream,

. Mel
Opera . House (M) (4th wk; 29; $6;
3(612; $93,553) Robert Helpmann,
Moira Shearer, Stanley Holloway).
Had standees; but failed to get ca-

pacity at $77,900 (previous week,
$89,400); only unsold tickets .. were
those marked obstructed or side,

view. Closed to tour last Sunday
(17), with Tuesday-Thursday (12-

14) performances omitted to p]ay
the Academy of Music, Phila-
delphia. Profit on limited engage-
ment was approximately $136,000.
Oh Men, Oh Women, Miller (C)

(44th wk; 358; $5,75-$4.6.0; 920;
$23,248) (Lloyd Bridges). Over
$12,200, with some twofers (previ-
ous week, $10,400); closes Nov. 13
to tour.
On Your Toes, 46th St. (MC)

(1st wk; . 8; . $8.05-$6.90; 1,319;
$48,547). (Vera Zorina, Bobby Van).
Nearly $43,7.00 for first eight per-
formances.
.Pajama Game, St. James (MC)

(23d wk; 180; $6.90; 1,571; $51,-
717) (John Raitt, Janice Paige* Ed-
die Foy Jr.). New high for show,

• $52,117 (previous Week $51,700).
i Rec’ininsr Figure, T.jceurn. ( C)
J (2d wk); 12; $5.75-$4.60; 995; $23,-

389)/ Nearly $17,500 (previoiis week,
$10,400. for first four performances.
Seven Year Itch; Fulton .(C)

(100th wk; 797; $5.75-$4.60; 1,063;
$24,000) (Elliott Nugent).; Nearly
$23,600 (previous vveek, $21,000)..

Solid Gold Cadillac, Music Box
<C) (50th. wk; 3D7; $5:75-$4.60;
1,077; $27,811). Just under $23,600
( previous \yeek, $21,700).

Tea and ‘ Sympathy, Barrymore
(D) (55th - wk; 437; $5.75-$4,60; 1,-

060; $28,300) . (Joan Fontaine).
Nearly $24,200 (previous ‘ week,
$21,300).

Teahouse of the August Moon;
Beck (C) (53d wk; 428: $6.22-$4.60;
1.214; $33,608) (Burgess Meredith,
Scott. McKay). Another sellout,
over $34,1001

Tende/ Trap,
.
Longacre (C)

1st wlc; 5; ($5.75; $4.60; 1,048; $26,-
817) (Robert Preston, Kim Hunter,
Ronny Graham).

'

' Opened last

Wednesday (13) to three favorable
reviews (Coleman, Mirror; Chap-
man, News; Watts, Post), three
dissents (Atkinson, Times; Kerr,
Herald-Tribune; McClain, Journal-
American) and one two-opinion re-
view (Hawkins, World-Telegram);
grossed over\$l7,800 for first five
performances. .

Miscellaneous

Sing Me No LuiJaby, Phoenix (D)
(1st. wk; 6; $3.45; 1,150; $20,000),
Opened last Thursday (1.4) to one
favorable notice (Atkinson. Times)
and six pans; grossed nearly $9,300 •

for first six performances.

OPENING THIS WEEK
Peter Pan, Winter Garden (MD)

($6.90; 1,510; $57,500) (Mary Mar-
tin); Musical based on the James
M. Barrie fantasy, with lyrics by
Carolyn Leigh, music by Mark
Cliarlop, additional music and lyr-
ics by Jule Styne, Batty Comden
and Adolph Green, presented by
Richard Halliday, produced by Ed-
win Lester; BroadWav production
financed at $125,000. including
bonds, and can break at
around ,$37,500 gross; ppeni to-
night (Wed.) for an announced 16-
week run.

OFF-BROADWAY SHOWS
'( Figures denote •opening dates.)
Clandestine Marriage, Province-

ton (9-29-54)..

I Feel Wonderful, de Lys (10-

18-54).

Sands of the President
(10-19-54).

Way. of the World, Cherry Lane
(10-2-54).

‘

World of Sliolom Aleichem,
Barbizon-Plaza (5-1-53).

Los Angeles, Oct. 19.
Business Continued strong f.6r

both legit houses alight last week;
with Helen Hayes racking up an-
other capacity week in her third
session with “What. Every Woman
Knows” at the Huntington Hart-
ford Theatre., Tally of ‘$24,600 rep-;

resents just about; every seat in-
the house for every performance,
minus a small secondary press list.

Tally jumps
.
this session a a re-

sult of the extra
.
performance' last

night (Mon.).

Only other offering was “That’s
Life;” \yhicli moved up to $4,700
in its 17th week- at the 400-seat Las
Palnjas. It finales Sunday (24).

“TRAVELING’ LIGHT 10G

Cincinnati, Oct; 19.

Horton Foote’s* new . drama,
“Traveling Lady,” grossed a poor
$10,000 last week in a tryout at
the l,3Qp-seat Cox at a $3.50 top.
Reception by 'local critics- Was un-
favorable. It was Cincy’s second
road show of the new season.

Theatre is ! currently dark, but
has “Saint Joan” next week'.

‘Natalie’ $8,100, Mpls.
Minneapolis, Oct, *19.

Despite Critics’ lambastings,”
“Naughty Natalie,” at the 1.860*;

seat Lyceum, grossed an okay
$8,100 for nine performances last

week.

Show was scaled at $3.90 top,

but sold twofer*
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Charge Account Trips
Continue^ from page 137 f"

—

—

trips. -Patrons would also have the Catalogs would be given free, with
option to travel by bus or plane at monthly inserts, . to producers,
proportionately different rates, ,

t
' directors, designers, stage mana-

First junket froni New York to fiers, .
etc. Income from the

a tryout town is already set. It operation would come from nrms
will be Dec. 3 by bus to Philly for paying for listing of their avail-

a performance during; the pre- able products in 1 the catalog, ’Idea

Broadway tuneup engagement of is » of course, that manufacturers

'.‘Silk Stockings,'’ the Feuer & Mar-! are almost invariably glad to lend

tin production .of the musical ver- a product to a tele pr. legit show in

sion of “Ninotchka,” with book by return for program credit.

George Kaufman, and Leueen Mac- Plans are already underway for

Grath and songs by Cole Porter, weekly trips next summer from
and with Hildegarde Neff and Don New York to strawhat and musical
a t

‘ a '

.

•' *j
• i. .a i •_ ’a _ ' _1 • ' _/»

Current Road Shows

Ameche as costars. tent theatres within radius of

The"Silk $tdckingsM trip, in the about 60 miles. Two such jaunts
nature of a tryout itself; will leave tried by Cohen last summer in con-
frOm the midtown area of New nection with bis tryout of the

York, perhaps Shubert Alley. Leslie Stevens comedy, “Cham-
Patrons will, be taken to Book- pagne Complex,” at the Bucks
binder’s, a noted Philly restaurant, County Playhouse, New Hope, Pa.,

then to the Shubert theatre for convinced him of. the possible scope
the show and back to New York the of the whole show-trip idea,

same night. Departure from New Although only 115 went along
York will, be about 4 p.m. and ar- for the '‘Champagne” ride (all that
rival back . at 2 a m. Inclusive could be accommodated), nearly
price will be approximately $14.*. 1,200 applications were returned.

Charge Acct. Angle The TSI plan :
will be nationally

The charee account ansle will merchandised through commercial

apply tol me trips and ydll alsp be tieiips with organizations giving

expanded to cover all ticket pur- travel tour trips as selling incen-

chases at Ne(v York theatres. This five's.. Advertising will be handled

is being arranged through the Blaine Thompson.

Golden Key Club, national Milton R. Weir is attorney for

charge system for eating places. TSI, with Murray Hollander ac-

Out-oLtown trip costing $80 or countant, Milton Lowenberg insur-

more may be financed and paid for ance consultant and a staff includ-
witlt 20% down and the balance ing Carol Martin,. William Putter-
over a period of months- rhan, Gabriel Katzka and Lauraover a period of months. man, Gabriel Katzka and Laura

It’s figured that if the response ^e®-

is as heavy as expected, summer “ 7 " * ““

weekend tours to New York from a <19 000 fnr TKrnA
100-mile radius can be arranged at

L/a,ne «>A4,UUU IOT inree
,

a cost of about $40 per person. In Indianapolis Stand
Arrangements to obtain the tickets Indiafiapolis, Oct. 19.
have already been made with the ~

.1 ; ^
shnhf»rfc rtfu Pi>ixrViniieac< .

Paul- Douglas, Wendell CoreyShuberts, City Playhouses,, and and Steve Sodie iiT^Caine m£Martin Beck theatres 1

and bteve
•

die ’ in aine Mu
tiny Court Martial,” grossed $12,-

Tickets will be purchased at the 000 at $4 top ($4.40, tax included)
boxoffice, without discount re- in three performances to. open the
turn privilege. This will not in- roadshow season at the Murat here
volve competition with the brok- Oct. 14-16.

ers, as tickets will not be obtained House will get off to a faster
for individuals, but only for groups start than last season, with nation-
attending together as part of a al company of “Seven Year Itch”

junket. It's hoped that the trips set for three days, Nov. 1-3, and
will bring 75,000 new legit patrons BaBet Theatre for tw ights, Nov.

to New York during 1955, 4"5,
...

$250,000 Stock Corp. n i l l i \r a
Project is being worked out by scheduled N.I. UpeniRgS

Theatrical Subsidiaries Inc.; formed '*

last week as a $250,000 stock eor-
(Theatre indicated if set )

poration, with producer Alexander Mhinwiv
and Peter Pan, W. Garden (10-20).

A
P

V ?alph Traveling Lady, Playh’se (10-27).

n
aS vl(?e?Presi4ent, Laura Rainmaker, Cort (10*28).

D. Williams, secretary, and an ad- Quadrille; Coronet (11-3).
yisory board including producers Fanny, Majestic (11-4),
Herman Levin, Robert Whitehead, Wedding Br’kf’st, 48th St. (11-
John C. Wilson, Arnold Saint Sub- 16).
ber, Cheryl Crawford, Herman Living Room/Miller (11-17).
Shumlin. and theatre executive Hot Rock- (11-22).

Louis A. Lotito. One Eye Closed, Bijou (11-24).

TSI also plans puBlishlng a cata- £!f
6

,

^ , affable for. legit and Qll with Show, Hell’ger (12-2).
television shows, etc., on a gratis Shoemaker’s Children (wk.,

ADVANCE AGENTS!
COMPANY MANAGERS !

W. have been serving theatrical
show* for ovar 42 years. Ours is

tha oldest, most reliable and ax-
p.rianced transfer company on the
West Coastl

• Railroad prlWIigii for .handling
hows and theatrical luggage.

• Complete Warehouse iadliti

• Authorized in California., Equipped
to frontier and haul anywhere in

V. S I

• RATES ON REQUEST I

Atlantic Transfer Company
GEORGE CONANT
1100 East 5lh/ Street

Los Angelas 13, Calif.

Mutual 1121 or OXford f-4764

loan basis irqm manufactures,
| 1 2-3).

Flowering : Peach (week of 12-6).

Witness For Prosecution (12-8);

Portrait of a Lady, ANTA Play-
house (12-9).

Lunatics & Lovers, Br’dhurst
(12-13).

Festival (12-15).

Running Mate (12-15).
Between Friends (12-16).
Black-Eyed Susan (12-16).
Stars Person’s Backyd. (wk., 12-

i9i;
<* Anastasia (12-22).

,

What Every Woman Knows, City
Center (12-22).
House of Flowers, Alvin (12-23).
Film Flam (12-24).
Painted ‘Days (Wk., D10).
Silk Stockings, Imperial (12-30).
Grand Prize (wk., 1-10).
Plain & Fancy (1-20).

Desperate Hours (1-26).

OFF-B’WAY
Stone for Danny Fisher, Down-

town Nat’l (10-21).
Slightly Delinquent, Blackfriars

(10-25).

Dybbuk, 4th St. (10-26).
Sandhog, Phoenix (11-23).

rate special rates!
Metre is comfort plus convenience —
spacious,, home-like rooms, and excellent

facilities in a hotel that's right in the center
of Philadelphi ' ight clubs and theatres.

k JohnBartram Hotel
tH, BkO^D AND IOCUST STREETS

WM. H. HARMED, CM Mar.

Wet. 18-30)

Caine Mutiny Court Martial
(Paul Douglas, Wendell Corey,
Steve Brodie)^-Aud;, E. Lansing
(i8); Central H. S., Kalamazoo (19);

State Toledo (20-21); Hill Aud.,
Ann Arbor (22-23); Cass, Detroit
(25-30).

Fanny (Ezio Pinza, Walter Sle-

zak) (tryout)—Shubert, Phila. (18-

30) (Reviewed in VAniETy, Sept; 22;

’54).
•'

Fifth Season.— Shubert, Wash,
(25-30).

Gentlemen Prefer. Blondes —
Royal Alexandra, Toronto (18-23);

Erlanger, Buffalo (25-30).

Getting Gertie’s Garter—Majes-
;

tie, Boston (18-30).
j

v King and I (Yul Brynner, Par
tricia Morison)—State Fair, Dallas

(18-23); Aud., Memphis (26-30 >.

Living Room (Barbara Bel
.
Ged-

des)—Shubert, New Haven (28-30).

Midsummer Night’s Dream (Rob-
ert Helpmann, Moira Shearer,
Stanley Holloway) r— Indiana U.

Aud.; Bloomington <19-20); North-
rop Memorial Aud., Minneapolis
(22-23).

Moon Is Blue (Jerome Cowan)

—

Nixon, Pitt (18-23); American, St.

Louis (25-30).

Mrs. Patterson
,

(Eartha Kitt)

(tryout)—Harris, Chi; (18-30) (Re-
viewed in Variety, Sept. 29, ’54).

Naughty Natalie—KMBC Play-
house, K. C. (19-24); Memorial Hall,

Joplin, Mo. (25-26); Convention
Hall, Tulsa, Okla. '(27); Arcadia,
Wichita (28-30).

Oklahoma—Capitol, Quebec (18-

19); Capitol, Barre, Vt. (20); Strand,
Plattsburg, N. Y. (21); Utica, N. Y.
(22-23); S R. H. S. Aud., Glens
Falls, N. Y. (25); Pi*octor, Schenec-
tady, N- Y. (26-28); Oxford, Plain-
field, N. J. (29-30) (Reviewed in
Variety

;
Oct; 13, ’54). .

Quadrille (Alfred Lunt, Lyxin
Fontanne, Edna Best, Brian
Aherne) (tryout)—Colonial, Bos-
ton (18-30).

'

Rainmaker (Geraldine Page)
(tryout)—Walnut St., Phila. (18-23)

(Reviewed in Variety, Oct. 13, ’54).

Saint Joan (Jean Arthur) (try-

out)—Cass, Detroit (18-23); Cox;
Cincinnati (25-30) (Reviewed in
Variety, Sept. 22, ’54).

Seven Year Itch (Eddie Bracken)
—Capitol, Salt Lake City (18^19);

Aud., St. P’aul (22-24); Iowa, Cedar
Rapids (26); Pabst, Milwaukee (27-

30): -

South Pacific (Iva Withers, Webb
Tilton)—Forrest, Phila: (18-30).

Time Out for Ginger (Melvyn
Douglas)—H. S: Aud., Topeka (18);

Arcadia, Wichita (19); Aud., Den-
ver (21-23); Capitol, Salt Lake City
(25-26); Marlow, Helena; Mont.
(28); Bow, Butte, Mont. 29); Fox,
Billings; Mont. (30).

Traveling Lady (Kim Stanley),
(tryout)—- Harina, Cleve. (18-23)

(Reviewed in Variety, Oct. 13, '54).

. Wedding Breakfast— Playhouse,
Wilmington. Del. (28-30).
What Every Woman Knows

(Helen Hayes)—Huntington Hart-
ford, L. A. (18-23); Curran, S. F.
(25-30). Reviewed in Variety, Sept.
29, ’54).

Wonderful Town (Carol Chan-
ning)—Shubert, Chi. (18-30).
World of Sholom Aleichem

—

Parsons, Hartford (28-30).

Shuberts-League
sssss Continued from past 137

worked out by the League. How-
ever, the Shuberts are now out of
the organization both officially
and actually; and are apparently
inclined to act independently in
union matters,

J. J. Shubert’s withdrawal from
the League followed the group’s
refusal of his demand that Milton
R. Weijr be dropped as League
counsel. The attorney had for
many years represented Shubert’s
brother, Lee Shubert, Until the lat-
ter's death last winter. The. Shu-
bert brothers had carried a
bitter feud for some years.
Apparently under J. J. Shubert

pressure, Weir resigned from the
Klein & Weir law firm that repre-
sented the Shuberts. William &
Jacob Klein thereupon took in
Adolph Lund as a hew partner to
take active charge of the Shubert
legal affairs, and the law office
was moved into the space formerly
occupied by Lee Shubert in the
Shubert Theatre building.

Weir, meanwhile, represents Lee
Shubert’s estate and is attorney
for Milton Shubert, nephew of Lee
and J. j. and the designated suc-
cessor of Lee under the latter’s
will. However, shortly after Lee’s
death, J. J. forced Milton out of
the Shubert firm and ousted him
from his office in the Shubert
building. AS the sole surviving
partner, J. J: has full control of
the Shubert interests.

London ‘Can-Can’
Continued (com page 137 sisimmm

box except that fury of leggy, joy-

ous, Indecorous dancing girls,”

Maurice Wiltshire, in the Daily

Mail, quoted a line from, one of the

Cole Porter lyrics, “But it is alt

right with me,” and went on to add,
“With me it was not quite so all

right;” He found nothing mem-
orable * any of the music, al-

though some of the lyrics were cyn-
ically bright and amusing; He
opined that the evening went to

Miss Hilda, “the only real Parisian
thing of the show except Motley’s
exquisite and thoroughly: convinc-
ing sets.”

.

S . .. Sauce and Sex’

Daily Mirror critic Eve Chapman
suggested that the production has:
“little else but the ‘Can-Can.’ The
program said Cole Porter wrote the
music; but this is not the vintage
Porter. In spite of its first-night

faults, it will be a. success, because
it supplies spectacle, sauce and
sex.”

"

The. Daily Sketch review by
Harold Coriway was spread over
four columns with this heading:
“Oh, What a Dull Can-Can.” He
thought it was a case of Broadway
turning the clock back 30 years to
the days when plots were a nui-
sance and only the dancing mat-
tered. “Jerome Whyte’s produc-
tion,” he declared, “has the skill

and artistry he usually reserves for
a Rodgers and Hammerstein show.
But it is far from being that.”

The Times criticism, unsigned as
Usual, concluded with the comment
that* it. was a .disappointing evening
in which 'the scenery, .deservedly

.

comes in for more spontaneous ap-.

plause than anything else. The re-
viewer noted that “the Composer’s
relative failure is the more marked
and the more disappointing since
the story he is working on is a
curiously charmless affair.”

W. A* Darlington, veteran critic

of the Daily Telegraphy asserted
that the show does not rank very
high; “in the long and magnificent
list of musicals that America has
sentois; but it has one invaluable
claim to popularity, it gives chance
after chance to a highly expert
team of dancers."

Paul
.
Holt’s notice in the DaHy

Herald was headlined “Can-Can
Just Can’t.” He commented, “It is

probably the poorest show Broad-
way has sent us since the war. The
tunes, if you judge them by Cole
Porter’s standards, are second-rate.
There is not a big hit in the show.”
Alan Dent raved. His notice was

Show a ’Triumph’

headlined “Cole Porter Show Is

New Triumph,” and he described it

as “witty” and added, “The whole
delightful production is an im-
provement in both attack and vi-

tality on the one still running in
New, York. The evening’s chief
triumph here, as. there, belongs to
Cole Porter.”, He referred to the
composer’s “10

, excellent songs,”
and makes a play on' one of his
lyrics, “I Love Paris,” concluding
with the Comment “We Love Porter
every, season of the year.”

The three London evenings on
Friday were divided two-to-one,
against, with the one favorable n(K
tice coming from the News. Chron-
icle’s stable companion, the Star.

Milton Shulman hit hard in his
Evening Standard review, insisting
that “Can-Can” falls far short of
the standard of accomplishment
“we have, now come to expect from
this type of transatlantic import.
Tril lyrics by Cole Porter and the
lines by Abe Burrows, I’m afraid,
maintain a consistent level of
banality rising to Occasional peaks
of mediocrity,”

Stephen Williams, the Evening
News critic, asserted that the au-
thor took Herculean pains to be
funny and. rated the Cole Porter

|

music surprisingly undistinguished.

In D.C. for American Bow;

LuisiDo Star Standout
Washington, Oct. 19.

Ballets Espagnols, Spanish dance
company, which began its Ameri-
can tour There last night (Mon.),
appears set for certain success in
the U. S. Following its one-week
Washington stand, it moves to New
York for a month and then heads
for the provinces.

Company, starring the team of
Teresa & Luisillo, 'operates , along
the same general lines as the Jose
Greco troupe, and will benefit by
the fact that Greco has been pop-
ularizing this type of attraction,

throughput the U. S. • in the past
few years.

Ballets Espagnols is more defi-

nitely the ballet and classical com-
pany of the two, although the sec-

ond half of the program is just

as light, fast moving, and
,
popular

as anything offered by the Greco
company. There is no duplication

of material between the two com-
panies.

.

Luisillo, star of the troupe; is as

fine a Spanish dancer as has been
seen on these shores, good ehough
to dance Greco off : any floor you
care to name. Another standout is

Maria Vivo, young, singer and
dancer.' Gal displays a fine .sense

of comedy. Troupe as whole shows
flashing grace and charm and can
be rated with the best of its type,

Loice.

‘Evai^eline’ Reading On

NX Stage as Video Test
Staats Cotsworth, legit-radio-tw

actor, is experimenting in adapta-
tions of classics, for stage and
video. Having drummed interest

last year in a treatment of “Mac-
beth” designed to show adaptabil-

ity of classics to the ty medium by
use of a modified platform-reading
technique, CotsWorth is at present
polishing a lectern-concert presen-
tation' of Longfellow’s “Evange-
line,” with four actor-narrators and
a singing-speaking chorus.

Presentation of the concert-read-
ing of “Evangeline.” Is planned for

a late November stage date in N.Y.
with music and choral arrange-
ments by Charles Paul, and a cast

including Muriel Kirkland, Paul
McGrath, Horace Braham and
Alexander Scourby as the nar-
rators, Cotsworth Will direct the
production.

Equity Show
(Oct. 18-31)

Fallen Angels—Lenox Hill Play-
house, N. Y. (20-24).

Stock Tryout
fact. 18-30)

Shoemaker's Children, by Phoebe
and Henry Ephron—Bucks County
Playhouse, New Hope, Pa, (25-30),

common stock
TheCompknjr will employits funds
in

a
diversi|fied entertainment enter-

prises connected with television,,
motion pictures, and the theatre.
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N. Y. Nm* Aatbon Loiue
The N. Y. Daily News devoted its

entire Sunday (17) editorial to its

own talented crew of book writers,

captioning it “The News Authors’

League”. Vet radio-tv editor Ben
Gross’ Just - released memoirs,
“Looked and I Listened” was the

kickoff raison d’etre for the piece

With his. thubibnail cut, along with

other New? staffers Jimmy Pow-
ers (sports), J.ohn Chapman
(drama) and Robert Sylvester

(Broadway heat), illustrating...» the

editorial.

The News also kudosed Hy Tur-
kin, Dick Young, Joe Trimble, Carl
Warren, Ruth Reynolds, Jack lams
(copy desk, who authors whodunf:
its), Kermit Jaediker and Robert
Parker (ditto), Lowell Limpus,
Maxwell Hawkins, Antoinette Don-
nelly; Elinor Ames, Willella de
Canipi, /who have written on
sports, politics, theatre, fiction,

fashions and eitiquette.' Even ad-

man Vincent Sullivan has found
time to turn out “How To Sell Your
Way Into The Big Money” (Citadel;

*3,95), due off the press this week.
Concludes the News: “Does this

prove anything? Probably not.

Plenty of top-grade newspaper
people never> write books, and
plenty of book-writers couldn’t

qualify for newspaper jobs. But it

takes a. lot of stuff to be good in

both categories. We’re proud of

the big News authors’ league, and
to ail of them, present and, expec-

tant, we wish the best of luck and
the most obese of royalty checks.”

\ -

feed alien’s press communique
In characteristic Fred Alien man-

ner, the covering note to the press,

in connection with his new book,
“Treadmill to Oblivion,” reads (in

trademarked lowercase ' Style) as

follows:

"i have written a book, , this is

the first all-purpose book ever
written, it isn’t the . book of the
month, if you have no time. to read
it this month this book ;is quickr

frozen—it will keep until next
ipnth. -

“most boohs can only be used for

reading purpose, this .book can be
used as a coaster for glasses at

cocktail parties, it can be slipped
under a short child at the dinner
table; if you have a cold in the-

head the thin pages of this book
can be used as Kleenex, it makes
an ideal door-stop, this book has
damp pages," during cold weather
you do not have to wet your finger

to turn them.

“this, is also the first no-cal book,
if you are trying to reduce, read
one chapter a day on an empty
stomach, watch the pounds disap-
pear.

“i am asking little, brown t
who

published ‘treadmill to oblivion,’ to
send you a copy*, i hope you will
enjoy it.”

' Bonelli’s Bomb
.
When William G. Bonelli re-

cently let go with a blast at the
L.A. Times in a bbok entitled “Bil-
lion Dollar Blackjack,” everybody
waited for the ‘other shoe, to drop.
They thought surely the Times
would drop it, and on Bonelli’s
head.

.. 4

•Last- week It dropped. But the
Times didn’t .drop it. Bonelli did.
He dropped it on the head of the
Times m the form of a $1,000,000
libel suit. Worsjt charge was that
the. paper sought to tie Bonelli up
with the Mafia gang. Suit said the
paper had been given, ample, oppor-
tunity, to retract the libel . and so
far had not seen fit to do so.

Normally Coast rags do not .print
libel actions,; figuring it . only en-
courages crackpots tp follow suit.
But the Hearst papers thought it
was news and gave .it quite a play,
even giving Bonelli’s. bopk a plugm the news columns, r

Bonelli’s family has lived in
Arizona for generations. They came
originally from Switzerland, not
Italy,.

-

firm bearing his name, who same
up with the idea a year ago.

First issue will contain articles

by Thurman Arnold (“Personal
Liberties Are Indivisible”), Chester
Bowles (“Asians Fear Our Foreign
Policy”), Philip Wylie (“America-^
The World’s First. Pediarchy”),
Herbert Weiqstock (“ -What Makes
a Conductor Great?”), Richard
B. Morris (“The McCarthys of Yes-
terday”), Dr! Norman Vincent
Peale (“What Really Worries Peo-
ple Today?”) and others, Editorial
approach. It’s said, “is that of a
book published” with the idea of
printing articles of “permanent
value on important ideas and
issues/’

i New Pocket Mags
Fresh entries for the pocket-size

mag field are being groomed by
the Berkley publishing Corp., a
newly formed outfit. First tp hit
the stands will be News, T5c
weekly. Its initial edition is due
next Tuesday (26) with an editorial
format aimed at' the tabloid reader
market. Some two months later will
be the debut, of Chic, a 15c monthly
described as aimed at the women’s
market,

Berkley is headed by Fred Klein,
former veepee and circulation
chief of Avon Publications, and
Charles Byrne, also v.p. and editor-
in-chief of Avon, Editorial Staff of
News is topped by Jack Conway.
Long with Cowles Publications, he
was with Quick, a pioneer in the
pocket-size, mag field, and later
managing editor of Tempo. Editor
of Chic is Margo Korda, former
producer and commentator of fash-
ion shows.

vertising .Acceptability rad in the
Monday (18) editions of the N. Y.
Herald Tribune * and, the Washing-
ton Post.

Paperbacks Up Again?^
Great debate over the state of

the paperback industry continues,
with a new voice added to the fray,
Theodore Pratt, one of the more
volumiriously-represehted' of the
paperback authors, claims “that
despite what others who are behind
the times say, the paperback busi-
ness is on the rise in sales again,
now that the field has settled
down.” Pratt reports that his
paperback original, “Smash-Up/’
has already sold 80% of its first

printing after only a month’s dis-
tribution, and that a reissue of
“Handsome” appears to be on its
way to duplicating the feat.-

Pratt is currently in Boca Raton,
Fla,, where at the Southern Gov-
ernors Conference last week the
state of Florida presented each
delegate with a copy of Pratt’s
Florida novel, “The- Flame Tree,”
autographed and presented by the
author.

Clark’s British Post
T. Fife Clark, public relations

adviser to the British government,.
|s. leaving his Downing St., post td
Become director-general of the
Central Office of Information.
tie succeeds Sir Robert Fraser,

wno was recently named director-
general of the independent Tele-
vision Authority, which will oper-
ate Britain’s first commercial tele-
vision web.

v Pocket Books Into Mag*
. Pocket Books Inc.,, one of the
Paperback .pioneers, is entering the
B?agazine field with the publica-
jjjpn Oct. .25 of the first issue of
tne Pocket Book Magazine, a

a,?.-,
rized quarterly

. containing
articles by w.k, writers in a.variety

fields; Editor will be Franklin
watts, president of the publishing

Columnist Digest

.Quick Digest, hew 25c monthly
pocketsize mag, is on the stands,
with features by top columnists
and others in its- first issue (dated
December). Contents of about 40
articles include Walter Winchell's
“Killers I Have Known,” Earl Wil-
son ’s

*‘MMMoreAbout MMMarilyn .

’

'

Billy Rose’s “The Next Time I See
Paris,” Ed Sullivan’s “Tbe Man
Who Scared America,” etc.

Editor-publisher is Hy Steirman,
With Ruth Taylor managing editor.

Louis Sobol Encores

.
Louis Sobol has signed another

two-year contract with King Fea-
tures and the N. Y. Journal-Amer-
ica.

•Jt takes him into 1956 and marks
25 years on. the evening sheet as a
show biz columnist.

Pros Sc Cons,On Gillmor Book
Morris L. Ernst panned “Fear,

The Accuser”, by Dan Gillmor
(Abelard - Sehuman) on Barry
Gray’s radio program

,
(Sept. 25) as

“biased/' Arthur Garfield Hays,
co-counsel with Ernst on the board
of the American Civil Liberties
Union, praised the book highly in
his review of it in The Nation Oct.
16, Gray called it a “great; new
hook.” The N. Y. Times rejected a
full-page ad on. the book for Oct.
17 Sunday Book Section, without
giving any reason to the publisher
or the Waterston &, Fried agency,
which placed the copy. . The ad
quoted from the' Hays review. The
book is all about Congressional .in-
vestigating committees and wit-
nesses before them.

Author Gillmor began his writ-
ing career under the tutelage of
the late O. K. Bovard, managing
editor of the St. Louis' Post- Dis-
patch. He was a pilot in the Army
Air Force, in World War II, and is

a son of an Admiral in the U. S.
Navy.
Meanwhile, smaller ads with es-

sentially the same text, according
to a representative of' the .pub-
lisher, as the full-page ad ’rejected
by the Times’ Committee on Ad-

CHATTER
Ted Patrick, editor of Holiday

mag, in from Paris Monday. (18)

on the Flandre.

Irving Kramer, formerly with

Look .
mag, appointed art director

for Popket Magazines.
“The Gertrude Lawrence Story,”

by. Nancy Spain, being serialized in
the Evening News, Glasgow.

Michael Clark, foreign corres-
pondent of the N. Y, Times* . re-
turned to Europe last week on the
SS United States.

Richard A, Thornburgh ‘pro-
moted to executive director and
John S. Gilen to managing editor
of the Philadelphia Inquirer.

Max Winkler, prez of the Long-
champs' Restaurants, has. authored
“The Longchamps Cookbook,” for
November publication, by Harper’s.

Bill Smith, an associate editor of
Billboard for 11 years, has.resigned
to go into personal management.
He specialized in vaudeville and
nitery coverage,

Mort Frankel, tv freelancer -and
former CBS editor, makes his na-
tional magazine debut Sun. (24) with
an article in This

.
Week on the 50th

;

anniversary of New York’s subway
system.

Edward L. Bennays among, four
“outstanding” news and public re-

lations men awarded certificates of
commendation at a recent seminar,
held by the School of Journalism
of Florida U.

Ira Peck named editor of
Screenland and Silver Screen
mags by publisher Ned Pines.
Peck continues in his present post
as editor of Pines Publications’
new projects division.

Charles Jasper Sisson, Asst.
Director and Senior Fellow , of the
Shakespeare Institute, Stradford-
ori-Avon, has compiled the com-
plete. works of William- Shaker
peafe for' Harpr publication.

Program of foreign- films not
regularly sliown to the American,
public is being readied by the For-
eign Press Assn, of Hollywood.
Imports from Japan, South Africa,
France, England and Canada will
be shown to members and invited
guests.. ^
Alfred A. Knopf has added a new

book by CBS-TV’s “Omnibus”
emcee, Alistair Cooke, “A Com-
mencement Address,” to the fall

list. It will be published Nov, 8.

The address was given to the
graduating class of Smith College
in June this year,

Tom Mahoney, a former editor
of Look and Fortune, has authored
“The Great Merchants,” for Har-
per’s, detailing the success stories
of institutions such as R. H. Macy,
Filenes, Marshall Field, Sears Roe-
buck, A&P, Orbach’s, Neiman-Mar-
cus, Breritario’S, Brooks Bros,, Tif-
fany’s, F. & R. Lazarus, et al.

Collection pf magazine articles
being published by Scribner’s this
week, “A Guide to Successful Mag-
azine Writing,” contains two show
business pieces. They are Kate
Smith’s story as told to Martin
Abramson in the American Maga-
zine, and a piece on Strates Car-
nival by James Poling, published
in the Satevepost.

Variety’s oft-quoted headline of
Oct. 30, 1929, “Wall Street
lays an egg,” leads off John
Gray’s article, “The Day A Whole
Generation Went Broke” in Mac-
lean’s magazine, . Toronto. U. S.-

born Gray has just moved to St,

John* N. . B;, as' mag’s ‘ Maritimes
staff, man. Wife Araby Lockhart,
Toronto stage and tv .actress*

moved with ! him.
While fiackihg the proposed $75,-

000,000 Back. Bay Center in Boston
for producer-realtor • Roger, .L,

Stevens during the past year, press-,
agent Bob Viand was himself bit-
ten by the real estate bug. He
and brother Dick bought a pic-
turesque carriage house in nearby

j

Cohasset and, converted it into a
home. Natch, it’s being called
“Barn Yesterday.”

Oscar, pystel, president of Ban-
tam Books Inc. , last week returned
to N.Y. from the Coast, where he
conferred with studio executives,
on pix-book promotion tieips. Fu-
ture Bantam tieins will include
“The Bridge At Toko-Ri” “East ol'

Eden” (Warners), ““Lord Vanity”
(20th) and “Man Without A Star”
(U). The first three will be pub-,
lished by Bantam in January.

Special “Pacific” edition of Sat-
urday Review has a number of
bright pieces, notably Irving Hoff-
man’s. “Hongkong— a State of
Never Mind,” a closeup of that
Oriental crossroads as will never
be found in any Baedeker; J. P.
McEvoy’s '“I’ll Take Manila”;
Leonard Lyons’ “Hawaii—the

.
Des-

sert Islands”;, and James Mich-
ener’s' “The Sea of the Talented
Traveler.”

Hollywood.
As soon as the cycle of crooked cop pix runs its full 360 degrees,

which should be any century* pow, because Jthe taste of fans tires

so easily, I should, think a fruitful field would, be shady sportswriters.
Those operating in amateur sports would provide the scripticians

with better story material because tlie contrast . between pro-writers,

and am-players would provide a ready-made black, and white basis,

for conflicts

Just before the current football season 'began, California professed
to be scandalized by a highschool star whose father screamed that,

his boy had been the victim of double-dealing lucrative promises not
kept, and so on. As a result, he pulled the lad out of one college
hungry to increase its Monday morning standings in the AP and UP
polls, and enrolled, him in another which could afford, to make good
on what it offered because it was already, up at the top.

Sports.writers, who generally kept things of this sort under cover,
lest exposing them would cut down their quota of free meals or extra
passes for important people not above these venial forms of bribery*
played the scandal up for a while and then dummied Up.

I have had little experience in this stuff, and that in homeopathic
dosage* Which proved rather heady, I once ’ :rote a piece for the old
Liberty called “Stumblebacks.” The thesis was that you didn’t have
to be a halfwit to be a halfback, but if you were a halfback long
enough you would be a halfwit. A legman, who Was the fastest typist,

fastest runner and fastest conclusion-jumper, filled in part of the.

mogaic by .supplying me many, case-histories (himself among them)!
of light but. fast backs Whose brai liad been bashed out of shape
from hitting 200-pound tackles,

'

A Stumbleback Stumbles
One of the case-histories he supplied me nearly got us into a juicy >

libel suit. The ticket was ultimately fixed by having some ghost write
a short story and having .the battered brain sign it* thereby proving
that the case-history in. question couldn’t possibly have referred to

him* I acquiesced to this,' as the cost of proving the point’ by "psy-
chiatrists in open court Would have run- to a fancy figure.

The only other footnote I could supply to any story dealing with
these .'knights of the sports-desk in tarnished armor happened 40
years ago, It was while I was an undergraduate at Columbia.
Though .‘Sid Luckman is generally hailed as Columbia’s . first pro--

fessional in the field of football, I’m afraid diligent research would
give ’me a priority. Many of my classmates, notably M. Lincoln
Schuster,. Howard Dietz, Si Seadler, Merryle Stanley Rukeyser and
George E. Sokplsky, have attempted to place on my shoulders the
whole responsibility for the return in 1916 of amateur football to.

Morningside Heights: But I am confessing to nothing of the sort.-

All I am admitting, and riot even that under oath, was that I was
the first to make any money out of it.

It happened that before I went to Columbia I had worked on
The Sun, which in those days rose in the . morning and had quite a
standing , in New York journalism. I had arranged that when I wept
to the school''''of journalism I should be the campus correspondent
for the downtown daily. Sun correspondents were ,

paid $8 a Column
and the secret of success was to get long enough strips to. paste up
at the end of the week to make a living but of it.

The Greener Faroff Fields
I , soon discovered that While correspondents from other • colleges

were cleaning up on football in the fall of the year, South Field
was practically the Forest Lawn of the East as far as activity was
concerned. Other colleges were teeming with activity as soon as
the academic year started and very little of it was in classrooms.
Yale had built its bowl out of the profits of amateur football. Harvard
and Princeton had their stadiums. Indeed,, almost every campus, save
Columbia, was making money out of football.

.
To make any kind, of

1

living I used to cover games out of town
as a second-string sportswriter: I got pretty weary of trekking to
other colleges and extolling their Skill and courage, and besides,
I wasn’t pn a. swindle sheet and travel expenses cut father deeply
into that $8 a column;

,

So I got myself elected class president and began a campaign to
restore football to Morningside Heights. The game had been heaved
off the campus in 1905 because too many stevedores were enrolling
in September and flunking out on the first quizzes in November, after
which, if they were still all of one piece, they returned to the docks,

“Crystallizing Public Opinion”
It was a tough assignment to prove that the university had suffered

because it had been without football for 10 years. In fact, all the
convincing arguments were on the other side. It Had grown to be
the most eminent University in the World without any football at all,

with an enrollment around 30,000.
But I kept pounding, stimulating mass meetings, quoting my own;

fiery remarks: In my own dispatches and otherwise loading the news
in a way that is far more common today than it was then. Finally
the authorities gave in.

They threw limitations around the return of the game, however.
No students of professional schools were to be allowed to play. That
paid ‘off Scully arid' the power, of the press. In fact,, the game was
to be limited to Columbia College and only to about 600 students (h
that area of learning.
We accepted the limitations with good grace, which was a great

disappointment to President Nicholas Murray JBut.Ler. He had rather
hoped we would kick up a new row at the, brushoff so that he could
say, “Very well, in that case you’ll get no football at all.”

But. Who Was On First?
The first game was ,an iriterclass affairr Charlie Hahn of Halyard *

who Was studying at Columbia Law, coached orie, group, and Arthur
Howe, an all-American .quarterback from Yale* who was studying at
Union Theological, coached the other. The game resulted in a score-
less tie. There were no * fights, no injuries, np trouble of any sort.:

That opened the. Way for intercollegiate football. A couple of pro-
hibitionists 'were imported from Oberliri to coach the team! T.oi

Thorp; Columbia's last All-Am erican before; the game was abolished
and after that a sportswriter for the HearSt papers, helped out. Sq ;

did; Ham Fish, Harvard’s All-American isolationist.

Five games were played that season arid Columbia won them all.

The last was with New York U. and it’ was a humdinger. The final
score, as I remember it, was 19 to 16.

When the, season, ended, I tallied up my take and discovered I had
made $485 more than I had., made ail the previous year and thus
i ad become .Columbia’s first pro since the days when longshoremen
came uptown, played but the bone-crushing Season and then returned
to the easier work of loading arid unloading steamships.

The Chaise Lounge Sportswriter
This increase of nearly $500 bucks, remember, was clear profit.

'There were no taxes, nb expenses, save a 5c Subway ride, and miieh
of the work could be done frorri my dormitory window without everi

going on the field at all.

It was, it is true, only money and I didn’t exactly steal it. All I

did was to encourage others to work like dogs .on a gridiron for
nothirig so that I might make a nice living out of exploiting their

willingness to die for dear old Columbia. * ’

If riiy motive were only a little higher I’d feel better about the.

whole thing. To those who feel that the effort to restore football to

Columbia was certainly worth it, I shrug my shoulders arid shamefully
agree.

It ,was for me; at any rate.
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Broadway
Gregory Ratoft back from Eu-

rope yesterday (Tues.) on the

Queen Mary.

Don Hartman, Paramount exec

producer, back to the Coast follow-

. ing the JWhite Christmas” bow at

the Music Hall.

Ira Blue, show biz attorney,

lias been reelected vice-president

of the Federal Bar Assn, of N.Y„
New Jersey & Conn, for another
.year,.

Robert Shapiro, managing direc-

tor of N, Y. Paramount, and Ed
Hyrrian, ABC-Paramount veepee,

planed to the Coast Sunday (17)

to look at new product.

Rudolf Bing, general manager of

the Metropolitan Opera, flew last

Friday (15) to San Francisco to atr

tend several performances Of the

San Francisco Opera. - He returned

to New York Sunday.

Actress—singer Elise Rhodes and
her roommate Meredith Anderson’s
apartment on Lexington Aye. made
the police blotter when $7,825 in

furs and jewelry were stolen this

past weekend. Miss Anderson is a

freelance writer.

Anna and Maria . Calouta, a

Greek singing-dancing sister-team,

arrived in N.Y. front Athens last

Thursday (14), to give a series ol

concerts on behalf of Greek relief

organizations throughout the U,S.,

to benefit victims of the recent

earthquakes in Greece.

Lou (Latin Quarter) Walters’

daughter, Barbara, who has been
With , NBC when not associated

with her father’s enterprises, went
over to Paris June 1 ‘‘for a few
weeks’’ and may come back in

November with the LQ showman
Who is flying over for the Nov. I

Command Performance in London.
Hurricane Hazel .contributed* to

the untimely death of publicist

David E. Green's father Friday
night (15) when he missed his

footing while alighting from a

Broadway bus near his home in the

80s, causing him to hit his head on
the sidewalk. He died Within a

.few hours from shock and concus-
sion.
Roy Rogers and Dale Evans

nahied co-chairmen of the first Na-
tional Retarded Children’s Week,
scheduled for Nov. 14-23, accord-

ing to Martin F. Papish, who heads
the organization. Purpose of the

week is to inform the public on
needs of the mentally retarded
child and. to raise funds for handi-
capped children.
Brooklyn Society 1 of Artists,

prexied by Nancy Ranson, stages

its 38th annual exhibition at River-
side. Museum Qct. 31-Nov. JJ1.
Special feature of this year’s ex-

hibition is forum on “Art and
Atomic Age” moderated by Bert-
ram Goodman On Sunday after-

noon, Nov. 14. Artist is wife Of

WMGM publicist
.
Jo Ranson.

When Gene Mori (Garden State
Racetrack near Camden) hosted
The Skeeters last Wednesday (13),

he also unveiled his new Cherry
Hill Inn, at nearby Haddonfield. It

was a show biz reunion for many
Who greeted Pepind (& Rhode),
who danced at the Central Park
Casino, Waldorf, etc., and Who is

how headwaiter at Mori’s country-
style inn.

‘

Leonard H. Goldenson, ABC-
Paramount proxy, was named hon-
orary “Pennsylvania Ambassador”
last Week by the Pennsy Chamber
of Commerce for “outstanding
achievement in the best tradition
of the Commonwealth.” Former
resident of Scottdale, Pa., he was
chosen for his efforts on behalf of
the United Cerebral Palsy Assn.,
which he organized and heads.

After 7V£ years, Ed and Pegeen
Fitzgerald aren’t sure of their Hay
Island (Conn.) summer retreat be-
cause William Ziegler, who ^owns
that large tract, thinks that Bill Jr.

and fiis family should settle there
next year, and stay closer to the
family. The Fitzgeralds, who Used
to alternate their ABC radio shows
from there; and N. Y., will now
Originate 100% from their East
78th St. town house.

hist philosophies and will be ap-

proved by India government before
production starts,

Pakistan government expects to

release 10 Indian films now held

by customs. Further release would
depend on settlement of trade
agreement with the government .of

India while Pakistan Interests are

against importing any In \n. film,

“Knock on Wood” C smash
at the Madras Odeo. in its first,

week. Film held a second week and
may go longer. “Knock.

1

!’ did out-

standing business at Bombay’s Eros

fpr four weeks and at Calcutta’s

Lighthouse for two.

India
Indian Drama Festival opens

Nov. 15 and runs a month in New
Delhi.
“Roman Holiday” (Par) hit,

record by running for 27 weeks at
Calcutta’s Tiger Cinema,
Midland Theatre in Madras,

which has been showing Metro
films exclusively fpr the last few
years, pulled down for reconstruc-
tion and reopening as an air-condi-
tioned house in November;

Delegation of film artists and
technicians led by WriterrDirector
Ehwaja Ahmed Abbas left Madras
for Moscow in connection with Fes
tival of Indian films scheduled, to
opeil there and other principa
cities of Russia.

First. Japanese-Indian pic ven-
ture being set by Toei Mtoion Pic-
ture Company arid A. J. Patel
Story deals with Hindu and Budd-

By Gene Moskowitz
(28 Rue Huchette ;. Odeon 49-44)

Frankie Laine into the Alhambra
or a two-shoW stirit,

“Porgy and Bess,” getting rave

reviews, seems In for a solid run.

Xavier Cugat and troupe head-

ing for the U.S. after a boff Euro-
pean tour. .

Terence Rattigan here working
on the screenplay of his legiter,

The Deep Blue Sea,”
“White Christmas” (Par) will be

the first VistaVision pic to play

here, now being pencilled in for

January.
’

RKO having its SuperScope un-
veiling this week for press, and
producers and distribs from all

over France.
,

Roger-Pierre and Jean-Marc Thi-

bault, two young riitery comics,
inaugurating their first ty show
here, “News for Laughing.”
Jean ~ Louis Barrault - Mareleine

Renarid Rep Co. has another smash
bn their hands in revival of Antort

Tchekov's “The Cherry Orchard”
(La Cerisaie).
Bureau Du Tourism figures show

that more U.S. tourists Visited

France in the first eight months
this year than ' in like period of

1953 or 12% more*
La Rose Rouge goes back to its

revue shows with “Les Carnet De
Monsieur Daninos,” directed by
Ives Robert. Freres Jacques also

come back to this bolte.

Artur Rubinstein will
.
spend

his time evenly between New York
and Paris to be able to fulfill his

many international concerts every
year. He now has a house here.
Maurice Chevalier publishing

sixth volume of his memoirs in

conjunction with his 55 one-man
shows, now. going on, to commem-
orate his 55th year in show hiz.

"

La Nouvelle Eve closes down
this month Until next February
while its present spec revue goes
on tour. Lido also shutters down
for two weeks to enlarge its stage
capacity for the new show, “Ca-
prices/’ due in December.

By Hazel Guild
(24 Rheiiistrasse; 76751)

Columbia set to release

London
Noel Coward is doing a return

date at the Cafe de Paris.

John Pertwee planes to Korea
Nov. 1 to entertain the troops
there.

Reilly ' makes her local
debut this week at the

Betty
cabaret
Colony.
After 30 years, Keith, Prowse

Music Co, is moving from Poland
St. to the more select Bond St.

Lloyd .Williams, BBC-TV pro-,

ducer, quitting to become tele con-
sultant to an advertising agency.
Jean Sablon flying from Paris

to appear in a BBC-TV edition of
“This Is Show Business” on Oct. 25.

Muriel Berkson sailed last Fri-

day after a six-month tour of Eu-
rope. She was in “Summer: House”
with Judith Anderson.

Several L o n d o h columnists
*planed to Le Havre to interview
Marlon Brando after it became
known he was by-passing London.
Raymond Stross acquired film

rights to: Charles Terrott’s new
comedy, “An Alligator Named
Daisy,” which was published last

month.
Ron Randell, now in the Palace

production of, "Sabrina Fair,”
inked for the role of. American in

the British filmization of “I Am .A
Camera.”
Sydney Phillips, who quit .Decca

Records to join the Phillips label
sometime ago, has returned to
Decca. Len Smith resigned as
recording manager.
Arthur Christiansen, Daily Ex-

press editor, will he guest of honor;
at tomorrow’s (Thurs.) luncheon of
the Variety Club to celebrate his
21 years with that paper.
To New York: Gregory. Ratoff

via the Queen Mary; Sir Kenneth
Clark,- chairman of the. Independ-
ent Television Authority; on the
lie de France; Eastman Boomer
and Anna Russell by plane.

Alicia Markova and Anton Dolin,
who ended their ballet partnership
a year ago, are to appear together
in “Where The Rainbow Ends”
which opens a holiday season at
the Royal Festival Hall Dec. 27.

production of Clare Booth’s “The
Women.”

.

Michael Gough back to London
for lead in “The Immpralist,” Ruth
and Augustus Goetz: adaptation of
Andre Gide’t description of his
honeymoon.
Noel Coward is to supervise new

production of his “Blithe Spirit” at
Olympia, Dublin. Play' has Kay
Kendall; Dennis Price and Margpt
Grahame In leads, and Will tour
England after its debut here,

The
Second Life,” German-French co-

production, In Berlin’s Cinema
Theatre Oct. 30. Pix opens 14 days
later in other key cities.

“Fruhjahrsparade/' life of Ger-
man composer William August
Jureks, starts shooting by Erma
Films next year. Ernst Marischka
scripts and directs. Herzog will

distribute in Germany.
Walter Reich, who megged “Die

Mucke,” planed back to Hollywood
after the preem to Write a Marilyn
Monroe pic for 20th-Fox; returns
to Germany in 1955 to direct “Mid-
nightsun” for Europa Films.
German Film Censorship Board

lists 594 put- licensed for release
as of Sept. 30, including 26 from
Universal, 34 20th-Fox, 33 Colum-
lia, 28 Metro, 23 Paramount, 21
RKO, 24 United Artists and 20 for
WB.
The first two-version German-

French Cinemascope pic started
Oct. 4 in Morocco. German partner
is Roxy Films. Titled “Oasis,” it

stars Michele Morgan, Carl Rad-
datz, Cornell Borchers, with Yves
Atlegrets directing.

Rome
By Robert F. Hawkins
( 149 Archimede; 87443

)

Nyta Dover, is new at the Kit-Kat
Club.
Marie Baxa, N.Y. tele songstress,

hooked into Rupe Tarpea.
“Caine Mutiny Court Martial”

opened to strong reviews, at the
Valle.

Sixteen dancers here to take
part in the first Italo-Jap coproduc-
tion of “Madame Butterfly.”
Robert Haynes, expected in

Rome for stint in “Wives and Lov-
ers ” pic Which Sergio Grieco is to

direct.
Ingrid Bergman in England after

finishing German pic work in
“Fear,” directed by her husband,
Roberto Rossellini.

Podrecca’s Puppets held over in

local stand at the Italia Theatre.
Open Dec. 5 in Paris, with new.
repertoire, for world -tour.

Hernigio Paone, Italo legit star,

may tour “Porgy and Bess” .in key
Italian cities, following its recent,
hit preem at Venice’s Music Fete.
Mel Ferrer and Audrey Hepburn

switched plans, now staying in
k
a

20-room Alban Hills villa while
Ferrer finishes pic work in Cine-
citta studios.

Cristine Carrere here from Paris
to co-star with Giho Cervi, Frari-

coise Christopher, Pietre Cressoy
fn “Donna Libera/' Marcello Pag-
liero will direct.
Nathan Milstein due here for

opener concert (Oct. 23) in Rome
University’s Aula Magna. Also
booked there are . Edwin Fisher,
Elizabeth Schwartzkopf and Mezz
Mezzrow.

Palm Springs
By Frank Scully

. .

Ellsworth Vines is resident pro
at the Tamarisk.
Yera-EUen, on busman’s holiday,

dancing at Doll’s House.
. Jerry Lewis gave last of his
jaundice the old sun treatment.
Marjorie 'Pohl back at Racquet

Club p.a. after 9,000-mile trip
around country.
Bob Hope, couldn’t make it for

the CV amateur golf tilt after that
Cleveland debacle.
Ralph Kiner Umpired ball game

to help Mickey Finn’s Boys Ranch,
which ex-L.A, copper runs here,
Alex Evelove, Bill Best of« UP,

and ChOlly Angeleno (Lynn Spen-
cer) gave 100 villagers skull session
in publicity.

Victor McLaglen gave Tom Hull
a birthday cake, the Hollywood
Roosevelt owner resting here be-
fore plunging into an $8,000,000
Vegas operation.

.

Ray Anthony band into Prom
ballroom Friday night (22),

.
Henry Youngman held, over at

jimmy Hegg’s Starlight Club after
fine biz in initial two weeks: .

Scheik’s Cafe singing sextet,
now well into fourth year of con-
tinuous yun, packing them in with
program of gypsy airs; produced
by Glyde Snyder.

Sally • Sweet, zither player and
folk singer, into. Covered "Wagon
nitery for two-week* date, with
Harry Zimmerman, local radio fig-
ure, as comic and MC.
Edyth Bush Little Theatre, St.

Paul, Noy.
. 4, will open three-

week production of “Life With;
Father.” Poll indicated tv show
revived interest in veteran stage
comedy. ,,

Norman Granz bringing modern
jazz concert into Minneapolis Audi-
torium Monday (25 )

\

with Duke
Ellington band and Dave BrubeCk,
Stan Getz and Gerry ; Mulligan
combos. Granz scored 10 days ago
with his Jazz at the Philharmonic
at same spot.

By Emil W. Maass
(2 Grosse Schiffgasse; A4504.5.)

Josefstadt Theatre will- produce
“Caine Mutiny” in 1955.
San Francisco cellist Analee

Camp gave concert in Schubert
Hall,

Raimurid Theatre plans Robert
Stolz operetta, “Dreams in Blue,”
for Xmas. It’s a remake of a 1934
work.-.
Radio reporter Heribert Meisel

inked by Paula Wessely film for
her next production,, “The Way
Back.”
Melodie-Donau Film working on

“You Are Right One” after com-
edy, “The First Mrs. Selby.” Erich
Engel is directing.

Carl Milloecker’s classical oper-
etta, “Gasparone,”* being filmed in
the Rosenhuegel Studio (Russian
zone), with Karl Ptoryla in the
lead.

Ida Lupino laid up with an In-
jured knee.
James Cagney celebrating 25

years in films.
Helen Traubel suffered another

attack of laryngitis.
Francis X. Sullivan applying for

American : citizenship.
Tay Garnett and Mart Aldon re-

turned from London.
. Greer Garson recovering from
ismergency appendectomy. •

Anna Magnani arrived from Italy
for her first Hollywood picture.

Vic Damone and Pier; Angeli set
their wedding date for Nov. 25.
Fred Sweeney seriously ill at

Motion Picture Country Hospital.
Albert Marre in from N.Y. seek-

ing talent for new play,. “Festival.”
Fernando Lamas and Arlene

Dahl moved from MCA to Williai
Morris,

Hoagy. ; Carmichael arid . Lucy
Marlow will appear at a benefit in
Pasadena.
George Jessel will emcee: the

eighth annual Panhandle Dinner of
the Publicists Guild.

Tribute to Joe Pasternak for 30
years of film accomplishment will
be staged in the Coconut Grove.
Film cartoonists tossipg a party

to honor Walter Laritz on his 25th
anni with Universal-International.

.
Roy M. Brewer addressed Mo-

tion Picture Industry Controllers
on ‘‘How

; Hollywood licked the
Communist problem.”

.

By Gordon Irving
(Glasgow; Kelvin 1590)

Ray Ellington; rhythm quartet
leader here in vaude.
Grade Fields set' for Scot con-

cert dates and milling trip to U.S:
this winter.

'

David Whitfield, British singer,
pacted for vaude at Glasgow Em-
pire in November.
Regal Cinema, Kilmarnock, cel-

ebrating 50th anni, was formerly
the King’s Theatre.
Joy Nichols, Australian chirper

and radio star, set for vaude week
at Glasgow Empire, -

Jimmy Logan, Scot comedian,
touring rural locations with unit
under the James S. Kerr (Robert
Wilson) banner,
Bobby Limb, young Australian

comedian, after successful suriimer.
season in “Half-Past Eight” revue
at Alhambra; Glasgow, joining new.
Ted Heath vaude unit, “It’s a Rec-
ord,” for British tour.

Ronalds. Bros, current at Pre-
view Lounge for an indefinite run.
Alan Dean, MGM singer, in town

,

for two weeks to do Howard Miller
deejay show.
“Peer Gynt” extended at Play-

wrights Theatre . Club with “Sea
Gull” to follow Oct. 26.

Irene Castle Enzirtger, -of once
famous Irene and Vernon Castle
dance team; leaving home in Chi-
cago for retirement cottage in the
Ozarks.
Black Orchid Jr., new cocktail

lounge: adjoining the intimate
nitery, opened last Sunday (17) co-
incidental with birthday of boni-
face A1 Greenfield, likewise cele-
brated by firstnight guests.
-Bonnie Kroll, former promotion

gal aria deejay pusher for Mercury
Records, joined Sampson. Co. in
promotion capacity for Columbia
Records, vice Nat Hale who’s now
With Liberace flackery. Marty
Hirsch, former assistant to Kenny
Myers at Merc, succeeds Miss
Kroll.

By Maixweli Sweeney
(22 Farney Pic.; Dublin 64506

)

Ballet Rambert in for season at

Gaiety, Dublin.
Warbler. Cavan O’Connor cur-

rently on tour here.
Artur Rubinstein inked f6r

longhair recital in Dublin Nov. .13;

Jack Aronson will stage season
at Gate, Dublin, starting in Novem-
ber.
Grade Fields pacted for Thegtre

Royal, < Dublin, arid Savoy, Cork,
Oct. 28 and 29.
Terence Rattigan’s “Deep Blue

Sea” added to fall sked for
Olympi , Dubli .

Robert Gallico, son of novelist
Paul Gallico, named assistant stage
manager at the Dbblin Globe The-
atre.

Brian Durnin, former Radio
Eireanri gabber, named first secre-
tary of Irish embassy in Washing-
ton.

Derek Bond and Bernadette
O’Farrelt in for leads in John
Dighton comedy, “Who Goes
There?”

Bostonian Vivian Eckstein cast
for Edith role in current Dublin

By Richard H. Larsh
( Press Club; 27-0161)

Metro plannirig Tokyo sales con-
vention of its Near and Far East
reps the latter, part of October.
Jean and Wally Nash, Australian,

dance team, appearing at the Latin
Quarter. He also plays the multi-
chord.
By the end of January, 1955,

there will be at least 105 C’Scope-
equipped houses in Japan. There
are 49 now and 19 more will be
completed by end of the month.

Sir
v

Malcolm Sargent, British
baton wielder, guest conducting a
series of concerts with the Tokyo
Symphony Orchestra and the Kan-
sai Symphony Orchestra in Osaka.

Porthnd, Ore.
Amato’s Supper ' Club has Nel-

son Eddy for one week.
Mrs. J, J. Parker,' film theatre

exec ‘here, recovering, from near
pneumonia.
Eddie Bracken in “Seven Year

Itch” at Civic Auditoriurri. for Wil-
liam Duggan four days last week.

Florence Pickett, ace choreogra-
pher for the Amato line, making a
name for herself as Konny G.
Worth at station KGW.

By Jerry Gaghan
After two weeks of band policy,

Embassy Club returned to floor-
shows.

,

The Barton Sho-Bar' changing
name to Club Mambo for a try at
neW *craze.

Gil OrloWitz, local playwright,
will have his drama, “Stephanie/ 1’

tried out by Group One, oif-Broad-
way Theatre.

Australian former figure skating
champ Melanie Magnan heads .new
rink revue at Hotel Benjami
Franklin’s Garden Terrace.
Norman Granz ’playing return

quick date at Academy of Music
with Duke Ellington orch and
combos of Gerry Mulligan, Dave
Brubeck and Stan Getz.

Philadelphia Civic: Grand Opera
signed two Metopera stars for sea-
son’s opener, “Samson and Deli-
lah,” Oct. 26, with Ramon Vinay
and Jean Madeira in title roles.

By Florence S. Lowe
Mills Bros, current, at Casino

Royal nitery.
Sande Williams orch back at it»

stand at Hotel Shorehairi’s Palla-
dian Room.

‘ r *':"'
,

The Eugene Van Dees, MPAA’s
Rome rep and wife, here to visit
the Eric Johnstons..

“The Crucible,” big click at
Arena Stage, held over for sixth
week, which delayed

: skedded
preem of "Androcles and the Lion”'
to Oct. 19.

By Glenn Trump
Acts at Ak-Sar-Ben Rodeo hero

included Jay Sisler; Slivers John*
son; and Connie & B'/rort Hendrix.
Tex Beneke sworn in as: hon-

orary fire chief at Offutt Air Force
Base here while playing dance for
airmen.
Jack Duffield feports.his Thearle-

Duffield Co, of Chicago Will pro-
duce fireworks for 21st Orange
Bowl celeb at Miami Jan, 1 Art
Briese will be in charge,
Don Romeo of Paul Moorhead

Agency back from Chicago where
he inked Herb Shriner to head
Auto Show slated for new City

Auditorium here in February.
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ARTHUR WINNER'.
Arthur Wisner, 54; manager of

the Kansas City Philharmonic
Orchestra, died qf a cerebral'

hemorrhage in K. C., early Mon-
day (18), lie went there in Novem-
ber," 1952, after a Splitup with Com-
munity Concerts Inc., where- he
had spent niuch of .his business
career. One of the organizers of
Columbia Artists Mgt. and its Com-
munity Concerts; adjunct, he spent,

lost of his adult life in the con-
cert business. Bom jn . Athens,
Mich., he graduated r Michigan
Business & Normal College.. First
with the Redpath Chautauqua &
Lyceum Bureau, he "“helped to orf

Still "THE KING'

AL JOLSON
MAY 24, IMS

OCTOBER 23. 1950

Al Jolson Memorial Club

gariize Columbia in .1930, He was
at one. time a performing musician.

Survived by wife and three sisr

ters.
' ' ” ’

B. IVINFRED MERRILL
B> Winfred Merrill, 90, former
iicert violinist, composer, music

textbook writer and dean emeritus
of the> Indiana U. School of Music,
died Oct. 17, in Bloomington, Ind.
In 1880 he founded and .

directed
the first high school orchestra in
the U. S. at East Aurora, 111,

Joining Indiana’s faculty in
1919, Merrill became dean of the
new school of music, in 1921

' and
served until his retirement in 1938.
Throughout his 19 years with the
university he conducted the I. U.
Symphony Orchestra.

Surviving are his wife and a
daughter, Prof.: Winifred Merrill,
of the I. U. School of Music.

RICHARD TEMPLE
Richard Teriiple, 81, vet actor

and a panel member on “Life
Begins at 80,” tv show, died of a

IN MEMORIAM
In Loving Memory of Our Brother

SAMUEL LIEBERT
COMEDIAN

Diod Oct. 24, 1945
AT REST

heart attack Oct. 14. in New York.
Born in:England, he was the son of
Richard Temple, who originated
roles in all of the Gilbert and
Sullivan operettas when they were
first produced, The. younger
Temple was brought to the U. S.
by the Shuberts, and appeared in
many of their productions.

;

Temple performed in Chicago in
“The Better ’Ole,” with De Wolfe
Hopper and in Shaw’s “Pygmalion,”
with Ruth Chatterton. His other
appearances included roles in “She
Stoops to Conquer,” “Rebecca” and
“Sons O’ Guns.”

ERNESTO SABATINI
Ernesto Sabatini, 76, veteran

actor-manager, died in Milan, Oct.
6, of a > heart attack, In recent
years he had been, working in
Italian radio and tv. From 1910 to

Fred E. Abler!
per: 20th. 1953

In Loving Momory
MILDRED, RICHARD, FRED, JR.

1940, . he played leads with top
Italian touring companies and also
headed his own road company.
Although Sabatini- .appeared in

some 50 films as a featured player,
he never achieved stardom. A mem-
ber of an old theatrical family,
he was a doctor of medicine be-
fore embarking Upon a stage ca-
reer.

EDWARD R. NORRfS
Edward R, Norris, 53, who had

managed the boxoffice of. the Na-
tional Symphony Orchestra in
Washington since that organization
commenced in 1931, died in D. C.
last Oct, 13 after a long illness.

Norris, a native Washingtonian,
had previously worked the box-
offices at the old Belasco and Poll’s

Theatres there. .
He was a member

of Variety Club of- Washington and
the •; Cirgps Saints 'and Sinners
there.
/Surviving are this wife, a sister

and brother;

HERBERT V. ANDERSON
Herbert V, AndterSon, 47, ac-

count executive with NBC-TV’s net-
work sales dept., died Oct. 14, in
Manhasset, N. Y., after a long ill-

ness, He joined NBC in April,
1944, ih the spot arid local sales
dept. Upon formation of the tele-
vision network sales dept, in 1950,
he was named an account exec.
A native of Falconer, ,N. Y.,

Anderson is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Anne Wright Anderson of the
J. Walter Thompson Go.; his par-
ents and two sisters. „

ALFRED GRADSTEIN
Alfred Gradstein, 51, Polish, com-

poser, died Sept. 29, in Warsaw
He studied at the Warsaw > Con-
servatory of Music from 1922 to
1925, and at the State. Academy
of Music in Vienna from. 1925 to
1926.

Best known for his songs for
children and for popular music for
yoiqe and instruments, Gradstein
.Wort two state 'prizes for his works’ :

for chorus. Among his other com-
positions are a piano concerto and
a number of mazurkas.

HARLEY SADLER
Harley Sadler, 62, longtime tent

showman, died of a heart attack
Oct. 19. in Stamford, Tex. A state
senator at the time of his death,
he was stricken, i Avoca, Tex.,
where he had gone to judge a
talent contest.

Sadler traveled with various
stock companies in the midwest
and southwest arid also acted on
Mississippi, showboats.

RICHARD RICCARDO
Richard (Ric) Riccardo:, 51, own-

er-operator of the Chicago restau-
rant bearing his name, died there
Oct. 11. He had been in poor
health for nearly four years. A
painter himself, Riccardo opened
the eating place in 1935. It later
evolved into a. combination restau-
rant arid art gallery that became
a favorite 'hangout: for the radio-tv
and ad agency crowd.

Survived by a son and daughter,

HALLIAM BOSWORTH
Halliam BosWorth, 79, actor in

many Broadway , stage productions,
died of a heart attack Oct. 10 in
New York. At the age of 16 he
played a super in William A.
Brady’s “The Things That Count.”
On Broadway Bosworth later ap-

peared in “The Hawk” “Treasure
Island,” “Lombardi, Ltd./’ “Top-
aze,” “Trick For Trick,” arid “It
Can’t Happen.”

His wife survives.

THOMAS FLETCHER
Thomas' .Fletcher, 82, retired

vaude performer, died Oct. 12 in
New York'. At one time he toured
with a number of vaude song and
dance shows throughput the coun-
try. Later, with his wife, he
formed a team known as “Fletcher
and Bailey.” More recently he had
appeared on the tv show, “Life
Begins at 80:”

Surviving are tw

HENRY STANTON
Henry Stanton, 68, senior veepee

of the J. Walter Thompson ad
agency, died Oct. 7 in Palo Alto,
Cal., of a heart ailment. In partial
retirement, he maintained an of-
fice in the San. Francisco branch of
the agency, with which he had been
connected; for .40 years.
His wife and four children sur-

vive,

Lou Morris
Lou Morris, 65,. prominent in-

dependent exhibitor,, died in a
London ; hospital Oct. II after a
short illness. He was taken: ill

with food poisoning the previous
week and suffered a stroke a few
days later.

’

Survived by wife arid. two sons.

LOUIS C. SNYDER
Louis C. Snyder, 68, violinist and

composer, died Oct. 10 in Chicago.
He wrote several hit tunes includ-
ing “Dreani Book,” “Gypsy Cara-
van,” and “Dear Friend, Gentle
Heart.”
Wife survives.

v. -
“

Mae L. Zimmerman, 61, retired
vaudeville performer, died of
cancer, Oct, 5, in Cleveland. Some
35 years ago she was featured with
Roland Travers who specialized in
magic and illusions. Surviving are
her sister, Cecilia Emerick, and
father-in-law,

Edward E. Rudolph Jr., 56, Re-

public Pictures salesman, was
killed in an iautp

1

accident Oot. 5,
near Salem, 111. He operated the
Studio” Theatre in St: Louts, and
the. State Iti Columbia, 111.,' before
joining Republic

j. Ellsworth Sliker, 68, singer on
‘

eai'.ly’ "NBC radio pyogratiis; was
‘ .found dead Oct. 12 At his home
in Easton, Pa. He directed the

..Easton Oratorio Society, and "his
failure to appear for a rehearsal
of the group led to discovery of
his body.

• - . V >•

HedWig B. Smith, 81, who for
more than 50 years 1 conducted a
costuming business for profes-
sional, and’ amateur theatricals
from her’; home in Albany, N.Y.,

!

died suddenly there Oct. 3. A sis-

ter survives.

Widow, 80, of John J; McGuirk,
pioneer film theatre operator and
president and chairman of the
board of the Stanley Co. of Ameri-
ca, died Oct, 15, in Philadelphia.
Two daughters survive;

Continued from page 2 ;

Joseph Tavani,. Sr., 70, motion
picture projectionist with Warner
Bros, fof 32 years until Iris retire-
ment a few years ago, died Oct.
10; in Philadeiphi , His wife, seven
sons and three daughters survive.

Frederick T. Ifyskell, 84, founder
of the Pacific Coast Advertising
Assn.,, died Oct. 13 in Hollywood.
Surviving is his son,. Dean, Fox
West Coast advertising executive,

Ercole' Marchisio, 71,’ former
proprietor and co-owner of the o’d
Marguery Restaurant, known to
many showbiz figures, died Oct. 13
in Teaneck, N. J.

Mother, 76, of Mrs. Richard
Rodgers, wife of the composer,
died Oct. 11 in New York, after a
short illness. Surviving, besides,
her daughter, is a son,

H. Evan Williams Jr., 55, music
and drama critic for the old Akron
Times-Press, died' of a. heart ail-
ment, Opt. 13, in that city, Sur-
viving are his wife and a son,

-•
' •>' •

Arthur Edward Reeves, 62, film
cameraman of long standing and
owner of a camera supply store,
died Oct. „1Q in Hollywood. His
wife and two daughters survive.

Father, 82, of Paul J, Miller,
manager of radio station WWVA
in Wheeling, W;Va., died Oct. 13
in Zelienople, Pa.

Irifant, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Jack M. Warner, died Opt. 14 in
Hollywood.. Father is a production
executive at Warners.

Mme. Emmy Ifeiin, 69, former
singer and a voice teacher at the
Royal Conservatory of Music, died
Oct. 12 in Toronto.

Infant daughter of Thomas A.
Power, news editor of radio stationWMUR in Manchester. N. H., died
in Worcester, Mass., Oct. 9.

Doiph Bleiler, 29, drummer with,
the Rainy City Jazz Band, Seattle,
died in that city Oct. 13 of a heart
attack.

Joseph A. Norm, 71, sculptor and
makeup artist at Metro, and Warn-
ers for 31 years, died Oct. 10 in
Los Angeles. He retired last year
because of failing health.

Joseph W. Gutzweiler, 79. vet-
eran exhibitor! died Oct, 12, ih
Jasper, Irid. He .owned the Astra
and Tivoli Theatres there.

BlgTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Frank P. Rosen-

berg,;
, Hollywood, Oct; 8. Fa-:

ther is a Warner producer.
Mr. and Mrs-. Don Reid, son,

Memphis, Sept. 25. Father is
danceband : leader; mother, Gwen
Parke, is Vocalist with the. band.
Mr. arid Mrs. Bill Veeck, daugh-

ter, Los Angeles, OPt, 14. Mother,
is Mary Frances Ackerman, for-
mer p.a. for “Ice Capades.’
Mr, and Mrs. Alec Coppel, son,

Hollywood, Oct. 12. Mother is the
former British actress, Myra Mor-.
ton; fathef* is a Screen Writer.
Mr. arid Mrs. Allen Fletcher, son,

Pittsburgh, Sept. 28. Father’s a

g
rector at J* the Carnegie Tech
rama School.
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Trapp, daugh-

ter, Bronxville, N ; Y., Oct. 11.
Father is, CBS-TV sales service
staffer.
Mr. arid Mrs. Richard Stark,

daughter, Oct. 13, in Englewood,
N.J. Father is an account exec with
ABC-TV.
. Mr. and Mrs. Ben Halpern, daugh-
ter, New York, recently. Father is

assistant to Samuel Coheri, foreign
publicity manager of United Art-
ists.

Mr, and Mrs. Leon Feldun, son,
Brooklyn, Oct. 16. Father is With
United Artists’ liomeoffice foreign
dept.

away to the avid Anglophile • the

tremendous advantage which Amer-
ican, entertainment ha's in the Brit-

ish market.
Take motion pictures. There is

in existence an Act of ,
Parliament

which stipulates 30% quota, for

British product, with reliefs arid

exemptions allowed under the Act
shaving this to about 25%. In ac-

tual performance, the countrywide
average is not .much; above. 20%.
Interpreted in: the logical way;
roughly; 80% of the British screens

are filled with Hollywood product.
.Who says now the British are anti-

American? ,

..
Yet only a month ago, J

; Arthur
Rank reported that British .pix in

the U.! 3. didn’t
.
gross 1% of the

total American revenue. He in-

sisted that the only hope he had
of getting a. fair deal was to ac-

quire his own chain of theatres..

Irrespective pf the .rights and
wrongs of his arguments, they

niake wonderful copy for the
. An-

glophile.

:
Legit Situation

What’s the situation concerning
the legit theatre? At any time
there’s always a wide choice of

Broadway hits which have been
trans-shipped to London, frequent-

ly with American stars, often
staged by U. S. directors, with set-

tings by a Yank designer.
In the postwar era, the Broadway

musical has become one of the
sights of London. Currently there
are three such sights on view at

key West End theatres. They are
“King . and I,” at the Drury Lane;
“Pal. Joey,” at the Princes; and
“Can-Can,” at the Coliseum. This
impressive total is in addition to

the array of straight legit hits

such as “Teahouse of the August
Moon,” “I Am a Camera” “Sabrina
Fair,” and “Bell, Book and Can-
dle.”

How does this record compare to

the current Broadway scoreboard?
One British, musical. “Boy Friend,”
incidentally the first, in years, and
one comedy, “Dear. Charles,” which
is of questionable BritHih origin.

(The latter first played on Broad-
way before being translated into
the French,, from which it was
translated into English.) In addi-
tion, ^there was the limited run of

“Midsummer Night’s Dream” at the
Metropolitan Opera House arid now
on tour.

•
'

In the last couple of years com-
paratively few British plays have
reached the big time in America,
arid a few local hits have proved
to be dismal failures. “Escapade”
ran fof a. year in London, but sur-

vived for little more than a week
in New York. “Women of Twi-
light,” which had a profitable sea-

son here, lasted for only eight
performances on Broadway. “Dial

M for Murder” on the other hand
was a success on both sides and,
as the proverbial exception, “The
Fourposter” did far better in New’
York than originally in London.

Two-Way Street
Admittedly, there has been a

greater two-way traffic in legit than
in most other entertainment media,
and that not all the exports from
the. Main Stem have been hailed

! along Shaftesbury Avenue, but it

must be conceded that Broadway
has collared the bulk of the West
End’s musical trade, leaving little

room for local talent. Even “Wed-
ding. in Paris” which has been
jamming the. Hippodrome since it

opened in February was authored
by an American (Vera CaSpary)
although it’s being tagged as a
British tuner/

Not.; Since “Fi inn’s Rainbb.w”
failed to make an impact several
years back has there been a flop

Broadway musical in London, and
the lineup of current West End at:
tractions is only part of the gen-
eral pattern. There’s still a tour-

ing company, of "Oklahoma!”, out
on the road, although it’s more
than fouf ' years since it was re-

placed at the Drury Lane by “ear-
ousel.”

The principal failures from
America were “Stalag 17” and
“The Shrike,” both of which had
short lives at the Princes and
“Bruno and, Sidney” which lasted

six performances at the Phoenix.
As. it only survived five shows in

America, this was one example
where the people and the critics

of both countries delivered the
same verdict.

Yank Vaude Superior
There’s never been any question

about American superiority in the
vaudeville field ever since Val Par-
nell introduced his policy of i.

f ter-

national variety at the London
Palladium several seasons back,
And this naturally leads into the
Success of U.S. rds in the Brit-
ish market; as many of the Pal-
ladium headliners were pre-sold
solely on the basis of, their record-
ings. By (lie same token, there has
been a strong Yank, domination
-among the best sellers- for disks
and sheet music.
The importance of American tal-

ent in vaude, and a tribute to th

part U.S. artists, have played
making, the Palladium the world’s
premier vaudery, is demonstrated
by the inclusion pf a :

number of
Hollywood stars among the galaxy
of talent recruited lor this year’s

Royal Command gala. Bob Hope,
Frankie Laine, Guy Mitchell and
Howard Keel have been chosen lor

royal honors, arid wiri appear
the Palladium stage Noy. 1.

Cabarets; Too
Even in the

,
more restricted

cabaret field, American performers
have had their full' share, of the
available gravy. London’s premier
nitery, the Cafe' de Paris, has con-
sistently booked the cream of’ U.S;
talent; the Colony Restaurant on
Berkeley Square lias always had a
generous quota of Yarik acts, while
other restaurants and clubs..have
regularly signed American stars ' as
cabaret headliners.
Agreed that, a number of British

act have succeeded in breaking
into the American nitery field, , it

must nevertheless l>e conceded
that the traffic mainly has been in

a single direction; Broadway will

always make, attractive, bids for
top talent ’ the Noel Coward
category. ,

America is not so enthusiastic,
however, towards the “bread-and-
butter” acts of. show b[/., \vhich

would benefit from the prestige of
an American season as well as be-
ing able to use the cciii, U. S.

artists in this category are nearly,
always sure of a .warm welcome
and plenty of v/ork when they
come to thi^ island.

Undoubtedly, deep down in the
true British hearts, there must be
some envy of the firm grin which
the U.S. holds on every facet of.

entertainment. But to be- envious
of America and Americaiis is vast-
ly different from being^ariti-Ahior-
ican. Plenty of local, girls may be
envious of Audrey Hepburn, one
of the many British, artists 'who has
made her . name in .Hollywood.
None would be against her.

Rogers, Autry
'SSS Continued from paK0 1

their films from being sold to tele-

vision. W’ithout extra recompense.
First instance was reported in

Variety in a front page yarn as
early as July, 1935, when Edna
Ferber refused to sell her novel,
“Come and Get It” to Samuel
Goldwyn unless the contract spe-
cifically reserved radio and tele-
vision rights to her.

. Since then, the studio guilds and
the AFM have fought the televised
iise of pictures made by their mem-
bers for theatrical use, unless par-
ticipants received extra pay.

Lawyers Nonplussed
, Hollywood. Oct. 19.

Fred. Sturdy, Roy Rogers’ at-

torney, is undecided whether he
will ask U.. S. high, court to recon-
sider.

,
Gang, Kopp &. Tyre,

Autry attorneys', has no present
:
intention of seeking such reednsid:
eration^

Latter sgyj‘- •“H^ann.er ,iri
.
vyiiieb---

Republic can Use pix still is not
completely decided.”

MARRIAGES
Edith Finkenstein to Bernard

Hiller, Long Beach, L. I,,.N:Y., Oct.
9. Bride is secretary to Robert
Ferguson of Columbia. Pictures’ ad-,
pub dept.
Ruth .Hampton to. Byron Palmer,

Hollywood, Oqt, 17.
,
Bride’s a

screen actress; he’s on television.
Kathrjm Parks to Arthur Lack,

Pittsburgh, Sept. 26. Bride runs a
dancing school; he’s a Pitt report-
er for the Wall Street Journal.

Barbara Young to Johnny Oxley,
Edinburgh, Scot., Oct. % "Bride’s a
danceband chirper; he’s a musi-
cian.

Daphne Walker to Richard
Hoyle, Johannesburg, South Afri-

j

ea, recently. Bride’s an English
' ice-skating s‘tar.

j

Jo Ann Greer to Stiin Stout. La

j

Canada, Cal., Oct. ^9. Bride's a vo-

!
calist; he’s a trumpeter w,'th Les

1Brown's band.
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HY GARDNER
N. Y. Herald Tribune 1

“An energized bundle, of talent

named Eileen Barton. Eileen, who’s

been chanting tunes all the way.

back to when she was a youngster]

on the Horn & Hardart radio re-

vue, stopped the show so cold at

the Copa. Miss Barton demon-
strated that she’s now ready for

anything the entertainment world]

has to offer from a top spot in

teevee, the Palace, or a legit mu-

gene knight
N.^ Y. Journal-American

i

“Eileen Barton, in her first CoDa
appearance. A tremendous per-<formancc by a young trouper, who
i* fagtcoming into her own.” I
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JACK O’BRIAN
N. Y. Journal-American
_ We've all knwon for years!
*
E±en

,
Barton wouId make it big Isome day soon, and now she has*

gce^jr0"dertul^M,j

FRANK FARRELL -

N Y World Telegram and Sun

“Thrush Eileen Barton looks so

netite, yet sounds so majestic witnj

her new supper club foutme. in

the E. 60th St. basement. Her

medley of Harold Arleri tunes, 1?

a fascinating one-gal musical re-

vue.” — —

DANTON WALKER
N. Y. Daily News
”The sensational act that Eileen

Barton has whipped up for her-
self, -which almost stole the show,
in her Copacabana debut.”, J
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They’re calling it the .“dirtiest”

biennial election campaign in mod-
ern times—and maybe of all time—

. and naturally a ’ good deal of it

spills over into “quick sell” tv as

'well as “old reliable” radio. Next
c Tuesday will tell the story whether
. dirt versus dirt, like ciggie versus

(add soap,
.
aiutos, et . al.), Ciggie,

cancels each other out, so that in

. the end the man in the ballot booth
pi his decision on what he

' thought were the issues in separat-

ing the wheat from the brickbats

as he. saw and heard them on the
• networks and locals.

Rarely in JJ. S. history has there

been so much soul-searching, some
. of it wtih a wattage angle, as wit-

ness Douglas R. Stringfellow’s own
“expose of his; Wartime derring-do
‘r and his exit* as a- Congressional
' candidate from Utah. That String-

vfeilovv’s “exploits” were reprised

on NBC-TV’s “This Is Your Life”
• by Ralph Edwards (and dramatized
on CBS-TV's “Suspense”) merely

!

‘demonstrated the long obvious tru-^

‘.ism that tv 'is not immune from- in-

'fallibility when tackling “true” ma-
• teriah Curiously, while it was a
newspaper, the Army Times, which

• is credited with unmasking the
'Utahan, the latter ' elected to own

(Continued, on, page 12)

Hard-Luck Tunes in Vogue

Before WaH St, Laid Its

Close Figuring
.Omaha, Oct. 26..

Pawiiee, Neb., County Fair
Board, is no slouch at close

budgeting.
•This year’s Fair financial re-

port showed a $6.04 overdraft.
In 1953 the overdraft was 65c,

By JIM WALSH
If there’s any. idea on which the

tv ical American is sold it’s the be-
lief that, given the breaks, he could
..make a house full of money and
• be a big shot.

Even more firmly Axed* however,
-Is homo sapiens' idea; that he
• doesn’t get the breaks but is the
< hard luck champ in person. And
no doubt this belief in. one’s own
unique personal misfortunes is the

;
key to the boffo success of the

'-songs, of, self-pity that, have per-
colated for generations d ,o w n

' through American pop music; In
so perking, they have done battle
ifh

. the opposition ' optimistic
; school which insists that you can
. paint ther clouds with sunshine, “A
Smile Will Go a Long, Long Way”
and that you should “Pucker Up
'and Whistle Till the Clouds Roll
• By."

.j- These reflections were inspired
• by the 25th anniversary of the 1929

:

‘ atock market bust that inspired
Var jety to One of its most-
(luoted headlines, “Wall St. Lays
An Egg.” But* oddly enough, the
stock market debacle didn’t inspire

.
many songs—few at least that are

, remembered today. Probably the
1

best known was the*doieful “Broth-

r v ’ w an You sPare a Dime?” by E.

•

^•-Harburg and JayGorney, which
,
didn't come out until 1932,, A cou-
Ele years earlier Bill Curtis and

•
rank Crumit had. bravely treated

(Continued on page 54)

.Local 802, N. Y. section of the
American Federation of Musicians,
has given the word to the major
hotels arid niterics that it, wants a
five-day Work week for musicians.
Demand was- made in negotiations
last week and, although talks are
set to continue amicably, the fiver
day. demand is expected to run into
some stiff opposition.
Demand for a five-day week is

aimed at spreading employment
among more Local 802 members
and follows a pattern set a couple
of- years ago in Chicago. The
hotels and niteries don’t like the
proposal, because they see a hike
in their operating eosts in having

(Continued on page 25)

Clooney-‘Hey’ 1st Show

Tune in Yrs. to Pass

1 ,000,

Asian countries as well as Aus-
tralia and New Zealand,

1

, are in-

creasingly echoing European coun-
tries in charging that too many
Hollywoodrihade features are un-
healthily loaded with detailed phys-
ical brutality. Mobster stuff is bad
enough but sadistic cruelty on the
part of police officials is profound-
ly, shocking to many foreigners Who
cannot understand this rough stuff

in a democracy professing leader-
ship of the free world.
Cry of “too much violence” is

not new. But it is spreading. Con-
siderable embarrassment is irnplicit

on (1) the economic level, since
the foreign markets provide the
profit margin for American films,

and (.2) the political propa-
ganda level, since American bru-
tality as pictured in American fea-

tures tends to make academic the
Yankee argument that Russia is

a brutal police state without re-

spect for individuals.

Usual, defense of Hollywood “vi -

lence” is that it honestly shows a
struggle between good . and evil

in which good invariably triumphs.
However, foreigners point out that
there is strong criticism of such
film plot violence in the United
States itself and that “mature” fea-

tures do not resort to ’ primitive
torture for kicks.

,
Violence, not sex, forms the

basis for most of the foreign scis-

soring of American films. Euro-
peans generally object to violence,
Which their films rarely contain.
Angriest beefs, however, come
from the government of the under-
developed countries^ particularly
in Asia. There, it’s feared, the type
of screen entertainment which
American audiences accept under
the "action” tag might well serve

(Continued on page 25)

fSpec’ a Dirty Word ?
Quizzed re the industry's

new flock of new film “spec-
taculars,” i.e., multi-million-
dollar budgeted productions,
an eastern v.p. commented:
“Things are going, too nicely;
don’t- use that word on us.”

His point, being that televi-

sion’ “spectaculars” so far
this season have been short of
smash.

“Hey, There,” plug time from
the Broadway musical, “Fajama
Game,” is the first showtune in

many years to crack through the
1,000,000 sales mark .on disks. The
Rosemary Clooney etching of the
tune passed the 1,200,000 sales
bracket last week and is still travel-

ling at a fast pace.

In the
.
past few years, tunes

culled from legituner scores have
made poor showings in ’ the disk
field, A few. however, racked up
impressive Sales

; marks but none
reached the “golden disk” circle.

Earlieh this year “Stranger, in
Paradise,” from “Kismet/* got a
.700,000 disk sales ride

‘

‘Tony
Bennett’s Columbia slicing. Last
year Perry Como’s “No Other
Love” (Victor from ‘‘Me and Juliet”
hit close to . 800,000 -disk sales,

Eddie Fisher’s workover of the
title song of the Harold Rome
musical, “Wish You Were Here”
(Victor), has been credited with
giving the show a boxoffice stimu-
lus but. it only racked up an es-
timated 750,000 platter sales. Even
Como’s cut of “Some. Enchanted

• Evening” a few years ago fell short
* (Continued on page 54)

Miami* Oct. 26.
Miami city solons this week will

consider a drastic ordinance de-
signed to eliminate “tea parties”
for’B-girls in local bars, according
to Mayor Abe Aronovitz, who
drafted the proposed law.
The bill, almost certain to be

passed, will curb clip joints and
tighten controls over the fringe
spots that cater to the guys looking
for gals -— a Considerable group,
considering the many- conventions
which meet in Miami .through the
year. Included in the proposed
ordinance are rulings which would;
require B-girls or other employees
drinking with patrons, to be served
exactly what they order and to
down the drinks; there Will also be
a “stop” on the number of drinks
such employees could’ consume,
the limit to be 10, with all such
drinks to be listed separately on
the customer’s check. The Mayor’s
ordinance also will require posting
of all employees' names on a large
card prominently displayed on the

(Continued on page 20)

By GENE ARNEEL

Hollywood, too,, has its “spcctac-
‘ulars.” Major studios currently are
investing unprecedented amounts
of coin in new product, to the ex-
tent that gross business of $8,000,-
000 to $9,0p0,000 on certain pi

would be insufficient to break
even, and that kind of money
infrequently reeled ‘

.

As television is risking astr
nomical revenue (for that medium),
so, too, some -film- producers,
quest of mammoth producti
values, are gambling enough Capi-
tal on a few pix to finance an en-
tire legit season on Broadway; A
budget, of $3,000,000 on a single
negative had been outstanding in

past, arid anything much- higher
than that was rare; David O. Selz-
nick’s “Duel in the Sun" and
Metro’s “Quo Vadis” were the ex-
ceptions of; the past few years. Last
year “The Robe” was added to the
list, of monetary giants.
Now, numerous of the new films

either finished or in.work or in bluer
print stages are in the. ultra-high-
cost bracket. Some RKO publicity
of the past few weeks loosely uses
$6,000,000 as the budgetary figure

(Continued on page 32)

Columbia has become first of
the major film companies to unload
a sizable package of oldie pix to
television. Outfit disclosed in
N. Y. yesterday (Tues.) that an
unspecified nuinber Of westerns
arid cartoons are going to Hygo
Corp., pic distributor in the 'tv

field. It’s understood about 20
oaters and. 50 black and white,
single reelers are involved,
Jack Cohri, Col’s' exec v.p.,

stressed that disposition of these
pix “in no way .alters our com-
pany’s polipy of not releasing our
features for television showing.”
He added that the westerns arid

animated product peddled to Hygo
“long -since outlived their theatri-
cal value and have no further po-
tential for reissue.*'

, The westerns, it was said, date-
back 15 years or more arid some of
them star BUI Elliot and- Russell
Hayden.

‘Eve’ Sellouts; Victor’s

LQ Buyout Sets Trend
New York niteries are already

looking forward .to capacity houses
for New Year’s Eve. A major
nightclub has been taken over for
the big night by , an appliance firm
as

'
prizes to dealers and certain

workers arid executives. Others,
feel that with more than 650 seats

already off the market, they will

be in position to sell out very
earjy, .and perhaps get higher
tariffs than in previous years. x
The Latin Quarter has been sold

.

out to.
. RCA Victor for the big

^Continued on,page 70)
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By ABEL GREEN

Veteran showman Nate J, Blum-
berg, east on one of his

:

periodic

trips, but getting less regular since

he assumed the board chairman-
ship of Universal Pictures, is of

the opinion «1>, that picture stocks

are the most : underpriced issues

on the market, just as (2), the pic-

ture business - ‘will always be with
us”.
The success story, of. U. \vith.its

credo of ’-making ’em af a price”,

even in the doldrum days ^ of the
industry when .many within

.
.arid

without the industry Ave^e ’'writing

the picture business out of. exis-

tence,” .
make him an unique

authority, For . thing, U’s
‘‘bread-and-butter” pictures; in the
downbeat days of grosses, always
saw his company turning a profit;

And in its recent evolution, with
the Decca Records takeover of U
control, the stock upbeat in both
diskery and the picture company
issues has been marked.
Above all, Blumberg, a vaude

Stoky’s Gold Platter
Leopold Stokowski was handed a

gold platter last week by RCA
Victor’s general manager, Manic
Sacks, for selling 1,000,000 copies
of his ‘'Blue Danube Waltz” record-
ing. He became the second Red
Seal conductor to get into the
golden circle of bestsellers.

First Victor maestro to get a
gold disk was Arthur Fiedler, whose
recording of “jalousie” with the
Boston Pops passed the 1,000,000
marker in 1952.

Frank Farrell’s Radio

Eye-Opener as Divorce

HORACE HEIDT
BOX 472

Van .Nuys,vCalifornia

York World-Telegram &
Sun columnist Frank Farrell

vet from ’wav back,, is bemused by
(
staged one of those, cafe society

• •
‘

• ' .ii_ e. '
_ _ j _ 11 j. . i,' .L:* ' A T> /~+ C1...

his, personally favorite credo that [
eye-openers on his ABC Sunday

“the pio?e show business Changes
[

ight “Critics Choiice” segment last

the more it remains the same.” ‘ week (24 > by bringing on three of
He sees it now with television and the four principals in the year’s
spectaculars and color—“the s^me

- hottest divorce suit. Guests were
thing; we went through in the film singer Juliana Larson, he? oilman
business until we found that adfi- husband, Bedford Sharpe, and jew-

eler Louis Arpels (Van Cleeff),
a lotta star-power or color

isn't the, insurance against a poor
(Continued on page 25) A * f- ^ ??

* threesome
-.

. \vhiie tn tabloids: were carrying

21

while th
hot 'n' heavy coverage about Mme,
Arpels’ divorce suit, against her

a . . husband naming Miss Larson co-

routine:,.which left listeners puz-
zled as to its purpose and/or mean-

Hollywood, Oct. 26.

Plaintiffs in the $51,750,000
blacklist suit against the major ing, blit Farrell later explained
_ 4 1 ! • l i‘ j l •% Jl •_ .. ‘ ‘

studios and many independent pro- that from his viewpoint it was a
ducers have filed notice of appeal matter of good journalism in get-
irpm dismissal of the action last

; ting in-the-news people together
July. At tliatv tirhe Superior Judge i (Continued on page 20)

case, ruling that employers have [ a u if n 1411 .

a right to refuse to hire persons
. tcuiS llSFFy L0DH IflOSt

who have declined to answer ques* __
f

.

iniauo
c

n
onceniing Comi™nistic af Maligned In Hollywood

Plaintiffs, 23 in all. are former Hollywood, Oct; 26.

film people involved in Congres-
;

Fortnight magazine out today
sional probing of Reds in Holly- !

‘26* booses Harry Cohn as only
wood, They include Gale Sender-

j

filmland personality to be included
gaard, Anne Revere and Michael :

in compilation of 27 “top perforni-

New York, Oct. 19.

Editor , Variety:
If only to prove to you that I

read Variety from cover to cover
each week, you will remember
that I called you after I had read
yourr very interesting editorial,

“Peepshow in Reverse,” in the is-

sue of Sept, 29.

I thought it stimulating and pro-
< vocative but I also felt it was on
: the wrong page; that I didn’t be-

llieve what Variety had to say
should have been addressed pri-,

marily to television people but
rather to picture people.

It seemed to me that everything
you said about television was ac-

j
curate but that the most important
thing the piece, had to say is. that

(Continued on page 79)

Glynis Johns’ US.lead
Hollywood, Get. 26.

British actress Glynis Johns has ! York’s Coogan’s Bluff that was

By JOE SCHOENFELD
r’

Hollywood, Oct, 26.

Last Wednesday night (20) at
Hillcrest Was like an echo Off New

been signed for her American film
debut opposite Danny Kaye ih
“Court. Jester,” Dena production
which rolls next month at Para-,

mount lot.

She’s due here next week for
rehearsals.

Ike Asks Eddie Fisher To

Sing So He ‘Counts His

Blessings’ Via Berlin Time
A “dream” plug, under the top-

most auspices, . that of the Presi-

dent of the United States, was a { Thomas, Tony Martin, Ned Cronin,

long time arriving. The. roar of the
•Polo Grounders., tasting Indian
blood was counterpointed by the
laughter of more than 400 slag
members and guests who jammed
the country club .for Leo Durocher
Night. It was ribald and funny, and
at times there was an unmistakable
note of tender affection for. arid by
the tough leader of the Giants who
fractured the Cleveland Goliath.
The dias- was one of the “bright-

est” since the old days in the N Y.
Friar’ 48th Street monastery.
From toastmaster George Jessel,
through Jack Benny, Danny Kaye,
Groucho and Harpo Marx, Danny

spontaneous happenstance to Eddie
Fisher and Irving Berlin’s ‘’Count

Your Blessings.” Song is from the
latter’s “White Christmas” fiimu-

sical currently at Radio City Mu-

George Burns, Charlie Dresseh and
Fred Haney, was expected dazzling
wit, but most of it came ih four-
letter words. Dignity started and
ended with Hillcrest prexy t*eli

sic Hall. It happened at the Jew- ! Juda’s intro of-Jessel. Of the come-
ish Tercentary Dinner last Wednes>
day night (20) at the Sheratonr
Astor Hotel, N. Y., where the
President was the honored guest
and where both Berlin and Fisher,
were to perforin.

(Hans, only Groucho; who was on
too early to get the cu'e, stayed
fairly clean and gave out with the
most 6rigirial gags. Kaye, who; had
no jokes but a hilarious takeoff on
Horace Stoneham, provided the

Having rushed over from his
[

biggest laughs, and Harpo, minus
own tv show to sing the National

;^ red fright wig and playing it

Arithem With a choir from the U. S.

Military Academy at West Point,
Fisher somehow* was overloo^d^Tin^harp solo. Only other hiu si

for the nonce, the choir of-

ficiated with ... the “Star-Spangled
Banner” and Berlin sang his “God
Bless Arherica.”
When the President learned

there still were five minutes before
radio-tv time, he requested Fisher
to singing “anything,” The young

straight, gave out with the most
novel entertainment for a stag—

(Continued on page 20)

MAE WEST INKED FOR

MIAMI COPA AT 15G
Mae West has been signed to

u -a * - *ui pla
-
v Gopa City, Miami Beach,

baritone, rose to the occasion with
| starting Jan: 8. She’ll be getting

lTin a » ' ia>nn a/iaImm a«I **4k a ^ ~ ^ ^ • •. _ w ‘ °

Wilson.

Valerie Hobson. Retiring,
But Not Immediately

London, Oct. 26.
Valerie Hobson, w starring in

the London production of “The
King and I,” may retire from the
stage when she weds John Prp-
fumo, a junior minister in’ the gov-
rnment. However, she recently, re-
newed her contract for the Drury
Lane musical through August next
year and has not asked to be re-
leased.

It is thought her intention is to
retire only on completion of her
existing, commitments. She is also
active on screen, radio and tv. .

ers of year.” Article" says Cohn,
“one of most maligned men in
Hollywood,” fooled his detractors
by coming out With three great
successes in One year—“Caine Mu-

]
tiny,” “On the Waterfront” and
forthcoming “Long Gray Line."
With “Eternity” still going

strong, Cohn was “Movie Man of
Year.”

Berlin’s London Bally
Irving Berlin continues his song-

plugging and exploitation pitch for

Bing Crosby Attorneys
Fight U, S. Tax Claim

Washington, Oct. 26.
Bing Crosby is fighting a Federal

tax claim in the U, S. Tax Court
here; He has filed suit against an
action cf the Internal Revenue
Service which claims the gro^ner
owes an additional. $17,710 on his
income and that of his late wife,
Dixie Lee.

Dispute is over the amount of

i „ ... -
i
taxes due on $300,000, which the

Wliite Chnslmas, with an over-
t Crosbvs received for selling a one-

sea
P uext Monday (Nov. 1) fori third interest ill Decros- Corp., a

a fast, wefek in London, meeting recording compalny, to Decca Rric-
music and film critics, interviews ords. Crosby said the $275,000
with the BBC disk jockeys, and in ! netted was a capital gain arid not
general follow the sarrie pattern as • annual income,
on his recent U. S. deejay tour.,

|
Revenue Service also refused

Songsmith has a Orie-third own- to allow: dependency deductions
erririp in the film with Bing Crosby • claimed; for Mrs, Crosby’s parents,
and Paramount; and this is; frank- .- This v. a$ not contested by Crosby
ly a commercial exploitation tour, ( and his wife’s estate.

SHAPE NOV. 21 FETE TO

SCHENCK BROTHERS
Hollywood, Oct. 26,

Screen Producers Guild has ap-
pointed a special committee to ar-

range details of the Fourth Annual
Milestone Dinner Nov. 21. It is

composed of Buddy Adler, Robert
Arthur, Louis F. Edelman, Walter
M. Mirisch arid Lewis J. Rachmil.
Dinner will be held to honor

Nicholas and Joseph M. Schenck
for their contributions to the film

industry. Darryl F. Zanuck was
recipient of the Milestone Award
last. year.

what was acclaimed “the Tight
thing to say at the right time”

—

especially since it was all so unex-
pected—and observed, “This is the
‘Command Performance’ of all

command perforriiances, and since

$15,000. It’s the first major talent
acquisition by Murray Weinger,
who’s buying for the Spot,
Weinger has been attempting to

get a string of film and tele -names
for -.the cafe in an effort to induce

this command came from the Presi-
, tele networks to originate a Sat

10 27
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Bea Lillie Set For
Three-Week Scot Tour

. Glasgow, Oct; 26.

Beatrice Lillie is set to play a
iveek at the King’s Theatre open-
ing Nov. 1 ‘ her “An Evening
With Beatrice Lillie.” In first half

of the show Miss Lillie will be
supported by Leslie Bricusse (mem-
ber of Cambridge University Foot-
lights Dramatic Club), Constance
Carpenter arid John Philip. Eadie
& Rack, the Mr. & Mrs. team who
•acconipanied Beatrice Lillie in the
U: S., will be at the two pianos.

Miss Lillie’s last show in the
United Kingdom .Was “Better Late”
at the Garrick Theatre, London.
Current show is set for weeks at

Edinburgh and Manchester before
playing the West. End of London.

I.

Basso’s Profundo
Hamilton Basso’s new novel,

“View From Pompey’s Head,”
includes a blind novelist who
is disintegrating, and his high-
ly protective wife,. Although
the book is fictitional and any
resemblance to real persons is

denied, legit oldtimers around
Manhattan think they ' detect
the “models" for these two
characters in the late play-
wright Eugene O’Neill and his
wife. Carlotta Monterey.
The speculation is given

some plausibility because Bas-
so has researched the O’Neill'
story.' Mrs. O’Neill is said not
to share the view that any re-
semblance exists. Now resi-
dent in New York City,. she. is

jpracticMIy incommunicado.

dent of the United States, this is

one more blessing in my life, so
I'll sing Irving Berlin’s ‘Count
Your Blessings.”' -

The Chief Executive apparently
was so impressed that when he got
on mike and camera he interrupted
the proceedings to tell the public,
“I was so touched by the song that
I would like Eddie Fisher to again
sing one. chorus of -Count Your
Blessings' before I start iriy

speech.”
At the dinner, incidentally, Ber-

lin’s introductory to “God Bless
America” was to the effect that;
like the pioneer Dutch Jews who
first settled in Nieuw Amsterdam
300 years ago, - he too came to
America, the son of a rabbi, from
Russia, and this is his (Berlin’s) ex-
pression of his love of America.

Ms
Theatrical Version

Sheldon Reynolds, is planning a
theatrical version of his “Foreign
Intrigue” telepix series, tb be filmed
in Paris next spring. Reynolds is

currently in New York negotiating
a financing-distribution deal, with
three major studios reportedly in-

terested in the project.
Aside from the “Intrigue” .film,

Which would mark Reynolds' bow
in feature-length production, he’s
planning, three other features for
lensing during next summer in
France. Trio comprises a melo-
drama, a love story and a comedy.
He’s already : scripted one of the
three.

urday or Sunday liight series from
the Beach cafe/
Major Donald .Neville-Willing,

who sailed, from London on: the
Queqn Elizabeth Thursday (21), ar-

rived in N. YTyesterday (Tuesj to

continue negotiations for Mae
West to headline at the Cafe de
Paris after New Year’s. Preliminary
overtures have already taken place
and, while Miss West reportedly is

receptive, she’s indicated she
wants to come with the complete
entourage with which she appeared
at Las Vegas and the Latin Quar-
ter, N, Y.

'

Neville*Willing’s mission is main-
ly concerned with trying to per-
suade hey to pome alone, with the

promise, that extra talent, includ-
ing the necessary musclemen,
could be recruited in London.

Neville-Willing, who handles all

American “bookings for the Cafe
de Paris, Will be returning to Lon-
don a few days ahead of Rudy
Vallee’s opening end of next
month.

More Closed-Circuit TV

Fifty units of specially-designed
big-screeri tv units for hotel closed-

circuit television has been pur-

chased by Nate Halpern’s Theatre
Network Television from General
Precision Laboratory. Purchase is

said to represent the largest tv,

I equipment transaction outside the

broadcast field.

The new equipment is to make
possible simultaneous business
meetings in as many as 50 hotels

in 50 different cities from coast

to coast. Box Office Television,

,
rival closed-circuit outfit, has a

Ideal;with the Sheraton. Hotels and

{ has a number of units installed in

Chile Cardinal Urges
Bari on Tolies’ Visit

Santiago, Oct. 19.

Cardinal Jose Maria Care pub- [the chain’s hotels. In addition, it

lished a declaration today urging
j
maintains portable stand-by equip-

the Chilean government to follow ment for other situations. Approx^
the example of the Peruvian Gov-

| mately 100 theatres throughout th

country have closed-circuit equip*

ment of their own which is con-

trolled by neither TNT nor BOTV.
Equipment, purchased by Hal-

pern, is known as model PB 610

and it provides adjustable pictures

dalous arid perhaps the worst seen [ ranging in size for 4x6 feet t<A9Xl2
in Europe and some countries of [feet. Included in the buy are sev-

the Americas.”
j
erai standard theatre projection

In case the Folies
r

visit cannot units which provide pictures from
be stopped, the Cardinal strongly ; 9x12. feet to 24x36 feet for large

discouraged Catholics from attend-, hotel ballrooms accommodating
ing. ‘1,000 people o? .mor.e., '

ernment and prohibit the visit of
the rbad company of the Folies
Bergere, scheduled to open at the
Victoria this month. The Arch-
bishop of Santiago described the
show as “one of the most scan-
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United States government insist-

ence that European governments
introduce a proper system of taxa-

tion patterned after that in force

this country has backfired

against the film companies in Italy

where x
American distribs are now

faced with a new tax bite.

Italo government has dug up an

old law and is threatening to en-

force it, execs in N; Y, report. In-

volved is the question of whether
American remittances from Italy

are regular earnings or profits. If

they're profits-—and the burden of

proof is up to the U. S. outfits—

a new tax would be slipped on the

diStribs.

Contention is being made on the

Italian side that monies trans-

ferred to the U; S; are in excess

of actual investment and therefore

should be Considered profit. The
Americans hold that it's well

known that foreign revenue has

become an integral part of Holly:

wood's economic pattern. It's said

that, it; the Italians win their point,

considerable coin would be in-

volved in the tax assessment/
T*~e Italian action parallels a

threat in France, currently being

fought by the American distribs.

The French want to slap an 8%
turnover tax on: both U. S. earnings,

and the N, Y. share. This could add

to an $8,000„000*to $10,000,00() bite.

System in Italy at the moment is

haphazard, the government assess-

ing taxes on the basis of income
Claims and general living standards

rather than a detailed income re-

port by individuals. This has lost

the government millions, the gen-

eral impression being that few in

Italy—or in France for that matter
—pay proper taxes to the govern-

ment.

f—A Dog’* Life
Hollywood, Oct, 26.

Biography 6f a dog, “The
Rin .Tin Tin Story,” will be
produced for ' theatre release

by Herbert B. Leonard, who
is currently making “Adven-
tures of Bin Tin Tin” for tele-

vision, No footage from the tv

series will be used in the pic-

ture, which will be filmed in

Cinemascope and Technicolor.

Leonard calls it “the saga of

Hollywood told through the

eyes of Rin Tin Tin and its

trainer, Lee Duncan.”

Metro production chief Dore
Schary feels that the “ceiling is

unlimited” on how much a picture

can gross if the industry continues

to make good product. He believes

that exhibitors have underestimat-
ed “how far the grosses can go.”

His comment Was In answer to

exhib complaints that Hollywood’s
concentration on multi-million-dpl-

lar productions may tend to price

these spectaculars out of the mar-
ket,

“If the pictures continue to be
good,” Schary said, “the audiences
will come to see them and exhib-
itors will make money on them.
Even if one of -the big pictures
should fail, the audiences will be
back to see others. The public is

hot that, fickle. They forget the
failures.”

. Production topper, who is in

N. Yi for homeoffice confabs, point-
ed out that there's been a general
exaggeration on the number of
multi-million-dollar pix. “Not all

pictures call for three or four mil-
lion,” he said. “The major com-
panies make about three or four
of these a - year." Exhibitors, he
maintained, should be hopeful in
light of the recent upbeat in busi-
ness.

Schary discounted the exhib beef
relating to a “Vacuum” that al-

legedly exists between production
and exhibition. “If I, as a producer,

(Continued on page 22).

Good’ As Today
Hollywood, Oct. 26.

Independent producers are bet-

ter off than ever. This Was made
clear by the tenor of conversation

at the Screen Producers- Guild

roundtable luncheon with the press

here last Week.

William Thomas, who presided,

made the point that the indie film-

maker who has a- good script has

not much of a problem in signing

the necessary personalities. At this

point, the producer is practically

guaranteed an important release

deal and this in turn leads to the
necessary financing.

;
The Guildsmen present pointed

up the need for good, material and
emphasized that the proper de-
velopment of ideas the major stu-

dios’ ability to buy known proper-
ties. Dick Powell interjected that

55% of all successful : features last

year were developed from an orig-

inal story idea.

There was general agreement
that most television shows would*]
not make good film productions.
Powell noted that in his 'three

years on tv he hadn't come upon
one property that could be expand-
ed into a successful feature.

Carey Wilson disclosed that
SPG has appointed a committee to
study the possibility of member-
ship for telefilm producers;.

Two Foreign Jobs For

Olivia de Havilland
Hollywood, Oct. 26,

Next year’s program for Olivia
de Havilland calls for two pictures
abroad, one of them a package deal
in partnership with Sy Bartlett arid
Tony Veiller. Film will be a ro-
mantic cemedy, with Bartlett pro-
ducing next spring in England and
Spain.

Second Will be an indie with a
dramatic theme, to be filmed in
France; Both pictures will have

I
majoi* releases;

• Trade suspicion has it
:

that

Floyd Odium; head of Atlas Corp.,

and Howard Hughes, as sole own-
er of RKO Pictures, are a-feudin'

And the net Result so far has been
the loss to RKO of some important
product. Or so it. seems.

,

Seen as the tipoff of the row was
the switch of “The Girl Rush’> to

Paramount after* the film, being’

produced by Frederick Brisson,

under the Independent Artists

banner, had been in preparation
on the RKO lot the past several;

months. Odium controls the Bris-

son company.
The “official” explanation out of

Par was that “Girl Rush,” slated

for lerising in VistaVision, would
benefit from that company’s re-

search and technical handling of

the new, screen process. BrisSon

moved his unit to Par Monday (25).

Yet, this is the second instance

whe-e RKO lost out and where
Odium had a connection. Walt Dis-

ney Production disaffiliated from
the Hughes company a couple of

months ago with the decision to

distribute its multi-million-dollar
“20,000 Leagues Under the Sea,”
among other films, through its

ow subsidiary. Odium’s invest-

(Continued on page 18)

Chicago, Oct. 26.

Continuing to search for new
sources of revenue past the ticket
windows, as many theatre owners
are inclined to do these days, one
circuit here, is mulling prospects
of venturing into the boin machine
biz. Alliance Theatre. Co. feels it

can fatten its take by buying its

own vending machines instead of
settling for a 50-50 split With con-
cessionaires.

Alliance vending department
heads, Qlen Packard and Nick
Stassen, attended last week’s coin

(Continued on page 18)

RKO'$ ^usan* Big
Although RKO on a full-year

basis is continuing its opera-
tions at a loss, the company
has had a couple of single-

month periods in the black, A
backlog of product swinging
into release abroad proved a
strong plus factor.

On the ..domestic front,

“Susan Slept Here” has been
doing hefty business. In the
light of returns so far, this

Debbie Reynplds-Dick Powell
comedy looks to rack up
$2,500,000 in domestic gross.

Senate subcommittee investigat-

ing juvenile delinquency will probe
the motion picture industry next.

Hearings expectedly will be held
in Washington in December,

Senate group, which is headed
by ^Sen. Robert C. Hendrickson
(R., N. J.), began its probe of tele-

vision last week with the stated
aim of ascertaining how tv pro-
gramming influences the behavior
of youngsters. Hendrickson dropped
the hint that perhaps tv might need
a "czar” to restrain the industry
against, unsuitable material on the
air.

The understanding at this time
is that the Senate unit’s interest

in Hollywood centres on the op-
eration aiid efficiency of the Pro-
duction Code Administration. Per-
sons close to the matter indicate
that Hendrickson and his associates

are starting out, with a “friendly”
attitude toward pix and want to
See how the self-censorship prin-

ciple of the Code might be put to
work in other fields, mainly the
comic book industry.

Trade Marks Time; ‘Star’ First for Second Week,:
‘World* 2d, ‘Cinerama1 3d, ‘Waterfront* 4th

'DAYBREAK* BROKE

Bankers Trust Redeemed $9,960
On Negative—Lost $126,749

Los Angeles, Oct. 26.

As an aftermath to the foreclo-
sure sale of a film called “Day:
break,” originally owned by Shoiw
time Properties* Inc,, Bankers
Trust of N. Y. won a deficiency
judgment amounting to $126,749 in
Superior Court.

Recently the bank was awarded
$134,135, due. on notes* and then
sold the film for $9,960. Deficiency
judgment represents the differ-
ence, pins legal fees*

Music HALL'S XMAS SHOW

‘Deep In My Heart’ From Metro
Viewed on Coast

,

“Deep In My Heart,” Metro's
musical, has been set as the N.Y.
Music Hall’s Christmas picture.
This followed Russell Downing,
Hall’s managing director, return
from the Coast* where he looked
at the latest ’ Hollywood product.
“Heart” had been tentatively con-
sidered earlier but Downing
Wanted to see the completed
negative first as to suitability to
accompany the annual Music Hall
Christmas . stageshow.

The Jose Ferrer-Merle Oberon
starrer likely will open Dec. 9 or
Dec. 16,. depending on the length
of the run by “White Christmas,”
now in its second week at the
Hall.

Trade in key cities covered by
Variety this stanza is slipping be-
low last week mainly because there
doesn’t appear to be enough , big.

Strong pix to go around. In one
respect, it is a transition period,
with numerous theatres awaiting
the arrival of fresh fare, Some of
which is due next week. Few ex-
hibs show any inclination to at-

tempt launching bigger films in
direct competition^ with “Star Is

Born,” (WB), preferring to coast
along temporarily.

'

“Star,” champ last session is

standout in first place again this
Week with $536,000 gross in prin-
cipal keys. It is playing in 19 key
cities covered by Variety. “Wom-
an’s World” (20th), second last

round, again is capturing second
position.

“Cinerama” (Indie) is moving up
from fourth slot of a week ago. to

third. “On Waterfro'nt” (Col),: with
additional playdates, is finishing
fourth, being okay, to great in some
eight key cities,

“Brigatfoon” (M-G), which was
10th last stanza, is winding fifth;

“Sabrina” (Par) is taking Aixt.li

spot While “Rear Window” (Par)
is seventh place winner. “Suddenr

ly” (UA) is moving up to eighth
place.

. “Egyptian” (20th), long high bn
the list, is showing enough to cop
ninth, with “Human Jungle” (AA.)

founding out the Big 10 list. “Sit-

ting Bull” (UA), “Vanishing
Prairie” (Disney), “Rogue Cop”
(2VLG) and “Hajji Baba” (20th) are

the runner-up pix in that sequence.
“White Christmas” (Par) is giv-

ing further evidence of its great
grossing potential this week by
landing a terrific, total in Denver
to easily pace that city. Initial

VistaVision picture is displaying
its stamina by holding

,
near the

first week gross in second stanza
at the N. Y. Music Hall, where a
huge $171,000 looms. It did $175,-
000 Opening week,

“Barefoot Contessa (UA), also
new,

;

is heading Tor a stnash $30,-
00.0 opening round in Chi, It still

is socko currently on its longrun
at the N. Y. Capitol. “Beau Brum-
mell” (M-G), another newcomer, is

big in N. Y., fine in Cleveland,
smart in Philly but slow in L-A
‘'Bengal Brigade”(U) looms neat in

Toronto and fast in Philly. Pair of
oldies, “Notorious” and “Farmer’s
Daughter,” both RKO, are doing
nicely in Boston and Providence.
“Shanghai Story” (Rep), just get-
ting around, is big in Chi and good
in Toronto.

;

“Betrayed” (M-G), trim in Bos-
ton, is rated brisk iri Chi, “King
Richard and Crusaders” (WB) is

Okay in Toronto.
“High and Dry” (U). good in

Balto, shapes nice in N. Y. as well
as Chi and big in Boston, “Hulot’s
Holiday” (GBD) looks fine in long-

run in Frisco.

"Black Knight” (Col) is sock in

Frisco. “Valley of Kings” looms
neat in St. Louis.

( Complete Boxoffice Reports on.
Pages 8-9)

Policy at RKO moved a step
hearer crystallization over the past
week with the acquisition of dis-

tribution rights oh a world-wide
basis to Michael Myerberg’s pro-
duction of "Hansel and Gretel.”
Film has already opened its N.Y,
run at the Broadway Theatre.

Company is aiming to move In
on new product from all directions.

In the case of “Gretel,” only 1
straight percentage distribution
deal Was involved on a pic already
completed. RKO, it’s said, also is

angling for deals whereby the
studio will arrange for financing
in varying amounts for indie prod-
uct, will set up the entire produc-
tion fund if a producer has the
“right” package or will consider
other tieups with indies whereby
the studio and distribution facili-

ties will be made available.

Further, the company Will con**

tinue to engage in production on
its own, that is, hiring a producer
to lens any choice property that is

come upon.

RKO’s new pact with producer
Edmund Granger reportedly en-
compasses only studi rental and

(Continued on page 18)

Columbia Q.T. ’Peace’

Conference Aims to End

Allied Exhib Roars
Columbia is in the process of

getting off the Allied States Assn,
hook. Behind-the-scenes talks took
place last week between Columbi
sales chief Abe Montague and an
eastern Allied leader; A Col
spokesman said Montague had
made no concession on terms and
that the confabs merely concerned
a customer-seller relationship with
one individual and did not involve
Allied a whole. However, the
Allied “customer” in this case is a
director of the exhib org and i$

(Continued on page 22)
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House Set for 2d Cinerama;

r'i * aw
National magazines will break*'

reviews and. publicity pn
'

“Ciner-

ama Holiday/’ tKe, second picture

|h thie widescreen medium, in their

November issues although Stanley

Warner, holder: of the production
.

and exhibition rights to the me-

dium, still hasn’t decided when to

install the; Louis de Rochemont
production in Cinerama theatres.

It was originally planned to open

‘’Holiday” in NeW York in Novem-.

bei% but biz for the original! film,

“This Is Cinerama/’ has been hold-

ing up so well at a solid $40,000 or

thereabouts weekly that SW execs s

are reluctant to pull the first at-. 1

traction — although they are

aware that they might lose the im-

pact of the national publicity
.

breaks. Mag editors and reviewers

caught “Holiday” several months
ago ’ order to prepare editorial

matter for the anticipated Novem-

A Superstitioh Is Born
Hollywod, Oct; 20.

Anthony Mann, director of

“The Man From Laramie,” has
discovered, how to. end a
drought. “Just send an ex-

pensive production on loqa-

. tion/’ he says, “and it’s sure to

rain.”;

That is what happened, to his

troupe in New Mexico where
a heavy three-day rain ended
a long dry spell and caused
floods. *

Via Shipbuilding Co. Lira

U.S. Film Firms Secure

New compensation deal With

m Ma w usage. The last .two Finmeccanica
The New World, official Cathol c

deals were made at 735 lira to the
‘

newspaper for the Archdiocese of
dollar T„t official. exchaIige iate

Chicago, is. otter the picture indus-
is g30 only company not partici-

try egain. A frontpage itein thls .patjng in the most recent swap is

H a
^
dAmf<lue

S universal which is bonding up lo-

Of its: own.

Cathnlie shee , doesrj t specify
Italy is paralled in France, there

what it has found objectionable in , are ^ that . French gov,
the press copy, but the ads have

ernmeAt may resume authorization
virtually nunfe a slogan -of Worlds 0£ Capital account deals for a por-
Most Beautiful Animal

a
alongside tlon . of the u. s fihn distribs’-

stills of Ava Gardner. Aitvvoik, in blocked earnings. Such deals Were
the main, has been depicting an stopped last year as Part of' the
ecstatic embrace from the rear, new film agreement which raised
with man bussing woman on the. official monthly remittances from
shoulder. $120,000 to $2OO;0OO. Earlier in
shoulder.

Lapkin’s 11,241 Shares
Nat Ltfpkin, Stanley Warner v.p.

f

apparently is high, on the corpora*-

tion’s future. He’s just purchased
11,241 shares of S-W stock, his first

such investment.

William W. Howard, v.p. of.RKO
theatres, alsp bullish. Howard ac-

quired an additional 2,000 shares of

the RKO chain, bringing his total

ovynership to 2,500 shares.

For Outside Pic

ber bow. There’s talk now of a De- Finmeccanica, Italy’s semi-official

Ceniber preem, but that, too, is shipbuildings outfit, has netted
tentative.

,
U. S. film companies $1,400,000.

Meanwhile, SW ^nd Warnci’ Brps Swap/which uses up a good part
Appear to have called off their jomt .

••
.

Cinerama project — a story-line :
available American pic coin m

production of the; Lewis & Clark Italy, was made at the favorable

expediti . The $4,000,000 budget, rate of 718 lira to the dollar,

which had been bluepririted lor the
j_[on picture Export Assn, brings

the light of similar properties to^ $4,500,000 the total amount re-

shaping at other studios, in- mitted so far Finmeccanica

eluding Pine-Thomas’ "TWo Cap- deals.. The Italo outfit takes the
tains West,” completed two weeks This latest transfer by the Mo-
Ago for Paramount release; ‘SW tu*
deal with Warners, although spe-

hra in Italy and deposits the

cificajly .concerned With the Lewis equivalent dollar amount to the

(Continued oh page 18) account of MPEA in N. Y. Finmec-
- —

: canica’s capacity for such deals is

A ,r 1 * h n I said to be virtually unlimited.

tattlOllC raper Deplores Under the current Italian film

‘Contessa’ Neck-Buss And mittable at the official rate/ are

<b 1 a • 1 ) a 1 divided into two categories: 60%
Beautltul Animal Angle is available for compensation

deals, 40% is earmarked for local

Hollywood Oct. 26.

In a sharp break from tradition,

Metro is near closing a deal to re-

lease a film; made by an outside

producer at an indie lot, and with

financing wholly by the indie.

Adding to the novelty of the situa-

tion is the fact the company in-

volved in the precedental move is

Desilu Productions, arid that if the

deal is finalized, Desilu Will film

the Desi Arnaz-Luqille B^ll starrer

at Motion Picture Centre, the tv

rental lot recently acquired by
Desilu.

Metro will not share in the

profits of the Desilu, production.

Other lots also bidding for the ven-

ture are Warners and; Universal.

Former is particularly interested
as result of its success with “Drag-
net/’

»

Up to now, Metro has been the
only major studio which has re-

fused any participation deals, a
policy which cost the lot such
stars as

;
Clark Gable, James Stew-

art and Van Johnson, among others.
However, production chief Dore
Schary said a few months ago that
he would be amenable to. making
deals with independents on a
wholly or partially financial basis,

(Continued on page 18)

‘DRUM BEAT’ INTO PAR

New World has been at peace 1953; the American companies
with the film industry for several were able to clear out their entire
months after championing a cam- earnirigs backlog via capital ac-
paign. to strengthen censorship count deals. It’s figured that ap-
here both of pix and advertising proximately $5,000,000 are now
copy. Newspaper’s biting editorials blocked in France,
have been credited largely for
banishing of "French Line” from
this city and have made Chicago
dailies very touchy about the film
copy they receive..

The New World cautions exhibs
that “an incensed public” may der

mand a code to govern advertising
in Order to weed out immoral and
misleading displays if advertisers Hollywood, Oct. 26,

'

'

dpn. t alter their tactics, Charles P. Skouras, 65, who par-
layied limitless energy; determina-
tion and business acumen iiitp a
success story that made the Ho-

|
_ . _ rati Alger stories insignificant by

[.haHfiC Kna^nprCf Fptp* comparison, died in Cedars ofVila! lvo DOdollCl g rcic, Lebanon Hospital, Hollywood, Oct.

Ha Hr A 9 Natir MflM 22 of a ; heart attack. Death came
IIC uvCo l/v/i a livW ITIUliI vylien he was believed to have been
Over 500 circuit heads, individ- recovering from the fifth coronary

lial theatreowners and distribution in less than two years. He was
execs joined in a testimonial taken, to the hospital Sunday (17)

luncheon for Charles Boasberg, re- after suffering .a seizurb ' his
cently named v.p. and. general penthouse atop the homeoffice of
lanager of Distirbutors Corp. of National Theatres, of \yhich he

/America, at N, Y.’s Hotel Sheraton was president.
Astor last Thursday (21).. The At his bedside were his wife of
turnout of importantly-placed, in- 44 years, Mrs.,, Florence Skouras;
dustryites -clearly reflected the his brother George, president of
honor guest’s standing in the United Artists Theatre Circuit; hia
trade and wide interest in the new daughters Mrs. ‘Edith Jungmeyer
company which is headed by Fred and Mrs. Margaret Curti; and his
J . Schwartz, head pf Century Thea- son, Charles Jr. Another brother,
ties. Spyros, president of 20th Century-

Speakers combined quips about was flying here from. N. Y.
film problems with tributes to when death came.
Boasberg, Schwartz and Irving Rags to Riches
Wormser. Latter’s appointment to Skouras was living proof that
DCA*$ v.p, roster, in a switch from the “rags to riches” theme of
Columbia, had just occurred. scores of pictures played in his
Robert iJ. O’Donnell, general theatres from coast to coast was

iiianager of Interstate Theatres, not mere fiction. He came to the
(Continued qn page 18) [U. S. from his native Greece in

The Paramount has set Warner
Bros. “Drum Beat” as the pic to

accompany the Jackie Gleason
stageshow Which opens Noy. 17 at

the N. Y. Par flagship. It probably
will be followed by “Battle Cry,”
another WB film, depending on
what the Paramount picks as its

Christmas picture. “Battle” is.

definitely booked to play the Par.
Decision oh the Xmas film likely

will be made by Robert Shapiro,
the Paramount Theatre managing
director, while he is currently on
the Coast looking at the: latest

product, Shapiro is due back in
N. Y. the last, of this, month.

1908, a penniless immigrant who:
spoke virtually no English and had
no connections, His first job was
as a dishwasher in a New York
restaurant, for 50c a day and
meals; Four decades later, having
lost one fortune and built another,
he was the highest salaried m^n in
the U. S,, receiving salaries of

$985,300 in 1946 and $975,000 in.

1949.

He was; as widely known for his.

philanthropy for his business

(Continued on page 22)

Many Authors
The Charles P. Skouras

eulogy has been written by a
hundred authors. All film
mpany president?, numer-

ous top-ranking members of
exhibition and, in fact, key
people in every branch of the
picture business paid high,
publicly-stated5 tribute.
They termed Skouras the

American success story, hu-
manitarian and philanthropist,
showman extraordinary and
one of the reasons why the in-

dustry reachod its present
stature, »

Pa*«-Words!
Denver, Get/ 20.

At the top. of their small
daily listing; ad, the Fox Inter-;

Mountain Theatres inserted
these words:
“You and a guest admitted

free to any Fox Theatre in
'

Denver.
,
by you

.
saying to. the

cashier; 'Foi Theatres are the
place to go’.”

Some 68 took advantage to

get themselves and a guest i

free that ight.

.

'

•

.
! MJ, l / , , >

Sues Fireman’s Fund Co.

For Refusal to Payoff

On Alan Ladd Injury
Hollywood, Oct. 26.

Difference of opinion over the
terms of an insurance policy is the
basis of a $59,725 lawsuit filed

jointly by Columbia and . Alan
Ladd’s Warwick Pro duct io ns
against the Firemen’s Fund Insur-
ance Company in Superior Court..

Plaintiffs contend that they had
a policy covering the possibility

that Ladd might be unable to start

“The Black Knight” according to

schedule, Just before the starting
date last year, Ladd fractured his

foot, causing a delay. Now, they
declare, the firm refuses to pay on
the ground that the policy did not
cover accidents.

BRITISH LION 20

Deal for Eliot Hyman to acquire
theatrical and tv rights to; 20
British Lion pix is in the closing
stages in N. Y. Deadline is Nov. 1.

Talks ^between Hyman and B-L
started, after the British outfit
went into receivership. Package
originally included only 13 films*
but that total later was raised to
20. That’s said to be the largest
number of British pix to be put on
the block in Some years. Motrs
Helprin reportedly is repping B-L.

Price . being asked by the British
runs to around $500,000, it’s said,

with Hyman acquiring the films on
a flat basis for. a given number of
years. He’s expanding ;his distribu-

tion org in anticipation of taking
on the British flock.

Ace in the deal is “The Heart of
the Matter,” with Maria Schell and
Trevor Howard. Film has already
been tentatively booked into the
Normandie Theatre, N. Y. by Hy-
man; Other promising films in the
package include “The Intruder”
and “Front Rage Story,” both Jack
Hawkins starrers; “Bells of St.

Trinian’s,” which opened in Lon-
don recently, and “An

;
Inspector

Calls, with Alistair Simms.

N. Y. to L. A.
Eileen Barton
Anne Baxter
Sara Berger
Anthony Dearden
S. H. Fabian
Max Fellerman
Vera Ferguson
Freddie Fields
Mary Jane Higby
Ben Kalmenson
Harry. Kalmine
Boris Karloff
Edwin Lester

: George Minter
Richard Myers
Bill Watters
Lawrence Weirigarten.

Europe to N. Y.
Harold Boxall
Ernest Clark
Sir Kenneth M, Clark
Constance (Collier

Linda Darnell
Maurice Eisenberg
Robert Flemyng
Otto Harbach
Osie Hawkins
Jara Kohout
Joseph Krips
Toni Lander
Emmet Lavery
Moura Lympariy
Patricia Medina
Guy Mitchell.
Valerie Noble
John Ortiz
Norton V. Ritchey
Cesare Vallettl

Royce Wallace
Caroline .Woffort

; A $9,000,000 suit brought in
N. Y. Supreme Court by four great
grandchildren; of composer Robert
Schumann - against Loew’s, Inc.,

was dismissed last week by Justice
William C. Hecht ,on th$ .grounds
tjiat their “right lo privacy”; had
not been invaded by the film com-
pany^ 1046 production of “Song of
Love.” Court,; however, permitted
the plaintiffs to .file a third amend-
ed complaint within 20 days.

Descendants of the composer
charged that distribution of the
film represented an : unlawful inva-
sion of their right to privacy, in-

jured .their property rights as well
as those of Schumann and libeled;

the memory, of the noted musician.
Some $5,000^000 is asked .^Qr ap-
propriation Of the Schumann name,
$2,0.00,000 by Which Loew’s alleg-
edly earned from the picture, $1,-

000,000 for libel and $1,000,000 for
invasion of privacy.

.
In a lengthy opinipii Justice.

Hecht held that “even: in those
States where a right of privacy is

recognized, the right 'is a peVsOnal
right and cannot, as a general (rule;

be asserted by any one other tliaii

by him whose pfivaey is invad-
ed/ ” Court added that rights of
the Schumann kin Were no better
on their claim that the film libeled
them.

For the complaint, Justice Hecht
pdtnted out, admits that Robert
Schumann and his sister Were in-

sane as shown in the picture. Thus,
the jurist wrote, “no cause of ac-

tion in libel is made out where the
complaint shows that the article'

complained of was true.”

Court held that the plaintiffs had
failed to prove that Loew’s had
misappropriated the name of Rob-
ert Schumann and also denied,
their claim that the major has been
“unjustly enriched” by profits

made through exhibition of the
film. In any event, the bench
ruled,. Loew’s did not obtain some-
thing of value to which it was not
entitled.

Four Schumann kin who are
pressing the suite include Robert
Schumann of San Francisco, Wal-
ter Schumann of Bronxviile, N. Y.;
Mrs, Mari Personius of Elmira,
N. Y., and Mrs. Robert White of
East Northport, L. I.

L. A. to n.y.
Eddie Albert
Robert Aldrich
June Allyson
Barney Balaban
D. J. Bloomgarden
Frederick Brisson
Joseph S. Duhi
Lillian Gish
Stewart Granger
William Holden
Mervin Houser
George JeSsel
Betty & Jane Kean
Phil Krasne
Edwin Lester
David A; Lipton
Maggie McNamara
Carmen Miranda
Paula Morgan
Charlie Morrison
Arnold Moss
Ona Munson
Nicholas Nayfack
Max Nosseck
Kim Novak
Robert Palmer
William Perlberg
Dick Powell
Tyrone Power
Gene Raymond

: Ted Richmond
Jay Robinson
Mike Romanoff
Charles Schnee
George Seaton
Dave Sebastian

. Geoffrey Shurlock
Rehert Strauss
Helen Traubei
Benay Venuta
Jean Wallace
Allan Warshauer'
Cornel Wilde
Collier Young

N. Y. to Europe
Irving Berlin
John Byram
Marian Byram
John van Druten
Joan Greenwood.
Irving' Hoffman
Joseph Kaufman
Jerome Lawrence
Robert E. Lee
Raymond Massey
Edmund Purdoin
jean Simmons



By ROBERT J, LANDRY1

Film director. Alfred Hitchcock

Was defendant, and victor; in a

strange, precedental case which has

'just ended after 11 days before

Judge William Bondy in N. Y. Fed-

ra l Court. Art action for $750,000

damages (reduced from $1,125,000)

on five counts (reduced from

seven) was brought by one Irving

Fiske. Actor Cary Grant was also

named in the. complaint, but never

served. The case involved “slan-

der of title" and consisted, i the

main, of a charge that a publicity

statement made' by Hitchcock in

1945 ruined and aborted “plans" to

produce a play of . Fiske’s called

“Hamlet in Modern English" which

he wrote between' 1938 and 1941.

Recognized, by film, stage and
show biz attorneys as a case that

“had to be won" else the door be

opened to all sorts of similar
.
liti-

gation. Fiske vs. Hitchcock ended
when the judge directed the jury to

find the case not. proven, By then

the stenographic minutes were up
around 850 pages of argument and
testimony.

.Fiske’s case consisted, almost en-

tirely of a series of newspaper
lippings concerning a modern ver-

sion of “Hamlet" which Hitchcock
had once considered as a possi-

bility with Cary Grant as the Dane.
HitchcOck never went beyond, the.

publicity handout: Thus Fiske, an
author, was setting up the unique
claim that a mere “maybe" an-
nouncement infringed- copyright
and introduced unfair competition
Cf of Fiske’s charge was a

phrase by publicist Bert Margolies,
“Hitchcock said this is the first

really modern Hamlet to be done,"
(i.e., to be planned).

.Newspapermen Called
Although tediously prolonged,

much of the testimony proved col-

orful. Fiske’s attorney, Louis Pit-

man, subpoenaed tv actress Joan
Chandler and asked her .concerning
her ex-husband’s desire, to play
Hamlet; Hitchcock’s attorneys,
Joseph Levene and John G. Grif-
fin, argued that every young actor
wants to play Hamlet. Would she,

Miss Chandler, like to play
Ophelia? Not in the Fiske version,
said she. Several newspapermen
were subpoenaed to tell about items
nine years old of which none could
remember anything. Earl Wilson of
the N. Y. Post recalled interviewing
Hitchcock at the St. Regis. The di-

rector discussed diet and said he
hated fat men and Scotch,- but not
gm (Hitchcock was in Hollywood at
work throughout the N.Y. trial).

Leonard Lyons of the Post,

Miriam Quimby of Time, Robert J.

Landry of Variety and Sherman
McNally of the AP, were others
called to shed light on faded news
items. A byline piece by Rosalind
Shaffer, former AP columnist, pres-
ent whereabouts unknown, was at
issue and there was much palaver
as between opposing counsel and
the judge as to what was, and was
not, “quotation.’* The bench took
the position generally that a news-
paper clipping itself was not ad-
missable without direct testimony
from, the reporter involved,

Fiske took the stand and testi-

fied that, two actors; identified as
Barrie and McKay, had been pre

(Continued on page 22)

New
'

1

HUSBAND-AND-WIFE DEAL

Hollywood, Oct. 26.

Samuel Goldwyn is rounding up
a hew bevy of Goldwyn Girls for

his tunefilm, “Guys and Dolls.”

$u.ch first appeared in “Whoopee"
With Eddie Cantor in 1930 but have
not been seen in actibn since “The
Secret Life of Walter Mitty” in

1947.
Goldwyn Girls of the past

cliided Lucille Ball, Virginia Mayo,
Laraine Day, Virginia Bruce and
Frances Gifford.

(Chesapeake Industries, parent

firm of Pathe Laboratories and the

defunct Eagle Lion Classics, has

been named defendant in a $1,250,-

000 breach of contract suit brpught

in N. Y.. Supreme Court by the

Selznick Releasing Organization,

Action charges that Chesapeake
failed to use its best efforts in dis-

tributing some 10 Selznick films
under a three-year release pact
Which expired last year, SRO. also

seeks an additional $100,000 oh the
claim that- it was given an erro-

neous accounting,

Chesapeake made a general de-
nial of SRO’s charges and counter-
claimed for $70,000. It maintains
that it Was deprived of that amount
when SRO allegedly violated the
distribution agreement by making'
its own settlements with exhi-
bitors.

Suit -came to light yesterday
(Tues.) when Justice Felix Ben-
venga reserved decision on SRO’s
motion for a bill of particu-
lars on the Chesapeake counter-
claim. Among Selznick pictures in-

volved in the case are “The Third
Man," “Duel in the Sun," “Portrait
of Jennie" and “Since You Went
Away." a

Position of the British film in

the U.S. market appears to be .
in

for some improvement as exhibs
hail the quality of upcoming Holly-

wood product and in the same
breath complain of the shortage

of it.

Impression is gained in N.Y. that

there is, at the moment, unprece-
dented distribution interest in the

British imports, with exhibs them-
selves angling for their distribu-

tion. Competish for the grade films

is heavy, and so are the guarantees
being asked for them.
Feeling—-Long nurtured by the

British—persists that British pix,

made with multiple appeal to vari-

ous U.S, audience strata and prop-

erly presehted, are the logical mar-
quee successor to any; void that

may. be created by a. shortage of

available American: films.

.Contributing to this optimistic

outlook is the. activity currently

evolving around British imports.

Among the developments are:

(1) A reported plan for co-pro-

duction between J. Arthur Rank
and Republic,, with Rep handling
the pix in the western hemisphere.
This, it’s understood, will be a

topic of discussion between John
Davis, Rank managing director,

(Continued on page 25)'
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Aldo Ray Flits

HollyWoQd, Oct. 26.

Aldo Ray considered the. role of

‘•The Wreck” in Columbia’s re-

make pf “My Sister Eileen" too
unimportant and. walked out on
it. As, a result he is off the pay-
roll.

Ray’s replacement is Dick York
who has been appearing in “Tea
and Sympathy" on the N. Y.

stage.

‘Salt’ Okay in Mex;

Mexico' City, Oct, 26.

“Salt of the Earth,” the pro-
posed exhibition of which in

Mexico provoked much fuss, .
is

playing quietly to fairly good biz

at the Teatro Iris here, which dur-
ing the past two years has been
the showcase for arty Russian pix.

Regular exhibition followed a one-
day test screening at the Iris.

Most pic critics raved over
“Salt"—-but mostly on the ground
that it’s so different from other
Yankee films some critics used the
highly insulting name “gringo"
that an element down here is so
fond of branding Americans.
“Salt" is being considerably pub-
licized, including streamers on
trams, Which the city government
now owns-operates. .

“Salt" finally got the nod of the
National Cinematographic Board,
which decided there’s nothing
communistic about the pic and
that it’s suitable for all ages.

Hollywood, Oct. *26-

U. S. State Dept’s policy state-

ment opposing foreign- film sub-
sidies,, met with high approval in a

resolution adopted by the Holly-

Wood AFL Film. Council. Eric A.

Johnston and Ellis Arnall were also

praised, for their agreement to bar
subsidies in future foreign pacts.

Last July the Council declared

it was opposed to such subsidies by
American producers because of

their adverse effect on production
and. employment in the Hollywood
film industry.

Arnall Relaxes
Ellis Arnall, Society of Inde-

pendent Motion Picture: Producers
prez, formally advised the Federal
Trade Commission last week that

he was no longer interested in

pressing subsidy charges against
the Motion Picture Export Assn.

Letter, dated Oct. 19, said with-
drawal of the SIMPP complaint
was based on assurances from
MPEA prexy Eric Johnston that

his vievys—opposing subsidies to

foreign film industries—now have
the support of the MPEA board,
In view of this, wrote Arnall,
“there is no difference existing

between us. We now assume a
united front in opposing the grant
of gratuities, subsidies and sub-

( Continued bn page 25)

LATIN REPUBLICS YIELD U. S. FILM BIZ

OF TOTAL DOLLARS-IN-N. Y.

Marline Carol to 20th Along With
Christian Jacques

Hollywood, Oct. 26.

Twentieth-Fox closed a two-way
®eal with Martine Carol; French
actress, and her director-husband,
Christian Jacques, calling for ohe
film annually for seven years. Con-
ti^act starts next sqmmer with Miss
Carol starring in the screen version

“Can-Can."
.

Although Jacques has directed
“!s wife in her last four French
films he will not function in “Can-
Can" but will start his contract
*Uh her second picture'.

Growth of the Latin American
market — actual and potential—
has the U. S. film companies (eye-

ing the South-of-the-Border terri-

tories with ai new Interest. Some
in the industry feel that not
enough attention is being paid to

the development of the area in the
light of its continuing growth.
American distribs in 1954 will

have gotten out of Uatirt America
a total of close to $45,000,000, or
25% of its total worldwide “dollars-

in-N.Y.” revenue which this year
should run to approximately $175,-

000,000. The $45,000,000 include
two windfalls, dne for $20,000,000
from Brazil this year, and the other
the $5,000,000 compensation deal
fpr $4,000,000 in Argentina;
Film biz in Latin America is still

held down by government-imposed
ceilings in many of the republics,
However, as the standard of living

rises, it’s expected that" these
shackles will gradually be removed.
Restrictions have already been
eased in Brazil and, recently, also-

in Argentina. While L. A. has tv,

it doesn’t seem to affect the thea-
tre business since, for the moment
lit least, it’s out . of the economic
range of the average individual.

A. Chase. National Bank publica-
tion covering Latin America mar-

ket spells out the promise of the
market in detailed statistical terms.
It’s “one of the world’s fastest
growing markets," says the publi-

cation. “Production of goods and
services in the republics now. adds
up to more than $40,000,000,000
a year. It has doubled since the mid-
1930’s. Imports have doubled/ too.

The population is increasing twice
as fast as the world average.”

Looking ahead to 1970, the pub-
lication predicted production in
the neighborhood of $100,000,-

000,000 a year; a pdpulation rise

of some 60% to 275,000,000, and
imports from U, S. at between
$6,000,000,000 and $7,000,000,000—
twice the current rate. “European
producers will try to outsell U. S.

firms, to win a share of the area’s
dollars," the bank warned.

And its booklet continues: “In
most of Latin America there is still

a wide gulf between urban and
rural living standards. Many rural
areas are still outside the market
for manufactured goods, That ...be-

ing so, it's important to note that
the cities are growing almost twice
as fast as the total

.
population of

23 of the biggest cities rose 45%
from 1940 to. 1950, while total pop-«
ulation climbed 25%.
This is seen by U. S. execs as an

open invite tp- secure their future
position in the market via expand-
ed theatre holdings

.

and other
methods,. Robert Corkery, the Mo-
tion Picture Export Assn.'s Latin
American supervisor^ just back
from a long swing through the re-

publics, observed in N. Y. that the
industry had a real future in Latin
America and that plans should be
laid in accordance with the mar-
ket’s known potential.

While the $45,000,000 received
this year from Latin America are

not a true gauge of the actual in-

come-due to the transfer; of ac-

cumulated coin in Brazil and Ar-
gentina—the market nevertheless
makes a potent contribution to the
industry’s overall foreign revenue.
Country-by-country breakdown for

1954, given in tei’ms of actual re-

mittances, shows the following:
Argentina, $6,000,000. Brazil, ap-

proximately $20,000,000. Chile,

$1,000,000. Colombia, $1,500,000,

Cuba, $2,000,000. Mexico, $4,500,-

000 (affected by the devaluation of

the peso). Peru, $1,000,000, Ven-
ezuela, $3,800,000. Central Ameri-
can republics, between $2,000,000
and. $3,000,000. Paraguay account-
ed for about $250,000. Country
showing the most rapid improve-
ment this year was Colombia, e^ecs
in N.Y. say.

Impressed with the European re-

sponse to his animated cartoons,,

shorts producer Walter Lantz is

planning to provide some of his up-
coming subjects With continental
backgrounds to add to their for-

eign appeal.

Lantz, who’s marking his 25th
anniversary pf releasing his reelers
through Universal, told In N, Y.
last week (22) of the enthusiastic
reception accorded' cartoons in Eu-
rope' by boith exhibs and audiences.
Held just returned from a survey
trip through that market.

He also stressed the economic
problems of the shorts producers in

the face of apparent apathy on the
part of U. S. theatremen and their
unwillingness to up the ante for
the one and two-reelei*s despite the
sharp rise in production costs.

May Trim Footage

Planning a program of 13 hew
animated,color items, for. the new
year, Lantz emphesized that con-
tinued exhib. resistance to higher
rentals for his product might force,
him to Cut the length of his reels
from the current six to Only five

minutes. “If we can’t get more
money, and since we want to main-
tain the quality, we’ll just have to
trim tile footage," he declared.

Lantz explained that his car-
toons cost him anywhere between
$30,000 and $50,000 and that, on a
per foot basis, “they cost as .much
.as our expensive features." Fur-
thermore, he disclosed, it takes
him four years to recoup his nega-
tive cost on anyone of his shorts.

The only independent cartoonist
left in the field—he’s been at it

since 191&—Lantz disclosed that
30% of his income cam® from his
license#! business (comic strips,

etc.). “Without that and our re-
issues,” said the man who’s made
the Woody Woodpecker characters
a part of the American shorts
scene, “we couldn’t make ends
inept."

Lantz and Irving Sochi , U
shorts subjects sales manager;
agreed that, were American exhibs
to sell shorts more aggressively,
“there would be more of an audi-
ence response." In Europe, Lantz
reported, theatre ops play the car-
toons big and exploit them, along
with the feature bill. “Why
Couldn’t they do that here?” he
asked.

Rentals Unbudged
Sochin, who earlier in the week

had reported that U would have a
lineup of 51 shorts in 1954-55, ob-
served that the success of cartoons
had to expand along with the suc-
cess of the feature product. “How-
ever," he said, “exhibitors don’t
want to give us a fair shake. In all
these years, cartoon rentals haven’t
increased a dime. They don’t real-
ly

,
want to give us a chance - to

expand;"

Philip Gerard, U’s eastern pub-
licity topper,, said U intended to
back up ' the Lantz shorts i the
coming year with a solid -promo-
tional campaign tying in with, ag-
gressive merchandising of the
subjects.

SOUNDS LIKE SALEM, 1692

Strict Censor Nbt Strict Enough
But Wishes He Could Be

Memphis, Oct. 26.
A woman judge here last week

complained that the Memphis cen*
sor, erratic 88-year-old Lloyd T.
Binford, isn't “strict enough"

'

his film scissoring. Judge Eliza-
beth McCain told the Better Films
Council that “some pictures in

Memphis are on the same plane
with horror comics,"

Binford lost no time replying. In
a letter to the Judge he said “we
wish we cotild be still stricter in

banning films from showing here."

The trouble is, complained the man
whose eccentric censoring has
brought him nationwide attention,

the Memphis board “lacks the au-

thority to be more severe.’1
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Black Widow
(CINEMASCOPE-COLOR)

Smartly produced murder
story with Ginger Rogers, Van
Heflin/ Gene Tierney and
George Baft as salable names
to help initial draw. Good
payoff indicated;

20th-Fox .release of Nunnally,' Johnson
production* Stars Ginger Rogers. Van
Heflin; Gene Tierhey.. George. R?ft. fea-

tures Peggy .
Ann Garner, Reginald Gaidi>.

n.er, Virginia _Leithr Otto
lecn Nesbitt, SKIP Homteier.’ Hilda Simms.

Directed by Johnson. • Screenplay,-.Jpnn*.

son;, .from story by
r

Patrick
cafnera (color by De Luxe Labs) Ctonles

G. Clarke; editor, Dorothy Spencer,

music, I,cigh Harjine. Previewed N.Y.,

Oct. 20, '54. Running time, 95 NUNS. .

Ldttie inger Rogers
p®ter Van Heflin

Iris . .

.*
.-•• .C! , •> . Gene Tierney

Detective Bruce George Raft
-

'
. Penny Ann Garner

.. Reginald Gardiner
.... Virginia Leith

,

.•. .... ; Otto Kruger
. . . Catbleeh Nesbitt
. . ... Skip Homeier
....... Hilda Simms

....... Harry : Carter
Geraldine Wall

.... Richard Cutting
.. Mabel Albertson
.... Aaron Spelling
....... Wilson .Wood
..., Tony De Mario

Virginia Maples
. . Frances Driver
..... James P, Stone
..... Michael Valion

2.55-1)

Nanny Orelway
Bkian .

Claire'
-Ling
Lucia ...•>•>•>•
John
Anne
Welch ........
Miss Mills; i . . . ..

Sgt. Owens . ; . .

.

Sylvia . . .... ,

Mr. ..Oliver1 —
Costume Dcsi
Bartender ......
'Model
Maid... .......

.

. .

.

St age Doorman .

Coal- Dealer . . i

(Aspect

factory. However, closer scissor

work might have served to correct

the' slowness1 in the early Se-

quences, Charles;G. Clarke's, cam”
era work (color by De Luxe) man-
ages to achieve intimacy despite

the big' screen, There are a few
instances, though,, wherein closeup

tensing of dialog exchanges be-

tween (He story's characters must
be followed in a fashion somewhat
akin to watching a tennis- match.

Gene.

Operation Manhunt
Spy metier with documentary
flavor. Iftcploitation value of

Igor Gouzenko • (Ex-Soviet file

clerk) helps fair b.o. prospects.

United Artists release of Fred Feld-

kamp production. Features Harry Townes,
JacQuet Aubiichon. Will Kuluva, Irja Jen*

sen. Directed by Jack Alexander, Screen-
play, Paul-Mon'ash; camera, Akos Farkas;
narrator, Westbrook Van Voorhees,
Tradeshow* N.Y., Oct, 21, '54. .Running
time, 77 MINS.
Igor Gouzenko . . . ;

Katya Gouzenko ....
. Voiov . . .

...

Victor Collier . ......
Chertok
Jean Gouztnko • , . ....

Stephen Gouzenko - ..

RoStovich ...

.

.

.

,

Inspector. Boucher :

.

.

Epifogue

The up-front reels spin off some-
what slowly as the plot ground*
work is laid but once the business
of murder is gotten down to "Black
Widow'- takes a firm arid unrelent-
ing grip on audience attention/ The
title is a lure; name values are
strong and the subject matter rep-
resents a welcome change of pace
for the widescreen, intimately,
played whodunits having become
alinost rare in the "new era’' with
its accent On- bigness. TLooks like

good b.o.

Nunnally Johnson’s production is

attractively, set in a swank upper
Manhattan apartment a good deal
of the way. A few scenes in Green-
wich Village also are interestingly-

lensed backdrops for the action.

Johnson's screenplay, based on a

Patrick
,

Quentin story, has suffi-

cient suspense as it builds to the
unexpected climax.
Flashbacks are worked in

smoothly in relating how a young
girl comes to Gotham with a yen

.

to break into the bigtime arid

winds up the murder victim. Peg-
gy Apn Garner, as this 20-year-old
aspiring writer, gives such inno-
cence and bright-eyed eagerness to

the part that a note of near in-

credulity is struck as it’s later re-

vealed she was a "purpose girl’’

capable of sordid escapades de-
signed as stepping stoned to the
top.

Brought into the web spun by
Miss Garner are: Ginger Rogers, a
top-rung legit actress and shallow
character who finds evil delight in

meddling into others' lives; Van
Heflin, producer of Miss Rogers’
current play, whose assistance to
Miss Garner backfires into odious
involvement in her murder; Gene
Tierney, as Heflin’s wife and also

a prominent stage actress, and
George Raft; the detective on the
prowl for a murderer.

Miss: Rogers, beautifully garbed,
gives an accurate portrait of a dis-

tasteful, phoney, theatrical star
Heflin gets across a competent per-
formance as the producer Who,
while under pressure of the mur-
der rap, veers to near panic as he
seeks to find the missing pieces in

the homicidal jigsaw puzzle. Miss
Tierney, with a loss significant part
in the yarn, is a plenty nifty look-
er and' nice to have around if only
for decorative purposes; Particuar-
ly well cast is Raft, authoritative
and forceful as the. cop who, after
some gumshoe work, can spot
riiurderer when he sees one.

Reginald Gardiner is effectively
miable and timid as Miss Rogers’

‘‘kept’’ husband whoso surrepti-
tious pursuit of an identity of . his
own leads to illicit- affairs with
Miss Garner, Others . show pro-
fessional know-how in lesser spots,
including Otto Kruger as a legit
player and

,
uncle Of Miss Garner's;

Virginia Leith, a Village artist who
befriends Miss Gatridr at the start;
her ..brother,, Skip ; Homeier, a law

.,student w^o falls for Miss Garner
Hilda Simms, sepiari hatcheck gir
in a dimlit Village bistro (who reg-
isters 1 strikingly although she’s in
only one scene), and Cathleen Nes-
bitt, as the rriaid employed by both
Miss Rogers arid Miss Tierney.

Under : Johnson’s d i r e c t i o n.
"VVidowV plays out plausibly and
with some solid tense moments.
The audience i$ kept properly con-
fused as to who the actual mur-
derer really is. The. climatic un-
masking is cleverly brought about,
although' left open to guesswork is
how the murdered girl could have
been strung up in attempt to give
the crime the. appearance of sui-
cide. AlsOj near the final fade, Miss
Rogers’ hysterical embrace of her
husband looks a little ludicrous,
,
Music nicely 'underscores the

dramatic high points and other
technical credits are highly satis-

. ; Harry Townes
....... Irja Jensen
Jacques Aubuchon

Robert Goudier.
Albert Miller

. . . .

.

Caren Shatter.
Kenneth Wolfe

...... Wiir Kuluya
. . .

.

Ovila Lagare
Igor Gouzenko

Illicit Interlude
“Illicit Interlude,’*' Swedish

Import currently at the Plaza
Theatre, N. Y., was reviewed
in Variety NoVv 28, 1951,

under its original title of

"Sommarlek.” The .. Sverisk

Filmindustri production and
release stars May 1

Blritt, Alf
Kjeliin, Berger Malsten, arid is

being . distributed in the U. S.

by Gaston Hakim Productions

Inc.

Reviewer Winq opined, "A
film by Ingmar Bergman is

usually filled with .an influence

of the hopelessness. He usually 1

has the actors speaking words
which hardly could pass any
censorship. But here he tells

a simple story in a wholesome
way. Gunner Fischer’s camera-

work is of highest ‘ standard.

His shots of the ballet and its

dancers are outstanding.”

Purported experiences of Igor

Gouzenko/ the code clerk in. the
Soviet Embassy in Ottawa, who ex-

posed a Red spy ring 'in Canada
some nine years ago, form the
basis of "Operation Manhunt.” Just
where fiction begins, and fact ends
or vice versa is impossible to de-

termine, but. on the whole this

United Artists, release shapes up
as an unpretentious meller with
air grossing prospects in the pro-
grammer market.

Writer Paul Monash, assigned, to

cook up a script by Matty Fox’s
MPTV Corp., came up with an.

original screenplay that throws the
spotlight on Gouzenko’s life as a
Canadian citizen, following his

break from Communisrii. Some, do-
mestic scenes show his romping
with his two children and hiking
with his wife, at a sno^y retreat
in the Canadian hinterland.
But marring this pleasant facet

of Gouzenko’s existence' is ani at-

tempt by the Soviet Embassy to
locate him and liquidate him as
a defector to tjbie West. Their re-
lentless search is afforded a docu-
mentary touch by location shoot-
ing in the Qttawa and Montreal
areas as well as by introductory
narration by ; narrator Westbrook
Van Voorhees. Unexpected switch
at the .finale finds Gouzenko’s as-

signed killer also defecting to the
West.
producer Fred Feldkamp and

director jack Alexander, long
identified with the old "March of
Time” series, as was narrator Van
Voorhees, further accent the docu-
mentary flavor by use Of a pre-
dominantly Canadian cast. Sus-
pense builds nicely under Alexan-
der’s guidance and: the players
make a good try in making it all

believable. Harry’ Townes, who
portrays Gouzenko* is self-effacing
yet a man of firm principles when
the occasion demands it.

Jacques Aubuchon is well cast
as the MVD agent assigned to kill
Gouzenko; Will Kuluva is some-
what stereotyped as a Soviet colo-
nel in charge of eliminating the
ex-code clerk while Irja Jensen,
as Gouzenko’s wife, .shows profes-
sional promise in a minor role
Supporting players competently
handle the demands of the script.
Camerawork of Akos Farkas, often
low key, adds to the film’s at
tempted realism. Gouzenko, him
self, is on the screen at the finale-
in a brief epilogue. Gilb.

has a lineup of generally familiar
names.
Three separate stories arb told

during the' 80' minutes of footage,

but are tied In by using the same
prison background with Paul Kelly,
as Warden Clinton T. Duffy, intro-
ducing each episode. .The enter-
tainment is spotty and

, slowly
paced as directed by Walter, Doni-
ger, and mostly oh the grim side,

although the.> opener; "The Chef,”
is in - a lighter 1

* vein. Berman
Swarttz arid Doniger, co-producers
on the United Artists release, did
the. script for this one;- which has
Waiter Slezak, a violent-tempered
chef, fraihpd by a gourmet fellow--

inmate so he would have to con- ,

tinue presiding ' over; the prison !

kitchen. It’s the best of the trio.
j

"The Hostages,” scripted by
Oliver Crawford' from a story by
Doniger and Swarttz, stars John
Ireland arid . Lawrence Tierney;
with Lyle Talbot, as prisoners who
plot an abortive jail break and die
violently. Guy Trosper scripted
"The Face,” a story by Scott Lit-

tioning with the. Clyde Beatty Cir- tleton, which concerns an agnostic

cus are accorded lush definition by painter, serving life, who finds dif-

the VV cameras, which director ferent values, and in turn helps

Joseph Pevney uses to fine advan- a young priest find himself. Heri-

tage in effectively catching the neth Tobey plays the painter and
antics of the stars. While comics Arthur Franz the priest,

as a team, are cast in characterize- Incidents from "The Sari Queri-

tions somewhat less zany than in tin Story,” book by Duffy and
the past, Lewis as an aspiring Dean Jennings, are used- for the
clown who finally makes the grade trilogy and the general theme is

carries both humorous arid some- to show the three things prisoners

times emotional appeal. When most want—-a little comedy, free-

he’s performing as an aerial artist dom and spiritual solace. Helping
1 * 1

.. . . • _ .t • • w J ‘ Wi ii..1 ' xi
'

*
: j9

’ • _• cr.. ' a.

again, making a tough little hom*
: bee aa a rough-and-tumble -guar-
dian of the law. ;

HupjbrtUe fits in
welt as- the head marshal ' while
Miss Bascom gives evidence of
learning how to act. Support is

excellerit, with Kenne Duncan out-
standing as the. undercover manip-
ulator of the Outlaws.

’ The two songs .are typical west-
ernsf ‘.'Thinking of You” being
best. Rudy .DeSaxe has provided
smooth, Ortginal music; John
Fuller’s editing is commendable
while William. C. Thompson has.
done smart • work ! witlr his -camera-

Wear.

The Ann* Cross
(RUSSIAN-!—COLOR)

Soviet shift to "subtle” propa-
gayida in filmization of popu-
lar Chekhov short story. De-
picts upper class

'
,life- in pre-

revolutionary times/

Artinko Pictures . release of Gorky Film
Studio production, Screenplay and direc.
tion by I. Annensky;, based on Anton
Chekhov’s story; camera (Sovcolor); . G.
Reisgoff; music, L. -Schwartz. At Stanley
Theatre, N.Y., Oct.: 23, '54. Running time,
95 MINS.
Anna Anna Larionov
Pyotr Leontievich, -her father

A. . Sashin-Nikolsky
Modest Alekseyevich - • • . . .Mikhail ;Zharov
Prince .....

.

'. . . ; . . , . . . . , . .

.

A. Vertinsky
Princess N. Beievtzeva
Mavra Grigorievna I. Murzayeva

before an imaginary audience and
again while trying to make a

solemn little girl in braces laugh

at an orphan’s benefit, he manages
considerable appeal.

For his part, Martin scores in

the straight role; as well as with trm.utea ny jonn Alton, ana vosepn

his singing. His rendition of John Biroc with Chester Schaeffer, and

Three Ring Cireits
(COLOR)

Martin and Lewis in a lively
Big Top comedy good for okay
returns.

Hollywood, Oct. 22.
Paramouhf. production of a Hal Wallis

production. Stars Dean Martin, Jerry
Lewis; co-stars Joanna Dru, Zsa Zsa
Gabor; features. Wallace ..Ford, Elsa Lart-
chester. Directed by Joseph Pevney.
Story-screenplay, Don McGuire; camera
(Tcchhicolor), Loyal Griggs; editor/ War
ren Low; music, Walter

.
Scharf. Pre-

viewed Oct. 15,. '54. Running time, 103
MINS. ‘ r
Pcte‘ Nelson Dean Martin
Jerry Hotchkiss Jerry Lewis
Jill Brent . . . , . . ........... Joanne Dru
Saadia . . . . ,

.

Zsa Zsa Gabor
.
Sam Morley Wallace Ford

i Schlitz .... . . ... Sig Ruman
)-Puff6 .V. Gene Sheldon
Timmy ‘ Nick- Cravat
Bearded Lady. .......— Elsa Lanchester

(Aspect ratio: 2-1)

Circus background of this ex
pensively-mounted Hal W^lis pro-
duction gives Dean Martin and
Jerry Lewis $lick opportunity to
disport themselves along familiar
lines. Handsome in Technicolor
comedy is lensed in Par’s Vista
Vision, admirably suited to sub
ject; which shriuld ring up satis
factory returns for all concerned

Authentic production values
dished up by Wallis through loca

Slezak on the comedy in the first

episode are George E. Stone arid

Alan Mowbray. Seen briefly in this
one is Maureen O’Sullivan, as Mrs.
Duffy.

Lensing of the episodes was con-
tributed by John Alton, and Joseph

singing
Rox'S "It’s a Big, Wide, Wonder
ful World” is an attraction, and
team socks over a comedy song by
jay Livingston and Ray Evans,
Hey, Punchinello,” for one of

highlights in film. Their co-stars,

Joanne Dru and Zsa Zsa Gabor,
supply plenty of flash arid femme
splendor in respective roles of cir-

cus owner and, star aerialist, and
Wallace Ford is tops as the bark-
ing but sympathetic circus man-
ager.

The Don McGuire script pro-

jects comics straight from Army
uniform to the Circus, where
ewis reports as a lion tamer’s aS-

Everett Dodd doing . the editing.
These credits and Other technical
assists are routine.

The Lawless Rider

Good
plot.

western with standard

United Artists release of ai Royal West
proidiiction. Stars Johnny Carpenter: fea-
tures Frankie Darro, Douglas Dumbrille.
Directed by. Yakima Canutt. Original
story, screenplay by Johp. Carpenter;
camera, William C. Thompson; editor,
John Fuller: music, Rudy DeSaxe; origi-
nal song, '‘Thinking of You,” by Mar-
guerite McFarlane. Previewed in N.Y,,

Big Red
Nancy Janies
Freno Frost ........
Sheriff Brown - . .

.

Texas Rose. Bascom
Tulso -.. ......

Black Jack .'.

Red Rooks
Bill
Andy
Young Marsha]

Frank Carpenter
. ... . Noel. Neill
. . .Kenhe Duncan
Weldon.:Bascom

Rose . Bascom
. . . Bud Osborne
. . Lou Rbberson

Bill Coontz
. ... -. . Bill Chaney
.... Roy Canada

Tap Canutt
Hank. Caldwell and his Saddle Kings

Oct. 22, '54. Running time, 42 MINS
_ .Tohnhy Carpenter,

sistant in the hope he- 11 get to be.. Rod Tatum Johnny Carpenter

a clown, Martimtags klong/ catch- ' ’ *
'

•'

•••'Dougu«
n
i^mbrfiie

mg the eye of the beautiful but — “ - - ~ -

temperamental, trapeze artist, who
makes him her cissistant.”- He
takes oyer Miss Dru's place when
sh’e leaves the circus—she’s in

love and keeps fighting with him

—

but all is happiness again after the
children’s benefit which Martin
forbids at first due to circus’ time
schedule. Narrative frequently
gives Lewis an opportunity to dis

play his best comedy, one of top
routines catching him in the lion’s

cage.
In support, Sig Ruman delivers

in latter scene, as the lion tamer,
and Gene Sheldon is good as a
drunken clown whose place Lewis
takes after he's fired. Elsa Lan*
Chester also is in for a funny se-
quence, as a: bearded lady about to
get a shave by Lewis.

Technical credits rate highly,
particularly Royal Griggs’ color

‘The Lawless Rider" is an oats
meller which follows much the ac-
cepted pattern for this type of
western. It is helped by the fact
that Yakima Canutt, long a star
rodeo performer and typical west-
erner, directed the production- He
gives it a taste of authenticity so
often lacking in these horse
operas; Pic will fit in nicely where
western adventure subjects are
sought by the patronage.

Besides JoJinny Carpenter, the
, , . . , . cast numbers Frankie Darro,

photography. Walter- Scharf^ music Douglas Dumbrille and Rose Bas
score definitely is an assist. com, trick rope champ. At first

Whit. -

The Steel Cage

Three "featurettes” drawn
from . Warden Clinton T.
Duffy’s "The San Quentin
Story” and tied together. Slow
and dull.

Hollywood, Oct. 26
United Artists release of Berman

Swarttz-Walter Doniger production. Stars
Paul. Kelly, Maureen OfSullivan, Walter
Slezak, John Ireland, Lawrence Tierney,
Kenneth Tobey; Arthur Franz; features
:Alan Mowbray, George E. Stone, Lyle
Talbot. Directed by Doniger; Based, on the
book, ’‘The San Quentin Story” by. Clin-
ton T. Duffy and Dean Jennings; screen-
play or “The Hostages,” Oliver Crawford,

Darro seems a bit uncongruous as
a tough cowhand but he makes the
transition from a city toughie irito

a western player with ease. Car-
penter* of course, again plays
U. S. sheriff role, only that later
in the picture he disguishes him-
self as Rod Tatum, a notorious
cowboy gunman

Carpenter also
.
is credited with

doing the original, the screenplay
and helping on the production
alorig With Alex Gordon in the lat-

ter' capacity.

This, follows rather familiar
pattern of cattlemen-outlaw raider
pictures. Here it is a well ^organ-
ized group of raiders which terror-

Previewed Oct,
Running tithe, 90 Ml NS.

Paul Kelly
Maureen O’Sullivan
. . . .

;

Walter Slezak
|

, . . .John Ireland,
Lawrence Tierney

. ...

.

Arthur Franz
. . . i George Cooper

Ned Glass

ftS£y ‘ and Swarttz; screenplay of ize the ranchers, killing the own-
The Chef,” Swarttz and Doniger; screen- _,,c a_j, nff with vaiuahlp

play of “The Face/'

:

Guy Trosper, story, eiS ailqt niaKing Oil Wlin VaiUEDie
Scott Littleton; camera, John Alton, cattle. And per usual, it takes the
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^15’ gallant Carpenter as a marshal to
Everett Dodd. Previewed Oct. 22. round UP the outlaws; Yam rings

in more fisticuffs than customary
in : such six-shooter mellers. Some
place along the line Carpenter has
learned to handle his mitts as wel
as his revolvers and rifle. There
is a slight romance between him
and .Miss Bascom. Latter is

forthright western femme if there
ever was one.

t

Fact that she is so adept in
manipulating the ropes and twirl
ing the hemp naturally rings in a
local vaude show at the end. This
top, serves as a climax which sees
the badmen fighting .it out with the
reps of the law and finally wind
ingup in a gun battle.

Director Canutt has done a nice
job in maintaining interest and in

jectijig considerable suspense. A)
of his cowboy characters are hard
bitten types. Carpenter is himsel

Warden- Duffy
Mrs. Duffy
The Chef ;

The Ringleaders.

Kenneth Tobey
Alan Mowbray. .

.

George E. Slone
Lyle Talbot Herb Jacobs
Elizabeth Fraser Henry Kulky
Stanley Andrews . . . ... Charles Nolte
Morris Ankrum .............. Gene Roth
Don Beddoe .............. James Seay
Robert. .Bice ... .... Charles Tannen
George Chandler . . Ben . Welden

While this prison trilogy has the
appeararice of having been ini-

tially made in separate parts for
television release, it should round
up a fairly satisfactory number ot
lowercase programmer dates as a
theatrical feature. In its favor Is

the present shortage of secondary
product for regular double bill

situations arid the fact that the cast

(In Russian;: English Titles ).

This newest Soviet import, al-

iiough a plodding arid poorly-
edited film, i$ nevertheless a sig-

nificant departure' for the Russian
film industry. The. Red film-mak-
ers,' rioted for their heavy-handed
propaganda pieces, have at last re-

sorted to a degree of subtlety in

the filmization of one of Chekhov’s
most popular short stories; It was
a sensational success in Russia but,
except for the .curious and stu-

dents of the Soviet mind, its

chances in the U. S. market
praictically nil.

.

According t0‘
‘ a recent dispatch

from the correspondent of the New
York Times, "The, Anna Cross” at-

tracted lines of a block long when
it opened simultaneously ..at 24
Moscow, houses. The picture’s ap-
rieal for the Russians is obvious,
for here is a film which, perhaps
for the first time, depicts every-
thing that was symbolic of the re-

gime which the Bolshevik revolu-
tion overthrew. Accustomed to a
diet of. farm cooperative yarns' and
ballet and. opera films, the Rus-
sians were given a chance to see
the life of the upper classes before
the November days of 1917. ' There
are noblemen and handsome offi-

cers, lavish dusk to dawn cham-
pagne parties, lush balls given by
the royalty, moonlight boating par-
ties. and gypsy singers.
The storiy, of course, aims io

show the callousness of this pre-
revolution life. It. concerns a beau-
tiful young girl who is forced to

marry an old government official

for his money. She becomes fh?
belle of society arid kicks over. her.

former, environment for the hedon-
istic life. She breezes, through th

.

snow-covered streets with her cur-
rent lover while her father and two
young brothers are being evicted
from their home. As her sled

disappears down the street, with
her old father stumbling and call-

ing after her, the picture ends,
leaving the ‘ audience to draw its

own moral.
Anna Larionova, who portravs

the Anna of the film, is a remark-
able blonde looker and, if it

weren’t for the Iron Curtain,
American producers would prob-
ably be after her. The direction is

heavy apd the editing, as holed
previously, is extremely bad. .

The
Sovpolpr is hazy as if the. erUir

picture were shot in a fog. Hotl

U’s 40 Contract Players,

Largest H’wocd Roster

Roster , of Universal contract

players now includes "nearly 40”

on term deals and about 20 under
contract for a specific number of

pix, Robert Palmer, U’s talent de-

partment chief, said in N. Y. yes-

terday (Tues.). Company has the

largest contract player list in Hol-

lywood, he observed, but other

studios now are also beginning to

sign talent again;

Palmer acknowledged that

very small percentage of those we
sign up ever breaks through,” but

thought that even one success a

year was a distinct boon for the

studio.

The U talent topper is in the east

to p.o. potential candidates for th

Mary Magdalene lead in' the upcom--

ing "The Galileans.” Palmer and

Maurice Bergman, U's eastern

story editor, having picked three

European candidates, intend to

scour the.U, S. for other girls, who

might fit the part. Search kicks

off in another mynth.
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Edward L. Beraays, the public relations counsel, has organized a

committee of citizens to support the U.S. Information Service

and help it get more money from Congress. He states! this is a
wholly voluntary activity, and there is no client involved. The
National Committee for an Adequate! Overseas Information Pro-
gram will meet regularly and formulate suggestions.

Meanwhile, a .Washington Star story that the head of the USIS
ought to have, "cabinet rank” is described by Bemays as not his

idea. The current incumbent of the directorship is Ted Stre'ibert,

onetime general manager of station WOR, N.Y., who has stated

that he would not hold the post indefinitely. “Cabinet rank"
slant raised eyebrows iii newspaper ajxd! public relations circles.

The management of the Metro-

4

politan Opera House having re-

versed its policy against any N. Y.

theatre carrying
1

the closed-circuit

theatre telecast of its Nov. 8 open-

ing nighty Nate Halpern’s Theatre
Network Television has signed two
home city theatres—Fabian’s Fox
iri Brooklyn, a 4,000-seater, and the

RKO Fordham in the Bronx, a

2,300-seater. In. addition, Halpern
has rented' the Guild Theatre, 400-

seater in Rockefeller Center, for

specially invited guests.

Met decided to end the. N. Y.
' blackout when it learned that the

opera House Would sell out. At
first it was feared that many of

the regular opera patrons would
bypass the preem because of the

popular-type program (a Series of

excerpts, of w.k. operas) which the
Met decided to present especially

for the closed-circuit audience.

Depending on last-minute line

clearance, it appears that Halpern
will have a hookup of 30 theatres
for the telecast. The seating ca-

pacity, based on reports of advance
sales, already exceeds that of the
experimental “Carmen" telecast

two years ago. Lesson’learned from
tli ‘-Carmen'' presentation ‘is be-
ing put to use, particularly oii scal-

ing the admission tab. Many thea-
tres over-priced the event, with the
Guild in N. Y. asking .a $7 top, al-

most equal to that charged by the
Met,, a short distance away. The
Guild, as a result, did only so-so

biz, as did other theatres which
overestimated-the ability to pay
of opera lovers. Upcoming telecast

has been scaled from $2 to $3.60.

Early Buildup In Albany .

Albany, Oct, 26.

Paul Y. Wallen broke newspaper
copy (Thursday (21) for the video
presentation of “Opening Night at

the Metropolitan Opera" in the
Grand Nov. 8. Theatre .Network
Television origination is scaled at

$3.30 and $2.75 in the orchestra
and first balcony; $2.75, in boxes;
$1.65 and $1.10 in second balcony.
Grand, one-time F.- F. Proctor

vaudeville house, is considered to
have the finest acoustics of any
Albany theatre. It played TNT’s
first Metropolitan telecast, of a
full-length opera, under Fabian
operation.

Hollywood, Get. 26.

Fewer but' better pictures Is the
new watchword among Mexican
producers, according to Ruben A.
Calderon, executive director of
Azteca Film, Inc,, distributors of
Spanish language films in the
United States and Canada.

"Because of the success of qual-
ity films made in Hollywood,” Cal-
deron said, "a similar movement is

taking place in Mexico Where for
the

' first time the producers are
Paying particular attention to the
story values of the production. The
star is still important, but produ-
cers are working more closely with
Writers so that in the end they will
nave a fast, compact picture."

Nkit Pery a V.P.
Nick Pery, Columbia Interna-

uonal’s managing director for
Europe and the Near East, has
peefn elected a v.p, of the organ-
ization.

Pery several months, ago suc-
ceeded Lacy W. Kastner in the

K'ope
:
Near East post, headquar-

iei'ing. in Paris. Kastner, now exec
•P * is stationed at the hohiepffice.

William Goldman, Philadelphia
circuit owner; William Zimmer-
man, film attorney, and William L.

Snyder, pic importer, have formed
a new company to engage in ac-

quiring foreign product for release
in the U. S. plus the production of

television films for children. Out-
fit is called William Films, Inc.

Short time ago Goldman formed
Gregory-Goldman Enterprises, - to

produce pix and legit shows in

association With Paul Gregory.
Zimmerman is v.p; and general
counsel for this company. Films
which Snyder has brought irit'6

U. S. distribution include "Emper-
or’s Nightingale" and "White
Mane."

Wasserinan Awaits Kibbee

Script for ‘Big Mike’
Hollywood, Oct. 26.

Lew; Wassermari -will handle
complete packaging of "Big Mike,”
currently being prepped by three
partners, /William . Bacher, Wil-
liam Hawks and Nicholas Ray. It’S

slated to roll after Bacher-Hawks’
"The Tall which Clark
Gable, will do after "Soldier of
Fortune.’’ First script by, Roland
Kibbee will be completed end of
Week and turned over immediately
to Wasserman. Spencer Tracy
and Gene Tierney ire under con-
sideration for star roles in period
piece about Mississippi river keel-
boaters of 1800’s. Ray will direct
script based on an original idea
by Bricher and on novel "Mike
Fink.”

Tea and Sympathy’ Talks
.Playwright Robert Anderson is

due on the Coast in mid-Npvepiber
for discussions with: Metro execs
on "Tea and Sympathy." After
that he’ll return to N. Y. to start
work on the screen treatment of
his hit: play on which Metro has
in option.
Anderson said in' N. Y. Monday

(25). that he had vno definite ideas
as yet on how he’d circumvent pro-
duction code objections to his
legiter. Under his arrangement
With Metro, he didn’t have to start
work on the screenplay until he
had launched his play "All Sum-
mer Long" and had groomed the
road company of "Tea." !

Code execs, when they, saw "Tea"
on Broadway, said a film based on
the legit version without major
changes couldn’t get a seal. Both
Anderson and Metro feel/they can
overcome code objections Without
multilating the play or dimming
its effectiveness.
Anderson said that, in the spring,

he may return to the Coast to de-
liver the finished treatment and
take it Up with code execs. There’s
no burning* hurry about it since
his contract with Metro provides
for Sept., 1956, as the earliest re-
lease date for any flim version of
"Tea." *

Schary’s Defense Dept. Call

Dore Schary, Metro v.p. in
charge of . Production, will take
time out from N, Y; homeoffice
confabs this week for a quickie to
Washington.
Production boss said he’s going

to the capital to cdhfer-with De-
fense Dept, officials on a number
of possible film projects involving
the armed forces. Schary previ-
ously helmed "Battleground" and
"Take the High Ground," both
Army yarris, as personal produc-
tions. -

I

EXHIBS CRY TOLL-TV AIMS

Exhibitor opposition to toll-ty

will tajee the twin line of question-

ing the (i). competency, of the Fed-

eral Communications Commission

in the subscription-tv ' field and

(2) attacking pay-as-you-see on the
basis; that it isn’t in the public in-

terest.

Detailed strategy hasn’t ; been
worked out and further meets of

the Chicago-formed "Joint Com-
mittee of Toll-TV" ore being put
off pending contact- with *other in-

terested groups."- The committee
was created .by Theatre Owners of

America and Allied States execs.
It was stressed, at the time that it

was open "to ail groups interested
in preserving free home television."

A member of the group said in

N, Y. last week that the "public in-

terest" angle was very important
inasmuch as the FCC had made it

plain that this' would have to be
onip of the basis on which, "pay-as-
Voa-see telecasting could get its

commercial authorization. He added
further that exhibs intended to es-

tablish the exact scope of the Com-
mission in this matter and to what
extent it required special consent
from the Congress To change 'the.

status of the "free", air.

"What these fee-tv people really
want to do is to eliminate the .mid-

dle-men,
served;

the theatre," he ob-

Even as toll-tv proponents hold
that it’s all one big misunderstand-
ing, that the theatres could well
work with a new tv system;, exhibs
continue to give evidence of real
concern. In Peoria, 111., last week*
George Kerasotes, a TOA leader,
stated flatly that "Coin-in-the-Slot.
tv, as currently proposed by the pe-
titions pending before the. FCC, is

a very real and ominous threat to
our business.

More Local Monopoly?
It’s a menace, he said, "because

it will permit the' stations to tele-

cast firstrun movies and to collect a.

charge through the medium of
coin-operated decoder attachments
on the. tv sets; This will create a
new communications monopoly in

the hands of -a few stations, most
of which already are owned by in*'

dividuals or firms that already con-!

trol the radio and newspaper out-
lets . in ’their communities. Such a
monopoly Would soon put motion
pictures under the supervision of

the Federal government/’
As exhibition drew together last

week in what appears, like a com-
mon stand vs. toll-tv, the three ma-
jor subscription-tw companies re-

frained from forming a common
front, an attitude Which, while .ex-

Toll television, now nearing the
top of the list of the. trade’s most
controversial subjects, will be in-;

troduced for discussion at the
Nov. 15-16 N. Y. meeting of the
Council of Motion Picture Organ-,
izations* board of directors. It

should set off some fireworks.

COMPO is restrained from tak-
ing action on any matter unless it

has the unanimous approval of
member organizations. Since ex-
hibitors are hotly opposed to sub-
scription tv and at least ope dis-

trib, Paramount, is investing in it

via Telemeter,, there cannot be, of

course, any such uniform endorse-
ment.

Then Why give toll tv. the
COMPO airing in the first place?
Indications are that exhibition
elements are playing an "angle."
They’re seizing upon the all-indus-

try org’s meeting as
, a means of

having all the film companies
"stand up and be counted." The
theatremen are out to ascertain
how each distrib, and not alone
Par, stands on the subject of toll

tv.

However, there seemed some
doubt that even this can be
brought about. The companies,
ever mindful of the antitrust

statutes, are not likely to take an
official position on any trade mat-
ter collectively.

Wide range of items is on the
fixed agenda for the COMPO com
ference, including: suggestions for
another whirl with "Movietime,
U.S.A-" or some other, means of
further enlivening the public’s in-

terest in pix; an industry-sporisored
television program tied in with an
audience poll naming the "best”
pictures and players; a Hollywood
seminar in which reps of produc-
tion, distribution and exhibition
would participate; action on na-
tional and local levels against ad-
missions taxes, a program of group
insurance for theatres, and dis-

tribution and exhibition of "This
Is Your Army," film produced for
the Department of Defense.

New Year’s Eve Ball For
N. Y. Variety Tent Charity

Plans are being set for the sec-

ond annual Celebrity Ball of the

United Epilepsy Assn, in affiliation

With the Variety Club of New York.

According to Mrs. Seymour D.

Hesse, head of the women’s com-
mittee, the event will be held again

in the Sert Room of the Waldorf-

Astoria, N. Y„ on New Year’s Eve.

Proceeds will go to the United
Epilepsy Assn., which supports the
Variety Club Clinic for Children
with Epilepsy at the. Columbia-
Presbyterian Medical Centre.

‘LOVERS, HAPPY LOVERS’
Motion Picture Assn, of America

board will Consider an appeal from

t
producer Paul Graetz for a code

Seal for his film, "Lovers, Happy
Lovers/*"* Board’s decision is ex-
pected to come late this week pr
next week.

Graetz on Monday (25) had a
lengthy powwow with code admin-
istrator Geoffrey Shurloclc. As a
result, outlook for "Lovers’* getting
code approval is said to be con-
siderably brighter.

The English-language film,
,
re-

leased in Europe under the title

"Mori. Ripois,” is current at
.
the

Little Carnegie Theatre,
.
N. Y.;

When Graetz first ' applied for a
seal for his production, he Was
turned down. "Immorality" of the
film's theme was cited as the rea-
son. „

Graetz, who claims an invest-

ment of $900,000 in his pic, main-
tains that it is the type film which
must get bookings in commercial
houses—rather than the arties—if

he’s to recoup his money. He can't

get any widespread circuit dates
without the seal, he holds. Ephraim
London is acting as Graetz’s legal

rep in the matter.

"Lovers" has been nixed by the
code as well as the National Le-
girip of Decency, Latter first hand-
ed the film a "B” rating, then
changed its mind and put it into

the "C", ; condemned category, ac-

( cording to Graetz.

Code , seal issue concerning
"Lovers" has served to highlight
European producers' unhappiness
With their position via the code
setup. Latter, they complain, is a
lot tougher on imports than on do-
mestic product/ Graetz hirriself is

on . record as favoring separate
code classifications for foreign pix.

His "Lovers" passed the N.Y. state

censor without a single deletion.

UA-Aritold Case Settled
1 Shortly before it was scheduled
to go- to trial last week before N.Y.
Supreme Court Jtistice Henry Clay
Greenberg, a $370,568 damage suit

brought by Arnold Productions
against United Artists was settled

arid discontinued. Action involved
three films produced by the late

Arnold Pressburger arid assigned
to UA for distribution in.Germany,
Italy, and several other European
countries.

Arnold Productions charged UA
gave an improper accounting of
the earnings of "Hangmen Also
pie," "It Happened Tomorrow"
and "Scandals , in Paris." It also

sought return of tv rights . to

"Scandals.” Answering the com-
plaint, UA claimed it was unable
to remit from Germany because of

"many difficulties/' Settlement is

subject to terms and conditions
now beihg negotiated by attorneys
for the respective litigants.
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plainable in its comptetitiveness, is

seen hurting tiiem when the FCC
calls Its hearings,

Stating that exhibs had declared
"open war" on subscription-tv,
Arthur Levey, prez of Skiatron
Electronics & TV Corp., saw the
row "a war of misrepresentation/'
Theatteowners, he said, are so ap-
prehensive because they're vulner-
able; arid .they’re vulnerable "be-
cause-they are fighting a rearguard
action against progress in the en-
tertainment world. The theatre
owners' crusade is an undeclared
war against the public’s demand for
better tv entertainment."
Like Zenith’s Eugene F. McDon-

ald before him, Levey scored the
"remarkable inconsistency" of ex-
hibs in fighting now for "free"
home tv which they battled for so
long. Levey Climaxed by stating
that it would "take far. more than
a declaration of war against toll-ty

to persuade the public that it

should be denied! the freedom of
choice conferred by subscription
television/’ McDonald had said
exhibs were "trying to stop the
Wheels of progress with a fly swat-
ter” via their opposition to toll-tv.

Toll-TV Divided
It’s obvious by now that, when

the Commission holds its hearings
on toll-tv, the pay-as-you-see in-
terests will be a house divided.. In
his application to the FCC for a
commercial license, Matthew Fox

—

for Skiatron TV-urged a license
Which, for a three-year period.
Would restrict subscription-tv to
UHF stations-. There are strong
indications that this is not a view
shared by other pay-as-you-see pro-
ponents.

All appear agreed that, whatever
its form, subscription-tv would'and
should be a supplementary service
to free home-tv, allowing programs
beyond the economic reach of tv
Sponsors. The Fox petition was
based on the difficulties being ex-
perienced by the nation’s UHF sta-
tions which have beeri finding it,

difficult to compete with the estab-
lished VHF outlets.

Neither the. broadcasting nor the
film production interests are as yet
officially in the subscription-tv act.
As far as Hollywood is concerned,
the longer it can remain on the
sidelines, the better it’ll like it.

There is unmistakable sentiment
among a good many Coast pro-
ducers in favor of toll-tv or at least
experimentation with it. Opinions
along this line were voiced in N. Y.
recently by two indie filmtriakers

—

Otto Preminger and Walter Wang-
er. Both observed that,, if it works;
fee-tv might be an ideal Way for
getting their investment back a lot
faster. Both said they’d be inter-,

ested in' making pix for toll-tv.

Samuel Goldwyri. in the past also
has spoken with interest of pay-as-
you-see.
While many of the producing

Outfits are genuinely interested in
"slot-tv"; method and its potential,
they’re loath to. say so for fear of
offending their exhib customers.

Reply to McDonald
Film exhibition's Joint Commit-

tee on Toll /Tv . this week raised
the spectre of totalitarianism in
defending its position vs. subscrip-
tion tv.

Replying to-

a

blast from Zenith'
prexy Eugene McDonald, who had
ridiculed the film men’s sudden
defense of; fi*ee tv, the committee
said use of the free air for toll-tv

"must be prevented at . all costs"
since "it must be remembered that
the first step toward totalitarian-
ism is the control of all communi-
cations systems, as would result
with the establishment of slot

machine tv/'

In a joint statement, Alfred
Starr of Theatre Owners of Amer-
ica and Trueman T. Rembusch of
Allied said ; A majority of the pres*
ent vhf stations supported the ex-
hibs’ stand vs. free-tv. They also
derided McDonald’s assertion that
toll-ty would strengthen free-tv.

"(He) does not explain what lis-

teners seeking free tv would do
for entertainment in a one station
market when, that station was be?
irig used by toll-tv operators," the
committee declared. “Nor does he
explain what Would happen to free
television in a two or three station

market when through competition
all stations would be forced into
toll-tv at choice broadcasting hours,
depriving listeners of meager
means of ail available television

broadcast channels."
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New Pix NSG in LA; ‘Streets’ OK

Los Angeles, Oct. 26,

Overall first-run grossing out-

look in current week is compara-
tively moderate, with nothing out-,

standing, among the new bills. An
okay $21,000 is shaping for “Down
3 Dark Streets” in three theatres,

"Sitting Bull” looks to get a medi-
um $19,000 in three sites.

"Three Hours To Kill’* is going:

for a light $11,000 in two houses,

but it is garnering, okay added coin,

in seven ozoners; Rated good, as

"Julius Caesar," back for its first

popscale run and expecting $8,000

at the Hawaii;

Among the holdovers, “Star Is

Born" is pushing up to a fine $29,-

000 • in fourth week at Pantages
while ‘'Egyptian," with $26;000,

and “Sabrina," With $12,000, ,are

tops by substantial margins.

Estimates for This Week
Los Angeles 'Paramount, Vogue,

El Itey (ABPT-FWC) (3,200; 885;

861; ,70-$1.25) — "Down 3 Dark
Streets" (UA) and "Victory At Sea”
(UA), Okay $21,000. Last. Week, in

different units.

Warner Downtown, Wiltern (SW)
(1,757; 2,344; 70-$1.10)—"3 Hours
to Kill" .(Col) and "Miss Grant
Took Richmond” (Col) (reissue).

Light $11,000. Last week, nth

New . Fox, .“Magnificent .Obsession”

(U) and' "The Cowboy” (Lip) (2d

wk), $11,800.

Hillstreet, New Fox, Uptown
(RKO-FWC) (2,752; . 965; 1,715; 60-

$1.10)—"Sitting Bull” (UA) (with

2d-run support). Medium $19,000,

Last week,. in different -units.

.

Hawaii (G&S) (1,106; 80-$l)--

"Julius Caesar" (M-G). Good $8,-

000. Last week, with Hillstreet (6

days), "Rogue Cop"
.
(M-G) and

"Houe of Blackmail" (Indie) (3d

wk), $6,300.

State, Egyptian (UATC) (2,404;

1,536; 70-$1.10)—‘‘Beau BrummeU”
(M-G) (2d wk). Slow $11,000. Last
Week, $17,000.

Los Angeles, . Ritz, Iris, Loyola
(FWC) (2,097; 1,363; 814; 1,248; $1-

$1.50)-
—"Egyptian" <20th) (2d. wk).

Neat $26,000. Last week, $36,500;
Orpheum, Hollywood (Metropol-

itan-FWC) (2,213; 756; 70-$1.10)—
"Rear Window” (Par) arid "Terror
Ship” (Indie) (2d Wk). Fair $12,-

000. Last week, $20,600, plus

$4T,000 in 5 ozoners. ?
Chinese (FWC) (1,905; $1-$1.75)

—"Woman's World” (20th) (3d wk).
Modest $11,500. Last week,
$13,500,
Four Star (UATC) (900; 70-$1.10)

—"Suddenly" (UA) and "Diamond
Wizard" (UA) (3d wk). Light
$2,000. Last week, with L. A,
Paramount, Vogue, $15,000.

Pantages (RKO) (2,8i2; $l-$2.25)
—"Star Is Born" (WB) (4th wk);
Fine $29,000. Last week, $27,800.

Hollywood .Paramount (F&M)
(1,430; $1-$1.50)—"Sabrina” (Par)
(5th wk). Stout $12,000. Last
week, $12,800.
Warner Beverly (SW) (1,612;

90-$1.50)—"Brigadoon” (M-G) (7th
wk). Slim $4,500. Last week,
$5,200.

Fine Arts (FWC) (631; 80-$1.50)— "Vanishing Prairie" (Disney)
(10th wk). Steady $2,500. Last
week, $2,400.
Warner Hollywood (SW) (1.364;

$L20-$2.65)— "Cinerama” (indie)
(78th wk). Into current frame Oct;
24 after good $24,200 last week.

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week .... $659,900
(Based on 22 theatres.) .

Last Year ...

.

,$665,100

(Based on 26 theatres.)

Providence, Oct. 26.

‘‘Rogue Cbp” at Loew’s: is cop-
ping the biggest total first-run coin
this week but it is only good at

this big house. Best showing is be-
ing made. “Sabrina,” sock at

Stran, and holding. On the fairly

good side is RKO Albee’s “Notori-
ous,.on reissues. Five-day stand of

“The Raid” at Majestic is only fair.

Estimates for This Week.
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 50-75) —

“Notorious” (AA) and “Farmer's
Daughter” (AA) (reissues). Fine.

$8,000. Last week, “Bounty Hun-
ter” (WB) and “Riders to Stars”.
(UA), $99,000 in 8 days.

Majestic (Fay.) (2,200; 50-75) —
“The Raid” (20th): arid ‘‘Retiirh

From Sea” (AA). Fair $6,000 or
near in 5-day run. Last week,,
"Woman’s World” (20th) (2d wk),

$10 ,000 .

State (Loew’s). (3,200; 50-75) —
Rogue Cop” (M-G) and "Yellow

Tomahawk” (M-G). Peppy $12,000.
Last week, "On Waterfront” (CpI)
(2d wk), sock $18,000.

Strand (Cilverman) (2,200; 50-

75) — "Sabrina" (Par) (2d wk).
Opened Monday (25); First session
was sock $13,500.

‘SUDDENLY’ LUSTY 9G,

PORT.; ‘WORLD’ 10G, 2D
Portland, Ore., Oct. 26.

Town is bogged down with hold-

overs this session. “Rear Window”
and “Woman’s World” continues

big for *a second frames. “Star Is

Born” holds over for a. third in-

ning after taking a nosedive in

the second round. "Suddenly,”
lone newcomer except, for two re-

issues at the Oriental,, shapes
lofty. -

Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (1,890; 90-

$1,25) — "Brigadoon” (M-G) (2d

wk). Good $7,000. Last week, $10,-.

300.

Fox (Evergreen) (1,536; $1-$1.25)
—‘‘Woman’s World” (2Qth) (2d wk).
Solid $10,000. Last week, $11,000;

Guild (Indie) (400; $1)—“Van-
ishing Prairie” (Disney) (4th wk).
Neat $3,000. Last week, $4,800.

Liberty (Hamrick) (1,875; 75-$l)
—“Suddenly” * (UA) and “Lone
Gun” (UA). Tall $9,000. Last Week,
“Rogue Cod” (M-G) and “Scarlet
ear” (UA),. $7,800,

Oriental (Evergreen) (2.000; 65-.

90)—"Girl Fori Joe?’ (WB)
.

and
“Guy With Grin” JWB) (reissues.)

Okay $1,600; Last week, ‘‘Egyp-
tian (20th) (6th Wk); $2,000.

Orpheumi (Evergreen) (1,600; $1-
$1.50)—“Star Is Born” (WB) (3d
wk), Torrid $8,000 after $10,000
ldst week
Paramount (Port-Par). (3,400; 75-

$1)—“Rear, Window” (Par) and
‘‘Hot News.”. (AA)

:(2d wk). Fancy
$10,000. Last week, $12,000.

Det. Off; ‘Brigade’ Mild

$1 1,000, ‘Brigadoon’ 10G,

‘Star’ Bright 17G, 4th
Detroit, Oct. 26.

Biz shapes slow this stanza, at
downtown houses; "Brigadoon”
looks fair at the Adahis. “Hajji
Baba” is slim at the Fox. "Bengal
Brigade” is moving mildly at the
Michigan: Among, the holdovers,
“Star Is Born” continues to glitter

in fifth week at the Madison. “Rear
Window” is fancy iri second round
at the Palms. "Woman’s World”
looms' in second United Artists
frame. ;

Estimates for This Week
.Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; $i-$l .25)—"Hajji Baba” (20th) and "Unholy
Four” (Lip). Dull $22,000. Last
week, "The Egyptian” (20th) (5th
wk), $26,000.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;

80-$l)—"Bengal Brigade” (U) and
"Four Guris to Border” (U). Mild

(Continued on page 25)

‘Star Brilliant $20,

Cincy; ‘Star’ Great 17G

In 2d, ‘Bounty’ Oke 7G
Cincinnati, Oct. 26.

‘Woman’s- World,” hefty new-
comer, is boosting overall take of
riiajor stands this week and war-
ranting further tenancy at the Pal-
ace, "Bounty Hunter,” the only
other new bill, is piling up an.okay
total for the Grand. ‘‘Star Is Borin,”
in second stanza- at Albee, holds
lead for total coin With a socko
marker. Keith’s is winding up win-
ing run with '‘Egyptian” while
"Cinerama” is climbing to a ter-
rific total in 19th, werik at iCapitol.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 90-$1.25)—

"Star Is Born” (WB) (2d wk). Socko
$17,000 in wake of $24,500 preerii;

Holds on.

Capitol (Ohio Cinema Corp.j (1,-

376; $l,20-$2.65)—"Cinerama” In-
die) (19th wk). Autumn upswing
and . increasing juve and group
trade points up to smash $25,000
after last week’s $23,300.

Grand (RKO (1,400; 50-90)---

“Bounty Hunter” (WB) and ‘‘Cham-
pagne Safari” (AA). Okay $7,000.
Last week, "Dragonfly Squadron”
(AA) and "Arrow In Dust” (AA),

$6 ,
000,

Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 75-$1.25)—
“Egyptian” (20th) (4th wk). Wind-
ing up profitable engagement with
likely $5,000 or better after $6,000
third frame.

Palace (BKQ) (2,600; 75-$l)—
"Woman's World” (20th). Hefty
$13,000. Holds for second week.
Last week, "Rogue Cop” (M-G) (2d
wk), $8,500,

•‘WORLD’ 46, 3D
Omaha, Oct, 26.

First-run pace continues mild
her this week. However, "Sabrina,”
topping the city currently, is solid,
at the large Orpheum. .‘‘Rear Win-
dow,” moved from Orpheum to.
Omaha for third: stanza, is kill
fancy. "Woman's World” remains
good in third week at the State.

Estimates for This Week
Brandeis (RKO) (1„000; 50-75)

—

"They Rode: West” • (Col) and,
"Blades of. Musketeers” -(Indie).
Mild $3;500. Last week. "Passion”
(RKO). and “Shadow Man” (Lip),
$4, ,500.

Omaha .(Tristates) (2;.000; 70-90)
--“Rear Window” (Par). (M.O.).
Fine $5,500 in move from Or-
pheinn for third downtown Week;
Last week, “Duel in Sun” (RKO)
(reissue) arid “Little Fugitive” (In-
die), $7,000 at 50c-75c scale.
Orpheum (Tristates) (2,890; 70-

90)—“Sabrina” (Par). Solid $12.-
000. Last week, “Rear Window”
(Par (2d wk), $9,500.

State (Goldberg) (875; 55-90) —
"Woman’s World” (20th) (3d wk).
Good $4,000 or close. Last week,
$5,000,. Over hopes.

ity Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week ... . . $2,831,300

( Based on 24 cities, and 224
theatres, chiefly first runs,

eluding Y.

)

Total Gross Sama Week
Last Year . . , $3,224,100
( Based on .25 cities and 231

theatres.)

Boston, Oct. 26.'

Although “A Star Is Born” at the
Met is easily the big noise here
tliiS stanza, biz is reported a bit

below expectations. Other new-
comers are spotty with "Hajji
Baba” at. the : Memorial sluggish
and “Betrayed” ; at the State, and
Orpheum just good. Balance Of

town is holding Over with “Sabri-
na,” stout in fifth week at the
A'stor. "Notorious” and "Farmer’s
Daughter” look nice for oldies at
Fenway and Paramount.

Estimates for This Week
. Astor (B&Q) -(1.500; 70-$1.10)—
"Sabrina” (Par) (5th wk>. Off a bit

but still stout . at $12,000 following
$17,000 in fourth.

Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (800;.

74-$l)—“Vanishing Prairie” (Dis-
ney) (6th 'wKL

0
Final’ week looks

good $4,000. Last Week, $5,200.

Boston (Cinerama Productions)
(1,354; $1.20-$2.85) — "Cinerama”
(Indie) (43d wk), Sturdy $17,000
after $18,000 last week.

EXeter (Indie) (1,300; 60-$l)
"High and Dry” (U) (2d»wk), Big
$5,500 following $7,000 first week,
Fenway (NET) (1.300; 50-90) —

"Notorious” (RKO) arid "Farmer’s

Daughter” (RKO) (reissues). In. for
9, days with nifty $7,500 shaping.
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 50-$l)—

"Hajji Baba” (20th) arid ‘‘Black-
out” (Lip). Sluggish $11,500. Last
week, "Black Shield Falworth" (U)
and "Operation Diplomat” (Indie)
(2d wk), $11,000.

V

Metropolitan (NET) (4,367: 80-
$1.50) .

— ‘‘Star. Is Born” - (WB).
Lofty $40,000 or near, Last week;
"Woman’s World” (20th) and “Se-
curity Risk” (AA) (2d wk), $15,000
in 8 days.
Orpheum (Loew’s)’ (3,000; 50-90)

—“Betrayed” (M-G arid "Yellow
Tomahawk” (UA). Good $17,000.
Last week, "On Waterfront” (Col)
(5th -wk). 'Waterfront” (Col) (5th
wk), $12,000,

Paramount (NET) (1,700; 50-90)
—"Notorious” (RKO) and “Farm-
er's Daughter” (RKO) (reissues).
Nice $17,000 in 9 days.

Pilgrim (ATC) (1,800; 65-95) -r-
"Rogue Cop”“M-G) and "Fast and
Furious” (Lip) (2d Wk). Solid $10,-
000, following $16,000 for first.

.
State (Loew’s) (3,500; 50-90) —

“Betrayed” (M-G) arid "Yellow
Tomahawk” (UA). Good $9,000,
Last Week "Battlegrouhd" (M-G)
and "Asphalt Jungle” (M-G) (re-

issues), $5,500.

Denver, Oct, 26.

"White Christmas,” first Vista-.

Vision pic to play Denver, had no
trouble copping top money here,
packing the Denham with long
lines. Terrific session looms, and
the pic is holding, of course. Otheris
holding are "Star Is Born,” fine in

second week at the Denver, and
"Brigadoon,’’ which was trim on
first. Orpheum round. "Human
Jungle,” also new, is good at Para-
mount:

Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox! (1,400; .50-85)4-

"Martin Luthier” (Indie). Fair
$3,000. Last week, on reissues.

Centre (Fox) (1,247; 60-$l)—
"Woman’s World” (20th) (4th wk).
Fine $10,000. Last week, $15,000.

...... Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 70-

$1.25)
—"White Christmas” (Par).

Great $25,000. Holding, natch!
Last week,. "Sabrina” (Par) (4th

wk), $8,000.

Denver ; (Fox) (2,525; 75-$1.25)—
"Star Is Born” (WB) (2d wk). Firle

$14,000. Stays on. Last week,
$17,000.

Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 60-$i)

—

"Brigadoon’' (M-G) and “House of
Blackmail” (Indie); Nice $13,000,
and holds. Last Week, "Rogue
Cop” (M-G) and "Terror Ship”
(Lip) (2d wk), $5,000.
Paramount (Wolfberg) (2,200;

50-85)—"Human Jungle” (AA) and
"Security Risk” (AA). Good $10,
500. Last Week, "Suddenly” (UA)
and "Khyber Patrol” (UA), $10,000.
Vogue (Pike) (442; 74-90)—"Mr.

Hulot’s Holiday” (GBD) (3d wk).
Fair $2,000. Last week, $2,200.

‘Waterfront’ Wow 171G,

Balto; ‘Brigadoon’ 9G,

‘Sabrina’ Hotsy 11G, 3d
Baltimore, Oct. 26.

Fresh product and ideal weather
are combining for pleasant grosses
here this week. "Oh Waterfront”
shapes smash at the Hipp follow-
ing a censorship skirmish. "Rear
Window” looms tall at the Play-
house. "Brigadoon” is pleasing at
the Century. "Star Is Born” is

holding firmly with nice takings
in its second week at the Stanley
Sabrina” continues Very big in

third round at the Film Centre.
Estimates for This Week

Century (Loew’s-UA) (3,000; 25-
95)^-“Brigadoon” (M-G). Nice $9,
000. Last week, "Betrayed” (M-G)
(2d wk), $6,000.
Cinema (Schwaber) (466; 50-$ 1)

—"High and. Dry” (U) (2d wk).
Okay $3,500 after $3,800 opener.

Film Centre (Rappaport) 960;
50-$l)—"Sabrina” (Par) (3d wk)
Solid $11,000. .Last week, $12,000
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,100;

35-$l)—"On Waterfront” (Col);
Smash $17,500 or near. Last week
‘‘Sitting Bull” (UA) (2d wk), $6,500

Keith’s (Fruchtman) (2,400; 20-
46-80)—‘‘Human. Jungle” (AA) (2d
wk). Mild $6,000 after $8,000
opener).

Little /(Rappaport) (310; 50-$l)

—

"Long Memory” (U). Opened yes-
terday (Mon.). Return of "Man In
White Suit” (U) and "Promoter
(U), was good $3,300.
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-70)—

“Princess Of Nile” (20th), Starts
tomorrow (Wed.). "The Raid
(20th), mild $3,200.
New (Fruchtman) (1,800; 50-$l)—

"Woman’s World” (20th) (3d wk)
Good $7,500. Last week, $10,000.
Playhouse (Schwaber) (420; 50-$l)—"Rear Window” (Par). Tall $6,:

000. Last week, "Hobson’s Choice”
(UA) (6th wk)*, $2,800.
Stanley (WB) (3,200; 50-$1.25)—

“Star Is Born” (WB) (2d wk). Stil
rosy at $18,500. Last week, $24,500,
Town (Rappaport) (1,600; 35-$l)

—

"Black Widow” (20th). Opens to
morrow (Wed.). Third week o:

"Suddenly” (UA) was mild $5,500.

Kansas City, Oct. 26,

Strong pix. being offered
here currently, and: biz shows it.

Leader is “Star Is Born,” sock at
the Paramount, and holds; Strong
money. Is coming in for “Sudden-
V’ at the Missouri/ “Brigadoon"
at the Roxy and ”Qn Waterfront”
at the Midland. “Woman’s World"
in

' .second Orpheum week arid

Hajji Baba” in the four Fox Mid-
west houses loom nice. Weather is

typical Indian Summer vein.

Estimates for This Week
Klmo (Dickinson) (504; 85-$ 1)

—

Man with Million” (UA). . Fancy
$2,800. Stays, L?st week, "Always
Bride” (Indie) (3d wk), $1,200;
Midland (Loew’s) (3,500; 65-904—

“On Waterfront” (Col). Fine $11,-

000. Holds. Last week. "Ber 12
Men” (M-G) and “Lone Gun” (UA),
$6,500.

Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 50-80)—
'Suddenly” (UA) and “Malta
Story” (UA). Hefty $10,000. Holds
over. Last week, “Human Desire”
(Col) and “Bullet. Is Waiting”
(Col), $8,000.
Paramount (United Par) (1,900;

75-$l)—“Star Is Borin” (WB). play-
ing at upped scale. Great $20,-

000. Holds; of course. Last week,
"Sabrina” (Par) (3d wk), $8,000: '

Orpheum (Fox Midwest) (1.913;

75-$l)—“Woman’s World” (20th)

(2d wk). Holding near pace of first

week, fine. $11,000. Stays on. Last
week, $13,000,
Roxy (Durwood) (879; 70-90)4-

‘Brigadbon” (M-G). Bomvy $8,000.
Holds. Last week. "Rogue Cop”
(M-G) (2d wk),‘ $3,500.
Tower, Uptown, Fairway, Gra-

nada (Fox Midwest) (2,100; 2.043; .

700; 1,217; 65-85)—“Hajji Baba"
(20th) ‘and “Twd Guris and Badge"
(AA). Good $14,000. Last week,
Vanishing Prairie" (Disney) and
Return froiri Sea” (AA), $16,000,
oyer expectations.
Vogue (Golden) (550; 75-$l)—
Melba”* (UA) • (2d wk). Okay

$1(300: Last week, $1,600.

‘Brigadoon’ Smooth 15G,

Big 10GW Mighty 22G, 2d
Pittsburgh, Oct. 26.

Stanley Is still blanketing the.

town* with second week of "Star Is

Born” Penn apparently has its

best bet in some time with ‘.‘Briga-

doon” despite adverse notices.
“Woman’s World” is doing enough
to rate a holdover at Harrjs. Squir-
rel Hill has latched onto another
sinash in “Vanishing Prairie,” and
it’s bound to be around, fot some
time.

Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 65-$l)—

Black Shield Falworth” (U). Crix
liked this derring-doer bu they
aren’t buying. Mild $6,000. Last
week, “Egyptian” (20th) (4th wk),
$5,500.

Harris (Harris) (2,200; 65-$ 1)

—

“Woman’s World” (20th). Not
quite up to hopes but still big $10,-

000 or over. Looks to stay at least

another stanza. Last week, "On
Waterfront” (Col) (4th wk),
$7,000.
Penn (Loew’s (3,300; 65-$l)-r

"Brigadoon” (M-G). Notices won’t
help but should hit trim $15,000.
May stick. Last week, “Rogue Cop”
(M-G), $11,000.

Squirrel Hill (SW) (900; 65-85)-^
"Vanishing Prairie” (Disney). A
natural for this arty naber. Great
$5,000 or near. Last week, “Edge
of Divorce” (Indie), $2,000.

Stanley (SW) (3,800;. 75.-$l.25)

—“Star Is Bom” (WB) (2d wk).
Holding up well with spek $22,000
likely. Stays again, natch! . Last
week, $28;000.
Warner (SW) (1,365; $1.25-$2.65)

"Cinerama” (Indie) (47th wk). Get-
ting close to celebrating first year
;here, and at this stage of run do-
ing remarkably well since this isn't

ordinarily a long .run town. Fine
$11,000, sligthly under last week.

‘Wiridow, Hefty 11G,
Gleve.; ‘Star’ 19VzG, 2d

Cleveland, Oct. 26.
(

Best of .new pix this week if

"Rear Window,” rated hefty at

Loew’s State, Assistance of sunny
Indian Summer weather making
localities more theatre - minded.
“Star Is Born” at Allen in second
stanzg is .getting biggest coin in

city. "Human Jungle” looms tor-

rid at Hipp,
Estimates for This Week

Allen (S-W) (3,000; 90-$l:25)—
"Star Is Born” (WB) (2d wk). Socky
$19,500, following $29,500 last

Wepk
Hipp (Telem’t) (3,700; 60-901—

"Human Jungle” (AA). Hot $14,-

(Continued on page 25
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‘World* Whopping 20G, \

Toronto
;
‘Brigade’ 116

BulF ICG, Socko in 2d
Chicago, OCt. 26.

Three new entries bode another

brisk firstruh Week although biz is

spotty with the holdovers. “Bare-

foot Contessa"Vis stepping oft to

smash $30,000 at United Artists.

Combo of “King Richard and the

Crusaders” and “Shanghai Story”

promises strong $20,000 at Roose-

velt Action duo, “Southwest
Passage’* and “Khyber Patrol,"

looks mild $6,500. at the Monroe.
Golden Jubilee of Light blamed

for thinned boxoffice Sunday (24).

“Star Is Born” continues lofty

in second round at Chicago. Grand
sees another strong session With
“Sitting Bull” while MeVickers
looms brisk with “Betrayed,” alsp

in second. Third week of “Rogue
Cop” shapes tidy at the Loop.
“On Waterfront,” ip fourth ses-

sion at Woods, still is Sock, “Wom-
an’s World” winds

,
up run with

nice return in fourth round at the
Oriental. “High and Dry" con-
tinues nice at the Surf also in

fourth while "Egyptian’- shapes
good in the fifth at State-Lake.
•'Cinerama” continues in the chips
in 65th stanza at the Palace.

Estimates' for This Week
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 98-$l.50)

-“Star Is Born” (WB). (2d wk).
Keeps shimmering at $60,000/ Last
.week, $70,000. v
Grand (Nomikos) (1,200; 98-

$1.25) “Sitting Bull” (UA) (2d
:wkv. Hot $10,000 looms. Last
week, $20,000. ;<

. Loop (Telem’t) (606;-90-$1.25)

—

“Rogue Cop” (M-G) (3d wk). Tidy
$9 ,000 , Last week,. $9,500.
MeVickers (JL&S) (2,200; 65-

$1.25)—“Betrayed” (M-G) (2d wk).
Brisk $15,000. Last week, $20,000.
Monroe (Indie) (1,000; 65-87)—

. Southwest Passage”' (UA)' and
•‘Khyber Patrol” (UA). Modest
$6,500. Last week, “Crossed
Swords’* (UA) (2d Wk), $4,500,'
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 98-$1.25)

^“Woman’s World” : (20th) (4th
wkk Finishing with fine $18,000.
Last week, $21,500.
Palace (Eitel) (1,484; $1.25-$3,4Q)— ‘Cinerama” (Indie) (65th wlc).

great at $32,000. Last week,
$29,500. ~

'

.
Roosevelt (fi&K) (1,400; 65-98)—

‘King Richard and Crusaders”
(WB) and "Shanghai Story” (Rep).
Stout $20,000. Last week, “Human
Jungle” (AA) and “Raid” (20th)
(2th. wk); $16,500.
State-Lake (B&K) (2>700; 98-

$1.50)--“Egyptian”. (20th) (5th wk),
pit tp fair $17,000 or near"after
last week’s $22,000.

Surf (H&E- Balaban) (685; 95)—
High and Dry” (Indie) (4th wk).

hice $3,000. Last week, $3,500.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700: 98-

$1.25)—“Barefoot Contessa” (UA)/
Grabbing a smash $30,000. Last
week, “Three Hours to Kill” (Col)
and “Black Dakotas” (C61), $17,000.

.

«r°.
ods (Essaness) (1,198; 98-

/A?
5 — “°n Waterfront” (Col)

4th wk),.. Smash $30,000; Last
veek, $37,000.

M«ls.; 'Duel’ Hot 8G,

'Star’ Tall 9G in 3d
Minneapolis, Oct. 26.

Wth 15,000 teachers here attend-
*ng a convention and many spend-
n? their spare time at the cinemas
'Public schools are closed during
jnis conclave), loop boxoffiees
Doomed over the weekend. One

comer, “Hans Christian Ander-
back,, for second time but at

regular scale, is
:
fine at Lyric,

.ongadoon” stacks up as the top
grosser at Radio City With a stout

p,MV-
on

;, .
“Adventures Robinson

vmsoe is good at the Gopher.
^It’s^the fifth week for “Ota
Waterfront” and “Sabrina.” “Star

ih?
01 ’ ” still is bright in third Or-

P'lemn round.

Estimates for This Week
i£™tury

.
(S-W) (1.140; $1.75-

wk ^
'^inerarria”' (India) (28th

e
* Helped by teachers' prsc-

affo’
even matinees went clean

s
eo
^ven tipn opened. Still

$25,000
at $20 ’000 * Last, week,

"&h
?
r (BerSer) (1,600; 65-80)—

(t t * V
c n tures Robinson Crusoe1 '

Uiopd $5,000. Last week*
Cop (M‘G) (2d wk)

>

Chrkn
C (Pa

r
) 000; 65-85)—“Hans

rim
lar

L, Andersen” (RKO) (2d

downi^
Firs

!f

regular admission

harni
wn showing of pic whichu long run, at tilted scale. Light

'Continued on page 25)
• i

Estimates Are Net
Film gross estimates as re-

ported herewith fromi the vari-

ous key: cities, :are_.net; \. e.?

without Usual tax. Distrib-
utors' share on net take, When
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net in-

come.:

The parenthetic admission
prices, however, as indicated,
include the U> S. amusement
tax.

Frisco; ‘Buff 11G
San. Francisco, Oct. 26.

Newcomers are not as strong
this round as they, have been
recently, and most of them will
move on after one week. “Sitting
BulL” is rated fine at United
Artists; “Black Knight” looms
very big at Paramount but stays
only nine days, With /“White
Christmas” supplanting on Friday.
“Star Is Bom” still, is solid in
fourth Week at St. Francis. “Wom-
an’s World”; continues good in
third Fox week.

Estimates/ for This Week
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,859, 80-

$1) — “Bob Mathias Story” (AA)
and “Return. From Sea” (AA);
Okay $10,500. Last week, “Bounty
Hunter” (WB) and “Security Risk”
(AA), $9,500.
Fox (FWG) (4,651; $1.25-$1.5W—

“Woman’s World” (20th) (3d Wk).
Godd $12,500. Last week, $15,000.

Warfield (Loew’s) (2,656; 75-$l)—“Brigadooh” (M-G) (3d wk). Oke
$8,500. Last week, $13*006.
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 90-$D—

“Black Knight” (Ool) and “Thun-
der Pass” (Lip). Sock $19*000 in 9
days, "White Christmas,” (Par)
opens Friday. Last week, “Private
Hell” (EM)-

' and “Three Hours to
Kill” (Col), $12,800. .

St. Francis (Par) (1,400; $1-$1.50)
—“Star Is Born” (WB) (4th wk).
Solid $16,060. Last Week, $18,500.
Orpheum (Cinerama ^Theatre,

Calif.) (1,458; $1.75-$2.65)—“Cine-
rama” (Indie) (43d wk). Fat $21,-
500/ Last Week, $22,000.
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207;

70-$l) — “Sitting Bull” (UA) and
“Challenge Wild” (UA). Fine $11,-
000 in 8 days. Last week, “Down
3 Dark Streets” (UA) and “Lone
Gun” (UA), $11,500.
Stagedoor (A-R) (400; $1-$1.25)—“Little Kidnappers” (UA). Good

$4,300. Last week, “Man With
Million” (UA) (6th wk), $3,500.
Larkin (Rosener) (400; $1) —

"Hobson’s Choice” (DA) and “Last
Holiday” (AA) (5th wk)* Trim
$2,700. Last week, $2,900.

Clay (Rosener) (400; $1) —
“Dreams of Loye” (Indie) (3d wk).
Mild $1,700. Last week, $2*300.
Vogue (S.F. Theatres) (377; $1)—“Companions of Night” (Indie)

(3d wk). Light $1,700. Last week*
$1,900.
Bridge (Schwartz-Reade)

; (399;
$1-$1.20> — “Hulot’s Holiday”
(GBD) (7th wk). Present stanza
ending Wednesday (27) looks to
hold at fine $2,500, same as sixth
round.

. Holding two weeks longer
and delaying preem of “High and
Dry” (U), originally set for Oct. 28.

‘BRIGADOON’ HEP 13G,

ST. L; ‘WORLD’ BIG 10G
St. Louis, Oct. 26.

Biz is spotty this frame with
holdovers much in limelight. Per-
sonal of Eddie. Fisher and Debbie
Reynolds at the Fox for the Har-
vest Moon Festival cut into grosses..
“Brigadoon,” good in second round
at Loew’s, shapes as best coin
grabber: “Woman’s World” con-
tinues lusty, in third, frame at the
St. . Louis. “Pickwick Papers”
looms fine at two arty theatres,
“Cinerania” still is st'irdy in 39th
stanza, at Ambassador,

Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (Indie) (1,400; $1.20-

$2.40)
—“Cinerama” (Indie) (39th

wk). Nice $13,000 after $15,000 last
week.

Fox (F&M) (5,000; 50-75)—"Ben-
gal Brigade” (U) and “Four Guns
To Border” (U). Opened today
(Tues.). Last week, “Duel in

(Continued on page 25

)

• Toronto, Oct. 26.
Of newcomers this week, “Briga-

doon” is off to a wham start to
turnaway biz on a six-a-day policy
at Loew’s. “Woman’s World”
looms wow at Odeon.. “Bengal
Brigade” shapes neat at Uptown.
"Caine Mutiny” is big in two
houses in third stanza.

Estimates for This Week
Downtown* Glendale, Scarboro,

State (Taylor) (1,059; 955; 698;
694; 40-70) -T- "Shanghai Story”
(Rep) and “Capt. Kidd, Slave Girl”
(UA). Good $13,000. Last week,
“Silver Lode” (RKO) And “Jungle
Gents” (AA), $14,500.

Eglinton; University (FP) (1,080;

1,558; .50-80)—“King Richard Cru-
saders” (WB), Okay $15,000.
Last week, “Dragnet" (WB) (2d
wk), $13,000. .

Hyland (Rank) (1,354; 60-80)-^
“Doctor in House” (Rank) (8th
wk). Near-capaCity $7,500, Last.
Week, same.

Imperial (FP). (3,373; 60-$l)—
“Broken Lance” (20th)./ Big $18,-
000* Last week, “Egyptian” (20th)
(4th wk), ,$9,000.
/ Loew’s (Loew’s) (2,090; -60-$l) ;—
“Brigadoon” (M-G), Wham $25,-
000. Last Week,. “Apache” (UA),
$15,000.

-

Nortown, Shea’s (FP) (959; 2,386;
75-$l)—"Caine Mutiny” (Col) (3d
wk). Hotsy $18,000. Last week,
$24,000.
Odeon (Rank) (2,390; 75-$l)—

“Woman’s World” (20th). Wow
$20,000. Last week, “West of
Zanzibar” (Rank), $7,000.
Uptown (Loew’s) (2,745; 60-80)

—

“Bengal Brigade” (M-G*. Neat
$11,000 or near. Last week,.
“Rogue Cop” (M-G) (2d wk),
$7,000.

Philadelphia, Oct. 26.

Bulk of trade this stanza is being
limited to weekend takes. “Sa-
brinA” shapes as best of newcom-
ers, with a terrific total at the
500-seat Trans-Lux. “Bengal Bri-
gade” is rated fast at the Gold-
man. “Star Is Born”

.
is still smash

i second Mastbaum week for big-
gest coi in town. “Suddenly” con-
tinues sensational for small Trans-
Lux World.

Estimates for This Week
Arcadia (S&S) (625; 80-$1.35)—

“Rear Window” (Par) (9th wk).
Sturdy $6,700. Last week, $7,800.
Boyd (SW) (1*430; $1.25-$2.60)—

“Cinerama” (Indie) (55th .wk)..Okay
$12,000. Last week,- $14,000.
Fox (20th) (2,250; 99-$1.49)—

“Hajji Baba" (20th) (2d wk). Fair
$14,000. Last week* $21*000.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 65-

$1.30)—“Bengal Brigade” (U). Fast
$14,000: Last week, “Rogue Cop”
(M-G) (3d wk), $10,000.
Mastbaum (SW). (4,370; 75-$1.30)

—“Star Is Born” (WB) (2d wk).
Terrific $30,000. Last week, $38,000.
Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; .

74-
$L30)—“Beau Brummell” (M-G)
(3d wk). Smart $9,000 or near. Last
week, $11,000.
Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 74-

$1.49)—“Woman’s World” (20th)
(3d wk), . Off to oke $9,500. Last
week, $13,000.

Stanley (SW) (2,900; 74-$i;30)—
“Seven Brides” (M-G) (3d wk). So-
so. $9,000 in final 5 days. Last
week, $19,000.

Stanton (SW) (1,473; 50-99)^
“Passion” (RKO) and “Africa
Adventure” (RKO). Dull $6,000.
Last week, “Jamboree” (EPI) and
“Utopia” (EPI), $4,200 in 5 days,
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 80-$1.50)

—“Sabrina” (Par). Terrific $16,000.
Last week, “Hobson’s Choice”
(UA) (5th wk), $3:600:
Viking (Sley) (1,000; 75-$1.30)—

‘‘Brigadoon” (M-G) (3d wk). Neat
$10,000. Last week,- $12,000.
Trans-Lux World (T-L) (604; 99-

$1,50)—"Suddenly” (UA) (2d wk).
Sock $17,000. Last, week, $18,000.

‘Duel’ Fancy $10,000 In

Seattle; ‘Star’ 12G, 2d
Seattle, Oct. 26.

Not. much here this week at the
boxoffiees with a surplus of hold-
overs cutting in while some new-
comers are failing to measure up.
“King Richard and Crusaders” . at-

Music Hall and “Naked Alibi’* at
OrRheum both shape very slow.
“Star Is Borrt” is still great in
second round. Top new entry is

“Duel in Jungle,” big at Coliseum.
Estimates for This Week

Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,829; 75-
$1)—“Duel in Jungle”, (WB) and
“Bounty

;
Hutater” (WB), Big $10,-.

0.00 or over. Lf>t week, “Suddenly”
(Continued on page 25)

Strong pix and arrival of big
gridiron games and football crowds
in town are giving the Broadway
film boxoffice a healthy tone this,

session; There is only one im-
portant new straight-filmier, hence
the de luxe houses are depending
almost, exclusively

,
on holdovers

and extended-runs for the strong
showing. Last Saturday (23) was
especially sock at the wickets
while some theatres did even bet-

ter on §unday.
“Beau Brummell” looks lofty

$29,000 at the State, /and, of
course, is holding. New vaude plus
“Personal Affair’’ is heading

,
for

fine $24,500 at the Palace. “Star
Is Born” and “White Christmas”
continue competing for top laurels.
“Christmas”, plus stageshow shapes
to get very close to opening week’s
total in second session at the Music
Hall, running even with first week
.in first four days of second round.
Second week, winding today (Wed.)
probably will hit wow $171,000 as

against $175,000 opening stanza.

“Star” finished the second week,
day-dating at the Paramount and
Victoria, Monday (25), with a com-
bined total of smash $131,000 at

the two houses,
.

Judy Garland-
James Mason starrer landed a ter-

rific $92,000 in second round near
the: total for the first seven days.
“Star’’ is doing nearly as well com-
paratively at the; Vic.. With socko
$39 000.

“Barefoot Contessa” is pushing
up ahead of the third round in cur-
rent (4th) week with a sock $42 000
in prospect at. the Capitol. “Sud-
denly” is holding at fine $20,000 in
third stanza at the Mayfair.
“Hansel and Gretel" held at a
great $34,000 in second week at
the Broadway.
“On Waterfront” continues long-

run champ* Winding its 13th sesr
sion last night (Tues.) with smash
$28,000 at the Astor. ahead of 12th
week. Stays on. “Sabrina” con-
tinues sockeroo at $31,000 in fifth

round at the Criterion, and is now
ita its sixth week.
“Rear WindoW” still is nice with

$16,000 in 12th and final week at
the Rivoli. “Carmen Jones” opens
its regular run ah this house Fri^
day (29) after' an invitational
preem tomorrow (Thiirs:) night.
“The Detective” preems at the
Fine Arts next Monday (1). This
arty house still was doing nicely
at $6,000 with “Vanishing Prairie”
in the 10th stanza ended last Sun-
day. It plays through the 11th
week.

Estimates for This .Week
Asior (City Inv,) (1,300; 50r$1.75)

—“On Waterfront” (Col) (14th wk).
The 13th stanza ended last night
(Tues.) held with great

.
$28,000,

slightly over the. $27,500 of the
12th week. This is amazing coita

for this stage or run. Stays on in-

definitely.
Broadway (Myerberg) (1,900; 74-

$1.50)—“Hansel and Gretel” (Myer-
berg) (3d wk), First holdover ses-
sion ended Saturday (23) was great
$34,000 or near the opening week’s
total after deducting $14,000 preem
coin from the first round’s $40,000.
Now appears definitely set for a
longrun for this puppet pic.

Baronet (Reade) ' (430; 90-$1.55)
—“Hamlet” (U) (reissue). (4th wk).
This frame finishing tomorrow
(Thiirs.) likely will hold with fancy
$3,500 after $3,600 for third. Stays
a fifth, with next film’s opening
delayed.

Capitol (Loew’s) (4,820; 85-$2.20)
---"Barefoot Contessa” (UA) (4th
wk). . Current roiind/ ending today
(Wed.) is pushing tip to sock $42,r

000 aftfer $40:000 in third. Holds on.
Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 50-$1.85)

-‘-“Sabrina” (Par) (6th wk). Fifth
session ended last night (Tues.)
was very big $31,000 after $35,000
for fourth week. Continues on in-
def.
Fine Arts (Davis) (468; ,90-$1.80)— “Vanishing Prairie” (Disney)

(11th wk). The 10th stanza ended
Sunday (^4) was fine $6,000 after
$6,700 for ninth week. Continues,
with “The Detective” (Col) open-,
ing Nov. 1;

Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70-$1.50)
—“Adventures of. Hajji

. Baba”
(20th) 13d-final wk). Holding very
Well with $7,000 or over. Second
week,. $10,000. “Black Knight”
(Col) opens Friday (29),

. . Guild . (Guild) ; (450; $1-$1.80)—
“Martin Luther” (Indie) (2d wk).
First holdover session ending to-
morrow (Thurs.) looks to hold with
fast $6,000' after $10,000 opening
week. Stays on.

.
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 7.9-$l.80)

—“Suddenly” (UA) (3d wk). Third
frame ending today (Wed.) likely

Will hold with fihe $20,000 or near
after $25,000 in second week. Con-
tinues.
Normandie (Trans-Lux (592; 95-

$1.80)—“Runaway Bus” (Indie).
Opened last Saturday (23). In
ahead, “Yellow Balloon" (Indie),
mild $4,500 in 11 days.
^Palace, (RKO). (1,700; 50-$1.60)—

“Personal Affair” (UA). and vaude-
ville. This week winding Up to-
morrow (Thurs.) loolcs fine $24,500.
In ahead; “Bob Mathias . Story”
(AA) and vaude, $21,000.
Paramount (ABC-Par) (3,664; $1-

$2)--“Star Is Born” (WB) (3d wk).
Initial holdover stanza ended Mon-
day (25) held with terrific $92,000
after $115,000, straight film record
here, for opening week. After de-
ducting preem night coin, second
session’s total is very close to first
week. Now get to run through
Nov. 16. ,

. Paris (Pathe Cinema) (568; 9(1-

$1.80)—“Bread/ Love and Dreams”
(Indie) (6th-wk). Fifth frame ended
Sunday (24) was smash $12,000.
after $13,000 for fourth, week.

Rivoli (UAT) (2,092; 85-$2^

—

“Rear Window” (Par) (12th-final
wk). Present round ending today
(Wed.) looks nice $16,000 after $19,-
000 in 11th week. “Carmen Jones"
(20th ) opens Oct. 29 after invita-
tional preem tomorrow (Thurs.)
night. The 12-week run of “Win-
dow” was a highly successful one,
an outstanding engagement in
many weeks here.
' Radio City. Music Hall (Rocke-
fellers) (6,200; 95-$2.75) — “White
Christmas” (Par) and stageshow
(2d wk). This stahza ending today
(Wed.) is heading fdr>great $171,-
000. Ran neck-’n’-neck with first
round first four: days of week. First
week for this initial VistaVision pic
was terrific $175,000, over hopes.
Stays on. *

Roxy (Nat’l. Th.J (5,717; 65-$2.40)
—/Black Widow” (20th). Opens to-
day (Wed.). Last week, “Woman’s
World” (20th) (4th wk-8 days),
okay $39,000 after $43,500 for third
week, to finish out a very good run.

State (Loew’s) (3,450; 78-$1.75)—
“Beau Brummell” (M-G) (2d wk).
First session ended last night
(Tues.) was big $29,000. In ahead,
“Black Shield Falworth” (U) (2d
wk), $12,500.

Sutton (R&B) (561; 90-$1.50)—
“High and Dry” (U) (9th wk). The
eighth week ended Monday (25)
was stout $7,000 after $7,800 for
seventh round. *

Trans-Lux 60th St*. (T-L) (453;
$1-$1.50) —v “Little Kidnappers”
(UA) (9th wk). Eighth week ended
last night (Tues.) was lusty $5,600,
almost same as $5,700 of seventh
frame.
• Trans-Lux 52nd St. (T-L) (540:
$1-$1.50)—“Lili” (M-G) (86th wk).
The 85th stanza ended Monday (25)
was good $4,800 after $5,500 for
84th week.

Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 50-
$1.75)—“Star Is Borrt” (WB) (3d
wk). Holding with sock $39,000 in
first holdover* session ended Mon-
day (25) after $46,000 in first week.
Warner (Cinerama Prod.) (1,600;

$1.20-$3
;
3O)— “Cinerama” (Indie)

(73d wk). The 72d stanza ended
Saturday (23) was smash $38,000
after $41,000 in 71st week. “Cine-
rama” yesterday (Tpes.), hit. new
record for a

.
pic on Broadway by

going into its. 109th week in N.Y.
It established this mark with the
run here and initial weeks at the
Broadway theatre.

D.C. Down; ‘Star’ Smash

$29,000, 2d, ‘World’ Tall

10G, 3d, Brando 7G, 6th
Washington, Oct. 26.

There’s not a single newcomer
here this session, and general box-
office average is correspondingly
low. Holdovers and long runs
have become prevailing pattern.
"On Waterfront” shapes sock in
sixth Trans-Lux week; “Star Is
Born" is second, stanza at Ambassa-
dor and Met continues to top the
city. “Rear Window” is sturdy in
eighth, session at playhouse.
“Woman’s World” continues stout
in -'third Palace round.;

Estimates for This .Week
Ambassador (SW) 1,400; 90-$1.25)

—“Star Is Born” (WB) (2d wk)/
Strong $11,000, and stays on. Last
week* $12,500, big but below hopes.

Capitol (Loew’s) (3,434; 75-95)-

—

“Brigadoon” (M-G) (3d-final wk).
Disappointing $13,000 after oke
$17,Q00 last week.
Columbia (Loew’s) (1,174; 60-80)— ‘Rogue Cop” (M-G)' (2d wk).

(Continued ort page 25)
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Trans-Lux circuit has set up 4

Trans-Lyx pictures Cftrp. as a dis-

tribution outfit for foreign films.

It's part of a deal, signed in N. Y.

last week,, under which Trans-^Lux

acquired a half-interest in the

western hemisphere rights of forir

British Renown pix.

Trans-Lux Pictures is headed up
by Percival E. Furber, with Rich-

rd Brandt as v.p. and operating

head. Brandt is prez of the Trans-

Lux circuit. Arrangement with

George Minter, Renown prexy; is

the start of a continuing associa-.

tion since Trans-Lux will have an.

interest in other .films in the 1955

Renown program.

Involved in the current -deal are

“Our Girl Friday,” which 20th-Fox

-is taking on for distribution;

“Grand National Night,” “Dance,

Little Lady” and "Trilby and Sveri-

gali.” ,0n some future. Renown
productions, Trans-Lux will put up
the dpllars for the American talent.

>Iinter is planning to slant his out-

put directly to the U. S. market.

Renown topper arrived in N. Y.

Sunday (23). He expects to go to

the Coast for discussions with ,

20th

on CihemaScope. Minter report-

edly intends to make one C’Scope

film a year. Deal with Trans-Lux
was negotiated in N. Y. by Rich-

ard Gordon, Minter’s U. S. rep.

Trans-Lux is required tor seek ma-
jor distribution for the Minter pix

wherever possible.

At the same time, the arrange-

ment assures TransrLux, operator

of many arties in N. Y., Washing-']

ton; etc., of first-run product if it

needs it.
’

On a similar basis, negotiations

for British pix are also under way
by Frank Kassler, an associate of

AValter Reade.

Product Lack Pushing

Parks Into CinemaScope;

286 In of Area’s 600
Minneapolis, Oct, 26.

This territory's C’Scope installa-

tions haye risen to' 286 out, of a 600

potential and will be swelled, con-

siderably during ensiling months
by a late rush of ozoners to the

projection technique, according to

present indications,

o With comparatively few excepr
lions, the outdoor theatres have
been staying, on the sidelines away
from C’Scope, giving as a reason
inability to meet pictures’ percent-
age terms. However, it’s now evi-

dent that the. product situation is

driving them into the fold.

Eddie Ruben installing the
one track optical sound C’Seope in

all is 13 ozoners. The Triangle cir-

cuit, which installed it late this

season in Minot, N. D., is following
suit in its other two stands a Man-
kato and St, Clous, Minn. Before
closing for tlie season the Belle
Fourche, S. D,, outdoor, theatre
completed its installation.

New 3-D Demonstrated
.. Hollywood, Oct, 26,

First demonstratipn.of a new
widescreen 3-D process of
photography Was shown here
by Stereocolor Corp. Novelty
of the new system is that it

requires the use of only a sin-

gle strip of film in one camera,
and a si/igle. projector.

. Alfred: Landau, veepee of

the company, said the cost of

filming in Stereocolor is about
the same standard produc-
tion.

Distributors are as far away as

ever from any plan on consolidat-

ing, their facilities for the physical

handling of films for purposes of.

economy, This, despite statement

on the Coast earlier this month by

Eric A. Johqstbn, president of the;

Motion Picture Assn, of America,
to, the effect that the. companies
were nearly ready for such joint
operation with N.Y. as the starting
point.

Sales execs said
,
this week the

project never got much beyond the
discussion stage and, as of now,
the whole idea has; been abandon-
ed. It may be tried at some future
date again but. the distribs do not
see this as a likelihood,

The plan that had been afoot
called for a setup whereby all com-
panies would have pic inspection,
storage and shipping work done
under the one roof. There would
be no actual selling involved.

However, many problems
cropped up that the project was
dropped. Personnel to take on the
work, office space and the com-
panies* present leases on space for
this physical

. work all represented
factors militating against the mu-
tual . agency, Further, and impor-
tantly, some company lawyers, ever
dreading the possible consequences
of any .kind of joint operation,
feared' the setup might be con-
strued as running afoul of the anti-

trust laws.

Pathe-Cinena of Paris

SHORTS SCHEDULE

AT UNIVERSAL, 20TH
Universal and 20th-Fox last Week

put out their shorts lineup for the
season and the year.

Maintaining the release pace of

prior years, U in ’54-’55 will have
51 shorts including 15. tworeelers
and 36 onereelers. Six of tire lat-

ter are reissues, of Walter Lantz
Technicolor Cartunes. Onereelers
also include "Speed Sub-Zero,”
U’s first short lensed in the ana-
morphic Vistataiha process.
; At’ 20th, shorts subjects sales
manager Lem Jones said he would
have 26 C’Scope color shorts in
1955, eight more than in 1954,

HONOR FILM EDITORS

Gene Milford, Bob Leeds, Lynn
Harrison Spotlighted

First annual Critics’ Awards, in-

stituted by the American Cinema
Editors for the best film editing of
the year were presented to Gene
Milford; Robert M, Leeds and Lynn
Harrison.

Milford edited Sam Spiegel’s Co-
lumbia production, “On the Water-
front.” Leeds and .Harrison edited
Mark VII’s filmed television show
“Dragnet.”

Arties in Eastern U.S.A.

Expansion of its theatre holdings
in the U. S. continues as a part
of Pathe-Cinema plans for the fu-

ture, Duncan McGregor, prez of

the American Pathe Cinema sub-

sidiary, said in. N. Y. last week on
returning from a trip to,his Paris

homeoffice.
McGregor reveals, that the So-

ciete Nouyelle Pathe-Cinema, the.

French outfit for which he .runs

the Paris and :5th Ave. Playhouse
theatres in N.

.
Y., feels that thea-

tre expansion in the eastern U. S.

would be desirable “if we can find

the kind of situations that lend
themselves to our type of .opera-

tion.”

The French Pathe-Cinema is co-

producing and distributing between
six and eight pix a year, McGregor
reported. Not all of them are suit-

able for the U. S., and the French
realize this. While it owns the two
N. - Y, showcases, Pathe-Cinema
doesn’t insist that they launch its

pix in N. Y. Choice, of bookings is

left up entirely to McGregor and
Lillian Gerard, who is the operat-

ing head of the theatres. They’re
having some difficulties finding

enough suitable French product' for

the 5th Ave.
Still For the French

McGregor disagreed with; the
views of some indie, distribs in the
U. S. that the French, and.' other
European producers copying
U. S. techniques and themes and:

that this, loses them their own
unique, appeal. "French producers
still primarily produce for French
audiences,” he said. “If they make
a gangster film, and it’s very suc-

cessful, they naturally have a tend-
ency to go in for ‘cycles,’ just, as

Hollywood does.. But that’s not sur-

prising. It’s just good business.”

, Pathe-Cinema, while interested

in entering the tv film market, has
found its plans styrtiied due to the
very large investment required.

McGregor said the French outfit

had lensed three pilot pix for t^,

in English, and that they cost about
.$17,500 each.; “You. can’t sell a se-

ries of films on the basis of a few
pilot samples,” lie opined. “And
we can't invest in making a series

of .26 'on spec’.”

His French parent company is

very anxious to coproduce With
American interests, McGregor said.

The last time such a deal was con-
summated Tvas when it joined
hands, with RKO in the making of

.“Silence Is Gold,” Film, starring

Maurice Chevalier, wasn’t success-
ful in. the U. S.

*/*++ + > »+ -.4 4 4 ?

An upcoming production from Hal Wallis “Summer arid

Smoke,” taken from the Tennessee Williams play. Title registra-

tions at the Motion Picture Assn, of America show that Samuel
Goldwyn has a property listed as “Smoke” arid Walt Disney has

“Summer” . From Pete Martin rs profile on Grace Kelly in the

Saturday Evening Post: “You can be more, colorful With, a love

scene played by a lady than one played by a hussy,” said Alfred

Hitchcock; "With a hussy; such a scene cam be vulgar, but if

you put a lady the same circumstances, she’s exciting and
glamorous” , . . Judy.Garland staying east additional week while

Sid Luft huddles oft a prospective tv series for 1955.

Sol Hiirok and Italian. Films Export, have picked the Little

Carnegie Theatre, N.Y;, to launch their opera film, “Aida.” Preem
is skedded for Nov. 11. It’s Hurok’s first film presentation . .

JArthur Rank’s John Davis said to be interested tv deals for

Rank pix. Davis is due to discuss the matter when he gets to

N.Y,.- Nov. 17 Nicole Maurey (France), Myriam Verbeeck (Bel-

gium) arid Giovanni Scala (Italy) are the three candidates for the

part of Mary Magdalene in Universal’s “The Galileans.” Gals go

to the Coast tomorrow (Thurs.) . . . Paramount and the producers:

of; the legit; “Sabrina Fair” a-feridin’ and a-fussin’ over the amount
Par owes for. the play’s screen rights; Issue may go to arbitra-
tion . ,. Look for Ilya Lopert to let riff a blast vs. film-making
conditions in Italy where he’s making “Time of the Cuckoo” with
Katharine Hepburn * Venice. An Italian court has confiscated
his prints as. part of a legal action against him by a featured
actress . . Foreign distribution of “Carmen Jones” a headache
for 20th. Story is in the public domain in U.S;—but not iri Europe.

Charles P. Skouras, who died Friday (22), was in Gotham a few
weeks ago. for rneetirigs with stock analysts and the press. Who’d
take over National Theatres if he were tri bow out, Skouras was
asked "You mean if I die?” he asked back. He didn’t specifically
name anyone

r
c ..New Howard Hughes production. starring Jane

Russell is going out as "Underwater!” Why Hughes insists upon
the exclamation point raises a question mark . . . Columbia’s deal
to buy the office building at 71 1 5th Ave. brigged down in legal-
istics but still looks to go through, NBC, incidentally, used to be
located on this spot; Radio station WMGM is a current tenant A . .

Cheese, foftdu parties Will becorne the nation’s latest rage, if Lynn
Farnol has his way, The public relations man is spotlighting the
Swiss treat as part, of the campaign for “Cinerama Holiday,” in
which a couple of amateur actors are seen enjoying the dish on
their visit to, Switzerland. Fondu and “Holiday” are given double-
page attention in the November Woman's Home Companion..

Ad Agency Traced 77% Loss of Patronage Due to

TV in One Town—-With Subsequent 17% Recovery

‘Miss Film Row’
St; Louis, Oct. 26.

For the .punch, event at the
Nov. 9 dinner of tlie MiSsouri-
Illirtois regional unit iri .Thea-

tre Ownersof America, one of

the several hundred gals em-
ployed iri the various ex-

changes here will be spot-

lighted arid prize-laden as

"MisS Film Row.”

The scene: .
Hotel Chase.

Open Fire on 10%

^Pittsburgh, Oct. 26.

Theatres in this city, saddled
with a iQ% admissions tax, have
opened a' campaign for relief from
the "discriftiinatory” levy. Appeal
has been made to the mayor arid

m,embers of the city council

.

. -Allied Moti Picture Theatre
Owners rif Western Pennsylvania
is spearheading the drive. In a.

letter to Mayor David L. Law-
rence, Harry Hendel,. exec, secre-
tary of the Allied unit, declared
that the city of Pittsburgh has ex-
ceeded its limit of the 1% of the
total assessed real estate value as

provided by the State Enabling
Act and urged the city administra-
tion “to relieve the local movie
theatre of the burdensome arid

confiscatory 10% admissions tax.”

in a dramatic appeal, Hendel
said “the power to tax is the power
to -destroy and rarely in all the
centuries’ old history of taxation
has the truth of this Statement
been so clearly demonstrated as it

has been by the Admissions tax and
its effect upon our neighborhood
movie theatres.”

Holidays Lose Status

As Pivots of Film Sell;

Hyman Bullish on Biz
Time has passed when the film

companies could afford to concen-
trate their top releases around
holiday periods, Edward L. Hyman,
American Broadcasting-Paramount
Theatres v.p., said this week fol-

lowing an b o. of production activ-

ity on the Coast.
Impressed with the pix he had

seen, Hyman commented he “couia
not help but again feel proud of
our industry;” And he added:
“There is nothing on the market
today in any device that the mag-
nificence and scope of our wide
screens, color and fine sound can-
not equal or surpass.”
With specific reference to the

Thanksgiving to Christmas period,
Hyman observed: “There are far
too many good attractions available:
and our business has expanded far
beyond the four holidays of the
year for the studios to confine their
product to give us a flood of pic-
tures for the holidays and a dearth
of product during the year. There
are no seasons ’ in our business,
Ours is not unlike the department
store business—they have Christ-
mas sales,, and immediately follow-
ing, January white sales, so . there
is soiriething to interest the public
every week of the year.”

'

Hyman said that, on the basis of
the product previewed, “we . look
forward to a healthy fourth quar-
ter in 1954 and an even more ac-
ceptable first quarter in 1955. We
know,” he said, “that we rinist

maintaiii this . basis of quality. The
demand ... is for quality pictures.”
He suggested that exhibs “take

up the challenge With the studios’*
to. properly apprise the public that
trip attractions are available. Also,
tri let the public know that “this
is a grown-up industry; that the
lagging of the last few . years is

past.” The circuit exec urged fur--
. ther that theatres let the b.o. de-
termine the length of run.

.

Chiming in with an opinion ex-
.
pressed frequently by Lerinard
Goldeftson, AB-PT prexy, Hyman
emphasized the need for publicity
continuity to bridge the gap be-
tween the completion of a film arid
its release. “This tailor-made ex-
ploitation will be of great benefit,”
be stated.

Universal has in \york a program
designed to come rip with som
scientific answers on why. the pub-
lic attends, or doesn’t, attend,' mo-
tion picture theatres. The job has
been assigned to . Gerald Tasker
research v.p. of the Crinnirigham &
Walsh ad agency.
tasker stated this Week the sur-

vey will look iritb all aspects of at-
tendance: Who goes to what kind
of theatres, why are first-runs or
drive-iris or neighborhood houses
preferred, Who in tjie family
selects the film to be seen, what
the public thinks about certain pi
and players, etc.

The agency exec said a certai
city will be selected “Movie-
town” and its residents are to be
the ones interviewed. The pulse-;
taking Will be coriypleted by next
month, he added.
Same ad agency disclosed its

findings in study of television’s
effects on theatre business. In this,
New Brunswick,. N. J., was chosen
as -the sample ^ city—and named
“Videotown” for the purpose—be-
cause its residents can receive
such a wide variety of tv programs
from N. Y. and N. j; stations;
Film attendance fell 77%, re-,

ported Tasker, after tv hit
.
the

town. He said ihe survey Went on
for : five years. But; the turning
point was reached ih 1953 with a
17% gain and -this year’s attend-
ance is doubling last year’s, he
added, There was no breakdown
on the type of theatres covered.

'
, ,

‘

Maryland Sees ’Waterfront’

After Junst Okays It

With ’Go to Hell’ Line
Baltimore, Oct. 26;

CpluriibiaV“On The Waterfront”
opened last Friday (22) at L M.
Rappaport.’s Hippodrome here after
a tussle with

,
the Maryland State

Board, of Motion Picture Censors
over the lirie of dialog iri which the
young lbpgshrirerrian played by
Marlon Brando tejls a priest to
“go to hell.” Following the usual
pattern srit by censorship disputes
locally, the censor hoard headed
by Sydney Traub, refused to sanc-
tion the film with the lirie in ques-
tion but was forced to do so after

the distributor appealed the case.

Judge James S. Cullen overruled
the board’s decision that the line

was “indecent,” pointing Out that

indecency as defined by criminal
statutes is confined to “sexual 'im-

morality.” Representatives of

Columbia offered overwhelmingly
favorable reviews, and letters of

commendation, from . clergymen
lauding the film as evidence that

the board’s decision reflected only

a Small portion of public opinion.

In testimony prior, to the release

of the judge’s , opinion, censor
board chairman Traub stressed the

problem of considering youthful
audiences in the board’s decisions.

His objection to the dialog in the

Columbia release also involved the

fact that the line was directed at

a “mail of the cloth.” He also tes-

tified that “the first thing you

know you’ll have a man telling a

woman to go to hell,” often re-

ferring to the later designation

as “that warm place.” Judge Cul-

len” retorted with the . opinion that

the chairnian's “standard of mo-

rality is extremely high.”

Judge Clulen’s veto follows a

siriiilar upset of the board's ruli ngs

last year when Judge Herman
Moser authorized the statewide ex-

hibition, of “The Moon Is Blue

after a hotly contested battle be-

tween United Artists and the un-

daunted' censor board.

CENSORS RELIEVED

Mgsons (Cancel Lease, for French

Firm Auspices

Columbus, Oct. 26.

State film censors located her

were, uneasily reading advertise^

ments for “Group 16” which haa

rented the Masonic Auditorium m
Cleveland to exhibit five “uncen-

sored” French films between Oct.

23 and Feb. 16. Ostensibly private,

“Group 16” Used paid space to

sell memberships at $50,

problem has now evaporated;

the Masons having gotten jittery

. arid, .cancelled thejeasri-
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The wonderful story of Three sailors On leave • ••

Three girls in love.

!;

STARRINGTONY CURTIS - GLORIA BeHAVEN

GENE NELSON CORINNE CALVET • PAUL GILBERT
With "MISS UNIVERSE OF 1954" CHRISTIANE MARTEL* "MISS U S A. OF 1954" MYRNA HANSEN

1 a universal international picture

, , Y '

::y

PUBLICATIONS will pre-sell the readers of LIFE... LOOK...AMERICAN WEEKLY;
PARADE...THIS WEEK'. . .SEVENTEEN . . . REDBOOK . . .COSMOPOLITAN . . . FAMILf

. .. V.V.

.
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CIRCLE...WOMAN’S DAY. . .WOMAN’S HOME COMPANION- HIT PARADIRI®VA\V.V,-:/V

CORONET.. .SONG HITS.. .PHOTOPLAY. . .FILMLAND . . . SCRBIN STARS
MOVIE LIFE...MOVIE STARS PARADE...WEEK END

. v v - V'vV'. :
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Swing With the Breeze of Indecision as Pres* Doesn't

Know Where It Stands and/or Sits

Theatre Owners of America,

which each year can’t just make: up

its lind at which sessions to per-

press attendance, is again

\\ itching open and. closed meet-

Tvyo years ago, itv originally

decided that all sessions would be,

opened to the press. However,

.when the newsmen arrived, Mri

Washington, all meetings
;
^vere

closed. Last year at Chicago, it

also changed its schedule. For.

this year’s convention, in Chicago

Oct. 31-Nov. 4, the Tuesday (Nov.

21 .morning session; originally

opened, will now be held behind

closed .doors,
.

”
•

TOA is adding a touch of

glamor to its annual confab, hav-

ing corralled a number of Holly-

wood personalities for. the conven-
tion activities. Four new faces will

represent the glamor phase of the
industry—Elaine Stewart, Kim No-
vak. Robert Francis add Rock Hud-.

the exhib' org has also sched-
uled an active entertainment pro-
gram. including a style show, a
matinee of “Wonderful Town,” and
a special breakfast for the ladies in

addition to joint events including
screenings of current and future
films, a TESMA-TEDA open, house,
a Coca-Cola party, ai supper and
squJre dance by Pepsi-Cola, a Na-
tional Carbon cocktail party, and
the president’s banquet.

7

Samuel Pinanski, of Boston, will

head this, year’s nominating com-
mittee. Serving with him will be
Carl E. Anderson, . Kalispell, Mont.;
James' S. Carbery , .Little Rock; L. S.

Hamm, San Francisco; R. M. Ken-
nedy, Birmingham,

:
Ala.; David B.

Wallerstei
, Chicago, and Mitchell

Wolfson, Miami. The committee
Will hold, a pre-convention meeting
on Oct. 30. Its slate of officers will
be presented at the board of di-

rectors meeting on Oct. 31.

Ottawa, Oct. 26.

Foreign lingualers are having a

field day in Canada’s capital these

days, with four first-runs showing
thei almost exclusively, another
two days a week, and a house
across the river at Hull, Que.,

Pling French product,

Latest theatre to turn to “arties”

for half of each bill is the 511-seat

Rialto. Latter has been acquired
by Bob Maynard, managing direc-

tor of the suburban Eastview and
wner of the downtowii Fraricais.

Il H/ play first-runs as a primary
policy.

Rialto opened up with Colum-
bia’s “The Affairs Of Messaliria,”
dubbed into English from the Ital-
ian. Film^vas coupled with “Shock-
proof.’? The German-made “Saizon
in Salzburg” came in this weOk.

This art-sex-and-action policy
Ziy.es Ottawa its fourth art or semi-
aft house, with 20th Century The-
atres’ 410-seat niidtown Little El-
Bin successful on that kick for
J'fears under Ernie Warren. Na-
tional Theatres’ Globe and Towne
Cinema nabes, under Fred Leavens,
are doing okay after a few months
and a few weeks’ respectively.

Sunday public showings are 11-
tcgal here as everywhere in Can-
ada outside Quebec province; 'but
.ttul], just across a short bridge,
tUres many Ottawans to its regular
Sunday pix> advertised in the capi-

>?.
s

..
dailies.’ Hull’s Cinema de

kf*
11
?

1

.
full-week French dou-

°
,

bills as a steady policy, draws
P enty of French-Canaclians from
Ule capital every night

TOA Check-In Big
Chicago, Oct. 26.

Chicago headquarters of
TOA-TESMA report that ad-
vance reservations for upcom-
ing joint conclave at Conrad
Hilton Hotel here are 25%
ahead of .last year’s.

‘ Convention tees off on Get.
31 for five days.

V w

Asked to Hear

How TOA Works
Minneapolis, Oct. 26.

In a letter inviting the territory’s
exhibitors to a luncheon here Oct.
29 to meet and hear Walter Reade
Jr. TOA president, and. other of
the organization’s officials, Harold
Field and E. R. Ruben, local circuit
owners, announce that “the TOA
approach to industry problems”
will be explained,
They state that they feel that

that approach “is most construc-
tive and beneficial.” ^

. The letter relates that both are
“firm believers in exhibitor organ-
ization.” They point out they were
Allied members for a great many
years, but for the past year and a
half have been TOA members.
.
One of the reasons for inviting

Reade and the others tyere is be-
cause this, territory; always an ex-
clusive Allied stronghold, “has
never heard anything but the Al-
lied approach,” according to the
letter.

Chicago’s Clark Theatre

Lines Up Another Of

Its ‘Film Festivals’

Chicago, Oct. 26:

Clark Theatre is prepping! its
sixth semi-annual film festival for
Oct. 31 kickoff with 30 films of
high merit or historical renown
being unreeled in the 15 day series.
House is the only theatre in the
country to

. stage a “classics” series
with daily changes of program.
Two Academy Award winning

pix will lead off, “High Noon” and
“African Queen.” Clark general
manager Bruce Trinz, who booked
the series, is also pairing such well-
known musicals as “Top Hat”
(1935) and “Three Smart Girls”
(1936),'* action gems like “Little
Caesar” and “Public Enemy,” com-?
edy comparisons like “Bank Dick”
and “Mr. Blandings Builds His
pream House,” and cowboy entries
like “Westerner” and “Red River.”

A- total of 16 American and for-
eign wards are represented in the
series and all of the pix have been
adjudged outstanding in atr least
one of several categories. Previous
film fests here . have turned out
enormously successful,

House is.open 22 hours a day and
even in normal operation changes
dualers daily.

Altec Units Out Nor. 12
Altec, which has been licensed

to manufacture Perspecta sound in-
tegrators, will start delivery of the
first units pn NoV. 12 and will con-
tinue delivery at a ,regular .pace
from that date on. Units are now
being manufactured by Newpatlis
Inc., one of Altec’s manufacturing
subsidiaries.

Distribution will be through the
regular theatre supply channels.
Altec is currently active in the
technical supervision of theatre
installations of Perspecta sound.

. s'

Pete Smith’s “Pedestrian Safety”
short subject was handed a merit,
award by National Safety Congress
in Chicago.

Some leaders of Theatre Owners
of America are- going to the organi-

zation’s annual convention in Chi-

cago with the conviction that the

distributors have yet to be reached

with the “message” about product

and prices.

TOA’s plan, which is apparently

lqosely drawn at this point, is to

somehow more forcefully impress

upon the companies exhibition’s

claimed need for more pix at. less

rental. Reps of this theatre outfit

say they
1

believe the roars that
came out of Allied States’ con-
clave in Milwaukee earlier this

month fell upon deaf ears so far
as distribution officials are con-
cerned. The TAO-ers stated they’re
not looking for any bout with Al-
lied but are convinced the latter’s
approach Was strictly vocal con-
demnation of the- pic companies
and experience over thJ years
shows this “emotional” approach,,
rarely has had the proper effect.

One TOA man said the Chicago
meet, which opens Sunday (31),

will seek to “open the distributors’
eyes to ; the logic and economic wis-
dom" of relaxing sales policies. He
added he hopes that some sort of
device to accomplish this will be
seized upon at meetings among the
directors and full membership as
well.

In any event, it was made clear
that TOA get together, like Allied’s,
will focus largely on the availabil-
ity of product and the so-called
seller’s market. As part of this pro-
gram, considerable discussion will
centre on means of encouraging
new production and distribution
sources, presumably such as the
recently-formed Distributors. Corp..
of America.

,
Meanwhile, reservations for the

convention as of the past weekend
indicated unusually large atten-
dance. The Portland, Ore., area
alone will have 15 delegates and
the total turnout probably will ex-
ceed 600. This is exclusive of nu-
merous non-TOA members who
Will be looking in on the trade ex-
hibits.

Threaten Minn. Boothmen
With December Shutdown

Minneapolis, Oct. 26. *

A North Central Allied commit-
tee handling negotiations with rep-

resentatives from the AFL projec-

tionists’ unions on terms of a new
three-year contract to replace the
present one expiring Nov. 30 for
local indie nabe houses has not
been able to make any headway
toward an agreement.

As A result, the possibility of
wholesale shutterings of nabe
houses here in December is grow-
ing stronger, according to Allied.
The exhibitors’ committee has ;

countered the union’s pay boost
demands, amounting to approxi-
mately 25%, with a demand for a
cut in that amount. It cites the al-

leged fact that “most independent
neighborhood theatres here are
not getting by at present.”

Exhibitors are
.
reported to have

signed an agreement to abide by
whatever decision their committee
reaches regarding the new contract
and shuttering of their theatres.

Harry Ij&randt Had Rapped Lawyer as Fomentor of

'Industry Strife But Not Himself in Industry

TOA Okays Kaye
Inaugurating a series cf an-

nual awards for the “star , of

the year,” Theatre Owners of

America has selected Danny
Kaye as the first recipient of
the honor. Comedian will be
guest, of honor at the exhib
org's banquet Nov. 4. Conrad
Hilton Hotel, Chicago, at the
windup of the annual conven-
tion.

Kaye was named by TOA’s
board of directors/ represent-
ing 27 units and about 8.000
theatres.

Hollywood, Oct. 26.

What the film industry needs at

this time is a renewed awareness
of the vital necessity for continu-
ing technical progress as the brisis

for a healthy growth. That was the
keynote expressed by Herbert Bar-
nett, retiring president of the So-
ciety of Motion Picture and Tele-
vision Engineers at the close of its

76th sbmi-annual Convention. Bar-
nett will be succeeded in January
by John G. Frayne.
Urging the maintenance arid en-

couragement' of re-awalcened inter-

est in all segments of the motion
picture and televisi industries,

Barnett said:

“The contributing influence of
the engineers in the revitalized

motion picture business under-
scores once again what other in-

dustries have come to realize—that
research and* development engi-
neering is the lifeblood of economic
Advance. The convention was

(Continued On page 18)

Trim 27 Minutes Off

Judy Garland Film

For House Turnover
With smaller theatres fearing a

cutdown in their take because of

a smaller turnover, Warner Bros,

lias decided to trirn 27 minutes

from “A Star Is Born,* which now
runs three hours and two minutes.

New prints will be available for

engagements after Nov. 1. How-
ever, the present version; now
showing in some 20 key cities in-

cluding New York, Chicago, and

Los Angeles, will remai un-
changed for 'these dates.

Trimming, it’s understood, was
accomplished by tighter editing of

the dramatic story and some sriipr

ping of Judy Garland's many musi-
cal numbers. u

Since the picture opened, War-
ners, both in N. Y. and the Coast,
has been plagued by unsolicited
advice for and against cutting. Di
N. Y , the publicity department re-

ceived many calls from ordinary
fans urging the company to leave
the picture as originally presented.

Charge by Harry Brandt, prexy*
of the Independent Theatre Own-
ers Assn.,rthat Allied States Assri.

fyoard chairman Abram F. Myers*
was “deliberately fomenting strife
in our industry” was termed “gross-
ly unfair and unjustified” by Al-
lied prexy Ben Marcus. Brandt
made the statement in commenting
on Myers’ proposed bill for Gov-
ernment regulation of the industry.
He further accused Myers of not
wanting ’ peace and constantly de-
siring to maintain a state of civil

War.
Marcus’ defense of Myers was

contained in a letter sent to,Brandt
! ast. week. The Allied topper said
Brandt was entitled to his opin-
ion in terming 'the bill “an abor-
tion” since ‘.‘in our free system of
enterprise, we are all entitled to
our free expression and thought.”
Answering* JJrand’t remark that

Myers did not own a single thea-
tre, Marcus said that, "for a man
who has no personal, holdings in
our industry, he (Myers) has con-
tributed more than any other in-
dividual during the past 25 years
to the welfare of the independent
exhibitor and the industry as a
whole.”
Marcus assured Brandt “that all

of the Allied leaders acted upon
this measure, only after many tedi-
ous hours of careful deliberation,
and were not taken in by anybody
nor had been influenced by any
professional policy makers as per
your statement.”
He stressed that “none of us

were, or are we now, overly eager
for Government control, but as an
exhibitor, you should know that
we. have tried every avenue of ap-
proach, but distribution to this day
refused to give us any worthwhile
relief.”

Warners 21 For

New tentative release slate set
by Warner Bros, calls for the dis-
tribution of 21 pictures for tlr

annual stanza extending froi
Sept., 1954. to Sept.. 1955. In-
cluded in the total is a*, reissue
package consisting of "Saratoga
Trunk” and “The Big Sleep.”
scheduled for re-release De-
cember.

Eight of the 21 pictures are
C’Scopers, including “A Star Is
Born,” “Drumbeat.” “Track of the
Cat,” “East of Eden,” “Battle
Cry,” “Strange Lady in /Town,"
“Land of tl\e Pharaohs,” arid “The
Sea Chase.” Although the Judy
Garland starrer, “A Star Is Born,”
is currently being played in key
situations throughout the country,
it’s not set for general release un-
til January.

Release dates of some of the top
attractions are: “The Silver Chal-
ice,” December; “Young at Heart,”
January; “East of Eden,” March;
“Battle Cry,” April; “Strange
Lady in Town,” May; “Land of
Pharaohs” and “Sea Chase.”. July;
“Mr. Roberts.” August, and Jack
Webb's “Pete Kelly's Blues,” Sep-
tember.

Broadway’s Long-Run Films
An all-time- long-run record for Broadway was set yesterday

(Tues.) by “This Is Cinerama,” first film in the medium. Picture
enters its 109tli week, topping the mark previously held by the
British film, “Red Shoes,” which ran 108 weeks at the Bijou
Theatre.
Cinerama opehe.d at the Broadway Theatre on Sept. 30; 1952, and

shifted to the Warner on June 5, 1953. It has grossed about $3,700.-
000 to date in its Gotham run.
Only other Current film that has completed as much as one year

in the Broadway area is Metro “Lili,” in its 85th week at flic Trans-
Lux 52d St. “Open City,” the post-war Italo entry, tops its record
with 91 weeks. Other pix that have had extended runs are “The Big
Paraoe” (66 weeks). “Hamlet” (61 weeks), “Paisan” (51 weeks',
“Bitter Rice” (47 weeks) and “Gone With the Wind” (43 weeks).

MERGED INTO ‘ALLIED’
Chicago, Oct. 26.

Alliance Theatre .(circuit of Illi-

nois and indiana merged last week
with its state of Washington sub-,

sidiary; Midstates Theatres, under
the overall name of Allied Theatr

Corp.* Headquarters will be in Chi-

cago.

Resultant changes in the exec

I hierarchy have hoisted P. J. Dee

j

from president to chairman of the
board, Former exec v.p. S. J.

Gregory has been named prez, and
James Gregory stays on as general
manager.
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Paris, Oct; 19. 4

It is fairly symptomatic of the

current legit season that the hits

are either,, revivals or adaptations

of foreign plays. The purely GalUc
success Has not evolved yet as the

many legit ,’ openings denole a

certain facility and lack of depth
in most of tlic current fare. Some
offbeaters have added, a good'

fringe note.

At present the hits are the

reprise of • Jean Cocteau’s 1934

“La Machine Infernalc”; Jcan-

Louis, Barrault’s .
rendition of

Georges Neveui's adaptation of

Anton Tcheckov’s “The Cherry
Orchard” <La Cerisaie); Marc-
G i 1 b c r .t Sauvajon.'s “AcTorab;

c

Julia”; an adaptation of Somcv’ct
Maugham’s “Theatre” plus the

boff of “Pofgy And Bess” and
“Ballet Du Marquis de Cuevas.”

“Orchard” is ’ a lesson

strained rid. understanding .sti’g -

craft. The fragile play Of nosialg'

a

and the passing Of an era is .’y

. .breathed into' this. It scored with
the public and crix alike. . Add
four .strai/'lit hits for the Barrault-

j

Madeleine Rcnaud rep .company.
Cocteau’s “Infernale” ..has. the

added prestige of a, trio of names
in Jean Marais, Elvira Popesco and
Jeanne Morgan. This paraphrase of

“Oedipus Rex” is unevenly inter-

preted and has such strange as-

pects as the incestuous m Uier

being p'ayed in a broad, boule vard
manner by Miss Popesco plus the.

tragic stance of Marais. Standout
in this all'aif is Miss Moreau as she
brings Wi .., beauty and tenderness
to the role of the Sphinx, Though
uneven, th is lias caught on and
looks to be iiv the hit category on
name value alond.

Brit. Equity Secretary

Named to Films Council
London, Oct 26.

Gordon Sandisori, general secre-

tary of. British Actors Dquity, has
been named a member of the gov-
ernment's Films Council, replacing
actress Rosamund John. Miss John,
a member of the Equity Council,
has retired from the . panel, at her
own request. The BOT also an-
nounced that Lord Drogheda has
resigned as chairman of the Flms
Council and has been replaced by
Si C, Roberts, master of Pembroke
College, Cambridge, and a former
vice-chancellor of the university.

The Films Council, which is set

up under the Films Act, has the
statutory obligation of advising the
EOT prexy on the operation of the
Quota Act.. It also probes quota
defaults and makes recommenda-
tions for prosecution where con-
sidered necessary.

German Ballet Skedded

For 1st Postwar U.S:Tour
Frarikfurt, Oct. 19.

Marking the first time since be-

fore the war that any German
ballet has invaded the U. S., the

Tatjana Osovsky Classical Ballet

is going over for the 1955-56 sear

son. Bookings have been skedded

to date in New York, Philadelphia

and Chicago.
Repertoire includes; Blacher’s

“Hamlet,” “The Idiot,” Ravel’s

“Bolero,” and two new numbers
introduced at the Berlin Festival

i September, “Pelleas. arid. IVIelis-

ande” and “The Red Mantle.”

Lack-Lustre Comedies
i

Two comedies by men who have
previously produced hit plays

• came-a-cropper here as lack-lustre

writing and lagging dramaturgy
iad.e the oll'ers less than satisfying

in spite of big names in them. First

is Jean-Bernard Luc’s' “Qarlo-s

Marguerite” with Jean - Pi ive

Aumont and Gaby Sylvia; live

other
‘ “Namouna” of Jacques

Deval, with Fernand Graycy.
“Carlos” is a one, gag affair' using-

psychology spoofing. A femme
suffering from inability to say no
or make decisions, goes back to

her ex-husband for help in getting
rid of ..three men in her life. Jn
tiie. : process^ the husband falls in

love with her with a bang. There
are some good moments in this

but.it wears thin after the first act.

Not much in this to interest the
u-; s.

“Namouna" is even less, of a

play with a Charade-like feeling

that is never dissipated. An oiiicer

of Napoleon hies himself to an
island off Turkey after the cl .’feat

Of the Emperor and becomes a

Mussulman. In his cynicism, lie
i

takes three new wives every month
front a wily slave dealer. However,
one of them wins hint arc! turns
him towards belief in real things
again.. This hicks the usual brand
of Deval writing and feel for

character. It remains more an out-
line for musical than a play.

Evert the introduction of 20 pej-l

gals doesn’t help much.
"Comme Les Dieux” (As The

Gods) by- Alfred Fable-Luce is an
..evocation, of a period i the life

of Lord Byron when his incestuous
affair with, his half sister lias him
finally descrting his wife and .Eng-
land for Ills 'iiSade of liberty in

Greece. Play is literary arid re-

rved, but has a good, rou cl ed
feel for character' and situation.

'This emerges, a drama of ' lish

London, Oct. 26.

Anticipating that the failure of
many independent. British produc-
ers to launch out in the new wide-
screen techniques may adversely
affect the export trade in many for-

eign markets, the Board, of Trade
is asking for a full report from
the British Film Producers Assn!
In turn, the BFPA has sent a
questionnaire to .

all its members.
In making their inquiry of Brit-

ish producers, the BOT films divi-

sion recognizes the economic prob-
lem confronting local studios. Tile

production of big scale pix; in

Et*l GinemaScope, VistaVision or other
! media, would enhance^ production

For Italy in 54
Rome, Oct. 19.

Gurrent pic production figures

indicate that Italy is headed for

another record year, possibly top-

ping last year's total of 140. More
than 118 Italo feature films so far

have gone into production here
and on. location. The upcoming
schedule, is likewise heavy

.

.
Included in the nine-month,. 118

pic total are 30 co-produptions,
with 26 of such productions .lensed
with France, two with Spai , and
one eaich with Gcrriiany arid .Egypt.

_

In addition, three Yank prbduc-
: tions were made in Italian studios

this year: “Helen of 'Proy”
: <WB),

“Land of Pharaohs” (WB),. partly
made in Italy;: and “Summertime”
(Lopert).

Color is playing an increasingly
vital, role in local production, with
50 tinters in the year’s lineup.
Ferraniaeolor was used most, 23
pix being: lensed with the Italian

system while 13 were made in

Eastijjancolor, nine in Technicolor,
three ‘ Gevacolof and two in

Warnefpolor (“Pharaohs” and
“Helen”).
There are 30 pix currently

i shooting here..

budgets and thus further accent
the problem created by the lim-.

ited home market.
A Board of Trade official fold

Variety last week that there! is

no evidence of a drop in export
earnings- but it was feared that if

there were a worldwide tendency
in favor of the new

-

widescreen
techniques, the existing conven-
tional-type picture .

might become
outmoded. On the. other hand, it

was thought possible that in many
territories exhibs might continue
with standard-size product, and
that might conceivably benefit Brit-

ish films.

While seeking this information,

! the BOT is virtually powerless to

j

make any definite proposals to

Uhe industry i but hopes that, having
' taken the ' itiative, British pro-

ducers will examine the situation

on a broad basis.

FILM RENTALS SOAR

FOR IRELAND EXHIBS
Dlibli Oct. 19.

Outward flow of currency to pay
for films shown here reached a

record high of $2,226,000 last year
according to the Central Statistics

Office here. The figure has shown
a steady uptrend since 1949, when
it was $1,794,000.

Rentals here now are. averaging
around 35f ' , ; with CinemaScopc
and other biggies coming in ardund
50 fc. Flat rentals, playing first-

run here, range from $225 to $900
a.week. General survey indicates

dollar 33) :^c
is going to the government by way
of entertainment tax, 35^r to dis-

tribs and 121 -i Co for labor charges.

‘American Film Week’

Proceeds to Educate

Yank Kids in Argentine
Buenos Aires; Oct. .26.

Plans are shaping to hold an
American film week in Buenos
Aires on the lines of those staged
late last year by the French, Italian

and Soviet industries; .These fests

contributed greatly to the impact
of European pix on local audiences.
American community leaders

here are seeking contributions, to

a func! to provide. American chil-

dren in Argentina with adequate
school facilities: Suggestion- has
been made that part of the pro-

ceeds from any American film week
be contributed to the American
'community school fund. Motion
Picture Export Assn, board- ‘ hull-

ing the idea.

Tlve Italian and French Film
weeks were held in Oct. and Nov.
of 1953,. each, featuring seven pix
of ulstariding quality which were

!
exhibited twice each day for seven
days. Advance booking for both
film weeks were sold out in 48
hours although prices were . set at

a high mark ‘of $21.
The American school fund or-

ganizers hope to. realize several

hundred thousand dollars should
i-the U. S.

: indus.tr agree to help
. out.

and Victorian pathos. It is limitod
;; Jhat^the.exhibitor’s

appeal lor America, but has :

possibilities of. serving l lie

mould for one of those intense
'

costumers ';e, “Tile Heiress’- 1 !

which hav .appeal on Bf advvay .]

as acting vehicle. It is ably j

thesped here by Jacques Dacqmine
and Claude Gcnsae as the incos-.j

lu pair with fine assists from
ljicicMi Boga rt and Claude 1

Genla.

Iceland Cool to TV
Dublin, Oct. 19..

Talking to radio set dealers here.
Minister for Posts aiicl Telegraphs
Michael J, Keyes said it was vir-

tually certain that ho television
service would be introduced in li'e-

lancl “lor a number of years.”
He gave the cost as the principal

difficulty.

Downing to London Films

j

London, Oct. 26.

i Anthony Downing has joined
1 London Films as director of public

relations. For the last five years

|

lie has been publicity topper for

; the Selzrtick Studio. In that
.'capacity, he conducted the annual
r

Seizrtick Golden Laurel. Award.
Under an arrangement between Sii‘

Alexander Korda and David O.
'.Selznick, Downing will continue to

supervise the Golden Laurel award.
Bill Batchelor will continue with

London Films as studio publicity

i director and David Russell stays as

i director of overseas publicity.

Miller Quits Granada;

Forming Own Company
London, Get. 26.

After 30 years with the com-
pany, Nat Miller, head of the
Granada Theatres film booking de-
partment, is leaving .next week to

.set up his own production and dis-

tribution organization. He already
has formed a new company, Orb
Film Distribution Ltd.,, and is

negotiating for a program of Brit-

ish, American and possibly- Con-
tinental pix

Miller is already talking a British

production deal in association with
Butchers, and it is planned to make
a-, number of pix in conjunction
with American companies; Prelim-
inary confabs already haying taken
place with Abner J. Greshler.

Succeeding Miller at Granada
\yill be Victor Chapman, who has
been with the company sinc^ 1925.

Ban Prostie Yarn, Nix DuBarry’ Visa

Korda Gets ‘Blue Sea’

London, Oct. 19.

In. line with its policy of luring

indie British producers to film in

CinerhaScbpe, 20th-Fox has closed

a deal with Sir Alexander Korda
to distribute worldwide his upcom-
ing production bf “The: Deep. Blue
Sea,” which Anatole Litvak will

produce. Based on Terence Ratti-

gan’s legit hit, with the screenplay
by . the author, the production will

co-star Vivien JLeigh and Kenneth
More. Latter was in the original

London stage
.
production.

This makes the fifth British

G’Scoper promoted by 20th-Fox.
“That Lady,” “Black Prince” and
“Long Live John Silver” are near-
ing completion, and Powell-
pressburger venture is final

stages of preparati

Tokyo, Oct., 19:

U. S. film distribs here are pes-

simistic about the prospects for in-

creasing the number of films to be
imported next year (the fiscal year
beginning April 1).

Reasons for the gioom are sev-

eral. In the first place. Finance
Ministry authorities have been
warning that the state of the coun-
try’s foreign fund holdings may
force a cut in the current film ap-
propriation of $5,500,006, They
have already threatened to invoke
a clause in the current agreement
which allows them to reduce the
amount of remittances if boxoffice
receipts climb too high during the
last part of the fiscal year covered.
Already some 60Co of the fund has
been used up arid the big grossing
New York season is not yet here.

Second gloom caster is the
bouncemen t by Nikkatsu Studio’s

president, Kyusaku Hori, that pror
duction. at his studio has* advanced
to such a state that it is highly
probable that Nikkatsu Studios
will be able to supply the entire

demand of its chain of some 700
theatres throughout Japan for

1955. The studio feels this ivould
preclude the need for foreign films,;

Hori told a stockholders’ meeting
that four new stages will be ,com-
pleted by the

.
end of. the year,

bringing the total, to eight. He also

said the company has a stockpile

of six unreleased filths arid will

have six more in cans by year's

end! He added that the studi

would be able to turn out four fea-

tures a .month begining in Janu-
ary and that only the Marunouchi
Nikkatsu in Tokyo would be used,
for foreign pix! When exceptional
domestic product was available, the
Nikkatsu might kick out foreign
product for a certain period.

Paris; Ott. 26.
As the stories of Europe’s pos-

sible reprisal against severe U. S.
code tactics gain impetus, a pai'a-

dox has developed here with the
local . censorship . boards,, reacting
rather strongly aga'inst ttiD' exporta-
tion of certain French 'pfx,

.

Internal censorship a1s6<!has been
in the news of late. Recent fiasco

started when a film! on prostitu-
tion, “Les ImpUres,” was* banned,
and When the new suRer^spec, “Ma-
dame Du Barry,” \vas' denied
export visa. The ban! on “Pu Barry”
has more or less petered out, but
it has Started anti-ceriSor polemics
in the local press.

Andre Cayatte’s film, “Avant La
Deluge” (“Before the Deluge”),

Instill has riot received a visa of

exportation for either the U: S. or
Germany. This tale of juvenile
delinquency, which puts the blame
squarely on negligent parents, was
considered detrimental to Gallic
prestige for exportation^ purposes.
However, antagonists point, out

that the U. S. sent France an- an-

alagous filni in “T.li Wild
.
One'’

(Col), which treated the same prob-
lem. They also point to such films

as “From Here to Eternity” (Col)

and “Caine Mutiny*’ (Col) as signs

of healthful self-cfiticism .which
should be freely extended to the

French production both internally

and in regards to those films al-

i ready made. :

|

Yet, in the realm of insouciance
and moral gambits, France, still

makes its unclad, naughty films

with abandon. !French producers

;
also have delved into the extremely

r violent gangster school with! a ;
ne\y

• cycle of films proving great in pop-

;
ularity here.

Hope in British Vaude

Prior to Royal Variety
Liverpool, Oct. 26.

Bob Hope is playing eight per-
formances in vaude at the Empire
Here as tuneup lor. his star corii-

peting role in the Royal Variety
Performance at the London Palla-.

dium on Monday (1).

He is billed for four, nights, two

j

performances nightly, from Oct.

1
25-28, Liverpool, busy industrial

]
city, was chosen because the

j

comedian has not appeared here
before.

Plan to Restore Quota

For Distribs In England

Shelved for 4 Years
London, Oct. 26,

I ...A plan to imerid the: Films Act,

j

under .Which the British film quota
!’is given statutory effect, has been
: shelved by the government, and
the expressed viewpoints, of the

various trade associations will be

j
taken into consideration When the

4

tim mes to renew existing legis-

lation four years from now. A
Board of Trade spokesman ex-

plained last week that . in view of

the crowded legislative agenda in

[Paiiiameht, it would be impossible,

i to introduce an amending bill at

j

this stage.

1 The only basic revision suggested
I in the memoranda from the trade
•‘ associations to the BOT called for

a restoration of distributors’ quota

•j
which was dropped for the first

;
time from the 1948 Act. Any hope*

i of its reintroductiori will now have
! to wait until 1958.

|
By the time the present Film*

: Act expires, the British picture in-

j

dustry will have had protective

; legislation over a continuous span
! of over 30 years. But it is practical-

ly certain that the government will

perpetuate such protection as it

is still considered necessary to have
legislation to insure regular show-
ing of local product in British pic-

ture theatres. The present exhibi-

tion quota has been static, at* 30 <

! <7

for some years although it teed off

with -45% in th first year of the

current Act.

INMEX
‘ f

AIl^is
, Novel Sold For
British Screen Prod.
e London, Oct. 19.

Sidney L, Bernstein has acquired
film rights to “Lucky Jim,” a first

novel by Kingsley Amis, for pro-
duction by Transatlantic Pictures
next summer. This: is the company
in which th Granada Theatres
boss is

'
partnered with Alfred

Hitchcock.

The. film will be in color and
will be lensed in a British studio.,

it will be the. first pic to dcal with
Oxford University life since Metro
made “A Yank at Oxford” in 1937.

Mexico City, 0c!t. 19.

The Teatro Diciembre. .5 has
real hit on its hands with Rosita
Diaz, starring in the Mexican-Spam
ish version of the Broadway suc-

cess, “Tea and Sympathy.” Show
opened Sept. 10 and rims till

Dec. 15. .

Miss Diaz, now an American citi-

zen, and a New Yorker, has mad*
several Mexican films, but in the

pie-Fra'nco days was a top Spanish
star. Rudolpho Usigli, who starred

MisS Diaz in his own success’ last

year, “Hano Is a Girl,” did th

“Tea” translation* from the Robert
Anderson original.

U. S. Ambassador Francis -Whit*

attended the 'opening of the play.

There have bedn capacity audi-

ences nightly for the Small house.

Play could run longer but Miss

Diaz has another commitment in

the Argentine..
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Hollywood, Oct. 26.

Debra Paget signed, a new terin

player, contract with 20th-Fox, ef-

fective ftoV. 21 . /, . Thelma Ritter

drew a featured role, in “Daddy
Long Legs;” costarring Fred As-
taire and Leslie Caron at 20th-Fox

. . Bobby Driscoll, now 17, • plays

a soldier in “The Scarlet Goat” at

Metro , . Dona- Tweedale. Hollo-

way .moved from. Columbia to UI
as an' assistant casting director

Edgar Buchanan Will portray a

Judge in Nat Holt’s .“Seven Bad
Men” at RKO . . ,

Myrna Hansen
assigned to a key: role'' in “The;

Purple Mask” at UI . . Steve
Mitchell checked in at Metro for

part, in “It’s- Always Fair Weath-
UI handed Abner Hiber-

nian a new director contract .

Maxwell Shane will script and- di-

rect “The Brass Ring,” chiefly, in

N. Y. for Edward Small.

.
Filming of Warners’ “Strange

Lady in Town” was suspended un-
til Nov. 1 because of Greer Gar-
son’s emergency; . . U. signed
Nicky. Blair for a featured role in

“The Shrike”. ; ... Hecht-Lancaster
negotiating With Paddy Chayevsky
for screen rights, to his tv show,
“Bachelor Party” .

• . Fred Clark
will play ' key role in “Daddy
Long Legs', :

co-starring Fred -..As-

taire and Leslie Caron at 20th-Fox

, . John Maxwell,. Arthur Space
and Louis Jean Heydt -will portray
three admirals in “The Aclrrtiral

Hoskins Story” at Republic . . U
assigned Albert J. Cohen to pro--

ducc: “The Second Greatest Sex,”
an American folklore musical with
a Kansas background . . Harold
Hecht. closed a deal with Joseph
and Irving Tushinsky for the use
of Supe.rscope on “Vera Cruz” . . .

Hal Wallis signed Jo Van Fleet for
the role of Bessie in ‘.’The Rose
Tattoo.”

Eddie Albert disclosed the reor-
ganization of his indie production
company, inactive since 1949
Philip Dunee assigned to produce
the Anya Seton ovel, “Katherine,”
at 20th-Fox . . Dick Benedict drew
a role in “The Shrike" at U
William. C. Mellor pinch-hitting as
Cameraman on “Oklahoma,” while
Robert Surtees is ill ...Don Har-
vey ined the cast of "John
Brown’s Raiders” at Allied Art-
ists. . . Republic signed Pierre Wat-
kin for a part in “The Admiral
Hoskins Story,” . John" Hoyt
snagged a featured role in “The
Purple Mask” at U. . William
Fawcett goes into “Prince of Play-
rs” at. 20th-Fox .. .National Le-

gion of Decency handed “B’ !

ings to U’s “Four Guns to the
B o r d e r” for “Suggestive .se-

quences,” arid to UA’s “Shield For
Murder” for “excessive brutality.”

Benedict Bogeaus signed Allan
Dwan to direct his indie, “Bow
Tamely to Me,” starring Barbara
Stanwyck and David Farrar •

Frank McDonald will direct “Sweet
Charity," Starring Richard Conte;
for Allied Artists . . , Sylvia Find-
ley plays the femme lead opposite
George Montgomery in “Robbers’
Roost,” produced for United Art-
ists release by Robert Jacks and
Robert Goldstein . . . Fred F. Sears
Will direct “Chicago Syndicate"
for Sam Katzman at Columbia .

Guy Prescott plays one of the bad-
dies in “Seven Bad Men" at RKO
. . Metro harided. John Hudson a

featured role in “The, Marauders”
. . . Jerry Hopper signed to direct
‘‘Tracy Cromwell,” Arine Baxter
starrer at U . .. . Danny Kaye draws
Angela Lansbury. as. femme lead
in “The Court Jester” at Para-
mount..

First role for. Martha Hyer un-
der her new U contract will be in

“Kiss df Fire!’ . ; . Bruce Bennett
signed for a featured lead in the
Goldstein-Jacks production. “Rob-
bers’ Roost” .. . U assigned Joseph
Pevncy to direct “Female On the
Beach,” starring Joan Crawford
and Jeff Chandler . . . Republic re-
newed Jim Davis’ player contract
for one year . . . Frederick Brisson
picked the Flamingo Hotel, Las
Vegas, as the key location for.

“Girl Rush,” starring Rosalind
Russell . . Robert Bray drew a

key role in Schehck-Koch’s “Big
House. U.S.A.’ ... Henry Blankc
will produce “Sincerely Yours,”
starring Liberace, at Warners . .

Paramount , assigned Mary Mur-
phy to portray Fredric March’s
daughter in “T h e Desperate
Hours'’ , .

.

Delmer Daves will
direct “Lord Vanity,” Charles
Brackiett production, at 20th-Fox.

Nat Holt signed J. Carrol Naish
for a. featured part in “Seven Bad
Men” at RKO . . . Harvey Stephens
will play the prison warden in Co-
lumbia’s “Cell 2455” . Peter
Mamakos switched from a minor
heavy to a top comedy role in

“The Marauders” at Metro . . .

Selrenck-Koch talking a deal with
Paramount for the loanout of

Maria English as. femme lead in
“Desert Sands" . ,. . George L. Bag-
liall and Irving Rogosin elected to

the board of Cathedral Films . . ,

Columbia assigned Brian Keith; to

replace Robert Horton i “Five
Against the House” . ... Landmark
signed

.
John Herrick, for a role in

“Top of .the World” Gene Darcy
and Jan Arvan joined the east of
“The Purple Mask" at’U . Homo
Vincent drew a. comedy role in:

Paramount’s “You’re Never. Too
Young,”
Eddie Albert gets second male

lead^iri Independent Artists’ “The:

Girl Rush”. . , Richard Denning
will co-star with Anthony Quinn
and Maureen O'Hara in Case-Boet-
ticher’s “The Number One" . .

William FI Broidy signed Lola Al-
bright, Raymond Hatton, Barton
MacLane arid Dick Foran for fea-
tured roles in “Rider of. the Ruby
Hills" . . , Anabele Shaw joined
the cast of "To Hell and Back” at
U . . Edward L. Cahti Will direct
Sam .

Katzmari’s “Creature With
the Atom Brain” at Columbia . .. .

Kerwin Mathews of Pasadena Play-
house signed a player ticket at Co-
lumbia Richard Crane drew a
role Republic’s “The Admiral
Hoskins Story” . U signed Diane
DuBois for. “The Purple Mask” .,

Stanley , Kramer added Michael
Free, Mario Dwyer; Stephen Woo-
ton and Don C. JIarvey to the “Not
As a Stranger" cast,

Donald O’Connor will star in his
sixth talking miile film, “The Navy
Gets Francis,” to be produced by
Stanley Rubin at U . . Basil Rath-
bone signed for the heavy role in
the Danny Kaye starrer, “The
Court Jester," at Paramount . , ,

Rock ..Hudson co-stars W'ith Arine
;
Baxter in U’s “Tacey Cromwell”,

j . ., , Hecht-Lancaster’s. “Marty” will

j

be filmed on the Samuel Goldwyn
S
lot , . . Ann Miller drew the femme
lead opposite Howard Keel in Met-
ro’s “International Revue” .

Paramount signed Nick Castle as
dance director on “You’re Never
too Young” Metro sighed
George Sanders' and Robert Doug-
las for roles in “The Scarlet Coat”

. George Dolenz gets a featured
part in U’s “The Purple Mask;’
Paramount, started shooting “The

Desperate Hours,” first black-and-
white. VistaVision film, with Wil-.
liam Wyler producing and direct-
ing . . . Murvyn Vye. plays his first
sympathetic role on the Benedict
Bogeaus indie, “Bow Tamely to
Me.” . ... Paiil Cavanaugh drew a
featured part in UI’s “The Purple
Mask” . Veda Ann Borg and
Hans Conreid signed for key roles
in Paramount’s "You’re Never Too
Young.” . . Tom Gries bought
screen rights to. Gerald Hanley’s
British novel, “The Consul at Sum
set!’ . . Zachary Scott will co-star
with Carole Mathews in “Rider of
the Ruby Hills” at Allied Artists

Henry Randolph in from NY
for a role in Metro’s “Love Me Or
Leave Me.” .

Mervyn LeRoy pinch-hittirig as
director of “Mister Roberts”, for
John Ford Who is in the .hospital
. . George Wells will produce
“Star Bright, “ a tale of Hollywood

(
Starlets, at Metro... . Arthur Ken-
nedy will get co-star billing with
James Stewart in the William
Goetz production; “The Mari From
Laramie,” at Columbia . Greek
actress Maria Costi makes her
American film bow in UI’s “to Hell
and Back ” Carl K. Hittleman’s
second, feature for Howco PrbdUc-
tioris .Will be “The Buckskin Lady,”
starting in January .. Amanda.
Blake Signed as femme lead in
“High Society,” Bowery Boys fea-
ture at Allied Artists . . . Rory Cal-
houn up for top male in UI’s
“Third Girl From the Right.” . ;. .

.

Kcii Darby signed; a • term pact : at
20th-Fox with “Pink tights” as his
next appearance . Same studio
handed Leo Tover a new contract
as cameraman.

Charles Marquis Warren will
produce and direct his own orig-
inal, “the Long Swords,” in Eng-
land next year. . . Benedict Bogeaus
signed Anthony Numkema for a
role in “Bow Tamely to Me” at
RKO . . Hugo Haas handed Lance
Fuller a two-picture contract,
starting with “Delirium.”. . .Mag-
gie McNamara’s option picked up
by 20th-Fox ... Frank Tang will
function as technical ’’adviser and
interpreter for “Soldier of For-
tune” in Hong Kong, . Gloria Gor-
don joined the “A Man Called
Peter” cast a,t 20th-Fox. . . Colum-
bia signed Emil Sitka for a comic
role in “My Sister Eileen.”...

j

Stephen Papich, ; choreographer,
i will play one in “Lord Vanity” at

( 20th-F6x , .. Same studio signed
Valentina Oihnansky, Jose Ferran,
Berti Ekkart and William MoreilH

j

for the Paris Opera Ballet $e-
J quenee in. “Daddy Long. Legs,”

Boasberg Fete
SSSSS Continued Irom ' page 4

Dallas, Who had come to Gotham
to serve as toastmaster, cracked
that on the basis of his buying
pictures from Boasberg over, the
years, he’d have thought a tele-

phone booth big enough for the
testimonial.* Sam Rinzler, . Brook-
lyn circuit owner, in jocular; obser-
vation of the tendency to oversell

the merits of some pix, kidded the
“.industry’s sales force magicians
who have changed every Tetter in

the alphabet to an 'A'.”

Schwartz, .in his new role: of ex-

hibitor turned distributor, got a
howl with the comment, “I have
yet to an exhibitor who has
paid enough filni rental—this, is a
situation which we intend to cor-

rect.”
;

Ned E. Depiriet, former presi-
dent of RKO, recalled that he
brought Boasberg to work for him
as a student -salesman in Chicago:
in 1931. This was. the start of
Boiasberg’s long career at RKO,
which

.

ended when he^"quit as global
sales .head to

.
join DCA. Harry

Brandt, N. Y. chain operator, and
Waiter Reade jr., president of
Theatre Owners of America, spoke
in glowing terms of the new com-:
pany arid its officers. Reade
pledged the support bf all exhibs
attending the testimonial and
others who expressed interest in
the salute but were unable to show.
Brandt underlined the confidence
which the trade has in DCA.

.

Boasberg, acknowledging the
kudos, said he believed that some
day the initials “DCA” wiil be
“just as well kriowri MGM,
RKO and RCA.”

MORITZ HAMBURGER “T“.”
. JE

LINES UP GERMAN PIX
Stalks Indies

Metro Outsider
isssSmi,

Continued, from p<Tge .4

if the story-star package were suf-
ficiently attractive.

‘

When conversations began be-
tween Desilu and Metro, three dif-
ferent, deals were discussed: (1)

Metro’s' financing the film, com-
pletely, and shooting it on its own
lot, paying the tv team flat

salary, along lines of their “Long,
Long Trailer” deal $250,000; (2)

Desilu partly financing, with Metro
contributing, and pic shot on the
M-G-M lot, and (3); Desila financ-
ing and producing completely, with
the; film being shot at MPG,
Papers aren’t signed, as details

remain to be settled, but talks now
are veering strongly in direction of
latter deal. :

Moderate budget; film would be
lerised at MPC next summer, when
Arnaz arid Miss Ball have com-
pleted their current “I Love Lucy”
episodes, and when tv production
at the studio is at Ts lowest.

This wouldn’t, mark - the first

time a telefilm company has lensed
a feature film for a major, since
Jack Webb used his own unit in
shooting “Dragnet” for Warners.
However, Webb moved his com-
pany onto the Burbank lot, and his
film was wholly financed .by War-
ners. However, deal: would mark,
the first time a major studio acted
as release outlet for a tv pix com-
pany lensing and financing its own
film at its own studio.

Cinerama
SSSSS' Continued from page 4

& Clark filni, also,involved a verbal
longterm agreement for five pic-
tures.

With the. L&C idea abandoned,
SW is starting from scratch again
ip a determined search for a prop-
erty with.

^

a . story angle for
filmization

.
in the Cinerama proc-

ess:. “Cinerama Holiday”. as Well as
“Seven Wonders of the World,”,
which Lowell Thomas is cur-
rently making for SW,. are both
elaborate travelogs, as is “This
Is Cinerama.” There’s talk again of
considering “Paint. YoUr Wagon,”
the property owned by Louis B.
Mayer, board chairman of Ciner-
ama. Productions, the outfit which
turned over the rights to the medi-
um to SW.
Mayer was in Gotham, last week

for a “housekeeping” meeting of
Cinerama Productions, which r

ceives a cut: fiorii the exhibition of
Cinerama pile. Plans were, set for
the annual stockholders meeting,
tentatively scheduled for Decem-
ber 7 to discuss the fiscal report for
the year ending Oct. 31. Stock of
Cinerama Productions has been ac-
tive as more and more individual
buyers are moving into the once
closed corporation.

More than two dozen German
films have been acquired for U. S.

and Canadian distribution by
Grand Prize Films, according to
Moritz Hamburger, Grand Prize
prexy who recently returned- from
a buying trip to Germany.
Hamburger; pioneer circuit op-

erator in Berlin arid Hariover, re-
ported He had acquired for his out-
fit “a large proportion of the fea-
tures currently in release” in

,
Ger-

many. He also found considerable
lensing activity in all zones.

Grand Prize German pix are
aimed at alKtypes of houses. Sked
includes eight subtitled, features,
six; dubbed films and 11 pix for
the German language: theatres. Al-
ready in release is “pesires.”

Included in its current, lineup is

“Muenchhausen,” a 1944 UFA pro-
duction, the U. S; rights tp which
Were acquired from the U. S. ,

gov-
m’hmerit; ‘‘Muenchhausen,” in Agfa-
color, was to have been the Hitler
regime’s epic to end all epics; Eng-
lish version of the pic is currently'
being readied Jn Europe; Ham-
burger said.

Gay Social Doings In

London For Italians
London, Oct. 26.

A party of stai-s, directors/ pro-
ducers; executives, government of-

ficials. and ; journalists arrived in
London from Rome last Thurs (21 ).

for the Italian Film Festival which
Opened last night (Mori.) with a
royal screening of “Neapolitan Fan-
tasy” attended by the Queen and
the Duke of Edinburgh. The Fes-
tival runs through until next Sun-
day (3l) with a nightly, premiere
of a new» Italian feature.

As part of the week’s junketings,
the local film industry, the British
government and the Italian Em-
bassy, have; lined up a non-stop
round of social engagements; which
teed off with a. private receptiori

at his home by the Board of

Trade prez, Peter Thorneycroft.

This took place with in few hours
of the arrival of the dejebation
at London airport.

The following' day, the Italian

Ambassador : hosted an official re-

ception at the Embassy and later

that riight, the delegationr were
guests of honor at the first Lon-
don press ball at the Royal Fes-
tival Hall. Weekend functions' in-

cluded a visit to Westminster
Abbey and the Houses of Parlia-

ment and guest appearances on;

Britain's only simulcaist, “In Town
Tonight.”

NEW JOBS FOR LOEWITES

Fortner Vaude Booker Now A
Purchasing: Chief

Shifts in departmental chiefs are
still taking place at Loew’s Inc/
and Loew’s Theatres as a result of

the recent separation of produc-
tion-distribution and theatr

' -

terCsts.

Leo Cohen, , formerly vaude
booker for the theatres, has been
named purchasing chief of the pro-
duction company.

Leonard Poilack, who is an assis-

tant secretary of the theatre com-
pany, Will also serve as purchasing
topper and candy buyer of People’s
Candy Co., a .subsid of Loew’s
Theatres.

Charles Bei gel, who formerly su-

pervised candy purchases, has been
named personnel manager of

Loew’s Theatres.
Mike Rose,; who formerly han-

dled labor relations for the- thea-
tres, has received the post of per-

sonnel
1

chief of the production-,
distribution company.

Niven Asks Out
Hollywood, Oct, 26.

David Niven pulled a switch in

asking and receiving release from
costarring role with Clark Gable

. in 20th’s “Soldier of Fortune.”
He’s too busy With his Four Star

Playhouse and other television
committments,

Astor Nabs ‘Leagues’
Astor Theatre, N, Y. showcase

operated by City Investing Co., is

set for the premiere of Walt Dis-
ney’s “20,000 Leagues Under the
Sea” Dec, 22..

House will close three or four
- days ahead of that date for a refur-
bishing j.ob, including new seats,

screen and sound equipment. Dis-
ney pic, in Cinemascope, will be
shown with stereophonic sound.

sssss 1

'

Continue^ from page'

distribution, Grainger wilf: operate

:
oh the- Gower Street lpt .blit will

be JShhnced by privately-arranged

, sources other than RKO. Other
tieups of varying types7 are with
thp: King Brothers, Benedict Bo*

•( •geaus^arid Nai Holt, v
v

,,

.
Janies R. Grainger, RKO /presi-

dent, is continuing his 'stay,^n the
Coast for the main, purpose of lin-

ing, up new product which the out-
fit will either produce on its own
Or niove the cameras via teamups
with independents^ “The Con-
queror, ” incidentally, produced by
Dick Powell, is studio-o\yned.

..
.Need For.

. Speed.
’

/

Insiders at RKO ! would;, like to
ride herd on \yidespread trade
opinion that the company is travel-
ing in the direction of 77rB. It’s

admitted that the current year's
operation Will wind ' up • a deficit
but it’s also stated that an improve-
ment is being accomplished from
one year to the next arid the fu-
ture is not so dismal as detractors
have pictured it. iThere’s, an ac-
knowledged need for product but
Tittle by. little the company is Veer-
ing toward an adequate lineup, it’s

claimed. And, of course, it’s hoped
that new properties will crop up to
take the place of the Walt Disney
pix and Fred Brisson ’s “Girl Rush.”
Disney is now distributing through
a subsidiary and Brisson just
switched to Paramount.

[. So far as the sales organization
is concerned, RKO is being looked,
ifhori with high favor. in sbme trade
quarters. Point is made,’that the
distrib; in view of its limited sup-
ply of pix at present, is in a posi-
tion to. give unusually close atten-
tion to whatever, new indie pix are
added to its roster. This factor Was
considered by Myerberg, it’s un-
derstood, arid it cpuld

. influence a
similar decision by Edward Small,
Latter’s “New York Confidential,”
now being dubbed, is as yet unset
for release with any company.

Odium ‘Diverts’

SSSSS Continued from page 2\s5£mS

ment trust is a key Disney, stock-
holder.

Few /months ago Odium and
Hughes were carrying on negotia-
tions’ looking to Odium’s acquisition
of Hughes’ stock in the RKO hold-
ing company from which Hughes
bought the film outfit's production
and distribution assets. This is a
corporate shell- and Odium wants
control for reasons which he has
not disclosed. But, thwarting hi
plan is Hughes’ continued owner-
ship of a major block of stock in
the company,. Inability to strike a
deal with Hughes for the stock
might have touched off the* alleged
vendetta, according to the current
speculation.

“Rush” has been shaping .as one
of the top-budgeted' pix in RKO’s
future. It’s to be a musical Starring
Rosalind RusSell, who “ Brisson’s
Wife,

Own Vending
SS5 Continued from page 3 aa^^g

machine conclave in Washington,
D.C., and reckoned it feasible for
the circuit to set up. house-owned
machines in all its situations. Ex-
cept for the coin machines, com-
pany has shunned concessionairing
and has operated its own candy
counters in the. past.

Usual beverage and candy ma-
chines are being considered, of
course, but the outfit also has de-
signs on a perfume sprayer for the
ladies’ rooms,

.
which it Relieves

would bring a healthy profit.

Barnett
ssa Continued from page 15

marked by a tremendous amount of
interest in technical improvements
in. the new techniques established
in the last 18 months.

“The television industry also

stands on the threshold of a new
service to the nation in establish-

ing color presentations along with
black-.ahd-wh ite. Here, again, the
engineers will find new fields of

usefulness,”
Society’s next convention will

be held at the Drake Hotel, Chi-

cago, April 17-22, when more new
equipment will .be exhibited.
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The Prized

Blue Ribbon!
M-G-M's BLUE RIBBON
WINNERS OF 1954!

(FromJanuary through September

And Watch For More!)

“SEVEN BRIDES FOR
SBVEN BROTHERS’"
“EXECUTIVE SUITE”
“ROSE MARIE’*
“THE LONG, LONG
TRAILER”
“KNIGHTS OF THE
ROUND TABLE”

*

WE’RE GOING OUT ON
A LIMB TO PREDICT!
So far this year M-G-M has won 5 out of the 9 Blue Ribbon Awards of Box-

office Magazine representing the vote of press and public for the Best Picture of

The Month. Not only this year, but of the total awards since the poll began

M-G-M’s All-Time Winners are almost twice as many as the next company.

LEO PREDICTS BLUE RIBBONS FOR THE 2 HITS BELOW!
Pre-sold in giant campaigns! Ads in mass circulation magazines; Long-range
advance newspaper teaser and display campaigns; Sunday supplements;
Plus radio and TV campaigns. Multi-million readership for both pictures.,

NOVEMBER! DECEMBER!

M-G-M presents “DEEP IN
MY HEART” starring Jose
Ferrer • Merle Oberon • Helen
Traubel with Doe Avedon
Tamara Toumariova Paul
Stewart • Isobel Elsom • William
Oluis • James Mitchell and
Guest Stars: Walter Pidgeon
Paul Henreid • Rosemary
Clooney • Gene & Fred Kelly •

JanePowell • VicDamone • Ann
Miller • Cyd Charisse •Howard
Keel • Tony Martin • Screen
Play by Leonard. Spigelgass'
From the Book by Elliott Arnold
Based On the Life and the Mel-
odies of Sigmund Romberg
Photographed in Eastman Color
Print by Technicolor • Directed
by Stanley Donen • Produced by
Roger Edens

(AVAILABLE IN PEBSPECTA
STEREOPHONIC OR

‘

ONE-CHANNEL SOUND)
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Clean Comics Only
The Des Moines Pharmacists'

Assn., representing 45 of the city’s

100 drugstores, has voted to “clear

the racks of all objectionable
comics of the weird, horror and
sex type immediately.’’ Associ-
ation officials said representatives
of Hackley News Co. r arid Iowa
News Co., tne only distributors of
coi ic books here, attended the
meeting arid pledged full support.

: In its v resolution, the association

stated that “comic books are as

much a part of American life to-

day as were the. books on the ex-,

ploits of Horatio Alger and the
Rover Boys a generation ago, and
that the wholesome-type comic
book is here to stay.”

Krorienberger, Chapman ‘Bests'

Louis Kronenberger’s "The Best
Plays/ 1953-1954“ (Dodd; Mead;
$5), arid John Chapman’s "Theatre
’54’' (Random House; $5), make
similar selections Of last season’s
banner Broadway- productions.
Both editors condense the follow-
ing plays, in their yearbooks: "The
Caine Mutiny Court-Martial,’’ "Tea
and Sympathy,” “The Teahouse of

the August Moon,” "The Confiden-
tial Clerk,’’ arid "The Golden
Apple.”

Kronenberger, following the cus-
tom of the late Burns Mantle, who
initiated the “Best Plays” series,

selects 10 worthy plays. In. addi-
tion to those named, he . offers di-

gests of "Take a Giant Step,’:’ “The
Immoralist,” "The Girl on the Via
Flaminia,” "In the Summer House”
and "The Magic and the Loss.”
Chapman, submitting "reading v.er-

iohs” of a “golden dozen,” adds
"Ondine,” “Sabrina Fair.” "The
Solid Gold Cadillac,” "The Re-
in a r k able. Mr. Perinypacker/’
“Madam, Will You Walk,” "The
Pajama Gal ” and "Oh Men,. Oh
Women,”
Most decorative of the annuals

is .Kronenberger’s, embellished not
only with stills from the plays, but
with repfos of outstanding scenic
and costume designs, and With
Hirschfeld drawings. Photographs
from each of Chapman’s favorite
plays adorn his book. In the main,
these are Superior to cairiera work
in Kronehberger’s volume. . The
latter editor, drama critic for Time,
uses pictures by Life staff photogs
almost exclusively. In some in-

stances, these are Unfortunate
choices, as, for example, .the awk-
ward study of Anne Jackson in
"Oh Men, Oh Women.”

Krorienberger, in the 3.7th vol-
ume of the “Best Plays” series,

authors his owrn recap of the New
York season; Claudia Cassidy,
aislesitter for the Chicago Tribune,
covers the Windy City; Kenneth
Tynan of the London Observer,
writes from Blighty; and 'Andre
Josset, Secretary-General of the
International Theatre Thstitute,
UNESCO, reports the Paris season;
Kronenberger’s well-handled de-’

partments include Variety’s poll

of hits arid flops, the usual statis-

tical tables, plus an off-Broadway
comment by Garrison F. Sherwood
(who was co-editor with Mantle of
the first two "Best Plays” volumes:
’1899-1909. and 1909-1919), and
nomination of three hit tunes of
the season: "More Love Than Your
Love,” from "By the -Beautiful
Sea”; "Hey, There,” froi "Pajama
Game," and “Stranger in Para-
dise,” from "Kismet.” Book fea-.

tures three indexes, covering au-
thors; plays and casts; and produ-
cers,. directors, designers and stage
managers. Chapman, as usual, ig-

nores stage, managers.
Departments in "Theatre ’54” i

-

elude an assessment of the London
scone by C. B, Mortlock, and an in-

complete survey by George Freed-
ley of away-from-Broadway pro-
ductions, pretentiously entitled
"The Theatre

,
in the United

S t a t e s.” ' Chapman’s statistical

charts, in general, parallel those in
the parent annual (this is the sec-,

ond year
.
for Chapman's, books);

Howeyer, "Theatre ’$4’s” table of
•‘alltime hits” is poorly arranged
under a heading that announces:
"Attractions marked with an aster-
isk were still playing May 31,
1954. ’1- Ensuing list is innocent of
asterisks.

Typos in both volumes are hap-
pily. at a minimum, but that trou-
blesome hyphen in the title of "The
Cai Mutiny Court-Martial” ca-
priciously vanishes and reappears
in both books. For reference pur-
poses Kronenberger again has the
edge on Chapman. Down.

Slowpoke Scully

Example of how art is long and
time is fleeting is illustrated in a
contract just signed between Frank
Scu.Ily and the

% publisher Green-
berg. Greenberg has wanted an in-
spirational book from the Variety

niugg for. 20 years. In fact they
signed for urie in 1933, but the
project was shelved for a while.
Two years ago it was revived.

Firially in September author and
publisher agreed on the formula-
autobiographical with is p I r it u a I

overtones, under the working title

of "One Man’s Faith.” Publisher
wrote, into the contract that the
manuscript

.
was to be delivered

Nov. 1, as he planned it as the big

book for the spring list. That gave
the mugg six weeks Jo write What
had been discussed for 22 years.

He says he once wrote, a book in

72 days and it nearly killed him.
So he changed the six weeks to six

months, meaning the_book will not
see publication till tfie fall of 1955.

Greenberg also, publishes Scul-

ly’s ‘‘Blessed Mother Goose/’ a de-

brutalized 1 version of nursery
rhymes.

1992 Ad Blueprint

One of the season’s drollest,

raffishly-penned pieces of fiction

is Shepherd Mead’s "The Big Ball

of Wax: . A Story of Tomorrow’s
Happy World,” (Simon & Schuster;

$3.50). When Mead ‘ not scriven-

irig satirical items about the mores;
of the advertising hemisphere arid

Madison Ave. tycoonery, he is cast

in the sound role of veepee arid,

radio arid teevee copy chief of Ben-
ton & Bowles; His first book, "How
To Succeed In Business Without
Really Trying,” is now required
reading in such illustrious centres
of higher learning as the Harvard,
Wharton and Baruch Schools of

Business.

As for "The Big Ball, of Wax,”
it may well throw a boldface hydro-
gen bomb into the midst of the
Advertising Club and other haunts
of the agency toilers because of
its revolutionary concept of what’s
ahead in the merchandising world
of 1992, When the urge to buy .will

be an obsession to buy. "The Big
Ball of Wax” is a blueprint of
the highly mechanized, super-
charged business world, of 1992, in
which television plays a tremen-
dous role—•until the moment When
a new form of entertainment com-
pletely Wipes out all other kinds
arid, as usual. Variety is on hand,
to cover this major event. The
thing that shakes the world of to-
morrow 'is. a machine, with headr
rest gadgets on a barber’s chair
With knobs and dials on it. It makes
television as* dated, as a crystal
set receiver and. proves to be the
ultimate gimmick in reaching the
mass mind.

This machine assures any adver-
tiser the biggest audience in his-
tory and Variety quickly dubs it

XP, the XP standing for Experi-
ence or Utter Ecstasy, for Every-
body by Electricity. How the sacri-
ficing hero of "The Big Ball of
Wax” grapples with this huge prob-
lem in the interest of his employer.
Con Chem, provides us With" one
of the sauciest tales of this de-
cidedly oldrfashioned nuclear-fis-
sioned, abstract art age. Ranson.

Jim Moran’s Book
Pressagent Jim Moran, in con-

junction with illustrator Roge^ Du-
voisin, hasWritten a juvenile book,
"Sophocles the Hyena,” being re-
leased today (Wed.) by Whittlesey
House.

Book, a basic lesson in tolerance,
is scheduled to provide the theme
for a series of recordings. with, a
symphony orchestra and narrator.
Moran is also .planning an animated
film based on the tome'.

;

all among the rest of the books.

!

Answer, of course, is a largescale

i advertising - promotion - nierchan-
! dising push to , make the public

[
aware of the mag and seek it of its

own accord, If PB isn’t prepared to
furnish this, the magazine may go
the way of many other well-inten-
tioned but ill-fated ventures.

Chan.

Hard-Cover $2.95 Mag
New concept in magazine pub-

lishing, the publication of a hard-
cover, permanently bound bi-

monthly without advertising, is

beirig planned in
.

American
Heritage, new venture to be
backed jointly by the American
Assn, for State & Local History
and the Society of Ariierican
Historians. Books—or magazines

—

dealing with all phases of Ameri-
can history, will have Pulitzer
Prize winner Bruce Catton (“Still-

ness . at Appomattox”) as editor,
arid Ralph Parton of the publish-
ing firm of Thorndike, Jensen &
Parton as publisher.

. American Heritage is slated for
i itial publication iri December,
with individual issues priced at
$2.95 and; annual subscription at
$12. Each issue will cover all

phases
.
Of American history and

will be illustrated in black and
white and in color.

New PB Mag
Pocket Books’, new book-format

quarterly magazine, ,. the Pocket
Book Magazine,, represents some
radical, though certainly not un-
welcome, departures in publishing..
Guiding principle behind its 'pub-
lication; according to the preamble
by.; editor Franklin Watts, is to
bring to the public articles of im-
portance and interest,

-

articles with
some degree of permanency. This
it's done, with such pieces as Phil-
lip .Wylie’s “Arnerica-—The World’s
First Pediarchy.” Chester Bowles'
"The Asians Fear Our Foreign
Policy/ Richard B. Morris* "The
McCarthys of Yesterday” and’Her-
bert Weinstock’s "What Makes a
Conductor Great.” These and other
pieces meet the bill—informative,
provoking arid, of more than pass-
ing interest.

The possible fallacy in the PB
idea is the -format, itself. Not that
it’s tough on the eye, blit simply
that it looks like another Pocket
Book from the cover. Selling the
mag may shape up as Something
of a problem for the paperback
outfit. It may prove difficult to get
newsstands to display it separately,
arid for the casual paperback huv-
er, it doesn’t seem like too much
of an attraction, if it’s noticed at

CHATTER
Jack Hamilton in Hollywood to

take a look at the film situation for
Look.

. Cameron Shipp is doing a pro-
file of George Gobel

.
for Cosmos

politan mag.
Leonard Aihster, formerly with

the Kenneth Later Agency, has
opened his own literati office.

"A Pictorial Treasury of Opera
iri America,” by Daniel Blum- will

be published Friday (29) by Green-
berg.

Louis L’Amour will lecture on
"The Western Story” before the
California Writers Guild in Pasa-
dena Nov. 6,

New nine-volume fifth edition,

of Grove’s Dictionary of Music and
Musicians fo, be published by St.

Martin’s Press Nov. 30.

Dale Evans Rogers’ latest book,
"My Spiritual Diary,” will be pub-
lished in February by the Fleming
H. Revell Co. of Westwood, N. J.

Radio Novels Inc. chartered to
conduct

,
an. artists-agency business

in New York. Prentice-Hall. Cor-
poration System Inc./ 90 Broad St.,

filing attorney.

;. John Gassner has taken over
Bernard Sobers annual . assign-
ment penning the l$git articles for
The New International Year Book.
Sobel had the chore from 1947 to
1953. Series is published by Funk.
& Wagnalls.

Bert Garmise, publishing con-
sultants appointed Gilbert. R. Ga-
briel Jr; as- executive v.p. He has
been g.ni. of the Garmise organiz-
ation for seven years. Also named
vice presidents were Steve Thorpe
and Milton L. Kaye.
Kimball Flaccus, former radio

Writer, set up "Author On His
Craft” lecture series at Pratt Iristi-

stitute, Brooklyn. Speakers to in-
clude Albert Perkins, Oscar Car-
gill,. Robert Coughlan, Wade Ar-
nold, Don Mankiewicz.
" Mary Jane, daughter of A1 B.
White, former vaude actor who
now runs 0 bistro on Long Island;
is joining her husband, Homer
Cable, in Germany. Formerly on
Newsweek and Look, Cable is now

[
picture ed of Stars & Stripes.

Earl Wemyss,, prexy of National
Trust of Scotland, off to America
and Canada on eight-weeks’ lec-

ture trek to boost Trust’s Work for
ancient Scot buildings and castles,

including President Eisenhower’s
clifftop castle at Culzean, Ayr-
shire.
John A. Hall,, editor of the

Jamestown. (.N, Y.) Post-Journal,
is new president of the New York
State Associated; Press Assn. J.

Leonard Gorman, of the Syracuse
Post-Standard, is vice-president,
arid W. Norris Paxton, AP bureau
chief Albany, secretary-trea-
surer.
Unusually frank correction by a

publisher is Rinehart’s statement
that Geoffrey Bocca, author of
“The Woman Who Would Be
Queen,” did not have access to
Lord Beaverbrook’s files while
writing this intimate biography of.

the American-born Duchess of
Windsor. The error stemmed from
the fact that Bocca’s story ran seri-
ally, in Beaverbrook’s London Daily
Express;
The 155-year-old Keene (N. H.)

Evening Sentinel, one of the old-
est dailies in' America and almost
continuously in the founding
family’s hands, has changed own-
ership. James D. Ewing, former
publisher of the Bangor (Me.) Com-
mercial, which suspended publica-
tion last January, and Walter C.
Paine, for the last three years as-
sociate editor of the Baltimore
Sun, take over Nov. 1.

i

Hillcrest Set Pays tip’ Service
Continued from pace s

cal interlude was an amusing spe-
cial song, "Little Hits Mean a Lot,”
by Danny Shapiro, sung by Tony
Martin with Hal Borne at the 88
Naturally, it concerned the Giantg’
victory iri the World Series.

Groucho thought Durocher should
be . more obviously thankful to
Willie Mays, Hank Thompson arid
Monte Irvin.. "If Leo had any
gratitude,” Groucho said, "he’d
divorce Laraine and marry Dena
Home.” Groucho added, "They’re
having a week-long celebration iri

Kansas City. It's just been
nounced that the Athletics are
staying Philly.” As for D.ui-

rocher's past penchant Tor making
an umpire’s life a bed of baseballs,
Groucho said; "Leo could spit in
an umpire’s eye arid be at the race-
track by the fourth inning.”

Haney and Dressen Were strictly

baseball interludes, both paying
their respects to Durocher’S man-
agerial ability. Dressen, hpwever,
found it difficult to get off, arid

more difficult, to hide his pique at
the Brooklyn baseball club, from
which he vamped in ’53.

.When he
sat ' down, Je.ssel iriforriied the
crowd that "I’m

,
sure we would

have learned a good deal, about the
inside of baseball if Charlie hadn’t
been reluctant to talk.”

Burns ,was brief, after opening
with, “I spoke at the last Durocher
dinner and the reason Pin- here is

because 1 have a few jokes left

over,” Froin then on nothing he
said could be published.

Benny had a funny routine about
trying to hire Durocher “cheap”
for his tv version of “The Caine
Mutiny,” Benny sard he figured
Durocher would be glad to appear
for him and “I’d send him a pres-
ent—it would cost rne $10 or $12

—

just for goodwill.” However, Benny
explained, Durpcher’s agent, Bert
Allenberg, got into the situation,
which changed immediately.

“Allenberg told me,” Benny said,

‘“Durocher wants $7,000. I had
temporary paralysis. I don’t mind
paying big money—-I just, don’t
want to set a precedent.” Benny
then, added that he settled with
Durocher. fpr $274,

Benny also referred to his re-

cent: court. battle with the Internal
Revenue boys; a matter involving
around $1,000,000 to the cmiiedian.
Benny said:

"I call it (capital gains. They
claim the gains should go to the
capital—Washington.”

Danny Kaye as Stonehani

Following, him. came Kaye, in-

tro’d As Horace Stoneham and do-
ing one of the. best comedy drunks
seen in years. He was a tough
man to •follow/ but Ned Cronin,
the L. A. Daily News sports col-

umnist, did himself proud, with a

droll delivery and telling wit,

•Danny Thomas scored with two
jokes, orie stag and one about an
Italian immigrant seeing his first

ball game; and then came Martin.
—and then Durocher, who made
no attempt at comedy but was
easily the evening’s highlight with
his reminiscences of the Giant
team. He minimized his own part
in the pennant and Series vic-

tories, giving the chief credit to

his players.

"Some managers play it close/'

he said. “Some ,
play it by the.

book; some managers gamble—and
I guess I gamble more than the,

others/’ He admitted the Giants
got the “breaks/'

He disclosed that while he, has
been

,
getting, a great deal of credit

for Rhodes, the Giants’ power-
house in the clutch, fie had tried
to get Horace Stopeham to ^release
Rhodes last spring. According; to

Durocher, Rhodes “can’t run very
good; he can’t field very good—and
he’s liable to get hit right on top
of the head with a ball But he
can hit-1—and he can do one thing
better than any man I know

—

drink bourbon.”

Durocher said that after the first;

Series game, when Rhodes* popu-
larity really zoomed, Rhodes said
he would run for Mayor of Rock
Hill, N. C. But when Dusty hit in
Cleveland, he said that he would
rio longer be satisfied with being
Mayor, of Rock Hill but would run
for Governor of the whole state.

Durocher went down the line
praising every player in the Giant
lineup, plus the coaches, Frank
Shellenbach and Fred Fitzsim-
mons. He omitted nobody, but he.

held his Warmest, most affection^
ate words for Willie Mays, “in. my..

opinion the greatest ballplayer i

the history of baseball

“Groucho. said I should divorce

Laraine' end marry Lena Horne,”

Durocher said, ‘‘but it would be
Willie Mays.”

Durocher said:. that after Mays*

sensational catch that saved the
first Series game, everybody Was
making comparisons With hiis pre-
vious feats in the field, Durocher
said he asked Mays how he coi

pared the. catch, and Mays;
swered:

“I don’t compare ’em-^-I just
catch them.”'.

.
Durocher declared .that if a ball

.

stays in the air long enough, Mays'
Will catch it. He added that tie

doesn’t know
;
how Mays does his

amazing fielding—“he just does
it.”

From the standpoint of tearri

spirit; Durocher declared, there
never i^as any doubt in his mind
that the Giants would beat Cleve-
land. He didn’t think, however,
that they’d take them four straight
—“maybe four out of five or four
out of six, but not four straight;’'

In suinming Up, the very 1 articu-
late Durocher said:. “What else can
you say about 27 ballplayers—I’in
deeply grateful to them for mak-
ing my. dream come true.”

Later, when the Giant, manager
arrived at his home, his; Wife,
Laraine Day, handed him the keys
to a brand new Cadillac Eldorado
purchased as a gift by a few local
friends.

Miami Drive
Continued ...from page l aasa

premises, fingerprinting, mugging
and registration of all owners and
employees of all cafes, night clubs
and beer-bars in Miami proper.

The drive to eliminate clip joints

started last week when a tab for
$2801 was. presented. to two Nation-
al Guard lieutenant colonels, here
for a convention and* making the
late rounds. Spot involved was the
Trench Quarter, a strippery, with
the management insisting on pay-
ment or jail. The officers chose the.

hoosegpw. but., then: called City
Manager - E, A. ' Evans, himself a
Brig, General in the Guard, who
had them released. Bill was finally
settled /for $90, but a general'
crackdown, followed with two ar-.

rests made ’ at, the "French Quarter
several nights later, Janine John-
son, a stripper, was charge,d .with
indecent exposure and., manager
Irving Alexander charged with al-

lowing. her to doff too many gar-
ments.

Miami City Commission this
week; passed a stringent anti-per-
vert ordinance designed to keep
the sex deviates out of the city’s

bars and . cafes, either as patrons
or as employes.

Law provides for a 60 day jail

sentence, -a fine of $500 arid loss of
their liquor, license by all opera-
tors and owners in liquor estab-
lishments violating the ordinance;
The measure applies only to Mianii
proper, With most surrounding
communities such as Miami Beach
having provided their own ordi-
nances to coiribat the problem.

Farrell

s5 Continued from. page. 2

on his 'show. He said he called
Sharpe for comment for his col-
umn, and Sharpe told hint that
fari from ftis marriage beirig trou-
bled, he Was sore at Mme. Arpels
and warited a way of “replying”
to her allegations: Farrell therer
upon invited him, Miss Larson and
Arpels on “to show they are all

good friends.” No- mention of the
suit Was made on the show.

.

Latter fact kept Farrell’s phones
buzzing all that night, plus an item
on the just-preceding Walter Win-
chell broadcast that Mrs. Farrell
was in Lying-In Hospital, about to

give birth. These, plus a later ap-
pearance the same night on the
WRCA-TV, N. Y., “Igor Cassini
Show” in connection with the
“Beau Bruhimell”

.
awards/ kept

Farrell’s phone tinging, but it

wasn’t until the next morning (25)

that the doctor called with the
most

. important message—it was a

girl.. ...
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Charles Skouras Dies
• zs Conti

acumen and few men in any walk

cf life received as many awards

and citations 'for civic, social, or

philanthropic endeavors. He was
decorated, by tlie Greek Orthodox
Church and by the government of

Greece, which conferred upon him
in 1952 the decoration of knight.

Commander of the order of Phbe-

ix. in recognition of his many
contributions and. his work on be-

half of Greek War Relief and re-

habilitation.,

Skour was, the founder of ,;a

filmland empire, that involved his

brothers and encompassed, until

the Government divorcement de-

cree, th? 20th-Fox film studios and

interlocking chai of theatre cir-

cuits around the country; It. was;

his hard work and patience that

provided the meagre savings on

which he was able, to bring hjs

brothers Snyros and George to this

country. Once they were here; the

brothers entered into a unique ar-

rangement for the pooling .
of all

earnings. It was this pool-, that en-

abled them, in 1914, to buy. a de-

crepit 800-seat nickelodeon in St.

Louis., where Charles had settled

after leaving New York, to begin

the establishment of tlie ..fabulous

Skouras theatre holdings..

Pooling Deal

The family pooling arrangement
ori earnings continued down
through the years, long, after each

of the brothers was more than in-

dependently wealthy. All funds

Were deposited into a common
kitty and then, divided three' ways
at the end of the year’- This ar-

rangement came to an end with

tire Government divorcement de-

cree, the U. S. contending that it

was illegal for an individual to

share in the revenue from both t
h e,

production-distribution and exhi--

bition ends of the film business:.

In the four decades of Charles

P. Skouras’ career. as a film ex-

hibitor, he was always- in the -an

of those who carried the banner o'

showmanship i the industry. A
persistent advocate of' buildin"

film theatres with
:
a touch of

glamor, he fought conservatism in

the selling of film merchandise.

“People don’t want to go to

libraries to. see movies,’’ he: said on

one occasion! “A theatre should,,

be a theatre.
. .

It should have . mo-
th ing' that draws people to it.” In

line with, this theory, he was con-

stantly oh the alert for new ideas

that would bring an audience to

the theatre and the latest innova-

tions and scientific equipment. In

the exhibition field. were : tested in

National Theatres as soon as they

were available,

Keystone ta Fortune

Indicative of the feeling he had
for the exhibition industry is the

multimilliori dollar Ambassador
Theatre and office building in

downtown St. LoUis," It was. the

first theatre to be built there for

the exclusive showing of films.

The
.
grimy nickelodeon . didn’t

seem like an auspicious starting

g
lace for an. empire When the
rothers began to operate it in the

days just before World War I.

;

Skouras frequently recalled that

the trio operated the house with-
out outside help, "We did every-
thing,” he. added, “from selling

tickets to sweeping' put the place

in between our turns at running
the projection machine.”

It was a hard pull, but eventu-
ally the house began to pay off.

Again, the pooling system : came in

handy and from the kitty the
brothers were able to buy a second
theatre. Then a third—and a
.fourth. Within a few years., tlie

brothers owned a chain bf 36
houses in Missouri, including the
Ambassador, and were regarded as
among the biggest exhibitors in

the midwest..

Monumental Leap
.In the late 1920s, more than a

• dozen , years after they had begun
as self-employed tycoons, the;
Skouras frercs sold their chain to
Warner Bros, i a deal under
which they were to manage all;

W;B houses,. It was. a monumental
leap; into the. bigtime fpr the three
brothers from Greece.

In. a few short years, however,
the deal didn’t appear to be as at-

tractive. Wall Street laid its

famous egg in October, 1929—and
the Skourases lost their fortunes
and had to start all over again.
Once again, the pooling arrange-
ment came to their rescue and for
the next two years they progressed
slowly, and carefully, parlaying
their accumulated income into

-.4
;

'

.

' -

sound investments that solidified

their positions,

In 1931, the brothers seized

.What appeared to be a new golden

-opportunity which proved to be the
foundation of the present chain of

Skouras theatre holdings around
the country. They made a. deal to

manage the 47 bankrupt Fox
Metropolitan Theatres in New
York.

The brothers promptly reorgan-
ized the theatres under the banner
of Skouras TheatresT-and piloted

them with tremendous success. In

the first six. months, losses run-
ning into five figures/were reversed
and the chain began to snow a.

profit of better than $1,000 per day.

As. result, of this, success, the
Skbiiras Bros, were offered a con-
tract to head Wesco Corp., the
holding company " which all of

the Fox Theatre interests had
been merged. They, signed the
deal and,spent the next year tour-
ing the country and studying the
various situations involved.

Setled On Coast

As a result of that inspection
trip, Charles P. Skouras came to

the Coast, in 1933, settling i Los
Angeles to+assume direct, supervi-
sion: of. Fox-West Coast Theatres.
Spyros remained as head of Wesco,
which later became National The-
atres, arid when Spyros assumed
presidency of 20th Century-Fox
Films in 1942, following the death
of Sidney R, Kent, Charles Skou-
ras became president! of National
Theatres. George remained in
charge of the New York chain and
subsequently became head off UA
Theatres,

In the two decades since he set-

tled on the Coast, Charles Skou-
ras quickly rose to prominence,
not only as an exhibitor but as a
member of his communities—the
film industry community; the city,

state and nation. He was active in
dozens of. philanthropic endeavors
ranging from Brotherhood Week
to the. California Goodwill Milk
Ship. A leader in the activities of
Tent: 25, Variety Clubs Interna-
tional, he was largely instrumen-
tal in the opening of the $200,000
Variety. Boys Club on the east side
of Los Angeles,

Probably the project closest to
his heart-^-and perhaps the one
which caused him the most per-
sonal anguish—was the construc-
tion of the beautiful $2,000,000
Saint

.
Sophia Greek Orthodox

Cathedral, from which the funeral
services were held yesterday
(Mori.), Dissident factions within
t he congregation

.
eventually started

litigation over the construction
and control of the cathedral and
it .was only within recent • weeks
that a Superior Court decision
cleared him of charges which had
been leveled against' him.
An indefatigable: worker, Skou-

ras maintained a busy pace even
after the. first of the several heart
attacks which beset him. The first
felled him in New York in Janu-
ary. 1953, after he had returned
from attending President Dwight
D. EisenhoWer’s inauguration in
Washington. Despite warnings
that he must take it easy, the only
change intimates noticed after the
heart attack was the

.
elimination

of his golf—until then he had been
a skilled golfer, shooting consist-
ently in the low 70s.

Series of Attacks.

Skouras suffered his second
heart attack in Chicago last Nov-
ember; while attending a confer-!
ence of Theatre Owners of Amer-
ica. This attack too, he shrugged
off, . and within a ffew weeks was
back, at his • desk, maintaining the
busy schedule that often found
him in his penthouse office as late
as .11 pm . dictating, letters or in-
structions to key personnel in the
farflung theatre empire.

The fatal heart attack came at
noon a Week ago Sunday His re-
covery was deceptive, however,
and by the next (Monday) night
the hospital had removed his name
from its critical, list. His.physi-
cians felt that he. wasmaking, a
satisfactory recovery. They re-
ported that he was in no pain and
.was conscious until the last.

Funeral services: Were conducted,
yesterday (Mori.) by Bishop Athen-
agoras, spiritual leader of the
Greek Orthodox Church in the 11
Western states; Admittance was by
card only. Following the services,
Skouras was entombed in the
family mausoleum, adjacent to the
cathedral.

All Fox-West Coast Theatres
were closed until 5 p.m. yesterday
out of respect fpr the man who
had built the chain, in two dec-
ades,, to the position of one of the
most powerful circuits in the
world.
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SUE RE "WATERFRONT'

Jack Cohn’s Late Son Formed
Plaintiff Firm

.Monticello Film Corp,; inde-

pendent outfit* formed by the late

Joseph Curtis in 1949; filed suit irt

N. Y. Supreme Court Monday (18)

against Columbia pictures as the
distributor of “On. the Water-
front,” writer Budd Schulberg,
producer Sam Spiegel and cjire-ctolr-

Elia . Kazan. Plaintiff asks tb be
declared owner of.. “Waterfront”
and. to receive all the film’s rev-

enues. Curtis was the son of Jack
Cohn, exec v.p. of Col,

Repped., by. attorney Emil K.
Ellis, Monticello outfit alleges that

it originated the “Waterfront”
property for the screen and em-
ployed Schulberg to prepare the
scenario from newspaper, articles

by Malcolm Johnson., AU! material
developed during this association

v.as later appropriated by Schul-
berg, according to the complaint,
and the pic was produced under
the banner of Hprzon-Anie.ricari
Pictures.

: r ... >

George Minter Seeking A
Yank Sydney Carlton

London, Oct. 26.

George Minter, head of Renown
Pictures, planed to New York'Sat
(23) en route to Hollywood to

negotiate his company’s first Cine-
riiaScOper which will be based on
Charles Dickens’ “A Tale of Two
Cities.” He will confab with 20th-

Fox execs to ensure that adequate
equipment is available in Britain

for his production,

At the same time, Minter will

be on the prowl for a Hollywood
star to enact the Sydney Carton
role, which was played by Ronald
Cplman in the original U; S. pro-

duction about 20 years ago.
.
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CN.Y, Stock Exchange)
For. Week Ending Tuesday (26)

Net
1954 Weekly Vol.Weekly Weekly Tucs. Change

High Low in 100s Hiffh Low Close for week
21% 14% Am Br-Par Th 191 19% 19 19 —

'

77 . :41 5/a CBS, “A” 59 77 72%. 75% +274
.77% 41% CBS, “B” .35 77 72%

. 75% +3
33% 19% Col. Pix. '36 28% 26 * 26% —1
1434- 9% Decca 177 14% 14 14 • 3//

63% 4634 Eastman Kdk., . 154 59 57% •5734 —1
19% 13% Loew’s 235 17/ 16% 16% -rf' %.
10% 6% Nat. Thea. 106 9 85/a; 834 —

- V
3574 26% Paramount 68 3374 32% 32% —1
37% 28 v Philco 213 36% 347/a 35% + %.
35%. 22% RCA 684 . 35% 337/8 337/a —

- %
.7 27/ RKOPicts. ' 50 6% 6% GV 1/

^ /

9% 41/ RKO Thea. 415 9% 9 9
57/a 3 Republic 76>—r- 5% 4% 474 — 34

127/a 10% Rep,, pfd. ... 13 1^34 12% 12% %
19% 11% Stanley War; 114 18% 17% 17% —%
287/ 183/4 20th-Fox 170 27% 25% :25r + I"

29.5/ 18% Uriiv. Pix; 28 28% ;
2634 27 —I/

81 6334 Univi, pfd. 170 81 80% 80% + ’/

21V 13% Warner Bros.. 97 19% 13% 183/

77;3/ 6374 Zenith 63 76%
.
.74% 75. + //

American Stock Exchange
0 3% Allied Artists 36 4% 4% :45/' — %

1034 10 Ail’d Art., pfd. il 10% 10 10 _ 1
'

1434'. 9% Du Mont 144 • 13V 12% 13
147/

'

11-y Technicolor 167 1474
3%

14% 14% -f %
33/ ,23/

;
- Trans-Lux .. i 3% 3% _

—

'

Over-ihe-Counter Securities
Bid Ask

Capitol Records .. . . 11% 12% + V
Chesapeake Industries 374 •4% •

Cinerama Inc. 2 2% —
Cinerama Prod. 4 -.4%' % '•

Polaroid . .

.

41% 43% +1 ••

U* A. Theatres 13% 14% _ 34

Walt Disney 15 16 + Y
* Actual volume.

Actual Volume.
( Quotations furnished by Dreyfus & Co.)

Hitchcock Sued For Handout
Continued from page 5^

what was sound! evidence, Quipped
at one pointy “If I met an actor

Columbia-Allied
Continued frorti page 3 iss'

known to have reported his dis-

cussions to ..Other, members of

Allied,

Attempt Was made to receive a

counter offer on the terms for pic-

tures, particularly “The Caine Mu-
tiny,” to which the exhib org has

Strenuously objected. Especially

onerous to Allied has been Mon-
tague’s introduction: of the 50%
floor for the 70-30-10 terms for
“Cai The Allied rep has*' been
seeking a commitment from Mori-,

tague.to sell “Caine” at flat rentals,

similar to the policy followed, by
Metro and 20th-Fox. Latter com-
panies; are selling flat to situations

that gross $1,000 or under weekly.

Montague reportedly has. agreed
to come down on the percentage
terms for the smaller, grossing
spots, but said to be fighting
against flat rental terms. The . Col
spokesman vehemently denied that
Montague ever sought a cut of’

exhibs’ concession business, a claim
made by an Allied committee which
met .'with the sales chief before its

recent annual, convention. Mon-
tague, tire spokesman said, made a
joshing; passing reference to 'the
concession take, and the Alliedites

picked it up ,
ouf of context and

blew, it,up out of proportion. “Co-
lumbia,” the spokesman, said, “has
no intention of.^seeking any part
of the concession business.”

Montague arid Col have been
Allied’s prime targets in its fight

against high film rentals. In a

company by company appraisal,
Col was listed as the ‘‘most .unpopu-
lar,” and its sales chief was bitterly,

denounced for not appearing at the
convention to answer questions
about his company’s sales policies.

Several Allied leaders stated open-
ly that they Would notbuy Col. pic-

tures and the hint was dropped
that, other Alliedites follow suit.

Although . official action was
taken at the' confab, there: was art

inference that Allied members
.would' avoid Col product if they
could do without it.

Breen’s Economy
Footnote on Joseph I. Breen’s;

switch fi* rri head of the Produc-
tion Code Admi istration to semi-
active , status: Because of PCA’s
troubled economics, Breen volun-
tarily cut his salary in half during
the final six months Of his tenure
in office.

The. exec, had been drawing $65,-
000 annually; he shaved .it to
$33,000,

parfcd to invest $5,000 in
.
Fiske’s

“Hamlet” ft assured of playing the
;

star role. Ii was also argued that

“The Boys From Syracuse” anu
“Kiss Me Kate”, proved, that mod-
ern Shakespeare could, be profit-

able.: Attorney Levene, opposing,
said that neither work was in any
sense, save plot skeleton, and
hardly even that, Shakespearian.

There was a to-do during trial

concerning a statemefit, that Fiske
-

s-

play had been rehearsed by Genius,
Inc. (the Walgreen drugstore
crowd) at the St. James Theatre.
.Upon questioning, this turned out
to be the St. James Hotel. Attorney
Levene, for Hitchcock, cited an
action of the late playwright J.

Hartley Manners against Triangle
Films. Latter had produced a fea-

ture called “Happiness.” Mariners
charged infringement of his one-
act play of the same title which
had been presented

.
at a series of

eight matinees. The judge ruled
for ' Triangle, reasoning that such
’limited exposure did not give “sec-

ondary meaning,” essential to

property rights, in the title to

Manners. ’

Other provocative citations by
Levene and Griffin included tlie

suit of an aviator-writer’s widow,
against Metro for the title '‘Test

Pilot.” Court held a “mere descrip-
tive phrase” cannot be eppyrighted.

Extended < analysis of Fiske’s
dialog as against Shakespeare’s
occupied the jury. Fiske had re-

vised the Bard to read in modern
idiom; “If I only had the guts to

kill myself . . this, whole world is.

nothing, but a garbage dump.” And
so on. Prof. Oscar James Campbell,
emeritus oL Columbia, testified of
many earlier tamperings with
Shakespearian text. Sir Henry
Irving had shifted “Hamlet” around
like Triad. One McClure in 1922 had
attempted a modern version’, as had
thie Southern Methodist U. of all

places.

Maurice Evans on Stand

Although Maurice Evans, was 1

scheduled to follow as a witness
for. Hitchcock, the college prof
told the jury that his own favorite
Hamlet Was John Gielgud:

Evans was on the stand over
two hours and probably clinched
the base for the defense, “The
principle asset of Shakespeare, in

my opinion, is his verse. Shake-
speare has lived through the

.
ages

because of his poetry rather than

.

because of his plots,” said the
actor. Under cross-examination,
Evans said very little was known
of Shakespeare “beyond his dislike

of lawyers arid the courts in gen-
eral.”

Judge Bondy, commenting; on

one night at the theatre arid said I
enjoyed him thaif would be on
thing, but under oath I might have
to say he was rotten.”

Evans recalled that his “Ham-
let” on ©roadway had cost $65,000
to produce in its day, but to dupli-
cate it today would need $200,000
financing.

Presently attorney 'Levene
brought up the $64 question. What
did Evans think of “Hamlet in
Modern English” by Irving Fiske?
Evans answered: "As .an actor I

would riot want to play it; as a pro-
ducer, I would think- it. would be
a disaster.”

Dore Schary
asm Continued from p.xge s asaaa

tell him how to fun his busi

he said, “he’d be in trouble. And if

I, as producer, let him tell m
how to run mirie I’d get into trou-

ble.”

Schary noted that, there

tendency to forget that the ingredi-
ents that make up a hit picture
are a mystery- “It consists of such
things as special talent, tii ing,

hunch, and luck—all hidden words
that turn a picture . into a hit,” he
said.

'

U
-It we in production discussed

every project with exhibitors or
with others, for that matter, we
might be discouraged from making
a particular picture, 'Seven Brides
For Seven Brothers’ is a case i

point. On the surface it might halve

Seemed another hillbilly picture or

a ‘Ma and Pa Kettle.’ Had. we dis-

cussed it with outsiders we might
have been talked out of it.”

Schary disputed the charge that
the market for screeri originals is

disappearing and that studios are

only looking for pre-sold proper-
ti , “It’s just as good as ever for'

originals,” he emphasized. “The
normal balance of 50% originals

and 50% from plays, books, and
magazine stories may have shifted

temporarily, but it’ll be back to the

normal, average again,” The stu-

dios, he said, are exami ing each
property more, intensely, and that

at. present the balance may have
shifted to 60-40 in favor of the pr

sold stories.

Production chief, Who has com-
pleted “Bad Day at ; Black Rock”
under his own

.
banner, has no im-

mediate plans for another personal

production and will devote his time

to the supervisory work. He’ll re-

main east for another week before

returning to the Coast,.
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Consider the star. The color negative

captures her qt her brilliant loveliest.

Here, time for processing the film is a

minor consideration. But in release prints
|

she must be “re-born” in all her original
\

beauty, again and again, at

money-making speed.

To do this—faster—calls for meticulous

attention to printing and processing . . . ,

for color printing control systems, for

example, that not only provide exposures

at rates up to 200 fpm, but take care of

scene-to-scene variations in negative

density and in color balance.

Problems such as this are being solved

by the industry. As a means of co-operating

in all areas—especially in film selection,

film processing and projection—Kodak

maintains the Eastman Technical Service

for Motion Picture Film. Branches at.

strategic centers. Inquiries invited.

Address: Motion Picture Film Department

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4# N. Y.

East Coast Division

342 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

West Coast Division

6706 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif.

Midwest Division

1 37 North Wabash Avenue, Chicago 2, Illinois

> v
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Broadway
Arine Baxter to the Coast follow-

ing her return from Europe.

the Raymond Masseys off to

London yesterday (Tues.) on the
Mauretania.

Robert Vogel, studio rep for

Loew’s international, in town for

homeoffice confabs.

Helen Traubei back from the

Coast after completing "Deep in

My Heart” for Metro.

Whitney Museum, long in Green-
wich Village, now West 54th:

St., back of the Museum of Modern
Art.

. Louis BV Mayer, Who. had been
in Gotham for a Cinerama Pro-
ductions board meeting,, off to

Florida. ,

Globetrotting columnist Irving
Hoffmafi to Hamburg and Paris

. after a week in London. He leaves
next week.

Metro, producer Nicholas Nayfack
in : from the Coast with; technical
crew to film upstate locations for

‘The. Scarlett Coat.”,
'

Orton Hicks, Loew’s 16m direc-
tor, guest

,
speaker at annual dinner

of the Industrial Audio-Visial

Assm yesterday (Tues.: .

Stanley Warner prexy S. H. (Si)

Fabian and general manager Harry
Kalmine to • the Coast for the
Charles P. Skouras. funeral.

Otto Harbacjr, songsmith and
past prez of ASCAP, back from
Paris tomorrow i Thors.) on the
Likerte accompanied by his family.

New Jersey Allied holding full

membership luncheon meeting to

be followed by annual beeksteak
dinner Nov. 18 at Ritz restaurant,
Passaic;

' v '

Vera Ferguson, tv actress, re-

turned to the Coast Monday (25)

after a six-week visit with Her
father, Dave Ferguson, exec sec of
the Jewish Theatrical Guild.

Robert Aldrich, who. directed
“Apache” and "Vera Cruz” for

.
Hecht-Lancaster, in from the Coast
to cast several femmes for UA’s
“Kiss Me Deadly;” his next direcr.

torial chore.

Count Basie’s 20th year in the
band biz will be celebrated with a
dinner at the Waldorf Astoria,
N. Y., Sunday (31).. Group spon-
soring the shindig, h tagged itself

“Friends of Basie.”

Joseph Krips, new conductor of
the Buffalo. Symphony, flew in
Monday (25) from Europe. He’ll

be guest conductor with the Mont-
real Symphony Nov. 2-3, before his

Buffalo season opens Nov. 7:

Met tenor Mario del
;
Monaco in

from Rio Monday (25). After a
year’s leave of. absence from the
Met to perform at La Scala, Milan,
and the Rome Opera, he’ll sing at
the Met’s opening night, Nov. 8.

.
Jesse Block (& Sully) becoming

a customer’s man with the Ira
Haupt brokerage at 111 Broadway.
Vet vaudevillian has been, in semi-
retirement of late, save for his
Friars’ Club banqueting, activities.

Norton V. Ritchey, Allied. Artists
foreign chief; Harold Boxell, man-
aging director of- London Films,
film actress Linda Darnell and
legit actress Constance Collier in
from Europe yesterday (Tues.) on
the Queen Elizabeth.

Karl G. Macdonald, v.p. of War-
ner Bros. International, reelected
prexy of the Warner Club. 0thers
named include Larry Leshansky,
Ruth Wei$berg, Don Cherry, Harry
Mayer; yeepees; Harry O’Connor,
treasurer, and George Schiffer,
secretary.
Cynda Glenn bought a 45-acre

estate at Lyme., Conn., for her
mother (it includes eight acres oh
the Connecticut River); plans clos-.

lng her. N. Y. apartment to spend
the winter in Paris, which has been
the comedienne’s annual Custom in
recent years.
The Grand Ballet of the Marquis

de Cuevas; U. S.-owned and staffed
troupe currently playing .an en-
gagement at. the. Theatre Sarah
Bernhardt in Paris; celebrates its
iOth anniversary Saturday (30).
Marquis’ wife and backer is grand-
daughter of the late John D; Rocke-
feller.

George Murphy due east Nov. 15
for three speaking engagements,
including the. annual convention of
Theatre Owners of North and
South Carolina, at Charlotte; the
Motion Picture Pioneers Dinner,
New York, and the annual conven-
tion of Florida Theatre Owners,
Jacksonville.
Frank Hunter (& Percival), who

was badly burned last February
and, after recovery, suffered a
stroke and a heart attack, may Re-
written to at 252 Diamond Spring
Road, Denviile. ,.N. J., under his

\ real name of Frank Turpi . His
' condition remains poor, and his

nurse suggests mail from old
friends.

Large segment of Broadway, in-
cluding many from Universal Pic-
tures, moved downtown to the Na-
tional Theatre and the nearby;

Moskowitz &. Lupowitz restaurant
on the lower East Side last Thurs-
day (21) for the preem of “Stone
For Danny Fisher,” based oh. the
novel by Harold Robbins, who is

a U homeoffice statistician staffer.

By Hal V. Cohen
Molly Picon coming here NoV. 8

for a Bonds for Israel luncheon.
Karl Krug, Sun-Tele critic, cele-

brating . 35 years of local aisle-

sitting.

DeCastro Sisters booked into
Lenny Litman’s Copa the week of
Nov. 15.

Phil Richards’ ice show closes at

the Ankara Saturday (30), and will

go on tour.

. Charlie Eagle, manager >of Stan-
ley, and his wife celebrated their
34th, wedding anni.

“My Three Angels” gets another
holdover at the Playhouse, this

time through Now 6.

Bernard Simon . in ’ town ahead
of "Fifth Season,” which the Nixon
gets the week Of Nov. 8.

Phil Doyle, biz agent for stage-
hands union, went home from hos-
pital after a heart attack:

Morty Henderson elected Tent
No. 1 delegate to Variety Club con-
vention in L. A. next spring.

Charles Werner Moore directing
TCch’s. first major drama produc-
tion of the season, “Lysistrata.”

Ben Steermah, -Stanley-Warner
biggie, and hiswife, Miriam, celi-
bated their 20th Wedding- anni:

Dave Wagner, longtime head-
waiter at old

.
Carousel, now at

Park Room of William Penn Hotel.
Local actor-singer Johnny Kirby

signed for his second pic, “Air
Strike.” First was “Annapolis
Story.”

Bill Elder, recently transferred
from Penn here to the Warfield in
San Francisco, has taken his family
to the Coast;
Tech drama school graduate

Nancy Marchand set. for "The
Shoemaker’s Children” with Doro-
thy Stickney.

By Gene Moskowitz
(28 Rue

;
Huchette^Odeon 49-44)

Jean Mercure’s adaptation of
Graham Greene’s "Living Room”
looks like a hit here,

Marlon Brando here and being
sought by European producers of-
fering him P.ix contracts. ;

Maria. Schell here to star in Ger-
man pic being made in Brittany,
“Master of Life and Death.”

Errol Flynn here for a breather
before he starts his three-yerir pic
stint in England under a contrac-
tual setup with Herbert Wilcox.
Rene Clair working bn a new

screenplay, “La Grande Ma-
noeuvre,” to star Gerard Philipe,
Film is skedded to start in March.

Ceiisorship again rearing its

head, with the film on prostitution,
“Les. Impures,” banned; “Madame
Du Barry” may be nixed for ex-
port.

Showing of “The. Desert Rats”
(20th) caused no trouble here be-
cause portrait of Rommel was con-
sidered heavy enough for popular
tastes.

Gilbert Becaud, one of the top
pop singers here, off to the U;S.
to appear in radio show, “Pano-
ramic,”. based on his reactions to
the U.S.
Marc -Allegret has given up his

project ;to film D. H. Lawrence’s
“Lady Chatterly’s Lover,” arid
starts “Futures Vedettes” (Future
Stars) with Jean Marais in Novem-
ber. '

Andre Gillois’ “Le Marche. Aux
Puces” (The Flea Market) being
tried out in Brussels before hitting
tlie boards here. Play, will probably
be adapted into English by Anita.
Loos.

’•

“L’Heure Eblouissarite” (The
Dazzling Hour) comes on again at
the Theatre Antoine to replace
the Gallic version of “The Man
Who Came to, Dinner,” Which
flopped quickly herev Both were
adapted by Henri Jeanson.'

By Jerry Gaghaii
George White’s “Scandals” signed

for two weeks with options at Latin
Casino, starting Oct. 28.
Eddie Fisher signed for a per-

sonal appearance, with the Kansas
City Philharmonic, Nov. 13.
.Turk

. Murphy, San Francisco
Dixieland specialist, is making his
debut here at the Rendezvous.

Patricia Bowman' Will be the
lead ballerina at the Philadelphia
.Civic Grand Opera’s opener, ‘Sam-
son and Delilah,” this week.
Harry Belafonte will join Marge

and Gower Champion when they
appear here under. Philadelphia
Forum; auspices at Academy of
Music (Jan. 18).

* t

London
Arthur Loew, head of Loew’s

International, due in from the
Continent on a periodic survey.

Janette Scott, British child star,

signed for a 10-year lortgtermer. by
Associated British Elstree Studios,
Googie

.
Withers canceling out of

next week's Royal Command show
because of a telefilm commitment,
in Munich.
Maureen Beck, 19-year-od daugh-

ter of film publicist .
Horace Beck,

inked to seven-year pact by. Syd-
ney. Box.
W. Macqueen Pope, theatre his-

torian, broadcasts a radio tribute
On Sunday (31) to Dan Leno, on
the 50th anni of his death.
David E. Rose, the Coronado,

topper; made his - 100th air cross-

ing of the Atlantic last week when
he returned to London from N. Y.

Irene Hilda and Edmund Hock-
ridge, “Can-Can” stars, filling the
cabaret spot at a Dorchester din-
ner on Saturday (30) to raise funds
for Israel.

;

Arthur S; Christiansen, Daily'
Express editor, presented with a
silver tankard at a Variety Club
lunch to celebrate his 21st year in
the editorial chair,
George Pearson, vet British film

director, presented with a scroll of
honorary membership in Assn, of
Cine Technicians by Anthony As-
quith, the union’s prez,

Irving Allen, Warwick’s execu-
tive producer, planed to N.Y: over
the weekend enrqute to Hollywood
with a rbUgh cut of its new Rich-
ard Widmark starrer, “A Prize of
Gold.”

.

Final title of the British pic,

abased on the stage hit, “To Doro-
thy a Son,”

'

“To Dorothy a Son;”
This. Shelley Winters starrer pre-
viously had been named “That’s
My Baby.”

Harold Bo.xall, managing, direc-
tor of London Film Productions,
sailed on Queen Elizabeth last

Thursday (21) on • three-week rou-
tine trip to N. Y, Fellow passen-
gers were Norton V.. Ritchey and
George Clarkson and Gail Leslie,

By Les Rees
Ray Anthony into Prom Ball-

room for one-mighter..
Northwest Variety club to hold

annual election of officers Nov. 1.

Oscar Johnson, “Ice Follies” co-
owner, here for dinner of former
boyhood pals.

“Biggest Show of 1954,” With
Billy Eckstine,. set for the Audi-
torium Nov. 5 with $3 top,

Trio de Camera , chamber music
group, formerly a local nitery act,
now’ giving concerts in convents.
Herbie Fields orch opens at Vic’s

night club Nov.
. 15 . for its first

local but fourth Twin Cities’ date.
“Seven Year Itch,” Which played

a week at Lyceum here last season,
finished a four - performance St.
Paul Auditorium Twin. Cities re-
turn date.
Figuring that the tv version of

“Life With Father”, has renewed
interest in it, Edyth Bush Little
Theatre is reviving this play for
fortnight run.
Norman Granz, whose “Jazz at

the Philharmonic” just finished an
engagement here, bringing in his
“modern jazz concerts” with Duke
Ellington’s band and trio of in-
strumental quartets to 'Auditorium
Oct. 28 for one-nighter.

Omaha
By Glenn Trump

James Melton to. open O’Neill,
Neb., Community Concert season
.Nov. 5.

Local ad agency exec Morris
(Bozell &) Jacobs purchased res-
taurant and hotel combo here.
Cheyenne County Fair at Sidney

announced its 1955 dates as Aug.
25-28 despite $1,600 deficit in this
year’s expo.

Alliance, Neb.,: Rodeo Assn.
Inc., disbanded, after this year’s
event dropped some $4,800. Sev-
enty; Alliance businesses and in-
dividuals had invested $8,400 in
the show.

Michael Kirby, ex-Sonja HeniC
partner, now giving skating lessons
at River Forest, .111., a Chicago sub-
urb. Mrs. Kirby, former .Nora
McCarthy of the“Ice Fellies,” is

assisting in the tutoring.

By Hans Hoehn
iPhone: 76-02-64)

O. E. Hasse has title role in
Mama’s “Cartaris.”

Josef von Baky pacted to di-
rect

.
CCC’s new film,. “Hotel

Adlon.” .

CCC studios currently running
at full capacity with seven pix
being made at same time.

Lionel Hampton orch due to ap-
pear at Sportpalast. It will be
oreh’s second postwar • appearance
here.

Renato Baldini, Italian actor,

Wednesday, October 27, 1954

will play the male lead in the Ger-
man-French-Italian coproduction,

DEFA invited 30 West German
film and cinema technicians to visit

its studios at Babelsberg, once
Ufa property.

“Sauerbruch,” local biopic of the
late German surgeon, was the big-
gest grosser in September in eight
German key cities.

Recent U.S. pix preemed here
include “Naked Jungle” (Par),

“Back to - Bataan” (RKO), “Jungle
Drums of : Africa” (RCp), “Personal
Affair” (Two Cities), and “I the
Jury” (UA).

’

Boston
Anita 0 ?Day at the Hi-Hat for &

one-weeker,
The Mayfair, closed si last

spring, has reopened.
Turk Murphy’s San Francisco

jazz band at the Savoy; group in
for four weeks.
The Hotel Buckminster has

opened a MamboCasino. Spot for-
merly housed George Wein’s
IStoryville.

Making the Hub his first stop in

a tour of the U.S., Mantovani spent
a day here meeting the presser and
visiting local deejays.

,
British mae-

stro hopes to line up a concert tour
fbr next season.

Madrid
By Ramsay Ames

(Castellan Hilton; 37 :22-00)

Wife and. son of Mexico’s ex-
president Miguel Aleinan due for a
visit here.

Marisa de Leza beginning a new
film, “El Sol Sale Para Todos” (The
Sun Shines for Everyone).
Orson Welles will be ah actor

again in Nieves Cohde’s VE1 Emi-
grante”. (The Immigrant) to. be
made in Spain.

Ettore Gianini, producer of “Ne-
apolitan Carrousel,” expected in
Madrid next month to prep his
“Spanish Carrousel.”
Spanish film producer Benito

Perojo signed contract with Car-
men Sevilla, Mischa Auer and
Francisco Rabal for “La Picara
Moliriera.”

Lines are still three-deep for
“Mogambo,” which opened here
last week; ditto “Roman Holiday,”
which is being proclaimed the
“must” of the year.

Spanish-Italian “La Ciudad. Per-
dida” (The Lost City), starring
Corsetta Greed and Fausto Tozzi,
filming exteriors on the streets of
Madrid; then more shooting in
Italy in November.
Spanish producer (IFI produc-

tions) Ignacio Iquino due here from
Barcelona where he just finished
filming “La Pecadora” (The. Sin-
ner), to look for actors for his pic,
“Good-Bye Sevilla.”

“El Escandalo del Siglo” (The
Scandal of the Century); theatrical
drama based on the now famous
Wilma Montesi case, opening in
Levante with the Martin-Sabatini
company, and in Havana with Otto
Sirgo.
The 170th work of the late Span-,

ish author Benavente, “Por Salvar
Su Amor” (To Save His Love), in
rehearsal now, opens soon in
Madrid, with Pepe Romeu, Irene
Lopez-Heredia, Maruja Guerrero
and Vicente Soler.

Before leavfng for Rome and a
Suevia Films pic with Vittorio de
Sica, Spanish actress Emma Pen-
nela will film “El Guardian del
Paraiso” (The Guardian of Para-
dise) here, eo-stafred with Fer-
nando Fernan-Gomez; N

director,
Arturo Ruiz Castillo.

Rayito, the matador who dedi-
cated a bull to Mrs. Estes Kefauver
in a Madrid bullring a few weeks
ago, invited the Hilton’s Walter
Schnyder,. publicist' Vic Rueda,
actor Peter Damon, Mildred Pfei-
fer, and your correspondent to at-
tend a benefit corrida in Villar-
amiel, a tiny pueblo near Palencia.
Rayito’s bull was dedicated to all
of us, and to complete the after-
noon, * Villaramiel’s one cinema
they were, showing “Malvaloca,”'in
which Peter Damon costars with
Spain’s Paquita Rico,

. By Lary Solloway
Xavier Cugat set for four-week

date next February by Saxony
hotel owner George Sax.

Robert S. Taplinger associates
newest addition to the publicity
contingent in the area; Helen
Baum is in charge of their new
office.

Bea Kalmus appointed entertain-
ment director Ar Di Lido hotel’s
Moulin Rouge cafe; she’ll double
as midnight disk-gab conductor via
indie station WlNZ-AM.
Hoofer Jerry Brandow’s (Condos

Si) foray into ring-world did not
score with press and public at the
Beach Auditorium. Understood an-
other match with a more suitable
middleweight is being arranged for
January.

Hollywood
Paul Herireids m'oving to N Y.

for the winter.
. John Cafradine in St. Louis for

stage engagement.
Barney Balaban in town for Par-

amount confabs.
William Beaudi celebrated

their 4Qth wedding, anni;
Prof. Apostolos Descalakis of

Greece visited 20th-Fox lot.

Herbert J. Yates resting at home
after kidney stone surgery.
John Ford recovering after oper-

ation for gall bladder ailment.
:

Greer Garson home from hos-
pital after emergency appendec-
tomy.

Universal-International held its.

16th annual dinner-dance at the
Ambassador.
Dan Dailey postponed his dance

numbers in. Metro’s “It’s Always
Fair Weather” (because of injuries.

[ Betty Franklin : returned as Acad-
emy librarian after five months as

[

consultant in. the Library of Con-
gress,

Mambo City now operating five
days instead of three.

Shipstad and Johnson’s “Ice
Follies” opened last Thursday . (21)
for 11 days.
Agent ^Milo Stelt to Florida for

two weeks to lookover territory for
Mutual Artists Corp.
Warren Ketter made new mid-

west; promotion manager for Decca
Records vice Ray Ludtke.
Black

.
Orchid, Jr., cocktail

lounge adjacent the intiriie. nitery,

.
operating as another key club.
Lou Monte in town this week for

deejay bally of new Victor disk,
“When I Hold You in My Arms,”
Eick Hoylman is keyboarding, in

sixth year at Jim Saines, still on
crutches after auto wreck several
months ago. »

Germa n soprano Elisabeth
Schwartzkopf making American
orchestral, debut with Chicago
Symphony tomorrow (Tliurs.).

• Streamliner scrapping straight
jazz policy for two weeks, spot-
lighting femme . folk singer Katy
Lee who’s playing her first riitery

date.
Dan Belloc, Ralph Sharon Trio,

Max Miller
.
Quartet and Chet

Roble giving jazzconcert for St.

Ignatius Teen Club with Blue Note
boniface Frank Holzfeind em-
ceeing.
Mister Kelly’s Lounge unveiled

new Parisian piano-rama bar last
week arid featuring keyboard
chanters Audrey Morris and
Buddy Charles, latter being
stepson of orch leader Muggsy
Spanier .and brother of former Chi
Variety mugg Tommy Gries.

By Florence S. Lowe
Fifi D’Qrsay and the Crew Cuts

sharing top billing at Casino Royal
nitery,

Mrs. Carl Brisson here with hus-
barid during latter’s current stint
at Hotel Sheraton. Carlton’s swank
Harlequin Room.
John “Caine Mutiny” Hodiak

due here Nov. 7 to star in a “spe-
cial show, highlighting American
Jewish Tercentenary observance.
“Mambo U.S.A.” Latin-American

music-dance fest, due into Nation-
al Guard Armory for one night
stand next "Sunday (31) under Su-
per-Music aegis.
Helen Richards, house manager

of Carter Barron Amphitheatre
last summer, (back in town as ad-
varice-gal for the Broadway-Jaound
Ballets Espagnols.
Department of Commerce film

topper Nathan Golden off on a

cross.-country junket blanketing
trade conventions; wound up with
SMPTE confab in Hollywood.
.

Latest additions, to local Variety
Club roster include Scott Kirk-
patrick, manager of National Thea-
tre; Charles Dillon, prexy of Wash-

.

ington Broadcasting Co.; and Dari

Cavalier, veepee of radio station

WGMS.
International entertainer Carl

Brisson ..honored with traditional
“key to the city,” usually reserved
for visiting heads of state, in

unique ceremonies during show at.

Harlequin Room of Sheraton-Carl-
ton Hotel.

Barcelona
By Joaquina C. Vidal-Gomis

iAngli, 43; 240.018)

Bolero nitery has Miguel de Ios

Reyes Ballet,.

Windsor Palace held preem for

“Glenn Miller Story” (U).

Ming Chu, Java Princess, with

her dances at the Monterry nitery.

Comedia Theatre playing “Love
of Four Colonels,’’ with Maria J.

Valdes and Jose M. Mompin,
,

“Tutti Frutti,” musical show,
how past 100th performance at

Comico Theatre. Leads are played

by Carmen de Lirio, Maruja Blanco
and Mary Santpere.
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DETROIT
(Continued from pagjp. 8)

$11,000. Last week, "Sabrina" (Par)

(2d wk), $16,000. .
.

,

Palms (UD) (2,961; 80-$l)—
“Pear Window" (Par) and "Over-
land Pacific" (Indie) (2d wk). Good
$14,000. Last week, $19,000.
Madison (UD) (1,900; $1.25-$1.50)

—“Star Is Born" (WB) (4th wk).
Sparkling $17,000. Last week,
$19,000.
Broadway-Capitol (UD) (3,500;

80-$l)—"The Raid’' (20th) and
“Key Largo” (WB) (reissue). Weak
$9,000. Last . week, "Human Jun-
gle" (AA) and "Security Risk!' (AA)
(2d wk), $9,000.
United Artists (UA) (1,938; $1-

$1.25)—“Woman’s World" (20th)

(2d wk). .Fine $11,00.0, Last week,
$14,000. 1

Adams (Balaban) (1,700; $1-

$ 1 .25)— ‘Brigadoon" (M-G). Fair
$10,000 or. near. Last. week. “Rogue
Cop” (M-G) (2d wk), $5,800.
Music Hall (Cinerama Produc-

tions) (1,194; $1.40-$2.65)—“Cine-
rama" (Indie) (84th wk). Leveling
off. at solid $15,500; Last week,
about same.

Buff.; 'Brigadoon’ 15G
Buffalo, Oct. 26.

Not too many newcomers here
this session but biz-.looms good.
Top new pic is "Brigadoon," nice
at the Buffalo. "Human Jungle"
is rated good at Century while the
oldie. “Reap Wild Wind” is okay
at Paramount. "Star Is Born"
shapes lofty, is second Center
week,

'

Estimates for This Week:
Buffalo (Loew’s). (3,000; 50-80)-^

"Brigadoon" (M-G). Fine $15,000
or over. Last week, "Woman’s
World" (20th), same.
Paramount (Par) (3,000; 50-80)—

"Reap Wild Wind” (Par) and "Miss
Body Beautiful" (Par) (reissues),
Okay $12,000. Last week, “Pri-
vate Hell 36" (FM) and "Cog"
(UA), $11,000.

Center (Par) (2,000; 90-L25)—
"Star Is Born" (WB) (2d wk.) Lofty
$20,000.. Last week $25,000.

Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 50-80)—
"Three Hours to. Kill" (Col) and
"Untamed Heiress" (Indie). Mild
$7,500. Last week, "Unholy

. Four"
(Lip) and "Silent Raiders" (Lip),
$7,000.

Century (Buhawk) (3,000; 50-80)
.—“Human Jungle" (AA) and
"Jungle. Gents" (Indie), Good
$10,000. Last week, "Hajji Baba"
(AA),. ditto.

CLEVELAND
(Continued from page 8)

000. Last week, "3 Hours to Kill”
(Col) and "Black Dakotas" (Col),
$10,500.

Lower Mall (Communit3r
) (585;

60-90)—"Vanishing Prairie" (Dis-
ney) (3d wk). Nice $4,000. Last
week, $3,500.

Ohio (Loew’s) (1,200; 60-90)

—

Asphalt Jungle" (M-G) and "Bat-
tleground” (M-G) (reissues), Prov-?
ing sleeper, big $11,000 for oldie.
Last week, “Rogue Cop" (M-G)
(m.o.).

4
Palace (RKO) (3,000; 60-90)—

"Woman’s World" (20th) (2d wk).
Oke $7,500. Last week, $15,000.

State (Loew’s) (3,500; 80-$l)—
Rear Window" (Par),. Hefty- $11,-

000 or over. Last week, “Beau
Brummell" (M-G), $10,000.

Stillman (Loew’s) (2;700; 60-90)
--“Beau Brummell" (M-G) (m.o,).
Fine $10,000. Last week, “Her 12
Men” (M-G), $5,000.

MINNEAPOLIS
(Continued from page 9)

$2,800 or near: Last week, "Rear
Window!' (Par) (4th wk), $5,000.

Radio City (Par) (4,100; 85-$D—
"Brigadoon” (M-G). Stout $15,000.
Last week, “Woman’s World"
(20t li) (2d wk), $9,000.

* RKO-Orphcum (RKO) (2,890; $1-
.$1.25.i_L»Star . Is Born!’ (WB): (3d
wk'. Continues tall at $9,000 .Last
'<H-k, $13,000.

ft(
llKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 65-85)^-
On Waterfront" (Col) ,(5th wk).
Rounding out a highly satisfactory

Strong $5,200. Last week,
$5,000.

T
State (Par) (2,300; 65-85)—"Duel

in Jungle" (WB), Mixed opinions
nn this but cast.names lineup may.

Sturdy $8,000. Last week,
Sitting Bull" (UA) (2d Wk), $6,500.
-World (Mann) (400; 65-$l!25)—
Sabrina** (Par) (5th wk). One of

hoxoffice champs here. Still
^inie at $4,000. Last week, $4,300.

•STAR’ HIGH $23,000,

INDPLS.; BRANDO 13G
Indianapolis, Oct; 26,

Best takes of fall to date are in
prospects here this stanza, with
state teacher’s convention giving
all. entries a healthy boost. "Star
Is Born” is smash standout at In-
diana to lead the city. "On Water-
front" at Loew’s also is sock; "Van-
ishing Prairie" at Keith's, and "Sai-

brina’', in second week at Circle
both shape nice.

EstlmatesforThls Week
Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800; 50-

80)—“Sabrina" (Par) (2d wk).. Very
good $9,000 after $12,000 opener.

Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 75-$T)—
“Stair Is ’Born" (WB). Great $23,-
000. Last week,. "Gambler Natchez"
(20th) and "Return From Sea"
(AA), $7,000 at 50c-80c. scale.

; Keith’s (C-D) (1,300; 50-80)—
"Vanishing Prairie" (Disney). Nif-
ty $8,000. Last week, subsequent-
run,
Loew*» (Loew’s) (2,427; 60-90)—

“On . Waterfront" (Col), Smash
$13,000. Last week, "Rogue Cop"
(M-G) and ‘•Unconquered" (Indie),

$6,000 at 50c-80c. scale.
Lyric (C-D) (1,600; 35-70)—

"Bounty Hunter" (WB) and "Killer
Leopard" (AA). Nice $7,000, with
Carl Smith stageshow replacing
film bill at $1.25 on Sunday night
only. Last week, "Shanghai Story"
(Rep) and "Tobar the Great”
(Rep), $5,500, with Ray Price sfage-
show replacing second feature
Sunday only.

-

WASHINGTON
(Continued from page 9)

Very pleasant $6,000 after $9,000
last week.
Dupont (Lopert) (372; 65-$l)

—

'‘Vanishing Prairie" (Disney) (9th-
final wk). So-so $3,000 after
$3,500 last week.

Keith’s (RKO) (1,939; 75-$1.25)—
"Caine Mutiny" (Col) (16th-final
wk). Winds up four-month run
with so-so $5,000 for second con-
secutive week.

Metropolitan (SW) (1,200; 90-
$1,25)—"Star Is Born" (WB) (2d
wk). Smash $18,000 after $20,400
opening week.

Palace (Loew’s) (2,370; 70-95)—
"Woman's World" (20th) (3d wk).
Rosy $10,000 after n $14,000 last
week. May stay another.

Playhouse (Lopert) (435; 55-$l)—"Rear Window" (Par) 8th wk).
Fine $6,000 after $6,700 last week!
Stays.
Warner (SW) (1,300; $l,20-$2.40)

—"Cinerama" (Indie) (51st wk):
Nearing first anni with bright $14,-
000 for second consecutive week.
Holds on.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; 70-$l)—

"On Waterfront” (Col) (6th wk).
Sock $7,600 or over after $9,000
last week for Marlon Brando pic.
Holding.

SEATTLE.
(Continued from page 9)

(UA) and “Khyber Patrol" (UA),
(2d wk), $6,300.
Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,500;

$1 - $1:50) — "Woman’s World"
(20th) (3d wk). Good $7,000. Last
week, $8,700.
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,300; 90-

$1,25)— "King Richard arid Cru-
saders" (WB). Drab $6,000. 'Last
week, "Seven Brides" (M-G). (4th
wk). $6,800 in 8 days,
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,700; 90-

$1.25) — "Naked Alibi" (U) and
“Drum;

.

Beats Over Wyoming"
(Rep), Dull $5,500. Last wriek,
“Black Shield" (U) and “Ricochet
Romance” (U),. $7,200.
Paramount (Evergrhen) (3,039;

$1.25-$1.50)--"Star Is Born" (WB)
(3d wk). Great $12,000 or over.
Last week, $17,700.

: (

ST. LOUIS
(Continued from page 9)

Jungle" (WB). arid “Bounty Hunter"
(WB), solid $15,000.
Loew’s (Loew’s) (3.172; 75-$l) :—

“Brigadoon" (M-G) (2d wk). Good
$13,000 after $20,000 opener.
Orpheum (Loewis): (1,400; 50-70)— “Valley of Kings" (M-G) and

“Yellow Tomahawk" (UA) (2d wk).'
Neat $5,000. Last week, ?110,000.
Richmond (St. ; L.' Amus.) (400;

82)—-"Pickwick Papers" (Indie).
Good $3,000. Last week, “Mr. Hu-
lot’s Holiday" (GBD), $2,000.

St. Louis ($t. L. Amus.) (4,000;
50-75)—“Woman’s World" (20th)
(3d wk). Trim $10,000. Last week,
$11 ,000 .

Shady Oak (St. L, Amus.). (800;
82)—“Pickwick Papers" (Indies
Nice $3,500. .

Last week, “Mr. Hu-
lot’s Holiday" (GBD), $3,000:

PftRIETT

‘Window! Smooth 26G,

Mont’l; Brando 16G, 2d
Montreal, Oct. 26.

Standout newcomer here cur-

rently is “Rear Window," socko at

Loew’s. "On Waterfront" looms

fancy in second Capitol week.

“Seven Brides" (M-G) (2d Wk).

holdover session at Palace.

Estimates for This Week
‘ Palace (C:T.) .. OS25;

,

6}-$l)—
"Seven Brides" (M-G) (2d wk),

Okay $19,000 following $27,000 in

^Capitol (C.T.) (2,412; 45-75)—

“On Waterfront" (Col) (2d wk).

Fast $16,000 for Marlon Brando
pic. Last week, $25;000.

Pjrincess (C.T.) (2,131; 45-60) —
“Southwest Passage" (UA). Poor

$8,000; 'Last week, “Suddenly ’

(UA) (2d wk), $7,000.
Loew’s. (C.T;,) (2,847; 50-85)—

“Rear Window" (Par). Boff $^6
;:

000. Last week, "Caine Mutiny"
(Col) (2d wk), $19,000. ; .

Imperial <C:T.) (1/789; : 43^63W-
“Living It Up" (Par) and "Duel in

Jungle" (Par).. Fair $8,000. Last

week, "Gorie With Wind" (M-G)

(reissue). $71000. ;

Orpheum (C.T.) (1,048; 40-65)---

"The Westerner" (Par) and ‘ Dead
End" (Par) (reissues). So-so $7,000.

Last week; “Law Vs. Billy Kid’
ninrl “Geraldine" (ColL $8,000,

.55;' Continued from page 1 'sss

to bring in replacements for one

br two nights. At the present time,

with a sixrday week, some niteries

close the seventh liight.

The riitery owners of New York
are countering the demand by the

AFM for a five-day week with a

proposition to continue the present

six-day week at an increased

scale. The cafemen insist that if

the five-day week is carried out,

it will work hardships in the cafes.

It’s felt that many will have to cut

down the size .of the orchestras

and other gimmicks will be found

to ntaintain the present level of

wages.
The cafemen are currently nego-

tiating with the hotel owners, but

many have expressed dissatisfac-

tion with this arrangement on the

ground that the hotels are under
an entirely different, modus-op

v

erandi. For example they feel that

a hostel Can operate with an empty
dining room and still make a lot of

money because of room-rentals.

Niteries with empty dining rooms
are- in a lot of trouble. Again,

many hotels are satisfied to main-

tain talent and music operations

for prestige and advertising pur-

poses and as a lure of organiza-

tional shindigs and conventions.

Consequently, the nitery men say

that they are in.thi entirely; differ-

ent position. There, is some talk, of

breaking away biit, so far, nothing

has been done about' it.

The nightclub owners say that

the AFM demands will hurt nitery

employment of musicians in the

long run. They say that the toot-

lers would rather work the six days

and get the extra loot. In top

clubs, scale is around $120 weekly.

One cafeman stated that the con-

stantly increasing demands by the

musicians may ultimately force

nightclubs to follow the path of

the late and lamented vaude
houses. During the vaude era,

AFM demands for standbys, short

weeks and for extra musicians that

a house didn’t want, ultimately

contributed to the decline of the

field, They say that niteries may
be forced to fold because of the

added nut demanded by the musi-
cians.

Labor Council
Conti - from page 5.

ventions foreign film agree-

ments."
He added that “if private film

subsidies in violation of the Webb-r
Pomerenri Act are not granted in

the future by export, corporations
whether or not such subsidies are

violative of law becomes a mere
theoretical rather than an actual

or practical question."
Some, legalites ’ N. Y. say

they’re wondering whether the
FTC will quit the issue that easily.

Subsidy complaint vs, the ; MPEA
and Italian Films Export was first

..brought by the late Joseph Burstyri.

arid the FTC had a man investigat-

ing as a result for almost a year.

Later, the Independent Motion
Picture Distributors, Assn, pushed
the Burstyn complaint, but only
as far as. IFE was concerned.
Arriall came into the picture as a

result of the last French film

accord.

PICTURES 25

U.S, ‘Shortage
1

Ai
Continued from page

and Rep prez Herbert Jy Yates
when Davis gets to the U.S. Nov.
17. He intends to go to the Coast.
Rep is already handling five Rank
pix, including “Doctor in the
House," under a $15(f,000 deal
signed last week.

;

(2) Talks in Holiywood last week
between MacGregor Scott, general
sales manager for Associated Brit-

ish-Pathe, and Allied Artists execs.
Aim was to widen the circulation
of AA’s British releases in the .U.S.

(3) Arrangements between Trans-
Lux Theatres in N.Y. and George
Minter’s Renown Pictures, with the
circuit forming Trans-Lux Pic-
tures Corp, and .taking on four
Minter films for U.S. distribution,

Tieup goes a lot further and • in1

eludes coproduction.

|

(4) An upcoming deal under
which Eliot Hyman is to acquire 20
British-Lion pix for theatres and
tv.

.

(5) Continental Pictures, In

Which Walter Reade is coow.ner,
acquiring “To Paris With Love,"
latesUAlec Guiness pic, sight un-
seen for a very substantial guaran-
tee.

.

Rank arrangements, under which
a “split" of the product is allotted

to .Universal for first choice, with
the rest going to others, continues
unchanged; United Artists has an
inside track, with Robert Benjamin,
its; board chairman , also Rank’s
U.S. rep. Rank-U rela|ions have
been considerably strained of . late

due to Davis’ frequently voiced dis-

satisfaction with the results

achieved by Rank pix in the U.S.
He recently proposed the purchase
of a string of U.S. showcases as one
solution to the problem,

[

Rank pressure has caused U to

be considerably more careful and
selective in taking on Rank films,

particularly those deemed good
only for the arties. Emphasis at U
now is on grabbing British im-
ports that show a potential 'for ex-

hibition in the commercial outlets.

In that category, says U, are two
of its ;Rank releases, "West of Zan-
zibar” and “The Seekers.’’ Forth-
coming visit of Davis is seen easing
the tension between U arid the
Rank organization.

Trans-Lux Theatres, may go in for
Cinemascope to a limited, extent.
Minter reported British exhibs

.
are most favorably inclined to-

wards the 1.85 to 1 screen ratio,

and he thought this would eventu-
ally,. be adopted as the British
standard.

Some or all of the pix on Min-
ter’s 1955 sked will be coproduced
With Trans-Lux, the latter putting
up dollars for Airierican talent, the
C’Scope license, etc. Details of

this arrangernent are being dis-

cussed in N. Y. by Minter arid hi
U. S. rep, Richard Gordon.

j Continued from pace 2

entertainment. When he was an
RKO topper he saw the click of
(Bert) Wheeler & (Bobby) Woolsey
and then all of .sudden each
wanted to go solo. This is in re-
lation to Sid Caesar & Imogene
Coca. The parallels can be con-
tinued ad lib.

4

Blumberg reviews similar an-
alogies when ^vaudeville was fight-
ing the onslaught of pictures; later
pictures feared the incursions of
radio, until Hollywood learned to
harness broadcasting just as now,
more than ever, the film business
and television are “going steady".
Ed Sullivan’s sundry show biz
salutes either have a dominant or
solo Hollywood influerice; and the
picture business, in turn, utilizes
the video medium for b.o. spot*
lighting.

In connection with the picture
business, per se, Blumberg wa.xes
a little cautious on those high-cost
negatives. "We still consider
$4,000,000 a terrific gross, so when
a film production starts with a
four to six million dollar negative,
I start to worry because that’s a
terrific amount to grit: back, or
rather grit back twicri that if you’re
gonna show a profit.”
Blumberg is still active in U op-

erations but he i& content to let
the daj*-to-day hassles not con-
cern him, especially since he has.
been told to "take it easy" for
reasons of health.
He and Mrs. Blumberg (Vera)

will be east anothrir week or two.

George Minter’s Comments
British pix aren’t getting the

U. S. screen time they deserve,,

George Minter, prez of Britain’s

Renown . Pictures, said in N. Y.
Monday (25). British producer is

here to discuss his releasing and
coproduction project with Trans-
Lux and to look into Cinemascope.
He

%
noted a tendency on the part

of British producers—with the ex-
ception of Sir Alexander Korda

—

to get together in selling their

films in the foreign market. "We
work it that way in Japan, and
with good results,’’ he observed,
noting at the. same time difficulties

raised via individual coproduction
and releasing deals.

Minter, who has completed plans
for making four -films in 1955, said
he favored combined action by.

British producers in the U. S. as a
means of hypoing the circulation
of British film?. At the same time,
he thought a lot could be done for
them via a stronger pitch for
American audience appeal in con-
tent. and pacing.
The British producer, who’s go-

ing to the Coast later this week,
opined that the lack of success of
British films in the American mar-
ket ; was in part due to exhib
apathy. "They’ll take an already
well-adyertised Hollywood release
and advertise it some more. But
when they book a British picture,
they don’t bother. The results are
obvious,"
Minter said he couldn’t go along

with those who hold that American
audiences object to the British ac-
cents and/or backgrounds. "I
could cite you a dozen top Ameri-
can films featuring almost exclu-
sively British casts,” he com-
mented. "I don’t hear, any com-
plaints about that!” He added that,

if British pix weren’t grabbing off

the screen timri due them, this was
i part due . to "the natural U. S.

instinct to preserve its own invest-
ment." Abroad, he. said, British
films are

.
giving the Hollywood

competition a. run for its money.
Only three pix in .Mintrir’s 1955

quartet, are definitely set: Dickens’
“Talri of Two Cities’ 1

; Robert L;
Stevenson’s "Kidnapped," and a
story about Lord John Falcon,
17th century governor of Siam.
Renown, which has just concluded
a releasing deal for four pix with

Global Rap
Continued from page 1 — -

to arouse a primitive populace to
the point where it might want to
imitate some of the hoodlum bru-
talities offered as riedblooded melo-
drama. Example is Indonrisia;
which exercises extremely strict
censorship on the violence level.

Outbursts against Screen sadism
in the U. $., the reasoning being,
that it encourages juvenile delin-
quency. Industry's reply to this is;

that the- screen alone isn’t a dri-

termining factor when it conies
to juve crime; that social condi-
tioning is the real, villain.

Odd angle is that violence in pix
is resented not only in the under-
developed areas, but also to a very
considerable extent in Britain and
Australia. Considerable cutting is

being done on American iriiports

in those countries On the baisis of
this objection.
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Washington, Oct. .26. 4
Competition of .new VHF stations.

Is cutting down the lush profits

which operators in pre-freeze single

station markets have been enjoying

for nearly five years. This is one

of the outstanding disclosures from

the final report of the FCC last

week on financial operations of the

tv broadcasting industry in 1953..

(Preliminary figures issued in

May Showing industry, profits of

$68,000,000, were borne out in the

report. Final figures on gross reve-

nues were $432,700,000* compared

to $430,800:000 estimated in the

earlier data.)

\Vhiie most of the new VHF out-

lets which started last year in pre-

freeze single station areas were in.

operation three months. Or less, the

-Commission's report showed that.

" even in this short length, of. time

they had their impact on the older

stations. It is significant that ..in

nine of the 40; pre-freeze one-sta-

tion markets Where VHF competi-

tion came in the: average revenue

increase of the nine stations was

. But in the other 31 former

one-station cities which were With-

out VHF competition or had only

UHF competition the average gain

in revenues, of the V’s was

about 34%.
Although the FCC data is neces-

sarily inconclusive because of. the

short time the new V’s were on the

air in 1953, it does suggest that

if they had been in operation the

full year they, might have cut down
the increase in the revenues of the

pre-freeze monopoly Stations to

around 10%. And this in the. first-

year of competition.

Tabulation Significant

The impact is accentuated in a

tabulation in the report which

shows that in three, former one-sta-

tion cities in which VHF competi-

tion appeared in two. Of the mar-

kets the average revenue increase

©f the pre-freeze^ stations was un-

der 109' However, in four orie-

station markets in which VHF com-
petition appeared in only one of

the four the average, revenue gain

-©f the pre-freeze outlets was
©ver 50%. .

The data is considered- important
because it definitely, means that the

lush clays of the pre-freeze single-

( Conti lied on page 32).

Hollywood, Oct. 26.

Lack of facilities to feed color

to the network from Hollywood
has cued a decision by Fred Wile,

NBC program veepee, to transmit
the Frank Sinatra' section of Max.
Liebman's spectaculars in. black
and white. It will be first time- a

Liebman show has not been fully

tinted..
"

'

Decision was reached after nego-
tiations with KTLA Collapsed and
filming in color was also discarded.
NBC in N.Y. . decided against send-
ing a mobile unit here because of

the /time element.
Sinatra’s half-hour inserts from

here: are scheduled for Nov. 7 and
Dec. 5. and will probably be pro-
duced by Bob Banner, currently
producing the Dinah Shore series.

Format of cut-in is undecided.

to

From Harwyn Club, N.Y.
Igor Cassini will originate his

40-minute pre-midnight. Sunday
show on WRCA-TV from the Har-
wyn Club, posh N. Y. eatery
launched some time ago by ex-
/employees of Sherman Billings-

ley’s Stork Club, with which it’s

been carrying on a feud. Cassini
started the season as an. emanation
from the Ambassador Hotel and in

recent weeks has originated from
one of the station’s studios on West
67th St.

It’s reported that Serge Obolen-
sky, prexy of the Ambassador, has
differed with Cassi oa show’s
format and production, and thus
the parting.

TV The Breadwinner
Washington, Oct. 26.

Increasing importance which
tv has assumed in the business

of the networks (including

their o.&ri: stations) is shown
in the final report of the FCC
on video financial operations i

1953. Of total broadcast rev-,

enues of the nets last year of

$324,300,000, report shows that

$231,700,600 was accounted for

by* tv,. Similarly-, of total prof-

its (before taxes) of $27,400,-

000, vidieo was responsible for

$18,000,000. In other; words,
two out of every three dollars

of network profits now come
from tv.

Report reveals that while
network AM profits last year
were about 1 0% off from 1952
their" tv profits nearly doubled
those of the previous year.

Likewise, network AM. sales

fell while tv revenues jumped
28%.

Return of Pine-Sol (Milner Prod-

ucts) to the Robert Q. Lewis show
gives that CBS Radio entry SRO
status. Pine-Sol has

(

pacted the

11:15 a,m. quarter of the hriurlong

Saturday morning stanza .starting

Nov. 6, via Gordon Best agency out

of Chicago. Lewis’ other clients

are Chicken of the- Sea Tuna Fish,

Royal Crown Cola arid Helene Cur-

tis; Pine-Sol entered network radio

via the Lewis shoyv a year : or so

ago.

; The web has
.
made a couple of

other sales, but these are short-

termers. Wrigley’s goes twice-week-

ly on “Amos ’n’ Andy Music Hall”

through Nov. 24 and Buick takes

one-shots of. “Music Hall” and the

Tennessee Ernie show on Nov. 15

and 17.

Gould’s 'Reviewing Only’

Status As N. Y. Times

NBC-TV has been raking i a

near-$2,000,d00 /
spot business,

over the last couple of weeks that

already has. been launched or Will

be played out on “Operation Triad!’

as represented by the web’s “To-
day,” "Heme” and “Tonight” par-

ticipation packages. Dqw Chemical
as of the middle of next month
will have come through with 156.

plugs for its Saran-Wrap alone, .and

at about $6,000 gross apiece that’s

plenty of wrapping. The chemi-
cal outfit, which this Season be-
came a fullfledged program spon-
sor via its Monday ^night “Medic”
series on the network, is also ac-

centing some . of its other products,
such as Styron; Latex Paints, and
anti-freeze, with 109 participations
to year’s erid, arid upcoming on
“Home” Dow Order for 84
spots;

Telechron, a division of General
Electric, is down for 78 shares of
stock on “Today*” and previously
one of the biggest sales effected

was the 39-each earmarked for the
threesome of shows, by Northam-
Warreri, making the latter the ini-

tial “Clean Sweep” client. Latest
to enter the web’s morning sweep-
stakes on a major scale is Bissell

Carpet Sweepers, which has had a
modest campaign on “Today,” is

upping its stake in that show as a

result of its baptismal click and
is. set for a big ride on the “Home”
show, via N. W. Ayer.

Fred Allen’s Tiptop

The New York Tidies is setting:

up its radio-tv. department in

separate editing arid reviewer

components with Jack Gould* up
until now in that doubling capa-

city, continuing in his critic’s post

on airi exclusive basis. Brought
over from the legit theatre side as

editor is Joseph P. Shanley,. . Val
Adams becomes No. 3 man in the

echelon, and presumably will take

over the. Sunday' news column
which for years has; been under
the byline of Sidney. Lohman. Lat-

ter is moved out of the department
to become a night makeup man.
Taking over Shanley’? theatre-

side duties will be Times feature

writer Arthur Gelb. Status quo on
the daily arid Sunday logs are Tom
Kennedy arid George Gent;

Indicated by the “divorcement*
and shifts is a daily appraisal

column by Gould—heretofore on
a Mopday-Wednesday-Friday basis
—plus the regular Sunday pillar,

with Saturday probably vacant ex-

cept for news items. This would
make the Herald Tribune the sole

daily in Gotham with a skip-day
reviewer setup via John Crosby’s
column. But a ‘‘cross-the-board”

move, by the Times is figured to

bring the Trib under the same
scheme.

It’s not kriown who would offi-

cially boss the new setup, but
Gould’s longtime radio-tv berth
plus an ,4unWritten” Times policy
in other departments such as legit

(Brooks Atkinson) and music
(Olii* Dowries) would indicate
that the critic-in-chief calls the
shots. Ait least it’s the critics who
enjoy the prestige inside and out-

side regardless of ‘the intramural
administrative levels/

In the pioneer, days of television, which is only, six Qr seven
years ago, but it does sound like the medium is already hoary,

the Hollywood"comedians used to say, “Let the others build the
house and when it’s ready we’ll move i .” By now all the/comics
are in, and almost every contiguous branch of the picture

.
busi-

ness has tasted the wiles and woes- of the iconoscopes and the
image orthicons.

The producers are about the lone holdouts. The writers, have
moved in; the directors ditto, and of course almost all the acting,

talent. Many a former SWG and SDG Credit has joined the
SAGs-gone-AFTRA. But the producers are far from joining the
parade.

David O. Selznick has been the first major Hollywood name,
and he followed close on the heels of Otto Preminger’s excursion
into video. (Lelarid Hayward must be considered dominantly a
legit recruit, in the same idiom as. Max Liebman),

Hollywood figures that first,, if it joins tv i .the fullest

sense it will have to come via the vast backlog of major studio
residuals. That’s still far from a realization.

...As for the actual production brains* the Selznick-Ben Hecht;
team eyidenced that the' Hollywopd savvy can be utilized to ultra
effect if given a proper script. A two-hour industrial .cavalcade
is; enough to try any larrimister from Romanoff’s, and DOS arid
his “child of the century’’ byli

,
as Hecht so wistfully billed

hiriiself in the actual production credits, were tried and found
Wanting.

What does it all prove ? That television is for. the video, crafts-
men, and Hollywood is for the picture-makers. And . maybe that’s
why, with the Coast creators having gone, through the. crucible,
pictures are. better than ,ever, and business is ditto. And maybe
the twain shall never meet—-in itself a good idea—excepting for
supplementing arid complementing, each other-r-arid not to usurp

.

or supplant another. Abel

Harkback to Radio Era
By ABEL GREEN

Fred Allen’s “Treadmill to .Ob-
livion” (Little, Brown; $4) is the
history of radio! the hucksters, a
cross-section of Americana arid his
personal memoirs all in one. From
Sal Hepatica to

.
“Allen’s Alley,”

from -‘Town Hall Tonight” and
notorious l’affaire Eagle (who
wouldn’t come down to roost in
front of the mike) to “Stop the
Music” ; and Allen’s frustration
(“How can you. compete when an
icebox is the headliner?”), the wry
comedian has indicated it as a
chronicle of the days of our years.

Taking his scripts chronologically,
sparing nobody, Allen re-echoes
his gripe against “the echo men
of the advertising agencies”. (Madi-
son Ave’s counterpart of the
Hollywood yesmen). He is brittle

in his appraisal of one agency top-
per, a former quarterback who con-
tinued his adman’s calling in the
same.crouching football huddle for-

mation—“and there are only two
things lower than a quarterback,”

1
(Continued on. page 32)

THEATRE GUILD AS

ABC-TV CONSULTANT
ABC-TV last week signed the

Theatre Guild, . Which produces the
web’s “U. S. Steel Hour” for, U. S.

Steel, as program and talent con-
sultants to the net Under a long-
term exclusive deal. Pact was some
six months in the making, and it

reportedly gives ABC-TV first re-

fusal on any Guild legit properties
which it wishes to convert to video,
either as the basis for seriesf or
an individual one-shot,

It’s doubtful whether any such
properties will get the tv treat-

ment this season, but the agree-
ment calls for. Theatre Guild to

consult “in the development of
talent arid programs;”. This latter

phase
.
goes into operation imme-

diately, with plans calling for a

program board consisting; of .Thea-
tre Guild toppers and ABC-TV
program chiefs which would meet
once week (on Thursdays) in

what one web exec calls a “brain-

picking session.” It’s likeiy that

the three Guild partners, Lawrence
Langner, Theresa Helburn and Ar-
mina Marshall, will rep the Guild
On the joint board, while the net
will be represented by programs-
talent veep Bob Weitman and pro-

gram chief Bob Lewine,

Educ’l B’casters Meet
Th National Assn, of Educa-

tional Broadcasters convenes its

annual meet today (Wed.) with a
reception by N. Y. Mayor Robert
F. Wagner at City Hall, Following
that a board meeting will be
held, at the United Nations.
The meeting will continue

{through, Saturday at the Hotel
1 Biltmore.

Nixing Tab; Chevalier on Dec. Show

Marilyn Cantor,-Eddie’s daugh-
ter, has been pacted as sidekick

for Gene Rayburn, who heads up
sky’s the Limit;” a parent-arid-

kid quizzer being launched next
Monday (1) on WRCA-TV, N. Y.
Show will be a quarter-hour

strip in the 6:30 p.m. time formerly
held by Faye Emerson-Skitch Hen-
derson. .

‘

In de Lara Axing
Station WWRL, N. Y., insisted ao

political pressure was brought to

bear in a decision to fire news-
caster Mario de Lara for deviating
from Associated Press copy in de-
scribing Defense Secretary Wilson
for his Spanish-speaking radio au-
dience. De Lara, on the other hand,
implied something must have been
behind his axing because it hap-
pened so sudderily..

In defending firing De Lara after

10 years with the foreign language
outlet, topper Miss Edith Dick de-
clared that when De Lara ap-
praised Wilson, as “a Republican
millionaire and former president of
General Motors Co.” it was not the
first time he. had rewritten AP
copy, despite the fact that it was
against station policy. She said that
Jose .de la Vega, DeLara’s superior,

(Continued on page 32)

Guaranteed Ratings

New Lebhar Strategy

As WATV Sales Chief
Radio and : video stations have on

rare, occasions toyed with mag-con-
ceived guaranteed ratings to adver-
tisers, but WATV, Newark, is the
first operatiori to throw its entire

vidcast day open*' to the system.
Heretofore, the whole thing has
been looked upon skeptically by
broadcasters. ,

The move, the first major strate-

gy on the part of Bertram Leb-
har Jr., the tele station’s new sales

topper (recently shifted from N. Y.
radio indie, WMGM), deals almost
entirely with the sale of spot an-
nouncements. Most of the stanza
bankrollers at WATV have package
arrangements of long standing and,
in the rest of the cases, programs

(Continued pn page 32)

London, Oct. 26,
Just to put the record right/ Bob

Hope wants tp make it clear that
the vacant hour spot on NBC-TV
on Nov, 9 is riot, due to his own
walkout but due to the refusal of
General Foods to foot the extra
cost of his projected international
telefilm which he is to Idris in
Europe, This would have upped
the production budget by around
$55,000 to a trial of $180,000.
Hope, now in London for his

royal cominarid vaude appearance
at the Palladium, next Mori. (1),

told Variety on his arrival last
week that he had “intended to
pass,” but was persuaded by Pat
Weaver, the NBC boss; to go ahead
with his European film venture
>vljich would include Maurice
Chevalier, fiea Lillie; the Vienna
Boys Choir and other famous tal-

ent, in addition' to hiriiself. Now
this program is being switched to
the Dec. 7 date which had , origi-
nally been allotted to Cole Porter.
Present arrangement is that NBC

is taking a 50% cut Of Hope’s in-

ternational film venture, the come-
dian himself is taking a substantial
chunk and the BBC will .be taking
a more modest slice. Part of the
program will be aired via BBC-TV.
The plan has developed to the

point at which Maurice Chevalier
is definitely committed to come to
London on Nov. 4 to film his part
of the show. Bea Lillie, now on
the road with “An Evening With

(Continued on page 32)

RCA and subsidiaries amassed
an

;

all-time record of $660,435,000
fo^ the first nine months of. this

year, a hike of 8.4% over the cor-,

responding period of 1953, it was
disclosed in board chairman David
Sarnoff’s report on Monday (25).

Earnings before 'Federal taxes
were $56,423,000, against last

year’s $53,651,600 for the like pe-

riod. After taxes, net profits

reached $27,557,000, compared to

$25,152,000 in ’53, for an increase
of 9.6%.

. After payment of preferred divi-

dends, net earnings on common
stock for the nine months are

gaited at $1.80 per share, against

last year's $1.62. RCA products
and services hit a peak volume of

$215,976,000 for the third quarter,

with pre-tax earnings amounting
to $16,820,000. compared with $14,-

' 842,006 in the ’53 -• period. Net
profit was $8,289,000, compared
with $6,967,000, an up of 19% f°r

the quarter/ . Third quarter com-
mon is 54c per share, compared to

44c in last, year’s third.
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GOD BLESS OUR NIELSEN’

Two shows a night would have been duefc soup for Eisenhower,
the military hero, but apparently the multiple-performance circuit

is too rigorous a regimen for Eisenhower, the President. Ike &
Co. marked a "first” on Monday (25) as the tv and radio networks
brought -the Presidential Cabinet meeting direct to the American
hearth for a half-hour at 7 p.m. Several hours later he delivered
an address at the annual meeting of the National Security Indus-
trial Assn, opening with the routine salutation that’s always par
for the course—paying respects to the chairman, to the man making
an award to the President, to the Chief Justice of the U.S. and
“my fellow Americans.” But the President, apparently with the
lemory of the earlier "preem telecast” still lingering on, slipped

in . tire name of "Mr. Stanton” in the introductory portion.
The” intention was to . name Frank M. Folsom, prexy of RCA,

since it was Folsom, as chairman of the citation committee, who
handed the President the James Forrestal Award, named after
the first Secretary of Defense. Tripping off his tongue instead
was "Mr. Stanton”—Frank Stanton, prexy of CBS, Inc, (Stanton
was riot present at the ceremonies at. this point, having come in
later.)

' /
The Cabinet telecast came about on a tip transmitted unilater-

ally to CBS that the White. Hbuse would not be averse to such a
coast-to-coast treatment. CBS news and pj^bliii . affairs vp. Sig
Mickelson said in Washington that the tip was received by Stanton,
along with the information that Presidential press secretary James
C. Hagerty would be the pivotal man on clearance. Acting on
this "pave the way” information, CBS stepped in. and Hagerty
sealed the deal Monday morning. CBS supplied the facilities for
the pooled telecast.

'

Whether the "first on tv” Cabinet session was aimed at "bend-
ing” next week’s elections in the Administration’s favor was being
kicked around • by the political pundits. On the returns in so far,
the idea of televising a Cabinet meeting in that manner met with
criticism for the most part, but whether an actual "ad libbed”
session-—-if that is possible—would receive similar reaction is a
matter of speculation.

i c

Wouldn’t Be Averse to Some Prestige Billing In
Spotlight Ads

Gaining momentum: among the
"production credits” partisans
is a united front "movement” to
persuade ty network advertisirig
departments, ad agencies, etc., that
a little printed credit regularly
( when space permits )-,-. or at least
on a "now and then” basis (when
space is limited) would be wel-
come. Listing of producer, direc-
tor, writer, choreographer, et al.,

is rare in video ads except when a
Robert E. Sherwood, a Ben Hecht,
r a name book author or Holly-
wood or legit producer is involved.
Thus a Paddy Chayefsky, Robert
Horton Foote, Robert Alan Aur-
thur. Reginald Rose—to name only
a few: writers who made their
reputations in television—is sel-

dom or never among the advertised
‘.'mentionables,” whereas the stars
in the cast will invariably be 24-
sheeted.

Legit and Hollywood practice is

to give full pre-preem play from
the producer down, although some
of this comes about through speci-
fic clauses in contracts. There’s
also been dissatisfaction expressed
around the networks and . agencies
as to the “aura” of ads, with some
saying that the displays should
take on more of a legit or feature
film "look” instead of being re-
plete with "cold” copy. One
school of thought advocates more
and better illustrations to, arrest
attention, with the text as a coi -

plement. Latter is akin to the
Broadway and Hollywood pattern*
particularly the latter, on the paid
space.

Kraft Foods, which has a major
ttake in the nighttime tv program-
hung sweepstakes with its brace
of hour-long dramatic stanzas (NBC
and ABC) representing time-and-
talent billings of $8,000,000 annu-
JJh’. is now in the market for a
kid show.

Pood company has a variety of
products aimed at moppet, appeal,
such as caramels, marshmellows,
etc., and feels the time is ripe for
a video campaign. Understood com-
pany has been looking into net-
work availabilities, although show
hasn’t been blueprinted yet.

• I
- Walter Thompson is the

agency.

Buffalo, Oct. 26.
Buffalo Mayor StevCn Pankow

has designated Oct, 26-Nov. 1 as
"NBCtWGR Week” in a proclama-
tion that includes the oldest civic
act in the world—turning over the
keys to the city. Accepting the
mythical metal in behalf of the
web was exec v.p. Robert W. Sar-
noff, who was guest of honor today
(Tues.) of the Greater Buffalo Ad
Club as latter kudosed the network
and station.

WGR got launched in tv two
months ago as NBC’s new basic
here although the radio end goes
back three decades. Other local
channel is WBEN on the CBS-TV
side.

It looks like the Madison Ave-
nue-to-Jersey City commuting of
the CBS high command is due for
some hectic reprising in the near
future—object, of course, being to
convince Colgate prexy Joe Mc-
Connell (ex-NBC prez) to stop ag-
gravating himself over the Sunday
night "COrnedy Hour” and shift
allegiance to Columbia.
The same moves were initiated

some months back, when there was
considerable doubt, as to whether
Colgate would return for this sea-
son’s ride on "Comedy Hour.” At
that time CBS was pitching up
the hour-long "Climax" Thursday
bight series, which subsequently

(Continued on page 32)

As Time Goes By
Grey Advertising Agency has

just announced its appointment to
handle the Gruen watch account,
thus terminating—at least for the
moment—the unprecedented shift-
ing around of the timepiece bill-
ings.

Scorecard to date: Bulova biz
($5,000,000) from Blow to McCann-
Erickson;
Benrus account ($1,500,000) from

Cecil & Presbrey to Biow;
Gruen billings ($2,000,000) from

McCann-Erickson to Grey,

By GEORGE ROSEN
Now that the initial Nielsen re-

turns are in oh the major tv net-
works’ ’54-’55 entries, the rating

situation has hit a new high in

confusion. Particularly they
pertain to the spectaculars and the
NBC-TV top-budgeted • Max Lieb-
man productions, the early Niel-

sens have the effect of lifting the
pall of gloom that had descended
over the network when the suc-
cession of overnight 10-city Tren-
dex returns registered a calami-
tous "no look” for the first three
Liebman specs.

NBC was making no effort:, to

cohceal its jubilation over the No.
4 Status in the Top 10 Nielsens en-
joyed by the "Lady in the. Dark”
spectacular, whose 39.1 rating (and
audience of 11,347,000 homes) Was
topped only by "Dragnet”, Milton
Berle and Jackie Gleason, whereas
the on-the-spot Trendex added up
to a virtual repudiation of the spec
in terms of audience pull.

• Similarly, NBC proudly flaunted
a 38.7 (11,000,000 homes) Nielsen
for the "Satins and. Spurs" Betty
Hutton spec, which the network
had ordered on its own, and which
would have commanded a Noi 5
status had it been incorporated in

the Top 10. Yet here again it’s re-

called all too vividly the miseries
encountered by the network when
the 10-city Trendex of overnight
telephone checks practically Wrote
off "Satins” as an audience puller
in contrast to the rating registered
by the competing “Toast of the
Town.” (It was on the. basis of
the Trendex that Hazel Bishop
sped sponsor Raymond Spector
yelled "let me out” on the premise
that nobody was watching).

Trendex a ‘Monster*?

Thus today it’s the Trendex that
has emerged as the monster in the
eyes of the tv networks. Trendex
has never made any bones as to
its primary function, which is not
to indicate how many U. S. homes
a show has penetrated, as the Niel-
sens reveal, but to serve simply
as a guide to the program depart-
ments in the relation of show
to its competition. As a rul$ it cuts
little ice with the client and
the agency, who rely on the more
all-encompassing Nielsen for a
true competitive evaluation.
But tv being what it is, geared

to a frantic "we-gotta-know-right-
away”tempo, it’s the • networks
themselves that have built up the
Trendex beyond its true meaning
and into its present "monster sta-

tus.” Let a Trendex rating make
even the slightest inroad on the
competition, and the network is

bn the phone the next morning to
shout out the news to all and sun-
dry, even though recognizing that
it is my no means an accurate indi-

'
( Continued on page 32)

Coca Shuffle
Convinced that With the

right format aiad once it gets

off the ground the ImogenC
Coca display can spark the

Saturday ni^ht 9 to 9:30 period .,

as one of the qualitative tv

entries, NBC-TV has already
put in motion a sweeping re-

alignment of the show’s staff.

As result, Marc Daniels has

exited as producer-director
with other changes also on tap.

Ernest D. Gluckrnan is being
brought in from the Coast to

helm the show, temporarily.
Show* may also switch to a

situation comedy format in-

stead
.
of its present variegated

components, with NBC itself

taking hold at the come-
dienne’s request.

The taierit agencies, notably

Music Corp. of America and Wil-

liam Morris, are siphoning off a'

big chunk of ex-network tv pro-

gram builders in the current ex-

pansion which today finds the per-

Centaries practically dominating

network programming.

Alexander (Sandy) Stronach, who
exited ABC as its tv chieftain a

few weeks back in the general

$l,000,000-a-yeaf cutback affected

by the network, is going to MCA as

one of its tv execs. Latter agency,

it’s understood, has blueprinted a

major personnel expansion pro-
gram cued to its multiple activities

in video.

Another ABC-to-MCA maneuver
was also engeered this week when
Jim Stifton resigned as director of

Chi operations for ABC-TV to

join the talent agency as a widwest
exec.

Meanwhile, Charles R.. (Bud)
Barry, who. recently settled his

contract with NBC, is reported
moving into the William Morris
setup upon his return from Europe,
where he’s visiting his daughter.
It’s known that Morris factotum
Abe Lastfogel has been anxious to

bring Barry into the agency fold
in an. exec status.

* Strictly aiside from “Operations
Experiment” on the spectaculars*
it’s practically conceded by one
and all that the new television
semester of traditional program
patterns thus far has added u^ to
virtually big fat nothing. De-
spite all the pre-season excitement,
generated by the reshuffled pro-
gram blueprints and "promises of
new faces, actually, with perhaps
one exception, the doldrums have,
already set in, with many express-
ing keen disappointment over the
dullness, lethargy and “here-we-go-
again” overtones attending ’54-’55

programming.

Practically all the shows that
brought on new personalities this

season failed tb create the antic-
ipated spark, with even the . net-
work execs lamenting (though not
out loud) what’s been happening.
Lone exception appears to be
George Gobel, who shapes up as
the ° one new, refreshing note in.

comedic talents (His click perfor-
mance on Sunday night’s four-net-
work Light Jubilee program prac-
tically clinched his status.)

NBC had
.
hoped . that Mickey

Rooney (in the B to 8: 30 Saturday
night slot) would be the answer
to stemming the Jackie Gleason
sweep, but he’s failed to make it*

with Gleason actually piling up
even greater inroads. Celeste
Holm’s new one and June Havoc’s
"Willy” situation comedy filmer,

both on CBS-TV, have taken the
critical count on initial install-

ments as major early-season dis-

appointments.
.
Actually, the boys in the trade

are taking keener delight in ap-
praising the weekto-wbek intra-
mural rivalry on the rating fluc-

tuations than in the shows them-
selves,

'

As for the splitup of Imogens
Coca and Sid Caesar, latter with
his wn hour Monday night show
and the former berthed in. a 30-
minute format on Saturday nights,
NBC argues "it’s too early to tell”
even though audiences generally
have pretty much resolved their
own. pro and con thinking. Fact
that Red Buttons, now selling Pon-
tiacs Friday ights on NBC-TV,
forged ahead of its "Mama” m-
petition on the second Trendex,
is translated by NBC as a definite)
plus for the comic. NBC also takes
heart from’ the response generally
on the Peter Lawford "Dear
Phoebe ’’series and the Tuesday
night “It’s A Great Life” telefilm
series.

Year-long hassle between the Empire. State Bldg, and New
York’s seven television stations over their antenna rentals was
finally brought to an end this week when the outlets signed' a
new 15-year agreement under which they’ll pay more than $11,-

000,000 for the use of the tower. It breaks down to about $733,000
a year for the seven outlets, ’ an average of. slightly over $100)000
a year for each.

Settlement of the hassle came only a couple of weeks after Col.
Henry Crown took over ownership of the world’s tallest building.
It involved a rent increase of approximately $20,000 per station
per year. Announcement of the settlement, incidentally, took on
the nature of a hush-hush project, with the Benjamin S.ohnenberg
office, handling the building’s account, saying there’ll be no com-
riient bn the hassle until later in the week, although the new
contracts Were signed Monday (25).

Battle over terms of the new lease took on such proportions
•that during the summer the stations took the management, to court,
asking for a judgment putting them under the Emergency Busi-
ness Space rent control laws, which would entitle the Empire to
only a 15% increase. N.Y. Supreme Court ruled against the
stations, but Col, Crown, apparently desirous of getting his man-
agement of the building off to a clean starts negotiated the new
deal, which involves increases of about 15%. Lease expired last

April, and has been the subject of negotiation, arbitration and
litigation since. -

Under the new lease, WRCA-TV and WCBS-TV, the respective
NBC and CBS flagships, will pay the most, about $2,000,000 each
over the 15-year period. WOR-TV also will be among the heavier
contributors, since it leases studio space besides housing its

antenna along with the others atop the building’s 1,472-foot tower.

CBS-TV, hard-pressed to. convert
its “Life With Father” into, a
winning entry since it initially

preemed last season for Johnson’s.
Wax as the, Sunday night at 7 at-

traction, is dropping its live format
and is going film. Program is now
slotted Tuesday nights at 10 with
Johnson’s Wax and Pet Mjlk shar-
ing the tab. As an indication of its

tough going, the latest Nielsen gave
it an 8.4 in contrast to the 32.

1

enjoyed by the NBC-TV competi-
tion, "Truth Or Consequences.”
Film series will begin the latter

part of December, with the net-
work hopeful that the celluloid ver-
sion Will permit for greater flexi-

bility ‘ story content. Show is

produced on the Coast by Fletcher
Markle.

Mike fioscia Under Knife
Mike Boscia, executive assistant

to director George Crandall of
CBS Radio press information, en-
tered Memorial Hospital Monday
(25). for exploratory diagnosis.
The 40-year-old veteran of the

web (about 15 years of service) ie

skedded for major surgery, tomor-
mow (Thurs.).
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By GEORGE ROSEN

The Hollywood filrri hoys, with

David O Selznick as the guiding

. spin t, took: practically the

Whole coast-to-coast video spec-

trum for two hours Sunday

night (24) to commemorate the

climaxing of the 75th anniversary

celebration :pf Edison’s: invention,

of th electric .
light, Not in a

lontli of spectaculars will you

LIGHTS DIAMOND JUBILEE
With Joseph Gotten, .

narrator;
Judith Anderson, Lauren. Bacall,

Walter Brennan, Joseph Cotteri,

Dorothy Dandrldge, Brandon de
>Vilde, Eddie Fisher, George
Gobel, Helen Hayes, Guy Madi-
son,. Thomas Mitchell, David
Niven, Kim NoVak, others.

Producer: David O. Selznick
Directors: Alan Handley,. Alan

Yorki , :
Cliristien Nyby, King-

Vidor, William Wellman -
codie across the kind of marquee

j Script: 1 Beii Hqcht, David O. Selz-

values as .were superimposed over

this $1,000,000 land plus) jumbo

“Light’s Diamond. Jubilee” attrac-

tion. More’s the pity, then, that it

had to wind up largely as a glori-

fied paean of faith in the American

individual more uggestive of

“Voice of America” programming,;

And it seemed to go on intermin-

nick
Music composed and directed by

Victor Young #
Executive Assistant; William Phil-

lipson
Asst, to Producer: Arthur Fellows
Production Designer; Furth Ull-

man
Tcleplay by Ben Ilecht from stor-

ies arid material by Robert
Bcnchley, Arthur Gordon, Irwin
Shaw, Max Shulman, John Stein-

beck, Mark Twain, Gilbert Ches-
terton

;

Fil tried dramatic episodes directed
by: King Vidor, "William Well?
man, Norman Taurog, Roy Row-
land, Cliristien Nyby

.

|

Staged sequences directed by:

Aldn Handley and Allan Yorki

n

.Camera: Ray June and James
Wong Howe

‘‘Jubilee’’ started out as though

the pix studio gang were deter-

mined; to show the tv impressarios

how to put. on .a show. For about

40. minutes or so it . had all the

elements of some hangup enler-

.tainment-^-a nice blending of live

and ,.film documentary plus enter-

tainment components with just
, _ , .. .. „ .

the right note of humor in a. slick
j

Sketches: “The Leader of the Peq-
Af n-*. \ pi >>' by John Steinbeck with

Walter Brennan and Brandon, de

r .
,

Wilde
“dramatics, whimsicalities and ora- “A Kiss for the .Lieutenant,” by

torical flights < ith some oc- Arthur Gordon with Guy Madi-

casiorial music).”- But unfortun- son, Kim Novak
.

ately in the latter half Selznick- & , “Chance for Adventure,’ by Max
Co, \vere a dedicated lot as they I

Shulman with
.
Helen Hayes,

dovetailing of its many-faceted
Components. . It was then that it

justified. “Jubilee’s” preamble, of

Thomas Mitchell, Dorothy Dan-
dridge

“The Girls In Their Summer
Dresses,” by Irwin Shaw with
Lauren Bacall, David Niven

Other features Helen Hayes por-
trayed a. school teacher. Judith
Anderson played model for the

Statue of Liberty. Eddie Fisher
sang. George Gobel described
the electric brain

(17. W. Ayer)

hammered way at the “hard
sell”—not on behalf of the,.spon-
soring light companies, but on the

“faith and freedom” theme at the

expense of all round solid enter-

tainment values.

You can kick the word “un-
precedented” .around from a va-

riety of standpoints, including the

largest station lineup in video an-

nals as all four networks brought
the show to '310 interconnected
stations. (Thus, iny.urn, aggravat-

ing tlie FCC poser as to whether
j
REPORT FROM RUTGERS

any program, whatever its, con- | witli Remigio Pane; Nat Shoe
tent, has the right, to practically

j
halter, announcer

monopolize all coast-to-coast air-

time for 120 minutes.) It brought
Selznick into tv for the first time
in the. most costly, venture thus
far (including time and commer-
cial preemptions); it boasted SUCK. .

....
• „ ,

auxiliary production talents as
|

Rutgers., gelded no new dimension

Ben Ilecht, Victor Young, King
i to. common vari ty classroom lec-

Producer: Shoehalter
Director: Peter Brysac
30 Mins;, Mon., 9;30 p,m.

WATV, Newark
Unfortunately, “Report. From.

Vidor, Christian Nyby, Carey Wil-

son, Norman Taurog, Irwin Shaw,
Roy Rowland and John Steinbeck
oft the topshelf of the pix studio:

and literary marts; for performers
it had Joseph Gotten (doing- the
narration);. Helen Hayes, Brandon
de Wilde, Guy Madison, George
Gobel, Thomas Mitchell, Lauren
Bacall, David Niven, Kim Novak,
Judith Anderson, Eddie Fisher.,

Walter Brennan, Dorothy Dand-
idge—among others. All this.

With that $:i;000,d00 assist., cer-

tures. The current pycle of 13 pro-

grams via the Newark outlet is

conducted by Prof. Remigio Pane,

chairman of Rutgers Department

of Romance Languages, and while

he did have a great deal of infor-

mation at his command, it was

preferred to vidviewers in parti-

cles. To further numb the viewer,

no imagination, not even in the

way of camera angles or other mi-

tainly should have sparked more nor but’ helpful production tricks,

entertainment for the viewer.
j

was used to make Pane’s lecture

One cannot argue if Selznick .
seem like fun.
On Monday ,(25), the casing con-

cerned "Pane, a round-faced, bald-
ing mail, who chose as his subject
the city of Milan, this being one of

the several Italo municipalities he
will discuss over the weeks, He
dusted off an old, fat volume of
history, ..philosophy (in Vague
doses), early industry and art;- he

' plowed through the ages, from the

chose to hold up the torch of U. S.

enlightenment, in this -instance in

the field of electronics-scientific

advancement. That’S good program
fodder; anytime. But (and particu-
larly with so. much good talent
lurking in the background) enough
of* a good thing .is enough. The
panoramic sweep of light’s impact
on the nation and the world stem- -

, . .-
,

,-....

ling from the. Menlo Park wizard- •fri^ cehtury^ .and Constantine to

ry WaS captured ‘ .Stunning 12th century apd the
(

hardly

kaleidoscopic fashion in the intro, remembered Lqnibard League, and

and toward the ertd there Was An him ended up fighting to keep jus

equally, effective recap of an atomic
,

vievycrship.. The endles succession

er in peace and War, culminating i.
bl names, of dates of balops^ with

.

• President Eisenhower’, “faith * surprising oneness ^about them..

and freedom”; exposition, but .thc/.cP^PJred ag-a.ihst sustained
;

iptet-

repetitive variations on -.the- -the riies .

Erudition alone was mistaken

were carried out to the point of i

*-or entertainment. Art.

distraction. If anything, Sel.z ick

demonstrated that bringing a

two-hour show of well-rounded en-
tertainment, components is al-

lost insurmountable feat.

Of the live sequences, there was
a cpmpleteiy. delightful turn fea-
turing George Gobel “charting” an
(electronic, brain, a bit that pro-
jected Gobel to the top of the
present-day comedy heap. There
was a nicely-fashioned college
prortt sequence with Eddi. Fisher
registering strongly in several
numbers. A nitery-backgrounded
Dorothy Diandridge doing “You Do
Something to Me”, and “London
Town” similarly .showed her to
good advantage. But oveiall Selz-
nick fared considerably better in
the film integration keyed to the
“light” motif. (The revival of a
Robert Benchley film short on. the

'€«r« and feeding of babies, While

eluding the show’)? thematic trend,
was nonetheless a high point in,

hilarity.)

A Helen Ifayes-Thomas Mitchell
sketch of art elderly midwest
Couple, on a New York fling (in-

tended,, as a sort of - “Light on the
American Hearth” sub-theme) was
far from impressive; ditto a Bran-
don de Wildb-Walter Brennan
sketch. A Lauren Bacall-David
Niven playlet of a guy who can’t
keep- his eyes off a pretty dame
(perhaps as a “light in the eye"
.sub-theme) was as divorced from
the rest of the show as it was
pedestrian.
The threads of “Jubilee” Were

woven together with a professional
skill on a par with Hollywood
know-how in the continuity depart-
ment. And Victor Young’s musical
arrangements rate a bow.

FOLLIES OF SUZY
With Jeanmaire, Dick Shawn,

Stevie Allan, Connie Russell,

Cliff Norton, Paul Whiteman,
Harrison Muller and Jean Eliot,

Charles Sanford orch, others
Producer-Director: Max Liebman
Associate Producer-Director: Bill

Hobin
1

Writers: William Friedberg, Fred
Saidy, Neal. Simon, Will (Hick-

man, William Jacobson
Choreographer: Rod Alexander
90 Mins.; Sat., 9 p;ni.

OLDSMOBILE
NBC-TV, from New York

(D. P. Brother)

For his second 9Q-minut.e color"

spec in the Saturday night series

for

.

Oldsmobile, Max Liebman
troduced jeanmaire to the Ameri- '•

[can: television audience as a new
and exciting personality. "Follies

of. Suzy,” as Libbman tabbed this

one for want of something better,,

certainly failed to offer the dimin-

utive ballerina the scope for full

expression as did her ex-legit mu-
sical, “Girl In Pink Tfglits,!’ but

even a Jeanmaire on the run try-

ing to battle a poor excuse for a

bopk can make rewarding review-

ing.. Her Chari and considerable:

talents, particularly on the hoofing

assignments, cam through de-

spite the fact that most everything

else about the sho.vv seemed to con-

spire against her.

Actually “Suzy” as executed by
Liebmah’s five, writers, was one of
those, woefully- contrived affairs

that, had to find som reason for
bringing op the. various turns;. If,

aside from the Jeanmaire appear-
ance, “Suzy” will show, up on the
reference files, it’s because it also
definitely established’ pick Shawn,
as a comic of no mean talent.

In his second time up before the
tv cameras, Shawn, a comparative
newcomer to show biz with prin-
cipally a nifery-vaude background,
allayed, fears, that Ire was a .“one-
shot mbnoiog” fluke in bringing, to
early, fruition the recognizable

.
po-

tentials many, ascribed to his tv
debut a couple weeks earlier. He’s
an. ingratiating, likable personality
who can put over a comedy line
with the best of them and is par
excellence in mugging without
offense.

On the other hand, “Suzy” rele-
gated Stev.e Allen to an unfortu-
nate role which found him, in his
periodic appearance before the tv
cameras, seated behind a type-
writer (just as (hough he were ..told

to keep out of. everybody’s way)
while dreaming up a producer’s
Way of transporting .Suzy Roget to
America. Thus is conjured up in
succession three elaborate eras in
Cabaret Americana. First there’s
Jeanmaire. in the modern-tempoed,
gangster-ridded “Club Parakeet”
(with auxiliary excursions Into Li-
lac Louis’ (Shawn) penthouse, for
one of those Trixie-Weasel-Pete-
Lefty sequences borrowed out of
“Guys and Dolls”).

.
Then there’s Jeanmaire in a

throwback, to the ’20s with the in-
evitable college prom, the: “Varsity
Drag,” “Moanin’ Low” as executed
by the Flench star, and Rod Alex-
ander; "Vo Do Di Do,” Dick
Shawn’s “Doody Doo,” Jeanmaire’s.
“Theres A Little Bit Of Bad In
Every Good Little Girl.” etc. Even
Pops Whiteman had his brief in-

ning with “Avalon,” The middle
portion vignettes in the Charles-
ton-Black Bottom (Which probably
portends a rash of such tv reincar-
nations in the wake of the ‘(Boy
Friend” legit click) provided some
of the show’s best moments'. As
the wr'ap.u.p of the three-era visu-
alization, Jeanmaire Was spotted
way back at Rector’s in an elabo-
rate reproduction of the tufn-of-
the century, spot.

;
Liebman didn't stint, produc-

tion^-wise, and both costuming and
staging were on the extravaganza:
scaib . .Here was one spec that
benefitted materially from the
added color dimension, notably in
the Rector’s, sebuence .(in which
Jeanmaire performed a Tango,
with Shawn) and Connie Russell
and a male chorus executed “Be
My, Little Baby Bumble Bee.” Like
“Lady In the Dark;” “Suzy” pi
topshelf rainbow treatment,

Charles Sanford: rates a special
pod for his excellent background-
ing of what essentially was a 90-
minute reprising of an. .oldtimers’
hit parade of standards (“That.'s
My Weakness Now,” “When My.
Sugar Walks Down The Street,”
“Give Me A Little Kiss,” “Ain’t
Misbehavin’,” etc.).

Connie Russell registered strong
on the “Misbehavin’ ” number. Her
Associate frorti her ex*Chl days,
Cliff - Nprton, tinfortunat^ly had
little opportunity to demopstratr
his talents,'

Oldsmobile ' commercials again
enjoyed the benefits' of 'some click
prismatic Showmanship. Rcse.

Form Chart on Hour Dramas
Sunday-^-Philco-Goodyea-r ^Television Playhouse” still stocked

with the fodder nf the “Unhappiness Boys” but, with the largest

stable of writers in the business, always a threat as it leaves the
barrier.

Monday—More often than not a choice "Double” at the windows
in ‘‘Robert Montgomery' Presents” and “Studio One”; some
tomers irritated, by the fact that part of the time the horses
running on two different tracks.

Tuesday—t-Jockey Alex Segal, carrying the silks of U. S, Steel,

makes a fine race of it whenever he leads “Hour” to the post;

can’t win all the time, but place or show for sure. Alternating;
stablemate. “Elgin Hour” only a yearling and too early to judge

stride shown thus _far.

Wednesday—Kraft “TV Theatre” okay in any weather; not much
color, but steady. EVery-fourth-Wednesday “Best of Broadway”
has formidable training via Westinghouse money and grooniirig is

tops, but judged on its pair of outings, tires too early, though an
important entry on the. style in which it is saddled;
Thursday—Another Kraft “good conformance” edition in the

most congested sweepstakes of the week; a half:hour’s overlap in

the. three-fbr-four “Climax” (the fourth being "Shower of Stars”
out of the sarne Chrysler farm), which is yet to get into the money
despite the star-studded banners (as,; for ‘instance, last week’s
cloak-and-daggery, “Casino Rpyale,”. fronting Barry Nelson; . Peter
Lorre and Linda Christian, which ahd^ who drew, laughs along the
course by running with all legs off the ground); “Lux Video" fail-

ing to live up to its early promise; has exchanged the stud ar-
rangement. with Paramount Pictures for more ”originai” breeding
and frequently has to limp to the judges’ stand with the help of a
head pole. Not much change off pace, either, considering that
Lux goes to the post tomorrow (Thurs.) with a twice-told-on-tv
“September. Tide” foaled by Daphne du Maurier. Trau.

HALLS OF IVY
With Ronald Colman, Benita
Hume, Mary Wickcs, Herb But-
terfield, James Todd, others

Producer: William Frye
Directors: Norman Z. McLeod,

. William Cameron MenzieS
Writers: Don Quinn; Barbara Mer-

lin

30 Mins., Tues., 8:30 p.m.
INT’L HARVESTER, NATIONAL
BISCUIT CO (alts.)

CBS-TV, from N.Y. (film)

(Leo Burnett, Y&R, McCann*
Erickson)

There’s a class of radio proper-
ties; which have lost much of their
charm on being translated into tel-

evision: “Halls, of. Ivy,” to judge
]

from the first filmed episode,' un-
fortunately appears to fall into this
category. The addition of sight to

the dulcet Ronald Colman & Co.
tones appears to rob the show of
much of its comfortable warmth,
and that, above everything else,

was the; quality that made the show
a hit ori radio. '

Not that the . Colmans (Ronald
and. Benita Hume) don’t dress, up
a tv screen. They’re still a hand-
some couple that fit easily into the
roles of a college president and his
ex-aetfess wife. And producer: Wil-
liam Frye (and all those associated
in the production, from Edward.
Small and Young & Rubicam v.eep

Nat Wolff down: to Don Quinn, the
show’s creator and head writer)
have framed the series in ;. beau-
tiful collegiate setting, with ivy-
covered buildings and a comforta-
ble prexy’s home. .

But the zing is missing; First
episode, which had the Halls (Col-

mans’ name in the series) anxious-
ly awaiting his reappointment as
prexy, was a rambling and rather
dull affair, with nary a flash of hu-
mor throughout the proceedings.
The dialog, another ingredient that
made the ayemer successful, was
flat though still high-flown. Use of

a million-dollar vocabulary without
endowing it with meaning or wit is

purposeless, and that’s just another
of the faults of the first show.
On the face of it, the new vid-

pixer defies classification—and ap-
pears to lack purpose. It’s not a

situation comedy, because there
was little comedy. It’s certainly
not a dramatic entry. It might be
classified as a “family show,” but
that, doesn’t mean anything. Pro-
ducer Frye, directors Norman
McLeod .and. William: Cameron
MenzieS; arid writer Quinn, all of

them, topflight; filmmaking-broad-
casting pros, need to give “Halls of
Ivy” much more) direction, pace
and hurndt before it can even be-
gin to compare to its radio counter-
part. Ch

Lotsa Talent on Tap As

ABC-TV YWr. Telethon

Fetches Palsy Fund 501G
There’s probably no point to

having a telethon for the aid of

cerebral palsy victims if the punch-
es are going to be pulled. The tele-

thon technique is to hit ’em hard
and often and if the message i

strong enough, the pledges are sure

to come in, The technique, worked
for the Cerebral Palsy Fund over

the weekend (23-24) in a 17-hour

marathon' on: WABC-TV (N.YJ.

Coin pledge total when the show
signed off Sunday afternoon at

3:30 p.m. was $501,000, This match-
es last year’s total when the show
had two hours more funning time.

Dennis James -.was the cliieL
pitchman for the Cerebral Palsy’s
.'fourth anniial telethon^ He put
plenty of heart and time into his
assignment and his hit; ’em over
the head selling technique can be
forgiven in view of. the worthiness,
of the cause, Jane Pickens and
Maria Riva also put in plenty of
air time with a smoother and
easier-to-take approach. Virginia
Graham also put in a 'hefty day’s
work for the cause and fates a bow
from all concerned. Best pitch-
men; however; were the palsied
kids themselves. Just watching
them. in. front of the camefa is

enough to soften a hard heart and
open a tight ppeketbook.

As usual; the show . .biz. folk
pitched .in, in spades. From the
10:30 p.m. kickoff, through th
night and until mid-afternOon the
next day, they came through with
specialty stints and phone-answer-
ing chores. About 150 celebs gbt
a chance before the cameras and
for name-hungry viewers it was a
treat.

The affair ran smoothly through-
out, a credit to producer Ardine
Rodner and director. Billy Balaban.

Gros.

JACK CARSON SHOW
With- Claire Trevor, Ricardo Cor

tez, Connie Towers, Gloria Gor-
don, others; music director, Vic

:

Schoen; announcer, Bud He!
stand

Producer: Mann Holiner
Director: Jim Jordan Jr.

Writers: Leo Solomon, Cy Rose
30 Mins.,, Fri., 8 p.m.
PONTIAC MOTORS
NBC-TV, from H’wbOd
(MacManus, John & Adams)
The “picture transmission inter-

rupted” sign was posted five times
during the last quarter-hour of Jack
Carson’s preeming every-fourth-
Friday entry in ; the Red Buttons
“three for me” slot. Opening quar-
ter established Carson in his Val-
ley home on the Coast, worked in
Connie Towers in a vocal spot, and
brought on guests Claire

.
Trevor

and • vet pic .heavy Ricardo Corte$

(Continued on pago 30)

'

MEET MR. WIZARD
With Don Herbert, Buzz Podewell
Producer: Jules Power
Director: Don Meier
30 Mins.; Sat., 6 p.m.
CEREAL INSTITUTE
NBC-TV, from Chicago

Now in its fourth, year, “Meet
Mr, Wizard” continues. -to.'-set'-the

pace as a grade, school educational
public servicer. It’s tv teaching at

its best and tjhe sort of thing that
should be required viewing for: kids
in well regulated homes. Arid it

should certainly rank as a, potent
industry antidote to the current
Washington investigation into
video’s juve influence.
Format has remained essentially

unchanged with Don Herbert, as-

sisted by youngsters Buzz Podewell
and Susan Levin on alternate

weeks, conducting basic scientific

demonstrations. Chapter viewed
(23) had to do with farming and
was an obviously well planned lesr

son ^ith plenty of visual values to

hold teen and sub-teen interest,

Herbert’s young helper this tii
.

was Buzz Podewell and the pair

did a .fine job breaking down into

understandable components such
highly complex subjects as soil

chemistry and plant growth proc-

esses.
.

’

.

Series is underwritten
:

by the

Cereal Institute which comes ill for

a midwhyplbg 'dh the benefits of- a

hearty breakfast. Dai'e.
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Television stations, that are ordering color equipment for future

installation are tending to, keep their plans completely secret

locally; There are several reasons. First, it confuses the public.

Second, it vexes dealers with large black-andrwhite inventories

to liquidate.

One telecaster put it this way, referring.to Indianapolis: .“When
you talk about television in color ' a community where only
three color receivers are known to exist, it’s just plain silly to

stress color. It’s for. the day after tomorrow. But meanwhile
management has to think ahead,’’

;

Washington, Oct. 26. 4-

•If the Senate Juvenile. D.eliri-

SubrCommittee was after

proof that television is sinful and

a cause of juvenile delinquency,

its mountainous, two-day hearings
ol' last week seem to have labored
jul delivered' the proverbial mouse.

Sessions developed several dead
ends and confusions.

Sen. Robert C. Hendrickson (R.,

N. J.), the committee chairman,
asked witnesses over and over
whether they didn’t think televi-

ion needed, a czar to censor video
programs, similar to the Breen Of-

fice in Hollywood. At the same
time, the committee staff centered
Its attack ^lipon " the' violence arid

crime in th old films which are
shown on tv.

Incongruity was that virtually
all such films carry the seat of ap-
proval of the ' Green office and had
a Iso been okayed by state and. local

censorship boards all over the
U. S„ prior to their theatrical runs.

When Hendrickson asked whether
the FOG ought to be the censoring
body, Commissioner Rosel H. Hyde
reminded that this wouldn’t be com
stitutional under the Supreme
Court’s rulings against motion pic-
ture censorship, and added em-
phatically:

“The maintenance. Of adequate
program standards cannot,

,

and
should not, be attempted by estab-
lishing the Federal Communica-
Commissipn, or any other Govern-
ment agency, as a censorship board
to which all stations must submit
their programs for prior. approval
or which is empowered to impose
specific restrictions or limitations
on the contents of such programs.
The Commission is expressly pro-
hibited by the Communications Act
from exercising any powers of cen-
sorship over the contents of radio
programs, and we think the Con-
gress was wise in enacting this
provision.”

Result was that Sen. Hendrick-
son reversed his field, explained he
wasn’t pushing for a “czar” or any-
thing. similar. He said he was just
asking for information.

When Senate committee staffers
and others made the point there
should be special antiseptic pro-
grams, sans crime, violence and

(Continued on page 38)

to

Lansing, ' Mich.. Oct. 26.

WJIM-TV will dedicate its new
$1,000,000 radio-tv center with an
hOur-lorig show Sunday (31) head-
lining Eddie Fisher and George
Gobel. Featured will be Janis
Paige, Tommy and Jimmy Dorsey
and orch, McGuire Sisters, Bud
and Cece Robinson and Janice So-
mers, Michigan State College beau-
ty Who placed: fourth in the Miss
America .contest this year.

Gregg Garrison, director for
Milton, Berle, Ray Bolger arid

others will come from New York
to produce and direct the W.JIM
program.

Hollywood, April 26.

Sweeping retrenchment on the
ABC high level, which unseated
several top execs, in N. Y. a few
vyeeks ago, swept into . Hollywood
last week and claimed two 'casu-
alties. Donn B. Tatum, director of
tv affairs for the. western, division,
nd Phillip G. Caldwell, chief eri-

gineer. terminated their associa-
tion with tlie network.

Ken Craig, former. tv program di-
rector fpr the division, assumes
most of Tatum’s duties in his new
role of national and regional tv
network program coordinator. Cam
Pierce, chief technical engineer,
moves into the newly-created post
of engineering coordinator of the
division. Ralbh Deriechaud will be
bis administrative assistant Court-
ney McLeod, traffic supervisor for
.ibe

; yaflj tiv^k, -adj$,4y
t
tQ his

.duties. ,-*j,*;*

Washington, Oct. 26.

With FCC hearings bn . the Ed-
ward Lamb case resuming this

week after
,
a one-week recess,

,
Ex-

aminer Herbert Schrafman today
(Tries.) heard testimony from . a

former Communist who was char-
acterized by attorneys for both
sides as the most credible Witness
to take the stand thus far. Witness
was Eugene Stoll, of Swanson, O.,

whose testimony covered two in-

cidents, one in 19$4. and another
this past June.

Stoll testified that iri 1944 Lamb
was a mdmber of a committee in

Toledo which sponsored a perform-
ance of “Band Wagon,” a variety

show (not the legiter), to raise

money to support President. Roose-
velt’s bid for a fourth term. The
local Democratic organization had
refused to Sponsor the show be-
cause Earl. Browder had appeared
during intermission in one of the
show’s eastern appearances and the
Democrats thus felt it was Com-
munist-inspired, .Stdll said that
several members of the sponsor-
ing committee of which Lanib was
a member belonged to the Coi -

munist Party, and added that sev-
eral members of the cast have
since been, “unfriendly witnesses”
before Congressional investigating
committees.

. Second part of his testimony re-

lated to a meeting he had with
.Lamb in the latter’s office- on June
9 of. this year, arranged by Mrs.

(Continued on page 32)

When CBS ; corporate prexy
Frank Stanton moved into Milwau-
kee arid

,
walked out last week With

a deal to buy- WOKY-TV as the
first of two UHF. stations ,

in the
new “five plus two” ownership
regrilatipris (five V’s and two U’s),

it was probably only the* prelude
to a whole checkerboard pattern

.

oft maneuvers. While obviorisly it!s

all designed to strengthen CBS’ po-
sition in the owned-and-operated
sweepstakes, . the significance of

the “coming events” lies in the ef-

fect it’s bound to have in the sta-

tion ownership-affiliation picture
generally and, as it relates to.

Pittsburgh, points a big question^
mark as to DuMont's future status.

Even before the ink was dry on
the Milwaukee purchase (still sub-
ject to FCC approval),. CBS was
already earmarked as the “villain’’

by the Hearst group, which has
Milwaukee aspirations of its own in

bidding for the V channel there
and thus hoping to establish a CBS
affiliation. NBC, .of course, ’ out
of the question for Hearst, should
the latter get the nod on its ap-
plication for the relationship be-
tween the "network arid Walter
Damm (WTMJ) was never rosier.

And. with CBS moving in with its

own o&o- U operation, it puts the
Hearst group in a tenuous position

in its bid to expand its television

empire. (Hearst radio station WlSN
in Milwaukee is a CBS affiliate.)

Aggravatirig the situation even
more, Milwaukee’s other and more
prosperous TJ (WCAN-TV.) loses orit

.on’, its present CBS-TV affiliation,

with the ownership smarting tinder

the blow. This, however^is nothing
compared to what’s on tap if, as re-;

ported, CBS finalizes its deal to

move into Pittsburgh (eighth larg-

est market)., with **n o&o station

through purchase of the nearby
Steubenville VHF station on Chan-
nel 19. (When Stanton revealed a

couple weeks back that a V pur-
chase was imminent, it’s presumed
he meant Pittsburgh,) Subsequent-
ly Stanton last week announced
CBS had withdrawn from the Bos-
ton competition for a V channel.
With Pittsburgh in the bag, it

would leave one V to go—and CBS
still has a St. Louis gleam in its

tv eye to round out the V picture.

Thus a lot of interesting ques-
tios are posed oil the Pittsburgh
front. Only last week officials of
KQV (which recently bought back
the minority interest CBS had in

the local station) confirmed a
merger of the five applicants for
Channel 4 at nearby Irwin «was on
tap, which would mean another V
for Pittsburgh within the next six

months. Channel 4 is one of two
V’s .

allocated to the Pitt .district,

( Continued on page 32 )

STARS TO ROLL IN

NEW CHRYSLER CAR
Hollywood, Oct. 26.

All Chrysler television salesmen
are being lined up for the star-

studded“Shower of Stars’- Nov. 18,

when the sponsor unveils new mod-
els at the auto show here.

Groivcho Marx, Danny Thomas,
Eddie Mayehoff, Bill Bishop, Mi-
chael O’Shea and James Dunn will

be on tap for the show Which
Ralph Levy will produce. Seymour

j
Bern^ will direct,

(.'..Betty. -Grable^and (Harry >James,
I aretalej.seU for, jlRe* GBS^TV show.

DuM’s Please Buy ‘Please’

. DuMont is playing it's hand down
to the last card in an effort to get
a bankroller for “One Minute
Please.” That suStainer’s gotten
rnore support front net topper Ted
Bergmann than received by any
other of like cost on the network
roster.

Strategy on the panel stanza is a

departure from recent standard op^
crating procedure at the net. “Min-'
ute” has been kept on longer than

.

any other sustairier costing in ex-

cess of. $2,000. Few of any kind last

j more than 13 weeks, but this casing

j
is in its 18th week. Moreover, the
program is being given the con-
tinued benefit of Tuesdays (consid-

ered the strongest DuMont night
because of Bishop Sheen’s 8 p.m.
leadoff), despite the fact that a

few networkers would like to try
something else in the new “Min-
ute” at 9 time. The panel stanza,

chiefly habitated by Herpiione Gin-
gold and Ernie KovaCs plus Alice
Pearce and others on less frequent
occasions, is in the “near miss” cat-

egory: Within the past few weeks
Pharmaceuticals, through the Ed
Kletter agency, nearly took it in-

stead of “The Stranger,!* but a last-

minutSe c^ahgq.Qfjmjncl finished pffv

Ulikt tfeaJL,

Hollywood, Oct. 26.

Only on the megacycles a few
vyeeks; NBC’s highly-touted “Me-
dic” is already suffering from in-

tra-mural ills. Bernard Girard, di-

rector of the show since its in-

ception, has exited following dis-

agreement with, creator-writer Jim
Moser over conception of treat-

ment on the next 13 telefilms.,,.

Girard asked for and received
his. release from his longterm pact,

but will retain his percentage
ownership of this year’s program,
which is sponsored by Dow Chemi-
cal. Girard megged the first 13

telefilms.

Girard .said he. will announce his

future plans very soon.

Reports of axings on the topmost
executive echelon at Mutual Broad-
casting have been circulating for
over a week with observers link-

ing some of the “economy meas-
ures” at the radio net with the
ultimate departure of one or two
board members-
Two weeks ago it was noticed

that budgetary cutbacks of per-

haps as much as .10% had begun.
The .initial move in that direction
came . when two execs from pro-

gram promotion and one from sta-

tion relations were lopped off the
payroll. Since then -other- signifi-

cant personnel' lopoffs were made.
Within the past few days, it’s been
revealed that Bea Marschner, head
of web personnel, and Ruth Herid-
ler, office manager, were given the
heave.
The net lately described the

axings not as budget moves but as

a “matter of pruning along Ines of

the network’s future plans,” O’Neil
said that department heads have
been asked to suggest changes to

“keep up with the times."
Misses Marschner arid Hendler

were under the aegis of financial

veep Jim Wallen, and their walk-
ing papers were taken as a sign to

networkers that Wallen was in

jeopardy at Mutual. Wallen, who
had denied that he might be one
of the v.p.s to be dismissed, is seen
as a victim of accumulating cir-

cumstances. Not only were two key
figures in his own area of power
fired from under hii , but there
have been previous maneuveririgs
that have' increased his precarious-.

nesS in the eyes of outsiders. Prexy
Tom O’Neil has handed a hefty
share of Wallen’s financial, duties

to his own administrative assistant,

( Continued Oil page 32 )

Kenjmn & Eckhardt is riding
wide and handsome these days
with tv billings hovering around
$21,500,000—$5,000,000 of that
alhount siphoned, into national, and
local, spots—an alltime high for
the Bill Lewisrprexied agency. Top
programming item on the IC & E
agenda, of course,

.

' the Lincolh-
Mercury “Toast of the,Town”,'..rep-

resenting an annual ..outlay of ap-
proximately $5,5(00,000,' However,
running it a close second, are th
combined, Ford-RGA billings for
sponsorship of. the every-foUrth
Monday 90-minute Fred Coo-
helmed spectaculars, plus RCA’s
participation iff th threC-weeks-
outrof-foiu: .Sid Caesar hour 'show.
FprdrRCA lay it on tlie line to the
tune of. more than $4,000,000 for
tlie program collaboration.

As the agency which took the

K & E Lincoln Status
J

Although, under the new
Ford^plan to set up different
divisions for Lincoln and Met-

.

cury (just as General Motors
and Procter & Gamble does),
the Kenyon & Eckhardt com-;
bined billings look headed for
separation, as far as “Toast of
th Town” is . concerned. The
agency is prbtected through

[“' the ’55 season, which has ahr

ready been, committed..
It’s reported Young & Ru bi-

cam Will get the Lincoln biz,

with K & E sticking on Mv»i>
cury. At any rate, it’s under-
stood nothing wilL happen until
October, ’55.

1 rf

FAWCETT EXITS BBC

TO ‘GO COMMERCIAL’
London, Oct; 26.

The. exodus from BBC-TV to

commercial television continues.
The latest to ankle the state
monopoly service is Eric Fawcett,
one of the top drama producers
vvho has joined a J: Arthur Rank
subsidiary and will take charge of
production of comrnercials,
For the whole of 1953, Fawcett

was on a loanOut. from the BBC to
Norman Collins where he helped in
the pioneering of the High Defi-
nition electronic film system now
in use of Highbury, Studios.
Fawcett is the fourth producer

to quit the BBC for commercialism
during the past few weeks and
many more resignations are ari-

ticipated immediately the Inde-
pendent Television Authority, has
announced) the-. program contract
tors# I *• - v -. 'i-

initial bows a couple seasons back
for the first of the tv spectaculars,
(the FOrd 50th anni hoopla with
Mary Martin and Ethel Merman)*
which many concede lias yet, to be
matched* K .& E has: one of the
major stakes riding the NBC-TV
spec concept today via the Ford-
RCA teamup for the Monday night
exUavagynzas.

.
Too, the manner in which K & E

initially integrated “Toast” emcee
Ed Sullivan into the whole Lin-
coin-Mercury rnerchandising-salesf
exploitation framework (to the ex-,
tent that he now has a personal
identity with the product and the
automobile cofnpariyj is setting a
pattern generally in the agency’s
overall merchandising scheme.
Thus Sid Caesar is establishing an
RCA relationship in much the
same manner, being scheduled for
a Philly appearance before RCA
dealers in November as No. 1 on
the hit-the-road roster. Even his
wife, Florence, is being channeled

fContinued on page 32)

Toast’ Burns As

Pittsburgh, Oct. 26-
Dissatisfi.ed with its off-again, on-

again status on DuMont’s o.&o.
WDTV, Pittsburgh’s lone VHF op-
eration, “Toast of the Town” has.
pulled out of the alternating set-up
witli “The Comedy Hour”, and
placed the program elsewhere . in
this area. In fact, it’s going on
two stations oh a regular weekly
basis, WENS* UHF Channel; 16
here, and WSTV-TV, which is VHF
Channel 9 in Steubenville, O.
For

.
some time, the Ed..-.Sullivan

program, prodded by Liricoln-Mer-
cury dealers; in this area, has
been champing at the bit because
of tlie irregularity with wlilch. it’s

been carried in Pittsburgh and
blowoff came when the pre-
emptions were increased by WDTV
because of the frequency of the
Sunday night Spectaculars in the
'^Comedy Hour” slot.

Permanent switch takes place
Sunday (31). As yet, WDTV doesn't
know whether it will carry “Com-
edy Hour” as a regular thing of
alternate it with some other,filmed
programs which have for ji long
time

.
been $ryipg , desperately to

‘.get. into, this jnaiUwt. * «-«
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It happened. Anyone with half an eye

can see for himself.

The first Nielsen' ratings of the TV season are in ;

ratings that tell you how many homes in the entire

United States were reached by each sponsored television

program. That’s what the advertiser must know

:

the circulation .of his program, the homes reached.

TAKE A WIDE-EYED LOOK:

The two top shows are NBC shows.

Then comes Jackie Gleason.
•

And the next four shows are NBC shows.

Six out of seven for NBC, as the season begins. Here

they are, with ratings, as reported by Nielsen for

the two weeks ending September 25 :

Dragnet (NBC) 51.2^

Buick-Berle Show (NBC) 50.1

Jackie Gleason Show (CBS.) 43.3

Lady In The Dark (NBC) 30.1

Colgate Comedy Hour (NBC) ...... ..... . 38.6

You Bet Your Life (NBC) 37.7

Ford Theatre (NBC) 37.7

EYE OPENER We know they’ll change as the season wears on.

They always do. But when we remember how well
\

we made out last year, we can’t really fret.

And meanwhile . . . not a bad way

to begin the TV year, is it?

Another thing. There has been a lot of talk

about NBC’s bold program ideas.

TAKE A WIDE-EYED LOOK:

As you see, “Lady in the Dark”, with no audience-habit

to build it up, is right there on the list. It captured

4th place on its own merits, and- oh the general

sense of high excitement that NBC Spectaculars have

instilled into the new season. It topped “Satins and

Spurs,” although not by much-ra special Nielsen shows

that “Satins” reached 11,300,000 homes and would have

been the 5th if ithad been rated as a regular program.

“Lady in the Dark,” Nielsen teils us, reached

11,347,000 homes, which means 31
,000,000 viewers.

Not bad at all.

SORT OF OPENS YOUR EYES.

i
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ShiftTo D.C. In
‘

By FLORENCE S. LOWE
Washington; Oct; 26.

A mai moth moving job that has

taken over four months and $.2,.-
:

446,000 of Uncle Sam's cash, is cur-

rently 'itS ' final stages at the.

gover menVs Health, Education,

and Welfare Building.. Transplant-

ing the Voice of America from its

far-flung operation in New York,

where it was housed in four differ-

ent buildings, to a single floor in

the capital, has been a back-break-

ing, br. -racking task. Although

the job will not be finally com-

pleted • until April, 1955, when the

master control Operation ,
will be

ntircly centered here, Voice of

m ica, for all practical purposes,

now happily—1and hectically-

settled in its new home.

Moving started months before

last June, when the physical proc-

ess actually teed off, with a corps

of engineers making exploratory

lirVeys, and blueprinting the hew
single-roof format. The first half

of the Near East Division arrived,

on Sept. 10, starting the trickle pf

program staffers, announcers arid

scriptcrs who junketted here in

sections: the first broadcast in the

new studios, beamed to India ' and

in tile Hindu language,, put the.

new streamlined operation on . the
'

• on Sept. .23, By now, eight of

the total 14 studios are in opera-

tion on a round-the-clock basis,

sending 75 separate programs via

shortwave daily in 38 different lan-

guages. Amazing part of this piece-

meal.moving job is that not a sin-

gle show has been cancelled in the

process..

Physical, setup of the new VOA
plant would be the answer to.

an engineer’s prayers. Centered

(Continued on page 47)

Bob Hope
Continued from page 26

Bea Lillie,” will come to London
front Glasgow to film her sint on
Nov, 7. The Vienna Boys Choir

are currently here and will $P. their

part of the program at a convenient

tint

As a result of. his itial over-

tures, Hope has, become increas-

ingly enthusiastic and is hoping
that he can negotiate with other

name European, talent to provide

the basis Of second 60-mi ute

program. He is talking a deal with

Line Renauil hd the Paris ballet

rnong others.

Hope ..left. London yesterday
(liloir.)- for a four-day stand at

Liverpool and after his royal show
and his film chore, planes to North
Africa on. Nov. 9 to entertain Gls.

From there: he flies to Paris for a

big show at Orly Airport, part of

which may be filmed. He antici-

pates leaving for the U. S. round
Nov. 12-13.

K&E
Continued from page 29.

into the setup and is slated for

talks before women’s groups, etc,

K & E’ “the star and the prod-
uct” format, extends also to the
commercials,' for just as Sullivan
has .long been the ace tv salesman
for Lincoln-Mercu ry ,

such person-
al ilies as Vaughn Monroe; Leo-
pold Stokowski and. Arthur ^Fiedler

have been pacled on an exclusive
basis for the RCA “sell,’'

Rounding out the K & E biilings

picture, Lincoln-Mercury shells

out nearly $1,000,000 on. an; annual
basis for its Guy Lombardo
WRCA-TV, N. Y.,sponsorship. with
.Ihc agency’s National Biscuit Co.
down in the books for a $1,750,000
outlay for its sponsorship of the
ABC-TV "Rin Tin Tin” series.

Practically the same amount is

earmarked-’in the K & E books for
Hudnut’s participation in the Sat-
urday night NBC-TV “Hit Parade”,
as an alternate-week client, with
American Tobacco, K & E, too,

has a flock of undef-$1.060,000
clients, such as Chase- National
Bank’s $500,000 tab for the weekly
“Sherlock Holmes” sponsorship on
WRCA-TV,

.
N. Y.; Welch’s $500,-

€00 every-olhor-weck participation
in, “Houdy; Doody” and the Na-

tional Brewing Co.’s sponsorship
of the Baltimore and Washington
ballgames locally
K fc E spot biz finds Mennen

splurging to the tune of $1,000,000
on .

more thin .100 stations; with
RCA, Beech Nut, Lincoln-Mercury,
Amazo’s Instant Dessert among
other major 1 clients rounding out
the $5,000,000 spot total.'

Ed Lamb
:
Continued from page 29

SUnne Miller, manager of WTOD,
Lainb’s Toledo radio station. Stoll

said that Lamb told him that he
was disturbed by the FCC charges,

which had placed him in a bad
moral light ind had put a stigma
on his family,, and that he (Lamb)
would do anything to clear his

name.
!

Stoll said he told Lamb that hi
was under the. impression that the

attack on Lamb was politically in-

spired but that so far as he
:
(Stoll)

was concerned, his primary inter-

est was to expose the Communist
menace. He said he had asked
Lamb if lie had ever been in the
Communist movement, and he
quoted Lamb as replying, “As God
is. my witness, I have rib connec-
tion with the Communist . move-
ment. I never had any and I don’t
intend to have any.” Later, in reply

to a question, Stoll testified that
there had been some mention at

the meeting with Lamb , of the
FCC’s having contacted hirn.

NBC’s ‘God Bless’

Continued from page 27 '.ss
cation br big. enough sample to re-

flect U. S. audience viewing habits.

If, as has thus, far happened with

the NBC specs (on which -$20,000,

r

000 in sponsor coin is riding), the

Trendex is strictly downbeat, then

it’s the competing network that
shouts its joy over the phone to
let the world know it came out on
top. Either Way, depending on
which web has taken the count,
they haven’t got a chance because
of Something they themselves
have perpetuated.
What makes it so serious is that

the biggest gamble in tv annuals
has been placed in jeopardy; not
only in terms of the $20,000,000
in NBC sponsor coin and the $7,*
000,000 riding on the CBS “baby
specs”, blit in frustrating the at-
tempt to inject,., via the spectacu-
lar concept, an element of excite-
ment and showmanship into a
medium sorely in need of a new
and imaginative approach.

Continued from page 29

Roy Danish. Then, O'Neil has also

removed other responsibilities from
Wallen and handed them to Wilton
Gunzendorfer, Don Lee exec
who’s been, at the N. Y. Mutual
headquarters in something of an
advisory capacity for the past sev-
eral months.. It's reported that
Gunzend orfer has or ' will ’ shortly
take over one of. Wallen’s chief
supervisory categories— network
purchasing.

O’Neil has denied that the
board of directors will uridergo the
same tightening that’s been hitting
lower orders in the network opera-
tion. In the latter insta

, it’s

estimated that better. than another
40 staffers will be,: cut within a
short time..

Tire major huddles .seem to have
been limited by and large, to
O’Neill; his number one veep at
General TeleradiQ, J, Glen Taylor,
corporate lawyel* Jack Pobre and at
times. Gunzendorfer.

Continued from page 27

were sold to Chrysler, when Col-

gate decided to give the Sunday
comedy-music stanza another whirl.

However, the Colgate apprehen-
sions and anxieties appear to be
mounting,, with McConnell report-

ed, in a week-to-week lather over

the unorganized state of ‘‘Comedy
Hour,” which is practically being

ad libbed from stanza to stanza.

Whether Colgate Will stay with
it for the balance of the season
seems to be a moot point, despite

contractual commitments, but it’s

considered a sure bet that the CBS
boys will be -stepping up their cam-
paign in an effort to persuade Mc-
Connell & Co, to embrace the “Co-
lumbia formula."

NBC, for one, has been unhappy
With the show’s results; Network
lias been, nursing its own particular

peeve over the fact that Colgate
turned virtually the whole pro-
duction roster over to the- Bates
agency. NBC is now saying: “Look
how organized arid better the show
was last year!”

*.

Continued from page 26.

station operators are almost over,

except for a few markets where
additional VHF channels are not
available or substantial UHF com-
petition is unlikely.

Relating the data to a break-
down of the 11 prerfreeze stations

which: lost money last year, the

FCC figures may throw light on the
question of how many stations a

community can support, It is noted
that no pre-freeze, station lost,

money in any of the former orte-

station or two-station markets. But
one was in the red last year in a
pre-freeze three-station market and
two. lost money, in the two pre-
freeze four-station markets (Chi-
cago and Washington).

Couple this with the fact that
eight of the 14 VHF stations in

New York and Los Angeles (the
only pre-freeze seven-station rnar-
kets) lost money last year (there
were nine losers in 1952), the FCC
report

,
establishes one absolute

conclusion; there is.no proof as yet
that a city can support four tv star
tions—VHF or UHF.

Fred Allen
.Continued from pad* 26

Des Moines—Central Broadcast-
ing Co., which operates WHO and
WHO-TV, has. moved into its new
quarters. The company spent ap-
proximately $500,000 in remodel-
ing the leased building that for-
merly was a roller skating rink.
The company owns the building it

has vacated blit has not announced
what disposition will be made of

i
the property.

he observes, -‘a sandhog.on the job
and a man looking out of a man-
hole;”

Interlarded with: his frank Vexa-
tions with the l5-and-2% crafts-
men is much good humor at-
tendant to his prograiris and the
guests thereon. Then genuine af-
fection for show biz is dominant,
as he generously salutes the con-
temporary funnymen, his writers
(notably Herman Wouk and Arnold
Auerbach), reprises the phoney
Jack Benny “feud,” runs the gamut
from Mrs. Nussbaum and Titus
Moody to Ajax Cassidy and the
flannelmouth Senator Claghorn.

Allen’s “Treadmill to Oblivion”
is a sort of companion to another
contemporary tome, Ben Gross’
chronicle of 30 years of radio and
tv, “I Looked and I *Listeried.”
Whereas, the dean Of broadcasting
critics is statistical,

1

historical and
anecdotal, Allen subjectively
analytical, betirfics caustic, but in.
the main entertaining; It’s a com-
pelling book .which may bring Some
of the executive, and sponsorship
fraternity up short, as Allen sits
in captious .iqdgment on their
peccadillos arid ulcerous uncertain-
ties, but it will never bore them.
It is. funny reading, and -such
will enjoy wide audience.

Fortune Pope, who divides his time between his ownership-
management of. N.Y. foreign language indie WHOM, his II Prog-
resso Italian daily, and the Pope family’s Colonial Sand Co. (the

largest concrete combine in the world) has found a way to fill

in his spare time while also taking up the slack in radio station

operations generally.

. Pope this week on the eve of his eighth anni as owner -of WHOM,

,

finalized a deal for takeover of the Fulton Recording Co. in New
York, which will now become part-and-parcel of the: Coastal Re-
cording Co.

Latter outfit was founded by Pope back in ’49 as an adjunct
to his WHOM operation, renting out studio space at the station’s

West 52d St. quarters in N.Y. to clients, agencies, and others
for pre-taping of commercials arid recording work generally. To-
day it’s a flourishing round-the-clock enterprise that, under the
managerial aegis of Pope and Arthur Shaer, and combined with
the new acquisition of Fulton studios and ^facilities, practically
gives Coastal a topdog status in the Pope broadcast -enterprises.

Clients today number scores of top national arid local advertisei
in radio;./.

As still another offshoot of his station captaincy, Pope is now
embarking en an ambitious merchandising enterprise for a host
of products (razor blades, etc.) bearing the Pope-made: stamp.

dor,” which he translated to mean
“investigator.” He said the objec-
tion, which came from an outsider
and not a station exec, hinged on
the fact that implication is that
“inquistadOr” also means “punish-
er,” after the judges in the Inqui-
sition. De Lara said that neither
this nor the Wilson rewrite were
done fvith malice.

Observers feel that the incident
was brought on through a station

fear of being labeled politically-

biased, especially during an elec-:

tion period, rather than because of
any direct political pressure against
WWRL.

Continued front page 26

Which are not station produced are

excluded from guaranteed ratings.

Going into, effect Nov. 15, .the

rate system sets a maximum cost

of $2,000. per hour in prime time

(4 p.m. to 11 p.m. weekdays and
two houi§ earlier Weekends).

But, as with all hours under the

guaranteed rating setup, under-

writers can get off with less: the

station is providing maximum cost
of $1.25 per commercial minute per
1,000 homes, coming to a 6.0 rating
for prime hours.

Rating gu raritee on 20-second
spots is 75 cents pei* 1,000 homes
and on 10-second spots it’s 45 cents.
Lebhar points out that all his com-
piitati are based on five One-
minute commercials per half-hour
program.

The setup calls for WATV deliv-
ery. of the 6.0 in A time;' a 4.5 in

B time (approx. 1 to 4; p.m. and 11
p.rii. to midnight); a. 3.0 in C time
(all other times, with the exception
of 8 a,in. to noon weekdays, latter

being cheapest and, parenthetically,
slated in entirety as Italo program-
ming time). Should the station ex-
ceed guaranteed ratings, it will not
increase sponsor costs.

WATV ratiifgs will be guaranteed
via Telepulse only, according to
Lebhar, and. deficiencies draw, at
the bankrpller’s wishes, either a
cash or time credit. Incidentally,
pash and ti.me will be equal.

H’wood’s Own Specs

CBS Checkers
Continued from page 29

Continued from page 26

bad warned the latter on a number,
of occasions for changing AP copy.
On this point too. Miss Dick and
De Lara were in sharp contradic-
tion : to each other. The: ex-em-
ployee declared that he and de la

Vega, had talked of cbpy many
times but only “in a friendly way.”
He said de la Vega never made any
statements that could be 'construed
as war ings.

Only once did De Lara recall

that anyone had an objection to

his adjectives in describing names
in the news. Last spring lie called

Sen. Joseph McCarthy .an “Inffuista-

the other being. Channel 11. West-

inghouse,. WWSW and WJAS re

bidding for this one. If, Westing-

house gets . it it would wind up
with an NBC affiliation.

Out of the KQY pooling had:

hoped to come a CBS affiliation,

but in. view
.
ef the. reported CBS

purchase of Channel 9, they , know
now even, in advance of the official

merger that, it leaves them out in

the cold insofar as a two-major-
network identity is concerned.

But the real poser is: what about
DuMont and. his WDTV7 .Obviously
the lush single-station bonanza

,
is :

just about over, and what, it’s be-
ing asked, will happen should lie

lose both, NBC and CBS program-
ming? Will/ he sell? Some close to

the picture, say it s inevitable. (Re-
curring reports keep cropping up;
were eveni stepped up over the past
couple of weeks.) It’s estimated
that WDTV, as it stands, today, is

worth about $10,000,000 to some-
one who grabs off a major rietwork
affiliation with it. But it’s under-
stood DuMont, when and if he
sells, wilt be only interested iri

dumping the whole network

Continued from page 1 sas
for “The Conqueror,”- which Dick

Powell produced for the studio.

More, conservative .(and realistic)

estimates place the investment at

$4,000,000. But this is plenty blue

chip arid means the pic requires

blockbuster business if there’s to

be a payoff.

(Sales execs underline that draw-

ing $3,000,000 in "* gross returns

from the domestic market is some-
thing of: a struggle. That is, unless
the picture happens to 'be “The
Robe” or “From Here to Eternity”
or a similar entry that right fit the
outset proves boxoffice smash.
They: add there’s often an uphill
fight for yields over that amount.)

AVow Moneymaker
“A Star is Born” is the most ex-

pensive property turned out by
Warners. Having cost close to

$6,000,000—-this figure, which has
been widely quoted, is more truth
than fiction—“Star” needs a world-
wide take of about $9,500,000 to

avoid the red ink.

“Star,” so far, has been -a wow
money maker and if the pace is.

I maintained there’s a gbod chance

|
for fancy profit.

.
It’s too early to

predict thih with any accuracy,; of.

course.' But many a Sales official,

with bitter experience with mar-
ket whims, might shudder at the
possibility that “Star” might have
turned out to be a commercial flop.

A lemon of this size M ould be mur-
der on what otherwise would be a

profitable year for a film company.

Walt Disney’s “20,000 Leagues
Under the Sea” is another example
Pi- the shoot-the-works attitude of

some filmmakers. This item was
brought, in at around $5,000,000.
The “extras,” l.e., costs of prints
and advertising plus distribution
expense, bring the the break-even
income to near $8,000,000. It’s to

|

be noted that lesser-priced pix in-
quire gross business Of about one
and four-fifths times the negative
cost in order to move into the
black. The percentage of gross
over negative expenditure goes
down when unusually high budg-
ets are involved. For example,,
prints, o,n a 100-minute film cost

/tri.f* same regardless of whether th

negative is. $1,000,000 or $4,000,000.

Just about every major studi

has an entry, dither present or

slated for the future, in the how-
hlgh-is-up? sweepstakes. At Para-
mount, Cecil B. DcMille’s "Ten
Commandments” will be shootirig

On and off for nearly a year; it’s

hot likely to cost much less than
$5,000,000 and Could go well over
that level.

. “Oklahoma,” now rolling ip the
Todd-AO process, is budgeted at

$5,900,000. “Guys .and Dolls”
looks to be shaping as Samuel
Goldwyn’s biggest, the screen
rights -alone costing a mi iriium of

$1,000,000 on a percentage formula.

Metro’s “The Prodigal,” 20th’s

“There’s No Business Like Show
Busi ” Moulin’s. “Moby Dick,”

Columbi ’ “Joseph and Ili*

Brethern,” etc.—these are klohdike
projects.

Couple of years ago the new
policy of fewer but costlier pro-

ductions was adopted. This was
taken to mean the end of the “B”
product in the $300,000, or so,

category. On the basis of these

aforemehtipned tall money ven-

tures, the word “colossal” ought to

be coming back in vogue. And
this time Hollywood will mean it.
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BREAKFAST CLUB’
With Don McNeill, Fran Allison,

Sam Cowling, Johnny Desmond,
Eileen . Parker, Cliff Petersen,

Eddie Ballantine orch
Producer: Petersen .

.
(

Director: Lynwood King
60 Miris.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 8 a.m.

Participating
ABC, from Chicago
ABC’s morning ,

cornball express

continue? to .rock along although

the tv side of the simulcast now

being hot kinnied to the Coast has

yet to earn the- sporisbrial support

that’s, made the. radio version a

22-year breadwinner. Hour long

strip currently has blit one: quar-

ter-hour open on ABC radio but

has only the. final 15 minutes sold

each day on ABC-TV.
During its nine-month run with

iglit added, the technical prob-

lems of handling the numerous
AM.-only commercials have been

pretty well smoothed out and

more of. the true flavor of the Don
McNeill

.

- helmed group C o m e s

through the cameras. But there's

still- the early morning •audience
Splitup with NBC-TV’s "Today”
and CBS-TV’s “Morning Show” to

be reckoned with videowise, while
radiowise the jamboree has the na-
tional airlanes all to itself.

“Club” revisited (2D) was a typi-

cally informal session with toast-

master McNeill chatting with stu-

dio guests, Fran Allison’s “Aunt
Fanny” insert, some comedic by^
play by Sam Cowling and. Cliff

Petersen, and some pleasant, chirp-
ing from singers Johnny Desmond
and Eileen Parker, Added attrac-

tion this day was Burr Tillstrom
accompanied by Kukla and Oliver

J. Dragon; ;
It made for good fun

as Kukla and Ollie “helped”

fTRIBUTE TO SIGMUND ROM-
BERG

,

With Oscar Hammerstein 2d; Ed
Herlihy, announcer

Producers: Andrew Love, Parker

Gibbs
60, Mins., Sun,, 7 ^.m.
Sustaining
NBC, from Hollywood .

This show properly belonged in

the NBC; “Best of All” series qn

Monday nights when music from

major filmusicals is Spotlighted.

“Tribute To. Sigmund Romberg”

was a musical salute to one of the

great showtune writers and tied

in with the' upcoming Metro hippie

of Romberg. "Deep In My Heart.”

In fact the music on the show was
taken from the upcoming RCA
Victor album of that title, a set of

.his top numbers which Romberg
batoned shortly before his death a

few years ago,.

From the Coast, Oscar Hammer-
stein 2d, a collaborator with Rom-
berg on several show scores, gave
the highlights, of the composer’s
carder in: between the musical se-

lections, Hammerstein told of

Romberg’s association with the

Shuberts. for whom he wrote 40 Of
liis‘ 79 shows, of Romberg’s meet-
ing With Lillian Harris, later to be

his wife, and of sundry other anec-

dotes about his life. Ed Herlihy
handled the song introes in an
ebullient manner, Herrri.

McN.eiU with couple of . inter-

views.

All in all, it was the kind of

breezy "let’s not take ourselves too

seriously” highjinks that has kept
McNeill working steadily at his

trade for more than two decades.

And there aren’t many other radio

headliners who can make that

boast these days. Dave.

says thank you
for another

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY

At the start of my 10th year

in New York, I want to ex-

press my gratitude to the

following for their confi-

dence, judgment and faith

that helped to make the past

year my most successful one ,

PATRICIA ALLEN
MICKEY ALPERT

CHARLES BASCH
ROBERT BELL
JOHNSON BRISCOE
HENRY C. BROWN

PHIL CAMERATJ
ROBERT CHAMPLAIN
ANDREW CHRISTIAN
RICHARD CLEMMER
REX COSTON

SAMUEL DATLOWE
HENRY DENKER
DON DEVORE
MAURA DOONAR
SHERMAN H. DRYER

HERMAN ENGLE

NORMAN FELTON
BOB FOSHKO
JOHN FRANK
BRAD FRANKLIN
RALPH BELL FULLER

DALE GARRICK
MEL GOODMAN
PAUL GUMBINER

MARY HARRIS
DON HASTIE
ROBERT HODGES
ROLAND HOWE, JR.

FRANK HUBER
JACK HURDLE

ERIC JENSSEN

WILLIAM KALAND
PETER KEANE
CHARLES KINNEY
HECKY KRASNOW

PERRY LAFFERTY
MITCHELL LEIGH

DAN LEVIN
SIDNEY LUMET
ARLENE LUNNY

KAY MacMAHON
ROBERT DALE MARTIN
LUCILLE MASON
TED MILLS
WILLIAM MOGLE
JOE MORONE
JACK MURPHY
PAT MURPHY

MERRI NORTHRUP

AL PALLADINO
TONY PAN
STANLEY POSS

DORIS QUINLAN

MAX RICHARD
BOB ROMM
MARVIN ROTHENBERG
JACK RUBIN
SHOLOM RUBINSTEIN
WALTER RUCHERSBERG
RUDY RUDERMAN
HARRY RUDDER

FRANCES SCOTT
DORIS SHARP
JOEL SPECTOR
E. J. SPIRO
LELA SWIFT

ROBERT E. TAYLOR
ETHEL TER|tY
JEAN THOMAS
GEORGE TOMPKINS

ROGER WADE
TOM WARD
ANITA WASSERMAN
AMANDA WEBSTER
FRED WEIHE
HERBERT WOLF

30th ANNIVERSARY SHOW -

With Eddie QaUaher, Wally Ol-

sen’s Orch, others
Producer-director: Bob McKinsey
Writers: -Charles Sarjeaht, Jim

. Bormann, McKinsey
8$ Mins.: Thurs. (21), 7:30 p.m.

WCCO» Minneapolis
If any station is entitled to toot

its own horn, WCCO radio surely

qualifies. .In public service, top-;

notch promoti extensive pro-

ducing of its own high quality

shows and .
all-ai'ound; .excellent

programming, it always has been

among the preeminent; Moreover,

refusing to allow video to push it

into the background, it still con-

tinues to be an airwave power and
topper. So that this 30th anni-

versary, show, a salute to itself, and
to radio generally, seemed entirely

apropos and. not in the slightest

immodest.
Unfailingly, WCCO’s own pro-

duced shows are sterling examples
of topdrawer scripting, producing
and direction and this birthday
program, reflecting its staff’s

skills, didn’t let dialers down.
While 85 minutes is a considerable
amount of time to sustain, the feat

was accomplished with a well con-

cocted spread, of song, music, com-
edy and interesting peeks, into a.

lively and eventful past.

.Reconstructing slices of popu-
lar yesteryear shows and recalling

some of the station’s outstanding
public services as the Northwest’s
“good - neighbor” and

.

friend, as

Well as reanimating historical

events which its broadcasts : brought
into more vivid

.
perspective, for

the community, the birthday cele-

bration provided much engrossing
nostalgia.

Reminiscently, WCCO assem-.
bled a number of Oldtime favorite

performers to participate in the.

show’s live portions, recalling their

earlyrday contributions that helped
popularize the station. Transcrip-
tions did the rest in reconstruct-
ing the past and tracing the . sta-

tion’s history and growth. AH
made for an impressive presenta-
tion.

Eddie Gallaher, one of the sta-

tion’s first leading personalities

and now :

a WTOP, Washington,
D. C,, staffer, was brought back to.

emcee and he turned in a smooth
narrator job. Some of the other
oldtime performers present in the
flesh were Cedric Adams, Bob De-
Haven and Halsey Hall (still

WCCO staffers) and Jerry Harring-
ton, the Wheaties Quartet, Selma
Erickson, Betty Brewer and Herb
Paul. There were telegraphed
tributes from neighboring states’

governors and Minnesota governor
C. E, Anderson took the mike to.

toss bouquets. Speaking for his.

own “friendly competitor,” KSTP,
and other stations; Stan Hubbard
also was on hand to remi isce and.
hand out praises. Rees.

McMAHAN’S AND WADE’S

PRACTICAL TV MANUALS

CBS won’t contest in any way the decision of its 10-man continuity

department to use the new Writers Guild of America as its bargai ing.

agent.. The web legal and labor relations staffers will recognize th

power of WGA, at least until next spring when the now defunct

Television Writers of America control of continuity at the network

would have ended. .......

The current friendliness between CBS and WGA isn’t shared, ironic-

ally, by all members of the continuity staff. That group, shepherded

by few diehard TWAer?, didn’t sign with WGA until last week
when the Newspaper Guild failed in an Effort to test its. supremacy.-

There are still continuity writers at CBS who haven’t yet indicated
‘

allegiance with WGA. One explained that, when he does sign it will

only be, what with the majority wish, because he has no other choice.

Haydn Evans, general manager of WBAY-TV in Grefen Bay, Wis.,

Was in Manhattan last week seeking professional counsel on whether
to establish a cooking program. The verdict was unanimously negative.

Seems that many tele'casters are. convinced
.
that a cooking program

is strictly a “first year on the air” item, and not a lasting, staple

for local Video.

. ^
WBAY-TV is currently sold out in .prime time, with more prograi

knocking on the door than time to accommodate them. Station

grossing ovrir $75,00(1 monthly; Says Evans: “We are lucky in ha vi rig

channel 2, which creeps along the ground, so that we deliver . a good
signal in the remote upper Michigan area' which will perhaps never
have a television: station of its own. This gives us ian added potential

audience of around .200,000.”

WRAY is owned by the St. Norber.tine Fathers, White-robed V.dcr

originally from Belgium, Green, Bay having many Belgians along with.

S\yiss and Germans in its population,

WRCA-TV’s (ex-WNBT) widely-acclaimed educational feature pro-

duced With Princeton U. is expected to go network on NBC-TV shortly

after first of year, under title "Princeton ’55.” Series will be extension
of “Princeton ’54” series which , was presented earlier this year, and
which, starts repeat via kines this Sunday (31) on WRCA-TV. Network
series will- be. locally produced, with Harry, Olesker who produced
“Princeton ’54” and James Elson, director, handling same assignments.
Dick Pack, who \yas exec producer of original series and conceived the

program, is now national program manager for Westinghbuse Broad-
casting Co. Although it received kudos as an outstanding educational
tv’er, Princeton prbgram were produced on small budgets.;

•

The screening committee, of Television Advertising Bureau will pow-
wow Nov 4 to decide on the organizatioh’s chief administrative exec;

according to latest reports. The matter of a topper for TVB has boo
pending for the past few months since nArTB. members merged with
indie tele operators to form the new sales promotion unit. The com-
mittee having -the filial sayso. includes Clair McCullough, Campbell
Arnoux and Roger Clipp.

Dotty Mack; the WCPO-TV; Cincinnati, pantomimist who’s been
miming records locally and on the DuMont and ABC networks for

the past five years, has finally made one of her own, She .cut her first

disk a couple of weeks ago, a number titled “Loaded With Love.”
Other side is sung by Bob Braun, another pantomimist on her show.
Miss Mack, who’s never taken singing lessons, claims that, through
her panto work she’s, learned the proper phrasing and breatliirig

technique?.

CBS-TV’
.
“Wiriky Dink & You” ( Saturday and Sunday morn-

ings) went into its second year after, notching a sale of 1,250,000 kits

for the inaiden twelvemonth, according to the web’s calculators. Kids
use the- kits in drawing pictures on the face of their telescreens. CBS
regards the two-pronged program and kit package as among its top

merchandising efforts. Stanza is a, joint effort with Barry, .Enright
& Friendly. Jack Barry is host.

Richard »F. Hess, research director of: CBS Radio spot sales, has
started distribution of the latest edition of its Market Book to 14

repped stations, all SS account ejeecs and other key personnel. The
book, pushed as the most detailed of its kind to date, is a 21-section,
157-page work featuring major-city media info for each market cov-
ered, including base rates for radio and tv stations and newspapers.

Two practical television manuals
have just been published by Hast-
ings House, as part of its “com-
munication arts books” and both
should prove worthy i textbooks.
Both are by pros and give the low-
d£wn on their respective, subjects.

Harry Wayne McMahan, authored
“The Television -Commercial,”
which is subtitled “How to Create
and Produce Effective TV Adver-
tising,” and that about tells it. He’s
a Vet in the medium, a frequent
speaker at Ad Clubs the country
over ancf recently joined McCann-
Erickson as veepee and member
of the copy plans board in charge
of telecommercials.

:
Robert J. Wade’s “Staging: TV

Programs arid “’Commercials” is in
the same idiom and it, trio, tells its

purpose in the subtitle; "How to
Plan arid Execute Sets, Prqps arid

Product! Facilities.” He is an
NBC-TV vet, ’ black-and-white
arid color, with a flock of imprest
sive top shows credits;- He au-
thored: “Designing for TV” pre-
viously. Fred Coe did the fore-
word, Both are generously

,
illus-

trated. McMahan’s . book; is a $5
item; Wade’s $6.50, and both a
good money’s worth for the pur-
pose intended. Abel.

Albany Radio Cellist

Joins Monk Order at 69
Albany, Oct. 26.

John Trdmbini, Albany concert
cellist, featured on WGY in the
Schenectady station’s

- pioneer days,
bnd later a member of the ‘'musical

staff at WOKO, lias joined a Fran-
ciscan order at the age of 69.

.
He is studying to become a lay

brother at the St. Francis Seraphic
Seminary in Lowell, Mass.

CBS-TV Affiliates Advisory Board, in New York last week for semi-
annual meet chaired by Glenn Marshall Jr., chose the following as

regional reps: Marshall, g.m, of WMBR-TV, Jacksonville; E. K. Jolt,

v.p., and director, WMAR-TV, Baltimore; James C. Hanrahan, v.p.-g.m:,
WEWS-TV,' Cleveland; Clyde W. Rembert, g.m., KRLD-TV, Dallas;
Philip G. Lasky, g.m., KPIX, San Francisco, arid Owen L. Saddler,
v.p.-g.m., KM.TV, Omaha.

Neil Schaffner and his wife Caroline have operated a tent repertory
company for .30 years in the villages and towns of nrirthwesterri Mis-
souri and lower. Iowa, Earlier this year ^the Ford Foundation sent, a

crew to ..Perry, Mo., to sperid a week photographing the operation in

full <fletail. This “Tobie” troupe will be an insert in “.Omnibus” Oct. 31.

A brother Of Neil Schaffrier operates an advertising agency in New
Haven; Cpriri., under his own name, Claude Schaffner.
.—7^ -
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WDWS IS FOR THE BIRDS

Influx of Starlings Inspires Series
of SOS Programs

Champaigri, 111., Odt. 26.

WDW.S, the News-Gazette station
here, put -radio to a new use last
week, With the town literally

swamped with a seasonal influx of
starlings, WDWS manager Larry
Stewart offered 15 rainutes each
afternoon to air a special starling
SOS prbgram.
The public ;service program

worked but like this; the local po-
lice captured one of the birds and
the U of Illinois . engineering de-
partment then taped what the
ornithologists said was legit star-
ling distress call. The tape was
aired via WDWS, with the local
citizenry instructed to take their
portable radios out under the trees
and turn them up full blast. The
theory behind it all. is that when
the biirds heard the cry of alarm
they would take off to parts south,
No one js exactly- sure how many

starling? were scared away by the
screeching programs, but they cer-
tainly,made the local, dogs howl.

TEXACO STAR THEATRE
SATURDAY NISHT—NJ.C.

Mgt.i william Morris Agancy

SPECIAL WEEKLY

FROM $19.00
TRANSIENT ROOMS ALSO AVAILABL

HOTEL

’ A
.houl W W Madiion Av*.& 55 !

Ralph Hamrick, Mgr* • Now York City
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Television Reviews
Continued from page Z&

in what purported to be a takeoff

on life among the gangsters..

Carson is an amiable personality.

Period. It is possible that some
stronger ammunition along with
diminution in stock mugging
would better fortify any claims he

has in the tv buffoon stakes. .
The

emotional skill of Miss Trevor as

a film player is one thing and fit-

ting her into a tv comedy scheme
is quite another. Last Friday (22) in

hCr live debut she was clearly out
of her. elejnsnt as a. fareeuse. It

was unfaii' and unfortunate spot-

ting for a pretender who’s deft in:

serious roles. Cortez was his w.k.

self as Cortez, the. menace of hu
dreds of celluloiders; a bit tongue-,

in-cheekish, perhaps, but that

seemed right for the nutty capers,

that strove valiantly to hit the

In the absence of a picture for

good part of the time, an ap-

praisal of the action on a continu-

ous basis is of course not possible..

Just the. same, the forepart she-

nanigans came out : as lowercase
comedies that strained for its

laughs, and,the “radio” portions of

the last 15 minutes were, something
less than inspiring as text. Maybe
the 8 o’clock kiddie set got a belt

out of the doings. Trail.

STU ERWIN SHOW
With June Collyer, June Sheila

Janies^ Alan Reed Jr., Willie
Best

Producer: Hal Roach Jr.

Director: Howard Bretherton
Writer: Nathaniel Curtis
30 Mins.; Wed., 8:30 p.m.
L1GGET & MYERS
ABC-TV, from Hollywood (film)

(Cunningham, & Walsh)
Ligget U Myers,, which dropped

its Chesterfield sponsorship of the
Wednesday 8-9 p.m, Arthur God-
frey show over CBS-TV last win-
ter; is now bucking the redhead
with the “Stu Erwin” show. To-
bacco firm is represented in the
8:30-9 p.m. slot over ABC-TV.
Time element has bonanza pros-
pects in. that it follows the hour-
long" “Disneyland” show, which
bows over the net- tonight (Wed;).
Judging by last Wednesday's (20)

preeiri, the “Erwin” series has
enough stock ingredients to hold
on to “Disneyland” viewers. It’s

lightweight fare, with opener run-
of-the-mill for a situation fai ily

comedy. Stu Erwin and his .. wife
June pollyer, who head cast, have
an ingratiating quality that’s a
definite audience pleaser. With
Erwin as foil, initialer resorted to
a number of vintage slapstick bits

that weren’t to scripter Nathaniel
Curtis’ credit.

Kickoff story was one. that’s
been getting a lot of play this sea-
son on similar tv shows. Yarn re-
volved around Erwin’s efforts to
feminize his 13-year old tomboy
daughter. He and his wife force
the teenager to attend a party, with
juve winding up with a boyfriend
and Erwin pulling the nervous
father routine waiting for her to
get home from, her first date. Pro-

gram made ior okay family enter-

tainment.
*

The Erwins were pleasant, while
June Sheila \James handled the
daughter role nicely. Alan Reed
Jr. was good 4s the boyfriend. As
a handyman around the Erwin
home, Willie Best offers some
comic relief,

Commercials for L&M cigaret
were handled proficiently, with Er-
win and his wife pitching in oh
windup plug. Jess.

i

MERRY MAILMAN PARTY
With Ray Heatherton, Lena Horne,

Paulist Choir, Robert Pres-
ton, Gloria , DeHaven, Kim
Hunter, Buff Cobb, Lanny Ross,
Maxine Sullivan, Joey Adams,
Douglas 'Choraliers, Lyle Van, AI
Kelly, JVIaria Riva, Denise Dar-
cel, Martha Wright, others

Producer-Director: Sandy Howard
105 Mins,, Fri. (22), 5 p.m.
WOR-TV, N.Y.

: Ray Heatherton, alias the “Mer-
ry Mailman,” is celebrating his

fifth anrii on video for New York
j lives, and it’s also time for United
Cerebral pqlsy to make its big
annual drive, so WOR-TV decided
to espouse both events in what
they say. was the first telethon for
children.
Because there was as much of a

need for coin as there was. for cel-

ebration, concessions were made to

the adults. There were a lot of
people and things to jam into an
hour and 45 .

minutes—too many
and too. much for the regular
“Merry Mailman’* viewership to
grasp in entirety.. Still the grown-
ups never seemed to be around for;

fob long a time, and there were
.enough hangup moments for juves
interspersed, so that kiddie tele-

thon angle -asn’t lost in the
shuffle.
Tot turns were colorful and

easily understood. Among those
seen was a bright five or six-min-
ute bit with a fast-talking presti-
digitator

;
who...made animals, hats

and flowers out of balloons. Later
on there was Bob Silver and his
trick dog and horse. They were
just right for small fry too. A
group of Negro schoolchildren,
billed as the Douglas Choraliefs,
were included, it seemed, only to
make; sure that there were some
kid performers on tap.
Among the performers Caught

were Joey Adams and Al .Kelly.
WOR newsgabbfer Lyle Van and
Burt Lancaster (via film clip) did
a UCP commercial. Though pro-
ducer Sandy Howard made an ef-

fort to tie these show bizzers into
the juve one-shot showcase, via
cross-gab with a familiar “MM”
puppet, if they received any kind
oL appreciation it was from par-
ents. The station extended "MM.”
:by art: hour for' this special just to
accommodate the glittering guest
queue, but whether they all showed
is something else again.
“Merry Mailman Party for

United Cerebral Palsy” (its full
monicker) . was a great service, in
more than one respect. The* im-

Rep'ctented by

M EE K E R TV, Inc.
NEW v O 0

. K c n ' ; A G O '
L.d S A N G E . t , -AN ^ 4 N C . H C O

pression is that children are most
in jieed of UGP, and what better
place to bFin& that home than via

a kid stanza? Furthermore, the
WOR-TV casing was an intentional
preamble to the much longer tele-

thon via rival WABC-TV the fol-

lowing night (23). Art.

MR. SHOWBUSINESS
With Jack Arthur, Robert Christie,

Sheila Billing, Alan and Blanche
Lund, dancers (8), Howard Cable

• Orch and Chorus, Elwqod Glover,
announcer

Producer: Peter Macfarlane
30 Mins., Mon., 9:30 p.m.
BORDEN
CBC-TV, from Toronto

(Young & Rubicairi)
A show titled “Mr. Showbusi-

ness” and advance-billed as the life

and times of a show biz great
suggests an extravagant production
with a super wallop; Instead, the
teeoff stanza of the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp.’s Series oil the
life of Jack Arthur was. pleasant,
effective, interesting and, at times,
dull. It’s possible the series will
develop color, faster pace and
better coordination as the story
gets into Arthur’s experiences on
a Mississippi showboat, as pit band
batoner and as producer of stage
musicals.. The equipment is there;
Howard Cable’s band and chorus
(neither appeared on screen) were
more than capable of handling
musical backgrounding; the danc-
ers, four males and four femmes
trained by socko terpsers Alan and
Blanche Lurid, were standout, and
the unbilled supporting, players (no
credits were shown or spoken kt
any time in the show, appeared com-
petent for - heavier work. Besides
an evident preem nervousness on
the part of the cast, the weakness
lay in the uninspired overall pro-
duction which permitted lags;
missed cues, dragging pace and
lack of spark.

Opener of “Mr. Jjfhowbusiness”
series had Jack Arthur mulling
his career with a girl called Judy,
played by Sheila Billing whose sole
chore, was to register admiration
and aspiration. The entertainment
came in the flashbacks:, Arthur as
a nine-year-old working with Harry
Lauder before he was knighted
and when he was a coal miner who
got time off to tour the halls; one-
time artist Jessie McLaiighlin surg-
ing “Comini Through the Rye,”
dancers and cast in three cficko
production numbers.
Show used. characterization

rather than an aping of Lauder
who was shown only from behind
arid speaking only a sullen “Aye!”

1

as young Arthur quizzed him.
Arthur as a juve violinist didn’t
perform, just appeared with fiddle.
Robert Christie -got little opportu-
nity to show his thesping ability
as Arthur’s modern-day stage-
mariager. A male announced as
Johnny Moreland was the sole,
inexplicable entry in the present-
day sequences, doing a so-so song-
dance number to “Knock On
Wood.” The entire stanza was set
in Scotland and films of Scottish
scenery were inserted; as Arthur
reminisced on his youth. Closer
had Arthur amble 'Off screen alone
after being gifted with a heather
sprig from friends in Scotland.
.< Camera work was static and un-
imaginative. Commercials were
lively, handled by Elwood Glover.

Gorm.

U OF MICHIGAN HOUR
With Dr. William C. Morse, Dr.

Janies H. Zumberge, others
Producer-Director: Hazen Schu-
macher

Editor: Robert Newman
60 Mins., Sun., 1 p.m.
Sustaining
WWJ-TV, Detroit
When; the current production of

the U. of Michigan Television Hour
is compared with the pioneering
effort five years ago, the difference
is like that between radio arid tv-.

Five years ago, these telecourses
were Tittle more than radio with
a picture. The professors stood
immobile, for the most part, and
lectured. Now they are mobile
actors with' all sorts of props and
sets within sets to get their points
across more effectively. It adds up
to top quality adult education
video.

Dr. William C. Morse, Conductor-
of a 15-week course on “The Teen-
Ager: A Study of Adolescent Be-
havior,” was unusually^effective in
his presentation. The associate pror
fessor of educational psychology
had broken his subject down into
easily understood essentials, some
of which were illustrated by stu-
dents portraying teenagers ‘who
acted out scenes ably.

Some of the problems discussed
Were adult conceptions of teen-
agers which quite often make so-
lutions more difficult, family
adjustments necessary when chil-
dren reach teen age, arid ways of
helping young teenage girls over-

. CContjnue&pA 3.9)
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Tele Follow-Up Comment
Television Is merely confirming

what Broadway is finding out the

hard way—-that oldstyle musical

comedies with, corny books aren’t

Worth reviving. Striking example

was that of the “Colgate Comedy
Hour’s presentation NBC-TV
Sunday (24) of the Howard Dietz-

Arthur Schwartz 1934 Broadway
musical, “Revenge With Music.”

Despite the presence of three name,

comics in the extraTarge cast; of

a smooth production with engag-

ing dance numbers, and of a score

with standout tunes as good now
as then, show was a flop because

of its creaky book; Not even- the
combined, comic talents of Harpo
Marx, Edward EVerett Horton and
Jerry Colonna could save it;

Yarn about a storybook Cali-

fornia in 1812 started pleasantly
enough, for what promised to be
a breezy, buoyant . musical. Then
after thetopening dance; the story
got going, with Its ridiculous situa-
tions and cprriy gags, and the level
sunk, never to be regained.

It was pleasant to hear such
tunes again as “You and the Night
and the Music,” “You’re Never
Lonely” and “If There Is Some-
one Lovelier Than You;” Especially
when as attractively sung by Anna
•Maria Alberghetti and Ray Middle-
ton.

It was also good to see Harpo
Marx again, up to his old skirt-

chasing tricks, with, his mute live-

liness, his horn, whistle arid lifted
leg. His seriouis performance on
the harp was a lovely interlude,
and . an, artistic bit, in. a scene,
incidentally, .beautifully photog-
raphed. But his role as a harum-
scarum governor Was forced, as Was
Horton’s as his secretary-minister
and Colonna as a local mayor. Hor-
ton gave a smooth performance
that lent his silly role some stature.
Colonna was pleasant, and in orie
number—“That Fellow, Manuelo”
—-stood out.

Nations International School in
Flushing, L.I. The Native Dancer
segment, directed by Don Hewitt,
was a thoroughly interesting ses-

sion, remoted from the stables at

theifarm. Sagamore trainers traced
the genealogy of the thoroughbred
in ' general and Native Dancer i

particular, gave the, highlights of

the Dancer’s career (including a
film clip on his performance in
the Metropolitan Handicap with
Eric Gueriri on top) and Guerin
•himself riding him for the camera;

The Funt interviews 'With' the UN
kids was an amusing and at times.,
hope-inspiring

.
session. Amusing

because Funt has a Way with kids
thalj brings them but at their fun-
niest, and hope-inspiring because
if showed that at least the chil-
dren of these many , nations have
learried to live together. Chan.

With Pearl Bailey, Robert Mer-
rill arid Carol Haney supplying the
foundation for the show, “Toast of
the Town” {Sunday night (24) was
a solidly based stanza in a straight
vaudeo format. Perhaps the only
thing out of the way on this hour
was Ed Sullivan’s surprise kudo to
Walter Winchell for inventing the
WOrd “phfft,” in his plug for the
Columbia picture by the same
name. As is becoming usual on
'Toast,” there were several other
pic plugs, including orie very frank
ciiffo for Metro’s “Beau BrummeU’*
and another one for Paramount’s
“White Christmas.”

Stanza opened brightly with, a
jazz:opera challenge routine iby
Miss Bailey and Merrill. As a
switch, the operatic Merrill deliv-
ered a somewhat swinging version,
of “Honeysuckle Rose” while Miss
Bailey did a; • takeoff on an aria
from “Carmen;” which, of . .course,
added up to another pic piug for
“Carmen Jories” in 'which sh
stars.. Merrill also delivered a
“Pagliacci” aria and “You’ll Never
Walk Alone,”: while Miss Bailey
later came back to do her trade-
marked “I’m Tired” number.

Iloria Massey was decorative as
a titled lady, and showed a neat
sense of humor. If the story had
carried weight through most of
the musical, it would surely have
gone to pot completely at the end,
when the yarn, degenerated into
a free-for-all as townsmen fought
with the military, and the; stage
became a shambles. There was
little reason for the fracas, and
it Offered less entertainment.

Bron.

Creation of a repertory company—one of “Omnibus’ ” projects this
season—-necessarily also entails the
establishment of a repertory. This
detail apparently came in for only
minor attention from the Ford
Foundation Radio-TV Workshop*
for the company’s bow on the CBS-
TV shOwcaser Sunday (24) involved
handsome staging! good , acting and
costuming but two rather dull
dramatic, entries.

One was Anatole France’s famil-
iar farce, “The Man Who Married
a Dumb Wife,” while the other was
a folk tale, “The Man With the
Diamond.” Latter, a Frank Gilroy
original, served a's the program’s
opener; A story about a <man who
comes into a small town to help
the good and hurt the evil via a
magic diamond, was presumably
supposed to be symbolic, but the
only theme it suggested was that
good is good and evil is evil. Not
an exciting vehicle, although well
enacted by the cast, headed by
Zachary Scott.

“Man” was less unfortunate a
choice, but the attempt to use it

for the entire closing; half-hour,
was an unwise . one. Tad Daniel-
ewski’s direction, based apparently
on this decision, was sluggish, ana
the piece never took on life except
for a few moments; when Nina Tal-
bot’s unloosened tongue dominated
the proceedings. Long versions of
the farce have been done, of
course, but by adapting the original
France and adding to it; in this
case, it wasThe France one-acter
unblemished!* but it ran off too
slowly to make the effort worth-
while. Scott again was good, and
Miss Talbot, when she started a
talking streak, was ideal. Rest of
the company, comprising Fred
Wayne, James Millhollin, Carl
Harms, Ralph Hertz, Peggy McCay,
Lee Richardson, Jacques Aubuchon,
James Green, LeRoi Operti, Lewis
Scholle, Judith Tutaeff and Faith
Burwell, were all good in support
in both dramas.

Other elements In Volume II of
the current. “Omnibus” were a live
visit to Sagamore Farm in Mary-
land for a look at Native Dancer,
and a filmed trip with Alan (Can-’

1 did .Camera) Fqnt to the United

Carol Haney was spotted i

other fine sbng-and-dance
quence, “Mamie Is Mimi,” on a
Gallic theme. The - legit musical
star from “Pajama Game” was
ably assisted by two male dancers
in a snappy production that show-
cased the star’s talent for^eccentric
comedy hoofing. Maybe it wasn’t
planned that way, but the girl
dancers from the Greenwich Vil-
lage, N. Y., legit musical, "I Feel
Wonderful,” seemed like a half-
dozen Carol Haneys in their re-
prise of a Charleston dance scene
from the !show. A lesser, bit on the
show was a carbon of Miss Bailey
by Tobey Anderson, a WAVE who
pantomimes to disks.

After the Vivian & Tassy jug-
gling team executed s'ome fancy
stunts, The' Treniers, Negro sextet,-
scored with a rousing closer for
the show in a couple of slam-bang
rhythm numbers. Herm.

Eileen BARTON
Opening

NOVEMBER 2

M0CAMB0, Hollywood
William Morris Agtncy

AUTO SALESMEN
WANTED

To soil tho only “Flair Fashion" tar

of '55. Salary, ission, end

bonus. If you. havo no oxporionco

call anyway.-; Wo • will train, you..

Quoono mon proforrld.

Mr. Harold Oak, OL 8-9200

EVERY DAY-

ON EVERY CHANNEL

COSTUMES
.rtr-MOOIWntl
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light and every Wednesday,

Disney’s «sure-fire appeal

ill draw millions to ABC
‘‘Disneyland” wraps up in one bright, shiny package all the showmanship,

imagination, and fabulous drawing-power (pun intended) that put

Disney on top' of the entertainment world* And there is no age limit

to his unique appeal. The three canny sponsors (American Motors,

Derby Foods, and the American Dairy Association) are well aware of this.

Through this delightful show, they’ll make firm friends with the whole

family. And so, of course, will ABC.

You're in smart company on

AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY
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IN NEW YORK CITY
Jerry Franken, sales chief of the Lester Lewis packaging Office

' (he’s also co-producer of NBC-TV’s "Greatest Moments In Sports”)

rushed to Doctors Hospital last week for emergency appendectomy
CBS Radio visitors here last week included Frank McLatchy, sales

mgr. of KSL, Salt Lake City; William Shaw, g.m. of KNX and Co-

lumbia Pacific Radio web, with sales mgr. Bert West; Arthur Hull

Hayes, v.p. of web’s Frisco office. With Jules Dundee, ad and sales

director of KCBS there .. . WRCA’s Steve White and Bill Berns out-

of-tow ing last week on audience survey Bill Leonard missed his

WCBS "This Is N.Y.” program last week on a flu rap, making it the

first absence in his nine years at station . Mark down Claude Calli-

son (WRCA and tv) and Joyce Dance (Warwick & Legler) for a Nov. 4

marriage . . John Karol, CBS sales v.p;, speaking today (Wed.) at

Boston radio-tv ad execs club , . . Given Mahle added tO WRCA and
WRCA-TV traffic dept. ! WCBS’ Lanny Ross sings with St. Paul
Symphony on Nov. 3 , . Georgie . Price paired with author Laura Z.

Hobson on Monday (25) on
.
CBS' “Make Up Your Mind," playing host,

to Mia Slavenska, Frank Gifford, Dr. Norman Vincent Peale, Caleb
Hammond and Alice Pearce WRCA director Bill Malcolm vaca-

tioning on Long Island . Vincent Meade named WCBS account
exec Theresa Lewis to Young & Rubicam as; story ed of radio-tv

dept. . . Harry D. Goodwin has resigned as general manager, of WVNJ
in Newark, a .post

.
he's occupied since the Newark News purchased

tiie station last November. lie joined the News in 1948 as. manager
of WNJR, then owned by the paper . . Bill Castle now spelling Gene
Stuart on Sundays in the latter’s all-night WABC deejay stint .

Lee Cooley, director of Perry .Como’s tv’er, named radio-tv chairman
of the N.Y. March pf Dimes 1955 drive.

Jack Lacy, longtime WINS gabber, got a new five-year contract from
manager Bob Leder . David Yarnell moved from WNEW’s- publicity

department to take up as administrative assistant under Bill Kaland’s.
aegis in prograriiming at the indie . . Sky Coach Airlines and Old
Gold have become new underwriters in WLIB’s Negro program block.

Ip the meantime, Tip top Bread expanded its announcement sked .. .

George Ball became father of a girl, Rahdi Ellen, Oct. 18 . WOV has
fixed up. the studio booth at Harlem’s Palm Cafe . . . Dick Pack, national
program chief for Westinghoiise Broadcasting CO. planes to West Coast,
today (Wed.) for first i look and listen to WBC stations there—KPIX
(TV) in San Francisco, and KEX (AM) in Portland.

IN CHICAGO
Frank McGivern exited his WBKB sales berth for veepee and ad

manager stripes at the KeKo Corp. . . . Dick Faulkner switched from
WMAQ sales to George Diefenderfer’s Chi NBC sales force. Bob
Loeber moved up from the WMAQ ad-promotion staff to fill the local

sales opening Eileen Mack departed her WCFL publicity and
femme gabber berth with Beity Mattson taking over her morning
airer . . , Evelyn Vander Ploeg, ex-Schwimmer & Scott, new timebuyer
at the Meyerhoff agency . . Chi NBC’s news s^aff covering a 14-state

area for the network next Tuesday night (2). Alex Dreier will gab
the midwest web inserts , . . Don McNeill and "Breakfast Club” gang
Will originate the ABC morning simulcast from the Hotel New Yorker’s
Terrace Room next Week . . Wilson & Co. bankrolling six i5-minUte
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Continued from page 29.

sex, during the watching hours, for
youngsters (4 to 10 p.m.), they were
reminded that large numbers of
adults also watch tVcTuring those
hours, and what is a station sup-
posed to do about that vast audi-
ence of grownups? No member of
the Senate Committee team offered
a. solution for that dilemma.
When Enid. Love, assistant direc-

tor Of school broadcasting for the
British Broadcasting Corp., told
how careful BBC was about the
kind of programs offered for chil-
dren, she. added voluntarily: "But
I must stress that no one in Britain,
has ever seriously contended that
tv, Or. radio by itself, can either
cause or cure juvenile delinquency.
All available evidence suggests that
the major causes of these tragedies
are to be found in maladjustments,
insecurity or neglect at home.”
The Senate Committee took the

position that all mid cowboy films
in which there is shooting (which
should be : 10,0% of them) are. films
Of violence and therefore question-
able fare for junior if not, indeed,
downright harmful to hii This
view was. buffeted by umber of
witnesses Who. said youngsters take
such

. things with, a grain. of. salt,

recognize them as theatrical' en-
tertainment and nothing more,
and are not dragged down men-
tally and rhorally by thei

,
even

When the villains get killed,.

Roughest industry comeback Was
delivered by Robert H. Hinckley,
ABC veepee, He teed off on James

,V;. Bennett,, director of the Bureau
of Federal Prisons, who had recom-.
mended . a commission, appointed
by the President, to generally over-
see the calibre of tv programming.

.
"He suggests a kind of Watch and

Ward Society to scan the movies
and television,” said Hinckley, "If
such a group is established, it

should be to watch every medium
of communications, ft should, also
monitor the activities of public Of-
ficials, especially at the local levels
where the most graft is. You
should call it a Public Conscience.
Commission ‘ and it should even
hold up to scorn adults who try. to
get a traffic ticket fixed.” This
pretty well terminated further d Is*

cussi of censorship by govern-
ment commission.

segments weekly on Bill Evans eyeopener on WGN . . ... WMAQ-WNBQ
program director George Heinemann, WMAQ-WNBQ musical super-
visor Don. Marcotte and WNBQ music coordinator Larry Johnson to
judge vocal auditions for Sun-Times’ annual Harvest Moon Festival
slated for the Stadium Nov.' 20. Deejay Howard Miller and Sun-Times
columnist Irv Kupcinet will emcee the autumn Jamboree . . . Ed Joyce
added to the WBBM annouiicery . . Janet Kern, Chicago-Amerjcan
radio-tv editor, starts her fifth year On the daily next week . . . Johnny
Desmond, singer on ABC’s ^'Breakfast Club,” making series of campus
personal appearances.

IN WASHINGTON ... ,.>/ .*

Tom Taussig, who recently, ankled WTOP-CBS after three years as
tv program director, goes to Young & Rubicam in New York as account
rep . . . Judith Anderson due in this week to make pilot-films of Bible
readings at the Capital Film Studios . . . Motorola unveiled its new
19-inch color receiver at a party at studios of WTOP, a CBS affiliate,

coupled with showing of fthe NBC spectacular, "Follies of Suzy” . . .

William E. Linden Jr. has been promoted to director at WTOP-CBS . . .

Bob Reed, WRC-NBC "Timekeeper” trekked to Annapolis past week
to -highlight the U. S. Naval Academy’s football pep rally . . . Hecht
Co., town’s largest department store, has tied in with WGMS, capital’s

“Good music” station, in a unique promotion stunt to hypo interest in
store’s eight-day hi*fi-tv-orama « . . Wania McGinnis, former film coor-
dinator for WTOP-CBS, now a freelanze radio consultant, With chores
on the Edgar Bergen airer alSo On her agenda . Elinor Lee, WTOP
femmecaster, has added a mid-rhorning% show to her early morning
station chores.

IN CLEVELAND
'

Walfierg Brown, former NBC musical director here, inning special
disk show on WDOK . . . Ex-WSRS news editor Bob Engel doing news
for KFSD . . WGAR’s Reg Merridew ailing . . Wayne Mack doing
news for WJW . . Brooke Taylor subbing for newscaster Bob Lang
on WXEL’s Gray News George Jessel skedded as emcee for Press
Club-Nevvspaper Guild annual frolic . . Ohio Story which climbed
to fame over WTAM returning to outlet after switchover to WERE
and WGAR,. . . WNBK*s Bill McGaw and Don Rumbaugh in Chagrin'
Falls’ production “Mister Roberts” . . Mary Lou Barnum left

vNBC
for TV Guide F16 Roth doing Ballet Theater promotion

IN PHILADELPHIA
Ralph Brent, WIP sales director, addressed meeting of Ohio Assn,

of Radio .and Television Broadcasters (22) in Columbus ... Dr. Edward
Janosik^ assistant professor of political science at the U. of Pennsyl-
vania, will assist WIP staffUn analyzing Election returns (Nov. 2) . . .

Paul Taylor, KYW newscaster, acted as panelist at monthly meeting of
World Affairs Council (25) , y John Vandercook, ABC commentator,
originated nightly news broadcast from WFIL (26) ! John Franklin
KYW newscaster, is pressing for State legislation to make it illegal
to discard iceboxes without removing hinges or hooks to prevent child
suffocations . . Joe McCauley, featured disk jockey on WIP’s allhighter
"The Dawn Patrol,” switches to a morning show "Start the Day Right,”
Thanksgiving week, replacing Mac McGuire who gOes to KYW in., the
wakeup shakeup . Carl and Ralph Lopaitin, WPTZ news cameramen,
both were in auto crashes during Hurricane Hazel ahd both escaped
without injury , . WPTZ ’‘Television. Kitchen” presided oVer by Mrs,
Florence Hanford, clocked up fifth consecutive year; last week making
it the longest running continuously-sponsored program in local tele-
vision.

•

IN MINNEAPOLIS
WCCO-TV and Clellan Card. one of its ace personalities, have the

distinction here of Originating the first color telecast and being the
first local airwave star to appear on it, respectively. Station color
televised the regular black and white Card show, "Axel and His Dog,”
a smallfry program. Card also had been the first Twin. Cities’ per-
sonality ever to appear on a local black and white tv program. WCCO-
TV’s color camera is Upper Midwest’s only one, as far as is known . . .WCCO radio staged and hour and a half show Thursday night (21),
much of it nostalgic in nature, to Celebrate its 30th anniversary . .

Black Hills Broadcasting Co. t operating, two Rapid City, S. ’D. f radio
stations, seeking a tv station permit for the town . . After more
than 11 years with WTCN radio and tv here, disk jockey Jim Boysen
picking up stakes and trekking to Pacific coast where he’ll seek a video
connection . . WTCN-TY launched bingo ("marko”). game late Satur-
day night show with an auto supply house as sponsor and a tieup
with grocery stores that distribute the "marko” cards , . . WMIN-TV
and WTCN-TV combining the present annual cerebral palsy telethon
from Minneapolis State and St. Pa.iil Paramount theatres’ stages
Nov. 27. WCCO-TV carried it from the State here last year.

Saturday (23) on the “The Folliei
of Suzy” spec . , . Patricia Peardon
into a featured role on ABC-TV’
"The Mail Story” tomorrow
(Thurs.) . . , Shirley Eggleston into
a running part on CBS-TV’s "Val-
iant Lady” . . Marcel Hillaire
did a lead last night (Tues.) on
"Armstrong .Circle Theatre” . . .

Naomi Riordan into "Studio One”
Monday (1).

John Magiius, produced with
United Cerebral Palsy and formerly
of NBC, ABC and WGY in Schenec-
tady, is leaving- this week for a
news and sportscaster job at the
new Milwaukee outlet, WTVW .

WATV’s four-man property shop
just joined I.ATSE . ... Don MorroW
yesterday (Tues.) did the first
video commercial for. Emerson. It
marks the return of the firm—o.ut
of tv for the past four years. Mor-
row also did a'special three and a
half minute pitch for Lincoln-Mer-
cury Via WNBT’s Guy Lombardo
vidcast Fri. (22)..

Chicago
Everett Mitchell will emcee

NBC-TV’s telecast of the final
judging of the International Live
Stock Exposition Nov. 30. Allis-
Cha liners will lift the tab of the
hour-long show for the sixth
straight year ., . , WBXB news an-
alyst Austi Kiplinger addressed
the. Chicago Junior Assn, of Com-
merce monthly luncheon meeting
yesterday (Tues.) , Dinny Bruce
subbing for , honeymooning Lee
Phillip on her afternoon WBBM-
TV crqssboarder . . . John W. Tay-
lOr, exec director of WTTW, Chi’s
educational station, on the prowl
for a chief engineer . . . Jim Flem-
ing comes out next week to handle
the midwest cutins on .'NBC-TV’s.
election night coverage . . Saler-
no-McGowen

. Biscuit . sponsoring
Mel Bellairs’ ‘(What’s the' Answer”
Saturday nights on WBKB .

Clown Nicky Francis has returned
to the ABC-TV "Super Circus”
cast after recovering from a recent
operation . WNBQ hung the
SRO sign On its; local inserts on
NBC-TV’s "Tonight” with .Turner
Clothirjg and American Chicle
grabbing up the last.two availabili-
ties

Kansas City — Shelby Storck,
long prominent in radio and tv
here, is taking off from the local
scene to take over as a manager
of KETC, St. Louis educational tv
station on Channel 9.

New York
WRCA-TV’s Tex Antoine, oldest

continuously* sponsored weather-

caster in local tv, marks fifth anni
Nov, 5. Crossboarder has ‘ been
underwritten by Consolidated Edi-
son since Nov. 8, 1949 . . Ella
("Janet Dean”) Raines ‘ making
guest appearatices in behalf of
Damort Runyon. Cancer Fund . . .

Betty Sue Albert pacted for Syl-
vania commercial on "Beat the1

Clock” . . Jackie Robinson, Carl
Braun, Les McMitchell and Frank
Gifford to sub for Marty Glickman
on WRCA-TV’s "Junior Cham*
pions”. as Glickman ewers NCAA
basketball games . . Up from
Washington, Ron Cochran will take
over for Robert Trout on WCBS-
TV’s "News of the Night” (includ-
ing the' Saturday segment), but
Trout sticks with "6 O’clock Re-
port” plus his upped radio chores
. i . WRCA-TV sales mgr. Jay
Heitin to Frisco 'and L.A. fo.r IQ-
day biz. trip. Station’s "Guy Lom-
bardo Show” this Friday (29) will
feature guest Bibi Osterwald in her
w.k. "Casey Jones”

, , ,
Ten danc-

ing dolls bearing built-in music
boxes to pair off with live mop-
pets on WRCA-TWs "Children’s
HOur”

.
in ekt Sunday (31) . . . Frank

Ford into one of the production
numbers of NBC-TV’s"Hit Parade”
... Dean A.. Myers, Columbus Dis-
patch radio-TV ed, Into;New York
for a week of t*v interviews!

After a couple) of years based
thataway on West 57th St., CBS*
TV press Info moves to the re-

furbished fourth floor of 485 Mad-
ison Ave. hq. latter part of this
.week . •... It’ll be two top ad libbers
versus, each Other as Fred Allen
squares off with Steve Alleif on
latter’s. NBC-TV "Tonight” show
tomorrow (ThUrs!) .

:

. WCBS-TV
hosting luncheon on Friday (29)
honoring Dr. Frank C. Baxter, the
Shakespearean scholar, at Savoy
Plaza , General Mills . .and .its

"Lone. Ranger” looking ahead to
Feb. 12, 1955, when the Saturday
western series will extend tb a full
hour (one-shot) as an anniversary
gala on CBS-TV.

Attorney Morty Becker, of the
Jafle & Jaffe office is recuperating
at the New Canaart (Conn.) home
of scripter William Kendall Clark
after a setback following his dis-
charge from the hospital, where he
was treated for a severe cold and
general exhaustion.
Franklin Schaffner, alternate di-

rector of CBS-TV’s "Studio One,”
cited last week by alumni associa*
tion of Franklin Marshall College
(he’s class of ’42) for his "con-
tributions to television.” Award
was . a printed foolscap in a blue
leather binding . , . Arlene Francis-
fcmceed "Army Soldier Parade”
on ABC-TV gets trimmed to a half-
hour starting Sunday (31) in switch
from its. Wednesday full hour!
Show replaces "Dr. I. Q.” and is
for four weeks only since the new
Gpodson-Todman stanza is ear*
marked for the Sunday slot under
Revlbn auspices/
Tom Avera chalked up his 35th

Mar Liebmanv ir production last

EDITH DE LYS
VOICE TEACHER FOR
POPULAR SINGERS

DICK SHAWN
Stor of Max Llebman's

TV Spoctaciilari

$iudltt Excludvoly with

MADAM DE LYS
19 WEST 56th STREET
COlumbus '5-3077

Vll MIND YOUR STORE

!

Right-hand man to Show Biz Bxocu-
tivo; 20 yoars' ox|aarloncc In all

branches of. ontortalnmont world: mu-
sic, movlos, stage, radio and TV.
Writing, casting, creating. Currently
a story editor with mofbr movie com-
pany but would like chang*. Know
business procedures.
I can bo your Unlvac. Lata Thirties,
won't frighten children. Box V-2015,
Variety, 154 W. 44th St., New York 34.

For Sale-New Jersey
I .rm.

;

d«lux« rtn«h home, I'Y Undfcapid
vrit—llv. rn>., 14’ pUtur* wliidaw—randam
Mk paaiad fleer, flraplar*, full dining ratni.

20x20 tarrata, autdaar kltehan. 3 raama in

natural waad flnithaa, 2 air.tand. unite at-

aludad, > milt* , fram fiaarga Wgatiingtan
iridH. 440,000. Phana CLaitar -5-2460 ar

CL .0- 1505W,,; . .
- 7.
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television Reviews
Continued from pace 3ft

come bashfulness in meeting young

men. ^
The last half-hour reverted to a

considerable extent to the old

stand up lecture technique, using

few props*. The topic was “Our

Changing Earth: The Geology of

Michigan.”

Dr. James H. Zumberge, encum-
bered as he. necessarily was with
having to define strange geological
terminology which, described the
pre-ice age period that was the
subject of the lecture* did a rea-
sonably competent job. The use
of ' Classroom students” to asjc

questions might work to good
advantage here to stimulate in-
terest by cutting up the monolog
into more digestible segments. This
course will continue for seven
weeks.

Show is kinescoped in univer-
sity’s studios at Ann Arbor. It is

presented weekly at. 1 p.m. Sunday
over WWJ-TV, Detroit; and later
in .afternoon or in the week over
WJIM-TV, Lansing; WKZO-TV,
Kalamazoo; WWTV-Cadillac. and
WPAG-TV, Ann Arbor. Tew.

jig-type number to folk tune back-
ing. in a county fair, sequence, Up-
pacing of show would help it a lot.

Miss Harmer’s solo bits were all

in the. mood category. They in-

cluded items like “Man I Love”,
“ffey, There!” and a dragging in-

troduction to speedier chorus job
on “Of Thee I Sing.” Insertion of
one or two livelier arrangements
arid better staging would showcase
her okay pipes to much better ad-
vantage. Don Garrard's clicko;

bass-baritoning- of “I Got Plenty
Of Nuthin* ” arid drincer Don Gil-
lies’ presentatiori, with an unbilled
femme; of a routine to “Taking a
Chance on Love” lifted the show
nicely.; Recorded greetings from
Paul Whiteman were presented
during the show to “Showtime’s”
batoner, Howard Cable.

Future stanzas will have dance
team Alan 4nd Blanche Lund, and
announcer Herb May will alternate
with femme gabber Pat Patersori
on commercials; Gorm.

DANCE PARTY
With Joe Grady, Ed Hurst
Director: Dennis. Kane
40 Mins., Mon. 11:20 p.m.
ARTHUR MURRAY
WPTZ, Philadelphia
Joe Grady and Ed Hurst, long-

time pros with a large teenage
radio following, easily carried their
fans with them to their ‘sock Sat-
urday morning tv disk session. In
“Dance Party”, they make a pitch
for the 40-plussers, but stay on the
same sure ground. An engrossed
SRO studio audience sat content
to watch the Arthur Murray in-
structors and their student terpers.

'Dance Party” doesn't seem to
have the abandon of the matinee
crowd. The participants have more
purpose. A fast-stepping retired
oldster, queried by the diskers as
lie danced, explained that his so-
cial life was much improved, thanks
to Arthur Murray and his own high
regard for the samba. Another
student used the lessons as therapy
for her arthritis; Not all the danc-
ers iensed, however, were old and
halt, The

;
, staffers on the floor

were agile and proficient as they,
glided, about to the master of Tony
Simone at the organ console.
Dee

j

ay pair swing enough weight
to get the best in town—morning,
noon or midnight. Joni James
made the long trek from Sciolla’s
outlying, spot in North Philly. to
lip-sync “Mama, Don’t Cry at. My
Wedding. A restrained Jack, E.
Leonard (Celebrity Room) engaged
in 'some, hunor banter and insults
with the boys. Dave Appell and his
Applejacks (quartet), did a run
through on a brace of their record-
ed numbers. “Dance Party” isn’t
likely to have the all-out appeal of
team’s juve programs, since grown-
up loyalties are apt to be divided.
Show is best try for Arthur Mur-
ray studios on the local level.
Drawing power will depend in
large measure on Calibre of guests
and deejays can certainly swing
this feature.. Gagh.

WATV's 'Frolics' Coin
With the sale of time to Nestles

and TV Time Popcorn, WATV,
Newark, has expanded its “Junior
Frolics” juve stanza into an hour-
long program.
As of last Monday (25), the cas-

ing was lengthened from its origi-
nal 5 to 5:30 time up to 6 p.m.

MIDWEST B0W0UT
Cincinnati, Oct, 26.

Wendy Barrie's one-year con-
tract With the Tristate NetWork
was terminated last week, with
pay to the unexpired period end-
ing Dec; 31. Her one-hour parti-

cipating show, Monday through
Friday, originated at WHIO-TV,
Dayton, O., and spread to WKRC-
TV," Cincy,

,

and WTVN, Colurn-
bus, O.

In announcing that the actress

would he replaced by Don Wil-
liams, puppeteer and ventriloquist.

Who . was her co-emcee, will take
oyer the chief role; U. A. Latham,
WKRC-TV general manager, said
“as long as we were not going to

renew the contract, We decided to

end it.”

Williams is supported by Bar-
bara Rettig, Jeff Carter and an
orchestra.

Turns is shopping around the

various tv networks forji full hour
of : Christmas Day time for a spe-

cial holiday showL
Same sponsor did a Xriias special

last year and it’s recalled that the

Turns commercials (with Basil

Rathbone doing the sell) practical-
ly brought down the wrath of the
industry on its head.

Shows to Regional OHFers
What amounts to all-UHF net-

work (with but one station excep-
tion, WPIX), has gradually been
taking shape. Ten video stations
along the upper east coast with
WPIX, the N. Y, Daily News-owned
VHFer as the key, are already tele-

casting a limited number of the
same programs in order to cut
down production costs and simul-
taneously attract regional sponsors.
In the near future another five

outlets will join the network.
The setup, identified by WPIX

as simply a “program relay plan,”
had its experimental start last bas-

ketball season when the Gotham
tele operation relayed its game
pickups chiefly to stations in Allen-
town, Pa., and Adams, Mass...

Unlike CBS-TV, NBC-TV, Du-
Mont or-ABC-TV, the new web. uses
neither microwave relay nor coaxial
cable to transmit programs from
one point to another. And it doesn’t
look like it will ever grow beyond
regional stages, since it!s all done
via relay on the basis of transmitter
strength .alone. WGLV-TV, Easton,
Pa.; WTVU, Scranton, Pa.; WmGT,
Adams, Mass.; WATR-TV, Water-
bury, Conn., are the “one hoppers,” i

picking the WPIX program directly

from the Empire State Building
transmitter. W.HUM-TV, Reading,

Pa., in, turn, picks up WGLV’s sig-

nal. To further intensify coverage,

it will be picked up by a third
string of stations; presently includ-
ing WCMB-TV* Harrisburg, Pa.,

and WNOW-TV, York,. Pa. WMGT
Will feed to WKNY-TV, Kingston,.
N. Y. (although closer to WPIX
it has terrain problems which pre-
vent; direct relay) and to WWOR-
TV, Worcester, Mass.

It's tf carefully planned opera-
tion. The first four stations ar
actually outside WPIX’s basic cov-
erage area, but special antennas
and “hopped -up” equipment enable
dii^ct pickup.

A definite sales operation has
been organized to lure regional and
local (via co-op) bankrollers. Called
Telepool, Inc,, and headquartering
in Stockbridge, Mass,/ it already
has Young & Rubicam for Piel’s as
underwriter of the 69 Madison
Square Garden events being tele-

vised by WPIX. Head of the U
Sales outfit is James W. Miller.

The Telepool network is plan-
ning now to feed occasional pro-
grams back to WPIX. And of the
WPIX originations, the station fig-

ures it won’t stop simply at trans-

mitting sports but intends expand-
ing to other program types.

CGE SHOWTIME
With Shirley Harmer, Don Gar-

rard, Don Gillies, Showtime
Singers (8) and Dancers (6),
Howard Cable Orch, Herb May,
announcer

Producer: Harvey Hart
30 Mins., Mon.; 8 n.m.
CANADIAN GENERAL ELEC-
TRIC

CBS-TV, from Toronto
(MacLaren)

Upped to name status by M-G-M
records and Paul Whiteman, Cana-
Ojan-born Shirley Harmer is top--
hilled in this season’s “CGE Show-
iime ’ series on Canadian Broad-
casting Corp.’s television web.
kevue type of show, airer scattered
planters and terpsers across its

W^h abandon sans much co-
pulation or sparkle, but some of
inis could have been, in fact looked

Pieem nervousness and teri-

* Trouble was, everybody, iri-

f
r:

dltl£ Miss Harmer, seemed
unsure

. although gal loos-
a bit towards the end of

ne st.anza to better ' effect.

Rf.S
r,

M
ner

.

alsQ suffered from di-

£ off-screen noises as • of
. wped props, inadequate sound
tin

Ing
i

esP.ecially between orches-

in

a Md voices, lack of originality,

i

choreography and. some light-

bi? ,

U(
>
aknesses, not all attributa-

fnr
1° night jitters. Terpsing,

tin*

c
,

xamPlo, so, closely resembled
: v L •!

lcln'S: in other CfiC-TV re-

the
-

,L.
11 Save the impression that

Show-
egroUP went from show; to

Shn,i 'V
lth the same routines,

dicio.ui routine here, was a brief

Bring the

and be sure of continuous

true High Fidelity

It is impossible to obta in High

from aiiy phonograph unless the record

is played at the exact speed at which it

was recorded*

No phonograph can continuously play

records at the exact speed at which they,

were recorded, except by the use of a

speedometer and a speed regulator. Only
zenith has these; therefore, only zenith

record-changer phonographs can conti

ously give you true High Fidelity.

It is a surprisingly little known fact that

even the finest ..record players vary

turntable speed at time of mamifactur

and get worse as they grow older. A varia-

tion of only one rpm in turntable speed

will make aft LP record sharp or flat by a

full quarter tone.

Zenith’s Stroboscope, which is its

speedometer, and zenith’s variable speed

regulator, both of which are built into our
high fidelity. reco.rcL-diapgQi*. phonogiui#lys,

enable ft'i-Child ‘to -4'egidatef the* Speed: and-.

set zenith phonographs at exactly 78, or

exactly 45, or exactly 33Y or exactly

16% revolutions, pet •minute. 16% rpm is

the new Talking Book- speed.

Without a 'Speedometer and a variable

speed regulator, no phonograph can. give

you continuous true High Fidelity. De-

mands zenith if you want true High Fidel-

ity.- Get your Zenith dealer to demonstrate

the Zenith Custom Super-phonic today.

Zenith Super-phonic ha* dll matched
component* needed for true Hjgh

• Fidelity reproduction: Dual speakers

with 7 woofer, v

.

Cobra® Tone Arm
with barium titanale pick-up gives fre-

quency response of 25-20,000 CPS. E.

elusive Lid Lock makes whole cabinet

acoustically sealed sound chamber..

DuaLneedle cartridge with. I-mil and 3-

mil styli for simple, finger-tip selection of

eorrec t needle forLP and standard records,

tpi (ra-lftrig playing4i4?npp(l stylus .arid A6
>JIEM spindle/ optimnd aKsflight extra cost.

The Cuitom Super-phonie In Mahogany finish,

Model Hl'IUSK, $149.95.-* In Blondt; fj'nitili,

Model HI’RJoE, $159.95.* The Super-phpni

siarls at $129.95.*

fggyffL
® RADIO

The royalty of television and ilfllrlw

acked by 36 years of Experience in Radionics Exclusively

ALSO MAKERS OF FINE HEARING AIDS

Zenith Radio Corporation, Chicago 39, JHinoi
e

•^Aapoigcfurer’s jup^aUe'd retail price, Sliflhtly hipher^

In' Far ^#$7 and 'South. . Prldrt 'and' ipeeificattqnc
1
.

*il>
,

j«d''tbAK^ho e
:
Without 'noli cop"-,
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ito is RESPONSE
When WDSU sent out invitations over the air, over

60,000 attended WDSU. Night at Pontchartrain Beach.

Thousands more fans were turned away. For a station

to draw the largest crowd in the 26-year history of an

amusement park shows an unusually high measure

of .audience response.

Such. response can.only be built on outstanding com-

munity acceptance. And this in turn depends on lead-

ership in staff, in facilities, in enterprise.

• >#$* 4*
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YOU
ASKED

FOR

IT...

HERE

IT

IS!

TV TIC-TAC-TOE

the most fabulous, the rich-

est* the greatest assortment
of prizes ever offered in

broadcasting history I

supported by over 100 million

PROMOTIONAL PIECES in the big.

gest, most diversified, most com-

prehensive merchandising pack-

age ever Offered . . anywhere,

anytime!

COST? ZERO!

THIS IS NOT A PwpuitK. .

.

i

MILLION
DOLLARS

IN PRIZESI m^m WL I Mm ELl?

^ ,

.•.% . .v.v.:

i *

r
S>" /-

Vs > V

THIS ISA NTA SERVICE .

.

AVAILABLE TO ONLY

100 STATIONS
IN THE UNITED STATES

wSs %

....M*..., < ^

s / f *. *

V.SVO.SV.vIV^.SSV.V

.‘.SV.V.V.W.V.V.’.V.V
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,
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THIS PROMOTION HAS EVERYTHING!
/

.
.

IXCITIMINT

.

• .. , prolonged for 0 21 -week period, leading up to O
grand contest climax.

,

ACTION

.

» . . » . every week a new contest, with everyone in your

market eligible.

SIMPLICITY . ... no captions to read! no box tops to handle! no
:

1

slogans to judge . . Our master plan makes it as

easy as a-b-c.

REWARD .. the greatest audi “Pied-Piper'd” into

station. Brings you , . . keeps for you . . mor
national, regional and local sponsors than you've

ever had before.

PRESTIGE . . / . • solidifies present billings with powerhouse merchan-

dising plan .. .puts, you in direct contact with huge
national advertisers.

' r

• v

''>i *,,v'
'

m or the )o mMw.EOfcsUMEBi who whi be

RtBHIEiOOTHTO RETfld STORES Ml OVER THE COUNTHr EVERT WIE*

-TO- BET Tfillft "‘TV TIC4AC40E” CM&ST
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TV-FILMS 43

Prevalent belief that there’s a famine of feature films available

to television is belied by the latest Broadcast Information Bureau
compilation, which shows a total of 3,046 acceptable features ort‘

the market, plus an additional 992 westerns. Titles are listed in

BIB’S new TV Film Program Directory—-Feature Films, tohich is

being released today (Wed.). ’

„

Totals don’t include two categories of available features, thoie -

subject to copyright litigation, and some 500 titles which were
previously listed /but .now are characterized as havirig "quality

now judged insufficient- for telecasting.” . Many, features, accord-

ing to. BIB editor Judy Dupuy, have outlived their copyrights or

leasing-for-ty agreements, and are i the hands of distributing

organizations which though they have physical possession of the
prints, don’t necessarily have legal title to them.

Woes; In Tiz Over Colbert’s liz’

Rockhilh Productions has made-
demands upon -Gross-Krasne (Unit-

ed Television Programs), vidpix

packagers oh the Coast, for the

return of a pilot film held to be

in the possession of G-K with latter,

as the "innocent party” in an al*

leged unauthorized transfer .
of

property. This and other incidents

relating to RockhiU’s current finan-

cial woes were aired last week;.by
Janet Taylor, president of Rock-

hill The seriousness of the; situ-

ation—Of which physical "dispos-

session” of the pilot and prints of

it constitutes but one phase in

a series of elaborate : charges- and
events—is indicated in Rockh ill’s

retention Of Warren S. Tenney, a

New York attorney, to handle the

case. Tenney was, assistant to Dis-

trict Attorney Frank Hogan, until

a few uteeks ago and is now in

private practice/

Filin involved Is "Leave It to

Liz,” made with Claudette Colbert,

as the star and projected as a

three-year series with the Toni Co.

signing as the sponsor arid a time
slot arranged on NBC-TV. Hitch
developed, however,, when ; Miss
Colbert nixed the deal saying she
would hot pitch the commercials,,
nor even introduce the announcer
who would make ’the formal plugs.
Rockhili’s investrrient in “Liz” was
‘‘upward of $50,000.”

Last week, Rockh ill wrote to

Gross-Krasne that ’ a "certain prop-:

erty is now in your possession . . .

obtained pursuant to a purported
purchase and sale between you arid

E. J. Leven. r
’ The latter is de-

scribed as not Owning the film

and Without any right to dispose
of it since "he is not an officer of
the corporation” and has riot been
in an officer capacity "at any time.”
Rockhill is currently unrepre-

sented on tv. Its leading property
is "Tom Corbett, Space Cadet,” not
now aired but still a key vehicle
on merchandising-licensing factors>
and it also- has, a major telepix
project in "Jet Fighter.”

’Plundered’
According to its statement, Miss

Taylor returned to. her office re-
cently after a serious illness to
discover that the company , had
been ‘‘plundered” in her absence.
"She found,,K the declaration con-
tinued, "that the Claudette Colbert
pilot film wal missing arid appar-
ently disposed of, corporate monies
Eone and 'unaccounted for, cor-!

(Continued pn page *47).

„
Package of 13 Princess Pictures
nriade-for-tv” features which have
been distributed by Vilapix won’t
go over to Guild Films under the
Guild . Vitapix agreehient. Am
nouncement of the agreement had
Guild -taking over all Vitapix prod-
uct, but Princess, headed by Burt
“alaban, has recovered the 13 fea-
tures and »is now negotiating a dis-
tribution; deal with Other outfits;
with a firm commitment for a new
vist rib. reportedly due within the
Week. ••

Other Vidfilm properties, ‘all of
Which will be handled by Guild,
*re (he Johnny Mack Brown West-
cins and the VitdpiX wrestling
•now from Hollywood.

Alicoate Joins Wicks
John C. Alicoate has resigned as

eastern sT31es chief of the TeeVee
Co. to join Charles Wick’s. Tele-
film Enterprises in the same.chpac-
ity. Telefilm also added Alexan-
der J. Cline to the new post of
film traffic manager.

^

Alicoate, a member of the trade-
paper family, joined TeeVee this

spring, after serving with Guild
Films as assistant national sales

manager., Cline was formerly with
Siheli. Oil, where he was film li-

brary and traffic manager.

,
WOR-TV,: N. Y., has pulled the

rating guarantee off its 16 show-
ings weekly of each of the 30 fea-

tures purchased from parent crirp.

General Teleradio;. As ai matter of
fact, it was learned, that the last

two of the eight sponsors inked to
pay for the expensive package—

•

N; Y. Telephone and. Duffy Mott—
did not sign on the basis of a guar-
anteed 70 cumulative rating each
week.

The first rating’ oh the month-
old multi-run casing, before the
two last sponsors, signed, was 70.7.

In a Telepulse of Oct. 8 to. 14, the
16 showings of the pic got an 84.2
cumulative rating, putting WOR-
TV into N. Y.’s number three spot,
on the basis of quarter-hour av-
erages behind NBC ^and CBS flag-
ships, for the second lime in as
many ratings, but this time from
6 p.rri. tfhtil midnight instead of 7
to 11:30 WOR only made the 70
guarantee to attract sponsors to
the $4,125:a-vveek deal. It’s doubt-
ful,: according to some observers,
if ratings fall below 70 that the
guarantee will be reinstated. !

TOURIST ATTRACTIONS’

INSTITUTIONAL VIDPIX
Now the "tourist attractions have

started bankrolling their own in-

stitutional vidpix.,

Luray Caverns, Va:, has pacted
with Hollywood Television.produc-
tions for one 15-minute vidfilm arid
Ponce de Leon Springs, Fla., is. go-
ing to make six of the same length
through the same producer. The de-
cision to underwrite completely
their own public service stanzas
is seen as an outgrowth of satis-,

faction with participation iri the
10-month old "Guided Tour” quar-
ter hour made by HTP. That show
Contains features from several tour-
ist attractions

,
each week, and is

distributed gratis to 209 tele sta-

tions/

HTP . has realized gross of
$100/000 this past year in produc-
tion and distribution of industrials
or travelog-type pix. Ship ’N’ Shore
Blouses is. iri , for the third year
with six quarter-hour pix at NTP;
international Silk Assn. Is doing
four more; Coty is inked for two;
Suzy Perrette (dresses) is also
pencilled for two. Other NTP ac-

counts include Edison Ediphones,.
Underwoods .Typewriters, Pennsyl-
vania Railroad*

'

“''V v.

VS
By BOB CHANDLER

The first shot in what promises
to be a long and drawn-out. battle

between the networks and the film

syndicators was fired last , week via

the announcement of an "agree-
ment” between Guild Films and
Vitapix under which the former
will provide some $12,000,000
worth of first-year programming
for national spot sponsorship over
a lineup of some 60 present and
future Vitapix stockholder sta-

tions. V

The Guiid-Vitapix agreement,
though couched to the press in

cautious* terms, left no doubts that
this proriiises to be the ; stations,’

major thrust against -the network
rate structure. That a filmed net-
work in which the stations could
keep 100% of their rate

v
card via

sales
71

of network-quality filmed
(

shows to national sponsors lias,

been a gleam in the eyes of top
station- operators is no secret. And;
that the. Vitapix member stations,

Among -which number more, than
20 CBS basics and^ i4 NBC basic af-

filiates, have given unqualified sup-
port to the Guild enterprise is also

no. secret, although Reub Kaufman
and Frank E. Mullen, the respec-
tive prexies. of Guild and Vitapix,
were careful to state that no sta-

tion under their license, can “trade
away its time.”
That the

.
stations, after three

/Years of comparative inactivity un-
der the Vitapix banner, are playing
for keeps, is inherent in the Guild
production plans, Which call for
five new half-hour nighttime shows,
including “The Goldbergs”, and
Paul Coates’ "Confidential File,” a

longtime toprated local show in

Los Angeles. In the daytime
sphere,: Guild Will turn out four
quarter-hour strips, comprising 20
quarter-hours weekly, which* in-

clude Dr. Norman Vincent Peale in

a twice-weekly format, Connie
Haines as a three-a-weeker, "It’s

Fun to Reduce,” as a cross-boarder
and "Bride and Groom” as a sec-

ond cross-boarder. Kaufman is

currently negotiating for the other
three nighttime segments and the
one daytirner, with top names and
properties reportedly ip the works.”

Rate Card Big Factor
Guild , and Vitapix see several

distinct advantages in their favor
in the upcoming battle for station

and advertiser allegiance. One is

the rate card factor, under which
the stations will get 100% of their
national spot rate instead of 30%
of their network rate. On the ad-
vertiser side, the Vitapix station
lineup will cost about 25% less to

a sponsor than the same lineup
bought on a network basis. (That’s
because stations have set their net-
work rates higher than their na-
tional spot rates, since they only
get 30% of thelir network rate.)

Third, the film factor permits
greater programming -. clearance
flexibility for station and sponsor.
Fourth, stations don’t have to give
free hours to a filmed network.
Fifth, in the. long run, Webs will
continue to have to pay ,up to

$100,000,000 a year for. line charges
while the GuildVitapix front pays*
only print and shipping charges.

(Continued on page 47)

MCA-TV To Syndicate

‘Pride of Family’ Reruns
Reruns on "Pride of the Family,”

the Paul Hartman starrer that was
last year sponsored 'on ABC-TV by
Armour arid Bristpl-Myers, being
placed into syndication by MCA-
TV, it’s been . reported. The dis-

trib outfit is working up. regional
and local deals now.

In the meantime,, producer Joel
Kaufman signed oyer to MCA dis-

tribution rights on the Aussie-pro-
duced 39 tinters of the "Long John
Silver” series. Pix, starring Rob-
ert; Newton, Will not be released,
however, for A year after release
of a full-length feature on the same
topic, per Kaufman-MCA contract.
That’ means the telepix should be
available around Xmas '55.

i

Reynolds’ Switch
After more than three years

of filming "Foreign Intrigue”
and l a 1 1 e r 1 y "Sherlock
Holmes” abroad, during which
time he’s built up a rep as the
top American producer filrriirig

in Europe, Sheldon Reynolds is

pulling a switch. His next tele-,

pix series, “The Saint,” .will

be shpt in New York.
! Reynolds has the rights to

the Leslie Charteris character,
and can proceed with product
tion Whenever he wants. How-
ever, the press of producing

; "Intrigue” and "Holmes,” plus
piaris for the production of fea-
ture films abroad, makes the
starting date. "The Saint”
indefinite. However he insists

it will be done in N. YM . de-
claring that “no fone. has reaily
taken advantage of the N; Y.
backgrounds and gotten the
feel of N. Y. in their films yet.”

London, Oct. 26.

A color series of at least 26 hour-
long pix, each of which will be
lensed in different capitals, has
been launched jointly by Harry.
Alan Towers and Henry Caldwell.

Latter is the BBC-TV producer of

"Cafe Continental, ” "Lime-Light,”
"Shop Window,” etc.

First iri -th series, entitled

“Moulin Rouge,” has already been
filmed in Paris and a color print is

now being edited.- Production,
which stars the Wiere Bros, and
Richard Hgarrie ("Mr: Pastry”)

t
was

produced; ‘directed arid scripted by
Caldwell. It was made in East-
man Color and was filmed in four-
and-a-half days.

Second in the series is now in

preparation and will be lensed
either in Spain or Italy. After ex-
hausting the European capitals the
producers will film in more dis-

tant parts of the World.

Distribution of the series is being
arranged through the Towers or-

ganization, Towers of London, and
deals are already being negotiated
for most of the television webs in

existence in Europe.

It Is claimed that the pix. employ
a technique which makes -them
suitable for screening in any coun-.
try without dubbing. They re

being released under the tentative
umbrella title of "International
Cabaret.”

%

‘FORD THEATRE’ TO

CUT BACK ON TINTPIX
Hollywood, Oct. 26.

Despite the growing conviction
that /‘all' telefilms will be in color,

before too long,” Ford has decided
to. cut back its. use .of tint for. the

current "Ford Theatre” series.-

Screen Gems has made 15 of the
vidfilnis in color thus far.

r

J. Walter Thompson, on behalf
of Ford, notified Screen Gems, to
liiriit color to every third picture
henceforth. Color cost has risen
to $45,000 per film as against $35,-

000 for black-and-white.

OF’s ‘Secret File’ Deal
Official Films will distribute

13 more "Secret File, U. S- A.”
films starring Robert Alda under
an agreement reached last week
•with Arthur Dreyfus, who’s pro-
ducing the series in Amsterdam.
Dreyfus planed into N.'Y. to huddle
with official prexy Hal Heckett/
who. agreed to bring the total of
"Secret File” pix up to 52. First
39 are currently in production at

the
.
Cinetone Studios in Amster-

dam.
" Official has sold the series in. 48'

markets so far, including 12 mid-
western oneA for Ohio Oil;

First instance of the establish-
ment of a. telefilm distribution com-
pany underwritten by bank financ-
ing is the syndication Operation of
Sheldon Reynolds Productions,
which was formalized last week.
On an informal basis, the firm, op-
erating- through the William Mor-
ris office,: which reps Reynolds per-
sonally, pas already written some
$650,000 in Contracts since Aug, 15
on firstruns of the hew "Foreign
Intrigue” series and reruns of the
second, year’s production under the
title "Dateline Europe.”

However, papers were signed last

Week naming the Morris office ex-
clusive sales representatives for
Sheldon Reynolds Productions, and
it was disclosed, that the Cherriical
Bank & Trust Co. underwrote the
entire establishment of Reynolds’
distributing company,. Chemical is

financing the current “Intrigue”
series, which Reynolds owns lock-
siock-and-barrel for the first time,
and part of the $1,000,000
financing agreement decided that
it liked Reynolds’ idea of ' setting
up a firm, to cash in on the “in-
trigue” iduals,

Prior to this year Reynolds was
partnered with Ballantine.’S, via the
J. Walter Thompson agency, with
the brewery, sponso ing the show
in several key markets and sub-
licensing it in others*. Reynolds
never controlled distribution. When
his deal with Ballantine’s .was re-
newed this year, a new contract
giving him, distribution rights i

non-Ballantine markets and also
giving him the right, tp. sell’ reruns
was signed. Sheldon Reynolds Pro-
ductions was then set up as a dis-
tribution company with the Morris
office’s Bob Cinador assigned to
handling it. Formal assignment of
the Morris agency as sales reps w
signed last week. This, incidentally,
marks the first time the agency is

actually out selling in the Syndicat-.
ed marts, Reynolds said his next
project, “The §aint,” will probably
be handled througlxJJie new com-
pany. His current "Sherlock
Holmes” is a coproduction deal
with Motion Pictures for Televi-
sion and is being syndicated by
MPTV’s distribution arm, UM&M
Inc.

Hollywood, Oct. 26..

Pre-release sales on "Mayor
of the Town” total more than
$600,000, it's reported by United
Television Programs sales p.
Wynn Nathan.

Thomas Mitchell stars in series
being produced by Rawlins-Grant
at California studios in association
with Grosg’-Krasne, Inc.

Buyers; of series thus far include
Richfield Oil,: in 11 western states;

Iyennecott Copper, Schmidt Brew-
ing, Seallest Dairy. Gill Coffee,
United Gas arid Mcister Brau Beer.

DUB ‘RACKET SQUAD’

FDR SPANISH MARKET
First Spanish-ianguage telepi

dubbing to be done in Spain lias

been Completed on one of the
"Racket Squad”' idpix, arid ABC
Syndication is currently dickering
a couple of major Latin American
deals on the basis of what it calls

a highly successful .job. If the
deals jell, it will go ahead with
dubbing of all 98 "Racket” half-

hours, making back the cost
through the deals in the Latino
markets plus other safes it can
wrap up south of the border. Thus
far., Ziv has been the only tele-

pixer to invade Latiri America \yith

any success.

Pilot dub job was done in
Madrid, at the Cervantes Studios,
with Henri Grundman supervising.
Dubbing, it’s said, Was done after

extensive research into Latin
American dialects. &

!



BADGE 714,

starring Jack Webb

ANY ONE OF TV’S

Adventures of

THE FALCON,
starring Charles McGrow
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Wiqfever you sell . . . from beer to banking ... . automobiles

Supermarkets . . . appliances to soffdrinks . . . theie

!Toven-great programs have delivered enormous local

wdiences for similar sponsors.

Iwoys, the cost per thousand has been unusually low . .

.

•oracteristic of NBC Film Division shows.
L

NBC FILM DIVISION
F*WNG ALL SPONSORS . . . SERVING ALL STATIONS

r|JU* DIVISION—30 tockefollof Plato, Now York 30, N. Y. •
,
Mtrchandlso Mart, Chicago, III.

Vln« St*.,Hollywood,Calif. • In Canada:RCAVIrtor,225 Mutual St.,Toronto;l 551 *ljhop3t.,Mgntr«cd
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and National Spot Film Chart

VARIETY’S weekly churl of city-hy-city ratings of syndicated and

tional spot film covers 40 to 60 cities reported by American Research Bureau

oh a monthly basis- Cities will be. rotated each week, with the 10 top-rated

film shows listed ih each case, and: their competition, sftown opposite,. All

ratings are furnished by ARB, based on the latest reports .

TTiiVVARIETY chart represents a gathering of all pertinent informa-

Hon about film in each market, which can he used by distributors, agencies,

stations and clients as. an aid in de'ermivine the .effectiveness of a filmed

show in the specific market. Attention shouldhe paid to lime— day and

time factors, since sets-in-use and audience composition vary according fo

time slot, i. ,, a Saturday afternoon children’s show, with a low rating, may

have a large share and an audience composed largely of children, with cor-

responding'results for the sponsor aiming, at the children’s markeL. Abbre-

viations and symbols are as follows: (Adv,), adventure; (Ch), children’s;

(Co), comedy; (fir), drama; (Doc), documentary ; (Mus), musical;:

(Myst), lystery; (Q), quiz; (Sp), sports; (W), western; (Worn),

Women's,. ISumbered symbols next to station call letters represent the sta-

tion’s channel; all channels above 13 are VlIF, Those ad agencies listed as

distributors rep the national spot sponsor for whom the film is aired.

..
. , .
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TOP 10 PROGRAMS DAY AND SEPTEMBER SHARE SETS IN I TOP COMPETING PROGRAM

AND TYPE STATION DISTRIR. TIME RATING USE | PROGRAM STA. RATING

ivrw VAnir A g . . a 1

7

c nnrt * WCBS (2) , WNBT (4), WABD (5), WABC (7)JNLW lUKK Approx, bet Counts—4,175,000 Stations—WOR (9), WPIX (11), WATV (13)

1. Superman (Adv). WNBT. . . .Flamingo. ....... . ... Mon. 6:00-6:30 . . . . .

:

17.1 55 '

. .

.

• , • * 3,1.4 6 O’clock Report , . .

.

5.2

Early Show . . .

,

WCBS 9.3

Z, D. Fairbanks Presents (Dr) WNBT ..Wed. 10:30-11:00 /; . .‘ 44 6 . . . , .

;

... 30.... • • • 48.4 Best of Broadway WCBS or>4

3. Badge 714 (Adv). IVOR .

.

NBC Wed. 9:00-9:30 12 5..;.., , ... 19.... 66.9 Kraft TV theatre -. „ ...... . WNpT "9.2

4. Favorite Story (Dr)

.

WNBT. ... . .Ziv. . .Mon. 10:30-11:00 . . . . . . .11.5 .... 26. .. 44.5 Summer Theatre . . .

.

|VCBS °7.6

5.. I Led Three Lives (Rr) WNBT

;

Ziv .... . .Sun. 10:30-11:00 . 10.8 . . , . .

.

. 21,:,.. 4 • »\ 52.1 What’s My Li .... ..wc^s 9R.9

6. Abbott and Costello (C ;wcbs. MCA... . .Sat. 11;30-J2:00 ., ....... .165.

.

78.... 13.4 Channel 4 theatre 'WNBT , ( 1.6

7. Cisco Kid (W). WNBT:. Ziv . . Fri. 6:00-6:30 . . .

.

. . ; . , .10.2 . , 34, 25.3 6 O’clock Report WCBS 4;6
«

* .

Earlv Show WCBS 9.5

8. Annie Oakley (W) . . WABD. : CBS ; Sat.: 7:30-8:00 9.8 . . 24.. .. 41.2 Beat the C’ock. WCBS 20.2

9. Range Rider (W). WNBT. « .CBS. Sat. 6:30-7:00 9.4 ... 42.,.. 22.7 Saturday Show WCBS 3 9

Show; Rain or v WCBS 4.3

Wild Bill Hlckok (W) . WNBT, .......

.

.Flamingo. . . .. . .. .

.

. Wed. 6:00-6:30 9.4 . . 31 . , ... 30.0
|

6 O’clock Report WCBS 7.5

EarTv Show WCBS,

.

10.8

DETROIT A[porox. Set Count—-1,150.000 Stotioris—WJBK
• 3*.

(2) , WWJ (4), CKTW (6), WXYZ (7)

1* Badge 714 (Myst).

,

WWJ. .... ... NBC
«

Sun, 10:00-10:30 . . . 39.0 , . 76.... 52.6 City Kid WXYZ .8.9

Z. Waterfront (Adv)

.

WXYZ. .......

.

.UTP . . Tues. 10:0040:30 .30.4., . . . . ,. . 61..,. , . i. 49.6 Motor C,ity Fights WWJ
3. Racket Squad (Adv).

.

WWJ ........ABC...... Tues. 9:30-10:00 ... 26.4. . ...

.

... 44... 60.0 Stop the Musi WXYZ BE
4. Amos ’ * Andy (Com) . WXYZ. * CBS'. ...... . Mori. 10:00-10:30 . .21.9 ,.. 51..,. 45.3’ Showcase of Stars . . .

.

;.,.„WWJ . .14:4

5. Mr. District Attorney (Myst) WWJ.

.

Ziv . Wed. 9:30-10:00 ... . . . . . .22.7 36.,, •* 64.0 Best of Broadway WJBK
6. All Star Playhouse (Dr)

.

y. WWJ/. ABC Sun. 10:30-11:00 .. /•. 19.7 ... 64.... 306 Place the Face WJBK 7.6

1 Cisco Kid (W). WXYZ. Thurs. 7:00-7:30 .

.

; , ... .17.8’ ...... ... 34.... 52.7 You Bet Your Life WWJ .31.5

3, Liberace (Mus) .

.

wwj.; , . . > . Guild •. ..... ... Fri, 10:00-10:30 ,

.

; . . . . .16.0 . . . 35 . . ,

.

45.3 Black Spider WXYZ 17.1

9. I Led ThriC Lives (Dr)

.

WJBK: ....... ..Ziv Thurs. 9:30-10:00 15:1 .... 24,... 62.8 Lux Video Theatre WWJ
10. Aiinie Oakley (W) . WXYZ CBS. . Sun. 5:00-5:30 . 14.2 .... 78.... 18.2 Wings Over the WorM WWJ 3.6

WASHINGTON Approx. Set Count—585.000 Stations—WNBW (4), WTTG (5), WMAL (7), WTOP (9)

1. Badge 714 (Myst) . . . WNBW . . . NBC. . .... Wed. 7:00-7:30 .,18.8.. . . 71.,. 26,5 Mark Evans .WTOP 43
2. 1 Led Three Lives (Dr) . . .

.

WNBW , . . , ... . Ziv. Mon. 10:30-11:00 . . 17.3 . . .

.

..... 40. 43.6 Summer Theatre WTOP . . .18.0

3. Wild Bill Hickok (W). . . .WNBW '.

. . . Flamingo Thurs. 7:00-7:30 .13.9 73... 19.2 Safevvay Comedy Hour WTOP 3,7

4. Superman (Adv) .WNBW . ....

.

. .

.

Flamingo TuCs. 7:00-7:30 ....... . 13.2 . . .

.

74 ; 17.9 Curtain Time
News—J. Daly

WTO'5

WM A t.

2:3

26
5. Hopalong Cassidy (W) . WNBW. . ...... . . . NBC Fri. 7:00-7:30 . .12.5 54 23.3 Amos ’n’ Andy 9.9

6. Foreign Intrigue (Dr) . ....... . WNBW. . . . Sheldon Reynolds ,

.

Wed. 10:30-11:00 . .12.4 , 27 46,1 Best of Broadway .22.0

7. Eversharp Theatre (Dr) .... WNBW. . . . Ziv ; . . . . .. Mon. 7:00-7:30 . .10.6 . . .

.

.... 53 i 20.2 Mark. Evans WT^ -
* 5.7

8. Amos V Aridy (Com). WTOP. . . . CBS

,

Fri. 7:00-7:30 9.9 .

.

42 23.3 Hopalong Cassidy . .'WP’V . . .12.5

9. Front-Page Detective (Myst) WMAL .. Consolidated...... Fri. 10;30-1 i:00 8.7 21 . ........ 41.5 Person to Person WTO0 t . : 21.0

10. Mr. District Attorney (Adv) 'WMAL. Ziv Fri., 10:00-10:30 .
..
7.5,... 15. 51.4 Cavalcade of Sports . ,'WNBW .19.7

CINCINNATI Approx. Set Count—*40,000 Stations—WLW-T (5), WCPO (9), WKRC (12)

1. City Detective (Myst)

.

WKRC, '. .MCA. . ..: .Wed, 8:00-8:30 .32.0 65. . .. 49.8 Strike It Rich WCPO .'12.9

2. Mr. District Attorney (Myst). WLW-T. Tues. 9;30-10:00 .30.2 . . . 54. 56.1*. Stop the Music WCPO 18.7

3. I Led Three Lives (Dr),

.

.WLW-T. iThurs. 7:30-8:00 . . ,

.

.26. 5.6 * • * » * • *. 46.8 Four Star Playhouse WKRC .17.3

4. Boston Blackie (Myst) .WLW-T. • h. • •
.

» 1V • • S * « • • • » > *' # * r Sat: 10:00-10:30 .20.5 47,/.. 43.9 Front Page;, Weather WKRC .17.6

Movie at 10 ..:...wcpo 10.5

$. GiscO Kid (W). . .

.

WCPO. * •. i « Z'lV < • < * • • Sup. 5:00-5:30 . . V : .

.

.17.6 .. . „ 30;4 Meet the Press WLW-T 12.5

6. Favorite Story (Dr) . . , . , .

.

.WLW-T . , ..Ziv.. Tri. 8:30-9:00 .17.0, *34.; 50.6 Our Miss Brooks*.... ...

.

.. WKRC
7. Badge 714 (Myst).

, WLW-T NBC'., . . . Sun. 6:00r6:30 . . . . v;, .

.

. 15.8 .

.

44.... 36.2 You Asked For It WCPO 14.2

8. Superman (Adv) . WLW-T . . . .Flai ingo. . ,. . .,Tues. 7:00-7:30 ....... .13.9 . . . •; . .... 43; .. 32.4 The Goldbergs WCPO 12.2

9. Cowboy G-Men (W) .

.

. WCPO. flamingo. . . .

.

; . .

.

Sun. 1:30-2:00 ........ . 10.2 . . . . 25; 14r.l Sunday Matinee WLW-T 2.6

10. Wild Bill Hickok (W) WLW-T , .... Flamingo . ... .-. ,
.

,

Sat. 6:00-6:30 7B .. . .

.

. ... 38.;....... 20.4 NCAA Football WCPO 11:9

COI.UMBUS
' — - -

-•

' :

Approx. Set Count——346,000 Stations—WLW-C (4), WTVNmm|P
1. Racket Squad (Adv). ... . WLW-C • • • • • • ABO * • * ». i". * . * Tues. 9:30-10:00 .27.1 53 . 51.8 See It Now . . ......WBNS
2. Boston. Blackie (Myst) . . . . WLW-C 7\\t

• «••••• 1 » • • f.« *•*,.* • • 9. » * fi .Sat. 10:30-11:00 .25.7 77.. 33.3 Adlai Stevenson WBNS 7.3

Duffy’s Tavern..; , .... . WBNiS 7.8

3. I Led Three Lives (Dr) ....

.

. WBNS. • * * • • .• l V- » t » v' • 1 i
a
.« • ,« « Tues. 8:30-9:00 .... . . .

.

.24,7
.44 1 4 *. » • « « .( 4 54.3 Circle Theatre .* .WLW-C 2fi.3

4. Eversharp Theatre (Dr), WLW-C Ziv. .Sat. 10:00-10:30 ... .21.0. . . . . ../. 68..;...... ii.o Film Short . . . , . . WBNS 4.9

Adlai Stevenson. . . WBNS 6.9

5. Mr. District Attorney (Mj. t).

.

. WLW-C Ziv. .Wed, 9:30-10:00 . 20.6 , > . .

.

... . 41. 50.4 Best of Broadway WBNS 25.9

6. Royal. Playhouse (Dr), . WBNS',

.

UTP........ ...... Sun. 9:00-9:30 .18.4, 35. 52.9 Loretta Young WLW-C r,3.5

7. City Detective (Myst) , WBNS .

,

.Thurs. 9:30-10:00 ... .. .17.4 . . . ; . ... 36...,:....- 49.0 Lux Video Theatre WLW-C, *'5.5

8. Counterpoint WBNS. . Sun. 8.30-9:00 .15.5.! . ... 29.... 53.0 Television Playhouse WLW-C n
0.4

9. Amos 'n’ Andy (Com) .

.

WTVN. Mon. 7:30-8:00 .... . 13.1 22.. ....... 60.0 Godfrey’s Talent Scouls WBNS 41:8

Superman (Adv) WBNS .

.

Wed. 6:00-6:30 .13,1 79, 16.6 Theatre-News WTVN 4.5

ivfarge & Jeu. ..... WTVN 0.8
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WHERE WERE YOU?
With Ken Murray* guests
Producer:, Bing Crosby Enterprises
Producer: Murray
Director: Ralph Staub
Writer: Jean Holloway
39 half-hours .

Pistrib: United Television Pro-
grams
This is a show biz legend come

true—the one about the comedian,

wli wanted to do something, seri-

In this case, tlie comedian is

Ken Murray." Unfortunately,
.

his

idea of something serious turns out

to. be a dreary hodgepodge of

newsreel clips held, together on
the thin thread, of a single idea^—
where- Ava's the viewer 'hen sin. im-
portant news event Was taking
place. ,,To refresh setside ye.ijoilec-

tion, Murray has amassed a collec-

tion of clips, none Over 30 seconds
in length that he stretches out for

an interminable. 20 minutes be-

fore coming to the point and iden-

tifying his mystery guest—the
femme ejevator operator who fell

:
7 1 floors and two . basements when

i a plane, hit the Empire State Build-
ring in 1945. Her three minutes of
recollection provide the only

: teresting segment of a program

t
that includes some dramatized se-^

quehces designed to recapture the
feeling of the period.

Chief difficulty with the pres-
entation is the Jean Holloway
script which Veers from the ir-

ritating to the inane. Particularly
annoying are the repeated flash-

backs ,to the elevator operator and
the , ‘‘she-was-in-an-excitirig-news-
event-where-were-you” narration
that goes with it. and some of the
interpolated scenes.
... Director Ralph Staub’S pacing of

the drama scenes is. on the slow
side. Lensing by Lucien Andriot
is average:.

As far as local, consumption is

concerned, program: is Paul Coates
“Flashback’.- with an attempt at a
personalized, gimmick. Kap.

! of New York and. -Chicago, and in

. the present membership is only one
UHF outlet.

Staff Expansion

FOUR STAR PLAYHOUSE
(The Wallet)

Those little human touches that

give an ordinary piece of fiction a

glow of warmth has', rescued many
shopworn tale in this series arid,

blacked out more than one of its

stars;. It’s an old trick of Charles

Boyer’s to put the story in its

place and take off from there,

Here he does it with finesse and
eclat, tlie saying grace of an other-

wise unoriginal vehicle that gets

its only excitement from hi$ suave
pretending and. Without him would
have been as uninteresting as the

title.

An impoverished heacl waiter,

Boyer, is torn between his affection

lor an ailing wife and a hatred of

their soil’ who rebels at home sur-

roundings with a yearning for

more modern things. In despera-
tion to keep his wife out of a char-
ity ward in the hospital, Boyer
fails, in his efforts to raise the
necessary money ' and decides to

salvage something out of his pride
and honesty, A wallet, left at the
cafe with $3,400 won at the track
intrigues him after he had offered:

its return without thought of re-

ward..

Meanwhile the kid gets touched
by his mother’s plight and makes
off with company money. .When:
Boyer berates him as a thief, he
takes inventory of his Own con-,

•science. He’s a thief, too, if he
doesn't return the wallet. It comes
off With a sugar coating arid all

ends well With Boyer treating the
women in the ward with what
you’d expect a head waiter- to- buy
With his last 40 bucks—caviar and

.

other delicacies.

Boyer’s tender sentimentalities
are balanced

,
off for dramatic ef-

fect by the irascibility of . William
Campbell and Maria Palmer’s in-

stinctive understanding of the
clashing elements. Director Robert
Florey also gets good perform-
ances from teh other motivators.

Helm .

'

csss. Continued from page 43 ===
As of the moment, the situation

stands this. Way. Guild is pitching
its shows at national sponsors while
Vitapix is clearing time on the sta-

tions for national buys. According
to Mullen,

.
times being considered

are fringe time, 7-7:30 p.ni. and
1 0:30-1 i p.m. He said stations are
not. being asked to forego their af-

filiate contractural relations, But
for the future, the Guild produc-
tion plans call for' more ighttime
shows than Will fit into “fringe”
time, and if .Guild can come .up

with a, strong lineup of shows arid
sufficient'’ sponsorship coi it’s

likely the battle will be drawn;

Under the Guild-Vitapix agree-
lent, exact terms of which weren’t
made clear at the press conference
Friday (22) announcirig the wed-
ding. Guild Will take over all pres-
ent Vitapix product for sales and
distribution, while yitapi? con-
tinues as an entity for the purpose
of clearing time, doing time and
programming research and working
in the sphere of station relations.
Vitapix currently has 37 member
slalionSi but pending membership,
applications will bring tile total up
to 60. Virtually every major mar-
ket is covered, with the exceptions

On tap. is a .vast expansion pro-

grarii . for Guild, including the

tripling, of present production facil-

ities on the Coast and the construc-

tion tit Guild’s own studio there

withi months, the establish-

ment of New York production
facilities (“Goldbergs,” Dr, Peale,

"Bride and Groom” arid ”Fun to

Reduce” will all, be shot in N.-Y.),

and the expansion -of Guild’s home-
office staff fivefold., Firm has
already leased new Park Ave. of-

fices and opened three new sales

branches. Production starts im-
mediately on the new shows, with
all of them to be released by Janu-
ary.

Production coin for the new pro-

grams is coming from “Guild’s own;
resources,” according to Kaufman,
which is to say that the stations

aren’t contributing, Kaufman did
indicate that “Guild’s resources’’

included banks with which: the firm
has done business. Guild recently

raised $1,000,000 through a stock
issue (now haying a market value
of over. $2,500,000), but that sum
was applied to wipe out existing

debts. There .was no exchange of

stock in the
.
Guild-Vitapix agree-

ment, according to Kaufman, nor
no joint ownership agreerrients, but
the two firms will be represented
on each other’s boards, with iCauf-

nian joining the Vitapix board and
an unnamed Vitapix rep sitting on
the Guild board. As to current
Vitapix personnel, Miillen said he’ll

continue on as Vitapix prez, but
exec v.p. Bob Wormhofidt is having
his contract settled and national
sales v.p. Ned Koenig quietly re-

signed a couple of weeks ago.

.
Vitapix lineup includes KTLA, Los

Angeles; KRON-TV, San Francisco;
WBZ-TV, Boston; KLS-TV, Denver;
WDSU-TV, New Orleans; WJAR-TV,
Providence; KSTP-TV, St. Paul;
WBNS-TV, Columbus; KOIN-TV,
Portland, and others. John E.
Retzer.is Vitapix board chairman;
other board members include J.

Leonard Reinsch, Joseph E. Bau-
dino, Kenyon Brown, Stanley Hub-'
bard, Bob Swezey,. Charles Crutch-"
field, O. L, Taylor and. Howard
Lane. All of them have been
among the most; influential station
operators in network-affiliate delibr
erations.

OFs Tune-0’ Sponsor
Official Films, landed its first

bankroller for 'tlie new “Time for
Tune-O” musical bingo-quiz, pack-
age in a 52-week Buffalo deal
which it expects, to set the pattern
for future sales of the Series, Deal
is With the. Nu-Way Stores, a gro-
cery chain subsid of the American
Stores, which has bought the show
uiider an arrangement that calls
for corop advertising with top na-
tional food sponsors on the seg-
ment
Nil-Way will air the show one-

weekly at first, going later to three
times Weekly, via WGR-TV. Chain,
comprising 80 stores in the Buffalo
area, has already ordered 200,000
tune-o cards, which are necessary
to play the game and which are
distributed at point-of-sale. Par-
ticular manner in which Nu-Way is

handling the show is being pitched
by Official at other food chains and
outlets throughout the country.

1ST FILM COMMERCIAL
«

Sterling Television has come up
With what shapes as. the. first syn-

dicated mercial ( distin-

guished. from national spot ad-

vertisements).

It’s of. 65 30-second

“programs” on household hints
With Jean Alexander, with Sterling
pitching them to stations as items
into arid around which local ad-
vertising can be built. However,
if the stations, just buy them as
filler without the thought of seek-
ing sponsors for them, they will
mark another first by becoming
•what is believed the shortest series
of video shows on record.

-i*

’Finders Keepers’ For

Syndication as Vidpix
'“Hollywood,- .Oct,. -26’,.

“Finders Keepers,” the audience-
participation quizzer which had an
NBC radio ride in 1944 and was
a live tv’er on. WRCA-TV in "N; Y;
in .1951, is being, converted to film
as a syndicated offering. Show will

be filmed for syndication by Holly-
wood Star Productions,

Deal was set by Maggy Fisher,
owner of the show, who leased the

i rights for five years to Nick Sevano
arid Arriie Mills of Gabbe, Lutz
.& Heller, Miss Fisher, no longer
in production, will nonetheless act

as an adviser on the show.

SSmiamSi Continued .from page. 32

•around the 'reception desk, com-
plete with a handsom .mural ex-

hibit, operation fans out along
gleaming corridors to a coordinated
network of studios, recording
rooms, librari master: control
room, and offices. The 14 s'tudios,

three of which “showcase”
rooms, with full view windows to

accommodate the; many touring
grodps expected, boast the: latest

in custom design arid equipment.
Since virtually all live broadcast-,
ing is lingual, rather than, musical,
special techniques had to. be. used
to develop absolutely clear sound,
Music shows are packaged in re-
cording studios, theri transmitted
via relay stations to blanket the
Middle East, and - parts of USSR
and. the satellite ’countries.

Taping studio has. 4Q. recording
machines in .10 booths, and is- sO
devised, that there is a two-way.
feed between it and the. studios.
Iii the case of package shows, en-
tire unit can go directly to master
control and out on the transmitter,
A master control room, still in an
incomplete state, has been designed
to take programs from 100 different
sources, and to handle 26 shows
simultaneously. Six. playback rooms
in which editors can work on tapes;
24 disk recorders; 16 tape record-
ers; a streamlined, library setup
covering recording, and transcript
tions are just a few of the features
in this broadcasting Utopia,

It's Cool, Too
Pride and joy of the outfit; how-

ever, is the super-perfect air con-
ditioning system, specially, de-
vised contrivance apart from the
general cooling- system for the rest
of the building, in order to assure
sound-proof qualities along with
summer comfort, the studios in the
wing over the air conditioning unit
are suspended on rubber blocks,
over which concrete has been::
poured, and. tiles laid. In this way
all. floor vibrations are avoided. In
addition, each studio is equipped
with its own power plant and ther-
mostatic heat and air control.

The engineering marvels under-
laying the vast new plant are likely

,

to .escape the average, visitor.
.Bourtd to be an eye-catcher, how-
ever,. is the' variety of dress worn,
by VGA staffers. The saris of India,
the turbans Of Pakistan, the color-,
ful garb of Indonesia, the native
dress of faraway lands, mingle with
western, motif in this modern Tow-
er of Babel. There are refugees'
from behind the Iron Country,
victirtis of the Nazi horrors, and
even a bonafide princess of Thai-
land, the' granddaughter of King
Mongkut, the “king” of “Anna and.
the King of Siam” and the Broad-
way musical, “The King and I,” on
the VGA roll-call.

Sole exception to th VOA mi-
gration is the tv staff, part of which
will remain in New York to be
near the center of production.

Henry Fonda to Do

Emmett Kelly Series
Henry Fonda has been . signed tp

do a half-hour telefilm bio of Em-
mett Kelly,, the Ringling Bros, and

Barnum & Bailey clow It’ll be

done insert on the General

Electric
.
program. Film will be pro-

duced by Music Corp. of America’s

Revue Filins, It’ll mark ’Fonda’s,

telebob’.
'

Also i the works for. the same
series is a batch of telefilm-firstsv

Under negotiation . are deals with
Jimmy Stewart,, Alan Ladd, Gary
Cooper, Clark .Gable, Joan Craw-
ford, Jane Wyman and Tyrone
Power.

MCA’s Freddie Fields left yes-
terday (Tues.) for the Coast to.

work on the first .GE show to ema-
nate from there; He’ll be gone;
about three weeks.

Geo. Reeves Returns

To ‘Superman* Lead
Hollywood, Oct. 26.

George Reeves,, who left his long
underwear behind and exited the
lead as “Superman” when he
couldn’t get a hefty raise, is back
at it again.

Reeves and producer Whitney.
Ellsworth . have reached . agreement
on a. new contract, with the actor
receiving an uppance in coin, but
not anything like his original de-
mands. Series resumes Nov. 15 at

California, studios, with Harry Ger-
stad directing vidpix which will

be in. tint.

Rockhill
Continued from page 4a—

porate minute books and Other cor-
porate -documents’' missing, con-
tracts cancelled' and back accounts
closed, to say nothing of locks
forcibly removed froin desks arid
cabinets. All these activities (were)
carried ion apparently by a group
who seemingly took over the com-
pany in her. absence.”

Rockhill ’s current situation has
an involved background. Statement
points out that some months ago
Miss Taylor started to form . a
syndicate to purchase the controll-
ing. stock interest in Rockhill held
by her associate. A New York at-

torney approached her with a plan,
for syndicate that included offi-

cers or heads of three corripanies,
“all highly reputable people of
substance arid business standing.”
The syndicate wa"s to help. Miss
Taylor in buying the stock of her
associate, and “would benefit the
Company and all the stockholders,
by putting huge sums of operating
capital into the corporation, fi-

nancing the production of tele-

vision films, using their, important
contacts in the industry for. selling
Rockhill shows, and by establish-
ing substantial credit for other ex-
tended corporate operations,”

On th assurance that Rock-
hill would benefit, the company
installed ( principals of the syndi-
cate) on the board of directors.
“Within the first few days,” -

cording to Miss Taylor, “the
.
group

did, in fact, live up to their asr

jSertions by establishing $7.50,000
credit for Rockhill Productions,
Inc, ” A short time later, Miss
Taylor said, She learned that the
credit had / been withdrawn “and
meanwhile none of the other prom-
ises materialized.”

George S. Gladden is ankling his

post as head of J. Walter Thomp-
spn’s motion picture/ and tv-film

department to join Academy Pic-
tures, commercial film producers.
He’ll serve in an administrative
capacity at Academy.

Gladden had been with the
Thompson agency for the past 14
years.

.
George L. George, onetime

Academy Award-winning director
in the documentary field, has
joined Slurgis-Grant Productions,
the N. Y. commercial and indus-
trial filriim.akihg outfit, as associate
producci* and director.

Hollywood, Oct. 26.

United Television Programs will

syndicate four hew vidfilm series,

involving a total production outlay
Of approximately $5;00b,000, for lo-
cal and regional sponsorship next
year, while six riew. series will be
presented for national sponsorship
in the same year, exec v.p. Lee
Savin said here...

Six shows; to be offered for na-
tional; sponsorship vvill consist of
a

.
variety of programs from situa-

tion comedy to draihatic, Four new
syndicated series each will have 39
half-hour stanzas.

“Authors Playhouse,” with four
vidfiliris already canned; arid. “O.
Henry TV Theatre.” are two of the
shows to be offered: nationally.
Others haven’t yet been selected.
Brewster ’ Morgan and Eugene
Solow . produce “Playhouse.” A.
Edward Sutherland Will produce
“Henry!’ for Gross-Krasne, Inc.

/ In addition; UTP. syndicates
“Lone Wolf,” ‘‘Mayor. of the Town,”
“Where Were You?”, “Water
Front,”’, arid “Rocky Jones, Space
Ranger.”

Plans for : expansion
,

mapped at series of homeoffice
sessions. ^Present wefe Philip Ni
Krasne.. Jack J, Gross, Noel Ryba-
loffs Dale Sheets, Savin and sales
v.p. Wynn. Nathan; of the home-
office, and Aaron Beckwith arid;

Tom McManus of N. Y,. and John
P.vRbhrs of /Chicago. Nathan will
add 10 now’ salesmen to his staff

in the next few months to handle
the increased product.

ZfVS 135 MARKETS

ON CORLISS ARCHER’
Ziv Television. Prograriis has

reached the 1 35-market mark on
“Meet Corliss .Archer,” and the
firm’s 90-day sales drive on the
comedy segment makes it tlie sixth
Ziv telcpix entry to go over 135
riiarkets.. Latest regionals which
pushed the Show, over the mark
Were a 10-market sale on the Coast
to Brown & Haley candies arid
five-market sale to. Safeway Stores.

Other Ziv shows over the 135
mark are “Favorite Story,” “Mx\
District Attorney,” "I Led Three:
Lives,” “Boston Blackie” and
“Cisco Kid;”

ETC’s ‘Rainbow’ As

1st Europe-Made Tinter
European Television Corp.,

whose “The Little Match Girl”
hour-long feature received wide
Christrriasdime distribution last
year via RCA Thesaurus, has com-
pleted production on a second
feature for television* “Rainbow
After the Rain.” Film, shot in
Germany, is the first tv-film to be
produced in color in Europe,

Paul Gordon, ETC topper, ar-
rived in Now York recently
with the first prints of the film
and wilt. .screen it till mid-October,
when lie returns to Berlin. Pic,
which stars Maxi and Ernst Baier* A
Frank Sawdrs and Lydia Veicht,
features ballet, and iceshow se-

quences. and will be distributed i

the U; SV * World: TV Fill

Corp,

James, Pamela Mason
Star Daughter in Vidpix

.Hollywood, bet: 26.

Portland Productions, owned by
James Mason and. his wife. Pamela,
Will shoot a series of 12 15-minute
vidpi starring - their six-year-old
daughter, Portland, at the Gold-,
wyn studios beginning Nov. 20.

Mason will direct arid appear
bHefly in some of. the frames and
be . and his wife will write the
scripts. Each. isode depicts
Biblical or historical event as seen
through the eyes of a kid.

LAZAR TO GOVERNOR TV
Connie Lazar, who ankled Unity

Television Corp; a few months back
after a long tenure as the. firm’s

Coast rep, has joined Arthur Ker-
man’s Governor TV Attractions as

head of the Coast office. At the
same time, Kerman signed MAC
Studibs in Chicago, headed by
Howard. Grafniari, as his midwest-
ern sales rep.

Governor has a total of 71 fea^

turcs arid some. 250 short subjects.
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TJLhat s^hename of a movie a lot

of people thought was pretty good. It was made by Columbia

Pictures. They made a few other “pretty good” pictures, too.

Oscar-winning ones like “From Here to Eternity” Or “The

Caine Mutiny” and “On the Waterfront”

Now, “it” really happened one night a few years ago. On many
occasions before, the management of Columbia Pictures Corpo-

ration had discussed Television, a more than passing problem

for film producers. They were optimistic and intrigued by the

challenge this new him medium presented*

They made a decision.

It was decided to tap Columbia’s reservoir of thirty years of

showmanship talent and entertainment experience to produce

first-rate television programs on film. This decision and faith

was backed by cash-on-the-line when they created their tele-

vision subsidiary— SCREEN GEMS.

SCREEN GEMS knew from the start that it would be neces-

sary to have extensive production facilities on both coasts. In

Hollywood, Columbia Pictures already had outstanding studios.

Immediate steps were taken and complete facilities were set up
in New York, the world’s advertising capital.

Then, SCREEN GEMS was ready to give to the television advertiser

A truly unique and long-needed service-a one-stop film source for:

1 . custom-made entertainment to attract the widest possible audi-

ence on a national basis and produced at our studios in Holly-

wood, or in New York.

3. quality syndicated entertainment made available* through our

own organization, for local or regional advertisers ; and

3. commercials, to complete the services for all advertisers.

National Shows
«

{

' Today in Hollywood, SCREEN GEMS produces Tht

Ford Theatre, for the Ford Motor Co. through l

Walter Thompson Company; Father Knows Best

for P. Lorillard and Co., throughYoung & Rubicam,

Ine. yCaptain Midnight for General Mills, Inc. and The Wander Co.

through Tatham-Laird ; and The Adventures of Rin Tin Tin for thl

National Biscuit Co. through Kenyon & Eckhardt. In New York,

we produce The Big Playback for The Ethyl Corporation through

Batten, Barton, Durstine &-Osborn.

Commercials
Although some SCREEN GEMS commercials are

produced in Hollywood, most are produced in Neff

York where the advertisers are located, and when

the agency TV directors can participate in pro*
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ction all along the way. We have a complete and competent staff

prodiicens, directors, writers ancl technicians. And we have our

n animation artists
.
and department.

Our clients for commercials are the Honor- Roll of advertising

encies. During the past few months, in 1954, some of the adver-

ts for whom we have produced commercials, both live and ani-

decl, include

:

cku Strike Cigarettes * U. S. Steel ' Blatz * Borden's * Pall Mall

Wvettes. RCA Victor Canie.o Stockings Helene Curtis

dtine Continental Can • Ipan PieVs Beer • Schaefer Beer
'vkm Silver • Jello • Frostee * Helena Rubinstein • Ford Dealers

(krd Hudnut • Cities Service • and dozens of others.

Syndlca 1 1on

|
SCREEN GEMS maintains its own nation-wide syn-

dication service for local and regional advertisers.
<VX/>^L . - , . . _ A

We have sales offices in Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas,

Detroit, San Francisco and Hollywood in addition

®ur Metropolitan and Eastern regional office* located in New
fk with our home offices.

The programs we are now syndicating are Your All Star
Mre,: Celebrity Playhouse, The Big Playback, Jet Jackson, Rin

fftn, and in some markets, our other shows. We're also offering

of 1955, the syndicated version of the current Fireside

.Theatre

,

which we; were invited to market for Procter & Gamble,

through The Compton Co.

SCREEN GEMS programs have achieved highest audience rat-

ings. Unexcelled showmanship may be expected of a company

which has complete and interchangeably flexible production, fa-

cilities on both coasts. Every day that passes proves that with

SCREEN GEMS any advertiser, large or small, can make sales

through television film at the lowest cost.

Why not call us in the next time you. have any Jcind of a TV
film problem. We think you’ll enjoy working with us-and we’d

Welcome being of service to you. You can write directly to us,

telephone or wire collect if you wish.

Television Subsidiary of Columbia Pictures Corp. * 233 W. 49th St, N. Y. 19, N. Y. • Cl rcie 5-504.4

The only company which provides advertisers with Hollyxvood . nil New York

custom-produced national sh rcials, nd syndicated programming* :
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,By HERM SCHOENFELD-

Jimmy Boyd: “I Saw Mommy
Do The Mambo” - “Santa . Claus
Blues’’ (Columbia)., The mambo
side is a clever takeoff on last

year’s smash, "I Saw .'Mommy Kiss-

ing Santa Claus Last Night.”
Jimmy Boyd, about brie tone low-
er, also does this side and could
ride it into another big one for

th Xmas trade. “Santa
t

Claus
Blues” combines a juVe lyric with.,

a sophisticated blues rhythm arid

it . doesn’t exactly jell.

'

, Sarah Vaughaii: “Idle Gossip”-
“M a k e Yourself Comfortable”.
(Mercury), This is the most com-
mercial platter that Sarah Vaughn
lias riiade . in . some time. .“Idle

Gossip,” a .
fine ballad that, has

been around for some , months, and
which has clicked irt England, ,is

given a superlative /rendition by
this standout song stylist. On the
flip. “Make Yorirself .Comfortable”

Night” (Decca). “Triumph Of
Love,” a tune that stems from the
non-fiction work by the same title,

is an attractive inspirational tune
with a catching rhythm beat and a
lyric that never grows cloying
while getting, the message across.
Kaye Ballard handles it deftly and
sincerely while maintaining the
svVing tempo. “Where Were You
Last Night” is a quasi-folk tune
with a repetitive musical idea
Doubtful chances.
Mae Williams: “My Lover Who

Lied”r"Human Desire” (American),
Mae Williams, a Hollywood nitery
thrush and ex-Tommy Dorsey vo-
calist, Impresses on her first sides
for. the American label. “My Lover
Who Lied” is a fine ballad with . a
simple folk appeal which, she pro-
jects sensitively. On the flip, Miss
Williams gives' powerful, low-
down vocal of a bluesy tune from

JIMMY BOYD
(Columbia)

SARAH VAUGHAN
(Mercury

\

I SAW MOMMY DOING THE MAMBO
. . Santa Clans Blues.

IDLE GOSSIP
. Make Yourself^Comforta ble

' is a neat idea cleverly executed
and this side could also step out,
Peggy King also has a good vei-

.

ion for Columbia, both slices us-
ing the multiple dubbing tech-
icjue.

Jane Froman:. “Song From Desi-
ree”-“Finger Of Suspicion” (Capi-
tol i. “Song From Desiree” is . the
latest classy pic theme to turn up
on wax. It’s a big ballad that Jane
Froman gives an appropriate work-
over, with her legit singing style.
Flip is a change of pace, a .rhythm
number which. Miss Froman
bounces with commercial appeal;

Bill Darnell-The Smith Bros.:
“We Wanna See Santa DO . The
Mainbo”-“Too Fat To Be Santa
Claus (Label Xi. Still another
mambo tune that’s latched to the
Xmas- theme. “We Wanna See
Santa” is a swinging rhythm num-
ber with good chances, Label X.
evidently liked . this tune because
two more platters are slanted for
the hillbilly and' the r&b markets
by Terry Fell and John Greer. On
the Bill Darnell flip, “Too Fat” is

a calypso-type entry that’s also
catching.

Tony Martin: “My Bambino”-
“Rcsticss Heart” (Victor).- “My
Bambino” is a pretty Italo-gfOovecl
lullaby . that Tony Martin projects
in top form. It’s an appealing side
with strong commercial potential.
“Restless Heart.” from the. legit
production, “Fanny,” is a material
number that Martin gives a dra-
matic treatment, but' it doesn’t
come off as a pop . side.
Kaye Ballard: “Triumph Of

Love” - “Where Were You- Last

the Columbia picture of the same
title, a number that’s excellent
special material for Cafe per-
formers.

Russ Morgan: “Whisper”-"Yes
Dear” (Decca). It’s doubtful' if

“Whisper” will make much noise
commercially but it’s a delightful
number that deserves deejay re-
spect. It has a lingering old-
fashioned quality that’s easy on the
ear and the Morgan manner was
never better. “Yes Dear” is an
innocuous item that won’t offend
anyone but won’t get much play.

The Rover Boys: “Show Me”--
“You’ve Got. It" (Coral). If the
vocakgroup vogue continues to sus-
tain its hot pace, The Rover Boys
have good chance to cash in.

Group has the sound and the ma-
terial on “Show Me” and the
spinners and disk-buyers should
.'eat it up. Trine and delivery fol-
low the eccentric driving formula
that’s become popular, but the boys
have -that' 'extra harmony zing that
should push ’em through. "You’ve
Got It” is a less successful attempt
with similar merchandise.

V Ritter: “is There A Santa
Claus?” - “Old Tex Kringle” (Capi-
tol). Francis B. Church’s classic
Yule editorial for the N. Y, Sufi has
been turned into a pleasing plat-
ter fo rthe Xmas sales push by Tex
Ritter. Hillbilly crooner gives it,

a

recitation treatment with plenty of
warmth and no hoke. The Word
stress will limit its jock and juke
spins but the parents Will surely
buy it for the kiddle turntables.
"Old Tex Kringle” is just another
version of the Santa legend but

LAWRENCE WELK
and his

CHAMPAGNE MUSIC
163d Consecutive Week, Arapon
Ballroom, Santa . Monica, -Calif.

Exclusively on Coral Records
THERE’S A SMALL HOTEL

end

SAW YOUR EYES

this time with ap alfalfa flavor,

which confines its spinning spread.
Gary Crosby: “There’s A Small

Hotei"-“Ready, Willing and Able”
(Decca*. The

.
Rodgers & Hart

oldie, “There'S A Srnall Hotel,”
currently' revived on Broadway in

“On Your Toes,” gets a fresh,

peppy workover via Gary Crosby’s
pleasant piping attack. His style is

bright and breezy which excellenty

fits into the lilt of the melody and
lyric. Young Crosby gets a bit

too stylized on the flip side but it’s

a catchy item and rates, some atten-

tion.

Album Review*

Paul Whiteman Orch: “All Time
Dance Party” (Coral).. For some
reason or other, show business and
fashion have been casting a nos-
talgic eye to the 1920s. The “flat

look” of that period may not hold
up but the music doeS^at least is

'

presented by Paul Whiteman and
the “hew Ambassador Hotel or-

chestra” on this 10-inch longplay
package. The period pieces such
as “Whispering,”. “Japanese Sand-
man” and “I Love; You” are dc ,: v-

ered .with the enchantment* c'

’20s but it’s, just right for tc s.

terpsters;

. Roma “Sympho-Pop” Orchestra:
“The Magical Melodies of Savino”
(Kapp). A package of the melodies,
of Dorrienico Savino has been a
long time a-coming. His composi-
tions are lush and colorful and
the Roma “Sympho-Pop” orchestra
haridles ’em all with proper spirit.

The 12-inch LP is a natural, for
late-hour jocks.

: Sam Rosey has joined,Russ Mor-
gan’s enterprises as personal man-
ager. Rosfey formerly was an agent
in San Francisco.

PT^rjety

J
1. IF I GIVE MY HEART TO YOU (7) , , .

.

2. I NEED YOU NOW (8)

i. HEY THERE (14)

I 4. PAPA LOVES MAMBO (3)

|
5. HOLD MY HAND (4)

6. THIS OLE HOUSE (9)

T
7. SKOKIAAN (9)

8. SHAKE, RATTLE AND ROLL (2)

9. SH-BOOM (15)

10, WHITHER THOU GOEST (2)

HONEY LOVE

$ HIGH AND THE MIGHTY

SMILE
, .

.

IT'S A WOMAN'S WORLD
CARA MIA
THINGS I DIDN’T DO
FORTUNE IN DREAMS

Muskrat ramble

on
Doris Day
Denise Lor
Conn'ee Bosibell

l Dinah Shore

Eddie Fisher

\ Rosemary Clooney

} Sammy Davis, Jr.

Parry Com
Don Cornell

Rosemary Clooney

{

Ralph Mprterie
Louts Armstrong
Four Lads
Ray Anthony
Bill Haley’s. Comets

( Crew Cuts

.

I
Stan Freberg

Les Paul-Mary Ford

. . Columbia
, . Major

. Dacca
Victor

' Victor

. . Columbia
.Decca

Victor

. Coral

. Columbia

.Mercury
, . .Decca

. ..Columbia
. . . Capitol

. Decca

. . .Mercury
. . . Capitol

, . . Capitol

$ Vicki Youn
l Drifters

'Victor Young
: ^

LeRoy. Holmes . .
’

' Johnny Desmond
Les Baxter .......

... . . i Hat; ( King ) Cole
• ‘ ’ * ’ ' ’ “

l -Sunny Gale

Four Aces .........

Whitfield-Mdntovani ., .

.

Perry Com
Kay Starr ....

.( McGuire • Sisters ......
.{ Matys Brothers

f GOODNIGHT, SWEETHEART; GOODNIGHT McGuire Sisters

;; THEY WERE DOING TIIE. MAMBO
]

A , , i . . .

(Fioures in parentheses indicate number of weeks song has been in the Ton 101

Capitol T
Atlantic

19

. .Decca
. . .MGM
, . Coral
. Capitol <

’

.Capitol 4 "

Victor

.Dacca
. London
Victor

Capitol

. . . Coral
Essex

. , Coral ^
. , Victor

. Victor

.
Strauss: Rosenkavalier (London).

Sumptuous Version of the melodi-
ous opera (complete), with Vienna
State Opera soloists and chorus,
and Vienna' Philharmonic, under
the. knowing baton of Erich Klei-
ber, giving the work, style, flourish
and authenticity. Hilde Gueden is
especially choice as Sophie, Mar-
schallin is. Maria Reining, Sena
Jurinac the. Octavian, Ludwig
Weber the Baron Ofchs,

Berliozi Te Deum (Columbia).
Rarely-he.ard oratorio is lyrical
beautiful iri spots, with strong
dramatic climaxes, yet restrained
tones, all of it well brought out by
Sir Thomas Beecham, the Royal
Philharmonic and choirs,

v- Beethoven: Sonatas No; I' m F
Minor, No. 3 in C (RCA Victor).
These early works have solidity in
Solomon’s sensitive readings. The
F Minor is serious, often moody;
No. 3 iri ,C : iS'a gay, bubbling work.

Chopin: Concertos No. 1 & 2
,(Westminster). Atti’active perform-
ances bjr pianist Paul Badura-
Skodai assisted by the ^ Vienna
State Opera Orch under Artur
Rodzinski. Readings are gracefully
chiseled, not too emotional, a little
too sharply accented at times, but
always clear arid clean.

Ravel: Bolero, Tombeau de Cou-
perin, Pavane Pour Infante (Angel).
Choice readings of both the
rhythmic “Bolero” and delicately
shaded impressionistic pieces by
Badiodiffusion Orch undei1 Andre
Cluytens.
Andres Segovia Album (Decca).

“Chaconne,” plus shorter Bach
pieces, and charming bits by SJors,
Villa-Lobos and Rodrigo, beauti-
fully played by the master-guitar-

ist. Austere “Chaconne” comes off
well, without loss of musical values
Contemporary American Music

for Strings (MGM). Representative
modern works, diverse in style
lyric, rhythmic and appealing
under Izler Solomon’s batoning
with the MGM Orch.' There’s an
early Copland work; and pieces by
Diamond* Persichetti, Goeb anil
Porter, all substantial..

Sibelius: Symphonies No. 3 & 7
(London). The happy, light C Major
(No, 3) ;arid melodious, classic 7lh
in expressive readings by the 'Lori-"
don -. Symphony under Anthony
Collins.

Bartok: Concertos No. 2 & 3
(Westminster).

.
The No, 2 is bold,'

angry and pulsing; No. 3 more
serene. Two important works well
performed by pianist. Edith Far*
nadi, aided by the Vienna State
Opera Orch under Hermann Seher-
chen.

, Copland Album (Westminster).
Three of Aaron Copland’s finest
scores, the exotic “El Salon /Mex-
ico” fravorsome “Billy Kid” arid-

pastoral “Appalachian Spring.” in

vivid, highly attractive readings
by the National Syriiphoriy under
Howard Mitchell. Bron.

NEW DET. RCA DISTRIB V.P.
Detroit, Oct. 26.

Clarence A. Malin has been
.named veepee and manager of trie

Detroit branch of the RCA Victor
Distributing Co., /Succeeding Ned
A. Corbett, who takes on similar
duties at the Chicago branch.
Malin formerly was home instru-

ment sales manager of the De-
troit branch.

The top 30 songs of week (more In case of ties), based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Index.
Published by Office of Research, Inc.. Dr. John Gray Peatman,
Director. Alphabetically listed. Film. * Legit musical.

Survey Week of October 15-21, 1954

Anyone Can Fall In Love Weiss
Cara Mia / ...... ..Feist
Count Your Blessings—t“While Christmas” Berli
Fanny—*“Fanny”

. ... i .....

.

. Chappell
Hajji Baba— -•“Adventures. of Hajji Baba” ...... . . Remick.
Heaven Was Never Like This Famous
Hey There—*“Pajama Game" , . . .Frank
High Arid The Mighty—f“High And The Mighty” Witmark
Hold My Hand—v“Susan Slept Here” . Raphael
I Have To. Tell You—*“Fanny”

. Chappell
I Need You Now

. .Miller
If I Give My Heart To You Miller
I’m A Fool To Care .. ........Peer
It’s A Woman’s World— - “Woman’s World” :

. Robbi
Iri The Chapel In The Moonlight . . ... Shapirb-B
Little Shoemaker . ... Bourne
Love, You Didn’t Do Right—•’-“White Christmas” .Berlin
Man That Got Away— i“A Star Is Born” Harwi
Mood Indigo .

. Mills
Muskrat Ramble . ........... Simon
Papa Loves Mambo ’ Shapiro-B
Sabrina—-"("“Sabrina ' Famous
Skokiaau

. . . . , . . ..... Shapiro-B
...Bourne

Sway- ....:. Peer
Teach Me Tonight .... . . . . ... . , .......... Hub
There’s A Small Hotel—*“On Your Toes” :

Chappell
They Were Doing The. Mambo. Mayfair
This Ole House ... . . . . . ... . .

.

Hamblen
Time Wails For No One,

. .Remick-

Top 30 Songs on TV
(More In Case of Ties)

• • • 0 • r •

• -0 .'$ • # •

.
* •

Cara' Mia ...... . ... ,.j

Count You r Blessings-^f‘White Christmas
Fanny—*‘‘Fanny”
Gee, j Wish I Was Back—tWhite Christmas’
Gilly, Gilly- Ossenfeffer Katzenellen Bogen. . ...

.

Goodnight, Sweetheart, Goodnight , ....
Hernando’s Hideaway—*“Pajama Game” * . , . . ,

.

Hey There—“Pajama Game” ........ . . ... .

.

High And The Mighty— i‘“High And The Mighty”
I Need You Now .......
I Want You All To Myself . . . . , .

.

I Want’cha Around. . ;

If I Give My Heart To You . ..

In The Chapel In The 'Moonlight
Lila . .

„
'

'

; . ..

'

Little Shoemaker . ...

Man That Got Away—1“A Star Is Born”. .......
Muskrat Ramhle .

Papa Loves Mambo
Restless Heart—“Fanny”
Sh-Boom . , .

,

Shake, Rattle And Roll. .

.

Sisters—if“White Ghristnias’
Skokiaan
Smile
Teach Me Tonight
Tell Me, Tell Me .

;

Things I Didn’t Do
This Ole House .

.

Venl, Vidi, Vici...

• *f* • • p

.

•

• ••••«"•> 1 1 » 1 «« • > «« • • »

I » ifi M «

I ! I «

. Feist
Berlin

. . Chappell

... Berlin

. . Beaver
Arc

. . Frank

. ..Prank

, . Witmark
. .Miller
. , Shapiro-B
. . Joy
. . Miller
. . Shapiro-B
. . Garlock-S
. . Bourne
. . Harwiri
. . Simon
... Shapirb-B
.... Chappell
. . H&R
. . Progressiv
. . Berlin
. . Shapiro-B
. . Bourne
. . Hub
. . (Golden Bell

. . H & R
, . Hamblen
.. Hawthorne

-A,.
"A*.
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CHI JOCKS SLAP ‘OPEN PAYOLA’
. .

The Christmas spirit hit the -f

uisic industry this week. Pub-
lishers arid disk companies began

tin owing their new Yule material

into the market in the annual sear

Soria! scramble for the break-

through tune.

Despite general disk jockey an-

tipathy to spinning Xmas platters

so early in the year, the diskeries

started mailing deejay copies Of

their new Christmas platters late

last week and the publishers are

beginning to hit the road to con-

vince the disk Spinners to give

th ir tunes an early start. Pubbers’

appeal will be based on fact that

it now takes more than two months
to get a tune rolling, and if the

(leejays wait until after Thanks-
giving Day before programming:
Christmas, etchings, their, new
product: won't be - given a geLoffr

tlie-ground chance,

Accent, on Christmas disks this

year is in- the novelty groove.

Many publishers figure that si -.sea-

sonal. novelty has better takeoff

opportunities than a ballad. They
believe that the standard .Christ-,

mas ballads are pretty tough.
.
to

buck, but; a novelty has a chance
’ to crack through any year,

Xmas Reprises

Among the new novelty platters

being pushed this season are “I,

Saw Mommy Do the Mambo With
You Know Who” by Jimmy Boyd
(Columbia); .‘‘-We Want To See.
Santa Do the Mambo” by The
Smith Bros. (Label X); “I Want
Eddie Fisher . for Christmas” by
Betty Johnson (New Disc), and “I
Got a Code in the Node for Christ-
mas” by Gayla Peevey (Columbia).

Publishers with Xmas tunes that
have made their mark in the past
Will continue their annual drive on
each for. performances and sheet
sales,, Among ' the established
Christmas items are “White Chfist-

That’s Charting It

Over at the Hotel Rosevelt,
N. Y., was this unusual dead-
pan songplugger's: hypo for his

tune to Gliy. Lombardo:
“My song came out of no- ...

where to the 62d spot ori the
bestseller charts.” •

n)j\s,” “Winter W o n d • 1 a n
:
d,”

“Frosty the Snowman,” “Silver
Bells,” “Santa Claus Is Coming To
Town” and “Rudolph the Red-
Nosed : Reindeer.” Eartha kitt,
who broke through last year with
“Santa Baby” (Victor), is back
again this, season with: the ..same
tune and a- new lyric tagged “This
Year's Santa Baby” for the same
label.

The disk companies also are
going all out on new Yule albums.
Since the package biz has zoomed
in the past year, the diskeries fig-

ure the Xmas sets will account for
a hefty chunk, of th seasonal
platter billings.

Late Tan Disking

RCA Victor was stymied in its
move to cash in on the rave notices
for the new Broadway musical,
"Peter Pan,” by rushing its original
east album production this week.
Mary

. Martin, star of the show,
said she was too. tired to maike the
albui this week, so Victor, execs
have .scheduled the sessions for
next Tuesday (2).

“Peter Pan” :

is the seventh origi-
nal cast album set by RCA. Victor
this season. Others are "The Boy
Friend,” Mrs. Patterson,” “Fanny,”
‘‘Sillc Stockings, ’A “Ninotchka” and
"Midsumriier Night's

1

Dream.’* Vic-
tor also is

.

issuing the soundtrack
fl’om the 20th-Fox filmusical, “Car-
men Joneis.”

Victor has practically cornered
the original cast album market this
year. Columbia Records has nabbed
®hly one show this year, “House
of Flowers,” the Harold Arlen-
Truman. Capote musical due on
Broadway in December.,

'MAMBO U.S.A/ COAST DATES
Hollywood, Get. 26.

Gene Norman has booked the
Mambo U.S.A.” package for four
Coast dates, including a concert

the Shrine Auditorium Nov, 26.
Other three dates, Npv, 24-25-27,
dl be for dances on the Coast.

The three major video networks

and g^oup Of -top viclpix pro*

ducers wrapped up a new agree-

ment with the Music Performance

Trust Fund, No. 2, last week that

will run for five years, retroactive
to last Feb. 1,. New agreement,
which replaces the three-year
agreement which ran out Jan. 31,
will give the Fund approximately
$1,000,000 more to distribute this

year among unemployed members,
of the American Federation Of Mu-
sicians.

Signatories to. the new deal are
the ABC, CBS and NBC networks,:
Desilu Productions, Studio -Films,
Walt Disney Productions arid Ziv
Television Productions. Pact calls

for a payment to the Fund of 5%
of the gross revenues -received,
from fhe sale of vidpix or 5% of
the station time charges; which-
ever is less, on sponsored films.

On .sustaining films, the first' fun
on any station can be made for
nothing; Payment to the Fund for
each subsequent run will be on the
basis of 2% of the film’s . produc-
tion cost.

.
Payments to th Trust Fund

from Vidpix producers have zoomed
sharply since i951, when the orig-

inal agreement was made. In the
first year, ending April, 1952, the
vidpix producers shelled out. $164,

r

800 to the Fund; this climbed to

$363,000 the following year arid

more than, doubled the year after,

when the Fund collected $709,500.
On all pix produced before Feb-
ruary this year, the vidpix pro-
ducers pay under the old schedule.

Samuel R. Rosenbaum is trustee
both for the disk industry and
vidpix Trust Funds. Via coopera-
tion with AFM locals around tlie

country, the Fund allocates coin
for cuffo concerts in parks, hos-
pitals. auditoriums, etc... with the
musicians getting paid regular
scale.

Lena Horne, who lias been ab-
sent from the disk picture for the
past couple of years, will likely

join the'RGA Victor foster shortly.
Songstress is currently talking with
Victor execs about a new deal, and
may do four sides for the label on
a one-shot basis if a longterm pact
can’t be worked out.

. Columbia Records almost nabbed
Miss. Horne a couple of weeks* ago,
but she refused to do the songs
assigned to her.

Jack Lewis Doe to Head

Victor’s Groove Label
Jack Lewis, head of RCA Vic-

tor's jazz, operation, is slated tp
take over the artists & repertoire
assignment for Victor’s, rhythm &
blues label, Groove Records, short-
ly. Danny Kessler headed Groove
until he exited the company last
spring, and since then Lewis has
handled the r&b assignments with-
out having the title.

It’s understood Lewis will also
continue to direct Victor’s jazz
output

Chicago, Oct. 26.

Certai deejays here are at-

tempting to quash .the efforts of

the. DJL (Disk Jrickeys & Librar-
ians) to enroll Chi record spim
nefs for fear that the new organi-
zation’s “deals” would demean the
disk jockey profession. The DJL
is a Coast outfit, headed by Jean
Dee and Charles Burton, which is

seeking to team the country's dee-
jays With small diskefies i an
arrangement that would net jocks
and ’record librarians a cut of the
indie record companies’ profits. It’s

figured by the DJL that jocks
around the country could make a
hit of any disk if they all g'uiged
up on it at once.
Bruce Dennis, program director

of radi station WGN, a Mutual
affiliate owned by the Chicago
Tribune, issued a “needless to .say”
memo to 'staff deejays, advising
them ail to lay off. WJJD spin
Stan Dale said he felt an organi-
zation like this “corrupts the ob-
jective purpose of the disk jockeys,
which is to play What the audience
would like to hear. To

.
subscri be

tp a thing like the DJL is to lay
yourself wide open to a lot, of
junk, just because you think you’re
going to get some, kind of. payoff,
and to jeopardize a genuine fol-

lowing which' is worth a thousand
times more than' the payoff of an
outfit like this.”

Howard Miller, the city’s most
radio-and-tv-saturated jock, called
the DJL an “openfaced payola'.”

Miller, best-known jockey in town
and a real influence, said he would
do everything in his power to get
all stations he works on to ban the
DJL affiliated disks,

A sampling , of Chicago deejays
had 100% of them shaking their
heads to the tune, Of “nix on (he
DJL and its kind,” but there’s still

no. question that some are nibbling
at the hook; General feeling among
jocks ‘here is that hungry ' hinter-
land: .".-record. spinners will go lor
the plan wholesale*

Tape It, Natch
In the lobby of New York’s

Brill Bldg., the No. 10 Down-,
ing St, of the music biz, last

week, two 'publishers were
talking about .Capitol Records’
new Coast headquarters, which
is built in the shape of a

record.
“What’ll they . do with it,”

one publisher asked,: “When
the industry converts to tape?”

Pop: platter biz last week snapped
out of a bad slump that started
early in September and Soured ex-
pectations of a big fall, turnover
this, year: But . while pop platters
were slowed down, /the market for
packaged griods has remained solid
for the past couple of months.

Activity on pop singles began
perking sharply last week for no
explicable reason. The Christmas
season is still more than a month
away and the current pop hits have
remained relatively unchanged for
the past couple of months.. The
current biz hike, in fact, is coming
at a time when disk execs normal-
ly expect a lull before the rush

;
that

usually
,
begins around Thanksgiv-

ingDay.
Sheet music . sales, meantime,

continue to hold at relatively low
levels. While a couple of years: ago.
a big lfit could be 'expected to move
over 400,000 copies, publishers now
regard a 200,000 seller as a smash,

Hollywood, Oct. 26.

Capitol is readying a new Frank
Siriatfa jazz album in which the
singer will be backed only by .*

rhythm section. Package marks a

complete switch for Sinatra, who
usually has a big band background
for his vocals;

Initial four sides have, been cut
for the platter, with the rhythm
group utilizing nothing but “head”
arrangements to supply the back-
ing. Only thing on paper at the
recording sessions are the titles.

Sam. Goody, leading discount op-

erator in the disk field, dropped

a legal decision in the U. S. Su-

preme Court Monday (25), but it

won’t affect his operation at all.

Goody had challenged the New
York State Feld-Crawford Act be-

fore, the Court, but the latter re-
fused to review the lower, court’s
decision and hence,, in effect, up-
held the constitutionality of fair-
trading laws. However, none of the
disk companies is considering fair-

trade agreeriierits to fix the list

prices of their products.

Goody’s action before the
Supreme Court stems from a suit
.originally brought against him by
Cetra-Soria Records arid Capitol
Records, which distributed Cetra*-
Soria. Latter companies won an
injunction, against Goody in N. Y.
Supreme Court, prohibiting him
from selling its platters. Under list.

Goody then appealed to the Fed-
eral Supreme Court but, several
months ago, Capitol withdrew its

coriiplaint against Goody and per-
mitted him to sell Cetra-Soria be-
low.list.

Goody, however, decided to get
a High CoUft ruling that would
conclusively decide the validity of
fair-trade laws. Fact that Goody
lost before the Supreme . Court, be-
comes academic in view of Capi-
tol’s withdrawal Of its Original ac-
tion against the retailer and in
view of the rest of the major com-
panies’ neutral attitude towards
price-cutting.

4- Disk biz execs are focusing at-

tention on a .new sales pattern
currently shaping up in several
midwest cities under, the aegis
of a major chain store distributor,
Handleman Drugs. Latter company
supplies numerous standard items

.

to chain stores and supermarkets
and, in the last few months, has
added platters to its line.

A similar project has been in

operation in the east for the past
year Under Billot Wexler, Wex-
ler’s outfit, however, has been dis-

tributing platters exclusively,
while Joe. Handleman’s company
has. added the platters to its.

other commodities. Significance of
the difference lies in the fact that
Handleman’s overhead on. his disk
distribution Is considerably lower;
and hence he doesn’t have to ask
for special discounts and deals
from the manufacturers. (At the
present tirrie, Wexler is suing both
Capitol and Decca for alleged price
discrimination against, his company
by not giving him a distributors'

Cut).

Most major disk, execs regard ex-

pansion into the: syndicate stores

and supermarkets as the way to

tap a new market potential; While
disk retailers ate hostile to th

idea, major sales execs generally
believe that there will be no con-
flict between regular disk outlets
and the chains.; Latter would sell

only the top hits and would at-

tract a whole new sector of shop-
pers who rarely go * into record
stores, but might stop to pick one,
off a supermarket rack.

Handleman’s . operation, which
headquarters in Detroit and cover*
Chicago and .Cleveland, may pro-
vide the answer to the problem of

how to sell more pop: disks. With
some 25,000,000 machines now i

circulation, disk execs see rip rea-

son why iriore recrirds.do not hit

the 1,000,000 -marker and why the
top clicks do not do three or four,
times their

,
present turnover. It’s

now believed that the biggest fac-

tor limiting sales is the relative

small number of outlets handling
disks. If the number of disk out-

lets, ppw numbering about 12,000,

were doubled via the rack distribu-

tion methods,, the trick of selling

more records would be consider-
ably facilitated.

BBS & BURGUNDY COS.

DO A STUDE-PACKARD
In an era of mergers between

major automobile firms and banks,
the indie diskers are now on a
consolidation kick. Burgundy Rec-
ords, recently formed company, in

Detroit, Is merging with BBS
Records, a Philadelphia label.

.
Art

Sutton headed Burgundy and Bill
Borelli operated the BBS company.
The two execs will also collaborate
as song writers.

New company;, called BBS. Bur-
gundy, will headquarter in Detroit,,

with Philadelphia as the eastern
branch centre. Arnold Sully has
been nairied to handle promotion
for the east while Terry Shaffer
Will continue in the midwest pro-
motion spot.

Teri Josefovits at the keyboard
in the Ben Franklin Room of
Leighton’s, Ardsley, N.Y., for tile

fall-winter season.

Blows His Top and Sues
Los Angeles,; Oct. 26..

James Campbell, trumpeter, says
i he can’t blow hffe* top notes any
more, so he is suing Arithon Corpi,
Billy May Orch. Inc., and five Does
for $9,287.

Plaintiff declares he was hired
by Billy May and was to have re-

ceived $175 a week and an accident
insurance policy; He contends, that
the insurance was not forthcoming

j

for an accident while traveling
with the band. The injury, he said,

prevents him from playing a. high.

.trumpet without Severe headaches,
* <• • *»

Swing to EPs

In jukeboxes
The jukebox industry is hopping

on the extended play disk band-
wagon. Coinbox move to EPs i

being made on a gradual scale to
stimulate biz, which, has been lag-

ging for the past couple of months.

The majority Of disks going into
the machines are *still. 45 rpm
speed, but operators are beginning
to insert about 10% of a 50-platter
machine with EPS. The EP ' disk
gives the customer, two tunes for
one. nickel.

,

The ops figure that the. two-for-
ofie buy will stir up the biz tliat.’.s :

been on thfe downgrade since the
McCarthy televised hearings in tlie

summer.. Take hasn’t picked up
since and they hope the EPs will

be an effective come-on. . The ops
plan to continue using the EP lure
as a steady practice even if biz

shows an upswing.

Ops in the New York area
initiated, the swing to EP and
juke men around, the country are
beginning to follow suit.

i

Hollywood, Oct. 26.

RC*A Victor unveils* a “new”
Frankie Caide next month with the
release of the first of four sides

he cut last, week in a “new sound”
experiment. Disks feature Carle
with big band—22 pieces—and
some string arrangements back-
grounding his keyboard work.

Vocals on the sides are handled
by Bob London.
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"Hit Parade’ Lineup
(On Oct. 23 NBC-TV Show)

1. Hey There .. ..Frank
2. This Ole House . . Hamblen
3. I Need You Now. .. .Miller
4. If I Give My Heart . . Miller
5. Skokiaan .Shapiro-B
6. High and Mighty . * Witmark
7v Papa Loves Mambo'; , . . S-B

Martin Block, ABC fleejay, took

a slap at the record biz again last

week ( 21 ) over his afternoon airer.

Block flared up at diskeries which

copy • arrangements of click disks.

Block targeted the Lancers’ _cut

of
v
'Mr. Sandman’’ -for Coral and

after showing its similarity to The
Ghordettes’ etching of the same,

tune for Cadence' said, "I don’t
object to various artists taking., a

tune that has been given big
start by someone else, a tune that
.looks like; it’s going to be big, .and
climbing on the bandwagon. But,
for. heaven’s sake, at least let them
show a little originality, spend a

few backs and hire an arranger
to produce a little different version.

“Copying the same arrangement
isn’t competition, not in the true
show: business sense. It’s just grab-
bing star and hanging On for the
ride. After all, the, original ar-
ranger gives his life’s blood to
create something different and
then someone else cops it from him
•when it looks good.”

LIBERACE CRACKS W, VA.

TOWN MARK WITH 276
Huntington, W. Va., Oct. 26.

In a one-nite concert stand here

last Friday (22), Liberace cracked

all records for the Huntington
Memorial Field House, with a

$27,000 gross and an: attendance of

7,828.

The.pianist, for the fiijt time,
played in the middle of the are nil

to all four sides. Presentation was
such a click that he may use this
arrangement wherever possible.

COL INKS HILLBILY
Port Arthur, Tex., Oct. 26.

Frankie Miller, Texas hillbilly
singer,, has just inked a recording
contract with Columbia. His first

two sides are ‘.‘It’s No Big Thing
To . Me” and ‘‘Hey. Where Ya
Going’?”

Miller writes much of his own
material.

Victor leagues’ Kidisk

Album to Tie in With

Pic; Not a Soundtrack
Hollywood, Oct. 26.

RCA Victor has completed a

kidisk album based on *‘20,000

Leagues Under the Sea” and will

issue it in time tp tie with the

exploitation campaign for the Walt

Disney film version of the Jules

Verne classic. Disney feature,
which stars Kirk Douglas and
Peter Lorre, is slated for Christ-

mas release.

Victor package, a Little. Nipper
Story Book Alburn, is not. a sound-
track offering. It stars William
Redfield, with sea Chanties sung*by
William. Clauson and. several pages
of dialog excerpts to set the story
line. It was produced for Victor

by Steven R. Carlin, Tieup with
Disney permits a cover designation
as the ‘‘official” album of the film;

Single, sides of tunes from the
film will be available via Decca,
for Whom Douglas recorded the
numbers' last week.

;

Religioso Songplug
Hollywood, Oct. 26.

1 Know’ any tune touts with
dignity?
Century Fjlrtis is looking for

a sbrigplugger with the proper
approach to plug a hymn.
That’s right, a h.vmn.

Daniels Amfitheatreof has
written a hymn titled ‘‘Day of
Triumph” for the indie out-
fit’s religioso film of the same
title. To exploit the film, they
want it plugged. But with dig-
ity.

Salty Holmes, harmonicist who
has been inactive: on wax for the
past couple of years, has , bean
pacted by Decca Records, for
which, lie formerly, worked. He
joins the diskery’s country
western talent roster.

COL GIVING BUTTONS

Columbia. Records is giving Red
Buttons a crack at the kid mar-

ket. Diskery is
.
releasi ng a, new

moppet version of ‘‘The Ho-Ho
Song” and ‘‘Strange Things Are
Happening.” Both tunes previously
had beeh waxed by Buttons for

the pop field.

The kid adaptations were penned
by Jack Wolf and Joe Darion.

“7"

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS

P^RIETY
Survey of retail disk , best

sellers based on reports ob-

tained from leading stores in

22 cities and shovhng com-
parative soles rating for this

and last Meek..

National
Rating

This Last
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ROSEMARY CLOONEY (Col);

“Hey There” . ...

1

1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 10 1 V 8 • * • a a 1 1 2 *1
1

\

161

2 . 2
EDDIE FISHER (Victor)

“I Need You Now^' ...... 2 , 7 4 « 4 5 3 5 .4 7 '4. 3 1 5 i 3 5 5 3 2 139

3 3

DON CORNELL (Coral)

“Hold My Hand” . . 5 3 7 .

6 10 6 8
.

6"; 10 5 2 1 7 6 A a
*6 2 4 4 100

; 4 6
DORIS DAY (Columbia)

'

”If I Give My Heart to You’’,

.

4 5 a * « •44 1 3 4 2 n a . 3. 3 4 7 3
; 7. 86

.5 7

ROSEMARY CLOONEY (Col.)

“This Ole House” 3 3 6 * a a * 10 . 9 5 3 a. a . 2 2 .f • . 7 4 I • a- 4 84

6 4
CREW CUTS (Mercury)
“Sh-Boom” 8 6 5 2 2 2 2 10 7 f.

4 4 • 9 3 2 5 9 V •' 4
' 10 83

7 5

RALPH MARTERIE (Mercury)
“Skokiaan” , . ,

. . v . ... . . . . 7 5 4 3 6 5 6 6 4 4 7 2 6 8 81

8 9

PERRY COMO (Victor)

“Papa Lovbs Mamho” 6 4 6 9 4 a . 4 4 3 8 .5. 10 6 5 9 10 6 70

9 8
HALEY’S COMETS (Decca)
“Shake, Rattle and Roll” ... 2 • » 7 6 5 2 io 1 3 8 9 *. 4 .7 9 7 69

io 13

DAVID WHITFIELD (London)
..“Cara Mia”.'. . , .... 10 9 a a 4 *4 a . 6 8 3 26

l.i 16
DeCASTRO. SISTERS (Abbott)
“Teach Me Tonight” 3 8 a a 2 6 25

12 11
CREW CUTS (Mercury)
“Oop-Shoop” • a a ,a a

:

a a 9 5 a a 5 4 21

13A 24
NORMAN PETTY TRIO (X)
“Mood Indigo” .

. • a 10 a 4
a

8 a a
'

a a a a 7 8 5 17

13B 15
DENISE LOR (Major)
“If I Give My Heart to You” . .

,

- 2 5
,
4 •' ' a a ». •’ a a 9 ‘a « j ; 17

15 10
VICTOR YOUNG (Decca)
“High and the Mighty”. 'a • 4 a 2 10 '. * * f

r
5 16

16A
CHORDETTES (Cadence)
“Mister Sandman’’ . , % 4 1 a • 10 • a .. « a

'

a <• a
' ....

*

9 9 15

16B 16
CHEERS (Capitol)
“I Need Your Lovin’ ’*

.

.

« ••
:

•'

a* a a a 3 4 4 4 15

18A 24
PAUL—FORD (Capitol)
“Whither Thou GoestV; . ... v • 10 10 .

1

a a *1 • 7 8 a k ,.f
*' 6 1 . 14

18B
MARIO LANZA (Victor)

*

“Drink, Drink,- Drink”
.

*

i

a . a 7 • a a
’

• 4 1 14

20A 19
NAT (KING). COLE (Capitol)
“Smile” • a a' .’

” • . V 6

k •

|. V a a a « 10 . 8 12

20B 18
RICHARD MALTBY (X)
“Si, Louis Blues Maihbo”. . . . / i « •' a a .

* • 9 ’

a. >a *. a a 1

\

a- a 4 a . a a .

.

12

22 ....

STUART HAMBLEN (Victor)

“This Ole House”,..
'

a 'a .a • • a a *a a 9 a- a 4 a 4 • .a a a

.

2 .4 •* 11

23
JOHNSTON BROS. (London)
'The Bandit” . . . .. .I. .. . ; z

\ .
•

a V a a • a-, a'.’ a' 4 4k • 6 a 4 a a *'4 9 '• 8

;24

*

14
GAYLORDS (Mercury)
“Little Shoemaker” .

!

• .‘a a *
k

•• a -1 .7 .

< 4 • A *

a. .

'a a 9 ..4 4
‘

* • * a • a • 10 4. • 7

25
• 4

PAUL—FORD (Capitol)
“I’m a’ Pool to Care” . . . a’ • •. • ' « * •

• 1

1

'• a, 10 9 8 a ' • • a • •
*

• V 9 • • 4 9 6
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T “Mambo U.S.A.” 'Wiggled ..its:

way into .Carnegie Hall (N. Y.)
last. Friday night (22) on the first

leg of a trek whichTl take it.

through 42 cities. The Carnegie
shakedown revealed plenty of.

rough spots but once the package
gets going, it’ll be a mopup propo-
sition. for ’all concerned.

The Gotham gig had everything
but th carriage trade. The tix
went fast in the; balcony and the
only empties in the house were in
the orchestra, which indicates that
the $4.75 ticket price is too high a
,tab for chile, in New York anyway.
Mambomania has spread around

the country via disks and. dance,
orchs and the package blends the
elements: that’il draw, it’s the
Broadway Palladium in a top hat
and since not many hihterlanders
can get to the mambo meeca, this
will probably prove to be the next
best thing..

'

The accent, of Course; is on.
dance and music, but it’s dished
out speedily and spicily so that
nohe of it gets tiresome. Machito’s
ciiih dominates the first half of

(

the show while Joe Loco’s Qulh-
,

tet keeps things rolling in the last
section. Both groups know their
way around a. mambo arrangement
and deliver with the proper
amount of pepper and fire.

Machito and Loco carry the
! show’s load but the accompanying
|
acts, mostly refugees, from the

i Apollo, Harlem vaude houvse, build
lit into a. diverting, and frenetic
program. Highlights are stints by
the Mambo Aces, a surefooted,
male duo; Fecundo Rivero and his
Quintet, a colorful singing-dance
group that gives the show a touch
of class, and Tun-Tun, a pintsized
bundle of Latino energy good for
plenty of laiigbs.

'The vocalistics. are. handled
hiceiy, though fiot excitingly by

(: Aura San Juan :and Carlos Rai
‘

rez. Thrush is. a comparative new?
comer, but she 1 handles herself
neatly and delivers pleasantly
when the tune isn’t too demanding.
Ramirez has. plenty of vet. savvy,
and is good for an okay score dur-
ing his songalog.
The lesser names crowd th

stars for aud approval, Michael &
Nilda Terrace, Tybee & Dei Rae,
Horatio

,
& Lana are tiptop terp

teams with a. mambo flare. Each
generates an excitement pegged
for the mambo crowd.

.
Package is produced* by Irving

Schacht and George Goldner. Tal-
ent is from the Mercury Artists’
stable and the tour is being booked
through Billy Shaw. Gros.

Donate Pitt Music Fest’si
. ,

* -4

LP Albums to Schools
Roy Harris, executive director of

fJbe Pittsburgh .International Con-
temporary Music Festival, cospon^
sored by the Carnegie Institute and
the Pennsylvania College for Wom-
en, came to New York on Monday
(?5) for a /Lotus Club press con-
ference., Presentations of sets of
20 LPs, the entire 1952 recording
sessions, are being presented td
some 400 universities, music
schools, the National Assn, of Edu-
cational Broadcasters and the like,
* These vast Anthologies were
made possible by .cooperation with
the American Federation df Musi-
cians, -'limiting the cost to $65,000;
otherwise the musicians’ fees, etc.,

would have come to $250,000.
Borne 400-500 Sets will be pre-

sented. The LPs comprise the
works of those composers “who
have been publicly recognized
Composing the most significant i

sic from their respective countries
during the second quarter of the
20th century." The composers rep-
resented were selected by compos-
ite judgment of an international
jury Of 62 maesfros, composers,;
critics, theorists and musicologists
from 23 countries of the Occidental
world.
Besides the above two institu-

tions of learning the library was
made possible by the AFM, The
Mellon Educational Sc Charitable
Trust, ASCAP, Baldwin £iai)o^

'

Howard Heinz Endowment, and
Edgar J, Kaufman Charitable.
Trust

jFrink
,
Amaru, sales chief for

RCA;, Victor’s international disk
division, takes offjthis week for a
five-week tour or the company'!
distribs itt the /far west; and in
Mtexleo* i ? i’.-
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Hollywood, Oct. 26.

Next big disk package will be
Capitol’s "The Kenton Era," a sa-

lute to the work of Stan Kenton in

popularizing the modern sound in

music. Album, which will probably
retail for $25, consists entirely of

Kenton, material never heard on
disks before. It is now in the final

stages of assemblage at the Capitol
homeoffice and studio here.

, Big package is divided loosely
into four sections,, tentatively

labeled “Balboa Bandwagon."
“Growing Pains," “Artistry, in

Rhythm” and “The Progressive
Era/’ Material, begins with . the
Kenton 1943 band days, around the
time he started recording for Cap-
itol, when his organization was. a

Southern California attraction./

Package, •consists of old tracks
arid air checks from the Rendez-
vous Ballrooin in Balboa where the
rganization first came to promi-

nence. It’ features, in addition, to

Kenton material,, music written
many of the writers who have been
associated with him over the years
and who are now,, like Pete Rugo-
lo, out on their own.
Bound in with the disks in a

hard-cover package will- be a iO,-

000-word profile* on Kenton, writ-

ten by Bud Freeman. It arid the
sleeves for the four LPs will be
rigidly fastened to the inside of

the package for permanence to

provide a biography and disco-

graphy along with the actual disk
material..

Hylton Inks Rogers
London, Oct.. 26.

Ronald Rogers, U..S. crooner op
Parlophone Records, is slated to

open in Jack Hylton’s Victoria

Palace show here Nov, 1.
.

Rogers .currently is appearing in

“Off the Record," a revue which
has . been running in Blackpool for

the past 23 weeks.

Reverse Twist
Hollywood, Oct. 28.

A few weeks ago there was
much screaming over the fact

that Mario Lanza's video vocal-
izing was via records. Next
week, RCA Victor is bringing
out 16-sided album, “A" Kiss,”

consisting entirely of. tapes

from his former Coca-Cola
radio program.

Title tune is an original

written for Lanza by Jack
Brooks and Ray Sinatra.

VICTOR TO PRESS ALL

LONDON POPS ON COAST
Los Angeles, Oct. 26.

Success of London Records in

the Western area has prompted the

label to. launch a new arrange-

ment under which ail pop hits are

pressed here at the RCA Victor

plant. Local office will handle dis-

tribution to the entire West Coast

arid the area as far east as Denver
in the north and El Paso in the

south, from the locgl pressings,

British: label is. continuing to

press all its LP Offerings in Engv
land and only the pop material,

is handled in this country.

Cap’s Livingston in N. Y.

For Gleason Huddles
Alan Livingston, Capitol’s A&R

veepee, arrived- in N. Y. over the

Weekend from, the Coast for hud-

dlos With Jackie Gleason.

Livingston plans to spend several

days in the plattery’s eastern head-
quarters arid will make plans for a

new Gleasdn album before return-

ing to Hollywood.

Old Piano Rolls
Hollywood, Oct. 26.

Jaqk Webb’s passion for authen-

tic detail resulted in another off-

beat handling of a routine chore

in prepping his new “Pete. Kelley’s

Blues" film feature. He wanted
.some oldtimfe arrangements for

Dixieland music in the film but
couldn’t find what he wanted.

' Filially he taperecorded ' some
27-year-old piano rolls and had
orchestrations made for them.

FRAN WARREN
Sings

BLAME IT

ON YOURSELF

EMPTY

CHAIR

MGM 11841 78 RPM
K 11841 45 RPM

M G M RECORDS
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PTARIETY
Survey of retail sheet rriusic

best sellers based on reports

obtained from leading stores in

12 cities and showing coin-

parative sales rating for this

and. last, u’eek.
* ASCAP t BMI

National
Rating

This Last
wk. wk. Title and Publisher

i
'

2 If I Give My Heart to You (Miller) 3 i i 1 1 3 1 2 2 2 1 5
'

' 2 3 rThis Ole House (Hamblen) 1 9 5 : 2" .4 ;

: aai 3 6 1 1 3 i 86

3 1 Hey There (Frank) . . .. v 9 2 6 ; 4 2 2 4 mi 3 2 6 71 ..

4 5 *1 Need :You Now (Miller) .

.

5 5 5 5 4 1 4 5 7. 2 "67

5
.
,4

.

‘ High and the Mighty (Witmark) . 8 3 3 3 i 8 8 . .

'' 4 4 . . 57

6 8 “Hold My Hand (Raphael)

.

»'•••' 9 '+
•, .

. . 3 •

‘ mmEfifla . 8 .7, . 5 3 41

7 . 11 Count Your Blessings (Berlin) .

.

2 .. 4 2 8 6 ; 9
# . 36

8 '

1. Little Shoemaker (Bourne) .

.

4 8 8 . 7 6 • • •.. 8 6 9 "34

9 io Papa Loves Mamba (Shapiro-B) .

.

6 8 7 . 10 5 3 9 .. 10 30

El ;6 Skokiaan (Shapiro-B) . . ... • .
'

8 ...6 2 9 6 9
• 7.." 29

11 13 Chapel in Moonlight (Shapiro-B) . *
.

* 9 .7 .

9

5 m 8 »
.- 17

: 12 Teach Me Tonight (Hub); . 7 •' 9 • 4 ... - . .

.

« • . * . . 8 14

13 9 rSh-Boom (Hill & Range)

)

. i •
.

9 9 3 13

1
14A . ;

Cara. Mia (Feist) . , ..
. ../•

'

.

..
•'

<

.

7 -.9, • .. 4 U.

|

14B tShake, Rattle & Roll (Progressive) •: 5 6 11

Hard-Luck Tunes
j Continued' from page. 1 m

the big'bust as a subject for. humor
in “A Tale of the Ticker."
Our forefathers revelled in songs

of self-pity, such as “Nobody’s Dar-
ling pn Earth,” in which a poor
little orphan girl wanders the
streets and begs a penny for bread.
The biggest’ self-pity binge start-

ed just about 10 yeats before the
Wall St. crash—When World War
I was in process of being wound up
arid the nation was still enjoying
wartiine prosperity. This, of

course, excepts the songs that have
always been popular about Unre-
quited love and other sentimental
misfortunes, with “The Curse, of
An Aching Heart" as a classic ex-
ample. The type meant now is the
one in which the singer simply
feels sorry for himself on general
principles, because he’s convinced
he was born under an unlucky star

or with two strikes on him. The
general idea Was summed up in the
old Negro spiritual, “Nobody.
Knows the Trouble I See."

‘Chasing Rainbows*

In 1918, Harry Fox appeared in
the musicomedy, “Oh Look!” whose
hit number, “I’m Always Chasing
Rainbows,” kicked off. the big self-

pity* cycle. The words were by Joe
McCarthy, while Harry Carroll,
who knew a good tune when a
classic composer had written one,
lifted the melody from the middle
section of Chopin's “Fantasie Im-
promptu." The ditty made a wad
of money for the, publishers, Mc-
Carthy & .Fisher, arid it gave a lot
of other cleffers the idea that there
was gold in groans.

Notable among those who got the
idea were James Kendis, Nat Vin-
cent and James Brockirian. So a
few months after “Rainbows"
swept the. country, the nation Was
favored with probably the biggest
of all the self-pity hits, “I’m For-
ever Blowing Bubbles," the sad
story of the. chap who wasted his'

tinie blowing bubbles instead of
getting down to work and doing
something obstructive, such as
Writing a song about people who
frivoled their time Way blowing
bubbles.
Soon the high-pressure self-pity

orgy was on. “In the Heart of a
Fool," .by Max O. Freedman &
Harry D. Squires, was more on the
“Curse of an Aching Heart" idea,
but Arthur Anderson did his part
to point out'the futility of blowing
bubbles in “Bubble Land,” and
Isharn Jones chipped in with
“Blowing Bubbles All Day Long."
Arthur J. Lamb, who specialized

in writing lyrics for H. W. Petrie’s
sea songs, designed to. be sung by
hairy-chested guys with big bass
voices, joined forces with W. C.
Polla to lament, “My Castles in the
Air Are Tumbling Down." Jimmy
Lucas and Albert Guitible com-
plained of “Heartaches." Jack Ma-
honey and Fred Fisher filled a mi-
nority report in which they took a
more cheerful point - of - view:
“While Others Are Buildirig Ga§-
tles in the Air (I'll Build a Cottage

for Two.") - Concurrently, J. Keirn
Brennan, Paul Cunningham & Bert
Rule were bucking the self-pity

procession with “Have a Smile . for
Everyone You Meet (And Everyone
Will Have a Smile for You.”)

Haying prospered by lamenting
their bubble blowing proclivities

Kendis and Brockman again did
reasonably well by insisting “All I

Have Are Sunny Weather Friends.”
It wasn't long before Kendis and
Brockman were working the so-

sorry-for-myself side of the street

again. This, time their Woe begone
hero proclaimed “I’m Like a Ship
Without a Sail.” This did only fair-

ly well, and in 1923 Jack. Yellen
and Abe Olman

,

used the ship
theme to better advantage in the
still popular “I’m Waiting for Ships
Thqt Never Come In."

Eugene West & Harry Jentes
came through in 1921 With “All By
Myself," and virtually at the same
time Irving Berlin had a niuch
more successful number of the
same title, Harry Von Tilzer, Ber-
lin’s rival in those days for the
honor of being the

.
Alley’s No. 1

tunesrnith, may have been razzing
the self-pity cycle When (with Billy

Jerome doing the words) he turned
out one of the charripion odd titles

of all time, “You May be the World
to Your Mother, But You’re Only
an Oil Can to Me.”

The self-pity parade began to
tapfer off around 1922, after many
other cry-baby compositions not
successful enough to be mentioned
here had been ground out. Robert
King handled the idea In a comedy
vein with “I Ain’t Nobody’s Dar-
li

’

" which added, “And I don’t
give a good gosh-darn.” But in

1923 Benny Davis and Abner Sil-

ver were inquiring, sadly, “When
Will the. Sun Shine for Me?” The
narrator confessed his life was “a
blunder,” but promised to riiuster

up energy to ’'phone, the weather
man and see When will the sun
shine for me?”

Continued from page 1

of the “golden disk" by about
200,000 disk sales.

Hefty sales rackup of Miss
Clooney’s platter is being at-

tributed to the fact that it’s a two-
sided hit. “Hey There” is backed
by “This Ole House,” a jump-
ing spiritual-styled number, and
tradesters figure that the platter Is

appealing to two different markets.
“Pajama Gam€" score was

penned by Jerry Ross and Dick Ad-
ler, who also turned out another
disk winner in “Hernando’s Hide-
-away," from the same show. Archie
Bleyer’s Cadence disking of the
tune already has passed the 750,000
sales mark. Miss Clooney topped

;

the 1,000,000 sales mark once be-
fore for Col with her etching of
“Coma On-A-My House.**

J

Criterion to Publish

‘Sea’ Pic Original Score
Hollywood, Oct, 26;

Guitarist Laurindo Almeida and
harmonicist George Fields have
teamed for a double-duty stint,

composing and playing an original
background score for “The Naked
Sea,’’ a color feature produced and
directed by Alan Miner. Fields is

best known for his background
score work on “Ruby."

Mickey Goldsen’s Criterion Mu-
sic will publish

,

the score;, which
consists of six original thetnes, in-

cluding the main title song, “The
Naked Sea Ballad.”

Odd-Label Cal. Distrib
Los Angeles, Oct. 26.

State R e c o r d. Distributors has
be,en formed here by Lee Silver,
formerly with eastern indie labels,
to handle Southern; California dis-

tribution for a number of odd-
labels.

Outfit will handle rhythm and
blues and pop releases in both
singles and long playing records..

NAT "KING” COIE
Capitol #2949

REMICK MUSIC COlif, NewYoA, H. T.
-

It’s Music by

Program
, Today Yesterday's

mills music, inc.

.(141V Broadway, N.w Yorfcl
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“Lullaby of Birdland,” jazz in-

strumental composed
, by ,

George
Shearing, will get unorthodox

packaging via RCA Victor which

is giving the tune a 12-way spread

in one albui Diskery currently

is prepping a. set whichUI include

12 different versions Of the time.

Already in the can are interpreta-

tions by Barbara Carroll, Shorty:
Rogers, Andre Previn, Tony Scott,

Perez Prado and Ralph Flanagan.

Tune, which, was written two
years ago, already has developed
into a jazz pop standard. There
are 28 records of the tune now . on
the market and the sheet COpies

re selling at the rate of 1,200 a

week. It’s been cut i England.
France, Germany and Switzerland
and. the disks are racking up hefty

sales in thOse countries. The long-

hairs are even hopping on the
“Birdland” bandwhgon with etch-

ings by the BostonT*ops and the
London Symphony Orchestral in

the offing.

A lyric version was added recent-

ly by B. Y. Forster and has been
etched by Ella Fitzgerald for Dec-
ca. Shearing, who cut the first in-

strumental side two years ago for

MGM, is cutting it again for that
label, with Ray Charles singers
working over the lyric.

Tune was inspired by Birdland,
New York jazz nitery* and is pub-
lished by Patricia Music. Inci-

dentally, Morris. Levy, who runs
Birdland, also operates Patricia.

Thaxter Joins Tape Co.

On Marketing, Sales
Roger L, Thaxter has been

named director of marketing and
sales for Magne-Tronics, New York
outfit, which produces lohgpiay mu-
sical tapes for background Use by
commercial establishments, Magne-
Tronics recently made a deal to

acquire Capitol Records’ transcrip-
tion library for transfer to tapes.

Thaxter was formerly .with Mu-
zak as promotion manager. Percy
L. Deutsch heads Magne-Tronics,

HMV’s Paintings
With next month’s release of

three platters, RCA Victor will ex-
periment with a fancy packaging
program for its HMV (His Master’s
Voice) disks imported from Eng-
land. Each disk will be individu-
ally boxed with plastic windows
behind which there will be prints
jpf w.k. paintings suitable for fram-
ing. This idea was tried on the
Arturo Toscanini set of Bee-
thoven’s “Missa Solemnis,”

Price for the HMV platters will

remain the same at $5.95.

THE PERFECT
AFTER-VACATION SONG

Sryne and Cahn’i

“THE THINGS

WE DID

LAST SUMMER”!
Styne and Cahn Music Co., Inc.

Scoreboard

TOP TALENT AND TUNES
Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution

Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Coin Machines Retail Disks Retail Sheet Music

as Published in the Current Issue

NOTE: T1ie current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is

arrived, at under a statistical system comprising each of ,the three major sales outlets enu-

merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive

with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de-

veloped from pie ratio of points scored, two ways in the case of talent (coin machines, retail

disks) and three ways in the case of tunes (coin machines, retail disks, retail sheet music}.

TALENT
POSITIONS
This Last
Week Week ARTIST AND LABEL TUNE

ROSEMARY CLOONEY (Columbia)
j^fs oirilouse

fr Need You Now
EDDIE FISHER (Victor) . ; ,

.
{Count Your Blessings

[Fanny

DORIS DAY (Columbia) If I Give My Heart to You

DON CORNELL (Coral) . . . . * ... . . . . ..... . . . ;/Hold\My Hand^ \ (Sh-Boom
CREW CUTS (Mercury) . ...

PERRY COMO (Victor)

RALPH MARTERIE (Mercury) ....

BILL HALEY’S COMETS (Decca)

LES PAUL-MARY FORD (Capitol)

)Oop-Shoop

(Papa Loves Mambo
{Things I Didn’t Do

Skokiaan

(Shake, Rattle and Roll

)
ABC Boogie

(Whither Thou Goest
/I’m a Fool to Care

POSITIONS
ThlaT Last
Week Week

WHITFIELD-MANTOVANI (London) , v,.Cara Mi

TUNES
(ASCAP. * fBMI)

9- 10

10 9

TUNE

IF I GIVE MY HEART TO YOU . ,.

HEY THERE .

I NEED YOU NOW. . . ... . . . .

.

f.THIS OLE HOUSE
HOLD MY HAND. ...... ...

SKOKIAAN
PAPA LOVES MAMBO
fSH-BOOM
fSHAKE, RATTLE AND ROLL
HIGH AND THE MIGHTY. ...-

Hoop-la for Singer
Hollywood, Oct. 26.

Abe Saperstein, founder-owner
of the Harlem Globetrotters bas-
ketball team, has turned his at-

tention to music, importing An-
toine (Tony) Ponce, a French
operatic tenor. Saperstein intro-

duced the diminutive singer (five

foot three) to Coast music critics

at an informal Beverly Hills hotel
concert over the weekend.

Ponce last spring won first prize

as leading singer in the compe-
tition at the Cannes Music Festi-
val.

i

i

TRANSCONTINENTAL CONCERT TOUR

OCT. 14 THRU NOV. 8

DUKE ELLINGTON
DAVE BRUBECK
GERRY MULLIGAN

• i

i

ii

i

u
|l N

¥ ¥

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
JOE GLASER, Pres.

New York .1 Chicago
7 4 5 5?.‘i A ve PL 203 No Wabash JU'i'Cl OIVQ

Andrews Sisters’ Big

‘Threat’ From Orig. Disks
The remaining Andrews Sisters,

Maxipe and LaVerne, are getting

ready to launch their new act with
Dorothy Squires, but there’s
mounting indication that their big-

gest competition* on .disks at least,

may come from the original. An-
drews Sisters.

“She’ll Never Know,” which the
;

sisters cut with Red Foley three
years ago in Nashville, has jumped
into ninth spot for Decca nation-
ally In just two. weeks. But what
makes the threat of Andrews Sis-

ters competition really tough—un-
less Decca keeps the platters, on
the shelf—is that the, trio cut a
total of nine sides in. that session
with Foley. And five of them, ac-
cording to Maxene and LaVerne,
have a greater hit potential than
“Know.”

Coral Tees Off New Indie

Distrib Setup in Seattle
Seattle, Oct. 26.

Andy Hufflne, an employee of
Decca for 15 years, has gone into
the independent distribution field
here, starting with Coral Records,
Decca subsid, as. his first account.
Outfit will be known as the Hufflne
Distribution Co.

Distrib’s activities were launched
with a cocktail party* presided over
by Decca Joe Perry, Coral’s Coast
sales exec, who flew here from

i

Hollywood for the occasion.

PUBLISHER

........ .Miller

Frank

.Miller

.. .Hamblen

... ..... ... ... .Raphael

. . . , , .

.

.Shapiro-B

Shapiro-B

.... .Hill & Range

Progressive

Witmark

Cap’s EP Job on Cole
Hollywood, Oct. 26.

In What is the first such "pack-

aged” cover job in the plattery’s

history, Capitol is rushing out an
EP album of Nat (Kirig) Cole sing-

ing current hits. In addition to

being an unusual cover item, pack-

age dispeis the idea that there's
such: a thing as a “Cole song” as
opposed to pop stuff.

EP consists of “Hold My Hand,”
“Papa Loves Mambo,” “Teach IVIe

Tonight,” and “If I Give My Heart
to You.”

San Francisco, Oct. 26.

Norman Granz’s ’‘Jazz at the
Philharmonic” pulled in 6,000
payees for a $20,000 rackup at a
Saturday night (23) bash at the
Civic Auditorium here. Crowd was
one of the quietest on record but
the gross was only slightly behind
last year. Package played Without
Buddy Rich, who was downed by
a virus attack in Portland,

The following night (24), in Oak-
land, “JATP” drew 3,300 people
for a $10,000 gross. Both the Fris-
co and Oakland dates played to a
$4.50 top.

Other “JATP” grosses during
the past week were $8,250 at the
Denver Auditorium (20);' $12,850
at the Seattle Municipal Auditori-
um (21), and $9,200 at .the Port-
land Civic Auditorium (22).

Concert package winds its tour
tomorrw (Thurs.) in Sacramento.
Unit’s proposed hop to Australia
has been cancelled.

Owen, Top Brit. Arranger,

Injured in Auto Crash
London, *Oct. 26.

Reg Owen, top British danceband
arranger, was seriously injured in

a motor-accident Oct. 16. On his

way from London to Bristol the
automobile which he Was driving
crashed into a wall at Wick,
Gloucestershire. He was* badly
hurt, his injuries including a frac-

tured skull.

Owen, who is staff arranger for

the Ted Heath orchestra, is mar-
ried to American pianist-singer
Virginia Somers, arid was on his

way to meet her after her Week
in variety, at Bristol when the ac-

cident occurred.

Latest reports are that Owen is

showing slight improvement, and
may be moved to a hospital in Lon-
don in d week or so.

It’s Fall, Officially

Hollywood* Oct. $6.

Josef Myrow’s “Autumn Noc-
turne” serves as title tune for a

ne\v seasonal package to be issued
by MGM Records next week.
Twelve-inch LP features the voices

of the Ray Charles Singers on a

number of tunes associated with
the autumn season.

In addition to Myrow’s “Noc-
turne,” package includes “Autumn
in New York,” “Autumn in Rome,”
“Autumn Leaves,” “Early Au-
tumn,” “

’Tis Autumn” and "Sep-
tember in the Rain.” Plaftery or-

dered a s special autumn scene
painting for the cover.

Capitol Records* singer Bob
Manning ankled the management
firm of Gersh & Wecht.

HEADING FOR THE :1 SPOT!

MOOD INDIGO
V NORMAN PETTY TRIO "X".

OTHER GREAT VOCAL RENDITIONS

JUST RELEASED
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MILLS MUSIC, INC.

UTS IN A ROW!!
OH BABY MINE,

(MELROSE)

(E. H. MORRIS)

WORDS and MUSIC BY
PAT BALLARD

(ASCAP)

(Also writer of 248 lousy songs

)
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New York
jiilic Chester, Mellin Music

plugger, on a deejay tour .through

the midwest . . Alan Dean booked
into the Ranch House, Johnstown,

r h, beginning Nov. 23 . , . Stan-

ley Styne in town for tv produc-

tion work . . Richard Hayroan
orch slated to play at the Police

Dept. Honor Legiori Ball at the

Sheraton-Astor Hotel Friday (29)

. .
Howard Lanin orch booked for

the ninth consecutive year for the

West Point Cadet Corps Dance at

the Benjamin Franklin Hotel,

Philadelphia, Nov. 27 . . The Four
Tunes into Montreal’s Downbeat.
Club tomorrow (Thurs.) .- . Tom-
my Reed orch currently at. the

Statler Hotel, Buffalo .: . Dee-
jay Mel .

Bernani switching from
WKYW, Louisville, to WHB, Kan-
sas City . . Record Collectors

Shop sponsoring a jazz concert at

Town Hall Saturday (30) . . Crew
Cuts returning to the Casino The-
atre, Toronto, Dec. 30. Group bows
in the New York area Nov. 24 at

the Boulevard, Queens . Epic
Records celebrating its first anni
with a cocktailery tomorrow
(Thurs.) .. ... . Thrysh Peggy"Talor's
special material- for her nitery

stint at the Chez Paree, Chicago,
which begins Oct. 31, was penned
by Bryan Blackburn, of the Lon-
don Daily Mail . . George Shear-
ing into the Crescendo, Los An-
geles, for two weeks beginning
Nov. 12.

Chico O’FarriH’s orch begins a

two-week, stand at the Blue Note,
Chicago, today (Wed.) . . Paul
Gilbert, formerly with George
Evans’ publicity office, joined the
Marvin Drager flackery . Eddy
Arnold oh a string of one-niters
through the midwest Guy
Mitchell back in town from a tour
of England' for Columbia recording
sessions . . Mario Nascimberie
composed the score for the UA re-
lease, "The. Barefoot Gontessa,” hot
Ulpio Minucci, as reported in last
week’s Variety.

Chicago
Harmonlcats making film short

for Universal in Hollywood this
week and coming into Chi for club
dates through December . . . Fred
Dale orch, Coral diskers, currently
playing one nighters in midwest
... Les Brown and Benn Sharp
orchs . : playing Sun-Times Harvest
Moon Festival on Nov. 20 . . . Cass
Harrison to Jefferson Hotel, St.
Louis, Nov. 13 for seven weeks . ...

Ken Harris opens nine frames at
Town Club

,
in Corpus Christi on

Nov. 2 . ; . Commanders cemented
for 23 straight midwest club dates
before opening five weeks at
Meadowbrook in New Jersey on

RECORDS

The finest sound on record

WATCH

SANTA
BABY

COME 4 WAYS
THIS YEAR ! ! !

Nov. 18 , ; . Paul Neighbors to
Roosevelt Hotel, New Orleans,
Nov. 4 for five weeks.

Pittsburgh
A1 DiLernia Trio closes at My

Brother’s Place,, formerly Jack
Heller's Carousel, tomorrow
(Thurs.) and goes back into the
William Pehn Hotel the follow-
ing night. They’ll have a new bill-

ing there . . . The Continentals,
with Julie Melman, a violinist . .

.

Jon Eardley, of Altoona, joined
Gerry Mulligan quartet here at
Mosque during their engagement
with. Duke Ellington jazz package.
Like his father, who Used to be
with Paul Whiteman and Isham
Jones, Eardley’s a trumpet player.
Elder Eardley now heads a fi-

nance company, in Altoona . . . Reid
Jaynes and Bobby Cardillo have
opened as a piano team at Town
and Country Lounge of Carlton
House downtown. They were to^

gether for several months at

Dorje’s Restaurant, but Jaynes has
lately been at the Belmont Bar in

Dromont and Cardillo with the Vic.

Powell combo at Midway Lounge
, . . Harry Ziegler, pianist, back
at the Radio Cafe after surgery.;

Howdy Baum pinchhit for him', . .

Spike Jones plays here for Shrine
Nov, 16-17-18 for four perform-
ances, including a matinee . ,

.

Matys Bros, are switching from the
Blue Moon to the Twin Coaches
on Monday (1);

Kansas City
Next musical group into Eddys’

Restaurant the Mello-Larks,
opening Oct. 29 for two weeks.
They’re on the bill with rnagico
RUssell Swann ... . . Tiny Hill has
his orch trouping through Iowa
and Illinois on late October dates,

closing the month at the Royal
Palais, Galena, 111. . Joe Vera
has his orCh back in the Picardy
Cafe, Hotel Muehlebach, returning
about six months after his former
year-long stand there, taking turns
during the evening with the Zig
and Vivian Baker violin duo . .

Naomi Stevens in tpwn for a few
days with the home folks between
singing dates at the Congress
Hotel, St. Louis, and. Country Club,
Springfield, 111, . . . Don Roth Trio
back in town at the Kansas City
Club, one of its regular stands . . .

Bill Harris Orch in from downstate
Missouri to take over the stand in
the Drum Room, Hotel President,
succeeding the Virg Mason outfit.

Omaha
Organist Dean Shoft playing at

Roller Bowl, which celebrated its

first anni Friday (22) . . , Bill Al-
bers orch pacted for Doane Home-
coming dance at Crete Nov. 6 . . .

Jimmy Palmer played King's at

Norfolk last -Sunday (24) . . . Ray
Backirian orch handled Omaha U.
Homecoming dance last Saturday
(23) . . . Tiny Hill and Bobby Mills
orchs at Peony Pork over weekend
. , . Mai Dunn Orch completed
four-day stand at Music Box Sat-
urday (23) . . . Davq. Alexander
combo in at. Happy Hour . . . Yma
Sumac show booked for Para^-

mount Theatre Nov. 6 . . , Paul
Moorhead orch remains a fixture
at the Pax Room, Paxton Hotel. .

.

Earl Graves combo, featuring Jun-
ior Ragglin, at Copacabana . . . Pat
Hamilton Trio playing between-
shows sets at Colony Club.

Best British Sheet Sellers
(Week ending Oct. 16)*

London, Oct. 19.

My Friend . . Chappell
Things Mean a Lot. . .Robbins
Hold My Hand. ...... , .Wood
Smile . ....... ,, . . ..Bourne
Coins in Fountain;., Feist
Story of Tina. .Macmelodies
Cara Mia . . . . . .

.

Robbins
Must I-le a Reason . . Connelly
Sway . .Latin American
Sky Blue Shirt. . . . ... Wright
I Give My Heart ;

. , . .

.

Robbins
Gilly Ossenfeffer. . . . .Spier

Second 12
My Son ... ......... .Kassner
Happy .Wanderer. . . .Bosworth
This Ole House . . . . , . Duchess
Little Shoemaker . , .

.

. Bourne
Make Her Mine .... /Wood
Sh-Boom . . . , . . .

,

Aberbach
Never Land. ... .Keith Prowse
Wait For Me . ... . ; . .

;

Lafleur
West of Zanzibar . . Bluebird
Secret Love. . . Harms-Connelly
High-Mighty Harms-Coftnelly
Heart of My Heart : . .F.D.&H.

COL IN RESHUFFLE OF

In a reshuffling of its field sales
setup last week, Columbia Records
upped William Gallagher to re-

gional director of. its eastern area.

Gallagher previously had been
division manager. Arnold. Klein
Was named regional sales manager,
for the eastern area, reporting to
Gallagher.

In other moves around the coun-
try, Merle Weiss was appointed
regional director of the midwest-
ern territory with Kenneth Glancy
as regional sales manager. In the
southwest territory, Tom Cade was
promoted to regional director:

from division manager, with
,
Fred

Wilmot assisting as sales manager.
On the Coast, Paul Peppin will

take over as regional director.

Quick click of The Chordettes* “Mr. Sandman” (E. H. Morris) gives
Archie Bleyer’s relatively new Cadence label two fast ones in a row,
initial, smash being ‘‘Hernando’s Hideaway” with the trick- castanet
sound. Bleyer slaps his knees in the current sleeper arid author-
composer Pat Ballard points out that knees have figured in his two
‘recerit hits. ' The original demo of “Oh Baby Mine, I Get So Lonely”
had Ballard playing rhythm on his knee using a pair of horn-rimmed
specs as a clicking rhythm sound which helped sell the tune to Capitol,
Bleyer’s. “knee playing” kicked up a lot of amusing deejay talk which
may have helped the initial sendoff of the tune. Mercury has covered
the song with Buddy Morrow, and Coral has an etching in the works.

Stanley Warner and Warner Bros, were dismissed as defendants
by N. Y. Federal Judge Alexander Bicks last week in. Leo Russotto’s
claim that his arrangement for “Kol Nidre” was used in the WB pic
“The Jazz Singer.” Plaintiff alleged that he had written a new ar-
rangement of the song which was copied for the. pic. Judge Bicks ad-
vised Russotto that he could file an amended complaint against WB
but must include a true copy of his “Kol Nidre” arrangement.

, Although A1 Stillman and Robert Allen cleffed the new Christmas
tune, “I Saw Mommy Do The Mambo (With You Know Who),” they
had to cut British songwriter Tommy Conner, i on the song. Conner
wrote last year’s smash, “I Saw Mommy Kissing Santa Claus,” which
inspired the mambo takeoff. Jimmy Boyd, Columbia Records’ juve
singer, sliced both tunes and Harmon Music is publishing the numbers.

In the AS5CAP section of last week’s issue of Variety on page 43,
the last paragraph of the article by Vernon Duke was inadvertently
misplaced at the end of the article by Leopold Stokowski,M

OF /44*r RECORD RATINGS
BY THE TRADE PRESS

Teagarden On 1st Disk
Urania Records, an indie label

that heretofore has been specializ-

ing in longhair works, is moving
into the jazz field and has named
Sidney Gross as its artists & rep-

ertoire chief for jazz and pop
music. Gross is a British jazz ex-

pert and has a disk jockey spot

on the ABC network.
Jack Teagarden, who hasn’t re-

corded since 1951, will head the
first Urania jazz release, .due early

next month. Company Will issue

two longplay disks each month in

addition to an occasional single

for the pop market.

Scotland
Kitty Kallen?s waxing of “Little

Things Mean a Lot” still topping
Scot hit parade, with. Frank
Sinatra’s “Three Coins in the
Fountain,” on Capitol, a close sec-
ond ... Joan Regan, English/re-
cording chirper, will top vaude at
Glasgow Empire Nov. 1 . . * Xed
Heath and his Band set for con-
certs in Glasgow Nov. 25 . . .

Frankie Laine doing SRO biz at
Empire, Glasgow . . .-The Kordites
in for week’s vaude stint at Glas-
gow , . . Ian Gourlay arid Cliff
Hanley, Scot cleffers, composed a
novel, “Two-Note Blues.”

America's- Fastest

f Selling -/Records!

Raphael to Publish

‘Sailor’s’ Legit Tune
Hollywood, Oct. 26.

. Fred Raphael Music makes its

debut in the field of publishing

the score from a legiter—-with the

interpolation of a song into the

comedy, “Sailor’s Delight,” which
bows here next month for a pre-

Broadway tryout. Eva Gabor stars

in the English adaptation of a
French comedy, as she did in the
original strawhat tryout last year.

Richard Myers, who will co-pro-

duce with Richard Aldrich, cleffed

the music and Jack Lawrence add-
ed lyrics for the tune, entitled

“I’ve Heard.” Team currently has
“Hold My Hand” near the top of

the bestseller lists.

“Delight” will open at the Hunt-
ington Hartford Theatre here for

a limited run,- then move to San
Francisco before heading for New
York.

Llessur’s Own Unit
Chicago, Oct 26.

Relga.t Llessur, drummer protege
Of Lionel Hampton, has formed a

unit of his own under Hampton
auspices. Llessur’s quintet is inters

racial, with Joe Pernell on piano,

Bill Joseph on bass, Emmett Spicer
on guitar and Johnny Thompson
on tenor sax..

Group has already booked a
small string of

,
niters and club

dates.

Coral’s New Pickard Pact
Hollywood/ Oct. 26.

Pickard Family* one of the oldest

folkmusic groups in the business,
have sighed a new contract with
Coral and will begin recording this

week. Family debuted on NBC
back in 1926.

Pickards will cut only singles at

first, specializing in American folk-

music.

AT LAST YOU UNDERSTAND
(Kencee)

THREE CHUCKLES ("X")

DADDY’S LITTLE GIRL (Beacon)

JIMMY SAUNDERS-LENNY HERMAN
QUINTET (Jay-Dee)

GLORY, GLORY (Ludlow)

HAL THOMAS & CALIFORNIANS (Trend)

I DON’T WANT TO SET THE

WORLD ON FIRE (Cherio)

LES ELGART ORCH. (Columbia)

KISS CRAZY BABY (Sheldon)

JOHNNIE ft JACK (Victor)

THE CRACKERjACKS (Kapp)

LAND OF DREAMS (Meridian)

HUGO WINTERHALTER ORCH. (Victor)

LONELY AGAIN (Peer)

TOMMY MARA (MGM)

LOVE ME (Quintet)

DE MARCO SISTERS (Decca)

KAY BROWN (Crown)

BILLY ECKSTINE (MGM)

GEORGIA GIBBS (Mercury)

THE FOUR ESCORTS- (Victor)

CONNIE RUSSELL (Capitol)

billy Williams quartet (Coral)

WOODSIDE SISTERS ("X")

RAINFALL (R«gent)

PERCY FAITH ORCH. (Columbia)

RUNAROUND (Regent)

THREE CHUCKLES ("X")

SUDDENLY (Brenner)

JO STAFFORD (Colunibia)

WATERFALL (Hill A Range)

LEO DIAMOND (Victor)

WE’LL BE MARRIED (Wynne)

THE FOUR COINS (Epic)

WHEN I HOLD YOU IN MY ARMS
(BMI)

. LOU MONTE (Victor)

WHY DID YOU STEAL MY
SWEETHEART? (Simon)

THE BARRY SISTERS (Cadence)

WIDE-SCREEN MAMA BLUES
” (Moytime)

STAN FREBERG (Capitol)

BKOUH’.VST Ml SIC. INC.
M ' r. a k

Billboard Cosh Box Variety

Spotlight
Sleeper of

the Week
Good

75 (Good) B (Very Good)

73 (Good) B (Very Good) Good

71 (Good) +
.

*

(Excellent)'

Spotlight

71 (Good)

Bullseye of

the Week

76 (Good) B. (Very Good) Good

72 (Good)
Sleeper of

the Week .

Good

73 (Good)
Sleeper of

the Week Good

70 (Good)

76 (Good)

72 (Good)

74 (Good)

B (Very Good)

Disk of

the Week
B (Very Good)

B (Very Good)

8 (Vory Good)

Very Good

Good

78 (Good) C + (Good)

Spotlight
Sleeper of 1

the Week Very Good

(Excellent)

Disk of

the Wee^

74 (Good) B (Very Good)

Satisfactory

73 (Good)
Sleeper of

the Week

72 (Good) B (Very Good)

78 (Good)
Sleeper of

the Veek

c IF TH AVENIE
»OP!< " <

w — *, ' : f 4 i
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A date at ;the Copacabana, N. Y.,

Is still the aspiration of virtually

every variety performer in the

business. An act playing here for

the first time finds out whether
he's got it to scale the heights.

It’s still the most; reliable, ba-
rometer of talent in the business.

Many a fledgling who debuted at

Jules Podell’s bistro, either at the

top of the bill or in the secondary
spot, learns with: the first salvos

whether he’s in or not. It matters
little whether the act has been
around for many years or whether
it’s a nejycomer. Copa audiences
alone decide whether they, have
seen a star or whether it’s just an-
other act:

The Copa’s starmaking potential

was evident from the start when
Monte Proser, soon to open Lai Vie
eri Rose, Ni Y.. and Jack Entratter,
now the Sands Hotel, Las Vegas
g.m., started with Podeil in the

Copa. How Podeil is doing a solo

here in the starmaking department.

Eileen Barton, who thought she
had made it with an indie disking
.of “Baked a Cake,’’ found that her
rep started and stopped with that

pressing—until a couple of weeks
ago when she Opened at the Copa.
She unfortunately had to drop out
because of laryngitis but new hori-

zons opened for*that, singer,

A couple of years ago Johnnie
Ray, am unknown to New York au-
diences, with a rep for weeping out
tunes found an audience that came
prepared to scoff. They left ap-
plauding a new star.

Schnoz and Martin & Lewis
The lightning that makes stars

first came to this spot with Jimmy
Durante, who’s constellation was a

bit dimmer when he came to the
Copa for the first time. Here the
Schnoz found anew the commodity;
that made him the greatest comedy
dame of the Prohibition

:
He

has maintained a top saloon posi-

tion ever since his first Copa date.

The Copa Was the first important
nitery stand for Dean Martin &
Jerry Lewi True, they formed
their partnership at the 500 Club,
Atlantic City, by the mere accident,
of being on the same bill together.

But shortly afterward they played
to empty houses for a real long
time at the now (defunct Hayana-
Madrid, N. Y. Other niteries had
the dubious honor of playing them

(Continued on page 70)

RAY IN USO-CS CUFFO

AT MILITARY HOSPS
Johnnie Ray is scheduled to do

Of cuffo appearances in

military hospital installations un-

der USO-Camp Shows auspices. In

the unit with Ray will be Singer
Cathy Carr, comic; Gary Morton
and dancer Betty Luster.

Included in the Ray package
tour, which will start Nov. 17 for
five days, are institutions at Chel-

, Mass.; Geneva, N. Y.; .Ft. Bel-
voir, Va.; Walter Reed Medical
Center, Washington, and Naval
Medical Center, Bethesda, ,Md.

Eckstine-Duke Conflict

Gets Both in Red in Pitt

Pittsburgh; Oct. 26.

Unfortunate booking which had
Norman Granz’s Duke Ellington

jazz package and Billy Eckstine-

Peggy Lee “Biggest Show of ’54”

riieeting head-on here last Thurs-
day night .(21); at\ Syria Mosque
and Gardens, respectively, proved
costly to both of these attractions.

Each one took it on the chin for
plenty.

Liberace Write-In*
Omaha, Oct. 20.

Next week’s election will

have, the usual number of

comic write-in ballots, Elec-
tion Commissioner Herman
Kuppinger fears.

Currently the most coffuflon

written in, according to Kup-
pinger: Liberace and Joe Blow.

“Yes, even the silly ones are
counted,’’ he added:

Mae West is proving to be nearly
as potent a lure for the femme
trade as Liberace. The “Diamond
Lil” thesp has been drawing loaded
houses at the Latin Quarter, Ni Y.,

three times a flight at a $6 mini-
mum, with many parties exclu-
sively female.. Curiously enough,
there are. few stag males in the
house at any time, most being
towed (willingly) by the
femmes. .,

The Latin Quarter has been
giving three shows nightly on Wed-
nesdays, Fridays and Saturdays
with complete turnovers at each
performance. The regular show has*
been cut down considerably in- or-

der to meet the rigorous time
schedule demanded.
The LQ has also been Jorced to

make some operational changes so
that the necessary turnover can
be achieved. The major one. is the
absence Of all dance music the
early part, of -the ing and.
between shows. This is done in

Order to clear the house, and to

discourage loitering. Table Cards
announce that those staying over
for a second show, are subject to

a second $6 miniinum.
This activity has the net effect

of 'lowering individual checks; The
major gravy comes When the extra
drink is~ Ordered at the end of

the show Or between dance sets.

With no such incentive, a lot of

that revenue is lost, but with the
minimum for the next batch at

$6, the compensation is sufficient.

At, any rate, Miss West is doing
a record-breaking business at the:

Latifl
:

Quarter. The lines frequent-
ly extend into the street. The es-

tiiffated gross during this engage-
ment will go into six figures per
week.

Bea Kalmus Doubling As

I Miami Gabber-Director
Miami Beach, Oct. 26.

: New entertainment head for the
DivLido hotel here is Bea Kalmus,
who’ll combine her directorial

work with a midnight interVieW-
gab-record session nightly Over
indie station WINZ, following same
format of her New York program.
Her appointment also brought

news that the big hostel—Which
opened last year with the Ritz Bros,
teeing off lineup of talent—is re-

turning to the highly competitive
cafe field here after a sixmonth
hiatus, with initial booking a Wally
Wanger line, for production back-
grounds. Miss Kalmus handled the
same chores for owners Irving and
Saul Cohen at their New Jersey re-

sort, the Hollywood in West End,
last summer. Expected that she’ll

go after the better young names
that , can fit into tli budgetary
setup.

AGVA Welfare Fund
Ellington was the slightly better,

of the two, but not enough to

speak of. He drew a few. more
than 2,000 at the nearly 4,000-seat
Mosque for a net. of around $4,200,
while Eckstine-Lee in the Gardens,
Which can accommodate around
6,000, played to under 2,000 and a

net of only $3,400,

The two enterprises shelled out
a heavy bundle for advertising, too,
Which splashed the red even more
extensively, Each attraction tried
hard to do a rerouting

.
job that

would have prevented the conflict
here, but it couldn’t be arranged,
When the show was available, the
auditorium wasn’t, and vice versa.

Handles 490 Claims
The American Guild of Variety

Artist’s Welfare Trust Fund has to

date processed 490 claims amount-
ing to $238,500 for. injuries and
death benefits as a result of its

present accident insurance pro-
gram.

As Of Oct. 13, the fund had
closed 262 claims for injuries and
had paid out two claims each for
$7,500 as a result of accidental
death. In addition, 70 AGVA mem-
bers are currently receiving pay-
ments for injuries Sustained du.r-
ihg the course of work or travel to
and from an engagement.

Astric to Pari*
Montreal, Oct. 20.

,
Ricky Astrie, director of enter-

tainment for Monte Carlo, France,
planed to Europe today (26) fol-

lowing a short stay in Montreal to

Assist his wife Vicky Autier, who
opened last Wednesday (20) at the
Ritz Carlton Hotel’s Ritz Cafe.

Singer-pianist joins huSband in'

Paris Nov. 15, when she opens at

the Dinarzade Club there;

• l»

llie Paramount Theatre, N.Y;,
will install its first stageshOw in a

couple of years When Jackie Glea-
son goes in With one of the biggest
companies ever to play the Par.
Gleason, ' Who'll come iff for two
Weeks starting Nov. 17,. will bring
in the leads of his CBS television
Show, Art Carney and Audrey.
Meadows, along with the 36-girl

June Taylor line and a 50-piece
band which he’ll conduct;

In addition, GleaSon will avail

himself of the services of a pro-
ducer, With a company of nearly
100 on stage, the Par Will use its

full stage facilities since the pit

band policy went into effect about
two decades ago. As a result, the
problem of laying out the show Will

be considerable.
Paramount circuit booker! Harry

Levine is attempting to get other
toppers into the house. Deals are-

in the works for Perry Comp: and
Eddie Fisher, among others:
Deal is also on for Rudy Car-

denas and Lou Wills Jr. to be
among Gleason’s supporting acts.

He’ll be getting a reported 70% of
the take, 'ith the house guaran-
teed at least 10% of the gross as.

j

its margin of profit.

WALTERS SKEDS O'SEAS

HOP TO HUNT TALENT
Latin Quarter., N; Y„ operator

Lou Walters took off for Eu-
rope Monday 125) for a talent gan-
dering expedition and will return
shortly after, the Command Per-
formance in London Nov. 1. He’ll
be back in time for the opening of
the Latin Quarter Revue at the,
Desert Inn, Las Vegas, Nov. 9.

Prior to the European takeoff,
he Went to St. Louis for the open-
ing of that revue at the Chase.
Hotel, Friday .(22).

Bd. of Governors Slate

Nominated by ARA
Artists Representatives AsSn.

will elect its slate of officers at a

meeting to be held Nov, 8 at the

Victoria Hotel, N. Y. Agency org

nominated for the board Of gov-
ernors on its regular slate Nick
Agneta, Hattie AlthOff, Ben Bart
(University Artists Bureau), Milton
Berger, John Dugan (Music Corp.
of America), Eddie Elkort (Lew Sc

Leslie Grade Agency), Joe Glaser
(Associated Booking Corp.), Leon-
ard Green .(Mercury Artists Corp,);
William Kent, Nat Lefkowitz (Wil-

liam Morris Agency), Billy Shaw,
Lester Shurr, Art;.Weems (General
Artists Corp;), arid Charles V.
Yates!

... Associate members put into nom-
ination are Lloyd LaBrie (McCone-
key), Josh Meyer (Jack Davies) and
Abe Newborn (Baum-Newborn).

Officers Will be elected from the
roster of those elected to the board
of governors. Other nominations
to the board are possible by peti-

tion.

CHRISTMAS OVERSEAS

Committee Recruiting Entertainers
Iff Enlarged Quotas

Hollywood, Oct. 26.

George Murphy, head, of the Hol-
lyWood Coordinating Committee,
has appointed a special committee
to carry out the request

1

of Major
Gen. Herbert N. Jones for an in-

creased number of performers for
Christmas overseas entertainment.
Plan calls for seven units, four of
Which will be sent to Korea.

“The job of entertaining over-
seas personnel,’’ Gen. Jones said,

“is more important now than dur-
ing actual combat."

Richardson, Mae Daniels on Carpet

MCA9
* Big Staff Exit
Hollywood, Oct.. 26.

-Lon Boutin, of MCA’s band
and act department, is the
fourth agent to leave that or-

ganization in four days. In the
last two years more than 20
agents have moved out.

Shortly before Boutin’s exit,

BOb Walters and Harris Katle-
man of the story departffient

left, followed by Robert Ma-
hakian of the tv department;

+

.

The national board meeting 0f
the American Guild of Variety
Artists, which started a threeklay
session at the Henry Hudson Hotel
N. Y., yesterday ( Tue$. ) , will be
highlighted by charges against two
members of the board, Frank
Richardson, of Philadelphia, and
Mae Daniels of Balitmore. Both
are accused of conduct prejudicial
to the union.

Both are alleged to have aided
and abetted Dick Jones

, in an at-

tempted revolt against the union,
Jones is a former eastern regional
director who' has now founded a
rival union,

1

Actors
. International

Union. With headquarters in Phila-
delphia.

[
Philadelphia, Qct. 26.

Two former officials
., of the

Arnerican Guild: Of Variety, Artists,

.

Dick Jones,, former eastern region-
al director and Charles Garvey,
ex-Philadelphia branch manager,
•are seeking to divert 1,200 local

members of the variety actors
union into the American Federa-
tion of Musicians.
A mass ffiailing to the member-

ship asking that they make the
Switch was sent out this past week-
end over Jones’ and Garveys’ sig-.

matures, and 200 have already
signed up as members of the
Auxiliary Of AFM Local 149, To-
ronto.

Switch is easily negotiated, since
the AGVA membership can be
eligible for the Musicians Auxili-
ary just by shaking maraccas or
hitting clavas; Movement into the
AFM settles speculation as to
Jones’ plans. *

Switch has another advantage
for Jones, since it makes the
AGVA secession a jurisdictional
matter Which must be brought up
before the American Federation of

Labor. Sentiments of the musi-
cians locally was evidenced when
local AGVA rep Nicholas Porreca
(Mickey Diamond) got into dispute
with Jimmy Marcy, comedian, now.
a member of the Auxiliary. Romeo
Celia, president of Local 77,' AFM,
promptly warned Porreca against
interfering with any “musical” act.

Jones first aired his mass move-
ment into .the Musicians Union
Auxiliary at a riieeting

:

of the
AFL’s Central Labor Unioff here.

A . letter from Jack Irving, secre-
tary of the AGVA, asking that
Jones and Garvey be barred as
delegates to the CLU, was read,
but the meeting took no action on
it.

Mae Daniels, AQVA rep from
Baltimore on the National Board,
will be brought up on charges to-

day Tues!) for backing Jones. Her
iels’ answer will be to ask the
union; to fire Irving. Jones

:
also

plans to call for an AFL investiga-
tion of alleged un-American activi-
ties by top echelon members of
Associated Actors Sc Artistes of
America.

Embassy to Stay in Brit.

Nitery Scene; Bows Nov. 3
London, Oct. 26.

After making elaborate arrange-
ments to remodel their Embassy.
Club into a restaurant, and change
the naiffe, Barnett Bros. & Abe
Aaronsohn have changed their
mind and will revert back to the
Embassy, name, with class .-enter-

tainment arid, two bands. .

Spot reopens Nov, 3 after ex-_

terisive alterations, with' Johnny
Blythe, well known in British films,

as emcee. Band of eight, headed by
Billy Shroud, with rhurrifla band
yet to be engagedy will look after
the ballroomers..
Management, which put bookings

in the hands of Lew & Leslie
Grade, Will specialize in several
acts of medium price instead of top
solo headliners as formerly.

Amer. Hotel Assn. Meet
The American Hotel Assn, will

hold a confab at the Commodore
Hotel, N.Y., starting Noy. 5. Top
hotel talent buyers are expected to

attend the meet;
Included will be Merriel Abbott,

buyer for the Hilton chain, and
Seymour Weiss, of the Hotel Roose-
velt, New Orleans.

Richardson’s roster Comprises li
charges, including actively solicit-

ing membership tor a variety
union opposed to ACn/A, aiding and
abetting Jones’ conspiracy in the
formation of a new actors union
in opposition, to AGVA, idihg
Jpnes in an. attempt to undermine
and discredit AGVA with the As-
sociated Actors Sc Artists of
America, and the American Fed-

;

eration of Labor.

it’s also charged that he parti-

cipated in the consparacy to under-
mine AGVA on the latter’s prem-
ises, violation of trust as a board
member by his participation, and
violating his trust by failing to

present any facts or cornplaints to
the. national board. He’s said to

have written the 4As without the
permission: of his union, and hav-
ing discredited his position as in.

AGVA member by using “profane
and anti-racial language in the

AQVA. Philadelphia office.” He’s
also accused of. having discredited
his position by behaving in a man-
ner unbecoming a member when
he appeared at a N, Y. branch
membership meeting Sept. 8 for

the purpose Of . fomenting dissen-

sion.

While AGVA has charged Rich-

.

ardson with 11 counts. Miss Daniels
is charged With six. They are;

aiding Jones in an attempt to dis-

credit AGVA, violating trust as.

a board member by support of

Jones, violation of trust as board
member by communicating with

the 4A9 without permission from
AGVA, joiniffg the conspiracy
without presenting the union with

the facts, Or complaint to the na-

tional board, violating her trust

by Usurping the rights . of the na-

tional board in. writing the 4A»

and the AFL, and. discrediting her

position by joining with Jones and

Richardson on the Sept. 8 meet-

ing in New. York.

The other major item on the

agenda will he the hassle with thi

Arnerican Federation of Musicians,

which is now before George
Meany, president of the AFL
Both unions are fighting over the

jurisdiction of musical acts.

YATES' FULLTIME STINT

FOR BRO -IN-LAW WILLIS
Agent Charles V. Yates has vir-

tually a fulltime assignment in lin-

ing up a new career for his brother-

in-law, William Willis, Who rode

an 18 by 35-foot raft out of Callao,

Peru, "to Pago-Pago 115 days later.

Willis returned to N. Y.; by plane

Sunday (24) to cash in on his ad-

ventures via the lecture, circuit ana

Writing assignments.

Willis is no stranger to writing,

haying previously authored a tome

on Devil’s Island; and having lived

a generally adventurous-type eX*

istence: Some years ago Willis end

-his Wife Teddy, Who is a sister of

Mrs. Yates, and had been Yates

secretary for many years, were

lost in boat they were sailing

off Antigua during a hurricane.

The Coast Guard sent out rescue

missions for them.

Willis has frequently done othef

; writing assignments, some of them

in the theatrical vein at the a*'

rection of Yates.

Yates is planning a tele series

for Willis, probably on fil*11
/

addition to lecture and writing as-

signments.

Marge' Nelson, ex-cafe singer,

who is an active club-ban<wv
nitery booker in the PittsbuifT

area, has no Connection Whatsoeve

with project of her husband, w.

Nazarro Jr., tor a dancing schoo

in Pitt, as erratumed.

1
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Hey, Julie, 15 Big Congratulations.

We loved it at the Copa.

When are ya gonna have us back?

GALE SHERWOOD

Management!

MCA ARTISTS LTD.
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LOVE TO J. P

J. P.

Congratulations to Jules Podell

and the Copacabana New York on

the Occasion of their

15th An niversary

jane tf/taman
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ME TOO

JOYCE BRYANT

y m
I am looking forward to celebrating my 10th YEAR of association with

JULES PODELL and the COPACABANA

—

MICHAEL DURSO
and his ORCHESTRA



fe(ln«fid«y, October 27, 195,4 Variety

m &

Dear J. P.:-

werea
We're so happy that we
art ofyour 15 great years

success

Congratulations

JULES PODELL
and the

COPACABANA
Here's praying

for the next fifteen years

you will be making

'an

Congratulations to

and the COPACABANA

on their 15th Anniversary

JEAN CARROLL
Currently Appearing, PALMER HOUSE, Chicago



Wednegdayj' October 27, 1954

Congratulations to JULES PODELL on His 15th Anniversary

From One of Your Slaves

Representative: JACK DAVIES AGENCY
Press Representative: NORMAN J. MILLEN & ASSOCIATES ROMO VINCENT
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Chicago,
;
Oct. 26.

Jimmy Durante, George Gobel,

vddie Albert and Margo, and an

^tensive- string of top vaude acts

!?e set for a Nov, 18 bash of the

}, C Savings & Loan League in

Pasadena, Cal. Show looks to be

£ne of the biggest club, date plums,

of the season, and tradesters here

Jre reckoning the overall talent

*
t for the .five-day conclave at

iround $30,000.
.

,

Guest speaker’s are to be column-

ist Hedda Hopper and Goneral Mo-

tors
commentator Henry J. Taylor,

For separate events during the

fiVe.day splurge,' 11 different br-

and PAT

(Bcaufy and

the least)

A niw not* In

Glunor Cortody

Stmaed by
Mervyn Nelson

Direction
NAT OUNN
uso B'way
New York

BUD

chestras have been hired, among
them Harold Stern and His Sing-

ing Strings. Aside from Durante,
Gohel and Albert, the windup ban-
quet will have the Szonys, Sports-

men, Les Charlivels, Amiii Bros,

arid Richard Hearne, while other

acts are still being mulled for a

two-and-a-half-hour show.
Show will play at the Pasadena

Civic Auditorium, before 5,000

people expected to turn out for

the convention,
Chi booker Art Goldsmith, head'

Of Paramount Attractions, books
the Savings & Loan League, con-

clave; every year; just as he does
General Motors, Eastman Kodak,
Ford Motor Co., Zenith Radio;
Standard Oil and Visking Corp.
Today (Tues.), Goldsmith unwinds’
a package of Fred Waring, Meyer
Davis and seven vaude acts at the

Waldorf in New York for General
Motors.
Paramount hais stepped out as

one of the foremost club, date of-

fices here, and this year’s total biz

is expected to top $2,000,1)00, -

cording to Goldsmith. It’s to be
the biggest year in Paramount’s 50
years of operation.

Incidentally, the company is lin-

ing up a 200-day cross-country con-
cert tour for the Fred Waring -

semble which will climax in three
weeks at the Sahara, Las ; Vegas,
March 15. It’s to be Waring’s first

nitery engagement in over 20 years.

Omaha Lounge Switch
Omaha, Oct, 26.

Sam Salzman last week took over
mahagement of Angelo’s cocktail

lounge and instituted a three-show
nightly policy with no cover or

minimurii. Tony Bredice and Joan
Olseii, comics, were opening attrac-

tion Friday (22).

Salzman* who also has the Silver

Tap, a downtown nitery, took over
from John Barnes,.who bought out.

Angelo DiGiacomo some 14 months
ago.

Currently

VOGUE ROOM
HOLLENDEN HOTEL

CLEVELAND

Direction: MCA

MONICA
Mr. Dynamite'

Per. Mgr. : HARRIS GIGER
lr.: Gorber-Welss, N. Y. CO 5-8680

COMEDY MATERIAL
for All Branches of Theatricals

FUN-MASTER
Wf ORIGINAL SHOyV-BIZ GAG FILi

(The Service at the STARS)
foil 13 Files $6.00—All 35 issues $25

Singly; $1.05 per script.

« 3 Bl<s. PARODIES, per book . $10 a
• MINSTREL BUDGET....... ..$25 •
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., ei. bk...$25 •
• 8LUf BOOK (Gogs for Stags). $50 •
HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES
OIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
Or GAGS, $300. Worth over a thousand

No C.O.D.'s

BILLY GLASON
101 W. 34th St., New York 19—Dept. V

Circle 7-1130

ING
CURRENTLY

CLUB DATES
For MILDRED LANE

Oakland, Calif.

(thru Nov. 13)

IBSONI

Dir.: JIMMIE HUSSON AGENCY
119 W, 57th St., New York

WHEN IN BOSTON
It's th«

HOTEL AVERY
^8 Home of Show Folk

Avery A Washington Sts.

Atlanta, Oct. 26.

Joe Cotton, owner and operator
of Cotton’s Steak Ranch;, is pulling
’em in at his eatery-dancery via
name entertainers. Cotton’s spot is

a sprawling place into which he
can crowd 1 ,000 patrons—arid often
does. Current at the Ranch is Bea-
trice Kay, who opened Monday
(25) to good business.
Miss Kay followed Julius LaRosa,

who bowed out Sunday after doing
turnaway biz for Cotton. Ranch
has ample dance floor and
there’s a house band.
Johnnie Ray is scheduled to fol-

low Miss Kay.
One effect of Cotton’s name

policy has been to cause other
nightspots in the Atlanta area to
pay a little more attention to their
bookings. Heretofore, these dine-
&-dance places have been bringing
in soso talent for floor shows. Now
they’re being a little more particu-
lar and building their shows with
a view to entertaining their clien-
tele after enticing them in.

Elsewhere on the Atlanta eatery
scene the. new show at the Henry
Grady Hotel’s Paradise Room stars
ventriloquist Bob Karl, who uses
four dummies in his act and essays
five voices. Rounding out the
Paradise Room bill are Rafael and
his two Parisian models, novelty-
turn, in which Rafael fashions hats
out of the girls’ dresses; plus sing-
er Meg O’Shaughnessy.

Lorri Long, exotic dancer, open-
ed Monday (25) at the Gypsy Room,
With Ronnie MacAdams as emcee,-
assisted by juggler Elaine Ander-
son. Ralph Gibbs 'and his instru-
mental and vocal trio are current
at El Morocco, Atlanta’s newest
nightspot, in the Peachtree Manor
Hotel. Pianist Eddie Furman is the
entertainer irt Howell House’s Ze-
bra Lounge.
Clermont Hotel’s Continental

Room is offering Paula Page, sing-

er, and the Merry Mutes provide
the entertainment at Sans Souci,
Darlington Hotel-Apartments spot.

35G St. L. Harvest Moon;

Fisher, Brown as Stars
St. Louis, Oct. 26.

With Eddie Fisher and Joe E.
Brown ‘heading a 20-act show for
the St.. Louis Variety Club Harvest
Moon Festival last night (Mon.) at
the Fox Theatre, a gross of ap-
proximately $35,000 was reached
for the day. Bobby soxers had a
field day at the matinee perform-
ance, scaled at $l-$2, with the eve-
ning session priced at $2, $3 arid $4.
Debbie Reynolds made a person-

al appearance. Entertainers frpm
all niteries and local talent par-

,
ticipated.

Dallas, Oct. 26,

State Fair of Texas rolled to a

new record attendance of 2,506,500
for its 69th annual 16-day outing,

Oct. 9-24; despite rain during the
closing Weekend. Expo collected

$7,500 insurance for intermittent:

showers on Friday (22) and a rriax-

imum $10,000 payoff for rains be-

tween 2 arid 8 p.m. Saturday (23 ).

Second downpour failed to keep
20,100 football fans from the Cot-
ton Bowl, for the; Southern Meth-
odist U.-Kansas afternoon game;

Closing day (24) attendance was
upped by the fourth annual, Reli-

gious Festival in the Cotton Bowl.
Featured speaker was Dr. Walter
H. Judd, former medical missionary
to China and present Republican
congressman from. Minnesota.
Religioso included a 700-voice ma
Religiose included a 700-voice

massed choir from local churches,
Trinity U.’ Choir and Lackland
Air Force Base’s Women’s Band,
Free gate at 6 p.m. bolstered clos-

ing night’s attendance.

‘‘The King and I,” after 24 per-

formances in the 4,300-seat expo
auditorium at $1.20-$4.80 scale, tal-

lied $250,000 for the run, with Yul
Brynner and Patricia Morison star-

ring in the Rodgers & Hammerstein
musical. “Ice Cycles of 1955” had
24 showings in its 10th straight

season at the Ice Arena, at $3:30
top, and drew 115,125 bladeshow
fans.

Joie Chitwood’s auto thrill show;

.

after pulling 48,000 stubholders in

13 days, was forced by rain . and
mud to cancel the final three days’

showings in the al fresco 5,000-

seat grandstand, scaled, to $2 top.

Concessionaires, despite light

crowds Wednesday and Thursday
(20-21). and the closing weekend’s
rains, were well ahead of 1953’s run
in the b.o. department. Clif Wil-
son, with . 16 midway shows both
years, reported a bigger take for

the; first 10 days through Monday
(18) than for the entire 16-day run
in ’53. He said the big gross also

considered the 15% amusements
tax the show had to pay in 1953,

' but not this year.

Two record days—296,784, visi-

tors Saturday (16) and 281,877

on Sunday (17)—gave the expo
its largest weekend in history.

Cuffo Cottori Bowl show Tues-
day (19) drew 28,000 fans to hear
Dennis Day and dancing line of

Apache; Belles from Tyler, Tex.,

Junior College.

It virtually doesn’t pay sales-

men to take road trips in the
vaude, nitery and cocktail lounge
fields* according to major talent

agency toppers. The execs have
figqred out that the only trips

will be those devoted almost ex-

clusively to gladhanding and to

open up new territories. Others
wise, the bulk of the business can
be done from the office.

These days, it costs about $250
lo maintain a salesman oq the road
for a week. This includes; living,,

travel and tabs picked up at vari-

ous spots which, the agent has
visited. In addition, in order to

justify his trip, a percenter has to

bring in sufficient; missions to
cover twice his salary. On top of
that, all business brought in has
to be over the amount that1 would
normally be done by remainirig in

his office.

The agencies feel that
,

a sales-

man,' to make good on a road trip,

has to bring approximately
$10,000 worth of business, exclu^
siv of selling names. Selling
headliners in the ; top-monied
brackets is not a problem, since
that can be done via a three-cent
stamp. Major problem there is to

get ..the attractions to hit the road.

The office toppers feel that it’s;

virtually impossible to bring irf

the necessary. $10,000 weekly to

cover the expense of a road trip.

However, they are necessary at

intervals in order to confer with
buyers, help solve problems exist-

ing in various areas, beat the
bushes for new talent. and to at-

tempt to open, new spots. Other-
wise, it’s felt that vast areas
would go stale; as far as act ex-
penditures are concerned.

Of course, areas like Las Vegas
and Reno are alive with talent
agency reps at virtually any time
of year. Florida gets a healthy
sprinkling of percentery meii dur-
ing the early winter when the sea-
son there is getting under way.
Talent buying in those areas runs
into considerable coin and the
agencies have to be there to make

sure that revenue doesn’t go else-

where.

But. in oth regions, .salesmen
are sent out Only after consider-
able deliberation. The road trips

aren’t as frequent as it used to be,
since the year-round totals rarely
justify the heavy expehditures.
However, fact that level of busi-
ness is maintained is frequently
due to, the ; jaunts. In times of
dwindling revenues in many fields,

even; this is regarded as an ac-

complishment.

Gaby Gruyere booked for the
Chase Hotel. St; Louis, on the bill

with Paul Gilbert.

Don Tannen
Just Concluded Headli ing

SAXONY HOTEL
>

Miami Beach, Florida

Opening Oct 28

(For 3 Weeks I

THUNDERBIRD
Las Vegas, Nevada

Contact CEDRIC HOWARD
TRafafgar 4-2869

New York

#1

Dance Specialist

NIGHT CLUBS—
HOTELS—MUSICALS
Bert Jonas, 1650 Bdway.

CO 5-0808

LAS VEGAS STARDUST
Hollywood, Oct. 26.

Harry Delmar, yet producer-
hooker, former hoofer and onetime
production chief of USO-Camp
Shows, was signed to book and
produce shows for the new Starv

dust Hotel to open April 1 at Las
Vegas, owned by Tony Cornero,

who once operated the gambling
boat Rex off . Santa Monica, The
Stardust will be biggest on the
Vegas strip, having 1,032 rooms
'and a dining room-riitery With 1,000

capacity.

Delmar is figuring on 12 Shows
annually. They’ll be big girl pro-

duction units.

New Kaye Ballard Turn
Kaye Ballard will open at the

Hollenden Hotel, Cleveland, with a

new act Which will include two
boys, Jack Pierce and Al Sullivan.

Lehn Berger will provide piano
accompaniment. Ray Charles com-
posed the, music for the turn.

She’ll intro the abt riext mbntR.

ASCAP'S

Youngest

Member

(Week of OCTOBER 29th)

PALACE
THEATRE, New York

Composer of

BALLERINA
(Dedicated to.

Ed. Sullivan's

"Toast of the Town")

FIESTA

BELLS
(Instrumental)

Published by * .

SOUTHERN MUSIC PUBLISHING GO., ING.

1619 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.
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Podell’s Gopa

Miami Beach,. Get; 26:

The operations of two of the

major iteries here problem-

atical this The Beach-

comber and Clover Club, two of

the major talent buyers in the
area, are still mulling the big
question of whether to open arid

with what kind of. talent,

Norman Schuyler, Beachcomber
operator, is ailing and would, like

to take it. easy. Problem is whether
to get someone to lease .the spot or
find a skilled general-manager
who knows the business. He’s re-

ported to have Offered the spot to

Alan Gale, now functioning in

New York. So far, there’s no deci-

sion. Schuyler is also trying to de?
fermine just what kind of names
are available arid if he could get
enough top talent to make a run.
It’s reported that he has been after
Betty HUtton with a $20,000 offer.

So far, he’s been told that Miss

MEMO from

I'm very happy to report that

I'll be singing at The. CASINO
THEATRE in TORONTO, week
of Oct, 28th. (Toronto Papers
please cover) ; * . Week of

Nov. 8th, BRADFORD HOTEL,
in Dear OLD BOSTON, I'm

very glad to get back to Bos-

ton and ail these nice SPOTS
. . . Here's hoping I'll be singl-

ing for you soon in your
SPOToo .,

Direction:

FIALKOFF

r
ASSOCIATES

1 560 Broadway, New York 36, N.Y.

JUdton 2-4037-8-9

MISS

"Chants With a Chuckle"

Held Over, AGAIN and AGAIN

LAKE CLUB
Springfield, III.

(Thanks HUGO, HAROLD and PAUL)
Dir.; JIMMIE HUSSON AGENCY

119 W. 57th St., New York

COMEDY ACTS
5 different acts. Can be used .anywhere. AM
for $3. An Introduction to the most helpful
writing service In the Held of entertainment.

A. GUY VISK
Writing Enter

196 Hill Street
“Creators of

Hutton plans, to retire following

h. current Las Vegas stand.

Jack Goldman, Glover Club top-

per, is making no bid for names,

lie’s running with a burley policy..

Sherry Britton is his current lure

and Kalantan is booked for Oct.

31. Goldman,, it’s reported, would
Tike to sell out and devote all. his

time to operations in Las Vegas,

The two .major Beach cafes,

then, may be Gopa: City, for which
operator Murray Weinger try-

ing to get a, parcel of names, and
Ciro’s. Latter’s Red Pollack is cur-
rently conferring with the talent

agencies for headliners.

However, it’s recognized that

even two niteries can start a full-

scale price War, which would in-

crease talent budgets to the break-
ing point. The competition from
the hotels will also be consider-
able. Consequently, 1

it’s evident
that the Florida spots Will still be
forced to spend money for talent,

on a level with that of previous
years. Whether grosses Will justify

such .expenditures cannot yet be
determined, although Miami
Beach just concluded one of its

best summer’s’ in history.

SEGUES TO MIAMI TV
Pittsburgh, Oct. 26.

George DeWitt, nitery comic who
played the Ankara here the last two
weeks, is pulling out of cafe cir-

culation shortly, except within
Florida commuting distance, to

launch his own tv shows on WTVJ
iri Miami- Beginning Dec. 6, De-
Witt will be on twice a day Mon-
day through Friday, for . half an
hour in the daytime and 15 min-
utes, which may later be doubled,
at night.

DeWitt tested the Miami tele-

vision atmosphere during the sum-
mer as a warm-weather replace-
ment on WTVJ and liked it so well
he decided to make the deal
permanent when an offer came his

way.. He’s moving to Miami bag
arid baggage with his wife and two
children. They’ve already bought
a home there, and DeWitt plans to

concentrate mostly on club dates
which won’t interfere, with his
video commitments. “

Continued from i-age 58

Dance-Stager Sues MCA,

El Rancho Vegas on Pact
Las Vegas, Get. 26.

Gene Summers, leader of a

dance troupe, filed suit for $17,505
in District Court against Music
Corp. of America and El Rancho
Vegas, charging "threats and
coercion” to reduce her price on a

contract.

Complaint declared she had a

|
contract with MCA to stage dances
at the hotel for five weeks at $2,350
per. week but El Rancho refused to

sign it She contends that MCA
made a false representation dr the
hotel broke a contract. She wants,
$10,000 damages arid $7,050 for
loss of wages.

CAB CALLOWAY
NOW-NINTH WEEK

HOTEL SAHARA
LAS VEGAS

Mgt. BILL MITTLER, 1619 Broadway. New York

to virtually no returns, but it

hasn’t happened to them since the

Copa took them in;

Joe E, Lewis has made this spot

his New York home. He had

achieved a reputation of sonie de-

gree in show business. He had to

. supplement his cafe dates with

stands at vaude houses; .Loew's

State was one of his regular stands.

He made the
,
vaude circuits regu-

larly but he hasn’t bothered much
with theatres since he played the
Copacabaria. Niteries, where he
shows up to much better advan-
tage, .have been taking: up. all his

available time.

Sid Caesar, Hayes Sc Healy

Sid Caesar got his first major
showing in New York at the E: 60th
St. spot just after his discharge
from service- Copa audiences
also decreed that Peter Lind Hayes
and iris, wife Mary Healy, should be
among those at the top. Kitty
Kalleri scored her first -major hit
there.

Some performers, were ..originally

developed elsewhere,, byt the Copa.
brought out their: full potential,

This applies to Frank Sinatra, Dan-
ny Thomas, Lena Horne, Billy Eck-
stine, Desi ArnaZj Mitzi Green,
Mondy Carson,

.
Toni Arden, Kean

Sisters and a few others;

Top Showcase

It’s still the top showcase in

New York. Janis Paige was piaying
at the Copa when she was eyed for

.‘Pajama Game.” When. Eddie
Fisher did the production tunes
here, he showed enough to indi-

cate: that he had considerable
promise. Julie Wilson was first a

chorus girl here, and then she.

graduated to the production tunes.

Among the chorus girls here that
have gone on to Hollywood are
June Allyson, Lucille Bremer, Olga
San Juan, Pat Hardy, Joanne Dru,
Mae Wynn, Martha Stewart and
Janice Rule.

Boniface Podell has found a very
prosperous form of revenue for the
Copa in the operation of the Up-
stairs lounge, The disk jockey pol-

icy having petered out, Podell re-

built the lounge’s reputation with
a late show coming after the finale

in the downstairs room. The sing-

ing talent moves upstairs for a

late show and it’s been paying
off tremendously,

The upstairs lounge also showed
its star-building potential. Nat
(King) Cole evidence his promise
initially in that room as did Sarah
Vaughan. In the line of choreogra-
phy, Don Loper & Maxine Barrett
danced at the Copa before moving
on to Hollywood as a couturier.

Podell takes pride in the Copa's
importance as a name showcase,
although he’d rather be known as

a restaurateur. The kitchen is his

especial province. He's proud of
the fact that he can shell out a
full dinner under $4, and he at-

tempts to operate ori the basis that
food is still important in the night
club business. He's also an im-
portant. contributor to iriany chari-
ties, Once, every year he. donates
a night in December to the cerebral
palsy fund. Three or four nights a
week there’s a table of disabled
vets who get no check. He’s a soft

touch for a lot pf legitimate chari-
ties.

According to ilery actuarial
tables, 15 years is a fairly advanced
age for a nightclub. In that Lime
a spot is expected to have devel-
oped some kind of tradition and
.reputation, The Copa has this tra-
dition 1 as a starmaker, and a reputa-
tion that, makes it an important
entertainment; stop for the visiting

firemen of the nation. There's a
Copa road company in many cities,

tribute enough to the New York
operation that imitation again is:

the sincerest form of flattery.

Saranac Lake
By Happy Benway

Saranac Lake, N. Y., Oct. 26.

The Will Rogers hospital lourige
room is now a real entertainment
haven for the patients here. A
large, new tele set has been in-
stalled, thanks to Murray Weiss,
Will Rogers exec from Boston; a
modern jukebox donated by the
IATSE boys from N. Y, via the ef-

forts of Herbert Johnson,’ a long-
player and records, gift from
Manie Sacks, latest picture pro-
jection outfit installed by Ballan-
tyne Theatre Supply Co, of Omaha
and the National Screen Co. of
N. Y,
Sam Smith of Stewart-E.verett

Circuit, Charlotte, N. C., into the
General for major operation; now
back at the Will Rogers recuper-
ating, ;

The John McKerriins back to
N. Y. arid the St. Regis hotel after
spending three weeks vacationing
at a bedside of their brother, Tom
McKernin, now resting and under
observation at the Will Rogers
here.
A double birthday shindig was

tendered to Louise Riso, of United
World* Films, and to Jack Kelley;
manager with the Walter Reade
Theatres.
Write to those who are ilL

,

‘Eve’ Sellout
Continued from .page 1

while another firm is

dickering for the takeover of the.

Copacabana.

To the bonifaces, the more im-
portant facet of : the sellout lies

in the fact that a
.

trend is In the
making. Last year, the LQ was
closed to the public because of the
takeover, also by Victor. The fact
that commercial firms have latched
onto the Eve as part of its in-

centive program assures the night-
clubs of a maximum income.
With the firms picking up the

tabs, the celebrants will not be
worrying about the tab at the end
of the night. The bottles placed
bn the table at the beginning of
the . evening will probably be re-
placed before the night is over. It’s

a known feet that when the joint’s

cuffo, everybody is a little more
lavish than they would be if they
were paying for the stuff. With
the Eve very much in demand, the
cafe is in position to charge trip

prices per head.
Again, with two: appliance firms

bidding for dealer goodwill with a
night out, it’s logical that other
companies Will follow suit, in order
to stay on the good side of the
dealers. Firms in other, lines are
also expected to get into, the
bidding with an evening out. It

looks like New Year’s Eve will be
a sponsored shindig, iri many
niteries before long.

.

Trouble is that after the top
spots are sold out, then the com-
panies will be at a' loss, since It

would be loss of prestige to book
the second-rate spots. They may
have to be left for the general
public, who will have been denied
access to sortie of the top spots
because of sponsorship.
Fact that the booking of the

Latin Quarter has. occurred so
early is an indication that the firm
buying out the cafe were fearful
that others would move in, so they
acted fast. It’s, a delightful prospect
for bonifaces, since they’re not
only assured of maximum revenue,
but they will be spared the prob-
lem arid expense, of. selling for
the big night.

Vaude, Cafe Dates

New York
Lisa Kirk signed for the Persian

Room, Hotel Plaza, for late Decem-
ber or early January . . . Larry
Starch tapped for the Nautilus,
Miami Beach, DeC; 22 . ,. Micki
Mario to the Sans Souci, Miami
Beach, Dec. 7 . . . Marshall & Far-
rell set for-the PrevUe Club, Col-
linsville, 111., Nov. 4 . Hamilton
Trio into the Hoilenden, Cleveland,
Nov. 22 . . . Billy Shepard, current
at the Casino, Toronto, moves to
the Bradford, Boston, Nov.: 8 . .

Valerie Noble, who returns from
USO-Camp Shows jount, Saturday
(30), into the Bradford, Boston,
Nov. 15 . . . Dick Kallman to El
Rancho, Las Vegas, Dec, 22.

Eddie Albert & Margo spotted
for the Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y., in
March and for the Palmer House,
Chicago, in April Denise Dar-
ed inked for the Monte Cax-ld,
Palm Beach, in February . . Kean
Sisters and Charlie Applewhite in
the Latin Quarter, Bostori, show
Nov. 18 . . Marshall & Farrell
signed for the Latin Quarter, N. Y.

p

starting Novi 28. Holger & Dolores
on the : same show.

The

Ju>t Concluded 2nd Contacutiva Yaar
touring fair Barnat and Carruthan .

(Thanks SAM LEVY)

Wish to qnhouflco with
pridt thtir first eastern

appearance
Week of OCTOJRER 29th

PALACE
Now York

(Thanks;.
DAN FRIENDLY and

PAUL GRAY)
then: WESTERN ELECTRIC SHOW
Chicago (Nov. 16, 17, IB, 191

(Thanka: STU McCLELLAN)

then: BROWN HOTEL
LoNlsville, Ky.

(Nov. 26 for 2 WEEKS)
(Thdnka: CHESTER LORCH,

LARRY LUX)
Exelualva Dlrectian: fiutarn RapratantatWa:

Chloaga I, III.
II* Wait 37 8t. ; N. Y.

Daarbarn 2-7413 Clrela 6-2433

SHE'S DYNAMITE!

Currently

CASEES
Toledo,

Ohio

Direction

MERCURY ARTISTS

WANTED
PORPOISE TRAINER

Prafar man with experience in trai -

ing sea lions or chi Ago
27 to 45. Permanent position. Contact
W, F. Roljeston, Marina Studios, Ma»
rinaland, Florida.

Currently playing club dates in the Northwest.
Week of Nov. 1 5th, Amato's Supper Club, Portland, Ore.

JOE DANIELS
Orpheum Theatre Bldg., Seattle, Wash.

RONALD ROGERS
SINGING STAR OF PARLOPHONE RECORDS

OPENING NOVEMBER 1st, starring in "Off the Record" Revue
VICTORIA-PALACE THEATRE, WEST END, LONDON

for jack Hyltpn, following a record breaking
22 weeks at Queens Theatre, Blackpool

BOOKED SOLID SINCE MARCH 7TH —
PERSONAL MANAGEMENT:

ROSE ADAIR
7 Wait 44th St., New York City

MU 7-3829-3157; Cl 7-3900

“American Singer RONALD
ROGERS has the looks and voice
to ensure him his own special
niche among the season’s male
attractions.”

B. B, EVENING GAZETTE.
"RONALD ROGERS hasn't a
hit film behind him to boost his
discs but he has something else,

a glowing stage personality al-

lied with the 1

really rare gift of
lyrical song;”
WEEKLY SPORTING REVIEW.
—Show Business—Sept. 17,
1954,

“As a formidable rival to the

Tony Martins . corues

RONALD ROGERS (now a big

hit in ’Off the Record,’ Black-

pool.) Rogers has a fine voice

Sc lntpnation, sings in perfect

English . . . “Three Things”

... a record which could easily

make RONALD ROGERS
huge favorite with the disc-

fans here.”

RECORD MIRROR, London.



Wednesday, October 27, V

Hotel Plaza, Y.
Genevieve with Luc Poret, John

& June Belmont; Ted Straeter

arid Mark Monte Orchi; $2 and
$2.50 couvert.

Genevieve continues the French
invasion of the American nitery

scene, a gamin type of chirper in

the.Piaf tradition who will register

once she gets the hang of Yank
standards. Judging by her North
American break-in, .both in Mon-
treal and at the Caribe Hilton,
Puerto Rico, where she impressed
better on the visual aspects, it is

surprising that she handicapped
herself in the manner Jliat she did
at her Persian Room debut with
poor dressing. The skirt and
sweater-blouse effect noted by
Variety's Canadian critic when
he caught .

her last spring , at the
Hitz Carlton, Montreal, is obvious-
ly so much the better idea.

The accent ; on the physical ac-

coutrements is dominant because,
was revealed at the opening

ight, her black-beaded costume
rade for almost a. grotesque, ap-
pearance in this class room. It is

the more to the credit Of her art-

istry that she overcame it as she
progressed.

She has an attractive gamin face,
pert and appealing, and her domi-*
mantly French repertoire is loaded
with the proper amour-amour for

the best b,o. impact in the plush
hotel circuit. She helps, things
along with .. a brief introductory
which, despite her limited English,

is a, big plus for the mon-Gallic
customers.:
She is a Montmartre product,

said to have sung in her own
bistro in the same manner that
Patachou got Started. Genevieve’s
penchant, is torch songs, and
there’s a little too much of it with
the same monotone, of style. Re-
sult is a spotty reaction. It’s best
when her ballads ate simpler, less

idiomatic and more melodic. She
should gear her repertoire
eordingly. "Give Me a Dream”
and "I Am Happy” are on the plus,
side, in this connection!

Guitarist-composei*
.
Luc Poret. ; is

a nice assist, in simple neo-rue de
Lappe getup-^sev.ere black blouse
—and the hardworking Ted Strae-
ter crew even more so, as they
group themselves into suitable
string ensembles, with the maes-
tro-pianist. doing a competent job
from the Steinway.
Openers are John and June Bel-

lont with assorted ballroom and
acro-terp routines, making a nice
entr’acte to the diseuse. Abel.

Palmer House, Clii
Chicago, Oct.. 21.

Jean Carroll, Robert Maxwell,.
Empire Eight, Charlie Fisk' Orch;
$2 cover.

Absent from the Chi nitery
scene: for two years, Jean Carroll
wowed a packed houseful of first-

ight .(21) conventioneers with a
prolonged gab session that foments
conviviality. Show is held to two
acts and two smart numbers by
the' house line as Miss Carroll does
more than usual time oh the floor.

Femme is sophisticated looking,
with a touch of class, and there-
fore It’s a trifle disarming, though
pleasantly, that she should speak
with homey Brooklynese inflec-
tions on such mundane topics as
the trials of housewifery. This in-

congruity of looks and personality
is the key to her showmanship,
and she holds the crowd in her
palm every inch of the way.
.
Monolog centers on domestic

problems, rearing of children, pro-
gressive education, horseraces and
a variety of silly happenstances
that touch off more than a laugh
a minute. Yet, Considering that
this posh inn usually hosts kids
for the dinner shows, her bluish
innuendos—not to say the down-
right purple stuff4-have to be.

compromised. Long-winded rou-
tine could also stanff a music break
r two in its course, as Miss Car-

roll had always done in the past.
Except for a few bars at wraptip,
she scarcely .airs her rich throaty
pipes at all. and they’re missed.
Robert Maxwell, a harpist with

plenty flourish, clicks in the pre-
ceding slot wfth fluid fingerings;
personable mien and well plotted
selections.
Energized Empire Eight, two

males and six femmes, kick off
AVith a snappy "Little Shoemaker”
production and delight again with
colorful "Gone With the . Wind”
fantasy between' acts. Charlie
Fisk’s showbacking is of high or-
der, and so are his dance sets.

Les.

One Fifth Ave., IV. Y.
Helena Bliss, Bernie West, Bob

powney & Harold Fonville, Hazel
Webster; no cover or minimum.

Now that Qne Fifth Ace., Green-
wich Village intim.ery, has stowed
its 20th anni celebration under its
velt, room is settling down to its

usual formula of dishing out a
pleasant blending of song, comedy
and- nifty keyboard work.

Initial post-20th anni. show head-
lines songstress Herena Bliss and
comic Bernie West. Bob Downey,
Harold Fonville and Hazel Webster
are still at their piano posts and
whip out some intriguing melodies,
mostly of the showtune genre, be-
tween the headliner stints.

Miss Bliss comes bountifully
equipped, in voice and looks, to

sell her wares. She’s got a solid

set of pipes and knows what-., to do
with a number whether it be bal-

lad, rhythm or special material.
Her vocalistics are. plussed by -a

charming stage ' demeanor which
makes her an easy winner. She's

also a looker who knows how to
wear clothes. She comes over
strong in this small room but
there’s rio doubt that she’d score

as easily in larger, more chic east-

sidsrics
Her turn, for the most part, was

put together by Robert Wright and
George Forrest, arid they’ve done
an okay job for her. They’ve over-

loaded her with special stuff which
slows her Up somewhat but it’s

iriostly bright and tuneful. She’s at

her best, however, when she sticks

to the straight song material, as.

"Baubles, Bagles & Beads’- and
"Bill,” and some additions along
this lime Would help round out a
slick nitery stint,

Bernie West, formerly of Ross &
W'est, admits to being. lonesome

,
up

front. The sblq. work isn’t rie\V to

him because he started out that

way but the partnering years prob-
ably deCoriditiohed him for the

solo fling. However, once he gets

the "single” feel agai , he’ll be a
good bet for steady work along the
nitery route.
West is a sharp satirist and

builds strong yocks albng the way.
He

.
takes Hollywood films, radio-tv

jingles, commercials, etc., over the
verbal coals, hitting hard but with
ribtickling results. He’s got a style

that’s, alert and casual at the same
time. He also wears large, horn-
rimmed glasses which rnakes him
a natural for tv emcee bids.

Gros.

Statler, Hartford
Hartford, 6ct. 22;

Ahoy” with Jeri Boone,
Wilma & Ed Leary, Jan Van Or-
man, Ice Bldde-Eties (4), Lou
Folds, Steve Kisley Orch (11

)

with. Dee DrumMond; $i
:
cover.

Mon.-thrwThUrs $1.50 cover Fri-

Sat. .

Originally booked in for six

weeks, this ice unit is playing an
additional two frames. Current
layout . has been changed to in-

clude a couple of new personalities,

arid a new name for the unit on
the marquee, "Ice Ahoy.”

Statler Terrace Room is having
trouble, drawing for the second,
shows week nights, but the first

are doing Very well. s Saturday
matinees afe for moppets and
mothers, latter getting a fashion
show through tieup with local de-
partment store, G. Fox & Co.,

forcing patrons to reserve two to
three weeks ahead.

Blade unit work is in the top-
drawer category,. The Ice : Blade-
Ettes line is eye-appealing for
their looks as Well as for their ice

capers. Costuming of line and
principals is very colorful.

Currently toplining impressively
is Jeri Boone, a Coast importation
and former Pacific Coast figure
skating champ and U. S. gold med-
alist. The show producers, Ed &
Wilma Leary, single and duo for
artistic bladework. Jan Van Or-
man, a holdover, also scores with
polished ice skating.
Lou Folds, comic juggler and

oldt-ime vauder, sells his varied
offerings with .ease to strong re?
ception. Also works on the blades.
Backing the well-blended offering
is the

.
Steve Kisley orch. Band

thrush Dee Drummond . is also a
saleable product with her vocal
merchandising. Eck.

Chaiidiere* Ottawa
Ottawa, Oct. 22.

Kaye & Aldrich, Jack Marlin,
Margie Dare,' Miriam. Sage Dahc-
ers (5), Benny Greenberg Orch
(.8) ; $.1 admission.

Male arid femme with a comic
aero and gab routine, Kaye &
Aldrich are standout in the
;Chaudiere Club's Rose' Room, Mix-
ing socko lifts and balances into
a bright but slightly overlong
stanza, pair drew good mitting
from a tough audience at opener
(21). Femme harries the laugh load
with okay lines and mugging as
male capably straights. Margie
Dare, small blond canary, registers
with “I Love Paris,” "Black
Magic,” antUothers.

. Jack Marli
, who also emcees,

shows . okay pipes but needs
stronger comedy material. He
solos with gabbing and songs

,
in-

cluding impressions-and a calypso
bit. Gorm.

U&RimY
Cafe de Parls, London

London, Oct. 19.

Noel Coward, with Norman
Hackforth; George Smith Orch,
Harry Roy & Lyricals; minimum
$9 opening night, thereafter, $6.50.

Some fancy adjectives are needed
to describe Noel Covzard’s contin-
ued cabaret? triumphs; Year, after

year he is the .headliner at the
Cafe de Paris, attracting the social

elite as Well as the chichi segments
of society and each success is as
fabulous as the past..

Not by any means a star vocalist*

Coward, has his own surefire for-
ihula for success: "Something old,

something new, something bor-
rowed, something blue.” That’s
always been the pattern of his rou-
tine and it has never failed to
delight. The packed; opening-night
celebrity audience was proof of his
high boxoffice rating, and the fact
that he has been booked outright
for six weeks is indicative of the
confidence of . the Cafe manage-
ment.
A master showman who uses his

hands with expressive effect, Cow-
ard exploits all the professional
tricks he has acquired in his long,
varied experience as an actor, pro-
ducer, director, novelist and lyricist.

Having established a reputation as
an ultra-sophisticate, he has fash-
ioned his

,
act accordingly. With

only a single exceptiori his entire
40-minute: stint is flavored with a
sharp arid biting satirical tang and
the one attempt to break from
tradition, although obviously aimed'
at achieving a balance, seems sur-
prisingly out of place. .

.
Admittedly, the customers like

something new, blit Coward always
caters to the nostalgic segment
and his past hits are received With
growing enthusiasm;* In this cate-
gory alone there ‘ the delightful
ditty about "Poor Uncle Harry”
("He’s a Missionary Now”),. "Jo-
sephine,”. "Mad Dogs 'and English-
men” arid "Bad Times Around the
Corner.” .

.. His main new entry, "The Pic--'

cola Marina,” is charming in itself

but a little below standard, and
from the archives, under the over-
all heading of "Things I Have
Loathed,”, he has dug up a number
of curios including a Scottish bal-
lad, an early English spring song
arid the sort of number always sung
by a purser at a ship’s concert. This
provides an amusing contrast to
the general pattern of the enter-
tainment. •

As for something blue, that gap
is handsomely, inoffensively filled
by his own witty lyrics to the tune
of "Let’s Do’ It,” in which many
famous names on both sides of the
Atlantic come in for gentle razzing.
This has beOn brought up to date
with telling

.
effect.

.
Norman Hackforth, who regu-

larly accompanies, the star on his
cabaret appearances, does sterling
work on the ivories alongside the
resident George Smith combo. A
new Harry Roy outfit shared the
darisapation sessions in polished:
style, Myro.

El Rnnelio* Las Vegas
Las Vegas, Oct. 20. .

Lillian Roth ( with Dick Wess);
Lilt St. Cyr, Jackie Kannon; Steve
Gibson-s Red Caps . (10), Louis
Dance Trio, Dot Dee Dancers ( 1 0 ),
Bob Ellis, Orch (11); no cover or
minimum.

Let there be no tears for Lillian
Roth today. She’s had her cry and
the tomorrows now' at hand will be
filled only with joy of accomplish-
ment. Comeback gal is a cinch cafe
bet now, with her genuine singing
talent and charm her biggest
weapons ..for a new career; The
ovation givOn Miss Roth is genuine'
indication.

For 35 minutes the headliner
belts in Ethel Merman fashion. Her
repertoire includes many nostalgics
With a spi'inkling of new material
that edifies. From the piano, Dick
Wess guides the Bob Ellis orch for
the star. Miss Roth toplines, a
three-week vaude show (five acts)
in which stripper Lili St. Cyr is

held over as costar. The revue is

raggedly paced and includes a
poorly-staged ending that the sho w
could do without. This comes after
Miss Roth exits on a begoff that
leaves a misty-eyed audience en-
joying its own tears; With it is a
feelirig of exhilaration npt let
down. All Of a sudden the chorines
are paraded and Miss St. Cyr takes
to her inevitable cage for a ; fast
ride around the dining room in her
divestment routine. This adds a
false note to the show, does not do
justice to the glamorous stripper
and effaces the warm feeling that
pervades the room as the result of
Miss Roth’s act.

Miss St. Cyr, a. surprising hold-
over, does her teasing take-it-off
bit in her ’Wedding Night,” and
bubble-bathes her. way through
snickers and laughs in a sexy act
that still pleases after her: six-

weeks’ tenure./
Jackie Kannon is a clevef comic

»•> to. * * .*
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who socks over. Yiddish dialect and
innuendo humor* along with more
obvious buffoonery to net a warm
spot in the revue. Pop song paro-
dies segue into gags for. stout
audience reaction. His fa!ve egg
trick that

v
never comes off is good

for howls' as the little comedian
winds a tablecloth arotind his head
and describes the trick he learned
in India.

Steve Gibson’s Red Caps are
back to sock rhythm numbers with
vocals by Damita Jo and are estab-
lished clicks in this spot, although
the act is obviously hurried, as is

also the brief mambo of the Louis
Dance Trio, who don't have much
time to establish themselves in the
current layout. Bob.

Clouds, Honolulu
Honolulu, Oct. 23.

Helen Forrest, ' Vcrle Henry,
Reuben Yap Trio; no cover, no
minim \

Everybody told ’em it Couldn’t be
done, but three gals, two of them
show biz vets, have launched an
ambitious irinovation in Hawaii
nitery operatioris and brought in
Helen Forrest as their first head-
liner.

Betty McGuire arid Verle Henry,
Who used to he with the Bell-Tones,
a femme combo: that clicked, in
Honolulu, and Anne Lund took
over the former Del Mar Hotel, re-
iiamed it ‘the Park-Surf, arid con-
verted an idle penthouse cafe into
a nitery that is both intimate arid
swank,

Mis$ Forrest, in for three weeks,
has drawn turnaway crowds every
night, which is something the own-
ers need if they’re going to make
money, because the roofn has only
26 tables, plus a bar that seats 25;

Miss Forrest, whose earlier re-

cordings with Artie . Shaw, Benny
Goodman and Harry James still

get solid disk
.
jock play in Hono-

:
lulu, displays jots of personality
and versatility as she goes through
a varied array . of songs. The ac-
cent is on the oldies, but they come
across in sultry, sophisticated style.

Miss Henry, one of the co-own-
ers, scores nicely in comedy songs,
and does a Jimrny Durante takeoff
that is realistic and startling. Per-
sonable MisS McGuire, another co-
owner, emcees.
' The rooin boasts the most com-,
petent local trip to be developed
in some time. It’s headed by Reu-
ben Yap, youthful concert pianist,

and the combo, (piano, bass, drums)
is a cinch to help draw repeat biz.

The Clouds makes its debut in
the face of unprecedented nitery
competition arid the near opening
of two $2,000,000 resort hotels just
down the street. Operating on a
headliner, policy,, the room has a
stiff nut to crack,- especially inas-
much as it can seat only about 125.
customers. But very much on the
plus side is the fact that The Clouds
reflects smart , showmanship right
down the line:. Additionally, there’s
a large free parking area just 100
yards away, which is something
few Waikiki niteries can boast,

Walt.

Flamingo, Las Yogas
Las Vegas, Oct, 21.

Debra Paget, Ben Blue ( with
Sid Fields, Sammy Wolfe), Les
Brown Orch (19), Flamingo Star-

lets (12 ); no cover or minimum.

Debra Paget, sporting long titiari

tresses, personifies sex and .
youth

in torrid dances, and although tal-

ented in terps chores, and exhib-
iting a warm, friendly manner, the
best the young filmstar can net in

the current three-framer is run-
nerup honors; For the beguiling
young thesp must vie with cafe vet

[

Ben Blue, than whom there are
[ few cannier in the hoite belt. This
is no disgrace to Miss Paget, who
comes off rathei* well in her first

nitery try and she’ll get better
with experience. (See New. Acts). .

Blue, with the aid of his side-

kick vets, Sid Fields and Sariimy
Wolfe, jokes; and pantomimes in
crowd-pleasing and

.
familiar vein

in a revue in which all acts are
integrated. Pruning to tighten the
95-minute package is riecessary for
the lively show to look its best. Les
Brown brings his orch in for co-
starring and showbacking spots.
Blue is the show’s standout in a
park scene with Miss Paget, involv-
ing, a little bee. Blue also delivers
his oldtime Chandu the Mind
Reader bit for guffaws. Fields is

a topnotch straightman while
Wolfe registers in comedy-singing
impressions.
The Brown crew leans heavily

towards brass and syncopates ear-
pleasing sounds in the all-too-brief
spot it has to. itself. Butch Stone
offers a clever bucolic vocal df “A
Good Man Is Hard to Find,” while
Stumpy Brown, maestro’s young
brother, is a pleasing little clown.
Although backing the show is its

main chore, the Brown music
makes itself felt* pleasantly

tJlWghouV., Bob*...

Colony, London .

London, Oct. 2L
Betty Reilly, Felix King & Don

Carlos Orchs; $5 minimum.

Betty Reilly’s London debut cor
inoides with the annual ;. lotor
show, and it is the latter which is

primarily responsible for the neces-
sity to put the ropes out

.
nightly,.

The crarnmed room is, however,
fully appreciative of the exuber-
ance. and vitality of her perform-
ance.
Handsomely turned out. arid look-

ing attractive on stage, "Miss Reilly
is. an uninhibited performer arid,

at times, a little too boistevous.
She displays a verve and, enthusi-
asm for the work and has a snappy
lineup of songs more than ade-
quate to satisfy the customer de?
mand. She is at her best when: in
a relaxed mood, singing two to
three Mexican numbers while,
strumming away on the guitar.
"Begin, the Begat,” although heard
in this cafe before, is still an amus-
ing novelty in her hands; arid she
has a boff . entry in "Molasses/’
with its biting impressions of
Margaret Truman, Bette Davis and
Sarah Vaughan.
The Felix King combo does its

usual sterling backgrounding; and
tne Don Carlos unit caters to the
rhythm dance sessions. Myro.

Aiiiafo7s, Portland^ Ore.
Portland, Or Oct. 21.

Nelson. Eddy with Gale Sher-
wood & Theodore Paxson, Chop
Chop & Charlene, Sparkleits (5),
Wyn Walker Orch ( lO) with Rene
Weiss & Johnny Clement; no mini-
mum, $2 cover.

A new, versatile NelsOn . Eddy
displays his talents smartly to
AmatO customers from the time
he enters until he begs off gra-
ciously 33 minutes later to plenty
of palm-wacking. Eddy is in for
two weeks and should gain
patrons as he goes. The half-hour
moves swiftly and. is tightly knit
with good tunes, comedy, chatter,
and even some hoofing by the star.
"My Melody” scores big, as does
a medley of his pic tunes. Top-
drawer bit is with 88er Teddy Pax-
Son, on "Hungarian Rhapsody/’

Blonde, blue-eyed, well-endowed
Gale Sherwood is on for some due
chirping, much to the delight of
the patrons. Gal has a sensational
set of pipes, is outstaff&irig in
every department and adds plenty
to the layout.
Chop Chop opens with some

betterrthan-avefage magic stuff.
Cute Charlene assists. The Flor-
ence Pickett. line (5) is on for two
neat production numbers. The
fresh, long-stem gals .fill the
Pickett-designed costumes well
and display some good cleatirig.

Wyn Walker and the house band
play a tough show and set the
terripo for dancing. Cute Rene
Weiss and Johnny Clement knock
out some of the pop tunes during
the dancing seshes. The 70-minute
layout was well received by the
full opening-night house. Feve.

Hal Tabarin, N. Y.
Kenny Davis, Nina Dabore,

Averil & Aurel, Vic Spaddy,. Lou
Harold &: Ray Rizzony Orchs,
Montmartre Girls (6)

;

$2,50, $3
minimwnis.

The Bal Tabarin is one of the
oldest cabarets . in the Times
Square sector. Now in its 21st
year, this operation by Johnny &
Laurent Hourcle has been able to
keep a fairly good level of busi-
ness with an atmosphere that looks
authentically French and a mod-*
estly-priced menu. Surprisingly,
the Bal Tab has a fairly high level
of entertainment.

Naturally, at the prices charged,
it’s impossible to vexpect names,
but booker Jack Lewis gets a show
that has a Contirierital tone and
with a lot of entertainment values.
Furthermore, it’s a well-populated
bill with a well-drilled six-girl line
who show a trio of good rqutines..
'Finale, a lively can-pan, provides
a worthy closer to this session.

Current program has collected a
batch of regulars for this spot. Most
of this bill have been at the Bal
Tab previously, but with the : ex-
ception of Vic Spaddy and dancers .

Averil & Aurel, haven’t been docu?
mented in. the New Act file. Kenny.
Davis and Nina Dabore are further
described there.
Spaddy is an Jmpressionist of

promise. He shows a routine here
that indicates a strong closer for'
the more expensive . situations
when he gets this particular bit
of business in .better working order.
Spaddy does a brace of operatic
tunes as they would be perforiried
by the. popular singers of the day.

.

j3e has some fairly good gab in
other portions of this routine, and
net result is a good mitting!

Averil & Aurel are French* im-
ports who have played the Mont-
real spots prior to hitting the Bal
Tab. tliqv .show, a, gallic .gaiety .in

.CCopLtfpupfl.Qdi page 73),
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Palace, N. Y.
Honey Girls (4), Raymond &

Lee, Duke Dorrell, Stylers (3),
Maude Hilton & Marion Lee, Kurt
Jons Dancers (3), Stump &
Stum ,

Joe Lemke’s College of
Chimps, Jo Lombardi Orch; “Per-
sonal Affair” (VA),' reviewed in
Variety Oct. 28, ’53..

New, Palace bill, though compris-
ing f6ur New Acts, is one of the
better sessions in recent weeks,
moving along swiftly and with few
dull spots; Coilple of the newcom-
ers, Duke Dorrell and The Stylers,
are pleasant surprises, and the vet
team of Stump & Stumpy in next-
to-closing tops off some highly sat-

isfactory fare,.

.
Under New Acts are Raymond &

Lee, in the deuce; Dorrell, in the
trey; The Stylers in the four spot,
and Joe Lemke’s College of Chimps
in the closer. Bill is opened by art

attractive femme aero quartet, the
Honey Girls, who go through a
smooth series of cartwheels, flips,

etc- Nothing on the socko side, but.

well-performed within its limited
framework,
Maude Hilton, who’s been on the

boards with one partner or another
for many years, is out this time
With blonde Marion Lee in a rath-
er routine comedy stint. It's the
customary irisult-fested material
With Miss Hilton on the delivery
end and Miss Lee an okay foil;

Best of the business is the ad libs,

but the rehearsed stuff is about as
old as the Palace. Kurt Jons Danc-
ers, reduced to a trio With Jones
backed by two femmes, go through
their orientai-motifed routines
with style and precision. But it’s

almost mechanical; there’s neither
verve nor excitement to; the act.

Good dancers all of them, but lit-

tle else to recommend them be-
yond their technical facility.

Stump & Stumpy are back only
two months, but this time in riext-

to-elosing. It’s the same routine,
to the letter * that they used in
their last Palace appearance, but
the material and the delivery are
good enough to stand up for sev-
eral sessions more. They’re both
clever comics Who have the ability
to combine sophistication with
slapstick (as in the “Dragnet” take-
off), and their singingndancing are
added plusses to an already fine

comedy stint. Jo Lombardi Orch
provides per-usual pluperfect show-
backing. Cfiam

only solid entertainment value on
a new act; Mainliners, like the
Clovers, Edna McGriff and Paul
Williams’ tooters, are undisciplined
in their respective musical spe-
cialties.:

The Tapateers (see >New
.
Acts.)

are a terp trio with an exceptional
repertoire that lifts the early por-
tion of the stanza. Helping some-
what is band warbler Danny Cobb;
who opens the show. He’s got a

colorful wailing- style in r&b ren-
ditions of “Rocking Chair Blues”
and “It’s All Oyer Baby.” The
limited musical appeal of his muf-
fled pipes is offset by his sense of
humor.
As for The Clovers, they deliver

five tunes, not one of Which cashes
in'. The quintet is best in “Fool,
Fool,” but. all. their songs are
hindered by a grating bass. Edna
McGriff, who came up a couple of

years ago, has continuing difficulty

with volume' and sometimes her
tone Wavers. She is, however, a

very smart-looking femme. ...

In backgrounding, the Williams
band is way off the mark, blit in its

own appearances the sidemen offer

some neat blowing, in “I, Want
Some ; Tootsie Roll’ for one.
Trumpeteer-Singer Jimmie Brown,
uses his neat tenor to draw a big
ihitt in “Masquerade Is. Over.”
Rounding out the card are Spo-

Dee-O-Dee, frequent Comedy turn
at the Harlem flag, and exotic Rosa
La Roso (NeW Act). Spo, With the
aid of a supporting duo, drags
through an overlong 15 minutes
with a threadbare burlesk situ-

ation.
’ Art,

Olympia* Miami
Miami, Oct. 22.

Joe Howard, Little Jack Little
Pitchmen (2 ) ,

Marianna & Carlos
Miranda, Fayei & Andre, -Les
Rhode' House Orch; “A Woman’s
Face” (M-G),

Despite overbalance on vocalis-
tics as represented by vets Joe
Howard and Little Jack Little in

the toplirier spots, plus lack of
comedy, current Compote manages
to come off in okay fashion, thanks
to. knowhow and showmanship of
the duo.

Working, with a spfyness and
grace that belie his venerable
years, Howard spells out the
charm-mood while recounting his
hits, “I Wonder Who’s Kissing Her
Now,” “Honeymoon,” “Goodbye.
My Lady Love,” among others, to
keep aud Warmth mounting, wind-
ing them into, a community sing
that leaves: all happy.. He tops
matters with a bit of cakewalk for.
the big Sendoff.
Of a more modern era, but still

a vet. Little, a regular in this
house, whams across his tricky
keyboard ideas, then pliisses im-
pact With his almost-whispered in-
tonations of the song clicks he’s
Written, and .been associated With,
themed by “Jealous” arid VShanty
In Old Shanty Town-” Amiable
approach

.
arid.

. sound protection
buttress his roundelays to rack up
resounding stubholder reaction.'
The Pitchmen. ..now. a duo, offer

tip tlieir trademarked screwy- in-
strument concepts to maintain in-
terest throughout a bright canto.
Again, its the knowhow that aids
In building a warm reception,

Adagio work of Faye and Andre
is uninspired, with the standard
stunts essayed;' Carlos and Mari--
..anna Miranda are also in the
standard vein, their comedy-
mgico routines garner ring mild

Tetur Lary.

Apollo,N. *Y.
• Clovers (5), Tapateers ( 3 ), Ed-

na McGriff, Spo-Dee-ODce, Rosa
La Roso, - Paul Williams Band
(ii'ith Danny' Cobb, Jimmie
Brown); “Stand at Apache River”

(til).

The Apollo is disappointing this
week, The sesh depends for its

Empire* Glasgow
Glasgow,

j
Oct. 15.

.

The Trinder Shota, with Tommy
Trinder, Woods & Jarrett, Salici

Puppets, SixiFlying De Pauls, Two
Arvings, Anne Hart, Pat Galloway,:
George Mitchell Quartet, Larry
Gordon Girls (10), Alan D’Albert
Orch.

and offbeat kidding in bad taste of
Toronto’s recent hurricane and
the bombing of Warsaw.
Bobby Brant opens the stage

stirit with very agile ballet taps
and pirouettes, following with a
neat modern softshoe routine to
“Hot Canary” and acrobatics. Vip
Charles is also over on his pup-
pets, particularly on little peoples’
trapeze act, a girl doll hootchie-
kootchie, and a finale skating act,

Sis & Sunny Arthur are also, over
big

.
ori their comedy ballroom

dancing and acrobatics, a fine
jitterbug finish with somersaults.
Whole is a neat stage package.

MeStay.

Radio-TV Cleaning Up
Continued front page 1
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Numerals In connection with bills below Indicate openlnn day of show
whether full or split Week

Letter in parentheses Indicates circuit, (I) Independent; <L> Loewi <M) Moss;
(PI Paramount; <R) RKO; ( ) Stoll; (T). Tivoli; (Wl Warner

on

Only recently returned from a

21^ -year sojourn in Australia.
Tommy Trinder, vet cockney come-
dian but still fresh, • peppy and
youthful, is responsible for the
main comedies in this, well-paced
show. He is a hard-working come-
dian with a shilling, friendly man-
ner, and loads of attack in han-
dling the customers.
He gags about latecomers,

humorously tells the arriving out-
fronters not to buy a program, in-

troduces himSelf as “Trinder’s the
name” to individual pewholders,
arid warms up the initial stanzas to
good effect. Comedian also intro-
duces his new discovery, a gal
named Anne Hart, who’s a looker
of a brunet arid, 4 former ice-skat-
ing artist.

Hollywood sketch prior to inter-
val opens With Miss Hart playing
an upcoming starlet posing for
Cheesecake and winds with Trinder
decked as “The Has-Ben Queen’’ of
films. Larry Gordon Girls do a
slick terping routine as chorines
garbed in silver toppers and tails.

Woods & Jarrett are two dusky-
hued gents with a familiar line in
crosstalk who also sing their own
tune, “I’m Happy When I Sing My
Song.” Smaller partner offers nim-
ble staircase dancing, and pair/
wind with comical dance in which
the bigger fellow’s ample bulk is

seen to humorous advantage.
Pat Galloway, young chirper,

gives out in “Granada,” but at show
caught could scarcely be heard
behind an Out-of-operation micro-
phone. The George Mitchell Quar-
tet provides harmonious infro.es,
and Alan D’Albert wields a com-
petent baton over the resideqt
house orch. Gcird:

Casino* Toronto
Toronto, Oct. 22.

Joni James, Alan Drake, Bobby
Brant, Sis. &. Sunny Arthur, Vic
Charles. Archie Stone Orch; “Un-
tamed Heiress” (Rep).

Joni James is over big here on
her song singing. But she should
cut down on the sotto voce com-
ments with the down-froriters,
which holds up.the song stint. Very,
elaborately groomed and with
plenty of stage assurance, despite
too much - patter in .her act, Miss
Jones offers an opening “Gypsy in
My Soul,” a. swift unexpected
tempo, switch to “Cheating Heart”
and a shout style of “Birth of the
Blues.” Her “You’re Foolin’ Some-
one” is over, plus the hillbilly bal-
lad of “Mama, Don’t Cry at Mv
Wedding” and the anticipated
wham finale of “Why Don’t You
Believe Me?”

Alan. Drake ambles, ariuably
through the proceedings, with his
personal stint incorporating a
“Dragnet” satire, some offkey
songs of the “Old Gang” genre,

up to his hoax . via the
KSL-TV in Salt Lake City.

In areas where the battle for
municipal, state and national of-

fices * considered by the Demo-
GOP camps as exceptionally hot
or “critical,” the parties have been
buying time like they are real triad

at someone, notably the1 opposition,
but; the sole beneficiaries are con-
sidered to be the local and regional
stations—arid the webs—since, the
man in the street is

'
growing in-

creasingly bewildered as to what
the political issues ate supposed to
be outside of putting candidates
into pew or old jobs,

Ives vs. Harriman
Regarded hands, down as the

most vilifying campaign of them
all is the one raging in New York
(State of), where U. S. Senator
Irving M. Ives (R.) is running for
the gubernatorial

. roses against
Averell Harriman

;
(D.). Sen. -Ives, a

quondam profiessor, in concert with
his mentor, Gov. Thomas E. Dewey,
has been “giving it” to millionaire
Harrirnan in the latter’s role as a
financier and businessriian, some of
the allegations dating back a quar-
ter of a century. Ives has been
pitching phe-miriute telefilms up
and down the state, hut the time
limit forces him to make unilateral

Real Crazy*
In an era of spectaculars and

coin-no-object hOop k de - do,
NBGrTV’s plans for its Elec-
tion Night coverage, will be
something of an innovation, if

not revolutionary - in - reverse.
Contending that “we may be

wrong, but. we think we’re
Tight,” the network will do a
coverage' job that’ll be key-
noted by simplicity; There will
be no gadgetry and only the
key campaigns and issues will
be touched on instead of
detailing the broad sweep of
confusing figures. Thus the
Whole job will be geared to:
Who controls the House; Who
controls thie Senate.

quickies respecting his
.
qualifica-

tions. Harriman’s campaign is al-
most serenely quiet by contrast.
“Operation Stuirip’’ has produced

its tv prima donnas. For instance,
L. Judson MorhOuse, GOP chair-
man in N. Y. State, has declined to
appear on the. same video platform
with his opposite number, the
Demos’ Richard H. Balch, Mor-
house stated in a wire that the
“voters want to hear candidates,
not political leaders.” Then Charles
M. Meltzner, state campaign facto-
tum for the Repubs, said Sen. Ives
would, make, an appearance on
WRCA-TV’s (N, YJ “Searchlight”
next Sunday (31) if Harriman took
part simultaneously. It is worth
nothing here that, like the net-
worked “Meet the Press/’ many a
local aural and tv electioneering
stint is hitting the front pages. '

In.

the old days ori; the taillight arid
au.ditoriurii. circuit, a candidate was
Wont to make 20 or 30 hit-and-run
speeches a day. In A D/ 1954 he
can let radio and television relieve
him on, the legwork and vocal calis-
thenics as thousands cheer or jeer.

Offbeat Angles
CBS-TV’s “The. Morning Show”

has already started a series of “Get
Opt the Vote’* vidfilms, with
President Eisenhower, Mrs. Roose-
velt, Adlai Stevenson, Leonard
Hall and others, during the. Charles
Collingswood newstrip. This an-
gle is rather triild compared to
WRCA-TV’s (N. Y. NBC outlet)
own get-out-and-vote campaign. A
/week ago the station began a push
on spiels in seven languages—-all
“Iron Curtain*’ tongues—which
translated Said “don’t miss the

]
boat, vote.” Incidentally, Broirfo
Seltzer is picking up that station’s
election night coverage tab.
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.
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DEBRA PAGET
(With Jack . Hannon, .Hon Sky,
Sheldon Smith)

Song and Dance1

20 Mins.
Flamingo, Las Vegas

Debra Paget is interestingly

showcased as, a nitery entertainer,

and the young film star, now
adorned by'titian* shoulder-length

hair, emerges solidly as a dancer.

Song material is okay and she
works well with male partners

jack Harmon and Don Sky, but
she lacks in the vocal department.
The values are great, however, in

the terps, An all around good act

for the. headliner might be to do
an abbreviated flicker scene, or

some other narration, and other-

wise make with some happy talk

and execute her. dancing, for she
has a warm personality and a nice-

ly modulated speaking voice that

holds interest.

The high spot finds her at her
sexiest in an abbreviated costume
of gold chains to simulate the one.

she wore in the flicker, /‘Princess

of the Nile.”. Her 110-pound chas-

sis carries this 60-pound gear as

she perfonris a torrid, torso-toss-

ing, sinuous dance, from which in-

flections, even as she Writhes on
the floor, her figure is clearly sug-
gested. The “Princess of the Nile”
dance is in good taste and well-
portrayed and yet has those “ex-

otic” .values.

Miss Paget works well with her
partners in “Wide Eyed And Inno-
cent No More,” .although the sing-

ing is a letdown compared to the
abandon she puts into the. dance;
“Don’t Put Off ’Til Tomorrow
What You Can Do Tonight,” has

a Mae Westian flavor in the lyrics

and .Miss Paget gyrates efficiently

and pleasingly to “In Havana.” The
duo dances well with her and pi-

anist-arranger SheldOn Smith is a;

strong factor in the star’s favor.-

Bob.

JOE LEMKE’S COLLEGE OF
CHIMPS

Chimpanzees
10 Mins,
Palace, N.Y<

Standard chimp tur ,
with a

high wire, motorcycle, stilts' and
several types of bicycles, but there
are. four chimps and for some rea-
son only two are used. : Other two
ar pinned down upstage arid

prove a distraction, what with try-;

ing to. tangle up the curtains, etc.

First thing Lemke and his unbilled
assistant should do ’ .either get
those extras into the act or train
thern to sit still onstage.

Act was caught in probably its

worst, performance to date, one in

which everything sAenied to go
wrong and Lemke and his assistant
were hard put to go through the
normal paces, let alone keep things
flowing smoothly. Assistant got
into an embarrassing spot when
one chimp threw him for a prat-
fall while the asst, was removing a
stilt. Possible that Lemke and
the assistant had a hard time get-
ting the chimps accustomed to a
stage after outdoor work only. But
that pratfall opens the possibility
that Lemke could develop this into
a high comedy act if he can train
the chimps well enough, immedi-
ate object, though, is to get the
chimps used to working indoors
and to make better use of the
two spares; Chan.

DUKE DORRELL
Violin

11 Mins.
Palace, N.Y.

Duke Dorrell is a refreshing sort
of musical act; a trick violinist

J

with a bizarre sense of humor. He
looks-—by intention—as if he'd
just walked out of a Charles
Addams cartoon, With long black
hair; a pale, face and darkened
eyebrows, and his actions serve to
accentuate and supplement the ap-
pearance. Works With a minimum
of talks and lots of. panto bits,
like throwing away a series of
combs after funning them through
bis hair, and pulling a hanger out
of Jiis jacket shoulders.

Trick violin stuff is topnotch too,
ivi.th Dorrell putting the bow in
bis mouth or between his leg and
moving the violin instead of the
bow to get- amazing, results. He
bscs the castoff, hanger as a sub-
stitute bow; ditto for a piece of
sheet music he’s found pinned to
ms trouser leg- And, to top it off,
ooes some straight violining with
fl?shy effect. Pine bet for vaude,
mteries and ..telb guest shots..

jEDHi KING
Songs
22 Mins,
Black Orchid, Chi.

Onetime.George Shearing thrush
js playing her first major nitery
bat^as a single, and her schooling

i
Jbie jazz idiom is at: once mani-

There’s no quarrel whatever
Teddi Kingis voice; it’s a.

oeaut, having either an upliftingm wistful quality as her numbers

dictate, For disks or other blind
media she’s an excellent bet.'

What cripples her as an act,

though, is something she has no
control over at this point. Here is

a femme with, mature pipes and so-

phisticated singing technique who
has the iriisfortune of looking like

anyone’s teenage kid sister. Visu-
ally she just doeshlt jive with the
affairs-of-the-heart she’s selling.

Probably she doesn’t even convince
herself in the worldwise role, for
there’s a noticeable air Of diffi-

dence in her stance.
She follows a zestful opener with

a set of hep standards like “Lady
Is a Tramp,” “Gypsy In My Soul”
and- “Basin Street.” To look at
her, the whole rep has the same
out-of-character smack as the in-
genue’s, slinky strapless gbwn. Yet
it’s the kind of chirping her voice
lends itself best * to. Assuming
there were

,
enough topflight little-;

girl ditties to rebuild an act upon,
Miss King Would still be out of
sorts - because her Voice doesn’t
have that / cutie-pie ring. ,; As. it

shapes, it’s a hapless dilemma.
Les.

LINE RENAUD
Songs
30 Mins.
Moulin Rouge, Paris

Line RAriaud is one of . the top
disk, names here, but this is her
first public: appearance in three
years; Her stint at this immense
house is jairiming it every night,
though some of this Overflow is

drie to the ihsurge brought by The,
Auto Expositiorii. However, Miss
Renaud emerges as an. engaging,,
fresh, tousle-headed personality
who has a fine gamut of emotion
and. interpretation that makes hers
a slightly different Gallic song-a-
log.

"

She comes on in a. simple black
dress to play up her bouncy appeal
arid goes into a raucous-voiced
“Pam Pou De,” and then into a
more moody piece about “Mister
Everybody,” theh segues carefully
into a blue “Le Spin” She has a
good voice that can. easily, take the
range and change she gives it and
her act is one of balance and
versatility. 'She looks like a good
bet for;;U. S, chances in riiteries

arid has the verve and thespic ap-
peal for revue slotting. She is ably
backed by rhythm trio with
liubby Loulou Gaste. on the piano
and also author of her hit songs.
She sings one song in English that
^denotes her ability to adapt into
another lingo and make her a more
durable bet for that ocean hop.

Mosk.

DEE PARKER & AVRAM SING-
ERS (6) & CO. (2)

Songs
30 Mins.
Hotel Statle.r, Detroit
Dee Parker, former thrush with

Jimmy Dorsey and Vaughn Mon-
roe, arid for. three years one of the
toprated Detroit tv stars as
“Auntie Dee” in a moppet talent
program on WXYZ-TV, has an all-

special material act that
.
will

please the smart supper club set.

Doris Fisher has composed a
Couple of songs for this Act that
have definite hit possibilities. They
are “Mama, Stay Away from That
Jukebox,” and a very catchy “If I

Had a Neon Sign on My Heart.”
Act opens with Avram Singers—four guys and two gals—coming

on with an . opener telling of the
nine Muses of Greek mythology.
Miss Fisher adapted this from one
of her songs in “Down to Earth,”
the Rita Hayworth starrer. Miss
Parker joins group with sortie clev-.

er and nicely teriipoed terping,
singing the praises of Terpsichore;
Which gets show off to fast start.
Miss Parker then sings “Little

Things Mean a Lot’’ with accom-
paniment by guitarist Joe Messina.
This is well done. Next comes the
“Jukebox” nuiriber, With Avram
Singers assisting. Clever choreog-
raphy by Bill Wilson and plenty of
show biz savvy by Miss Parker,-
who portrays tot trying to get
mother away from jukebox, earns
strong mitting.

. “I Cried” is soloed for nice re-
turns by . Miss Parker, followed by
an as yet untitled. Fisher song tell-

ing of, the singer’s love for the
waltz, rtiamboi ballad and show
tunes. Miss Parker shows off her
versatile; style for good effect here.

Finale is the “Neon Sign” song
Which should go places. Avram
Singers return holding large, light-
ed red hearts and flashlights for a
well-staged blackout routine. It is
only in this number that the Av-
ram Singers—Gene Avram, Gor-
don Limburg, Bbb Burrell, Dick
Denbroeder, Barbara Wilkes and
Janet Trumbo—-show to good, ad-
vantage.
Act cOuld easily be handled

alone by Miss Parker, without los-
ing its impact Orch backing by
Phil Brestoff, Miss Parker’s hus-
band, is good. Act, booked for two
weeks, .sets precedent since it

marks first time a localite has
preemed a show in the Terrace
Room. Tew. i

THE STYLERS (3)

Songs
9 Mins.
Palace; N. Y. .

Male, trio has all the makings of
a top vocal combo. They’ve got a
good ensemble style, fine solo
voices, a good sense of staging arid

are personable. Trio, currently
recording for Jubilee Records,
needs a new approach to ballads,
judging from the . one slow num-
ber they did, but ape very strong
on rhythm numbers,

.
Open with “HucklebucK,” then

do “The World Is Yours,” which
though unimpressive, in the slow
part is salvaged by a rhythm-type
closing. Bdw off With solid
hoked-up spiritual; : “Down

.
By the

Riverside.” Trio is ready for nite-
riAs and vaude situations as well
as some video' exposure. Chan.

PETER SELLERS
Comedy
10 Mins.
Empire, Glasgow

Here's a talented young English
comedian, who attempts to give out-
fronters something a bit more sub-
tle than the usual fun line, arid-

clicks with a. considerable section.
He already has a large radio fol-

lowing from series like “The Goon
Show’’ arid “Ray’s A Laugh,” arid

thus arrives with advance reputa-
tion, Which he now consolidates
via a vaude offering,

i

Comedian has quaint entrance
and exit shuffle, makes much com-
edy capital from strange mouth
sounds, and altogether offers: an
unusual act that defies precise de-
scription most of the way.
Throughout act, he reveals talent
for impersonating the accent of
various regions.:

Okay
,
for general run Of Vauder-

ies * y.K. and Commonwealth,
but would have to attune

7
act to

Americanisms and speed it u-ri. for
U. S. ‘market. Gord.

TWO ARVINGS
Cycling
7 Mins.
Empire, Glasgow
-. Male and femme twosome, offer
entertaining routine in trick cyc-
ling which shapes as useful act
for general run of vauderies.

After opening antics by the male
on a unicycle, he enters on a two-
wheeled machine. Distaffer, taking
over on this, rides into back of
lier. male partner, catches him on
front of machine, arid jumps off

so that male rides on alone,
perched on very front of the con-
traption. Male shows dexterity by
controlling a high Unicycle from a
lofty position and indulging in
comedy antics, and there are cus-
tomer gasps When the girl leaps
on to his shoulders and stands
balanced aloft while he keeps the
uriicycle in almost Stationary posi-
tion.

.

'

Continental act, though riot tops,
rates good applause and has visual
appeal with no lingo barriers.

Gord.

FLYING DE PAULS (6)
Tumblers
8 Mins.
Empire, Glasgow

Six girls, all neatly decked In
white, hurl themselves about the
stage in cartwheels, tumbles, leaps
and somersaults. Fast pace rouses
.solid mitting from the customers.

Distaffers, who hail from Aus-

1

tralia, are particularly effective in
back somrnersaults.' Much applause
when one girl engages in flying
leap over the other five. Agile and
shapely, the sextet also form them-
selves into decorative groupings.

It’s fresh and slick enough to
warrant booking, for tumbling and
equilibrist spots in U. S. vaude or
tv situations. Gord.

NINA DABORE
Songs
9 Mins.
Bal Tabariri, N.Y, .

Nina Dabore, an import, sings in.

a variety of languages with a Con-
tinental flavor. She has a charm-
ing mittel-European accent and an
experienced mien with a song.
Miss Dabore opens with a

French tune arid thence into La-
tino and American

.
pops. All are.

done nicely. Her song selection is

good being picked primarily ori the
basis of melodic content, which is a
fairly sound proposition since the
bulk of the audience do riot dig
foreign lyrics. Jose.

JULIETTE GRECO
Songs
40 Mins. .

Bobino, Paris
. Juliette. Greco Was for. a long
time the muse of St. Germairi-Des-
Pres, arid her lank hair, black togs
and smoldering Voice soon* became
a symbol of this Existentialist hold
some years ago. Now St.-Germain
is fading as a tourist arid fad lure,
but it looks like Miss Greco has
come out of this intact, and; has
established a special niche for her-
self in the cha'ntoosy corps here;
Gal now essays a black form-fitting

[

woolen dress, the long hair and a
new bobbed, nose.

|

Slightly reminiscent of the girt I

in the Charles Addams cartoons,
She makes a striking display, and
demonstrates an expert use of
body, hands and an expressive-
physiognomy. Husky voice dips well
into a neat, offbeat rep which
treads lightly among the .Left Bank
laments, the potshots at the stuffy 1

and sanctimonious, and has a fine
J

undercurrent of impishness arid
j

impropriety that gives this stint . a
more Well-rounded air. She is pri-
marily Gallic in appeal, but could
be of interest for specialized. East
Side spots in N.Y. or, for U.S. tv
or vaude for that specialty.

Mosk.

KENNY DAVIS
|

Dance
9 Mins. *

Bal Tabarin, N. Y.
Kenny Davis is a competent

hoofer. His taps are- clean and
sharp and he has several Routines
that Warrant midterm applause.
Davis shows a trio of energetic,
turns that involves , a lot of

* -

tricate work.
Davis comes on in blank-faced

makeup with cap and heavy
glasses. However; this serves little

purpose as his cleat-work doesn’t
carry out that motif. . He virtually
has to start all over again after he
makes his entrance. However, he
does make the grade in this spot
and he could work the production
in higher-priced situations.

Jose.

LORRAINE & BRUNNER
Songs, Dance
15 Mins.
Gatineau, Ottawa

Previously paired Only in the
line at New York’s Copacabana,
Betty Lorraine and Chuck Brunner
are ' organized into a ' terps-chant
act that shows top. promise. With
some trimniirig and : tightening, the
duo can make a. solid showing on
any nitery floor. Young and fresh
with definite dance ability, the
team could reduce chanting chores
considerably for more; impact and.
while male’s brief 88ing is accept-:
able it could . be sacrificed to the
dancing’s benefit. Brunner has
Affective stage presence and Mi$s
Lorraine is nicely constructed arid
shows it well.
Caught at opener (21), act was

highlighted by a socka impression
of oidtirne (sic) vaudeville* using
chants, props, costumes and terps
to touch on Clayton, Jackson &
Durante; the Charleston era* and
the boa-tossing “I Don’t Care” gal.

Gorin.

FRANK COOK
Instrumentals
15 Mins.
Medrano, Paris
Frank Cook is a U.S: act just

back frond a couple of years on the
international road; Cook stops
them here with a fine offbeat mu-
sical turn which consists of a gui-
tar and a small harmonica played;
entirely with his mouth, no hands.
Cook has an ingratiating personal-
ity and segues into a well-selected
bunch Of Standards and then into
jazz numbers and a resounding
“William Tell” bit as a finale.

Upheld mouth organ and string
accomp give this a unique turn and
he shapes as a good entry for tv
and vaude spotting in the U.S.

Mosk.

THE ARTUROS
Balance-acro

10

Mins, '
I

Medrano, Paris
Boy and girl go through a se-

ries of good balancing
,
bits that

may make this of interest for an
aero part of vaude shows. Boy
starts things by a one-finger stand
on a glass, globe, then With gal

partner atop his 'head he climbs a
ladder and down again.

Act has . bounce and enough dif-

ferent qualities to rate. Mosk...

THE TAPATEERS (3)

Dance
12 Mins.
Apollo, N. Y.

This trio of Negro terpers is

well-costumed, well-trained and
each facet of their dancing draws
strong aud support.’

;

The Tapateers unquestionably
have been around for some time,
judging by their ability ahd gen-
eral appearance, but they have
never gotten the, new act treat-

ment! They do a relaxed opener
(o the slow-tempoed “Poor,. Butter-
fly,” first working in unison and
then breaking for consistently
slick solo footwork. The initial

number benefits, from hokum with
;

canes attached to; their arms by
means of. hardly visible elastic. In
the- next bit, they, do, sortie dazzling
solo tapping, rtiixed with Classy
aero, for a real pleaser. The only
possible weak spot ensues when
performers, perhaps, a stall to
catch their wind after previous ex-
ertions, come up with not-so-funny
chatter line. Bowoff is a punchy
aero routine that elicits warm re-

sponse. Art.

HEW ACTS 73

RAYMOND & LEE
Whistling
7 Mins.

*

Palace, N. Y.

Mixed team of whistlers does
okay with the hand-in-mouth har-
monics, flashing off “Mocking Bird.”
and another familiar in fine style.
But when they do the. bird panto,
they run into a little bit of trouble.
For one thing, it’s almost an exact
carbon of the familiar bit done by
the Three Arnauts. For another,
it’s hot particularly funny, being
executed somewhat crudely and
with little aplomb*

Best bet for this pair to is to lay
aside the. panto . routine and con-
centrate on the straight musical
whistling, working out some spe-
cial material in that department.
There aren’t that many straight
whistling acts around, and Ray-
mond & Lee are among the better
in that category, when they con-
centrate on it. Ch n.

ROSA LA ROSO
Exotic Dance
5 Mins,
Apollo, N. Y.
Rosa La Roso an exotic

whose ; chief asset is energy. The
dancer’s physical attributes are
okay too, but she doesn’t provide
enough terp knowhow or variety
frorri one. routine to the next.
.
Femme has a slow starting open-

er, consisting of little more, than
a walk to music; She segues into
frenzied bump a/nd gi’ind stuff in
•her deuce, taking off a* diaphanous
black skirt and nothing mor .

Makes okay filler in vaude and
burlesk situations. Sepia strippers
are not around, so plentifully.

A

Nighl Club Reviews
Continued from .page 71

Bul Taliariii, X. V.
their work.. Their terps are well-
designed arid personable, and i

dicate considerable .skill. Male’s
leaps are excellent, and the girl
charms in impressions of the
Charleston days. They go over
handily.
The Lou Harold band showbaeks

well and. the Ray Rizzony outfit
reliefs^' Jose.

BlinsfruBi’s* Boston
Boston, Oct. 18.

Esquires (4 ) ,. Goetschis ( 3 )

;

Blair & Dean, Franklin & 'Astrid,
Rudenko Bros. (2), Michael Gay-
lord Orch (7), Lou Weir,, organ;
$2 minim m.

Answering desperate SOS
from Stanley , Blinstrub, who
learned early: Monday (18) a.m.
that. Kitty Kallen's illness would
prevent , her skedded appearance
that evening, the Esquires, four
local lads, stepped into the breach
and scored a solid smash. Although
the boys had just wound an out-
of-town engagement the previous
night Arid were set for a week’s
layoff when boniface Blinetrub
sent out th‘e call, three were im-
mediately available. But the lead
singer had taken off for a New
Hampshire vacash arid could not
be located until about 8 that even-
ing. Guy grabbed a taxi for the
50-plus mile ride to the Hub and
the boys were onstage shortly after
10 p.m. Sans rehearsal.
The boys made their first major

nitery appearance here last spring
arid the songbag dished out the
second time around is essentially
the same. Opening with “There’s
No Tomorrow,” they also include
“There Are Three Things,” a
gimmicked “Maharaja of Maga-
dore” and “Everything,” their first

Cadence etching. Before vocaliz-
ing “Chapel in Moonlight,” the
spokesman acknowledges ' Miss
Kallen's identification, with the
number, expressing, a sincere hope
the ill thrush would Soon be back
in action. Guys are forced to beg
off with “Secret Love.”

Supporting acts
,
are all repeats,

the Goetschis,. in next-to-closing,
also appearing on the bill during
the Esquires’ initial, stint here last
spring. The three guys are among
the toppers in the . trick uriicycle

riding field arid their amazing
stunts riding two and three high
garner hefty applause. Bill tees

off With the Rudenko Bros/, a.

couple of; slick jugglers who play
this room regularly, with Franklin
& Astrid, also w k. here, clicking
nicely in the second slot with a
sesh of hand balancing and aero
tricks. Blair & Dean, a graceful
terp duo,, as usual; nab warm reac-
tion from the customers.

Michael Gaylord’s band back-
stops nicely and Lou Weir fills in

the lulls with -organ melodies.
Elie.

New eastsiderie in New York,
the Chez Carlo, has added enter-
tainment after 10 p.rii; Steffen

Ballerirti, who formerly worked at

the ChAz Vito, N. Y. Will head a

vocal group there..
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Moira on N.Y. Crix: ‘Really!’

Minneapolis, Oct. 26.
Moira Shearer/ costar of the

. Old Vic’s, touring ‘‘Midsummer
Night’s Dream,'- sounded off here last week against New York
critics who panned the revival, She said that "the public is ulti-
mately the final judge and they’ve been most enthusiastic."

In an interview with Minneapolis Tribune staff writer Daryie
Feldmeir, the red-headed ballerina accused one of the dissenting
New York critics of not even knowing that Mendelssohn actually
wrote, the; music or the show.. "He thought we’d simply inserted
the ‘Overture’,” she said. "Really!" '

Miss Shearer declared the "Dream" production should be ap-
proached as . a: spectaqle—which Broadway reviewers didn’t do.
‘‘Some of them," she said, “were ’ disturbed, because they expected
a bare stage and lectern business."

"Really, the public wouldn’t sit through, it if it were bored,"
sorted Miss Shearer. "You've got to approach this without any
prejudices. I suppose you always remember the bad reviews. They

:
stick in your craw."-

, f
The revival drew favorable reviews and tremendous business in

three performances here.

By ARTHUR BRONSON

The Metropolitan Opera Assn,
opens its 70th season in N.Y, Nov.
8 on a highly upbeat note—coin-
wise, artisticwise and publicitywise,

Subscriptions are running ahead of

last year, which was a banner bn&
Opening night, always a sellout 1ft

upped tariffs for about a$60,000-
$65,000 take, will have added value
this season, revenue and promotion-
wise, from being televised into 30
or more theatres .around'-the. coun-
try.

Artistically, the Met shapes as in

Improved position over recent sea-

sons. The hew artists roster looks

good. The changes, are for the bet-

ter, and casting looks stronger.

Repertoire has also been buttressed'

by some preems. There were no
new works in the rep last season.

This year will see the- U.S;. preem
of Strauss’ "Arabella,” and the re-

vival (in a new production) of Gior-

dano’s ; "Andrea Chenier," which
hasn’t been heard at the Met in

almost 25 years. In Addition,

there’ll be an innovation in an orig-

inal ballet, "Vittorio," by the Met’s
ballet master, Zachary

;

Solov,

which will have its World preem.
There'll be 26 operas in all, in-

cluding five of Verdi and foiir of

Wagner.:

For the first time in Met history,

the1 production opening night Will

not be a complete opera, but .seg-

ments from several—undoubtedly
a sop in deference to the tv

audiences. Artistically this may be
a cheapening of standards, and the

purists are grumbling strongly, but

boxofficewise this - should bring in :

some badly-needed extra coin.

Of more, interest this year than
even theatre-tv and premieres is

the talent roster. General manager
Rudolf Bing has scored a couple
of 10-strikes with the signing of

Marian Anderson and Dimitri

Mitropoulos. Latter is the. electric.

N.Y. Philharmonic-Symphony mae-
stro, perhaps the most exciting

theatrical conductor on longhair

podiums.

Most unusual event, of course, is

the addition of Miss Anderson, first

Negro singer to be asked to the
Met. (A Negro dancer, Janet Col-
lins, Was signed as premiere bal-

lerina three seasons ago. She left

this season), Breakdown of the
.Met’s anti-Negro barrier is as im-
portant to the music world as the
recent Supreme Court anti-segre-

gation ruling is to the world in

general. Event should have hap-
pened 10 years ago, however, when
Miss Anderson was in her prime,
but it is still history-making, pav-
ing the way for several brilliant

young Negro singers * (Mattiwilda
Dobbs, Lawrence Winters and Wil-
liam Warfield among them), who
deserve already to be at the Met.
Mitropoulos will also be making

his U.S. operatic bow, conducting
the aforesaid "Masked Ball," as
well as Strauss’ “Salome" and the
"Vittorio" ballet preem. Another
new Met maestro will be the Ger-
man conductor, Rudolf Kempe,
while returning as guest batonist
again will be the veteran Pierre
Monteux. The ballet department
has been strengthened with addi-
tion of Mia Slavenska as lead bal-
lerina.,*

Some interesting names ait.

among those dropped from the
roster this year. Soprano Irmgard
Seefried and Contralto Fedora Barr
bieri are real losses, these being
top artists. Another top departee,
tenor Jussi Bjoerling, however, has

,

been sick off and on 'in recent
seasons, and is past his prime.
Basso Nicola Rossi-Lemeni, most
highly touted of last, season’s addi-
tions, is a personality lore' than
singer and needed specially tai-
lored roles (like Boito’s "Mefisto-
fele”) . that were not in the Met’s
rep. But he’ll be missed.

: Newcomers to the singing roster
(in addition to Miss Anderson),
however, do include a couple of
volatile potentials, as in Sopranos
Christel Goltz and Renato Tebaldi,

’contralto Giulietta $imionato and
baritone Otto Edolmann. Other
new singers are Laurel Hurley
(from N.Y. City Center), Shakeh
Vartenissian, Bernd Aldenhoff,
Giuseppe Campora, Ralph Herbert,
Calvin Marsh, Kurt Boehme, Louis
Sgarro and Gioi'gio Tozzi. Re-
turnees from former seasons in-
clude Della Rigal, Mario del Mo-
naco, Hans Hopf, Giacinto Prari-
delli, Waiter Cassel (now at City
Center) and Paul Schoeffler.

Return of the Native
Edward Johnson.* .former

general manager of the Metro-
politan Opera, will make his

first public appearance at the .

house : since he ieft In 1950
when he acts as emcee for the
intermission events

:

on the
closed-circuit telecast opening
night, Nov. . 8.

Johnson, who was manager
for 15 years prior to Rudolf
Bing’s tenure and who was a
leading Met 'tenor for 13i years
before that, emceed the tee-

veed opening night of his last

seas'on in 1949, Then he in-

terviewed his artists backstage
in their native tongues,, and
made a very favorable impres-
sion. Return' to the' house was
made at Bing’s special invite.

Revived Ballet Russe

Rocking Them on Tour;

Sock $51,300 for Seven
Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo,

revived this year by Columbia

Artists Mgt. (Schang, Coppicus &
Brovyn division) after two-year

layoff, has been doing sock busi-

ness since - start of its: tour Oct. 1.

In three performances in Balti-

more Get. 1-2, the troupe did $16,-

500, Week following, Washing-

ton the terpers garnered $34,500

for ejght shows; Week of Oct. ll

in Boston, they rang up a smash
$53,500 for eight, in striking Con-

trast to a $19,000 gross racked up
in the Hub on their previous visit

several years! ago.

Last week, the company did a
split-week, with a sock $51,300 for

seven showings in three stands.

Pittsburgh drew $11,800 for two
performances;: Reading, Pa., a

huge $7,000 in a single, and
Philadelphia grossed $32,500 for

four. Another .split-week, covering

Worcester, Providence,- Springfield

and Hartford, is current.

Troupe’s biz this fall has been
a general surprise to the trade.

Columbia’s prez, Frederick Schang,
attributes the draw to three, fac-

tors. The troupe has been out of

the field two years and audiences
are curious

f
about the revived

setup. Also,' Ballet Russia, was
always a name that drew (like

Sadler’s Wells). Finally, the pres-

ence of Maria Talfchief as . lead

balleri ’ figured a help,

S.F. Summer Boom Ends;

New Pickup This Week
San Francisco, Oct. 26.

San Francisco’s biggest legit

summer in years has finally

dwindled to a standstill, but ac-

tivities have picked up again and
indications are for a good fall and
winter.

Helen Hayes in "What Every
Woman Knows" opened this Mpn-

' day- '(25) at the Curran for a four-

week run. Moira Shearer, Robert
Helpmann and Stanley Holloway in

the Old Vic production of "Mid-
summer Night's Dream," are due
Oct. 27,. at the War Memorial
Opera House for 15 performances,
under the sponsorship of the Civic

Light Opera.

Jessica Tandy and Hume Cronyn
open Nov. 1 at the Geary in "Face
to Face," a program of readings,
and stay through Nov. 13, Melyyn
Douglas opens Dec. 6 at the Cur-
ran in "Time Out for Ginger" and
Jean Arthur arrives Jan. 10 at the
Curran in "Saint Joan.”

The Dublin Players begin a two-
week program Nov, 22 at the
Geary, with a company of 20 pre-
senting a repertory of. four plays.

Greco 18G, Montreal/
Montreal, Oct. 26. -

Jose Greco and his company of
Spanish dancers drew almost $18,-
000 at Her Majesty’s last week,
with the 1,704-seater scaled to

|

$3.38.

Other than occasional one-hight-
ers of a local nature, house is dark

I

till "Caine Mutiny Court Martial”
i
comes in Nov. 15.

Ballet Theatre Repacts

Levine; N4 Scores Disked
Joseph Levine, who joined Ballet

Theatre in 1952, has been reen-

gaged as musical director, Troupe
opened its 15th season in Prince-

ton last night (Tues.).

To mark the troupe's 15th anni,

Capitol Records has issued two new
disks by Levine and the BT orch.

One platter offers Antheil’s "Cap-
ital of .the World" and Banfteld’s

“Combat." Other has suites from
Offenbach’s ‘‘Bluebeard’’ and
"Helen of Troy."

PGOperafest

Yearly In P. Rico
1 +

San Juan, P.R., Oct. 26,

An annual grand opera project,

under semi-official- sponsorship, in-

volving a $100,000-plus, budget,,

with personnel headed by Metro-
politan Opera stars, is eyolviiig

here. Meeting of strategy board
last week resulted in a second
Opera season beirigt set for next
June;; paralleling last spring’s' suc-

cessful test stanza.

tinder auspices of. the U, of Puer-
to Rico, eight to 10 performances
of opera will be given June 10-19
at the University Theatre, in - Rip
PiedraS; Repertory will probably
be |Aida,". “Trovatore,” "Faust,"’
"Manon,” "Rigoletto,” "Barber of
Seville;” ‘‘Traviata,”

.
"Pagliacci”

and "Cavalleria Rusticana.” Casts
and directors, will be set around
Christmas.

Original season last June was
the brainchild of a N.Y. show biz

attorney, Albert B. Gi . many of
whose clients are concert people.
Working with university authori-
ties, he put together a week of
eight performances June 11-19.

it was the first opera festival the
government - sponsored university
had ever staged. Gins, as director-
general, flew here (and back) a
group of soloists, conductors and
stage directors; 16 Choristers* eight
ballet dancers, with costumes and.
sets. University added more sing-
ers and dancers. Orch of 50 men
was mostly from the N.Y, Met.

Gins had Met singers Eugene
Conley, Nadine Conner, Robert
Weede* Dolores Wilson, Brian Sul-
livan, Tomika Kanazawa, John
Brownlee, Thomas Hayward, Jean
Madeira, Charles Kullman, Frank
Valentino* Jan Peerce, Norman
Scott, Herva Nelli, Maria d’Attili,

and Lois Hunt.

The

.

Met’s Wilfred Pelletier,
City Center’s Joseph Rosenstock,
and WOR’s (N.Y;) Emerson Buck-
ley were the conductors, with the
Met’s Desire. Defrere heading the
stage directors. The 2,000-seat hall
was scaled from $8. Attendance
was SRO, with 400 standees each at
three performances. The b'.o. was
$99,000, with a nut around $97,000.
As a result of this venture, Chan-

cellor Dr. Jaime Behitez asked Gins
back to do a repeat this spring.
University group negotiating with
Gins were Dr., Jose Gueits, dean of
students, and the festival’s local
sparkplug; Dr; Alfredo^Matilla, di-

rector of social activities, and Dr.
Ramon Mellando, vice-chancellor
and dean of administration. After
the huddles, Dr. Benitez left for
N.Y.,

(

to be guest speaker at Co-
lumbia U.’s : Bicentennial celebra-
tion.

FAYE-‘RUNN1NG MATE’

BUDGETED AT $65,000
"Running Mate," William Mc-

Qleery comedy which will bring
Faye Emerson back to Broadway
this season, is being capitalized
at $65*000, with provision for 20%
overcall, by producers Kenneth
Banghart and Warren P. Munsell.
It goes into rehearsal Oct. 28 under
the direction of Luther Kennett,
will try out Nov. 25-27 at the
Shubert, New Haven, and tWo
weeks beginning Nov. 29 at the
Plymouth, Boston, with: a Broad-
way opening Dec. 15,

Play, which tried out under the
title "The Lady Chooses” at the
Westport (Conn.) Country Play-
house and the Newport . (R. L).
Casino Theatre, is a one-setter re-

quiring a cast of 13 (including
four major roles), with a locale
in a prosperous town about 100
miles from New York.

Legit pressagent A1 Spink re-

tired last week after 38 years in
the business. He made his final

calls last. Friday (22) in Columbus,
O., as advance man for "King and
I" . . . Robert G, Swan, New York
and Baltimore ad exec, has written
the book, music and lyrics of a
musical comedy, "On Our Way,"
which he is dickering to have pro-
duced on Broadway next spring,

British film-legit actress Valerie
Hobson, femme lead in the London
production of "King and I,” will
retire from show biz when she
is married early in January to John
Profumo, Parliamentary Secretary
of the Ministry of Transport.

Burgess Meredith; currently star-
ring in the Broadway production
of "Teahouse of the August Moon"
as temporary replacement for
David Wayne, will repeat the
Sakini role in thd Howard Lindsay-
Riissel .Crouse touring edition of
the comedy skedded to get under-
way in' mid-December; Signing of
Meredith apparently indicates that
plans for a touring version of last
season's "Remarkable Mr. Periny-
paker" have been shelved, since hie

had been committed to duplicate
his starring role in that production
on the road.

Arthur Gelb, of the Ni Y. Times
city" staff, has been shifted to the
paper’s dramatic department suc-

ceeding Jack Shanley, who moved
over this week to the tv-radio de-
partment Emmet Lavery and
his wife returning to- their Holly-
wood home after a six-week Euro-
pean trek ... A road company of
the

.
Yiddish play, "Will They Re-

member,” being presented at the
Parkway Theatre, Brooklyn, will

be sent out as a co-op venture by
the Hebrew Actors Union.
Mae West and Bobby Clark are

being sought by J. J. Shubert,
Billie Burke (widow of Floren?
Ziegfeld) and Stanley Gilkey for a
new edition of "Ziegfeld Follies"
. . v Miriam Hopkins will star in

"Time of the Cuckoo" next week
at the , Fox Valley Playhouse, St.

Charles, 111. "Sabrina Fair," with
Louise King starred, is current at

the theatre, which began a six-

week experimental fall season Oct.
19 . . . Tempo Theatre, a new off-

Broadway group is skedded to bow
Nov. 27 at the Speyer Hall Play-
house of the University Settlement
Assn,, N. Y., with "The Maids" by
Jean Genet, French playwright-'
novelist.

. "The Girl From Samos," by Ida
Lublenski Ehrlich, will preem un-
der the auspicies of Everyman’s
Theatre at the Labor Temple* N.Y;,
next Monday (1) . . . Having re-

written the script, Michael Kalles-
ser is planning pn a revival of his

play, "One. Man’s Woman,” which
rah during; the ’20s ... Irving.

Cooper is general manager,
Nicholas Saunders, stage manager
and Richard Shull, assistant stage
manager for Gordon W. Pollock’s
"Black-Eyed Susan," due Dec. 16
on Broadway.
Ann Corlo began a tour yester-

day (Tues.) in "Separate Rooms" 1

at the Biltmore Theatre, Miami . .• .

New Repertory Theatre
.

has op-
tioned the. English rights to Edwin
Justus Mayer’s "Children of .Dark-
ness," originally produced in New
York In 1930 . . ,. Helen Hayes will
open and close the N. Y. City Cen-
ter Drama season beginning Dec;
22 with a two-week stand in ‘‘What
Every Woman Knows" and wind-
ing Up with a fortnight’s run in
"The Wisteria Trees," starting
Feb. 22.

Ballet Theatre Foundation elect-

ed Harold Clurman, Broadway
stage director and drama critic for
the Nation: magazine, as a member;
of its board of governing trustees.
Playwrights Co/s Walter Alford

going out as advance man for
Katharine Cornell’s production of
Christopher Fry’s "The Dark Is

Light Enough."
Toni Lander, formerly ballerina

of the Royal Danish Ballet, arrived

in N.Y. from Europe last Friday
(22) to join the London Festival
rBallet; British company began a
week’s engagement at the Chicago
Opera . House Monday (25).

Legit Bits Abroad
London, Oct. 26.

Hyman Zahl leaves for Holland
over the weekend to close a deal
for Rene Sleeswijk’s revue, "Made
in Holland." This is: Zahl’s second'
trip and will finalize arrangements
for a tour of London and the
provinces. Zahl next planes to

Wiesbaden to confer with the En-
tertainment Chief of the U.S.
Forces for setting up several top-

ranking units to start their tour
in mid-November and end in Janu-.

ary, with each unit guaranteed a

minimum of 12 weeks.

"An Evening , with Beatrice
Lillie," currently touring the pro-

vinces, opens Nov. 24 at the Globe/,
replacing Noel Coward’s musical,
"After the Ball.” . . .Laurier Lis-

ter’s revue, "Pay the Piper,” sto-
ring Elsie and Doris Waters and "at

present in the sticks, comes to the

Saville theatre Nov. 24, replacing
"Keep in a Cool Place,” the Roger.
Livesey sturrer.

Odhams is publishing Donald
Wolfit’s autobiography under the

title of "First Interval" early

January . . .. Edition Ryan planes
to New York on a two-week trip,

taking with him a new play,

"Tread Softly," by General Savory,
for Broadway production. He will

also dicker with Elmer Rice for a

Continental filming of "Grand
Tour" with Anglo-American, coin.

Patricia Neal is likely to play the

lead.
Laurie Lister’s show, "Pay the

Piper,’’ currently touring the prov-

I

inces with Elsie and Doris Waters
as stars, opens Dee! 14 at the

Globe, replacing 'Noel Coward’s
"After the Ball” . . . Harry Foster
and Bernard Delfont to Paris for

four days last week to scout talent
for the new "Folies" at the Prince
of Wales in March, and the new
Val Parhell and Delfont show at

the Lbndon Palladium due in the

fall, with Norman Wisdom agai

starred.

Glasgow Bits
Glasgow, Oct. 26.

Sketches by Nancy Hamilton,
American revue writer whose work

i is new to the United Kingdom, will

be used in the new Laurier Lister

revue, "Pay • the Piper," set for

Theatre Royal here Nov, 1. Lyrics
and music are mainly the work of

Michael Flanders and Donald
Swann.

Ballets Espapols 13G

On Solo Week in Wash.
Washington, Oct. 26.

Ballets Espagnols grossed
shade, under $13,000 for its one-

week stand at the National Thea-
tre. Audiences were enthusiastic
but the terp troupe, opened cold

here, completely unknown. Nation-

al is dark this week, but the Shu-
bert Theatre opened its season last

night (Mon.) with a single weeks
engagement of “Fifth Season.”
Future D.C. bookings include

Nov. 1, "Wedding Breakfast,” try-

out, National (two weeks, subscrip*

tion,
.
and "Gentlemen Prefer

Blondes," Shubert, one week; Nov.

15, "Bad; Seed," tryout, Shubert,

one week* anjd "Tea and Sympa-
thy," National; one week, Nov. 22,

“Portrait pf a Lady," tryout, Na-

tional, two weeks, subscription,

and "Flowering Peach," tryout,

Shubert, two weeks; Dec. 13,

derfiil Town,”. National,
weeks, subscription; Jan. 3,

r

‘Re-

markable Mr. Pennypacker,’ Na-

tional,. two weeks, subscription;

Jap. 24, "Dark is Light Enough,
tryout. National, two weeks, sun*

•scription.
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By JESSE GROSS
professional winter/ stock, wjhich

;

has been making a comeback, in the-

last several years after . a couple

of decades’ hibernation, continues

on . the upbeat. At least four new,
regular-season, ventures are /;

r'ently functioning. Another ,oper-

ation has posted a bond, with Acr
tors Equity for a! Nov. 10 opening.

.
. playwrights. ^Theatre, Chi.* which
had stock policy last summer,
is also reportedly going 1 to reopen

for the .muffler traffic. Additional-.

]v, it’s expected that mpst of last

season's ’approximate 25 cold-

Aveather Equity stock outlets will,

repeat this winter.

Included in the quartet of fresh’

stock theatres currently operating

is the Bucks^ County Playhouse,
New Hope, Pa., normally a sam-
pler spot but continuing this year
through

:
November. /The., other

th/ee spots are the./Dramatic Arts
Center, Ann Arbor, Mich., which
opened last Thursday (21); Glen
Falls (N.. Y.) Arena Guild, which
began a four-week season Oct. 5,

and the Fox Valley Playhouse, an-
other. strawliat. which initiated a

ix-week fall season Oct. 19.

Manager of the Ann Arbor out-

let is Joseph Gistirak, while Rich-
ard Stem heads the Glen Falls

project. Latter ran a similar four-
week season at the same locale

early last summer. Bucks County
is run by Michael Ellis, who’s .ini-

tiated a “fall festival” of tryouts,

while the Fox Valley showcase is

.run by* Marshall Migatz, who durr
irig the summer heads this opera^
Mon and the Salt Creek Theatre,
Hinsdale, 111;

Venture for which a bond has
been posted, for a Nov. 10 preem
will be at the Memorial Auditori-
m, Louisville, Ky., under the man-
agement of George Gans, who op-
e ates the,Louisville Amphitheatre
during the summer. The Town and
Country Playhouse, Indianapolis,
the Pleasant Mills (N. J.) Play-
house and the Red Barn Theatre,
Westboro, Mass.; are still- running.
So is the Rochester Arena Theatre.

.

The Arena Theatre, Washington,
is continuing, as is the Alley The-
atre, Houston. Also, the Sombrero
Theatre, Phoenix, and Margo
Jones’ Theatre ’54, Dallas, lire ex;
peeled, to post bonds soon.
Ph ix Theatre; N. Y., began

its season .Oct. 14, while the Em-
press Theatre, St. Louis, reopened
Sept 28. ..The Playhouse; Houston,
opened Sept. 26, while the Hilltop-
Parkway Theatre, Baltimore, re-
lighted Oct. 12.

Crowd Fills Nine Acres

As Langner Dedicates

Stratford, Conn., Site

Lawrence Langner, of the The-
atre Guild, tvho in his private
status as a citizen has been spear-
heading the American Shakespeare
Festival & Academy at Stratford,
Conn., was off, and . into, the
ground last Sunday (24) as prin-
cipal speaker at the ceremonial
start of the/theatre

(
by the Housa-

tonic River. About 400 people, a
niixture of theatrical VIP’s, local
officials, commuters, small children
and dogs, gathered on the nine-acre
tract which will form the setting
.for "the .third .Stratford” in follow-
up -to England’s and Canada’s
shrines to the bard.
Although the American. Shake-

spear Festival breaks ground a
year late and will get going in the
summer of 1955 Father than last
summer, Langner was getting “we
never thought you’d make it” con-
grats following speeches by Kath-
arine Cornell, Maurice Evansj ex-
actyess Mary Bragiotti, Connecti-

. -'Cut’s Cxractor . Governor John
Lodge, and Stratford town council
President Tom Morey.

liaising money, a task partly en-
h'j'xt.ed to Mary Hunter, still the
Festival’s exceptive-secretary al-
Uuuigh no longer on salary, proved
a

j
ormidable hurdle. The theatre,

^/o cost around $290,000. Firtaii-
r lily-weighty members added to
the board now include Stanton

/
;'iffis, Lincoln Kirstein, Joseph

//rner Reed and Irving S. Olds.
• 1(

r*
Langners (Armiha Marshall)

hm c purchased a residence on the
b'fct and given it so tire Festival

;

vi
-'l have a schoolhouse in addition

to the theatre structure.

Barrie
j
Who Dat?

Richard Halliday, producer
of “Peter Pan,” starring, his
wife Mary Marti , ran into,

considerable difficulty persuad-
ing Hugo Winterhalter, of

RCA-Victor, .to. attend .the mu-
sical ' at the Winter Garden,
FI. Y., before discussing an
alburn!/ As.. busy as recording
exees usually are, Winterhalter
hated to spare a whole evening
to “a fairy tale about pirates.”

Halliday clinched .the. visit

to thrf Winter Garden by re-

vealing that,, a rival publisher
had offered $5,000 for one duet
between Mary Martin and her
12-year old daughter Heller
Halliday. Number is one of .the

big hits of the show.;

“Anniversary Waltz” is in the
black. The Joseph Mi- Hyman-
Bernard Hart production recouped
its $75,000 investment Sept, 11, its

23rd week oh, Broadway.

As oi last Saturday (23), profit

on the Jerome Chodorov-Joseph
Fields comedy totalled around
$16,000. Accbrdng to an account-
ing, dated Oct. 2, tlie backers had
been paid back 55% of their in-

vestment, equalling
.
$41,250..

As of Oct. 2, profit came to

$8,277 less an estimated insurance
reserve of $587. Profit fof

;
the three

weeks ending last Saturday (23)
is estimated over $8,000. Gross for
the four weeks ending Oct. 2 Was
$78,251. Net profit for the period
was $8,821, plus $400 royalty

:
pay-

ment for a stock production of the
comedy last summer at the La.
Jolla ( Cal. ) Playhouse. Coin paid
back to investors during that pe-
riod was $26,250.

Macdonald Carey and Kitty Car-
lisle costarre* is in its 29th .

week
at the Broadhurst, N« Y. .

DICK GRAY’S PROD. BOW
WITH ‘WEDDING DAY’

.
The legit musical, “Wedding

Day” formerly under option to

Clinton Wilder, producer of “The
Tender Trap,” has been taken- over
for production by Dick Gray,
brother of comedienne-singer Do-
lores Gray. He has resigned his

post as Coast rep for Frank Music
to embark on . his maiden legit pro-
duction. Score is by Vernon Duke,
and lyrics by Ogden Nash.

Ilka Chase will work on revising
the book, an original by Leonard
Gershe, who wrote the “Born in a
Trunk” cavalcade for Judy Gar-
land in. “A- Star Is Born,” and has
just done the script of “The *Girl
Rush,” indie for Paramount re-
lease starring Rosalind Russell
(Mrs. Frederick Brisson) which the
latter and Floyd Odium (Atlas
Trust) are producing.'

Duke” is also writing a ballet,
“Girls Dormitory,” a continuation
of Johann Strauss’ “Graduation
Ball,” for David Lichine and
which both are discussing with the
Ballet. Theatre.

Stock Prod, Sam Hirsch

Indicted on Red Charge
Miami, Oct. 26.

Sam Hirsch, operator of the Bilt-

more Theatre, ' local stock opera-
tion, has been indicted by the Dade
County Grand Jury on charges that'
he lied under oath about Commu-
nist party connections and mem-
bership. * 1936-38.. Charges in-
volve possible sentence for; -a total
of 160 years in jail under the
State maximum penalty of 20 years
for each count. He was released
under $10,000 bond immediately
following His surrender to the
state attorney’s

-

office,

Hirsch, a.former assistant profes-
sor of drama at: the IJ. of Miami,
left that post two years ago on a
leave of absence to organize a local
repertory group, which staged a
summer series of revivals at the
Casablanca Hotel. He’s/ been op-
erating th Bijtmore since last

spring.

P'AHIETY

Kay Ashton Stevens In

$50,000 Suit vs. Airline

Chicago, Oct. -26.

Kay Ashton Stevens, widow of
Ashton Stevens, late legit critic of

the Chicago American, has filed a

$50,000 damage suit against Ameri-
can Airlines. She claims she was
injured when she was tossed about
on a flight .between Chicago and
New York in April,1953/

’

i-—
Suit asks; $10,000 for loss of tv

earnings .. ana the, remainder for
loss of personal property and “pain
.and. suffering.”

Hollywood, Oct. 26."

Arbitration last week of a dis-

pute over partnership rights in

“Once Upon a Tailor” has. paved
the way for Broadway production
of the folk comedy later this sea-

son. The Baruch Lumet play is

running weekends at the Circle
Theatre here!
American Arbitration Assn, panel,

ruled that Lou Brandt; who di-

rected “Tailor.” in its initial pro-
duction at the intimate arena-style

.

Circle, is entitled to 50% of the
net profit of the engagement,

. Leonard Horwin, George J. Gott-
fried and Harry ,S. Ackerman
served as arbiters on the case.
Their ruling was that Brandt will

have, no part of any future pro-
ductions of the play, either here
or in New York.
Producer George Boroff over the

weekend greehiighted .plans for.

the N,Y. production in
.
which, he

may partner with the Playwrights
Go. Oscar Karlweiss has been
mentioned: for the role of the.

tailor.

Dallas Playgoer Beefs

At Unbilled Stand-Ins

For ’King and I’ Stars
Dallas.

Editor

,

Variety:
Rodgers & Hammerstein’s “King

and 1” has, just finished playing at

the Texas State Fair in Dallas.

There was a heavy mail order busi-

ness before the opening because
Yul Brynner and Patricia Morison
were ,the advertised stars.

You. will note from the enclosed
clipping from the Dallas Morning
News fob Friday, Oct. 212, that up to

that time Brynner had been absent
from four -performances*. Miss
Morison from two. No one can
quarrel with the lanagement’s
statement (quoted in the Morning
News story) that “It would be
physically impossible for the two
leads of ‘King and I’ to sing and
act 24 performances in 17 days.”
The State Fair Auditorium seats

some 4,500. But why, if 25% of
the performances are to be with-
out the principals, could not the
management have advertised the
fact, or eliminated the extra per-

formances, or otherwise acted in

good faith so that some 24,000 pa-
trons wouldn’t fee! bilked?
As you can surmise, I was one

of the disappointed patrons. I sent
in fny $9.60 for tvvo seats early and
let the management pick the per-
formance, I was more interested
in good seats than any specific day.
And the main reason I sent for
those tickets Was the chance to see
Yul Brynner, who was out that
evening.

I question, also, the manage-
ment’s statement that is com-
mon practice

,
in New York, or

that Leonard- Graves and Holly
Harris are not understudies but
alternates. In the program they
*are definitely listed as under.-
studies. And :as ;I .remember New
York practice, alternate casts are
always, so advertised. I remember,

' (Continued on page 78)

REVIVE ‘FOOL’ AS NEXT

AT LAS PALMAS, H’WDOD
Hollyvyood, Oct. 26.

Next production at the 400-seat
Las Palmas Theatre will be a re-

vival of Changing Pollock’s “The
Fool,” four-acter originally pro-
duced in 1922-23., “That’s Lif6.” a
revue, wound up an. 18-week run
at the house over .the weekend.

“Fool” will be produced by T. R.
Joy, who recently purchased the

J theatre from Paul Schreibman.

LEGITIMATE 71

in

Is Denhamholz There?
Reginald. Denenholz* associ-

ate to pressagent .William
Fields at the Playwrights Co.,

is working on ,the production
of Maxwell Anderson’s “Bad
Seed,”: .whibh Reginald Den--
ham Is directing. There has
been some, confusion at: the
switchboard on incoming calls,

but none in. the Playwrights
office,

There Denham known
as Reggie and Denenhoiz as

Denny.

London Teahouse’

Nets $3,40# a Wt
i.

'

.
London production of “Teahouse

of the August Moon” is paralleling
the Broadway original as a money-
maker. Both shows got solid rave
reviews and have been drawing car

j

pacity attendance.
.

However, the
b o. scale,.gross receipts and profits

on the West End edition have been
less than for the New York ver-

sion, as usual * In such circum-
stances.

Produced for $49,616, the Lon-
don edition paid off last Aug. 28,

after 19. weeks at Her Majesty's
Theatre. Since * then it has been
averaging a weekly profit of nearly
$3,400 on -an average weekly, gross
of $12,684.

Of those amounts, one-third of
the profits and 2% of the gross
are payable to the New York com-
pany, As of last Saturday .(16)

total coin due the Broadway pro-
duction was approximately $9,600,
based on $1,374 average weekly,
share..

Produced in London by William-
son Music, Ltd:, (Rogers & Ham-
merstein subsidiary) and Prince
Littler, the John Patrick -Vern
Srieider comedy opened at Her
Majesty’s last April 23 and lids

been doing virtual capacity biz
since then.

Weekly profit -on the Broadway
presentation, produced by Maurice
Evans and George Schaefer, is ap-
proximately $6,5(30, bringing the
total weekly take, including Lon-
don profit, to about $7,874.

In addition to the Broadway and
West End companies of "Teahouse”
a third unit is slated to tour the
Coast early next year under the
management of Howard Lindsay
and Russel Crouse. A fourth com-
pany may eventually be formed by
Eyans and Schaefer.- Additional
income has been received from the
$150*000 Metro film deal.

EQUITY ISSUES 7 NEW
TALENT AGENCY OKAYS
Actors Equity has franchised

seven more agents. Of these, six

have their own offices. They are
Milton Goldman, Ted Ashley, Alec
Alexander, John’ Harvey/Henry G.
Brown and. Martin. Baum, Jatter

being partnered in the Baum-New-
born Agency. Other Denny
Beach; of the Paul Small office.

• Franchises, as others granted dur-
ing the past year, ale all temporary
pending the formulation of' new
Equity rules governing agents.

Agt In Jail, Fails To

Pay Fee; Opera Is Off
Bethlehem, Pa., Oct. 26.

Scheduled appearance next Frk
day (29) of the

.
Rome Opera Co.

at the highscIiQol here has been
cancelled. Outfit failed to make a

deposit of half the $140. rental fee,

for the school, auditorium last

Wednesday (20), the deadline. As
a result Clifford Frey, secretary of

the Bethlehem School district,

called off. the deal.

. At the. time the deadline was'

reached, Mine. DeGomcz Florelli,

advance agent for the opera, Was
in jail on charges of defrauding
two' hotels of $160 in room rent..

She was released last Friday (22)

after, paying the coin,, but; it was
(lien too late to make the down
payment;

4- By HOBE MORRISON
A number of refbrms, including

revision of the election procedure,
are due under the scheduled mer-
ger of Actors Equity and its affili-

ate, Chorus Equity. Consolida-
tion was voted last week by the
combined ..council of the two
unions, will be submitted to -

ferendum within a month and: is.

due to become effective next Jan.

Under the new election setup,
the principal Change will be the
scrapping of the former system of
nominating committee election of
a regular slate, with provision for
independent candidates. Instead,
nomination Will be by petition oi
20 members in good standing. The
vote itself will be by mail referen-
dum, dropping the old setup of bal-
loting at the annual membership
meeting.
The nomination-by-petition pro-

cedure, similar to that already in
use in the affiliate American Fed-
eration of Television & Radio Art-
ists and the Screen .Actors Guild,
is expected

; .
to eiimihate a long-

standing source ... of criticism,
namely, the manner in whiefy or-
ganized factions could sometimes
dominate a quarterly membership
meeting to control the election of
the nominating; committee.
With nominations by petition,

it’s hoped the election of officers
and council members may involvs
less factional maneuvering, . Simi-
larly, it’s expected that election by
referendum may increase the num-
ber of votes cast and thus involve
mere democratic choice of officers
and council members,
Terms of the merger call for

continuation' of the present Equity
requirement of 24 weeks of work

(Continued on page 78)

London, Oct. 26,

Percy Cudlipp, News Chronicle
columnist, is beefing at having to
pay sixpence (7c) for an eight-page
theatre program, four pages of
which were, filled with advertise-

|

ments. Admitting to being puzzled
as to why a further three had not
been let to advertisers, he suggests
the worthwhile information in tho
program could have been got on to
a single page.
He outlines how the program

was padded: the name of the play
appeared three times, and of the
author twice; it gave the name Of
the licensee, the .manager and box-
office manager and of eight offi-

cials of H. M. Tenrient, which pre-
sents the play (“Hippo Dancing”)—
“in none of whom J have the faint-

est interest,”

“It was also done,” adds Cudlipp,
“by

x
telling rne who supplied the

dresses, the suits, the nylons, the
furniture, the electrical equipment,
the vacuum cleaner, the leather-
wear. Whether there are playgoers
who, unlike myself, would feel
frustrated if these details were
withheld, I don’t know.
“What I do know is that the

vast majority of playgoers would
like to be told something about
the writing of the play—where and
when it was done, how long it took,

something about the careers of the
author, the actors and the pro-
ducer, mething even about the
history of the theatre! itself,”

Squawks about the fact that the-
atres charge for the relatively

skimpy programs are an old and
familiar .story in London. The mat-
ter is. most frequently raised by
recent visitors to New. York, Where
legit playbills are not only free,

but are genei'ally highly .informa-

tive, especially with biographical
material about the actors.

. Y-

Littler’s ’Book’ Modest

Entry for London Run
London, Oct. 26.

Emile Littler’s production of

“Book of the Month ,” which opened
last Thursday (21) at the Cam-
bridge as. the only new legit offer-

ing of the week, is a flimsy com-
edy by Basil Thomas. It should get

by for a modest run.
Pauline Grant has directed the

play with a light: hand and the
principal parts are skillfully played
by a cast headed by .Hugh Wil-

,
liams, Judy Campbell. Margaretta

I Scott and jane Griffiths.
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Peter Pan
Richard Halliday presentation o£ Edwin

Lester production of musical comedy in

three acts, based oh play by James M.
Barrie, with lyrics, by Carolyn Leiglv

music by Mark- Charlap, additional move
by .Tule Styne, additional lyrics. by Dotty
Comden and Adolph

.
Green. Stm.s Mary

.Martin'; features Cyril Rltnhr.rd. Kathy
Nolan. Mavflalo Gillmore. Directed- by
Jerome Robbins (Mary Hunter, assistant).

Scenery, Peter Larkin; costumes. Motley;
Iightincv Peggy

/r

'iark; technical direction,

Richard Rod'!..; Conductor, Louis Adrian;
orchestral arrangements;

1 Albert Scndrey;
Indde’-.ial music, Trude. Rittman, Elmer
Bcwstein: dying effects, Joseph Kirby,

by Peter Foy. At Winter Gar?
Oct. 20; ’54; $5.90 top ($9.20.

.iWpcFVisicd
den,. N.Y;,
opening).

Wendy
John
Liza
Michael
.Nana
Mis. Darling
Mr. Darling
Peter Pan
Hon , .

.

Kangaroo
Ostrich
Slightly
Tootles
Curly
Nibs

,

Crocodile

Kathy Nolan
•Robert Harrington

Heller Ilallidav
Joseph' Stafford
Norman Shelly..

Margalo Gjllmor
Cycil Ritohar
Mary Martin
Ichard Wyatt

Don Lurid
n Tewkesbury
David Bean
Ian Tucker

Stahley Sicnher
Paris Theodore
Norman Shelly

Twins Alan Sutherland; Darryl Duran
Capt. Hook ojfAV. i, i.,'

Sihee
Tiger
Cfecco

.

Noodler ,

Jukes
Starkyy
Mullins ;

Wendy Grown-Up
Jane

Cvril mtchuril
Joe E. Marks

Sondra Lee
Robert Tucker

... Frank Lindsay
. William Burke
Robert Vnn^dow

. Jnmes White
. SalHe Brooby

Kathy Nolan

i rates: Robert' Tucker, Frank L'ndeay;
Frank . Marasco, James White, William
Burke. Chester Fisher. John Newton.
Arthur Tnokoian, Robert Vansclow, Ich-

ard Winter.

Indians. Robert Bands. Don Lurioi
nbert Piper. William Sumner. Richard
’yatt, Linda D’lngcil, Lisa Lang, Suzanne
uckc.v, Joan Tewkesbury.
Songs: “Tender Shepherd;”

,
'Tve Got

to- Crow.” .“I’m Flying,” “Pirate Song,”
“A Princely Scheme.’’ ‘Indians.” “Another
r-incely Scheme." "I Won't .Grow -Up.'’

“To the Ship,” “The Battle,” byLdgb?
Charlap, and "Neverland." "Wendy;”
“NeVerh'nd Waltz.” “Mysterious Lady,”
“Uggra-Wugg.” “The Pow-Wow Polk’.”
“Distant Melody;” “Hook's Waltz,” by
Slyne-Comden-Green,

Janies M. Barrie would probably
be more astonished than anyone to

discover that be was a Broadway
librettist But if he could see this

musical version of his “Peter Pan/’
the little Scot sentimentalist would
surely be even more pleased than
surprised.

With Mary Marti as the per-
sonification of perennial boyhood,
and a brilliantly inspired produc-
tion, “Peter” seems the perfect
Vehicle for musicalization. How
could it have been overlooked so
long?
-.- Possibly Tinker Bell was Work-
ing some of her magic offstage,, for
it's evident that someone per-
formed a few miracles during the
show's , long tryout on the Coast.
Anyway, “Peter” is a delightful
show that belies . advance reports
and captivated the Winter Gar-
den’s first-nighters.

From a commercial angle, how-
ever, this “Peter” is considerably
less salubrious: Disregarding its

original Coast setup, which was- a
separate operation, the show cost
about $95,000 to bring to. Broad-
way, excluding approximately
$30,000 in bonds. It needs between
$37,500 and $40,000 weekly gross
to break even and; besides the the-
atre share, must pay about"25%
off- the top in royalties, etc.

It can probably earn about
$9,000 weekly operating profit at
$57,500 Capacity, but Coast pro-
ducer Edwin Lester gets the first

$35,000 return and, about 25% of
the producer’s end thereafter.
Also, the San Francisco Civic Light
Opera, which originally presented
the production as a subscription
offering, gets 10% of the net
profits.

Allowing for these various slices,
Broadway presenter Richard Halli-
day and his backers stand to get
into, the clear with the Venture
after about 15 weeks, providing it
Sells out. that long. The engage-
ment at the Winter Garden is an-
nounced for 16 Weeks, ' but is
subject to indefinite extension if

business warrants.

The big question, therefore, . is
.whether ..“Peter” -can. do. smash'
business- lonfe enough to pay off.
That,

;
obviously, depends on

whether .the show has general or
special audience appeal. ' Judging
fr m the reaction at. the premiere,,
practically everyone will love
•“Peter.” But it remains to be seen
whether the business lrian trade,
expense account boys and visiting
firemen will take a night off from
girly musicals and laugh plays for
a taste of the fantasy and Enchant-
ment of childhood,

“Peter” has started as a
standees-only smash, with the
inevitable extra juve demand for
matme.es. Although, a few dis-
gruntled- purists may object, most
audiences are likely to approve of
the adaptation, which is frequently,
more musical comedy than Barrie,.
Moppets, in particular, will revel
in the added comedy touches;
dance numbers and imaginative,
special effects. In fact, this musi-

cal edition must surely be the best
“Peter” ever produced.

li has undeniable enchantment.
Miss Martin is so completely right,

so believable and infectious as the
eternal boy; that, it seems incred-

ible that Barrie’ didn’t write the
original play for her. From her
first, electrifying entrance through
the DarLing childrens’ bedroom
window to the curtain, when Peter
and the three kids, fly away to

Neverland, soaring bre.athtakingly

back and forth across the stage,

it is one of the thrilling first acts

in memory.
Although that level of excitement

is never quite equalled in “the sub-
sequent acts,; and the second, act

and to some extent the third have
relatively prosaic passages that

could profitably be cut; the show
as Whole remains enormously
enjoyable. Virtually all the Barrie
Story is retained, •and there; are

numerous interpolations, including
some hokum comedy bits to amuse
adults and panic; the urchins.

In addition to Miss Martin's
iridescent performance of thE title

part, Cyril Ritchard is diverting
as the luckless Mr; Darling and
rib-spraining in a lampoon por-
trayal ..of Capt. Hook; who sings

and dances and gets off preposter-;
Oiisly funny readings. It’s, a per-,

formance that borders perilously

on over-exaggeration, and must be
strictly restrained, however.

Small, bloiid dancer Sondra Lee
is a deliciously impish Tiger Lily.

Joe E. Marks is brilliantly cast as

a horrendously ineffectual Smee,
Kathy Nolan is appealing 1 as
Wendy, Heller Halliday (daughter
of Miss Martin and producer Halli-

day) is charming in the greatly
expanded role of Liza, the maid,
with, an especially disarming duet
.in one with the star. Margalo Gill-,

more is suitably protective as Mrs.
Darling and the . assorted boys,
pirates apd Indians are well
chosen.

The songs, including both the
original numbers supplied by
Carolyn Leigh and; Mark Charlap
and the added contributions

;
of

Jute Styne and Betty Comden and
Adolph Green, aie generally" Un-
distinguished. with “I’ve Got to
Crow,” “I Won’t Grow Up,” “Ugg-
a-Wugg,” “The Pow-Wow Polka”
and “Distant Melody” seemingly
most notable. HOwever, that limita-
tion matters little, since the fact
.that theie is music at all, regard-
less of its quality, provides a
stringboard for the broad musical
comedy treatment and the staging
inspiration that make this. “Peter”
outstanding.,: .

Major credit for the brilliant
show manifestly; goes to Jerome
RObbi

,
who did the overall di-

recting and staged the entertaining
dances, with recognition also , due
Peter Foy, whose supervision of
the flying effects is an obviously
valuable asset. In addition, Peter
Larkin’s scenery, Motley’s cos-
tumes and Peggy Clark’s lighting
are clearly helpful. Hobe.

Shows in Rehearsal

Keys: C. (Comedy), D (Drama ),
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
MC (Musical Comedy), MD (Musi-
cal Drama), O (Opera), OP (Op-
eretta),

Bad Seed (D)—Playwrights Co.,
prod.; Reginald Denham* dir.;

.

Nancy. Kelly; star.
Black-Eyed Susan (O—Gordon

W. Pollock-James Goodmah-Everett
Hart, prods.; Gregory Ratoff, dir.;
Vincent Price* star; ...

Flowering Peach (D)—Producers
‘Theatre; Inc,, prod.; Clifford Odets,
dir.; Menasha Skulnik, star.
House of Flowers (M)—Saint

Subber, prod.; Peter Brook, dir.;.
Pearl Bailey, star.

Lunatics & Lovers (D)—May
Kirschner, prod.; Sidney Kingsley,
dir.

On With the Show (M)—Eliza-
beth Miele, prod.r Charles W.
Chrislenberry Jr. Sc Byrle Cass,
dies.; Irra Petina, Star.; .

One Eye; Closed (C)-Haila Stod-
dard, prod.; Romney Brettt, dir.;
Torn Relm.ore, star:
Pajama Tops (C) (Rd.)—H. Clay

Blaney, prod.
Portrait of a Lady (D)—Lyn Aus-

tin-Thomas Noyes—Producers The-
atre, prods.; Jose Quintero, dir.;
Jennifer Jones, star.

Sailor’s Delight (C)—Richard
Aldrich, Richard Meyers, Julius
Fleischmann, prods.; Arthur Sic-
ro.m dir.; Eva Gabor, star.

Silk Stockings (M)—-Cy Feuer &
Ernest H. Martin, prods.; George
S. Kaufman* dir.; Hildegard Neff,
Don Amecfie, stars.
Tea & Sympathy (D) (RD.)—

Playwrights Go., & Mary K. Frank;,
prods.; .Elia- Kazan, dir.; Deborah
Kerr, star.

PfistiEfr
. .»
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Show Out of Town Shows Abroad

bes Uussai’d!)
(THE SOLDIERS)

Montreal, Oct. 14.
Le Theatre dii Nouveau Monde produc-

tion of tragicomedy in three acts, by'
Pierre-Aristlde Brea!. Features Guy Hoff--
mann, Georges Groulx,. Giselle Schmidt.
Directed by Jean Gascon; decor and cos-
tumes, Michael Ambrogi.. At Gesu Thea-
tre, Montreal. Oct. 7, ‘51; $2.25 top.
Joseph Lippi . . . , , • .... • • Ovila Legare.
Maria L :

:i ,. . . Antoinette Giroux
Mine. Ba^Uone Jeanne Demons
Raphael i... Jean Dalmain

[

Cesar Carotti ...... . . . .

.

Georges Bouvier
Coslma . . ... Giselle Schmidt
Giacoma . .... Jean. Gascon..
Elisa Denise Dubreuil
Pietro ... ... Gabriel Gascon
Ange-Marle Le Gouce; ... .Georges Grtulx
Fllcot

v . Guy. Hoffmann
Le Capltalne Jean-Louis Roux
UnSoldat-greffier . . . . ... . ... .Marc Facreaii

Le Theatre du Nouveau Monde
gets its fourth season away with
flying colors, presenting Breal’s
tragi-Comedy, “Les Hussards” to
solid audience reaction and top
drawer performances throughout.

This is the first play of any stat-

ure, written in recent years, that
a French-Canadian company has
managed . to acquire. With most
Gallic writers keeping in mind the
lucrative ,U;S.. legit and film mar-
kets for their material, French-
Canadian outfits rarely get a
chance at a modern French plaiy as
the rights,, for both French arid
.English arE usually sold as a pack-
age. However “Les Hussards” is

the exception, with the TNM group
getting the French rights and Jose

.
Ferrer having the English rights
for; Broadway, etc,

“Les Hussards” is a reasonably
thi joke spread out over three
acts; but saved in the current of-
fering by: the standout thesping of
Guy Hoffmann and Georges Groulx
as the two confused soldiers, arid
the breakneck; pace establish by di-

rector Jean Gascon, who also turns
in #n admirable performance
the village stutterer.

Stofy involves two members of
Napolean's army in

:
1796 during

the war with Italy, and the action
takes place in a small town somer

where in the north of Italy. Local
villagers, who know the French are
coming, have heafd tall tales of
their ruthlessness .arid their treat-
ment of Italian women, but the
first arrivals are: two forlorn arid
weary privates, who enter the vil-
lage almost by accident.

Giselle Schmidt as a maid who
becomes a key figure in the yarn,
is lively, convincing! and always at-
tractive as she arouses her fearful
employers and uses her feminine
charms to divert, the soldiers.
Gabriel Gascon, as a hostage is

suitably Italian in appearance and
manner, Jean Dalmain adds spark
End contrast as an unsuccessful
suitor, and Ovila Legare and An-
toinette Giroiix are effective as the
patents.
As with most TNM offerings,

. the
cast is letter perfect, but the preem
of “Les Hussards” suggests almost
too much rehearsing.

. Several of
the leads sound as if they had had
strained their voices, the* constant
fast tempo turns some scenes into
near shambles. Newt.

Mrs. Paftrrson
(HARRIS, CHICAGO)

Chicago, Oct; 12.
After some retooling during its

three-week tryout run in Detroit,
“Mrs. Patterson” comes tantaliz-
ingly close to being a minor suc-
cess as a showcase for singer
Eartha

.
Kitt's not inconsiderable

drariiatic talents. As it plays now,
it's bewildering mixture of
charrri and monotony with the lat-
ter beating the foriner to the wire.

It’s Miss Kitt all the way. She
has much to do in the partially co-
herent tale of words and song,
realism and fantasy. As the 15-
year-old Teddy, the love child of
a deep , south domestic arid a pass-
ing fancy* she flits - between im-
poverished fact and ri dream world
that’s, a strange composite 61
southern belledom and the big city
lures of Chicago.
The star sings five songs, a num-

ber called “Be Good” having been
dropped. While hardly showstopr
pers, the ditties are all pleasant
enough. It reriiains a question
whether they add Enough to break
the action.
Avon Long has taken over the

part of Mr. D, succeeding Alonzo
Rosen, and he and Enid Markey,
in the title role,' are standouts in
a fine supporting group. Ruth
Attaway, as Teddy’s hardpressed
Mom, comes through ably as does
Terry Carter, as a poor boy ad-
mirer, Estelle Hemsley cops plenty
of laughs in her. portrayal of the
Bible-spouting light finger. Helen
Dowdy adds a, filip as the blues
singing gal from the city. Dave,

Joan of Are at the Slake
London, Oct. 21. .

Muslkart Society Ltd. (by ari-angement
with Jack Hylton production of oratorio
in one act (11 scenes). Stars Ingrid Berg?
man. Directed by Roberto Rossellini;
music. A, Honegger; text. F. Claudel
<Eng)ish version by • Dennis-. Arundell);
orchestra. Leighton Lucas. At Stoll Thea-
tre, London, Oct. 20, '54; $2.50 top. . .

Joan of Arc — • • , .... • Ingrid Bergman
Brother Dominic Valentine Dyall
Id Herald Robert Algal’.

Usher . ....... * . ..... Anthony Newlands
.Tiger;. . .. . . ... . .......

.

Audrey Nicholls
Fox ......... ........ Thelma- Lltster
Porcus Harry Hapgood
Ass . .. . . . Kim Grant
•1st .-Herald. Alfred Hallett

,

2d Herald , . . .

.

v .

,

Norman, Lumsdfen
St. Catherine v; Nancy Thomas
St. Margaret Elizabeth Cooper
Virgin Eugenie Castle
Grinder Trusty RichSrd Carey.
Mother ©’Barrels . . . Gabrlellfe Day
Peasants. ;. .. .Leslie Kyle* Jack Leonard
Cleric Andrew Macpherson
Priest . ........... ... .... . Robert Algar..

BoV . .... . . .... ... .: . . . .

.

'. . . . . Iryihg. Childs

Not even the presence of Ingrid
Bergnian, or the austere yet imag-
inative staging .of^Rbberto Rossel-
lini, can disguise the pretentious-
ness of this production. “Joari of
Arc at the Stake” is a dull, dreary
and pointless effort.

Even the magnificence of Hon-
negger’s music cannot salvage the
Wreck. Its boxoffice value must:
be confined to the personal Jude
of the star in her London stage be-?

but and, with luck, that may Sus-
tain the production for its limited
run of 29 performances.

Is could not have opened in more
auspicioiis circumstanfces, having a

royal charity preem with an elite

trade and socialite audience. All

the glitter and the sparkle was on
the wrong side of the footlights,

with little on til Stage to inspire
enthusiasm.
The staging is a curious mixture

of futuristic conceptions and old-

style techniques. A huge, trans-
parent backcloth runs across the
width of the .stage in CinemaScppe
proportion and by means of back
projection.the decor is occationally
varied. On the stage itself .there

is nothing more than a plain plat-

form (later transformed to the
Stake) and plain, unrelieved,
black staircase.

’

'

.

'

Tt is in this soriibra setting that
Miss Bergman has the unenviable
task of portryairig the French her-
oine. Her radiant good looks and
her Own recognized skill as an
actress partly Compensate for the;
banality of much of the text.

The : nightmare trial in which she
is judged by . a jury of sheep al-

lows some adequate ballet and.
there is ; excellent vocal support
from an accomplished choir which
overflows from the stage, into the
surrounding boxes. The symphony
orchestra is one,of the best things
in the production.
As “Joan” runs for about 70

minutes, it. is preceded by the Bal-
let Rambert with an adequate
presentation of the first act of
“Giselle.” Myro.

I

r _

Can-Can
London* Oct. 15. .

Wililamson Music Ltd. and Prince
I.itiler production of musical comedy in
two acts, with; music and lyrics by Cole'
Porter, book- by Abe Burrows. Stars
Irene Hilda; features Edmund Hock-
eridge,. Alfred Marks* Gillian Lynne,
George Gee. Directed by Jerome Whyte;
choreography, Deirdre Vivian, reprodiic-

•

ing original dances by Michael Kidd;
scenery. Jo Mielziner; costumes. Motley,-
musical director, Charles Prentice; or-
chestrations, Philip J. Lang. At Coliseum,
London; Oct. . 14, '54; .$2.80 top. •

Bailiff............ Bernard Quinn
Registrar ichard Lawrence
Policemen, .George Pastell, Victor Daring,

Noel. Sheldon. George Ballantyne.
ConWay Dixon, Lionel. Hayward

•Tqdge Paul . Barriers .. ... .Peter Swanwick
Court President Charles HUL
Aristide Forestier ... . . ; mund Hockridge
Claudlne . . Gillian Lynne
Gabriel Eve Ashley
Marie . . .

.

. . . ., . . .

.

Gloria George
Celestlne Joy Turpin
Hilaire Jussac . George Gee
Boris Adzinidzlnadz* ...... Alfred Marks
Herculie . f . . Vincent Charles.
Theophile Warren Mitchell
Etienne ....... ... . ...

.

Alan • Gobrlel
Waiter , Ernest Bale
La Mome Pistachs .. ;. . . ; . Irene Hilda
2d Waiter ; . . . .

.

George Pastell
Cafe Waiter . .; ..........

.

Victor Baring.
Cafe Custoiher .. . .; .. ichard Lawrence
Jailer . Bernard Quinn
Model i ^ Aleta Morrison
Miim ................. .. Francis Pi&geon:
Customers Charles Hill, George

. Ballantyne, Antonia Palmer
Doctor George Ballantyne

.

Second
, Victor Baring

Prosecutor , . , , Ichard Lawrence

A bad press and a long run. It
happened on Broadway and now
looks like being repeated on this
side of the Atlantic* “Gan-Can,”
the newest Importation from the
U, is by no means a critic’s
show, 6ut there Is a big fOllowirig
for this type of slickly produced
and handsomely staged entertain-
ment.

Neither the Cole Porter score
nor the Abe Burrows book attain
the standard set by many of the
clicko musicals imported, from
Broadway in the

.
past decade. The

story of the judge who sets out
to cleah-up Montmartre and be-
comes roihantically entangled is
obvious, the dialog is more pains-
taking than inspired and does riot

adequately exploit some of the
. better .situations in the yarn. The

major disappointment is the Cole
Porter score, however. Apart from
one or two numbers’ wnich had
lately been getting, radio plugs,
most of the tunes are new to Lon-
don, but . few of them boast the
hummable quality usually a staple
ingredient in Broadway tuners.
The lyrics rarely rise above
average.

So what makes “Can-Can” a
potential b:o: success? Despite -its

fundamental weakness, the produc-
tion has many ticket r selling

;
qualities. There is a good all round
cast headed by blonde Parisienne
Irene Hilda. There is also colorful
decor, bright costuming arid ex-
hilarating dance sequences in
which Gillian Lynne does standout
work. But a major credit must go
to Jerome Whyte, who has infused
a generous quota Of vitality and:
movement by the confidence of his
direction,

Miss . Hilda, Who had hitherto
played only cabarets in London,
makes an excellent showing in her
West End legit bow. She has a
vivacious personality and her per-
formance is notable for its charm
and sincerity; Her \vide vocal
range is more than adequate to
-fill this large theatre and, on open-
ing night, she was ;

the sole, show-
stopper with

,
a delicate handling

of “I Love Paris.”

Two male leads are played by
Edmund: Hockridge, a Canadian
artist resident in London; ahd
Alfred Marks, a local, comedian.
The former plays the judge with
smooth confidence, and his fine

voice adds to the quality of his
vocal ’ numbers. Marks, an. adroit
comedian, gets a positive laugh
reaction from his interpretation
of the Bulgarian sculptor, with til

dualling scene as his comedy high-
light.

Miss Lynne, an ex-Sadlers Wells
dancer, leads the two ballet ses-

sions with a vigorous and wholly
satisfying terp display. George
Gee’s performance as the art critic

does not quite measure up to the
general level of acting. Smaller
parts have been carefully cast arid

aie nicely played.

Of the iriusical numbers, only
two really register, - one being the
show-stopping “I Love Paris,” and
the other,: the title song, ’ with
typical Cole Porter lyric and a
lively Thtythm. Jo Mielziner’s set-

tings are bold and authentic look-
ing and Motley’s costuming, is first

class. Deirdre Vivian has done an.

excellent job in reproducing the
original Michael Kidd dances.

* " Myro.

Anna Russell
London, Oct. 12.

^l’old Holt presentation of Anna Rus-
sell. at Royal Festival Hall, London, Oct.
11, ; '54.

. For her one-night Stand at Lon-
don’s de luxe concert hall, Arina
Russell picked a difficult time and
an unfortunate day. The. Monday
of her appearance happened to be
the one day on which a strike had
closed down all London newspap-
ers and she was, in consequence;,
robbed of last-minute publicity.

Further; owing to Ether commit-
ments at the Hall, her concert was
timed to start at 5:45 p.m., too late

for the regular matinee trade and
a shade too early for the majority
of people who work in offices ahd
Shops. That the Festival Hall was
more than half filled was, in the
circumstances, a minor triumph.
Of her perfrirmance* there is not

much room for criticism. Miss
Russell is an experi need comedi-
enne with a one-woman routine,
perfected and polished overi "tli.

years, and the range of her reper-
toire is more than enough, to satisfy,

most tastes. Myro.

Rook of the Monlit’

London, Oct. 22.
Emile Litfler production of comedy in

two .acts, by Basil Thomas, Stays Hu^h
Williams, Judy - Campbell, Margarctta
Scott, Jane Griffiths. Directed by Pauline
Grant; decor, John Mortimer.- At Cam-
bridge Theatre, . London* Ofct. • 21,. '54,

$2.23 top.
Edward Halliday ....

.

Hugh William*
Joanna Judy Campbell
Wards Wentworth . .Margaretta' Scott
Betty Halliday Jane GriffltH*
Doris Noel '.Dyson
Col. Barnes-Bradley..Michael Trubshawe
Dr. Ian Maoi’ire

:

...' . . . John Robinson
Nicholas Barues-Biadley

' Shaun? O’Rlor

Basil Thomas has an amusing
idea in “Book of the Month,” but
it is barely strong enough to sus-
tain, two ricts and just misses being
a comedy hit.

The lack of staying power, which
becomes over-evident iri the sec-
ond act, emphasizes that it is

somewhat .flimsy entErtainment,
probably good enough for a. mod-
erate West. Erid engagerrient. It

cannot be regarded, however,

(Continued »on page 78)
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Chicago, Oct 20.

Biz was generally perky again

ast week Si Chi. “Last weeks"

digging is apparently .sparking at-

endaiice for Carol Channihg in

•Wonderful Town,” while the

,^rs Patterson” tryout, starring

rakiia Kitt, is getting . an - assist

vom Theatre Guild - American
rheatre Society subscription. 01-

L and Johnson addicts are pre-

sumably supplying the trade- at

''Pardon Our Antenna, which
i,,e ,v unanimous critical raps.

The future booking lineup inr

,iu£ies Nov. 8, “Saint Joan,” Great

Northern, subscription; Nov. 15,

"Fifth Season,” Erlartger, indefi-

nite run; Nov. 23, “King and I,”

shubert, subscription, indefinite

Min- Dec. 6, “Oh Men, Oh Women,”
Harris, subscription, indefinite run.

Estimates for Last Week
Mrs. Patterson, Harris (2d wk)

<5 - 1,000) (Eartha Kitt), Over

S23.100 (previous week, $24,600 for

irst seven performances).

Pardon Our Antenna, Selwyn
1st wk) ($4.50; 1,000) Ole Olsen,

:hic Johnson). Under. $19,000 for

Irst full week (previous week, got

53,800 on the - premiere); •

Wonderful TOWh, Shubert (16th

vk) ($4-60; 2,100) (Carol Channing).
Mmost $31,600 (previous week,

;33 ,
4dO); exits Nov. .20 to resume

in

St. Paul, Oct. 26.

“Seven Year Itch” pulled in over
$17,000 in six performances last

week, split evenly between the
Capitol, Salt Lake City, and the
Auditorium here. Comedy played
former location Monday-Tuesday
(18-19), movng to latter stand Frir

day-Saturday (22-23).

Eddie Bracken starrer is split-

ting the current week between the
Iowa, Cedar Rapids, and the Pabstj
Milwaukee.

r i

Boston, Oct. 26.

“Quadrille” wound its first full

rtek at the Colonial with near ca-

lacity biz, with indications that

he .current, final week will be dit-

o, “Getting Gertie’s Garter,” in

lext-to-final week at the Majestic',

vas only fair.

Future booking list includes
(ov. 1, “Living Room,” Pljunouth,
ryout, two weeks, subscription;

fov. 8, “On With the Show,” Shu-
iert, three weeks, tryout; Nov. 11.

Portrait of a Lady,” Colonial, 10
lays, tryout; Nov. 13, “One Eye
Closed,” Wilbur, one week, tryout;
fov. 15, “Black-Eyed Susan,”,
‘lymouth, two weeks, tryout; Nov.
2, “Hello Paree,” Colonial, tryout,
ne week; Nov. 23, “World of Sho-
em Aleichem,'” Wilbur, five days;
toy. 29, “Witness For the Prosecu-
lon,” Plymouth, two weeks, try-
ut.

'

Estimates for Last, Week
Getting Gertie’s Garter, Majes-

Ic (5th wk) ($3.30; 1,500). Off to
bout $7,500 on twofers; final week
s current.

Quadrille, Colonial (2d wk)
$4.95; 1,570) (Alfred Lunt, Lynn
i'ontarine, Edna Best, Brian
Mierne), Sick $36,700 for first

ull week; final week is current.

IEAN ARTHUR IN ‘JOAN'

18G 2D WEEK, DETROIT
Detroit, Oct. 26.

Second and last week of “Sajnt
toan,’' starring Jean Arthur,
[rossed a modest $18,000 at the
.482-seat Cass. Top was $3.85.
rViTent is “Caine Mutiny Court
Partial” in for six days at a

1

$4.40
op.

The 2,050-seat Shubert, dark
ast week, currehtly is presenting
ose Greco and his Spanish Danc-
rs for fortnight at a $3.30 top.
Tly future booking- iS. Nov. 8,
Moon Is Blue,” Shubert, two
(eeks.

.

‘That’s Life’ 01. $6,000,

Tandy-Cronyn Open, L.A.

Hollywood, Oct. 26.

There’s currently only one legit

offering in town after the weekend
closings of “What Every Woman
Knows” and “That’s ^Life.” Solo
entry * the Jessica Tandy-Hume
Crortyn program of readings,
“Face to Face,” which replaced
Helen Hayes in “Woman” at the
Huntington Hartford Theatre.

Final frame’s $24,600 capacity
take gave. “Woman” a total of $99,-

700 for the four-week run. At that
figure, the show recouped all of its

$24,000 production-.cost and looks
to earn a hefty profit in its subse-
quent San Francisco and N.Y. City
Center runs.

“That’s Life” ended ah. 18-week
run at the 400-seat Las Palmas
with a $6,000 finale, for a run total
of $93,550; Danny Dare-Sam Lewis
production has recouped about
$15,000 of its $24 ;000 production
cost, but most of this lias gone
back into setting up a new produc-
tion for a tour starting early next
month at the Alcazar Theatre, San
Francisco.

‘Moon’ Gets OK. $12,000 ,

On Holdover in Pitt

Pittsburgh, Oct. 26.
Second week for “The Moon Is

Blue” picked up over the first and
the comedy, on its third visit to
Pittsburgh, wound up with close to
$12,000 for the finale, That made
its latest local engagement a win-
ning one and. gave the Jerome
Cowan production of the F. Hugh
Herbert comedy almost $3,000 bet-
ter than the opening stanza,
Nixon is now shuttered until

Nov. 8, when “Fifth Season” is due,
with “Wonderful Town” arriving
Nov. 22 for two weeks.

Scheduled N.Y. Openings
( Theatre indicated if set )

BROADWAY
Quadrille, Coronet (11-3);

Fanny, Majestic (ll-4).\
Abie’s Irish Rose, Holiday (11-

13).
Wedding Br’kfst, . 48th St. (11-

16).

Living Room, Miller (11-17).
Hot Rock (11-22). .

One Eye Closed.- Bijou (11-24),
KilgO Run (week 11-29).

Mrs. Patterson, National (12-1).

On With Show, Hell’ger (12-2).

Shoemaker’s Children (wk.,
12-3'. ...

Flowering Peach (week of 12-6).

Witness For Prosecution (12-8).

Portrait of a Lady, ANTA Play-
house (12-9).

Lunatics & Lovers, Br’dhurst
(12-13).

.

Festival (12-15).
Running Mate. (12-15).

Between Friends (12-16).
Black-Eyed Susan (12-16).

. Stars Person’s Backyd. (wk., 12-'

19).

Anastasia (12-22).

What Every Woman Knows, City
Center (12-22).

House of Flowers, Alvin (12-23).

Flim Flam (12-24).
Painted Days (wk., 1-10).

Sillc Stockings, -Imperial (12-30).
Grand Prize (Wk., 1-10).

Plain & Fancy (1-20).

Desperate Hours (1-26).

OFF-B’WAY
Sandhog, Phoenix (11-23).

Trap $17,

‘Sex’ Not So Sexy $2,800

For Balto Stock Week
Baltimore, Oct. 26.

Unfavorable reviews contributed
to the weak $2,800 pulled by
Charles (Buddy) Rogers in "The
Stronger SeX” last week at ‘Don
Swann’s Hilltop-Parkway winter
stock operation here.

Better returns are indicated for
the current “Time of the Cuckoo”
with Renzo Cesano (the Continen-
tal), Bethel Leslie, in “Sabrina
Fair” is' set to follow for a two-
week- stint.

Current London Shows

)ougias-‘Ginger’ $15,500
For 4-Way Split-Week

.1

Denver, Oct, 26.

"Time Out for . Ginger” grossed
eai’ly $15,500 in a four-way; eight-
firformance split last week. Cora-
•ly played an added matinee and
•^ning performance Sunday (17)’

ij, the KMBC Playhouse, Kansas
pulling in around $1,700.
the following day, Monday

?!• at the High School Audi-
num, Topeka, was $2,800. Show
°ved to the Arcadi

,
Wichita,

.spay (19) Where receipts came
[
13.200, while the total for four

-rtormances, Thursday - Saturday
at the Auditorium -here

as almost $7,800^ •

Melvyn Douglas starrer is play-
K

. another four-way split this
s°h en route tq the

;
Coast.

London, Oct. 26.

(Figures denote premiere dates)

After the Bell, Globe (6-10-34),

Airs Shoestring, Royal Ct. (4-22-53).
All For Mery, Duke York (9-9-54).
Bell; Book, Candle, Phoenix (10-3-54).
Book of Month, Cambridge (10-21-54).
Both Ends Meet, Apollo (6-9-54).
Boy Friend, Wyndham’s (12-1-53).
Can-Can, Coliseum (10-14-54).
Dark Light Enough, Aldwych (4-30-34).
Day; BV^The Sea, Haymarket (11-26-53).

.
D'Oyly Carte Opera, Savoy (9-13-54),
Dry Rot, Whitehall (6-31-54).

.

Duenna, Westminster (7-28-54).
‘Folios Bergere, Pr. Wales (9-24-53).
Hippo Dancing, Lyric (4-7-54).
1 Am e Camera, New (3-12-54).
Intimacy At 1:30, Criterion (4-29-54).
Joan of Arc, Stoll (10-20-54).
Joyc* Grenfell, St. Mart. • (6-2-54).

.

Keep In Cool Fleet, Saville (8-16-54),
King and I, Drury Lane (10-8-53).
Love Match, Viet Palace (11-10-53).
Manor of Northstead, Duchess (4-28-54).
Mousetrap, Ambas. (11-25-52).
Neyer Too Late, Strahd (6-3-34),
No Nows Father, Cambridge (9-13-54).
Old Vic Rop, Old Vic (9-9-54).
Pal Jooy, Princes (3-31-54).
Party Spirit, Piccadilly (9-23-54).
Relations Apart, Garrick (8-3-54).
Sabrina Fair, Palace (8-4-54).'

Salad Days, Vaudeville (8-5-54).
Bpparato Tables, St. James's (9-22-54),
Teahouse Aug. Moon, Her MaJ. (4-22-54).
Wedding In Paris; Hlpp. (4-3-54).
Wild Goose Chase, Embassy (10-19-34).
Witness Prosecution, W. Gard. (10-28-53).
You'll Be LucKV, Adelphi (2-28-54).

~

“ST.’ 43'^G, Phila.

Philadelphia, Oct. 20,

Liveliest fall business in years
continues to greet town’s two mu-
sicals, “South Pacific” and “Fanny.”
Both are playing to standees at
every performance.
Future bookings include Nov. 1,

“Fifth Season,” Shubert, one week,
arid “Getting Gertie’s Garter,” Lo-
cust, on twofers, three weeks; Nov.
2, “World of Sliolem Aleichem,”
Walnut, three weeks; Nov. 22,
“Silk Stockings,” tryout, Shubert,
four weeks; Mask & Wig Club's
“Tempest in a Teapot,” Locust,
one week, and “Lunatics and Lov-
ers,” tryout, Walnut, two weeks;
Nov, 24. “House of Flowers,” try-
out, Erlartger, three-and-a-hall’
weeks; Nov. 29, “Blapk-Eyed Su-
san,” tryout. Locust,. one. week;: and
Dec. 25, “The Grand Prize,” try-
out, Locust, two, weeks.

Estimates for Last Week
South Pacific,. Forrest (MD) (4th

wk) ($4.80, 1,760) (Iva Withers,
Webb Tilton). Almost $43,500
sellout; continues through Nov. 20.

.
Fanny, Shubert (MD) (2d wk)

($6, 1,780) (Ezio Pinza, Walter ,Sle-

zak). Sold out in advance; house
record at $53,715; current week is

the final for the tryout.

Rainmaker, Walnut (C) (2d wk)
(1,340; $4.20) _ (Geraldine Page).
Critical but not boxoffice success;
about $11,900; excited for Broad-
way.

‘Show-Off’ 15G, St. L.

St. Louis, Oct. 26.
“The Show-Off,” with . Joe E.

Brown, drew a nice $15,000 for the
first week of a fortnight stand at
the midtown Empress. House is

offering a stock policy of - revivals
with guest stars.

“Moon Is Blue” opened last
night (Mon.) for a two-week en-
gagement at the American, at a
$3.50 top. Jerome Cowan, Martha
Randall and Wayrie Carsomare the
leads..

Biz on Broadway was steady last

week. Most shows registered in-

creases under $1,000 with two en-
tries going over that mark.

. “Peter Pan,’” which opened last

Wednesday (20), did capacity biz.

Other sellouts were “Boy Friend,”
“Can-Can,” “Dear Charles,” “Kis-
riiet,” “Pajama Game” and “Tea-
house of the August Moon,” with
“Caine Mutiny” just ..missing going
clean.

Opening this week are “Travel-
ing Lady” tonight (Wed.) and
“The Rainmaker” tomorrow night
(Thurs.).

Estimates foi* Last Week
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),

CD. (Comedy-Drama) , R (Revue).,
Mp (Musical-Comedy), MD (Musi-
cal-Drama), O (Opera), OP (Op-
eretta),
Other parenthetic, designations

refer, respectively,. to weeks played,
number of performances through
last Saturday, top prices, n mber
of seats, capacity gross and stars.

Price includes 10% Federal and
%%: City tax,, but grosses are net:
i,e„ exclusive of tax.

AU Summer Loner, Coronet (D)
(5th wk; 30; $5.75-$4.60; 1,027;

$30,000. Almost $17,600 (previous
week, $15,400); moves Monday (1)

to the Booth.

Anniversary Waltz, Broadhurst
(C) 29th wk; 227; $4.60; 998; $28,-

000) . (Macdonald Carey, Kitty Car-
lisle). Over $23,600 (previous
week, $24,100)*
Boy Friend, Royale (MC) (4th

wk; 28; $6.90; 1,172; $38,200).
Capacity at $38,400 (previous week,
$37,600).
By the Beautiful Sea, Imperial

CMC) (29th wk;. 228; $6.90; 1,400;

$50,000). Shirley Booth). Over
$33,100 (previous week, $32,900).
Caine Mutiny Court Martial,

Plymouth (D) (40th wk; 316; $5.75-

$4.60; $33,331) Lloyd Nolan, John
Hodiak, Barry Sullivan). Almost
$33,300 (previous week, $33,200).

Can-Can, Shubert (MC) (77th

wk; 612; $6.90; 1,361; $50,160).
Sellout, just $50,500 (previous
week, $50,400).
Dear Charles Morosco (C) (6th

wk; 45; $6.90-$5.75-$4.60; $29,850)
(Tallulah Barikhead). Another sell-

out, held at over $29,900.
Fifth Season, Cort (C) (82d wk;

651; $4.60; 1,056; $25,227) (Chester
Morris, Joseph Muloff). Over $13,-

400 (previous week, $12,600); closed
last Saturday (23) at an approxi-
mate profit of $150,000 on a $60,000
investinerit; currently touring.

Fragile Fox, Belasco (D) (2d wk;
15; $5.75; $4.60;

.
1,077; $28,300)

(Dane Clark, Don Taylor). Almost
$8,500 (previous week, $11,000 for
first seven performances).
King of Hearts, National (C)

(30th wk; ’234; $5.75-$4.60; 1,172;

$31,300) (Donald Cook, Jackie
Cooper). Over $15,700 on twofers
(previous week, $16,700).
Kismet, Ziegfeld (OP) (47th wk;

372; $6.90; 1,528; $57,908) Alfred
Drake). Capacity at over $57,900
(previous

,

week, $57,900).
Oh Men, Oh Women, Miller

(C) (45th. Wk; 366, $5.75-$4.60; 920;
$23,248) (Lloyd Bridges). Over
$11,500, with some twofers (previ-

ous Week, $12,200); closes Nov. 13
to tour with Ralph Bellamy replac-
ing Bridges as star.

On Your Toes, 46th St. (MC) (2d
wk; 16; *6.05-$6.90; 1,319; $48,547).
(Vera Zorina, Bobby Van). Almost
$42,800 (previous : week $43,700).
Pajama Game, St. James (MC)

(24th wk; 188; $6.90; 1,571; $51,717)
(John Raitt, Janice Paige, 'Eddie
Foy Jr ). Over $52,100 (previous
Week, $52,117).
Peter Pan, Winter Garden (MD)

(1st wk; 5; $6.90; 1,510; $57;500)
(Mary Martin); Opened Wednes-

day (20) to Unanimously affirmative
notices; grossed over. $36,500. for
first five capacity perforirtarices.

,
:

Redlining Figure, Lyceum (C) (3d
Wk; .30; $5.75-$4.60; 995; $23,389),
Nearly $18,100 (previous week,
$17,500).
v Seven Year Itch, Fulton (C)
(101/St . wk; 805; $5.75-$4.60; i;063;

r

$24,000) (Elliott Nugent). Over
$23,000 (previous week, $23,000);

Solid Gold Cadillac, Music Box
(C) (51st wk; 405; $5.75-$4.60; 1,077;
$27,811). Over $25,200 (previous
week,. $23,600).
Tea and Sympathy,

. Barrymore
(D) (56th wk; 445; $5.75-$4.60; 1,-

214; $28,300) (Joan Fontaine)
Nearly $24,900 (previous week,
$34,200),
Teahouse of the August Moon,

Beck (C) (54th wk; 436; $6.22-$4.60;
1,214; $33,608) Burgess Meredith,
Scott McKay), Another sellout,
over $34,100.
Tender Trap, Longacre (C) (2d

wk; 13; $5.75; $4.60; 1,048; $26,-
.317) (Robert Preston, Kirii Hunter,
Ronny Graham). Almost $22,300
(previous week, $17,800 for first

five performances).
Miscellaneous

Sing Me No Lullaby, Phoenix (D)
(2d wk; 14; $3.45; 1,150; $20,000).
Over $11,000 (previous week, $9,300
foi* first six performances).

OPENING THIS WEEK
Traveling Lady, Playhouse (D)

($5.75-$4.60; 999; $23,500). Play
;by Horton Foote, presented by
Playwrights Co.'; production fi-,

nanced at $55,000, cost about $48,-
000 to bring in including bonds
and approximate $11,000 tryout
loss; can. break even at around
$13,000; opens tonight (Wed.).
Rainmaker (D) ($5.75-$4.60; 1,

056; $29,000 (Geraldine
.
Page).

Play by N. Richard Nash; present-
ed by Ethel Linder Reiner, in .asso'r

ciation with Hope Ahelson; produc-
tion financed at $75,000, cost about
$45,000 to bring in including ap-
proximate $4,000 tryout loss; can
break even at around $14,000
gross; opens tomorrow night
(Thurs.).

OFF-BROADWAY SHOWS
(Figures denote opening dates)
Clandestine Marriage, Province-

ton (9-29-54).

DybbUk, 4th St. (10-26-54).

I Feel Wonderful, de Lys (10-

J8-54).
In Splendid Error, Greenwich

Mews (10-26-54).

Sands of the Negev, President
(10-19-54).

Slight Delinquent, Blackfriars
(10-25-54).
Stone For Danny Fisher, Down-

town National (10-21-54).

; Way of the World, Cherry Lane
(iO-2-54).

Following are the comparative figure based on Variety’s box-
office reports for last week (the 21st week of the season) and
the corresponding week of last season

;

BROADWAY

Number of shows current ..... . .

.

Total weeks played so far by all shows

.

Total gross for *11 shows last Week.! , . ..

Season’s total gross so far. . ; . . .

.

Number of new productions

.

ROAD

SCHiDULED OPENINGS
Off Th* Record, Vic. Pal. (U-2-S4).
Immorallsf, Arts (1L3-54).
Matchmaker, Haymarket (11-4-54)*

Number of current shows reported . . .

,

Total weeks played so far by all shows

.

Total gross for all Shows last week . . .

.

Season’s total gross so far. ........i,

This 1953-54
Season Season

24 21
354 317

$623,400 $577,700
$9,767,100 $9^238,800

12

k

12

19 23
261 263

$498,200 $452,800
$6,891,000 $6,027,50.0

‘LADY’ MODEST $11,700

IN CLEVE. TRYOUT WK.
Cleveland, Oct. 26.

Horton FoOte’s new “Traveling
Lady,” in a pre-Broadway tryout,
drew a miud $11,700 last week at

the lj500-seat Hanna, at. $3.75 top.

Comedyrdrama drew critical reac-
tions as luke-warmish as weather.
Dark this week, "the Hanna re-

opens next Monday (1) . with “Caine
Mutiny Court Martial,” featuring
Wendell Corey, Paul: Douglas ana
Steve * Brody. Bookings set by
manager Milton Krantz include
'^Jaughty Natalie,” Nov. 8, two
weeks; “Tea and Sympathy,” Nov.
22; “King of Hearts,” Nov. 29; Jose
Greco dancers, Dec. 6; “World of
Sholem Aleichem,” Dec. 13; “Light
is Dark Enough,” Dec* 20; “Won-,
derful Town,” Jan. 3; “Pajama
Game,” Feb. 14, two weeks; Jean
Arthur’s “Saint Joan,” Feb. 28.

Old Vic ‘Dream’ $45,100

For 3 Peris in Mpls.
Minneapolis, Oct. 26.

Old Vic’s “Midsuirtmer Night’s
Drear with Robert Helpmann,
Moira Shearer and Stanley Hollo-
way, grossed a huge $45,100 for
three performances i the 4,822-

seat Northrop Auditorium last Fri-

day, and Saturday (22-23 K! Same
stiff tax exempt $4.50 top scale
prevailed for matinee as for the
two nights, but every performance
was & complete sellout with many
turned away.

Local newspaper critics and the
audiences were highly enthusias-
tic, only complaint being that parts
of dialogue were not intelligible.

Show, was brought here by U. of
Minnesota Artists course, of which
James S. Lombard is director*



LEGITIMATE

Stone for nanny Fisher
Henrietta Jacobson & Julius. Adler pro-

duction. of three-act melodrama, by Leon-
ard Kahtor, based on novel by Harold
Robbins.' Features Zero .Mostel, Bert
Freed, Susan Cabot. Phillip Pine, Directed
by. Francis Kane (Luther Adler); scenery
and lighting. William Riva; Incidental

music, Rail Wild. At Downtown National,

N.Y., Oct, 21. '54; >3.83 top.
Pete Sidney Pollock
Arlene -Sylv-ia Miles
Steve , . v Josesph D. Sargent
Nellie . Susan Cabot
Danny Fisher Phillip ..Pine

Sam Cordon . • • • • Bert Freed
Mrs. Fisher Jeanette Boony
Mlini . • : • • .... v , . . BAibara;Joyce
Mr. Fisher . . . Wolfe Bar./ell

Maxie Fields Zero Mostel
Spit ; v, Maurice Gosfield -

Ronnie Gloria McGehee
Abe Joe Bernard
Jack , Alfred Stone
Mr. Wiser Robert ibbons

A$ a^play, “A Stone For Danny
Fisher'’* has some melodramatic
suspense, some arresting insights

into morbid psychology, some good
cracks, and some dandy actoiv:

But that’s it, The plot, at least in

stage adaptation, emerges as famil-

iar reprise of Jewish, family life

on Manhattan's Avenue. B, plus
neighborhood hoodlums with over-

tones of sadism,

A main Weakness is that the.

"hero” is a weakling, all the way
and that Philip. Pine, who tries to

evoke audience sympathy, is fight-

ing the lines in the script which
persistently make it clear that
Dartny is devoted to the idea that
only crime can cure poverty; All
of which makes for unsatisfactory
drama.
Where the play falls, down in

respect to the original novel must
go unanswered here. There were
rehearsal . difficulties with the
script, the backers, and a 1 change
of directors. The program credit
to ‘‘Francis Kane” aS stager should
actually read Luther Adler. Har-
old Robbins,- who wrote the prose
text, is a still-young statistician at
Universal Pictures; this being liis

4th book. (Houston Street play-

house was full of U homeollice
gentry opening night).

These paragraphs. are necessarily
concerned with thfc adaptation of
Leonard KantOr. It employs a

divided stage, alternating scenes,
and different time levels. Much,
iuse is made of reverie (flashback)
and one scene is played in arrested
tempo (impressionism!.

At the end the family reconcili-
ation (the father repents) is. larger,

ly robbed of heart-tug by the! audi-
ence’s clear knowledge that Danny
is plotting the murder of liis

brother-in-law, a bigger and tough-
er hood than, he is. Although
Danny attempts a last-minute
switch and grts murdered himself,
neither he nor his brother-in-law
had the slightest, intention of go-
ing straight. Despite implicit sen-
timent in both men, its either
Danny or the brother-in-law, also

played for a sympathy that the
lines won't Support, by Bert Freed.

Zero JHostel gives a morbidly
fascinating characterization ais a
softspoken, mock-polite all-round
bum who delights. in the highly in-

telligent humiliation of his stately
girl friend, well played by Gloria
McGehee. He calls her his
"poodle” and orders her to cross

arid Uncross her legs, get up, sit

down, kiss her former lover, then
undress in front of him 'to show
how well she now looks disrobed.
Maurice Qosfield rejoices in the

sobriquet of "Spit.” He’s a shiv,

and strictly for shivers. (A wag
has defined a shiv as a violent spiv.

Their taste runs to carving up
people with a switchblade knife).

There are 15 players, all com-
petent and several noteworthy.
They gave the show a' professional
quality,-, as the off-Broadway thea-
tre gives them valuable, if perhaps
brief, showcasing. Susan Gabot
makes the Italian gal appealing.
Barbara Joyce as Danny’s Sister

who' married a racketeer for

money and ended up wanting liis

love is standout, partly because
the role is meaty. Land,

I Feel Wonderful
(Theatre de Lys, N. Y.)

"I Feel Wonderful” . is the type
of revile usually done briefly in

hideaway spots rather than an
established off-Broadway house
like the Theatre de Lys. There’s
little iri it for the professional
market. Jerry Herman, who Wrote
the music and lyrics, is okay in the
former category but fails in the
latter. Sketches by Barry-, Alan
Grael have an occasional bright
line, but. the . material, is mostly
undergrad stuff.

A few members of the generally
procast show up Well, Terper Rich-
ard Tone is standout in a lively

“Jailhpuse Blues”, and also clicks

in show’s title number, with ah
able, assist from Rebecca Barksdale
and Rita Tanno. Former, in a scant
costume, spices up the proceedings
with some fancy belly . maneuver-
ing. Joan Coburn impresses as
being able to sell a song, while
John Bartis and Jane Janvier are
adequate in other piping assign-
ments.

Skits are genarally run-of-the-
mill, with a takeoff on the new
Dior fashions nicely handled by
Phyllis Newman. Frank' Wagner’s
dances have Vigor, while Romairi
Johnston's costumes and set design
are good. Jess.

’King’ Whammo $100,300

For 10 Shows, Dallas
Dallas, Oct. 26.

“King and I” grossed nearly
$100,300 at the State Fair here in
its

.
final 10 performances ending

Saturday (23), ^Entire 24-perform-
ance run drew about $250,000.
Yul Brynner, who costars with

Patricia Morison, has been tempo-
rarily replaced by Leonard Graves.
Brynner has gone to Egypt for lo-

cation shots on Cecil B. DeMille’s
"The Ten Commandments” and is

scheduled to rejoin the musical
Nov. 23, ‘ Chicago.

Legit Casting

COMMON STOCK |
The Company will employr its funds S
in diversified entertainment enter- m
prises connected with television,

motion pictures and the theatre. ffl
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Abie’s Irish Rose — Ludwig
Donath, Neil Fitzgerald.
Anastasia •— Joseph Anthony,

David J. Stewart.
Bad Seed — Patty McCormack,

Luella Gear, Eileen Heckart,
Thomas Chalmers, Joseph Holland,
Joan Croydon, John O’Hare, Wells
Richardson, Theodore Mann.

Black-Eyed Susan— Ira Roberts,
Charles Boaz.
Dark Is Light Enough—Arnold

Moss, John Williams,
Festival— Paul Henreid, Holly

Irving, Luba MalinffJ George
Voskovec.

Flowering Peach—Janice Rule,
.William Smithers.

Grand; Prize — Betsy. Palmer,
June Lockhart, John Newland.
House of Flowers—Rawn Spear-

man, Jacques Aubuchon, Winston
George Henriques & Solomon Earl
Green (Do & Don’t), Ad Moore,
Enid Mosier,

Lunatics and Loyers —•' Dennis
King, Jayne Meadows.
Oh Men, Oh Women (Rd.) —

Ralph Bellamy (replaces Lloyd
Bridges).
Sandhog—Paul Ukena, Gordon

Dllworth,

KIRBY’S FLYING BALLETS
"Th* Peter Pan Firm"

Kirby’s Flyjng Equipment” from London, England, Is Now Being Used
With Great Success in:

“PETER PAN” Starring and Plying
MARY MARTIN

“MIDSUMMER NIGHT’S DREAM” Starring
MOIRA SHEARER

LIMITLESS EFFECTS—TV, STAGE, ARENA. COMMERCIAL SHOWS
Established 1904

For Information: PETER LAWRENCE
40 E. 49th St., New York City 17 PLdza 8-1425

Mired ’Blondes’ $14,000

In Swamped Toronto
Toronto, Qct. 20. ...

Manny Davis production of

"Gentlemen prefer Blondes,” with

Jet MacDonald and Walter Long,

grossed a bad $14,000 last week at

the 1,525-seat Royal Alexandra at

$3.90 top. Hiimcane and flood

conditions offset good notices.

On a test elimination of Wednes-
day matinee and substitution of
twinight performances Friday and
Saturday (6:30 apdJhOO p.m.), the
earlier performances drew poorly,

the latter fairly well,

Cronyn-Tandy in Coast

Stand in ’Face to Face,’

Program of Readings
Hollywood, Oct. 26.

First husband-wife team to in-

vade the growing field of platform

theatre, Hume Cronyn and Jessica

Tandy have fashioned a diverting

evening out of bits of past suc-

cesses arid snatches of reading

they’ve liked. Their material

ranges from Dorothy Parker to

William Shakespeare with way-
stops to visit such authors as

Stephen Vincent Benet and
Thomas Wolfe arid their selections
provide a skillful blend of comedy
arid pathos.

After 10 one-nighters to break
in at western whistlestops. "Face
to Face” gets its first real test in
the current orie-week. stand at the
Huntington Hartford Theatre here
and a following .fortnight at the
Geary, San Francisco. It

;
has good

commercial prospects and the
three Coast weeks should, register
a strong profit before the Crpnyns
fly .to Florida to begin a series

of dates under the NCAC banner.

As a theatre evening, "Face to

Face” is more than urbarie or
witty. It has memorable moments,
as for example when Miss Tandy
recreates thte poignancy of Tennes-
see Williams' "Portrait of a Mal-
donna,” which served as the gen-
esis for "Streetcar” and which she
has done to acclaim before in
Coast productions. This time, if

falls a' trifle short of the virtuoso
past performance, but only be-
cause it’s done as a reading ver-
sion with distraction created by
the style.

Another highspot. Croriyn’s
handling of the "Oh, What a
Rogue” soliloquy from "Hamlet.”
Their highly, skilled dueting of
proposal scenes from "Hilda
Crane” and "Pride and Prejudice,”
teamed with the threatened di-
vorce scene from "Fourposter” is

an effective curtain trilogy.

Readings that win sustained
chuckles or rapt attention include
Ogden Nash’s ‘‘Private Dining
Room” and a lumping of Parker-
isiris under the title, "General Re-
view of the Sex Situation,” plus
exderpts from Wolfe’s “Time and
the River,” Benet’s prelude to
"Western Star” and a fine excerpt
from Andre Obey’s "Noah.”

Impeccable taste in selecting the
material arid sensitive handling of
the diverse mood make "Face to
Face” compelling stuff. It’s hdn-'
died with an informal charm and
ease of manner that spell fine re-
turns on the Chautauqua circuit

and indicate good business for any
limited stands undertaken in the
larger centers. Kap.

Dallas Playgoer
Continued from pace 75 ssssss-

for instance, alternate boys for the
role of Pudge in one of the produc-
tions of "On Borrowed Time,”

This is to cast no reflection on
Graves or Miss Harris, Fm* all I

knowvthey may be superior to the
chosen leads. But I strongly com-
plain about their being given the
leads in so many performances
with no announcement as to what’s
being done until the performance
is just about to begi .

The management’s statement that,

so far only one. person had asked
for his money back is thought-pro-
voking. ‘ I have never asked for my
money back, but if that is the only
action that carries weight with
management, you can be sure I

shall ask for a refund in the future.

I don’t know whether this prac-
tice is confined to Dallas or is cus-
tomary in other road towns. I don’t
know whether it is special to
Rodgers & Hammerstein produc-
tions or all productions. But I

don’t like it.

Name Withheld.

Plays Abroad
Continued from page 70

a serious contender for transfer
to Broadway.

Pauline Grant has directed the
play with a confident light touch
and, by adroit timing, gets a top
laugh reaction from the script. At
times, however, the author intro-
duces

.
farce-like situations’ and

these do not blend too convincing-
ly. The overall effect is satisfac-
tory, although the plot droops
from strength to weakness as the
story unfolds,

TliCre is not much substance to
the yarn about a teenage girl who
Writes a novel caricaturing her
family and friends and putting
them in comproihlsing situations.
There is an intriguing part of the
development in the second half of
the first act when these incidents
in the novel are performed on the
stage as a sort of book within a
play.
The production calls for bright

and frothy performances and these
are given in good measure by the
competent cast. Hugh Williams
and Judy Campbell as the girl’s

parents; Margarette; Scott as the
aunt and Jane Griffiths as the
young novelist put realism into the
play, but can’t disguise the fact
that tiie script has too many
cliches, to make it a best seller.

Myra.

Current Road Shows
(Oct 25-Nov. 6)

Caine Mutiny Court Martial
(Paul Douglas, Wendell Corey,
Steve Brodie)—Cass, Detroit (25-

30); Hanna, Cleveland (1-6)..

Face to Face (Jessica Tandy,
Hume Cronyn)—Huntington Hart-
ford, L.^A. (25-30); Geary, S. F.
(1-6), (Reviewed in Variety this
week).

Fanny (Ezio Pinza, Walter Sle-
zak) (tryout)—Shubert, Phila. (25-

30); (Reviewed in Variety, Sept.

22, ’54),
'

Fifth Season—-Shubert, Wash.
(25-30); Shubert,. Phila, (1-6). V

Gentlemen Prefer Blondes—Er-
langer, Buffalo (25-30); Shubert,
Wash. (1-6).

Getting Gertie’s Garter—Majes-
tic; Boston (25-30); Locust, Phila.
( 1-6 ),

King and I (Leonard Graves,
Patricia Morison)—Aud., Memphis
(26-30); Aud., Louisville; Ky. (1-6).

Living Room (Barbara Bel Ged-
des)—Shubert, New Haveri (28.-30);

Plymouth, Boston (1-6).

Midsummer Night’s Dream (Rob-
ert Helpmann, Moira. Shearer,
Stanley Holloway)—War Memorial,
S. F. (27-6).

Moon Is Blue (Jerome Cowan)

—

American, St. Louis (25-6).

Mrs. Patterson KEartha Kitt)
(tryout)—Harris, Chi, (25-6) (Re-
viewed in Variety, Sept. 29, ’54).

Naughty Natalie — Memorial
Hall, Joplin; Mo. (25-26); Conven-
tion Hall, Tulsa, Okla. (27); Arca-
dia,, Wichita (28-30); Pabst, Mil-
waukee (3-6).

:
Oklahoma—S.R.H.S. Aud., Glens

Falls, N. Y. (25); Proctor, Schenec-
tady, N. Y. (26-28); Oxford, Plain-
field, N. J. (29-30); Loew’s, Syra-
cuse (1-2); Loew’s, Rochester (3-

4); Palace, Hamilton, .Can. (5-6).

(Reviewed in Variety, Oct 13,
’54).

On With the Show—Shubert,
New Haven (4-6).

Quadrille (Alfred Lunt Lynn
Fontanne, Edna Best, Brian
Aherrie) (tryout)—Colonial, Bos-
ton (25-30).
Pardon Our Antenna (Qlsen &

Johnson) (tryout)—Selwyn, Chi (25-

6) (Reviewed iri Variety, Oct. 20,
’54).

.

Saint Joan (Jean. Arthur) (try-

out) —‘ Cox, Cincinnati (25.-30);

Hartman, Columbus, O. (1-6). (Re-
viewed in Variety, Sept. 22, ’54).

School for Brides—Court Sq.,
Springfield, Mass. (4-6).

Seven Year Itch (Eddie Bracken)
—Iowa, Cedar Rapids (26); Pabst;
Milwaukee (27-30); Murat, Indian-
apolis (1-3); Lincolri, Decatur, III.

(4); Shrine Aud,, Peoria, 111. (5-6).

South Pacific (Tva Withers,
Webb Tilton)—Forrest, Phila. (25-

6 ).
: /' .

Time ; Out for Ginger (Melvyn
Douglas)—Capitol, Salt Lake City
(25-26); Marlow, Helena, Mont;
(28); Bow, Butte, Mont. (29); Fox,
Billings, Mont. (30); Orpheum,
Spokane (1-2); International, Van-
couver. B. C. (4-6).

Wedding Breakfast—rPlayhouse,
Wilmington, Del. (2&-30); National,
Wash. (1-6).

What Every Woman Knows
(Helen Hayes)—Curran, S. F.7(25-
6) (Reviewed in Variety, Sept. 29,
’54).

Wonderful Town (Carol Clian-
riing)—Shubert, Chi. (25-6).

World of ShOlora Aleichem —
Parsons, Hartford (28-30); Mosque,
Newark (31); Walnut St.* Phila.
(2-6 ).

Wednesday, October- 27, I954M NG 7G, K.C
Kansas City," Oct.

‘.’Naughty Natalie,” Danny
i,

berg's two-for-one touring f
drew a slim $7,000 in an e
performance stand last week a?KMBC Playhouse here, at a ni
nel.top of $3 .'92. Booked in by
John Antonello agency, the

(

had been ' expected to do s

business during the Royal Anil
cafi Livestock show.
Next local legit booking is j,

Arthur iri "Saint Joan” in Dece
her.

ill- Chorus
5555s Continued from page 75

in two years of membership,
least two shows as qualification
senior membership and the rl

to vote. However, present Cho
Equity members will be entlt

to immediate senior members
rating,, with the right to vo)

Hereafter, all new. members,
i

eluding chorus performers ’

y

have to meet the regular requii
ments for senior membership.

,

Expanded Council

;
The Equity council, now compr

ing 50 members, plus nine r

reseritatives of Chorus Equity,
be expanded to 70 members,

,

which 15 must be chorus perfon
ers. Instead of the present Cho
Equity executive committee, th

will be an advisory committee
chorus performers; . to assist
council On matters relating
chorus.

The present, setup of a sepal
contract for chorus., perform
will be retained arid the cho
casting department will be
tinued. Dues for actor mem
will remain at $24 a year,
$100 initiation fee* but the cho
member dues will continue to

$18 for at least another year.
: The present officer setup will

revised slightly to provide for

vice-president to.be a chorus
former; The officers will conti

to include a president (curren
Ralph Bellamy), four vice-pr

dents (now Marice Evans, :

Ross, Frederick O’Neal and M
galo Giilmore), a

.
treasurer (F

Dullz.eli) arid a recording secret

(John Effrat).

.
Ben Irving, executive-secret

of Chorus Equity* will transfer

the merged union as an assistanl

Angus Duncan, Equity exec
and all office personnel of Cho
Equity will be retained^ It’s

derstood, however, that there
been no formal discussion as to

future status of Rebecca Bro
stein, Chorus Equity attorney
formerly doubled as Actors Eg
counsel, She exited the latter

last year after differences
the couricil.

,
Herman* E. Co

is now Actors Equity attorney.
‘ The council denied last

a recent report in Variety tin

faction in Chorus Equity opp
merger and favored succe
from the parent organization,
declared in a statement that

thorough examinatioii of the

suits of complete independ
from Equity would reveal that

a course would be extremely de

mental to Chorus Equity.”

Executive Secreta
¥

Fredwctlon Steratary for thaatrli

office. Need reaourceful, thNhl

ally experlonced girl far damai

Ing |eb. Steretarlol skllli mci

•ary, alto ability manuierlptt •

office mgmt. Versatile, taclf

Age 25-40. Fermanentr Glvt l

detalif. Ropiiea hold confidaritl

Box V-l 02554, Variety,

154 W. 46th St., New York 36, N

Rahearsal Rooms Availab

Facilities Used bv butstindlna L*l

and TV Shows
STUDIO ONE G.E. THEAT*
KRAFT BEST OF BROAOW*
GOLDERCS FRONTIERS OF FA'

CAN CAN ARABIAN NIGH

,
Modern — SsaelcUi — : Clean

W«ll ventllattd ElevaUr-SwItehbbird 8(fyl

Mcdtrata R«ntal( — Flanw .

Stvtrsl Alr-C#ndltl»n«d Centrally LF* 1

At CENTRAL PLAZA . /

ill 2nd Avt., Naar 7th St., N.Y.c-

2 blocka east of Watiamakers

AL itlOt B. Blrns,

SALE OR RENT
New Modern Summer Theai

In Pocene’ Mountains Reiort A

Seats 500 — For PartUul

Write Harold Amen.

Penha., or Phene iiiihklll !
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CHARLES P. SKOURAS
Charles P, Skouras, 65, president

- of National Theatres who rose from

a Greek immigraht hoy to one of

tlie . nation’s highest paid execu-

tives, died of a heart attack Oct
22 in. Hollywood.

Details on Page 4.

JULES VON TILZER
Jules Von Tilzer, 86, general

manager of he Haffry Von Tilzer

jviusic Publishing'Co., died - Oct’ .22

at. his home in the Delmonico
Hotel, N. Y. He was the oldest

of six brothers, whose
.

real Sur-

name was Gumm, and had. been
general manager of the publish-

ing firm, founded by his brother
Harry, since its inception 52 years
ago.

*
",

:

Jules* had a reserved manner
ancl generally remained in the
background while running the

business. He was considered to

have been i stabilizing influence

GEORGE McMANUS
George McManus, 7l, newspaper

cartoonist who created the ’‘Bring-

ing Up Father” comic strip, died
of a heart attack Oct. 22 in' Santa
Monica where he had been hospi-

talized with, an: infected liver.

His career as a cartoonist began
in 1904 on the old New York
World where he created two strips,

“The Newlyweds” and “Let’s Do
It.” Moving to the New York
American in 1912%. he created
“Bringing Up Father,’’ which lias

run continuously for 43 years and
has been serviced to 750. news-
papers by the King Features Syn-
dicate.
" Surviving are his wife, Florence,
and his brother,‘“Leo F. McManus,
an executive in the comic art de-
partment of King Features.

SHOLOM PERLMUTTER
$hdlom Perlmutter, 70; play-

wright and historian of the Jewish

in the operation of the company
during its early years. He had
also performed in vaude at the
turn of: tlie century.'
Only two of *the six brothers are

still living. They’re Harold.
Gumm, president of the: publishing
company, and composer Albert
Von : Tilzer. Of the deceased
brothers, Wilt Von Tilzer headed
Broadway Music and for years was
a member of the board 'of direc-
tors of the American Society of
Composers, Authors , and Publish-
ers while Jack Von Tilzer was ac-
tive in the radio industry.

Surviving, besides his two broth-
ers, is his wife,

NICK HOLDE
Herrmann Nicholas (Nick) Holde,

71, legit company and general
manager, died Oct. 21 in Great
Kills, Staten Island, Born in Ber-
li he was brought to New York

theatre, died Oct. 19, in New York.
After a brief stint as an actor he
turned to play writing. Some of;

his works were, produced at the
Second Ave; Theatre, N. Y. Among
them were “Narishe Tates” arid

"Abi Gezundt.”
Perlmutter was vice president of

the Hebrew. Actors Union, which
he helped organize, and was also
a representative of the Society of
Jewish Composers- arid the Jewish
Playwrights League. His book,
‘‘Jewish Dramatists and Jewish
Composers," was published last:

year.
Four sons and a daughter sur-

vive.

WILFRIED SEYFERTH
Wilfried Seyferth, 46, German

character actor, Was killed Oct. 9,

in an auto accident near Wiesbad-
en, West Germany. He began his
acting career in 1928, at the Berlin

sentative for two years, Rea was
one of the group that resigned last

month to form the new Actors In-
ternational Union.

His wife survives;

JAMES Ss, TYLER .

James S. Tyler, 41, director of

advertising and promotion for the
Mutual Broadcasting System, died
in New York, Oct. 22, shortly after
.he collapsed at his desk. He joined
the Mutual net in March, 1942,
after previous posts with the J.

Walter Thompson Co., Advertising
and Selling mag and CBS. >

A native of Philadelphia, Tyler
had also been conducting a column
in Advertising Agency mag in

addition to his Mutual duties.
Surviving are his wife, thrrie

daughters, a son and a brother.

ROBERT. H. FORD
Robert H&mptpn Ford, 47, tv

Writer and former film producer,
died of a heart ailment, Oct. 20,
in New York. Born in Philadelphia,
he* parted his scripting, career as
a newspaper reporter there' and
later worked fpr the N. Y. World-
Telegram.
. Ford , became associate producer
for Cinemart Inc., while ori the
Coast in the 1930’s. More recently
he turned out documentary films
in Spain, Italy and Portugal. „

1 Surviving are his wife, mother,
brother and sister.

MRS. FREDRIKA H. WOODFORD
Mrs. Fredrika H. Woodford, 64,

retired vaude: performer, died Oct!
19,

‘ New York; after a three
week illness. With her husband,
the late Harry E. Woodford, who

EARLE L. McGILL

as a youth and practiced law prior
to entering the theatre in 1908.
He worked for such top Brpadvvay
producers as Florenz Ziegfeld,
Earl Carroll and *A1 Woods.
Shows he was associated with in-
cluded “Dead End,” Ziegfelcl’s
revival of “Show Boat” and “One
Touch of Venus.”

In 1913, Holde persuaded the
.. Shuberts to Convert a stable

. on.
39th St. into the Princess Theatre,
where he presented a series of
one-act plays. He later .went to
Hollywood, where he made silent
pix starring Ruth Boland and Jack
Saunder£ He returned to Broad-

.
way in 1931 and became general
lanager for Max Gordon. He was

also manager for A, C. Blumen-
thal and Norman Bel-Geddes.
Several days prior to his death,
Holde penned a farewell note to
his friends for simultaneous re-

Schauspielhaus and later was with
Heinz Hrlpert’s Deutsche Theatre
(Berlin). „

* '

Seyferth made his screen debut
in “Schleppzug 17” (1933). After
the war, he becking one of West
Germany's most versatile character
players in films. Among his last
films are “Der froehliche Wein-
berg,!’ “Toxi,” “Heimweh nach
Dir“ and “08/15.” He also had a
supporting role in the 20th-Fox
film, “Decision Before Dawn.”

His actress-wife, Eva-Ingeborg
Scholz, survives.

ANTHONY HAWTREY
Anthony Hawtrey, 45, actor-man-

ager, died in a London hospital
Oct. 18, following a heart attack
the previous night while attend-
ing dress rehparsal of his latest
play, “The Wild Goose Chase.” It

IN FOND REMEMBRANCE

JOE BURNS
NOV. 3, 194*

VERA and MACK GOLDMAN

lease with the obituaries.
Wife survives.

K. 3. FRITZSCHE
. ,K. J, Fritzsche, 71 German .mo-
tion picture pioneer, died Oct. 12 in
Munich after a long heart ailment.
He. had been associated with the
German film industry since 1910.
In 1919, he set up the first Ger-
man film export company (Trans-
lean). . Nine years later, he

.
founded Deutsche Film Union,-

* v;li.ich reportedly was the first
German - American coproduction
company.
After 1935, Fritzsche became

economic director and Chief of
production Of Tobis, one of Ger-
many’s foremost film producing
outfits. Shortly after the last war,
oe founded the Deutsche London-
Film (together with Theo Oster-
wind and Johaniies Fischer) and
independently produced several
*uccess£ul pix.

'
!

opened at the Embassy Theatre,
Swiss; Cottage, Oct. 19.

, A' son . of Sir Charles Hawtrey.
he . had been, on the stage since
1930 and, after a walk-on part at
the Garrick, joined the Old Vic.
the same year. He was first asso-
ciated with :the Embassy in 1939
and reopened that theatre in 1945.
The current London and Broadway
hit, “The Boy Friend,” was pre-
sented there Under his manage-
ment before moving to Wyndham’s
Theatre;

AL REA
Al Rea, 66, former vaudeville

comic, died Oct. 23 in. Philadel-
phia. For 30 years he was a part-
ner in the comedy act of Jones &
Rea, which appeared throughout
the U. S. hi vaude houses, includ-
ing the Palace, N. Y,

Active in affairs of the American
Guild of Variety Artists for 15
years and its Philadelphia r,epre-'

died last May, she trouped in the
song and dance, team of Jarvis &
Harrison on. the nation’s top cir-

cuits in. the heyday of vaude.
Surviving are a son, Harry E.

Woodford Jr,, and a daughter; Mrs.
Georgeanna Ayres, wife of band-
leader Mitchell Ayres.

ALBERT M. MORAN
Albert M. Moran, 62, who had

been associated . with the film in-

dustry since he joined the Pathe
organization in 1912, was killed
when struck by a trueje in Tampa,
Fla., according to word received
Oct. 14, by his brother, Mayor J.

Edward Moran ,of Burlington, Vt.
Since the advent of talkies, Mo-

ran had been, identified with the
sound equipment end of the film,

business and traveled throughout
the country.

H. Herbert Vacheron, inveterate
first-nighter at theatrical , and
musical events in the Albany area,
and onetime manager of Broadway
legit companies, died Oct. 16 in
Albany. His wife, Harriet A. Jones,
former member of the WGY Radio
Players in Schenectady, and two
brothers survive.

Brother, 47, of Mrs, J. Meyer
'Schine, wife of the Schine Circuit
and Schine Hotels president, died
of a heart attack in Gioversvill ,

N. Y., Oct. 19, while driving an
automobile;

Daughter, 26, of Stephen R. Rin-
toul, former Albany radio station,

manager and now a partner in a
New York radio-television repre-
sentatives agency, died Oct. 23 in
Albany,..

Samuel Woodworth, 58, founder
and general manager of radio sta-
tion WFBL, Syracuse, died Oct. 22
of a heart attack in that city.

Henry Steele Lewis, 54, presi-
dent of Norfolk Newspapers Inc.
and vice president and treasurer
of the WTAR Radio Corp., Nor-
folk, died Oct. 24 in that city.

Eugene D. Dautell, 74, former
actor, died Oct. 17, in Toledo. Dur-
ing his youth he was With a travel-
ingstock company. His wife, a
son and two daughters survive.

Stanley Rose, 54, literary agent
and former book shop operator,,
died of a liver ailnient Oct. 17 in
Hollywood. His wife, a son and ttvo

brPthers survive,

Fred Pape, 63, formerly in

charge >pf ( transportation at 20th-

Fox, died Oct. 18 in Los Angeles i

after a long illnes§.

Jacob J. Uhl, 60, violinist with
Meyer Davis’ orchestra and mem-
ber of. radio station KYW ojph.,
died Oct. 18 in Philadelphia. His
wife and £on survive.

- ! , -

Alexander Drummond, 56, chair-
man of the Scottish Community
Drama Association, died Oct, 15 at
Brechi

,
Scot

Sarah D. Cuscaden, 81, character
actress, died Oct; 18, in. Hollywood,
Her husband and daughter sur-
vive.

Bert H. Delmar . (Albert Victor
Hall), 79, vaude arid concert artist,

and* writer of comic songs, died
Oct. 2 in Morecambe, Eng.

Jack Harrison, 70, representative
of the British Variety Artists’ Fed-
eration in Liverpool, died Qct. 6
in Liverpool.;

Sidney Friedman, 76, vet cinema
exhib and managing director of the
King’s Theatre, Greenock, died
Oct. 12 in London.

Bobby Stevens, long wtih the
Balaban &. Katz circuit, died re-
cently in Chicago; A sister sur-
vives.

• Father; 58, of Ruth Rainy, writer
With Kling. Studios, Chicago, died
Oct. 15 in that city.

Father, 75, of Johnny Victory*
Scot comedian* died 'Oct. 14 in
Edinburgh.

Father of Perry Jubilirer, of Mil-
tori Berle’s tv staff, died in Pitts-
burgh Oct. 15 after a short illness.

.
Harry B. Webster, 83, veteran

violinist, died in Laconia, Ni H.,
Oct. 15, after a week’s illness.

Al Hardy, 45, pianist, died Oct;
20, of an overdose of sleeping pills
in Burbank, Cal. His wife survives.

Father of Samuel and Joseph
Gellman, Pittsburgh theatre own-
ers, died Oct. 1 i that city,

Mother- of Benn Jacobson, for-
mer talent scout for Metro, died in
Utica, N.Y., Oct. 7.

Father of publicist David E.
Green died Qct. 15 in New York
following a fall.

Mrs. ROSetta Churgin, 64,. retired
concert violinist, died Oct. 25 in
New York.

Rickman
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motion pictures are once , again a

,going business, a profitable busi-

ness, and. 'a Supremely healthy
business’ which is going forward at.

full speed.
And this you said under the

heading, “The Pendulum Swings;”
in the issue of Oct. 6. And very
clearly, indeed.

I feel that the .“message” under
“The Pendulum Swings” is vitally

important to everyone in show
business, and particularly to the
wellbeing, of all of us in the picture
industry. It is so vitally important
that this should be hammered
home at. every possible opportu-
nity. to the calamity howlers who
have expressed fears as to the fu-

ture of motion pictures.
The whole history of entertain^

ment has shown that every new
development and every worthwhile
new form of entertainment has not
only found a place for itself in

the over-all entertainment struc-

ture but has, in addition, strength-
ened and benefited ail other forms
of entertainment.
The motion picture industry

does not and should not -be afraid
of television. Television is another
and potentially excellent, medium
of entertainment, and should have:
a definite plade> in the entertain-
ment structure

;
of our times. The

only disadvantage' i: can. see to

television ' at this moment is that
it is in the 'position of a plant
which has been “forced” a little

too energetically arid too quickly.
It took motion .pictures a great
many years to attain full maturity,
ft took radio many years to attain

maturity.: Some impatient people
have, not been able to understand
that television requires exactly
the' same intelligently nurtured
growth processes.

Close cooperation between the
motion picture industry and tele-

vision will help both sides. -The
motion picture industry will bene-
fit from the audience appeal Of

this great new medium, and. tele-

vision will benefit from the years

of showmanship and entertain-

ment knowledge of the motion
picture industry.

I am sure you agree with these
thoughts. ’ In effect it is exactly
what you said first in “Peepshow

: in Reverse” and again in “The
Pendulum Swings.” 1 feel very
strongly that it is absolutely neq-

[

essary thpt your reassuring confi-

dence aS to the basic, health and
solvency of the motion picture in-

dustry be hammered home re-

peatedly and on a continuing basis

to the motion picture Industry it-

self. I am sure that “The Pendulum
Swings” should inject a little

sorely-needed starch into, some in-,

dustry backbones which could use
a touch of stiffening. And if .-you

keep hamrriering away with this

same message, it will help our
industry achieve the kind of erect
posture that lets us look hope-
fully and. confidently ahead, our
eyes fixed on the high goals w
want to reach.

Jerome Pickmcin.
(Adv.-Publicity; V,P.,

Paramount Pictures):.

MARRIAGES
: Nita

.
Kauffman to Stanley F„

Hodes, Miami, Oct. 22. He’s pro-
duction exec vvith Rainbow Pic-

tures in that city and son of the

late Hal Hodes, . Coluriibia Pictures
exec.
Judy Johnson to Mort Lindsey,

New York, Oct. 9. Bride* is a
singer; he’s a disk jockey, cur-

rently airing on WABC, N. Y.

Mary Anne Bohen to Wayne E,

Price, Albany, Oct. 23. Bride was
formerly on staff of WPTR there.,

Knut Stensrud to Olive Roth, San
Antonio, Qct. 23. Roth are with
the Shrine-Pollack Bros. Circus.

Bride is a dancer; he’s an acrobat,

Rose Madaline Biegler to Wil-

liam John Paisley, Regina, Sask.,

recently. She’s a former member
of ‘Tcecapades.”

. Anri. Frances Carroll to Edward
I. Hersom, Phoenix, Ariz., Oct. 7.

Bride is a member of the. Water
Follies of 1954; lie’s, stage manager
of same show.

Eithne McGrathto Dermot Troy,

Dublin, Oct. 11. He’s an operatic

tenor.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs, Steve Glick. daugh-

ter, Hollywood,' Oct. 15,. Child is

the granddaughter of Hy J. Glick,

Republic secretary-treasurer.
Mr. and Mrs. ‘Larry Creshkoff,

daughter, Boston, Oct. 20. Father
is program exec at WQBH; mother
is Nancy Harper,- femcee uf juve
shows via same outlet.

: Mr. and. Mrs. Max Allentuek,
daughter, New York, Oct, 16.

Mother is legit actress Maureen
Stapleton; father is legit manager
currently associated with. David.
Wayne's tele series.

Mr. and Mrs. Peter Granada,
son, Blackpool* Eng., Oct; 7., Pa-
rents are .Dotothy and Peter
Granada of vaude act known as El
Granadas.

Mr. and Mrs. John Foster, son,

Watertown, N. .Y., Oct; 13. Father
is an anriouheer with WWNY and
WCNY-TV.

'

Mr. and Mrs. George Bonn,
daughter, Chicago, Oct. 17. Father
is a booking agent in the Windy
City.
' Mr. and Mrs. Moody Blanchard,
son, Los Angeles, Oct. 17. Mother
is Patricia Kaskel, tv actress.

Mr, and Mrs. Ronald Thomas,
son, Oct. 15,. Cocoa Beach, Fla.

Father’s formerly of Silhouettes,

Pittsburgh singing instrumen tal

combo.
.
Mr. and Mrs. Bernie Gould,

daughter, Hollywood, Oct. 13.

Father is producer-director-writer
on r^dio.

Mr. and Mrs, George Ball, daugh-
ter, New. York, Oct. 18. Father is

director of public affairs at WHLI,
Hempstead, N. Y.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Gilmore,

daughter, West Palm Beach, Fla.,.

Oct. 15.* Father is a cameraman
with WJNO-TV.

.

.

Mr. and Mrs, Harold E; Wond-
sel, son, New York, Oct, 16. Father
is president of Sound Masters, l

v

commercial and industrial filmm.akv
irig outfit,

Mr! and Mrs. Page Gilman,
daughter, Santa Monica, Ott. 22.

Father is a radio actor.

Mr. arid Mrs. Howie Richmond,
son. New York, Oct. 21. Father is

a music publisher,
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest D. Glucks-

inan
,
daughter, Oct. 1 1 ,

v HollyWood.
He’s a tele producer and director

for NBC; she’s Judy Allen, a

dancer.
Mr. arid Mrs. Frank Farrell,

daughter, New York, Oct. 25. Fa-
ther is the N-. Y. Wprld-Telegrai
& Sum cafe columnist;
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Schultz, son,

New York, Oct, 24. Father’s
agent.
Mr. and" Mrs. Raymond Scott,

daughter, ManhaSset, L, I.,. N. Y„
Oct. 24. Father’s • an orchestra

j

leader; * mother is singer Dorothy
^gollins.^^

'
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Left Vaude and Night Clubs for a bit

...to do my piece in Legit!

Now I'm whilin' away my hours

as "Madam Fleur' in "House of Flowers''
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